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PREFACE.

fHE Santali language is spoken by almost a million and a half of people,

who are mainly found distributed over a strip of Bengal extending for

about 350 miles from the Ganges to the Baitarni, bisected by the meridian

of Bhagalpur, or 87° east longitude, and comprising the following districts :

—

Bhagalpur, Monghyr, the Santal Pargannas, Birbhum, Bankura, Hazaribagh,

Manbhum, Midnapur, Singhbhum, Mayurbhanj and Balasore.

Santali belongs to the Munda or Kolarlan family of languages, and has

reached a much higher stage of development than any other language or dia-

lect of the family to which it belongs. It is spoken with little variation in

pronunciation or idiom over the greater part of the above-mentioned area.

Northern Santali, or that spoken in Bhagalpur, Monghyr, the Santal

Pargannas, Birbhum, Bankura, Hazaribagh and Manbhum, is the lan-

guage of an overwhelming majority of the tribe, and is more polished, than

Southern Santali. The former is, therefore, regarded as the Standard, and

Southern Santali, or that spoken in the remaining districts, as a dialect,

or, possibly, a group of dialects of it.

There being at present no Dictionary of the Santali language, while

many Government Officers, Missionaries and Planters feel the want of one,

there would seem to be a need for the present work, even although it be

very imperfect. Puxley's Vocabulary, which was a useful help to the

knowledge of Santali, has been long out of print

Most Dictionaries indicate what parts of speech the words are, but in

Santali it is impossible to do this in the case of the great bulk of the words.

Consequently, in the few instances in which it might have been done, it has

not been thought worth while doing so in this Dictionary. The form in which

the words appear is the Root, and only the Root idea is, in most instances,

•given. A slight knowledge of the Grammar of Santali will enable those

consulting the Dictionary to deduce the meanings of the different forms in

which the.root appears, whether noun, adjective, verb, adverb, &e. Greater

fulness of detail could have been given only in a very bulky volume, and, as

Santali is regular in its method of dealing with the Root, no real advantage

would have been gained.
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The Examples given are intended to shew the more common use of the

words, and have been selected with great care. A few of them illustrate

the use of words in proverbs, saws, maxims, &c. These have been given,

as affording some insight into the mental characteristics of the Santals,

and it is hoped that, by their means, students of Santali may become better

acquainted with the people whose language they are studying. In some

instances, rather lengthy references to customs, festivals, &c., have been

made, but, as the work was intended as a help, not merely to a knowledge of

the language, but also to a knowledge of the people, such references were

unavoidable. In the case of particles, in which Santali is very rich, and

which often baffle translation, it is hoped that the illustrative examples

will be appreciated.

In the present work no attempt has been made to distinguish between

words of Kolarian origin and those adopted from other sources. With our

present knowledge of the non-Aryan languages of India, living or dead,

which have influenced the present Snatali vocabulary, any such attempt

would have been mere guess work, and would have served no practical

purpose. The source of words of Aryan origin might have been indicated,

but uniformity forbad it. All words, whencesoever derived, that are in

common use among Santals, have been, as far as possible, included.

Santali has been affected more or less by all the languages with which

it has come into contact, and possesses a remarkable power of naturalising

words of foreign origin. Next to the Bihari dialects, Bengali has of late

years had most influence upon it. So strongly, indeed, do Bihari and

Bengali affect Santali at present that there is produced a slight dia-

lectic difference between the Santali of Bihari and the Santali of Bengali

districts. Words with the short inherent vowel, adopted by Santali from

Bihari, retain the short a sound, those adopted from Bengali retain the

short sound. This dialectic difference accounts for the different ways

of spelling the same word which often occur.

Santali not possessing an alphabet of its own, the Roman character has

been adapted to it. This, with signs over, or under, certain letters, to denote

soLmds differing from those which these letters have in English, suits the

language extremely well. There are two different modes of representing

two sounds which are current in Santali printed books, and, as users' of the

Dictionary may read books of both kinds, an explanation seems necessary.

These two sounds are represented in the present work by Ic and c. They

are otherwise represented by ', and : . Thus amaJc = ama', and amic = ami:.

For the sounds of the letters used in Romanised Santali, Skrefsrud's San-

tali Grammar may be consulted. It may, however, be noted that c is

soft as rji in change.



( iii )

The order of the letters in the English Alphabet luvs been adhered to

in this Dictionary. To avoid confusion, no distinction, so far as order is

concerned, has been made between letters having signs under or over them,

and the corresponding unmarked letters. The letter n is, however, an

exception to this rule. It is regarded as equivalent to ng, and always

occupies the same place in the sequence of letters as ng in an English

Dictionary.

This work does not profess to contain a complete list of the words used

in Santali, but it is believed that the most of them have been recorded.

Thanks are due to the Government of Bengal, which, through the Direc-

tor of Public Instruction, has assisted the publication of this Dictionary

by a generous grant towards the expense of printing.

The Compiler gratefully acknowledges the valuable assistance rendered

in the work of preparing the Dictionary by the following gentlemen—his

colleagues in the Free Church of Scotland Santal Mission—Dr. J. A. Dyer,

Dr. J. M. Macphail, and the Rev. W. E. White. The time and labour

devoted to the work by Mr. White, (who, besides help given all through,

placed a large quantity of valubale MSS. at the disposal of the compiler,)

demand special recognition and thanks, which are hereby heartily accorded.





SANTALI-ENGLISH

Dictionary.

A
Abuk

A. A privative prefix much used in

Sant;ili, signifying not, without.
A-dhorom, a-lekha

A. A prefix vnth causative significa-

tion.
A-liu, a-jo, a-S6n.

1. Yes.

A a. Grunt of buffalo.

Abad. Cultivation, harvest.
Abad dare. Troo yielding produce.

Abar. To cry peevishlj' for some thing,

as a child.

Geie abafkedaP What does he wantP

Abe tabe. Just at the time of
Abe tabe aimral! . Juat about oock-crow
Abe tabeakanae. He is at the point of death.

Aben. You two.
There is also a ourious use of the dual, when
only one person is in question. A man and his
"wife use the dual to their respective fathers-in-

law, mothers-in-law, elder brothere-inlaw, and
sisters-in-law, and vice versa, e.g. A man will say
to his father-in-law CalaEben, instead of CalaK-
me. Cf. abo for curious use of the plural.

Aber. Out ofseason, late, behind hand.

Abga. Almost all, the greater part,

with few exceptions.
Nunal^iii kamikefireho abga pel^ei odohena. Al-

though I have laboured so much little else

than chaff is the result.

Noa oaole do abga dhurigea. This rice is near-

ly all dust.
Noko hor abga kombro kanako. The majority

of them are thieves.

Abga taka menaUtaea. He has more rupees
(than pioo).

Abga horge menaKkoa. Santals are in the ma-
jority (in this village).

Abge. (1) Sacred to the males of the

household. (2) Stingy, selfish.

Abge boiiga. One of the Santal family deities,

virtually the deity of the males of the family,

as they only can partake of what has been
oiieredtoitin sacrifice

.

Nui bhedaA abgeakadea. I have set this ram
apart as a sacrifice for the males of the house-

hold.

Amem jom abgekeda. Ton ate most of it your-

self, (as if it had been an abge ofiering.)

Abgun. To injure oneself by over-

eating.
Jom abgunenae. He injured himself by eating

too much.

Abhagia. Unfortunate, unlucky.

Abher. A moment of time.
Mit' abhefili calao liogoka. I will go for a

Utile.

Abhra. A natural pond or tank.

Abhran. An ornament, jewelry, to be
decked with jewelry, &c.

Abhu cabhu. Perplexed, confused, not

knov/ing what to do.

Abjos. Unfortunate, unlucky, ill for-

tune, bad luck.
Abjos alo bare hoyoKma. jos baye hoyolhna.
Abjos do alom h^^ra, jos biife h^rme.

Ablakha. Spotted.

Abo, abon. We, including person ad-

dressed, I and you, we and you.

opp. to ale—I and they.
There is also a curious use of the plural when

only one person is in question. Fathers-in-law
and mothers-in-law use the plural to each other,

though addressing only one person.

e. g. Thehusband's father says to wife'sfather

calalfale, instead of oalaRaJi, and calak'pe in-

stead of calr^k'me, also calaKale, orcalakabo, al-

though only the speaker is going away. This
usage is also observed among certain relations

of the parents-in-law.

Abod. Young, ignorant.

Abol. V/eak, without strength.

Abola. Dumb, unable to speak for one-

self, as a child.

Abosta. To waste, to be injured, or

spoiled.

Horobeleena, Bamtaohodkhanem,ohoabostalena.
The dha.n is ripe if you house it quickly it will

not be injured.

Abot. Not broken to work, untamed.

Abuk, (abukok)\to wash hands and feet,

Abuii, (abudok)J also hands and mouth
after eating.



Abiili cabuK [ 2 ] Ada

Diatinguiah between

—

Ap (abok') to wash whole face.

Abuk (abukoS) to wash hands and feet,

Ti jahgaabukolinie. Wash your hands andfeet.
Bin abuk tite. With unwashen hands.

Abuli cabuU. Here and there.

Abuti. Cf. abuk.

Ac. himself.
Acak, ajaK, ajah, acren. His own.

Ac kathae. Namely, that is, as they say.

Akoge ad kathae khub akilan lekako badaeoka.
They are wise in their own conceits.

Ac kathaeye dargodleka. As if he were to flee.

Ac. Heat, flame, stifling heat.
Bhatha reak' ac do eyae dobor dahhgao ju-

iijpe. Increase the heat of the furnace
seven times.

5.caK Jie. Increase the heat (by stirring the fire,

or putting on more fuel.)

Noa orakre adi horko tahelenkhan ac bako
aahaoa. If men are crowded into this house,

they will be stifled with the heat.

Acar. Usage, customs, rites.

AcaroU. To make rules of conduct for

oneself regardmg defilement in

food.

Acar beohar. Customs, usages, conduct.
Bohgak hor adi ut^r acar beohar menaktakoa.

Acar bicar. To institute customs, rules

of conduct, &c., to legislate, to.

judge.
Abo ge tho bhai nunal^bo acarke6 bicarkeda, noa

reah sat cekatebo fielap

We have passed all these laws how shall we know
that they have the divine sanction P

Acbic. To despise, to loathe (on ac-

count ofceremonial, or other defile-

ment).
Cele ho babo acbicakoa. We regard none as

unclean (ceremonially.)

Ac bole. Cf ac kathae.

.
^ ,' , Wealth, abundance, splen-

Acel pacel. r i .

Acer pacer. J

Ehubekisara, acel pacel jomal^ menal^taea. He
is very rich, and has abundance of food.

Acet. Unconscious.

Achal garijal. To rain heavily, to pour.
TeheA do achal gaiijale dakatbona. It rained

very heavily to-day.

Achar. A heavy shower of rain.

Mil; achare daKkeda. There was one good
shower of rain.

Achia. Opening on top ofchulha for pot.

Mit achia. Chulha with one opening.

Bar achia. Two openings.

Achim. To sneeze.
Achimkedae. He sneezed.

Acir pacir. ] A large homestead sur-r. lA
3r.

J roAcer pacer, j rounded by a wall.

Acir pacir orak menaktaea. He has a large

homestead surrounded by a wall.

Achok. Unclean feeding, low, eating

anything.
Achok j9.t kanae. He is of low caste.

Achra. To sow rice for transplanting

in low moist land, which has been
ploughed and harrowed.

Achra aphor—is seed sown thick on surface

after having been steeped till it germinates.

Dhuri aphor—is seed sown on high lands, which
have been ploughed, but not harrowed.

The seedlings when in the ground are called

aphor, when pulled up for transplanting
gachi.

Acka \ Suddenly, without warn-
Ackamar

J
ing.

Acok. Suddenly, without warning.

Acraeli bodga. A spirit supposed to

preside over the interests of the
parents of a maLrried woman. If she surrep-
titiously carries away any thing from the
house of her parents to her own home the
Acraeli boiga accompanies the goods, what-
ever they may be, and makes his presence
and displeasure felt by bringing sickness,
death, &c. upon the household. To propitiate

him and induce him to return to his own
domain is a work of some difficulty, involv-
ing, at times, rather costly sacrifices.

Acu. To hire, to engage, to employ.
Acu hor. One hired
Akcu hor. An employer.

Acukoali. I will hire them.

Acur. To turn, to return, to tiu'n round,

to go round, to revolve.
M.et acurok lekaii aikaueda. I feel dizzy.
A4i acur hor. A very winding path.
Acurol^ dinte. This time next year.

AcurokBudh. Next Wednesday.

Acur bihur. Backwards and forwards,

hither and thither, over and over
again.

Noakore acur bihur baraekanae. He is wander-
ing about here.

Acur bihure roreda ina kathage. He is al-

ways coming over the same subject.

Ad. Cf adh.
Admarua half-dead.

Ad. The beginning.
Ad call. Original customs.

Ad. \To give shelter, protection, to

Od. /take refuge.
Adok lagife nir calaoena. He ran for shelter.
Diuhe a5kate aguime—protecting it from wind

.

Sate adre. Under shelter of the eaves.
Siair odre. Shelter from the dew.

Ada. \Undried ginger, {Zingiber offici-

Adhe. f nale Roscoe.



Ada [ 3 ] Adhi

Ada. To season, especially with salt,

diffuse throughout, impi'egnate

with safiiciently, to suffice.

TJture buluii adaakona se bail P Is the relish

properly salteil.

Biihin bah adalena. The salt did not snifioe,

(waa not in sufficient quantity.)

Snnnm bail adalentilia. There waa not enough
oil for my piu-pose.

Noa dorhare hap bail adalente hako bako arma-
raolena. This pool has not been sufficient-

ly poisoned, and so the iish were not over-
powered.

Ada. To take cattle to mid-day resting

place, the place where cattle rest

at mid-day, a group, a herd.
A(Ja t^ndi. The place were the a^a is situated,

generally a level piece of ground outside of

the village where shelter from the sun can
be obtained.

AiJakoaA. I will take them to the resting
place.

Mit acjako dukana. They went in one detach-
ment.

Adakateko calak'a. They will go as one herd.

Ada. Tassar silkworms.

Ada adi. Not on speaking terms, at

enmity.
Ada a(}iakanakui. They are not on speaking

terms.

Ada bari. The place where Tassar silk

•^yornis {Anther CE(( myliita) arere-

ared, generally a grove of Atnak
tTees{Termin nl ia tomen to><a Lin -ih.)

Ada barire menaea.
Ada bariedae. He is tending tassar silk worms.

Adagathia. A common grass, Pani-
cum repens, Linn.

Adai badai. To be proud, arrogant,

bumptious.
Ad?.l badgiiefkanae. He is fastidious, (will not

take what is offered him.)

Adai. (1) To give back, repay, to re-

fund.

(2) To collect money &c due, to exact.

(1) UniaJ rin takai'i adaikatitaea. I discharged

my debt to him.

(2) Ein taka uni then Ichon ill adaia. I will

realize from him the money lent.

Adalot, (adalat). Court, kacahari.

Maraii adalot. High court (Haekot)
Bewani ,, Civil court.

iJaddari ,

,

Criminal court.

Adar, (adar danra). A Brahmini bull, a

bull kept for breeding purposes,

and not put to work.

Adar odor. Fat and naked, overgrown,

unwieldy.
Adar odore calaoena. He waddled away.

Adar udur. C£ ailar odor,

Adat\Under age, unfit for vvoik, aiii-

UdatJ mais not begun to lose their

milk teeth.

Adauri. A prepai-ati(m made from pulse
and condiments.

Adawa. Cf adwa.

Adepase. Neighbo\u-hood, near.
Acjepase renko. Neighbours.

Ader. To put in, to bring in, to intro-

duce.
Ka(}a aderkom. House the buffaloes.
Kathaye aderadea. He introduced the subject

to him.

Ade tola. Neighbourhood, vicinage.
Ade tolarenko. Neighbours.

Aclger. To go off, to disappear, to keep
out of sight, to keeji out of the way.

Okate coe adgerakana. He has disappeared
somewhere.

Sen a<Jgerakanako kami hor do, bako aktaoE-
kana. The workmen have cleaa-ed off, they
are not in a hurry.

Adh. 1 A prefix, used largely in Santali

Ad.
J

signifying half.

Adh bg.isu. Of middle age.
Adh marwa. Half-dead.

Adha. Half
Adha ndhi. Half and half.

Kami adha adhilenkhan. When the work is half
done.

Adha adhiko rohooaVada. They have got half
through with their planting.

Adha padha. Unfinished, to scamp
work.

Adha padhape kamiakada. Ton have not done
the work thoroughly.

Adhaia. Two and a half

Adhar. Fodder, food, (seldom used of

man) ; to be satisfied.

Adhar banulttakoa. They (animals) have no
food.

TJni hor unake jomeiJreho, bae adharokkana.
The man although he eats so much is not satisfied

Adhe. Cf ada.

Adhek. Cf adha.

Adhela. A half pice.

Barea adhelare mit' poesa hoyoka. Two half
pice make one pice.

Adher. Past prime, getting old.

Bae adherentaea, nui gai do. This cow is get-

ting old.

Adher kicrio. Old cloth.

Adhi. To lessen, to shorten, to reduce.
Adhiket'leae. He lessened our numbers.
i)iil g.dhime.

^
Pour out half.

Meromko goo g-dhientaea. Many of his goats
have died.



Adhkhccra [ 4 ] Ae.san

Adhkhecra. Imperfect, carelessly per-

formed, scamped.

Adhorom. Unrighteous, unholy, impure.

Adhon madhon. To sell at a sacrifice,

below value, for anything.
Seare swjion ina(Jhoii iii akriii gidiksda. At last

I sold it for what I could get.

Adhuli. An 8 anna piece.

Adi (ari, udi, adi utar, aema, adi adi,

adi okoc), much, many, very, a long

time.
A4i Jhorko. Many men.
4-^i hojo. Iiluoh rice.

Adi nig.ila. Very dii-ty.

Aijireya oalaoena. He went away a long while ago
(to-dn.y).

Ai?i diureyo oalaoena. He went away many
days ago.

M}i aetaKro. Very early in the morning.
Adi gh^ri enea, Only after a very long time.

Ad Kisku. A sub-sept of the sept

Kisku(Cf.)

Adin. Out of season, out of date, late.

Adin din rem metadiiia. Tou spoke to me out
01 season.

Adkar. One half.

Adnakha. One half.

Ado. Moreover, and, so, then.

Ado. To urinate.

Adoli. To disregard an order, to slight

a command.
Hukum adolikedae. He disregarded the order.

Adorn. Some, some... others.
Adorn doko oalaoena, ar adom dobo taheena.
Some went away, and others stayed.

Adop. To be contumacious, to be recal-

citrant, to be recusant,
Uni dol^ dalledereh50 adopet kana, arh5 jarurgel^.

dalea. Although I have beaten him, "he is

still contumaoious, I shall certainly beat
him again.

Adopia. Contumacious, recalcitrant,

unsubmissive, recusant, blustering.

Ador. Pride ; to sulk.

Uni do krsar i?.fce 9.di adorotgeae. He is proud
because he is rich.

Uni gidi;a bail hewekante adoro^kanae. The
child is sulking because I do not take it up.

AdoroK. To put off, to put off under

vain pretences, to procrastinate, to

be unsatisfied, as one who refuses

to work for a certain wage.

Adpakolia. Weak, feeble, fusionless, of

premature birth.

Adpakolia,geae, bamire bae dheja. He is feeble

and can't do his work.

Adrao, (arrao). To bellow.
Ifada a ako arraoa.

Adwa. To huisk without boiling, husked

vi^ithout being previously boiled,

not tattooed.
Adwa horo.
Adwa cfiole.

Adwa hor. Not tattooed.
Nui hor doe adwo^gea This man is not tattooed.

Adwati. Ill will, enmity.

Ae. Measure ; to calculate.

Beaeteye jomeda. Ho eats without stint.

Dak a^i haraena, ninaU ae menaSa, dani^at^
hotolite. The water has risen greatly, it

reaches to the waist and to the neck.

As lUnaccustomed, raw, stupid,

AebahaJ unpractised, untrained, un-
inured, sensitive to touch.

Cele nui aebahaya ; fchg-ri agiiiii metaekan khan,
chipiye aguadkan. What a stupid he is ! If

I tell him to bring a plate, be brings me a,

bowl.

Aedari. C£ aidari.

Aedhon. Not full grown, as bullock,

cow, &c., promising profit, in-

creasing in value.
Nui do aedhon mal kanae. This is property that

will increase in value.

Aedhor. A system of cultivation in

which the cultivator supplies only
the labour, and receives one third

share of the produce.

Aedhori. The person who cultivates

on the aedhor system.

Aege. An exclamationof surprise, fear,

or pain.
Aege ! bejae ul joabana. O ! what a quantity

of mangoes (on the tree.)

Aege ! 9.di a^teii liurena. Dear me ! I have fall-

en heavily.

Aekom. InefiScient, inexperienced.

Aelo gaelo. To keep out of the way,
to hide,

Kami botorte aelo gaelo baraeae. He hides here
and there to avoid work.

Aema. many.
Aenom. Lamp black applied to the

eyelids.
Aenom kajar. Box and aenoTn
Kajraoti. Box for holding aenom.

Aesan. \To attempt (often with reitera-

Aisan,
J tion of verb.)

OndeA sen sen aesankada. I repeatedly attemp-
ted to go there.

Ce^ oet' aesankadaii, baA aei dareada. I repeat-
edly tried to learn, but could not.

Laga laga aesankadeail. I tried to drive him off.



Act
[ 5 ] Ahibahi

Aet (ayat). Verse.
Aeui. To whine, as a whelp.
Ae upai. Result, gain.
TinaKom ae xip^iiaCkan, ona leka khoroome.

Spend aooording to your income.

Aga. To exaggerate, to magnify, to
over colour.

Alom agawatia, baiikhan tayomtei5 ruheCkeina
Do not exag-gerate to me, or else I shall scold
you afterwards.

Agad. To add to, change the size,

increase the size.
Sim^o agadkhan ku(Jite po paromae. If he

enlarges the boundary, he will hoe across
(the old line.)

Taiga, agad marah lioggeae kutamkate. He will
beat the axe oat a little larger.

Noa ohnri agad oooeme. Make this knife bigger.
Ehetko agada. They will enlarge the field.

Agam. ")
T^ ,

A|ami.l
^"*''"^-

Agamgar. Given up for the nonce to
feasting and merriment.

Teheri dole agamggirakana. We are given up for
the nonce to feasting and merriment.

Agardigar. To violate, set at naught,
infringe.

Tayom daram alope agar <Iigartabona. Do not
violate this (arrangement) in the future.

Agar ogor. Fat and short, dumpy.
Uni sukri agar ogore d^iya.

Agast. The month August.
Agdhao"! To delay, to put off, to tem-
Aghrao 1- porise, to postpone, to de-
AkdhaoJ fer, to dally, to be stub-

born, to be obstinate.
Alom agdhaoEa, calfiokate agu hodme.
Don't dally, go and bring it at once.
Mahajon ^diko aghraoKa,5bako emoKa.
The money lenders keep putting you off, they
won't give.

Ager. \One row of thatch round the
Agre.

J
roof

AghaM. To be satiated, to be satisfied.

Aghar. The eighth Hindu month,
Aghan, November—December.

Aghi. Interest in kind, generally paid
in Aghan. C£ Aghar.

Horo belelenkhan more p^tila aighi emaiiam.
When the dhan ripens you will give me five

pailas of dhan as interest.

Aghorni. A pool of water, a deep pool

at a bend in a river, or stream.
Aghrao. Ct. agdhao.
Agil. To load heavily in front, heavy

in the fore quarters.
Agil bh^ri sadom. A horse high in the withers.

Aglagwa banduk. Gun fired by a fuse.

Aglaha. A leader, one who goes before.

Agni manda. Indigestion.

Agnisar. A variety of the rice plant.

Agotar. Rent, or pay given in advance.

Agra. Blighted, as an ear of dhan.
Nui do hoj ren agra kanae. He is the off-

scouring of mankind.
Horo reaK agj-a. Blighted dhan.

Agre. Cf ager.

Agu. To bring, exact, charge, deprive.
(very common in conjunction with other verbs,

giving idea of motion, up to a certain time or
place.)

Pea tafeaii aguke^koa. I charged them three
rupees.

Jiwiko agukeftaea. They murdered him.
Manjhi nonka aguiet' tahekanae. The manjhi

_u8ed to act thus up to that time.
EaK raKto rof agukedae. He came on crying

and speaking.

Aguadar. A forerunner, those who
prijeodc a marriage party to the
bride's village.

Agyo. A common plant, (Spidagathis
cristata, Willd.)

The ashes of the plant are appKod to heal sores
of the disease agyo.

Agyo. A skin disease, generally appear-
ing on the legs, at first like blis-

ters, then becoming: sores.

Ah i

Ahah [Interjection of pleasure.

Ahahaj
Aha. Alas.

Aha. To bewitch by looking at one
while eating, cast evil spell on,

ahak', to be bewitched.
Ill ahakedeaii, bae hajama. I looked at him while

eating, be wiU not digest hds food.

Ahan. To break a prolonged fast.

NeKe ut?irgeii ahahoEkana.

AhajS cabap. Quickly, hurriedly.
Henda ja, gi;li ahap cahapiA lielefme do.

Soho ! I see you'r in a hurry.

Ahar. Dhan land made by damming
up a water course, a small pond.

Aher. Prey ; to lie in wait for prey.

Ahh uhh. Cry of pain.
Joiigare bajaoente a4iye ahh uhhkeda.

Ahibahi. Busy, busy season.
Ahi bahi dinre pera horoK alope calaKa.
Do not go a visiting in the busy season.



Ahirinahil [ 6 ]
Ajbajhao

Ahil mahil. To delay, to put off time.

Ahirkuhir\To stare all round intently

ArilJkurii! J
looking for something,

to fix the eyes upon, to stare one

in the face.

CedaK onka ahii-kulur dom beiigefae kana ? Why
do you stare so at him ! Unak aliirkuhir lA

bengefteda, menek bali Aamledea. I looked

very intently but did not And him.

Ahkaok. To pant through thirst.

Ahla. Emanation, presence, radiation,

motion.

Hante ber giUg. AeloUkana. An emanation

from the sun appears over there, i. e. sun-

shine.

Da5 reak ablg, hoe aguiefte adi rabah kana.

An emanation from the water, (or rain)

being brought by the wind makes it yery

cold. . .,

Sengel ablate ?.di Aut AeloKkana, sangitite.

Through the emanation from the fire (light)

it appears very dark in the distance.

Ale ato do burn 9.hlate liut godoka. It gets

very soon dark in our village owing to the

presence of the hills.

Burn ahla i?,te ape then do jaati ot lolokkana.

wing to the radiation from the hills the

soil with you gets hotter (than with us.)

Burn ahlate 9.di rear kana. The presence of

the hills makes it very cold.

Hoedak jalapuri are sed ahla gidikeikoa. The
storm stranded them on the sea shore

Ahla. ) A small sheaf of grain

Ahla binda. j &c.

Ahluh. Sad, low-spirited, weak from

illness.

Ahnaok. To go bad, of meat.
Jel ahnaoena. The meat has gone bad.

Ahra. An edible root.

Ahra. A reservoir for collecting rain

water.

Ahri. A silk worm charm-doctor.

Ahrom pahrom. Hurriedly, quickly.

Ahum tahum.\To eat greedily, to eat

Harum tarumj too fast.

Ahup cahup (ahap cahap). hurriedly,

to look round.

Ahuy tahur. To gobble.

Aidari. Inheritance, authority, p )Rse,-

sion.

Uniak aidarire menakkoa. They are under his

authority.
_

Nuige aKaidg-riio do, delabon gojea.

This is the heir, come let us kill him.

Aigu. An interjection of annoyance,

used by women only.

Aika. But, only, but certainly, with

this proviso.

4ik9. gegerae dina haralenkhan. Only it will

bite, when it grows up, (though it does not

bite now.)
Ma sabeme, ?ika gegerae—only it will bite.

Aikau. To feel, to perceive, to be sen-

sible of.

Chat ohate ^ikaueda He feels very thirsty.

Akilan leka bari. aikanledea. I did not take

him to be a wise man.

Aimai. A woman.
Ainthao. ") To twist tightly, bring pres-

Althau. 3 sure to bear on. [fish.

Als. A bad smell, as that of the scales of

Aisamol. ") Forbidden food, to a sick

is amol. 5 person, or dyspeptic.

Aisan. Cf aesan. [ous.

Altaha. Bitter, acrid, surly, acrimoni-

Aitau. To sift rice, &c. in a peculiar

way with hatak.
Gum jokhec aifau todpe dhirido.

Aitau paitau. A game played by child-

ren.

Aitha. Vessel one has eaten or drunk

from, leavings of food.

Althau. Cf ainthao.

Aja. Grand-father.
Ajako pitalco.

Aja purkha. Ancestors.

Ajak. Cf. ac.

Ajakkedae. He claimed it as his own.

Ajak \To importune, to beseech,

Ajak ajak. J to beg hard, to clamour for.

Uni liitab lagif ajak ajagok kanae. He impor-

tunes for the book.

Ajakbujak. Irregular, without system,

here and there.

Ajan. Ignorant, without knowledge.

Ajan. A powder applied to the eyelids

for ophthalmia, &c.

Ajante. By mistake.

Ajar. Trouble, bother ; heavy.

Ajare. To visit, go about gossipping.
Maejiuko aj areako . Women go about gossipping.

Ajare senoK. To go out for a chat with a neigh-

bour.

Ajauri \Empty, unoccupied, unem-
Ajwari J.

ployed.
BaA ajauria. I am not at leisure.

Ajbaj. Cf ajbuj.

^j;^^J^^°|lnvolved, entangled.
Ajbaj "vva |

"

Noa nariteii ajbaihaoena.
this creeper.

Kamireli ajbajhaoakana.

I am entangled with



Ajbi
[ 7 ]

Akat

^•i|;^}Truthful,just.

Ajbuj lUniiitelligent. ravelled,

Ajbaj.J topsy-turvy.
Ajbujko roja. "What they aay is unintelligible.

Ajgar. Improper, impertinent, iasult-

."^?-
.

Uni do gi^i ajgargeye rorora sahao khon ho bah-
regetaea. He speaks so impertinently as
to be beyond endurance.

^(Ji ajgargem ror gofkeda, alo se nonka dom
rora, rastete do bam rora ?

Ajgar. Strait, pinch, burden, great.vast.

A(Ji ajgarrell paraoena. I am in a great strait

Ajgar dare. A huge tree.

Ajgut. Used to express surprise at any
thing, or any one, as unusual or

uncomnaon.
Aisrut hor kanae, rabaii ho bae bataoa. Ho is a

wonderful man, he does not heed the cold.

Ajgut moilj lieloK kanae. O! how beautiful she
appears.

Ajgut reh3 bae heoakana nit ho. Dear me, even
now he has not come.

Ajgut bae heclena. It is strange he has not come.

Ajhal pajhallAmple, more than en-

Ujhalpajhalj ough, unlimited.
trjhal pajhale jom oookelikoa. He gave them

more than enough to eat.

Ajhal pajhale daKkeda. It poured like a deluge.

Ajhat. Violence, force; loudly, stren-

uously, diligently, difficult.

Jiwijakte ajhatoSpe. Strive with might and
main.

Ajhnar. Wife's elder sisters.

Aji. Grand-mother.

Ajia. Sisters.
' Unkin do 9.ji*kin tahekana. They were sisters.

Ajib. True, just.

Ajij. To entreat, to beseech, to implore.

Adi ajijoKkanae. He earnestly entreats.

Ajim. Thy]
Ajin. My Y Elder sister.

Ajit, His J

Ajlatia. Aimlessly, purposelessly, with-

out any valid reason.
Ajl^tiage nonijem heoakana. Tou have come

here without any valid reason.

Ajlot. Very many, very much.
Ajlot utar horko jaoralena. Very many peo-

ple assembled.

Ajmao. jrp^ examine, to test ; inured.
Ajmas. J

Ajo. To feed another, put to his mouth.
Actegeye joma, alom ajoaea.

Knlhure akko ajoeda.

Ajua. The Bishop's weed, Carum cop-

ticuiii, Benth. An annual umbel-
liferous plant the seeds of which
fomi an ingredient in the prepara-
tion known as paji.

Ajwari. C£ ajauri.

Ak. Sugar cane, {Saccharum offici-

naru'in, Linn.)
Ak. A figure, a numeral.

Ak. A bow.

AKsar. Bow and arrows

Lit^ aK. Rainbow.

Aka. To hang, to suspend.

Akabaka. Very quickly, rapidly.

Aka baka\Distressed, restless from
Ak bak J heat, perplexed.

Akaj. Useless.

Akal.
1

Akal pakal. j-Famine, dearth, scarcity.

Akal sukal.J
Nes do bae akala. There will be no scarcity

this year.

Akalia. Greedy, famishing, glutton-

ous, one whi.) is always famishing

let him eat ever so much.
Akal pakal. C£ akal.

Akal sakal. Ri'stless.

Akal sakale ru^likana. His fever is so high he
cannot rest.

Akal sukal. Cf akal.

Akaona. A shrub, Calotropis gigantea,

RBr.
Akar. Free, exempt, scot free.

Akare araKeda. He gives it free.

Akar baha. A plant found in moist

situations, Lininophila Roxhur-
ghiana, G. Don.

Akardhak. Quickly, excessive, more
than is right.

AkardhakiA hedena. I came hurriedly.

Akardhakko bojhaakafa. They have loaded

too heavily.

CedaK nonkajakardhakpe kamikana? Why do yon
work so hard ?

Akar kukar. Troubled in mind, fatigued

in body.

Akar okor. Said of a child tumbling

about.
Akar okor barae kanae, nui gidra do. The

child tumbles about (in its efforts to walk).

Akasok. Met. to bring to an end, to

conclude, to go to heaven.

Akat. Dense, primeval.
Akat bir. Dense forest.



Ak bak
[ 8 ]

Akut bakut

Ak bak. Cf. aka baka.

Akbakao. Confused, put out, troubled.

Akel. Cf. akil

Akhaini. Hooked bamboo used as a

pitch fork.

Akh?.inite horoko ho^aga. They turn over the
dhan with a pitch fork.

Akhaji. To contend, to bet, to agree

to a forfeit, to vow.

Akham dukham. Distressed, anxious,

perplexed, through trouble or

affliction.

Akhar bakhar. At random, without

thought.
Akhar bakhaye rofeda. He speaks without

thought.

Akhat. To dispute, to bear ill-vnll, to

be at daggers drawn.

Akhat bakhat\To speak as one who is

Bhasa bharra J delirious, or insane

;

at random, carelessly.

Akhir. End, finally, in clauses to ex-

press courage and independence.
Ahkir dama. At last.

Akhirge ban akhir. Happen what may.
Akhirge bane ruhe^akadiilge, menkhan in dale-

gea. He haa actually abused me, but I will

beat him yet.

Akhor. A letter of the alphabet.

Saheb ror rsak akhorko. The English alphabet.

Akhor. A verse of a song ; a short aong.

Mit akhor serelime. Sing a stanza.

Akhra (akhor). One of a course, a

dancing stance ; the place where
an ojha sits with his pupils.

Bar akhrako enedkeda. They danced two
dances,

Akhrako laga, ar onde pak donko ceda. They
will smooth the a/./u-.t, and there they will

learn the war dance.

Akhrid. Cf akriri.

Akhrot. The walnut, fruit of Juglans
regia, Linn.

Akil. Wisdom, wise.

Akilam kanaii . I am making you wise (teaching
you wisdom.)

Akil gawar
]p^^^-^^ ^^ -^^

Akil khawarj ^

Akin. They two, they themselves.

Akinren, akinak, akin reak, akin reau. Theirs,
their.

Ra5ak.}s—ly'tigh%
Khub akjak silpiii do silikam, pase kombroko

bolo jahanoK. Shut the door securely,

perhaps thicTes may enter.

Aklaha. Greedy, gluttonous.

Ako. They, they themselves.

Akoren, akoak, akoreak, akoreah. Theiro, their.

Akoakoak oyatteko calaoenge. They went to

their several homes.

Akoda. Undisturbed, as soil.

Akoda hasa. "Virgin soil.

o a. I

j^QQuipetent, inefiicient.

Ako kathae. As they themselves say,

or think.

Akorma. Dunce, blockhead ; worthless.
Akoi-ma kat;. "Worthless timber.

Akot ] To obstruct, to hinder, to iru-

Atkao V pede, to delay, to prevent, to

Atok J stop.
Akot ako^teye hijukkana. He is often being

stopped on his way.
Kami akotlenkhan bud todok'a. Necessity is

the mother of invention.

Akrid. To sell, to dispose of

Aksak 1111 at ease, uncomfortable,

Aksakao j flustered.
Eua ehoboK jokhen aksakiii bujhaueda. I feel

ill at ease when fever is beginning.
Aksakao is employed to describe the feeling at

the beginning of an attack of fever, and
akal sakal when the fever is at its height.

Akta akti. To persist, to insist, to be
impatient.

Aktau. To be in a hurry, to be im-
patient, to fret.

Calak lagit'e aktaukkana. He is impatient to
start.

Aktobor. The English month October
Akul bakTil. Confounded, perplexed,

confused, distressed.

Akul bakul. An uneasy feeling in the
stomach, generally followed by
vomiting. (Scottice, rumulgurtip-
tion).

Lao akul bakulolikana. An uneasy feeling in
the stomach.

Akulanl Insufficient, inadequate, not
Okulan > fully provided with, incom-

j plete.
Noa bochor do iomaktcko akulangea. Thoy

have an insufficient supply of food this year.

Akut. \To be in a hurry, to be
Akutjahutj impatient ; urgency.

Alope harepharea; oet akut? Do not hurry,
where is the urgency.

Jom lagit akutokkanae. He is impatient to
begin to eat.

Akut "j Winding to avoid obstruc-

Akut bakut I- tions, crooked, disor-

J derly.

Akut bakut tor. A winding path.



Akut bir Albakaha

Akut bir. Dense, primeval forest.

Akut jahut. Cf. akut.

Ala. \To half roast peas &c. before re-

Ata.J moving the husk to make dal.

Ata is to fully roast grain for food.
Alakateko d^la. They roast the peas, and then

make dal.

AKta ohoo. The earthen vessel in which grain
is roasted over the fire. .

Ala ali. Tired, wearied, run down men-
tally and physically.

Alacar. Helpless.

Alac olod. Stupid.

Alae. To give up, to hand over, to

entrust.
Aotoge jiwiye alaeke^taea. He gave np his life.

SanamaSe alaoadiila. He entrnstod all to my
oare.

Alae phulae.l To meddle, to trifle, to

Irid cikid. / fritter away time, to

dilly dally.
Alae phulaoto din do alom khemooa, menek sill

Batupge kami joiime. Do not fritter away
your time, but work the whole day.

Alag. Friendless, separated.
Alag nt^renae. He is altogether friendless.

Alag balag. Straggling, wide apart,

various.
Ma€ do alag balag dareKa. The bamboo grows

with B^agglrag branches.
Fhnlbafi^re alag balag baha menaKa. There

are many kinds of flowers in the garden.

Alagjari. Two parasitic plants have

this name, Guscuta chinensis,

Lavik., and Cassytha filiforonis,

Roxh.
Alajhala. Distress, agony.

Alak balak. At random, aimlessly.

Alak balake dSfa bafa joiikana. He wanders
aimlessly about.

Alak chotak. Half and half, imperfect-

ly, to leave out part.

Alak chotak kathae metadilia. He did not give

me a full account.

Alak didi. Purposeless, without aim,

vainly.

Alak jhalak. Conceited, dandified, put-

ting on airs to attract the notice of

the other sex, lascivious, lecherous.

Alam galam. \ Indistinctly, to catch a

Galam galam. J
glimpse of, at random,

without discrimination; to mumble.
Alam galam AutiA calaoena. I went as night

feU.

Alan. Wo two, you a,nd I, including

persdu addrofisod. Used in threats

although only one person speaks.

For curious use of dual see aben.
Nelmealau. I shall see you, (make you pay for

this.)

Alaii. The tongue.
Alan obor. Tongue tied, dumb.

Alan pholan 1 Aimlessly, without valid

Alan poleii
J-

reason, to wander about
Olod pholoii j aimlessly.

Alaii pholah baraekanae. He goes wandering
aimlessly about.

Alan potak. An unhealthy condition of

the tongue, raw, fissured, or furred.

Alao. \To give in, to be beaten, to

Ala ali.
J

have enough, to be wearied,

to be tired.

Jom jomteii alaoena. I am tired eating, (have
had sufficient.)

Illiil alaokedea. I wearied him out.

Alaondha. Cf alaundha.

Alap alap. "1 To be fatigued, to be ex-

Alap halap.J hausted, to be worn out,

faint.

Setonre daran dayantell alap alap utJrena.
I am completely exhausted by walking in the son.

Alarok. To wish to be fondled, or petted.

Gidrgi alarolckanae. The child wishes to be
fondled.

Alati baka(^|Bewildered, confused, silly,

Alat; ololi. /dull witted.
Alat* oloiJebehgetbaraea. He looks bewildered.
Uni kora doe ala^ olofgea. That lad is dull

witted.

Alatoka. Poor, to become reduced in

circumstances.
Alatokalenae, bae darelena. He had become

poor, and was unable to do it, (meet some
expense.)

Alaundha. The sensation of intense

darkness after leaving a lamp, &c.

till the eyes become accustomed

to the change.
Diuhe ifiolenkhan al9.undh?iKalah. If the lamp

goes out we will be in utter darkness.

Albakaha. Dull-witted, stupid, unin-

telligent, inept, raw, unaccustomed,

uniiiured.

Ill doA albakahagea, onate okate h5 sangiilto

daran do baA calaSa. I am not inured,

therefore I do not walk far.



Albat salbat [ 10 ] Amali

Albat salbat. Contradictory, confused.
Albat salba^iA kukmuleda. I bad a confuBed

dream.

Albudaha. Senseless, puerile, simple,

ignorant.

Aldhundha. Awkward, incompetent,

stupid, blundering.
Nui bor do aldbundbageae, cet ho bae kami

darealta, Tbia man is stupid, be can do
nothing^.

Aldliom.\To suppress the truth, tell

Aldom. /only half.

Ale. Wo, they and I, excluding the

person addressed.
Ale ren, aleak, ale reak, ale reaii. Ouis, our.

Aleio. Our one (animate).

ITo scold.
Alec.
^j^^|iO«coLa.

Khub lekae aleJkediria. He scolded me severely

Alec tasec.\Spilling, scattering; to was-

Asec tasec. j te through having too

much, superabundance, more than

can be taken care of.

Aseo tasece dakkeda. It rained so as to flood

the country
AseG taaec cas boeentaea. He bas a larger

crop than be can look after, (it will spoil

before be can gather it all in.)

Alekha. Without number, that cannot

be numbered.
Alei. Cf. alec.

Alga. \ Easy, simple, soft, loose,

Alga saiga.
J

light.

Algate. Easily.

Alga. \To assist, to make lighter for

Algao. /another, to raise, to think

lightly of
AlgaoaAme. Assist me, i. e. make it lighter

for me.
Isor alope algaoea. Do not trifle with God.
Bhandar algao. Prolapsus ani.

Alga saiga. Cf alga.

Algasi. Contemptuously, disrespect-

fully, superfluous.

Tu9.r gidr?. algasikatoko rorekana.
They speak contemptuously to the orphan ohild.

Algel. Strange, alien, exceeding the
estimate, unexpected, not of the
family, company, &c., disinterested.

Noa katha do nlgel bor tbenbokulibujbau joha.
We will consult some disinterested person
on this matter,

Ehuble dakalet'reho bale antaolem, ente dber
algel borko beclona. Although we cooked
a largo quantity of rice, it did rot suffice as
many unexpected guests came.

Alhua. Ignorant, stupid, blundering,

inexpert.

Alin. We two, he and I, excluding the

person addressed.

Alkatra sunum. Woodtar, coaltar.

Alk au. To bother, to annoy, to disturb.
" Cedak gbane gbanem ?ilkauedi/ia? Why do you

keep bothering me every minute.

Almal. Confused, at a loss to know
what to do, without order, uncer-

tain, from all directions.
Almale boeeda. It blows from all directions,

iiuatele almalena. Our household Ik in disor-

der through fever,

Aln6. Insufficiently salted, idle, spirit-

less.

Alo, (alo alo, aloge, alotet', alo bare.)

Not, in prohibitions, final clauses,

and unfulfilled conditions.
Hijukte aloii galmaraoakokhan kai oho tabe-

lentakoa. If i had not come and spoken unto
them they had not had sin.

Alo atlenkhan. K only it is not lost.

Aloe paloc. Wearied, worn out, exhaus-

ted.

Alok bakok. To speak as an insane

person, to gabble.

Alpalua. (1). Phaseolus aconiti/olius,

Jacq., a garden crop sown along
with cotton. (2) Slightly.

(2) Togo3 alpaluakateko uda jel do, bail labit'

iate. They slightly masticate the megit,

and then bolt it, because it is tough.

Alpin. (pin.) Hairpin.

Alse. To leave, finish. Used only in

combination with other verbs.
AmaK itsilJ alsele jomtama. We will eat your

leavings (of food.)

Ape dope alao alsekediiia. Ton have left all the
burden to me.

Bhagete ruhet alsefcediliae. He overcame me
by scolding.

Alua "j Dunce, ignoramus, sim-
Alua basua. [pleton, greenhorn, ; stu-

J pid, blundering.
41ua basuageae. He is a dunce.

Am. Thou.
Amren, amaK, amreal^, amaii. Thine.

Amali."!

Amla. j-Authority, office, title.

Amoli.

)

Ape joto bor amlape riawana, aliii oka amla ho
bam emat'lina. You have all received offices,
bat you have not given us any office what-



Amanot
[ 11 ] Amrud

Amanot. To deposit money in court, to

give in trust, to set aside for future

use; existent, unspent, unused.
Khajna dole amanotabada. We have deposi-

ted our rent in court.
Anianotgea, bail khorooakaCa. It is still lying

past, I have not spent it.

Amar. Cf tuar.

Amar oraor. Diligently, attempting
again and again, as a child trying
to walk.

Miyo ohut^aakana, amaf omof.

Amba. A veiled name for feet, used at

marriages and other ceremonies.
More moka amba bat^haoena. Our feet have

grown five cubits.

Ambabasia, C£ ambas.

Ambaitar bid, A large poisonous snake.

Ambak ombok, To go hither and thi-

ther aimlessly, to go from one side

to another.
Jel ambaK: omboKko Air baraekana, seudra hor

botorte. The deer are running hither and
thither through fear of the hunters.

Ambaro. "I The Roselle plant (Hibiscus
Bambaro. / Sabdariffa, Linn.)

Ambar ombor. ) To take up anything
Amar omor. / lying about, as a child

does, to busy about ; diligently.
Amar omoy baraeedae tula mente.

Ambas. The conjunction of the sun and
moon, the first day of the first quar-

ter on which the moon is invisible,

the last day of the dark fortnight.
Ambas riind?.. The night on which there is

no moon.

Amber. A tree so called.

Amda 1 To be in possession, to have

Amdani / right, title, claim to; posses-

sion, property ; within one's own
province.

TinaK habid amda menaKtaea ? How much does
he lay claim to ?

. ,
- [-Very many, very much, much.

Amda saset otreA bhulijauet'kan do. I suffer

much in this world.

. Amdgtniye jomkeda. He ate very much.

Amdaj. To guess, to conjecture, to

make a rough calculation ; meas-

ure, degree ; approximately.
Amdajte. By guess, approximately.
AmdajaK khonbjrtiye jomkeda. He ate beyond

measure.
Amdajakafaii. I hare made a guess.

Amdani. Cf amda.

Amela. Abundant, unlimited, great in

quantity, or number.
Sedaere do oor3( amela tahekantalea. In the

olden time we had abundant pasture for
our cattle.

Amet \To betray trust, to retain what
Hamet j has been given for distribu-

tion to others.

Sanam horaU kana, cedaKem ame^a ? It belongs
to all, why do you retain it?

Amiii. Separately, one by one, from
all sides.

Amidko dgirkeda. They fled in all directions.

Amid. To sift, to separate.
Gum amili. To sift with the ha^aK (q. T.)

Amin. A land surveyor, or measurer.

Amin. Amen, so let it be.

Amka. M. "1 The veiled name by which
Amki. F. J a child is referred to

in the Chatiar (cleansing after

child-birth) ceremony.

Amla. The writers in the court of a
magistrate, or the office (kachahari)

of a zemindar. C£ amali.

Amla mosodi. The writers and messengers.
These latter (mosodi) carry messages bet-

ween the zemindar in his private office

and the writers in the outer office.

Amla kapla. The writers, piadas, and other
hangers-on at a zemindar's kachahari.

Amol. (1) Time. (2) Acidity of stomach,

dyspepsia, to eructate through a-

ciditj- of stomach. (3) Possession.
As amol. Forbidden food, unclean food.

(1) Car baja amolre. At four o' clock.

(2) Amolakanae. He is suffering from acid-

ity of stomach.

(3) Pe serma khon ill amolaka^a. I have been
in possession three years.

4i3 amol bako joma bhogot hor do. Persons
who aspire to sanctity do not eat forbidden
(or unclean) food, (fleah or fish.)

Amot. Hard hearted, thick skinned,

unwieldy, coi-pulent, sluggish.

Amot hor kanae, He is a corpulent person.

Ampa ompo. Hurriedly, fussily, excit-

edly.

Amra. The Hog plum, Spondias man-
gifera, Pers,

Amrud\The guava, Psidium Guyava.
Amrut

J
Raddi.



Amsam [ 12 ]
AndaK tawaK

Amsam. (1) A crystal. (2) Chronic
dysentery.

The Amaam crystals are of three colours, clear,

reldish, and greenish. The first is given
for sul (q. T.) the second for amaam
{q. V.,) and the third when the patient's
evacuations resemble the colour of the stone.

The method of administering the Amaam is to
rub it on a stone in water. The water,
which contains small particles of the crys-
tal, is then drunk by the patient, and what
remains of the crystal after having been
rubbed on the stone is tied round his waist
by a string.

Amsi. A method of preserving unripe

mangoes by drying in the sun.

Amsophori. 1 The bullock's heart fruity

Saphriam. J Anona reticulata, L.

Amtha. A method of preserving man-
goes, malhan, (q. v.) and ramra

(q. v.).

An. A law, an enactment.
An ari. Laws and ceremonies.

An t^iriente. Being under the law.

An. An affix indicating possession.

Apatan. Having a father.

Tarwafean hor. A man having a sword.

A^ saranko. Those having bows and arrows.

Sawanko. Those who have found.

An. A privative prefix equivalent to

the English in, and un.
An-oin. An-hoa.

An
]

Anaj (-Grain, wheat, rice, &c,.

On J

OnjoloS. To partake of food.

No.T diaomre on a(Ji menaKgea. There ia much
grain in this country.

Ana. An anna, the sixteenth of a rupee.

Ana is uaed to denote l-16th, thua a man who

has a l-4th share in anything is aaid to

have a 4 anna share, and so on.

Solo ana. 20 shillings to the pound, all, the whole.

Ato ren solo anako jaoralena. All the villagers

assembled.

Anacur. Winding, tortiious, round a-

bout. From acur (q. v.)

Noa hor do a<Ji anaourgea. This is a very win-

ding path.

Ana gona. Coming and going.

Anaj. Cf an.

TeheA ut9.rin anajoKkana. This ia the firat day
after a long time that I have had a meal of

grain.

Anak. "|_ A bamboo HJisponded horizon-

Anaka. J tally on which clothes are

himg when not in use. From aka

(q, V.)

Anakup. Confused, mixed up, involved,

unintelligible.

inaTXak.}^-.-PP—^^•

Onolbonol } Striped, as a cloth, &c.

Tor anal onolgeae. The squirrel is striped.

Ananas. ") The pine apple. (Ananaaaa
Anaras. J sativa, I/inn.)

Anar. The pomegranate, Punica Ora-

natum, Linn.

Anaras. Cf. ananas.

Anargo. A descent, a declivity, an

incline. From argo (q. v.)

Anari. Strange, unknown, new, inex-

perienced, raw.
An^ifigeii lieUedea. I saw that he was a stranger.

An^ri ^°V- -A- stranger.

Anas. C£ ansa.

A tVi 11 Unconscious, stupified.

Hudia hudiste ginthulenae. He Is stnpifled by
anxiety.

Anbid. Immeasurable, very many.
Teheii do ^nbid hofko hetSena. Very many people.

have come to-day.

Aiicar. Edge of cloth breadth-wise,

ojDp. to mnce, edge of cloth length-

wise.
Parlak. Coloured border running length-wise.
Solior, that>unning breadth-wise.

Anchal. C£ aiicar.

Ancin. Unknown, strange, new.

Ancot. Suddenly, unannounced.
Ancote had gotena. He appeared suddenly.

Andak. A method of cooking by roast-

ing.
Matkom (q. v.) and rioo are sometimes prepared

in this way. To prepare matkom it is first

well washed in water, and then roasted in
an earthen vessel. The water in which it

was washed is boiled down till of the consis-
tence of gur. The roasted matkom ia mixed
with this sugary residuum, and then eaten.

Andak. Without reason, or cause.

Andakal. Loudly, noisily, strongly.
Andakalko raSkeda. They wept loudly.
Andakal so kana. It smeUs strongly.

Andak tawalj. Troubled, hopeless, ex-

cited ; seriously, quickly, hurriedly.
Ehgatte1;c Ael a^kedete gidrgi do andaR tawaK

baraokanae. The child is troubled beoauae
it has lost sight of its mother.



Anila manda [ 13 ] Andhup

Anda manda. To go about aimlessly,

to wander about, to be confused,

to be perplexed.
An<Ja maniila bafaekanao. Ho wanders about

without any thing to do.

Andakul. ") Loud,noisy, uproarious,deaf-
Andkul J ening.
Andakole raKeda. Ho weeps loudly.

Anda^. Without reason, or cause.
Andaptegeye raKeda. He ones before he is hurt.

Andar ondor. To stare with wide open
eyes, as in convulsions, to stare

vacantly.
B^lte an(}ar on^ore behge{e£kana. His stare

is fixed by reason of ^e convulsion.

Andare pandare. At random, any where
out of doors, about the door out-

side, in the coui-t-yard, scattered

about.
Andafe pandafe gi4ikaKme. Throw It away any

where.

Hofma adg9r din do andafe panda feko giti(Skota

.

People sleep out of doors in the hot weather.

Andela. Rich, wealthy, great.
Ona atore mil! go^en a^i marah an(}ela Deko

menaea. In that village there is a very
wealthy Hindu.

Andel mandel.l In large numbers, fil-

Ander mander.J ling a large space,

very many.
Hof an(}er man^erko jaoraakana. The people

are assembled in large numbers.

Ande sale. To be distressed, anxious,

solicitous, astonished.
Bin l^itell senlena, 9^iA ande saleke£pea. By

leaving without informing you, I caused
you to be anxious.

Andge. Testicle.

Andha. To deceive, to gull, to be mis-

taken, to blunder ; by mistake,

through ignorance.
Ili doll andhalena. I was mistaken.

Tafok do ilellelkoaK mefko andhae£takoa. The
conjurers deceive the eyes of the spec-
tators.

Amdha potam. The blind-folded decoy dove.

Andha dhund. Exceedingly, immoder-
ately, furiously, severely, with all

one's force. This word possesses

intensifying force.

Andha dhunde dalkedea. He beat him severely.

Cei bah se, uni hor do andha dhunde dar idike-

da. That man ran away with all his

might.
Andha dhunde hoee6kana. It is blowing ajgale.

Andhakul. Cf andkul.

Andhar. Darkness.
M»oi andharona. Night has fallen.

Andhflrgand. ") ti i v
Andhar|ar.'

|P^"neal abscess.

Andharia bata. Bamboos tied one
above and one below the rafters,

along the middle of the sloping

side of the roof.

Andhe mandhe. "j At random, anyhow,
Andhe mundhe. Vwithout caring for the

J consequences.
Andhe mundhe^e dalkedea. He struck him

without canng where the blows fell.

Andhe pathauri. Unintelligible, mixed,
confused, at random, carelessly,

thoughtlessly.
Andhe pathanfiye rofeda. He speaks at ran-

dom.
Andhe path^ufiye dalkedea. He struck him not

caring were the blows fell.

Andher. Unjustly, wrongfully, ille-

gally ; to do injustice.
AndEergeko bic^rkeda. They decided unjustly.

Andhet dundhet. Imperfect vision ; to

see imperfectly, half-blind, able to

see in the day but not in the

night, night-blind.
Andhet dundhe€gem Aeiielte bam pajhao dafe-

aSa, se ceta ? Is it because you do not see

well that you cannot read, or what is it P

Andhi candhi. To be flustered, flur-

ried, excited, overwhelmed ; hur-

riedly, quickly.
Euhefi »adhi ojndhikediiiae. He flurried me

by scolding.
CalaK jokhei ^ndhi c»ndhilenae. He was flur-

ried at the time of leaving.

Andhi dak. A storm of wind and rain.

An dhidrik. Lawless, unsubmissive to

law, or custom, not recognising

law or custom as binding.

Andhkup. To incommode, to incon-

venience.

Andhra. M.^j Blind. Employed only me-

Andhri. F. 1- taphorically when scol-

I
ding, &c.

Andhua (rat-kana.) Night-blind, half-

blind, nearly blind.

Nui hor do kara hor doe bah kana, ^ndhua hoj

kaiiae. This is not a blind man, he is

night-blind.

Andhup. Bewildered, confused, flus-

tered, distressed in mind.



Andi [ 14 ]
Angap angap

Aadia. Male, of animals, birds, and
trees. Met. rich.

A^li maraii andia kanae, He is very rich.

Andia dhurup araU. A wild pot-herb,

Leucas cephalotes, S^jreng.

Andic. To deceive, to lead astray, to

dupe, to victimize.
XTni liof doe gindidljediiJa. That man deceived

me.

Andir kundir. To stare, to gaze in-

tently.

Cele coe ilelakadete nonka andir kundir doo
beu^e<:aekana? Wliat has he seen to make
him stare so at it ?

Andka andki. A strong smell, either

pleasant, or unpleasant.

Andka andki. To make a noise, to create

a disturbance, make a row, a din.

Apisgeko andka g-adkietkana. They are making
a distressing din.

Andkao. To be permeated, to be full

of, to be scented.

Gota orak baric sote andkaoena. The whole
house is permeated with a loathsome smell_

Andkul. Cf andakul.

Andkul. \Tobecome a tiger, or

Andkul bandkul.
J
leopard.

The Santals believe that certain human beings
possess the power of becoming tigers at will.

Andmand. "j To be perplexed, tobe con-

Andmandao. Vfused, to be at a loss, to

j be at one's wits' end
through the multiplicity of things

requiring to be attended to.

Andor ondor. Ct. andar ondor.

Andor. To make a noise, an uproar,

a tumult, a row, a disturbance.

TeheA do mit liinda don enecteko andorkeda.
They kept up a disturbance during the whole of

last night by dancing the Dong dance.

Andra. Not effectually castrated.

Andrac ondroc. The noise made by a

buffalo when excited ; also that

made by the bird known to the

Santals as artagorn.

Andrak. Hydrocele, or tumour of tes-

ticle.

Androk sandrok. Hither and thither,

here and there, every where.

Androi san(Jrol5;e Jiir baraekana. He is running
hither and thither.

Andu. In original state or condition,

immature.
Andute gikiii rohoekeda, begor jawate.
Andute horoli aphorkeda, bin lohot'te.

Anduteli benaolaka, arar. I made the yoke
from a whole piece of wood (without split-

ting it.)

An^u kaf. Sapwood, as opposed to marij kaf
heartwood.

Anduk canduk. Disconsolate, forlorn,

gloomy, sad.

Anduk manduk. To be perplexed, con-

fused, bewildered.

Anduh. To plead an excuse, to exten-

uate, to palliate, to vindicate one-

self
Nui doe auduhkeda, rug.ltkanali mente. He

escused himself by saying he has fever.

Andur mandur. To stand idling about,

to loaf

Andur pandur. To stand idling about,

to loaf

Andwar. Udder.
Dudh9.ri. A cow with a large udder.
Camt;ahi. ,, ,, small. ,,

Aneao. Injustice, unjust.

Anec. An intensive particle, unless,

not until.

He baba, noa do lap^ilen cepetlen anecbo bapa-
daea. Yes sir, not until we speak and hear
can we know (about each other.)

Anec dhanec. Exceedingly, abounding,
a Wealth of, rich, wealthy.

Onko anec dhanec jomak menaktakoa. They
possess a wealth of food.

An. Understanding, mind, strength.

Ahlagaokate kamipe. Apply your mind to your
work. ^_

Adga. Dawn.
Beiiget aii^akedali. I kept awake till morning.
Ahga hg-tiJ^enae. He has seen the day dawn

(did not die during the night.)

Aiiga hatiAlen n?.hi ill calaka. I must first see
the morning, and then I will go. (I must sur-
vive the night before I can go.)

Hormo do ol ahgaetape, nondie. Pass the night
here.

Ahga. A long quilted coat, having
points instead of buttons.

Ahga ahgi. Each his own, what be-

longs to each.
Auga ^.ngiko hataokeda. Each took his own.

Angap. Cf ahgop.

Angap ahgapl At the point of death
;

Letep letep. j to gasp as when dying.



Atigao
[ 15 ] Anjir

Aiigao. To keep for a purpose, to set

aside for a certain use, to design,
determine.

Nui merom irt angaoakadea. I have set this
goat aside for a certain purpose.

Aiigari. A disease which affects the
Tassar silk worm ; also applied to
human beings when the colour
darkens through disease.

Aiige. ") To take, to keep a portion
Aiiget. J for one self
SanamaKpe aiige oabaeda, ili do sac mahajon

oet'ted halakoa ? You are taking all, with
what shall I repay the money lender ?

Adgen. To disappear, to be spirited

away by water sprites.
Noa pukhrireye ahgenena. He was spirited

away while in this tank.

Anget'. Cf ange.

Adgikar. To agree, to accept, to take
responsibility.

Angikarakadam, ?.£gu hoyoKtama. Ton took
the responsibility, so yon must bring it.

Aiigir. To elope.
Ahgra. A male who has eloped.
Ahgri. A female ,,

Ahgra ^iigrienakin. They are a pair who have
eloped,

^hgirakadeae. He ran away with her (eloped.)

Angoc. To admit, confess, acknowledge,
give assent to.

Ifi ho unifi ahgocea ili ren sermare menae apuA
samahre. I also will confess him before
my father who is in heaven.

'

Angom. Generally, at random, roughly
speaking ; to call to a person whose
name you know, but may have for-

got, as if he were a stranger.
Aiigomge ruhet'et kanae. She scolds without

naming any one.
Bir birte ahgomgeli heaakana. I came at ran-

dom through the jungle.

Angop. To yawn.
Tot' go6ena ahgop. A yawn escaped me.

Angot batigotl Anyhow, aimlessly,

Angot pangotj carelessly, at randopi.
Aiigot baiigote roreda. He speaks at random.

. .
°

( -^ li"^6 coal, embers.

aItT I
^^^' s^^'^i^®' utility.

Nui hor do bae kamia, eken jom ahrageae.
This man does not work, eating ia all he is good

for.

Ce£ aura ren hom bail kana. Tou are of no use
whatever.

Cei; ho bae ahgraea kurhigi mara hojr.

Atigra. M.'j

Aiigri. F. I Flirtation, gallantry, coquot-
Jhalka. M.

j ry.

Jhalki. F.J
Augra aiigri. Cf, angir.

Atigraji. The English language.

Anrau. To undertake, to contract, to

acct'pt, to profess.
CaKera aiir^uakawaua, bam kgimi dareaK khan ?

Ifyou can't do the work, why did you under-
take it ?

Angrej. The English people.

Adgrop. A jacket with long sleeves.

Angur. A vine, a grape.

Angur birhi. A insect found in tanks.

AAgurbudhi.}^^^i*l°^-

Angwar. A method of cultivation

in which a man who has no bul-
locks ploughs two days for another
in return for the loan of his bul-
locks for one day.

Ansasua. ~) t iii.fi
Asadcua J^^^y^

^'"^^f^l'

Anhos. Unconscious.

Anhut.
"I

Independent, self-willed,

Anhuth. y opinionative, to persist in

Anhutha.J opposing.
^nhuthe calalfkana. He takes his own way in

spite of all.

Get' bah ^ihutha dom roretkana? Sg-rige i^ do
nuifi lielakadea. Why do you still say the
opposite ? I certainly have seen him.

Ani. C£ hard.

Anijok. To wish for, to desire, to be
attracted to, to attract.

Am lagit'e g-nijokkana. He wishes to attract
you.

Anja. Grain.

Anjan. An ointment applied to the
eyelashes with a view to blacken
and improve them.

Anjel To dry up, to run dry, to die.
Dale ailjet'ena, noa gafjare. The water in this

river is dried up.
XTniye aAjefena. His spark of life is quenched.

Anjhlud. Forlorn, dejected, depressed,

sad.

Anju-. The pear shaped guava. {Psi-

dium Guyava, Raddi., Var. py-
riferum Linn.)



Anjir
[ 16 ]

Ariu

Anjir. A fig, Ficus carica.

Anjle. To join the hands together so

as to receive and retain something
;

as much as can be held by putting
the hands together. Scottice, gou-
'pen.

Babar anjlele emakoa. We will give them two
handfula each.

Ma se anjleme, tabeniil emama. Come, put your
hands together, and I'll give you parched
rice.

Adjom. To hear, to give heed to, to

listen.

Ape aAjomre. In your hearing.
Ailjom hapetadae. He listened in silence.

Pherem adjomadii^a. You told me of many
things.

AAjom nie^aome. Listen attentively.

Arijom gaore. To answer when an-

other is called.
Arijora gaoyeenali, ball aiijom ^hikleda. I an-

swered when I was not called, I did not
hear distinctly,

Ankarwa.\Unable to control, or restrain

Ankaura. /the temper, passionate, short

tempered, irascible ; to give way to

temper, &c.
Ankafwaonae. He got angry (gave way to his

temper.)
Ankarwate edreSnae.

Ankatha anbetha.l Misleading, unintel-

Ankotha anbetha.J ligible, inaccurate,

thoughtlessly.
Ankatha anbethalon rofa. They will speak

unintelligibly.

Adkha ankhi. 1 Overcome, faint, dis-

Jaljalaolj. J tressed, impatient, dis-

turbed in mind.
Ili do daS tetahteii ahkha ^nkhiena. I am dis-

tressed through thirst.

Adkher. To play truant, to absent
oneself, to be out of sight. C£ adger.

Okate bae sen ahkherakana. Where can he have
gone to out of sight.

Ank orak. ") Marks cut in wood to mark
Ak oraU. J time, the notches represen-

ting weights on a balance.

Ankotha anbetha. Cf. ankatha an-
betha.

Ankur. To germinate, to sprout.

Adkus. A hook, an elephant goad ; to

be willing, to agree to, to be per-
suaded, to consent.

Bam ahkusoKaP Will you not be persuaded?
Hathi aji dareankanrehoe, enrehoe aiikusoKa.
Although the elephant is very powerful he can

be persuaded (by the application of the
goad—ahkuB.)

Zigzag, various. Cf.Ankut bankut.

akut bakut.

Anman. Guess, inference, appraise-

ment, measure, estimation ; taking

careful notice.
Anman bengetalfme, pase jahan khanda hoe-

kange. Measure it with your eye, perhaps
it will make some useful implement.

OfaR duar anman beiigetatakope. Take a
careful survey of their belongings.

Nni hor anman Deko lekae rteloSkana. To all

appearances (taking a good look at him) he
resembles a Hindu.

Anmane lieiielkana. He is having a good look
(taking it all in.)

Anman. "1 Temporarily, for the pres-

Anmanao.J ent, meanwhile; to cause
to forget, (used with verbs imply-
ing diversion, solace, refreshment,

pacification,&c.)
DaKiil liu hatafa anman reiigeiedilikana. I

will drink water in the meantime aa I am
hungry.

Terel tarop jomte anman menaegea. He is
pacified for the time being by eating terel
and tarop.

Taben emaeme, in^tege anmanao hatafoltEie.
Give him some parched rice, that will occupy
his attention for the present.

Anole. ") A 1

Anoli. ) ^^lepm.

Ansa.
1
To make a noise, create a

Ansa ansi. j- disturbance; to worry, trou-
Ansao. j ble, annoy.

Nui gidr* ma asokaote liind^geye ansaoa, thirgo
bae thiroka. This child creates a disturbance
particularly at night, he will not keep quiet.

K9.mi kg.initeii ansaena. I am worried with
work.

Antao. To suffice, to be sufficient.
Noa dakate okoe h5 ohoko anfaolena. This food

will not suffice for any one.
AntaoK leka emoKme. Give as much as will

suffice.

Anthari. Out of place, anywhere, with-
out care ; friendless, homeless.

Antharigeye tahonteye gooena. He died be-
cause he had no one to befriend him.

Thari lota anthari do alom doho baraea. Do
not throw the tharis and lotas down any-
where (put them in their proper place.)

Anthul. Cf anbhul.

Antil. A punch used to make holes in
iron.

Adu. To cause to drink by putting to
the mouth, to give to drink, to
water cattle.

Nunu. To suckle, to give the breast.



Ariu
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Adu. To gild, to overlay with the pre-
cious metals.

Eup^teko giilnakafa. They have gilded it with
silver.

Anu ^nu. Of many kinds, diverse,

different.

Ann »iiu hor mcnaKkoa. Thoro arc many kinds
of men.

^u Jnu cgili disomre menalfa. There are di-
verse customs in the country.

Aoal. Best, principal, 1st class.
Aoal jumi. First class dhan land.

lo ao. The croak of the bull frog (ba-
rudan,) cry of tiger, &c.

Kul doe ao aoa. The tiger calls ao ao.

Aodhan. To pay attention to, to be
ready, to be prepared, to be disen-
gaged.

Bae aodhan hodotkana, nit do. He is not being
disengaged quickly, i. e. he is not ready.

Aoda. To design, to purpose, to intend,
to claim, to appropriate, to agree to,

to take responsibility, to take pos-
session of.

CalaKlaii aoda jon kana. We intend to go.
Jormot ruare lagit; ko aodalaKa. Thoy intended

to turn him back by force.
Noa bafge doll aodaakat'a. I am in possession

of tms garden.

Aodao. To pei-plex.

Aolao. Cf. aulau.

Aonda aundi. Every where, all round.

Aonda aundi gotaTi llam barakedea, okare hO
ball llamledea. I searched for him all

round, but nowhere found him.

Aora has. Girlhood.

Aosa baosa. \

Aos baos. I Descendants, posterity.

Aunsa baunsa.
j

Bos. "

j
Pilchu haram ren aosa baosa kangeabo.
We are the descendants of Pilchu hafam.

Aosan. Relief, respite, ease; to lighten,

to give relief, &c.
Aosankediilae. He afforded me relief.

Noa bir do malf aosanme. Clear this jungle and
give relief (from wild animals.)

Kami^ aosanakat'a. I have lightened the work,
i. o. done a part of it.

Aotan. Place of safety, refuge, shelter,

retreat, den, lair, hiding place, cov-

ert.

Noa jhur do kul reat aotan kana. This low
jungle is the lair of tigers.

Aotha. A ring worn on the great toe.

Aowar. ) After-birth, placenta, of ani-
Awar. ) mals.

Ap.

Abok

Ap.

.}
Cf abuk.

To alight as a bird, on tree, house,
&c.

Eo apwadeako. Flies alighted on him.
Kurii; do nl darorcye apena. Tbe vulture alight-

ed on the mango tree.

P^rre apkalime. Place me on a branch, i. e. find
a home and husband for me.

Apa. Father.
Apuil. My father.
Apum. Thy father.
Apat. His father.
Apa hou. Father and child.
Apabare. A woman's father and brothers.
Enga apa. Parents.

Apa baria. \ Irregular, out of line, inac-
Aprar. j curate, aberrant, rough,

badly matched; to separate, to

miss on road, not uniform.

Mifte calaK tuluo apa b^jigionako.
Apa bariape rorleda, bah pantelentapca.
You spoke inaccurately, your stories did not

agree.
Okarelai apraj-lena? Whore did we miss each

other ? (Where wore we out of line with each
other ?)

Apai. Fault, transgression, sin.

Apaj. To concede precedence, to con-
tend as to who will not have to do
anything, to urge each other to do
a thing, and thus waste time.

Apajtogepe tahena. (You won't do the work)
you are each telling the other to do it.

Apalhet. Indistinctly, dimly, faint, low,

indefinite ; by glimpses.

Apalhei apalheCifi liel fioltledea. I only
caught a glimpse of him.

Mase arhu rorme, apalhet geil atijomleda. Say
it again, I heard indistinctly.

Apnao. To come to oneself, to cool

down after a fit of anger, to submit
to the inevitable.

Apan apin. Severally, mutually, to take
each his own way, to separate ; of, or

relating to self
Apan apinko calaoena. They took each liia

own way, i. e. dispersed to their several
homes.

Apan apinaRko halaiikoda. Each took up his
own.

Apaiigir arak. A pot herb so called.

Aparigir. Cf angir.

Aparak. C£ arak.
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Aparec. Cf. arec.

AparuM. To be separate, away from
each other.

XJnkiii gatedotisrehobalcinapareUkaiia. These
two companions are never separate from
each other.

Apari. Iron arrow head.
HesaU sakani apariKkana. The buds of the

HesaK tree (q. v.) are becoming pointed
(like an iron arrow head.)

Apat. Cf. at.

Apat. His father.
Apat toi. The father.

Eng^at apat. Parents.

Apasul. Cf awnl.

Apco. Waste, fault, accident.
A^i apcokedae. He committed a great fault

(was the means of a great accident.)

Noa apco do oet lagi€ p Wherefore this waste ?

Ape. Ye, you.

Aphil. The English legal term appeal.

Apliim. Opium.

Aphor. To sow seed in beds for trans-

plantation, used more particularly

of rice.

Aohra aphor. Cf. aohra.
Dhuri aphor. Cf . aohra.

Aphoti. Calamity, distress ; to raise

objections, to lay claim to.

Noa darere aphotiedae. He lays claim to this

tree.

Noa atore aphoti hoeakana. A calamity has be-
fallen this village.

p. ^ ' [ Leisure, opportunity.

Apil. Cf aphil.

A.pLr. Sideways, obliquely ; to squint, to

ascend and descend as some birds

do while flying, to incline gradually

upwards.
Apir etpire beiiget'eda. He looks squintingly.

Cefe apir rakap godolfkanako.. The birds rise

with a swoop.
4^pir me6 do, bam Ael Aameda ? Do not you see

it, you great squint ?

Aple. To shin up a tree, to climb by
clasping with the arms and knees.

Harup BumuhaK darereli apleKkana. I am climb-

ing a tree which I can encircle with my
arms.

Apna apni. Cf ajjanapin.

Apnar. Self, "i^ieself ; own.
Apnar lekaii dularkoa. I will love them as myself.

Aprrp;. Cf. ri]')a li;jria.

Apre. I, the speaker, myself, ourselves,

commonplace.
Uni hor apre lokaugeae. He is like myself.

Bahupo Aeiledea? He, apfe loka geae. Did yon
see the bride ? Yes, she is just like ourselves.

Aprel. The English month April.

Aprug. (1) Rare, unique, choice, excel-

lent, incomparable, unequalled, of

rare value.

(2) You, yourself, your Honour, your

Ladyship.
(1) Aprug dhon menaktaea, bae emoKa. His

wealth is of rare value, he will not part with
it.

(2) Aprugre amge herel do menama, disomre
banuKkoa ? Is your honour the only man, are

there no others in the country ?

Aptha apthi. To dispute, wrangle, al-

tercate.
Noa barge lagit adikin aptha apfhiakana.
They wrangle fiercely over this garden.

Apthao. To challenge, to contend, to

dispute, to contest, to compete,

to wager.
Onka onka tinaK ghari cohkin apfhaoena. They

disputed thus for some time.

Apum. Thy father.

Apuri, My father.

Apus. Relations, kindred.

Ar. And, also, other, more, last.

Ararko tahekana. There were others also.

Ar bochor. Last year.

Ar. The whine of a child from ill tem-
per, or peevishness.

Nui gidra do ni6 babice araka^gea. This child
has whined till now.

Ara. Met. fruit of Eugenia jambo-
lana, Lavik.

Ara. A flock, an army, a crowd, a

detachment. Cf ada.

Ara. A measure of 2| seers.

Ai'a. A pit saw.

Ara. Spoke of wheel.
Mulara. Spokes of greatest thickness.
Demi ara. ") -,.

Manihlaara.l " ™'"^™'" '
Gaj ara. ,, least

,,

!
Arae oroe. Scalding, burning. The sen-

sation produced by eating or drink-

ing anything too hot, as chillies,

hot tea., &c.
Arao nroeenail marie jomte. My mouth burns

through eating pep\)er.

Lolo ca arae oroeii ilukeda. I scalded my
mouth by drinking hot tea.
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Aral?. Red, scarlet.

Jo araltakana. The fruit has begun to ripon.
(is becoming reddish)

.

Arali ponij beiigef . To look daggers.

AraU. To loose, to set free, to let go, to

allow, to give waj', to make way for.

Uni niaraii hor baijaekate horili araKadea.
Knowing him to be a great man I made way
for him.

Tikin aparaKa. Thoy will unclasp hands.
AragoKako. They will be set free.

• ' ,,' • f Pot herbs, vegetables.
Arak saKam.) °

AraK teKkeko. House wives.

Arak jhawar. UtricviLaria bifida Linn.
Foundin moist situations, and used as a medicine.

Arak kudrum. The Roselle plant, Hi-
hiscvbs Sabdariffa, Linn.

Cultivated as an article of food, and also for its

fibre.

Arak jhar. HsBmaturia.

Arak orok. To stare vacantly about.
AraK oroKe behgefeda. He stares vacantly

about him.

Ai-ak pordhol. "1 Blood from womb pas-

Arak pordol. J sages.

Arak sakam. Plants and leaves, cul-

tivated and wild, used as pot-herbs.

Arak sul. Bloody dysentery.

Aral koral. To be stupified through

inhaling smoke, smoking ganja,&c.,

to be stupified, perplexed, confoun-

ded; the eyes to nip with smoke.
NunaK afte galljae orleda, oet bah ae, mi6 dhao

orregeye aral koral utarena. He pulled so

strongly at the ganja, that with one pull he
was quite stupified.

Aran. Voice, cry.

Arahlan aiijom thike£taea. We recognize his

voice.
Khange serma khon mi£ ^ei arah hecena. Then

a voice came from heaven.

Aranga. Large, enormous.
Noa do adi araiiga ka( kana. This is an enor-

mous log.

Arani dan. A measuring rod.

Arao. To clothe, to put on the person.

Mit goteo mala uni kuriaK hotoKreKo arao
daporadea.

Arap. \Slightly, to glance off, to miss

Arop.
J

by a hair's breadth, to shave,

to graze.
TuAledeali, arop go^kedeaii. I shot at him,

but only grazed him.
Note do aropgeye dalJkeda. There was only

slight rain here.
ThoraA aropkedea. I just grazed him (with

my arrow.)

Arar. A 3'oke, to accept responsibility.
Mi£ araj daiira. A yoke of oxen.
TJrid aray. Cattle.
Bao ararlena. Ho declined tlie responsibility.

IilaU arar lade johpe. Take my yoke upon you.

Arar. The Yoke constellation, being
the three stars in Orion's belt.

Arar ipilko rakapakana. The Yoke constella-
tion has risen.

Araraok. (1) Ripening, mellowing as

fruit. (2) Officious.

(1) BeleK lagi£ araraoKkana. The fruit is ri-

pening.

(2) Uni do 9.diye ararao baraekana. He is

acting very officiously.

Aras. A pole placed on the top of a

cart loaded with sheaves, and tied

down to keep load from shifting.

iVrasi parasi. Cf. arosi parosi.

Arba. "i Indian Scaly ant-eater, Manis
Harba. / fcviadncfyhi.
The Santala believe that gundli (q. v.) sown by tt

person wearing a ringmad^ from a soalo of
the Harba will not be attacked by flies. The
ring must be cut by a flint, if iron is used it

loses its virtue.

Arda. In a state oi nature, fallow, un-

broken to work, uninured.
Arda bir. Primeval forest.

Arda kuri. A virgin.

Arda (Jaiira. An ox unacoustomed to the yoke.
Arda jel. A deer that has not been shot (a hun-

ting term.)
Arda ot. Land that has never been cultivated.

Ardas. To complain, to lay a charge

against, to accuse.
Uni then duk suk realc dobo ardas dareaKa.

We can lay our grievances before him,
Ardasadi/iae. He complained against me.

Ardhangi. Hemiplegia.

Ardu. \ Of enormous size, applied

Silodha.
J

only to tigers.

Are. Nine.

Are. Edge, margin, side.

Hor arere. By the side of the road.

Gaija are areteko calaKkana. They are mar-
ching along the river bank.

Are. To dam up, to erect a dam ; rid-

ges round rice fields to prevent the

water running off.

Gadale areakata. We have thrown a dam
across the stream.

Are laW . To trim the ridges round the rioe

fields.

Areo. To bale out water, to throw
water at.

Aree aTljedme. Bale it dry.

DaR bhageteko arei johkana. They are throw-
ing water on each other (with the hands.)
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Ared garec. Easy, simple, of no im-

portance.
Areo garoo alom bujhana. Do not regard it as

easy.
Noa Icatha ared garedem bujhaueda ? Do you

think tliis a thing to be trifled with ?

Arogel. Ninety.

Arel. Hail ; to hail.

Arelte (ufi goekedeas, nui toyo do. This
jackal was killed by hail atones hitting him.

Argarha. Difficulty, entanglement,

mischance.

Argat. Proper time, favourable mo-
ment, in good time, morning, early.

Afgatre bape hedlente bape liamlaKa. Ton
did not come at the proper time, and so

did not receive.

Argatrem setercna, dakaakaCale. Ton have
arrived at the right time, we have done the
cooking.

Argo. \To descend, to lower, to be

Argon.
J

with young.

5.rgo hodoUm*. Come down quickly.

Cot khonko argokedea. They lowered him
down from above.

Nui ggii do argoakadae. This cow is in calf.

Argon. Cf. argo.

ArgoQgar. To obfuscate, to lead away
from the scent, to confuse by dis-

putation, DO mislead, to defraud

justice, to prove thatblackis white.

Argohgare kuliea. He will ask misleading
questions.

Arharo barharo. "( Old man and wife,

Adharo budharo. J old bachelor, or

old maid.

Afharo barharo menaKkinge. The old couple
are still alive.

Argom. A clod crusher, a harrow

without teeth ; to harrow.
Argom bhuli. The hole into which the shaft,

to which the cattle are yoked, is inserted
into the harrow.

Argom. A constellation so named. It

is part of the constellation Scorino,

and is composed of 4 stars, three

of which are in line, and the other

at the apex of the triangle. The
star at the apex is Antares, or cor

scorpii, a star of 1st. magnitude.

Argom laga. To decide without full

investigation, to ride rough shod

over.
Avgompe lagaeda, bah ^hikpe bio?.reda.

Arhaia. (1) Two and a half. (2) Cho-

lera, also scouring in cattle, which

terminates fatally in two days and

a half. (.3) Rice that ripens in two

months and a half from being sown.

(4) A weight or measure of 2^
seers.

Arho. Again, more.

Ari.
"I
To implore, to beseech, to beg

Jari. J eai-nestly.

Ari. A hand saw.

Ari. A law, a rule, an institution.

An ^ri. Laws and ceremonies.

Ari. A measure.

Ari bandhi. To look carefully, to con-

sider carefully, to examine care-

fully, to note carefully.

Ari b?.ndhile ilelkeda, bodoltepe omalekanft.
We noted her carefully, you are giving us
another in exchange.

Sikiom bahako 9.ri hgindhipe, oofloka haraK-
kana. Consider the lillies how they grow.

Arid. Much, many.

Arid. ) (1) To pour off liquid so as to

Arid. J retain the solid particles.

(2) To persecute, to defraud.

Afid dal^ manfji. Eice water that has been
poured off after the rice has been boiled.

(1) DaU mantjiko arija. They pour off the rice

water (from the boiled rice.)

(2) Kisar do ?i.diye aridediilkana. The master
persecutes me very much.

Mahajon do g.'Jiye ariukodiiia. The money len-

der defrauded me (bled me.)

Ari dhari. Carelessly, thoughtlessly.

4fi (Jbgiritem calaoena, onatem bajaoena. You
struck against it because you went care-
lessly.

Arik parik. Clean, spotless, unsoiled,

pure.
Arik parik gibunoKme. Wash your bands very

clean.

Arika. Rice beer.

Aril kuril. To stare, as when smoke
nips the eyes.

Arir kurir. \

Kirir kirir. ^Loudly, noisily.

Karur barur.J

Uni gidr?. ma g.rir kuriro raraRkana. That child
yells while crying.

Kg,rur b?i,ruro hohoadea. He called loudly to
him.
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\ To trouble, worry, annoy,
Aris. bore, bother, disquiet,
Arisi. I disturb, plague, bad-
A.ris paris. ger ; disgusting, shock-

J ing.
Alom ^fisa. Do not annoy.
K^miro bako ^jrisoKa. Thoy do not find work

a burden,
^rieigeye lleloKkana. Ho is disgusting (dis-

guata ono to ace him.)

Arisia. Easily annoyed, or troubled.
Nui do ^risia hoj- kanae. This is a person who

is easily annoyed.

Aris paris. Cf. aris.

Arit'. To see, to look.
^it liamkedeail. :^el liamkodeali. I looked

and found him.

Arit' kuril To stare round about, to
look intently, to look carefully.

Oo%a. mela t»n(Jire ^.rii kuri£ ili betigo€ko€rehB
ban rtel liamledea. Although I looked
carefully through all the fair ground I did
not find him.

Arjan. A buffalo goad tipped with

iron ; to incite, to goad.

Arjanem. Incite him.

Arjao. To gain, acquire, earn ; to ob-
tain a good harvest, or crop.

Nes go khubko arjaoakafa. They have had a
good hoTTeat this year.

Bale arjaoleda. We had a oad harveat.

-Ajja ^rji. Request, excuse, plaint, pe-
tition.

Arjha arjhi. Ravelled.

Arjhau. To ravel, entangle, hinder,

jumble.
Baber alom afjb^u ocoea. Do not ravel the

twine.

Arjo. To put oil in the ear.

Aijon.

Arjon birjon.

Orjon.

Arjonia. A producer, one on whom
one trusts or relies. Employed
generally by a mother when com-
mending or rebuking a daughter.

Nui do arjoni? kantiiiae. She is the ono on
whom I rely.

Arjoni? kanae. She is ono to bo relied on
(mockingly.)

Arkathia \

Arkati.
J-

A cooly recruiter.

Arkatia. J

Agi-icultural produce,

crops.

Arkha. "» To covet, long for what
Arkha arkhi. j another has.

Arkhao. To disappoint, to deceive, to
break word, promise, faith.

Arki. Perhaps.

OhoA men darelca, arki bako idiaka£koa. I
cannot aay, perhaps they have not taken
them away.

Arkuc. The amount of oil obtained
from one full press.

Tin arkuo menalftapea? How often have you
filled the oil preaa {and drawn off the oil P)

Armarao. To struggle in the death
throes, or through suffocation, to
be overpowered, flustered.

Uni gujuK I»gi£ armaraoK kanae. Ho is strug-
gling in the throes of death.

Armn. Biursera serraia, Colehr. A
large forest tree, yielding valuable
timber.

Arna. In a state of nature, primeval,
wild, untamed, unbroken, barbar-
ous, uncivilized.

Ama bir. Primeval forest.
Arna ka<la. Wild buffalo.
Arna hor. A barbarian, a mis-anthropo

Aro. To cook, to prepare food.

Matkom aroabonme. Cook some matkom (q. v.)
for ourselvee.

Iain aro. To cook.
Iain aroena. It is cooked.

Aro. In composition has the same
meaning as re in English, repeti-

tion, again.

Benao aro. To re-make.
Dal aro. To beat again.

Jut aro. To repair.

Iain aro. To cook over again.

Kuli aro. To re-question, re-examine.

Aroj. Request, petition, plaint, ex-

cuse.
Aroj joii kanaii. I am petitioning.

Aroj menal^tilia. I have a request to make.

Aront. A warrant.
Aront jari. To execute a warrant.

Arop. Cf. arap.

Arosi parosi. \ Neighbours ; neighbour-
Arasi parfisi. j ing.

Ar6t. Dense.
Arot bir. Dense forest.

Arot. Meaning, (Bengali ortho.)
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Ar6t. (1) Hard, unsympathetic, con-

fident, fearless, regardless of con-

sequences.

(2) Disgusting, filthy, dirty.

(1.) Uni do a4i arOt hoy kanae. He is a very
unsympathetic man.

(2) Cetlekan arot hor kanae, tiarehD bae umoUa.
What a filthy fellow he ie, he never bathes.

Arpa. A fathom ; the distance be-

tween the tips of the fingers when
both arms are stretched to full

length.

Arpa. To gather together by littles,

to collect perquisites, as daughters

do while at home.
Ir arpa. A sheaf given daily during harvest to

labourers—men or women—who are hired

by the year.
TJnkin do more serma habio on(Jekin tahena, ar

kuri doe arpa joiia. They remain there five

years, and the girl collects her perquisites.

Arr. Used to attract attention when
the person's name is unknown.

Arr ! Okaren kanam p Hey ! where do you be-

long to?
Arradifiae. He called out 9irr to me.

Arra arri. "j Short-tempered ; to be exci-

Adra adri. j-ted, as buffaloes when they

Adrao. J scent blood, (Sic, to bellow,

to howl, to growl.
Mo£ todoK leka haaokedea, giiji b^rii^e aryn

g.rriena, kul do.

Arrao. To bellow.

Arrao. To fix a banghy load, to make
the banghy and load ready for car-

rying.
Bhariij arraome. Get the banghy and load

ready.
Kan(Ja arraome sikug-rre. Put the pot in the

sling (of the banghy.)

Arsa. Excuse, plea, pretence, ground
or reason assigned ; to fret to get

something.
Coio araaefkaua ? "What excuse does he plead ?

Matkom andalf arsateko dohokediria. They de-

tained me on the plea of giving me matkom
andaK (q. v.)

Arsa arsi. To plead an excuse, to

throw the onus on each other, to

contend as to who shall not do

anything that is to be done.
Dakao l3.gi£kin arsa qirsiUkana. They are con-

tending as to who shall not cook the rice.

Arsal. A temporary light.

Cere araal. To throw a light for an instant on
a bird at night for the purpose of catching
it.

Arsalkate tiamme. Light something and look for

it (and then extinguish the light.)

Arsa pitha. A kind of sweet bread

made from rice flour and raw sugar.

Arse. Of. itat.

Arsen torsed.l Uncomfortable feeling

Ersen torsed.j of a person after having

eaten too much, or of a person

suffering from dropsy ; to be unable

to rest at night owing to the heat.

Arse taha. Certainly, truly, of a truth,

in fact.

Arse taha, setoiite dhip^uakana. Of a truth
it is heated by the sun's rays.

Arsi. A mirror, a looking glass.

Arsiii barsiri. \A day or two, a short

Musiri barsiri. J period.
4Lrsiii bgirsili lagit uoncjebo heeakana. We are

here only for a short time (in this world).

Arta. A red pigment applied to the

feet by women at a marrige ; to

apply arta to the feet.

Artagom. A large migratory bird,

which passes over Santalia in a

south-east direction at the begin-

ning of the cold weather.

Ar 1
. , [-More, in addition to.

Arti. To help a second time to food,

or liquor.

Aruc taruc. To go smash at a thing,

to smash dash ; impetuously, head-
long.

_

Nui do giruo tg/fuoe k^mikana. He smashes
at his work.

Aruk dharuk. Here and there, every-
where

;
to bully, to dragoon.

Soetan aruK dharuKe calalikana. The devil
roams every where.

Aruii paruri. To sulk, to be in the
dumps, doldrums, sulks, to be in

bad humour, glum, sulky.
CedaKe g.ruli pg.ruii bajaekana ? Why is he in

the doldrums ?

Arup. To cleanse, to wash off stains, &c.
.^rup napae. To cleanse thoroughly.

Arwaidha. ')
rr i

Arwhaidha. j ^°° "^^"^h' excessive.

Arw3.idham ladeakawadea. Tou have loaded
him too heavily (laid too much on him.)

As. Proper quantity, j ust as much as

is good for one, a little.

As leka/i emadea. I gave him just as much as
was good for him.

AskedoaA. I gave him a little food.
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Asba.i

As.
1As bhorsa. J-To hope, expect, trust, to

Asra. j rely on.

As chut^u. To lose hope, to despair.
UniaK as llelkateli mokodena. I am tired wait-

ing for him.

Okoe asrare non^ope heoakanap Trusting in

whom have you come hero ?

Isorre as bhorsa dohoakan tahonpo. Continue
trustin|f in God.

K^mi llamili asolckana.
work.

I am hoping to get

|- Aim ; to take aim.
As.

As.
Bail (hikem aslatta, onatem c^fickedea. You

missed him because you did not take a
proper aim.

Bejie tnikem aslaKa, liurhj ut9irkedeam. You
aimed splendidly, and brought him right
down.

As, Scales of fish.

Asa6 usuc.

Asat usuc. To weep, to sob and cry,

Asa^ usiil to weep for a lengthen-

Kasat kusut.J ed time.

Hit liind^ aea,i nsuCe raKkeda. He sobbed and
cried the whole night.

Asae. Eggs of the green fly which
become maggots.

Boko asaeaka£a. The green flies have deposited
eggs on it.

Asae sawile. Good fortune, object of

desire, aim, opportunity, oppor-

tune moment, first opportunity,

first time, after a long time.

OhoA emlema, asae sawae neMe ut^riii liam-

akawana. 1 cannot give you any, now only

has fortune favoured me.

Asaha dusaha. Of evil omen, ill

omened.
Noa calcem roreda, asaha dusaha? Why do you

say this of evil omen? (to the sick man.)

Asa jawa. Coming and going.

As amol. Food forbidden to a sick

person, or to one aspiring to sanc-

tity after Hindu ideas. Cf amol.

Asambher. Abundant, beyond mea-

s\ire, unlimited, beyond endurance.

Isoraf daya do asambhergetaea. God's mercy
is infinite.

Asambher kathae metadea. He spoke words
to him that were beyond endurance.

Asami. A tenant, a defendant, an

accused, a debtor, a client.

Uni doe asami kana, noa mamblare. He is de-

fendant in this case.

Asam usum. Half-awake, drowzy,

sleepily.

Asam usume boret'akana. Ho has risen before
being properly awake.

Asam usum. Leisurely, without fear,

said of the larger wild nocturnal

animals.
Bana asam usume calattkana. The bear is

walking leisurely along.

As.ania. Lazy, procrastinating, slothful.

Asan mandao. (1) To sit tailor-wise

for a long time, to sit about with

nothing to do ; lazy. (2) To lie

down, as an animal in its lair.

(1) Asan manglaoakanae, hoKrhokan leka. He
has taken up his position, as if he were a
watchman.

Asan poda. \Lazy, strong but useless,

Sawan pocja. / fusionless.

Asan usun. Cf asam usum.

Asapati hormo. To be enciente.
Asap^ti hormoenae She is eizciente.

Asar. The fourth Hindu month, June-

July.

Asaria. Belonging to the month of

Asar.
Nui bar asg.rif> ren damkom kanae. This steer

is in its second year, (calved in Asar).

Asaria. A climbing plant so called.

Buru asg^n^. Oappari^ hovHda, Linn.

Asarphi. A gold coin, known only by
report to the Santals.

Osot h'^''
'^'^*^'^^-.

Asat osot. Lazily, leisurely.

CedaK onka asat osot dom k9.mikana ? Why do
you work so leisurely ?

Asat os6t. Bulky, unwieldy, full ; to

.waddle through fatness or obesity.

Asathi.\p.^jgg
untrue, unreliable.

Asoto. J

Nui do asathi hor konae. He is an unreliable

person.

Asat USUC. Cf asad usuc.

Asali usul Cf asae usuc.

Asbasao. \ Tired, wearied, aonfused,

Esto besto.J perplexed.
Durup durupteli asbasaocna, Saheb bae odokoK

kana.' I am wearied with sitting (waiting),

the Saheb does not come out.

Darore dec man deocn, oka lekateii argona as-

basaoged aikauoda. I have got up the tree

all right, but am perplexed as to how I shall

get down.
Pithg.teli jom asbasaoena.



Asec tase6 [ 24 ]
Asra

Asec tasec."! Abounding, a wealth of,

Alec tasec. y rich, possessed of so much
Tarn tase. j as to be careless of it ; to

scatter, to squander.

Horo caole aaoo taseo menaKtakoa. They have
a wealth of dhan and rice.

AoaR dhone ased tasec cabakeda. He has squan-
dered his wealth.

Ased maran. ") -.t ^

. , . > Very large, enormous.
Aset maran. j j & '

Ased maraii ka( kana. It is an enormous log.

Ased maraii daU hijuRkana. A heavy shower
is approaching.

Asen. To lead about, to carry about,

to conduct, to tend.
Gidra alom asen baraeea. Do not take the

child about.

Aseri taseii. Spread out, lying about,

scattered here and there.

Aseii tageiige menaUa, do hgtr samtaokate agu-
kam. The (things) are lying about, go and
gather them together and bring them here.

Asepase. Cf adepase.

As ghur ghur. ") A call to cattle, or oxen
As gur gur. J at the plough to cause

them to turn.

Asiar. To inconvenience, to encum-
ber, to plague.

Asiar hormo. To be pregnant.
Bad asiarkoa. I will not inconvenioncG them.
Nui ?i3iar cucha menaea, nui i^togcii asig-rakana.

He is a nuisance, and I am plagued on hie
account.

Asin. The seventh Hindu month,
September—October.

A.sintara. Belonging to the month
Asin.

Asintara kat. Timber cut in Asin.
.^sintaya goda bitha. High lands ploughed in

Asin.

Asintara.

Asintaraii.
Asintara kul. A huge tiger.

Asirbad. Blessing, to bless.

Asirbadaleme. Bless us.

Asis. To curse.
AsisarikSnae. He is our.sing me.

Asil To unstring a bow.
AR asitkakme. Unstring the bow.

Asil A running knot ; to tie a running
knot, to tie with double loops, so

that by pulling one end the knot
will come loose.

[ Large, huge.

Asit. To die down, as plants in winter,

to be exhausted, to unwind.

Jomattte asiCenale. Our food is exhausted.

Setoii dinre nari ^.sidoRa. Climbing plants die

down in the hot weather.
j9isi£enae. He has lost his wealth.

Askal. A jungle bird.

Askandni. F. \ Peevish, crying for

Askandnu. M. j little, fretful.

Gidr? ?(Ji askanduigeae.' The girl cries for

Uttle.

Askandua. Fever that begins with-

out premonitory symptoms, and
lasts only a short time.

Asket. To be lazy, indolent, sluggish,

languid after over exertion.
Alom asketoRa, k^mitalaiime. Do not be lazy,

do the work for us.

Asketia. ILazy, sluggish, slothful, in-

Askotia.
J

dolent, do-nothing.
Nui do g.di asketi^ hof kanae. This is a very

lazy man.

As mandao. "1 To squat, to sit in one
Asan mandao. /posture without change,

to sit about a long time.

Dufup as mancjaoakanae. He has seated him-
self as if he never intended to get up.

Asok tayok. \To wander, to go about
Ayok tayok. j aimlessly.

AsoR tayoR bafaekanao.
about.

He goes wandering

Asokaete. Particularly, especially, as

a rule, generally, most certainly,

necessarily.

Asol. Chief, fundamental, real, true,

genuine.
Asol katha. The matter of tact.

Asol Bona. Genuine gold.
Asol jinis. The real thing.
MesalaR kangea, asolak do bah kana. It is a

mixture, not the genuine article.

Asor. To cease raining, to clear up
after rain.

Asorkedae. It has ceased raining.

DaR iii asor ocoaRa, enkhaetert calaRa. I will
let it clear, then I shall go.

Asor tambor. Tottering, weak on the
legs, as a fat child learning to walk.

Asorphe. Cf. asarphi.

Asot. Cf asat.

Aspas. Neighbourhood.

Asra. Cf as.



Asi Ata-

Asrac. Refuge, shelter.
Ona oraKreii asraelena. I took shelter in that

house.

Asrat. Old and large, corpulent,
wealthy, great.

Nui bill do *(Jie ?.aratgea. This is a very large
serpent.

Nui do aiji ^srai^ hor kanae. This is a very
wealthy man.

Astabal. A stable.

Astan, Unfortunate, lazy, incapable,
not equal to.

Astin. A sleeve.

^Tsa$J'' }^l^ays, all the day long.

Asuk. Uncomfortable in mind or body,

Asul. To support, to maintain, to
nourish, to supply the necessaries
of life, to domesticate.

Asul janwar. A domesticated animal.
Asul ba<Jha Adopted.
Asul haralcedeali. I brought him up.
Potamiii a.suledekana. I am keeping a wild

dove.

Asur. Greedy, gluttonous.

As us. To move uneasily while asleep-
to reply sullenly, as a person awak-
ing from sleep.

Aswar. Riding on any thing, as a
horse, a palki, &c.

Aswari.lThe act of riding on anything.
Sowari.

J

Aswaria. (1) A palki. (2) A rider.
Aswariateye calaKkana. He is travelling by

palki.

Khub aswaria kanae. He is a good rider.

At. To lose.

Nel a£. To lose sight of.

At' apat'. The very image of each other.
AC to€. To make mistakes.
Sap a,i. To lose hold of.

At. The edible root of a common
climbing plant, Zehneria uvihel-

lata, Tkw. The plant itself is

called Kundri.

At. ^Opportunity, expedient, op-

At ghat. J ening, suitable time, fa-

vourable opportunity.
Sasap at bail liameda. I can't get a chance to

seize

Oka at ho bah calal^kantalea. No expedient is

possible for us.

Atreii Jlammea, tobeil metama. I shall find you
at a suitable time, and shall then speak to
you.

At. Zealous, vehement, forcible, strong,
intense, vigorims, loud, difficult,

fast
; t(i insist, to incite, to persist.

Niinijlt ate liohokeda. Ho called so loudly.
Aiji at araiite. With a loud voice.

Atteye dalkedea. He struck him with great
force.

Ata. A raised platform from which
wild animals are shot, an ambush.

Sukrire afako durupa. They shoot pigs from a
raised ambush.

Atako duruplena, menkhan tg.rup bae argolena.
They sat in the raised ambush, but the 'leopard

did not appear.

Ata. Flour, meal.
Ata. To roast grain over fire in a

pecuhar way, generally in sand

;

to fire.

Ataohoc. The potsherd in which the grain is
roasted.

Jondra ata. Roasted Indian corn.
But ata. Boasted gram.
Cha ataeme. Fire the tea (in manufacturing.)

Ata ati. To dispute, to wrangle, to
contend, quarrel.

Nukin dokin ata afigea, delabon phan(Jaokata-
kina. These two are wrangling, come we
wiD settle the matter for them.

Ata carec. A few stalks of grass or
split bamboos about a foot in
length tied together with which
the grain is moved about when
being roasted on the ata sy,steni.

Atak utuk. 1 /-I/. , , ,

Atac utuc. I
'^f- ^*^P "^"P-

Atal. A layer, story ; row upon row.
Atal atalteko durupakana. They are sitting in

rows (one behind the other.)

Atal baha. A flower so named.

Atal gondal. A large assortment of
cloth of various ages, qualities

and colours.
Atal gondal kiorid menaKtaea. He is rich in cloth

of all kinds.

Atal phuruM. A cup made with double
leaves.

Atan. To receive, to take, to hold out
the hand to receive anj'thing, to
spread out to receive, to set the
head as a horned animal when
about to gore, or butt.

Ataii dak. Water caught in a ves.^iel.

Bhalte sariA a.tafi darama. I will receive the
arrow on my shield.

EogcA lagife atauedilia. He sets his head to
butt mo.

Iliak romal atafiakatail. I have spread out mj
handkerchief (to receive it).
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Atap jarap. Parched with thirst or

hunger.

Atap utup. To be raised up as a car-

pet, &c, by something under it.

Honyako atap utup baraeeda, maya phutkate-
ye dairkeda. Halloo 1 lats are moving
about (under the straw), look out ! lie has
darted out and escaped.

Atap utup. \A rumbling sound ; wind
Utup utup./ on the stomach.
Lao atap utuboKkana. Wind rising in the

stomach,

Atar. In composition, used mainly by
women, like " dapor" which see.

Sen ataroEmae. Let him take himself off.

I)?.r atarke£geae. He has run away (and a good
riddance.)

Kul ho bae jom atarekan. The tiger even does
not devour him.

Atar. To set fire to ; to burn.

OraKko atarkeftaea. They set fire to his house.
Atarediii leta hasoedili kana. It pains me as if

it were burning.
Seiigelte mooae atartaea. He applies fire to his

mouth.
Noa birko atar potaUkeda. They have set fire

to and burned up this jungle.

Ata sata. Food, victuals.

Ata sata cefhS bg-nukantaea. He has no food
whatever.

Ata sata. Cf. atha satha.

Ata talsa. Food, such as taben (q. v.)

khajari, (q. v.). satu (q. v.) &o.

Atasi patasi. A spell used by mothers

when their children are slightly

hurt and cry.

A child hurts its finger, for instance, and runs
crying to its mother, who after examining
the finger says " at?si patasi" and blows
upon it.

Aten. GoTiibretum decandrum Roxb.
A gregarious soandent shrub, the twigs of which

are used to make baskets.

Aten. To listen, to eaves-drop.
Aten babrakanae. He is eaves-dropping.

Atet. To spread ; a bed.
Ate£te calaKme. Go to bed.
Noa do oyon lagif, ar noa do ated l^gif. This

is for a covering, and this to spread (under-
neath you at night.)

Ate£ sii. \ To fore-ordain
;

pre-

Oisit atel; sil J arranged.

Isor do nni hor gujulf realfe olsi^ a.teisita.'k&ia,.

God has ordained this man's death,

Atgate. Strait, narrow, contracted,

small in space, cramped.
Bejae noa do atgate hor kana. This is a very

narrow path.
Am do bejae atgateregem dnrupakana. Tou

are sitting in very small space (i.e. you have
crushed yourself in.)

Deep, great, very, enor-

mously, unfathom-
able, bottomless.

Atha. ^

Athaha.
Athan.
Athani.

Athan thar.

Athathan.
Athan marah hathi menaetaea. He has an

enormously large elephant.
Athaha dak. Very deep water (unfathomable.)

Atha satha. Strength, energy.
Id do atha satha bail aikaueda. I feel no stren-

gth (or energy.)

Atha sathail ^ikau lioKeda. I feel a little

stronger.

Ath cala. A house having the veran-

dah roof lower than that of the

house.

Athe athon.

Athe athwan.

) Very close together,

J thick, very many.

Athe athwaiie ghaoakana. He is covered with
sores.

Athel. Ajungle bush, Murraya exo-

tica, Willd

Atho sitho. Pithless, weak, vainly.
Baiiem tul dareaKkhan atho sitho cedaKem

tntulkana ?

Athrg. To lean against, to rest on, to

prop, to put in wedge, to place

under for purpose of raising.

Dhirire bohoKe athreeda. He piUows his head
on a stone.

SilpiA jhiokate athrekam, alo siAoKa mente.
Open the door and place something against
it to prevent it closing.

Ati. A bundle, a small sheaf
Gachi atiakat'ako. They have bound the seed-

lings into small bundles.

Atin. To graze, to browse, to feed, to

spread as a sore, or skin disease, &c.
Lumamko S'tii idiakat'a. The caterpillers have

eaten all up.
Gaiko g.tiii johkana. The cows are grazing.

Atis kutis. Innumerable, very many,
very often.

Atit. \To leave home and family as a
Utit. J wandering jogi, or phakir; an

ascetic, a devotee.
Atit jngi. An ascetic who has left house and

home.
Atit lekae calaoena. He has gone off like a

phakir (without saying where he was going
to.)

Atkao.lTo prevent, hinder, check, ob-
Atok. J obstruct.

Cala^ill atkaoea. I will prevent him going.
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Atkar. To feel, to think, to be conscious
of; to impress one.

GujuK lekafi ajkareda. I feel like dying.
Hape nahaKlah atkar ooomea. Wait a little, I

shall make you feel.

Bail thik a^karoKkana. It doea not impress
one as being right.

AKatkaraS. The oonsoionoe.
Marah i»te atkaroKgea. Being large it will be

noticed, (or felt.)

Atkir. Smilax ovalifoUa, Roxb.
A common jnngle olimbing plant.

Atkir. To snatch away, to run away
with, to steal.

Bine ^tkira. He will run away without pay-
ing his debts.

Atkura. Childless, barren, without
an heir born of his own body.

Owaris bah toflenkhan bat^ha hoponge a^knr^
dhohko hataoa. Failing an heir adopted
sons inherit the unclaimed wealth.

Atkura. A forest tree, Wrightia to-

mentosa, JR. &. S.

Atkura arak. The fresh leaves of

Wrightia tomentosa used as a
pot herb.

Atkuti. Argemone Mexicana, Linn.
A prickly annual the seeds of which yield an

oil.

Atnak. A large forest tree, Termina-
lia toinentosa, W. and A.

The tassar silk worm {Antheraea mylitta) is
reared almost entirely on this tree in the
Santal country.

Atnasat.\ Unintelligible, confused,
At sat. J weak, unintelligently,

improperly.
At n9 a^tsm galmaraokana. Yon speak unintel-

Ugently.
At s^tili ^ik^ueda, cei sat h3 bah. I feel very

weak, no strength whatever.

Ato. In composition like "oto" which see.

Bagi atoadeae. He left liim altogether.
Em atoadeae. He gave it up to him.
D^ndhire oko atokate oraSte calaoenae. Hav-

ing hidden it in a bush he went home.

Ato. A village.
Bir maK t^ndikatele atoakafa. We cleared the

jungle and have made a village.
Ato maSjhi. The village chief.

Ato hoyko. The villagers.

Atok. Cf. atkao.

Atom. 1 In order, one after the
Mii atomte. J other, all, every one.
Ona atorenko mi€ atomteko hecena. All the

people from that village have come.
Mif atomteko calaoena, oralire okoebo bg.nulf-

koa. They have all gone, there is no one at
home.

Atpa etpe. Skin rough from pimples,

or from lying on anything, ;is a

charpae, which leaves marks on
the body.

At pat. "I Flustered, without resource,

At patao.J perplexed, troubled, dis-

tressed, restless.
Eehgeote »tp*tle 9.ik»ueda. We are greatly

distressed through poverty.
Alo sem at patao baraea, thirkoSme. Do not

be so restless, remain still.

Atra. Half ; to fail, to come short, to

fall short, "to miss.
Atra hor. 7 -o- ir
Atradhur.{H^lf-^«'y-
IsoraK mohimako atraakada. They have come

short of the glory of God.

Atra matra."! Imperfectly ; imperfect
Atra patra. I work ; to half do a thing,

Adhapadha.
j

to leave some out, to

Tara tapra. j pass over some, to scamp
work.

Atra patra. Cf. atra matra.

Atre. After a lapse of, after, period,

periodically.
Mi£ din b^rsili atre. After a day or two.
Pepe cando atre. Quarterly.

Atre. To plough a field in sections.

Scottice, a double rig.

Atrom. To miss, to pass over, to ex-

clude.
CaEem atromkaekana ? Why do yon pass him

over (give to the others and not to him ?)

Atrom atrom. Half, incompletely.
Hana mundu do atrom atromgeko jhorakeda.

They only halt beat that jungle.

Atrui5. Depressed, ailing, sad, faint,

dejected, sulky, disinclined, dis-

pleased, disgusted, lazy.

Atruliili atkareda. I feel depressed (in mind.)
jondra daka jom jomtell g-truAena. I am

disgusted with always eating boiled Indian
com.

Onate mon ^truiientiiia. Therefore my heart
failed me.

At sat. Contradictory, confused, care-

lessly, at random.
Al; to£. Without certainty, at random,

overlooked, mislaid.
A^ to^le hecena. We came at random.
A.i totaR halan jaoraeme. Pick up what has

been overlooked.

Atu. To flow, to glide, to run, to

shed, to float.

DaR 3.tu cabaena. The water has all run away.
Atu go^kam. Float it away (throw it in to the

water and let it float away.)
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Atu\t jharulj. Dense, thick, as a
jungle with undergrowth.

Atur. To hang down, to trail, to hang
over, to lag behind.

Partomre durupkate kiorie aturkedae. He sat
on the bed-stead, and allowed his cloth to
hang down over the edge.

Kanthar jo aturakana. The jack fruit hangs
down (from.the branch,)

Atut. Many, very numerous, in crowds.
Atut horko jarwaakana. The people are assem-

bled in crowds.

Atut bir. Dense, primeval forest.

Atwasi patwasi. Famishing, hungry.

An. Of inferior quality, worthless.
Noa bnrnre do eken au kat menalfa, Sarjom do

banulfan. There is oiily timber of an in-
ferior qnaUty on this hill, there is no
Sarjom.

Au katha.

-A.U- An interjection of surprize, used
only by women among themselves.

Am ' nun din khon bae gidr?. joiikana.

Auapapa. Cf awapapa.
Au au. Cf. ao ao.

Auda. Cf. aoda.

Aujhar. To entangle, to hinder, to

ravel ; busy, occupied.
Sv\tam aujharakana. The thread is ravelled.
Sutam aujhsiroKa. The thread will ravel.

Aukhau. Dangerous, as an infected

village, or a jungle infested with
wild animals, helpless through
want of food.

Ona bir do aidi aukhaua, adi kule oaiikeakana.
That jungle is very dangerous, a tiger lies
in wait there.

Aula auli.

Aula ka.uli. I Disordered, confused, per-
Aula saula. i plexed.

Aula sauli. J
Aula aidikecUriae. He confused me.
4ula auliye hoeeda. It blows from all direc-

tions.

Aulau. To bewilder, to confuse, to

muddle, to perplex, to mix up.

Aunsa baunsa. Cf aosa biiosa.

AUntauk. Commotion in the stomach.
Lac auntauffkantiiia.

Aura auri. j^^^^^'y- thoughtlessly.

Auri. Not yet, before ; until.
Auriye hijulcre. Before he comes.
Aurikore. Before they come.
4uri liogekhan. If she, or he, is not ready yet.
Uni aurica.
TJni auriyea. ;

He is not yet.

Aurid hiju]< dhabic. Until I come.

Auri. 1 False, in vain, carelessly,

Auriak. V indefinitely, ordinary, un-

Aurinak. j qualified, unfixed, un-

specified, ineffective.
Aurigeii emadea, tinalc coil tinaK. I gave him

without taking note, and can't say how
much.

AuriagoKa. Will become ineffective.

Isorak kathape a,uriakkeda. Te trifled with
God's word.

Etwar chaclakate auri din hilok caole bail lia-

moRa. Eice can only be had on Sunday (the

fixed day) and not on other days.
Auri hor. An unqualified person.
Auri din. A day not fixed.

Auri. \Straw from which the grain has
Ar. j been thrashed by beating it

against a piece of wood.
Busup is straw the grain from which has been

trodden out by oxen.
Gruchi is busup so drawn out as to lay the straw

lengthwise, and then tied up in bundles for
thatching, &c.

Auriak. Cf auri.

Aurinak. Cf auri.

Auri pathauri.l Thoughtlessly, in vain,

Auri sauri. J irreverently, need-
lessly, serving no purpose.

Probhu am ren Isor reak liutum auri pathauri
alom liumtaea. Thou shalt not take the
name of the Lord thy God in vain.

Ausan. Cf aosan.

Auta auti. Pain in the stomach.
Autan. Cf aotan.

Aiitauk. Cf auntauk.
Avi'l.' Cf awil.'

Awa. A potter's kiln.

Gelbar awa bhitri khon t^hukia bajia bachao
tol^kedam. You selected it out of twelve
kilns, by tapping and sounding it (com-
paring the choosing of a bride to the selec-

tion of an earthen pot.)

Awa. \The string which holds the

Awali.J spokes of a charkha (spin-

ning wheel) in order.
This string goes round the extremities of each

radius of each side alternately.

Awaj. Sound, noise, report.
Banduk reak awajiil aiijomleda. I heard the

report of a gun

Awal. Good, large, 1st class dhan land.

Awali. Cf awa.

Awansacua. Lazy, idle, slothful.

Awapapa. Piteously, bitterly, vehe-
mently.

Awar. Cf aowar.
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Awasi. An heir.

Awatapa. Destitute, friendless, dis-

tressed, confounded.
AwatapaKmako. Let them be confounded.

Awil.\To raise the arm, to stretch out
Avil.

J
the arms, to dart out the

head, as a snake when it strikes.

Awil tiogme, Stretch the arm and reach it.

Ayah bill awil baraekanae. The cobra darts
its head to strike.

Gidr?. doe awiloKkana, ma heoeme. The child
stretches out its arms, take it up.

Ay;i. Really, truly, without mistake;

of a truth.
Aya, liel kombrokedeali ; enreho bae go^ao

ocoal^a. Of a truth I saw him steal, still

he will not admit it.

Ayalc oyok.

Ayak uyuk.
Ayok tayok.

Ayuk tayuk.J out resource.

A3'an bid. The cobra.

Dudhi? ayah. ~^

Pomba ayah.
Kara ayah.
Jerell ayah.
Jola ayah.
Hende ayah.
Kabra ayah.

Ayan oyon.

into.

Do se, ayah oyoh behgefi baraeme, llel iiamam.

Ayat. A verse, a sentence.

Ayo. Mother, much used in interjec-

tions.

Ayoge. )
jjgg^j, jj^g , qJj mother

!

Ayogo. )

Ayo lekan sohag do okareli Aamkoa ? Where
can 1 find love such as my mother's was.

Ayok tayok. Cf. ayak oyok.

Ayuguh. An interjection of surprize,

sorrow, or pain.

Ayuk tayuk. Cf. ayak oyok.

Ayup. Evening, nightfall.
' Nondeko ayuboKa. They will spend the even-

ing here.

Ayup aumuh. Fully evening.

i)aK ayupkedae. It rained till evening.

SetaK khonle ayupkeda. We remained from

morning till evening.

Ayup payar. Eventide.

Ayur. To lead, to conduct.
AKyurie. A leader.

Janum sen alom ayurkoa. Do not lead them

towards the thorns (into difficulties.)

Bewildered, at a loss, en-

grossed, overcome, with-

Varieties of cobras distinguish-

ed by Santals.

To stoop down and peer

>
S. }'

'athor.

In that way he mates

The village chief exacts

Ba.

Baba.

T> ' !-No, not.
Ban. J
Bale calalfa. Wo will not go.

Bab. A cess imposed by Zemindars
on their ryots.

Bab. To demand, to exact, to ask for,

to request, to impose a contribu-

tion.

Onkae bab bajaakoa.
his demand.

Malijhi toae babakoa.
milk from them.

Taka emolc lagit'e babakawaljlea. He has asked
us to give money.

Baba. (1) Father ; (2) A term of respect

applied to elders, a term of endear-

ment applied to infants.

Babare. ) An interjection implying pain or

Baba go. ) sorrow.
E baba. Respectful address.
Henda baba. EospectfuUy calling attention.

Babac. Cf bae.

Babad. Cf bad.

Babaj. Cf baj.

Babaji. A class of Hindu fakirs, a

Hindu sadhu.

Babak. Cf. bak.

Babar. Cf bar.

Babar goten eugatkin tahenkhan kakit ehgat

do bar taka iral anae liama. If there are

two mothers the step mother, (or co-wife)

receives two rupees eight annas.

Babat. To itch.

Adi kalkal babatedilikana. It is painfully

itchy.

Babatedeteye ggiduroKkana. He scratches him-

self because he feels itchy.

Baber. Twine, string, principally that

made from backom. (q. v.)

JoKkha baber. A line for sounding.

Sosoii baber. A string used as a measuring

chain.

Babilond. To be scattered to the winds,

to be utterly lost, ruined, or des-

tro3'ed.

Tundi burn dhasaoen,
Disom do babilonden,

Kuindi mirueraKleda,
Disom do ropha rugiren.

Babla. The name of a tree. Acacia

arcobicn, Willd.
This tree yields the gum arable of commerce.
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Babotre. On account of, regarding,

respecting, about, in the matter

of, in behalf of.

Am babotre unaK iA haronlena. I was put to

60 much trouble on your account.

Babra. Cf bara.
Noako joto do bonga horgeko Jiam babrakana.

After all these t.binga do the heathen seek.

Babrao. Cf bhabrao.

Babrg. A Brahman.

Babreic. The best ma::_ at a marriage,

who remains with the bridegroom
until all the ceremonies and fes-

tivities connected with the mar-
riage are over.

Babric. The Intensive form of baric

(q.v.)
B^bricio. One who injures, &c.

Babu. A boy, a son ; used in addressing

a boy of inferior age, or position.

Used always by en elder sister when addressing
a younger sister's husband.

Bgtbu se mg-i ? Is it a boy or a girl ?

Babuttet'. His son, or the son.
Babure. Dear me !

Babu janga nari. A climbing plant so

called from the resemblance the
leaf bears to the human foot.

Babur. A tree, Acacia arabica,

Willd.

Babu rae. The young lord, or chief,

used banteringly to a peevish boy.
Babu rae do hona noae hursokana. The young

chief must have this and that.

Bac. To separate, to pick out, to refuse,

to reject, to leave out nothing, to

pass over nothing, to deliver.

Get' ho bae baca. He rejects nothing.
SanamaKgeye joma, Qei ho bae baca. He eats

all, and leaves nothing.

Baca. To decide upon, to prove, to

receive an answer from a witch
doctor, to find out.

Co^pe baca agukeda? Hoe hisit'le bacakeda.
What have you found? We have found
that the witch is an outsider.

Bacao. To choose, to select, to reject,

to refuse.

Bacha. A bull calf, a term of endear-

ment applied to a child, or younger
person.

Bacha dhontiii. My little treasure (to a child.)

Bachao. To choose, to pick out, to select

to single out.
Bachao gidi. To reject.

Bachao cei. To select.

Bachao tot'. To pick out, to choose out of many.
Bachao bH. To select carefully.

Bachao joh. To choose for oneself.

Bachao liam. To find.

Bachi. A female calf.

Bachra. Half grown, young.
Bachra sadom. A colt.

Bachra dare. A sapling.
Bachra kora. A lad, a hobbledehoy.

Bachri bachri. Yearly, annually, every
year.

Backar. A prostitute, a harlot.

Backo. Cf. bhacko.

Backom. A jungle grass, Pollinia
eriopoda, Hance.

A useful grass from which twine and paper are
manufactured.

Backom baber. Twine made from backom
grass.

Baclao. To preserve, to save, to escape,

to depend on.
Noa kioriete rabaiiil5 baclaoena. By means

of this cloth I escaped the cold.

Bacol. Escape, salvation, rest, respite

;

to be saved, to remain.
Bacol banuktiJia. There is no escape for me.
Eken sahetge bacolakan tahekantakina. Only

their breath remained to them.

Bacon. Cf. bacol.

Bad. To name, to guess, to accuse, to

suspect, to accuse from ill will, or

a desire to injure.
Almarire cef menaka? Kicriciii badeda. What

is in the almirah ? I guess it is cloth.
Danko badkoa. They accuse them of being

witches.
Bad badkadea, menkhan bako sap dareadea.

They often accused (or suspected) him, but
have not been able to catch him.

Badteko metalikana. They accuse me through
ill wiU.

Bad. To separate, to subtract, to omit,

to reject.

Khoroc badkate. Subtracting the payments.
Noa hisab badkalcme. Omit this bill.

Bad. 3rd class rice land, which is high
and only enjoys a precarious supply
of water.

Bad horo. Eice grown on third class land.
B^dras. A variety of rice grown on third class

land.

Bad. (1) To multiply, to increase.

(2) A flood.

(1) 44iko b9.iJoRa. They will increase greatly.

(2) B9.1} argonkana, noa gaijare. This river is

coming down in flood.
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Bada. A loan of seed given at sow-
ing time for which a double quan-
tity is returned at harvest.

Noa ita badateli flrguakat'a.

Badabadi. To accuse each other, to be
at enmity, to contend, to emulate

;

enmity, rivah-y.
Badabadieuako. They are at enmity with each

other.

Badac budu6. To bubble, as boiling

water, bubbles rising to the sur-

face of water.

Badae. To know, to be cognizant of,

to have knowledge of, to recognize.
Badae thik. To know of a certainty.
Ba^lae orom. To reoognize,

Badagiri. To be conceited, arrogant,

rude in presence of superiors,

swagger, give oneself airs.

Ba^agiriefkanae. He is giving himself airs.

Badai. "J To be proud, to be vain-

Adai badai J glorious, to be bumptious,
to be fastidious,to play the fine

gentleman.
A^iye b^4^ia, ad kathae tinaKe baijlae leka.

Badak. "| Coarse, overgrown, big and
BadgaU. j- unsightly, stout and coarse

Badgoi. J featured.
4risge lleloEkana, baijgo^

.

Badak. ") Broken up into holes, as a

Budak. J mud floor, or courtyard.
ApeaE raca beb?irid budjKakantapea. Tour

conrfcyard is all broken into holes.

Badak badak. Unseemly, vigourously.
BadaS badaSe egerkedilla.

Badak buduk. ") To move the lips as if

Buduk buduk. / speaking.
Lufciye ba^alf buduReda.

Badalte. On suspicion, on account of,

with a desire to injure, through

ill-will.

Badalte doko metaAkana. They accuse me
through ill-will.

Badao. To choose, to appoint to be told

off.

Chunka Pargana do Sarkar sece badaoakana.

Chunka Pargana has been appointed by the

government.
TinaS salis horko badaoakana? How many ar-

bitrators have been appointed ?

Badao. Ill-will, hatred, strife, variance.

Badao gekin tahekana. They were at strife with

each other.
, . .„ .„

Uni tulucko badaolena. They bore him lU-wiH.

Mon badao. Admirable, exciting admiration,

captivating the senses.

Mon badaokateli dalkedea. I beat him to my
heart's content.

Badar. Very dense low jungle, a

thicket.
Sarjom badafre. In a thicket of Sarjom trees.

Badar. A receptacle in which the Pa-
harias of the Rajmahal hills store

Indian corn.

Badar budur. To rattle, a rattling

sound.
Baijar bu^nr liurena, charra do. The shot

rattled as it fell (into the gun.)

Badaria. \ Proud, fastidious, dainty,

Badgaria. J particular.
Am do 9dim b^^^ri^ kana, am \^gii okare daka

utuii liama ? Ton are very dainty, where
can I get rice and relish for you.

Badarot. Enmity.

Badar runda. A species of wild cat.

Badar selep. The buck of the ravine

deer, Gazella Bennettii.

Bad bad. Cf. bhad bhad.

Bade. The heddles of a weaver's loom,

which alternately raise or depress

the thread of the warp.

Badgae bodgoe. Stout, plump ; stou t

and coarse, applied only to girls.

Badgae boijgoe kuriko haraakana. The girls

have grown stout.

Badgak. Cf badak.

Badgak. \The sharp painful

Badgak badgak. J
sensation produ-

ced by a prick with a pin or the

bite of an insect.

BadgaR marte ormodko gerkediia.

Badgarak. Litter lying about the door,

or in the court yard.

Badgaria. Proud, fastidious, dainty,

particular.

Badgocak. Hairy-faced, bristly hair

on face.

Badgocak. A common fern, Lygodium
JiexuosuTn. Sw.

Badgok badgok. "(Unequal in thickness.

Badgol; badgot. J
as a thread ; rough,

as a sculpture ; heavy, broad featured,

Badgot. Cf badak.

Badha. Wooden sandals.

^*??*- , , ..- ] The toe post of the sandal.
Badha khunti. )

^

Sadom khura badha.
1Mundra badha. I

Dhapi badha. r
Khunfi badha I

Pachilg. khur* badha.-'

Varieties of wooden
sandals.
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Badlia. To adopt, to pick up what
has been left, to appropriate, to

do odd jobs for a living.
4sul badha. To adopt.
B.ehgei ored hor dolco badha asuloKa. Poor

people pick up a living any where
Eeiiged oredko do khsiraire hirid paairalfko bad-

ha joiia. Poor people appropriate what
has been left on the threshing floor.

Badha. Obstacle, hindrance, drag.
Chindau do bam menet'kana, badhagem lagaoeda.

You do not wish a settlement, you are
throwing obstacles in the way.

Badha. "1 Occult adverse influ-

fiadha bidhi.
J ence, hindrance, inter-

ruption of a supernatural kind.
Badha bidhi lagaoadea, gujuKko ehopena.

Badha badhi. To increase, to get hot-
ter, as a quarrel.

Katha kathate badha badhienakin. Their quar-
rel got worse as they talked.

Badha bidhi. Cf badha.

Badhao. To increase, to multiply, to
enlarge, to grow, to advance, to
lengthen.

Din barhaoena. An advanced date has been
fixed.

Nui hor do mihu merom besko barhaoakantaea.
This man's cattle have increased' well.

Badhi. To bandage, to splice, to join
by successive rolls of a ligature,
to ligature.

Badhi. A Kgature made by cutting the cocoon
of the tassar silk worm into a long narrow
strip.

Badhi. To give, or take a large quan-
tity, to heap up ; a pile, a heap.

Daka badhime. • Give a large quantity of rice.
Mit' b?iclhi daka. A heaped plate of rice.

Badhi. A caste who work both in iron
and wood.

Badhia. A castrated boar, a hog.
Badhoe. A carpenter, a worker in wood.

Badhor. A S23ecies of fish with many
bones.

Badhor. ~l Crooked, cross grained
Badhoria. j kr

hard
Noa kat do adi badhora. This wood is cross

grained.
Badhori?. hor cet'e kamiama? An incapable

man, what work will he do for you ?

Badhoria. Expert in working in wood.
Badi. Enmity, ill-will, hostility, ani-

mosity, malevolence.
Nui uparre badiye lagaoeda. He has ill-will

against him.

knotty, useless, incapable.

Badi. Plaintiff, accuser, complainant,

suitor.
Pratibadi. Defendant, accused.

Badisti. Enmity, ill-will, hostility, ani-

mosity, malevolence, dislike.
Adi bjrid badisti lagaoakawadea. He is the

object of much ill-will.

Bad kolma. A variety of the rice plant

Badla. ") Exchange, recompence, reven-
Bodla. J ge, requital.
Badla alom halaea. Do not take revenge.
Kalomreho satomreho ona badlaA acura.

Badli. A substitute ; to exchange, to

substitute ; instead of, in exchange.

Badohi. A worker in wood, a village

carpenter.

Badohi. To gossip, to exaggerate,

to yarn, to deceive by verbosity

;

fluent.
Katha badohi hor. A story monger, a fluent

speaker.
Nui do katha adiye baolohia. He spins yarns.

Bador satok. Short neck and projec-
ting chin, ugly, disgusting.

Badosti. C£ badisti.

Badot. To be at enmity, to bear a
grudge against one, to bear ill-

will towards one.
Nukin 9.dikin badotakana. These two are at

great enmity with each other.

Badra. C£ badar.

Badra. To refuse, to leave untouched,
to cast aside, to use what is second
hand, to waste in using, to waste,
to pass over ; refuse, residuum.

Badra sunum. Oil extracted from refuse.
Nui gai do noa ghase badraakat'a. This cow

has wasted this grass (refused to eat it.)

Badralj. With great force, or momen-
tum.

Badralf marteye bind9.rena. He fell to the
ground with great force.

BadraU marteye tawak go(;kadea. He dashed
him down with great force.

Badrak badrak. At random, though-
lessly, nonsensically.

Badrak badrak. | The sound made bv a
Bardak bardak. j buffalo, or other

heavy animal running on moist
soil, or by a herd of cattle feeding.

Badras. A variety of rice grown on
high lands.
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Bae. To store, to lay by, to keep shut
up, to put in a safe place,

Bolo baeakanae

Bae
Ban

le. \
ni-e. /

He is hiding inside.

Not-he.

Bae roylaKa. He did not speak.
Baiie hataoleda. He did not take.

Baelao. To wander about, to drive
cattle to their grazing ground from
ada (q. v.) to conduct water for

irrigation.

Baena. Earnest money, advance, han-
sel.

Dor damakadeaii,menkhan taka banuRtiAte
mi€ {aka baenali em ofoakawadea. I have
settled the price, but as I have no money
just now I have given him one rupee as ear-
nest money.

Baephol. A small common plant, Des-
modium polycarpum D. G.

Bag. A bridle, bit for a horse.

Bag aenom. A variety of the rice

plant.

Bagahi. Dangerous, infested with wild

beasts.
4i^i bagaihiakana, noa bir do. This jungle is

dangerous (through being infested with wild
beasts.)

Noa ato do bagjhigea, guti rogte ^diko gujulf-
kana. This village is dangerous, many
people are dying of small pox.

Bagan. A garden, a grove of planted
trees.

T> ° • !Mixed, impure, confused.

Koa ita bagafgea. This seed is mixed.
Noa mamla bagragea. This case ia confused.

' Bagar gathia. ") Undersized, of juvenile

Bajar gathia. J appearance, not look-

ing one's age.

Bagdao. To destroy, to go wrong, to

be spoiled, to rout.
Gh9.ri bagdaoena. The watoh is wrong.

Bagdao. To lose, to miss, to be lost.

Dhobi mi€ ten kiorioe bagdaokeda. The wash-
erman lost a cloth.

Non^ell bagdao o^okadea. It was here I lost

him.
J^tri akoaK horko bagdaotakoa. The pilgrims

will miss their way.

Bag dhinuk. A large bow which is set

in the path of large wild animals.

Baghel. Cf bagahi.

Bagher. Dangerous through being
infested with wild animals.

Baghin janum. ) A common thorny
Baghinjhawa. J climbing shrub,
Mezoneurum cucullatum, W. & A,

Baghler. Cf bagher.

Bagi. A tumtum, a light bamboo cart.

Bagi. To leave, to abandon, to forsake,

to dismiss, to quit.
B?.iiK do bako bagia. They will not quit sum-

mer-saulting.
Bagi oto. To leave outright.
Nir bjgiadeae. He ran and left him.
B9.gi bjgite. By fits and starts.

Bagica. '\ A garden, a tea garden, a
Bagoeca. I grove of planted trees, a
Bagwan.

j
mango grove.

Bagan J

Baglotte. By mistake, unintention-
ally.

Baglot'teii idikeda. I took it without intend-
ing it

Bagluca. A very troublesome annual,

Martynia diandra, Gloxin.
An oil is extiuoted from the seeds by a method

of distillation.

Bag paiijar. A variety of the rice plant.

Bagra. Fibre extracted from the leaf

of the Palmyra palm.

Bagra. Cf bagar.

Bagrum. Fat, corpulent.

Bagwan. Cf bagica.
Ul bagwan. A grove of mango trees.

Bah. To encourage, to incite ; help,

resource, opportunity.
Bah bafi liam dafeakkana. I cannot get an

opportunity.

Isore bahabona. God will help us.

Ma, ma, seta bahaeme. Incite the dog.

r,
,

'i , J-
Bravo! well done!

Bah ! am do ce^lekan her.

Baha. A flower ; to flower.

Baha. The monthly '' courses" of wo-
men, the menses, the placenta.

Baha. To deck with flowers, put flow-

ers in the hair.

Bahakartme. Put a flower in my hair.

Kufiko bahaakana. The girls are decked with
flowers
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Baha balii. Heaped, piled up, a pile,

running over, a heap.
Baha balijye emadilla. He filled it up for me.

Baha bahi. Cf. ahi bahi.

Bahal. To engage, to appoint to an
office, to begin, to allow too much
liberty to a child or young person.

EtaK aahebe bahalakana. Another gentleman
has got the appointment.

Bahalem araKakawadea. You gave him too
much liberty.

Bahal, "I Happy, contented, light

Bahali. J hearted.

Bahala. ") Barren, as an animal, some-
Bahla. J times applied in anger to

women by women.
Nui bahala do bae gidra joiikana.

Bahalao. To ease, to lighten, to com-
fort, to soothe, to make happy.

Mon bahalaoKa. The heart will be made happy.

Bahali. An office, a position, an ap-

pointment
Bahjli khoniii ohu^au ooomea. I shall cause

you to be dismissed from your appointment.

Bahali. Arrogant, impertinent, presum-
ing upon one's office, presumptuous.

Hape, thiroKme, adim bahaliakana, Aelmealah.
Be silent, you are very arrogant, I shall do
for yoxi yet.

Bahao. To exist, to live.

Nui hor do adiye bahaoakana. This man has
lived a long time.

Baha porob. The flower festival of the
Santals, observed about the middle
of Fhagun, or the end of February.

Bahar \Out side, without, beyond ; to

Bahre j eject.

Baha saoha. A ceremony legalising an
irregular marriage.

Baha saohakakinabo.

Bah bah. Free, at liberty, without
restraint.

Kora kuriko bah bah baraekana.

Bahbahia. Left to the freedom of one's

own will, too much liberty allow-

ed to a child, or a young person

;

independent, unrestrained, wealthy.
Bahbahigie liamakalJte nonka banglhej Icanae.

He has become so mischievous through hav-
ing too much of his own way.

Kora knri bah bahia alope araliakoa. Do not
leave the young men and maidens unres-
trained.

Bah bahig-ko kisarakana. They are so wealthy
as to be independent.

Bahca. "( To hire bullocks or buffaloes
Caro. J for agricultural purposes by

the year.
OroKko bahoako liam dareakoa. They can hire

plough cattle by the year.

Baher. 1 Out side, beyond, out-lying
;

Bahre. J to put outside, to eject.
Baher barge. An out-lying barge (q. T.)
Baher ohajan. Household utensils that re-

main outside of the house.

Baher. Broken, defiled by out-siders.

Bahi.

Bi
3ahi. )

5uhi. J"

An account book.

Bahi. A heap, a pile, large quantity.
Mit' bahi dakae emadiiia. He gave me a pile

of rice.

Bahi.

Buhi.

l Flowing, running, as opposed

J to stagnant.

Bg,hi daK sanam maila atu idia. Running water
carries away all impurity.

Bahi. The upper arm, the elbow.

Bahi duar. \ Names mentioned in the
Baih duar. j traditions of the Santals.
The Bahi door is probably an opening in some

mountain range through which the Santals
passed to their present habitat in Chofa
Nagpur.

Bahlj. A method of catching fish.

Bahila. Cf bahla.

Bahir bai. Convulsions during which
the patient loses the power of
hearing; deafness.

Bahkao. To stray, to wander away, to
deceive, to tempt, to allure, to de-
lude, cause to stray, to drive cattle.

Oka sec con uni g9,i doe bahkaoena. The cow
has strayed somewhere.

Tin9.K menalfkotama, non^e khon bahkao idi-
kom. Drive all you have (cattle) away
from here.

Bitie bahkaokediritegiii jomkeda. The serpent
tempted me and I ate.

Bahla. Barren, of animals only, though
sometimes applied in anger to
women.

Bahna. To name, to nickname, to
call.

Mul Autum bagikate etaK liutumko bahnaaka-
dea. They have dropped his real name,
and given him a nickname.

Bahni. (1) A whirl pool. (2) A large
round jar.

Bahni gada. A river the bed of which is full of
pools caused by the swirling of the water.
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BahiioK. *) m . r ^

Bshiiul? t

encourage, to comfort.

Bahoilhar. Brother-in-law.
Baholihartef. His brother-in-law.
Baholiharili. My brother-in-law.
Baholiharme. Thy brother-in-law.

Bahra. Deaf, dull of hearing.

Bahre. External, outward, out side,

beyond, outlying ; to eject, to put
out, to exclude.

lekha khon bahre. Innuliierable.
Sahao khon bahre. Beyond endurance.
Bujh^u khon bahre. Beyond understanding.
Bahre gof.kaeme. Eject him.
BahreRa. Will be excluded.

Bahu. A bride, a wife.
BaihuKio. The bride (about to be.)
B^hu jou. To take to oneself a wife.
Bahu agu. To bring a bride from her father's

house.
Bahuio. A wedded bride.
B^hu jawae. Bride and bridegroom.
Bahnadeaii. I got him a wife. (I wifed him.)
Bahuanio. A married man.

Bahumut. Diabetes.

Bahu tuturi. A small plant common
about villages, Vernonica cinerea,
Less.

Bahware. Bravo, well done, excellent-

ly well played.
Bahware ! bejaeye d^r darealSa. Bravo ! he

rnna well.

Bai. A fit, convulsions, spasms, the

falling sickness, epilepsy, deliri-

um, insanity, madness, uncon-
sciousness.

Haram ba,i. A form of insanity.

Bai karon sapakadea. He has been seized with
convulsions.

Menkhanko buihaukeda, haram baiakanae
mente. But they thoughthehad gone mad.

Bai mara. Involuntary twitching of

muscles.

Bai bai. Slowly, gi'adually, low, noise-

lessly.

B9.ib9,ite kamime. Work slowly.

B^ibaite haraKa. It will grow gradually.
Baibiite rorme. Speak low.
B^ib^ite cal'aKme. Go noiselessly.

Baibi. Miscellaneous expenses.

"Baida. A doctor who follows the na-

tive Indian system of medicine.

Baiha. A ceremony of brotherhood

observed at a marriage by a mem-
ber of the bridegroom's party and

the Jog Maiijhi (q. v.) of the bride's

village, solatium, present.

Baiha. An ornament worn on the

left arm by women.

Baihar. 1st Class rice land, low, moist
fields with a good supply of water.

Baih duar. Cf bahl duar.

Baini gai. Up country cows, cows
having curved horns.

The cow of Santalia has straight horns, the
b?.ini gai has a " crumpled horn."

Bairi. Enemy, enmity, illwill, ani-

mosity, hostility.
Bene bgiiri. An enemy.
Jahae tulud bairi alom dohoea. Bear ill will to

no one.
Am tulnde b?iiril£a. He will become your ene-

my.

Baisak. The first solar month of the
Hindus, April-May.

Baisau. To establish, to settle, to

found, to fix, to let out on hire, to

put out to usury, to lend, to be
accustomed to, to fit in, to fit.

Baisau dhiri. Pavement.
Bgiisau h»n<Ji. Liquor given at the establish-

ment of a homestead.
Lebe^ b^isaukedali. I tramped it down.
Khapre bail baisaukkana. It does not fit into

the notch, i. e. is not to the point.
Takail baisauakafa. I have lent money on in-

terest.

Ti ?uri baisauKtilia. My hand has not yet
become accnstomod.

Ot iii b*is9.uaka€a. I have let out land.

Toleko bg.ie^uaka^a. They have laid the founda-
tion.

Kurtg- hormore bail b^isaukkana. The coat
does not fit the person.

Baisi. A panchayat, a meeting for the

discussion and settlement of mat-
ters, a council.

B^isiren mukhig.. President of the council.

Lo bir b^isi. A meeting convened at the an-
nual hunt. This hunt takes place after the
undergrowth of the jungle has been burnt
up, hence the name "lo bir sendra." 'q. v.)

Caur^isi baisi. A conference of near neigh-
bours.

Marijhi b9.isi. A meeting called by the village

chief.

E9.isi kufum. 1 A conference of relatives

Kutum b»isi. j on family matters.

Baj. To interlace, to cross, to plait^to

entangle, to set a fish trap; a

trap, difficulty ; ravelled, confused.

Jaiigae bajkeda. He crossed his legs.

Hako bajreko jh^iliefkoa. They catch fish in a

trap.
Tilrin bajaka€a. They have linked their arms.

Baj a. Straw, or fibre of the Palmyra

palm cut into short lengths, and

mixed with clay for plastering

purposes.
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Baja. A musical instrument.

Baja. To sound, to strike as a clock.

Dos bajaena . It has struck ten.

Ill hijulcte garo bajaena. It struck eleven as

I came.
Athbaiakatebisminitparomena. 8-20. o'clock.

Panoh bajak lagU; dos minit baki menaka.
4-50. o'clock.

Baja. The fibre of the pericarp of the

fruit of the cocoanut and palmy-
ra palms ; stringy, as a fruit.

Noa ul do bajagea. This mango ia stringy.

Bajal. A variety of the rice plant.

Bajao. To strike against, to knock, to

hit, to impinge, to impress upon.
Mare ghaoreye bajaokedilia. He knocked me

on an old sore.

Sar bajaoadea. The arrow hit him.

Bajar. A market, the portion of a

town where the shops are located.

fXr bt^ar! } ^ ^^""^ '^^g" ^^^^'^'^-

Bajar kuri din. All day long, the whole day.

Bajar gathia. Undersized, of juvenile

appearance, not looking one's age.

Baje. Some... others, sometimes.
Bajeko badaea, ar bajeko do bah. Some know,

and others don't.

ItebelT-} Sometimes.

Baje birla. Sometimes, now and again.
Bajek birla. In some parts, in some places.
Bajek birlae sawaeakata. There has been a

good harvest in some parts.

Bajek.

Bajek khane. I Sometimes, at times
Bajek khanek. i only,

Bajek sajek.

Bajek khaneli jorao baraea. I yoke him at
times.

Bajhao. To ensnare, to inveigle, to

entrap, to decoy, to seduce, to en-

tangle, to be over head and ears,

to bear tales.

Bal^jhao hor. A tale bearing man.

Bajha bajhi. To contend, to be entang-
led, to get into difficulties.

Bajha b^-jhienakin, akintegekin liapamena.

Bajhani. A tale bearer, a sower of

discord.
4iji bajh9.ni hor Icanae. She is a great sower

of discord.

Bajhar. Crooked, involved, mixed,
difficult.

Noa katha do a,(Ji bajhargea. This story is

very mixed.

Bajia. To sound.
Thukia bajigikate bachao to-fikedam. You

chose it by tapping and sounding (as an
earthen vessel.)

Bajhua. To hamper, to hinder, to im-
pede, to incommode, to entangle,

to involve.
Bajhuatakadiilae. He put me in a difficulty.

Nui gidrai ig-teA bajhuaakana. I am hampered
by this child.

Baji. To turn a summer-sault, to

turn head over heels.
Bajik do bako bagia. They will not quit

Bummer-saulting.
Thu bajikedeakin. They shot and knocked

him over.
Phaka baji gofkedillae. He knocked me head

over heels.

Baji. A wager, to bet.
Ma bajibon lagaoa, tinakbo d9.r dareal£a.

Come, let us lay a wager as to who will
run fastest.

Bajna, To beat a drum, to make a
noise by striking one thing against

another, drum music, musical ins-

truments that are played by beat-
ing, as a drum, cymbals &c.

-r, -J - [a drummer, a musician.
Bajnia.

J
'

Bajnia. A tale bearer, a gossipping
woman.

Nui maejiu katha bajnig. kanae. This woman
is a tale bearer.

Bajondar. A drummer, a musician.

Bajra. A grain. Sorghum vulgare,

Pers.
Bajra loboK. Flour made from " bajra."
Bajra ata. Boasted "bajra."

Bajra bajri. To stagger, to sway to
and fro as a drunken man.

Bajrahi.l Slovenly, slatternly, grimy,
Bejrahi.j dirty.

Baju. An armlet worn above the el-

bow.
The baju worn by men differs from that worn

by women.

Bak. To hook on, to hang on a hook,
to catch on a thorn, &c.

Jgmumte bakenae. He is caught by a thorn.
Menem bagoka. Look out, you'll be caught

(by a thorn.)

Bak. The white paddy bird.
Loboe bak. "1

Bitkil bak. > Varieties of the white paddy
Cauriaibak. ) bird distinguished by Santals.
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Bak. An anklet worn by women and
girls.

Khila bak. A ' bak ' with a joint.

Baka. ") Crooked, twisted, bent,

Baka. J curved.

Bakao. To beguile, to mislead, to in-

spire, to be spirited away, to speaJi

as an insane person.
XJniye bakaokedida. He mialed me.

Bakarna. Fit to be weaned.

Bakat bakat;. T To move here and
Bakal; bukul J there, as maggots;

to keep turning from one side

to another, to tell what should

have been kept secret.

Ce£ ban bakaC bnkufpe royeda ?

Bakbak. Without meaning, nonsensical.
Bakbak ror. To chatter, to prate, to jabber,

to talk at randon, to talk idly.

Bakbakaok. To chatter, to prate, to

gabble, to talk idly, talk at ran-

dom.
Bakbakur. The noise made by pi-

geons ; to coo, as a pigeon.

Bakea. A trumpet.

Bakorna. ) pi^ to be weaned.
Bakron. )

Bakbhenkor.. Crooked, zigzag, winding,

mixed, unintelligible.

BaUbheakore roreda. He talks unintelligibly.

Bakdulu. A species of dragon fly.

Bakhac. Or else, otherwise.

Bakha. \

Bhakha. [ To boast, to brag.

Bhakka. j
BhakhaeS kanam, pase baoom dareaK. Ton are

boasting, perhaps you may not be able.

Bakhar. To wrangle, to dispute.

Bakharia. Wrangling, disputatious.

Bakhara. l A report, boasting, bragg-

Bhakhara.) ing, talk.

Ona bakharateko aenlena. They went on the

strength of that report.

Eken bakharatae, kami do bae kairai dafeaffa.

He only boasts, he can't work.

Bakhen. Cf. bakhgr.

Bakher."! A homestead, a collection

Bakhol. I of houses belonging to one

Bakhri.J family.
. Beae bakherakata. He has made a fine home-

stead.

Bakhgr. To invoke, to pray, to beg,

to petition".

jjiiji ruhet'kateko bakheya. They severely scold
(their gods) in their prayers.

Bakhera. Wrangling, vain disputa-

tion, a war of words, a row, brag-

ging, boasting, quarrelling.
Cei bakherape lagaoetkana P "What vain dis-

putation are you engaged in ?

Bakhna bakhni. To prate, to jabber,

to talk idly.

Bakhnao. To talk idly, to prate, to

babble, to jaw.
iiuriaKgebo bakhnaoKkana. We are wasting

words.

Bokhol. Cf bakher.

Bakhor An instrument, with which

tassar cocoons are cut into narrow
strips (badhi) for splicing purposes;

teeth of a comb.
Bakhor. ") To altercate, to dis-

Bakhra bakhri. J pute angrily.

Bakhra. Share, portion ; to apportion,

to share, to divide.

Bat bakhra. Portion of inheritance.
Kgimibakhraaleme. Give us each our set work

.

Bakhri. Cf bakher.
Okate senakanae ? B^khrite senakanae. Where

has he gone? He has gone to the bakhri
(his employer's house.)

Bald. "} An insect pest which injures

Buki. J the young rice plant.

Baki. Balance, deficiency, arrears.

Okoe ho bako bakia. There is no one remain-
ing.

ItkiSr-} Balance, remainder.

De, raebario, b?iki bekoea ceSko legcar
menaRaP

BakiS-jS^l--'™^-
Baiki dhike sanam cabaentilia. My arrears are

all cleared off.

Bakjunu. The firefly.

Baklak. The bark of a tree, rind of

certain fruits.

Kulniji baklaU . The rind of the unripa fruit

of the ' Matkom.' (q. v.)

Terel baklalf. The rind of the unripe fruit of

the 'Terel.' (q. v.)

Bakoli. A poetical name for the white

paddy bird.

Bakre. Rind of kulndi. (q. v.)

Bakra. To thin out dhan that has

been sown where it has come up

too thickly.
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-r, , >A male lamb.

Bakri. A ewe lamb.

Bakron. Cf. bakorna.

•p 1^
'

J-
An agricultural implement.

Baksis. A gratuity, a prize.

Bakuk. A whorl in an animal's horn,

a crook, a buckle, clasp of belt.

Bakiilfkam. Clasp it.

Catom takuKte batareri baKakafa. I have
hooked the umbrella on the bata by the
crook (of the handle.)

Bal. To bore a hole, or to puncture,

with a red hot iron.

Ojo baltilime. Puncture the boil for me with
a red hot needle.

Tirioli balkeda. I bored the finger holes in my
flute with a red hot iron.

Bala. \The relationship between the

Balaea. J respective parents, uncles

and aunts of a married couple.
Nij bala herel. The fathers-in-law.
Ni] bala era. The mothera-in-law.
Kaka bala herel. "^

Gohgo bala herel
Mamo bala herel.

Kuma bala herel.

Kaka bala era.

Gohgo bala era.

Mamo bala era,

Kuma bala era. J
BalajJ. My bala.

Balam. Thy bala.

Balat. His bala.
Balaealfako. Their relationship to each other

will be that of bala.

Balai. Abundant, so very much as to

cause surprize ; wonderful, sur-

prising.
Balai cij menaKtaea. He is very wealthy.
Eg-Iaigeye rorket do. He spoke a great deal.
Balai jome jomkeda He ate an amazing quan-

tity-

Balaikedae, nit ho bae hijuKkana.

Balam. Cf. bala.

Balari. Cf bala.

Balat. Cf bala.

Balbal. Perspiration, sweat.
Balbal bhumburi. The rash of prickly heat.
Balbal jiri jiri joroKkana. The sweat trickles

down.

Balbal dak. Perspiration, sweat.
XJnial^ balbal dalt do otre joroKkan mayam

thopko leka hoeentaea. His sweat became
as it were drops of blood falling upon the
ground.

Balbalao. To perspire, to sweat.
BalbalaoKkanae. He is perspiring.

Uncles.

Aunts.

Bale. Young, tender, fresh.
Bale belteii. A tender infant.
Bale betkec. An infaut.
Bale gidrji. A young child.
Bale moloK. The new moon.
Bale dabi. The ridges of the scapula, or shoul-

der blade.
Mii bale befkeo khon. Prom earliest childhood.
Bale moloKre senakanae. He went at the time

of the new moon.

Bale. 1 -NT i

Ban-le. |
N^*"^^-

Bale calaK^. We will not go.

Balgada. Sand carried down by a
flow of water.

Saname b?lgadake£talea. Our (field) has all
been covered with sand.

Balgar. Strong, vigorous, mighty.

Bali. Iron stone sand, iron ore.
The Kol iron smelters wash the ore from the

sand in the river beds.

gLi g'ur. }
Crystalized raw sugar.

Balis. A pillow.

Balkati. The fee paid to the officiating

priest who offers his own blood.

C£ bul mayam.
The fee generally amounts to one rupee font

annas.

Balok. Young, immature.

Balti. A bucket.

Balut dare. The oak tree.

Bam. Shaft of a carriage.

Bambal. Cf bomal.
Barnbaro. Cf ambaro.
Bamber. A torch.

Bambi. An eel.

Bambkao. \To bubble as boiling water,
Bamkao. j to flare up, as a flame, to

increase, to pervade, to spread.
Sehgel adi bamkaoena. The fire has increas-

ed greatly.
So bamkaoena. A smell pervades the place.

Bambkol. A pump.
Ban. Sorcery.
Ban pathri. An affection said to be produced

by sorcery, in which the exudation of the
skin becomes like sand.

Ban. A flood.

Bana horkin calaoena. They both went away.
Banar do thikgea. Both are correct.

Bana. The black bear, Ursus labia-
tus.

Parkom bana. The Indian badger, MelUvora
indica.
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Bana cSvS. A bird so named.

Bana etka. A common plant, Ipomcea
turpethum, R. Br.

Bana hatak. A small tree with seed
pods like sword blades, Oroxylon
indicum, Benfh.

Banalc. A hook, (from bak, q. v.)
Banalc (Jan. A pole with a hook on one end

used to pull down fruit, dry branches, &o.
from trees

.

A variety of the riceBana koram,

plant.

Banal. To appoint, to choose.
Lg.iako lagitJko banalkedea. They appointed

him to teaoh them.
Jahaeyem banalakadea? He, nui horili l^iadea.

Have you appointed any one ? Yes, I told
this man.

Banam. A fiddle, to play the fiddle.
Huk?. banam. A fiddle made from the shell of

a cocoaimt, with one string.
Kindiri banam. Made of wood, has several

strings, and wire underneath the strings.
Kat banam. A fiddle made of wood.
AK. A fiddle bow.
Tat. Fiddle string.
Tar. Brass string stretched underneath the

gut string. The brass string sounds in
unison with the gut string which is played
upon.

Banan. To spell.

Judai lekate bananolia. It is differently spelt.

Banao. ~| To make, to fashion, to prepare.

Benao. J to agree, to live in harmony.
Bah banaoE. To disagree, to be at variance

with each other.
Besko banaokkana. They live in harmony.

Banar. Both. Cf bana.

Banbasi. \A flood, to be carried

Banbhasi. J away by a flood.

Banbaeike^koa. The flood carried them away.
Gadare banbasi dak calalckana. The river is

in flood.

Bancao."! To save, to keep alive, to es-

Baclao. [ cape, to recover, to remain

/ unexpended.
Goo balicaoenae. He recovered from a severe

illness.

Teheii ilindabo god baiicaolengegapabocalaka.
If we are permitted to see the morning we
will go.

BalicaoE coe ce{ ooe. He may recover.
Balioaolf coe bah coil. His recovery is doubt-

ful.

Band. A tank, a water reservoir, an
embankment.

Bandme. Excavate a tank.

Banda. To disgrace.
Nutum saname bandakei^tiAa. He brought dis-

grace on me.

Banda. Parasitical plants, air plants-
Dare banda. Parasitical plants mainly belong-

ing to the Natural Orders Loranthaceaj
and Orohidacess which grow on trees. The
names of the ' bandas' are taken from the
trees on which they are found.

Ul banda. Pound on the mango tree.
Sarjom banda. Found on a Sarjom tree (q. v.)
Matkom banda. Found on a Matkom tree (q. v.
Terel banda. Found on a Terel tree (q. v.)
Jgmum banda. Found on a Janum tree (q. v.)

Banda. M. ^ Docked, part of the tail cut
Bandi. F. J off, stumpy.
Nutum ban^akettilia. He behttled me.

Banda. ~| A young man.
Bandi. J A young woman.
Ban^a bsinijikin calaEkana. The lad and lass

are going together.

Banda bandi. Stumpy, short.
Horo do ?.di ban^a b?.n(Ji geleena. The ears of

the rice are short.

Banda pon. Presents ofmoney given by
the guests at a wedding for the
bride.

Banda ponko em jaoralal^a, neKe niagi6 kirili-

keda. I have bought this with the money
contributed by the wedding guests.

Bande. To dress, of women binding
round wai.st.

HoroK bandenaK. Clothing in general, of men
and women.

Putli bande. > A girl who only wea rs a piece of
Sidup bande. 5 cloth round the loins ; a girl from

.3 to 6 years of age.
Parici bande. A girl who wears a piece of cloth

round the loins, one end of which is caried
over the shoulder ; a girl from 6 to 12
years of age.

Bentar bande. A method of wearing the sari
which is wound several times round the
waist, and then carried over the left shoulder,

Kaso bande. 1 Several pleats are made in the
Khandi bande. ) portion bound round the waist

at the front, and the end thrown over the
right shoulder from behind falls over the
breast, and the edges are tucked iu on ei-

ther side into the portion round the middle.
Parhan bande. ) A piece of cloth of the usual
Parhand bande. ) width is bound round the

waist.
Gogok. Apiece of cloth thrown over the shoul-

der, and falling over the breast, the com-
plement of Parhan bande.

Kantha bande. Kantha cloth (q. v.) is bound
round the waist, and the dress is completed
by a piece of cloth (gogoK) thrown over the
shoulder and covering the breast.

Lebda gogok . 7 The cloth is bound round the
Lebda rakap. ) waist as in Kaso bande, but

instead of being brought over the shoulder
from behind, is passed over the left shoulder
in front, and the end hangs down the back.

GogoK japak. The action of bringing the cloth
over the shoulder from behind and tucking
it, on both sides, into the portion round the
waist.
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Bandh. An iron band round the nave
of a cart wheel to prevent it from
splitting.

Bandhao. To establish, to fix, to ar-

range.
Nawa atoko bandhaoa. They will establish a

new village.

Sohkate jamako bandhaoeda, nahaK do. Now-
a-days they fix rents after measurement.

Bandhar. Tied up.
Bandhar sadom. Ahorsekept'in the stall, and

not turned loose when not in use.

Bandhej. Mischievous, self willed, fid-

gety-
Nui gidra a^iye bandheja. This child is very

mischievous.

Bandhec. Expedient, means, appli-

ance, contrivance, device, strata-

gem.
Kicrie banukanah, ma bandhej johme liama

mente. There is no cloth, hit upon some
expedient to get it

Bandhi. A cog placed before a cart

wheel to prevent its moving, a

hitch.
Cak bandhiena. The wheel has met with an

obstacle, (a hitch has occurred in the arran-

gements.)

01 b9.ndhi. To mark out the pattern before
beginning to tatoo.

Bandhok. To pledge, to pawn, to mort-

gage, to contract ; security, pledge.
Noa jinia bandhokiii dohoeda. I pledge this

article.

Thgirill bandhok otolaKa. I pledged my brass
plate.

Sudh bandhok. Usufruct in lieu of interest.

Bandhoki. Pledged, pawned, mortga-

ged.
Bandhoki jaegali hataokeda. I leased mortga-

ged land.

Bandhon. To exorcise, to charm, to tie,

to bind ; a bond, a contract.
Nui horili bandhonakadea. I have got this

man under a contract.

HoroK cikhna mil; lekan bandhon. Betrothal
is a kind of contract.

Bandi. A method of storing grain, &c. in

straw, bound tightly round with

straw ropes.
Doa baro katkatele bandia. We put ten or

twelve hats (q. v.) in one bandi.

Bandi. A female animal with a docked

tail.

Bandia. ") A male animal with a docked

Banda. J tail, to cut off a piece.

Ona maK ban(}i$ledaR bheja ho banar kulfr*
hoko idi toraea. They take with them both
pieces of the target which has been cut in

two.

Bandki. Mortgage.
Sud b?mdki. Money lent on the security of

land, the usufruct of which pays the in-

terest.

Bandkia. A person with a gun.

Bandna. A Hindu festival, observed

in Kartik.

Bando. The fruit of a large jungle

climbing plant called Cihat (q. v.)

Spatholobus Roxburghii, Benth.
The seeds yield a valuable oil.

Bandok. "(Big headed, and big

Bandok satok. ) eyed.

Bandor bai. Convulsions, during which
the patient grinds his teeth, rest-

lessness, St. Vitus dance, spasmo-
dic contraction of muscles.

Bandor gali. Cancrum oris, cancer of

face.

Bandor jhuti.

Bandor kokhi.

Bandor lauri.

The fruit 'of the
iula, Linn.,
is called the
alah.

A medicinal herb.

Croup.

The monkey's shillalah.
Indian laburnam, Cassia Ms-
which resembles a short atick
monkey's lauri (q. v.), or shill-

Bandphora bin. A spotted snake
which damages embankments by
boring into them.

Bandra. Notched, rough, pock-pit-

ted.

Noa kat; bandragea. This wood ia rough.

Bandud banduc. Having the upper
part of the body unclothed.

Okatem mohn^aena b^^nduc b^n^uc ?

Banduk. A gun.
Bar nali banduk. A double barrelled gun.
Tota bg-nduk. A breech-loading gun.
Aglagwa banduk. Gun fired by a fuse.
C?.ku banduk. A weapon with a pistol at one

end, and a knife at the other,

fhehga bSnduk. A fuse gun resembling a
walking stick, used to make a noise, not to
kill.

Barcha banduk. Gun with bayonet.

Ban. Not, no (asserting) ; to deny,

to refuse.
Hijukme, alom baiia. Come, don't say no.

CeiCem disaakata, roram sem bail t Won't yon
tell what you remember ?

CedaK bam edrenkan ? Why are you angry p

He khan hege, baiikhan baiige. If yes, yes, if

no, no. (it is all the same.)
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Wide, gaping ; a rent, a wideBad ban.

hole.
Rail bane oahapakana. Ho gapes widoly.
Bail bail oreoaluuia. It is torn into a large hole.

Ban do. . .bad do. Whether. . .or.

Bail do noa katba ente, bail do ofagalc. Whether
this story or another.

Bail doe calaoena, bail do menaea, balS batjaea.
I can't say whetht'r he has gone, or is here.

Bail do rupen, bail do bail.

Bangam. To finish, to do for, to make
an end of, to become soft.

Jel bahgamena, se bail ? Is the meat all eaten
or not P

Unile baiigamkedea. We did for him.
Dal baigamkediiiae. He struck and iloorod me.
Bahgam s9.tena. It is settled effectually.

Bangaura. The seed of the cotton
plant.

Bangorae. \Black ; broad faced and
Badgorak. J black.

Bad-honec. Had...would not.
B.>ii honej Habil lekae bhagekoKa ?

Amem senlenkhan bail honed iA senkolta? If
you had gone would not I also have gone.

Badkhan. "j Or else, if not, otherwise,

Badkhac. j- except, certainly, of

Badkhan do. J course.

CalaKaii baiikhan oct'iii oekaea. I will go, if

not what wiU I do.

Kante bahkhad pharia!? real? at banulianaii.
Without medicine there is no chance of
recovery.

Mit gteri bahkhace hiiuRa.
Ruar, bahkhan do ce£ iii cekaea ? I shall cer-
• tainly return.

Banki. An anklet worn by women
and girls.

Dare bahki. An orchid, Va^ida Roxbut-glUi, the
leaf of which resembles in shape the anklet,

and is split up the middle and worn by girls

as an anklet.

Badma. Employed in comp. to intro-

duce a statement, that, that is to

say, namely.
Ondegeko metaea, baiima, sadom hoponko ba-

nuKkoa.
Kukmue laiadea, bahma, nuf:ten dak nariii

lielleda.

Kulikedeae, cekaKkanam biti mente, baiima,

bah thiklA aikaueda.

Badse.\Is it not so, assuredly, actually.

Base.
J

really.

Get' baiise babu, horee dale dalkedirta. Actually
he struck me as you'thresh grain.

4cli dinben bagi giijiatlea, base ? Is it not so,

that you have left us for a long time ?

Badsifl. A medicinal herb, Artetnisia

parvijlora, Roxh.

Badtel An emphatic form of l)ad

(q. v.), certainly not, by no means.
Paiitotuoii calaKa. I shall certainly not ko.
Raiiti.t',io alom baiia, rebenme bare. Do not

refuse out I'i^'ht, agree.

Bania potole. A small pannier, a .small

round bundle, anything of the shape
of a small pannier.

Banij. To trade, to obtain with some
trouble, to search for, to pt^Tson-

ally invite a daughter, or sister

;

to personally call one to attend a

panchayat.

Bani. Payment for services made in

kind to oilmen, goldsmiths, &c.

Banij bepar. To buy goods at one

f)lace to sell at Liuother, to trade.
Ado batiij beparko do phalnako kanako.

Barjjha. M. ) ^ ,•,,,
T> Wu- Tji !• Barren, childless.
Banjhi, 1. j

'

Banki. Match, fellow, counterjoart

,

Scottice, miirroti'.

Uni bgiukiii udnKapea, niki leka. I will shew
you her fellow (whom she resembles in age),

she is like this one.

Banot. ]_ To agree, to be of one mind,

Bonot. J to l)(,'. friendly.

Uni tulud do k:ithabaii banotokkantiiia. P I do
not agree with him.

Banu. "I Not to be, not to exist, no-

thing.Banuk
Banukkoa. They are not.
Isorbanugea. God is not, (there is no God.)-

Banukanah. There is none.
Banugeiia hor do. I am done for,

Banugican nondo do. He ie not here.

Banua. Unsocial, solitary, hermit like.

Banwar. A tree rat.

Banwas. To go out of the way, to

disappear, to be lost, to be spirit-

ed away, separated from one's fa-

mily, to live in the forest.

Okate coe banwasena? Where can he have
gone to ?

Bonwat'}"^" ^''^''^P^® ''^*° j™^^''-

Bao, Wind, breath, cholera.

Bao bail calaKkantaea. He does not pass wind.

Bao. Calamity, distress, fear.

Bao basat. Calamity, trouble^ anxiety.

Katiu gidra do cet' bao basat ho bah lagaoakoa.
Little children have no anxiety.

Bao basat boloakana, A calamity has befallen.
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Baora. M.\j^^^^,j
^^^^jj ^^ stature.

Bauri. b.
j

Baore. Cf. baiirl.

Baosa. Cf. aosa baosa.
*

Baosao. \To persuade, coax, wheedle,

Bhaosao.J cajole.

Bap. 1

Bapa. vFather.

Bapu. J
Bap dhon. A form of address to elders or supe-

riors.

Nolcoe bap dhon, goden, gurenale.

Bapoti dhon. Paternal estate, patrimony, heri-

tage.
Bap dada. Forefathers, ancestors, progenitors.

Bapa purkha. Ancestors.

Bapadae. The reciprocal form of ba-

dae. (q. v.)

Bapag. The reciprocal form of bagi

(q. v.); to separate as a husband

and wife, to divorce.

Bapagenakin. They are separated.

Bapha. Advantage, fruit, return, be-

nefit.

Arjaoefrehole baphage bahle Tiameda. Al-

though we get good crops we arc not bene-

fited ( it all goes to the money lender.)

Baphao. To steam, to cook by steam-

ing.

Bapla. Marriage, wedlock ; to marry.
Bapla biha. Marriage.
Onkoko baplaKkan, arko goiie^ko tahekana.

They were marrying, and giving in marri-

age.
Atoregeye baplaena. Hia bride was of hia own

village.

Forms of Marriage.
Kirili balm bapla.
Itui: bapla.
Apaiigirko reaK bapla.

Kora kuri kunijel Aapamkate bapla.

]Sir bololi bapla.

Jawae kirilioK bapla.
Hirom eetan bapla.
Tuhki dipil bapla.
i)are bapla

"J
A marriage ceremony performed

Band bapla 3 by the person who planted the tree,

or dug the tank.

Bapo. Father, an exclamation of sur-

prize, used deprecatingly.
Bapo bail doe calaoen, bail do menaegea, bapo.

Hao bapo. An exclamation of sorrow ; alas !

B9.A calaRa bapo.

Bapoti dhon. Patrimony, paternal in-

heritance, heritage.

Baptis. jrp^
baptize ; baptism,

la.
J

' '
rBaptisma.

Bapuric. Poor, miserable, modest,

submissive, good natiired.

Bapu thakur. God my father, an ad-

dress in prayer,

g^'"- JTwo.
Barea. J
Bar gel. Twenty.
Bar isi. Forty.
Bar jiwi. Pregnant.
Mit' moca khon bar mocaena. It is no longer a

secret.

Bar. To fast, to refrain from taking

food, applied generally with re-

gard to dogs.
Up9.s barakat'ae.

Bara. In comp. expresses frequency,

continuance, habit.

Nir barae kanae. He runs about.
Dara bara dareaKae. He is able to go about.
Apepe men baraeeda. Ton are in the habit of

saying.

Ace liel baraUa, arsire. He will look at himself
in the mirror.

Bara. A pigsty.
Sukri bara. Eingworm.

Barabar. \Even, level, equal, regular,

Barabari. J invariably, without change,

always, incessantly, continually.

Barabg^riko hijuKkana. They come continually.
Barabar gotkam. Level it down.
Barabarigeako. They are equal.
Jiwi barabari tahentaea. Hia mind W4II be at

rest.

p. '.
},

'
"' [To gabble, to chatter.

Barabari. Cf. barabar.

Barae buru6. To rise in bubbles, to

sparkle, as when the sun shines
on water ; here and there.

Bara6 burud. To go about, to run
here and there, to go in and out,

from place to place, to scatter
;

slippery.
Kami botorteye barad burue baraekana. He

goes about from place to place through fear
of having to work.

Apan a.pin barae burudko oalaoena. They scat-
tered each his own way.

Barae. \To know, to be cognizant of,

Badae. / to estimate.

Kst-} To know for certain.

Barae daram. To foreknow, to fore see.

Badaekate bae baridleda. Ho did not waste it

knowingly.
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Barag. Like, resembling.

Iii do kakaA oyalfre guti baragili khataolena.
I worked like a servant in my unole'a house.

Noa dale do toa barag AeloKkana. This water
looks like milk.

Barahi. A thick rope.

Baran baran. \ Brilliant, refulgent, as

Barari burun"./ the sun's light before

he appears above the horizon
;
pale

yellow, like the colour of a China-
man.

Baran burun. Gently, to sob, to draw
long breaths when weeping, to

sigh.

Barahgi. Tang of arrow head, spear-

head, &c. inserted into the shaft.

Barangom. Two plants receive this

name, one Vernonia cineria,

Less., the other Glossogyne pin-
natifida, D. C.

Barao. To fast, to slake, or decom-
pose, as hot lime ; to fall down, as

earth in water.
Naekeye baraoaka£a. The priest is fasting.

Cun baraoKa. The lime will slake.

Bunnm hasa lohoflenkhan barao godoKa.

Bara pathol. A rather uncommon an-

nual plant, Vernonia divergens,

Benth.

Baras baris. 1 Now and again, at inter-

Baris baris. / vals.

Barat. ") With great force, heavily, to

Barat. J pelt, as large rain drops.

Barat menteye dalkedea. He struck him a
heavy blow.

Barat barate daRkeda. The rain simply pelted.

Baraudha. Gleanings of fish.

After the water has been baled out the fish

caught are divided equally among those
concerned, after which each catches at his

own hand. The fish thus caught are 'ba-

r9.u(Jha' fish.

Barbar. Cf. bara bara.

Barbar. Said to a buffalo to make it

lie down.

Barchi. A spear.

Bardak. With great force, or momen-
tum.

Bafdak menteye liur go6ena. He fell with great

force.

Bardak bardak. Cf badrak badrak.

A common grass,

Panicum colon-

Bardui-a6. A bat.
Kahu bardnrud. The flying fox, the large fox

bat, Pteropus Edwardei.

Cutiabarduruo.
Hon ,,'

Bare. May, oh that ! please, do.
Emallme bare. Do give it please.
Ma bare calalfme. Do please go.
Alo baye hoyoKma. May it not be.
Uni bareye hijuK. Oh! that he would come.

Bare. Cf bare dare.

Barea. Two.

Bare badwarak.
")

Bari badwak. J
um, Linn.

Bare baha. A flowering plant found
in the gardens ot the Santals,

Pentapetes phasnicea, Linn.

Bare bare. Often, time after time,

continually.
Bare bare ariseditikanae. He is continually

annoying me.

Bare dare, The Banyan tree, Fious
bengcdensis, Roxb.

Barem. Thy brother.

Bareii. My brother.

Baret. His brother.
Apa bare. A woman's father and brothers.
ApuA bared. My father and brothers.

Baretok. To be one of the party to ac-

company a bride to her new home.

Bargao. To suborn, to egg on, to set

on, to put out of the way, as a wit-

ness, or stolen property ; to put
one on the alert, to give a hint

on the quiet.
Bargao goftadeae. He put him on the alert.

Nui sipahi bargaoakawadeae, uni horre. He
has this eipahi on the track of that man.

Barge. A garden, a field.

OraK barge. The garden or field in which the
cultivator's house stands.

Baher barge. An out-lying garden, or field.

Barge potam. Cf . potam.

Bargi.
JTheMahrattas.

Burgi. j
Burgi biraj. Mahratta raiders.

Barhao. To increase. Cf badhao.

Barhet. A name of Abge bonga, (q. v.)

Barhiao. ") To increase, to multiply, to

Badhiao J grow.
Bin ijhcr barhiaoen. The debt has greatly in-

creased.
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Farm and stock.

Barhon. Well grown, well developed,

full grown.

Barhonta. Growth.
Barhonta khub hoyoKkantaea. He is growing

well.

Barhontar. Well grown, fully devel-

oped, good conditioned.
Onko khubbarhontarako. They are well grown.

o''
•' > House, household.

Ban. j
'

Cas bari.
Cas bari

Bari badwali ) A common grass, Pa-
'Barehadwa.raM.fnicmn Colonum, Ln.
The grain is eaten in times of famine and scar-

city.

Baria. The Bania caste, a shopkeeper
or pedlar who sells salt, spices, to-

bacco, &c.

Baria. With difficulty, with very

great difficulty, with extreme dif-

ficulty.

Bari9,reko bohalena. They'got work with dif-

Acuity.

Baria kandhum. A small bush, Phyl-
lanthus lanceolarius, MiM-Arg.

So called from the resemblance the frnit bears
to the pads pedlars put on their heads under the

baskets they carry.

Baria kohnda. A species of jDumpkin.

Bariao. Rich, affluent, wull-to-do.

Bariat. Marriage procession from the

bridegroom's house to that of the

bride.
Barigitko. Those who compose the marriage

procession.

Bariau. Rich, great, powerful, arro-

gant.

Baric. Bad, wicked, ruined, destroyed,

wasted ; to commit evil, to ruin

destroy, waste.
AmaKle bariiakat'a.
Barieena. It is ruiued.
Men barijeail.

Adi baric. Very bad, very, extremely.
Adi baric. Very many, very numerous.
Adi b^rie joakana. There is much fruit.

Baric. Almost, possibly.
Dal barickedeali. I almost struck him.
Sen bariioKaii. I may possibly go.

Baric. An adjective or adverb pos-

sessing intensifying force.

Baric dal^ menal^a, noa pukhrire do. - There is

much water in this tank.

Baricem dareena. Tou are very strong.

Bg-rid merom khg-si menaKkoa gada paromre.
There are very many goats on the other
side of the river.

Baris baris. Now and again, at inter-

vals, either longer or shorter.

TD '^'^l'^' [-Crowded, populous.
Barjao.

J
> r r .

Noa atore adi barjao menakkoa.
Noa ato do adi barjaoa.

d'' J-, >K bet, a washer, a forfeit.
Barjit. J

°

De b9,riitbon lagaoa. Come let us lay a forfeit.

Barkac. Wittingly, knowingly, of set

purpose, pretence ; to test, to prove,

to feign.
Barkadte bail laiiatmea. I did not tell you on
purpose.
Euarkate barkaoteye ru9.Rkan tahekana. She

returned and feigned illness.

Barkao. To hatch, as eggs of insects

and reptiles.

Tejo barkaoKa bele khon. Caterpillars hatch
from eggs.

Barket. \Blessing, to be blessed, to in-

Borket. J crease, or succeed through
being blessed.

Noudebon dakaea, nonde khub barketolca. We
will cook here, there will be a blessing.

Noam kamilekhan amak barket khub hoyoKa.
If yon do this your blessing (profit) will
be great.

Barkhas. To dismiss.
Nui gutiA barkhaskedea. I dismissed this

servant.

Barkhet. C£ barket.

Barki. A shawl or wrap made by sew-

ing two widths of cotton cloth to-

gether.

Barki. \ The first, or chief wife when
Batki. J there are two or more.

Barlanga mat. A species of bamboo.
The nodes are far apart, and the hollow with-

in the bamboo large. It is used to make
flutes.

Barlar mala. A double necklace of

beads.

Barmaiigao. To desire, to determine,
to set one's heart on a thing, to

call, or send for a person, to pro-
cure any thing by means of ano-
ther.

CalaU l9.gii;i]i barmahgaoakawaua. I intend
to go.

Uni horili barmahgaoakawadea, jahan lisindi/i
damlekhaniil. god utare.
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Barmon. Double-minded, fickle.

-n' , 'i' }A double-barrelled gnn.

Barnan. 1 rn i • , , ,

T) > io explam, to relate.
Bornon. J ^ '

Barnao. To recognize, to examine, to

diagnose.*
Uni hor bamaoem, oka karon kantaea.
Examine the man, and see what disease he is

Buffering from.
Bali liel barnaoledea. I did not recognize him.

Barni. ") A gregarious shrub growing to

Varni. J a height of 3 or 4 feet, Gle-

rodendron infortunatum, Linn.

B^imi gajar. A thicket of ' Bgirni' bushes.

Barni ghat. ") A ford on the Damuda
Telkupi giiat. J river in Manbhum

district, of Chutia Nagpur, where
there are extensive ruins attribu-

ted to the Jains.
It is the custom of the Santals to take the ' jaii

baha' (q. v.V of those who in life have been
characterised by a fondness for music and
jollity, to the Damuda at ' Barni ghat' and
there consign them to a watery grave.

Barni mela. ~) A largely attended year-

Barni porob. J ly fair or mela held

at Barni ghat.

Baro bakhan. ^ To nag, to abuse, to

Baro hunar. |- call names, to vili-

Bisbakhan. J fy ; endlessly,
'• by

the dozen," all kinds.

Baro bakhane egerkedilia. He gave me all

kinds of abuse.

Baromas. The whole twelve months,

used to signify continuance, al-

ways.
Baromas daK tahena, noa pukhrire. Water

remains all the year round in this tank.

Baromasia. All the year round. Cf
baromas.

Baromasia. The Green Bulbul, Phyl-

lornis Jerdoni.
Its oaU is said to resemole those of twelve differ-

ent kinds of birds.

Baron. To forbid, to taboo.
HijuK iA baronakadea. I forbad him to come.

Baro sotro. Lit. twelve and seventeen,

at random, thoughtlessly, uncon-

nected.
Baro sotro alom rora. Do not apeak like twel-

ve and seventeen. (12 and 17 agree only so

far as they ca^be divided by one.)

Barphai. Pi-ofit, gain, benefit.

Noa kfimiro bes barphai menaRa. There is good
profit in this work.

Barphara sakom. A double bracelet.

Barsa pakor. 1 « ^.i i j.

Barsapako. ]
'^ '''''*1^*^^' ««i^mon plant,

Grewia Campbellii, Watt.

Barsi. A fish hook ; to catch fish with

a hook and bait.

Barsid orsiri. For the present.

Bartan. Hideous, repulsive, ill-favour-

ed, ill proportioned, monstrous.

Bartan. A plate.

Barte. To fix or agree to the date

and place of a hunt, fishing ex-

pedition, mushroom collecting ex-

cursion, &c.
Noa bir sondra lagiiJko barteakat'a.

Barti. 1 More, exceeding ; to do more, to

Barti. J exceed.
Ape ce1;pe b^irtieda ? What do ye more (than

others ?)

Baru. A large tree, Schleichera tri-

juga, Willd.
The seeds yield an oil useful for cutaneous

affections.

r.
• •

' [• Gunpowder, blasting powder.

Barudan. A large bullfrog.

Baruj. C£ barud.

Bas. Smell, odour, scent ; to smell, to

scent.
Basaeme. Give him a smell of it.

Bhoj basteye heuakana. He has scented out
the feast.

Baseilkana. I smell it.

Bas. Age, the female breast.

Bas. Dwelling place ; to place, to settle

permanently.
Noa atoreko basakat'a. They have settled in

this village.

Basa. Lodging, residence.

Basan. To heat water.
Basah daK. Hot water.
Susum daR. Warm water.
Basai) god. Water become cold after having

been boiled.

Basbas. Said to a dog to make it lie

down.

Base. Cf banse.
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Basgadi. To fix bamboos upright in

the ground for ihe purpose of giv-

ing possession of, or attaching

land in pursuance of a decree of

the civil court.
Bas g?.Jiadii1ako. They put me in posaession.

Basgadi. To settle permanently, to

take up one's residence.
Non^ele basgadiakana. We haye taken up our

residence here.

Basi. Stale, fusty.

Basia. Dirty, as a pot in which rice

has been boiled, not cleaned till

next time it is used ; unimpregna-
ted, as a Tassar silk moth.

Tuktio alo b9.si^ dope dohoea, patniko basialf-

kana. Do not leave your cooking pots dirty,

the Tassar silk moths are not pairing.

Basiam. Ten o'clock in the morning,

when a light refreshment is par-

taken of.

Khara bg-ai^m. Half past ten, or eleven, when
hunger begins to be felt.

The name of this morning refreshment is from
b?.si, (q. v.). Very often rice left from the
previous day is partaken of.

Baskari. To play a flute well.

4-Ai bask?'TiKkanam. Ton are becoming a good
flute player.

Baskaria. An adept at the flute.

Okoe baskgtriako oroh idietkana ? Who are the
flute players who play as they go ?

Baske. Left over from the previous

meal, fusty, stale, unfinished.

BaakeaK bar. 9 a. m.
Baske daka. Rice left over from the previous

meal.
Baske dakare loK hor. A modest confession

of ignorance.
Baske mara hor. A person who dies just as he

ia about to enjoy the fruits of his labour.
Ado noKoe baske mara do baiipe doholetlea.
Baske man^a. A banner placed at a Hindu

shrine.
K?.mipe baskekeda. You have left your work

unfinished.

Baske. One of the twelve Santal tribes

or septs.

Baste hoy. A person belonging to the Baske
sept.

It is said that the progenitors of the Baske
tribe when out on a hunting expedition
cooked along with their supper sufficient

tor next morning's meal, and on account
of their eating stale rice, they were called
Baske hor, " the men of stale rice."

Baskhapao. Past middle age, used of

women only.

I To settle permanently in

I
a place; an inhabitant.

He is an old resi-

Baskitia.

Boskitia.

Boskotia.

Mare boskotig. hor kanae.
dent.

Basla. A small adze, a species offish,

Basmati. A variety of the rice plant.

Basna. A cup.

Basna daJf . A cup of water ; met. hope'of receiv-

ing some benefit or another.
Mi{ basna daK reaK asre. In hope of getting a

cup of water, (some benefit or other.)

Busndi } A small fly, a midge.

Basti. A village, a Paharia village,

populous.

Bg.ati ato. A populous village.

Easi b?isti. Wealthy and populous (as a village.)

Basut. To think well of, to respect,

to like, to approve of one, to care

for, to take to, to bear love to, to

attract, to obey.

Bako bg-sutadiiia. They did not take to me.
A(Jiye b?.sutaekana. He thinks well of him.

Basut. Property.

Ci] basut! )
^""^^ ^"'^ chattels.

Bat. Rheumatism.
Ga^ihig. bat. Rheumatism of the jouita.

Sir bat. Muscular rheumatism,
fan bat. Sciatica.

Bat. To share, to divide ; share, por-

tion.

Bat bakhra. Share, particularly of ancestral
property, or patrimony.

Gruli baf. To cast lots.

Khiori baf. A method of dividing the lands of
a village in which no person gets two con-
tiguous fields.

Bat. A road, time.
Bat liel. To look for, to expect.
Dobatia. Where two roads meet.
Baten bereua. It is late.

XJniaK bafiii Ael horefkana. I am looking for
his coming.

Bata. ) Exchange, discount, commis-
Batta. J sion.

Bata lagaoKa. Discount will be charged.

Bata. A bamboo lath, a thin slip of

bamboo, a piece of bamboo, &c.

tied or nailed across to strength-

en ; lattice work, interlacing.

Andhari?. bata. A bamboo tied lengthwise
half way between the eaves and ridge, to
strengthen the rafters.
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Bata. A musical instrument of bell

metal played by being struck

with a small stick.

Bata. A quail.
DaK bata. A snipe.

Bata. To blab, to blunder, to throw
a stone in one's own garden, to

put one's foot in it.

Alom rora, tliirkottme. jahanalEem rof bata
tanaft joiia.

Sata lekau katha kana.
Amtegem ror ba^aante kombroem hoeena,

baiikhan hutkam ohoko menlema. If you
had not blabbed you would not have been
called a thief.

Bataic. To be at the last gasp, to

breathe heavily, as a person at

the point of death.
Batali bataerolckanae. He is breathing hia last.

Batak batak lorao cabalenae.

Eatan batan. ") To snap at, to reply

Becer becer. J testily.

Batao. To respect, to give heed to, to

obey, to be effective, to heed.
DalkederehS bae bataolaRa. Although he beat

him he did not obey.
Uni n9.bi menteko bataokedea. They respected

him as a prophet.

Batar. Season, the proper time, state

or condition ; seasonable.
Batarre. In season.
Tak batar lielte. Watching for a favourable

time (for sowing.)
Bebatar. Unseasonable, unfavourable condit-

ions.

Batar. T Unwholesome, inducing ill-

Batara. J" ness, injurious, sowing

discord, breeding dissension.

Batara katha. Talk fitted to cause dissension.

Bheij'a jel am l9.gi€ batafagea. Bam'a flesh is

injurious to you,

Bataric. Immature ; match, fellow.

Bate.

"I
Court-yard of a house.

Ale batere alom hnyeta. Do not enter our

court-yard, i. e. do not come near us.

Bathan. A temporary enclosure for

cattle when taken to a distance

to graze, a sheep fold.

Bati. A metal cup or basin.

Bati. A lamp wick, a lamp of Euro-

pean manufacture.

Batil. Excess, surplus, overplus, to

exceed present need, not required

for present use.

Noa nahel batilgetamkhan den iii emalime. If

this plough is not required for present use

lend it to me.

Batkara. 1 . , , , • i •,

,

Batkhara. ) ^ ^^^'§^^*^ *^° ^^^^^ ^^*^-

Bat katao. To mislead, to mistify by
much speaking.

Batkati. \Obstinate,self willed, fluent

Batkatua. J in speech, talkative.
Marah batkatug. hoy kanae. He is a very

obstinate man.

Batkhara. Cf batkara.

Batki.

Batkicia. J
The first wife.

tic tumour.

Batkia. The first wife > rt „„i„ *„.,
Chutki. The second wife, j " """^y *^°-

Batkia. The first wife ~)

MaAjhli. The second wife. >• If three.

Chutki. The third wife. 3

Batkunda. One who exaggerates, or

draws the long bow, one who
spins yarns.

Marah batkunda hof kanae. He exaggerates
greatly.

Batlao. To shew, to point out, to in-

struct.
K^mi batlaoalime. Shew me my work.

Batol. "> Susceptible to injury from
Bator. J eating certain foods, un-

wholesome, inducing illness, or

disease.
Am l^gii aiji batorgea. It is very unwhole-

some for you.
Am l^git bail batofa. It will not injure you.

Batori. "1/^, ,-

Baturi. ry^'''
Batra. The pea.
Batra dal. Split peas.

Batrao. To germinate, to germinate

well.

Bail batraolena, aphor do. The seed dhan did

not germinate well.

Batri. A ornament worn by women
on the second toe.

Thisi. The guard of the ' b»tri.'

Batu. ") A small bag used to carry

Batua. / small articles in, such as

money, tobacco, &c.

Batua. M.
Batwi. T.

iig,^u^, b?itwikin calaoena.

Baturi. Cystic tumour.

Batur satur. "j Food left by others, re-

Satur gatur. j- fuse from a feast, dirty
;

Satur batur. J incomplete, as a narra-

tive.

Batur s^tur alom joma. Do not eat leavings.

Wanton, unchaste.
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Batwi. Cf. batua.

Bau. Used by children when playing

the game of hide and seek, also

by women to women to call atten-

tion, also used in some instances,

b}' a ' bala era' (q. v.) when saluting

her ' bala herel.'

Bauha. To be in season, said of ani-

mals.
G^-iye bauhalckana.

Bauhari. In season, of animals ; wan-
dering.

Baula. The toe peg of a ' badha '(<!• v.)

Baula bauli. Insane, off one's head,

crazy.

Baulaha. M. ") Mad, insane, cracked

Baulahi. F. j pate, crazy.
Nui maejiu baulahieute emanteaK baro sotroe

ror halaiieda. This woman talks all kinds
of nonsense because she is crazy.

Baulau. Insane, mad, cracked, crazy.

Bauli. To deceive, to blind, to pretend.
Bauli calaoenae.
E?ralikateye calaoena.

Baundi. The second day of the Sakrat
porob (q. v.) ; a crajffish.

p''
. i^ ?• Foolish, stupid, ignorant.

Baurl. To wind thread, as on the
thumb and fore finger, in the form
of the figure 8.

Baurl. Cf baora. A female dwarf

Bauii. A caste of semi-Hinduised a-

borigines.

Bayaban. A flood, a deluge ; to be lost,

to disapj^ear.
Bayabanenae. He baa disappeared.

Bayan. To explain, to relate.

Bayan. A jungle climbing plant, the
root of which is eaten.

Bayar. A male buffalo kept for brood-
ing purposes, a rogue buffalo ; to

rut.

Bayar sandi. A cock kept for breeding
jjurposes.

Baya^ buyut. To let out a secret, to

let the cat out of the bag, to blab,

to peach.
Bayati buyut'e ror baraeeda. Ho is blabbing.

Bayok. Cf bai. To be seized with

convulsions.

Bayul.
]

Bayul bayul. -Long, sweeping.

Soyol boyol. J
Bayul marteye donkeda, kul do. The tiger

made a long spring.
Bayul marte udauenae, j)inoar maraK do. The

peacock flew sweeping away.
Bayul bayule don idikeda, kul do. The tiger

took a series of long jumps.

Bazar. Cf bajar.

Be. A privative particle denoting,

v/ithout, not.
Be-basut, be-batar, be-bhorsa.

Beabron. ) Stripped, disgraced, asham-
Beabruk. / ed, modesty outraged.
Beabruk katha. Disparaging words.
Kisar doe beabrukakana. The wealthy man is

stripped of all his wealth.
Beabrukkedeako. They treated him shamefully.

Be-ad. Refugeless. without shelter,

exposed.

Be-ae. Without measure, or stint.

Beaj. Interest.

Beakul. Agitated in mind, perplexed.

Beamda. Without any one to look to,

or apjDly to.

Bean. To explain, to narrate, to relate.

Be-an. Without law. Cf an.

Be-as. Without hope, hopeless. Cf as.

Be-at. Without opportunity. Cf at.

Bebak. All, the whole, wholly, with
out exception.

Bebaric. Many, much ; an adjective

or an adverb with intensifying

force.

Bebg^riii horbo jarwalena. Many people were
assembled.

Bebariee dalkedea. He beat him severely.
Beb9.rio dak oalaKbana. Much water is flowing.
Bebariee edrelena. He was very angry.
Beb^rioe ral^keda. He wept bitterly.

Bebarije darkeda. He ran very swiftly.
Bob?.rio noa kat maJijana. This log has a

large amount of heart wood.
Bebarioko tapamlena. They fought fiercely.

Bebariokin galftea. They are fast friends.

Bebaric takako emkeda. They gave a vast sum
of money.

Bobaride kisara. He is enormously rich.

Bebariiie rehgecena. He is extremely poor.

Bebai-icko ^andomkedea. They fined him
heavily'

Bebariee .setoheda. It is excessively hot.

Bebai-ide dam^^fkana. Ho prices it very high.
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Be-basut To be displeased with, to

disapprove, to reject, to dislilie
;

displacency.

Bebe. To croak, as a frog in the rains.

Be-batar. Unseasonable, out of season.

Bebe rote. A species of frog.

Be-batao. To disregard, to disobey.

Bebha. Cf. bembha.

Be-bhagan. Unfortunate, unlucky.

Bebhaok. To bleat.

Bebhar. To disgrace, to cause shame.
PeraVo gignadillae, bebharkediliae. He brou-

ght friends to me, ajid disgraced me (as I
had no food to give them.)

Bebhorom. To outrage one's modesty,
disgi-ace.

Be-bhorsa. Disappointed, hopeless.

Bebosa. To divide, to share, to appor-
tion.

Ma daka bebosaepe. Come, divide the rice.

Be-bostor. Without clothing, scantily

clad, clothing worn out.

Bebrel C£ berei

Be-buj. Without understanding, fool-

ish, simple.

Be6. To vomit, to be sick, used main-
ly of children.

Toa beokedae. He vomited milk.

Becara. Poor, unfortunate ; to be pitied.

Be-cas. Landless, having no land to

cultivate.

Becbedrec. ") . • e i. r i

T>
'Y^

j
t'

1
species 01 water fowl.

Becbedrec. ) Small, of no inportance,

Becbedrel / insignificant.

Noko beobeijreo hor ce^ko oeka dareaKa ? What
can these insignificant people do ?

Becer becer. Cf batan batan.

Bed. The Vedas, the Hindu sacred

books.

Bed. Adverse influence or hindrance
of a supernatural kind.

Bed lagaoena. A supernatural adverse influ-

ence is at work.
Bed katao. \ To remove the adverse influence.

Bed guog.u. 3 or hindrance.

Bed bidhi. Cf bed.

Be<Ja. Level ground along the bank of

a river, lower than the surroun-

ding country.

Beda. To deceive, to mislead, to pre-

tend.
Hoy bedae ror bajaeeda. He speaks deceiving

words.

Bedan. To travail in child biith.

Bed bede. Broad faced.

Bedea. The name given to those San-
tals who refused to accompany
the rest of the tribe when they
fled from Campa through fear of

Madho Sin.

Bedec bedec. Cf bidic bidic.

Bedha. Cross giained,

Bedhao. To wrap round, as a girdle,

or a bandage.

Bedharak. An adjective or an adverb
possessing intensifying force.

Bedharak horko jarwalena. There was a vast
concourse of people.

Bedharake arelkeda. A fierce hail storm.
Bedharak joakana. Heavily laden with fruit.

Be-dhob. Shapeless, ugly, inartistic.

Bedhor. Knotty, crossgiained, unso-

cial, unsympathetic, hard, tedious,

difficult.

Bedhor hor kanae, efaK hor saote bao gatelfa.

He is an unsocial person, he makes friends

with none.
Noa kat do bedhorgea. This log is cross-

grained.

Bedin. peathen.

Bedha. Pain, grief

Bedod. To make a slip, to mistake,

to overlook.
Eor bedookedali. I made a slip of the tongue.
Oka then con bedoo hoeen, teheA do cele ho

babon goeletkoa.

Be-dokhol. To dispossess, to evict.

Bedokholkediiiam. You have dispossessed me.

Bedon. Pain, grief distress.

Bedred. Small, insignificant.

Beg. A bag, a portmanteau.

Beg. To stretch forward the body or

arm, to lean upon.
Begkate tiogme. Stretch out and reach it.

Be-gadnao. To show disrespect to

elders or superiors. Of gadnao.
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Begar. Separate, different ; to Separate,

to divide the paternal inheritance,

after which the sons set up on
their own account.

Begarenale. We have separated. (We have
no longer things in common.)

Begarge lieloKkana. It looks different.

Begar. "j Forced labour without pay
Begari. |- exacted by the Zemindars
Bithi. j from their ryots.

Beg?iriye kgimi ocoefkoa. He compels them to

work without pay.
Bithiko senakana

.

Mil} kos calak begare gapmekhan. If he com-
pels you to go one kos.

Begbege. Wide apart.
Begbege tengoakanae. He is standing with

his feet far apart.
Mooa or begbegetaeme. Pull his mouth wide.

(said to one who speaks too much.)

Begor. Without, except, besides, in-

dependent of.

Begor sikate. Without ploughing.
Iii begor ce-C ho bape ceka dareaKa. Without

me ye can do nothing.

Behaj."! Expressive of wonder, or as-

Bejae.
J-

tonishment ; much, astonish-

Behal.J ing, amazing.
Adiii haharakkana, behai bam ilel oromakade.
Behaj nixeiban hor kanali cele.

Be-hal. To be ruined, destroyed, dis-

tressed, unfortunate, to become
poor, to lose all one's property

;

unserviceable, damaged, worn out,

used up.

Behal. Cf. behaj.

Be-hephajot. To neglect, not to take

care of ; uncared for.

Nui gidr?i do behephajotenae. This child is un-
cared for.

Be-hirla. To have no one to trust, or

look to for help.
Behirlalenako. They had no one towhom they

could look for help.

Behod. Dull, slow, thick-headed.

Behoj. Cf behaj.
BehojkeU dom !

Be-hok. Unjust, partial.

Behol. Cf behaj.

Behor. Hard, difficult.

Ar okoekoak p9.rsi ^.nari ar behorgea, onko then
do bah, onkoali p9.rsi do ente ohom bujh^iu
darelea.

Be-hor. Unmarried, without a wife.

Behoran hor kanae. He has not got a wife.

Be-hor. Pathless, a tedious, difficult

road.

T>- 1
' > Unconscious, forgetful.

Be-hudis. Thoughtlessly, carelessly.

Behurmat. ") To outrage one's modesty,

Bemurwat. ) to treat one shame-
fully, to disgrace.

Behurmatkedete eken tiko laga got'kadea.

They shamefully treated him and sent him
away empty-handed.

Be-hus. C£ behos.

Be-husnak. Ugly, unadorned, plain,

Be-hut. \Submissive, gentle, unasser-

BehHth. J
tive, obedient, oppressive.

Bejae. An adjective or an adverb pos-

sessing intensifying force ; very,

excessive, exceedingly, &c. &c.

Bejae thonok ar adi moilj sade gotena. It

sounded sweetly and harmoniously.
Bejae atetkanae. He strives vigorously.

Be-jaega. To evict one from his land,

or house, to take one's land from
him, to be landless.

Jaega khon bejaegakediJiae. He evicted me
from my farm.

Be-jan. "Without knowing, ignorantly,

unintentionally, accidentally.
Bejanill tuiiledea. I shot him accidentally.

Bejar. To suffer from an attack of

fever, to be ill.

Bejarenae. He has fever.

Beje beje. Loquacious, garrulous.
Beje buijhi. A garrulous old woman.

Bejek bejek. Foul, as a suppurating
sore ; liquid filth.

Bejelgak. Disgusting, unpleasant to

the sight, as a sore.

Bejha. Target, mark to shoot at ; to
shoot at a target.

Ma bejhaepe. Shoot at the target.
Bejha tuilpe. Shoot at the target.

Bejha. To put another forward, to lay

the blame on another, to shield
oneself at the expense of another,
to blame.

Sanam hortele galmarao miUkeda, ili geko
bejhakedilia. We all agreed to it, and they
have put all the blame on me.

Be-juri. ") Odd, unequal, not in unison,

Be-juri. J as two flutes.
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)

Be-kam. Useless, inefficient.

Bekar. Uncomfortable, malodorous,
disgusting.

Beke beke. ") Said of children quarrel-
Tere tere, J ling, to squabble.

Beker bendan. Swollen, puffed up,
bursting, as a seed begun to ger-

minate.

Bel. To establish, to place a bed, stool,

&c. for use, to spread a mat, &c.
Parkom belme. Place the bed on its feet.
F9.ti9,ko belafkoa. They spread mats for them.

Bel. Level.
Bel ot. Level ground.

Bela. Time, the sun.
Kubelaena. It is late.

Selabela. Time after time, continually, often.

Belaorija. A common weed, Gcesulia
axiUari.s, Roxb.

Belaur. The onyx.

Beldar. A semi-Hinduized caste of

earth diggers, a navvy.

Bele. An egg ; to lay eggs ;. testicles.

Ghorao bele. Egg turned with sitting.

PhokoK bele. An addled egg.
Bele bu8?.K. To hatch.
Potambele. Two small stars very close to each

other, near Vega, in constellation Lyra.

Bele. To ripen.
Bele jail. Klpe grain.

Gelelc beleK din. Harvest drawing near.

l^l^H^Zna, ]0-"'P-

Bele lahaena. "1

Bele lambaoeua. > Over ripe, so as to be useless.

Bele boramena. J
Goso bele. 1 To ripen after having been pluck-
Borea bele > ed.

Bele. To gather, as an abscess, to sup-

purate, to mortify, to fester
;
pus,

matter, discharge.
Toa bele. Suppurating breast, milk abscess.

Balke€khan bele to^ena. When it had been
punctured the matter escaped.

B3le kombroio. The egg stealer, a star so

called, probably Vega.

Bele botke. The yolk of an egg ;
met.

a small, young, insignificant crea-

ture.
Bele botke ce€e Ijiama? What can this child

say to you ?

, Bele botke dom agiiakadea. You have brought

a small insignificant thing, (as a very small

chicken for sacrifice).

Beleii beled ? Skin tender in appearance

and soft to touch.

Be-lctuc. Impossible.

Belkec. Strong, healthy, lusty, applied

to infants.
Khub belkod gidr?. kanae. He is a very heal-

thy child.

Belkeil. Young, fresh, as leaves ; an in-

fant.

Belna. To roll dough into thin cakes.

Belok. To separate ; different.
Belok beloke sirjauketkoa. He created them

species by species.

Belted. A child of a month or six

week's old, callow, unfledged.
Bale belteii. An infant.

Bemal. Useless, spoilt, ruined.
Mai dom bemalkedetaea. Ton have ruined his

property (bullock).

Beman. ") To shew disrespect to, to re-

Bemani. J proach,
Alem bemaneBlea. Ton show disrespect to us.

Be-manot. Disrespect, dishonour.

Bemar. Without relatives, without
heirs.

Bembha. A simpleton, a muff.

Bemblaha. A fool, an ignoramus.

Bemurad. Without relatives, without

heirs.

Bemurwad. To disgrace, to outrage
one's modesty.

Bena. A common grass found near tanks

and other moist situations, Anclro-

pogon muricatus.

Benahak."! Uselessly, causelessly, fruit-

Benohok. V lessly, vainly, for no
Benhak. J purpose.
Benahakifi heaakana. I have come in vain.

Benao. To make, to prepare, to fully

develop, to be of good behaviour.

Cf, banao.
Gidra bae benaolena. The child has not deve-

loped well (in body or mind).

Benaphul. A variety of the rice plant.

Bed bed. Peevishly ; to blubber.
Gidrg. do bell be<ieralfeda.

Bene. A bench, a form.

Bendao. To destroy, to waste, to kill

to die, to depart this life.

Benijaoenae. Ho is dead.

Katem maK ben(|laokeda. You have cut and
wasted the log.
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Bended. To fasten garment round
waist of children.

BendeJi kamali. I will fasten your cloth round
your waist.

Bender. Not completely husked, not

well cleaned, as rice of husk.

Bender. To slightly abrade but with-

out fetching blood.
TuA benderalcadeail, nui kulai do. I shot at

and abraded the skin of this hare.

Bendrec, C£ betret'.

Bendret. Small, insignificant.

Bendret' mara gidrgi. Bothersome little thing.

ene.
) ^^ enemy ; to be at enmity.

Jtsenea. J
Bene b?.iri. An enemy, enemies.

Benei A stopper, a lid, the accrescent

calyx of certain fruits as that of

Diospyros tomentosa, the terel.

From bet! (q. v.)

Bengar. The Egg plant, or brinjah

Solanum Melongena, Linn.
Hende bengar.

^
Pon<J (Ji'Jpls?' beiigar 1

Soelabehgar. r Varieties of the Egg
Koroe beiigar. I plant.

Kajri beiigar.

Bengal- betahef. A wild plant resem-

bling the Egg jjlant, Solanum
stramonifolium, Jacq.

Bengel To open the eyes, to awake,

to gaze, to look, to stare.

Alom beiigeiJakoa. Don't look at them.
Eipit japite beiigefeda. He blinks.

Mi£ beiige^ge menaiia. I ha¥e not closed my
eyes.

Benge« phariaenae. 7
jj ; f^^^ ^^^^^_

Benget pharnaoenae. )
'

Befjgo narl. A common climbing

plant, Dioscorea bulbifera, Linn.
The roots and aerial tubers of this plant are

eaten as a food, especially in times of

scarcity.

Benparsi. To desert one side for an-

other, to run with the hare and
hunt with the hounds ; a turncoat.

Beiiparsi got'enae. He changed sides.

Benhok. C£ benahak.

Benjak. Small, unimportant, insig-

nificant ; a small piece, a scrap.

Mi€ beiijaK ill emadea. I gave him a scrap.

Berijalf mara hor. An insignificant person.

BerijaK aeraK gidrg. g^iji teo ^eoKkanae.
BeiijaK seret' gidra cei non(Je dom liamkana ?

Benjak. Rheum from the eyes.

Berijan biiijiri. Neither one thing nor

the other, confused, a jumble.

Berijan bifijiliko ruieda. What they are play-

ing on the drum is a mere jumble.
Berijaii birijilie laiadiria, bail bnjhg.ulet'taea.

She jumbled it up so in telling me I could not
make out her meaning.

Benjlan. Small, unimportant, insigni-

ficant. Cf. benjak.

Bentar. A method of wearing the sari.

Cf. bande.

Beocao. To displease, to cause to sulk.

Beohar. Usage, practice, custom, con-

duct, behaviour ; to comport one-

self, to behave, to conduct one-

self; to use.

Beora. A hitch, mishap, calamity,

accidental delay, press of business,

business.
Noa beorareil paraoena. This hitch has occur-

red to me.
Ce^ beora kantapea ? Narta (q. t.) What are

you engaged in ! A christening.

Bepar. To trade, to traffic, to buy
and sell.

Pher bepar. Buying and selling.

-D
"

•' [ A merchant, a trader.
Beparia J

Be-phaeda. Unprofitable, useless, pro-
fitless.

Noa k^mi do bephaedagetapea. This work
will bring you no profit.

Beporbhae. Fearless, obstinate, self-

willed.

Beporloe. An adjective or an adverb
possessing intensifying force ; many,
a large number, &c.

Beporloe hor menaKkoa. A large number of
people.

Beporloeye daKkeda. It poured a deluge.
Beporloe joakana. Heavily laden with fruit.
Beporloeye dalkedea . He beat him mercilessly.
Beporloe oas hoeakana. A bountiful harvest.

Ber. Time, the sun, opportunity, the
distance between the -sun and
the horizon.

Ber rioKkate. When the morning advances
a little.

Eimil iate ber bam riel liamea. Tou will not
see the sun for clouds.

Ber hasurenae. The sun has set.

Ber ma henaege. The sun has not yet set.
Bsr rakap see. The East.
Mit (Jail berreko seferena. They arrived when

the sun was one dang's length from the hori-
zon (daii a pole 10 or 12 feet long.)
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Ber. Some occult adverse influence,

super-natural hindrance.
Bey lagaoena. Some oooult adverse influenoe

is at work.
Ber katsome. Cause the adverse influenoe to

be removed, (by oharm or spell.)

Eer. A method of catching fish by
throwing nets from all sides, or

surrounding them by stake nets.

Adi ut»r hakoko berket'koa. They netted very
many fish.

Ber. Distance between the thumb and
little finger when stretched.

Bound timber is measured by the ber.

Bera. Cf. bela.

Bera biri. Round about, in all direc-

tions.

Bera biri beiigef baraeedae. He is looking
round about, (as a startled deer.)

Beraji.") Displeased, unkind, not well

Beroj. J affected towards another,

unconsenting.

Beran. Colourless.

Be-rar. Out of time, out of tune, as

a musical instrument.

Berbad. Throivn away, destroyed, laid

waste, ruined, squandered.
SanamaK berbadena. All is thrown away.
Caltem berbadkeftiAa P Why did you destroy

my (work, &c.)?

Bgrbak. Incorrect, mispronounced, un-

idiomatic, faulty, mis-used.

Berband. To seize cattle, or other

property to pay debt, or money due.

Berband. A saddle girth.

Berdor. ~) A small bush, Combretuvi

Bhursa. j nana.

Bgrg bgrg. Out of tune, tune incorrect-

ly sung, or played ; shrill.

Alom here bereKa. Don't sing out of tune.

Noko do sid' satup here bereko kaphari9.uK-

kana.

Berel. Raw, unripe, uncooked, fresh,

cold.

Berel daK. Cold water.

Ghao berelolfkana. The wound is becoming raw.

Berel ghao. A raw sore.

Cabake^ali kathaarhSko berel rug.rkeda. They
opened up the subject afresh.

Kiorioko berel dagtakoa. They wash their

clothes in cold water.

Berel dagoRiii oalalfkana. I am going to bathe.

Berel. To dwell, to take up abode.

Berel thao. Dwelling place.

De, alethen bereloKpe. Come, take up your

residence in our village.

Berejijo. A hedge plant, Thevitia

neriifolia, Juss.

Berei!) phul. A pretty flowering plant,

Gyathocline lyrata, Cass.

Beret. To rise, or stand up, to arise

from sleep, to get up, to raise any-

thing to an upright position.

Beretme. Get up.
T?.mbu beredme. Pitch the tent.

Jiwei beredoK. The resurrection.

Bgrg tirio. A kind of bamboo flute.

Berga. Small of stature, under-sized,

as an ox &c.
Berga ijahra okaenae. Where is the under-

sized ox P

Berhae. \Round about, all round ; to

Berhaete. J
encircle.

Berhaeteko dara acurkeda. They went all

round it.

Berhon. Daily wages paid in kind to

agricultural labourers.

Berkeii. Lounging, loafing, standing

about without any thing to do.

Bejrkeiie tehgoakana. He is standing looking

idly on.

Bernbak. Cf bgrbak.

Berod. Out of temper, sulky.

Uni gidrgi doe borodgea. That child is sulky.

Beroj. Cf beraji.

Beron. Unseasoned, without season-

ing, or condiments, as food.

Utu do beroiigea. There is no seasoning in the

relish (utu, q. v.)

Be-ron. Colourless.

Beros. Vexed, displeased, indisposed,

not of one mind.
Uni tnlue berosgeae. He is displeased with

him.
Teheri do berosgeli afkareda hormore. I feel

indisposed in body to-day.

BerSt duk. Any disease, or illness the

name of which is not known;

gripes.

Ber5ti. Cramp in the stomach, gener-

ally said of domesticated animals.

Bertha. Vainly, fruitlessly, futile,

bootless, unprofitable, to no pur-

pose.
Bali berthalcna. I was not baffled.

Bertha do ball calaKa. I will not go on a tool's

errand.
Bertha do alom araga. Don't fire until you are

certain of your aim.



Be-nip Bhal.

Be-rup. To change, or alter appearance>

or form ; to disfigure ; shapeless.

Bes. Good, well ; to improve, to reco-

ver from illness, to heal, to cure.

BeaoKgeJi Aamtana. I wish to get well.
Beakamali. I will cure you.

Bes do ball metama. I will not commend you,

Bes otoete. Efficiently, effectively, thoroughly.

Bes barakatkoale. We healed their divisions.

Be-sabab. Without a reason.

Be-sagun. Ill-omened, an evil omen.

Besaha. To traffic, to sell, to dispose

of

Turi besahae aenakana. He has gone to sell

mustard seed.

Be-sajon. \Ugly, unadorned, unfinish-

Be-sajonta.J ed, unsuitable.

Be-sak. C£ be-sok.

Besao. 1 To mimic, to mock, to follow

Bhesao. J suit.

Besok. Displeased.

Be-sok. \ Assuredly, without doubt,

Be-sak. J
certainly.

BsBok iJi calaKa. I shall most certainly go.

Besra. One of the twelve tribes or

septs into which the Santals are

divided.

Besra bayar. Cf . bayar. The Besra have the
reputation of having been at one time very
licentious. Tradition has it that they were
separated from the others owing to the im-
moral behaviour of their eponym, who was
called Besra, the licentious one. Besra
bayar is apparently a gloss on the original

Besra.

Besrom. Stubborn, self-willed, disobe-

dient.
Cele besrom kan coe roraK ho bae alijoma.

Bestok. To importune, to entreat, to

clamour for.

Bethaon.

Beth.

ithaon. 1

3thon. j
To wind bobbins.

Bothoniil calaUkana, jolha orakte. I am going
to wind bobbins at the weaver's house.

Beth begar. Forced labour.

Bethikan. Without certainty, unlimit-

ed.

Besumar. Countless, unlimited, that

cannot be described.

Besumare dgirkeda. He ran like the wind.

^ery deep, bottomless.

Bet'. To blind fold, to cover the eyes,

to put on a lid, or cover ; to cover.
Kicricteye bet' esetena. He has covered his

eyes with his cloth.

Tite bedoKme. Put your hand over your eyes.

Tukucreko beda. They cover up (the article)

in the pot.

Tukuoe betkat'ge. He closed the opening of

the pot, i. e. put on the lid.

BSt. A cane, a rattan. Calamus Ro-
tang, Linn ; to flog with a cane,

stroke of a cane.
Bar iai bete liawaua. He received 40 strokes

with a cane.
Betkedeako. They flogged him with a cane.

Beta. Son, an affectionate form of

address.
Jawae beta. A bridegroom.

Be-tabe. Free, independent.

Bet bel A game played by children,

Betha. Inflamation of lungs, or mem-
branes thereof

Betha. Pain ; to pain one in body,

or mind.
Be-thah. ") ,t

Be-than. j

Bethar. To sit ; employed generally
in conjunction with dump (q. v.)

Celate cat;i9.te durupen befharen.

Bethaura. To watch, to superintend.
TJsed mainly of a person who has made over

thread to a weaver to be made into cloth,
and who sits beside him until the cloth is

woven, to see that his thread is] not made
away with.

Be-thik. ~| Incorrect, faulty, uncomfor-
Ban. thik.j table.

Be-thir. Restless ; unrest.

Betiar. Drawn up, unstretched.

Betkec. Weak, tender, young, callow.
Bale betked. An infant.
Nui betkede arisakat'a. This infant is annoying.

Beton. Pay, wages.

Betrel Small, insignificant.
Betre^ mara gidra. A bothersome, insignifi-

cant child.

Beyakaran. Grammar.

Beyan. \Explanation, relation ; to ex-
Bean, j plain, to relate.

Bhab. Friendship, love, sorrow, anxiety.
XJnkin do aiji bhabtakin. They are very friendly.
BhaboKkanakin. They are enjoying each other's

society.

Uni do ?(Ji bhab boloadea. He had very great
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Bliagno

Bhabi. To grieve, sorrow.
Guni hhabiK . To grievo over, to sorrow over,

to brood over.

Nonka gunibhabi gunibligibitoyo laha idiena.

Bhabna. To sorrow, to grieve ; sorrow,

grief.

Bebarieili bhabnaena. I am exceedingly sor-

rowful.
Maejiu do gidr^ joiire bhabna menaKtaea. A wo-

man wnen in travail hath sorrow.

Bhabrao. To induce, to instigate, to

lead away by false pretences, to

beguile.
TJniaK bhabraoteli senena. I went at his ins-

tigation.

Bhabrao idikediilae, takaii emama. He be-
guiled me by offering me money.

HoraR bhabraoteri hedena.

Bhabri. A small bush, Evihelia

robusta, Roxh.

Bhacam bhucum. Idle, lazy.

Bhaoam bhucumem dara baraekana. You go
loafing about.

Bhacad bhucud. Restless, always on
the move, unable to remain still.

Bhac bhac. To chatter, to prate, to

gabble.
Bhacbhace roreda. He chatters.

Bhac bhacao. \To chatter, to prate,

Bhoc bhocao. J to gabble, to speak
at random ; loquacious.

Bhac bhuc. To go here and there, to

keep out of the way.
Bhac bhuc baraekanae. She goes about goasip-

ping.

Bhackao. To chatter, to prate, to talk

nonsense, to speak at random, to

speak as an insane person.

Bhacka bhacki. Tot alk idly, or obscene-

ly, as an insane person.
Bhacka bhg.ckiye rora.

Bhacko. Talkative, glib, used mainly

of girls and young women.
Marah bhacko kanae. She is a great talker.

Bhad. ) Tomake a pattering noise,

Bhad bhad. J as a shower of fruit from

a tree ; to patter, as hail stones ; to

patter.
Bhad bhadkin darkeda. They ran pattering

away.
Bhad bhade arelkeda. The hail pattered.
Bhad mente liurena. It fell pattering.

Bhad bhud. ) To fall with a thud, to

Bhad bhud. J thud.
Bhad bhud riuroKkana. They fall with a thud.

Bhades. To be haughty, or supercil-

ious, to spurn, to depreciate, tc»

look down on, to revile.
Tu^r gidra alom bhadeskoa.
Kaimi realie bhadosedi^kana.
Bbados katbae rofadiria. He reviled me.
Horko samahro 9i<Jiyo bhodeskediAa. Ho revil-

ed me before all the people.

Bhadet bhadet. Knock-kneed, to

walk as one weak in the knees.
Nui hoy do bha(Je£ bha^ete tafamefkana. Thia

man knocks his knees when be walks.

Bhadial. Knock-kneed.
Bhadi9,l bha4i*le calaK kana.

Bhado. Cf bhador.

Bhadoo hero. Rice that ripens in the

month Bhador, Augst-Sept.

Bhador. The fifth solar month, August-
September.

Bhador khoroo. A veiled name for & wild
pigeon, or a quail.

Bhador jhapni. A very small sensitive

plant, common during the rains,

Biophitutn sensiiivum.

Bhadra. Loquacious, talkative, tongue
never at rest.

Bhadra. Crops ripening in Bhador
(q. V.)

Bhadu. A forest tree, Vitex alata,

Roxh.
Bhadu. A idol made by the Hindus

in the month of Bhador (q. v.)

Bhag. To divide, to share, to appor-

tion ; a share, a portion.
Bhagkoaii. I will divide them into parties.

Mit bhag emadme. Give me one share.

Bhag. Fate, fortune, chance.
Bhagte. By chance, scarcely, no sooner than.
AmaK bhagte nui gidra doe hoeakana.
Oka bhagiii calaKa. What chance have I to go.
Sehgel oka bh^gpe iric dareaKa ? What chance

have you of putting the fire out ?

Bhagteye jomkeda, adoe calao gotena.

T,,
-^ > Blessed, fortunate, lucky.

Bhagman. J
> j

Dayakko geko bhg.gan, ente onbo do dayaakoa.
Blessed are the merciful, for they shall receive

mercy.

Bhagao. To overcome, to conquer, to

gain victory.
Bhagaokodeail , I conquered him.
Dareenali, uniye bhagaoena.

Bhagao. To divide, to divide into

shares, or pieces.

Nui merombon bhagaoea. We will divide this

goat into pieces (for convenience of sale.)
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Bhagat. A vegetarian.

Bhage. Good, well.
Bhage hor. A good man.
Bhagegeye rorlaKa. He said well.

Bhagete. An adverb or an adjective pos-
sessing intensifying force.

Bliageteye dalkedea. He beat him severely.
Bhagetekin k^plig.ri9,uena. They quarrelled

fiercely.

Bhageteye egerkedea. He abused him violently.

Bhage sahltte. Carefully, well, dili-

gently, effectually, minutely, give
one's mind to.

Bhage sahitte disgi dohoeme. Treasure it up
in your mind.

Bhafidar. } ^ '^^'^®^' ^ P^^*^^^'

Bhag jat. A system of cultivation in

which the cultivator supplies the
cattle, implements and labour, and
receives one half of the produce.

Bhagin. Niece.
Deo bhg.giQ. A man's sisters and their children.

Bhagna. Sisters' children, nephews
or nieces.

Bh^gnad. My nephew, or niece.
Bhagnaii kora. My nephew.
Bh^gn^ii kuri. My niece.
Bhagnam. Thy nephew, or niece.
Bhagnam kora. Thy nephew.
Bh9.gn9.m kuri. Thy niece.
Bh^gnat, bhg.gn9itte£. Hia nephew, or niece.
Bhagnitkora. His nephew.
Bhg,gnat kuri. His niece.
Bh?.gniii. My niece.
Bhagnim. Thy niece.
Bhgignitte^. His niece.

Bhagni. To be overcome, to withdraw.
Bhagnienae. He is overcome.

Bhagwa. A narrow strip of cloth pas-

sed between the thighs, and tuck-
ed into a waist string (doi'a q. v.)

before and behind, to conceal the
privy parts ; a piece of male attire.

Bhai. (1) Brother. (2) Or, whether.
CalaUam, ki bbg-iem tahenreho.

Bhaiadi. Brothers, near relatives.

Bhaica. Elder brother's children, ne-
phews, or nieces.

Bh^ioaliko. My elder brother's chidren.
Bhg.ic9iii kora. My nephew.

„ kuri. My niece.

Bhgiic?.m. Thy nephew, or niece.
Bhgiicamko. Thy nephews, or nieces.
Bhaioam kora. Thy nephew.

,, kuri. Thyneice.
Bhaicat. 1 tt- t.

Bhaic?,ttet. 5
H'« nephew, or niece.

Bhaic?.tko. His nephews, or nieces.
Bh?.ioat kora. His nephew.

,, kuri. His niece.

Bhaisa. A rather uncommon plant

only found at high elevations,

Golebroolcia oppositifolia, Linn.

Bhajan. A pot, a basket, a vessel.
Kuhk?l bhajan. Earthenware, pottery.
Mahle bhajan. Basket ware, bamboo ware.

Bhaira. M. ")

y
Bhajri, F. j^^l"
Adi bh^^jri maejiulkanae.

tive woman.
Bhak.
Bhakar bhakar.

Bhakar bhukur,
Bhak bhak.

Bhukur bhukur..

acious, talkative.

She ia a very talka-

To bubble, as a spring

of water or as boil-

ing water ; to issue

in puffs, as steam
;

to spurt, as blood
from an artery ; to rise as a smell,

to issue forth.
Bhak marte so rakap go^ena.
Bhak bhak dhua todoKkana. The smoke issues

in puffs.
Bhukur bhukur heiJejoKkaua. The water boils

and bubbles.

Bhaka. Language, dialect, speech.

Bhakha.}^^^^^'*'*"^^''^^^-
Bhakhaefkanae, menkhan bae darelena. He

boasts, but cannot do it.

Bhakara. ") A report, a rumour, a
false report, boasting

;

Bhakhara. J
bragging.

Jahudiko talare bhakaraakana teheii dh^bioge.
And this report continueth to this day among
the Jews.

Bhakar bhakar. Cf, bhak.

Bhakar bhukur. Cf, bhak,

Bhak bhak. Cf, bhak.

Bhaknao. To chatter.

Bhak bhok. To speak nonsensicallj^

as a drunken man.

Bhakcu. Stupid, witless.

Bhakha. Speech, language.
Eken bhakhateCge taharese£ bae kami dareaka.

Bhakha. To boast. Cf bhaka.

Bhakhara. Cf, bhakara.

Bhakti. Religious, pious.

Bhakh bhakao. To issue freely, to
spring, as water.

Bhakhna bhakhni. Idle, obscene talk.
Cetko 00 bhakhna bhgikhniye rorleda.

Bhakndao. To stray, to err, to be
deceived.
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Bhakum.
1 qu ^ i j ^ ^

Bhakum bhak.
IShort-necked, stout

Bhakurbhak.
J

and short necked.

Bhakwau. Cf. bhutau.

Bhal. Good, respectable.

Bhala. Well, good, well then,, you
don't say so, let mo see then, it

does not signify, it matters little.

Jom geloali bhala, oet'leka sebela. I will try
it and see how it tastes.

Bhalali, iSelinea. Good, I shall catch you yet.

Bhalai. Benefit, service, gain, profit,

good.
Bhgilg.i oookoali. I will benefit them.

Bhal bhal. Great, good, rich.
Bhal bhal horko dat rahgaoKkana, ar am do

uni sohgem lagaoKkana? (Better men than
you can't do it).

Bhale bhale. Good, rich, wealthy, great,

respectable.
Bhale bhale hor. Rich men, gentlemen.
Bhale m9.nus. A respectable man, a gentleman,

a courteous humane person.

Bhalki rua. Fever beginning with
violent ague, but ofshort duration.

Bhalok. Mad, suffering from rabies,

violent, frenzied.
Bhalol^ seta. A mad dog.
Seta doe bhalogoKa. The dog wiU become

mad.
BhalolEenae. He is mad. (said of a violent man.)

Bhalua. A swallow, a sand martin.
Bhalua kapi. A battle axe, so named from its

resemblance to a swallow with outstretched
wings.

Bhalwa. Used by blacksmiths when
punching holes in iron.

The punch passes through the iron into a hole
in the bhalwa.

Bhand. The vessel into which cows
are milked.

CukaK bhan^. A small milking pot.

Bhand. ") To defile, to corrupt, to defile

Bhond. J ceremonially, to break a

holy day.

Bhand. M. "j Adulterer, adultress, those

Bhandin. F. y who marry within the

Bhundin. J prohibited relationships,

licentious.

Bhanda bhandi. A man and woman
coming together without the sanct-

ion of the Santal laws.
Bhanda bhandienakin.

Bhandan. Ceremonies after the last

rites for the dead have been per-

formed.
Nai khonru^j-kateko bhancJanoKa. The Bhan-

dan ceremonies are observed after return-
ing from the Damuda river (where the jah
baha (q. v.) of the deceased has been deposi-
ted).

Bhandan dahri. A cloth passed across

the forehead and tied behind.

Bhandan bhundun. To decimate, play
havoc, diminish.

Bhandan bhnn(Juiiko godena. Death has played
havoG with them.

Netarle bhancjaii bhun(Juiien i9.te bale sendraeda.
Through our being at present greatly di-

minished in number we do not hunt.
Sanam parkom bhandan bhunijun topakena.

Bhandao. To defile, to deflower.
Nui hor do saname bhan^aoet'koa.

Bhandar. A granary, a store.

Bhandar. The anus.

Bhan(.lar algao. Prolapsus ani.

Bhandari. A house steward.

Bhand disom. The portion of the San-
tal pargannas north and east of

the Adjoe river.

Bhandu dare. A large forest tree, so

named.

Bhandur. To become worthless, fruit-

less, to lender ineffective.
ISToa kg-mi bhanfjurena. This work is fruitless.

Lg-ndur bhg-udur dinko khemaoeda. They go
through life lazily (never exerting them-
selves).

TinaK kami bhandurentilia. How much of my
work has been rendered fruitless.

Bhandur. To change clothes, of wo-
men ; clothes of women to become
disarranged so as to be immodest.

Noa kicric bhandur gidikam, bail bes ileioK-

kana. Change this garment it does not
look well.

Bhan. Hemp.

Bhandao. To destroy, to lead astray,

to pervert ; to stray.

Bhanga. To break, tamper with, per-

vert, spoil, mar, undo, to be dis-

contented, to break harmony.
Bahuko bhaugakkantakoa, oetlekatep Karchu-

te laJroko maketkoa. How is it that the
sons' wives are becoming discontented?
They are striking them on their stomachs
with the ladle (don't give them sufficient

food).

Jiwiho hulais bhaiigaentakina.
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Bhangabhat. To break, to destroy.
Gadi sanam bhangabhatena. The cart is all

broken to pieces.

Bhanga muri. Half a bigha.

Bhangao. To break, to open up, to

change money, to spend, to tamper
with, pervert, to break up, disperse.

Ehed bhangao. To explain.
Bhir bhaiigaoena. The crowd has dispersed

(the assembly has broken up.)
Gohako bhahgaokeljkotiiia. They tampered

with my witnesses.
Nawa otko bhahgaoa. They will break up new

ground.
Taka poesa bhanganiko. Money changers.

Bhanga puja. ReHgious ceremonies
performed after the tassar silk

worms (Antheraea mylitta) have
all spun their cocoons.

Bhanga suli. "( To become poor, to lose

Bhanga sulia. / wealth and position,

broken in fortune.
Bhanga sulia ato. A decayed village.

Bhangat. To destroy, to be destroyed, or

broken, to become a water course,

generally applied to the ridges

round rice fields when broken or

carried away by a rush of water.
Bhaugafareme. Repair the breaches in the rid-

ges of the rice fields.

Bhangor. To go to ruin, to become de-

solate and forsaken.

Bhantao. To destroy, to lead astray,

to pervert ; to stray, to be broken
in estate.

Mela ren horem bhahtaoetkoa. You are perver-
ting the people of tlie fair.

Bhahtaoenale nes do. We are broken this year
(poor.)

Bhangua. Idle, lazy, slothful.

Bhadka bhakur. Cloth worn thin and
at the point of tearing.

Bhfinkur. The sound emitted by any
thing struck when drawn tight ; a

strhig, &c. drawn tight, knocked
off the straight.

Bhanlabhat. To destroy, to break
down

; dilapidated, in disrepair.

Bhaaj. To enquire into, clear up, to

break.
Katha bail bhailjlekhan orge noa reak bail ca-

laka.

Bharijao. To exercise, as an athlete
;

to be inured to, to spend time, to

cash a cheque, or currency note,&c.
Let bhalijao agiiime. Get the note cashed.
Kami bhalijaoKme. Accustom yourself to work.

Bharij dhiri. A stone with which an
athlete practices.

Bhao. Rate, price.

Thik bhao ar ojonte. Correct rate and weight.

Bhao. To prophesy, to explain, to

divine, to speak as a person posses-

sed with a spirit of divination.
Mase bhaoaleme. Prophesy unto us.

Bhaoar. To exercise, as an athlete ; to

practice, to train, to break in, to

accustom ; expert, skilled, smart.
Dal bhaoar. To beat into shapie.
Nui daiira do bae bhaoarakana. This bullock

is unbroken.
Bhaoar hor kanae. He is an expert.

Bhaondao.l m ,.
.l i i ^

Bhaorao. / ^° disappear, to be lost.

G^i okate con bhaonijaoentiila. My cow is lost
somewhere.

Bhaora. Of the male sex, a veiled term.
Ado one bako mena, abo do herel bhaora

.

Bhaora, Small round opening in a

wall to admit light, a receptacle

in a wall.
Bhaora bhugaK, or bhuli. A window opening.

Bhaora. A boring instrument I'esem-

bling a brace.

Bhaorao. Cf. bhaondao.

Bhaori. Vertigo, a dizziness to which
cattle are subject.

Bhaoria. One who peddles salt, tobacco,
spices, &c, and carries his wares
in a basket on his head.

Bhaori mala. A kind of necklace.

Bhaosao. To coax, to persuade, to pre-
vail upon by entreaty.

Uniye bhaosao ruarena . She has been persuad-

ed to return.

Bhaotia. A species of antelope.

Bhaowar. Cf. bhaoar.
Bhaph. Steam, vapour.

Bhaphao. To steam, to cook by steam-
ing.

Bhar. Load, weight, charge, responsi-
bility ; difficult.

Bhar do noare paraoakana. The weight rests
on this.

Adi bhabna, bujhau bhargeii atkareda.

Bhara. Rent, fare
; to hire, to rent.

Bhara orak. A hired house.
Eel bbara. Railway fare.
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Bhasa bharra

Bharabhat. To destroy, to waste, to

spend, to squander.
Talcae bharabhatkeda. He squandered the

money.
Jemon cet' ho alo bharabhatoK. So that no-

thinfr may be wasted.

Bhara bhuru. Easily powdered, loose,

as earth ; soft, as roasted grain in

the rains.
On(jlenaK hasa bhara bhuru i9.teko dhasao goo-

ena.

Bharan bhurun. To sob.

Bharan bhuruiie raKeda. He is sobbing.

Bharao. To swell, to puff out, to be-

come distended, to be inspired, to

be possessed with a spirit of divi-

nation ; dropsical swelling.
A.iji hor jaiigako bharaoKa. The feet of many

people swell.

Biunokice bharaoSa.
Janko bharaolca.
Jan bharaokedeae.

Bharao. To be frightened, startled.

Bharar. ") Continuously, with-

Bharar bharar. J out hitch, or halt

;

clearly.

Nui hor bharar bharar kaoah?rire gohae gujran-
keda. This man gave his evidence in the

court without a hitch.

Bharat. Ct. bhorat.

Bharar bharar. Cf bhar bhar.

Bharar bharar. Cf bharar.

Bhar bhar. ~) To issue uninterrup-

Bharar bharar. J tedly, to come a-

way continuously, to unwind easily.

UlidaK setelioKkana bharar bharar. Saliva

flows continually.

Sut?im bhar bhar raralikana. The thread reels

off uninterruptedly.

Bhar bhar. 1 Softened, easily pow-
Bhara bhuru. J dered, loose.

But ataere bhara bhuru otejoKa.

Bhar bharao. To revolve, to spin

round, to whirl.

Bharbhari. Two plants go under this

name, Ocimum basilicwm, Linn.

and Ocimum canum, Sims.

Bhar bhur. A crashing noise.

Bhari. To load ; a burden, a load ; heavy,

excessive.
Sagarreko bharia. They load it on a cart.

Hajar bhari bes hasa. A thousand loads of

good soil.

Bhari hormo. Pregnant, enciente.

Bhari. Cf bhori.

Bharia. A stick with slings at either

end, in which any thing to be car-

ried is placed, carried over one

shoulder.
Bh^irig- idieli tahekanae.

Bharjuan. Arrived at maturity.

Bharkhar. In full swing, excessive.

Netar ale sen bharkharko roKhoekana. Plan-

ting is in full swing over our way just now.

Bharna. The name given to the woof

by weavers.
Otor bharna. Warp and weft.

Bharna. To give property in repay-

ment of a debt.
Paiirali bharnakedea, mahajon then. I gave a

buUook in payment ofmy debt to the.money
lender.

Bharndo. A whirlwind.

Bharo. To be astonished, amazed,

to wonder.
Bharoenali. I am amazed.

Bharor bharor. Cf. bharar bharar.

Bharosa. Hope, expectation.

Bharotborsa. India, Hindusthan.

Bharsa. Hope, exepectation, reliance.

Bhnrsak. Full force, or ability.

Bharta. A method of cooking fish,

mushrooms, and vegetables by
wrapping up in leaves and roasting

in ashes.

Bharti To enlist, to be enrolled ; to

engage, to recruit.

Iskulre bh9.rtikom. Enrol them as scholars.

Bharti hormo. Pregnant.

Bharua. Large caterpillars, principally

those oi Attacus atlas, and Atta-

ciis Selene; an insignificant person.

Bharua kanae, cet ho bael badaea. He is a
caterpillar and knows nothing.

Bharur. \To untwist, to open out again

Bharur. J
as twine, to recover flesh and

strength after an illness.

Baber bharurena. The twine has untwisted.

Bhas. Knowledge, ability.

NuiaK lur bhas b?.nulctaea. He has no know-
ledge.

Bhasa. Language, speech.

Eaj bhasa. The imperial language, English.

Bhasa. A variety of the rice plant.

Bhasa bharra. At random, though-

lessly, to rave as an insane persont.

Bhasa bharrae roreda. H speaks at random.



Bhasam [ 60 ] Bhejer bhejer

Bhasam. To reduce to ashes by fire.

Sanam sengelte bliasamena. It is all reduced
to ashes.

Bhasan. To launch, to set afloat, to

throw into water.
Bhasankoako dibiko. They throw the idols

into water.

Bhasao. To be carried away by water,

or a flood.

Ona munijhat do bhasao oalaoena. The log
has been carried away by a flood.

Bhas bhus. Suddenly, unexpectedly
;

excitedly ; in all directions, one

this way and another that.

Bliasi. Nature, custom, habit, dispos-

ition.

.Tonom bhasite. By nature, naturally.
Bh9.sige oukautaea. His nature is such.

Bhaskao. "1 To burst out, to burst open,

Bhoskao. J to burst and the contents

to scatter, to collapse.

Bhat. A religious beggar, Hindu or

Mohammedan ; to beg.
BhafoKiii dukana. I went a begging.

Bhata. A furnace, a kiln.

Bhatau bliutua. Naked, scantily clad.

Bhatao. To fill up, to level up.
Noa gada bhataome. Fill up this pit.

Bhatau. To go about, to go here and
there, as a dog in heat.

Bhatha. A kiln, a furnace.

It* bhatha. A brick kiln.

Bhathi. A still, a boiler, a cojjper.

Paura bhathi. A liquor still.

Dhobi bhathi. A washerman's boiler.

Jhuli bhathi. A trench in the ground used as
a fireplace when cooking has to be done for

a large number of people.

Bhati. The kernel of certain fruits

when half ripe.

Bhati. A veiled name for paura. (q. v.)

Bhatic. "j Of course, to be sure, now
Bhatkec. [• that I remember, how stu-

Bhatkoc.J pid of me.
Bhatic am horn metadiA tahekangea. Of course,

you did tell me.
Durhalf I bhatio ill idiletige. Dear mo ! of course,

I did take it.

He ; bh9.tke6 uniye metadiA tahekana. Yes
;

of course, he did tell me.
Bh9'tke6 ill hoii tahekangea. Of course, I was

also there.

Unrege bhatke'^em rorlekhan jutkeail honaii.

Had you spoken then, of course, I should
have put it right.

Ho bbatkoc ifi ilelletme tahekangea. Tes

;

of course, I did see you.

Bhatija. Nephew.

Bhatkec. Cf. bhatic.

Bhatkoc. Cf. bhatic.

Bhatkura. Fat, corpulent, said of men.

Bhatok. Cf. bhat.

Bhator sukri. A huge wild boar with
large tusks.

Bhatua arak. A wild pot herb, Cheno-
podiuon album, Moq.

Bhautic. A leaf cup, a cup made of

leaves pinned together.

Bhear. To test by comparison, to exam-
ine.

Pailale bheara tinaK sahopa. We will test the
measure to see how much it holds.

Bhebhao. To bleat, as a goat or sheep.

Bhg bhg. To bleat, as a sheep.

Bhed. Interpretation, meaning, occu-

pation.

Bhed alom bhahgaoaea. Do not tell the inter-
pretation to him.

Kami bhedre bare tahenme. Keep up at your
work.

Bhecla. A ram.

Bheda dereri. "Ram's horn," a common
annual. Cassia Tora, Linn., the
leaves of which are eaten as a pot
herb.

Bhecla hako. A species of fish.

Bhede bhed. Accurately, in detail.
Bhede bhed kuliem. Question him in detail.

Bheder bheder. To talk at random,
to chatter, to prate.

Cedakem bheder bhederoKkana P "Why are you
chattering ?

Bhedwa. A wild plant. Hibiscus
cancellatus, Roscoe., var. fiisi-

forinis, Willd.

Bheja. To send.

, Bhejakedi^ae. He sent me.

Bheja. Additional assessment on rent.
Eaj bheja. Tribute.

Bhejao. To send.
Bhejao go€kakome. Send them to me.

Bhejer bhejer. To prattle, to prate, to
jabber, to chatter.

Bhejer bhejerko galmaraokana. They are chat-
tering.



Bheli [ 61 ] Bhidi j:uiatoti

BheU. To cut off the head of a goat,

used by children or when address-
ing children ; the cry of a goat
whose neck has not been severed
at the first blow.

BlioU bheljko maKkedea. Thoy did not cut
off the head at one blow.

Bhek bhek. To talk idly, to gabble,

to persist in speaking after being
told to be quiet.

Bhek bhek. To bleat, as a goat when
hurt.

Bhek bhekao. To speak much and
loudly, to continue speaking loud-

ly-

Bhekbhok. "ISaid of a drunken man
Bhak bhok / who has lost control of

his mental and bodily faculties.

Bhekua. The petiole of a leaf.

Bhelaundi. Goat's droppings.

Bhelguda. A game.

Bhelwa tap tup. "| A game played by
Bhelwa tup tup, J children.

Bhembha. M. \ Foolish, stupid, igno-

Ehembhi. F. ) rant.

Bhen bhen. "i To whirl whizzing

Bhen bhenao. J round, to spin round
with a noise, to be attacked by a fit.

P?thri bhen bhenaokedeako, nuihor.

Bherijan. To mix, to adulterate, to

mingle.
Harhaf sisir bhelljanakan dak rasa. Wine

mingled with gall.

Sunum dherko bheiljana. Oil is oftenest adul-

terated.

Bhenta. A word, or phrase with a

double hidden meaning.

Bheona. A vision, an apparition.
Nel bheonaenad. I saw an apparition.

Bhgt. A visit paid by women to a

house where a member of the

family has died ; a visit of condol-

ence, an interview, a meeting.

Bhetra. Mourning, lamentation.

Bherbher. To whirl round, to revolve,

to rotate.
Kuhbal oak bherbher acuroKa. The potter's

wheel goes whirling round.
Enaii khon bher bhere sioKkana, baskeaK ho

bape idiaekana. He has been ploughing
round and round since morning and you are

not even taking him his breakfast.

Bherbherao. To whirl, to revolve.
Met' bherbherao acuroK lokalS ?.ik?.ueda. I feel

dizzy.

Bhgrcak. \To flinch, to shy. Scottice,

Bhgrcok. j to jouk
Kulai bheroaK rug.renae. The hare doubled.

Bherot. Stiff necked, stubborn, fro-

ward, self-willed.

Bhernda. A common hedge plant
Jatropha curcus, Linn.

Bhertan. To whirl round, to turn
sharp round.

Bherwan. To turn round, as a shuttle-

cock in falling ; to wheel round.

Bhes. Form, appearance.
Diku lekae bhesena. Disguised himself as a

Hindu.
Bill bheste heolenae. He came in the form of

a serpent.
Bhes sap. To assume a form.

Bhesa bhisi. To mimic each other, one
to do what the other does.

Bhesao. To mock, to mimic, to follow

suit.

BheKsao enc'j, A dance in which the dancers
mimic certain phases of Santal village life,

as the bride going to her new home, &c.,
peculiarities in gait &c. of village celebri-
ties, &-0., &c.

Bhetro. Blunted, accustomed to, famili-

arized with.
Bhage sombat artjom bhefroenae. He is gospel
^ hardened.
Nel bhetroakan hor. A man accustomed to the

sight (of blood, &c.)

Bhetuak. An ornamental band for

the hair.

Bhidata. The Hindu deity Brahma,
providence.

Bhidi. A sheep, a ewe.
Bhidi hopon. A lamb.

Bhidi. To keep secret, to keep one's

own counsel, to spy, to pry into,

to reconnoitre, to search for a clue,

to act secretly.
Bhidikate jahanaKe hataoa. He will buy some-

thing to enable him to spy.

Bhidia. A spy.

Bhidi achim. A common cold weather
plant, Centijida orbicularis, Lour.

Bhidi janatet. Two plants are known
by this name :

—

Mota bhi^i janatet. JJrena sinuata, lAnn.
' Nanha bhi^i janatet'. Triumfetta rhomboidea,

Jac.



Bhiduk [ 62 ] Bhitai

Bhiduk. A spy, a pretender.
Bhidukkateye heoena. He came as a spy.

Bhijau. To steep, to saturate, to soak

in, to impress, to operate, to affect.

Otre mayam bhi^g-uena. The blood soaked into
the ground.

Botor bfiiiauatikoa. Pear took hold of them.

Bhikhari. A beggar.

Bhilki. To be startled, afraid.

Nel bhilkienari. The sight frightened me.

Bhili. The distance between two fur-

rows, about a cubit, in which
sugarcane, and root crops are

planted.

Bhili gur. A large lump of raw sugar.

Bhim. A cor. of beam.

Bhina.

Bhina bhini

I To separate, to disagree,
V .

.

j to divide.

Bhind. A bale, a faggot, a mass, a lump
of anything.

Bhinda. A lump, applied specially to

the mass of iron taken from the

smelting furnace.

Bhindar. To fall down, to knock down,

to collapse.

Bhindia. A faggot, a bundle of any-

thing.

Bhindia. The finishing thatch put on

the ridge of a roof

Bhindran. To fall to the ground, to

knock down.

Bhingau. To separate, to be separa-

ted, to be scattered.

pj, ? .
° • [-To break up, to cancel.

OntenaK katha bhiiigorena. The negotiations
over there have come to an end.

Bhihgora. A deceiver.

Bhingrau. To pervert, to lead astray,

to cause to err, cause to break up,

as an assembly.

Bhir. A crowd, an assembly.
Bhirrege menaAa. I am engaged along with

others.

Bhir bhaiigaoenako. The assembly has dis-

persed.

Bhir. To be busy, fully occupied, with-

out leisure.
4-dili bhirakana, ohoA alijomletama. I am very

busy and so cannot listen to you.

Bhirau. To go close to, to press close,

to put close to.

Paiirabako bhir?iu dareakkana. The bullocks

cannot go close to edge.

Lutire auriil bhiraua. I hare not yet put any
thing to my lips, i. e. have not broken my
fast.

Bhirik. Loathsome, disgusting.

A(Ji bhirik aik?.uKkana. Sensible of a loath-

some feeling.

Bhirikge lieloKkana. It is disgusting.

Bhirka bhirkhi. To be scared or ter-

rified.

Bhirka enec. A children's game.

Bhirkai bhirkai. A game played by

children.

Bhirkau. To be frightened, scared.

Bhirobhoro. To crack, to burst, to

open ;
under-baked, as an earthen

vessel.

Bhirsaha. Suffering from indigestion,

to suffer from indigestion from

over eating.
Nui hor jomte bhirsahaakanae.

Bhirsau. To suffer from indigestion

from over eating.
Jom bhirsauakanae.

Bhiso bhoso. Slack, carelessly tied or

bound.
Okoe bhiso bhosoko bandiakalia? Who has

bound up the b?indi (q. v.) so loosely ?

Bhisor. A mistake, an error, a fault, an

omission of duty.
Bhul bhisorte baA heclena. I did not come

owing to a mistake.

Bhit. A wall, to build a wall.
Nonde bhitkam. Erect a wall here.

Bhitha. An outlying piece of culti-

vated high land.

Bhitar. The inner apartment of a
Santal house.

OraE bhitarteye bolo baeakana. He is hiding
in the inner apartment.

Bhitar bahar hor. Relatives (who have access
to the inner apartment) and acquaintances
(who have not.)

Bhitar. ") Inside, within, in doors, to be
Bhitri. J inside, to put inside, to

include.
Bhitri mone bor kanae. He is a reserved man.
Maran bhitar gaijig. hor kanae. He is a very

reserved person.
Noa do bhitriKa. This will be included.
Bhitar bahar hor. A person whose duties in-

clude work within, and without doors.



Bhitara
[ 63 ] Bliondra

Bhitara. To separate the threads of
the warp when they iidhere to-
gether on the peg while being
stretched.

Bhitkur. Fat, corpulent, applied to
females.

Bhekua.' } '^^'^ P^*i°l^ "^^ * ^^''^f-

BhobhS. The sound of a trumpet or
like instrument, to trumpet.

Bhobhoe raKeda.

Bhocbhoc. To chatter, to prate, to jab-
ber ; talkative, loquacious.

Bhocbhocao. To chatter, to prate,
to speak at random.

Bhocbhocao. Liberally, plentifully.
Bhoobhocaoe ema^lea. He gave us a large

quantity.

Bhoco. Stupid, foolish, ignorant.
Bhoco mara hor. A consummate fool.

Bhocor bhocor. To gabble, to prate, to
talk nonsense, like a person drunk.

Bh5da. Fat, corpulent, unwieldy, large
;

thickheaded, dull witted.
Bhoija k9,hu. The Bow Billed oorby, Corrus

Levaillantii, Less.
Blioda rairu. A large paroquet.
Bhoda kisni. The large starling, Gracula reli-

giosa.

Bhodor. To fall into disrepair, to be
abandoned, to be pulled down, to

to be refuted, to be unsubstan-
tiated, to be rejected.

Ona oraK bhodorena. That house is abandoned.
Uni do rajkoe bhodorefkoa, ar etakkoe rajet'koa.
He deposes kings and raises others to thrones.

Bhodor bhodor. Without meaning,
continuously, without intermission.

Arisge bhodor bhodore rore€kana. He annoys
by continually speaking.

Bhodran. Worthy, virtuous, respec-

table.
Bhodran hor. A worthy, respectable man.
Ehodranko. Worthy, respectable men.

Bhodro. Respectable, worthy.

Bhoe. Fear.
Bhoe bnjhauKkana. To be afraid.

Bhoelo.M.
"I
Slightly clothed, scantily

Bhuili. F. / clad ; a girl not yet wear-
ing clothes.

Bhoelo. Loosely, loosely twisted.
Baber bhoeloakana. The twine is loosely

twisted.

Bhog. The centre;, the middle.
Bhogteta-e ubpe. Empty it in the centre.

Bhog. To enjoy, to feel pleasure, to
bear, to suffer, to endure.

Nui hor do (Jher dine suk bhogkeda. This man
has enjoyed life for many years.

Bhoga kaskom. Gossypium neglect-
uvi, Tod., a cotton plant exten-
sively cultivated.

Bhogao. To be corpulent, fat, un-
wieldy.

Bhogaoenae. He has become corpulent.

Bhogdo. Fat, rich.

Bhogjii-a. A medicinal root sold in the
bazars.

Bhogot. A vegetarian, a man who as-
pires to sanctity after Hindu ideas,

and denies himself flesh and fish.

Bhoj. A feast, to give a feast.
Bara dinreko bhojkeda . They had a feast on

Christmas day.

Bhojokoto. Troublesome, difBcult.
Bhojokcto barigire seteroUkana. He reached

with the utmost difficulty.

Bhojpuria. Gluttonous, gi-eedy, one
who eats much at a feast, (bhoj)

;

belonging to Bhoj pur.

Bholi. To bark, as a dog.
Cele Aelteye bhoKkeda? What does be see to

bark at ?

Bhok bhok. To gurgle.

Bhokbhokao. To gurgle.

Bhokrao. To low, to bellow.
Bhokrao Jgukedae, mihu niharte.

Bhokta. ) The deity in whose
Bhokta bonga. J honour the pata, or

hook swinging festival is observed.

Bhokto. Cf bhogot.

Bh5nda. To pollute ceremonially, to

cause to be ceremonially unclean,

to violate ; unclean, polluted, defil-

ed.

Bhond, Cf bhoda.

Bhondol. To labour heavily, as in

running.
Bhondol bhondole dare^kana.

Bhondor. Cf. bondor.

Bhondra. To wear away and become
wide, as a bush on which an axle

works.



Bhoti [ U4 ]
Bhot bali

Bhon. To explain, to decipher, to in-

terpret, to give the gist of.

Bhed bhohalime. Interpret the meaning to me.

Bhohgar. To be torn, as flesh by a

thorn, a deep scratch or cut, to

have the skin rubbed off.

Bhondor.l To scratch, to knock, or rub

Bhender. j off the skin, to graze, to

slightly wound.

Naaenalfem bhondorkedea. Ton just knocked
o£f a little akin.

Bajao bhonijorenaii. I have had a little skin

rnbbed off by coming against something.

Bhor. In comp. full, all, whole, up to,

as much as, a far as.

or. J
".

_
w:

:aK bh

' I Blessing.

Din bhor. All day.
Dare bhor. Whole strength.

Jiwet bhor. "1

Jonom bhor. ) Whole Ufe time.

Tniidaii bhor.
Tahen bhor. Whole time of residence.

Tahen dareaK bhor. As long as he could remain.

Bhor.

Bor.
Bljor saote bidalem. Diaroiss us with a blessing.

Am do borem, emale nabi tbo.

BhS:} To fill in, to put in.

Kjdreko bhoraokedea. They put him in jail.

Bhoraf^kedae. He filled it up.

Bhori.l One tola, or the weight of one

Bhari.j sicca rupee.

Bhorkond. A large forest tree, Hy-
menodictyon excelsum, Wall.

The bark yields a useful febrifuge.

Bh<jrma. ") Secretly, without dis-

Bhorma bhormi J play, privily.

Bhorma bhormate )_ Secretly, quietly,

Bhorme bhormete. J without any de-

monstration, delicately, privily.

Bhorme bhormete emkatiiime. Give it to me pri-

vately.
Bhorme bhormete bagiye Igigite moneana. He

was minded to put her privily away.

Bhorma bhormi. Cf bhorma.

Bhorna. Cf bharna.

Bhornga.
| a small forest bird. Cf.

Burorin. h ,

T, , - _ boronn.
Boula cere. J

Bhorok. Apprehensive of danger,

toTor, fear.

Bhorok heoadifiteii oalao gotena.
Nel bborokenali.

Bhorom. Shame, the parts of the

body which modesty requires to

be concealed.

Bhorom bhangaoentiria. I was put to shame.

Ar one bhoromko dapal hatarkae kicrie or ocog-

taea, ar ona bodol matkom.<Jhaur9.Kte bhoro-

me dapalkadege.

Ehgam apum reaK bhorom bam dobolaKa.

You did not mantain the honour of your

parents.

Bhorosa.\ Hope, dependence, expecta-

Bhorsa. j cion, confidence, trust, faith.

Thenga sapkaKkhan bhorsa buihauKa. You
feel confidence when you grasp a black

thorn.
CaKem bhorsa idialikana ? Why do you continue

to cause me to hope ?

Noa thenga do bh?.i bhorosa kantilia.

Bud bhorsa. Encouragement, confidence.

Bhorsak. \ With all one's strength, or

Bharsak. J ability.

Bhos bhos. ) Thriftlessly, recklessly,los. )

i5s. JBh6s bh5s. / thoughtlessly.
Bhos bhos bandiko bogoja. They recklessly

open their bandi (q. v.), i. e. use up their

store of grain.

Bhosa. To pierce through, to stab.

Aetegeye bhosa goeena. He stabbed himself

to death.

Bhosam.
Pota.

The first stomach.

Bhoskao. ) To open, to rip up, to make
Bhaskao. J a hole in, to burst, to

collapse.

Bhosko potam. A species of wild pi-

geon. Cf potam.

Bhosndo. Slovenly, dirty, slatternly.

Bhoso. Dusty, dirty, no idea of clean-

liness, dusty, as a miller.

Bhosor. A fault, a mistake, an omis-

sion of duty, an error.

Bhosto.\To destroy, reject, to be ruin-

Bosto. j ed or destroyed; to defile,

to profane.

Bhot. Rejected, thrown overboard,

destroyed, disproved.
Judi iliaK katham bhot dareatiii khan.

Bhota. To besmear oneself with ashes

as some Hindu ascetics do ; dusty,

as children playing among ashes.

Bhot bali. Iron stone, nodules of iron

ore.



Bhot bhot [ 05 ] Dhumbuk

Bhot bhot. 1 T, , ^ .

Bhad bhad.j^'^"^™g ^°™^-

Bhot bhot saijebana, arel do ootre. Tho hail
patters on the roof.

Bhotko. ") To blunt, to lose its odgo, as

Bhotro. J a knife ; to lose appetite,

to be wearied.

Bhoto. Stupidly ignorant, dunder-
head.

Bhotok. Eeady to exjiand, as a flower
bud or a mushroom.

Ona <J?irro do bhotoKkate bahaena.

Bhotro. Cf. bhotko.

BhoYon. Fear, frightful, fearful, dread-
"ful.

Adi bhoyone lieloKkana. He looks frightful.
4di bhoyonid afkareda. I am very much afraid.

Bhua. Idle, false.

Noa katha bhu9«ntama. Your story is falsified.

Bhubhau.lTo spill, to splash, or spill

Bubhau.
J over the side of a vessel,

as water.
Koa toa bhubhau hiricena

.

Bhubhuk. Cf. bhuk.

Bhuc. 1 Stupid, ignorant, foolish ; stu-

Bhucun.J pidity, ignorance ; an igno-
ramus, a fool.

Maraii bhuc kanae. He is a great ignoramus.
Bhuote kat dhiriko doboKaUkana. They bow-

down to idols through ignorance.

Bhucampa. An earthquake.

Bhucar. ") a u ^ u
Bhucer.j^^'^*^^^^-

Bhuc bhuci. Pride, obduracy, contum-
acy, dogged resolution, headstrong-

desire.
CalaS reaK bhuc bhuoiii maraotama.

Bhucer. ) m t

-n, , >- io excess, over much.

Nu bhuoerakanae. He has drunk to excess.

Bhucun. Ignorant, stupid, loafing

about.

Di y '

f
-A. hole, an opening, a cave.

Bhaora bhugaK. A -window opening, an open-
ing to admit light.

Bhuger. Plump, fat, large.
Gidra toa riuliute bhugerakanae. The child has

grown plump through drinking milk.
Lum^mko bhugerakana. Said of tassar silk

worms when -they have passed their fourth
moult, and grow rapidly.

Bhugol. Geography.

Bhui cal. An sarthquake, a tremor in

tho earth.

Bhuicampa. A kind of fire works.

Bhuidol. 1

Bhucampa. >An earthquake.
Ot laraok. |

Bhuila. Having body of one breadtli

from head to fei't, without a dora,

(q. V.)

Bhuili. Cf bhoelo.

Bhuiphor. ' A chasm, a large rent in

the earth's surface.

Bhujali. A large stabbing knife.

Bhuk. Cf. bhugak.

Bhuk duk. Distress, sorrow, affliction.

Bhuku. A species of termite, the white
ant that rears the ant hills so

common in the Santal country.

Bhukur bhukur. To bubble up, as

water in a spring.

Bhukur bhukur. Cf bhak.

Bhul. "j To make a mistake, to

Bhul cuk. j- forget, to over look any-

Bhul bhisor.j thing, to neglect, to

commit a fault.

Adi bhulre menakkoa. They are greatly mis-
taken.

Bbuliri sapket'taea. I saw the mistake be made.
Bhul ouk ikakatilime.

Bhulania. DecejDtive, misleading, false.

Bhulau. To deceive, to cozen.
Bhulaukateko koeketkoa.

Bhulauni. DecejDtive, causing error,

misleading, erroneous.

Bhul cuk. Cf. bhul.

Bhulkau. To gush out, to flow out, to

rise up, to spring, as water.
Dak otkhon bhulkau todoKkana . Water rises

up from the earth.

Dali do adi at bhulkau rakapkan tahekana.
The water was rising rapidly,

Bhumbri. Small pimples.
Balbal bhumbri. The rash of prickly heat.

Bhumbuk. To issue, as water in a
fountain ; to bubble up, as watei-.

DaK bhumbukoKkana. Water springs up.
Jaejug jiwei; dhabid bhumbukok dak reah mit;

tec jharna. A well of water springing up
unto eternal life.
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Bhumcampa. An earthquake.

Bhumi. Land.

Bhuricampa. A sj)inning top.

Bhunda. Fat, large, corpulent.

Bhunda jel. The flesh lying along

both sides of the back bone.

Bhundi kolma. A variety of the rice

plant.

Bhundin. A lazy, good for nothing, fat

young woman.

Bhungar. A piece, a piece^ cut off.

Mif bhuhgg-r kat ema^me. Give me a piece of

wood.

Bhungrau. To cut through, as a piece

of wood with an axe.

Bhurijau. To live, to spend time, to

suffer, endure, enjoy.

Pher dinbin bhuAiauaka^a. iThey have lived a
long time.

Nukin bahu jawae tirejngekin bhulijaua, sekin
bapagoka p Will this bride and bridegroom
live always together, or will they separate P

Amda saset otreii bhuiijanetkan do.

Bhurak. To fill in, to dip a vessel in

water to fill it.

Bhurak odokkedako.
Kandage bail bhuragoKkan.

Bhurbhurau. ") To bubble ; to rise, as

Bhurbhurau. / bubbles to the surface

of water.

Bhurbhuri. To rain sparks, as from
certain kinds of fire works, or when
a blacksmith draws red hot iron

from the fire.

Bhuri. To take off clothes that are fas-

tened round the waist, said of wo-
men ; to untwist, to uncoil.

Bhurka. Venus, as the morning star,

Sukar. Venus as the evening star.

Bhurkak. To raise up earth, as earth-

worms or beetles do.

Otko bhurkaga, lended do.

Bhurni. Socket in which a native door

(siljjin, q. v.) works in opening and
shutting.

Bhurni khunti. Post on which door swings.

Bhurti. To fill up, to be satisfied.

Bhurti. Whole.
Bhurti gada dalf calaKkana, The whole river

is filled with water.

Bhiiriic. ") To strip off clothes from

Bhuru6. J the waist, to divest one-

self of clothes fastened from the

waist, said ofmen.
Pgihil palii t ^.uriye bhiiriid gidi khongeko or

bhiiriijea. Before he divests himself of the
first' garment, they try to pull it off him.

Bhus. The bandicoot rat, Mus Mala-
baricus, Shaw, Mus giganteus,

Lin.

Bhusun } Suddenly, unexpectedly.

Bhus marte of^okenae. He darted out,

Bhusuh marte tarupe toi goflena, gajar khon.
The leopard rushed out of the thicket.

Bhusa. Chaff.

Bhuska. A species of termite, or white-

ant.

Bhuska. M. ) Greedy, always thinking
Bhuski. F. J of his or her belly.

Bhusku. To stir up, to disturb, to shake
up, as grain on a threshing floor.

Bhuskulekhanem gegergeae. If you disturb it

it will bite.

Bhusndi. A small fly ;.applied to girls

when scolding, or finding fault.

Bhusri. Applied to girls when scolding.

Cf bhusndi.
Nui bhSsri do nondege aour baraekanae, kami-

te bae calaka.
Bae daka hoda nui bhusri do.

Bhusun. C£ bhus.

Bhut. A demon, a ghost, a goblin.
Bhut oapario. One possessed.

Bhutaha. Haunted, occupied by, or
the residence of, a bhut. (q. v.)

Noa do bhutaha dare kana, alope maga. This
tree is the residence of a bhut, do not cut
it down.

Bhutau. To be angry, beside onself,

with anger.

Bhutel. Fat, corpulent.
Bhu^elakanae. He has become fat.

Bhutel. 1
T

., T ,

Bh ter (

^^"^^ '='' demon, demoniac.

Nu bhutelakanae, sen ocoaepe.

Bhutela. Cf bhutaha.

Bhutela. Rich, wealthy.
A.^i bhutela hor kanae. He is a very rich man.

Bhuter. To excess, over much.

Bhutia. Fat, big bellied.
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Bhutka. \Small of stature, stunted,
Bhutki.

J
dwarfish.

Bhutra. Dumpj'.

Bhutua bhutuu. Empty-handed, naked.

T>-'i> j-To be satisfied, to be satiated.

Bae bilena. He was not satisfied.

Jombi enae. He is satisfied.

Jom bi ocokedea A. I gave him sufficient to eat.

Inalite do bae bilfa. That will not be sufficient

for him.

Bian. 1 Birth, act of parturition, to

Bihar J be delivered of young, of

brute animals only
;
productive.

Tin^K bi9.n gai kanae ? How many times has the
cow calved ?

Bar bihar gai. A cow that has calved twice.
Horo bail bigmlena, nes. The rice was not

productive this year.

Bibad. Enmity, ill will, dispute ; to

wrangle, to quarrel, to litigate,

to dispute.
Nukin dokin bibadgea. These two are at vari-

ance with each other.

Bibhorom. To disgrace, to outrage

one's modesty.

Bibi. Anything living that frightens

or hurts, said to and by children

only.
Onte alom calaKa bibi menaea.

Bibi era. A Mem saheb.

Bicar. To judge, to consider, to reflect,

to comtemplate, to deliberate, to

ponder, to devote the mind, thoug

hts, or attention to.

BiKc?.rid. A judge.
Bic^irkatalem. Judge between na.

Bichia. A ring worn on the second

toe by women.
Attached to the ring is a small hollow ball of

bell metal withtwo or three small pieces of

the same metal inside, which rattle as the

wearer walks.

Bichnau. To recognize, to distinguish,

to discern.
Bichnau bichnauteli lielkeda.

Jemon boge bariciii bichn?ia dareaK. So that

I may distinguish good and evil.

Bichri. Bird-limed twigs.

Bichri. To split, to separate, split

into pieces, like straws.
JonoK lagi^ ma£ko bichrieda. They split bam-

boos to make brooms.

Bickau. To sprain.

Bickom. Rather, but, but rather.
Marsal Ichon bickom riutko dul^rkeda. Loved

darkness rather than light.

Biclau. To sprain, as an ankle.
Jaiigae bicl^uakana. His foot is sprained.

Bida. To give one permission t(j de-

part, to dismiss, to say, or bid

adieu, to bid fiirewell.

Bhor saote bidalem. Dismiss us with a
blessing.

Bidal. Generation, time.
Pilatus bid^lrenko. The contemporaries of

Pilate.

Noako jotoge noa bidgilren horkore paraoKa.
All these things shall come upon this gen-
eration.

Bidaraha. "I Wandered, strayed, lost, as

Bidraha. J a sheep from the flock.

Bidraha gg-i kanae. She is a strayed cow.

Bidas.
'I
Foreign, belonging to another

Bides. J country, or district.

Bidau. To test, to tempt, to examine,
to prove.

Onko bilt{J?uifi calaRkana. I go to prove them.
Soetan then biqlauK l^gii. To be tempted of

the devil.

Bides. Cf bidas.

Bidesia. Foreign, belonging to another

country, or district, a foreigner.

Bidgoe bodgoe. Fat, corpulent, un-

wieldy, applied to women.

R^dli^
[Custom, usage, manner, mode.

Bidhanta. A large forest climbing

plant, common on the Rajmahal
hills, Entada scandens, Benth.

Bidhanta.

Bidhon.
UniaJf bidhanta oe{ lekatae coii.

Bidhaura. To delay, to hinder, to im-

pede, to put an obstacle in the

way.
Alom bidhauraiia. Do not hinder me.

_

Nui gidr?. i9.tebaii k9.mi dareattkana, biijhaurg.-

enad. I can get no work done on account
of this child, I am hindered.

Bidhua. \Born out of wedlock, abas-

Bidhwa.J tard.

Nui gidr?' bidhu9.tem janamkedea. You gave
birth to this child out of wedlock.

To turn a somersault.

Fate.

Bidia.

life}
'^-»>'«"5«-
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Bidia. \Hindrance, adverse influ-

Bed bidiaj ence of a supernatural order.

Bidic bidic. To ferment, to rise in

bubbles, as anything fermenting,

to keep moving, as a mass of mag-
gots. Scottice, hotching.

Tejo betag.ricko bi(Jie bi<Jijol£kaiia.

Bidic bidic. Without stint, more than
Sufficient.

Bi^lio bidiae jomoda. He eats without stint.

lA ia.te bidic bi^icem jomeda ?

Bidir bidir. Well cooked rice, each

grain intact, not boiled into a pulp.

Bidlai. To be scattered in all direc-

tions, all at once, without inter-

vening interval.

Bidlgii marteko barlsao got'ena. They all hat-
ched at one time.

Gele bidlaiena. Burst into ear at the same time.

Onte note up do bidlai bidlaioKkantakoa. Their
hair is all flying loose.

Bidnalc. Instantaneously, all at once,

with a jerk.
BidnaK menteye teiigo goiena. He came to a

stand still all at once.

Bidot. To cause suffering or shame,

to suiifer, suffering.
Alan dolah bidotena, bill i?.te. We suffer

through the serpent.

Bidra bidri. ") Not to come together as

Bidrau. / husband and wife, the

husband not to bring home his

wife.
Bidraaakatjmeae, amaK o9.1i gunte. He has left

yon at your father's house on account of

your conduct.

Bidra bidri. Streaming gaily along.
Bit^lra bidri i^eJ^el tan(^ilco calaUkana.
They stream gaiyly along on their way to the fair

Bidrau. To be frightened, to be start-

led, scared.
Cele lielte con gaiko bidranenaP What has.

frightened the cows?
Campa gar khon Madho Siile bi<Jrauketbona.
Madho Sing soared ua away from fort Champa.

Bidya. Knowledge, learning.

Bigaboge. Fat, plump.

Bigha. A measure of land, which var-

ies from :| to "I
of an acre.

Bighin. Sickness.
Hog bighin. Disease and sickness.

Bigobngo. Fat and unwieldy, corpulent,

lazy, because fat.

Mm bigobogoe kamidarcaka? Can this 'fatty'

work P

Bigra bigri. \To cause misunderstand-

Bigrau. J
ing between friends, to

set friends at variance, to lead

astray, to pervert.

Blpla biha.}^-™g^-
Bihar. C£ bian.

Bihet bihet. Used by herdsmen to call

their cattle.

Bihri. ") To appoi'tion to each his share

Biuri. J in a sum ot money to be

raised conjointly.

Tin tiritkateko bihri joiia ? How much will they
apportion to each ?

Bihrikateko ufhaua. They apportion to each
his share, and then collect the money.

Bihri bata. \Over and above the am-
Biuri bata. J ount settled to be paid

by each. C£ bihri

Bihur. To revolve, come round again,

as the seasons. Cf acur bihur.
Des con bihuren ja gosae gutruf dos saheda.

Bijau. 1 To be steeped, to be saturat-

Bhijaii. J ed, to be drunk in ; to

strongly impress one, to recognize

the force of an argument, to be
assimilated.

Jomak hormore bah biig.ukkantaea. He does
not assimilate hie food.

Noa katha bijauadiiia. I feel the force of this

argument.

Bijhauk. To travail in birth.

Bijir bijir. To be separated into very

small particles, to fly as sparks from
an anvil, to scatter, as rain drop.s

falling on a hard surface ; to

separate mto small globules, as

mercury ; very fine, as spray.
Bijir bijir pasii'oKkana. It is scattering in spray.

Bijli. Lightning, wildfire.

BiM mente bijlikedae. The lightning flashed
vividly.

Bijo bojo. 1 Slovenly, carelessly, scan-

Bijoc bojoc. J tily.

Bijoo bojode dhutiakana. He wears his dhuti
in a slovenly manner.

Bikau. To be named, to be called, to

be current.
As chut9.u liutumteye bikaultkana. Ho goes by

the name of "Despond."
Bikau. To be sold, or disposed of for

a price.
Tinakte bik^uKa p For how much will it be

sold.?
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Bikhar. To be angry, to be at enmi-
ty, not to be on speaking terms,
to be scattered.

Ale dole bikhg.rakana, uni soiige bale ror jon-
kaua.

Bikir bikir. ") A wriggling mass, as mag-
:}Bikitbikit. / gots. ScottmtL\ hatching.

Bikit' bikitiko tejokedea, are gooena.

Bikla bikli. ")^ To be disturbed, to be
Biklau. j uneasy, to be agitated,

to be restless.

OraKte oalaK l^git' bitl» blkli baraekanae. He
is impatient to go home.

Bikol. 1 To be restless, uneasy, troub-
Bikoli. j led, uneasy, disturbed, grieved.
Mon bikolika. The mind will be troubled.

Bikol bokol. "1 Unfit for use, as water

;

Bokol bokol. J watery and therefore
unpalatable, as utu (q. v.)

Bikor bokor. To be pulled out, as a
coiled up rope ; to run out, as an
anchor chain.

Bil. A bill, an account.
GurukoaK tolope bila. He draws up a bill for

the teachers' salaries.

Bilan. A wide expanse, a plain.

Biland. ^ . i i •

-p-1 , > A wide expanse, a plam.

Biland t*n(Ji. An extensive plain.
BiJat dak. A wide expanse of water.

Bilat. To advance money or grain

on the security of cidp.s, to lend

on interest.
HoroA .bilatakada gota t^-ni?!. I have advan-

ced money on the dhan all round.

Bilat. England.

Bilati. English, belonging to England,

foreign.

Bilbilau. ") To be seized with panic, to

Chilbilau. J be in terror, to be frighten-

ed, to be .startled ; to be excited

through fear or joy.

Horkoko bilbilau cabaena. The people are

panic stricken.

Bilbilau. \Soft, as a ripe fruit ; spongy,

Liblibau,/ as wet soil.

Ot liblibauena dakte. The soil is spongy owing
to the rain.

Bilhau. On all sides, round about.

Bilhau. To hand round, distribute, to

serve out.
Daka bilhg.ume. Serve out the food.

Bilia bitii. Heads and tails, in a jumble,
one above another, in h(!a))s.

Noa horo do sanam bili^i bitio gurena hoete.
This doan is 'laid' in all directions.

Bilik balari. \ To glisten, to flash, to
Bilit balan. J sparkle, to swagger; res-

plendent.
Bili^ balah dara baraekanae. He goes swagger-

ing about.
Hako bilit balaiioKako. The fishes flash (in
the sun light.

)

Tarware biUt balah jhalkaoHkana. The sword
flashes.

Bilit'. ^To flash, to sparkle, to

Bilit bilit. J twinkle, to swagger, to

put on airs.

BiUt' meuteii lielkedea. I caught a glimpse
of him.

Bilit' biliC bijlikedae. A bright flash of light-
ning.

Bilit bilitkin calalckana, alahlekan kuribanuk-
koa. They go about giving themselves
such airs, as if there were no girls to com-
pare with them.

Bilit balan. Cf bilik balah.

Bilom. To delay, to put off time, to

tarry, to loiter, to saunter.
Alom biloma, ruar hec godokme. Do not delay,

but return immediately.

Biltau. To disappear, to go off secret-

ly, to stray, to be lost, to be mis-

laid.

Okato coe biltauena, mit tec mihii do. A calf
has strayed somewhere.

Bin. "j_ In comp. without, devoid of,

Bina. j exclusive of, except, save,

wanting.
Bin badaete. Without knowing.
Bin jielte. Without seeing.

Bina hukumte. Without orders.

Bin. A snake.

Bina. Cf bin.

Bin cere. A small bird.

Bin kancur. The slough of a snake.

Bin kidiri. Snakes and scorpions.

Bin ot. Poisonous mushrooms.

Bind. A pin of wood, used instead of

a nail.

Bind bahki. A anklet with a joint and fastened
with a pin of wood.

Eindbak. Cf. khila bak.
Bind sakom. A bracelet fastened with a pin of

wood.

Binda, A sheaf a bundle ; to make
into sheaves, or bundles.

Mit' bindg. horo. A sheaf of dhan.
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Bindar, To fall down, to collapse.
Horo bind^rena. The dhan lias fallen to tlie

ground.

Bindhar. To fix in a horizontal position,

as the bars of a gate or railing ; a

fence or raihng made of wooden
bars.

Gorako bindh^raka^a. They have fenced the
cow shed with horizonal bars.

Mitten ma^le bindhJirlaKa. We fixed a bamboo
horizontally.

Bindi. A spider.
Kul bindi. A largfe poisonous spider.
Bindi ganalf. A spider's web.

Bindi. A straw stand for earthen pots,

the rim round the bottom of any
vessel to make it stand steadily.

Bindi lota. A lo^a (q. v.) with a rim on which
to stand.

Bindi mutha. A common garden weed>
Fitnbristylis monostachya, Hassk.

The root of this plant is used medicinally by the
Santal ojhas.

Bindran. To fall, or tumble down back-

wards from a standing or sitting

position.
Dal bindraii go^kedeae, He felled him to the

ground.

Binduc. To sneer, to thrust out the

under lip mockingly.
Binducaeako They will thrust out the under

lip mockingly at him.

Binduc satok. To pout, to frown, to

scowl, to mock.
Binduc sa^oke Aelokkana. She is scowling.

Binhak ~) Falsely, illegally, without

Binhakte. J cause.
Binhakte dg-brikediAae.

Bini. A bamboo fan which takes

the place of bellows in a Santal

household.
Seiigel binite ewerme. Fan the fire with the

hini.

Binthi. A curved knife for household
pui-poses.

The binthi is held in position by the foot and the
material to be cut is pressed against the

Binti. To proclaim, to discuss, preach,

relate, exhort ; teaching, exhorta-

tion.

Bintika raj. The "uncrowned king,"

i. e. the Pargana (q. v.)

This is an allusion to an ancient custom which
once existed in Chutia Nagpur and ad-
ioiniug districts. The king acknowledged
the accession of a feudatory prince by put-

ting a mark on his forehead with the great

toe of his right foot, which had been smeared
with vermilion. The title which exists up till

the present, was that of Tikait. The Santal

chief of a district has the authority, al-

though he has never received the tika.

Bipod. \ Misfortune, trouble, distress,

Bipot. J
suffering.

Bir. 1 Jungle, forest ; wild, undo-

Bir pakar. J mesticated.
4(Ji birakana, saltatabo. There is much jungle,

we will clear it and give relief from wild
animals.

Ur^ bi^: 1 ^^''^^' primeval forest.

Afut bir. ")

Akut bir. > Large, dense forest.

Akat bir. J
Bir janwar. Wild animals.

Biraj. To be frightened, to be worried
;

to harass.
Bougae birajketkoa, dgirkedako. The bohga

frightened them and they fled.

Bir alpalua. The wild form oiJPhaseo-

lus aconitifolius, Jacq. Cf al-

palua.

Birampat. ") To keep looldng back as

Birampat. J one flees, to flee away at

full speed.
Birampa,te dgirkeda. He fled looking back

every now and again as he ran.

Biran. ~) Foreign, distant place or

Birana. J country.
Biran ren hof doe bah kana. He is not a stran-

ger.

Birana ren hor kanae. He belongs to a distant
place.

Bu'asali. To sulk, to be discontented,

peevish.
Birasaliakanae teheA do. He is sulking to-day.

Birbanta. A giant, a mighty man of
valour.

Birbao. A hurricane, a cyclone ; Like a
hurricane.

Birbao hore hoeena. He is a hurricane-like
man. (The idea prevalent is that persons
exceptionally strong in body or mind first

saw the light during a hurricane, and so
are named hurricane men.)

Birbhui. The district of Birbhum, the
first syllable bir, Santali, mean-
ing forest, and the second bhui,

Sanscrit, and meaning land, i. e.

" forest land".

Bir but. A plant common in the jungles,
Flemingia congesta, Linn.

The name ' wild gram' is given because the fruit,

which is also eaten, resembles that of the
cultivated hut or gram.
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Bir disom. The forest country. The
name given by the Santals to the

country lying between the Ganges
and the Adjoe River. Cf. birbhiii.

Bir ghangra. A common jungle plant,

a broad leaved form of Vigna
vexillata, Benth.

Birhau. To take root, to begin to grow,

as a plant that has been transplan-

ted ; to settle down.
Ceflekam liel 9.gukeda, birh^iuakana se ban p

He, birhgiuakaiia. How did you find it ? has it

begun to grow? Yes, it is growing.

Birhi-angur. C£ angur birhi.

Bir hor. " Jungle man." A small Dra-

vidian tribe, mainly located in

Chutia Nagpur, who live in the

jungles, and eke out a scanty sub-

sistence by hunting and selling

jungle produce, especially the bark

of Bauhinia Vahlii, which they

make into ropes, sikuars (q. v.), &c.

Bii- horec. A common jungle plant,

Atylosia scarabcedois, Benth.

Biri. A fetter ; to fetter.

Hgiri biri. Manaolea and fetters.
^

Biri hor. A fettered person, a prisoner.

Birij birij. To harass, to worry.
Birij birijkedeae, bae thir ocoaekana. He

harassed him, would not leave him alone.

Birid. " Bearing," unstamped, as a

letter.

Birid birid. Watery substance oozing

from a mass ; to run as a sore.

Biriil biriri daHtef hiiijif gidime.

Birid birili daka. Boiled rioe from which wa-

ter oozes out.

Birid birid. \To continue weeping

Burun burun./ and sobbing for a long

time ; the eyes to fill with tears.

Birili birixie raKeda.

Birit. Trade, calling, profession.

Birjhunka. A common wild plant,

Crotalaria ealycina, Shrank.

Bir kana arak. A common plant dur-

ing the rains, Comvielyna salici-

folia, Linn.

Birkau. \To be frightened, to be start-

Bliirkau.J led, to be scared.

Kul reaU raK aAjomte g9.iko birkauena. The

cows were frightened by hearing the tiger

Birki. To be frightened, scared ; night-

mare.

Bir kubet. A common wild plant, An-
drographis echioides, Nees.

Birla. ") Some, here and there, some
Birla birli. J . . .other.

Baje birlgi. Here and there.

Birla birli sawaekedae, birlg. birli do ban, In
some places there is a good crop and not in
others.

Birlan. ") To keep a sharp look

Birlan birlid. J out on all sides, to be
on the alert against enemies from
any quarter, to prick up the ears,

to smell danger.
Birlan birlilikobeiigeda, jel do. The deer keep

a sharp look out on all sides.

Sadom birl?ih birliilolfkanae, botoroK leka.

The horse pricks up his ears as if be were
afraid.

Bir lopon araH. A wild pot herb, Ver-

nonia cinerea, Less.

Bir malhan. A climbing plant found

in the jungles, Atyllosia mollis,Bth.

Bimaha. Wild, undomesticated ; of

solitary habits, strange.

Bir narcha. A common wayside plant,

Corchorus, nov. sp.

Birnju.lA small forest tree, Bauhinia
Bunju.J retusa.

Bii-od. Out of temper, sulky.
Birodakanae. He is sulking.

Birodhi. Angry, at variance.

Birot. At variance, at enmity with each

other.
Birotiakanakin. They are at variance with each

other.

Birpakar. Cf bir.

Birsan. A common wild plant, PJtaseo-

lus mungo, var. radiatus, Linn.

Bir miru baha. Sida carpinifolia, a

common wild plant which yields

a good fibre.

Birsaha. "| Suffering from indigestion

Bhirsaha. J or overeating.

Birsau. ")To suffer from indigestion

Bhirsau. J or over eating.

Bir sauraj . A jungle plant.

Bir sim. The jungle fowl, Gallus

ferrugine^is.
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Bithi

Birsindic. A species of monkey, or

baboon.

Bir sukri. The wild pig, Sus indicus.

Bir suraj mukhi. The wild sun flower,

lonidium suffruticosmn, Ging.

Bir surgn^aALaggera flava, Benth., a

Bir turi. j plant with yellow flowers

common during the cold season.

Birtant. Tidings, rumour, intelligence,

explanation.

Birti. Cf. biiit.

Birud. Opposition, contrariety ;
against,

Am birudre. In opposition to tliee.

Birturi. Heels uppermost, feet in the

air ; head down.
BirtuA birtuAko unumoKlcana. Tliey are diying

in the water heels in tbe air.

Biryon boryon. To wriggle as a snake

when moving ; to move as a snake.
Biryoii boryoiie calalikana.

Bis. Poison.
Bisan. Poisonous.

-p,- V Twenty seers weight.

Bisaha. Poisonous, as a snake ; easily

angered.

Bisal. Poisoned, as an arrow.
Bisg-l apayi. A poisoned arrow.

Bisbakhan. To abuse, to vilify, to say

all sorts of things against one in

his hearing, literally, " poisonous

words."
Biabakbane egerkediAa.

Bisbiswas. Certainly, without doubt,

without fail.

Bisbiswas bare hiinlime. Come without fail.

Bisbiawaaiii dalea. I shall certainly beat him.

T, • >- More, to increase.
Besi. j
Khajna bisiakana. The rent is increased.
Bisi emoK hoyoktama. You must give more.

Bisi Jan. The spine, the back bone.

Bisi muti. Diligently.

Bisi sutuc. ") Carefully, diligently, un-
Bisic sutuc J remittingly

Bisic sutuoiil liam barakeda. I sought care-
fully for it.

Bisoe. Regarding, concerning.

Bisor. A mistake
Bhul bisor. Mistakes, errors, faiilts.

Bisphor 1 Eczema, boils.
Bisphotka. J

Eispitaha. Easily angered, short tem-

pered.

Bistor. Many, much.
Bister horko jaoraakana. Many people have

assembled.
Bistorko jomkeda. Theyate a large quantity.

Bistur. To waste, to destroy, to spend,

to harm.
Daka alom bistur gidia. Do not waste the

food.

Nia khon do cet ho bae bisturkeda. He did

no more harm than this.

Biswas. Faith, belief.

NitiA biswgisena. Now I believe.

Bid. To plant, to fix upright in the

ground, to set in a hole, to cock

the ears.

Lutur bit'. To listen attentively.

Lutur bitkateye darkeda, kul^ii do. The hare
fled with its ears raised.

Bita. A span ; the distance between
the tijDs of the thumb and little

finger when stretched out ; to mea-
sure by spanning.

Bitaime. Measure it by spanning.

Bitau. To pass, to elapse, as time.
Mi€ hapta bitauena. A week has passed.

Bil} bikoc. Looking round about, swing-

ing arms, as a person in high
glee.

Bit' bikoo oet bail daU lom calakkan ruho£
botedkemae.

Biii diiruc. To limp by walking on
the toes with the knee joint flex-

ed.

Bi6 diiruoe tarametkana.

Bitha. High cultivated land.

Bithak. As soon as, whenever.

Heo bithakge dakae jomkeda. He took his
food as soon as be arrived.

B'tl k f-^s soon as,immediately after.

Heo bithakge dakae jomkeda.
Uni do tuii bithg-g gockoae.

Bithi. Forced labour.
Bithiko senakana, raj orakte. They have gone

to do forced labour at the raja's house.

Bithiahi. Like forced labour, half
heartedly.

Bithiahipe k^imikana, an lagaokate kamipe.
Tou are working as if you were forced to
it, put some vigour into your work.
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Biti. Dau gliter, an affectionate form
of address to young women and
girls.

Bitkil. A female buffalo.
May bitkU. A good milking buffalo cow.

Bitkil dh5nd, A large snaku so called.

Bitla bitli. To be impatient, to fret.
Nukin do bankin biti?. bitUKkaua. These two

are not impatient.

Bitlaha. ") To out-caste, out-casted, os-

Bitol. J tracised.
Bitolkedeako. They out-casted him.
Onkan hof jiwei janam l9.grit'le bit;l?.hakoa. We

out-caste such people for life.

Bitlaii. To be impatient, to chafe, as

at delay.
Tin^iR bam bitl?.ulfkana, oalaKgeale.

Bitol. Cf. bitlijha.

Bitol Murmu. A sub division of the
Murmu tribe or sept of the San-
tals.

Bitoti biton. Separate, distinct, be-
longing to different castes, or loca-

lities.

Bitoh bitoh horko jarwalena. People from
many different localities were assembled.

Biuri. Cf. bihri.

Biyol boyol. \Long, tall, sweeping, with
Boyol boyol. J grand display.

B^bukko do biyol boyolko dhutiKa. The ba-
boos wear fine flowing dhutis.

Gidr^ko khub boyol boyolko hara got'ena. The
children have grown tali.

Boak. A huge big healed tiger or

tomcat ; broad full faced.

BoaK aisane lieloKkana. He looks like a huge
big headed tomcat.

Boar. A species of fish.

p - j-Varieties of the rice plant.

Boas. The cry of a cei-tain species of

wild cat.

Boas runda. The large wild cat whose
cry is " boas boas."

Bobe. To stutter, to stammer.

Boc. To take off garment, or shoes ; to

draw, from sheath, as a sword ; to

unsheath, to extract, as teeth ; to

pull off, to slip off.

Hako kanari iate bahko bojoKa. The fish do
not slip off owing to the barb on the hook.

Boc. A medicinal root sold in the baz-

ars.

Bochor. A year.
Boohorke bochor. Annually, yearly.

Bod. Bad, evil.

Maraii bod hor kanao. Ho is a very bad man.

Boda. A ram, the male of certain
graminivorous animals, as goats,

deer &c.
Boda jel. A stag.
Boda merom. A he-goat.

Boda bin. A brown rock snake.

Boda ghangra. A garden crop, a variety
of Vigna catiang, Endl.

Bode. Muddy, thick, turbid, dirty.
Bo(Je dalf alom Jluia. Do not drink rapddy

water. ^

Bodea sodea. An inferior kind of han-

di (q. V.) Cf. bodoc mela.

Bodgak bodgak. Deep, as a blow with
a hoe in earth, or with an axe in wood.
BodgaK bodgalf hasae u^kgiu idikeda, kul do.

The tiger made deep holes in the earth
(with his feet).

Bodgalc bodgak magme se. Cut deeply.
BodgaK bodgaUe jomet' do. He thrusts big

handfuls of food into his mouth.

Bodgoe. A fat, plump woman.
Bodgoe mara budhiye arisetbona. This fat old

wife annoys us.

Bodh. An inoculator, or \-accinator.
Bodh johpe. Send for a vaccinator.
Bodh %i]i^. Inoculation mark.

Bodhao. To soothe, pacify.
Bodhao otokaea mentell sen liogoKa. I shall

go for a little to soothe it.

Bod khasi. A goat not effectually

castrated.

Bodla.\To change, to exchange, to sub-

Bodol.J stitute, to recompense ; in-

stead of, in exchange, in room and
stead.

XTni bodolte. Instead of him.
Bodla/i halaea. I will be revenged.
Met' bodol me(;. An eye for an eye.

Bodla budli. In turns.
Bodla budlilah kamia. We will work by turns.

Bodlar nari. ") A common jungle clira-

Bod nari. J ber, Vitis adnata,Roxb.

Bodmas. A rascal, a scoundrel.

Bodnam. To disgrace, to give a bad-
name to.

Nui hor do adiye bodnamketlea. This man
brought great disgrace upon us.

10
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Bodo, StujDid, and unable to speak

distinctly.
Bodo mara hor. A stuttering, stammering fool.

Bodoc. To rinse out, to squeeze or

wring out.

Bodoc handi. Liquor obtained by
pouring water on the malted grain

and squeezing it. It is of infe-

rior quality.

Bodoc mela. ~) The liquor obtained by
Bodoc sodoc. J squeezing the malted

grain, and being refuse is of an

inferior quality.

Bodol. Cf. bodla.

Bodor bodor. Muddy, dirty, as water.
Bodor bodor AeloUkana, daK do. The water

looks dirty.

Bodre. Old, and careless in attire.

Bodro. Stuttering, stammering.
Nui bodro mara hor oka ho ban bujhauEtaea.

Boe. Used in addressing girls and
young women when scolding, or

fault finding.
China boe, cet lagiiJem calakkana? Fie, you

huzzy, what are you going tor ?

Boe is also employed in addressing the village

priest at a certain stage of the ceremonies
observed during the Baha porob (q. v.),

as he is supposed to be possessed by Jaher
era, the Goddess of the Sarjom grove.
(Jaherthan, q. v.)

Boeha. Brother, or sister, near relative.

Tinalf boehaRape? How many brothers and
sisters are there of you ?

Boeha misera. Brothers and sisters.

Boela. Long, tall.

Boela cgrS. The Hornbill. Cf. camacako.

BoSto boyol. Very long, as a long rail-

way train, or a peacock's tail.

Bogda. A large stabbing knife, a shi-

kari knife.

Boge. Good, well ; to heal, to do good,

to do well.

Joto lekan rog bighine bogekettakoa. He heal-

ed all kinds of diseases among them.

Boge juda. News, health and condition.

NotenaK sanam boge juda besgoa. All tho
news of this place is good.

Boge .itida reaKfco kupulia. They will ask each
other regarding their health and condition.

Bogete. A word possessing intensify-

ing force.

Bogeteye darkeda. He ran like tho wind.

Bogeteye dakkeda. It poured a deluge.

Bogeteye jomkeda. He ate an immense quan-
tity.

Bogeteye raKkeda. He wept bitterly.

Bogeteye laiigaena. He was tired out.

Bogeteye kamikana. He works very hard.

Bogoc. To make a hole in, to open,

to slit.

Bandiko bogoja. They open the bandi (q. v.)

Bogot. Cf. bhogot.

Boha casa. A non-resident cultivator.

Halboha. A ploughman.

Bohal. 1st Class rice land in which

there is always a sufficiency of

moisture.

Bohao. To be floated away ; to blow, as

wind ; to run, as the king's writ.

Hoe bohaolfkana, oka seo khon? From what
point blows the wind ?

Bohao. To curry on the shoulder ; to

carry.
Pakwalla cithiye bohaoeda.

Bohi. Flowing.
Bohi dak. Running water.

Bohoe. To swill clothes in water, to

wash off, to rinse.

Noa kicric bohoeme. Rinse this cloth.

Bohok. Head.
Bohok paragoR leka hasoedidkana. I have a

splitting headache.
Tinak bohoR menaKkotapea, kada bitkilp How

many head have you counting buffaloes and
buffalo cows ?

BohoR bohoR ren kora kuri. Boys and girla
of the same family stock.

Bohok. To accuse, to lay blame on,

to throw responsibility upon.

BohogeaA. I will accuse him.
Boehako ren boKhoRid. The accuser of the

brethren.
Larhaire ho ill ge& bohoRena. The responsib-

ility of fighting was also laid on me.

Boh5k. Portrait, shape, representation,

"dim outline.
Nui do okoe bohoke lieloRkana ? Whose por-

trait is this ?

Mii; bohok geldn JieloRa. They look very much
alike.

Bohol bohol. In ever widening circles,

as caused by a stone thrown into

water.
B?ibaite bohol bohol oalaoena. It moved away

slowly in ever widening circles.

Bohon. Broken in, accustomed to, in-

ured to work, second hand.
Nui hor kg,mire bae bohonakana. This man is

not accustomed to work.
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Bohor bohor. Rippling sound of water.
DaR bohor bohor sa(}okana.

Bohor bohor. Muddy, thick, as water.
Darha realf dalf leo(Jate bohor bohorena. The

water in the pool is muddy through having
been stirred up.

Bohor bohor.]

Lohor bohor. I Sticky, mixed into a
Leher bohor.

j
soft mass.

Leper leper, j
Leber bohor losot'akana.
Leper lepere daK m?n(Jia. She boils the rice

into a sticky mass.

Boi bindi. A common small thorny
tree, Randia dumetoruvi, Lamk.

Boi bindi jel. A mythical deer.

Boj. Load, burden.

Bojao. To load, to load or charge a
gun or hole for blasting.

Banduk Jbojao dohokam. Load the gun to be
ready.

Bojge. Slovenly in dress, shameless
in attire.

Bojha.}^^"^^^"'^^"^^-
Hamal bojhako toleda, ar horko realf tarenreko

ladea. They bind heavy burdens and lay
them on men's shoulders.

Bojhao. To load, to pile up, to put in.

Bojra. M. 'I Carelessly dressed, cloth

Bujri. F. J round waist too low down,
slovenly.

BDJrae dhutiakana.
Bujriye bandeakana.

B6k. The pedicle of the cocoon of

the tassar silk worm.
Lnmam reaK bok.
Mandoli bokaKme.

Boka. Foolish, stupid, ignorant, raw.
Boka Saotar. Unsophisticated Santals.

Bokak. A tadle made of a pumkin
split into two up the middle

lengthwise.

Bokao. ) To jabber, to talk nonsense,

Bakao. J to prate, to rave.

Bokboko. To stretch, as twine from a

ball.

Or bokbokokedae sutam do. He pulled and stret-

ched out the thread.

Bokhar. A sheath, of sword, &c.

Boko. The lungs.

Bokobhbnd. To disgrace, to bring con-
tumely upon.

Bokobhou(J cabakefleae. He has completely
disgraced us.

Boko boeha. ") Brothers, elder and
Boko bokoeha. J younger.

Bokol bokol. Muddy, dirty, bad as
stagnant water in the hot weather.

Bokom. Thy younger brother or sister.
Bokom kora. Thy younger brother
Bokom kuri. Thy younger sister.

Bokom baha. An ornamental tree, the
Persian lilac, Melia Azadarach,
Linn.

Bokon. My younger brother or sister
Bokoii kora. My younger brother.
BokoA kuri. My younger sister.

Bokos. A witch.
Daingeam, bokosgeam. You are a witch, and a

witch.

Bokot. ~| His younger brother or
Bokottell. J sister.

Bokot kora . His younger brother.
Bokot kuri. His younger sister.

Bokot bokot. To chatter, to jabber, al-

ways speakingj to scold.
Boko£ bokodoKkanae. He is chattering.

Bokram. ") To apply medicine of the
Bokran. / consistence of paste exter-

nally to the body.

Bokro. To tickle.

A.A\A bokroKgoa. I am very tickly.
Gutlukedeali, acjiyo bokroena.

Bokro. Short weight, short measure,
mean, hard, stingy, scanty.

Bokrogeye emoEkana. He is giving short mea-
sure.

Bokroge lleloKkana. It looks scanty.

Thorageye emadiila, bokroKkanae. He gave
me a very little, he is becoming stingy.

Bokroge bujh^ukkana. It seems short mea-
sure.

Boksa. A warlock.
Nui do boksa kanae. He is a warlock.

Boktaok. To chatter, to say off a rig-

marole of prayers, to speak a great
deal.

Koejonre do alope boktaoKa, bedin horko leko

.

Do not say off a rigmarole of prayers like
the heathen.

Bolo. } To enter, to go in.

OraKte bolme. Enter the house.
OraSte alom boloKa. Do not enter the house.
Bahue bolatlea.
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Bol. Strength, might.
Bolaeme. Help him, encourage him.
Bol bali riameda. I am not regaining strength.

Bolao. To stir up, to interfere with,

to train animals or birds.
XJni bid alom bolaoea. Do not stir up the

snate.
Khub bolao dahra kanae. He is a well train-

ed ox.

Bole. So they say, people say.
Ale do bolels calalfa.

Cefjko lagit bolepe heoakana ?

liuaKkante bole senakanae.
Bahma boleko gocakana.

Bolahat."! . n • •,

D 11 ., I A call, a summons, an mvita-
xSolhat. >- ,.

Bulahat.J
Bolahat hoeakanti/ia, cei ISj^it con. I have

been called, but why I can't say

Bolgaria.'l Strong, well grown, well

Bolgor. y developed, strong and heal-

Bolgoria.J thy, fertile, as Soil.

Bese bolgarig. kana. He is a strong man.

Bolhat. Cf bolahat.

Boli. Language, speech, dialect.

Bolidan. A sacrifice, an offering.
Bolidanko carhaoa. They offer sacrifices.

Bolman. Strong, well developed, well

grown, strcjng and vigorous, strong

and healthy, fertile, as soil.

Bolman hasa. Fertile soil.

Bolman gidra. A strong healthy child.

Khub bolman dareakana. It is a strong vigor-
rous tree.

Bolo. To enter, to go in.

OraKreko bolo baekoKa. They keep within
the house.

Dhasao boloena. It fell inwards.
Eohoe boloaUabo. We will fill iip vacancies.
Aboal? horteko boloKa. They will adopt our

creed.
Mr bolok bapla. A form of marriage. Cf. liir

bolok.

Bolom. A spear.

Bom. A bomb, used for fireworks.

Bora. Carriage shafts.

Bomal. A clue, part or whole of sto-

len property.
Bomal odokena. Part (or whole) of the stolen

property has been found.

Bombo. Stupid, ignorant, unsophisti-

cated.
Bombo Saotar. Applied contemptuously to

Santals by their Hindu neighbours.

Bombon. To go about from house to

house, as a dog in search of food.
>Seta lekae bombon baraekana. He goes from

house to house like a dog.

Bomboryot. Small mouthed, keeping

the mouth open a little.

Bonbayar. A species of waterfowl.

Bonbon. At full length, extended to

full length ; long.
BoAboii gitioakanae. He lies at full length.
BoAboA tieakanae, bid do. .J'he snake is ex-

tended to its full length.
Bo/iboli katiA makakafa. 1 have cut a long

piece of wood.

Bond. To shut up, to incarcerate, to

be stopped, to be closed, to cease.
Ghari bondena. Tfc o clock has stopped.
Sahet' bondolca. The breath will cease.

Bondhekte. ) ti jy ^.-i

Bondhete. j 1^7 craft, craftily.

Bondheteye erekediAa khabher baA ba(JaelaKa.

Bondis. Cf bundis.

Bondo. Foolish, stupid, naked.

Bondobos. \ To organize, to regulate,

Bondobosto. / to arrange, to settle ; a

lease, or settlement of land, affairs,

organization.
Uni hor reak oraK duar bes bondobos calakkan-

taea . That man' s household affairs are well
regulated, (or he is well off.)

Bondobostoakana. Arrangements have been
made.

Bondor. ") To be peeled or rubbed
Bhondor. J off, as the upper cuticle.
Harta bonijorakana. The skin has been rubbed

off, (but no blood came.)

Bone badare 1 Every where, all round,
Tandi tikur. / bon-|-badra(q. v.)
Ale see ot* bone badare omonakana. Our way

mushrooms are springing up everywhere.
Bone badare dakkedae. It rained all over.

Bonbon. Cf banban.

Bonga. The name given by Santals to

the spirits whom they worship, a
demon ; to sacrifice to a " bonga."

Boiiga capar. Possessed with a demon.
Boiigako deoakawalikoa. They are inspired by

"boiigas." *

Simko boiigakedea. They sacrificed a fowl.
Bonga buruKkanae.
Orakbotiga. A wife.
Oral? bonga menaetaea, se baiiaP Is he married
SiA bonga. The sun. [or not ?

Bonga. A lunar month, a month.
Bhador bonga. The month cf Bhador (q. v.)

Bonga betha. Intercostal neuralgia.

Boiiga barchi. "j A common annual
Dare clhompo. V plant, used medi-
Janum dhompo. j cinally, Leonates

nepetcefolia, R. Br.
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Bonga care6. A common grass on ri-

ver banks, Fogmatherwm sacch-

aroideuvi, Beauv,

Bonga ghanti. A plant only found at

considerable elevations, Clematis
nutans, Boyle,

Bonga khoda. A sore which occurs on
the fingers, and affects the arm
np to the shoulder. Owing to the eeverity
of the pain it is attributed to supernatural
agency. Cf. khoda.

Bonga kora. M. "> Bongas or spirits

Bonga kuri. F. J which take the form
of young men or young women for the pur-
pose of visiting at night human beings of

the opposite sex. The result of this con-
nection is that the young man or young
woman falls into ill health, and the visits

of his or her 'bonga' lover can only be pre-

vented by charms and spells.

Bonga Aei. Cf bonga sobok.

Bonga saranjam. T The materials of

Boiiga soromjam. J sacrifice and offer-

ings.

Bonga sarjom. A common scandent

shrub, Ventilago calyculata,

Tulasne.
The bark yields a strong fibre, and the seeds an

oil used for cooking purposes.

Bonga sobok. ") A disease which affects

Bonga net!. J cattle.

Bonga taeni. " The bonga's walking

cane," Tacca pinnattjida, Linn.,

a common jungle plant.

Bonkapsi. A plant with a large brilliant

yellow flower, Tkespasia Lampas,
Daly. & Gibs.

Bonkhura. The supernumerary di-

gits of the horse, cow, &c.

Bonkor. Cess levied for the use of

forest products.

^onot. 1 Peace, harmony, agreement.

Bail bonototttakina. They do not agree.

BanS}T«-l-P--*''J-g'-
Tan?lilena, arho bonwatena. It was cleared,

but has again relapsed into jungle.

Bonwat. To be lost sight of, to dis-

appear ; restless.

Okate ooe sen bonwatena.
4^i bonwat gidra kanae.

r 1

tor. f
^®^'"' dread.

Cf boron.

Bontobotod. A long line or strip^ long,

extending in one direction.
4<}ibfJfioem bontobotooket'koa, tinrom sam^ao-

kotamaP You have extended them (your
cattle) into a long line, when will you bring
them together again P

Bor
Botor,
Bor botor ar muhim khon balicaolem. Save

US from fear and distress.
Alom bora, (borolfa.) (botoroKa). Do not fear.

Borge botor hoege rabati. Fear is fear, and
the wind is cold.

Bor. Thick straw rope, used principally

to bind rice bandis. (q. v.)

Uli bor. -)

Pa(e6 bor. (Ropes made by different me-
Lebet' bor. f thods.
Gralah boy. )
Sikol. A thin straw rope.

Bora. A bag.

Boram. Over ripe.
Bele boramena. It is over ripe.

Borao. To dry up, to wither, to lose

vitality ; said of fruits that dry up
and fall from the tree.

Noa jo do boraocna. This fruit is dried up.

Borco. ")

Borcon. J
Borga. A rafter.

Borkao. To frighten, to startle.

BorkaoKae. He will be startled.

Iri. hoben borkao ocokediAa. You have also
frightened me.

Borket. ") Blessing, good fortune, pro-

Barket. / sperity, increase, abun-
dance, plenty. Cf barket.

Borketaktaleme. Bless it to us.

Borlom. A spear.

Bornon. To explain, to relate, to recite.

Bomonaleme. Explain it to us.

Boro. To fear, to be afraid. Cf botor.

Boro. The heart.

Boroc. Withered, paralyzed, arrested

development.
Ti boroeentaea. His hand is withered.

Borodan. Over satiety, torpid through
over eating.

Jom boroijahenan. I have eaten too much.
Jomkate borocjahe gitidakana. He is lying

torpid after a meal.

Boro horo. A variety of the rice plant.

Boron. Colour.
Oka boron, hende se pon^l ? What colour, black

or white ?
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Rather, but, but rather.

Boron.

Boronco.

Borod con

Bor con.

Borop. Ice, frost. •

Boror. Having a soft oily feeling to

the touch, as soap stone
;
possessing

cleansing properties, as soap, cer-

tain kinds of earth, ashes, &c.
Noa torod guji borora. These ashes cleanse

well.

4^i boror hasa. Earth possessing cleansing

properties in a high degree.

Bororin. The common Indian Tree-pie,

Bendrocitta rufa, (Scop.)

Borof borot. White, clean, tidy, shining.

Borot' borof sajakanae. He is clean and tidy.

Nipilko rakapen, boro€ borot'. The stars rose

shining.

B6s. Children, descendants, race, stock,

family.
Bos buda. Genealogy.
Pilou Haram ren bos kanabo. We are the des-

cendants of Pilcu Haram (q. T.)

Bos. Power, command, guidance, di-

rection, authority.
Eiiga apa reak bosre bako hijnlia. They do not

submit themselves to the authority of their

parents.

B6s buda. Genealogy.

Bosertak. Incapable, incapacitated or

unequal to ; bungling, clumsy, in-

efficient.

Bosertak lekam sieda, siiisatupem etomeda.
Bosertak lekam kamikana.
Bosertak lekan hor kanam.
Bosertak lekae caiaKkana nui dahra do dare

henaktaea se bail ?

Bosertakko bicarlettama.
Bosertak lekam makedekana, i/i khan mii maK-

regeA topaRkea.
Bosertak ill calaka holage, bohoK haso janam-

adiiite ball sen darelena.

Bosertak murukoktiJia ti do, tirogeA ghaoakan-
khan bhala.

Boskao. To break, to give way, the

bottom to fall out of a vessel, to

collapse.
Bandi boskaoena. The bandi (q. v.) has burst.

Boskot. '\ Habitation, dwelling place

;

Boskoti. y to take up one's residence,

Boskotia. J to inhabit.
Jodhaijilire bar isi serma khon iiiak boskot

taliekana.

Bosok. To become detached, easily

separated, to come away in hand-

fulls.

BoBok marte liurena, man^a horo do. Grain

on the threshing floor separated easily (from

the straw.)

BosoR bosoR up liuroRkana. The hair comes
out in handiuls.

Bosonto. Cholera ; a disease attacking

cattle in which the intestines be-

come ulcerated.

Bosri. A prostitute.

Bosta. A sack, a bag.

Bosti. Populous, large.

Khub bosti ato kana. It is a very populous

(or large) Tillage.

Bosto. 1 To destroy, to injure, to ruin,

Bhosto. J to reject, to defile, to pro-

fane.
Amak Autum tahen thaoko bosfokeda. They

have defiled the place where thy name
dwelleth.

Bostor. Clothes, clothing.
Bebostorenae. He is badly off in the matter of

clothes.

5ot. Mire, deep mud.

Botaria. Cf. hal botaria.

Bote. Certainly, correct, true, as you
say.

Bote kangea. It is true.

Botec. In comp. perhaps, lest, or else.

ThirkoKme, dal boteckemali.

Botke. Yolk of an egg, young.

Bele botke h3 thamakhurko joma. Children
also chew tobacco.

Kahu botke. A common hedge plant, Bryo-
nia lacinosa, Linn.

Botkoc. A low hill, a large mound.
Burn botkoe. Mountains and hills.

Botoc. End of turban, or any part of

cloth hanging down behind, re-

sembling a tail.

Botodko atur ocoea. They cause the end to
hang loosely behind.

Botor. Fearful ; to be frightened, fear-

some, terrible, frightful.

Botor 000. To cause to fear, to frighten.

Botorge AeloRkanae. He is frightful.

Alom botorakoa. Do not fear them.
Botor bao. A panic.

Boyo bana. A species of bear smaller

than Ursus labiatus.

Boyol boyol. Cf biyol boyol.

Buan. A musical instrument ; to play
on the buan.
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Buati rar. The air or tune to which
the buaa songs are sung. Cf. buan
sereri.

The bu^h is made by fastening a thin bamboo
((Janijif) about three feet long on the half
of a hollow gonvd. The open end of the
gourd is held to the stomach and the strings
struck with a small stick. The note is
varied by pressing the gourd to, or raising
it from the person.

The strings are made from the sinews of cattle.

Buad sereri. A class of songs sung to

a peculiar air known as Buan rar.

The Bu?.ii songs are sung during the Dasao
(<J- v.), generally to the accompaniment of
the bu?h (q. v.)

Hae hae, tokare do ho, Guru ho, hotof janam-
len?

Guru ho, tokare do ho. Guru ho, 4*n<Jit' buser-
lenP

Hae hae, gurio mandere. Guru ho, hotof janam-
len,

Guruho, karam butare, Guru ho, ij9n(Jif bu-
serlen. Buaii song.

Bubhau. To spill, to pour, as liquid.

Scottice, to jaup.
DaKem bubhau oookeda. Ton spilled the

water.
Khub leka dul bubhauaeme. Pour a gjod

quantity of water over him.

Bubrum.l c-,,-

Burum. 1^^"^"^ °" ^SS^'

Belekate bubrum kanae. She has laid eggs
and is now sitting on them.

Bubu. A scratch, a hurt, or anything
that hurts, said to or by children

only.

Buca. M. T To nick off a part, to crop

Buci. F. J the ears, crop-eared.

Luturko bueg-ke^taea, ar can^bolko bandaket'-
taea. They cropped his ears, and docked
his tail

Buci seta. A crop-eared slut.

Bug dare. A small forest tree, Gor-

dia Myxa, Linn.

Buc buc. Nimbly, quickly.
Matkom bud buoe halaiieda. He picks up the

matkom (q. v.) very nimbly.

Bucbucu. Sharp pointed, peaked,

conical,
Ojo buobucuakana.

Bud.

Budh:

Buda, Stock, root, clump, stalk.

Mi£ buda khonbo heeakana. We all come from
the one stock.

Buda. Grandfather.
Bu^?' baba. Grandfather.

,..}
Wisdom.

Budak. To break up ground with the
plough, to be broken up, as a mud
or pnkka floor into holes.

Bali bu(}g,Kl6lthan oot'lekatert g,sulolfaf If I do
not plough how can I live ?

Baranda ot bu(Jalfena. The floor of the ver-
andah is broken in places.

B.udakil. Understanding.

Budan. Wise.

Budau. ") To spend, to squarider, i(j

Burau. J waste.
Sanam tij duribe bn^laukeftaea.
He squandered all his property.

Budbhorsa. Advice, encouragement.

Budgaria. Wise, clever.

Budha. An old man.

Bud hara. Pei-plexed, at one's wits' end.

Id doA budharaena. I am at my wits' end.

Budhi. Wisdom.
Budhiabonme cetlekatebo gisulolfa. Suggest

some way in which we can get a living.
Budhi bam khataolekhan ohom asuUena. If

you do not use your wits you will not get a
living.

Budhi. An old woman.

Budhia. Mother.
Buijhi?. hor. Mother.

Budhi ayo. Grandmother.

Budhi ghasid Two plants go by this

name, Pavetta Indica, L., var.

tomcntosa, Roxb., and Gallicarpa
macrophylla, Vahl.

Budhi kaskom. A species of the cotton
plant, Gossypium arboreum,
Linn.

Bud hilok. Wednesday, the fourth

day of the week.

Budhi parkom ipil. The four chief stars

in the body of the " Great Bear."

Budhi tilai. A common shrub, Pavetta
indica, Linn., var. tomentosa,
Roxb.

Budi. Old, aged, applied to women.
Budi ayo. Grandmother.
Bn^i era. A old woman.

Budrag. "» Unrestrained, left to the
Budrak. J freedom of one's own will,

arrogant, self-willed.

Jom bu^lrgikenaG. He has waxed fat and kicks.
OkoeaKumuktenonkadom budr9.gkana? Whom

do yqu rely on that you have become eo ar-

rogant ?
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Budru6. To rinse out the mouth, to

squirt out of the mouth.
Da8 buijruo gi(Jiako. They squirt the water

out of their mouths.

Budud buduc. To bubble up, as water
boiling.

Budur. To rot off, to eject the stone of a

fruit from the mouth.
Papita reaK jahtet;ko buijur gi^ikalia. They

eject the stone of the papita from the
mouth.

Harta jel sea buglurlenkhan eken jah tahena.
When the skin and flesh rot off only the
bones remain.

Bugi. Cf. boge.

Bugli. A small bag, a purse.

Bugur bugur.l Soft, as earth or quick

Bagar bugur. J sand into which the

feet sink.
Bugur bugur jahga boloKa.

Bugur bugur. The sound produced by
the blowing of a blacksmith's bel-

lows.

Buhel. To flow, to float away.
Qah ngiite Sifi sadom torae buhelen do, Soya

samudte ho, SiA sadom.

Buhi. A book not stitched at the side

but at the end, an account book,

a register, a ledger.

Buhi dak. Running water.

Buhi khet. A rice field through which
there is a flow of water.

Buhni. The first sale of the day which
must be a cash one.

AuriA buhnia dharte oholi emlema. I have not
made my first sale yet, so cannot give you
credit.

Baihar. Benevolence, good-will, kind-

liness.

Okoealf buiharte k?.mi dom riamkeda? Through
whose good offices did you obtain work ?

Buj. ") Wisdom, understanding,

Buj suj. J sense ; to understand.
Okage bae buj suja. He understands nothing.

Oka ho buj sujkate bae rora. He speaks without
refleciiion.

Buj bujhau. To understand what is

right and what is wrong.

Bujhantar. Wise, clever, sharp.

Bujha buj hi. To consult together,

to take counsel together.
OraKrele bujha bujhilenge jaha^aKle kha^iama.

We will first consult those at home, then we
will say something definite.

Bujhau. To understand, to consult, to

take counsel with, to explain, to

cause to understand, to convince,

to satisfy, to persuade.

Bujhau bharenaA. I am unable to iinderstand.
Moneregeli bujhg,u baralege. I must first

think it over.
Car pawa monere bujhau tliil^kate rorme ma.

Make up your mind on the matter and then

Lai bujhauaeme. Explain it to him.

Bujri. F. 1 Slovenly in dress, cloth round
Bojra. M.J waist too low down, un-

shapely in waist.
Bujri alom bandeKa. Wear your s9.ri higher

up your waist.

Bujuk bujuk. "> In crowds, in swarms,
Bujuk bujuk. J numerous.
Bujuk bujuk hof menaKkoa. There are crowds

of people.

Bujur. To spill, as gr-ain out of a hole

in a bag, basket, &c.

Gei leka bam ghetaka^ bujuroK kana ? How
haye you tied it up (grain) ? It is running out.

Buk. To encourage, to assist, to give

confidence.
Isore bukakawafkoa. God gave them courage.
Buk bandhaoaeme. Encourage him.

Buka. The navel, the unfertilized part

on the top of a cob of Indian corn,

a peaked bag in a fish or hare net
into which the fish or game drop.

Buka topa. Birthplace.
Ona ato do buka topa ato kantiria. That village

is my birthplace.

Buka bharur. Umbilical hernia.

Buka cur cutuc. A child's game.

Buka curruc. A child's game.

Buka seresere. Ulcerated navel of
infant.

Buka sobok bin. A large green and
yellow snake.

Buki. A worm that destroys the roots

of the young dhan plant.

Buktan. ") Hard to pull, as a hooka
;

Buktana. J not to sound as a flute

when blown into; to speak from the
throat, close, reserved, hoaree.

Buktangeye roreda, okoe badae baiioaoK coe
baoo. He speaks from his throat, his recovery is

doubtful.
Noa tirio do bukt;angea, bail sa^ea.

Buku. A white ant.
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Bukur bukur. To bubble, to rise in

bubbles.
Bakuf bukuy daK sotefioKkaiia. The water

bubbles out from the earth.
Bukur bukur heijejolf kana, daU do. The water

boils and bubbles.

Bukul; bukul The motion of maggots
in foul sores, or that of earth

worms or moles raising up earth

from underneath by jerks.
Bukuf buku6 len(Jet'e oiJokoKkana.
Pat;wako bukuf bukudokkana.

Bul. To be intoxicated, to be drunk,
stupified by a narcotic, or drug ; to

drug.
Aijipe An buloUa. You often drink till you

are drunk.
Bolenae. He is drunk, (or stupified by the use

of a drug.

)

Em bulkedead. I administered chloroform to
him.

Bulahat. Summons, calling, bidding,
invitation.

iJSak bulaha^ hoeena. I have been summoned.

Bulau. To deceive, to lead astray, to

practice deception, to divert, to

amuse.
Unial^ kathatege non^e doll bulau hecakana.

I came here through being deceived by his

words.
Gidra jahanalS emkate bul^uem. Give the child

something to divert him.

Bulau. A method of exorcism.
This method of exorcism is applied in three

ways :

—

1st.—.Aiter a corpse has been placed on the fun-

eral pyre a man takes a fowl in his left

hand and holding it aloft goes three times
round the pyre, moving to the left. Having
completed the circuit thrice he nails the fowl
through the neck to one of the four posts

(torre khun^i) fixed one at each corner of

the pyre.

2nd.—When -it is desired to exorcise an evil

spirit out of a sick man a fowl is taken and
its bill held close to a few grains of rice on a

sarjom (q. v.) leaf, and when it picks a little

the exorcist takes it in his right hand and
holding it out at arm' s length brings it round
with a sweep and passes it underneath the

left thigh to the left hand. With a similar

movement of the left hand it is passed un-

derneath the right thigh, to the right hand
and again carried with a sweep of the right

hand underneath the left thigh to the left

hand and brought in front where it is sized

with both hands. This completes the oper-

ation which is repeated three times, after

which the fowl is made to pick a few grains

of rice off the sick man's hand as a proof

that the spirit has been driven out.

3rd.—When the person to be operated on has

had the evil eye cast on him while eating, a

piece of a broom (jonoK), the stone of a

fruit of Semicarpus anacardium (soso jan)

and a piece of a pod of Bauliinia VahUi
(lamaS hefe) are wrapped up in a sarjom
Cq. V.) leaf. The operation now resembles
that described above the parcel taking the
place of the fowl.

Buli. Language, speech, dialect.

Bul mayam. An offering of human
blood.

The method is as follows:

—

A puncture is made with a thorn and then pres-
sed till blood issues. A grain of husked
rice is then applied and when discoloured
with the blood it is presented as an offering
to the deity who is to be appeased. The
number of parts of the human body from,
which blood is extracted varies from four
or five to thirty three.

Balk^fi. The fee paid to the officiating priest
who offers his own blood. This generally
amounts to one rupe four annas.

Bh It i

"^ form of emphatic denial.

Balte ho taka banuKtiiia. I have not a single
rupee, (i. e. even if I were drunk I could
not say I had any money.)

Ili do noa katha bhulte ho baJi rorakat'a. I

never said any such thing, (i. e., even by
mistake, or when unconscious.)

Bulu. The thigh.

Bulun. To salt ; salt.

Ni?.tele buIuhoKa. We will procure salt with
this,

BuluiiaKme. Salt it.

Bumbai. Bombay.

Bumbud hako. A species of fish.

Bumburyut}. Cf. bomboryol

Bud campa. A kind of spinning top.

Bund. A drop.

-p. ,. • I^Fee paid to a jan, dikli, (q. v.)

Dol."
or witch finder.

Bundi. To put the red mark on the

bride's forehead at marriage, which
is done by the bridegroom.

More tikaK sindurteko bundikedea.

Bundis. To think, to meditate, to

turn a thing over in the mind, to

remember.
Noae bundiakefte artefgeye bhabnaena. Think-

ing of this increased his sorrow.

Buniad. Origin, foundation.
Ale do buniad khon menaKlea. We are here

since the foundation (of the village.)

Butiiadi. Original, first, aboriginal.

Buniadi horko. Founders (of a village), descen-
dants of the founder or founders (of a
village;) original residents, aborigines.

U
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Buniim. A white ant hill.

Biinum ehga. The queen white ant.

Bunum bararin. A species of wasp
which haunts the shops of sweet-

meat sellers during the hot

weather.

Bunum ot. An edible mushroom found

growing on, or near, white ant hills.

Bupujhau. Reciprocal form of bujhau

(q. V.)

Burau. To waste, to squander, to

spend.
NunaK takail buraukeda. I squandered so much

money.

Burbudluk. Many at a time, all at

one time, simultaneously.
BurbudluK omonakana. Germinated simul-

taneously.

Burbuduc. To bubble, air bubbles to

rise to the surface of water when
some creature is breathing below.

Burgi. The Mahrattas.
Burgi bir?.]. Mahratta raiders, applied also to

those who are feared as the Mahrattas were.

Burha. M. 1 ^i

,

,

Burhi. F. I
O^^' ^g^*^-

Burhia. An old woman.
Burhu. To wind twine into a hank

so as to be easily pulled off.

Baber bnrhuime . Make the twine into a hank

.

Bursi. Part of a broken earthenware
vessel when put to the following

uses :

—

Sim bursi. A hen's nest.

Sehgel bursi. A fire pan. Cf . sehgel bursi.
Bursi seiigel leka jiwi lokkantiJia.

Burti. Cf. barti.

Buru. A mountain.
Buru kunami. Full moon, the sun being on the

horizon, and the moon appearing over the
hill tox3S.

Marari buru. Pareshnath, the highest moun-
tain in the Santal country.

Buru. A spirit, an object of worship.

C£ bonga.
The primary meaning of iuru is the same as

that of bonga (q. t.). The two words are
often joined together, as boiiga buru, bonga
being a gloss on huru. The modem word
bonga has so entirely superseded the more
ancient buru, that the present generation
of Santals are ignorant of its real significa-
tion.

Marah buru. The chief of the burns, or boiigas.
Marah buru, or mount Pareshnath ia often con-

founded with the Maraii buru of the Santal
traditions and worship.

Buru daiira. The jambro or python.

Buru. A religious festival and fair of

the semi-Hinduized Bhulyas.

One of these Buru fairs is held yearly, in

December, at a small village in the District

of Hazaribagh named Gande. and is called

Gan(Je buru, another is held at Lalgarh,
just across the boundary, in the District

of the Santal Pargannas, and is known as
Lalgarh buru.

Buru beret Kisku. A sub. sept of the

sept Kisku (q. v.).

Buru beret Marndi. A sub. sept of

the sept Marndi (q. v.)

Buru beret porob. A festival observed

by a sub. sept of the sept Kisku
(q. v.), and also by a sub. sept of

the sept Marndi (q. v.)

Buru bhalua. A swallow that frequents

hills and builds its nest on a

precipice.

Buruc. To slip through the fingers,

as a fish ; to slip out of, to slip off,

as a fish from a hook ; to slip from
under, as a bullock from under
the yoke ; to withdraw, to desert

comrades, to go about here and
there.

Buruokedaii. I have allowed it to slip out, (or
fall out.)

CedaKpe burujoKlcana, onte note P "Why do you
go about here and there (and don't attend
to your work ?)

Buruc buruc. To rise as small bubbles
in water ; many, numerous.

Buruo boruoko oalalfkana, muc do. The ants
are swarming.

DaK buruc burujokkana. The water is boiling.

Buru ekasira narl. A plant found at
high elevations, Flemingia con-
gesta, Roxb. type form.

Burui burui. To drizzle.

Burui buruiye daKeda It is drizzling.

Burui burui. Soft, moist, free, as earth
in a good condition for ploughing,
or digging.

BuSj.}^*^^^''-

Bums.}^^^-^^^-

Buru katkom c&vec. Equisetuvi debile,
Roxb., a common plant.
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Burum. To lie down, of animals in

general.
Bubrum aim. A hen sitting on eggs.

Burn mackunda._ A forest tree,

Wright ia tomeiitosa, R c6 ^'.

Buruiij. A tower.

Buru pajhar. Cf pijhar.

Buru raher. A cultivated leguminous
plant, Cyamopsis psoralioides,
D. G.

Buru sim. A white cock offered to
Marad buru (q. v.)

There are no restrictions as to who shall partake
of the flesh of the buru sim.

Buru tiron. Cf. tiron.

Buryud. To slip out of a hole, as a
snake, or a fish.

Buyj-on marte ix>( gofenae.

Busalc. To produce young, of animals
;

to hatch as eggs of fowls, and
birds.

BusaKenae mihu do.
Busalfkedae. Gare birth to it.

Busaigokkana. Is being bom, or given birth to.
Sim bele khon bnsfigoKa. Fowls are produced

from eggs.
Tanak busaK. Very many, numerous.
TanaK busalcko godena. They have died in

large numbers.

Busar.lTo be born, to be brought into

Bus§r.J the world.
Boete amki do hoe busarlen.
Hae hae, busarakanakin,
Hae hae, nnkin manewa.

Buska. A species of termite which is

very destructive to the rice plant

where there is an insufficiency of

water.

Busku. To rouse, to exasperate.
Snaurbau alope buskukoa. Do not rouse the

wasps.
Durre ! bejae marah asintara kulya terejhaKe

giticakana, aloyape buskuea, ger botedke-
peae.

Busndi. A small fly resembling a

mosquito, a midge.

Busup. Straw, the grain of which has

been trodden out by cattle.

Janhe busup. The straw of janhe (q. v.)

Busur busur. ") Soft, as earth or roas-

Bhusur bhusur. J ted gi'ain ; applied to

describe scratching or scraping

when the substance is soft or loose.

But. Chana, gram, Cicer arietinum,

Linn.

}
A child.

Buta. The trunk of a ti'eo up to
whure the branches begin, the
area covered by the branches of
a tree

; origin, root, beginning.
Dare bufarele durupakan tahekana. We were

sitting under a tree.
Noa katha realf but?, oka then kana ? Where

is the beginning of this matter ?

"

Butel. Power, effort, by means of
Am butelte oho hoelena.

Butlak.
I

Power, ability, effort, by
Butlek. / means of.

Am butlakte ohom idi darelea, un^E dare
bamuKtama.

Butra. M.\Short in stature, dumpy,
Butri. F. j dwarfish.

Butru.

Butur.
Gid^r butur. Children.

Butuc. *) Short, applied to the
Butu6 butuc. J ears of rice, oats,

wheat, &c.
Butud butuc geleena. The ears are short.

Butuii butud. To throb, as an abscess
when gathering.

Butttii butuil hasoedirikana. It throbs pain-
fully.

Buya. The female organ.

Buyol boyol. C£ boyo boyol.

Buyut buyul'. To piick, to pain, to
throb.

Buyuf bnyu£ hasoiikana.

Buyut' mente. To blab, to let out a
secret.

Buyut' menteye lai gofkeda, bae jiwi dareada.
He let out the secret, he could not restrain
himself.

8l }
T-

Ca dare. The tea plant. Camellia theifera.
Griff.

Ca daK . Decoction of the leaves ; tea prepared
for drinking.

Cabagan. 7 * . j

Cabaloeca.l A tea garden.

Caba. To finish, to complete, to die
;

all, the whole.
Nel cabaket'koaii. I have seen them all.

Hatao cabake£ae. He has taken the whole.
Kami cabakate oraKteye senena. He finished

the work and went home.
Noa katha abore cabaRa. Thi.? matter will end

with us (is private.)

Cabaenae. He is dead.
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Cabad cubuc. Pricking or tingling

sensation.
Ca,bae ciibuo pgiKtia. It prides.
Cabao cubuc hasolikana. I feel a pricking pain.

Cabhar cabhur. Rushing, swishing or

splashing sound of water.
Cabhar cabhur dalfreli aAjomkeda. I heard a

sound of splashing in the water.

Muou daKre cabhar cabhurko ota idia. They
press the iish trap swishing into the water.

Cabhrulc. At once, instantly, without

warning.
CabhruK marteye donkeda.

Cabhur. Splashing, plumping into

water.
C9.bhur marteye donkeda.

Cablau. To bite, to fix the teeth into,

to eat, to tear, as a tiger does an
animal when eating it.

Pher okooe cabl^iu gotkedea. He tore him
severely.

CabuM. To dip into ; to dip the tips of

the fingers into and transfer what
adheres to them on to something
else.

Cabugme alo se hirijoli lagif . Dip something in

to prevent it (the pot) boiling over.

Sunum cabugme. Dip your fingers into the
oil (and transfer what adheres to them to the
palm of the other hand, preparatory to an-
ointing the person.)

Dal? cabugme. Dip your fingers into water,
(and transfer what adheres to them to the
lime in your hand.)

Cacalc. Broken, tattered, pierced all

over, wormeaten.
Lum^mko jom cacaKkeda, sakam do. The silk

worms have eaten the leaves to tatters.

Sakam cacagoka. The leaves will be torn.

Cacao. To force joayment on one in

advance so as to secure his servi-

ces, or a bargain.
Cacaokate uniye agu otoadiiia, am then ohoil

senlena. He pressed wages on me in ad-
vance, I cannot go to you.

Cacarhal Rough, dirty, scaly and
ugly, as a lizard, or a person suffer-

ing from a skin disease.

TJni ho bae umoKa, arisge cacarhatie Aelolfa.

He will not even bathe, he looks disgust-
ingly dirty.

Cacki. To cozen, wile, beguile, per-

suade, lure.

Onko doko caokiketlea, metatieako, noncje
oedak reiigeotepe tahena ? They cozened us,

they said to us, Why do yon remain here
famishing ?

Caco. To toddle, the first walking of

a child.

Caco gidra. A child just able to walk alone.

Caoo kefec gidra. A child able to walk well.

Caoo (Jiiji. To accustom a child to stand or

walk alone.

Caco chatiar. Cf chatiar.

Cacur macur. ) Hurriedly, carelessly,

Kacur macur. j imperfectly, irregu-

larly, anyhow.
Noa jaega cacur macurko siakat'a. They have

ploughed this part very carelessly.

Noa araK do cacur m^icurko isinakafa. They
have imperfectly cooked these greens.

Cadak cuduk.l Noise of plumping into

Caduk caduk.
f

water.
Ca^aK cuduK dalcre sadea dhiri capa&ekhan.
If a stone be thrown into water it sounds plump.

Cader. A cotton cloth worn as a shawl,

or covering ; a sheet.

Cadi. A goat for sacrifice, rice and li-

quor given by the bridegroom to

the bride's party.

A goat, rice and liquor given by
the bridegroom to the bridde's

party.

Cado. To put into water, to immerse,
to plunge.

Dakreye don cacloena. He plunged into the
water.

Dak man^ire roe cado go^ena. The fly fell into

C^-di merom
Ca^i caole

Cidi hand:n

the rice water.

1 A puppet worked with

li.
J

the fingers.

Cador bador.

Cador badomi.

Cadra. Bald on the crown of the head,

applied only to males.

Cadra. Galvanized corrugated iron

sheets.

Cadra. A cotton cloth worn as a shawl,

a sheet.

Cadri. Bald on the crown of the head,

of females only.

Caduk caduk. Sound of a body plum-
ping into water.

Cae. Hard, scrimpy, miserly, niggardly,

near.
4iji cae hor kanae, bae emoKa. He is a great

niggard, he won't give.

Cae. Quarrelsome.
Cele cae jg.t kanako ! tin dhaoem hijuka, un

dhao doko kaph^riauKa. What a quarrel-
some set they are, whenever yon come they
quarrel.
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gypsies given to

Cae.
"I
A name mentioned in the

Cae disom. J traditions of the Santals.

Cae. A caste so called.

Cae campa. Two names, Chae and
Champa, mentioned in the Santal

traditions, and often joined to-

gether.

Cae capor.l ^„ ,

ri
'^^ • rCi. cagae darae.

Car capor.
J

°

Cae colon. Conduct, behaviour, charac-

ter, life and conversation.

Caecor. A tribe of

thieving.

The popular belief with regard to thia tribe is

that they are so expert as to be able to
possess themselves of any article they may
covet by simply looking at it.

Cac cue. Still, quiet.

Cad cudko thirena. They were perfectly still.

Perako heolena, cac cucket'leako, jomak banuK-
tilite.

Cae cui. The sound produced when a

cow is milked into a pail.

Cae disom. Cf. cae.

Caego. Flippant, pert, said of little

girls.

Nui caego do okoe sohge ho bae anaria. This
pert little thing feels strange with no one.

Caehtp.' F. } ^^^^ mouthed, gaping.

Caekop. 1 Shrivelled, scantily supplied

Caikup. j with raiment, as a beggar

in hard times.

Bohor caekopakana. It is shrivelled by drying.

Cagae. \ Quickly ; loud voiced,

Cagae cagae. j stentorian.

Cagae cagae nni doe roreda. This person
speaks very loudly.

Cagae cagoe. Unpleasant feeling caus-

ed by sand, husk, or some such

foreign substance in food, grating.

Cagae darae. Loudly, loud and harsh,

violently.

Bogete cagae daraeye egerkedilia. She scolded

me in aloud voice.

Cagam cugum. To move slowly and

stealthily.

Kombroko heeena, cagam cugumiil alijomlef-

koa. Thieves have come, I heard them
moving stealthily.

Cagar. To break off, to detach, to

tear off.

Or oagaf. To detach by pulling.
Dal cagar. To detach by striking.
Adomko do dareko khon (}haur?.l{ko dal cagar-

keda. Some broke off branches by striking
them (with sticks.)

Cagat. To detach, to split, to tear

or break off. Cf. cagar.

Cag caga. To straddle, to open out,

as a pair of compasses.
Jaiiga cag cagakedae. He straddled.
Cag cagae tehgoakana. He is standing with his

feet wide apart.

Cagoe cagoe. Grating, the feeling

when husk or sand is in the rice

when being eaten.
Cagoe oagoe^ jomkeda, na parok.

Caha. A snipe.

Cahal cahal. Quickly, hurriedly.
Okate calaKkanae cahal cahal ? Where is he

going in such a hurry ?

Cahao. To desire, to wish.
Cele ce^kom cahaokana ? What is it you want ?

Cahap. To open the mouth, to open
as the mouth ; to gape.

4^1 haprak cahaboktakoa. Their months open
very wide.

Bah bahko cahapakada, toro^ah leka. They
open their mouths as wide as a fish trap,

Uniak moca cahabtaete mii ^ec t^kam llama.
When you open its mouth you will find a
rupee.

Cahap catur. Flustered, excited, bewil-

dered.
Oka khon cahap cg-turem heeena P From where

have you come in such a flustered condition?

Cahar cahar. ") ^ • i , , ,,
Lahar cahar. j

Q'^^'^'y' '^"^^^l^^^-

Cahar cahare tarameda. He is walking quickly.

Cahatao.^ m i ,

Cahtao I
approach, to come near,

/~i~i,I '
I to enter.

Cahtao. J
Kul do bae cahtao d^reaKa. The tiger will not

come near (to the village through fear.)

Cahfiao ho bae cah^aolia. He will not even come
near.

Raj garre emon hoy do ohom cahtaolena. A
person like you could not enter a king's
palace.

Cahe. Perhaps.

Cahc.cahe. Whether. ..or.

Cahem calaK, cahem tahen. Whether you go
or stay.

Cahem doholi cahe bam dohoii. Whether you
keep me or not.

Caher. Shadow, reflected image, ap-

pearance.
UniaK caher girsire lleloKa. His image will

appear in the mirror.
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Caher. Acb-oitness, proficiency, skill.

Uni do oahere uduKatbona, abo ho uni khon
biai caherbon uduKaea. He shewed us his

profloienoy (in dancing,) we will shew him
greater proiioienoy.

C^h' fNecessary, needful, wanted.

Note daK ogihi%. Water is wanted here.

Cahiye. Necessary, proper, right.

Cahtao. Cf. cahatao.

Cai cai. \Used when driving an

Cai dhal; dhalj elephant.

Caini. A ladder.

Cak. A wheel.
Kuhk?.l oak. A potter's wheel.

Cak dahri. A big turban resembling a wheel
in shape.

Cak bandhi. A cog put before a wheel to pre-

vent it moving.
Sagar cak. A cart wheel.

p , [To take aim, as with a gun.

Adi fhikem cak dareaKa. You can aim well.

Cak. A representation of a flower, or

some other design, made with rice

flour on the ground near the

mandwa khunti (q. v.) at a mar-

riage.

Cak purauni. A present given to the girl who
makes the cak to induce her to finish it.

Cg.k khunti. A post fixed in the centre of a

tank when the ceremony of marrying the

tank is performed. The manclwa khimti

(q. V.) is sometimes called cak khunti.

Cak. Why, wherefore.
Cakem laikeda ? Why did you tell.

Cakaoda. A common annual met with

about villages, Cassia Tora, Linn.
Cakaoda araR. The fresh leaves of Cassia Tora

'used as a pot-herb.

Cakap cakap.] Noise made when eat-

Cakup cakup. Ung with gusto ;
smack-

Cakap cukupj ing the lips.

Cakap cukupko jomeda. They smack the lips

while eating.

Cakar. To exercise a horse by mak-
ing it run round in a circle

Cak bandhi. A cog put before a wheel

to prevent it moving, an obstacle,

a hitch.

Cak bandhi ma lagaoaK me. Put a cog before

the weel.

Cetre cak bandhiena. What bitch has occurred.

Cak cak. ) Guzzling or gobbling

Chak chak. J sound, as by a pig when
eating.

Cake. A rick ; to pile up one thing

above another in order,

Horo cake. A rick of dhan.
Busup cake. A rick of straw.

Sarako benaoa, nirdhokko cakea. They make
the funeral pyre piling up (the firewood.)

Cakendar. Broad.
Nui horaK (Jeke cakendar osargetaea.

Cakha. To taste.

Ma cakhaeme, buluii adaa.kana se bah. Taste
it and see if it is properly salted or not.

Caki. A flat cake of anything, to cut

into thin slices.

Cgiki gur. A flat cake of raw sugar.

Caki. The patella or knee cap.

Cakla coklo. Dodging through fear

or shame, shy, keeping out of sight

as much as possible through shy-

ness.
Lajaote cakla coklo baraekanae. She is dod-

ging here and there through shame.

Cakmak. ") Shining, admirable, excit-

Chakmak. j ing admiration, beautiful.
Bhit cakmakko cikara.

Chakmakao. To shine, to rejoice, to

be in high spirits.

^(Ji chakmakaoenae.

Cakop. A bite, a mouthful.
Mi6 cakop hoyoKa. It will only be a mouthful.

Cakop cakop. The sound of guzzling

or gobbling when eating, as a pig

does.
Cakop cakope jomeda sukri do. The pig is

gobbling its food.

Cakor. A servant, other than agri-

cultural._

Nokor cakor. Servants in general.

Acli nokor cakor menakkotaea. He has many
servants of all kinds.

Cakra. A eunuch.
Cakrao. To possess oneself of, to in-

crease at other's expense, to enlarge.
Hasa cakraome. Increase your field (by taking

apiece from some one else.)

Cakri. Service, other than agricul-

tural.

Cakri ghum. T Dizzy, confounded,

Cakri ghumao. J head to swim, con-

fused and unable to comprehend or

speak.
Cgikri ghum geli a^kara.
Kami kamite cakri ghumauKtalea.

Cakta. Large and flat, as a flagstone

or plank.
Dhiri cakta. A large flat atone.
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Gakti. Small and flat, a thin slice, a
cake.

C»kti gnp. A oake of raw sugar.
Pisk?. c^ktikateko tekea. They slice the pisk?i

(q. v.) and then cook it.

Caku. A kind of clasp knife, with han-
dle resembling that of a razor.

C?.ku b?.nduk. A weapon, one end of which is
a pistol, and the other a knife.

Cal. A roof.

Jeteleii cal. The front and back portions of a
roof.

Khnpi cal. The roof of the end portions.

Cal. To put into the hand, to give.
Tak?.ii caladea. I gave the money into his hand.

Cal. "(Conduct, behaviour, life and
Cal colon./ conversation, character.

Ii?.i calaK. Tradition.
Cal ban bestaea. His conduct is not good.
L?.i cal katha, ar areo cal dalf haKsogea. Slan-

derous tales and water thrown on one causes
pain.

Cala. A sieve ; to sift.

Cala. "^To go, to move, to walk, to
Calais. J pass away.
Jiwi calakkantaea. He is dying,

Cala cula. Occupied with preparations
for a journey, about to set out on a
journey.

Cala cula. To divide what is left over.

after a share has been given to

each.
Ma niakore cala cula gofkaKme.

Calak. Clever, expert, deceitful, frau-

dulent, over reaching.
Khub calak hor kanae. He ia a very clever man.

Calaki. Fraud, trick, deception, knav-
ery.

Alom calakia. Do not be guilty of knavery.
Cal?iki kantaea. It is his trickery.

Calan. Clearance, remittance, an an-

nouncement of despatch, a pass,

an invoice ; to send to prison, to

send up for trial ; a batch, consign-

ment.
Daroga doe calanke£kina. The daroga sent

them up for trial.

Ale do paihil calantele hecena. We came with
the first batch.

Calao. (1) To set in motion, set agoing.

(2) To impel, drive, direct, urge.

(3) To conduct, manage, admin-
ister,guide.

(4) To forward, advance, hasten,

expedite.

(5) To prosecute, carry on.

(6) To meet a demand, pay.

i\} H°' oalao oooeme. Setthe machine in motion-
Drive on the bul.(2) Ma (Jaiira calaokinme.

locks.

(3) Disom caKlaoid. The governor, or admin-
istrator of a country or province.

Eaj calflaoid, Dewan or Prime minister of a
kingdom.

(4) G?.iji calao liogme. Hasten the cart a little.

(5) Am uparre mokordomali calaoa. I shall
prosecute, or bring a suit against you.

(6) Barea merom ^kriiikate khajnali calaokeda.
I sold two goats and met the demand for
rent.

Ti calao. To lay hands on.
Em calao. To help by giving.
Tarwaye calao. To use a sword.

Gnrio calao. To manure ; to take manure to
the fields.

Am bam le calaoediria. I am not dependent on
you.

Okoe ho babon le oalaoefkoa. "We give to no one.

Calao. The 4th ploughing of a field.

Calao guti. A game played by chil-

dren.

Calcalwa. Perplexed, occupied, dis-

traught, occupied with preparations
for a journey.

Calcalwa jokhe:em ehopkeda, oho alljomlen-
tama. You have raised this matter when
other matters are occupying the attention,
it can't be listened to.

Calcolon. Way of life, conduct, habits,

character.
NuiaK calcolon cetlekantaea ? What is^ his way

of Ufe like ?

Onka do alom calcolona . Do not conduct your-
self in that way.

Calcul. Separating, breaking up, as an
assembly.

C^lcul somoe hoeena. The time to separate has
come.

Ctili. Custom, wont, usage.
Ar acaK ceili leka arho3 lai ceta^koa. And as he

was wont he taught them again.

Calia. A game played by children.

Calit. Customary, ordinary, current.
Noa pg.ila c^litgea. This measure is current.

Calka. A species of fish inhabiting

rivers.

Cama.
Camacakar
Camacako.
Camar.
Camkar,

The Black and white

Hornbill, and the Grey
Hornbill. (For scien-

tific names see Dhand-
sar.)

Camac. A spoon.
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^* ^
'

iA sti'ap or strip ofraw hide.
Campta.

j

r r

Cainar. A Hindu caste who deal in

hides, and make shoes.

Camar. Cf. cama.

s- Quickly, hurriedly.
Cam cam.

Cham cham j

Camda. ") A booth, a temporary erect-

Chamda. J ion to accommodate guests,

or for any other purpose.

Perako heeena, ma cam^a AoKakome. The guests
have come erect a little shelter for them.

• To float on the surface.
Camdhul.

")

Camdul. J
Sanam kat c9.mdulena All the timber is floating.

Utu dherpe oamdulkeda. You have put too

much water in the utu (you have drowned
the miller.)

Pgini (Juba o|.m(Jul baraekanae. The pani dub^
(q. V.) is floating about on the water.

Camek bai. ") Spasms with uncon-

Comok bai. ) sciousness, convulsive

twitching.
Uni do comok bai Ilamkedea. He has been seiz-

ed with spasms. (Said to young people
when sooldmg.)

Camkao. To flash, gleam, shine, glitter

;

to be startled, to start from fear

or surprize.
Camkao beret'enae. He rose with a start.

Camkar. Cf cama.

Camkau. C£ camkao.

Camke. To lie in wait, as a beast of

prey ; to be infested with wild

beasts. Cf. canke.

^ , Y The cow tick.
Camokan. J

Campa. A name mentioned in the tra-

ditions of the Santals.

Campa baha. A common perennial

small shrub having large yellow

or red flowers, Ockiia squarosa,

Linn.

Camphel. ") Level and broad, as a stretch

Campel. J of ground on the bank
of a river ; smooth, unruffled, as

shallow water.

Campta. A strap, or strip of raw hide-

Camptahi. Having an insufficient sup-

ply of milk for her offspring.

Campur. Made up, concocted ;
yarn-

ing, joking.
Campur katha alom rora. Do not tell a con-

cocted story.

A(Ji campur hor kanae. He is a great yarning

fellow (or a great joker.)

Camria. A skin disease, in which the

cuticle peels off".

Camta. A strap of raw hide.

Camuk. A whip, a scourge.

Cadcir. The Titlark, Corrydalla

rufula.
Ga^a cgilicir. The wagtail, Motacilla luzon-

iensis,

Cand. Necessary, urgent, hurriedly,

quickly, firmly.

A(Ji can^akawadiiia. It was very necessary to

me.
Aiji cand kami lagaoadiAa. I have a piece of

very urgent work on hand.

441 canijteye oalaoena. He left very hurriedly.

Teiigo caniJoKme, alom pacoKa. Keep your
ground, do not give way.

4.di can^okkanae. He is hurrying.

Lebei can<J Aogme. Put your foot down a little

more firmly.

Can cun. ") To complete, to exhaust

;

Chad chun. J completely, altogether.

Caii cuiiko thir gofona. They became com-
pletely still.

Laiju do oaii cuiiko jomkeda. They eat up all

the sweetmeats.
Call cniikedale. We finished it completely.

Cauda. A subscription, a contribution.
Cauda uthau. To collect subscriptions.

Cauda candi. To hurry, to expedite

;

hurriedly, quickly, flustered.

Canda C9.n4i hodme. Be quick, be expeditious.

44i canija candi menaklea. We are in a great
bustle.

Candaki. To be in a hurry, to haste
;

quickly, hurriedly, rapidly, expe-

ditiously.
4di can^akire menaKlea. We are in a great

bustle.

Candal. Vicious, licentious, wicked,

mischievous.
A(Ji canijal hor kanae. He is a very vicious

man.
A(Ji candal gidra kanae. He is a very mischiev-

ous child.

Candan.) Sandal wood; the heart wood
Condon.J of a small evergreen tree,

Santalum album, Linn., in use all

over India for religious purposes.

Candar gahi. A variety of the rice

plant.

Cand bagar. Many coloured, variegated.
Bogeteko aiudurkedea, cand bagar.
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A tail.
Candbol. ")

Candlom. j
Canijlbol ipil. A oomet.

Candi. The forehead.

Candiau. To tether an animal, fix a
word in witing, lodge a complaint'
give information to a police officer;

to tether, to tie.

Nui g9,i darere o»ndi?iukaeiiie. Tether this cow
to the tree.

Candkilom. The tail of a pig or goat
given to the herd boy

;
pice given

to the herd boy in lieu Of the tail.

Besokodte gupikom oan^kilomle emama.

Candla. M.\Having a white spot on
Candli. F. J forehead, as a cow, horse,

&c.

Candlom. A tail.

Candni. A cultivated pot-herb.

Candoro. "1 Licentious, flirting, applied
Candro. J only to women.

Cando. The sun or moon ; a month.
Siii cando. The sun.
Nind^ cando. The mOon.
Cando gahnaKkanae. There is an eclipse of the

sun in process.
Bar cando tayom. Two moons hence, or two

months hence.

Canduc. ") Quickly, instantly,

Canduc canduc. j hurriedly, rapidly

;

bustling.
C^n(Ju6 c?indu6 okatepe oalaKkana? Where are

you going so hurriedly.
C^n^luc menteye donkeda. ' He sprang up.

Can. Why, wherefore. C£ calj.

Can can. Wide apart, straddling, wide,

as an open door.

Can cane tan<Jaaka£a. He is standing with his

feet wide apart.

P I Forked, branching off, bifur-

n .°^
'I cated.

Cangre.j

Hor do ona Diku ato then caiigaakana. The
road bifurcates at that Hindu village.

Ona katha do adi cangaRtalea. That matter
will lead to many others.

Cahgre {henem jir^uKa. You can rest at the
fork (of the tree.)

Cauga cangi. Forked, branching off.

Cahga caiigiedape, noa katha do.
Caiiga cahgi kathako roretgia.

Cangra. M.lHaving more than the us-

Cahgri. F. j ual number of fingers.

12

Canke.l To raven, lying in wait for prey,

Canke.J as a tiger; infested with
wild beasts, as a jungle ; always
on the alert for prey, as a tiger ;

.

ravenous, fierce, furious.

Kul do oankeakanae. The tiger is on the alert
for prey.

Ona atote alope calalfa, duk cahkoakaua. Do
not go to that village, disease is prevalent.

Canmahgao. Impatient, rustless, ex-
cited

; on pins and needles, fid-

getty.

Caoao. To ferment.
Hg.n(^i caoaoUa, hormohS caoaoKgea.

Caoar. The long hairs in the tail of

a horse or cow.

Nui sadom do khube caoarana. This horse has
a very long tail.

K?.pil gai caoar. A fly flisk.

Candher. Luxuriantly
; to grow lux-

uriantly, as grass, grain, &c.

Ghas candherakana, onte do. The grass is
luxui'iant there.

Bes candherakana. Has grown luxuriantly.

Candro. Wanton, applied to young
women.

Caole. Husked grain of several kinds,

but more particularly that of rice

'

to husk grain.

Horo caole. Husked rice.

Bajra caole.
Jauhe caole.

Jondra caole.

Gundli caole.

Iri caole.

Erba caole.

Layo caole.

Jao caole.

Gohum caole.

Mat caole.

bajra (q. v.)

janhe (q. v.)

Indian corn.
gundli (q. v.)

iri (q. v.)

erba (q. v.)

layo (q. v.)

barley.
wheat.
seed of the bamboo.

Caole ghure.

Caole ghuraea. [-A species of fish.

Caole ghura.

Caom^rao. To spread quickly, as news.

Oaomaraoena, oho oko darelena. The new
has spread it can't be hushed up.

Cao marte. \ Quickly in very short

Cao mente.j time.

Cao marte pasnaoena. The news spread at once.

Caowar. The long hairs of the tail of

the cow or horse.

Capae cupui. Pressing the feet down
alternately, as when working a

treddle.
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Capakia bare. A species of fig tree,

Ficu8 tomentosa, mentioned in

the traditions of the Santala.

Capal. Reciprocal form of cal (q. v.)

Capao. To place one thing above an-

other, to pile up, to increase, to

encroach upon.
Bar to-Is^ako capaoaUlea. They increased the

demand on us by two rupees.
A(ili sahginte simali capao aderkeda. I advan-

ced my boundary to a great distance

Capar. To be possessed, as by a spirit.

Boii^^a capar. To be possessed of a devil.

B?ii capar. To be seized with convulsions, to be
angry.

Pit capar. To be angry.

Ca^^adok
^'^° ^^-^row; to be thrown.

Capa£ riam. To hit by throwing something.
Poesao capa£adina. He threw pice to me.
Jahgaii capat' rapui^kedea. I threw (a stone)

and broke his leg.

Dhiriteii capa^ liamkedea. I threw a stone and
hit him.

Capcapa. Wide spreading, extended.
Dereii capcapagetakoa.

Capchamda. \ A booth, a temporary
Chapchamda. J shelter.

Cap cup. Quiet, lulled, still.

Cape. \ To float, to flood, to over-

Caple. J whelm.
Botorteii capeena. I am overwhelmed by fear.

ChapeXipe.}^^°^"^*ly'q^^^''*ly-
Cape cupekoKpo. Bo secret (do not blab.)

Capel. 1 To rise and fall, as water
Cepol. / without breaking into wa-

ves ; moving, as a large exjjanse of

water.

Caple. To float on the surface.
Sunum daK cetanre capleKa. Oil floats on the

surface of water.

Capo. To lay the hand on, to touch, to

lean on the hand.
Johae capoakana. He rests his cheek on his

hand.
Gidr9.e capoket'koa. He laid his hands on the

children.

Capo capo. To move by usmg the
hands as a suj^port.

Capo capote odokoKkanae. He comes out us-
ing his hands as a support, (on all fours.)

Cajjo capo. Ciy of the HajDuk, or Night
jar, Gd'primtdgus monticolus.

Capo joro. An extra share given to

the jaerson who kills an animal at

a hunt, which he gives to those

of his own village who were de-

tained at home, or a share given to

one who comes up when the animal

is being cut up.

Capos capos. Unpalatable, badly cooked.
Capos capos atkaroKkana. It is unpalatable.

Capos capos. Sound of bellows when
being blown.

Capos capos sadekana.

Capol To seize prey by springing on
it, as a tiger ; to seize and devour.

Kul doe capot'kedea. The tiger sprang upon
and seized him.

Capol A small jungle plant so named.

Capot cajDot. "j The sound produced by
Capot capot. j- the left hand stroke

Copot copot. j on a drum, which is

softer than that produced by the

right ; alternately soft and loud.

Capot siris. A large forest timber tree,

Dalhergia lanceolaria, Linn.

Capra. Flat, broad.

Cajjra. A cockroach.

Capras. A badge.

Caprasi. A person wearing a capras,
a messenger, a peon.

Capri. A small beetle.

Capua. Bellows used by blacksmiths
and iron smelters.

Car. Time.
Mit carko ^cura, mif gidrg.khan.

Car. A custom, customary, use and
wont ; to institute.

Musae carakat leka amalr sapha reaK samaiime.
Offer for thy cleansing according as Moses
commanded.

Car. Four, employed to signify all,

the whole.
Cgir pirthimi. The whole round earth.

Cara. A young plant, a seedling.
Ca cara. A seedling of the tea plant.

Cara. ") -r-,

Cari.
1^°^'^

Cara danra. j Cattle taken to a distance
Cari gai. j to graze and not brought

home at night.

rage, fodder, food, bait.
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snapping, or

Carap carap. To reply testily or snap-
j)ishly, to speak back.

Carap oafape rofeda. He is apealdng back.

Carat. \Sound of
Carat carat. J slapping.

Jote carat oaratkin topalS got'keda. They broke
the yoke thong with a snap.

Carat mentepe dalkedea.

Carat^ carat. ") Scorching, burning,
Carat' capat'. J smarting.
Aii eetoiikana, oara£ capat'. The sun's rays are

scorching.

Carcao. To go and investigate, to en-
quire into, to spread, as a rumour
or news.

Caicao 9<!urakadal5. I went and investigated
it all round.

Auritege carcao g,curkedae. He spread the rum-
our without cause.

Carcapar. lox- •" " -^ • buinguig, smartmg, aggra-
vating, exasperating, in-

sulting, violent.

Carcare setoheda. The heat is unbearable.
Car care roreda. He speaks aggravatingly.

Carcar. "1 Noise of scratching, as by
Car carao. / a pen on paper ; tearing

of cloth, rending of a branch, &c.

Carcari. A_ scourge.
This scourge is made of baokom (q. v.) and is

employed to drive the spirit out of one who
has been possessed for divining purposes.
A blow is given on each wrist, and if that
does not suffice he is struck again heavily
on each ankle.

Cardak burdak.

Their quarrel is

stir up, ex-

Carcapor.

Car car.

Carcari.

In patches, here and
there, some parts thick and others
thin, a.s grain unequally germina-
ted ; rough, uneven,

Gofa hormore cardaR burdaK ghao menaKtaea.
He has sores here and there all over his body.

Cardatt burdaK fufi gadaakata, arel do. The
hail has dented the ground here and there.

Carec. A pin of wood, or a thorn, with
which leaves are pinned together
to make plates, cups, &c., any piece

of wood resembling a pin ; a tooth

pick.
Ata caree. 7 ri* j.

AKtacare6. j
Cf. ata.

Cared peteekedale. We brought the marriage
negotiations to an end.

Carec susurban. A species of wasp.

Care kisni. The pied starling, Sturno-
pastor contra.

Cargudia. A kind of fishing net.

Carha. More.

Carha carhi. Increasingly, to get hotter
or more bittei- ns a quarrel.

Carha carliikin ropoykana.
'

getting hotter.

Carhao. To ii-ritate, vex,

asperate.
Sohraero darira khnntl.ukateko carhaokoa, ro-

roKa mente. During the Sohrae (q. v.)
they tie bullocks to posts, and then irritate
them to make them ohai'ge.

Carhao. To raise, to advance, to cock,
as a gun ; to brace, as a drum ; to

make an offering, or sacrifice.

AK oarhaome. String the bow.
Setohre cayhaokalime tamak do. Brace the

drum by putting it in the sun.
Alom jotet; baraea, noa banduk doko carhao-

akat'a. Do not handle the gun it is cocked.
Horre carhao got'kaeme. Put him on the right

road.
Karam dahare 9.(Ji hofko carhaoa. Very many

people present offerings at Karamdaha (a
Hindu shrine).

Carhaote laga acurem.
Botor carhaoafkoa. Fear took hold of them.
Bis carhao gofona. The poison spread (thro'

the body) at once.

Carhat! corhot'. \ To shuffle, to drag
Cirhot corhot'. J the feet ; sound of

shuffling,
Carhaf corhot'em tarameda. Tou go shufiBing

along.

Carhi. A mane.
Carhi. To twist a third strand into a

rope.
Baberko carhia. They twist a third strand into

the rope.

p„ •
,

.' ^To abound, to increase ; more.

Okare kgii carhiena, ondege s?ihai asambherge
<Jherena. Where sin abounded, there did
grace abound more exceedingly.

Carhiau. To incite, instigate, set on,

egg on, hound on.
L9.i carhiauakadeako, ruhef oooii lagii.

Cari. "1 Cattle taken to a distance to

Cara. J graze, and not brought home
at night. C£ cara danra.

Okoe ren c?ri gaiko hedakana.

Cari. Food, fodder, bait.

Cereko carikoa. They lay bait for birds.
Iii eskar geko cari otoakadi/ia. They have left

me here alone (as if bait for a tiger.

Cari. A " lean to" roof a verandah, a

small house made by resting the

roof on the wall of another house

;

a temporary shelter when engaged
watching crops.

Uniye c?riakat'a mili cal.
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Cariau. "| To incite, instigate, egg on,

Carhiau.J set on, hound on.

Siblau o9.rianket'l£oako. They put them up to it.

Caric. ITo graze, to shave, to

Caric caric.
J

glance off.

Cariokedeari. I just gfrazed it.

Caria caridteli tuA riamkedea. I shot at but
just grazed it (with an arrow.)

Cario dig.

Cario kon.

Cario kond.

Cario k5r.

The four quarters of the

heavens ; all round,

everywhere.

Carkha. A spinning wheel.
Carkha lekan sikric. A mosquito like a spin-

ning- wheel.
Amalt carkha sunumatam. Oil your own spin-

ning wheel (mind your own business.)

Carkhi. A machine used to separate

the seeds from the cotton.

Carnao. To flog, to whip, to lash.
Carnao ol. A wale. '

XJnialc carnao oltegepe bogeena. By his stripes

ye are healed.

Caro. A system of hiring cattle for ag-

ricultural purposes by the year.
Carote daiiraA hataoakadea. I have hired a

bullock for the (agricultural) year.
Caroko baisaukoa. They let them on hire

(plough cattle) by the year.

Carorin. A red and black beetle which
eats flowers.

Car5t.
"I

Corat. }-Pasture for cattle.

Cor5t. j
Sedaere amela carottahekantalea. In the olden

times we had abundant pasture for our
cattle.

A large forest tree.Car sira.

Caruk caruk. Sound of plumping in-

to water.
Eote caruk caruJiko dona.

Carwahi. Pay of a shepherd.

Cas 1

Casbas. f
CJ^ltivation

;
growing crops.

Casedale. We cultivate (for a living.)

Cas bari. A farm, an agricultural holding.
Cacasic. A husbandman.

Casa. A husbandman, a farmer.

Cat. ) The tw-elfth Hindu month.
Chat. / March-April.

Cata. A bamboo mat, used as a cov-

ering for a cart, also spread on
the bottom of cart when manure
is being carted to the fields.

- A massive flat stone or rock.

Catiji. A panchayat, a meeting.
Barpe cataireli duruplena.

Catak.
"I
A measure, both liquid and

Cotak. J dry, about two ounces.

Cafan. ")

Catani. j
'

Catak mente. Quickly, instantly.

Catao. To lick, to eat.

Bam kgimilekban, oetem oafaoa P If you do not
work what will you eat P

Hecakanam nit do, cet'em cataoa ? Tou have
only now come, what will you get to eat ?

Cat cat. Dry, jDarched, as the lips of

a person suffering from fever

;

cracked.
Sunum ban ojolflekhan do hormo oat oat

9.ikg.uKa.

Cat catao. Cracking or wrenching
soi;nd, as when a branch is being

broken.

Catia. A disciple, a pupil.

Catiar. C£ chatiar.

Catic. To scale off, to come off in

flakes ; to open as the pods of

leguminous plants when ripe, and
the seed fall out.

Catiau. To imitate, to have authority
over, to discipline, to accustom,
as bullocks to carry a load; to

break in.

Boiigakori catiaukoa.

PanraA catiaukoa. I will break in the bullocks
to carry a load.

Catkan. " \

Catkani. iQuick, industrious, hard
Chatkan.

j working.
Chatkani j
Catkanite kamime. Work fast.
Khub c9.tkani menaea. He is very industrious.

Catkao. To break half through, to
crack, to sjjlinter.

Gaiil dalledete theiiga catkaoentilia. My stick
is cracked by striking the oow.

Catki. A kind of sandal.
Caitki panahi. Slippers.

Cat marte. • Instantly, immediately,
quickly.

Catna. M. \ Living at the expense of
Catni. F. / others, going about from

house to house in search of food.
Cele catna kanam.
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Cato. To be startled, stunned, faint,

dizzy.
Nelte cato lioKenao. Ho was somewhat start-

led by the sight.
Hormo oatoentina botorte.

Catoli catol?. Sound as of a dog lap-

ping.

Catom. A bamboo umbrella, an um-
brella.

Catom oral? . A house with a pavilion roof,
which resembles a cliatom in outline.

Catom arak. A small plant common
everywhere, Marsilia quadrifo-
lia,Linn.

The leaves of this plant are used as a pot herb.

Catpat. Quickly, without delay.
Catpat isin hodme. Get the cooliing done

quickly.

Catpatao. ")To be restless, fidgetty,

Chatpatao. J agitated, flustered ; to

writhe.
Ente noa joloR sehgelreli catpataoKkana. For

I am tormented in this flame.

Catra, M. ") Horns projecting at a right

Catri. F. J angle from the head.

Catti. A stage on a road where there

is a bazaar, where travellers pass

Catua. ^ the night.

Catui. T • .
, ,, e

-r,- , Living at the expense oi
Jb'or cata. ^ . i

° ^
-r, ; others.
For catua.

For catui.

Per cata hor kanae. He is always dining out.

Catur. Clever, shrewd, scheming.

Catur. The whole, all, all round.
C?.tur sima. The whole boimdary.
Cg-tur dig. In all directions.

Cauchal. A babbler.

Cauchalia. Acrimonious, caustic, ven-

omous, malicious.
Nui do adi o9.uchali9.e rofa. This person speaks

maliciously.

Caudal. A kind of palankin, or sedan

chair.

Adi moilj caudal leka dareakana. It has grown
very prettily, in shape like a caudal.

Caudal. To outcaste for social delin-

quencies ; a mock ' caudal ' with

two leaves jDinned into peculiar

shapes representing a bride and
bridegroom carried in procession

to notify that certain persons have

been outcasted.

Sohrae caudal. An ornamental mimic roof
resemblinpf that of a ' crucial' (q. v.) [ilaeod
on the top of the post to which a bullock is
tied at a certain stage of the celebration of
the Sohrae (q. v.) festival.

Cauhari. The check.
Ca.uh9.ri baiiaauentaea. He has, lockjaw.

Cauka. A measure of earthwork.
The 'c9.uk a' is generally a square containing

one hundred cubic feet.

Caukan. A plain, a maidan.
Caukatha. A door or window frame.

Caukau. Terrified off, frightened away,
to stray, to wander.

Oka birte con uni g^i doe caukauena. The cow
has strayed away to some jungle or ano-
ther.

Caulia. A common flowering plant,

Riiellia suffruticosa, Roxb.
The root of this plant is one of the ingredients

employed to cause fermentation in the
manufacture of handi (q. v.) or rice beer.

Caupala. A kind of palankin.

Caupohor. The four watches.
Caupohor din. All day, the live long day.
Caupohor rat. All night, the whole night.

Cauri F [.^^"^''"g th® long hairs in the

f^: I
tail more or less white.

Cauria. J
Cauri g^i kanae. The cow has white hairs in

its tail.

Caura dahra kanae. The ox has white hairs in
its tail.

Cauria bak. A species of paddy bird.

Cauria hon. A species of field rat.
This species of rat has long white hairs on the

end of the tail hke a cow.

Caurid.

Cauric.

Cauric arak. A common plant. Lobelia
trigona, Roxb.

The leaves of this plant are used as a pot-herb.

Cauthol. Level, even.

Cawaok. To ferment, to be distressed,

to froth.

Paur?. cawaoena. The liquor has fermented.
NahaK do disom ren hor rehgecteko cawaoena.

At present the people of the land are distres-
sed through want of food.

Cawar. Hairy, hirsute.
Adi cawar hor kanae. He is a very hairy man.

Caya. A stinking, flying bug, said to

leave a smell on grain on which
it may alight.

Disom do cayaen hutiena, alope darana. Evil
is abroad, do not go about.

^6. \A plait of the long hairs from
id.

J
the tail of the horse or cow
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Cec. Squeal of some animals, or call

of some kinds of birds.

Cecg. Squeaking, of animals, birds, or

children.
CedaK nitoK do gidrape ce ce oeoedekana?

Cecha. A torch, employed principally

to catch birds or fish at night.

^1 1 Disobedient, unruly, mis-
Ohechor. y ,

'
,

•''

p chievous, tricky.

Cg c5. Squeaking, of both children

and young animals.

Cedak. To do, used generally when
fault finding.

Ce^em cedalckan tahekana? What were you
doing? Dakail jojomkan tahekana. What
were you doing" P I was eating my rice.

Cedak. Why, wherefore.
Cedalipe heeakanap Why have you come?

Cedakje. Because, fir.

Badaegeali, cedal^je uni oralcteil senlena. I
know because I went to his house.

Cede. 1

Cedea. ' Bald on the crown of the head,

Cedga.
I

of men.
Cedra.

_

Cedre. To turn up, as the edge of a

knife made of soft steel, or as the

end of a walking stick.

Eama cedreKa. The nail (of the toe) will be
reflexed (by coming in contact with some-
thing.)

Binthi cedreena. The edge of the knife has tur-

ned back.

Cedro.
"I

Cedro bedro. -o i • ^ iv
fi -I 1 ^Kough, uneven,m tuits.
Cedro cedro.

|

Cedro pedro. j
Noa ghas cedroena. This grass is of unequal

height (having been unequally eaten by
cattle.)

Cedro oedroye hoyoena. He has not been
shaved clean.

Cehao. To warn, to be conscious, to

be circumspect, to be cautious, to

be on the alert.

Kukmute Isor thene cehaoente. Being warned
of God in a dream.

Cehel cepel. Flowing in full flood, a

large expanse of flowing water
;

brimful, overflowing.

Ceher bedec. "1 Noise made when sift-

Ceher petec.
J ing with the hatali (q. v.)

Ceher poted caolcko rcl o(Joka.

Cehra. 1 Countenance, expression of

CeheraJ face, good healthy looking, heal-

thy body or mind, as indicated by
the expression of the face.

Cehra bginuKtaea, mulinenae. He has lost his

good looks, he is sad.
Cehra do bae lielolfkana. He is not looking well.

(he may be suffering in mind or body.)

CSlc. ") Squeal of some animals, or call

Cgc. J of some kinds of birds.

Ceka. What to do, what to happen.
Cetem cekaiia P What will you do to me ?

Cetill cekaKap What will happen to me ?

Cekakkan coe. What is ailing him.
Cet ho bako cekaea. They will do nothing.
Cele cekakkanae ? What is happening to some

one?
Okoeye cekaKkanaP What is happening to

whom?
Ceka leka. Like what, like how, in

what way.
Ceka lekaii oohko. I do not know what they

may do to me.

Cekan. What sort.
Cekan disom con.
Cekange con.

Cekan lekan. Of what sort, like what.
Cekan lekan hor kau coe. I do not know what

kind of a man he is.

Cekate. How, in what manner, why.
Cekate unkin manwalili asulkina ? How shall

we supply the necessaries of life to these
two human beings P

Cekate hale ban ologoKa P Why wUl it not
write (or be written P )

Cela. A disciple, a pupil.
Celaketkoaii. I made them disciples.

Celan. An earthen cooking pot.
Tukuo celaii. Pots and pans.

Celcekec.\Shallow, flat ; land formed
Celcetec.

J by silt.

Cele. Who, what (animate)
;
perhaps,

possibly; I presume (asking a
question), is it so ?

CeleaeaP Who is hep What is his name?
Cele banae ? Kul. What is it ? A tiger.
Cele, arho pase tayom daram botor menaK p Is

it so, perhaps there is fear for the future ?

Ill do inalc dinge cele ser tahekantdlla. Possibly
food was allotted to me for that number of
days, (duration of Ufa fixed.)

Cele, daka utu hoeena, se bah P Is the food
cooked, or is it not yet (cooked) P

CelelibenaokoaP What beings shall I make pen
Cele cebatem cekaenaP How did what hap?

to you ?

CeleK coe hapen bail badaeoKkana. It is not
known what it may turn out (whether a
cock or a hen.)

Celec. Who, what.
Ill celee hor metrege bail sahoplena onatiii goo-

ena. I could not be contained in the eyes
of some one, and so I died.
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Celhe. To cast longing eyos on, to

look at covetingly.
Men, hiin(J^re oelheefpea. Look out, the wolf

has his eye upon you.

Celko melko. Wanton, flirting, smart,

putting on airs to attract the at-

tention of the opposite sex ; ap-

lied only to females.
Nui kuri do cedaKe celko melko baraokanae?

Why does this girl go flirting about P

Cemal To be proficient, to master

anything, such as carpentery, dan-

cing, &c.
Khub cematakafae. He has mastered it (dan-

cing) very well.

Cemcerem. Full, brimful.
Dak do gota pukhii cemoerem pered go^ena.

The tank was at once filled to the brim with
water.

Cemdeil. Cf cended.

Cemen. A mongoose.
Cemer cemer. Quickly.

Cemkec. Tidy, clean, trim, preposses-

sing, of young women only.

Cemor. "J Applied to timbers that

Cimor. j do not readily split ; hard,

ductile.
Noa kat Scli cemora. This timber is difficult

to split.

Cempot. A miser, a hoarder.
Maraii cempot kanae. He is a great miser.

Cedced. Over salted.

Cefleka bape utuke<? bg.ridpe ceAoeiikef do.

How have you cooked the utn? (q. t.) you
have made it very salt.

JahakhoniA hijuKa, adoe eger dararaiila ceii cen.

Come from where I may she meets one with

her over salted tongue.

Cedcenaok. C£ chenchenaok.

Cendakora. A lad about fifteen or six-

teen years of age, a hobbledehoy.

Cenden. Bare, as a foot path, or as

ban-en soil on which nothing grows.

Cen bai.

Cenge bai.

Cenghi bai.

Chengha bai.

Chenghe bai.

Cenga patha.

stomach.

Colic.

Colicky pain in the

Cengel ~(Cf. nam cengel;, and rium

Cengol J cengel
Ceoceo. Cf. ceren.

Ccpa. A piocc of turf.

Cepe. Flat, flattened.
Cepe mu. Plat-nosed.

Cejied. ) To suck, as one does an or-

Copod. J ange.
Gidr?i,ri cepedadea. I gave it to the child to

suck.
Chuchi theiigarc gutukateye cepedadea. He

put it on a reed and put it to his lips.

Ceperec. Cf cored.

Cepra. ")

Cepre. J-Flat, flattened.

Ceprot. J
Ten cepreena. It is crushed flat.

LaK cepraeme. Cut it flat.

Cepre. A kind of earring.

Cepre. Flat-nosed, flat flattened.

Ceprec. Pug-nosed, flat-nosed.

Cepre muc. A species of ant.

Ceprot. Flat, flatteued.

Ceprot mu. Pug-nosed.

Cera cera. Hard, firm, in large masses.
Jontiira cera cerako dakaea. They cook the In-

dian com into lumps.

Cerca. Undersized, stunted, small.

Cerceted. Sparks to fly, as when thorus

are burning, or when iron at

white heat is hammered.

Terel sahan tihgilekhan cercetejoKa. If terel

(q. V.) is put on the fire sparks will fly out.

Cercotec. A lizard.

Cerda cerda. Hard, firm, in large

masses.
Kuila cerda cerda liuroKkana. The coal falls

down in large masses (having been under-

mined.)

CSrg.. A bird.

Cere ciprnt. Birds in general.

Cored. To amuse a child.

CerejoE kanae. He is amusing himself.

Cerem cerem. Brimful.

Cered. ") Shrill, discordant scor-

Ceren ceren.- J ching, as the sun's rays.

Eereli (q. v.) cereri cerelie raKeda. The call of

the rereli is shrill.

Cereli oereAe setoiieda. The sun's rays are

scorchiug.

Cerka bherka. Idling, not attending

to one's duty (applied to children)

;

spotted.
Ceiem cerka bherka baraekana ? What are you

doing when you should be minding your

work?
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}
To dress the hair.

Cerkol
CSrkoii.
Nakic cerkotienae. Sliehas dressed her hair by

combing.

Cerkot cerkol The call of the Kokoi',

Ephialtes pennatiis, the Scops
owlet.

Cciro. Sun grass, Imperata arun-
dinacea, Cyr.

Cerobero. To twitter, as birds ; applied

also to the chatter of children.
Cerobero kisniko raga.

Certha.1 Refreshed, to be in good con-

Cetha.
J

dition physically ; convales-

cent.
Pahra doe cethaena. The ox has recovered his

condition.

Cesta. ") To attempt, endeavour, apply'}
Testa. / oneself to, search, seek.
Cei ho bam cestaabon kana, jomalc banuKanaii.

Tou are making no endeavoiirs for us, there
is no food.

Cei. To learn, to teach.
Cepe^. To consixlt together.

Cet._ What.
Ce^ ho bah. Nothing at all.

Get cet'. Whether or.

Ci^r. } ^is^^'^y^ niggardly.

Cetalc. To slap.

Cetalcmeail nahaK. I shall give you a slap
anon.

Cetame, What, how.
Cetame emoKae, banuKtaekhan P What will he

give you if he has nothing ?

Cetan. Upjoer, above, on, concerning.
Cetan liutum. A nickname, a by name.
Noa kathacetanregemenaKtakoa. They are al-

ways speaking about this matter.
Daka cetanreii asulkedea. I brought him up

plentifully supplying all his wants, (he was
reared on the top of boiled rice, i. e. he
had not to seek it.)

Taka poesa cetanreko senakana. They have
gone to where money can oe had.

Cetao. To warn, to regain conscious-

ness.
Unkinkin cetaoenkhan lahta laiitikin oromente

ai^i lajaokin ^-ik^-ukeda. When they regain-
ed consciousness and knew that they were
naked they were greatly ashamed.

Cetaona. Warning.

Citlr'l'^^^^®^*^^'
^'^^^^^' niggardly.

Cetat' 1 ^^^* *^'^^^ something.

Cetat'e liamkana, nui doe liururi tiuruiioKkan ?

Cetal; ho bail. Nothing at all, beneath one's
notice.

Noa kami ceta€ ho ban kana. This work is not
billing.

Cetat ho bail jut^uadilia. I got nothing at all.

Get ceret ceprel Call of the black

partridge, Mundhati citri (q. v.)

Get cet. Sound of cracking, or rend-

ing.

Get cetalfkana. It is cracking.

Cete cete. ") Talkative, always putting

Ete cete, J in one's word.
Alo sem ce^e cete baraea. Do not keep putting

in your word.

Cete. Sparks, as from thorns when
burning.

Cete ce^e ofec pasiroKkana, terel sahan do.

Sparks fly about from terel (q. v.) firewood.

Cete. A lizard.

Ceter. A thunder bolt.

Ce^er dhiri. An aerolite.

Dare but^ire alope umuloKa, oetere Aura. Do
not take shelter underneath a tree, it may
be struck by lightning.

Cete rote. ") mi ^ r
ri : ^ ihe tree irog.
Ceter rote. J

°

Cethrec.

Get'Ieka.

A rag.

4di cefargeae, bae emoKa.
he won't give.

He is very miserly

How, as, in what manner.
f?.niji realf sikiom baha aribandhipe, cetleka

harakkana. Consider the lillies of the field
how they grow.

Kul cet lekae dareana, hor onka do bail. Men
have not the strength of tigers.

Get lekan. What kind ; what sort.

Nui do ce1:lekan hor kan coe, ona do ohoA men
darolea. I cannot say what sort of a man
this is.

Cet lekan ita coe aguadiil, erkedaii, ado bail
omonlena. I can't say what sort of seed
he brought, I sowed it, and it did not germin-
ate.

Get lekate. How, in what manner.
Cetlekatem paromena, ma se laiaA me. Tell

me how you crossed.
Hi do bail bujLau dareakkana, ce{ lekate com

thikket'.

Gewak. To chop or break, to cut

through by chopping.
Cewak gotkam. Chop it oif

.

Gewak.
"I
To do, used when finding

Cedak. J fault.

Cetem cewakkana? What are you doing?
Okarem cewakkan tahekana? Where, and in

what mischief were you ?
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Cewe6. To break, to snap.
P^r ooweo got'ena. The branch snapped.
Kathako oovveokeda. They put an end to the

matter.

Cha. Tea. Cf. ca.

Chaba. To print, to stamp.
Chabha. A small earthen ware pot.
Chabi. A picture, a likeness.

tear
; to tear into

The

ChachaU.\To break
Chackak.

J shreds, or tatters
Noa dare reatt sakam ohachaK cabaena.

leaves of this tree are in tatters.
Sakam ijati ohaohalfkedae arelte. The hail

struck and broke the leaves into pieces.
Kiorioem chachakeda. You are tearing the

cloth.

Chad. \ Allowable, permissable, not for-

Char. J bidden, free, exempt.
Enijekhan hoponko doko ohadgea. Then are

the children exempt.
OnkoaK chaij ho cabaena. Their license also

has expired.
Eu^icre ohadgea. There is an exemption

during illness.

Chada. \Exempting, omitting, be-
Chadakate.

J side.
Noako joto chada. Besiiie all these.
Elak oha^la. Free, exempt.

Chada chadi. To separate, as a hus-
band and wife.

Chadu^. A husband separated from his wife.
Chadwi. A wife separated from her husband.

Chadakate. Exempting, omitting, be-
side.

Chada mela. Sometimes, at times,

by fits and starts, now and then.
Chada melaii parhaoKa. I go sometimes to

school.

Chadao. To deliver, set free, let go,

separate, remove.
ChaKdao dam . A ransom

.

Bae chadaoKa. He will not let go (will not be
shaken off.)

Chadaodi. Solatium, or damages paid

by the party in fault to the other

on a divorce.

Chadbid. Sometimes, at times, now
and then.

Chadbidiri joraoea. I yoke him now and
again.

Chadic. Instead of, in place of
Jaiiga cha^io rehefe geraka£a. Instead of the

foot he has bitten the root.

Chadua. ") A husband separated from
Chadwa. / his wife.

Chadui.\A wife separated from her

Chadwi. f husband.

Chaechae,}Q^^°l''y'^'^Pi'^'y-
Chae marte ailjo€ go^ena. It dried up quickly

Chae.lA place mentioned in the tra-

Cae. J ditions of the Santals.

Chae. Bad luck, unlucky, ill-starred.
Chae paraoadea. He is ill-starred.
UnaKe jomefroho bae motalikana ohaege pa-

raoaeKana. Although he eats so much he
does not get fat, he puts it into an ill skin.

Chae. Mischievous, tricky.
Chae mara gidr*. An imp of mischief.

Chae balae. ) ,,. ,,

Chai balai. |
Miscellaneous.

Sarjom dobali maga, chae balaei6 maga.
I will not cut ' sarjom' trees, I will cut of all

other kinds.

Chae chae."! Hissing sound, as of escap-
Sae sae.

J
ing steam ; to sing, as a

kettle before boiling.

Chae chae. Quickly, rapidly. Cf chae.
Chaa chae aAjefgot'ena. It dried up quickly.

Chaela juan. A strong, well grown,
healthy youth.

Salo Matijhi, Salo Madihl, kaesana m^nus.
Salo Mg,lihi, Salo Mipnjhi chaela ju9.n.

Chai. 1 A-' i. r ^ J.-
pi

J-

JN ot ; a scoriilul negative.

Cbailedaii ilelledail. I did not see it.

Chaila. C£ chalia.

Chailak. A chip of wood, or shaving.
Baondae jokhec chatil^l^ chadauKa. When one

planes the shavings fly.

Chaili. A small tree, Morinda tinc-

toria, Roxb., the roots of which
yield a red dye.

Chakacun. ") To shatter to pieces, to

Chakacur. j shiver to atoms, to pul-

verise, to break.
Lebet ohakacimke^taeako. They trampled it

to pieces.

Eaput' chakacunena, noa bafi do. This ba^i
(q. v.) is broken into fragments.

Dal chakacxmkedae. He shivered it to atoms.

Chaka chun. ") In pieces, shivers, atoms;

Chiki chun. J to pulverise, to reduce

to powder. Cf chakacun.
Dal chakachunkedae. He shivered it to at-

oms.
Chaka chnnena. It is pulverised.

Chakao. To separate by straining, or

filtering.

Ape kara aljyurko do sikrio chakao giRdiko,
menkhan ut hoKhgorko. Ye blind guides
which strain out a gnat, but swallow a
camel.

13
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Chalt chaM. Guzzling, or gobbling

sound, as of a pig when eating.

Chakmaki. j ^ Ai^t.

Chakmakia. Spruce, well developed
in person, and good looking

;
pre-

possesing.

Chakop. ") The noise made by smacking
Cakop. J the lips.

Chal. Skin, bark ; to skin.

Chala. Panniers.
Banrako chalaakoa. They put panniers on

biillocks.

Chala badla. A pack bullock.

Chalak chalak. Quickly, industriously.
Chalak chalake calal^kana.
Chalak chalake kamikana.

Chalak chandori. A lascivious woman
;

employing artifices to attract the
notice of the male sex.

Chalak chandori baraekanae,

Chalchalao. To be parted, as water by
the prow of a ship ; to skim along
the surface to, sweep on, as a river

in flood ; to go about without
purpose ; to cut through the water,
as fish.

Chalchalia. Strong, plump, healthy
looking child.

Gidra khub ohalchaliae lieloKa. The child looks
fine and healthy.

Chale. Scum rising to the surface of

any liquid.

Toa chale. Cream.

Chale. Cataract ; also applied to blind-
ness from corneal opacity.

Chale bais^uakawadea. He has cataract.

Chalia. A game played by children.

Thari daKre chalchalao chalkao calaKa. The
brass plate cuts the water aa it skims along.

Noa darhare hako chal chalao baraltako.
Tinalf dali? A^i chalchalao calaUkana. How

much water ? There is a flood.

Nui hor doe chalchalao baraea. This man goes
wandering about.

Chalkao. To pare, to skim ; obliquely.
Chalkaokateli dalea. I will strike him ob-

liquely.
Dak oetanre thari chalkao calao godoKa. The

thari (q. v.) will skim along the water.

Chamak. I To shew off, to

Chamakchamak. /attract notice.

Chamak. Tinkle, sound made by toe

rings when the wearer walks.
Chamak chamak khub sadea.

Chamar. A semi-Aboriginal caste who
deal in hides and make shoes.

Cham cham. Sound produced by toe

rings when the wearer walks.

Cham cham. Quickly, industriously.
Cham chame kamikana. He works well.

Chamda. A temporary erection made
to accommodate guests.

Chan. To vanish, to disap2Dear.
Unkin ^hen khone chan goiJena. He vanished

out of their sight.

Chan chan. ") Burning, stinging,

Chan chanao. J smarting, as pain.
Ghao chanchanaokkantaea. His wound smarts.
Chan chan haso. A stinging, or burning pain.

Chanda. To hobble a horse or cow.
Sadom laha jahgako chandakoa. They hobble

the fore legs of horses.

Chanda baber. A hobble.

Chan. A large sized cymbal.
Kortal. A small cymbal.

Chan chan. Tinkling ; to tinkle.

Chan charioKkan kortal lekaakanari. I am as
a tinkling cymbal.

Chani. To strain out, to intercept by
straining.

Gurtei; do phatiaKre chani tahena. The gur
will be intercepted and remain in the sieye.

Kicri6te*i chaniket'koa, hako do. I caught the
fish with cloth (the water strained through
and left the fish.)

Cha?a.}'^° P™*' *° '^'''-

Chapar dak. Saline water, of which
cattle are fond.

Chapar daK. Liquor, of which the Santals are
fond.

Chapilman. To flow, to overflow, to
flood, inundate.

Gai gofa ohapilmanako. The cows will spread
all over (the field.)

Chapilmanketlea. Attacked us all (fever, &c.)

Chapkao. To crouch, to keep out of
sight.

Chapkaote. Secretly, stealthily.
Kule chapkaoakana. The tiger is crouching.
Oka seo khon coil chapkao chapkaoteye heeena.

He came crouching from somewhere.

Chaplau. To overflow, to flood, to in-
undate.

Pohoko chaplau agueda. The locusts are flood-
ing (the country.)
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Chapri. A hut, a roof.

Chai". Suddenly, at once.
Char mente gefenaJd. I was out instantly.

Char. A cattle pen, a sheep fold.

Mimit' gotedko ohara g?.i dohoko lagiC. They
each make a fold for the cattle.

pi ' ' > Leave, license, a permit.

Soner maK lg,git'ko ohf!.raflea. They gave us a
permit to cut rafters.

Chara. Cf chada.

Charao. To spread, to increase, to

grow larger.
D?d gota hormore oharaoena. The skin disease

has spread over all the body.

Charkat. To waste, to squander. Cf.

chorkot

Charra. Shot for gun.

Chat. A Hindu festival observed in

November.
Chat. To separate, to pare, clip, lop.

Chat. A roof.

Chat.
1

Chat chat. [Quickly, suddenly, easily.

Chat marte.J
Noa chnrite chat chat gedoEkana. It cuts easUy

with this knife.

Chata. A honey comb.

Chata. To separate, to wander or leave

home under the influence of a spir-

it or demon, to be influenced by

a spirit or demon.
Nui baulaha chata calaoenae, okate con.

Birre pongel mahae chata ocoKkan tahekana.

Chata. A Hindu festival observed on

the last day of Bhador (q. v.) said

to have been originated by Kamars

(q. v.), and observed by some

Santals.

Chatak.l A measure, both liquid and

Chotak.J dry, about two ounces.

Chatao. To prune, plane, pare, level.

par chatao gidikam. Prune away the branches.

Chatar. An umbrella.

Chatar. A framework attached to the

rafters on which the thatch is

laid.

Chat chat. Cf chat.

Chat chat. \ Suffering greatly, parched;

Chat pat. j diligent.

Chat chat daK totaiiedilikana.

Chat chat aikauKkana.

Chati. The breast.

Chatiar. A ceremony observed as a

cleansing from ceremonial defile-

ment.
Janam oh9.tiar. A ceremony by which the

members of a village and house in which a
child has been born are rendered cere-

monially clean. In the case of a male child

it is observed five days after birth, and of

a female three days. The child is named
and admitted to the privileges of the society
of its relatives.

Caco chgiti^r. A ceremony which is observed
any time before marriage. It seems to be
the admission of the child to full privileges

as a member of the Santal community. At
the same time there is the idea of purifica-

tion connected with it. At the close of the
ceremony the following formula is repeated,
" We appeal to you five men, we were
black like crows, now we are white as the
white paddy birds, you five men are our
witnesses." Marriage cannot take place

before the observance of this ceremony,
and any one dying before its observance is

not accorded the privilege of having his
" jahbaha" taken to the Damudariver.

Oh^tiSr h^ncji. Eice beer given by the Jog
Mafiihi (q. v.) to the villagers at the close

of the Sohrae (q. v.) festival. This is a sign

that the lioense allowed to the young men
and maidens during the festival has termi-

nated, and that any ceremonial defilement

they may have contracted is removed.

Chatik. Of all kinds.
Is^i hor do oh^tik jat jote£ reaKko joma. The

Christians eat what all castes have touched

Chatka. \Door from the court yard

Chatka duar.J into the street.

Chatkan. \ Quick, industrious, hard

Chatkani.J working.

Chatna.\Top, highest point, pinnacle,

Chatni. J
used most frequently of trees.

Burn chgitnire. On the highest point of the.

hill.

Mat ch^tnire. On the top of the bamboo.

Chatni. A timber tree, Alstonia

scholaris, R. Br.

Chatpat. Restless
;
quickly.

^di chatpat gidra kanae. He is a restless child

(always getting into mischief.)

44iye us9.raea chatpat.

Chatpatao. To be restless, toss about,

writhe, to be disquieted.

Nui do reiigeote ohatpataoKkanae. He is rest-

less through hunger.
Kidilikatkome torkedeteye chatpataoK kana.

He is writhing through having been stung

by a scorpion.

Chatpatia. Restless ;
always in mischief

Chatri. A caste of Hindus.
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Chatri. A caste.
leabiko hecakana, mi£ chatribon lagii:. The

Christians have come to make us all of the
same caste.

Chau chau. In crowds, numerous, much,
many, a great deal ; a confused

noise as when many people are

together.

Chau cli?.u hor menaKkoa. They are in crowds.

'

Onte note khubko rorkediria, chau ch9.u. They
hadsered me from all sides.

Ch?.u chgiuko arisakada.

Chauni. Encampment, resting place

when on a journey, lodgings, a tent,

a roof.

Chec bee. To the full, to satiety.

Chec becko jomkeda. They ate to satiety.

Checha. A torch. Cf. cecha.

^ , Disobedient, um-uly, tricky,
Cechor. V • u
r^

• mischievous.
Cecor. J

Ched. The first day of the Hindu fes-

tival Dasae on which buffaloes

are sacrificed.

Chedam. One fourth of a pice.

Chek. Smarting, burning, nipping.
Chek marte lo ^o^enaA.
UnaK atteye rorkediiia chek marteA aikabukeda.

Chedchao. To flog, chastise.
Alom halbaloKa, cheAchaomeaii nahalr. Do

not be naughty, I shall ilog you presently.

Cherichen. Hissing sound produced

by dipping hot iron in water ; tink-

ling sound, as that of cracked

cymbals, or steel struck by steel.

Chen chenaoli.\To scold in a high shrill

Cericenaok. j voice, said only of

women.
CedaRem cheJicheiiaoKkana?

^Wli^°-1 To separate.
Chmgau. J

'-

Cheo. To slice, to graze, to scotch, to

wound, to bruise.

MaK cheo otokaiia. They cut and wound me.

Chepko.

I
Low, small of stature, defici-

ent in height.

Chepra.
Cepre.

Ceprot.
Chepra kumba. A low booth.

Cher. To melt.
N^-inu oherteko gotoma. By melting butter

they make ghi.

Chi. \ Shame ! fie ! indicates scorn,

Chi chi. J disgust, disapprobation,

shock, reprehension, scandalized.
Chi chi ! lajao ho bam aikauef , kuri hopon ho

darekorem coga baraekan. Fie ! ile ! are

you not ashamed ? girls also are climbing
into trees.

Chiat'tiAae daka do.

Chia. ~) Ough ! ugh ! indicates loathing'lia. ~) '

liare. J

Duar dom chepko AoKkeda. Tou have made
the door a little low.

Nonde chopkogea, onde ueulgea. It is low here,

and high there

Chiare. / abomination, nausea.
Chia chia ! noa do alom jo^eda.

Chig-re ! Nui gidra io sene calaltkana.

Chiak. Low, mean, despicable, contemp-
'

tible.

Uni do chiaKgeye metakoa. He despises them.

Chi ban. To deny, to feel disgust, or

contempt for.

Iliiii chibaiikedea. I feel comtempt for her.
(I have denied her.)

Aee chi bahoKma. Let him deny himself.

Chik chok. Bright, plump, looking

glossy as the skin of a well fed

and well groomed horse.
Chik chok motaakanae, sadom do. The horse

is fat and glossy skinned.
Chik chok serma. The bright heavens.

Chikican. ^ To break into pieces, to

Chikicun.
J-

scatter ; to be strewn a-

Chitican. J bout.
Botol do chikicunena. The bottle is shivered

to pieces.

Chilbilau. To rush hither and thither,

to be excited
;
panic struck.

Hako botorteko ohilbilauena. The fish dart
about thz'ough fright.

Arhoko arijomketteko chilbilau got'ena. When
they again heard it they became excited.

Chilkau. To spill, splash, wash over.
Pheoko laukare chilkau bololfkana. The

waves are washing over into the boat.

Chimbri. Applied to the unripe pods
of horec (q. v.), ghangra (q. v.) and
muhg (q. V.) which do not shed their seeds
under the flail

;
to the pieces, called cloves,

into which a bulb of garlic separates ; to
pieces of the following vegetables when cut
up lengthwise : beiigar (q. v.), kundri (q. v.),

karla (q. v.) taher (q. v.) and kohn(ja
(q. V.) ; to the pieces of the rind of tlie

kiiidi (q. v.) when cut tip for cooking ; also to
individual fruits of the muhga (q. v.) (muh-
ga suti) tree ; one of a bunch or cluster, as
one fruit of a bunch of plantains, or on©
pod of a cluster of pods.

Chin. China.
Chin disom. The country of China.
Chin sim' Guinea fowl.
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Chin. Appearance, shape, form, bodily
representation, disguise, semblance,
likeness.

Manwa ohinenae. He has the form of a man.
(He is in human form.)

Hoj ohinteye heolena. He oame in the likeness
of a man.

Chinar. A harlot, a prostitute."
Ado noKoe mal do ape satate karalt coil, thoy-

haK coil, d9.riK ooii, cliing.ro'li ooii, ona do
apeaKge.

Chinci punci.\ All, everything, every
Cinci punci.

J vestige, in pieces.
Chiaoi punci riam i5amteye idi cabakeda. He

carried away every thing.

Chindau. To unravel, arbitrate, judge,
settle.-

Khapkhap chin(j9.utakome. Judge them right-
eously.

Chuidel. > To pass over, to leave un-
Cindel. J touched, to scamp work;

carelessly, inefficiently.
TuKmalii ohinijelaepe. Leave a few ears for the

gleaner.
Jom chin<ilelliedeako. They gave him nothing

to eat while they ate themselves.
It chindelkedako, They have reaped aJl round

and left this.

Chindel ohinglelteko kamikeda. They have
scamped the work.

Chingau. To separate, to stray, to

wander, to be lost.

M.ii gotede ohingg.nlenkhan. If one be lost.
Chrng^iuenakin. They have strayed.

Chingi bai. Cf. cen. bai.

Chini. A cold chisel.

Chio choko. Slowly, deliberately.
Chic chokoe calakkana. He goes slowly.

Chip. Highest point, top pinnacle, as

of a tree or steeple.

Chipi. A shallow brass dish.

Chirchatur. To scatter.

Chirha chirhi. Increasing ; violently.

Chir hako. Small fish, small fry.

Chir hakole gocke^koa. We caught small fry.

Chiriau. To disperse, to scatter.
G^i g.diko chiri^uena. The cows are widely

scattered.

Chiri biri. "1 Into small pieces, to split

Ciri biti. /into thin slips.

Chiri biri aralcko geda. They cut greens into
small pieces (before cooking.)

Chit. Spotted, variegated, coloured,

stained.
Chit kioric. Chintz.

Chitau. To spread sheaves on the
threshing floor for the grain to be
trodden out by cattle.

Chi tho. To feel disgust or scorn.
Onko oraKiii ohi thoakat'a.

Chitia bitiq. To scatter, to strew, to
throw about.

Chitiau.^ To scatter, to strew, to spread.
lA tuluo bail sasamfaoii doe 0hiti9.ua. He that

gathereth not with me soattereth.

Chiti chan. To pulverise, break to
pieces, shiver to atoms.

Chitir bitir. To be scattered, strewn
about, dispersed.

Horko chitir bitirena. The people are scattered.

Chitkau. To sprinkle.
Chut metaoa mente holoh daKko chitkauakoa,

nartare. For the purpose of cleansing they
sprinkle flour and water on the people
when observing the narta (q. v.)

Chikisa. Careful attendance or nurs-
ing.

Chikisaem tobe khane bartcaoBa. Nurse him
carefully and he will recover.

Chitklric. A switch.

Chitra phutau. To break into pieces,

to smash up, to clear, as forest.
iSam liamtege birko chitrg. phutaukeda. They

have cleared all the jungle.
Sanam chitra phut^uena. It is broken to

pieces.

Nam /iamte Dikuko dobo chitra phut9.ukoa. "We
will sweep the Hindus from oil the face of
the earth (said by the Santals in the rebel-
lion.)

Chitta. Shot for gun.

Choc. To smear, daub, to plaster.
Gurio is to smear with the hand, and choc is to

do so by means of a wisp of straw or piece
of cloth.

Ch6c gobor. To smear with cow dung.

Ohole I Fraud, deception, knave-

Choi kopot./ ^y- ^^'^i^"^' subterfuge.

Choleteko sapkedea. The caught him by artifice.

Chonda. A boy.

Chondatia. A boy of from 12 to 14
years of age.

Chond kora. M. ") A boy of from 10 to

Chond kuri. F. J
8 to 10.

Chondro. ") A lad, stripling, from 14 to

Chandru. J 16 years of age.

12, a girl of from
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Chon godo godo. Sound of frizzling,

hissing.

Chont. Band to bind a sheaf.

Chontal. To fly off, to spring back, to

rebound, to leave.
ChailaK pharakte chontal go^ena. The chips

flew to a distance.

Aitege chonfal gotena. She (young wife) left

(her husband's house) of her own free will.

Chorkate. Excepting, omitting, beside.

Chorkot. To spend, waste, squander.
Sanam cij bg-sutem chorko^keda.

dered all your property.
You squan-

Chorwad. To pain, to cause mental
pain, to hurt one's feelings by
bitter, spiteful words. (Used
mainly by women.)

Eger ohorwaheali.

Chot. Time.

Mit chot. Once.
Bar chot. Twice.
Pe chot. Thrice.

Chot. Bands to bind sheaves when
harvesting,

Chotak. A chittak, one sixteenth of

a seer.

Cliotor. A cloth umbrella.

Chuc. A needle.

Chuc. To burn, burning, piping hot

;

to smart, as from the sting of a

scorpion.
Seijgelteye chudkediria.
Chuc mente. Pricking.

Chuchandar. Hancre ; specific sore.

Chuchkcir. To speak kindly to to al-

lay fear or suspicion, to coax. C£
cuckar.

Gidra hoko chuohkarkoa. They coax children
also.

Chuchukut. Used as a kind of spell

when children choke through some-
thing going down the wrong way.

If a boy the mother pats him on the head and
says "chuchuku(, sendra t?.hgiyepe" (chu-
cukut', wait to take bim to the hunt) ; and
if a girl, while patting her on the head she
says " chuchuku^, araK si6 tahgiyepe (chu-

chuknf, wait for her to go pot herb picking),

or ' daU lo tahgiyepe" (or waitfor her to go
to bring water.)

Chuci. A reed, a bobbin made from a

reed on which thread is wound for

the weaver.

Chuda. "j To beat, or drive game in the

Chudar. I direction of an ambush, or

Chular. j
where the sportsmen are

Churar. j waiting.
Nui kul chular idiepe, b9.ndkigi sen. Drive this

tiger towards the man with the gun.

Chuk chuk. Bright, glossy, clean,

smooth, beautiful.
Nui sadom chuk chnke cikara. This horse is

smooth and glossy.
Bill reaK bhuK do chuk chuk cikara. The

snake's hole is (worn) smooth.

Chular. Cf chudar.

Chundi. A girl.

Chupi. A large hat made of leaves

pinned together, to protect the

head and shoulders during rain.

Chur. To choke. Cf chuchukut.
When anything goes down the wrong way they

say, some one is either scolding me, or say-
ing something against me.

Chur. A track in the jungle, as of

wild animals or cattle.

Churar. C£ chuda.

Churi. A knife.

Churuc. ~| To put down or give in small

Curuc. J quantity.

Chut. Ceremonial uncleanness.

Chut paraoadiiia. I have become unclean.
Chut metao. To cleanse ceremonially.
AmaK dhorom mondirko chutakata. They

have defiled thy holy temple.
Chut mukutenale. We are clean from ceremo-

nial defilement.

Chuta. Free, disengaged, unemploj'ed,

superfluous, not in use, unbetro-

thed.
Nui kuri doe chutagea. This girl is not betro-

^
thed.

Nui hor doe chutagea, kg-mi b9.nuKfcaea.

Chuta chuti. Separated, divorced.
Chuta chntienakin. They are divorced.

Chutau. To escape, to be let loose, to

begin, leave, cease ; to get loose, to

be dismissed, to be lost, to be ex-

pert.
As chutau. To despair, to lose hope.
Euj ohutauentaea. His fever has left him.
Dadale chutauena. He began to strike.
Disom hor do Parganako chut9.ukedea. The

people of the country (Santals) dismissed
the Pargana (q. v.)

Ka^a okare cole chutau oookedea. We have
lost the buffalo somewhere.

Kg.mire adiye chut9iuKa. He is an expert (or
hard) worker.
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Chuti. Leave, permission, dismissal.
Iskul pri<Jr?.koe chutikeEkoa. He diamiasod the

school children.
L9.i chutienall. I have had my say (and am not

now responsible.)
Cefko katha menaKtama, ma lg.i chutiKme.

Make a cleon breast of what you have to
say.

Lgi chutialime, rujf joiiali. Tell me to go and
I shall return.

Chutki. A second wife.
B9.tki. The first, or chief wife.
Chutkiakawanae. He has married a second

wife.

Cia. To spy, to search for.

Nel ci^kom, menaEkoa, seko baiia. Go and
spy and see if there are any.

Cia ^gulekome. Go find them and come and
teU us.

Ciap ciap. Cheeping of chickens.

Cicuri cipi curi. Call of the Uric (q.

V.) and certain other small birds.

Cidir. Diarrhoea, piiro;ing.

Bed cidir. Vomiting and purging.

Ciga cage. Straddling.
Clga cageye darankana. He goes straddling.

Cigari. To mock.
Cigariadeako. They mocked him.

Cigi. To be impaled through the fun-

dament, to force up the funda-

ment.
Don go£kedae, cigi gofenae.

Cigi Tudu. A sub-sept of the Santal

sept Tudu (q. v.)

The origin of the Sub-sept Chigi is said to have
been as follows :—Two brothers worked in

the fields and their two sisters brought them
their mid-day meal. On the way home the
girls were in the habit of divesting them-
selves of their clothes and jumping into a
tank to bathe. The brothers were so scan-
dalised that they fixed stakes in the water,
and when the next day the girls jumped in

as usual, they were impaled on the stakes.

Ciguri. An apparatus for raising heavy

beams, when beyond the height

to which men can reach, consist-

ing of two polos crossed at the top

and securely tied ; used also as a

support for beams.

Ciharao. Cf cihrau.

Cihau. Cf cehao.

Cihik. To start suddenly.
Cihik cihike cihkgiuKkana. He strarts now

and again.

Cihik bai. ") Nervous spasms, twitch-

Cihki bai. J ing, starting suddenly,

shuddering.

Cihirau. To be startled, to wince, to

start through fear.

Cihiri dan. A pole used to propel a
boat.

Cihkau. To be startled, to wince, to

start through fear, to start from

sleep scared.
Cihkau berefenae. Ho started up.

,

Cihrau. To shudder, to start, one's

hair to stand on end through fear,

to feel disgust. Scottice, scunner.

Cihri lamak. A variety of the large

jungle climber, Bauhinia Vahlli,

W.& A.
Cihri lamaK is the small seeded variety.
Phajka lamalc the large seeded variety.

Cij. Agricultural produce, things in

general.
Cij basut. Agricultural produce and property.
Khubiil cijakat'a. I have had a good harvest.
Cij b^suta^. I will acquire property.

Cikan. 1 Smooth, glossy, shiny. Cf
Cokon. J cikar.

Cikar. "l Oily, greasy, polished, glazed,

Cikon. j shiny, slimy, silky, smooth

,

clean, perfect.
Hor then cikar cikaro rora. He is silvery

tongued.
Bhit jolom cikarakat'ae. He has plastered the

wall smooth.
Cikar cikarko joma. They live on the best.
Hormo do cikargetakoa. Their bodies are glossy.
Arup cikaronae. He is washed clean.

Cikhna. A sign, a mark, a remem-
brance, a memento.

Horok cikhn*. To betroth. Cf. horoK.
Cikhn?.walfme. Mark it.

Uni hor do noa khanda cikhnae doho ctoadirta.

He left this thing with me as a memento.

Cikic. Backwards, to turn back, to

come into contact v.ith something
behind.

Cikid laha goEena. I missed by stroke and
struck ahead (through my elbow coming in
contact with something.)

Cikio birdarkedeae.
Cikic ru9.renae. He turned suddenly and fled

back the way he came.
Cikiete liurena. He fell back in a sitting

position.

Cikisa. Careful attendance, or nursing.

Cikkur. A warning call to barndnor

fowls when a hawk or vulture is

about.
The fowls know the call and run for shelter

immediately on hearing it.
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Cikno. The flax plant, Linuon usi-

tatisshnum, Linn.
The flax plant does not in India yield fibre, it

is cultivated purely for the oil it yields.

Cikon. Cf. cikar.

Cikon cokon. Sprig, spruce, dressed

up, prepossessing, good looking.

Scottice, weel faur'd.

'Cil bindha. A sub-sept of the Santal
sept Hasdak.

Cilim. (1) The bowl of the huka in

which the fire and tobacco are

placed. (2) A pig's snout.
The cilim is often smoked without being placed

in the huka.

Cima cate. Hobbling, raising the whole
side with each step when walking,
as a tortoise.

Cimor. Cf cemor.

Cempot.j^i^^'^^y'^^gS'^'^'^ly-

Cimro. Cf cemor.

Cimta. Pincers ; to seize with pincer.s.

Ciricic. Just forming, as fruit ; appear-
ing above ground, as a mushroom.

Cilicicakana. The fruit is just beginning to form.

Cindal. ^^ A little here and a lit-

Cindal cindal. j tie there, careless-

ly, imperfectly ; to overlook.
Em cindal. To give a little here and there.
Er cindal. To sow a little here and there.
Cindal cindale kamikana. He is doing his

work imperfectly.

Cindar candar. Artifice to attract the
notice of the male sex ; long, sweep-

Cindar candare calaKkana. She goes about
giving herself airs.

Cindar candare bandeakana. She is wearing
her ' sari' down to her feet to attract notice.

Cindel. To pass over, to do a thing im-
perfectly, to scamp ; carelessly,

imperfectly.
Ir cindel barakedako. They have left some

when reaping, they have scamped the
work.

Tulfmalko ]?.gitko cindel idikeda. They have
left some for the gleaners.

Cindka. A small area of jungle sur-

rounded by open country.
Cindka nolc birre senkateye okoena.

Cingul. A variety of the rice plant.

Cinha. C£ cikhna.

Cinhau.'j

Cinhap. VTo recognize, to discriminate.

Janhap.J

Cinha munda."!

Cinhe munhe. Ut ,
• ^

Cin mund.
[Vestige, proof

Cin man. J
A portion, a horn, a hoof, &c., of an animal,

which has been devoured by wild beasts
rescued and shewn to the owner as proof
thereof.

Cinman ho ban liamoKkana. Not a vestige
even is forthcoming (to shew that the
animal has been devoured by wild beasts.)

Cinparco. To establish relationship

by declaring name and lineage.

Cinca. Thought, anxiety, concern.

Cipa bata. The lath by which each
row of thatch is fastened to the
framework of the roof

Cipa cape. ") To walk gingerly with
Cipo copo. J" short steps.
Hg-ui tora calaoenae, cipg. cape.

Cipciriix 1 A common annual found in
Cipivit.

J waste ground near villa-

ges, Achyranthes aspera, Linn.

Cipciryop. \ Said by a female to a
Cipciryup. I younger person when re-
Ciryop.

|
turning his or her saluta-

Ciryup. j tion.

Cipoc copoc. Getting old, advanced in
years.

Cir. A flag.

Cir dan. A flagstaff.

Ciro' }
'^^ *^*''' ^'^°^' ®P^^* ' ^ ^^'n-'9-

Mi£ oira barge emafime. Give me a strip of
garden ground.

Khura cirggetakoa. They have cloven hoofs.
Barab^rite ciro got'kam. Tear it equally.

Cir caudal. A caudal (q. v.) with a
tassel at each corner.

Cirgal. Cautious, timid, wary, watch-
ful.

Seta do a^i cirggilko gitioa.

Cirha cirhi. Violently, exasperatingly.
Cirha cirhikin roporena.

Cirhau. To scoff at, deride, to provoke;
to exasperate, to irritate, to mock.

TJni ruarea mente adorn doko oirhai.nkedea

.

Some scoffed at him to induce him to
return.
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Cirhot corhot'. Shuffling, dragging feet

in walking.

Cirhot oorlio(;e oala1<kana.He goes sliuffling

along.

Ciri biri. l Into small pieces, to atoms ;

Ciri biti. J to mince ; thin, scattered;

spread out, split into thin strips.

AraK ciri biriko geda. They out the greens in-

to small pieces.

Ciric ciric. Chirp of sparrow.

Ci h6 h6. Neighing of horses, also the

cry of the Bengal kite.

Ciri cunthi.\To tear, or rend, as a tiger

Ciri huri. J or vulture its prey ; scram-

bling and pulling.
Ciri huriko repeckana.

Ciri huri. Of ciri cunthi.
Cifi huriko idi gotkeda. They quickly snatched

it aU away.

Cirion cirion. Chirp of birds.
Nui cere doe oirioii cirioheda. This bird calls

'cirion cirion.'

Cirkau. To split, to crack.

Bhit oirkauena. The wall is cracked.

Cirit Narrow, strait, difficult.

Cirif dugirte boloKpe. • Enter in at the strait gate.

Ar cetlekali ciridoKkana, ona auri muoedok
h3.bio ; And how am I straitened till it be
accomplished.

Cirmok. ") Sad, depressed, downheart-

Jirmok. J ed, disconsolate.
Bhabnakte oirmoKe durupakana.

Giro. To tear, rend, split, divide. Cf

cira.

Ciroc ciroc. "j Dripping, dribbling, water

Ciroc coroc. V issuing in small jets,

Coroc coroc.J or drops ;
sound of drip-

ing or falling water.

Ciroc ciroce darkeda.

Ciroc coro6. Cf ciroc ciroc.

Cit. Paste, gum.
Cloitalc. The gum brush.

Cit urioena. The paste sticks fast.

Citar. Miserly, niggardly.

Citar kabar. Spotted, variegated.

Citel; catet. The joints of the ankles

or knees to crack when walking,

. the clicking sound made by wood-

en sandals when walking.

Citet patei To cross the feet when

walking.

Citi bin. A species of spotted snake.

Cithi. A letter, an epistle.

Cito. Unripe, said of leguminous fruits,

and of the fruit of the Matkoiu
tree. (q. v.)

Citar kathi. ~| A plant largely used me-
Jog kathi. J dicinally. Plumbago

Zelanica, Linn.

Citol. A species of fish.

Citri. The grey partridge, Tipon torod-

Ortygornis Ponticerriu'nas.
Mundh^it oitri. The black partridge, Fran-

colinus vulgaris.

^JJJPJChirp of birds.

Sud cere hopon ciup ciupko raga. The young
of the Sue bird (q. T.) cry ciup ciup.

Ciuti. An ant.

Ciufi pipri. Ants and butterflies, insects in

general.

Ciwak cawak. Spilling, as a vessel

full of water if carried carelessly.

Cetlekam idiedap ciwaK cawagoKkana. How
are you carrying it ? it is spilling.

Co. I Perhaps, expresses doubt or im-

Con. J certainty ; used to emphasise

an affirmative statement. Cf coii.

Coak. To break, to snap, to break into

two, to break off, to break a part off.

Kanda real? knnkha coaKena. The rim o£ the

water pot is broken off.

Jondra do coaKena pheqlre. The stalk of In-

dian corn is broken near the root.

Coar. "I
Rascally, disobedient, ill-con-

Ciiaria. J ditioned.

Am do coar mara hor. Tou are a rascal.

Coatia. Not having sufficient milk for

her offspring, having a small udder.

C5c c5c. Squeaking of young rats or

mice.

Coc6. Squeaking of rats.

Cocongof. "(To sit on the heels, to

Cucungul J hunker.

Cocraha. Rough.
Coeraha kat kana. It is a rough log.

Alom dejoKa, acji oocrahagea. Do not climb

(the tree), it is very rough.

Coda hako. A species of fish.

Codak. ]

Codao. I To separate, to detach, to

Chondao.
i'

pick off, to peel off.

Cotak. J . ,, ,.

Jondra coijaome. Detach the grains of Indian

corn from the cob.

14
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> Sharp, pointed.

Codgoc. A species of fish found in riv-

ers and tanks.

Code codo. "(Sound of water fall-

Codoc codoc. / ing in a stream.
Sate daK codo code iluroKkana. The rain falls

splashing from the eayes.

Codor. To pour out a libation.
Maran burn ar MaAjhi harame oodorabina.
He offers a libation to Marah burn (q. v.), and

to the deceased village chief.

Coe. Part of female private member.
Coenda. Ill-natured, passionate, easily

angered, bad tempered.
Adi ooendageae. He is very ill-natured.

Coelo,

Cuila.
Lalt coelokedail. I cut it to apoint,
Jom coeloenae. He has eaten to satiety.

Coga. To climb up, into, or on any-
thing.

OkoG bae seta]< liindareye cogaena. Some one
has been up (in the tree) before dawn.

Cogor. '^ Quickly,fast, active, flu-

Cogor cogor. J ent.
Cogor cogore tarameda. He walks quickly.
Cogor cogore rofeda. He speaks fast.

CohSk. Prepossessing, pleasant looking,

beautiful, graceful, well.

Kuriko bes cohoko eneokana. The girls are
dancing gracefully.

Dibi adi cohokko benaokoa. They deck the
idols, or make the idols beautiful.

Sadom a(^i cohoKe calaKkana. The horse goes
beautifully.

Biswadih Maliihi coh5ke iSeloEkana. The
Manjhi of Biswadih looks well.

Cohol bohol. Flowing, overflowing, a
large quantity.

Cohol bohol ntum duladitia. You have given
me a large quantity of utu.

Khub cohol bohole daKatlea, ale do.

Coh5t. Pressing, urgent.
Notar do kami adi cohotakana. At present

work is very pressing.

Cojaha. J
^^^'^^^J' ^^^''^' niggardly.

Adi cojaha hor kanae. He is very miserly.

Coli. To kiss.

CopoK. To kiss each other.
Jawae (Jjhrikateye coUaea. After binding the

turban on the bridegroom's head he kisses
him.

Cok. A division or part of a village.

Cokak. 1 A shell, scale, skin or rind
Coklak. / of fruit.

Eokoc ookaK. A snail's shell.

Cokak. Irritating, insulting.
Nui 9.imai cokaMgeye ror goda. This woman

speaks irritatingly.

Cokak baklak. Irritating, vexing, in-

sulting.

Cokao. To become speechless, through
fright &c. ; to be benumbed with
fear, &o.

UniaK ror aAjomte cokao utarenali. I became
speechless through hearing what he said.

Cokcanda. To steal from, to relieve

one of property.
Okoe coko cokcandakediAa. Some one has

stolen from me.

Cokhlao. To pare, to break the skia or

rind.
Cetan cetante cokhlao gofkam. Pare it near

the surface, (take off a thin paring.)

Cokhna. To bring up old errors, to bear
tales, to upbraid.

Napam pichem cokhnawaiikana. Every time
we meet you upbraid me.

Cokkati. A division ofa village.

Cokka^i ato. A village made by dividing an-
other into two or more parts.

Coklak. Rind, shell.

Cokmaki. Flint.

Coko. The female organ.

Coko. To hide, to crouch, as a tiger

lying in wait for prey.

Cokod. \ To pull the beard as an
Cokoc cokoc. J insult, to strilce the

mouth with the fist, as an insult

;

to wash clothes, by striking gent-
ly on a stone or board.

Noa thotnatem roreda, cokodmeari. This is the
mouth you speak with, I will hit yon on it.

Cokorhal A small cup made from a
single leaf pinned with its own
stalk.

Cola. Body, life.

Cola oabaentaea. He is dead.

Cola taheu bhor kami jarurtabona. We must
work so long as we remain in the body.

Colit. \

Colon. VCustom, wont, use, current.
Colonti.j
Bes colon pai. An honest measure.
Bah colon ojon. An unfair weight.

Colkhao. Obliquely, slantingly
; to pare.

Male colkhao got'kedeaii. I cut him (with u,

sword) slantingly.
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Coloe boloe. Wander about as a vag-

rant.
Coloe toloeye daya baraca. He goes about like

a vagrant.

Colon. Cf. colit.

Colonti. Cf. colit.

Colonti. Clever, exjDert, fluent, efficient,

dexterous.
A^iye colontia. He is very fluent.

Combe. Point.
Cot combereye durupakana, cere. The bird is

sitting on the highest point.

Com coroli. To sit on the hind legs, as

a monkey on a branch.

^"^
, {- To be startled, to flash.

Camkao. J
Bijli camkao goCenteA comkao go^ena. I was

startled by the lightning flash.

Comkoroc. Slightly acid.

Noa utu do comkoroc jojogea. This relish is

slightly acid.

Comol.
"I

Apprehensive of dan-

Comol comol.
J-

ger, in a state of

Camal comol. J
trepidation.

Noa birhorte calaKre a^i comol comol atkaroKa.

When passing along this jungle road one
is in a state of great trepidation.

Comol maraoentiAa. I was all in a tremble.

Concol. Fickle, restless, excited, dis-

turbed in mind, impatient.
CalaK reaSili colioolgea.

Cond. \ Pattern, sample, form, like-

Chond.) ness; like.

Noa oond banaome. Make it like this.

Conda. To pile up, to put on fire to

boil, as a pot.

Tukud do cnlhareko condaea. They put the

pot on the fire.

Conda pore. 1 q^^ ^^^^^ another.
Condoporo. J
Conda porekaKme.

another.

Pile them up one above

Conda taka. The price paid for a

bride.

Condho. A form of abuse, scoundrel.

Condho mara hor. Scoundrel.

Condka. Anything put up as a sign

of prohibition or interdict.

The method usnaUy employed is, if the object

to be interdicted admits of it, as a tree for

instance, to fix a small bunch of dried grass

to it in a conspicuous position, and if other-

wise, as land for instance, the grass is tied

to a pole and fixed in the ground.

OonijkaA tolakafa nl darere. I have tied a sign

of prohibition on the mango tree (so that no

one may touch the fruit.)

Bandre oon(;lkali bi{aka£a. I have fixed a sign
of prohibition in the tank (to warn all

against flailing.)

Cond kopot. Stingy, miserly, hard,

niggardly.

Condo. To pile up one above another,

as rupees. Cf. cond pore.

Condok. To stand on tiptoe, to be
proud.

ConJoK tiogme. Stand on tiptoe and reach it.

Condon. Cf candon.

Con. \ Perhaps, expresses doubt or

Co. j uncertainty, also emphasises

an affirmative statement.
Okoe coe idiket. Some one has taken it away.
Cet coiiko k9.inikan. What may they be doing,

(they are doing something but I do not
know what it is.)

CalaK coe bah coe. I cannot say whether he
will go or not.

NnKui coil ? Is not this he ?

Amge oouem idiket. \ It was you surely who
Amge com idikeiJ. ) took it away,
Okoe ba(Jae con. Who knows, who can say, it

is uncertain.

Con bai. Short-tempered, passionate,

angry.
Mit' gh^ritegeye con b9.ioKa. He gets angry at

once.

Conga. A bamboo pipe, or tube ;
a

bamboo bottle filler.

Conthao. To peck, tear, grab at.

Upe conthao gofkedea. He pulled his hair.

Contha cunthi. To pull each other's

hail- ; met. to quarrel, to altercate.

Baream eraana, bakin contha cunthimea f You
have two wives, will they not pull out your
hair ?

Contha ounthienako tehefi onko do. They had
a violent quarrel to-day.

Copa. ~| Shrivelled, blasted, diseased,

Copra. J unfilled, as ears of grain ;

puny.
Copa ren gun^a kanae. He is the offscourings

of all that is base.

Copa cnpi. Some small and others

shrivelled, as ears of grain.

Dare ma darelen, menek copa cupigea. It

has grown well, but some of the grain ia

small and some shrivelled.

Copa kuta. Disobedient, deceitful

;

rascally, scoundrelly.

Copakul;?' hor jabatinalfem metaerehS ban haso-

ea. Whatever you may say to a scoun-

drel he never feels it.

Copao. Addicted, accustomed to.

Mimifi hoy khub hg.n(}i p^urare copao monaK-

koa. They are all greatly addicted to beer

and spirits.
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Copia. Lean, small in the hind quarters,

as a bullock.

Copiar Murmu. A sub. sept of the

Santal sept Murmu.
Cepe cope Copier eyae catom bohgatato.

Copo6. To suck, as one does an or-

ange.

Copot. Low, hollow.
Usui copoij. Up and down.
Mit'ke rait burn ar botkoc copodoKa. Every

mountain and hill shall be brought low.

Copoti londoc. High and low, rutty,

as a road ; fallen in, a part lower

than the surrounding surface.

Copra. Cf. copa.

Copsa. Gathering sores that multi-

ply themselves.

Copsaha. Flabby ; unpalatable, as pot

herbs that are too mature.

Coran. To overflow, to be turned a-

side by coming into contact with

some obstacle, to glance off.

Dor dor do bam sindurlaKa, ti do corah goten-
tama. You did not apply the siudur down
the centre, your hand went to one side.

Baudukteli ^bukedea, ado corah goiena..

I fired at him with a gun, but the bullet was
turned aside.

Corah paromkette, noKoe phorket'tama.
By overflowing, you see it burst your embank-

ment.
Gail nai do pereden, Sora nai do corahen. The

Gang river is full, and Sora river overflow-
ing.

Coran. Chorus to a song.

Coranti. To increase, to rise, as prices.

Corco. A common forest tree, Casi-

ared tomentosa, Linn.
This tree yields medicine, and also a fish in-

toxicant.

Corcota. \ Passionate, cruel, short

Corc(jtaha.j tempered.
' Corcotaha hor kanae acren gidra h5e dalef:koa.

He is an ill-tempered man, he beats even
his own children.

Corcotah. Anger, passion, ill-temper

;

to speak angrily or gruffly; to

provoke.
Jahanakko metakore corcotahakko rora.

"Whatever they may say to them they receive an
ill-natured reply.

Cordah. ") Of irregular, un-

CSrdah murdah. J even surface;

some parts high and others low,

applied especially to rice fields.

Noa khet do cordangea, dale banuKanah.
This field is not level, there is no water in it.

C5rS. One of the twelve septs into

which the Santals are divided.

C5rS cacarhaf. A nickname given to

the Santal sept C6rS.

Corhof . To drag the feet when walk-

in, to shuffle, to step lightly to

avoid making a noise.

Corhot' corhof^geye tarameda. He shuffles as

he walks.

Cor kheda. 1

Cor khedwa. i-The planet Jupiter.

Eat calawa. J
The rising of this planet wama thieves that

the night is almost past and dawn at hand.

Coro6 coroc. Sound of dripping wa-

ter, pattering, dropping. Cf. ciroc

ciroc.

Coro coro. Sound of pouring, or run-

ning of water, as from a pipe.
Coro coro dak /lurokkana. Water is falling in

a continuous stream.

Coroc mokoc. Stingy, niggardly, mis-

erly.

Cored mokod emoKkanae. He gives stingily.

Coroetho. Blasted, blighted, shrivel-

led, puny, stunted.

CoroU corok. To move by leaps and
bounds, as a squirrel, a frog, a hare.

Coromokoc. The fresh leaves of Arak
kudrum. Hibiscus, Sabdariffa, L.,

used as a pot-herb.

Corontho. Cf coroetho.

CorSt. Pasture.

Corpot. Corrupt, rascally, scound-
relly.

Corpot mara hor. A consummate scoundrel.

Cortha. M. \Bad behaved, disobedient,

Curthi. F.
J

bad, cruel.
Akinren cortha curthi gidraiatekin mondukena

.

They grieved on account of their ill-behaved
children.

Cot. Above, high ; the firmament.
Got ar ot. Earth and sky.
Cot utarid. The highest one.

Cot *r phed bujhau hor Itanale. We are men
of high intelligence.

Cot^te udauktenko. Birds.

Cot dhoj. The top of a tree.

Cotaha. Unlucky, ill-fated, ill-omened.
Ona ato co^ahagea. That village is unlucky

(many have died in it.)

Pokhurig. pahil do ootahage tahekana. The
village of Pokhuria was at one time un-
lucky (the people all died.)
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Cotali. To peel off, to be rubbed off,

to be splintered, to become detached.
CotaK ur. To peel off (the skin.)
Sg.rim cotaKena. The thatch of the roo£ has

been blown off.

Cot; coi codor. ") ^ ~ tt / \

Co1;cot;codro.|^'"y°fH^P'^(<l-^-)

Cothra. '\ Puny, ill-conditioned,

Cothra potra. V half-starved, shrivel-

Cothro. J led; exhausted, un-
fertile soil.

Noa dare cothroena. This tree is stunted.

Goto. A small field mouse.

Goto j el. The calf of the leg.

pi]/ > Soon, quickly, immediately.

Cofokge langa godolfae. He gets soon tired.

Cotok. To dress up, to embellish,
Murhutko cotokkeCkoa. They embellished the

idols.

Goto lutur. A common climbing plant,

a weed of garden cultivation, J-

pomaea pes-tigridis, Linn., (the

tiger's foot bindweed,) children

eat the seeds of this plant.

Goto muc. A species of ant.

Gowak. To break, to snap, a piece to

be broken off.

Data oowaKentaea. His teeth are broken.

Cua. To distil.

Cua daK . Distilled water.
Oko okote paurjko cuaia. Th6y_distil liquor

secretly.

Gua. A spring.

Cubalc. To have a mote in the eye.
Alom koyoK baraea, cubagoKam. Do not look

up, you will get something in your eye.

Cubal^akanali. I hare a mote in my eye.

Gubuc. To prick, as with a thorn or

needle.

p, • VA term of disparagement.

uc cue.
1 gqyga,king of young rats or

ri^, ^
,'

I
mice.

Ooc coc. J

Cumcumba. A game played by child-

ren.

Cuchundar ghao. Ghancre; specific

sore.

p I. [The female organ.

Gucungut'. To sit on the heels, to hun-
ker.

Gucuk. The female organ.

Gudi. Used mainly by women when
giving abuse, or disparaging.

Gudi. To go backwards, to keep to

the side, squeezing . into as little

space as possible ; as if ashamed
;

timidly.
Okare bam cudien, sodorre do bam hijuKa?

Where are you sidling to, won't you come
in view ?

Gudrud. To pour out a little, as from
a cup, or a ladle ; to pour out a

libation.
Gidrg. dalcreye unumea, bahkhane cu^rucaea.

She either drowns the child in water, or
else pours a cupful over him.

DaK man^l cu<?rucaeme. Give him a little

rice water with a ladle.

Gudrud cudruc. Call of the striped

squirrel, Tor {Sciurus jKtlmarunri.)

Cudu cudu. Sound of pouring ordrip-

ping of water.

Cuduk kod. A common jungle fruit

tree, Eugenia, sp.

Gudur. To pour a little out of a cup,

leaf, &r. Cf cudruc.
Katie ka(ic cuduraeme. Pour him out a little.

Cugli. To tell tales, to inform, to back-

bite.

Cukgliio. A tell-tale, informer, tale bearer,

backbiter.

Cuglia. Tale-bearing, backbiting, in-

forming.
Cuglia hor kanae. He is a tale bearing person.

Cuialc. Scales of fish.

Cuicui. Pointed, tapering to a point,

in form of a cone.
Bunumko rakaba. cui cui. The ants raise their

hill in the form of a cone.

Cui cui. Feeling of a superstitious

person as when passing a grave

yard, &c. at night. Scottice, E'erie.

p-'^^^^ [Squeaking of young rats or

m^ , ~ ,"
I

mice.
Coc coc.J

Cuihor. \ To sharpen, to put a point

Cuihur. J on anything, as a stake,

peg, &c.

LaU cuihurkedae. He pointed it with an axe.

Nui cuihur mara hor kanae.
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Cuikup. ") Shrivelled shrunk, rolled up,

Cuikut'. J said of leaves ; emaciated.
Sakam rohor cnikutena. The leaf is rolled up

by drying-.

Cuila. Sharp, pointed. Cf, coelo.

Cuk. An error, inadvertency, blunder,

mistake.
Bhul cuk. Errors, mistakes, omissions.

Cukak. A small earthen vessel, used
mainly to hold oil.

Cukau. To have finished or completed.

Cukau. To blunder, fail, commit a
fault.

Kathareil cukauena.

Cukruc. A folded leaf used a spoon,
drinking cup, &c.

Cukrujako.

Culha. A fire-place.

Mi^ aohia culha. A fire-place with one opening.
Uar achia culha, A fire-place with two openings.
Culha jaraoni. A present given to those who

do the cooking for the guests at a marriage
feast.

CuluQ. ) A small piece, or quan-
Katid culun.j tity.

Culun. "1 At once, without delay,

Culuri culuii. J instantly, heartily.
Culuh mente beret' calao gotenae. He instantly

rose and went away.
Culuii ouluii dale lo g-guedae. She brings water

from the well without delaying.

CuluQ bhutun. T Restless, to wander
Culur bhutur. J about, to go aim-

lessly.

Onte note culuii bhntan baraekanae. He goes
wandering about from place to place.

Cumaura. A ceremony observed at

marriage, at the Sohrae festival

(q. V.) and sometimes on the first

day of rice transplanting.

Cumditi. An ill-natured, quarrelsome,
abusive woman.

A(Ji Gumdiilae, adi eKgerkana. She is very ill-

natured, she scolds fearfully.

Cumkak. To assemble, to be gathered
together.

Cumkal^ ato. A compact village.
CumkaU dare. A clump of trees.

Teheil do kulhibon durupa, sebon cumk^K lio-

goKa. To-day we shall meet in council, or
we shall assemble together.

Alope cumkagoKa. Do not crowd together.

Cun. Lime.
Gafi oun. Lime prepared from nodular lime-

stone.
Jhinuk cun. Lime made from shells, used to

chew along with tobacco.
On cun. Farm produce, agricultural property.

Cunaiti. A small round brass box to

hold lime.

Curici. Pap, dug, nipple.

Cund. The musk rat, Sorex cceridescens.

Cunduc. A small wooden ladle or spoon.
Cun^udtege utuko loea. They lift the relish by

means of a wooden ladle.

Cunduti. Quickly, instantly, without
parley.

Cunduh menteye reben gofona. He agreed at
once,

il beta, cunduh mente calao godoKme. Oh my
son, go without^parleying.

Cuni. Small, stunted, smaller than
others, said of fruit, grain, &c.

Cnni cuni joakana. The fruit is small.

Cunka. A pinch given by the seller

to the buyer over and above the
weight or measure.

Cun thonga. A piece of hollow bamboo
used to carry lime to chew along
with tobacco.

Cun thuiak. A small brass box to hold
lime, closed with a lid.

Cungur mungur. To be restless, moving
here and there ; never still.

Gadel horko ouiigur mungur baraeako. The
crowd sways to and fro.

Cunu munu. Dainty, trig, neat and
tiny.

4di moil]' cunu mnnue benaoaka^a. He has
made it very neat and pretty.

Cupi. Tail of bird or fish.

Cupul;. The fist, to close the fist, to
receive as much as can be held in

the hand when closed ; to close the
hand upon.

Mit' cnput'. A handful.
Caput pasarme. Open your hand.
Ghuae ciipufokaia. He has been bribed.
Isor cuput khon bae pasarlekhan dh?,rti do oho
rophalena.
Cuput khon bah pasaroKkantilia. I have not

- got the means to do it.

Cura. A pinnacle, spire, crest.

Curau. To flog, to chastise, discipline,

accustom.
Curau pondpeati. I shall chastise you severely.
Moca bail curauakantama. Tour mouth is not

disciplined (you have not caught the proper
pronounciation.)

Kamire khube curauena. He is well disciplined.

Curcutuc. Stunted, under-sized.
Noa dare ourcutuoena. This tree is stunted.
Nui dahra doe curcutuogea. This ox is under-

sized.
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:u6. Ic-i- -1

^^
jStmgily.

Curmar!^'^^" J
Q'^i^'^ly' diligently, fast.

Curmarkedeal?. I hurried him np.
Cure mareye kamikeda. He worked fast.

Curi. A bracelet, a bangle.

Curialj. A small earthen vessel.

Curin. The ghost of a woman who has

died pregnant,

Curkud bhurkud.
Curkud burkuc,
Curkuo burkuoe emoKkana. He gives stingily.

Curmar. Quickly, fast. C£ cure mare.

Curti. To increase, to develope, as a

disease ; much, very much.

Eua ^di curtiakantaea. His fever has greatly

increased.

Guru buru. Brimful, full.

Curn buruko dul pereoakafa. They have filled

it to overflowing.
Khnbko dularkediHa curu buruko emadilia.

They received me well, they gave me all

that was nice.

Curuc. To give, or put down in small

quantity, or quantities, anything,

excepting liquids ; to give in pick-

les.

Ponon konijre khunti khuntiko cnrudaKa. They
drop a small quantity at the post at each of

the four comers.
Curuo caole. Contributions of rice levied on

each household in a village, on the occasion

of a festival. The rice thus collected is

cooked and eaten along with the flesh of the

sacriflced animal, as a part of the religious

service.

Guru curu. A call to peaforol.

Guthar. \A carpenter, a Hindu

Ghuthar. J caste.

Gut cat. Graving, longing for, impa-

tient, ravenous, greedy.

Cut cut ?.di baric jojom sanaedea. He is craving

for food.
Paura liu hewa hor bae nulekhan out cupe 9i-

kaua. A persoin accustomed to drink liquor

if he does not drink feels craving for it.

CalaK lagiee out outoK kaua. He is impatient

to go.

Guti. A cigar, cigarette, cheroot.

Cutiko Auieda. They smoke cigars.

Cutiako. They make cigars.

Cutia. A mouse.
Cutia barduruo. A species of small bat.

Cutia candbol. A common, but not
'

easily noticed, small flowering

plant, Iphegenia indica, R. Br.

Cuwa. To distil.

D.

Da. Bulb, root tuber.
Dalfa hapen. Tubers will form yet.

Dab. An accident, mi.sfortune, mis-
hap, jeopardy, dangor.

4LiJi marah dgib calaoentiiia. I escaped a severe
accident (or a great misfortune.)

4-H marah dab liuradilia. A great misfortune
befell me.

Dabad dubud. To sink and rise again
and again.

Daba dubu. Noise made with feet

and hands when swimming.
Daba ijubu daKreko paeraSa.

Dabae dundrai. To demand with
bluster and threats.

Dabak dubuk. To shake the head or

body, as an old man through weak-
ness.

DabaK iJubuKe calalfkana. He goes shaking
his liead.

Pabak (JubuK hor liamifi senlena. I went to
find men who shake the head, (rumoKko.)
(q. V.)

Dabal poesa. A double pice.

Daba mara. To halt, to rest, to en-

camp.
Kulhi muc9.foeko ^aba maraKa. They call a

halt at the entrance to the village street.

Moulbirele 4aba maralca. We will halt for a
little at Moulbi village.

Dabao. To press down, to snub, chide,

keep under, check, curb, restrain.

Seta dabaoetam aloe gegerma. Chide your dog
so that he may not bite.

Dabao. To keep, as one does a dog,

horse, &c. to be covered, to be

obscured, to spread.

Eimilte sermae dabaoakata. The sky is ob-

scured with clouds.

Biste gota hormoe (Jabaoakadea. The poison

has pervaded his whole body.

Euate nui doe (Jabaokedea. He is hot all over

from fever.

Bar era nui do bese dabaoakat'kina. He keeps

two wives in comfort.

Setaii ^abaokoa. I wiU keep dogs.

Dabai'. A large, moist rice field.

Dabdaba. 1 B^oad, wide.
Dabdaba.

J
' Dabdabape benaokeda. Tou have made it broad.

Dabdabao. The eyes to fill with tears.

MoC dal? daVidabaoKkantae. His eyes are fill-

ing with tears.
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Dadbi^

Dabdub. To sink at once, as of a

boat's crew, or a number of per-

sons.
Dabdubko unumena. They sank to rise no

more.

Dabe. "> Large horns, with a sweep-
Dabea. J ing upward curve, applied

to buffaloes.

Daber. A large, moist rice field.

Dabha. A pummelo.

Dabi. The scapula, or shoulder blade.
Bale A^hi. The ridges of the scapula, or shoul-

der blade.

Dabi. A claim ; to claim, to lay a
claim for damages, or dues.

More t^kae datbieda. He makes a claim for
five rupees.

Dabiaeako. They wUl claim from him.

Dabi bebels. Abscess over the scapula.

Dabkao. To crouch down, to lie in

wait for prey, to be awed ; to

sculk, to lurk.

Noa porre kule dabkaoakana. The tiger ia

crouching in this bush.
Hape thiroKme, adoe dabkaoena. Be quiet,

and he gave in.

Dabkao. To be at the boiling point,

to boil.

DaK (JabkaoKkana, ma caole khadlepe. The
water is boiling, put in the rice.

Dabla. M.l Ugly, ill-formed, mis-shaj)-

Dabli. F. j en, unprepossessing ; worn
out of shape.

Dablgi mara herel. An ugly man.
Dg-bli mara aim^i. An unprepossessing wo-

man.
Dabi?. kndi. An ill-shaped hoe, a hoe worn out

of shape.

Dabot. To restrain, to forbid, to keep
under ; to interdict.

M?.iijhi do porja bae ijaboteikotaea. The head
man does not keep his tenants in hand.

Noa 111 dare dabotme. Forbid this tree, i. o.

allow no one to take the fruit.

Dabla kutam. 1 The Hoopoe, Upwpa
Kutam dabla.

J eijops.

Dabra. A pool of water, a dub.
Noa bhataome bahkhan dalt ^abraKa. Fill up

this (hollow), else water will collect.
Horre daK (Jabraakana. There is a pool of

water on the road.

Dabra. A large, moist rice field.

Dabra. To splash about in water.
Delabo da.br9.Kb0 oalaKa. Come, we will have

a splash in the water.

Dabrao. To stoop, to crouch, to lie in

wait, to hide.
Onde kule dabfaoakana. The tiger is crouch-

ing over there.

Dabri. To despise, threaten, keep
under, check, scold, oppress.

Okoe ho alom dabrikoa. Do not act harshly
towards any one.

XJni hor do sanamkogeye dabri maiigaletkoa.
That man despises every one.

Dabri. A small earthenware dish, used
as a lid.

Dabruc, To put down, to quiet, to

restrain.
D^brudenae nitoK do. He is cowed now.

Dabu. A iron spoon, used sometimes
to cook small quantities of vege-
tables, &o.

Dabua. Grown to stem and leaves,

no fruit.

Pabuauena. The plant has all grow to [stem,
branches and leaves, and has no frnit.

Dabud dabun. To shake or nod the
head when walking.

P^buii dabuhe oalalckana hgithi do. The ele-
phant shakes his head as he goes.

Dac due. Small, young.

Dae due. To fine, to impose a penalty

;

to leave one without anj'thing.
Dac (Juckediriako. They fined me.
Perako dao dudkediiia. My friends left me

without anything (ate up all I had.)
Mahajoue dac duokedea. The moneylender

took all he had. (sucked him dry.)

Dad. Ringworm, certain skin diseas-

es that do not break out into sores.

Dacad dacah. Quickly, flying from
place to place ; ubiquitous.

Dacah dacahe calaka uni hor do. That man
moves about very rapidly.

Dada. Elder brother.
Dadat. His elder brother.
Dadam. Thy

,, ,,

Dadali. My ,, ,,

Dadattet. The „ „

Dada haso. 1 t , ....
Pfmda haso.

jLumbago, pamm loms.

Dadha dumbar. Personal effects, be-
longings, chattels, impedimenta,
baggage.

Tinak noa ^adha dumbgrem asen baj-aea ?

Dadhit. Milk adhering to the side of
the vessel in which it has been
boiled.

Pgi^hifteli hurifakome.
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Dadahul Still, motionless, and look-
ing larger than in reality.

Dadahiit'a cliirup:ilcana bana do. The bear ia
sitting still.

Dadahnt duduhul). Still, motionless,
the plural of dadahut (q. v.)

Gidi dsidahut' duduhu^ko dur'jpakaua. Tlio
the vultures are sitting motionless (after
having gorged themselves with food.)

Dadi. A spring of water, a natural
well.

Dadni. ~) An advance of money, as

Dadon. J pay, or part of contract

price.

Dadu. A flattish wooden spoon, used to

stir with when cooking ; an oar.
V^iu ghan^a. To pull an oar.

Dadup. To touch or hit slightly un-
intentionally.

padxip tioKkodeae. > He touched him slightly
Dadup ilamkedeae. ) (with a stick.)

Dadur. Much, many, a large quan-
tity.

D9.durgem namkana. Tou want a large quan-
tity.

Dadurham. 1 -o i. i
p. • J •

,

> liushy hair.
Dadurham. J

-^

Dae. "(_ Misfortune, cause, responsi-

Daete. J bility ;, on account of.

Kami daeteye ruhetkodiiia. He scolded mo
on account of my work.

Dae paraoadirla. A misforbune has befallen
me.

Dae khalasenali. I am free from responsi-
bility.

Dae dae. To proclaim, to rnake pub-
lic, to call ont.

Lai baraeedae daedae. He proclaims it from
the house top.

Auriakem dae daekeda. Tou cried before you
were hurt.

Dae dae. Rising above the surround-

ing surface, prominent, protuber-

ant.
Dae daeii jombiakana.
Dae daele rakapa. We will raise it high above

the surrounding surface.

Daela. Tall, as a man ; long, as a horn,

&c.

Dae mudoe. Plaintiff and defendant.

Daeyok daeyolc. Taking long steps

and lifting the feet high, as a cam-

el does when walking.
Daeyok daeyoke tarama. He takes long steps

and lifts his feet high.

Dag. lo cremate, to burn the dead,

used generally of the coiij|ilcted

o]n'n\iion.
Nolfoe uondole dagkodoa. It was here we cre-

mated him.

D<ig. To mark, stain, brand, cauterize
;

a bli.'mish, spot, stigma, mark.
Pahrae dagea. Hi v.'ill brand the ox.
Get dag kantamap Phera dag. What is your

mark ? A hand spindle.

Daga. A misfortune, mishap, hindrance;

to deceive,to impose upon, to disap-

point.
Dagaii liamkeda, ouato bail senlena. I met

with a mishap, and so did not go.
Dagakediiiae. He imposed upon me.

p,' °
1

•'' Traitorous, deceitful, knav-
Dagabaji.'- .^j^

Dagaboj. J^
Adi dagabaj hor kanae. He is a great knave.

Dagak dagaU. By jerks, by twitches.
Dag-ak dagak orms. Pull by jerks.

Dagao. To bespeak, to arrange for.

Noa jinia mit' horc dagao dohoakat'a. Some one
has bespoken this article.

Dagar. ~) Quickly and vrith force,

D.igar dagar. J to tug, used generally

with ' ur' to pull.

Dagar martaye or got' Icoda. Ha gave it a tug.
Lobar dagar dagar bhathiye oreda, The black-

smith pulls quickly and strongly at the bel-

lows.

Dagar dugur. Toddling, said of a
child learning to walk.

Gidi'ako daj;;'.ar dugur liir baracako.
Bos dagar dugure taram darealta.

Dagar dugur. 1 Flickering, appearing

Dugur dugur.
J

for a second and then
disiippearing, as a light.

Bohg-a joloKkiinae, dagar dugur.

Dag dag. V/ell, luxuriantly, flourishing,

brilliant.

Dare do dag dagharakkana. The tree is grow-
ing luxuriantly.

S_iil cando rakapkana dag dag adi setohediiia,

l^inda cando rakapkana pirio piriu adi rabah-
ediiia.

Dag dagao. To grow well, to grow
luxuriantly, to flourish.

Dagdor. A medical practitioner, a

doctor.

Dagi. Spotted, stained, marked, ble-

mished, branded, blemished in

character or reputation.
Dagiakanae. Hia reputation is blemished.

15
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Noa pg-hilre jahatise dg-gi iahanakana? Has
there been auy blemish on his character
previous to this P

Dagi mara. To be blemished in charac-

ter or reputation.
Dagi maraenae.

Dagmagao. To shake, to confuse ;
to

be dizzy.

Eu^te (Jagmagaoenae. He is suffering from
ague.

Dagni. An iron with which an owner

brands his mark upon his cattle.

Dagor. Large.

Dagrin. A mid-wife.

Dagumcak. Hairy, shaggy, tufts or

patches of grass, or weeds in a field

that has been ploughed.
Bana dagumcaKko upana. Bears have shaggy

hair.

Dah. Enmity, ill-will, envy.
Pahteye metarikana. He says (this) about me

through envy.

Daha. The tazia of the Mohamedans.
TeheA dahako bhasana. To-day they will bury

(or throw into water) the tazia,

•p. , >A deep pool in a river.

Karam daha. The pool with the Karam (q. v.)

tree growing on the bank.

Daha6 duhuc. Walking feebly, or care-

fully.
^

Dahad duha.de oaooKkana. He toddles.

Dahadahi. To flow, to saturate, to

spread abroad.
Daha d?.hi mayam atuentaea. Blood streamed

from him.

Dahades. All roundabout, to be scat-

tered, in the villages and country
;

no one knows where.
Dahades onte noteko senakana.

Daha dehe. ") Knotty, having knots or

Daha doho. J excrescences.
Paha doho dare. A tree having excrescences on

its surface.

Dahal. A species of wild dog differing

from Cuon rutilans.

Dahalao. ~|^ To wet, to saturate, to be-

Dahlao. j come waterlogged, to soften,

to jjersuade, to make way ; to boil,

as water.

Dahal seta. A large hound.

Dahao. To burn up, scorch ; to be hot

or feverish.

Oralc dahaoentakoa. Their house is burnt
down.

Hormo do (JahaoRa, ru?.te, ar setoite ho. The
' body is heated by fever, and scorched by
the sun's rays.

Sanam oaa ^ahaoentiiia. My crops are aU burn-
ed up.

Dahao. To test, to prove.
Sonako dahaoa. They test gold.

Jan hoko (Jahaokoa. They also test witch-

finders.

Dahap dahap. Heavy thudding sound,

of heavy footsteps.

Dahap dahapko tarama. They walk good heel

and toe.

Dahar. A cart track, a road made by
use.

Dahar dahar. l Quickly, with long

Dahar dehor. 1- steps, applied to large

Duhur duhur. j heavy-bodied subjects.

Dahar dahare calaKkana .He is walking quickly.

Dahar enec. A dance danced by girls

and women.

Dahar rar. The tune or air to which
the Dahar Seren (q. v.) are sung.

Dahar seren. A class of songs sung

when dancing the Dahar dance.
Bad tandire kuindi miru, jhao jhao,

Grupi kora tirioteko lebdalede, jhao jhao.
Dahar serefi.

Dahdahao. Hot, feverish.
Hormo ^ahiJahaoKkantaea. His body is hot.

iki^i ote dahalaokeda. The soil is saturated
and soft.

Enkan kathate bae dahalao hodoKa. He wUl
not be readily persuaded with arguments
like these.

Nui kuri do mit achar dalcte bae dahalaolca.
One shower of rain will not wet this girl.

(one telling will not suffice)

Dahe. Curds, curded milk.
Joran emkate dahe jamaoka.

Dahgi. Race, tribe, family, stock.
Onko dahgi kanae. He is of their stock.

Dahgoria. Revengeful, vindictive,

rancorous.
Jahae dahgoriat here nonkaaka^a. Some re-

vengeful person has done this.

Dahi. Ashes of anything burnt on the
ground for manure.

Dahi. Responsibility, liability.

Jawab dahi. T The responsibility of reply, or of
Jobab diiii. j- giving account.
Jobab dahi. 3

Dahin. The right hand, to pass over.
Onae dahinkeda. He left it on his right.

Dahin. To accede to request, to help,to

assist ; to be pleased, to be friendly.
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Bako d9,hinoKa. They do not accede to a re-
quest for help.

D?.hinakan tahenpe. Eemain friendly.
Bh9.i9,diko besge dahinre menaltkoa. The rela-

tives are on friendly terms with oaoh other
(or live at peace with each other.)

Dahin. A row of oxen tied together
treacling out grain.

Ag d»hin. The leading ox on the outside of
the circle.

Meh (Jaura. The ox on the inside, or the pivot
on which the row of bullocks turns.
Doga. The rope by which the bullocks
in a row or '' d^^hin are tied together.

Dahinau. To leave to the right hand.

Dahinau. Cf. dahnao.

Dahlao. To agitate, to moisten; to

become water logged, to cause one
to exert oneself.

Nes do ot 9.uri dahlaoka.
Bae dahlao dareaekana.
Mit' bar kathate bae dahlaoSa.

Dahna. ") A small quantity of

Arpa dahna. J ,^grain'given daily to

an agricultural labourer during
harvest, over and above his wages.

Dahnao. To pray, to honour, to wor-

ship, to appease, to propitiate.
Dgirhnao keteckotam. Propitiate your (deities.)

Bhitar ren baher renili d^hnaokoa, boiiga do.

Dahhga dahngi. Blazing, flaring.

Dahhga dahngi jolpe. Make it (the fire) blaze.

Dahngao. To blaze, to flare up ; to

increase.
4-^i jol dahngao godme. Make it blaze quickly

Santals when tending tassar silk worms use
'dahngao' instead of 'joF (q. v.) when they

have in any way to refer to lighting a fire.

To use 'jol' ia considered unlucky.

Daholi. Envy, spite, malice.

PahoK dahoKte ho laiafime.

PahoK 4ahoKte ho hirikaleme. Suppressing
your anger for the time being, pay us a

visit.

PahoK dahoKte ho poesari emaege. I will give

him the money grudgingly.

Dahon. To bum a corpse, to be burnt

up.
Pahonkedeale. We cremated him.

Dahrao. To walk, to move, to take

the road. Cf dahar.
Delabon (JahraoKpe. Come, let us take the road.

Dahri. A turban.
Cak daihri. A large round wheel-like turban.

Dahu. A large forest tree, Artocarpus
Lakoocha, Roxb.

The flowers and fruit of this tree are eaten.

Dahur bulau. To fix a date and give

invitations tojoin a hunting party,

fishing meet, &c.
Bako hakolenkhadko mena, giurialfko (Jahur

bulgiukeda. If they do not get fish they say
they invited ua in vain.

Dai. Elder sister.

Dai teliari. My elder sister and her husband.
Dg-i is used more especially when calling atten-

tion.

Dak. Water, rain, climate ; to rain.
DaK man^i. Eice water, a modest expression

for boiled rice, or food in general.
Ni^ sahantele daK m?.n(ji joiia. We will cook

our food with this fuel.

lll^im. }
A mid-wife.

fhili dalf . A girl who can carry a small water
pot full of water on her head.

Marah dak lo ber. About 4 p. m.
Hudili daK lo ber. About 5 p. m.
Noa khet ban dakakana. There is not sufficient

water in this field (to plant rice.)

Dale bodoloka mente. For a change of air.

Dak. To string a bow, to tighten up
the mattress of woven twine of a

bed ; to tighten, or make taut.

Sendra ehobokre akko daga, ar sendra mokoii-
kateko 9<sida. They string their bows when
they begin to hunt, and when they stop
hunting they unstring them.

Ma parkom dakkam 4hilakana. Tighten up
the mattress, it has become slack.

Dak. Heat.
A4i dak paraokkana. The sun's rays are very

strong.

Dak. Call, summons.
AleaK dakte ohoe heilena. He will not come

at our summons.

Dak. A post for the conveyance of

letters, also relays of horses or palki

bearers.
Dak orak. Post office.

Pakwalla. A post runner.
Pak c9.uki. A stage on a road where travellers

rest or change horses.

Dak. A species of crane.

Dak. ]

Dakh. VA vine.

Darkha.J
Dak jo. Grapes.
Dak bagwan. A vineyard.
Dak nari. A vine.

Dak kakmanio. A vine dresser.

Dak thopa. A cluster of grapes.

Daka. Boiled or cooked caole fq. v.),

more especially boiled rice ; to cook

husked rice, Indian corn, and all

other grains which are husked

before cooking.
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- Eoro daka. Boiled rice.

Joncli-a „ „ Indian corn.
Ja,nhe „ ,, jaulie (q. v.)

Gundli „ „ gundli (q. v.)

Kodo „ „ kode (q. t.)

Iri ,, „ iri (q- y.)

Erba ,, ,, erba (q. v.)

Bajra „ ,, bajra (q. t.)

Lenclha ,, „ lendha (q. T.)

layo „ „ layo (q. v.)

Iilat eacle ,, ,, seed of the bamboo.
Mul! daka. Tbe chrysalida of cortain ants

which resemble grains of cooked rice. (The
chrysalids of Chutuii mno are eaten by the
Santala.)

Daka dak. A wooden trough used for

feeding pigs, watering cattle, and
at times for bathing.

Daka daki. "j To push, first to one
Dhaka dhaki. V side and then to ano-

Dhaka dhaki. J ther, as a person clear-

ing a way for himself in a crovv'd.

Dakal dakal. To move the body, as

Santal girls do when dancing ; to

shake, as when sitting in a fast

train; to move, as the adipose

tissue on the bodies of some fat

women.
Dakal dakal lagreko eneekana.

Dakao. To invoke, to call upon, to call

or send for, to summon.
BnhiloK ho boiigako ^lakaofcoa. On that day

also they invoke the deities.

Dakar dukur. ) To shake, to jolt, to

Dakar dukur. / waddle.
Dakar dnkure calak Iraua. He waddles along-.

Dak batta. The Greensli;i.nks, Tota aus
glottis.

Dak cita. A species of snake.

Dak dak. ~| Avery distant relative,

Dak dak pera. J very remutely related

to ; to treat one as a very remote
relative.

Asol pera doko bah kana, dalidali jjera kanalro.
They are not near relative;-^ (-^vho «iv6 yon a

good meal,) but only distant relatives (or
acquaintances) (who give yon only water
to drink.)

Dale dalcko perakedilia. They were not very
hospitable.

Dak daka. Food
ance.

DaK dakae liai;

snstenancy

and water ; susten-

TikaiJa. He has ceased to take

Dokdoka }^°^S, tall, high, projecting.

Dale dakram cere. The swallow.

Dak dalh-amak. Thatching grass.

Dakedak. To j)ass anything on from

stage to stage, or from village to

village.

Daks dakc koUei! tahekana. He had sent from
village to village (on to its destination.)

Dakhil. To pay, to arrive, to enter;

on the Lhreshhold ; about to.

GnjnK dakhil. Abont to die.

Dakhilciiae. He has a,rrived.

Haj'ani dakhilenae. He iy on thethreshhold of

old a::;c.

Khajnali dakhilkeda. I paid down my rent.

Dakhila. A receipt for money paid.
Pharkati. A receipt in full, a quittance.

Dakhilau. To arrive, to deliver.
Dakhilau otokate ru^r hijuk me. Deliver it

&n,J return.

Dak icak. A small plant found in

moist sittiations, Jtt/Saicea suffruti-

cGsu, Linn.

Dak kudur. A plant common during

the ]-ains, Soijuhia delphinifolia,

G. Dun.

Dakhnahi. From the south, southerly.

Dak horo. A tortoise that lives in

vv^ater.

Dak mandi ot. A species of mushroom.

Dakra. The poison put on an arrow
when set in the path of some wild
animal.

Dakrao. To invoke, to call upon.
Hakrao dakraoefpeale. We are calling upon

you.

Dak sadom. The Hippopotamus.

Dak sim. The little Cormorant, Gra-
culus Javat't icus.

Dak sosrijc. An insect resembling a
graswliopper that lives in water.

Daktar. A medical practitioner who
follows the European system of

medicine.

Daku. A robber, a highwayman.

DaL To split into tv/o or more pieces,

applied generally to dicotyledon-

ous fruits, when the cotyledons

are separated, and more especially

to the fruit of leguminous plants,

as split p)eas, &c., used as food.
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Baheydal. Split fruit of Cajanua Indious,
Spi'eng.

Muiid?!. „ PhasooluH Mnngo var.
Max, L.

Horeo dflil. ,, Doliubos biflorus, L.
Eamrad?.!. „ Pliascolus Mungo var.

radiatua, L.
. Ghaiira d^l. „ Vigua Catiang, Endl.
Disom horeo d*l ,, Glycine Sojii, Siebr, &

Zuoc.
M9.sri d9.1 „ Ervum lens, L.
Kesari d?.l ,, Lathyrus sativus, L.
Alpalwadal „ Phaseolua aooutifolias,

Jacq.
But dal „ Cicer arietintim, L.
MaJhan dal

,, DoliohoB Lablab, L.
Buru raiier djl ,, Cyamopsia psorialioi-

des, D. G.
Moo dg.! „ Phaseolua oaloaratus.
Mafor dal. Split peas, Pisum arvense, L.
Kui(Ji dal. Split kernals of the fruit of the Mat-

kom tree (q. v.)

Noa kat do pon d*l hoeena. This log has been
cut into fonrplanka.

Dal. Deep mud, a quagmire.

Dal. Wild rice.

Dal. To strike, to thresh grain with
a flail.

Dal olkedeali. I hit and waled him.
Dal ihgulkedeaA. I struck him slightly with

my open hand.
Janhe dadaliil calaKkana. I am going to thresh

janhe (q. v.)

Ce£ bail se babu, janhe dale dalkedi/ia. Would
you believe it, he struck me as one does
janhe with a flail.

Dalgahkedeae. He struck him, and caused a
contused wound.

Dala. A large basket.

Dalae dalae. Shaking, hair flying

about one's shoulders.
Noa dare dalae dalae hilg.uKkana.
Dalae dalaeye rumoKkana.

Dalahi. A marsh, a quagmire.

Dalak dalak. Cf. dakal dakal.

Dalai. A broker, a tout.

Dalali. Brokerage, commission.

Dalari dulun. To toddle, to walk as a

very little child.

Palah duluh parlja baraedirt kanae. He tod-
dles here and there after me.

Dalao. To issue or promulgate an
order, to make over to, to commit to.

Hukume dalaokeda. He issued an order.
Am id dalaoafmea. I have committed this mat-

ter to you.

Dalcan. M. "I Slovenly, with dishevelled

Dulcun. F. J hair.

- Duloune AeloKkana. She looks slovenly.

Daldalahi. A marsh, a quagmire.

Daldalao. To shake, to quiver, to be
panic stricken.

Gota ato horko daldalaoena. The people of the
whole village are panio stricken,

^ndhite oral? daldalaoena. The bouse shook
with the storm.

Daldalao. To grow luxuriantly.
Horo bhage bhage daldalaoena. The dhan has

grown luxuriantly.

Dalel. Documentary proof.

Dalhi. A marsh, a quagmire.
Dalic. A small, flat, round basket.
Dalidar. A glutton.

Pali dhaurak. A method of trial by
ordeal.

Two branches, one for each party to the dispute,
are placed upright in a ta nk and allowed to
remain in that position over night. The
person, whose branch withers, la adjudged
the guilty party.

Dalil. A document, any legal instru-
ment, documentary proof.

Dalil. Extra work, as punishment,
(a tea garden term.)

D9.Ulkedoako. They punished him by giving
him extra work.

Dalim. The fruit of the Pomegranate,
Punica ranaturii, Linn.

Pali phuli. A method of trial by or-

deal.

Two small parcels of rice, one for each party to
the difipute, are buried overnight in an ant
hill. The person whose parcel has been
attacked by the white ants during the night
is condemned as guilty.

Dalis. A bond.

Dalkao. To shake, to quiver, to be
afraid.

DLarti dalkaoU. An earthquake.
Orak dalkaoena. The house shook.

Dallali. ~)
t, i • •

Kpfl I'i
( -DroKerage, commission.

Dalmal. 1 To shake, to reverberate, to

Dalmalao.J excite or agitate, to dis-

turb.
Gota, disomko da,Imalaokeda.

the whole country.

Daioe daloe. Cf dalae dalae.

Dalop. To put on thatch without ty-

ing it down to the roof frame ; to

cover, to obscure.
Rimilte sermae dalop cabaaka^a. The sky is all

obscured with clouds.

Dalpaii. Clothed with a garment short-

erthan that usually worn.

They agitated
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Dalpun. A short quilted cloth worn
round the loins, worn sometimes
by women.

Dalwalj. A large flat basket.

Dalwak. Scales of a balance, generally

of bamboo.

Dam. Price, rate, wages, value.
Bar annae damkeda. He priced itattwoannaa.

Tin^lcem damkoa!? What price do you put on
them.

DamanaE dhiri. A precious stone.

Dama. Asthma.

Dama.
Akhir dama,J Cf. dima.

Damadol. Distressed, disorganized, a-

gitated,
K^mi bgtnulttalea, ^amatjolenale. We are out

of employment and are in great distress.

Noa ato do glama^olena.

Dama domo. Very much swollen, as a

person suffering from dropsy ; big,

huge.
Dama domo jaaga moentaea. His foot is very

much swollen.
Dal dama domokedeae. He beat him till he

swelled. (He struck him and produced
much swelling.)

Damae dundrai. To ask for with blus-

ter and threats.

Dambrao. To obscure, to cover, to in-

crease, to pervade.
TumdaKe dambraoaka£a. He has covered the

drum (put leather on the open ends.)
Eua dambraoakantaea. His feyer has increased.

Dambrao. To become less, to decline

in intensity.
Engi dambraoakantaea, His fever has declined.
Edre dambraoakantaea. His wrath has cooled.

Dambri. One eighth of a pice.

Damcalc. Stunted, undersized.
Damoalfena. It is stunted.

Damcak. M. "i Dishevelled, untidy, un-
Damci. F. / kempt.
Damoalf kora. A lad with unkempt hair.
Damci knri. A girl with unkempt looks.

Damdahe. To proclaim, to spread
abroad, to be notorious.

Go^a disomre uniaS: damdaheena. His fame
went abroad into all the country.

Damdam. Thick, as a clump of bam-
boos, or head of hair.

Damdam up. Thick, coarse head of hair.
Damdam dareakau ma£ dandhi. The clump

of bamboos has grown very thick.

[To fix a price, to bargain.
Dam dari.

Dam duri.
Ondeko dam dufieda. They are bargaining

over there.

Damgi. A mound, a hillock.

Damka dumka. Big and little, unequal.
Pamka dumka joakana nea. This year the fruit

is of unequal size.

Damka dura. Big and little, unequal,

applied to root tubers and fruits.

Damka (Jur?. daakana. The tubers are of un-
equal size.

Damkam. Dues, out-standings.
DamkamiA ad|i lagifi. I (am come) for tha

purpose of collecting my dues.

Damkam menaKtiila, ona sidi lagi^id calalfkana.
I have out-standings which I am going to
collect.

Damkom. A bull calf

Dampol dampol. Sound produced by
one end of the dhitiki striking the
ground. Cf dhampol dhampol.

Damra. M. ") A steer.

Damri. F. J A heifer.

Damri. The eighth part of a paesa or
pice.

Damsao. ") To shake, to relapse, as an
Dhamsao. J illness.

Ph?iri?.len tahekanae, are lt?.mike£te ma arho
damsao ruarentaea. He got well and by
going to work suffered a relapse.

Nondem dallekhan onte damsaoKa. If you strike
here it shakes over there.

Damnl. To transport convicts.
Damulkedeako. They transported him.

Dan. To gift ; a gift, largess ; freely,

gratis.
Danpun. To obtain merit by giving.
Danpunalekanae. He is very free with his

gifts to us, (as if be were laying up a store
of merit.)

Dantegepe liamkeda, dantege emoKpe. Freely
ye have received, freely give.

Dan. A witch
; witchcraft.

Nui do 4*necefeda. She is learning witchcraft.

Dana. Grain, food, gram.
Danji pani. Food and drink, sustenance.
Jaharege danapani liamoK, on(Jegeli tahena.

I will remain wherever I can get a living.
Danap9,ni purauentaea. His allotment of

food is exhausted, (his end has come.)

Danai. To judge, to consider, to decide;
fate, fortune.

Dan?.iUatilime. Judge for me.
Jage iiiaK dan?,ire hoyoK. Whatever may be

my fate.
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Danad. To conceal, to hide, to disappear,

to depart this life ; to trust to, to

shelter.
Dare danahre mono ea. Hois hidden by the tree

.

Danahenae. He has passed from view, i. e. is

dead.
Danan pera. Hidden friends, i. e. the bongas

(q. v.)

Danapal. Three pieces of wood placed

above a corpse on the funeral pile

to keep it in position ; a covering.

Dana pani. Food and water; sustenance.

Dand. \ To take thought, to be anx-

Dandi.J ious.

Onate gapa lagif alope dandoSa. Therefore
take no thought for the morrow.

Ape motore okoe hor dandkate aoaK din mi^
ghnfi gane badhao darekea P Which of you
by being anxious can prolong hia life by
one hour ?

Dand. Part of a tank at each of the

embankment where it is prolonged

into a narrow channel, oftenleading

to the overflow channel.

T)^^t 1 '^° impose a fine
;
a fine.

Gel taka ^an^ko »gukedifia. They fined me
ten rupees.

Dandomedili kanako. They are fining me.

Danda. The loins, waist.

Panda dora. A cord worn by males round the

loins and by girls before being invested

with a garment.

Dandagiri. To consider ;
thought, anx-

iety, diligence, forethought, pains.

441 dandagirite noko mihu merom doe jumao-

akafkoa. It has been with great pains

that he has gathered all these cattle.

Dandanao. Quickly, furiously, rushing

angrily.
Daliii lagi6 dandanao hedenae. He rushed at

mo to strike me.
Dandanao g,curoK. To revolve rapidly.

Dander. A cave, a den.

Kul dander, tiger's den.

Bana dander. A bear's den.

Dandha. To consider, to think, to be

in anxiety, to search for anxiously,

to labour ;
anxiety, care.

Dandha bafajohkanae. He is seeking anxiously

for.

Dandha dandhi. Cf dandhao.

Dandha mandha. Uncertain, vaguely,

doubtfully, ambiguously
;

perhaps.

Dandha mandhae rorkeda, calaK coe ban con.

He spoke doubtfully, whether he will go or

not (I can't say.)

Pan^hao. "I To grow luxuriantly,

Dandha dandhi. J as dhan, &c.
Pan^haoakana. It has grown luxuriantly,
fian^ha dandhi dareakana. It has grown luxu-

riantly.

Dandhi. A clump.
Janum d?.ndhi. A clump of thorns.
Mat dandhi. A clump of bamboos.
Cero dandhi. A clump of sun grass.

Dandi. A stalk.

Ak 4^n4i. A stalk of sugarcane.

Dandi. Cf. dand.

Dandi Boundary.
Pih 4*n(}i. Hamlets and boundaries.
Simg. 4*niji ren boiiga. The spirit of the boun-

daries.

Dandid. The arm of a balance.

Dandit. Line, stem, handle, shaft.
Tula 4^ndi6. The arm of a balance.
Srgom d9.ndi£. The shaft of a clod crusher.

Catom d*ndi4. The shank of an umbrella.

0£ d9n4i£te£. The stem of a mushroom.

Pj^J^^'JA species offish.

Dandle. Hair hanging loose, hair un-

fastened and unkempt.
Up dandlegetaea. Her hair is flying loose.

Dandoli. A string worn round the

waist (dora, q. v.) with a large

tassel attached to it.

Dandom. To impose a fine ; a fine.

Dandom. A handle, shaft.

Kn(Ji dandom. A hoe handle.

Tehgod dand om. An axe handle.

TamaK dandom. A drum stick.

Buru Random. End of a hill.

Burn dandomrepe oraKakafa. Ton have built

your house at the end of the hill.

Dandra dandri. \ Anxiously, though-

Dandra dandri. J fully, diligently.

^pum ar iri do dandra dandrilili liambaraefme
tahekana. Thy father and I sought thee

sorrowing.

Dandrau. To look for anxiously.

Gidrg. eiigat lagit dandrau baraekanae. The
child is looking anxiously for its mother.

Dane sane. Glutted, gorged with food

Dane saneye jom biena. He has gorged him-

self with food.

Dane sane gitio barae kanae. He is lying

torpid after having gorged himseK.

Dan. A pole.
'

BanaK dan. A pole with a hook at one end used

to pull down dried branches or fruit from

trees.

Pah thelaakoako. They will blame others.
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Dati. A heap, a jjile ; to pile up, to

heap.
Nondepe hec d^hakana. Tou have crowded

together here.

Danga. "I To fight, or strike each

Mar danga. j other ; a free fight

;

to assault.

Danga. High land unsuitable for rice

cultivation.

Dangal. High lands unsuitable for

rice cultivation.
Pahgal ocotedam khet do. Tou have allowed

the rice field to become hig-h land, (allowed
it to be silted up with sand.)

Dangaura. A rubbish heap, a heap of

rubbish.

Dangi. A part of the slope of a hill.

Buru dhasna. The foot of the hill.

Buru beda. The part higher up than the
*' dhasna."

Buru d9.ngi. Above the "beda."

DaiigoM. 1 T-r -1
T\ ± J-Humorous, i ocular.
Dangot.

J
•'

Dahgot mara hor.

Dangua. Ummarried, bachelorhood or

spinsterhood ; barren, as a tree
;

unfertilized, as Indian corn.

Ding?, ^^liigua. Unmarried, bachelorhood or

spinsterhood.
Pahgua kora. A bachelor.
Pglbgua Icuri. A spinster.

Danra. An ox, a bullock.
Mxini^ra, dahra. A polled ox ; a tiger.

Eahgia dahra. A red ox ; fire ; a tiger

Danra janum. A rather uncommon
plant, one of the very few prickly

thistles found in Santalia, Echi-
no2JS echinahis, D. G.

Danra sea. A common bush, Premna
latifolia, var caneata, Ra.i-b.

Danri Cattle in general ; a cow.

Danpun. Cf dan.

Danta. A thick stick, a club.

Danta enec. A dance by men, danced
during the Sohrae. (q. v. )

Dantao. To rebuke, to chide.

Bes okoete dantaokotape. Rebuke them
effectively.

Cedalfpe danfaoedekana p Why do you chide
him ?

Dantha dontho. Warty, knotty, haying-

knobs or excrescences, as a tree
;

in lumps, or clusters.

Noa kanthar do adi (Jantha dontho joakana.
This jack tree has many clusters of fruit.

Dao. Opportunity, a hole in the harness.
Dao hoeen khan. When a convenient season

arrived.

Dao dao. Noise produced by the spin-

ing wheel (carkha), and by a well

braced tannak (q. v.), or by a pair

o{ tuTiidaTcs (q. v.)

Tumdak besko jutakat'a dao dao sadekana.

Dao dao. In crowds, in swarms ; buz-

zing.
Pao daoko hijuKa. They come buzzing in

swarms.

T-v^ "i |- Opportunity,a good chance.

Dao ghaoiil iSamketteli bhagaokedea. I took
him at a disadvantage and so conquered
him.

Dao ghaoiii ilamkeda, onate dher iloKiii kirili-

keda. I got a good chance and so bought a
considerable quantity.

Dap. To cover, to thatch.
OraKiii dab Igigit'. I am about to thatch my

house.
TumdaK dabme. Coyer the drum, (the open

ends with skin.)

Dapa dapi. Threatening to assault

each other when quarrelling.

Dapa dg,piko kaphariaul^kana. They are quar-
relling and seem as if about to proceed to
blows.

Dapal. To cover, to conceal.
Rabahedekana, ma dapalkaeme. He is cold,

cover him up.

Dapal. To strike each other, to fight.

Cf dal.

Dapal siro soroakanakin. They have fought
and wounded each other, to the effusion of
blood.

Daj)an dapan. Wearing the sari very
short, above the knees.

Netar horo rohoere dapah dapahko bandeka
losot botorte. At this time of the year
when planting rice many wear the sari
very short for fear of the mud.

Dapafi. \ Dirty, discoloured, as

Dapat dapat. J food burnt in cooking.

Jondra daka dapa^ dapaf rohgoakana. The
boiled Indian corn is burnt to discolour-
ation.

Dap dapa. Very wide, broad.
A^i dap dapam dohokeda dug-r do. Tou have

made the door very wide.

Dap duf). ~) To tilt up, to alternately

Dip dap. J rise and descend, as the
arm of a balance.

Mit'tegebon gidima, bahkhanbo dap dupkolca.
Let us all throw at once else it may tilt
up and give ua a knock.
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Dap dup. Soui\d produced by light

objects falling in succession.
Jo do (Jap (Jup (iur go£ena . The fruit fell patter-

ing down.

Diripkao. To boil, to cook.
DaU (Japkaome. Boil some water.
Caole ^apbaome. Cook the rieo.

Dapkao. To forbid, to subdue, to set

down.
Ruhef dapVaokedeae. He aoolded and pnt him

down.

Dapkao. To ci'ouch down, lying in

wait for prey.

Dapor. ^ In comp. gives the idea of in-

Napor. y difference, outright, there is

Nepor.J an end of it, end it, be done
with it, in the end, eventually.

Goc daporoltmae. Let him die (it is a matter
of no moment to me).

Adoe jaha daporoKge noare doA nirdoaigea.

What ever may erentually become of him
I am without blame.

Dumur rielkope bhala, gofa raban dinko dufup
dapor johkana. Look at the honey bees,

they remain idle the winter through.

Bea daporltoKa. It might eventually be best.

Em daporaeme. Gire to her and get done with

her.
NaseaKiii capat'lede doe goa dapor got'en. I

only struck him lightly (with a stone) and
he died outright.

Doho daporkam, tinjlc bam tulkal? ? Put it

down (don't trouble yourself further with

it), how long will you hold it up P

Dapram. To meet. Cf darani.

Oka thenpe dapramena? Barakarre. Where
did you meet each other? At the Barakar.

Dapthu. Large, big.
' Dapthu bohoK. A big head.

Dar. Inflamed, area of inflammation of

a boil.

NinaUte darakana. The inflammation extends

thus far.

Ojo leka dareuako. They have an inflamed .area

like a boil. (Said of an upstart who has

a great idea of his own importance.)

Dar. A fissure, a rent, a trench.

Dargada. Excavation for a foundation, or for

a " deadset " hedge.

Mi£ kudi darte laeme. Dig the trench the

breadth of one kudali.

Dar. To run, to flee, to change resi-

dence.
Dar tapkedae. He ran off. „.

, , ,

B(al{ atoteko darkeda. They flitted to another

village.

P^r. A branch of a tree.

Dara. \ g^ ^gans of, through.

Uni darateli jiamkeda. I got it through him.

Daril. To walk, to go.
Dara darateil laiigaena. I am tired with walk-

ing.

Dara dareakae. He is able to walk.
Dara barae. To walk about.

Dara. To come.
Darakin kana. They two are roming.
Hanko darakokana. Thej' are coming.
Agu dara. To bring along with.
Bolo dara. To enter on the way coming.
Nel dara. To view on the way coming.
Sap dara. To bring, along witli.

.Tom dara. To eat and come.
Hobo dara. To call one when coming.
Dal dara. To beat coming.
Laga dara. To bring driving.

Dara. Cf darao.

Darac duruc. Of unequal height, great

and small.

Dara dar. Instantly, immediately.
Dara dg.rko palijakedea. They followed her

immediately.

Dara duru. So made as not to stand

steadily, or upright ; to sway.
Dara durum kiriA ^.guket. Touhave bought

a thing that won't stand steadily.

Darae darae. Sound of thumping,

slamming, clanking.
SilpiA sadckana dafae dayae. The door is being

slammed.
Jog Mgirijhi do bhagete darae darae silpirte so-

boga.

Darae dhampae/IBusy, many things

Darae dhapae. /requiring attention;

diligently, hastily, without delay.

Darae dhampae liele l^gite calakkana. He is

hurrying to see him.

Darahara. \Fine, large, substantial,

Dharahara. J
applied to houses.

Darahara oraK. A splendid mansion.

Darak darak. Frequently, often, with-

out ceasing.
Darak darak tinakem hijn'kana. How long

will you keep coming.
Darak darakiii hohokeda, enh3 bam heilena. I

called several times, still you did not come.

Daram. To meet, to oppose ;
to show

hospitality.

Bes okoeteye daramke(!koa. He entertained

them hospitably.

Ruhe£ daramkediriae. He met me with angry

words.
Idi daram. To take to one coming.

Ba(Jae daram. To know before hand, to fore-

know.
;Sel daramem, bahkhas daram ?-guem. Look

out for him, or else go to meet him and bring

him.
Peraii daramkefkoa. I went to meet my

'

friends, or I entertained my friends.

Bar bore daramkefikina. He met two men.

Ataii daram. To welcome, to shew hospitality,

to receive, to hold out to meet, as the handa.

Phalre sariil atah darama. I will intercept the

arrows with my shield.

16
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Daram dal<. A ceremony observed at

marriages.
The bridegroom and Mb party halt at the

entrance to the bride's village and the per-
son who negotiated the marriage goes for-

ward and informs them of the arrival of the
bridegroom. The Jog Maiiihi of the bride's
village carrying a brass lota, and the village
messenger (Go(Jet) carrying a waterpot
full of water go to meet them, saying,
"Here friends is water to drink."

Daran. To walk, to journey, to travel.
Ened enedte kulhiko darana. They go about the

street dancing.
Dhairti daranre. During the earthly pilgrimage

or journey.
Is?-! jatri reaK daran. The Christian Pilgrim's

Progress.

Daran. Steep, precipitous.
Darah. A break in the line of a precipice, a

cave in the face of a precipice.
Ekalte sidup darah. Almost perpendicular.

Daran. "1 White hot, blazing hot;

Daran daran. /glowing.
Merhej: darah darah dhipauatana. The iron is

heated to a white heat.
Oh darahme. Blow it (fire) into a glow.

Daran durun. Dowdy, out of sorts,

seedy, not fully awake, applied also

to the condition of one suffering

from coryza or low fever.

Darao. ~) To prove, to bring evidence,

Dara. J to disprove, to traverse, to

accuse.
Noa katha amem darao dareaKa? Can you dis-

prove this statement?
Ado daraoae portonkateko menkeda . And they

began to accuse him saying.
Abenalf katha daraoS lekanaK kangea. Tour

statement is like one that can be proved.

-p.
P'

|- Metal, excluding iron.

Dara soro.

Doro soro,

Dara soroe ru^likana. He has alight fever

Darau. ") Loudly, at the top of

Darau darau. J one's voice, loud

voiced.
Euhet'edae darau dar9.u. She scolds at the top

of her voice.

Darban. A door keeper.

Darbar. ") A conclave, a meeting for the

Dorbar. J discussion and settlement of

mr Iters.

Dardaha. A glutton, gluttonous.

VTo roll, as a stone or ball.

;} Slightly.

Dhardharao.J

'

Dardarao. To split, to crack, as a wall

or an embankment.

Ahar are do dardaraolfkana ma hasawaKme.
The embankment of the ahar(q. v.) is crack-

ing, put earth on it.

Dar dhup. To run hither and thither,

to work or labour hard ; toil and

trouble.
4(Jile dar dhupkeda bae tikauleda. We did all

that we could (went here and there for

medicine and doctors) but he did not pull

through.

Dare. A tree, a plant ; to grow, to

grow well.
Bah darelena. It did not grow well.

Toa dare. Mother, the support of life.

Dare. Strength, power, might, ability

;

to over-come, to vanquish, to con-

quer.
Dare hor. An able bodied man.
Uni tulu'o bae darelena. He was no match for

him.
Amem dareena. Ton conquered.
Bako dareaea. They can't vanquish him.
Ghas ni9.ge daretako. Grass is their strength.

Parkomre ota darekate berefme. Strengthen
yourself by pressing (your hands) on the
bed and get up.

Dare bhor. Full strength.

Daregeli i^el otoledea. I left him strengthened
(recovering.)

Dare Anrentiiia. I have become old, or poor,

or weak.

DarS. A sacrifice, a victim ; to devote to

sacrificial purposes.

Dare samah. To offer sacrifice.

Ohoii akriAlekoa noko do bohga dare kanako.
1 cannot sell them, they are devoted to the
deities.

Marah Burn dareko samahaea. They offer

sacrifice to Marang Burn. (q. v.)

Noko dareii samahkoa hapen. T will offer these
victims in the future.

Dare tehgen. To sever the head from an animal
when aacrifloing it by pressing the neck
against a sharp blade.

Dare banki. A very common orchid,

Vanda Roxburghii, R. Br. Cf
banki.

Dare dhatuak. \Not to put forth one's

Dare dhatuat. J strength, not to exert

one's self; slothful, lazy.

Nui do dare dhatuaK kanae, bahkhan noa jaega-
reye asulkoBa. He is slothful, otherwise
he could get a living out of this land.

Dare dhgitualckhanemioma? If you reserve your
strength (if you do not exert yourself) will
you get food P

Darepe dhatuada. You did not spend your
strength.
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Dare dhompo. An annual plant grow-
ing to a height of eight or ten

feet, found near villages, Leonatis

nepetcefolia, R. Br. Cf. bonga bar-

chi.

Dare huter. A common plant, Indi-

gofera pulchella, Roxb.

Dare japalj. A large jungle climbing

plant, Scindapsus officinalis,

Schott.

Dare kudrum. Cultivated for its iibre,

Hibiscus cannabintis, Linn.

Dare orsa. A small plant common during

the rains, Gommelyna suff^rut-

icosa, Bl.

Darga. A precipice.
Marah utar darga menalca. There is animmense

precipice (there.)

Dargu dargu. Large, big.

i)g.rgu dgirgn joaVana. The fruit la very large.

Darha. A pool or deep place in a river.

DaK darhaakafae. The water has scooped out

a pool.

4^1 maraii darhap bohoK . An immensely large

head.

Dari. A small cotton carpet or floor

cloth ; a cotton rug for sleeping

on.

J^^"- , . IA prostitute.
Dan chmar.J ^

Daria. Thick, obstinate, sluggish, thick

skinned, impervious.
Adi daria montae bae ghamaoKa. He is very

sluggish; he won't fire up.

4.(Ji dari9,pe erkeda . Tou have sown the seed

very thickly.

Dariap. To investigate, to enquire

into, to consider.

Cele, monere dom d?iri3ipkeda ? Hare you con-

sidered it ?

Dariaptabonpe. Investigate for us.

Dariau. \ The sea, ocean, large river,

Doreao. J like an inland sea.

Dalidarem tapena? Have you emerged a glutton?

Darja. Property, house and stock.

Khub darja menaKtaea. He is very will-to-do.

Darja. Degree, rank, station.

Darji. A tailor.

Darka. A species of fish. Cf dandka.

Darka dale. With dishevelled hair.

Said of women who throw their

hair loose, as a sign of sori'ow,

shame, or anger, or to excite pity

or compassion.
Darka daleye raKeda. She weeps with her hair

loose and in disorder.

Darkak dorkok. Rough and uneven,

as a road ; to jolt over a rough
road. Cf dharkak dhorkok.

Darkal uiarkal. "1 With dishevelled hair,

Darkul markul. J applied to men as
" darkadale "

(q. v.) is applied to

women.

Darkao. To crack, to break.
Bhit darkaoena. The wall is cracked.

Darkhas. A petition, a plaint.

Darkul markul. C£ darkal markal.

Darmaha. Wages, pay.

Darmal. To go bail, to become surety
;

respectable, well-to-do.
D9.rmalakanam, ma h?ijirem. You went bail

for him, make him appear.
Nui doe d9.rmalakadea. He made him his surety.

Dermal hor kanae. He is a well-to-do, res-

pectable man.

Darman. Bullet-headed.
Maran darmane haraakana.

Darmot. Obstinate, thick-skinned,

stout, sturdy, wealthy.
Khub darmot hor kanae. He is a stout fellow.

Darnga. Steep.

Darpot. 1 Applied to the tumdak (q. v.)

Dorpot. J drum when the lacquer or

varnish is worn off the ends by
beating ; flawed, blemished, defec-

tive.

Noa khunti do darpotgea, oaKpe lagaokeda?
This post has a flaw in it why did you put it

in?

Darrao. To slip, as by treading on

something slippery; to stumble,

as by treading on something that

rolls from underneath the feet.

Mutkuri dhirirem lebetlekhan darrao gofkolf-

am. If you tread on a round stone it will

roll from under your feet and .jou will

stumble.

Darrao. To roll, to husk, as by grinding

with ;i, curry stone.

Darrao d*l. D91I made by grinding with a

curry stone.
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I |S1«P« of a hill.
DarsSr.

Dharsar

Darsau. To look to, to hope in, to

claim protection or justice.
Adim d?irsauedekana, bae ganoKa. You trust

greatly in him, he is a broken reed.

Daru. Large, big.
D9.ru bohoK. A big head.
Dg-ru nl. A mango tree that bears fruit of a

large size.

Daru daru joakana, nes. This year it has
borne large fruit.

Daru. Gunpowder.
Daru. Distilled liquor, from matkom

(q. V.) flowers.

Daruk dacuk. Quickly, untidy, stained

with travel or work.
Adi davuK daoultem heo goijen do. You have

come in great haste.
Nito]^ do kami khon d^ruU dacuke hijul^kana.

Daruoidhak. Very much, greatly,

applied to swellings.
Daramdhake moakana. He is very much

swollen.

Darum sarum. Very hairy, shaggy.
Bana darum sarumko upana. Bears have shag-

gy hair.

Darun. Concerning.
Get; darunteko giripdarkedea? For what reason

did they apprehend him?

Damn. Painful, excruciating.

Darwan. A door keeper.

Darya dapak. ) Used by a wife when
Darya rapak. J scolding her husband.

pj ' > Condition, state, luck.

Iliak dasa Jiurentiiia. My condition has fallen
(I have become poor or "wretched.)

Uniak dasa onkangelaea. That is just his luck.

Dasae. The month Asin, September-
October.

Dasae porob. A festival observed in the month
of Dasae (q. v.).

Dasao. ") To fall, to crumble down, to

Dhasao. J collapse, as a wall.

Bhit dasaoena. The wall has collapsed.

Da.saona. A .small ladle used to lift oil.

Mit dasaona sunnm. A small ladlefuU of oil.

Dasi. A fringe.

Dasi. A female sorvant, a maid servant.
Gutiko dasiko. Male and female servants.

TM, r Slope of a hill.

Dastur. Custom, usage.
Dastur leka. According to Suatom.

Dasturi. Discount, commission, bro-

kerage.

Dat. A tooth.

Dat. A pick, a mattock.

Data. A tooth, the teeth.
Togoc (Jata. To gnash the teeth.

Data dati. To rebuke both parties to

a quarrel.
Data (J?itikakope, aloko nonk?. barae.

y. ,; '
I A twig used as a tooth

T-s ,
•"

I
brush : to clean the teeth.

Dataum. J
'

Auriii dataunika. I have not yet cleaned my
teeth, i. e. I have not yet broken my fast.

Santals as a rule do not eat before cleaning
their teeth in the morning.

Datela. A large wild boar with huge
tusks.

Datha duthu. Adult, grown up.
Eken datha duthu horko tahekana. There

were only grown np people there.

Datha duthu. Having no family.

Dathi. 1 The petioles and mid-ribs of a

Dati. y compound leaf after the leaf-

DhathiJ lets have been plucked off,

stalks of certain plants, as Indian
corn, after the grain has been taken
off.

Munga arak dathi. Petioles and mid-ribs of
the leaves of Monnga pterygosperma,
Gxrtn., after the leaves have been plucked
off for cooking.

Dhathi. Pattern, sample.
Nia dhathi benaome. Make it like this pattern.

Dathi. Importunate, clamant.
Nui do adie dathia. He is very importunate.

Dathu.
1

Datkap. iBig headed, bullet headed.
Datu. J
Marah datkap kul. A tiger with a very large

head.

Datka orak. ) . 1 -j. 1 1

Dakka orak. J^ ''i*°^^'^> '' cookroom.

Datli. Cf datri.

Datmot. Stout, strong, robust, stout
and vigorous.

Khub ijatmot kora kanae. He is a strong
vigorous young man.

Date. The claws or pincers (chelse) of
crabs, &c.

Datom. ") To seize with the claws or pin-
Ditom. J cers, as crabs, scorpions, &c.
Katkom ditomkediilae.

with ita pincers.
The ofab seized me



Datra [ 125 ] Debo (Irbe

Datra. Vrwo plants go by this name
Dhatra.5 Dluit ara alba, and Dhatura

fatituosa.

Datre. A small sickle.

Datri \Used sometimes by one wo-

Datli.
J
man when scolding another.

JoloKem fleloKkana datri do.

Datri. Eice and kode (q. v.) flour cook-

ed together.

Datrisa. Bleeding from the gums.

Datrom. A toothed sickle.

Laiit^' datrom. A sickle without a handle.

Sambhe datrom. A sickle with a ferrule, or

iron ring on the handle where the tang
enters to keep it from splitting.

Datu. Cf. dathi.

Dauladauli. ~| rn 4. „„„„„
T-. ,

• • ) To cut up a carcase.
Daulau. J

^

Ma hakopako daula daulipe.

the carcase qmokly.
Come, cut up

Daulat. Wealth, property.

Daulatan. Wealthy, possessed of pro

perty.

Daulau. Ct. dauladauli.

Daura. A large round shallow flat-

bottomed basket.

Baku d?.ura. A specially large basketin which
a bride is raised shoulder high at the time

the bridegroom applies the red paint to

her forehead.

Daura dauri. Quickly, in haste.

Daura dauriye calao gofena. He left in haste.

Dauraha. A village runner, guide or

messenger.

Daura soprot. Punishment in which

the criminal is moved from place

to place.

Daurau. To go quickly.

Ma dauraume. Go quickly.

Dauric. A round shallow flat bottomed

basket, smaller than a ' duvra.' (q. v.)

Dawa. To lay claim to, to insist.

Dawa dokhol banuKtaea. He has no right

whatever. .

CalaK lajitem dawaeda? You insist on going?

Dawahi. Importunate, clamorous.

A-Ji dawahi hor kanae. He is a very importunate

individual.

Dawaa dawan.
"I
Suspended, depending,

Diari dian. / hanging, dangling.

r)iari rii9he sapakata. He holds it suspended

from his hand.
Cei; dian diaham asen baraedekana? Why ao

you take hira about dangling after you? (a

mother taking her child about with her.)

Dowat j^^i^ink bottle.

Daya. Mercy, pity; piteously, plain-

tively ; to shew mercy or pity.
Daya maya. Pity and sympathy.
Daya banulitakoa. They are merciless.
Dayawadegeae. He had pity on him.
Rici oefe daya^eye raga. The Eichi bird {Oiixuu

Swainsonii) calls plaintively.
Dayageli lielekana. I feel pity for him.
Dayaff lekae emoUkana. He gives grudgingly.
Bae dayawadea. Ho did not spare him.
Daya hathea raraUkanae. He weeps piteously.

Dayak dayak. Wearisome, tedious,

disheartening, as a large extent of

bare uninhabited country or a

large forest to a traveller.

Dayalc dayak noa tandi do adi maraiia. This
is a large wearisome plain.

DayaK dayak mun^u. A wearisome jungle.

Dayik. Responsible, liable to, in dan-

ger of

De. An interjection of entreaty.
De hijuKme. Do come.
De emaiime. Do give to me.
De alijomkatifime. Do listen to my prayer.
Debon kami hoda. Come, let us work hard.

De na usara hodme. Now my girl, do be quick.

De ja dar hodme. Come my boy, run fast.

De se ailjomtilSme. Do listen to me.
Dege bicarkatilime. Do please decide it for

me.

Dea. The back ; to turn the back to.

Dea gidikedi^ae. He forgot me, or refused to

help me.
Dea gidiat'meail. I neglected thee, or thrust

thee aside.

Dea dea midokben. Stand back to back.

Deao. To become surety fur a loan,

or goods supplied on credit.

Uniye deaoat'lea. He became surety for the

loan given to us.

Mahajon then khon deaoaome. Get the money-
lender to give him a loan and become secur-

ity for the repayment of it.

Deaoki. Surety for goods or money
given to another.

Deaoki teiigoakanae. He has become surety.

Deasi. The Hindu priest in charge

of a shrine at which " hook swing-

ing " used to be observed.

Deb. ]

Dev. L
Deva.

Dibi. j

Debe debe. Small, tiny, short, tripping

short steps, applied to children

and dwarfs.

Debe (Jebe cacoKkanae. He toddles taking

short steps.

Debe debe lieloKkanae. He is a nice little
'

' tot.

hAn idol.



Debe debe [ 126 Deleni delem

Debe debe. Applied to the swimming
of one who is over fatigued.

Pebe 4ebe paeraKkanae, lahgaeuae.

Pebe debe. A ' rattat ' played on the
drum at a hunt.

Debedebe. To stagger, as one carrying
a very heavy load, to waddle.

Deble ") Small, little, tiny and
Deble deble. J neat, applied to very

small girls.

Nin maran deble. A ' tot ' so big.
Peble ^eble lielol^kanae. . She ia a pretty Uttle

'tot.'

Dec. To mount, to climb, to embark,
to enter a carriage, railway train,

&c., to increase.
Deckedida. He put me up.
Sen ato dec dare. The future cannot be

predicted.
Bahako deja. They climb for flowera.
Deo gelaUali, I will mount and try him.

Dec. The second ploughing of a field

which is across the first.

ParaK. The firat ploughing.
Dec. The second ,,

Uthau. The third

Dec dec. Blazing.
Pec dec joloKkana, It is blazing.
Alope Qleo ijeja. Do not make it blaze.

Dedhaore.) The tree which yields the
Didhauri.

j jujubes or Chinese dates,

Zizyphus jujuha, Lamlc.
Dedger. A small drum, beaten with

the hands.

Dedhet. With much entreaty, impor-
tunity or pleading.

Mot mariae det^hei: idikedea.
Ma kurumutukate dedhei: a2:uipe.

Pedhefikateli aguakafa.

Degha. ^A place outside the

Degha gadi. V threshing floor where
Degha kharai. j the grain carts stand

when unloading. It is smoothed
so that the grain which falls can
easily be swept up.

Deh. The body.
Anre dehre.

Dehe. ) A lump, or swelling; any pro-

Jo. J tuberant deformity.

DehSk dehek. A 'rattat' played on the

drum by Dom drummers.
Dehet; dundun. To put off time, to

loiter.

Me delabon, cet (Jehet' ijun(juh bafaekanae?

Debet dundljet. Begging, praying, en-

treating.

Deke. The hip.

Deket'. To loosen by shaking, as a
post fixed in the ground.

Khunti dekedme bah todoKkana. The post
can't be pulled up, loosen it by shaking it.

Deket deket. Trembling, vibrating,

oscillating.

Khunti bah urioa, dekef dekedoKkana. The
post ia not firm, it oacillatea.

Tin^lfem darean (Jeke^ deke€.
Nuipe gupi oooaekana deket (Jekef.

Dekhaok. To be seen, to appear, to

come into view.

Dekhense. Let me see,
Dekheseli Aeltama.
DekhenaeA jom legaktama.

Dekhit. Deliberately, with eyes open.
M.e{ dekhit geye guroKkana. He falls with

his eyea open.

Dekja. ") An exlamation of surprize,

Dekhja. J or admiration.
Dekja Jielepe ! ahare tolakafa

Deko. A Hindu

Deko pusi. A Hindu cat ; a term of

contempt applied to Hindus.

Deko pera. A courteous term applied
to Hindus.

Deko pera janum jhanti roroKgea. A Hindu
and a thorn fence prick.

Deko sindur. A medicinal herb, Buett-
neria herbacea, Roxh.

Dela. To invite to accompany, come.
Dela dara. To bring along with.
Uniye delaakawatlea. He brought us.
Dela lioKadeaii. I gave him a Kttle encourage-

ment.
Delabon calaka. Come, we will go.

Dela dili. Just before, on the point of
Kakap dela dili. Just before ascending.
Tikin dela dili. Just before mid-day.
GujuK dela dili. Just before dying.

Delao. G£ deao.

Del del. Stockstill, a dead calm.
Nui maejiu del (Jele tehgoakana. This woman

stands stockstill.

Khange onakin do thirena, ar nijhum delijelena.
And they ceased and there was a great
calm.

Delem delem. Kx ,.,,, ,. ,
.

[ V ery little, applied toDulum dulum.

.

Diilun dulun. J

Pelera (Jelem cacoK gidrj

children.



Demaria [ 127 ] Dera diri

Demaria. Inconsiderately, without
reason, unreasonably.

Demarig,e ruhefkedi/Sa. He scolded me without
cause.

Bem9.riai oalaK laga£e.
Dem9.ri?.ko dalkedea. They beat him unreason-

ably.

Demba. Half ripe, harvested before

properly ripe, flat, as beer.
Pemba jon^ra. Indian corn that has been

harvested before being fully ripe.

Pemba h^ncji. Flat rice beer.

Dembe. Half ripe, as grain or fruit.

Demcok. Erect, applied to persons of

short stature.
PemooKe tehgoakana. He is sttinding erect.

Hopon hopon (JemooKe lieloKkana.

Demda. Under-sized.
Pem^a hor kanae. He is short of stature.

Dem dem. Stockstill, standing idle.

Said of females.
Pern ^eme tehgoakana. She is standing stock-

still.

Demer demer. Quickly, hastily.

Demer demere hed go£ena. He came very
quickly.

Demer potom. Cf. dever potom.

Demka. Green, unripe, as fruit,

Demka. The leaf ofthe palmyra palm.

Demkhem. Idling, hesitating, said

of girls.

Cefem demkhem baraekana? Why are you
idling about ?

Demkok. The leaf of the Palmyra
palm, and also the fruit when
green.

Den. Give, give to me, or to us ; used

with all inanimate objects, and
animate when in the dual or plural.

Cefem den denoKkana? Why are you continually

asking P

Den daK . Give me water.

Den 9«gnime. Bring to me.
Deuya. Used by males of equal age when asking

any inanimate object to be given.

Denya fheiiga. Give me the stick.

Denya thamakhur. Give me some tobacco.

Denho. Eeapeotful form of request, please

give to me or to us.

Denho daR. Please give me water.

Den se. Entreating form of request, do give to

me or to us.

Den se mit keoaK. Give me a piece.

Den na . Give to me, or to us ; used when asking

any thing from a female younger than the

speaker, but never employed when address-

ing a niece.

Don ^o. A respectful form of request; Mother,
give to me, or to us, used when aeking any-
thing from one's mother, also when the per-
son addressed, being a female, is much
older than the speaker, or when she is a
stranger.

Den go sehgel. Please give rne fire.

Den ]'a. Give to me, or to us ; used when ad-
dressing males younger than the speaker.

Dende. Tailless, as a fowl ; in need of

clothing.
Nui sim sapkate ijen^ekaeme. Catch this fowl

and pull out her tail feathers (or clip the
the wings and tail.

Pen^e oabaenale. We are almost naked.

Dendka. A variety of the barndoor
fowl with scanty feathers.

Dendkeli. Tailless, as a fowl.

Dene banar. Both.
Dene banar dharana. Two edged.
Dene banar mocaanae. Has a mouth at both

ends (said-of a species of snake.)

Denga. Toput on clothes, said ofmen.
Rhagwa 4ehga. Cf . bhagwa.
Pafhe dehga. To bind round waist, or loins.

Dhuti (Jehga. To put on the dhoti.

Sedae re pathe ^chga tahekana, dhuti"4ehga
bah tahekana. In the olden time garments
fastened round the loins were worn, thft

dhuti was not worn.

Dengha.
]

Dengha gadi. [Cf degha.

Dengha kharai.j

Denya. Give, used by boys of equal age

to each other, and by older to

younger men.

Deo bhagin. Nephews and nieces, chil-

dren of a sister.

Deona diuni. To sulk, to be in the

doldrums.
Cetem deona diuni baraekana. Why are you

sulking about. Said of girls.

Dep dep. Wind on the stomach, tight

feeling after a full meal.

Pep 4epiJ5 g-ikaueda.

Deper. Cf. der.

Der. To copulate, to have sexual inter-

course.

Der. To stretch oneself, as one who
has sat in one position foi- a long

time.

Dera. A camp, a lodging.

Peralf. To encamp.

Dera diri. To put off time, saunter,

to delay, to be late.

Adi dera diriefkanae. He is very late.



T>P,\-S depe [ 128 ] Dhaca

One and a half.

Dgre depe, Cf. dhSrg dhepe.

Dere dere. Angrily.

Derec derec. To shiver, as on the ap-
proach of an attack of fever.

Dereo dered iii aikaueda.

Deren. A horn.
DereJianko. Creatures having horns.

Deren kokor. Collared Scops owl,

(Scojps hakkamoena.

Derel Small, little.

Deret. A small bird so called.

DSrSt dgpgt'. Worn to skin and bone,

lean, emaciated.
Uni hor do ka(^ec leka derei3 depe£e osoKakana,

That man has become as lean as a switch.

Deyh.

Perhi.

Perhi sud. Fifty per cent, interest.

Des. Country, native country.
Des Mailjhi. An over-chief.

Desapati raj. The king of the country,

a great king.

Des bides. One country after another.

Dese. Conveys the idea of entreaty.
Dese aiijom tilime. Do listen to me, or grant

my request.

Despoda. A wanderer, a vagrant, one
who does not work, but spends^ his

time visiting friends and living

on them.
Nui do cele despoda con.

Detdet. Small.
Pef detie gidra. A very small child.

bet def kioride emadiiia. He gave me a very
small piece of cloth.

Dever j)otom. ) Child by a former hus-

Demer potom. j band.

!>, J To worship, to serve.
Dewa sewa. j

'

Probhu amren Isorem sewawae, ar uni eskarem
dewawae. Thou shalt worship the Lord
thy God and him only shalt thou serve.

Dewan. Prime minister, manager, fac-

totum.
Baj ren dewan. The king's manager.
Kacah?.ri ren dewan. The Head clerk of the

Court.

Pewari.
| To shake.

Pewet dewet. J
Khuntiye dewet'keda. He shook the post.

jSeta do candbole (Jewei ,
glewefoda.

Dewani. Civil, as opposed to criminal.
Dewani adalot. Civil court.

Dewani mokordoma. A Civil suit.

Dewer potom. Child by a former hus-

band..

Dewet. Cf. dewan.
Dhab. A hollow, a large moist rice

field.

Phab then daK (Jabraakana. Water has col-

lected in the hollow.
Nondem glhab ocokeda, bara rcAi saolaKa. You

have not levelled it, you have made a hollow
here.

Phab dhabe oalaoena. He followed up the
hollow.

Pliaba. A verandah, the eaves of a

house with a large projection.
Phabaakatali. I have added a verandah (to

my house.)

Dhaba lumam. Good, 1st Class uni-

voltine tassar cocoons.

Dhabao. To put away a vessel after

having eaten from it without first

having cleaned it.

Cedaltem doho (Jhabaoakat'aP Why did you
put it away dirty.

Dhabar dhubur. Plump, big.

Dhabic. Till, until, as far as, as long as.

Jiwefiii tahen dhabid. As long as I live.

Ato dhaibidle palija idikedea. We tracked him
up to the village.

Dhabra. ~) Broad footed, clay adhering
Dhabre. J to feet.

Dhabre denga. A method of wearing
the bhagwa (q. v.)

Dhablu. Broad.
Dhablu jahga. Broad feet,

Dhabru. Broad and thick.
Dhabru ku(Ji. A broad hoe.

Dhabun. A pit or hollow full of water.
Noa then ^haburigea. There is a water hole

here.

Phabuskak. Large heavy bodied.
Maraii dhabuekaK kada kanae. It is a large

heavy bodied buffalo.

Dhabuskut. The swishing sound made
when raising water for irrigation.

Phabuskut' ijhabuskuf dakkoakredkana.

Dhaca. A way of dressing the hair in

which a few inches are allowed to

stand up or hang down behind.
This was the universal custom among Santals

till within recent years, when hairpins ' of
local manufacture have come into use among
women. The ' dhaca ' of the men was na-
tural, but that of the women was artificial
made from the long hairs taken from the
tails of cows. Cf. caurid.

Toya dhaca. A plume made from the feathers
of the blue jay (toya), and worn by girls
stuck in their back hair on gala days.



Dhacal dhacal [ 129 1 Dhakar pakar

Dhacal dhacal. Cf. dhacal dhucul.

Dhacal dhucul. \To shake, to bob up
Dhucul dhucul. J and down, or back-

wards and forwards.

Dhacrar. Self-willed, restive, as an
imperfectly broken-in bullock.

Dhacri. A forelock, hair hanging down
over the brow.

Dhaiori kul. A lion.

Dhadnas. Bravado, pretence, ostenta-

tion, bunkum.
Phai^uasedae, phasi gujuKaii. She is only pre-

tending to hang herself.

Dhados. | Brave, plucky, fearless,

Dhadosia. j sturdy, cheerful.

Bes ^ha^os hor kanae. He is a fine plucky
fellow.

Dhadosall bali nahgosa. I will be plucky and
won't malinger.

Dhadra. Worn out, old.

Dhadra hatalc. A worn out hataK, (q v.)

Moca dhadraentaea. Hia mouth is worn out,

(Said of those who let the rice full out of

their mouth while eating.)

Dhadra. A skeleton.

ra. M.I
Iri. F. I

Dhandri.F.J
Netar do nui ijhaijri cabaenae. At present she

ia a perfect skeleton.

Dhadra. M. \ Slovenly, slatternly, hair

Dhadri. F. J in disorder, used only

when quarrelling.

Dhadrao. \ To drag along the

Dhar dharao. J ground.
Dhadraokediiiae. He dragged me along.

Or dhar dhaiaokedeako. They dragged him
roughly along.

Dhai. A common plant during the

rains.

The leaves are eaten as a pot herb, and the

stalks raw. The stalks are first peeled

and then well rubbed with sand, after

which they are eaten.

Dhai. "1

Dhai budhi. J

Dhae. "j Sound of thumping, or

Dhae dhui. |- report of a gun, bang-

Thae thui. j ing ; in large numbers.
Ph,,e dhuikin dapalkana. They strike each

other thump thump.
Phae mente araK gotkedae b9.nduk do

off the gun with a bang.
Adiko jerel^keda (Jhae (Jhui. They banged away,
Nes do dhae ijhuiko gooena '^^" ""— '•^"'

died in large numbers.

Dhadra. M.]
Dhadri. F. vLean, Worn to a skeleton.

^A mid-wife.

He let

This year they

Dhae. State, proclivity, bent of mind.
Nia ^hae go calaUtaea. Ho will continue in

this condition.
Am bam aiijomkhan nig. ijhaege calalitama. If

you do not obey you will always be in this
state.

Dhae khae. Over-weighted with care,

filled with anxiety ; exceedingly.
Dhae khae baraekanae. He is attending to one

^matter after another without intermission.
Dhae khae rengeckana. A time of great scar-

city (and of much anxiety.)

Dhak. A kind of kettle drum played
Av^ith one thick drum stick and ona
thin, to vary the note.

Dhak. Heat, flame of fire.

Dhak. Quickly, immediately, instantly,

at once.
Dhakem llamkana p You want it instantly.

(scolding an impatient man.)
Adi dhakiA hecena. I came very quickly.
Adim dhakol^kana. Tou are very impatient.
Ce{ dhak kantama ? cedaEem calalca ? What is

pressing you? Why should you go?

Dhak. C£ dhak dhak.

Dhak. Interest, concern, necessity,

occasion.
Amalc dhakgeli calaSa ? Shall I go to suit your

occasion ?

DhakLt. }t°P^^^'*°*'^™^*-

Dhgiklau toi gofkaeme. Thrust him out at
once.

Dhaka dhaki. To push again and again,

to jostle, as in a crowd ; to push
so as to clear a way in a crowd

;

shoving and jostling.

Dhaka dhaki To push each other

again and again during a quarrel.

Cf. dhaka dhaki

Dhaka dhoko. \ Jostling, pushing, as

Dhaka dhoko. J in a crowd to clear a

way for oneself.

Dhakao. To cover, to obscure.
Sill cando rimilte ijhakaokedeae. The sun is

obscured by clouds.

Dhakar dhokor. 1 To wobble, to roll or

Dakar dokor. J heave when walk-

ing, to lift up the whole side

with foot.

Hathiko calaKa cjhakar ^hokor. Elephants roll

when walking.

Dhakar pakar. Hurriedly, hastily, to

be startled.

Nu gotkedail dhakar pakar. I drsink it off.

17



Dhakcakao [ 130 ] Dhamcul

Dhakcakao. To be paralyzed with fear.

Aijiys dhakoakaoleua. He was terribly fright-

ened.
Dhak cakaokediliam. Tou startled me.

Dhak dhak. "i m i -j. x ±
Dhak dhakao. F° PfPit^te, go pita-

Dhakdhakok. f r*'
flutter throb,

Dhukdhuk. j
to be in trouble.

Buru mako bere^keC eken daiige.
Taben mako jomket' eken potomge.
Haere ! bapre ! noa jiwiA do.
Koramili, koramilige dhak dhakaoKkan.

Phaki. A large basket.

Dhak jiba. At random, without taking
aim; without certainty, on the

chance of.

Dhak jibg-li dalkedea. I struck him at random
(struck on the chance of hitting him.)

Dhak jibale rohoekeda. We planted it but have
small hope (of a crop.)

Dhakla dhakli. To push again and
again, to jostle, as in a crowd.

Dhaklau. To push, to thrust, Of. dha-
ka.

Dhakna. An earthenware lid for a
tukuc, (q. V.)

Dhakni. ") An earthenware lid for a
Dhaknic. J kanda (q. v.) smaller than

a ' dhakna ' (q. v.)

Dhura dh9.kni6. A small earthenware vessel
in which odoriferous rezin is burned as
incense.

Dhakor dhakor. The sound produced by
shaking anything, as a door, &c.

;

rattling.
Dher dhaoe dhakor ijhakorkeda. Herattled-

many times.

Dhakuc. To have sexual intercourse
with, to copulate ; to shake the
loins.

Dhal. A shield, a buckler ; to obtain
goods on credit in the name of
another and keep them oneself

Kokhro (Jhal. A targe of hide studded with
brass nails.

Dhal sikria. An attendant who carries a sports-
man's gun.

Trie dhalkediiia. He obtained goods in my
name.

Phalkate horoe idikeda. He got dhan on credit
by saying it was for another person whom
he named.

Dhalac dhaluc. Big and little^ of all

Dhalgum. *) Shaggy, long

Dhalgum dhalgum. J haired.
Dhalgum bana. A shaggy bear.
I)h?.lgum dhalgumko d*ra. They flee with hair

fluttering.

Bhalka. Broad.
Dhalka sakam. A broad leaf.

Dhalka lutur. Broad ears.

Dhalpa. Broad.
Dhalpa pal. A broad ploughshare.

Dhal sikaria. An armour bearer, an
attendant who carries a gun for

a sportsman.

Dhaluc dhakuc. Walking as one with
a stiff hip joint.

Dhgiluc dhakuoe calakkana.

Dhalui dhalui. To shake, as anything
hanging, or suspended ; to dangle.

Besokoete bharime, dh9.1ui dhaluite alo liuroK-
ma. Load (the sheaves on the cart) care-
fully, that (the grain) may not fall through
(the ears) dangling down.

Dham. ") Noise, tumult ; hollow
Dham dhum. J sound.
Dham dhum sa(Jekana. Emits a hollow sound.

Dhamae dhurai. To threaten, to bluster.
Dhamae dhur?.ikateye hataokeda. He took it

by threats.

Dhama dhura. Cf, dham dhur.

Dhaman phucia. Cf dhamon phucia.

Dhamaa. /Influence, power exerted
Dhamaste. \ on men or things, force,

forcefulness, impression produced,
influence exerted.

Horko reaU gujuK dhamaste ondekhonle dar
johkana. Influenced by the people dying
we are leaving that place.

Kul reak arraoK dhamastege horomo do ca-
toKa. The roar of the tiger startles one.

Hakim hor reak dhamaste disom horko botor
joiia. Owing to the impression produced
by the English the people of the country
are afraid.

Ojo reaU dhamaste rua rabaiigeii aikaueda.
Owing to the influence exerted by the boil
I feel feverish.

Eimil reaR sade dhamaste oraK real? bhit ho
parakena. By the force' of the thunder
clap even the wall of the house is cracked.

Uniak dhamaa alijomlekhanko botor godoKa.
If they hear of his forcefulness they will
at once take alarm.

NondenaK dhamaste sar sipahi bako jaejnlum
dareaka. Omng to the 'influence exerted
by this place the raja's underKngs cannot
oppress the people.

Dhamcul. ") on i • , •

Dhamcul dhamcul. ) Shaking, joltmg.

Dhg,moul dhgimcule dara.
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Dhamdhaser. Quickly, diligently, all

around.
Dhamdhaserle liam barakeda.

Dham dhur. \ To demand with thre-

Dhama dhura. J ats, to demand with
bluster.

Dhamdhusar. Corpulent.

Dhame dhure. Cf. dham dhur.

Dhamka dhamki. To rebuke, to chide
;

diligently.
Bhamka dh9.mkikakinme. Bebuke them.
Dhamka dhamkiye k^mikana. He is working

diligently.

Dhamkao. \ To rebuke, to chide, to set

Dhomkao. J down.

Dhamkau. Diligently, sedulously.
4^1 dh^mksiue k^mikana. He works very

sedulously, he has no spare time.

Phampa dhompo. ") Knotty, gnarled,

Thampa thompo. J pimpled, covered

with excrescences.

Dhampa dhure. Diligently, sedulously,

quickly.
Dhampa dhnre g^iko 6am barakedea.

Dhampol. To jolt, to bump, as a cart

over stones.
Dhampol liur go^enae sagarkhon. He was

jolted oif the cart.

Dhampur dhampur. The sound pro-

duced by the dhenki (q. v.) when
worked rapidly.

Dhampur dhampurko huruiieda.

Dhainri. A maid servant.

K^mriko dh9.mriko.

Dhamonphucia. 1 Thicker or wider at

Dhamanphucia. j" one end than the

other ; heavy in the forequarters,

as a tiger, or an ox, &c.

Noa dhamonphuoia theiiga okarem riamlaRa ?

Dhamrokot. To toil, to labour, to

labour and toil.

DhamrokotkateTi oral? duaraka^a. With much
labour I hare beoome possessed of pro-

perty.

Dhamsao. To walk, to go.

Berhaete dhamsao aourenale, bale liamledea.

Dhamsao. To be influenced, to be

affected, to be acted upon. Cf.

dhamas.
Hamal kafiii goKle£ iate rua do arho dhamsao

ruarentina. Owing to my ha-ring carried

a heavy log of timber my fever has again

attacked me.
Nes oalaoen dinre dharti laraoente gota taniji

reaK ot do dhamsaoena. The whole coun-

try felt the effects of last year's earthquake.

Dhamsaoentiiia. I have suffered a relapse.
Non^enaK dharasaote sar Bipg.hi do bako jae-

juluma. Owing to the inflnenoe of this
place the raja's underlings do not oppress
the people.

Dhamuk bai.\A convulsive fit in which
Dhanuk bai. / the patient draws up

his limbs.

Dhandha. Cf. dandha.

Dhandha. To blaze ; flaming, blazing.
Seiigel »iji dhaudhaena. The fire blazes fiercely.
Ma dhandhaeme. Make it blaze.
Dhandha cabalenkhan joncjrako rapaga. When

the fiames burn themselves out they roast
Indian com (on the glowing embers.)

Dhandhanao. To buzz round about,

as a fly ; applied also to those

who go here and there to pick up
a living ; a tramp.

Am dom i}han4hanao baraekana ar setam ^sul-
koa? Tou a tramp keep dogs?

Dhandhania. Penniless, destitute,

indigent.
Phan(Jhg.niageae, oraKre ce^ ho b^nuKtaea.

He is utterly destitute, there is nothing in
his house.

Dhandka. "1 Stalks of certain crops left

Dhandkak.
J-

in the ground at time of

Darkak.
J

reaping ; stubble, a stalk.

Dhandka. A species of fish. Cf
dandka.

Dhandra dhundra. To search every

where.
A.^i dhandra dhundra barakedeali, bad liam-

ledea. I sought him every where but did
not find him.

Dhandrau. To seek, to search or look

for.

Dhandri. Lean, worn to a skeleton,

with elfiin locks ; said of females.

Dhaii. To be obstructed, impeded, to

meet with an obstacle, to stick,

to be aground, to be entangled.

Jahaj oatS'nire ^Ihahena. The ship struck, and
remained fast on a rock.

Thehga darere ^hahena. The stick stuck in
the tree.

Dhandhaser. To destroy, or ruin, to

be over thrown.
Mondiriii dhahdhasera. I will overthrow the

temple.

Pf^jg-^-}Tall, long Shanked.

Marah ijh^hgi ^imai kauae. She is a big tall

woman.
Dhahga hor. A tall man.

Dhangal sangal. Cf. dhingal singal.
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Dhangla dhangli. To cut or dig quickly

or hastily.
Dhangla dh9,iigliko lateda. They dug with all

their might.
Dhangla dh9,hgliko ge^ idikeda. They hastily

cut it up and carried it away.

Dhangladhas. Fallen into disrepair,

dilapidated ; broken, ruined.
NuiaK oral? do dhahgladhasentaea. This man's

house hag fallen into disrepair.
Dhahgladhaskedako. They ruined it.

Dhanglao. To cut deeply into, to cut
large pieces.

Mii dholmae dhahglaoteda. He cut off a large
piece.

Dhahglaokateye idikeda. He cut and carried
away a large piece.

Ote la dhaiiglaokeda. He dug deeply into the
soil.

Dhanghar. l

Dhanghari. |-Rich, wealthy.

Dhangharia.J
Khub dhanghar hor kanae. He is a very rich

man.

Dhani. A interjection of surprize;

rich, precious ; a term of endear-
ment.

Dhaniye sen dareaKa ? What ! can he go ?

Dhani hor kanae. He is a rich man.
Henda, dhani, okatem calaKkana ? Where are

you going to, dearie p

Dhania. Coriander seed. (Goriandruvi
sativum, L.)

Phanman. ITo totter, to stagger, to

Dhanmanao. J sway to and fro; feeble,

faint.

Eengeete dhanmanaoena. He is enfeebled
through want.

Bulkate 4hanmanao barae kanae. He is drunk
and staggering.

phanman. \To go buzzing here and
Phanmanao. ) there, as a fly ; also

applied to those whom hunger
forces to go from place to place

;

a tramp.

Dhans.lTo go here and there in search

Dhas. J of, to search for.

Gotali dhaslaKa, baii liamlaKa. I searched
every where but did not find.

Gotali dhas acurleda. I searched all round
about.

Dhanuk bai. Opisthotonos.

Dhanuk batta. The snipe, Oallinago
scoldpacinus.

Dhao. Time.
Mif'dhao. Once.
Bai- dhao. Twice.
Po dhao. Thrice.
Adi dhao. Many times, very often.
P?.hil dhao. 1st time.
Dosar dhao. 2nd time.

Dhaoa. ^ A garland of plaited stalks of

Dhawa. I dhan which with certain

Dhaoa. j
cattle are adorned at the

Dhawa. j Sohrae (q. v.) festival.

Dhaoa bin<Ja. A sheaf of dhan taken from the
threshing floor from which the stalks are
taken to make garlands for. the cattle.

What remains of the sheaf after sufficient

to make the garlands has been extracted is

taken to the house of the Jog M^nljhi (q. t.)

As each household observes the ceremony
a considerable quantity of rice is thus col-

lected. It is cooked and divided among the
villagers.

Dhao dhao. Buzzing, as mosquitoes do.

Sikrioko udauKkana dhao dhao. Mosquitoes
fly buzzing about.

Dhaora dhauri. Anxiously, diligently,

quickly, without loss of time.
Dhaora dhaurile liambarakedea.
Dhaora dhaurikin Ilir rakap got'ena. They ran

up quickly.

Dhaosa dhausi. To search for eagerly

or anxiously. Cf dhaora dhauri.
Dhaosa dhausile liam barakeda. We sought

for it anxiously.

Phapa dhopo. Heaps, mounds ; hillocky,

uneven. Scottice, hech's an' how's.

Dhap dhap. ") To stamp the foot, sound
Dhap dhup. j" oftramp tramp, or the

thud on the ground of a blind

man's stick.

Baibaite calaKme alom dhap dha pa . Go quietly,

do not stamp your feet.

When netting hares at night the hunters drive
them in the direction of the nets by simply
stamping on the ground with the feet.

Phap dhap. Sound of flapping, or

clapping of wings.
Dhap dhap sadetakoa phakrak do. They are

clapping their wings.

phap dhup. Sound of knocking or

rapping on the ground.
Ul riuroftkana dhap dhup. The mangoes fall

with a thud.

Dhaper. Hurriedly, quickly ; to hurry.

Adi dhaperoK hoyoktapea, baiikhan oh ope seter-

lena. Tou must hurry, or else you will not
arrive (in time.)

4.di dhaperle heoena. We came very quickly.

Dhapi. The part of a flute from where
the finger holes cease to the end.

Dhapi badha. A kind of wooden sandal. Cf.
badha.

Dhapka. Lazy, shirking work, as a

bullock that lies down at the plough.

Dhapkao. To put down, to set down.
Lo birre bako dhapkao darealea. At the burnt

jungle they will not be able to silence us.
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up

Dhapua. Deformed, unshapely.
Dhapug, mara hoy.

Dhar. Edge, line.

Churi dliarana. A knife lias an edge.
Dene banar dharana . Two edged.
Dhar bhotroena. The edge is iDluiited.

Dhar. To buy on credit, to run
bill.

Dharteye ^gukeda. He bought it on credit.

^ Ein dharkate. Borrowing and getting on credit.

Dhara. The side, from the armpit to

the thigh, the lower side of the

thigh.

Dhara. A measure of 10 seers ; 10

seers in weight or in measure.

Dhara. Section.
Oka dharate bioar hoeena ? Under what section

was he tried?

Dhara. To collect outstandings, to

dun.
Dharae lagit'em hedena? Have you come to

dun us?

Dhara bandha. Against one's will, for-

cibly, nolens volens.
Dhara bandhako sap idikediila. They seized

and took me away against my will.

Dhara dhari. \Neighbourhood, vicinity,

Dhara dhure.J edge.
Nia dhara dharikore b9.nuKan. There is none

in this neighbourhood.

Dhara dhari. Quickly.
Adi dhara dharile k9.mikeda, cababedale. We

worked very quickly, we have finished it.

Dhara dhari. To pull, to offer violence.

Adi dhara dharikediriae, mahajon do. The
money lender knocked me about.

Dharae. I Thudding, bumping, or

Dhaias. J thumping sound.
Dharae mente saije got'ena. It sounded thud.

Dharas menue liurena. It fell with a thud.

Dharae dhapae. Quickly, hastily, hur-

riedly.

Dharae dhapaeye calao gotena,. He left hastily.

Dharahara. Fine, large, substantial;

splendid mansion-like housa
Dharahara menaUtakoa catom oraK.

possess a fine paviHon-roofed house.

Dharahi. Steep-roofed, slope of roof

at a high angle.

Dharak dhorok, Tender in the feet

;

'to step gingerly owing to feet

being tender.

Jiihga dharaK dhofoKentaea. His feet are

DharS dioroKe tarama. He steps gingerly.

They

Dharan dharan. Ding dong of a bell.

Dharan dhurun. ") Applied to the so-

Dhuruii dhurun. J unci prcjduced

when two bells of different tones

are struck one after the other.
Dharan (Jhuruh sa(^ekana. They sound ding dong,

ding dong.

Dharao. To owe, to be in debt.
Iii ren kisar real? tinaKem dharaotaea ? How

much owest thou my master ?

Dharao. To reside.
Okarepe <Jharaolena? Where did you reside?

Okare gunpalanpe (JharaolaKa ? Where do you
reside ?

Dharao, "1 To pour, to pour into a

Dhardharao. J mould.
Sona realt sakomifi t^haraoa.

Met dak (Jhardharoentaea. His tears flowed.

Dharap. A trap ; to be caught as by
a trap falling on one.

Ka^te dharapenae. Apiece of timber fell on
him (and crushed him.)

Dharar. \ Sound of creaking, or

Dharar dharar. j of cracking.
Dharar dharar jhijokkana sUpili do. The door

creaks when being opened.
Dharar dharar mat' paragokkana. The bam-

boos split with a crack.

Dharas. Cf dharae
Dharas mente rapufena. It broke with a crack.

Dhar dhar. Streaming, trickling, eyes

to till with tears.

Dhar (Jhar met' dak joroKkana. Tears trickle

down.

Dhardhar. \To slide or roll down a

Dhardharao. J
steep place, to roll down,

as a stone.
Dhardharao argonkanae. He comes sliding

down.

Dhardhari. l A slope, an incline
;

Dhardharia. j sloping, steep.

Dhardharia hor kana. It is a steep road.

Dhar dhur. Quickl}^

Dhar dhur. To conciliate, to influence

by importunity.
Ma noKoe bogetepe ruaKkana, ado noko bohga

dhar (Jhurkope. See how your family is

suffering from fever, offer a libation to the

Dhar dhur. At the edge, on the outside.

Dhar dhuriA Aamkeda. I got (fields) on the

out side.

Dhar dhur. Noise of rushing footsteps

pattering.
Dhar dhure darkeda.

Dhare dhure. Neighbouring, near, on

the margin.
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Dharen. A beam which supports the

ridge pole of a house.

Dhargoc. 1 To fall into disrepair, ruin-

Jhargoc. j ous.

Dhargul?. T To jolt or stumble

DharguM dharguk. J owing to hollows

in the road.
Khet pincjhe {henem dhargugoKa, liind?ire.

Dhargu dhargu. Large, big.

Dhargu sargu. Large, big.

Dhargu s^rgu joakana. The fruit is of large

size.

Dhari. 1^1
Dhar. j^^S^-

Pinija dh^ri. The edge of the verandha.
Kiorio real? dhg.ri. The edge of the cloth.

Dharid. Until, up to, so long as.

Nondele tahen dh^irio. So long aa we remain
here.

GnjiiK dharid. Until death.

DharkaM dhorkok.lRough and uneven,

DharkaK dhorkok.j as a road crossed

by many unbridged water courses
;

full of holes, over which a cart jolts;

to descend with a jolt, as one step-

ping into a hollow unwittingly.

Noa horte babo calaKa, sidi dharkak dhorkoK-
gea. We will not go this way as it is full

of hollows.
G9.iji 9.di dharkaK dhorkogoKa. The cart will

go into the hollows with a fearful jolt.

DharkaK dhorkoK ^^i haronted oalaoena. I

went with very great difficulty climbing up
and going down.

Dharkao. To finish, to complete, to

exhaust.
Car pane moniA dharkaoakafa. I hare finished

four or fivemaunds (of seed.)

K^mi doii dharkaoakat'a. I have completed
the work.

Dharkao. To take water out of one
vessel by tipping it up and al-

lowing it to run into another

Pherena daK, ma dharkao 9.dhime. There is too
much water (in the pot), lessen it by tipping
it up and allowing some to run out.

Dharkat. Quarrelsome, violent, oppres-

sive, disobedient.
Marah dharka( hor kanae.

Dharkau. To impress, as into service

;

to force.

Bogarko dh^irkaukedea. They impressed him
to work.

Ma dharkau idiem. Force him to go.

Dharkuc. To jerk, to jolt, to bump.

Dharkuk. Cf dharguk.

Dharkul markul. Hair on end, or loose

and flying about.
Okate ho mamo dharkul m^rkulem day kanaF

Dharle. 'I

Dharlege. [Certainly, doubtless.

Dhorlege.J
Dharlege non(Je menaea. He is certainly here.

Dharma korma. "{Without assurance,

Dhorma korma. / without much hope
or expectation, on chance.

Dhorma korma monteli senlena. I went with
little expectation.

Dharmus. ") An instrument used to

Dhurmus. J beat down earth.

Dhama. A mode of extorting payment
of a debt or compliance with any
demand by making the person sit

in the sun, or in any other way
making him uncomfortable ; to sit

till prayer is granted.
Dhamakedeako. They made him ait in the sun

till he acceded to their demand.
Dharna ahgakediiiae. He kept me a prisoner

the whole night.

Pharos. Firmness of mind, encourage-
ment, bravery, presence of mind.

Bae dharos dareada. He could not brave it.

Dharra. M. \ Under side of the body
Dharri. F. J more or less white, the

rest black ; applied to goats and
sheep.

Dharra boda. A black and white he-goat.
Dharri ehga. A black and white she-goat.
Kabra dharra. Speckled, spotted with white.

Dharsar. Steep, as an incline.

Dharti. The world, the universe.

Dharua. A debtor, a borrower ; to be
in debt.

A^iye dharug.ena. He is deeply indebted.

Dharuk dhacuk. Hair loose and hang-
ing down ; to search for with
labour or diligence.

Dharuk dharuk. To limp or walk as
a man with a crutch.

Dharumdhak. Very much, greatly, ap-
plied to swellings.

Dh?irumdhaEe moakana. He ia very much
swollen.

Dharun. To cease, to clear up after

rain ; dry weather,
Dh^rnnakafae. It has ceased] raining.
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Dharwali. ") A small branch with the
Dhauralc. J leaves on ; a twig of the

Sarjom (q. v.) tree with the leaves

on sent from village to village

advertising a hunt or any other

gathering ; the Santal " Fiery
cross."

Matkom (Jh^urg.!!. A small branch of the
Matbom (q. v.) tree.

Sarjom (Jh9.ur9.R. A small branch of the Sarjom
(q. V.) tree.

Ado onte note sedra <Jh9iur9.U ato atoe kola, arko
kulikoa, "Oka realf dhaur?iK baba P '

' Adoe
l9,iakoa, "KubriBirreaK," " Tiabo boloKa ?

BudhiloK," He sends the branch adverti-
sing the hunt to the villages round about,
and they ask, &c.

Dhas. To go in search of, to search for.

Gotaii dhas giourlaKa, enh5 Ijaii liamlaKa. I
searched aU round, still I did not find.

Dhasao. To collapse, as a wall; to

fall in, as a river bank undermined
by the water ; to slip down, as a

landslip,
Bnm dhasaoena. There has been a landslip

on the hill.

Dhaskao. To fall down, to collapse,

to tumble down.
Bum dhaskaoena. There has been a landslip

on the hill.

Dhasna. The part nearest the foot of

the slope of a hill, or other incline.

Dhat. An exclamation of vexation.

•pj, , >.A mineral, a metal.

Dhat. Likeness, resemblance.
TJni dh^tgeii lielkedea. I saw he bore a resem-

blance to him.

Dhat. The pulse at the wrists.

Mase dhat atkartaeme. Feel his pulse.

Dhat dhat. Cf, cai dhat dhat.

Dhatha duthu. Huge, adult, grown up.
Eken datha ^uthu hof menaKkoa. There are

only adults.

Dhathi. Hereditary qualities or dis-

position.
Apat reaK dhgithigeye sapaka^a. He has

inherited his father's disposition

Dhathi. Persistent, inexorable.

Dhathi. The stubble or stumps of

certain crops left in the gi-ound at

reaping time.

Dhatka. To deny, to repudiate, to

unsay, to disavow.

Dhatkaha. A deliverer, a saviour.

I shall boat you pre-

the

DhatiA. To beat,
Dhatill niealeah nahalt.

sently.

Dhatiiitiii. A rattat played on
drum to gather the dancers.

Oteko dhatiAtirtkeda. Listen, they have
beaten the " dh9,tilitili" rattat.

Dhatir. To strike, to hit, to slap.
Dhatireme. Give him a slap.

Dhatpat. Quickly, withotit delay.

Dhatu. A mineral, a metal.

Dhatuak. Cf dare dhatuak.

Dhawa dhawi. Separated only by a
little distance or time, on the
heels of

Dhawa dhq,wiko palijafcedilia. They followed
at my heels.

Dhawa dh9.wiko heoena. They came one closely
following another.

Dhau. ~> Blazing, flaming, bright-

Dhau dhau. J ly.

Dhau dhau sehgel jololfkana. The fire blazes.

Dhaurak. Cf, dharwak.

Dhawa. ] r^j. ,, „

Dhawa.
|Cf.dhaoa.

Dhean. To fast, to stop feeding, as

caterpillars do before moulting.

Lum^mko dheanakana uroS l^gidoKkanako.
The silk worms have stopped feeding, they
are about to slough.

Dheba. M. \

Dhiba. 1 M. [-Short of stature.

Dhibi. /F.J
Dhebdhebe. M. "It,- v it- a
Dhib dhibi. F. r^g-^^"^^*^-

Dhecok. To limp, as a man with legs

of unequal length.

Dhecok dhecok. Limping.
PheooK iJheooKe calaKkana. He goes limping.

p,„ [ To lounge, to loaf about.

Horko theo dedher baraekanac. He lounges
about other people's houses.

Dhebra. M.
} ghort of stature.

Dhibri. b. )

Ona atoren kora kuriko do sanam dhebra dhi-

brigeako. The young men and maids of

that village are all short in stature.

Phebra dhibri dareakana. The plants are all

short.

Dhedrg. To lounge or loaf about. Cf
dedher.
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Dhedre. 1 Worn out, disreput-

Dhedre dhedre. J able looking, dis-

graceful, dilapidated.
Dhedre dhedre oraKtae. His house is a dila-

pidated hovel.
Dhedre mara aimai. A slattern.

Dhej. To succeed, to accomplish, able

to do ; stamina, ability.

Oka dhej ho bae kamikana.

Dhej dhon. "(Improper, the reverse
Dhejna dhon.

J of what ought to be.
Dhejna dhonem iJ.elolikaiia. You do not look

well.

Dhejna (|lhoii tilokakanae.

Dhejraha. M.\ Slovenly, slatternly,

Dhejrahi. F.
J

dirty in habits.

Dhekar. To belch.

Dhgkjora. } ^ "P^'^^®" °^ ^^*^^ f°^^l-

Dhela. A common forest tree, Alati-
giiun Lamurchii, T/uvs.

-p., .. v A clod of earth.

Dhemali. 7 tji i i

p., •,. >idle, lazy, careless.

Adi dhemali kanam. You are very careless.

Dhena. A disease affecting cattle.

Dhena. 1 „ n
i)henha.P^^ll-
Dhena gidrg.. A small child.

Dhena cere. A small bird.

Dhencak dhencak. Limpingly, limping.
Dhelicak dheilcake calakkana. He is limping.

Dhencok. To limp, to go lame.
Dheiiook (JhelSooKe oalaUkana. He is limping.

Dhendra. Having thin scanty hair,

bare, as a tree.

Dhenka. A species of crane.

Dhenka. Tall, long shanked.
Dhehka sosroo. A species of grasshopper.

Dhenha. Cf. dhena.

DhSore. Cf. dedher.

Dheo. A wave.
Gada argonkhan iJheoBa. If the river be-

comes flooded waves will be formed.

Dhep dhep. Sound produced by
belching.

Dhep dhepe (Jhekareda.

Dher. Many, much, excessive, the

majority; to increase, to become
excessive.

Kin 4herentil5a. My debt has become large.

Dhera. A hand spindle.

DhSrg dhepe. It j. i i ^
f._ ^ , ^ y Lean, worn to a skeleton.
Dere depe. j

'

DhgrS clhgrS. Buzzing, to go here and
there, as a fly.

Jel baste ro dhere dhereko udau baraekana.
The smell of the flesh brings the flies buzzing
about.

NahaK do akoge ro lekako dhere dhere barae-
kana. They themselves now go buzzing
about like flies (seeking food. Said of those
who were arrogant when rich, but who
becoming poor go about seeking something
to eat.)

Dhere dhere. Whirring, as a fly wheel
off the perpendicular.

Carkha dhere dhere sadekkana. The spinning
wheel whirrs.

Dhere dhere. Lazy and disinclined

to move through having eaten too

much.
Jom dhere dhereenae. He has eaten so much

that he objects to move.

Dhere dhere. 'Eyes fixed, staring as

when dying, or dead.
Dhere dhereye beriget urickeda.

Dhgrgpete. Lean, emaciated, worn to

a shadow.

Dherkaete. Especially, as a rule, gen-
erally.

DhSs. To make excuse ; excuse.
Dhes alom lagaoa. Do not make an excuse.

Dhgsa dhlsi. To excuse oneself and
blame another.

Dhia puta. The entire family.
Joto dhia pntako oalaoena. The entire family

is gone.

Dhibri F. \ Having a voracious appe-
Dhebra M. J tite and a big round

belly, applied to children ; small of

stature.

Dhibri jondra. A stunted variety of

Indian corn which ripens earlier

than the common variety.

Dhibua. A pice.

Dhi damad. Daughter and her hus-
band.

Dhidhi. An exclamation of vexation
or displeasure.

Dhidr'k. Bold, fearless.

Dhiko dhoro. Cf. dhiso dhoro.

DhilTur. Sound of tiiumping, as that
made by the dhinki (q. v.)
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Phil. Careless, slack
; to neglect, to lose

heart, as a person in sickness.
Barg,hi ijhilkam. Slacken the rope.
Hormoe <lhilakat'a. He haa lost heart, or given

way to his illness.

Dhilau. To neglect, to slacken atten-
tion.

Philiiii goekedeali. I killed him by neglect.
Alope (Jhilauea. Do not neglect him.

Phil dhoko6. Loose, slack.
Phil (Jhokocko bit'aka€a. They have not fixed

_
the post firmly

Phil dhokodko tolakat'a. They have bound (the
_ bundle of firewood) loosely.

Phili sili. Careless, lazy ; to be care-
less or lazy.

Phili sili hor kanae. He is a lazy fellow.
Alom ^hili silia. Do not put off your time.

Philod dholon. Loosely, slack, the
opposite of firmly or tightly.

Philoii ^holoii oka doko joraokoa. Sometimes
they yoke them (the buffaloes) slaokly.

Sanam (Jhilon dholonena, orali haramente.
Every thing has become alack owing to the
house being old.

Dhilpur. Cf. dhirpur.

Philua. A bamboo or piece of wood
on which men swing at the Dasae
(q. V.) festival.

Philwan. To hang suspended by the
hands, or as bats by their claws.

Dhima. Mild, good tempered.
Phimalia. Cf. dhemali.

Dhimba. ") , ,

Phumba.|^^^"^P-
Dhimsi. Slightly, opposite of tight.

Dhimsi punsi.") Untidy, scattered ab-
Dhunsi punsi. J out, higgledy piggledy,

disarranged.
Samtiaoalfpe dhimsi punsikeda. You have

scattered what had been put together.
OraK sarim do sanam dhimsi pnnsikedako sim

do. The fowls have disarranged the
thatch on the roof.

Dhimsi pnnsikedae.

Dhinan. After-part of the day, after-

noon, later on in the afternoon.

Dhingur. Span between the thumb
and fore finger.

Bit?.. Span between the thumb and little fin-

ger.
Bey. Span between the thumb and little fin-

ger.

Dhinki. Wooden machine for husking
and cleaning grain.

18

Dhinkia. A crack shot with a bow
and arrow.

Phinku. To tilt up; mot. to harm
oneself.

Ror (Jhihkuanae. He was convicted out of his
own mouth.

Nondert otalokhan hauije dhiiilculja. If I press
down here the other end will tilt up.

Dhinkur. Sound of thumping, as that
made when the dhinki is being
worked.

Dhinwar. A jingle with dhlru (q. v.)

Dhip. Coast, shore, valley, bank of
river ; an island.

Barakar (Jhip. The valley of the Barakar river.
Darah dhip. A precipice.

Dhipau. To heat solids; to be hot,
as in fever ; to be zealous, to be
eager.

Hormo dhip^uakantaea. His body is hot.
Merhet' dhipaukateko pitaua. They heat the

iron and then hammer it.

Dhipcui. The King Crow, Dicrurus
viacroeercus.

Dhipi. 1 A mark where boundaries of
Phipu. J three villages meet.

PipT'}^''°°'>''^®P°*-

Dhit (
^^ exclamation of vexation.

Dhira dhiri. Quarrelling and threat-
ening each other.

Dhir^ dhirikin kaphjriauKkana.

Dhirau. To threaten future harm or
loss.

Dhirau dohokediiiae, delmealah nahak.

Dhire suste. Slowly, by degrees, grad-
ually.

Dhire austeteli emkatama. I shall pay you
gradually.

Dhirhak. An exclamation of vexation,
or annoyance.

DhirhaK ! bape kamikana.

Dhiri. A stone.
Dhiri ot. Stoney ground.
Dhiri katkom. A species of crab which is often

found under stones.
Dhiri banda. Orchids which grow on rocks.

Dhiri japak. A small flowering plant,

Begonia picta, Sm.

Dhirik. "i Loathsome, nauseating, dis-

Bhirik.
j
gusting, sickening.

Jiwi dhirikentiAa. I am nauseated.
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Dhirja. 1 Self-denial, contentment,

Dhirjau. / temperance, patience, self-

restraint.
Dhirja do b?mnKtama? Ha¥Q you no self-

restraint ?

4Dhirkarahak. J tion, or annoyance.

p., • . . ! Neglected, worn out,
Diiiron soron. > ° \ u^
Til . . unpresentable.
JUnoron porou. J

^

DhiroiisoroixiiimandaKkana. lam unpresent-
able from a cold.

Dhiroii soroh gota pe sakriakafa.

Dhirpur. To be contented, to be

satisfied.

Ere rorte bae dhirpurlenteye dib got'ena.

Not being satisfied with a lie he must needs
swear to it.

Dhirii. To bring forth young, said of

a cow. C£ dhinwar.
Dhir& gg-i. A cow with a calf,

Dhismis.lCor. of the English legal

Dismis. / term " dismiss."

Dhisodhoro. \ Bowels loose, slight diarr-

Dhikodhoro.J hcea.

Dhisodhoro lioKakanali. I have a slight attack
of diarrhoea.

Phisodhoroii a^kareda. I feel a touch of
diarrhoea.

Dhiso dhoro. Dirty, unwashed, un-
kempt.

Dhlt. Forward, froward, wilful, obs-

tinate, impudent.
Dhit. An interjection of annoyance.
Dhit ! alom onkawalla.
Dhii ! ili hiriiikeda.

Dhltao. "I Quarrelsome, seeking oppor-

DhSthao./ tunity to pick a quarrel.
Sill satup ^'^^thaogeye iSamkana. He la always

on the look out for an opportunity to pick
a quarrel.

Dhitho.

Dhito
Katha reaR dhitho banuKtaea.

Dhiusi. 7 Tacked on, slightly attached

i)himsi. J to, flimsily tied.

Tolre nasenakgeil (Jhiusialcada. I did not tie it

with a strong thread.

Sadom do khuntire (Jhiuaiakadeae. He has not
tied the horse securely to the post.

Barslii ganem (Jhiusi AoKlena. Tou only stayed
a few days.

Dhoao. To carry.

Am do nia katha ijhoao otoaeme. Ili do oholi

dhoao darelea. Carry this me8ei».ge to him.
i cannot carry it.

NunaK do ohoii (Jhoao darelea. I will not be
able to carry so much. "

ho. ") /-, , • ,

I"

Certainty.

Dhob. Form, shape, pattern ; comely,

artistic, elaborate, as a carving.
Noa do adi (Jhobko benaoaka£a. This is beauti-

fully made.

Dhob dhobo. ") Big bellied, like a snake

Dob dobo. J that has just swal-

lowed a meal.

Dhobea. ") Applied to a person wasted

Dobea. J by illness who has a protu-

berant stomach, as one suffering

from enlarged spleen.
Dhobeaenae mate.

Dhobok. Cf. dhombak.

Dhocol dhocol. Cf dhucul dhucul,

Dhocor. Proud, froward, self-willed.
Adi dhocorae. He is very self-willed.

Ac dhocor lekae oalaka. He will go his own way.

Dhodhia sauri. "l A tall hill grass used

Dhudhia sauri. >- for thatching pur-

Dhudhi sauri. J poses Apluda aris-

tata, Linn.

Dhodia. ") A withered leaf of the
Dhoia. j Palmyra palm.

Dhodlo. ") Wide, loosely [fitting, as a
Dhodo. J garment ; corpulent.

Dhodo dhodo. Sound of drumming.
Pholko ruia dhodo dho^o.

Dhodor dhodor. Sound produced by a

cracked drum,
Gherako ruia dhodor dhodor.

Dhodor podor. '\ In disrepair, dilapi-

Dhodor pador.
J-

dated, filthy, clum-
Dhoron poron.j sily executed.

Dhoroii poron jh^mtiko etetakat'a. The fence
has been clumsily put up.

Dhodra. ") tt n • ,

i)hodro.j^°^^°^'°^*"^^-

Dhodro. Worn out, worn into holes.
Dhodro khacl9.K. A basket with holes in the

bottom.

Dhodya. M. ") Fault-finding, scolding,

Dhodyo. F. J complaining.
Dhodya mara haram. A complaining old fellow.
Dhodyo mara bu'^hi. An old scold.

Dhodyo. Hollow, as a pipe, etc.

Dhoena dalj. Water which has been
allowed to stand in a cooking pot
over night.

Plioena dafi ho ohom Jiamlea, Tou will not even
get the water which hag been in the
cooking pot over night.
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Dhoia. Of. dhodia.

Dhoj. Highest point of a tree.

DhSk.-j

Dhok. [-Weariness, fatigue.

Dhak.J
Dhokbo maraoa. "We will rest
Nirdhok. Uuwenriedly, severe, exoeasive.

Dhok. Convenience, call.

AmaK dhoktegeii oalaKa ? Shall 1 go to suit
your oonTenienoe ?

Dh6k. The asthma
;
phthisis.

K»si dhok. Bronchitis.

Dokh
'

f
^° doubt, to deceive.

Get' Igigifem dhokalena? Wherefore didst thou
doubt

P

Dhok dhok. ) Gulping sound, or that

Dhok dhokao. J made by water poured
out of a bottle, or by a bear when
it charges.

Phok dhokao gofkedae bana do.

Phok dhokifi liukeda. I gulped it down.

Dhok dhok. Gurgling sound, as water

poured out of a bottle. Of. dhok
dhok.

DaKko duleda (JhoK (JhoK. The water gurgles

as they pour it out.

Dhok jiba. At random, on chance, in

sheer despair.
Dare baA aik^ueda dhok jib^ili kg-mikana.

Dhokha. To doubt, to deceive, to make
uncertain.

Dhokok dhokok. The sound produced

when water is shaken in a bottle,

or a rotten egg held to the ear

and shaken.

Dhokor.
Dhokra. [ No, not, a scornful negative.

Dhokor satir bam calaolen.

Dhokor bae heolenkhan babon kami dareaEa

,

DhokorlaEae agulaSae.

Dhokor pokor.-)
jj^j,^.g^l j^^^til

Dhakar pakar. )
Dhokor pokore jomkeda. He took his food m

a hurry.
Kirifi go^kedall dhokor pokor. I made my

purchases hurriedly.

Dhokra Dom. ") A section of the semi-

bhapra Dom. J Hinduised caste of

Doms.
Dhokran. ^How provoking; how

Dhokranak. \ annoying ; used main-

Dhokrani6. J ly by women.
Dhok'ranaKge ?.4ili ru9.Kkana. How proTokuig,

I have taken strong fever.

A species of waterfowl.

Dhokyanakgell hifili otokada. How provoking,
I have forgotten it. (left it behind.)

Dhokfanio bae sonlena. How provoking, she
has not gone.

Dhokre.
"J
Crooked, bent, curled up

;

Dhokret. J to jerk the hip when
walking as one with a stiff hip

joint.
Panahi dhokrefentilia. My shoes are worn

away on one side.

Noa theiiga dhokrellgea. This walking stick

is crooked.

Dhol. A drum beaten on one end by a

stick and on the other by the

hand.

Dholkata.

Domkata.
Domtutiki.

Dholma. A large piece of raw meat,

generally without bones.

Mi£ dholmako emadiila. They gave me a large
piece of raw meat.

Dholo. Fat and lazy, applied to women.

Dholomolo. Out of sorts, depressed,

looking or feeling seedy, sickly or

drowsy looking.

Dholomolom rieloKkana. You look depressed.

Dhoma. A lump, a large piece, gener-

ally of meat.
Mi£ dhoma jele cha<Jao dohokeftiri lekaii aikau-

keda. I felt as if he had torn away a lump
of my flesh.

Dhombok.
]

bhumbak. j-To be curled up.

Dhobok. j

Dhomkao. To rebuke, to chide, to

set down.
Dhomkao go^kefkoae. He rebuked them sharply

Dhomok. Arrogance, haughtiness^

pride.

Dhomok comok. Threat,

Dhomok oomok uduKakome. Threaten them.

Dhomokia. Haughty, arrogant, proud,

egotistical.

Dhomos. \ Influence, effect, prestige ;

Dhomoste. J by force of, by means

of, through. Cf. dhamas.

Kul taraa reaK dhomos alijom teko bind9.rena.

Hoe dhomostege orak dalkaoena.

BohoK haso dhomoste gota hormo hasoediaa.

Euhei dhomosteko thirena.

Bijli reaK dhomosteii dalkao gofena.

DaK dhomoste oraK jarkaoena.
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Dhompo. Lump, knot, mound.
Gira dhompo. The knots tied on a, string to

keep accounts with.
Dare ^hompo. A common annual plant found

about villages, Leonatis nepetcefoUa, B. Br.

Ot dhompo. Lepidagathis cristata, Willd., a
plant found on elevated dry situations, with
inflorescence resembling a ball.

Non^lege/i are glhompo lioga. I shall raise a
ridge (or an embankment) here.

Dhomsol. Fat and unwieldy, bulky,

over-stout, applied only to women.
Am do dhomsol mara aimai.

Dhon. Wealth, goods, property.
Dhon durib. fioods and chatties.

Dhona. A term of endearment applied

to children ; my treasure,my sweet,

my precious one.

Dhond. A species of snake found in

water.

Ea-^dhond"^' | Varieties of the "dhond" dis-

Ayai^honcl. )
tinguished by Santals.

Phondra phuruk. A large leaf cup.

Dhondra khalak. A large leaf cup.

Dhon. Ugly, ill looking, used generally

in fault finding. Cf. dhej dhon.
Phoiie lieloKkana. She is not good looking.

phonga. A dugout, a boat made from
a hollowed out tree, a wooden
trough.

Dhongol phosol. Carelessly, anyhow,
taking no interest in the work one
does.

Dhongol phosolko sioKkana. They are plough-
ing carelessly.

DhSnj . Necessity, pressure of business,

urgency.
Cei dhonj lagaoamkanaP What urgency is

impelling you ?

Dhontho. 1 . i ,

j., >A knot, an excrescence.

Dare realf dhont;o. An excrescence on a tree.

Phop dhop. Sound of rapping or

knocking ; to knock.
Phop dhoppe ado jhioapea. Knock and it shall

be opened unto you.

phop dhop. Sound emitted by a

drum with a hole in it, or one that

requires lacing.

Dhopo. A hillock.

Bi\num dhopo. An ant hill.

Hane han(^e dhopo lielol^kan. Look, there is

a mound over there.

Phopsa. M. 1 Suffering slightly

Dhopsaha. M. > from dropsy, body
Dhupsi. F. J swollen.

Dhopyo. Old and weak.
Dhopyo mara hor. An old dry stick.

Dholabat. I ^^^X^^'
"'''^^' °^^

Dhorage. J
^'

Huijuredae, dhorage liindae daga. It is thun-
dering, it will certainly rain during the
night.

Dhora bandha. Forcibly, to take no
denial.

AmaK kusi leka, dhora bandha ohofi idilema.
As you please, I will not take you forcibly.

Dhora bandhako jom ocokedea. They insisted
on his eating.

Dhora dhori. Blusteringly, threaten-

ingly, forcibly.

Dhora dhoriko idikedea . They took him away
with a certain amount of force.

Dhorao. To seize, to emply force.

Dhorao idikedeako. They seized and took him
away.

Dhorao. To begin, to set to, engage in.

Cf. dhurau.
Ma sehgel dhoraome, dalf mandiabon.
Kamireli dhoraolenkhan oholi ruarlena.
Dakare dhoraoakanae, oboe cekalena nui gidrg.

do.

Dhorat. \ A premium on a loan of
Dhorati.

J money or grain.

The amoiant of premium given is generally one
anna in the rupee, and is returned to the
money lender, out of the amount given on
loan, at the time the loan is made.

Mit; taka emaiime, mit ana dhoratiA emama.
Give me one rupee, I shall return you one
anna as premium.

Phordhosaha. Without sufficient

cause or reason ; feignedly, preten-
dingly.

Phordhosaha nonde khone calaoena, atra dhur
ho thgitie bae senlena. He feigned going
away, but he did not even go half-way.

Phordhosahae kokoekana. He begs without
reason (as he has plenty.)

Phordhosahae raK baraeda. He cries with-
out cause.

Dhorma korma. Without assurance,
with little expectation, on chance.

Phoro dhoro. To gaze intently, to
stare.

Dhoro dhoso. Untidy, en dcshabilM,
dirty, messy.

Dhorok. To limp ; lame.
PhoroU dhoroKe calaUkana. He is limping.
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Dhorom. Truth, justice ; right, holy

;

religion
; to consecrate, to sanctify.

Dhorom Korom. Reputation.
Dhorom korom b^niiRtaea. He has no reputa-

tion.

Neo dhorom. Ceremonial sanotifioation.
Naeke doe dhoromoKa. The priest sanctifies

himself.

DhorOn poron. ")

m.J
Out of sorts, indis-

posed, filthy, dila-Dhoron soron

pidated
Mandate dhoron sorohid afkareda. I am very

uncomfortable owing to a cold in the head.

Dhorori. ") A small horn made of brass
Dhoruri. J or copper.

Dhoro^ dhopot. \Applied to the sound
Dhoro£ dhoroi

J emitted by the tum-
dak (q. v.) drum when the varnish
has been worn off. Cf dhorot;

dhoroli.

Dhorot dhorot'. Worn and cracked, as

feet with much walking ; much
worn, as a shoe ; cracked, as a
plank, earthenware vessel, drum,
&c. ; footsore.

Tamak dhorot' dhorot' sa^elcana. The tamak
(drum) emits a cracked sound.

JatrikoaK jatiga senoK senokte dhorot' dhoro-
doKkantakoa. The pilgrims with continued
walking are becoming footsore.

Dhorpo. Cf dhopyo.
Dhorsa. Applied to both species of

the Hornbill {Hydrocissa cor-

onata, and Meniceros hicornis)

found in the Santal country when
speaking of them in the presence

ofwomen, chamachako (q. v.) being

indecent.

Dhorsot morsol Ugly, unpreposses-

sing and dirty.

Dhosma dhusmi. Going from house

to house.
Ona oraK noa oraK ^hosma qlhusmi baraeae.

He keeps going from one house to another.

Dhosodhoro. Dirty, unkempt.

Dhowa bhowa.\Doubtful, uncertain, he-

Dowa bowa.
J

sitating.

Dhowa bhowae atkareda ; calak coe bah co.

He is uncertain ; he may not go.

Dhoyo^ dhopot. ~) With faltering steps,

Dhoyol! dhoyol;. J slowly, as an old

person.
Korae metaekana, baiima, haram her leka

dhoyo6 dhoyoCem calaKkana. He says to

the young man, you move with faltering

steps like an old man.

Dhua. Smoke ; to smoke.
Dhuakos. A steam ship.

Dhua rata. To place in smoke, to

smoke, as hams are smoked.
Dhua ratalenkhan huti bako joma. If it is

smoked insects will not eat it.

Dhua rata baj'aadiliako. They roasted it for me
(Indian com.)

Dhubi. A caste of Hindus, many of
whom are washermen.

Dhubi. To wash clothes.
N?.uke£ dhubiket'.

Dhubi ghas. A common grass, Cynodon
Lactylon, Pers.

Dhubi tasak. The name by which
Cynodon Dactylon Pers.

(dhubi ghas. q. v.) is referred to

when employed in the ceremony
known as cumaura. (q. v.)

Dhucul dhucul. Shaking the body.
Dhucul dhucule calakkana. He walks shaking

his body.

Dhudhua. A small earthenware pot,

the di-ied scrotum of a bull, used
to carry oil in.

Dhui. A boundary mark.
Dhui marte. \With a thud, or thump,
Dhui inente.J as a fruit falls from a

palmj'ra tree.

Dhui mente liurenae. Fell with a thud.
Dhui marte dalkedeae. He thumped him.

Dhuka. Hot ; to be hot.
Dhukgi din. The hot weather.

Dhuka dhuki. To altercate, to dispute

violently.
Adi dhuka dhukikin kaph?iri?ulena. They had

an angry altercation.

Dhuk dhuk. \ To pant, to palpitate,

Dhuk dhukao. / go pita-pat, to throb,

to flutter, to be frightened. Cf
dhak dhak.

Dhukau. To blow bellows.

Dhukni. An unmarried woman who
enters the house of the man of

her choice, and thus compels him
to marry her.

Dhukri. A beggar's wallet.

Dhuku cuku. ") To be uncertain, to be

Dhaku puku. J in a quandary, to be

unable to decide as to what to do

or say. Scottice, swither.
CalaK lagit' dhuku cukuKkanae. He cannot

make up his mind to go.
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Dhulki. A kind of drum beaten with
the fingers.

Dhulki. Fat, stout, applied to girls.

Dhula. An erection on which grain is

stored.
The method of constructing the "dhula " is as

follows:—Posts—two or more—are fixed in
the ground at intervals in a straight line.

Fixed on the top of each post horizontally
is a piece of wood about two feet long with a
notch on the upper surface at each extremity.
A piece of wood running the whole length
is placed in the notches on either side. On
the top of this, which is about two feet high,
the bandis (q. v.) containing the grain are
placed.

Phulgi khunfi. The centre posts.
Dhulg, pirhi. The horizontal bars.
Dhula paron. The two pieces of wood running

the whole length.

Dhuluc dhupuc. "1 The head and body
DhuluM dhupuK. J to shake, as of

very old people when walking.

Dhuluc dhupuc. Of all sizes, big and
little.

Dhuluc dhupucko haraakana. They are of all
sizes.

Dhuluc dhupuc geleakana. The ears (of grain)
are not equal.

Dhuluk dhupuk. Cf. dhuluc dhupuc.

Dhum. ) To bluster, to threaten

;

Dhum dham. J tumult, tamasha.
Dhum dhamket'leae. He forced us by his blus-

ter.

Dhuma. M.lStout, fat, corpulent; lazy

Dhumi. F. J because fat.

Dhumbak. A ball, a clump ; to hud-
dle together, to collect in lumps.

Sire or dhumb^iKkoitiiia. I had cramp.

Sap dhumbaKkedeali. I seized and held him
securely.

Tol dhumbaKkatkoari. I tied their hands and
feet together.

Sadomiii or dhumbaKkedea. I reined the horse
in tightly.

Dhum dharkat. \Dilapidated, untidy,
Dhum dharkand. j neglected.

Dhum dhapot. Litter blown in by
the wind.

Aiji dhum dhapotketleae hoete. Our court-yard
was littered by the wind, (blew in straws,
leaves, &c.)

Dhum dharkar. Littered, dirty and
untidy, as a house that has not
been swept ; disorderly, dilapida-
ted.

Noa oraK dhum dharkar lieloKkana, This
house looks very untidy (as if no one lived
in it.)

•lumrr JF.
}^*out, fat, corpulent.

Dhi
Dhumrl.
Dhuna dhuni. To butt each other, as

cattle ; to quarrel.

Dhunau. To stiike by jerking up the
head, to lift the head ; to bump
with the nose, to push ; to effect.

Uni gai doe dhunaukedea. The cow jerked up
her head and struck him.

Mihu do a^i atteko dhunaua nunure. Calves
when sucking bump (the udder) with their
noses with great force.

Cefem dhung.ua? What can you effect ?

Dhund. Dim, indistinctly.
DhtmdgeA bengeda. I see indistinctly.
Adi dhunda. Very thick dark (forest.)
Lar dhundteye ?itkir aderkedea. He ran with

into a tlucKet of lar. (q. v.)

Dhundha. M. | Foolish, awkward, igno-
Dhundhi. F. j rant.

Dhundha ghanti.') A large bell tied
Dunda ghanti. J round the neck of a

cow, or bullock.

Dhundharbhet'. A rat tat played on
the drum always when beginning
to dance the Lagrg dances; to
begin, to start.

NoKoeko dhundhg.rbhet'keda. Now they have
begun.

Dhundra dhundri. To search for here
and there.

Dhun dhun. Sound produced by strik-
ing anything hollow; ringing,
as metal when struck.

Dhungia. Smoke, smoky.
Adi dhuiigia k.ana. There is much smoke.
A4i dhuhgialca lohot sahan. Damp firewood

smokes much.

Dhuiigra dhutigri. To revile or call

names when quarrelling, to quar-
rel fiercely with each other.

Dhungrau. To scold, rebuke, speak
angrily, to put down.

Dhuhgrg.u sukkedeafi.

Dhunia. Semi-Mahomedanized aborigi-
nes who card cotton ; a Jolha, or
Mahomedan weaver.

Jolha oral? , Dhunia oraK.

Dhunin. Rich, wealthy.
Khub dhunin hor kanae. He is a very wealthy

man.

Dhunsi punsi. Ruffled, disordered,
towzled.

Hoe do sanam oraKe dhunsi punsi otokada.
The wind has disordered all the (thatch) on
the house.
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Dhup. A kind of rapier, a two edged
sword,

Dhup. Incense
; to burn incense.

Dhup dhuman. 1 ~ „ .

Dhup dhuu?.n. $
^° °^'^'^ inoense.

Dhudhup. To burn inoenae.
Dhup dan. Inoense holder.

Dhup. Sunshine.
Dhup oraK. Withering house, (a tea garden

term.)

Dhup dhuman. *) m a-

DhuJ dhunan. j ^° "^^"^ '^''^'^'^-

Bohgako dhup dhnmanakoa.
the

A rapping sound.

There is a sound of

They burn in-
oense to the gods.

Dhup marte.

Dhup mente.
Dhup dhup
Dhup (Jhup saglekana.

rapping,

Dhupu6. ) Fear, to be frightened, to

Dhupujok J dread.
Adifi diiupujoKkana. I am greatly alarmed.

Dhupuc. ) Fear, to be frightened, to

Dhupucolc. j dread.

Dhupuc dhupucols. To be in fear ; to

lose one's breath through fear.

Dhur. Draught cattle, either oxen or

buffaloes.
Dhur menalfkotaea, se bail f Has he got plough

cattle or not ?

Dhura, Rezin.
Dhura dhup. A small earthen ware vessel in

which rezin is burned as incense.
Dhura dhupkedae.

Dhurau. To begin, to set to, to engage
in.

K?.mi dhur?.uenae. He engaged in work.
Jojome dhur9.uena. He set to to eat.

Kamiko dhuraukedea. They set him to work.

Dhuraha. Ill-conditioned, worthless,

idle.

Dhurbaj. A rascal, rascally.

Dhur dhur. Begone, get you gone, off

with you.

DhurhaU.1 An exclamation of annoy-

DurhaM. ) ance or vexation.
DhurhaiK hirilikedall.

Dhuri. Dust.
Dhuri digl^u aguedae. He raises a cloud of

dust as ho comes.

Dhuria. 1 Individuals of the tassar silk

Dhurialij moth that are uni-voltine.
Dhurigi lum9,m. First class tassar cocoons.

These cocoons contain much more silk

than the multi-yoltine.

Dhuriali lumam. The tassar silk worms
that hatch in June and July. Cf
dhuria.

Dhui-iau. A method of curing sores
infested by maggots in cattle,
also of rendering the poison of
snakes harmless.

Incantations are employed and a little dust
thrown at the sore, or at the snoke.

Dhur jharaoni. Cf jharaoni.

Dhurkara. An exclamation of annoy-
ance or vexation.

Dhurp^u. \ Mid-harvest, busiest season,
Dhurup. / abounding, in full swing,

at the greatest height, as work in

harvest.
Cha sakam dhurp^uakana. Tea leaf plucking

is in full swing.
Matkom dhurpauakana. It is mid-harvest of

the matkom (q. v.)

Dhurmar. \ To drive away, to keep at a
Durmar, J distance, to put down, to

set down.
DhnrmarkediAako bako ror ocoadilia. They

put me down, would not allow me to speak.

Dhurri. A kind of trumpet.
Dhursau. To singe the hair off an

animal before flaying by placing

it on a fire.

Dhuruc. Stunted, as grain ; under-
sized, or puny, as a child.

Sanam janhe dhurucentiJia.
all stunted.

My janhe (q. v.) is

Dhurumjak. A rat tat played on the

drum at the end of the village

street at certain stages of the

proceedings during the celebration

of the Sohrae (q. v.) festival.

Kulhi mucgb^reko dhurnmjaga. They beat the
dhurumjaE rattat on the drum at the end of

the street.

Dhurup. C£ dhurpau.
Ha^i* dhurupakana. The market is in full

swing.

Dhurup arak. Two plants have this

name:

—

An4ia dhurup arak. "Leucas cephalotes, Spreng.

Eiiga dhurup arak. Leitcas Clarhei, Hook.

Both plants are eaten as pot-herbs, but
Leucas cephalotes only in times of scarcity

Dhururi. A kind of trumpet.

Dhururi dhururi. Sound produced by
the " dhururi. " (q. v.)
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Dhusa. J for cold weather wrappers.

Dhusau. 1 To depreciate, to desparage,

Dusau. J to find fault with, to pick

holes in, to blame, to censure, to

be unjust to.

Koako dusaukeiitifia. They disparaged these
things of mine.

Dhuti. A cloth worn round the waist

passing betwen the legs and fas-

tened behind ; to put on the dhuti.
Herel doko dhutilca. Men wear dhotis.

Dhusat. 1 A caste of semi-Hinduized
Dusat.

I
aborigines ; the Dosads.

Dhut. An exclamation of annoyance
or vexation.

Dhut ' barickedam.

Dhusra. The pestle of a dhinki (q. v.)

without the iron ring.

Pi.
]

Dih. VA village, a hamlet.

i)hi.J ^

Dih dandi. The whole area within the
village boundary.

pian dian. Hanging down, suspended,
depending. Cf dawan dawah.

Dhuthalt. An exclamation of annoy-
ance.

Diara. A lamp stand.

Dia salai. Lucifer matches.

Dib. To take an oath, to swear.
Dib oco. To administer an oath.
Dibtet'ge alom diboKa. Swear not at all.

Dibi. A Hindu idol, particularly Kali

or Durga.

Die. To choke.
Janteye diolena. He was choked with a bone.
KathareA die go£ena. I choked over a word

(something which could not be told with
propriety.)

Pida. To stand, applied when speak-

ing to male children just learning

to walk.
Ma 4i4^1^nie. Come, stand up.

Pidi. To stand, said to girls who are

learning to stand alone.
Ma bi^i, diclikme. Come my daughter, stand

up.

Pldhauri. The tree which yields the

jujubes or Chinese dates, Zizyphus
jujuba, Roxh.

Pidhi. To be indisposed.
Jomreye ijidbiena. He is indisposed through

having eaten too much.
Hormoreli didhiakana, ohofi senlena. I am

indisposed in body, and so can't go.

Hormo do diiJhientiJia.

Didhi. C£ didhi badhi.

T-k • 11, • [One half more.
Pidhia. J

Didhiari hataoa sud do. I will charge interest
at 50 per cent.

Kicrio dicjhikate bandekme.
Ek ohinwa alom bandea, di^hikate bandekme^
Do not wear the cloth single, fold a part of it

double.

pidhi badhi. Unmatched, unequal;
to disagree, to altercate.

Jahae tuludem diijbi badhiena? Had you a
quarrel with any one ?

pig dig. Bright, resplendent, to run
swiftly.

Dig dig terdee. Very bright moonlight.
Pig digko marsala bati. They make a bright

light with the lamp.

Pig digauk. To shine, to flash.

Jol dig digauena. It has burned up brightly.
Dig 4igau baraekana.
Laga dig diggiukedeako liele do. The bees chased

(and he fled like a flash.)

Piga enec. ") .

Piiatati. I^ga^e.

DL|al.}^"J®^'^^'J^^^i^gly-
Digailc menteye orkeda. He pulled by jerks.
Kathako digak lioKakat'a.
Digak menteye tengo got'ena. He stopped all

at once.

Digak. To be in doubt; doubtful,

uncertain.
Unial? monere digalf hoeadea. A doubt entered

his mind.
4<Ji horko digagoKkana Isai dhoromre. Many

people are suspicious as regards the Chris-
tian religion.

Digalfgeii bujhaueda. I feel doubtful.

Digak digak. \

Dagak dagak.J-By jerks, jerkingly.

Dagar dagar. j

Sadom digaiK diggiKifi orea. I will rein in the
horse by jerks.

Dig^K diggike roreda. He speaks hesitatingly
(does not tell his story right off.)

Nari hijuKkana diggiK digak. The pulse is
jerky.

Pigau. To fail, to be rendered in-

effectual.

AmaK huknm oho (Jig^nlena. Thy command
shall not be superseded.

Amem menjoukanaK oho (Jigaulena. Thy will
shall not be frustrated.
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Digdha. Doubt, suspicion, uncertainty.
Digdha go€enae. He became doubtful.
Digdhg, do.b^nuKau. There is no doubt about it.

Digic. To misgive, to doubt, to bode
ill, to suspect ; to offend.

Toyoen(Jal{ gofkediiia onatell digic rugirena.A jackal crossed my path, and for that
reason I felt misgivings and returned.

Digioenaii. I am doubtful.
AlomdigijoKa. Harbour no suspicion.
Gogeore guguriore, doKen digioen, sahaokaK

lahaokalfme.

Digi migi. Jubilant; pomp, state,

show.
NitoK dope (Jigi migi go£ena. Now you have

become jubilant.
H9.thi hoko sajakadea, (Jigi migi. They have

put showy trappings on the elephant.

iJi doli menkeda ijigi migiko hijuKa, Rajan
bajanteko nidiria. I thought they will come
with much pomp, and take me away with
drums beating and colours flying.

Digir. \ Very fine, small, dust,
Digir digir./ ashes.

Digir digir lo oabaena. It is burnt to ashes.
Digir digir dhuri otahoRkana. The duet ia

carried before the wind.
Digir digirkedae. He made it into dust.
Digir ^igir ot lieloKkana. The floor is dusty.
Disom do lo ^igiren. The country is ruined.

Digir digir. Quickly, rapidly.
Hathi digir digir calaKkanae. The elephant

moves rapidly.

Digla dig. Quickly, rapidly, with a
cloud of dust.

Pigl^ dig liir hijuRkanae. He comes racing.
Sadom digla cligko dara. Horses run quickly.

Diglau. To grind, to make into dust,

to become dust, to be carried away
as dust ; to chase.

Gahga paromtele laga digl^'Ukoa hapen. We
will drive them across the Ganges yet.

Hoe jokhee dhuri diglauKa. Dust is driven
before the wind.

Dhuriye digl^ne^kana. He raises a cloud of
dust as he comes.

Digo dogo. Lazy, slothful ; a sluggard.
Digo dogo nit ho bam pharnao hodoKkana p

Tou sluggard, are you not yet fully awake ?

Digo dogo. Skaky,
Khimtii digo dogoko bi£aka<a. They have not

fixed the post firmly.

Digri. Cor. of the English legal term
" decree."

Pigriadiiiae. He gave a decree in my favour.
!&£ bare ^igrikatilime. Decide in my favour.

Digwar. Rural police maintained by
those Zemindars who hold Ghat-
wali or Service tenures.

Digwari. Of, or belonging to " digwar"
(q. V.)

Digwg,riye oalaoeda. He does the work of a
rural policeman.

Dih. A hamlet.
Dih d*n(Ji. Hamlet and boundaries.

Dihali. \The small villages or country
Dihat. / surrounding a populous village

or city; the hamlet or hamlets
within the village boundary.

Ona dihjtteli sehlena. I went to that small
hamlet.

Dih9,t ren hor kanae. He belongs to the country.

Dihil dihil. Quivering, trembling as
a swamp, or as the flesh of a fat

animal when walking.

Dihri. The Superintendent of an an-
nual hunt (lo bir sendra, q. v.),

and President of the Supreme
court of the Santals of the district

(lo bir baisi, q. v.) for the settle-

ment of social matters.
The hjlls ftud forests in the Santal country are

divided into Sections for hunting piirposes.
Each section is in charge of a Dihri whose
duty it is to offer sacrifices to the Hunting
and local deities to ensure success and to
ward off harm from the huiiteve. He is
also President of the Supreme court of
the Santals which assembles in the even-
ing, to hear appeals from the Lower courts,
and to decide such questions as can only
be finally adjudicated upon by the Supreme
court.

Dik.
1
Annoyance, trouble, bother;

Dikdik. |- to annoy, to trouble, to

Dik dikauj bother.
Dik dikg.nediiikanae. He ia bothering me.

Dika dake.\Unstable, shaky, loose;

Diko doko. [ tossing, staggering.
Dika dakem ta^ameda. Tou are staggering.
Khunti do dika dakeKkana. The post ia shaking.
Oka ban urioa ona do ^ika (Jake.

Dikhitte. With eyes open, knowingly,

before one's eyes ; in a vision.

Met dikhittem guroUkana. You are falling

with your eyes open.
Dikhitte amem ere gotkedilia. You deceived

me before my eyes.

Dikiau. To tease, trouble, annoy, pes-

ter, worry, torment.
Uni kora do diki9.ukate ondekhone ru?.renffi.

The young man returned from there an-
noyed.

Dikli. A witch finder.

A dikli is supposed to be able to point out
witches, and also the evil spirit through
whose influence a person may be ill, or his

cattle dying, or his household suffering.

19
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Hia sides sliake with

Diksik. To annoy, trouble, bother.
Diksikkediiiae. He gave me annoyance.

Dil. Courage, pluck, bravery; to be
plucky, brave.

Dilakan tahenpe. Be courageous.
Dile Jiamkeda. He reoeifed'encouragement.
Dil legalSa^. I will risk it.

Dildal. Rock about, sway, waddle, body
to tremble with fatness when mov-
ing, as a fat ox.

Dil dale mo^aakana.
fatness.

Dildale oalalfkana. He sways as he walks.

Dil dil. \ Concussion, reverberation

;

Dil dilau.J to reverberate, to shake,

to sound loudly.
Khub dildilauedako tamak. They cause the

drum to sound loudly.

p},°
^

' [Brave, bold, sturdy, plucky.

Dili. A large basket in which grain

is stored.

Dilman. Brave, plucky.

Dima. Implies a future probability. -

Gapa dimgili calaka. I may go to-morrow.
On^le bali sukena menkhan gikhir dimareA iSam

rus.ra. If I do not succeed there, I will

receive it (land) back again,

DiSaki V^^^'
"^^illiiig' '^^'^^^

Dimbi. A protuberance on anything

fixed into a handle or a shaft to

prevent the tang going further in-

to the handle than is necessary.

Dimbu baha. A plant in great repute

among Santals, Ocim'win Basili-

cum, var. thrysifioruni, Linn.
Dimci. A crupper.

Dimki. A large basket in which grain

is stored.

Dimsi punsi. Cf. dhimsi punsi.

Din kalom. Last year.

JDin bhor. The whole day.-

Dintare pe ohotkate. Thrice daily.

Dinke din. Day by day.

Din. Religion.
Be-din. Heathen.

Dina. ") Implies a future possibility

;

Dine. J by and by.

Am onrjem berel thirlenkhan dina mil din doli

senamgea. If you remain resident there
I shall one day visit you.

Hape so dina hara ocoam, ar lielme joSa se bah.
Wait and allow it to grow and see if it will

bear fruit or not.

-Non^em tahenkhan mii din do dinam kisaroKa.

if you remain here you will oncday become
rich.

Nui gidra do dinae seralenkhan do khube hu-

si?wo]ca . When tins boy grows up be will

be very clever.

Nui kora do din?. haTamoK jokheo do ohoe kbb-
jolena. This boy will not stoop when he
•grows old.

Noa ul do ding, haralenkhan khub joKa. When
.this mango tree grows it will bear much
fruit.

Iiiili goelenkhan dina, nui doe sukoKa, When
I am dead he wii get relief.

Dinam. \ Daily, every day, contin-

Dinamge.j uously.
Dinjm hiloK. Every day.

Dinda. Site of a house.
Eken ^in^gitef menaKtaea. He owns only the

ground on whioh his house stands.

Pin^?. paJija^hikme. Select a good site for youi
house.

Din dabur. To moisten, soak, saturate,

stream down.
Merom maklekhan mayam dili (Jg.bur atuka.

When a goat's head is struck off the blood
streams (and dyes all around.)

Dindawali. To suspend.

Aotegeye ph?.si ^illdawakena. He hanged him-
self.

Oka leka nui do diAdawaKe tulaeda? Howdoea
this man hold the balance ?

Apnar bela pai bucbucukana, hamar bela tula
4ili(JawaK. When it is his own time (buying)
he heaps up the measure, but when it is my
time (selling) he weighs it.

Dindi. Pod of the cotton plant ; a co-

coon.
Lnmam mit' bar ^indiko toloUkana. A few

silk worms are spianing cocoons.

Dindir sil Untidy, slatternly, careless

of attire, hair in disorder.

Dindir sit' up menaktaea. Her hair is in disor-

der.
Nihij.t dindir sit'ge tieloSKanae. She looks ex-

tremely untidy.

Dine6.}^f- ^^^^-

Dinga dangua M. \ Bachelorhood.

Dingi dangua. F. J Spinsterhood.

Pihgi ^ghguaireye baigiallea. She died unmar-
ried.

Dingar.\Poor, weak, miserable, disre-

Dingra.J putable, low, lazy.

A.diye cliiigrgiwa. He is a very bad character.

Dingi dangua. Spinsterhood.
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Dini. \Give, give to me or to us, used
Dani./ witH' animate objects only.

Dinitale^hititale, dinitale dnl»ri. Give toue
our daughter, give to us our dear one.Dim tho. > ™, . .

Dini thor. i
^™" giyeto me.

Dini tho 9.gmem iligeli hapeea. Give him to
me then, I will quiet him.

Dini thor iii t;hen giguiem. Then bring her to me.
D?.ni se aguiem. feing him to me.
Dini ayo iii geli heoea. Give him to me, mother,

1 will hold him (child.)

DiSdar. JGenerous, Uberal.

4iji dini hor kanae. He ia a liberal mam
^^i diniae. He gives generously.

Dihmas. The end of the agricultural

year, the month of Magh, (Jan.

Feb..), when engagements termin-
ate, and accounts are made up.

Dipil. To carry- on the head, to under-
take responsibility.

Nawa pera^ hecakawaflea. Gele kanae R DiK-
pilio. We have had a new arrival. What
is itJ. A carrier on the head, (a female.
Dipilalime. Lift it on to my head.

piptuc.. The King Crow Cf. dhip-

cui.

Dipu. A depot for emigrant coolies.

Dir. To remain firm.
DiPakan d^hinakan tahcnpe.

Dira mundte."! Heartily, earnestly, with
Dire mundte. V heart and soul, lii'm-

Dire mur. J ly.

Dira mundte mi^ ho bae kamikana. He does
no work heartily.

Dir dir. \Rushing, quickly, as a per-

Dii- dirau.J son acts when in a rage.
Dir dire lagakedeae. He rushed at him and

chased him away.

Dirhet. To take up one's quarters.
Okatem sen dirhe^ena.

Dirhi. One and a half. Of clerhi.

Dirhi barhi. Of unequal length, to

disagree, as two reports of the same
occurrence.

Dirho. Strong, substantial ; to estab-

lish, to strengthen.
Bea dirho oraKkan. It ia a good substantial

house.

Diri. To be late, behind time ; to delay,

to put off time, to be detained.
Alom diria heo godolime. Do not delay, come

quickly.
EfaK kathateii diriena. I was detained by some-

thing else.

Diridan. Swollen, aa a corpse; pot-
bellied, lethargic through having
eaten too much.

Diyidaiie gitioakana. He lies with a full
stomach.

Jom diridahenae. He is lethargic through
having eaten too much.

Dirim'dirim.
jB^nging, thudding.

B?.nduk dirim mente saglfeKa. The gun goes off
with a bang.

Dir dir^u.l Quickly, rapidly, as a person
Dili diri.

J acts when angry,
Dirdirau barae kanae. He rushes about.

Dirmi. |A large bamboo basket in
Dirmi.

J which grain, &c. is stored.

Disa. To remember, to have in mind,
to be conscious of, to be aware of

Cef disg, hudis ban tahentalea. We shall bo
unconscious.

Disa hedadea. He remembered.
Disa-dohokaltme. Keep it in mind till required.
Kombroko bololena,, mankhan bale disgiletkoa..

Thieves entered,, but we were not aware of
them.

Bae dis?iadi(ia. He did not remind me.

Disi. Native, of the country.
Disi kicrio. Country cloth. Of home manu-

facture aa opposed to foreign.

Dismis.. "ICor. of the English legal

Dismis.
J

term " dismiss."

Disom. A country, particularly the
country or district in which the
Santals live..

Disom hor. The Santals of the country-side.

Disom gipitid sendra. Annual hunt which lasts
a part of two days, when the hunters pass
the night in camp together.

Disom hored. A common cultivated

leguminous plant. Glycine soja,

Lieb and Zucc.

Dista. 1

Dit dit. |-A quire of paper.

Jista. j

Ditom. The claws or pincers (chelae)

of crabs, &c., to grip by pressing

together.

Diuhe. A lamp.
Bati. Wick.
M?li. Earthenware vessel for holding the oil.

Diuhe jeredme. Light the lamp.

Do. A very common particle giving
emphasis or clearness.

Ona real? bhed do- noa- kana. The purport of
that ia this.
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Tayom utg.rte do jawae kofako ojogea. At the
very last they anoint the bridegroom.

Inakate do bana hor b9.t;i daKkin saba. After
that they both take hold of a brass vessel
of water.

Uni do bah, nui kangeae. It la not he, but this

person.

Do. An emphatic or persuasive par-

ticle, used with the Inperative.
Do oalakme. Go.
Do g.giiitalahme. Go bring ours.
Do nahalc hijuKme. Come in a little.

Doal To invite, to call, to say ' come'.
Doa€ delaatpeako. They invited yon to come.
Doat'koako. They will invite them, or call them

to come.

Deal. A sari striped red and white.

Doasala."!

Doasla. j-Mixed.

Dorasa. J
Doasala kioris. Cloth made of silk and cotton.

Doat. An ink stand.

Dob.
"I
To prohibit, to lay an embar-

Dobon. J go on, interdict.
DobkaKme jahae aloko jom. Prohibit any one

eating them, (frint.)

Dob hoeena. It is interdicted.

Dobatia. Cross roads, the junction of

two roads.

Dobdobo. The feeling after a rather

full meal.
Jom (Jobijoboenali.

Dobol poesa. A double pice.

DobhaK. ") A pool of water, a puddle, to

Doblak. J collect, as water in a hollow.

DaK do bah dobhaklena. The water did not
collect.

Dobka. ") A basket used to lift water
Dopka. J for irrigation.

Pobka. The pattern made by Mahlis (q. v.)

Sere. ,, ,, Doms, (q. v.

Doblak. C£ dobhak.

Dobo. Big, large.

Dobok. To bow, to salute by bowing
down, to worship.

DoboKadeae. He bowed down to him.

Dobon. To subdue, to check, Cf dob.
Dobonet'ko kanakin.

Dobor. Double, fold.

More dobor. Five fold.

Dobor dand. Twice over.
Dobof dand arh5 emoK hoyoKtitia. I will have

to pay it over again.
Dobor (Jangle agukedilia. He charged me twice

for it.

Dobra. Fold.
Bar dobra l?.tumkate. Fold it twice.

Do6 miru. A species of parrakeet,

Falceornis torquatus.

D6d, Intense internal pain.

Docot'. Comb of a cock, &c.

Doda muc. ") A species of large black

Donda muc. / ant.

Dodao. To deny, to repudiate, to

disavow, to unsay.
Kathage dodao baraeedae. He repudiates his

statement.

Dode. To call, to invite to accompany.

Ale ho Jode idilepe. Call us so that we may
accompany you.

Dode agukom se. Bring them along with you.

Onko doK^e calalhne. Go and tell them to

come.
Dode torakedeale. We called to him to accom-

pany us as we were passing.

Dodhari. A common fern, Acliantwai

lunulatwm. Burm.
Nanha dodhari. Uheilanthus tenuifolia, 8iv.

iS jv • >A species of Parrakeet)
Dodharia miruj '

Palceornis Alexandri.

Dodhio. "1 Hollow, and therefore unser-

Dhodro. / viceable, as an old tree
;

worn out, old.

Po^hio mara budhi. > An old worn out hag.
Dhocjro mara buglhi. ) (Applied sometimes by

a graceless daughter-in-law to her old
mother-in-law.)

Dodo. M. ") Old, worn out, dried up,

Phadri. F. J applied to the ripe fruits

of certain species of Cucurbitacese

which are succulent when gi'een,

but a mass of fibre when ripe.

Noa jhihga dodoena. This ihihga. (q. v.) is a
mass of fibre.

Poijo mara haram. An old dry stick.

Dodom dodom. A rat tat played on
the drum by Dom drummers.

Dodormod. C£ dormoc.

Dodrosot'l^°<^^fP°f^'^' "'^* °^ '°'*'' '"'

Dodroso. / pulled down.

Dodroso lieloKkanae. He looks indisposed.

Nui 4aiira do dodoroso fieloEkanae, alope jo-
jaoea. This bullock looks ill, do not yoke
it.

Teheli do dorosoroli a^kareda, gitioakanaJi. I
feel out of sorts to day, and am lying down.
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Poelao. To apprehend, to seize, goods or
cattle for debt, &c. ; to throw into
water.

Sipahiko iJoelaoke6koako. The police appre-
hended and took them away.

Okareko rapakkedea? Poelaokedeako. Where
did they burn his body ? They threw it into
the river.

I)oema duimi. Going about from place
to place.

Am do (Joema ^uimi bayae kanam. You go
wandering about from place to place.

Doemon. Ill-shaped forehead, ugly,
having a sore between the eyes.

Doemon bohoK. An ill-shaped head.
Doemon o?ndi. AH ill-shaped forehead.
Gurente noSoe doemoiienae. He has a wound

on his forehead through falling.

Dog. A leaf bud, point of a twig,
stalk of sugar-cane, fee, Cf. dhoj.

Mihn bes dogko 6eloKkantaea. His cattle look
thriving.

Doga. TA cutting of sugar- cane for

Pugi. J planting.

Dogdog. ) A feeling of want of elasti-

Dogdogo. J city in the body, languid,
inert, as one gorged with food.

Dogdogo baraekanae. He is lounging about.
Dogdogoli afkareda. I feel languid.

Pogdogao. To grow luxuriantly, to

flourish.
Onte idikope ghaakhub ijogijogaoakana. Take

them (cattle) over tbat way the pasture is

luxuriant there.

-Dogdogo. Heavy, indisposed to move,
as one who has gorged himself
with food.

- Dogdogo atkaroKa jasti jel jomlekhan. After
being gorged with flesh an indisposition to
move is felt.

Dogdogo. C£ dogdog.

Dogodhon. ") To be worried, troubled,

Dokodhon. J pestered,
CaKpe dogodhonelikana ? Why do you pester

me?
Dogor. Likelihood, appearance, pro-

bability.
Noa reaR dogor do cefleka ^ikaulikana, ale sen-

ko digria se bail ? What do you think pro-
bable, will we get a decree in our favour, or
not.?

Dogorre ball buih9.u Hameda.

Doha boha. Cf. dhowa bhowa.

Dohae. To cry out for justice, to appeal

for justice ; a plaint.
Dohae ! dohae ! Kumpgiui reaR dohae. A cry for

justice to the defunct Honourable East
India Company, who is still regarded by the
oomrmon people as controlling their destiny.

Kaesarem dohaeakawadea, Kaesar thengem
oalaHa. Thou hast appealed to Cesar, to
Cesar shalt thou go.

Dohar. Double cloth.

Dohara. A stout, well-grown young
person.

Hojmo ar usulte bes dohara. Stout and taU.

Dohlao. To break out afresh, as a fire

that was apparently extinguished,
or a sore that has been healed ; to
relapse after partial recovery, as
in illness.

Eog dohlaoena. The disease has broken out
afresh.

Dohmot. To falsely accuse, to slander.
Dohmotadiliako. They slandered me.

Doho. To put down, to place, keep,
retain.

Holaii heo dohoakana. I came yesterday and
stayed on.

M9l5ihi then lai dohokaKmo. Inform the village
Chief, (the information to be made use of
afterwards if necessary.)

Chu^ki batfciye dohoakaf k'ina. He has married
two wives.

Han4i dohoepe, ninakte do gir?ibo tola,

OraKreye doho baeakafa. He has treasured it
up, or he has concealed it in his house.

Kicric doho hatarkatilime. Keep my cloth
for me for the present.

Nni
_
gai doe dohoakada alope aiaea. This cow

is in calf, do not plough with her.

NuiaK bhorombo dohoakat'a. We have savd her
reputation.

Am do eiigam apum reaR bhorom bam doholaEa.
You did not preserve the honour of your
parents.

Disom hor apetheniA jorhatoKkana, dohokalipe.
Ado disom horgeko dohokaea. country-
men ! I beseech you to pardon me. And
the country-men will pardon him.

Doho. A tumour, wart, excrescence,
a camel's hump.

Non^o dohogea. There are excrescences here.

Dohra. To double, to do a second time
or over again.

Jondrako dohraeda. They are hoeing the In-
dian corn a second time.

Kami dohraepe. Do the work over again.
Bar dohrale pokeda. We hoed it twice after

the first time.
Dak dohra dohrate hijuKkana. The rain comes

time after time.
Dohra dohrae kokoekana. He asks over and

over again.

Dohta. Having two houses in different

places ; a town and country resid-

ence.
Nui doe dohtaaka€a. He has built himself

another house in a different village (and has
now two houses.)
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Doja. Second growth, second brew.
Doja. A second growth of rice after tHe first

has been reaped.

Doja ghas. An after math.
Doja jon^ra. A second growth of Indian corn

from the stumps of the first crop.

Doja kora. A widower or divorced uan.

Doja kuri. A widow or diroroed woman.
Doja han^i. A second brew of rice beer from

the same grain.

Dojnap. Unmatched, irrregular, long

and short.
Dojnapteii la^mnkeda kicrie do. I did not fold

the cloth evenly.

Katup dojnapgea. The fingers are not all of

the same length.

Dojnapgeakin, ohokin jurilena. They are of

unequal height, they will not match.

Dojok. The belly, livelihood, the

necessaries of life.

Cefleka oalaKkantakoa dojok do? How are they
off for the necessaries of life ?

DoM. To shelter, save, protect, rescue,

preserve, shield.

Oholi doKlebena. I will not stand between you
(and your punishment.)

Uniye ror doltkediiia. He spoke on my behaK
and saved me.

B^jid khon doKlem. Deliver us from evil.

Doka. A small deciduous forest tree,

Odina Wodier, Roxb.

Dokan. A shop.
DoKkanio. A shopkeeper.

Dokandar. A shopkeeper.

Dokdoko. Long, projecting.
Pok^okoe goKakafa. He carries it projecting

over his shoulder.

Dokha.
"I
Doubt, hesitation, uncertain-

Dhokha. J ty, deceit, disappointment.
Dokhali bujhg,u'eda, bah doA oalaK, bah do bah.

I feel uncertain as to whether I shall go or

not.
Dokhakediilae. He deceived me.

Dok cgrg. The Painted Snipe, Ros-

tratula capensis.

Dokhol. To occupy, or be in posses-

sion ; occuj)ancy, possession.

Gah n?ti on parom no parom dokhol tahekan-

taiea. We were in possession of both
banks of the Gang river.

M^Ajhi do noa jasgae dokholakawadilia. The
village chief put me in possession of this

land.

Noa bafge iA dokholre menaKa. This garden
is in my possession.

Dokra. A coin of the value of one

fourth of a pice.

Del. A company, party, detachment,

group, band, sect.

Mi£ dolko calaKkana. They are going in a

band.
Bar dol menaKlea. There are two parties of us.

Dol. y A Hindu festival observed

Dol gundi. > on th<e 14th Phalgun.

Dol. An iron bucket for drawing

water from a well.

Dol.
"I
A long trailing grass foiind in

Dal, j the beds of tanks and other

moist situations, Panicum stag-

ninum, Linn.

Dola. A kind of palki.

Dolan. A large house built of brick

or stone having a flat terraced

roof.

Dolao. Damp, limp, lean, poor, lost

freshness.
Noa do^olaogea, bape taselaKa. This is damp-

ish, you did not spread it. in the sun.
Nui sadom doe ijolaoena. This horse has be-

come lean.

Nes do uni hor u^i^ ^olaoakana. That man is

veiy hard up this year.

Dol doli. ") A swamp. Scottice, moss
Dal dali. J hctgg.

DoIdoL A lullaby sung to babies by
Santal mothers.

Dole. To bob up and down on the
surface of the water, to sway from
side to side, as a lighly laden boat.

Dolel.|A document, any legal instru-

Dalil. 3 ment, documentary proof

Dolkha. A large leaf cup or basin.

Dolmolao. ") To shake, to harass, to be
Tolmolao. J in straits.

Eehgecteko (Jolmolaoena. They are in straits

for want of food.
Ot ^olmolaoena. The earth shook.

Dolodan. 1 The small, poisonless, green
Horhoran.J grass-snake.

Dolodolo. Slowly, gently, carefully.

CeiJlekam hijuKkana dolodolo ! Atte hijulcme.
How slowly you are coming ! Come quickly.

Dolomolo. ")Sad looking, dejected,

Dholomolo. J depressed, untidy.

Beret tora dholo mologe a^karoKa. On first

getting up one feels dazed.
Cefileka dholomolom llelolkana. How dejected

you look.

Doloe doloe. Shaking gently, swaying,

nodding, dangling.

Doloe doloeem dipil agueda horodo. The dhan
dangles as you bring it on your head.

Doloe doloe hil^uEkana. It sways gently.
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Dolop dolop. Thick, crowded, dense.
Dolop dolop rimilo rakapakat'a. Dense clouds

have arisen,
Dolop dolop sakamakana dare do. The tree ia

very leafy.
Dolop dolopko bahaakana kuri do. The girla

have large bunches of flowera in their hair.

Dolop dolop. Swaying, shaking.
Dolop dolopko eneoa. They away' to and fro as

they dauoe.

Dom. A semi-Hinduised caste of

aborigines, many of whom are

musicians.
Pomateko calatta. They go with a band of

Dom musioiana.

Dom. To delay.
Domkediiiako. They delayed me.

Dom. ") To rest, to be invigora-

Dom maro. J ted.

Jir^n liogoKkanae dom maraoa mente. He ia

resting to overcome his wearineaa.

Domao. To strike, to beat.
Domaomeali nahaK. I shall beat you presently.

Domba dombe. "| Uneven, knotty, hav-

i)ombe. J ing knobs, or ex-

crescences on the surface.

Baber <lombeakana. The twine ia knotted.

Domba "i

1 Wheedling, deceiving.

44i dombaj hor kanae. He ia an arch deceiver.

Dombal dombol. \ Rising and falling,

i)ombol dombol. J as a boat on the

waves,
MundheC (Jombol 4ombol gituKkana. The log

riaes and falls aa it floats.

Dombol <Jombol baraekana. It goes on riaing

and falling.

Dombe. A knot, an excrescence on a

tree.

Baberpe tol dombeaka^a. Tou have tied the

twine into knots.

Dombohok. The Dom's head, a rat tat

played by drummers accompanying

a man-iage party for the purpose

of keeping the various groups in

touch with each other,

Dombok. Little balls of bread, gene-

rally made at harvest time from

the flour of new rice.

Dombol dombol. Heaving up and down

as a boat on a rough sea.

Dombrao.l To set down, to subdue, to

Dambrao.j prevent, to over come.

DaEe'dombraokedilia bahkhan iArohoecaba-

kea. The rain prevented me or I should

have finiahed planting.

Domcok. ") A 1. 1 J

Domcot. j^^""^l''P*^*''''"°^"^-

Utko domooKana. Camela have humps.
DomcoK burn. A hill, or large mound stand-

ing in a plain.

Domedom. Out of breath, to breathe

heavily; repeatedly, heavily.

4di domedomiri atkareda. I feel out of breath,
^gli domedome dalkedea. He struck him repeat-

edly.

Pomedome sahet'eda. He breathes heavily

.

Dom ene6. A kind of dance.

Domge. A small mound or hillock.

Cf. damgi.

Domkao. To become less, to decline,

to cease, to be still, to rebuke,

to chide.
Eu9. domkaoentaea. His fever has declined.

Botorteko domkaoKa. They will lie low through
fear.

DaK hoe domkaokeda. The rain has ceased, or

has passed over.

Domkodokod. A tree so named.

Domkol. Floating and stationary, as

a buoy.

Domes. Cf dhamas.

Dom tunki. A species of waterfowl.

Domuhani. The junction of two rivers.

Don. To leap, to jump, to frisk.

Don baraekanae. He is frisking about.

Katba dom don paromkeftifia. Tou did not

obey me.
P9.k don. A dance danced by men only.

Don. A wooden trough. Cf daka^ak.

Dondgot, Having the head shaved, a

shaveling.

Dondha. A mass, a mass of foam, a

collection of foam, sticks, leaves,

&c. gathered together in the

eddy of a river.

Moca dondhaentae sukri do. The pig's mouth
is a mass of foam.

Hakoko dondhaakaua. The fish are all in one

place.
MuoKo dondhaakana. The ants are masaed

together.

Dondho. Cloudy, hazy.
Kuhyate dondhoakat'a. It is hazy owing to

the miat.

Eimilte dondhoakafae. It is cloudy.

Dondho mondho. Indisposed, out of

sorts.

Dondho mondhoe lieloKkana teheA. He looka

out of aorta to-day.
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Dondhor. A hole, a hollow.
Dare dondhor. A hollow in a tree.

Dhiri ijonijhor. A hole in a stone, a cave.
Dondhor cet'em solSeda ? Why are you thrusting

your hand into the hole ?

Dondlon. To shave the head.
A(Ji se menaKkotaea ^ondlohkaeme.

Pondo. Polled, as an ox or buffalo.

Dondorcoi | pi^^^, still.
Dundurcut. J
Dondorco^e durupatana. He aita ae if he were

a fixture.

Dondorcof burn. An immovable mountain.

Dondor puli.\Used by women when
Dordor puli. J scolding girls.

pondroU. Cloudy, dull.

Teheii do (JondroKakadae. To-day is cloudy.

Dongada. A small pit or hole; any

water course, etc. that cannot be

stepped over, but must be jumped.

Cf. don, and gada.
Koa horte adi don gada menaKa, etaK hortebon

calalia. There are many places that re-

quire to be jumped on this way, we will

go another way.

Dongam. Cf. engam dongam.

Dondon. Erect, applied to tall persons.

Pohdoh uont^eye tehgoakanae. He standa erect

here.

Don enec. A certain kind of dance.

Dorigali. To be carried, as a bride to

her home.
Doiiga ocoKe liamkana! Does she wish to be

carried P (Said of a bride who is reluctant

to go to her husband's house.)

Donger. A dance by men only on the

evening of the first day of an
annual hunt.

Don rar. The time beaten on the

drums and the air sung when the

djOn dance (q. v.) is being danced.

Don sereii. The songs sung during

the dancing of the don dance

(q. V.)

Doagoe.
_ ] In puffs, puffiing.

Dongoe dongoe. _> ^ ' ^ »
Dohgoe dongoe dhuakkana. The smoke issues

in puffs.

Docgoe marte dhua goiena. The smoke rose

in a puff.

Dohgoe dohgoe dhua odokokkana. The smoke
issues in puffs.

Dongol. Company, detachment, party,

group, crowd, sect.

Barpe dohgoiko ealaoena. Two or three parties

have gone.

Dongol. A large house, a palace.

Dongol phosol.
{carelessly.

Dhongol phosol. )
'

Dongol phosole kamikana. He ia doing his

work oareleaaly.

Ponka. ") To publish slanderous state-

Donkao. J ments, to out-caste.
Diaomre kathae dohkao go^keda. He spread

slanderous statements over the oonntry. -

Kulhi durupreko dohkakedea. They out-oasted
him at a meeting of Santa Is.

Dontho. A knot.

Dopca. 1 Badly executed, as a piece

Dopcaha. ) of work ; flawed, as an
earthenware pot, agricultural im-

plement, &c., unserviceable.
Churi do dopcagea.

Pop dop. Cloudy.

Dophar. Layer above layer.
Dophar dophare mail9,akana. There is layer

upon layer of dirt on him.
Dophar dophare dohoakat'a. He has put them

one above the other.

Dopka. A basket with which water is

raised for irrigating purposes.

Popo. A very small mound or hillock.

Popol Hollow, flaw, as in an earthen

pot ; the shell can be pressed in be-

cause hollow, as an india rubber

ball.

Guli dopof dopodoKkana. The ball can be
depressed because it is hollow.

Tuknd (Jopol; dopo^gea. The pot has a flaw in it.

Alope kirilia dopotgea. Do not buy it, there is

a flaw in it.

Poptho. Bones projecting at the joints

like knobs, a knob or excrescence

on a tree, &c.

Dor.
IDor bhao. [-Rate, price.

Dor dam. J
Adiye dordamkeda. He priced it very high.

Pora. A string round the waist with
which ever Santal child is provided
immediately after birth.

Pora bohok. A red flowering plant

found abundantly in the jungles
during the cold weather, Verno-
nia Roxburghii, Less.

Dora daga. Misfortune, anything that
hinders, as illness, &c.

DoradagaA Jiamkeda onate ban arjao dareada.
I met with a misfortune (bullocks died,)
and could not therefore get a good harvest.
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> Acall to goats.

to call evidence. Qi.

Dorae dorae
Dorr.

Dorao.jTo prove
Darao.J darao.

Dorasa. Jlixed.

Dorasa. Slightly.
Cetilekae rn»kbaua ? Dorasae ruaKbana, khub

do ban. How is hia fever? Slight, not at
all severe.

Dorbar. An assembly, a meeting, a
panchayat.

Dorbaria. One in the habit of attending
darbars.

Dorbhao. Cf. dor.

Dordag. 1 Misfortune, anything that
"

a. j" '
• '

'^"
•

'

Dorobotolo. Full to overllowing.

The river Sora in full
Sora nai do doi-obotolo

to overflowing.

Doro doro.

hinders. Cf doradaga.

Price, rate. Cf dor.

Dordaga

Dordam

Dordar. To barg-ain, to agree to a price.
Border otokatele hedena. We fixed the price

and came away.

Dordor. A long straight sindur mark
;

long and straight.
Bonga dhiri dordorko sinduraKa. They put

red lines upon the spirits' stones.
Dordore sindurakana. She has a long sindur

mark on her.
Dordor tae mil. She has a long straight nose.
Bahu do dordore muana. The bride has a long

straight nose.

Dorho. Strong.

Dorloe. Famine, scarcity, distress.
Adi dorloe calaoena. A great scarcity has pas-

sed.
4-di dorloe calaKkana. The present is a time

of great scarcity.

Dormad. 1 . -i- -n

Dormadi.;^i^™g^' ^"-

Dal dormadikedeako. They beat and hurt him.

Dormoc. Ill, ailing, out-of-sorts, any
thing wrong with any part of the
body

;
painful

Kur dormojenae. ""

Sir dormojentaea.
Dal dormooakadcako. They beat and disabled

him.
Tire dormoeakanae. His hand is painful.

Dormod. Cf dormoc.

Dorob. Metal, excluding iron.

Dorobos. All the necessai-ies of life

Dorobos tahen tuluo kacharteko senena. They
have gone to Cachar although they wanted
lot nothing.

Dorobos sanamak menal^taeb., enhS bae tahena.
She has every thing she needs, still she will
not stay.

He fell and hurt himself.

Quickly, without delay.
Doro doro idi got'aemo. Take it to him witliout

delay.

Doroga. A Head constable.

Dorok. jln comp. be done with it,

Dorogok.J have it over, let it take itJ
way, it can't be helped.

Dayakate aiijom doroK tirime. Kindly hear
what I have to say and have it over.

Daka jom doroKkaKme. Eat up the rice and
be done with it (do not be fastidious

)Sahao doroKkaKme. Bear it, it can't be helped.

Dorok dorok. "1 ,- •

Dhorok dhorok./^™Pin&-
Dorok doroKe tarameda. He is limping.

Dorokia. Fearful, timid, afraid.

Dorom. To set on end, to set up verti-
cally.

Pili leka hormobo doroma.
Kan(Ja doromkam. ' Set the water pot ud

straight.

Dorop. Metal, excluding iron.

Dorosoro. Ailing, out-of-sorts, indis-
posed.

Dordor puli. Cf dondor puli.

Dorpha dorpha. In rows, one after
another.

Dorpha dorphafco godena. They died one after the
other.

D5rse6. To tilt up, to upset, to tilt

over to one side ; to die.
Dal dorsedkaeme. Knock him over.
Dorsedenae. He is dead.
Khunti dorsedakana. The post is off the per-

pendicular.

Dorson. To see, to look, to visit a sac^
red shrine, to see a vision.

Okatem senlena? Dorsoniil senlena. Where
did you go ? I went to visit a sacred shrine,
i. e. the liquor shop.

Ce(;em dorsoneti tahekana? What were vou
looking at P

Dos. Council, panchayat.

DosiA jarwakoa. I will call the panchayat
together.

Nonije dosbo durupakana. The . council is
sitting here.

Dos. Crime, fault.

Cetem doskeda ? What fault did you commit p

Dosa. Condition, state, welfare, well-
being.

20
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Dosar. \

Dosri_. [Second, next, another.

Dosrae.J
Dosar hiloK. Next day.
DoSra hor. Another man.

Dosima. Boundary between two villa-

ges, or two estates.
Dosimare alom oraga. Do not build yonr house

on the boundary line.

Doskhot. ") Signature; to adhibit

Dostokhot. J one's signature or mark.

Dowal. Of. doal.

Doya dape. Tired, worn out with

labour or travel ; staggering like a

tired or drunk person.
Doya ijape darankanae. He is staggering.

Poya ^apeenae. His strength is completely
gone.

Doyo. Slightly.
Kulai doyoakanae.

. Noa dare do nasenaKge doyoakana.
Phalna hor then nui doe doyo ereakana.

Doyok. To loathe food, stomach to

turn, to retch ; vomiting,
DoyoK doyoKA atkareda.

Doyol doyol. Rising and falling, ascend-

ing and descending, heaving.

Mun^ha^ daKre ijoyol (Joyol atuKkana. The
log rises and falls &a it floats on the water.

poyoli.
"I

Used up, worn out with

Doyot; dopot. V travel or hard work
;

Doyot doyot. J knocked up.

Si ^oyot'kedeae. He ploughed with it until he
kaooked it up.

Dru dru. \ , ,, ,

Pruhdruh.|^^^"*°P^g^-

Druhet! druhet. A call to sheep.

prui clrui. A call to buffaloes.

Duar. An opening for ingress and
egress.

Silpili. A door.
Caukatha. A door frame.
Kapat. A wooden door.

Duara. A house th rough which acces

is had from the street to the court-

yard of a house.

Duarsini. A malignant spirit, so

named.

5*^^
, "I Sink once for all.

i)uD marte. J
Dub marte unum gocenae. He sank and never

rose again.

Duba. To flood, to engulph, to cover

with water ; a flood.

Ahar reaK hero daKte ijub&aka^a. The dhan
in the ahar (q. v.) is under water.

Auri daK <Juba beokate sanamUoe jhati^uko
dhabio. Until the flood came and carried

them all away,

Duba cSrS.IA common waterfowl, the

Pani duba.J Coot, the Diver.

JDubau. To flood, io engulph, to cover

with water, to be lost, as a debt

not paid.
AcurkatamaA ohoft ]om dubauletama. I will

return it, I will not defraud you.

Dub dhan. ") To give a piece of dp.b

Dub ghas. ) grass, (Gynodon Dacty-

lon), as a proof that a bargain has

been completed.
Dub dhan epemenakin. The have each given

the other a piece of dub grass.

Dubdubi. ISwollen or tight feeling

Dub dubia.
J

in the stomach, costive.

Begor jomte lad ^ubdubiaRkantiiia. Although I

have not eaten I fefel a tightness across the
stomach.

Dubdubu. C£ dubdubi.

Dub ghas. A very common fodder

grass, Gynoden Dactylon, Pers.

Dubha. A large metal bowl without

a rim.

Dubhau. To spring, to issue, as water

from a spring.

Pubhi.
I ^ g^^jj ^^g^gg ^^^j

Jiati. J

Dubhi The hip joint.

Dubraj. A variety of the rice plant.

Dubuc. "1 To pop the head under
Dubuc dubuc.

I
water, head to go

Uduc dubuc. J under water again
and again, as a person drowning.

Dubue dubude unumoKkana. He is sinking
and rising to the surface of the water again
and again.

Dubu dubu. A rat tat played on the
drum at a hunt.

Dubu dubu. Big bellied, feeling of

full stomach.

Dubuk dubuli. To nod the head, to

bow the head, as when making
obeisance.
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Dubud dubun. Shaking the head, as

an old man through weakn'ess;
Pubuh ^ubuiie oalaKkana. His head shakes

as he walks.

f» 'J ' I- Small, dwarfish.
IJucduc. J

'

Puo mara gidra. A little imp.
Pao hoi do 9<liko bhathaea. Little folks speak

much.
Dud (Jade deloKkana. He looks small.

Duci. Tuft of feathers on head of bird,

topping:

Due kikir. The common king-fisher,

Alcedo ispidoi.

P uda. To publish slanderous reports,

to spread from one to another.

Pu<Jaena ona katha do. That story is now
public property.

Duda. Short.
Sate 4ud9.kedape. You ha-re out the eaves too

short.

Dudhia ayan. A species of snake

thought by the Santals to be a

variety of the cobra. Cf ayan.

Dudhia boda. A species of snake.

This snake ia said to attsujk cows by coiling

itself round their legs, and then sucking

their milk. It is believed that cows thus

treated by iihis snake give large quantities

of milk, and the snake for that reason la

never killed.

Dudhi lota. A common jungle clim-

bing plant, Ichnocarpus frntes-

cens, R. Br.

Dudhma."! p^^. rolling in fat and lazy.

Dhuma. J
Daira khub dhumg. motaakanae. The bullook

is as fat as a butter ball.

Dudhwa. Cf dhudhwa.

bud katua. Not reared on its mother's

milk, and as a consequence weak

and puny.
Dud katu?.enae nui gidra do. This child has

lost its mother's milk.

Dudrau-I To deny, to prevaricate, to lay

Dudri., I the blame on another, to

Dodao. J shield oneselfat the expense

of another.
Adfreye b?.ricakata ar acgeye dudnkana He

committed the fa.ult himself and he blames

another.

Dudrum. Drowsy, sleepy.

44i dudrumedilikana. I am very drowsy.

Duduhup. Still, motionless.
_

Hanihan^e baaa do duduhupe durupakana.

Look over there the bear is sitting stiU.

Dudumdhukak. ") An earthenware ves-

Dumdhukak. J sel which before

the introduction of the glass bottle

was employed to hold or carry

liquor ; round, globular. .

Dudurgud. To draw oneself together

through being cold.

DaK (Judurgudkefkoa. The rain (being cold)
made them,draw themselvestogether.

Dugi. The young shoots of the to-

bacco plant.
Pugi tuhgg-u. To prune the tobacco plant.

Pugi tuhgg.akedae. He nipped off the young
shoots of the tobaeoo.

Dugur dugur. Tripping, taking short

stepsj as a child, or a dwarf
Gidr?! do dugur Qlugurko liirbaraea. Children

run tripping about.

Dugur dugur. Brightly, flaring.

Dugur dhgur ioloJfkana. It blazes brightly.

Hani han^e bohgae jolokkana dugur dugur.

Dubau. To milk.
Gg^iko duhaukoa. They milk cows.
Jalua. The milking pot.

Khubko duh?.a l$bi£kedea. They milked him
flaccid, (they cozened him out of all he
possessed, and left him like an emptjr;

udder.)

Duhli. Liquor made from matkom,
the flower of Basia latifolia,

without distillation.

Duhmot. To accuse falsely. Cf doh-

mot.

Duhri. )

Duhuri. }

'

Duhri. Double, two plies.

Duhupduhup. Cry of a common forest

bird called Mahkal, the Indian

crow pheasant, Centropus rufi-

pennis.

Duhup duhup. Heavy thumping soundi

Duhuri. A kind of basket.

D^kh 1 'I'^o"^^^' sorrow.

Dukan. Togo. Is only found in Santali

in the past tenses.

Oral? sediii dukana. I went home.
Ontefi dnb^inte noKSe noaii liamkeda. By going

there I receivd this.

Hatiateil duk3.n tahekana. I had gone to

the market.
Melatele duk^nlena. We went to the fair.

Duk duk. ) To go pit-a-pat, to throb.

Dukdukau. J Cf. dhuk dhuk.

A kind of basket.
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Duku. Hip.

Dukh. Trouble, sorrow.

Dukliali. Suffering.

Dukhi. Suffering people.

K^n^i dukhi. Wido-ws and poor people.

Dukhri. A small bag, a beggar's

wallet, a pocket.

Duki. Wooden oil measures of one
quarter seer and less.

Dukniic. A pinch, a very small piece

or quantity.
Mi£ dukniice emadilia. He gave me just a

pinoh.
Mit' duknud dakale emama, bam kamikana.

We will only give you a very small quatity
of boiled rice, you are not working.

Dul. To pour, to cast metal in a mould.
Bui rnerhefi. Cast iron.

Noa gada jalapurire dul midoKa. This river
flows into the sea.

Dular. To caress, to fondle, to love.
Dupularpe. Love one another.
A^iye dularoKkana nui seta do. The dog

fawns upon one.

Dular
M.TV 1 I'x. {• Beloved, dear.

Dularo. J
'

TV /'•'
•

' ^Beloved, dear.
Uularini.

J

Dularia. Loved, beloved.

Dularo. C£ dular.

Dulau. To lop, to prune, to squander.

Hana dare dulElukam. Lop the top off that
tree.

Duldul. Globular, in form like an air

bubble, globular and hollow ; swim
of fish.

Duldule ojoakana. He is suffering from large
round boils.

Hako reaK duldul. The swim of a fish.

Duldul. \ Sound of far off thunder,

Duldulau. J or the roar of a tiger
;

to reverberate, to rumble.

Bimil duldulauKkana. Thunder is rumbling-.

Dulduletkanae. The thunder rumbles.
Adi knle duldulaukedae. The tiger roared like

thunder.

Dull. A primitive kind of palki.

Duluc dupuc. Stunted, small, short,

uneven.
Duluj dupuJ geleakantiila. My crop is short in

the oars.

Diilu! dulu3le liamkeda. What we got was of

interior quality.

Duludan. ") . p i

i)uluduh.j^^P^°^'^'^°f ^^'^^^^

Duluh dulun. To toddle, walk as a
little child.

Puluu dulun palija barakedeae. She toddled af-

ter him here and there.

Dulup dulup. To flash, flicker, rise

and fall, to flap.

Dulup dulupe bijlielJkana. The lightening is

Dulup dulup argo rakapa bati do. The lamp
flickers.

Hoe ghuri noa oraR dulup duluboBa. When it

blows (the thatch on) this house flaps up
and down.

Dum.
Dum dum

. Pumakanae. She is enceinte.

Dumcak. ") A clump, in clumps,

mounds, or tufts.

Backom

I
To be with child.

She:

Dumcak dumcak. J

Stout.

Backom dumcaK dumcak tahena.
(q. V.) grows in tufts.

Dumchi. A crupper.

Dumdum. Cf dum.

Dumerae.
Dumke.
Dumerae motaakanae. He is as fat as he can be.

Dumhe. To heap, to collect together,
to assemble.

Adi horko dumheakana. Many people are
assembled.

Baburae do nondepe dumheakana, sanarn
khondpe jom ocoeda. You young chiefs are
assembled here and the crops are being
eaten all round, (to cow herds found neglect-
ing their duty.)

Dumil. The black patch of feathers
on the throat of the female quail,

(gundri q. v.)

Dumka. Round, globular.
Adom do clumkage joKa. Some have round

fruits.

Dumka. Small, stunted.

Dumkuc dumkuc. Small.
Dumkud dumkucge joakana. The fruit is small.

Dumur. A species of wild honey bee.

Duna. Two fold.

Dinkalom khon nes do duna hoeakana. This
year's crop is double that of last year,

Dunda. To cut the hair as short as
possible.

Puuda got'kedeae. He cropped his hair.

Dundak. The length of a furrow.
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punde. The pieces of flesh of an
animal killed in the chase given
to the Mafijhi (q. v.) and Paranik

(q. v.)

M^Ajhi <JuniJe. The M9.i1ilii's piece.
Paranik (Juncje. The Paranik' s piece.

Dundga. Cropped bare, short haired.
Mak 5nniJgakedako dare do. They haye lopped

all the branches off the tree.

i)imd|i. F. } ^^^^' °^' ^^^^^"^ '^^^'^•

Pundgut. To shave the head.
Hoyo glun^gu£kedeae. He shaved his head.

Dundha. A bell attached to a cow's neck

to denote her whereabouts.

Dundha. M. ")
i^, i- u <-

Dundhi". F. j Foolish, Ignorant.

Dundha. ")

Ghor dundha J-To search a house under
Ghor dundhi. J a search warrant.

Pundhau. To seek, to search for.

Pundi.
1

Dundla. VBald, or shaven head.

Dundli. J

Dundlau. To tease, to spread, to shake

out.
Noa katha alope dundlau ocoaka. Do not allow

this story to spread.

iSele alope dundlaukoa totorako. Do not tease

the bees they will sting.

Ma tulam dundlaume. Tease out the cotton.

Buaup dundlaukakpe rohoroKa. Shake out the

straw it will dry.

Dundrau. To speak back, to scold, to

threaten.
Dundrau daram gofikediiiae. He began to scold

me as I arrived, (he met me with scolding.)

Diindu. An owl.

Pundu. To shave the head.

Punduk. "1 To wave a fire brand to

Dundul^. j give light.

Seiigel thuthkntteko dun(Juka arsala mente.

They take a fire brand from the Are and
wave it to give a temporary light.

Pundukil A small tree common in

the jungles, Gardenia turgida,

Roxb.

Pundun baha. A favourite flower

with Santal girls, Gomphrena
globosa, Linn.

Dundun. With bristles or hair on end,

as wild boar or bear
;
puffed out,

as a peacock with tail expanded
and feathers on end ; large, loom-

ing large in the distance or dark-

ness.
H9.thiko tehgokoKa dundun.
Maralf do ile dundunakaiia. The peacock has

spread out his tail feathers.

Dundun. To rise and fall, like waves
;

to be piled up.
Dundun baa argonkana. The flood sweeps on

like a wall.

Dundur. Unsubmissive, recusant,

obstinate, strong-headed, self-

willed.

Dundurcul To sit on the haunches.
Dundurout'e durupakana.

Dundur muha. Given to denying,

never admitting having been in

fault.

Dundur musak. Quiet, reserved, sel-

dom speaking, even when spoken
to.

Dundur musak hor bae ror hoda. He is a very
quiet man, he seldom speaks.

Pun dun. Hollow sounding, as a drum.
Pun dun sadekana. It sounds hollow.

Phuii dhuh.
i>huh 4huh sadekana.

Dungel. ") In vast numbers, in crowds;

Dunger. J a party, a group.
A(Ji dunger hor. A vast crowd of people.

Dunger. A dance danced at the place

where the night is spent when
out at one of the annual hunts.

Duugi. A small boat.

Dungi dhiri. A stone trough.

Dungut dungut. In crowds, in swarms.
Mudko, miiiiko mako duiiguf duhgudoB,
Kayo, Capakia bare latar (Jarreko duiigul;

duhgudoK.

Punri. A knoll, a small hill.

Duni. A trough lever for lifting water

for irrigation.

Dunia. Coimtry, the world.
Dunia reaK nokoe iii bicareda, apeaK cak bah-

iA bioar dareatapea ? I judge for the whole
country, and wherefore can I not judge
for you ?

Dunul. The junction of two rivers or

streams. Cf dul.

Dupai. "( To tremble, to shake,

Dupai dupai. j to be in a tremor.

Dup^i dup^iti botoroKkana. I am trembling

with fear.
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pupka. A small, isolated patch of

jungle.
pupkare kulai boloakabae. The hare has gone

into that little patch of jungle.

Dupul. The Reciprocal form of " dul"

(q. V.)

Dupular. The Eeciprocal form of
" dular "

(q. v.)

Dupurup. The Reciprocal form of
" durup "

(q. v.)

Dur. ") Avaunt ! Be gone ! Get you
Durdur. J gone

!

Dur. "> To put from one, to reject,

Dur dur. J drive off, to warn off, to

put to a distance.
Eatha doe durkeda. He rejected the proposal.
Setaii durdurkedea. I drove off the dog.

Duraha. Tell-tale, fomenting quarrels,

causing dissention.

Duran. \ To sing, to praise in

Seren duran. J song.

Duranta. Distant, far off.

4di duranta atotepe senena. You hare gone
to a very distant Tillage.

Dura san. A wild edible root.

Durathan. To destroy, to spoil,

Lebe^ durathankedako. They tramped over it

and spoiled it.

Durbin. Any optical instrument.

Durdosa. Adversity, misfortune, evil

state.

Durdur. A call to pigs.

Durdurau. To blaze brightly.

Dure. The scrotum of a boar.

Dure. ") An exclamation of surprise,

Durre. J grief &c.
Durre ? ohoii senlena. Alas ! I cannot go.
Durre ! ased marait kule parom oalaoena.

Halloo ! an immense tiger has passed this
way.

Durre ! aiji bipot hoeakantina. Woe is me !

I have fallen on evil days.

Durhak. An exclamation of grief or

annoyance.
DurhaK ! Am do ce£lekan hor kan bam:
DurhaK ! Alom onka barael^a.

Durhelj durhet'. A cry to sheep.

Durl. A species of fish resembling

an eel, and very slippery.
Dtiri hako leka lelijera. As slippery as an eel.

Duria. A tassel, a fringe, a bunch of

silk or cotton worn like a chignon
by young women.

Duriau. To take along with.
Gidar pida,re ^uriau idikefkoa. He took the

whole family along with him.

Durib. Property, agricultural produce..
Bese dnribakaia. He is very well off.

Dhon durib.. Wealth, in money and property.

Dur karahak. How foolish 1 dear me I

DurkarahaK ! rearaK calcpe jomeda? How fool-

ish of you, Why do you eat it cold ?

Durmar. Quickly, violently, to drive

away, to keep at a distance ; to

put or set down.
Dnrmarkediiiako, bako roy ocoadiiia. They

put me down and did not allow me to

Durmarko lagakedea. They drove him away
witii feelings of aversion.

Dursut. "j To finish, to complete, to

Durusut. J put in order.
Sanamalf dursutena, ma hijuKpe. All is ready,

now come.

Durubus. C£ dorobos.

Duruc. To be upset and contents to

spill, to die.

Duriioenae, a(Ji bhage hore tahekana. He
is dead, he was a very good man.

Nukinem, asul duriiclekin khan noa cij baantem
liama. If you take care of these two till

they die all this property will become
yours.

DaK hiric cabaena, okoe noa doe duruc keda?
The water is all spilled, who upset it?

(the water pot.)

Durukia. Frightened, suspicious, ti-

mid.
AiJi ^nrukia hor kanae. He is a very timid

man.

Durum durum. In crowds, in large

numbers.
Hor durum durumko jaoraakana. The people

acre assembled in large numbers.

Durup. To sit down, to be idle.

DurupaK. A seat.
Kulhi durup. A council.
Durup samtaoUpe. Sit close together.
Bam kamilekhan okoe durnpkate jomaliko em-

ama ?^ If you do not work who wiU feed
you sitting idle ?

OnijeA dukana, duruptengonhobako metadiiSa.
I went there bnt was not welcomed.

Durup din tioKentaea. The time of her
confinement has arrived.

Tin marah gidra kanae ? neKe durupa.

Durusuru. C£ dorosoro.

Durust. Cf. dursut.

Durya. An interjection of annoyance
;

Get out !

Durya arak. A plant the fresh leaves

of which are used as a pot herb,

Veryionia cinerea, Less.
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Dusad. A semi-Hinduised caste of

aborigines, the Dosads.

Dusau. "J To blame, to find fault with,

Dhusau. J depreciate, to belittle.

Onkako dusaukoa. Tliey thua find fault with
them.

Dusi. Blameworthy, guilty; applied

to a bulloclj with a white spot on
its forehead.

Cei bam kiri^kedea, dusigeae. Why did you
buy her, she has a white spot on her fore-

head (and therefore unlucky)

Dusko. Distress, trouble, affliction.

OroKko gooentilite a^ifi dus toena. I am in

great distress owing to the death of my
plough cattle.

A^i duskore menaea. He is sorely afflicted.

Dusman. A enemy, an ill wisher.

Dustama. Hatred, wickedness, evil.

Dustur. Cf. dastur,

Dut dut. "J An exlamation of annoy-

Dhu1; dhui. ) ance or vexation.
Duf duf, bail kana.

Du^ukul 1^°*'^ si*^®^' ^°*^ parties.

Duyukul reaK kathako aTijoma. They hear
what both parties have to say.

Duyud duyun. To follow, to go after,

one to follow the other.

Duyuh 4uyuhe asen baraeedekana. She takes

it about with her following at her heela.

E
E. A vocative particle.

Ebaba. Oh! father.

Ego. Oh! mother.

E. The abbreviated form of the 3rd

Personal pronoun, he, she, him,

her.

Ea. Used in addressing inferiors, or

when rebuking.

Eae. Seven.
Eae gel. Seventy.
Gel eae. Seventeen.
Eae khon gel. Seventeen.

Eae dobor. Seven fold.

Eae dhao. Seven times.

Eae dhao eae gel. Seventy times seven.

Ead. To remember, to commit to

memory ; to punish.
' Bad eadakat'a. I have not Qommitted it to

memory. .

Hape, eadmealaii nahaK. Hold, I shall punish

you presently.

Ebe tebe. 1 More than sufficient, used
Ebe tube.

J always with ' jom ' to eat.

Ebe tebeye lojomkana. He is eating more than
he requires.

Ebhen. To awake from sleep.
Gitio ebhenenae. He slept, but is now awake.
4uriye ebhenoUa. He is not awake yet.
Ebhen ocokedeaii. I awoke him.

E6. To take glowing embers from
the fire and put them in a vessel,

to carry away glowing embers in

a vessel, or to place them under-

neath the bed on which some one

is lying, to bring or cause trouble

or misfortune.
Parkom latarreko ed joha. They are in the

habit of putting pots filled with glowing
«mbers underneath their beds.

Dukbon ecakawana. We have brought this

distress upon ourselves.

Okoe bail noa duk doe edwadifi ? Who can have
sent this distress on me ?

E6 6c". } ^'^^ °^ * ^°^^^ buffalo.

EcepSce. To twist and turn, as one

trying to get out of a difficulty

or an uncomfortable position

;

to put on the screw, to put one

in a strait or difficulty ; obstreper-

ous. Cf Ecpgce.

E6k66. Beyond one's means.
EckSdko Mukedea. They fined him heavily

(beyond his power to pay conveniently.)

EokOde aikaukeda. It was beyond his means.

Ed66. Indistinctly, inarticulately, as

a child learning to speak.
Edooe roreda, oka ho bah bujhauKkantaea.

He speaks iadistinotly, nothing (that he
says) can be understood.

filcpgc. To twist and turn as one trying

to get out of a difficult or an
uncomfortable position, to put on

the screw, to put one in a strait

or difficulty ; obstreperous.
^diko eopeokedilia. They put me in a great

strait, (or applied the screw on me.)

Nui sadom do a4i ecpeo baraekanae. This
horse is very obstreperous, (keeps twisting

and turning hiinpelf about.)
Nui 4aiira do a(jii ecpeo baraekanae, aray bae

goga. This bullock keeps twisting his

head about, he will not allow the yoke to

be on his neck.

Edebede. Intricate, involved, com-

plicated, thick, indistinctly.

Bdebedeye royeda. He speaks indistinctly.

Noa katha do ^i edebede bujh^uUkana. This

case seems very intricate.



Edede [ 160 ] Ehem

Edede. To watch, applied oftenest

to children who hang about where
cooking, &c„ is going on, (used by
women.)

Eijede baraelsanam, gupi tanaK ho bam calaKa.
You are watcliing about here, you won't
even go to herd.

Edel. The cotton tree, Bombax inala-

haricuin, D. C.

Ede thompe. Clump, cluster, bunch
;

applied to fruits that grow im-
mediately on the trunk, thicker

branches, or aerial roots of trees,

as the jack fruit, papaya or papita

and certain figs.

E^e thompe joakan. The fruit is in clusters.

Edhe. To sit on the ground with the

knees drawn up to the the cheso.
Enan khonili llelekana, ondege eijheakanae.

I have seen him for sometime, he is sitting
there still.

Edhe. bedhe. | Intricate, comjolicated,

Ede bede. ) involved.

Noa katha edhebedheena, bail chindaulena.
This matter has become complicated, it is

not settled.

Edhebedheye tolaka£a, bah rara hodoKkana,
He has tied- it intricately, it will not
readily loose.

Edliebedhe tolkate ado kamitey-e calaoena. She
tied (the door) intricately, and then went
to her work.

Edhe janum. The small bush form of

Zizyphus Jujubci, Lam.
The fruit of this although much inferior to that

of the other form (Dedhaori janum, q. v.)

is also eaten. The bush is used largely for

fencing growing crops, &c.

Edhe rangaini. A common thorny

plant, Solanum xanthocarpum,
Schrad et Wendl.

Edhor bedhor. Cross grained, as wood
or a man. C£ bedhor.

Edre. To be angry ; anger, spite.

Alom edre .gahgilialia. Do no t put me away
from you in anger.

Nui edrete setae dal goekedetaea. He killed

his dog because he was angry with him (the

dog's master.)
Edre ocokediriae. He made me angry.
Bdren ia sometimes used for edreK in the future

and the special incomplete present tenses.

Tis ho bae edrena. He never gets angry.

Ikakaepe edrenkanae. Leave it alone it is

getting angry (as a wounded tiger.)

E S. To groan ; the sound emitted by
one when groaning ; a groan.

Eken e e edae, ror ge bae rora. He only groans
he won't apeak.

Egar. To begin, to put one's hand to

a thing, to undertake.

EgarkateiS tegarakata. I put my hand to it

but brought loss upon myself (trying to
make it better I made it worse.)
Egarakawanali. I have put my hand to it.

Eger. To scold, to abuse ; used by
women always, and by men only

when referring to women.
EKger aim^i. A scold.

Epeger. To recriminate (women.)

Acjiye egerkedilia. He (or she) scolded me
severely, (the speaker a woman.)

Eh. An interjection of surprise, Oj
what ; indeed ! really !

Eh ! ao eskargeye jomkeda ? What ! ate it all

himseK ?

Ehe. Such as this, like this ; the ideai^
is conveyed by signs.

Ehe mutak. A club as thick as this (the speaker
here conveys an idea of the thickness of the
club by pretending not to be able to
encircle it with both hands.)

Ehe mutakanteye lagakefilea. He chased us
with a club as thick as this (the thickness
is shewn by signs.)

Ehe marah. So big.

Ehe. Hist ! Hey ! look here ! halloo
;

used to call attention.

Ehe! lielet'mead. Halloo! I see you.
Ehe ! alom dalea. Hey you ! don't hit him.

Ehe ! onte do okatem calaKkana ? Look here !

where are you going to in that direction ?

Eheya ! cetem cekaeda? Hey you ! what are
you up to P

Ehe ehe. So much, so large a quanti-

ty ; the idea being completed by
signs.

Ehe eheko emailea. They gave us ao large a
quantity of food (shews by signs how large
the quantity was.)

Ehe ge. Used in calling attention

to girls.

Ehe ge ! oet'em cekaeda P Ho! my girl, what
are you doing ?

Ehek. Whine of a peevish child.
Get bam ehelf ehekkanp hapekme.

Ehel betkei. An infant three or four

months old, before it is able to

turn itself.

Ehel ehel. Fat, plump, in prime con-

dition.

Ehel ehel hormo lieloKkantaea. He looks in
prime condition.

Ehem. To cough, to ahem.



Ehefide guhend [ 161 ] Ekat

Ehend guhend. To dirty, to disarrange,

to spoil.

EheiKj gulienijlko gaAjaobeda. They have tram-
pled on and spoiled (the growing grain.)

Ehen<J guhen(Jko eneolsana. They are dancing
and ooTering themaelTes with dust.

Alo beta, kioridem ehen<jl guhenijtilia. Don't
my son, you will dirty my cloth.

Eher. To sit on the ground with the
knees up to the breast.

Cefem eherakana ? kgimite oalaKme. Why are
you sitting? go to your work.

Dal eher gofkedeako. They struck him and
made him plump down on the ground in a
sitting posture.

Eher jiki. So move while in a sitting posture
without raising the person from the ground.

Eher jiki durup baraekanae. He moves about
while sitting by dragging himself along the
ground.

Ehe re. Used when calling attention

to boys ; Hey ! hey you !

Ehe re ! cetkom halbalkana P Hey ! what mis-
chief are you up to ?

Ehe talan. So much, so large, so thick.

The full idea is conveyed by signs.

Ehe talati bulu mo^ataea. His thigh ia ao thick
(the speaker completes the description by
signs.)

Ehe talau dakako emadiiia. They gave me so

much boiled rice (the quantity is shewn by
signs.)

Ehe to. So, thus.
Ehe tom lielelikangea, oeftii emamaP Tou see

me thus (how I am), what will I give you p

Ehop. To begin.
Etohop. The beginning.
Ru?. ehopkedea, hola. He had an attack of

fever yesterday, (or the fever began yester-

day.)
Etohopre kathatefe tahekana. In the beginning

was the word.

Ei. Employed to call attention.

Ei, ei, nonde hijuKme.

Ejahar. A statement made before a

magistrate, police officer, or a

panchayat ; evidence, deposition

of a witness.
Noa mamblare amaK ejaharko hataoa. They

will take your evidence in this case.

^J/^^-Ia court of justice.
J.J las. J

Ejlaare tehgon hoyoKtama. Tou must appear

before the court.

Ejlasro teugokateye rorkeda. He stood up m
the court and spoke.

Okaejlasre 4igrim AamakataP In what court

did you get a decree ?

Ejmali. Conjointly, belonging to two

or more shareholders.
Noa do ejmali ato kana. This village is owned

conjointly (by two or more perSDna.)

Eka. One, alone.
Eka gh^riai. One household.
Eka ghg.rig.geali oholi sonlena. I have no neigh-

bour.s, I will not be able to go, i. e. there
is no one in whose charge 1 could leave my
family.

Eka jiwi. 1 ,,
Ekaj'ib5i.

1A1°'1«-

EkajiwiA paromena, noa bir. I crossed this
jungle alone.

Eka china. One, alone, single, singly.
Nui do eka ohin?ire oraKakatae. Thia person

has built his house by itself (has no neigh-
bours.)

Eka china, got'enae.
Eka ohinaenteko gockedea. They killed him

through his being alone.
Eka chinateye bandeakana. She is wearing her

cloth single.

Eka duka. One or two ; a few.
Eka duka noa horte alope calalfa, bagahigea.

Do not go that way as there are only a few
of you, it is dangerous.

Eka eki. One by one.
Eka e Uiko calaoena. They left one by one.

Eka guria. A one-legged demon who
is said to devour human beings.

Ekaha. Alone, odd, without a mate.
Ekahageae. He is alone.

Eka haria. 1 r\ i r
Fk h

'• ' i"'^^ yoke ot oxen, once.

Eka hg,ria argom. A clod crusher drawn by
one yoke of oxen.

Eka harig-e tolkeda. He put it once round.
(a rope) and then tied it.

Eka jiba. Having no relatives, no
one to care for but oneself, alone.

Am do cefiem dandoKa eka jib?b hor.

Ekalte. At once, instantly, completely.
Ekalteye ror gotkeda. He spoke outinstantly.
Ekalteye jobabadea. He instantly dismissed

him.
Ekalteye jom oabakeda. He ate it up com-

pletely.

Ekam dukam. One, two ; one or two.
Ekam duk^m hoy onte alope calaKa, bagahigea.

One or two people do not go that way, it is

infested with wild beasts.

Ekamoe. United, of one mind.
Ekamoeenato. They are all united.

Ekaput. Only child.

Ekarha. Alone, odd, mateless.
Ekarhage jolena. It bore only one fruit.

Ekarhage merome buB^Kkedea. The goat had
only one kid.

Ekasira. Hydrocele ; having only one
testicle.

Ekat.

Ek6t.,
Ekatreli laiama, hor aamahre do bah. I shall

tel 1 you when we are alone, not before others

.

,' [Privately, alone.

21



Ekliaenar [ 162 ] Ek taria

Ekbaenar. Cf. eknar.

Ekbar. \All at once, completely, en-

Ekbargi. J tirely.

Ekbhakia. Only one word, no parley.
Ek bli?tki?.geae, argo rakap do bae badaea.

He has only one price, he never raises or
redRoea his prices.

Ek bhakiae calaoena. He did not parley but
went right away.

Bali aiijomlettaea, ek bhakia heo idienalS.

I did not listen to him, I came straight
away.

EkedSQ.}^*°°°^'i'^^*^*ly-
Ekdame calaoena. He left instantly.

Ekdhar. One side, aside ; edge.
Ekdhare ealao paromena. He passed by on

one side.

Ekdhara. An adverb possessing inten-

sifying force ; unusual, peculiar.
Ekdharae motaakana. He is immensely fat.

Ekdharae Jielolrkana. He looks peculiar.
Ekdharae sereiiefkana. He sings with great

vigour.
Ekdharae calaKkana. He walks rapidly.
Ekdharae ruhetkeda. He scolded fiercely.

Ekdharae darkeda. He fled swiftly.
Ekdhara joakana. Laden with fruit.

Eke. Ho ! used in calling attention

to girls.

Eke, hape thiroKpo. Ho, be quiet.

Eke eke. One by one, singly.
Eke ekeko calao idiena. They left one by one,

(or they went singly.)

Eke ekebo heoena, ekeekebo calaKa. We came
singly and we will go singly.

Eke eketebo joma. We will eat one after the
other.

Ekel sekel. Getting into mischief.
Ekel sekel baraekanae, nui gidra do. This

child is up to mischief.

Eken. Empty, only.

Eken hormo. Naked.
Eken oraKiii sen Jiamkeda. I found an empty

house when I went.
BkenaK geii heoena. I have come empty handed.
Eken tiye heolena, eken tiye calaoena. He

came but got nothing.
Eken dakako emadiiia. They only gavo me

boiled rice.

Eken Diku ona atore menaKkoa. There are
only Hindus in that village.

Ekep sekep. Enthusiastically ; eagerly,

quickly, without delay.
Ekep sekepko eneokana, setoii ho bako bataoeda.

They are dancing enthusiastically, they do
not mind even the heat.

Okate ekep sekepem hedakana? Where have
yon come so quickly ?

Ek ghatia. One swing round the head,

as one about to strike with a stick.

Ekghatig. doe dalkedilia. He gave his stick

one swing and then struck me, i. e. he
struck without warning.

Ekhan. Liquor as it comes from thfe

still, overproof Cf phuli.
Ekhan gai. A cow that gives a small quantity

of mUk.

Ek jiba. Fearless.
Baric ek jiba hor kanae. He does not know

what fear is.

Ek jiba. Having no relatives, only

oneself to care for ; unsympathetic.

Ekjontor. Of a like disposition, or

nature, alike, astonishing, wonder-
ful.

Ek jontor oraRko benaoakata. They have built
a iwonderful house.

Eklaic f-^loQ^j to become alone.

Alope cala8a, bankhanifl eklalfa. Do not go,
if you do I shall be alone.

Eklageye tahekana. He was alone.

Eklaeek. Equal, even, on a par, neck
and neck.

Eklaeekko liiraEkana. They are running neck
and neck.

Eklaeekko kisara. They are equally wealthy.

Eknar. \To yoke cattle with unequal
Ekbaenar. /length of yoke; alone.

Eknarkedeako. They all went against him.
Nui daiira do ekbaenarte siaeme bae darealf

kana. Plough with this bullock so that the
greater part of the weight may be on the
other, he is weak.

Sanam horteko eknarkedea. They all avoided
him, or all sided against him.

Ek5t. Privately, alone, solitary.
Uni hor do ekotre raenaea. That man is in

solitude.

Ekrar. To promise, to agree to, to
confess.

Ekrar nama. A written agreement or promise.
Efcrarenae. He has promised.
Ekrar ocokediriae. He caused me to come to

the agreement.

Eksatha.}u°i*'^'i'°f onemind.

Ek sathaenako gota atoren hor. All the people
of

_
the village are of one mind (or, are

united on some point.)

Ek sirri. Self-willed, obstinate.
Adi ek sirri hor kanae. He is a very obstinate

man.

Ek sirtal. At the edge or side, out of
the way ; to out-caste.

Ek airtalre dohokam. Put it down at one side.Am ek sirtalre tahenme. Stay you to one side"
Ek sirtalkedeako. They out-casted him.

Ek taria.. Quickly, hastily,
Ektariae jomkeda, onate ruagotenae. He ate

hie food hastily, and ao took ill.



Ektiar [ 163 1 En

Ektiar. \ Authority, choice ; obstinate,

Ektiari. J self-willed, determined,
Ek torphi. Ex-parte.
Ek torphiko ^igrialikoa. They got an ex-parte

decree.

Ek turia. Of equal age.
Nukin do ek turi?. kanakin. These two are of

equal age.

Elaka. Province.

Elak chada.\Free, free from responsi-

Elek chada.j bility.

Elak chadaenail etali her tireli jimakeda. I am
free from reaponsibility I gave it into the
chajTge of another man.

Elan. Heat, flame.
Seiigel elahiiikana. I feel the heat of the fire.

Elao. To give in, be beaten, to have

enough, to be wearied or tired.

Eleka. Cf elaka.

Elek chada. Cf. elak chada.

Elelgok. Cf. englngul
Elglgon. Cf enSlngul

Elem celem. Watching for an oppor-

tunity, waiting till the coast is

clear ; used generally of children

watching for an opportunity to

take something, and at times of

wild amimals, such as jackals,

waiting for a favourable oppor-

tunity to seize something.
TaraKkanae elem celem. He is lying in wait

' watching for a favourable opportunity.

Elen bekec. l An infant about 3 or 4

Eted bekec. J
months old.

Elbe celhe. To watch for an oppor-

tunity to surreptitiously possess

oneself of anything, to cast longing

eyes on, to covet.

Elhe celhe baraekanae. He is on the look out

for an opportunity (to seize the fowl, as a

jackal.)

Em. Weak form of ' am thou.

Am-em calaKkana. Tou are going.

Em. To give.

Em sohofi. To help by giting.

Em hala. To repay.

Em chadao. To redeem.

Em labnK. To give to secure the affections, or

to appease, or win favour.

Emlega. To offer. ... ,, .„, +„
Em agu. To continue giving from the past to

the present.
Emdoho. To lend.

.

Em hatar. To lend, to give for the present

Em oapai. To borrow and lend (reciprocal.)

Em calao. To assist by giving or lending.

Em idi. To continue giving, to go on giving.

Epem. The reciprocal form of em .

Eman. Sundry, such like.

UniaK edre eman do b9.nuKtaea.
Ale then Diku eman do hecge baiiko hijuEa.
Bu9i emanol^khan muskilgea.
Joton emauem. Take every care of him.
Sen emanlenam ?

Cithi eman do bako emadilia.

Emanteali. Various, all manner or

sorts of, many kinds of, et ccetera

;

applied to inanimate objects only.

Behgec hor do emanteaK araK sakamko joma.
Poor people eat many kinds of pot herbs.

Birre emanteaK hungirko calaKa maejiukq do.

Women go to the jungle to collect various
kinds of things.

Pirthimire emanteaK jinis menaKa. All manner
of things are in the world,

Uni do emanteaKe egerkedilia.

Uni do emanteaK serelie ba^laea. He knows
many kinds of songs.

Emanten. Various, diverse, all manner
or sorts of, many kinds of, et ccetera;

applied to animate objects only.

DaKre hako emantenkoko tahena. Fishes and
various other kinds of living creatures live

in water.
Dhairtire do emanten jst menaKkoa. There are

many various castes of people in the world.

Birre kul emanten janwarko tahena. Tigers

and all sorts of animals live in the jungle._

A^li okodle sendra gooketkoa, sgil saram, kul3i-

ko, torko, cereko, emantenko. We killed

much game in the chase, deer, hares,

squirrels, birds, &c. &o.

Emnesemne. 1 cf emon semon.
Emne temne. J

Emon. So, such, like, such as, such like.

Eaj garre emon hor do ohom cahtaolena. A
person like you could not enter a king's

palace.
Emon ruhefiili ruhefledea thir utarenae. I gave

him such a scolding that he utterly col-

lapsed.
Emonlah dalmea se nahaK atkar ut?ram. I

shall give you such a beating presently as

to make you feel it.

Emon hor do ohoe behgeilema. He would not

look at a person such as you.

Emon daUli dalkedea jaiiga r9.put gotentaea.

I struck such a blow that I broke his leg.

Emon semon. \ Indifferently, so and so,

Emon temon. J such Hke, having any

particular failing or frailty.

Emon temon hor doe bahkana. He is not like

the average run of men.
. i.i.- i

Emon temon hor alom ba^laeea. Do not think

him a person who would do that.

En. That, that particular.

En serma. That particular year, used only of

past years.

En sermati dukan tahekana.

En serma khonle ru?.Kkana.

En sermaren maran naekeye tahekana. He
was high priest that year.

En hiloK. That day, that partioular day.



En [ 164 ] Enec

En. To transfer dust, &c. from the

person to a cloth, &c., by lying or

treading on it.

Kicrioein en jaukelitiiia. You have dirtied
my cloth.

En. To thresh grain.
paiiratebo en jaha. 7 They thresh out the
Panrateko en lahnda. > grain by means of

buUooka.

Enan. ") A little while ago, a previous

I:}'Enan. J part of the same day.
Enaareli Jielledea. I saw him a little while

ago.
Enanreye oalaoena. He left some time ago.

Enbend. Intricately, complicated.
Endbende tolkeda. He knotted it intricately.

En betar. Then, at that time.

Encar manclo. Half-threshed, as grain.

Bnoar mandokate bagiaKpe, gapabon en lahut'

utgirkaRa. Half thresh it and leave it, we
will thresh it out tomorrow.

End. The male organ of generation.

Endak. To cross in front of
Eor endaUkediiiae.
Toyoe enfjakket'lea. A jackal crossed in front

of us.
If a jackal crosses in front of a party on their

way to " view a bride" it is considered as
an omen presaging evil. The party immed-
iately returns home and negotiations are at
an end.

Ende. There, in that place.
Ende bare tahe hataroKme. Remain there for

the present.
Henda na, en^e eskargem guri-; barakeda?

Ho my girl, have you only smeared that
place ?

Ende. Then.
IfiiA senoK, ende utare hijuB.

Ende bapo. Then only.
Iiiili nehorente ende bapoe araJfkade. I beseech-

ed, then only did he release him.
Alele rui ende bapoko enec.
BiA reak bohoKko gejerkeftaete, enije bapoe

gujuR. They pounded the head of the
snake, not till then did he die.

Ende enec. Then.
EacakoA jog, endeened daKiii aguia. When I

have swept the courtyard then I will bring
water.

Ende khac. 1 mi

an. 3Endekhan,
Unim dallekhan endekhauiiii l9.1isaraa. If j^ou

beat him then I shall complain against you.

Endel. Not to give to another who is

present, when eating or drinking,

to pass over.
Jom endelkediiiako. They ate themselves but

did not give me anythirig.

Ende nahl. Then.
DaRleng-hi endenahim arjao joiia. It must

first rain, then you will secure good crops.

Ende nahi to. Then, not till then.

CalaRpe, encle nahi toko emapea. Go, not till

then will they give to you.
Eanaepe, ende nahi toe besoKa. Give him

medicine, not till then will he recover.

Ende pende. | Here and there, unreli-

End pend. ) able, slippery.
Alom ende pende baralea.
Ende pendeye kamikana.
Endpend hor kanae. He is a slippery fellow.

Enderege. It was thought, it was
said, it was understood.

Uni mae laie^ enderege ape sen do bae dakleda.
He says it was thought there was no rain
with ycu.

Bam ma enderegeye goeen. It was thought that
Earn was dead.

Enderema. Then, in that case.
Bape ranaekhan enderemae giijuK. If you do

not give him medicine then he will die,

(or may die.)

Barakar bam parom dareakkhan enderemam
ruarenge. If you cannot cross the Barakar
river, then you will return.

Ende reset. Then.
lA thene oalaka, ende resetili emaea. He will

come to me, then I shall give it to him.

Arjao johme, ende resetem jom suk jona_. Get
good crops then you will live in comfort.

Kurumutute Vamime, ende reset poesako
emama. Work diligently then they will
give you money.

Endete. Then.
Durnplenme, en^etem calaKa. Sit down first

and then you can go.
Nonde Ian jirauange, eudetelah ehoboEa. "We

will rest here a little then we will begin.

Endete enec. Then onls.
Khub leka calaRme, endete enedem tioga. Go

quickly then you will arrive in time.

Eacakoli jog, enijete ened daKiA aguia. "When
I have swept the courtyard then I will
bring water.

Endrae. Three days hence.
Pher endrae. Four days hence.

Endre. To shew the thumb, a scornful
way of saying no.

Endre. To be angry. C£ edre.
Miye endre ocokedilia. He made me very

angry.

Enc. Now.
Enem thireua. Now you are still.

Eneko calaKkana. Now they are going.

Enec. Not until.
Tikin cnede hedena. He did not arrive till noon.
DaR lober enede jomlaRa. He had no food before

4 p. m.



Ene6 [ 165 ] Eiika

Enec. To dance, to play a game, to
play, to drill, to dandle, to pacify,

to fondle.
Bill eSeneoid. A snake oharmer.
Sir ened. To run about and play.
Enejekanali. I am dandling him.
Paret eneoj Parade, drill.

Lagre eneo. The Lagre danoe, the most com-
mon dance of all.

Doii ened. The Dong danoe, a marriage dance.
Dahar ened. The Dahar danoe, a sequel to the

Lagre dance.
Golwari ened. The Golwari danoe, like the

Dahar dance it follows the Lagre danoe.

Kiuj^ ened. The Einja dance, danced at the
Karam (q. v.) festival.

Sohrae ened. The Sohrae dance, danced at the
Sohiae (q. v.) or Harvest festival.

Baha ened . The Flower dance, danced at the
Baha (q. v.) or Flower festival.

Guiijar ened. The Gunjar dance, danced da-
ring the Sohrae or Harvest festival.

Matwar ened. The Matwar dance, a Harvest
festival dance.

Jhik^ ened. The Jhika dance, danced on all

occasion^.
Bhins9.r ened. The Bhinaar dance, is a Karam

(q. V.) festival dance.
Duiiger ened. The Danger dance, is performed

by men only when passing the night in

camp daring an annual hunt.
Jale ened. The Jale dance, is danced on the

last day of the Sohrae (q. v.) festival.

Loboe ened. The Loboe dance, danced by men
only at the Daeae festival.

Taini ened. The Walking stick dance, all the
performers of which carry a stick. They
form a circle and beat time with their

sticks.

Pom ened. The Dom dance, ia a marriage
dance.

P^k don ened. The Sword and Shield danoe.
The performers used to carry swords and
shields, biit since they have been disarmed
a stout stick has taken thb place of the
sword.

Enelngol. \To transfer dust, &c. from

EnSlngut./ the person to a cloth, &c.,

by lying or treading on it.

Sanam kicridem enelngufkeda. Tou have made
all the cloth dusty (by lying or treading
on it.)

Enetet'. A partition. Cf etet'.

Tala enetefi. A partition across the centre.

Enga. Female, mother.
Ehga hopon. Mother and child, or children.

Ehgahon. Mother and child.

Ehga hopon. Mother and young (animnls.)

Gidra eugat hor. A mother, (employed usually

to roughly indicate age.)

Ehga katup. The thumb, or big toe.

Ehga katupiii uduKadea. I shewed him my
thumb, i. e. I defied him.
Ehga khet. A productive rice field.

Ehga aadom. l ^ ^^^^_
Sadom enga. )

lufehgaj^^^--

A term of abuse,

expletive.

an

Enga Cross lines running from corner
to corner in the woven mattress of
a parkom, or bed.

Eiigatei; alom phoraoa. Do not separate the
twine of the ehga.

Enga itat. Cloth given to bride's

mother by bridegroom

Enga jopor. Grown to the size of the
mother, applied to animals and
birds.

Ehga joporenakin. They are as big as their
mother.

Edgam. Thy mother.

Engam.
Engam dongam.
Engame.
Eagate.

Engafi. My mother.

Engat. His mother.

Edgat'tet'. The mother.
Hopontef ma menaege, ehgaiieie godena. The

child is a live, the mother is dead.

Engel pedgel. Perplexed, confused;

the feeling of one tired with many
things still to do.

K^mi kamiteii ohgel pehgelena. I am tired
and perplexed with continued working.

Engot. To stoop.
Ehgo^kateko poea. They atoop to hoc.

Edgrad. A term of abuse.

Enhiloli. That day, the same day.

Enho. Never-the-less.

Enka. ") Thus, in such a way, like that,

Enkan. J as that.

Enkageye tahekana. He was in the same condi-
tion.

Ale enka hoe daka^lea. It rained like that
with us.

Ape sec ce€leka enkage ale sec ho. It was the
same with us as with yon.

Enka bare tahe ocoam. Let it remain as it is

(Let it remain thus.)

Enka lekaeme. Do like that.

Onko doko enkangea. They are like that.

Enka enka. A little, trifling.

Enka enkae daKa^lea. We had a very little

rain.

Enka enkate. By degrees, .^y that

way, in that direction, in that way,

thus.
Enkaenkateko sardikeda. Little by little they

became furioua.

Enka enkate daK calaoena. The rain passed
in that direction.
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Enkathae. Used to introduce a state-

ment, that is to say, namely, as

they say, that is.

Enkhad. "j

Enkhacte. f-Then.

Enkhan. j
Perako jomlege enlihante am dom joma. let

the strangers first eat, then yon will eat.
TJniye hedlenkhan enkhante am dom calaRa.

When hejcomes then yeu can go.

Enko. These, those.
Enkoge sapkom. Seize hold of these.

Enparom. On the other side, on that

side, on the far side.
Ne parom. On this side,

Enreho. Never-the-less, although, still.

EmadeaA enreho bae biUkana. I gave to him,
still ho is not satisfied.

JahatinaKko metam, enreho alom rebena.
Whatever they may say to you, still don't
you assent.

Ente. For, because.

Ente. In that way, in that direction.
Ente liogoKme. Move a little over that way.
Euteye calaoena. He went in that direction.

Entere. In that place, there, over there.
EntereJl tielledea. I saw him over there.
Entere ho besoKgea.

Eora. The length of thread spun at

one time, as long as the arm can
stretch.

Mit bar eorali takoekeda. I spun two or three
lengths of thread.

Epel. To raise or lift up to strike, as

a stick ; to brandish threateningly.
Thengae epeladilia. He raised a stick to me.

Eper hende. \To be at variance, to

Eper hendec.J habour ill feeling, to

dispute as to who should do a
thing first.

Eperhen(Jekkanakin. They bear ill-feeling

towards each other, or, each urges the
other to do it first.

Epre. Out of line, cross-wise, uneven,
entangled.

Katha do epreentakoa. Their statements do
not agree.

^^'
|, I To sow, to scatter ; to be

TI-,
,.

I
sown or scattered,

iirogok. j

Er horo. Dhan that has not been transplanted.
Horoka. erakoa sim do. They scatter dhan for

the fowls.
Eroliio do eroKe o^oh calaoena. A sower went

forth to sow.
Otre ita erogoKa. Seed is sown in the earth.
IroKtet do jug reaK mucaf , ar iroKko do serma

ren dutko. The harvest is the end of the
world, and the reapers are the angels.

Era. \Wife; female, applied to women
Erat. J only, and generally as a mark

of respect.

io^o°n:r:t.^^-^^t-.
Bra hopon. A man's family.
Sahebera. The wife of an EngHshman.
Mgilljhi era. The village chief's wife.
Paranik era. ,, ,, Paranik's ,, (q. v.)
Naeke era „ ,, Priest's ,,

Go^e^ era. ,, ,, Messenger's wife,
Jog Mailjhi era. „ Jog Maiiihi's „ (q. v.)
Jaher era. The goddess of the Sal grove.
Grosae era. A female Santal deity.
Kisar era. The master's wife.
Budi ora. An old woman, (respectful.)
Era uru. A wife.
Nabi era. A prophetess.
Diku era. A Hindu woman.

Era iri. To be at enmity with each
other.

Era iriakauakin. They are at enmity with each
other.

iSin erak. }^ ^^"'"^ P^^* mid-day.

Eran. To turn aside, to parry, to avoid,
to dodge, to give the go by to.

Erandom dare. The castor oil tree,

Ricinus communis, Linn.
Eranijom sunum. Castor oil.

Erao. To withhold food for some time
as a punishment, to children.

Hape lah, eraomea. Wait a bit I shall delay
giving you food.

Erba. A cultivated grain, Setaria
Italica, Kunth, used metaphori-
cally for girls.

TinaK iri (q. V.) ar tinaK erbaf How many boys
and how many girls p

Erce perce. To twist and twine, fid-

getty, restive.
Cirifoe menaea ar oncle khon o^okoK lagif adiye

erce perce baraekana. He is in a strait
and to get out of it he is twisting and twin-
ing in aU directions.

Adili erce perce legata, bad dareada, I tried
every way but was not successful.

4di boj menaKte 4ahra do adikin erce perce
baraekana, Owing to the heavy load the
bullocks are twisting about (fidgetting to
rid themselves of the yoke.)

Ere. A species of bird, a wood pecker
Bho(Ja ere. The large Wood pecker, Picus

Mahrattensis.
Kabra ere. The striped Wood pecker, Brachyp-

temus aurantius.

Ere. To deceive, to lie, to pretend.

Ere eye kin k?.phariaulikana. They are chaff-
ing each other.

Ere moiij. \ To deceive, to put off for the present
Ere suk. j with a promise, to pacify.
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EKre hoy. A deceiver.
Meromere ej-eko duhauea. They pretend to

milk the goat.
Ered rorlekhan kule jomelima. If I lie may a

tiger eat me.

Ered ere6. ") To smart, to scorch, to

Ered pered. J burn ; smarting or burn-
ing sensation.

Ereo pared hasoedilikana. I feel a smarting
pain.

Setoh paraoakkhan efed erejoSa ghao. If the
sun's rays beat on the sore it -will smart.

Ere erete. Pretendingly, not in ear-

nest.
Ere oreteye dalekana. He is pretending to

steike him.
Ere ereteye ruaKkana. He pretends to be ill.

Ere kisni. The Pied starling, Sturno-
pastor contra.

Ere limiU
'

f
'^^ deceive, to take one in.

Ere lipul^ke1}meall, I have taken you in.

Ere mo6j. To deceive, to take one in.

Erev. To turn aside, to parry, to avoid,

to dodge, to give the go by to.

Kathae ererkeda, bae liur ocoada. He parried
the statement preventing it having effect.

Erer barakedifiae. He dodged me.

Ere suk. To take one in, to put off with
a promise.

Ere surud. To take one in, to cheat,

as at a game.
Ere suru6ke6meaii. I have taken yon in.

Erga. ") Contrarious, counter, con-

Erga §rga. J trary.

BujhauKkana nni do erga mara hor kanae.
Oka leka erga ergam roreda, oka h5 bah bu-

jhauKkantama.

Erga ergako bicairkeda.

ErgaKtege tahenkanae.

Ergejak. To slight, to trample on, to

put upon, to pass over, to des-

pise.

Sanam hortegeko ergejaKakadea. They have
all slighted him.

Sanamko arjaoana, ill geli ergeia;Kena. They
have all had good crops while I have been
passed over, or slighted.

ErgejaKketoeako. They all left yon severely

alone.

p" vA species of field rat.

Ergo sesa. The track or road of the Ergo.

Vgoi.

Ergot
5?g°^;}Ear

Erka. To pretend not to know or to

deny having known a person, to

dissemble.
Nel erkaenae.
Erka mara hor kanae.
Bejaeem erkalikan do ho.

Ero. ") To tantalise, as a child holding
Iru. J out a piece of sweetmeat to

another, and when he puts out
his hand to take it, puts it in his

own mouth. Always used with
"jom," to eat.

Jom erokedeae. He held out a (cherry) to him
and when he put out his hand to take it,

instead of giving it to him he pnt it into his
own mouth and laughed at him.

Eron. You yourself, you yourselves,

just so, exactly so, on account of
Am eroiiem agukedilia, ado nitoK dom jobabaii

kana. Tou yourself brought me, and now
you are dismissing me.

Ape eronpe nonkaakat'a. Tou yourselves have
done this,

Ona eroh amem ror ocolckana. On account of
that you are being found fault with.

Erpher. To exchange, to alternate.
Kicridkin erpherkeda. They exchanged cloths.

Erseii torsed. ") To tumble or roll about
Ersed torseii. / when lying down.

Ersefi torgefi baraekanae. He is rolling from
one side to another.

Erwel. In-law, as sister-in-law.
Erwelill kora. My brother-in-law, my wife's

younger brother.
Erweliii kuri. My sister-in-law, my wife's

younger sister.

ErwelmelJora. Thy brother in-law, thy wife's
younger brother.

Erwelrae kuri. Thy sister-in-law, thy wife's
younger sister.

Esel. Fair, light coloured.
Esel kuri. A fair girl.

Eser. To shake, to shake previous to

being possessed, to be possessed

or inspired.
Boiiga esei'akade leka. He shook as if a bonga

(q. v.) had possessed him.
Eu?. eseriiikana. I have an attack of ague.
Eser orali. An abandoned house taken possess-

ion of by another family.

Eset. To block the way, to hinder, to

check.
Ese6 acur. To surround.
Bpeset. To meet each other in argument.

Eskar. Alone, only, except.
Eskarre. Privately.
Eskar janam. Only begotten.

Eskar toskar. Alone, one or two, a few.
Eskar toskar alope dafana; Don't go about in

ones and twos.
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Esk5s. Reluctantly, with aversion,

disinclination, with difficulty,

Eskoshamalalfedipilidieda. He reluctantly car-
ries the heavy "weight.

Jomkate eskosiA aikaueda. Having eaten I am
disinclined to move.

A.di eneo eskose rorkeda. After a long time he
reluctantly spoke.

Esto besto. To be wearied, perplexed,
Durup durupte esto bestoenali. I am wearied

with sitting.

Esto besto a^karedafi. I feel perplexed.

Etalf. Another.

rt^ alf s
^''°t^®'^> the other (inanimate.)

Etarid i
Another one, the other one (animate.)

Etau. Thin, sparse, scarce, slight.

Adi etaiigeaUo. The population is very sparse,
jondra adi etan omonakana. The Indian corn

has germinated very sparsely.

Etbar. Trustworthiness.
AmaK etbar banuKanan. You are not trust-

worthy.

Ete. There, listen,hark.
Ete ! aJijommese. There! listen.

Ete ! cere ralcedae. Hark ! the bird sings,

Ete ! egereCbonae. Hark ! she is scolding ua.

Etec. To begin, to put one's hand to,

make an attempt, to try.

Ahariii etedakawana. I have begun to make
an ahar (q. v.)

Nui hor do bahue eteeakadea. This man is

trying to get a wife.

Bahue eteaakawaClea. Oar (sou) has set his

heart oa a bride.

Ete cete. ") To attempt, to do one's best,

Ete cote. J to make a show, to show
off.

Etet. To make a fence, to fence, to en-

close with a fence of branches.
Jhaiitite etedme. Fence it with branches.
Etet acurakat tahekana. It was fenced all

round.

Et ete. 1 Uncomfortable feeling in

Jom et ete. j stomach after having eat-

en too much.
Jom ete^eenaii . I have eaten too much and

feel uncomfortable.

Ethem, To cough to call attention, to

ahem.
Ethem sadeedae. He is coughing, as a signal

of his approach.

Ether pother. Tired, uncomfortable,

wearied, used generally with 'du

rup ' to sit.

Durup durupteii e^her po^herena. I am tired

with sitting so long.

Etkec. A common plant. Euphorbia
antiquorum, Linn.

Etke tor§. ] Insufficient space, as for

Etke toroc.J two persons sitting on one
stool, lying in one bed, &c.

A(|li etke torege atkarokkana.

Etko hasa. The burned clay from the
inside of the culha (q. v.), used as

a medicine.

Eto. To break in, to accustom to work.
Nesiil etoea nui dahra. I will break in this

bullock to the plough this year.

Eto. So much, so, such.
Ill do etoge lelham riamkediria ? Did you find

me so stupid ?

Eto boro. So large, such a great.
Eto boro matwarem hoeena? Have you become

such a great man ?

Eto boro gorobia am ! Tou, such a high and
mighty one

!

Etoc potoc. Heavily, severely.
Etod potodko (Janijomkedea. They fined him

heavily,
Etoo potodko dalkedea. They beat him severely.

Etohop. Beginning. From ehop (q. v.)

Etohop khon do ball tahekana. I was not pre-
sent from the beginning.

Etom, The right, as opposed to the
left ; to pass over or by, to miss.

Eton; ti. The right hand.
Etom sene calao paromena. He passed to the

right side.

Etom nakhareye dujrupakana. He is sitting
to the right.

Aboe etomketbona dak do. The rain passed
by us.

Alom etom otokalea. Do not pass us by,
(visit us.)

Etom etomko sikeda, oka then babo rohoeP
They have missed much in ploughing, where
can we plant the seedlings ?

Etrah. "> To speak angrily, to get
Etran etran, J angry.
Adiye etrah etranoUa.
Etrah etraue rorkeda. He spoke angrily.

Etwar. Sunday, the first day of the
week.

Ewer. To fan.
Horoko ewera hatalite. They fan the rice with

a hatak (q. v.) (to separate the good grain
on the threshing floor.)

Seiigelko ewera binite. They fan the fire with
a bamboo fan.

Udgarlenreko eweroKa. They fan themselves
when it is hot.

Eya. Use to call attention to males
younger than the speaker.

Eya! beret'me. Hey! get up.
Eya ! beta, calao godoKme.

Eyad. 1 To commit to memory, to

Ead. J remember, to punish.
Monere eyad dohoeme. Keep this in mind.
Hape ! nahaKlaii eyadmea. Hold, I shall punish

you presently.

Eyae. Of eae.
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Giibur

Ga. A village.
Jalialeka ga goncjape darana.

Gabad. To got mixed up with, to join,

to stray.
Okoe palronko tnluce gaba(J oalaoetia. She has

got mixed with and gone with some person's
herd.

Abo thene gabadena. It has joined our herd.
Gabad calaoenako ggtiko. The cows have got

mixed up with another herd and gone with
them.

Gaban. To plant rice in vacancies ; to

interlace horizontally ; horizontal

interlacing.
Do calakpe gaban baraape etan Jiolcgea. Go

and plant rice plants in the vacancies, it is

a little thin.

Ma darigi gaban lagaoalSme ih9.nti e^efre. Put
in a thick horizontal interlacing in the
jhanti (q. v.) fence.

Gabao. To stain, to colour, to immerse
in colouring matter during the
process of dyeing ; to fill, to take
up space.

Baberko gabaoa, rah uthaua mente. They bury
the twine in clay to bring out the colour.

Gabar. Mixed.
MiC itad erleda, gabarena. I sowed one kind

of seed, it has got mixed.

r<u 1 ' • rDin, noise, disturbance.
Ghabar gunj.J '

'

AuriaKko gabar gn/ijakafia. They have created
a disturbance without cause.

Gabdha gabdhi. Bringing forth dead
offspring.

Sanamko gabdha gabdhientilia. They all

brought forth dead (or prematurely born)
offspring.

Gabdhao. To bring forth dead offspring,

applied to animals only.

Gabdhaoenae gai do. The calf was bom dead.

Dal gabdhaokedeako. They struck her with
the result that her calf was born dead.

Gabdhao calaoenae gai do. The cow has gone
with another ierd.

Gabdi. A game played by children.

Gabdulan. Fat, big and very fat, heavy

with child, said only of females.

Marah gabdulan maejiu kanae, okaren kan ooe ?

She is k tremendously fat woman, where
does she belong to ?

Gabduyak. Fat, stout, great with child.

Nui gab^uyaK do bae isin hoda. This '

' fatty
'

'

does not cook qiiickly.

Gabe. The pulp of fruit.

- Jo reaK gabetefko joma. The pulp of fruit is

eaten.

(Jab gab. Deeply, to sink deeply, t^

insert dc_'c])ly.

Hoko do gab gabko jomana. Those eat murb
and good food,

OnkoaK jahga bololfa gab gab. Their feet sink
deeply.

Pahra gabgab jahga boloKkantakoa. The feet
of the bullocks sink deeply (in the mud.)

Gabha. The middle, the centre.
Pukhri reak gabhatetrego cak khnntiko bit'-

aka(!a. They have fixed the ' cak ' post
in the centre of the tank.

Gabhand. The ear formed within the

sheath, and beginning to protiude,

applied to all graminea3.

Gabhin. With young, pregnant ; of

animals only.
G9.bbin g^i kanae. It is a cow with young.

Gabhri. A fool, a term of abuse.

Gabis. Colouring matter jDut on water
pots by potters before putting
them into the kiln.

Gabla. ~l To tuck up dress so as to form
Gablao. j a bag, to hold in the lap, as

children do flowers.
Khajariil gablaakawana. I have «. lapful of

parched rice.

Gabla. The gum arable tree, Acaci%
arabica, Willd.

Gaboc. To take for oneself, to keep to

oneself what should have been
divided with others.

Ac oskargeye gabodana. He took it all for
himself.

Gaboc gaboc. Long, having a super-

fluity of clothing.
Gaboc gaboce dhutiakana. He wears a long

dhuti.
Gaboo gaboce lieloKkana. He is a heavy swell.

Gabre. To take stealthily, to help

oneself, as a person in charge of

another's property.
Gabre johkanae. He is helping himself stealth-

ily-

Disaepe bahkhane g-abre idia. Keep your eye
on him, ptberwiae he will help himself.

Acge saname gabreakawana, bae hatiJietJkana.

He kas kept it all to himself, he does not
divide it.

Gabuc sabuc. To confuse, to mix up.
Sanampe g'abuc eg-buckeda okat^alc bujhau ho

bail ilamolfkana. You have confused the
whole matter, there is no understanding it.

Gabur. A common sweet scented Mi-
mosa tree, Acacia Farnesiana,
Willd.

The root of this tree is a yalufible antiseptic.
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Gacao. To agree, to confess, promise,

vow.
CedaKem gaoaoatawana ? Wliy did you agree

to itf

Gaohao. To acknowledge, to admit.
Noa katlia do bae gachaoeiibaiia. He does not

admit the statement.

Gachi. A seedling aiFter it has been
pulled up for transplantation.

Gachiau. To remove dhan plants that

have been sown, where they have
come up too thick to where the

plants are thinner.
Er horoko gaohiaua losot sala5 kuijite.

Gad. The receptacle into which the

rice to be husked by the dhenki

is placed.

Sngad. I^'^^P^^'^^'^^*-
Bupiteii rin gaijena. I am deep in debt.

4di utari6 gadena. My debt is very heavy.

Gad. Crowd.
Hot gad. A crowd of people.

Gad. \Deeply, deep, as a cut made
Gad marte.j with an axe.
Gad marteii mak goljkeda. I made a deep cut.

Gad. The scum which rises to the

top of sugar cane juice when being

boiled.

Gada. A heap ; to make into a heap.

Ma sahan gadaeme. Put the firewood into a

Ita gada. A heap of seed.

Koela gada. A heap of coals.

Dhiri gada. A heap of stones, a cairn.

JCicrie gada. A pile of cloth.

Aema fhenko gadaakata. They have made
heaps in many places.

Gada. A dejjression or hollow, a pit, a

trench, a hole, a river, a stream.

Nahel gaija. A furrow.
Khunti gada. A hole in the ground in which

to fix a post.
Kolhe gada. A hollow in the jungle in which

Kols (q. V.) have burned ohajrcoal.

Bali gada. An iron .stone mine, a pit from
which iron stone is dug.

Koela gada. An open coal mine.
Dhiri gaijla. A quarry.
Dar gada. A trench in which to fix a fence of

branches, or that intended for the founda-

tion of a house.

Duni gada. The channel from which water is

raised by a ' duni' (q.T.)

TelioK gada. The pit in which a weaver works
the treddles of hisloom.

Nali gada. A water channel, a drain.

Kabar gacla. A grave.

Bisi gada. The depression running along each
side of the spine.

Totka gada. The hollow below the skull at
the back of the head.

' Lebet gada. A foot mark.
Don gada, A fissure or stream that can*t be

stepped over but must be jumped over,
Gambrgi. gada. The hollow in which the fire is

placed when boiling the juice of the sugar
cane.

Jliili gada. A trench in th^ ground used as a
fire place when cooking has to be done for

a large number.
Maran gada. The belly, which is never fnU.
Khaiijo gat^a, A pit into which one may fall.

Gada bifi. A river snake.

Gada caricir. The Wagtail, Motacilla
luzoniensis.

Gadae gudui. Long flowing garments,
superfluity of cloth, as in the

raiment of a Kubuli.
Gadae guduiye bandeakana. She is wearing

her sari very long.
Nui maejiu do gadae guduie kamikana. This

woman is working with her clothes about
her feet.

Gada gad. In crowds, numerous.
Gada gad hor menakkoa. There are crowds of

people.

Gada godo. A species of water rat.

Gada gud. "1 Very many, in large num-
Gad gud. j bers.^

Gad gudko jaoraena. They are assembled in
large numbers.

Tumdak gad gud sadekana. The drums are
sounding from all sides.

Gada himd baha. A small bush, Jasmi-
nwrn arborescens.

Gada kalha. 1 A plant found flowering

Harna]Dakor.J in shady places during
the cold weather, Strobilanthus
auriciolatus, Nees.

Gada khasi ghas. "1 A species of grass

Gada kasi ghas. J found on river

banks.

Gadao. To press down, to ram down.
Khunti gadao urijme. Ram the earth round
the post to fix it tightly.

Baudukre barnd gadaome gajte. Ram the
powder into the gun with the ramrod,
Gakdaoak. A rammer, a ramrod.

Gadao. To make impression on the

mind, to lose.

Noa katha iiiak monere gadaoena. I feel the
force of this argument.

Mon bah ga^laolentiiia. It did not recommend
itself to me (I was not pleased with it.)

Met gadaoadoa iAak jinis rielte. A fit of oovet-
ousnssa came over him when he saw my
property.
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CedaK noa katham gaijao dohokeda? Why did
you keep this matter to yourself ?

Citlu ga(Jaoena okare coh. The letter has gone
astray somewhere.

Sanam rin ga(JaoentiIia. All my debts are ir-

recoverable.

Gada pacwani. A common flowering

plant, Blumea lacera, D. G.

Gada paujon. A small tree found near

rivers.

Gadap gudup. Sound of thumping.
Gaijap gn^iipko kupuh9.uena. They thumped

each other.

Gada podo. A species of fig tree found

on the banks of rivers.

Gadar. Nearly ripe, applied to agricul-

tural crops.

Gadar. ") Children, mainly used

Gidar gadar. J by " balaeako "
(q. v.)

Gadar gudur. Small, as children and

dwarfs ; small and smaller.

Noko do i^trege gaijar gudur in tirit'geako.

They belong to a race of dwarfs, they are

no bigger than that.

Gadar gudur. Sound produced by
bellows, or when milking into a

pail.

Gada sigriU. A small bush found in

the beds of rivers, Sahx tetras-

perma, Roxb.

Gada terel. A small tree, Diospyros

montana, Roxb.

Gadbad. ") Confused, mixed; to be

Gadbadao. J confused, in disorder.

Ona ato do gadbaclakana. That village is in

great disorder.

Gadbe sadbe. To muddle.
DaE gadbe sadbeko bodekeda. They have

muddled and dirtied the water.

Noa katha dope gadbe sa^tbekeda. Ton have

muddled this business.

Gadea gudia. Holding each other by

the hand or clothes, in a band.

Gg4ea gudia baraekanako. They have joined

hands.
Gidrai. do g?.de?. gudiako tjLr hijukkana. The

children come running in a band.

Gadea gudia. \ Said of children fawn-

Gudia gudia. J ing to get something.

Gadel. A crowd, a flock, crowded, nu-

merous.
Hor gadel. A crowd of people.

Gai' gadel. A large drove of cows.

Gadel ato. A populous village.

A^li gadel jaega menaktaea. He has a very

large farm.

Nonije gadel dare menaKa. The trees are very.

close together hero.
^Kji gadel hako menaRkoa. The fish are very

plentiful, i. e. a shoal of fish.

Gad gad. Many, in crowds.
Noa liorto gad gad horko calaoena. Crowds of

people have passed this way.

Gad gad. Sound of falling water, as

over a waterfall.
Gad gad daR ?ituKkana.
Gad gad daKko duleda.

Gad gad. Frizzling, hissing, as when
a piece of hot iron is put into water.

Gad gaijko pithgieda.

Gad gad.. Miry.
Ga(J ga(J losot'ena. It is very miry.^

Gad gadao. To crowd together.
Heo gadgadaoenako. They have come in

crowds.

Gad gadao. Noise of water flowing or

rushing, to laugh.
Ale sen ^^i gad gadao calaoena daS ga^a mun-
dure.
Gad gadaokkanako. They are laughing and

talking.

Gad gadao. To frizzle, to hiss. Cf gad

KhoK ga4 gadaok kantiila koram bhitrire.

Gad gud. Sound of milk streaming

into the pail during the process

of milking.
BitkUko dnhg.uetIkoa gad gud.

Gadha. A donkey, a he-ass.

Gadha godho. Uneven, rough.as ground
or a road broken up by pits and
water courses.

Gadha godho. Heavy, clumsy, as a

piece of joiner work.

Gadha sot. ~| Ravines and hollows ; to

Garha sot. ) be lost.

Gadha sot tolkatele khetakaCa. By damming
up ravines and hollows we have made rice

land.
Gadha sotenako merom do. The goats are lost.

Gadhi. A she-ass.

Gadhnao. To honour, to pay respect

to.

Bae gadhnaoledilia. He did not honour me.

Gadhra. Thick, as rice water ; thick

and unwholesome, as some waters.

Cf. gadra.

Gadi. A cart, a carriage, anything

that runs on wheels ; a wheel.
Eat gadi. A chariot.

Eel g?.!?!- -A- railway train.
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Gadi. Lair of certain animals, as

of a hare, pig, &c.
Bir sukriko gadia, kulai hoko gadia. Wild

pigs have lairs, so also have hares.

Ggidi khon sukrie toi gotena,. The pig rushed
out from its lair.

Gadi. Marks or lines in a children's

game.
Eneo gadiko benaoa. They make lines for the

game.

Gadi. Populous, as a village.

Gadi Tundi, The capital of Tnndi.
Gadi Sirampur. The capital of Serampore.

Gadi. A cushion ; a shop.
Hathi reaK gadi. An elephant cushion.

Eaj gadi. A king's cushion, a throne.

Paura gaidi. A liquor shop.

Eaj gadireye durupena. He has been installed

king.

Gadia. A small reservoir in which

water does not remain all the year.

^f?,^^- ,. JRcservod, close.
Bhitar gaclia.J

Maraii bhitar gadia hor kanae. He is a very

reserved man.

Gadiau. To sink, to bnry, to fix one's

residence, to settle down, as shij)

on a sand bank.

LoBoEre gadiauakanao. He has sunk in the

mud.
Horo losot're gadiau tahcnae. The tortoise

lives buried in the mud.
Gaiji gadjg,u)la loso£re, gitilre. A cart sinks

in mud and sand.
' Huti a'oko jomtilia mento tbcii:-',a losotreA

gadiaua. I shall bury my stick in mud
so that insects may not oat it.

Tahe gadiauenae, bae ruarol; l;ana. Ho is

fixed there, he does not return.

Mon ga,diau. To please.

Gadiau. To carry a sword, &c. to be

armed with a sword, &c.
Tarware gadiauakawanae. He is carrying a

sword.
The sword is usually carried under the left arm.

Gadi ghao. An ulcer on the front of

the leg between the knee and the

ankle.

Gadjal. A species of fish.

Gadjal.l The three or four quick strokes

Gojol. J
which follow the striking of

the hour on the gong.
Gadjalko dalkeda. After striking the hour on

the gong they gave a few blows in quick

succession.

Gadia. Thick and muddy, as water.

Noa dak do gadlagea, babon Ania. This water
is thick and muddy, we will not drink it.

Gadlak. A hole or pit in the ground,
a ravine.

Has gadlaJf. The pit from which clay has been
dug to build or plaster a house or houses.

GadlaK godlok. Rough, uneven, having
holes or hollows here and there.

Noa hor do adi gadlalf godloKgea. This road
is very rough (full of pits and hollows.)

Gadle. A garment worn round the

waist reaching to below the knees
made up of pieces of old cloth

sewn together; tattered, shaggy.

Cf. kantha
Gadle mara budhi. The old wife in a patchwork

petticoat.
Gadle bhi^i. A fleecy sheep.

Gadoe. A ceremony observed at the
Sohrae festival by the youth of

the village.

On the forenoon of the second day of the Sohrafe
(q. V ) festival young men and boys with
drums and various musical instruments pay
a visit to each house in the village. Some
of the party go as phakirs, others may
have straw monkeys which they make per-
form, others pretend to be pedlars and
offer to sell bits of straw, or wood, &c.,
the object being to amuse. At every house
they receive some rice which they leave
with the Jog manjhi. Afterwards it i.s

cooked along with the Dhaoa binija (q. v.)
and the Jale rice.

Gador. Disobedient obstinate.
A(Ji gador hor kanae mit ho bae arijoma. He

is very obstinate, he will listen to nothing
Nui gador mara hor. This mule of a man.

Gador bhidi. An up-country sheep.
Gadra. \Thick, as the first milk of an
Grttlhra.J animal after having given

birth to young ; thick and unwhol-
some, as water.

Daft mandi phariagea, se gadrageap Is the rice
water clear or thick ? Gadhragea. It is thick

.

Gadroc. Torn, tattered.
Sanam gadrod cabaentiiia kicric do. My

clothes are all in tatters,

Gadroc sadroc. Dirty and ragged.
Gadrod sadrode lieloKkana. He looks ragged

and dirty.

Gadrum. Torn, tattered, ragged, haiiy,

rough, as a sheep; dirt, filth.
Ga,drum kicrid oaKem ladeakawana ? besaK baro

horogme. Why are you wearing tattered
clothes ? put on good ones.

Bhidi harta do gadrumgea. A sheep's skin is
rough.

Gadrum sadrum. Hirsute, shaggy,
rough ; litter, rubbish ; dirty as a
ploughed field in which the grass
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&nd weeds have not been buried
by the plough;

G9.di-uin g9.drumko upana. They are very hairy
or shaggy.

G9.drum s?.drum ghasge AeloKbana. The grass
has not been buried by the plough.

Gadrum sadrumge lieloKkana, ma joK gi^ikam.
It looks a tangle (cobwebs on the roof)

sweep them away.

Gadu6. To touch one to call attention,

to scratch, as a bear, tiger, &c.

;

to scrape towards oneself.

Ma gjdujem. Touch him to call his attention.

Banae gaduoakadea. The bear scratched him.
Kul do dg.r jokheo g9.duitioKkedeae. The tiger

clawed him as he fled.

Gadur. To scratch, to scrape with the

claws or nails.

Ma deare gadurilime. Come, scratch me on
the back.

Banae gadur baraakafa nongle. A bear has
been scratching here.

Gadut. iDisobedient, self-willed, obsti-

nate, lazy.

Gadut horko bako alijom hoda. Obstinate
people do not obey at once.

Gaegam. Sensation produced by some-

thing touching the skin; to scratch.

Cefte coniii gaegamena. Something has touch-

ed me.
Cele ooe gaegamkedifia. Some living creature

touched me.

Gaela gaela. Indistinct, as speech.
Q^ela gaelae rore€kana. He speaks indistinct-

ly-

Gaelogaelo. Muffled . up, wrapt up in

clothes.

Gaelo saelo. To disarrange, to con-

fuse^ to disorder.

Kathape gaelo saelokeda. You confused the

matter.
Hoete sanam gaelo saelokedae. The wind has

disordered all (the thatch.)

Gaemae. Gentle, quiet, peaceable.

Nui do adi gaemae hor banae. This is a very

peaceable man.

Gae makhao. To accept responsibility,

to take upon oneself.

TlniyG gae makhaoena. He has taken the res-

ponsibility upon himself.

UniaK jaega nuiye gaemakhaoakawana. This

man makes himself responsible for that

man's rent.

'Gaenaha. A good singer, one who
sings well and knows a large num-
ber of songs and tunes.

Gagoj. Desire, necessity.

Acaii lad peKrede gagojoltkan tahekana. He
would fain have filled his belly.

p, "1 j- A brass water pot.

Mii ghagra ^akae topaakat'a. He has buried
(for safety) a brass water pot full of rupees.

GagG. Speaking through the nose
and very indistinctly.

Nui do gague rora.

Gah. A disease which attacks chil-

dren.
Gidrg.ko gahoka. Children are subject to the

disease known as ' gah '

.

Gah sapabadea. He is suffering from ' gah '.

Gahagad. ") Crowded, teeming, popu-
Gahagud. J lous, thick.

Gahagu^ rimile rakapakada, ?.(3i lluta. Dense
clouds have arisen, it is very dark.

Gahagu^ko eneckana. There are a large num-
ber of parties dancing.

Gahagu^ko tapamkana.
Gahagu^ko ruieda. Drums sounding on all

Hantelah calaKa, non^e gahagudte bah alljo-

moKkana. We will go over there, here on
account of the crowd and turmoil nothing
can be heard.

Gahagoho. Wrapt up in cloth so as to

appear large.
K^mi jokhec gahagoho baraekanae. He is

working wrapt up in his cloth.

Gahak.
1

Gahak. I A would-be-purchaser, a

Gahki. j buyer.

Gohrak.J
Gohrakko lagaolenkhan uni (Jaiiraii akriliea.

If I found a buyer I would sell that ox.

Gahamgad. In crowds.
Gahamgadko jaoraakana. They are assembled

in crowds.

Gahana. An eclipse of either sun or

moon.
After an eclipse of the sun a nephew goes to

bis maternal uncle and says to him, I have
come to release the "gahana" The uncle
makes him a present of anything from a
fowl to a cow. After an eclipse of the moon
the uncle goes to his nephew and is presen-

ted with something of a like nature by him.

Gahandi. Flock, herd, crowd, family,

company.

Gahan guhun. Cf gahar guhur.

Gaharak."'

Gaharag.
Goharak. -A purchaser, a buyer.

Goharag.
Gohara. J

Adi gaharakko hiiul<kana iJiaK dokaute. Very
many pnrphasers come to my shop.
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Gahar giihfir. In low tones, low, used
generally with " ror " to speak.

Gahar guhurko roreda. They are speaking in
a low tone.

Gahat gehSi. Slow speaking, seldom
speaking, slow in movement.

Gahat' gehei; baraekanae.

Gahat guhiii Cf. gahali gehg£.

Gahda. ") Moist dhan land in which
Gahra. / there is always a sufficiency,

of water.

Gahi. A decoy, a leader; to attract,

to decoy.
Potam gahi. A decoy dove.
Gundri gahi. A decoy quail.

Gahi la;,4t'i6 asulea. I will keep it for a decoy.
AJi horko g?ihiona. Many people have been

decoyed away.

Gahia. Cf. gahi.

Gahir. Deep.
Gahir kui. A deep well.
Gahir katha. A deep word.

Gahki. A purchaser, a buyer.

Gahla. Pitched on a low key.
Noa tirio do gahlagea, saiifjilito do eade ban

oalalckana. This flute lias a low pitch, the
sound does not go far

Gahna. T An eclipse of either sun or

Gahana. / moon. C£ gahana.

Cando gahnaKkanae. There is an eclipse in

progress.

Gahndi. A herd, a flock, family, com-
pany.

Gai gahnditeli senlena. I went to the herd of

cows.
Ale gahndiren kanae. He belongs to our com-

pany.

Gahnju. Pendulous belly.

Gahri. Long continued and severe, as

fever, chronic, difficidt.

Eua do adi g?.hrientaea. His fever has assum-
ed a very dangerous form.

Noa katha do adi g9.hrigea. This is a very
difficult matter.

Gahul. To delay, press of work or

business.
Kaj do a^li g^hulena. The business is greatly

delayed.
A^i gg.hulre meua6a. I have a press of work

on hand.

Gai. A COW.
Gai danra. Cattle.

Ggii pal. A herd of cattle.

Pal gai. A cow with calf.

K?i.pil gai. The yak, Bos grvnnietis.

Gai cancir. A small bird.

Gai ghura. A small common plant.

Polygala chinensis, Linn.

Gai uric. Cattle, the cattle of a village

which are, as a rule, numerous.
Gai uric lekako odokena jel do. The deer

came out (numerous) as cattle.
Gai urid leka horko pasnabena. The people

spread like cattle.

Gai urid leka menaEkoa. They are (as numer-
ous) as cattle.

Gaj. A measuring rod of two cubits,

a foot rule.
Bandukgaj. Eamrod of a gun.
Huka gaj, A thin rod for cleaning the huk?

stem.

Gaja guju. Numerous, in crowds.
Gaja gnjuko jaoraakana. They have assembled

in crowds.

Gajal. ") A species of fish found in
Gadjal.j" "jhils".

Gajar. Dense, close together.
Gajar moca. A Musalman, one having beard

whiskers, and moustache.
Noa bir do gidi gajargea. This jungle is very

dense.

Gajar. Noise, turmoil, tumult, din.

Adiko gajarakata, hapeU metakom. They are
making a great din, tell them to be quiet.

Gajer. Dense, close together. Cf.
gajar.

Gajgajao. To crowd together.

Taka gajgajaoKkantaea, enreho bae emoKa. He
has piles of money still he won't give.

Kacahari hiloK adi hor bed gajgajaokoKafco-.
On court day very many people come and
crowd together.

Gaji. A narrow piece of cloth about
one cubit in breadth, and any
length.

It used to be customary to make "saris" of
two strips sewn together. This was called
"gS'ji s^ri.

"

Gajilal. A traditional hero, applied
scoffingly.

Bahware Gajilal ! Kule soboKakadea. Bravo !

Gajilal, he has stabbed a tiger.

Gajlak marte. "|^ Piercing deeply, as an
GajlaU mente. j arrow or a spear.

GajlaK maraokedeaA. I pierced him deeply
(with an arrow.)

GajlaR marteli soboKkedea. I pierced him
deeply (with a spear.)

Gajwak. To go bad, as cooked rice if

kepit too long
; to be over cooked.

Sanampe gajwak ocokeda. You have allowed
oil the rice to go bad.

Sea gajwaK. To putrify.
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&c.
Gal?. To stretch twine, thvead,

fi-om one point to anotlu'i'.
Bindi ganaM. A spider's web.
Bmdi siit9,mko gaga. Spiders stretch threads

trom one point to another.
Kathageye gaK baraoiida. He weaves tales.

Gakhur. Clever, proficient, efficient,

well trained, as a bullock to the
plough.

Kamire g»khurakanae. He is proficient in his
work.

Bes gakhur (Jaiira kanae. He is a well trained
ox.

Gal. To boast, to brag, to speak.
Eken galtae in9,ge, bae dareaHa. He only boasts,

he can't do it.

Ma se, galme. Come, speak out.
Ma se, giltam, duUte£ cetlekantama. Come,

tell what sort of troubles you have.

Gala. Voice.
Gala pheraoentaea. His voice has changed

(from a child's to a man's.)
Bes gala kantaea, bese sereJi dareaKkana. His

voice is good, he can sing well.

Galae. 1 Small, diminutive, as in-
Galae galae. J sects.
Galae galaeko barkaoena.
Galae galaeko deloEkana. They look very

small.

Galak galak. ") Dirty, ill-looking, appli-
Galat galati. J ed to large sores.

ITni galaf gala£e ghaoakana. He has offensive
sores.

Galak salaK. ") Stupid, dull-witted, un-
Galat' solat. J intelligible.
Lelha iloK hor galaK salakko metakoa.
Oka lekam rorefkana galaf solat'.

GalaS galam. ]^^^^' indistinctly.

Galam galam <iut oele ho baiiko Jiel liamoka.
It is very dark no living creature will be
seen.

Galam marte kulii lieUedea. I caught a glimpse
of the tiger.

Cedali noa jiinda galam galamem dara barae-
kana ? Why are you going about to-night in
the dark f

Galau. To plait, to braid.
Up galan. To braid the hair.
Baha gntn galaii. To weave a garland.
Caurio galaii. To plait a ribbon for the hair.
Baber galah. To twist strands into twine.
JonoK galah. To plait (grass for a) broom.
Bor galaii. To plait straw into a rope.
Kathako gutu galaiikeda. They have concocted

the matter.

Galan gulun. Slowly, deliberately.*
Galaii guluiie calakkana. He moves along

slowly.

Galao. To melt, to decompose.
Ona kathate ball galaokkana. I am not being

affected by that story (it has no force
with me.)

Phula kli?sig,tert galaoodirikana. You are over-
coming me with humonr.

Galao got'ena. It all melted.

Oalasan. Unconscious.
Nuihordo galasahegitinakana. Tliis man is

_
in a heavy sleejt.

A(Ji ate rualfltana, galasafae gitieakana. He is
very ill with fever, ho is lying in an uncon-
scious state.

Galat' solali Stupid, dull witted
; dull

heavy looking. Cf. galak salak.

Gal bajoria. A great talker, a wind-
bag, one who prefers talking to
working.

Maraii gal bajorigi kanae. He is a great wind-
bag.

Galbajri. Pert, talkative, loquacious.

Galfalak. 1 ^^°' tum"lt> loud murmur-

Galgul. J
i"g' ^« of a crowd.

Adiko galgalaEa ce£ ho bam alijom dareaKa.
They make such a din, you can hear nothing.

Gal galao. To be moist, damp, to run,
as a sore.

SI f$:}™e tattle.

Gal gul. Speaking, row, din, noise.
Celeko gal gule£ tahekana ? Who wore making

a noise P

Okoe hor con galgulko ror idikeda. Some people
passed speaking loudly.

Gali. A loop, a method of tying.
Sukri gg,li. A method employed to tie the feet

of a pig when it is desired to carry it on a
pole between two men when alive.

Jora gali. A knot on one end and a loop on
the other, used to tie cattle, goats, &c.

Ph9.si gali. A running noose.

Galid. Mash, mush, mashy, mushy.
Dakape isin gaUdkedape. Tou have cooked

the rice into a mash.

Galkatua. Boasting, bragging ; a boas-
ter, a braggart.

Marahgalk?.tf^ hor kanae. He is a great boas-
ter.

Galmarao. To converse, to speak.
Galmaraoet' tahekanaliii. We were conversing

together.
Ona kathae gahnaraoadifiae. He told me that

story.

Galoc cSrS. The Hawk cuckoo, Hiero-
coccyx varius.

Galo6 salo6. Higgledy piggledy, in

confusion. Scottice, heeds an'
thraws.

Horo eanam galod salodena. The dhau is all
lying different ways.
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Galsal. To consult, to converse, to

speak ; to keep company, to ac-

company.
Ayup nahaKle galaala. We will consult in the

evening.
Galsalkedape, calfpe thirenaP Ton talked it

oTer and settled it, why are you inactive ?

Alope galsala thirte kamipe. Do not converse,
work quietly.

Galsal bar horlaii tahena. We two will keep
each other company.

Galta golat. Dull, vacancy of mind,

stolidity, want of intelligence.

A6 eakar galta golat'e dara baraekana.
Adomko bhabnateko galta goladoKa.

Galti. A slip, a fault.

Eorreri galtikeda. I made a slip in speaking.

Galua. A boaster, a braggart, a deceiver.

Mui do adi galua kanae, adi hore galaokoa.

This is a great boaster, he takes many
people in.

Galua cerg. iThe Hawk cuckoo, ffi-

Galoc cgr§, J erococcyx varius.

Gam. A story, a folk tale ; folk lore.

Gam sereli. A part of a story which is sung.

Gamao, To recognize, to diagnose, to

remember.
Bali gamao thikledea. I did not recognize him.

Sen ma^ sen hecakan, bali gamaoakat'a. I have
gone and come, but I do not remember it

(the road.)

Gambhir. Serious, sedate, good natur-

ed, quiet, without vice, as a horse

or bullock.

Gambhra gada. The pit in which the fire

is placed when boiling gur (q. v.^i

Gamcha. A piece of cloth from li to

to 2 yards in length, used mainly

to put on when bathing to keep

the ordinary garment dry. It is

often worn round the neck when
not in use.

Gamcha hasa. A kind of earth with

which cloth is dyed a light reddish

brown colour. This is the Hindu
and Buddhist sacred colour.

Gam gam. | To be sultry, close.
Gam gamao. J

"^

Gumgamaolckana daK hijuli cohce^coh. It is

very sultry, will it rain or not.

4di gamgam atkaroKkana. It feels very sultry.

Gamgondar.") Muttering in a low tone

Gamgondor. j of voice.

Cefpe gam gondoreda ? What aie you mutter-
ing away at there.

Gam gum. Stillness, perfect quietnesis.

Gam giimko thirena. They became perfectly

still.

Gamgum barakoKpe. Be stiU, or be quiet.

Gam gum. Cf. gum.
Nia gamgum barakam. Sift this.

Gam gundur. Quiet, reserved.
Maran gamgundurhor kanae. He is a very re-

served person.
Gamgunduran hofko edre godoEa. Reserved

people easily take ofPence.

Gamhand. Cf. gabhad.
Gampatak. ") To hear when called to

Gampatao. J
but not to reply, as one

wishing to shirk duty.
Dak jokha gupi gidrako gampatal^a. In the

rains the herd boys pretend not to hear
when called to, (turning out being uncom-
fortable.)

Gampatao. To sulk, to be in the dol-

drums, to feign death, as some in-

sects do.
Gampataoakanae. She is sulking.
Gampataoenae uru do. The beetle is feigning

death.

Gampis. To talk privately.
Cet'pe gampis johkan tahekana. What were

you speaking about privately.

Gan. About, nearly.
Tikin gan. About mid-day.
Inal^ gan. About as much as that.
Mnak gan. About as much as this.
Thora gan. A small quantity, a few.
NunaK gan. About as much as this.
Unas gan. About as much as that.
Hunalfgan. So much as that.
TJnaK gan sahgiilre. At about that distance.
More moka gan. About five cubits.
Bele ganena se bah? Is it about ripe, or not.

Gan. Properly, fully, suitable.
.^uriii cet gana. I have not yet learned it pro-

perly._

Arhoii oet' ganlege.
EmoTk ohoko ganlena. They will not agree to

give.
Mase, gan ocokom. Make them agree to it.

Auri hara ganoKae. She has not yet gro^vn
sufficiently.

Bah ganokaKem gan ocoleda. You are making
proper what is improper.

Bah ganoKaKgeye roreda. He is saying what
he ought not to say.

Mon bail ganaflea. We were not pleased.
Kami ganme. Do a little more, or a little bet-

ter work.
Bah ganoSaK. An impropriety.
Oho ganlentama. It will not succeed. (It will

not become what you wish.)
Oho kami ganlena teheri do. It is not suitable

for this work to day.

Ganao. To respect, honour.
Ehgam apum ganaoklnme. Honour thy father

and thy mother,
Disom horko do parganako bako ganaoefko

netar do. The people of the country do
not respect the pargannas.
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Ganade. Bars running cross-wise in

opposition to those running length-
wis-e (jeleti, q. v.) ; the cross bars
at the two ends of a bed : the
short opposite ends of a paral-

lelogram.

Ganak.
"J
A spider's web, from

Bindi ganaU. J gaU (q. v.)

Ganao. To respect, to honour, to heed,

pay attention to, obey.
Ato lior do mg-fiilii bako ganaoedekana.
The villagers do not pay respect to tlio head

man.

Gqpari. A small fishing net with a

handle like a butterfly net.

Gand A cross ridge, or embank-
ment, a division crosswise.

Barpe gan^em arelekhan insttem besolfa.

If you throw two or three embankments
across it will be well.

Gand. A swelling in the groin or in

the armpit which sometimes ga-

thers ; enlarged gland.

Ganda. A set of four.

Bar gan^a poesa. Two annas.
Pon ganda aphar monalta. There are 16 bunch-

es of rice seedlings.

Gandac gunduc.'*

Forgetful, as old peo-

ple sometimes are.

or as one very busy
or in deep sorrow.

Lumpy, large and

Gandac gusuc.

Gadak gasuk.

Ganduc gasuc.

Ganduk sanduk
Ganduk gasuk.

Gandac gunduc.

small lumps,
Jondra daka gan^ad gunijuogea.

Ganda gunda. To be broken into pieces

or fragments ; to be ground into

powder; fragments.
Ganija gun(j9.ena busup do. The straw is re-

duced to very small pieces.

Gaai^a gun^ako joma. They eat the fragments.

Ganda guti. To divide, to make up
an account.

Iii do olioli ganija guti dayelea. I cannot divide

it.

Gangla gutikedale. We divided it.

The system of "ganda guti" is to put down a

pebble, or any other small object, as the

name of each person entitled to share is

mentioned. Then a share is placed alongside

of each pebble, or whatever else was laid

down.

"Gandar. Larvae of certain beetles.

Kat gan^lar. Found in wood.
Guri6 gandar. Found in middens of oow dung.
Dhiri ganijar. Said to feed on stones.

Gandar cerg. A species of waterfowl.

Gandar gundur. Muttering, speaking

in low tones.
Gandar gundur oei coo rorefkan. Ho is mut-

tering something to himself.
Gandar gundvirkin galmaraokana. They are

conversing in low tones.

Gandaura. Rubbish, rubbish in a heap.

Gandbhur. A wooden water pipe ; a

hollow piece of wood used as a

water pipe.

Gande. To place at a right angles to

something else, cross, transverse.
Biiie gan(Jo esoCkedilia. A snake was stretched

across my path.

Gande munde. An adverb possessing

intensifying force.

Gande mundeko dalkedea. They beat him
severely.

Gando mundaye jomkeda. He ate amazingly.
Gande muncleko agukediiia. They fined me (or

charged me) heavily,

Gande munde joakana. A very large quantity
of fruit (on the tree.)

Gandet bin. A species of poisonous

snake.

Gand gand. Across, at right angles,

transversely.
Gam} gand areme. Throw embankments across

at several places.

Gand garur. The Rhinoceros.

Gandha gandhi. Strong, applied to

smells.
Adi bes gandha gandhi so kana. This a strong

pleasant smell.

A(Ji baric gandha gjndhi so kana. A strong
unpleasant smell.

Gandhak. Sulphur, brimstone.

Gandhari arak. A cultivated pot-herb,

Amarantus gangeticus, var, an-
gustifolia, Linn.

Gandhbhur. A wooden water pipe, a

hollow piece of wood used as a

water pipe.

Gandhel Lazy, sluggish.
Marau ganijhefi hor kanae. He is a very slug-

gish man.

Gandhel; mundhel Naked, scrimply

clad.
Kiorio b9.nuKtaea gan^hefi munijhelje dara ba-

raekana. He has no clothes, he is going

about nearly naked.

Nui ijanra do g.ijiye g?.n<Jhig.wa. This bullock

is very sli

23
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Gandi. \I

Gandic. J

Gandlrua. Listless.

Nui gan^iiii^ mara hor.

[A term of abuse or depreci-

ation, used by women only.
Nui haram g^ndire ball kusiKa.

Gandiari. A kind of grass found

mostly in rice fields.

Gaudke. ") A term of abuse, used

Gandke rapaH. j by women only.

Gandke. A log of wood.
Khub marau gandke onde nienal5;a, i5el oto-

akafali. There is a big log over there, I

have seen it.

Sarjom gandke. A logof sarjom wood.
Tale gancjke. A log of the Palmyra palm.
tri gan(Jke. A log of mango wood.

Gando. A small piece of wood from 6

to 12 inches long and 3 or 4 high,

used as a stool to sit on.

Ganijo belakome. Set stools for them.

Gando guru. One of the lesser deities

of the Santal pantheon.

Gandon. To think, to jjonder, to con-

sider.

Gandon baralege, tobeA laiama. I must first

think over it, then I shall tell yon.
Ma noa gandonpe, thika, se baiia. Think over

this as to whether it ia right or wrong.

Gandra \Full of niclts or notches, to

Gandrao. j be nicked, or notched.

Gandra gundra. To cut or break into

pieces, lying loose, not tied into

bunches (jhomble.)
"Oandra gundr-g-bo jom hatara. We will for

the present eat the loose cobs (of Indian
corn, and not those tied into bunches and
put past.)

Gandrao. Chapped, notched cracked,

eaten or rotted away.
Gandrao llurolf. To rot off, as tbe toes or

fingers of a person suffering from leprosy.

Noa kat do jom gan(}raoakatako. This piece of
wood has been eaten through.

Jaiiga katup latarre daK jokha gan(JraoKa.
Cracks appear underneath the toes during
the rainy season.

Oka do gai cuAci ho gandraoKa. Sometimes
cows' duga become chapped.

Ganduk sanduk. Slovenly, slatternly,

careless of appearance through
Borrow, garments soiled, tarnished

or disordered with working.
Kg-mi kamitele ganduK sanduKena. Our gar-

ments are soUeu and tarnished with work-
ing.

Gandur gapur. Very scrimply clad.

Kicrioteko gandur gapuroKa. They are in want
of clothes.

Gandur gapure bandeakana. She is scantily
clad, (and what she has is old and tattered.)

Gano garib.

Gani gurib. }-Very poor people.

Guni gurib.
Nui v&i do gnni gurib-adiye haroneikoa. This

king (or Zemindar) is very hard on poor
people,

Gan. A contused wound ; to cause a
contused wound ; a blind boil

Dal gahkedea. He struck him and caused a
contused wound.

Gangan. Populous and prosperous,

thriving.
Noa ato adi gangan tahekana. 'This was a

populous and prosperous village.
Adi gangan a^karoKkana. It feels veryheart-

'Some. (Santals being remarkably gregar-
ious this is their idea of felicity.)

Ganganao. To crowd, to be numerous.
Hed ganganaoenako. They have continued to

come till they are now crowding.

Ganganea. Rich, well-to-do.

Gangania. Numerous and prosperous,
prosperous, well-to-do.

NuiaiK oraK adi gangania^aikaulfkana. This
man's house seems very prosperous.

Nui do mihute, meromte, horte, cijte a(Jj
gangania aikauKkanae. This man in cattle,
goats, people and property seems to be very
prosperous.

Gangante. Carefully, vigilantly, pru-
dently, deliberately, having all

one's wits about one.
Gangante calaKme. Go carefully.
Gangante k?.mi_me. Do your work carefully.
Gangante boloKme. Feel your way in.
Gangante bujhaume. Think it over bit by bit.

Ganga. The river Ganges.
Ganga gaya. To perform the last rites

for the -dead.
Ganga gayakedeale. We performed all the

last rites for him.

Ganga tulsi. A common plant with a
pleasant smell, Hyptis suaveolens,
Poit.

Ganghar. Sore, applied to the throat,
hoarse.

HotoS gahgharentilia, dais h5 ball u^ dareaE-
kana. My throat is sore, I am not able to
swallow even water.

Ganghar gonghar. Full of holes.
Alope umuloKa non(le ganghar gohghor then. Do

not take shelter here, a place where there
are so many holes, (from which scorpions
and snakes may emerge.)

Gangit. Nodular limestone.

Gaiigun. Having an impediment in
speech, dumb.

Gahgungeye rora. Ho speaks indistinctly (has
an impediment in his speech.)
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Gan nai. The Ganges river, mentioned
in the oldest traditions of the
Santals.

Gani gurib. Very poor people,

Gani sani. Forgetful, flustered.
Cekange bail g9.ni s?.ni.

HafamiA doli dadawade.

Gaiija. Ganja, the Hemp plant; Can-
nahinis sativa.

Ganja gadji. Crowded, to crowd"; over-

crowded. Cfl gha6ja ghaiiji.

GaAja gariji. To mix up,- to break up
and mix.

Hasako gaiija ggHijikeda;

Kathako gaiija ggiiijikeda. Tliey have mixed
up the matter (confused it.

Aijiko gaiija ggilijikodilia. They badgered me
terribly.

Ganja guAji. To throw, or place things

any where, or anyhow..
Dohoakafae, gaiija guliji. He has put the

things down any where.
Gaiija gulijiko dohoakafa. They hava laid

them-'down anyhow.-

Garijan. \To annoy, to render lifemiser-

Ganjon.J able; trouble-, annoyance,

worry.
4di gaiijonre menaiia. I am in a great worry.
Nonkan galijonreko gohkediiia. They married

me into misery like this.

Nondenko adiko galijonediiikana. The people
here make my life miserable.

Nui gidra doe gafijonkedilla. This child caused
ma endless misery.

Gaiij'ao. To mix up, to disan-ange and
break into pieces.

Sipi gaiijao. To mix, to knead, as dough-.

Tjehet gaiijao. To break and-mix up by tread-

ing.

Dal gaiijao. To break and mii'x up by beating.

Daiii-ateko gafijaokeda. They trod it out by
means of bullocks.

.4k bargeko gaiijaokeda. They have ploughed
and mixed up the soil in the sugar cane
field.

Gaiijer. YThick, close together, dense.

GaAjher.J Cf. gajar.

Ganjeri. Addicted to gafija.

Ganjha ganjhi. Trampled, disordered.

Ganj her. A large forest tree, Sterculia

villosa, Roxb.
Ga6jhu. A Hindu caste.

Gadjia. A netted purse carried tied

round the loins.

Ganj on. To slight, to ill-treat, to i-ender

life miserable.
.^(jti bail jutko galijonkediiia~ They treated me

-rery badly.

Ganthar. The inner skin of ftuits, th©

film, underneath the shell of

an egg, the placenta of animals

;

an inner wrapper of a filmy nature.

Ganti. To count.
G9.ntiabonme. . Count them for us.

Gaoali. Belonging to-a village, or the

country.

Gaore.

.

") Indistinctly, to keep out.

Gaore gaore. J. of the way.

Sen gaorecnae. Ho keeps out of the way.

Ajom gaoreenaii. . I heard indistinctly ..

Gaose. Cf ghaose.

Gaowao. To lose, to injure.
AJtego jiwiye gaowaokeftaea. He lost his life

by. his own act.

Gaowar. Foolish, stupid, raw.
Gaowar mara hor. A stupid fellow.

Gaowari buli. The dialect of the Bihari,

language spoken in villages.

Gap. Talking; verbiage, prolixity, story

rumour.
Qaptegem ud?.ueda. Tou are obscuring the

point by mere talk.

Gapa. To-morrow.
Teheli gapa. N"ow-a-days, about the present

time.
Gapa mearikotele calaKa. We will go within

the next two or- three days.

GapanoVc. To-morrow.
GapanoKlaii calaRa. We will go to-morrow.

Gaphlat. Carelessness, negligence, in-

advertency, neglect, fault.

Iii'aK' gaphlat kana. It is my fault.

Gaphlati. Carelessly, negligently.
Adi gaphl?.tim kamikana. You are working

very carelessly.

Gaphil. Negligent, indolent, impru-

dent, careless, off one's guard,

; thoughtless,
Alope-gaphiltabona. Do not be negligent.

Gapi. A great talker, one who tries by

much speaking to obscure the

point at issue.

KTaran gapi kanao. He is a great talker.

Giipuc. ~) Slanting inwards, or under-

Garpuc. / neath, as a dog's tail when

he puts it between his legs ; slan-

ting.

Gapuokateye calaoena. He went off with his

tail between hia legs.

LaK' gapuokedam. You have cut it with a
slant underneath.
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Gar. A fort, a palace.

Gar. Difficulty, strait, danger.
G9.r rauhim. Danger and distress.

Garte. Time ; forcibly, loudly, heavily.
Doaar garte. A second time.
EtaK garte. Again, another time.
Behaj gart^ye daKkeda. It rained heavily.
A(Ji garte hohokeda. He called out lustily.
4iji garteye raKkeda. He wept loudly.

Gara. 1 Clay made inta the consistence

Garah. J of and used instead of mortar.

Gara. Responsibility, trouble, danger.
Agu bali garakode, nitoK do haroniAkanae.
Noa gara do bafi dohoea. I will not accept this

responsibility.
Ilitege garaii ladcana. I have assumed respon-

sibility.

Gara. Shoot springing from root of
a plant.

Garad. Prison, cor. of the English
" guard."

Garad oraKteye boloena. He has been put into
the guard house.

Garadkedeako. They put him into prison.

Garad. \Over head and ears in

Rin garad. J debt ; swamped in debt.
Ein garadenae. He is over head and ears in

debt.

Garaj. ") Interest, concern, necessity,

Goroj. j occasion, want, need.
KiKriri here garojlenkhau alckriAko alike da-

ma. If a thing is urgently required by the
purchaser the price asked by the seller is

high.
Goroj banuKtiiikhan caKili hataoa ? I have no

,

' need for it, why should I take it ?

Nonde oetkantama goroj do? What interest
have you here ?

Gara jala. Black and heavy, as clouds
;

difficulty, strait.

Eimii garaj ala so bele leka un?iukedae.
Adi garajalareA paraoena. I am in a great

strait.

GaraM garali.l Continuously, time after

Gorols gorolj. j time.
GaraK garaKe g.risedillkana. He keeps annoy-

ing me time after time.
4ris ge garaK garaKe hohoelJkana. Ho annoys

by continually calling out.

Garal garal. Red, raw, applied to sores.
Ghaoakanae garal garal.

Garad dalj. Discharge from a sore,

other than pus.

Garao. To wither and die, melt away,
to rot off, as the toes and fingers

of a leper.

Cot khon garao oabaena. It has withered and
died from the top.

A?i utarlo aphorlefire ho, sanam garaoona. Wo
sowed much seed, but it has all withered
and dropt off.

Garbar. Higgledy piggledy, confused.

Garbarao. To confuse, to mix, to put
into disorder. C£ gadbadao.

Garbha gojha. A small forest tree^

Ganthium didymum, Roxh.
Garcha. To string hanks of thread

on two pieces of twine previous
to dyeing.

Sut9.mko garoha-ea.

Garda. Rubbish, dust.
Cot khon garda iiiirokkana. Dust is falling

from above.

Garda gardi. Forcibly, putting the
hand on the back of the neck and
pushing.

Gurda gardikin idikedea.

Garda gurda. Scrambling, rolling on
the ground one above the other.

Garda gurdakin tapamkana. They are fighting
on the ground, one now above, and then
the other.

Gardan. "1 The neck, the back of th e
Gordon. / neck.

Gardani. ) To seize by the back of the
Gardao. / neck and push.
Sipahi kombroko gardani idikoa. Tiie police

take away thieves by seizing them by tho
back of the neck and pushing them forward.

Gared. To trifle with, to despise, to
make light of

Alope bujhijua, je noa gared katha kana. Do
not think this a matter to be trifled with,

laor alope garejea. Do not trifle with God.

Gargadi. ") Job's tears, Coix lachrynui,
Jargadi. J a grass the fruit of which

is strung into necklaces, &c.
Gargadi. A kind of blister which be-

comes a sore.

Gargadlalj. Thick, thickly, abundant.
Matkom gargadlalt jiurena, bako halaheda.

The matkom (q. v.) has fallen very thickly',
they are not picking it up.

Gargar. Sound of gurgling or bub-
bling.

Huka liui jokhee gargarko sade oooeda. When
they smoke the huka they make a bubbling
noise.

Gargar. C£ gargarao.

Gargarak. A huka (q. v.) with a long
flexible tube.

Gargarao. To cause a gurgling bub-
bling sound ; to gargle.

KoyoKkate dak gargaraome.
Eel ga(Ji gargarao oalalikana. The railway

train goes rumbling along.
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Gargarao. To roll, as a ball ; to trundle,
to revolve, as a cart wheel in
motion.

Gargarao aygonlsana. It eomea rolling down.

Gargarao.\To hiss, as oil poured into a
Gargar. / hot iron vessel ; to rumble,

as thunder or as a river in flood.
Nui gidrg, arisge gargaro raKeda.
DHpan gargaraoena.
Diiip9.u gargaraope.

Gargarao. To take a deep hold of the
earth, as in deep ploughing.

CedaK ota gargaraoakin kauam ?

Gargal Causing itchiness, irritating,

stinging, burning, bitter, of the
throat.

Sarn jomlcro garga£ atkaroKa. When tho e^ru
(q. V.) is eaten it irritates the throat.

Berel ul mundhni roaK rasa gargat'a.

Gar ghuri. Emergency, time of diffi-

culty.
G9.r ghuriye goroadilia. He helped me in my

time of diiSoiilty.

KShor.}^°^°'^ «f P""-^'^^-

Pusiko gargorko sa(Je ocoea. Cats make a
purring sound.

m i,
'

f To fence round securely.
Gar gurhe. J

•'

Gargurha pon kondteko eseda. They fence it se-

curely on the four sides (all round.)

Garh. A fort ; residence of a Zemindar.

Garha. A hole, a pit, a hollow, bed of

a water course.

Garha. \

Garho.J
SiyS'lii adi garhaUa setohte. The ink becomes

thick owing to tho heat.

Garha gurhe. To roll up, or gather

together, as twine, cloth, &c.
Garha gnrhe aamtaome. Iloll it up into a

round ball.

Garha gorho. Full of holes or pits,

Scottice, heichs an' howes.
Noa hor do garha gorhogea. This road is full of

ups apd downs.

Garhao. To make, to fashion, to carve
;

to take shape ; as the foetus in

the womb, or a bird &c. in the egg

with incubation.
Onko murhut base garhaoaka£koa. He has

fashioned the idols very well.

Kuhkal bhajanko garhaoa. Potters make ves-

sels.

' Eele bhitrire hoponko garhaoena. The chicks

have taken shape within the egg.

Thick.

Gaj'haoena bele do. The chick has begun to
take shape within this egg.

Dhorom Jiu hototeye garhaolon.

Garhani. Chronic dysentery.

Gari.'}^_'"°^'^^y-
Sakam gari. A small species of monkey.

Gari. To push from or towards, as a
fish net with a handle, to di-aw

towards, as with a rake.
Hako garikom. Catch fish by means of a net

with a handle.

GaKriaK. A rake or any implement similarly
used.

Garia. In comp. pussoasod of; doer
or agent.

Budgarig-, Wise.
Bal-garig.. Strong.

Pahgaria. Envious.
Eojgaria. One who provides for daily wants.

Garib. Poor.
Guni garib, Poor people.

Garib mara, ") To cheat, to kill the
Gurib mara. J poor, oppress.
Porja g9.rib maraefkoae nui maAjhi do. This

head man oppresses tho ryots.

Bariako adi horko garib maraetkoa. Banias
cheat people very much.

Mahajan hoko g9.rib maraetkoa. Money len-
ders take advantage of people.

Garja barja. To call for assistance

while howling through pain or

fear.

Nonkate garja barjae raK idikoda.
Garja barjaateyo liir hecena. He came run-

ning calling out for help.

Garja garji- To howl.
Garja garjie rak idikeda, He went away

howUng.

Garjao. To growl, to hov/1, to weep.
Kul adiye garjaoet tahekana. The tiger was

growling fiercely.

Dal garjao oeokedea. They struck and made
him howl.

Garke. Cf gandke.

Garkugar. Strait, difficulty, emergency.
Adi garkugg.rreii paraoena. 1 am in a diifioult

position at present.

Garlae. Fair, with a tinge of red, not
unlike the hue of a Chinaman.

Onko doko garlae gea.

Garlan gurlun. Dirty, untidy.
Garlah gurluhe lieloKkana. He looks dirty.

Garlun. Dirty, insufficiently clad and
dirty.

Nui garluii mara 9.imai. This dirty drab.
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Garmalc.
1
Difference in dia-

Garmali garmaU. Y lect, in pronoun-
Garma^. j ciation, accent &c.

Koles, Mahlis, Kodaa, Birhors, Kamars, &o.
speak a dialect of Santall and their mode
of speaking, with differences in grammatical
construction,, pronoimoiation, and accent
are termed by the Sairtals " garmaR. "

Kolheko do gajmaK gajmalfko rora. The
Koles speak Santali with a twang.

Garma garmi. To become: heated^ to

perspire thremgh exertion.
4<Ji garma gaTmiko k?.mikana. They are per-

spiring greatly at, their work^

Garmao. To become heated, to per-

spire, to' warm to- one's' work, to

exert oneself, to wake up-, as a
lazy man to work.

Nitle garinaoakadea. Nowwe have wakeJhim
up to his work.

Bali gammo- dafeaekana. I can't make him
exert himself.

Merhe^J setofrte garmaoKa, Iron becomes heat-
ed with the sun's rays;

.Garmi. Gonorrhoea, or any urethral
discharge.

Gar munnu. A sub sept of the San-
tal sept Murmu (q,. v.)'

Garo. Eleven.

Garoc gapo^. "l Scantily clad in old

Garoc saro6. ) tattered garments.
Nui do garoo gapode heoakana. She has come

scantily clad in old tattered clothes.

Garosti. Household, family.
Mit garoeti hor kanako. They belong to- the

same household.

Garpac gurpuc. To dodge about, to

hang about at a little distance
through shame.

Lajaote garpac gurpuc baraekana. She is

keeping at a little distance through shame.

Garpuc. Cf gapuc.
Ut hoko garpudgea.
Hadgarko gappucgea.

Garra gorro. Hoarse, as when the
throat becomes dry through fear.

Garra gorroe hohoet'kana. He is calling hoar-
sely.

Garsa gale. To become tarnished,

draggled, smirched, soiled ; dowdy;
careless as to propriety.

EaK raUteii garsa galeena. I am become tar-
nished by continued weeping.

Garsa galeye gitidakana.

Garsande. A stand for water pots.

Gorsor.'
} J^^ergency, difficulty.

Nui ijahra do garsare khuIauKa. This bullock
will see ua through an emergency.

Jahaeye g?.rsairkhan uniye emaea. Should any
one be in difficulty he will help him.

Garsaj dohokatiAme. See me through my diffi-

culty .

Garsilom. Dirty, impure, as water

;

scum, as on water ; indistinctly,

hazy.-

Noa daK- do garsilomi ileloKkaua baboll iluia.

This water looks impure we will not drink
it.

Garsilom geye_beiigeda.^ He sees indistinctly.
Garsilom garsilomge lienelkana ?.rsi b9.ridente.

The image is indistinctly-seen owing to the
mirror being injured.

Garsilom ieloKkanae. He looks dirty.

Garsusar. Difficulty, emergency; neces-
sity.

Garsusar calax). > Tt> render assistance in a
Garsusar doho. j time of difficulty or

emergence.
Nui do garsusare calaoeftiiia uin din.do. This

man has up till now seen me through my
difficulties.

Garui tapui. Hanging down in tatters

or shreds.
Garui {apuiye bandeakana. The lower edge

of her cloth is ragged,
-flidi jholakana gairui tapui. The soot is. hanging

in straggling masses.

Garundi araE. A common plant found
plentifully in rice fields, Acter-
nanthera sessilis, H. Br.

Garur. The Adjutant bird, Ardea
argala.

riutea are made from the bonea of the lower
part of the leg of the garur. The feathers
of the Adjutant are considered a powerful
remedy in the cure of snake bite. The name
of the bird uttei-od as a charm and the
waving over the patient of one of its fea-
thers is also resorted to in snake bite.

Tiie Adjutant being one of the greatest enem-
ies that snakes have to fear has given rise
to the idea that its name and feathers are
potent in the cure of snake bite.

Dheiika garnr. A species of stork smaller
than the garxir.

Gasac gusuc. Solitary, of solitary
habits, reserved, silent;

Gasad gusudgeae. He is reserved and of soli-
tary habits.

Gasao.

Ghaso.
Gasao saphaakadeae. He has scrubbed him

clean.
Nonkateye gasao idikedida.

me in this way.

Gasen.

u To rub, to scrub.

He rubbed past

Ghasen.} Amidst, amongst.

Adi hor gasen nui hor do bae sahaoa. This man
can't bear the presence of many people.

Hor gasenre tahengo besa. It is best to live
along with other people.
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Gasgas. Many, very many, applied
' generally to diminutive creatures.
Simko busaKalcana gassas. Many ohiokens

have liatohed.
Gasgas gidrako jaoraakana. Many children are

assembled.

Gasi6. To make or pass wind.
Gaske. The wrapping, in which tlie

material, from which oil is to press-
ed, is wrapt up, previous to being
put in the oil press; a scrubber
for buffaloes.

The " gaske" is made of baolcom (q. v.) or the
leaf of the palmyra palm ont into very thin
strips. The material to be pressed is wrapt
up in this and bound tightly round with
string.

Gasmandao. jTo bruise, to break into
Ghasmandao. 3 small pieces, to disorder

or break into small pieces by tram-
pling, rolling, or sitting on.

NoKoe non(Jeko duruplena nokoe nonijeko gas-
manijaoakat'a. They sat here, here they
have left their mark,

Lobe^ gasmandao. To mix up or disorder by
trampling.

Durup gasmandao. To disorder by sitting on.
Dal gasmandao. To beat into small pieces.

Gasrao. 7 To drag or push along the
Ghasrao. J ground, to rub against any-

thing.
Jahga gasrao idiedae. He drags his feet along

the ground.
Bhitre gasrao potaKenae. He has got himself

chafed by rubbing against the wall.
Durupkate gasrao calaKako. They drag them-

selves along in a sitting posture.

Gat. A knot, a nob, a node.
Tol gatkadae, bah rara godoRkana. He has

knotted it, it does not easily loose.

Gat. Branchings from the root of

sasan. Curcuma longa, Roxb.,

Turmeric or Haldi.
Pe gat saaah emakom. Give them three bran-

ches of the root of turmeric.

Gata. A small stream or watercourse.

Gatae. ") An itching or irritating

Gatae gatae. J sensation in the throat,

or month.
Kholcte gatae gatae atkaredali. When I cough

I feel an irritating sensation in the throat.

Gatagam. Perfectly still, hushed.
Gatagamko thirena. They were hushed into

silence.

Gatagamenako. They are perfectly still.

Gatao."! To begin, to start, to deliver,

"Gotao.J or make over to, to accept, to

acknowledge.
Nia kamid gotaoena, I have begun this work.

Uni hor theno gataoena. Ho has begun to work
for that man.

Gataokadeako. They have made her over to
them.

Gatao. \ To plait, to set bricks or
Gathao.J stones in mortar to accept,

to take.
Olonte gathaoabai; bhit. A wall built with the
aid of a plummet.

Ill do gota ato ren g»i gupi ill gataoakawana.
I have taken the work of grazing all the
cows of the village.

Ill do noa k^miri gatao johkaua. I wish to get
this work.

Ma noa kami do jahae then gathaokam. Ar-
^
range with some one to do this work.

Aotege noa kathae gathaoakawana. Ho took
the matter up on his own responsibility.

B?.hu jor bojorko gataoadea. They compelled
him to marry.

Gate. A companion, a friend, to keep
company, to be friendly.

Eako gateletmea. They did not make a com-
panion of you (did not take you with them.)

Gate idilem. Take ns with yon.
Nukin 9(Jikin gateka. These two are close com-

panions.

Gate kora. Boy companion, boy companions.
Gate kuri. Girl companion, girl companions.

Gate ora uri. In company, along with
companions.

Okoe ba(Jae dhej ooe bacoe, gate ora uriye
calaoena. Who knows whether he will be
able or not, he has gone off with his com-
panions (to seek work.)

Gathia. \Short of stature and of
Bajar gathia. J youthful appearance.

Gathia J
^""^^t^y) ^^ ^ piece of wood.

Aiji gathiagea noa kat do. This log is full of
knots.

Gati. Nodular limestone.

Gati cun. Lime made from nodular
limestone.

Gawao. To lose. Of khuau.
Aotege jiwiye gawaoket'taea. He took his own

life.

Gawao. To know, to be familiar with.
Ni^kore aboko sanambo gawaoaka£a. We are

familiar with all round about here.

GSwaJ.'}^"""^^"^''*^?^^-
Adim gawargea am do. Ton are very stupid.

Gawar gawar.l Tangled, hanging in a
Giwer gawar.

J
tangle, trailing, hanging.

Gawic. To beckon by drawing the
points of the fingers to oneself.

Gawidadeae. He beckoned to him.
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:

Gejecgejec

Gawic godali. To nudge or touch ano-

ther ; to playfully touch each other.
Gawio goiJaK baraekanae. He is nudging the

others all round.

Gaya. A capon.

Gaya ganga. To perform the last rites

for the dead.

Gayam gayam. Sensation caused by an
insect, &c. crawling on the person

;

irritating sensation in the throat.
Gayam gayam aik^iuKa. I feel an irritating

sensation in the throat.

Gayan guyun. Restless, slinking here

and there, as a dog putting its

nose into every thing.
Seta gayah gnyuh baraekana. The dog goes

sniffing about.

Gayar guyur. One after the other,

one to foUov/ another.
Hanko tora odolc calaoenako ehga hopon gayar

guyur. Yonder they have set-out, the mo-
ther and the children following one after

the other.

Gaye ghore. Within ourselves, among
the villagers, privately.

Gaye ghorebon cabalekhan beskoKa. If we
settle this among ourselves it will be well.

Gayo gapo. Feckless, fusionless, list-

less.

Balea do gayo gapo baraegeae.

Gayuk. To touch with the point, as

of a sword.
GayuK tiyoKkediiiam, nelSe mayam. You touch-

ed me, see the blood.

GjyuKkedcam. You touched him, (with the
point of your sword.)

Gayum. To finish, all, the whole,

stump and rump.
Gayume jomkeda. He ate it all up.
Ggtyum cabakedae. He finished the whole.

Gayur gapur. Poor, badly clad, clad

in rags. C£ gandur gapur.

Gayur tapur. Hanging in tatters or

shreds, as ragged cloth, or as

thatch from the roof Cf garui

tapui.

p?' |- In comp. emphatic.

Onko do bah nokoge. Not they but these.

Calalisoan, 1 shall certainly go.

Unigeye dalkedea. It was he who struck him.
Unige tho. It was even he.

Calal<ge bah sanaedekaua. He does not wish
to go.

Bologo bae boloKa. He will not go in.

He ge. It is even so, certainly.

He ge con ? Is it not so p

Gee. To scrape out, to scrape off.

Geo geoteii jomkeda. I scraped it ofl and ate
as I did so.

Gee gayum. Scrapings and all, the

whole, every particle.

Geo gayume idikeda. It (water) carried away
every particle (of the embankment.)

Gee gaiyume jomkeda. He ate every thing,

scrapings and all.

Gee gayup. Cf gee gayum.

Gee gxu-ic. To smear the floor, or a

spot of ground with cow dung.
,

Oral? gee guriokateko bohgaKa. They smear
the floor with cow dung, and then offer

sacrifice.

Ge|a. M.
| gj^ort, stunted, undersized.

Gidi. i. 3
Geija dahra. An undersized ox.

Ge^a hor. A little man.
Gidi aimai. A little woman.

Gede. A duck.

Ge^ra. M.
J g^^jj ^^ ^^^^^^.^^

Gidri. 1. 3
Nui gidri mara aimai adi eligerae.

Gedok. Short, undersized.
GedoK mara hor.

Gege teren. A species of insect that

moves in crowds.

Gegran. Cf geran.

Gehgt gehgt. Hoarsely, speaking from

the throat.
GeheC gehet'e rora. He speaks hoarsely.

Gehgt. ">Slow of speech, slow

Gehgt'gehgli. J and mild of speech,

and reserved.
SenadiJiae, a^i geheC hor kanae. He came to

me, he is very reserved, and slow and mild
hi speech.

Gehgt gundur. Speaking continually.
GeheC gundure eKgerkana. She keeps nagging

the whole day.

Geje pete. Heads and tails, topsy

turvey, as fish in a basket; crammed
in.

Aema geje petem sambaoaka^koa. You have
filled them in topsy turvey.

• Sanamko mit oraKre menaKlea geje pe^e, hor,
kada, mihu merom. We are all in the same
house, people, buffaloes and cattle topsy
turvey.

_ J
, ? J ," ! Wet, damp, moist.

Jegecjegec. J
^

Balbaltegejeogejeo atkaroKkana. It feels damp
owing to perspiration.

OraK gejed gejed jarkaoentalea. Our house is

damp through the soil being water-logged.
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Gujer. To break, crush, or smash into
atoms.

Oejer cabaena. It is crushed to pieoas.
Dal gejer. To break into pieces by striking.
Lebot gejer. To trample to pieces.

Nur gejer. To break into pieces by falling.
Capat gejer. To thow at and break into pieces.
Tuti gejer. To break to pieces, as by hailstones.
SoboK gejer. To break to pieces by a thrust.
Kutam gejer. To break to pieces by blows, as

from a hammer.
Tili gejer. To break to pieces by throwing

stones at.

Gejet. Cor. of Gazette ; a newspaper.
Gel. Ten.
Gel mit. Eleven.
Gel barea. Twelve.
Gel pea. Thirteen.
Gel ponea. Fourteen.
Gel more. Fifteen.
Gel turui. Sixteen.
Gel eyae. Seventeen.
Gel irgil. Eighteen.
Gel are. Nineteen.
Pe gel. Thirty.
Pon gel. Forty.
More gel. Fifty.
Turui gel. Sixty.
Eyae gel. Seventy.
Iral gel. Eighty.
Are gel. Ninety.
Gel khon pea. Thirteen.

Gela. To try, to attempt.
Jom gelaK. To taste by eating.
Dec gelaK. To try to mount, or climb.
Capaf gelaK. To try to hit by throwing at.

Sen gelaK. To go and try.

iSam gelaK. To try to find, to search for.

Don gelal?. To try to jump across.
Koe gelaK. To ask to see if it can be had.

ifju gelaK. To taste by drinking.

Em gelaK. To offer.

Sereii gelaK. To try to sing a tune.

Get' gelaK. To try to learn.

Gele. An ear of grain, as of rice, wheat
&c ; to form, as ear of grain ; to

flower, applied only to Indian corn

and the Matkom tree (d. v.)

Gele beleR. To ripen.

Horo gele. An ear of rice.

Gohum gele. An ear of wheat.
Bar gele gidra ehgat. Mother of two children.

Nes do matkom bail gelelena. The matkom
(q. V.) did not flower this year.

Horo gele liwefena. The ears of rice are bent.

Horo neKe geleRa. The rice is about to shoot
into ear.

Gele bale. Ripe grain, children.

Nukin do gele bale banuKkotakina. These
two have no children.

Gele bale tioKena, ohoA senlena. I cannot go
as the grain.is ripe.

Gelec. To scratch in earth, as a bear,

&c, &c.; to excavate, as a tank.

Gelec bhugaK. To scratch a hole.
Geled gada. To scratch out a hollow.
Seta doe geled ga4aaka£a. A dog has scratched

out the hollow.

Gi'ineA gemen. Softly, gently, steadily.
DaK atnKkana gemo<i gemeii. The water flow^

gently.

Gcnior. To carry, to take away.
Men, besokodte Badakar paromoKpe, bankhane

gemorpea. Gross the Barakar river with
caution, or else you may be carried away
by it.

Gemerkedeako. They took him away.
Guricko gemera. They carry away the manure

(to the field.)

Nonde sahaniri doholeda, okoe cohko gemerkeC-
tiila. I placed firewood here some one has
taken it away.

Gend. A ball.

Gendher. To move while in a sitting

posture the hands being employed
to propel the body; to run, to

scuttle, applied to birds of weak
flight, as the peacock, partridge,

quail, &c. that after a short flight

run ; to change residence.

Gen(Jher gen(Jhertegeye oalaKkana. He is

moving along in a sitting posture propell-
ing himself with his hands.

Genijherte adisaiigilSteyed9.rkedacitrido. The
partridge ran a long way after its flight.

Non(Jo khon hanteye geniilher ocoKena. He has
moved his house from here to over there.

Gendlan. A species of small fish.

Gcndlan. Small.
Gendlaii aim. A chicken.
Nui gendlan do ceijpe asen baraedekana? Why

are you carrying this little child about
with you P

Gendrak. A rag; cloth.
Hapele gendrak baralenge. Wait till we make

(or procure) some cloth.

Gendrali cethrak. Rags, tattered gar-

ments.

Gendrec. A rag, a piece of old cloth.
Gendreo em daporaeme. Give her a piece of

old cloth and let her go.

Genduar. ) . r v ^--u a
p- j ,', fA slmg tor throwmg stones.

Genec genec. Natty, neat, trim, pretty

and little.

Noko merom hoponko lieloKkana geneo genec.
These kids are pretty little things.

A(Ji besem oleda gened gened fieloKkana. Tou
write very well, it looks neat.

Genec genec. Numerous, applied to

children, and the young of goats,

sheep, &c.; applied also to the
movement of insects having many
feet, as centipedes, &c.

Gened gened merom hopon menalfkoa.
Gegetereli gened genedko calaKa.

24
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Uene gene. 1 With a nasal twang,
Ghene ghene. J through the nose, us-

ed only with " ror" to speak.
Gene geneye rora. He speaka through his nose

(with a nasal twang.)

Gengahi. To turn towards the right,

to pass round at a distance.
Gehgahiteye paromena.
Dali gehj^ahite paromena hinbatege. The rain

passed over in that direction.
Gengahite ^curo'Eme. Turn to the right.

Genjlan. Small. Cf. gendlan.

Genjor. Small, young.
Eken ge/ijorko heaakana, onko Bohge do cet'era

galmaraoa ? Only young people have come,
what talk can you have with them P

Ce^lekankom aapkeCkoa? eken geiijor ho. What
kind have you caught ? they are only small
fry.

Genthe. Knotty,
Genthegea oho hoelena. It is knotty (wood) it

will not do.

Geper. Reciprocal form of ger (cj. v.)

Ape do siA satup gepertegepe tahena. You
keep biting each other the whole day (quar-
relling.)

Ger. To bite.

Ger bit (
'^° take a firm hold with the teeth.

Ger bit'cnae, bae chadaoKkana. He has taken
so firm a hold with bis teeth that he can't be
mads to let go.

Ger goukedeae. He bit and killed him.
Ger oree. To tear with the teeth.
Ger mayamkedeae. He bit him and drew blood.

•Geran. To groan.
Geranedae. He groans.

Geran hurun.lTo groan, moan, bewail

;

<3eraa haruii.
J piteously.

Geraii huruii rua baralfkanalo, ohole kami
darelea. We are suffering grievously from
fever, we will not be able to do our work.

Geran hurune rakeda. He is groaning and
weeping.

Gerec gerec. Unfolding, as a leaf from
the bud, applied generally to lea-

ves which are used as pot-herbs.
Siii araE gerec gerec aagenokkana. The leaves

of the Sil5 araK (q. v.) are unfolding from
the bud.

Gereyom.lSmooth, to smooth down,
Geryom. j as the hair.

Up do nalcid gereyomme. Comb your hair
smooth.

Geyeyom rielokkantaea.
Jal gereyouikedeae. She licked it smooth (a

cow her calf.)

Gersan girsiri. To keep out of the way,

to loaf about where there is no
fear of getting any work to do.

K9i.mi botorte gersaii girsiii baraekanae.

Gerwel. A ring round the underside

of the neck, said of birds such

as the Ring dove, the Quail, &c.

Gundri doko gerwelana. Quails have a ring

round the neck.

Geser geser. Quickly, rapidly.

Gesermente.
) ^y^tj, ^ .^gh.

Geser marte. j
Sukri geser marte bed goCenae. The 'boar

came with a rush.

Gestahi. Slovenly, of dirty habit.s.

Nui gestahi mara hor dale h5 bail jutauaea.

Get To cut.

Gei kutra. To cut into pieces.

Gef gidi.' To cutoff.
Sukriko gedekana. They are cutting up the

carcase of a pig.

Noa ho gedoKa. This will also be cut.

Tolop khon barea ^akako getket'tilia. Two
rupees were cut from my pay.

Up get gidikataeme. Cut off his hair.

Geget'aK bauulianaii. There is no cutting
instrument.

Getgete. In a line.

Getgeteko tehgoakana.
line.

Getg-eteko panteakana.
one side.

They are standing in a

They are in a line on

Gethia. Cf. gathia.

Gewel'gewel. }'^^ ^^"^™' as leeches.

Gewel marteri iSel gotkedea. I caught a glimpse
of him.

Ghac ghacao. To drag, to force to go.
Or ghacghacaokedeako. They dragged him

away.
Ghac ghaoaokedeako. They dragged hira along.
Eohoe ghacghacaokedae. He has finished bis

(rice) planting.

^1 ^'
>- Close together, thick.

Uhacpacao. J
'^

Ghacpacaokedako horo do. They planted the
dhan thickly.

Ghae ghae. 1 rte , _• , ^.

Ghaeihocor.jCf-g^^^^g^'^^-

Ghag. Centre of a river or tank,

p ° >• A brass water pot.

Ghagor. Shrewd, smart, scheming.
Uni do aiji ghagor hor kanae. He is a very

scheming person.

Ghai. Opportunity, convenient time
or place, at a disadvantage.

Ghairem taraRlenkhan onte note sukri ar kulko
hoko ai'gona. If you lie in ambush at a
convenient place pigs and tigers also will
come from all sides.
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Ghai ghai.
]

Ghao ghao. J-To snarl, as a dog,

GhUe ghae. J

Ghai ghaiyoKkanae, seta do. Tho dog is snar-
ling.

Ghai. To wound, to subdue.

Ghalghalao. To mortify, to spread as

a malignant sore, to waste, as

tissue.

Get; batoi^ ooe jomkeiS arh? ghai ghalaoentaea.
What has he eaten that has disagreed with
him, to make his sore increase ?

Bhitri imboro ghai ghalaoentaea. His lungs
have wasted away.

GhaloK^. \Including, reckoning, enu-

Ghalolbe.
J

merating.
Ni» ghaloKte doe pe tekharkeda. Including

this he did it thrice.

Ghama ghami. Perspiring, sweating.

Ghama ghjmili kgimikana. I am working in

perspiration.

Ghamand. Worry, multiplicity of

things to attend to.

^di ghamandre menaRkoa. They are in a state

of worry.
4di ghamandred paraoakana. I have many

things to attend to.

Ghamao. To exert oneself; to cause

to exert oneself ; to stir one up.

Euhedereho bae ghamaoTfa. Although you
scold him be won't exert himself.

Mi6 bar kathate bae ghamaoKa. A word or two
makes no impression on him.

Abo ohobon ghamao darelea. We cannot cause

him to exert himself.

Nui doe ghamao godoKa. This one is easily

induced to erert himself.

Ghamaota. Labour, exertion, toil.

AoaK ghamf-ctateye cijakaEa. He has become
possessed of property by his own labour.

Ghamrokot.\To toil, to labour, to labour

Dhamrokot.j and toil.

Adi ghamrokotte noa jaegali banaoakafa. I

reclaimed this land with great labour.

Ghane ghane. Repeatedly, time after

time ; every now and again.

Ghane ghane dakae khojkana. He is always
asking for food.

Ghane ghane iii thenem hijuKkana. You come
to me time after time.

Ghan ghun. Indistinct in speech,

nasal twang. C£ gangun.

Ghau ghuhe roreda, nak^a hor do.

Ghane doe sereiia, ghane doe raga. She sings

and weepi alternately.

Ghanra. A cultivated leguminous plant,

Vigna Gatiwiig.

Bocja ghanra. )

Pah ghanra. > Varieties of Vigna Catiang,
Cihri ghaiira. )

Ghanri. A variety of Vig^ia Catiang
C£ ghanra.

Tliis variety ripens in August-September.

Ghangri. A loosely woven cloth, thin,

as cloth.

Ghangri. A skirt worn by little girls.

Ghani. The amount of rice put into

the dheiiki at one time; the

amount of raw material put at

one time into an oil press ; the

amount of gi'ain put on the fire at

one time to roast.

Ghani. An oil press as used by Hindu
oilnion.

Ghania. Perversely silent, perverse.

Uni do ghania, hor kanae. He is a perverse
fellow

.

laiija ghaiiji. 1

laiija ghuDJuj
Crowded, to be crow-

ded, over crowded.

Pher raerom aderleko khanko ghalija gh^nji'-

ako. If too many goats are kept in one
house there will be over crowding.

4-diko ghafija ghaAjigea, obobon bolo darelena.
Wo will not be able to enter, the crowd is

so dense.

Ghaiijer. Of. ganjer.

Ghanjlon.") To bag in the centre, as

GhaDJua. J a woven mattress; to

hang loosely as the wrappings of a

bandi (q. v.) when the grain has

been abstracted.

Jom ghalijloiikedale noa bg-ndi do. We have
eaten tho bandi loose.

Parkomreali uphand dhillenkhanpavkom ghaA-
jualia. If the bracing of the mattress be-

comes loose tho mattress will bag in th^
middle.

Glianta. An hour, a large bell.

Ghanta. To stir ; to row with an oar.

OgoKa, ghautae me. It will stick to the pot,
stir it.

Ghanta algaome, Mix it by stirring (the heavy
part with the liquid.)

Ghanta ghanti. To sbir about, to swirl,

as water.
Bae saphgiieda, ghanta ghanfiefbona. He does

not settle it, he keeps us going and coming.

Ghanti. A small bell.

Bohga gh9.nti. A small bell tied round the
nook of a bullock.
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Ghao. A wound, a sore ; to become a
sore.

GhawoLj It will break into a sore.

Dal ghaokedeae. He struck and wounded him.

Ghao. A cut or stroke with the
broad sword or cudgel of which
there are twelve.

Behor ghao. A difficult stroke.
Dao ghao. Opportunity.

Qhao ghao. To snarl, as a dog.

Ghao jogao. To protect oneself, as,

with a shield.

Ghause. To coax, to induce, to cajole,

to entice, to persuade.
Ghaose calaoeiiaa. He was cajoled into goin^.
Nui do okakore coiie ghaose liawana.

Ghaoae idikedeako. They coaxed him away.

Ghawar. ) To fence, as croj^s,

Paean ghawar. j &c. ; to fence in

argument.
Ghawarakrae. Fence it.

Paean ghawar. A fence erected to prevent
hares escaping when being driven to the
nets.

Delabou paean ghawara.

Ghar. Strait, difficulty ; a vital spot

;

at a disadvantage.
Gharreli liammea. I shall get you at a disadvan-

tage sometime.
Khub ghaiTeli tuliledea, I shot it in a very

vital spot.

Ghara gharl. Sickening, strong and
offensive, used only of smells.

Ghara ghari aokkana. It emits a sickening
smell.

Gharaia. Belonging to one household
or family.

Gharana. Household; members of the

house.
Gbaranako besgeako, sebaii? Are the members

of the household well, or not?
Bhage gharana ren hopon kanae. She is a.

member of a well-to-do (or good) family.

Ghardidi. A small Tailor bird, Ortho-

tomus sutorius.

Ghardi jawae.lA son-in-law who goes

Ghar jawae. j at his marriage to

live in his father-in-law's house.

Ghargharaia. ") To unite two
Ghar gharaia jorao. J families by

marriage.
Okakore gh?.r ghgiraia menaUtapea? Where

are the families with which you are united
by marriage ?

Ninalf kora ninak knri ghar gharaiaA jorao-
aka£a.

Ghargharao. To roll, as a ball ; to

revolve, as a wheel, or as a spindle ;

to whir.
Gharriko ghargharaoa.

Ghar ghari. A pulley wheel.

Ghar gharia. A very steep incline,

steep ; slipping, rolling.

Sagar gaclido ghar ghari?, theo besokootepa-
rompe. Take the cart carefully down the

incline.

Ghar gusti. Household, family ; all

the members of the household or

family.
Ghar gustiko gooena. The family has died (with

one or two exceptions.)
Ghargustiko rualikana. The whole family is ill.

Ghari. A space of time ; a time piece

.

MitJ g:hari. A moment, a very short space of
time, a little while.

Mit; gharito. Instantly, in a moment, without
delay.

Iti ghari. This moment, instantly.
Jeb ghari. A watch.
Dhorom ghari. A clock that strikes the hours.
Hape, mil; ghari. Wait a minute.
Mit ghariteye hedeua. He came in a very

short time.
Iti gharite haute idiepe. Take him over there

instantly.

Gharic. C£ ghari.

Gharmao. Cf. garmao.

Gharna. Mistress of the house, a wife.

Gharnai. A raft supported on empty
earthenware waterpots.

r\\ /•• >- Household, family.
Gharonji J

' •'

Gharra. An instrument for boring used

principally to bore holes in arrow
shafts to admit the arrow heads ; to

bore holes.
Gharrateko bhugaUkeda. It was bored by means

of a " gharra. "

Seiigel gharrateko toda. They produce fire by
friction.

Gharri. A machine for twisting twine.
Young men do not make the holes in the machine

in which the spindles work, as it is thought
they will thereafter be subject to dizzi-
ness. Old men do the work.

Gharwa. The sparrow. Passer Indi-
cus.

Ghas. Grass, all the smaller species

of GyperaceoB, as well as nearly all

Graiiiineas are called " ghas."
Dhobi glias.

Sanri ghas.
Sama ghas.
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Ghasa ghasi. Rubbing one against the
other, as people in a crowd.

Ghasao. To rub, to scrape.

Th9.ri ghaaao saphaepe. Scrub the "th?iri"
clean.

Cot ootfce tul parompe, alope ghaaao ocoea.
Lift it well over the top, do not let it rub
against it (in passing over.)

Ghasar. "j _ ,

Ghasar ghasar. /^° '^^' *° ^^i"*^?"^-

Ghasar ghasare gg.duroKkaua. He is scratching
himself with considerable force.

Ghasar ghasar saijekana. There is a scraping
(or scratching) sound.

Ghasen. Among, in the midst of. Cf.

gasen.

Ghaser. ") Anything and everything,
Har ghaser. / all kinds of people or

things, indiscriminately.

H^rghasere jomkeda onateye ruaena. He was
not careful as to what ho ate, and so took
fever.

Paiira aralSkate har ghaserko atiila. When
the bullocks are loosed from the yoke they
eat everything.

H?-r ghasere idike^koa. He took away all

kinds (of people.)

Ghasi. A caste of Hindu shoemakers
and hide curers.

Ghasiara. A grass cutter.

Ghasic. To break wind.

Ghasghasao. To rub or slide along in

a sitting posture, as down a steep

rock, or as the wheels of a break
van when the break is put on.

Ghasghasao argoenae. He slid down in a sitting

posture.

Ghaskao. To push or move along the

ground, to drag along the ground.

GhaskaoKae. He will push himself along the
ground.

Ghaskao. To skulk off, from work, etc.

Ghasmandao. Cf gasmandao.

Gharao. To drag or push along the

ground.

Ghat. A way down to a river, tan k
or spring of water ; a ford, a ferry

;

a difficult pass through hills ; a

narrow way of access from one

place to another ; opportunity,

way of exit.

Phoiiga ghat. The place where the dhohga (a

dug-out) plies to ferry passengers across
the river.

Dalf lo ghat. The way by which water is brought
up from a river, tank or spring.

Laha ghatre jelko paromolfa, onde tayaKpe.
The doer will cross at the crossing farther
ahead, lie in wait there.

More ghat khonle sap aguakafimea.
Ghate liam baraeda. He is looking for an oppor-

tunity (or way.)
Ghat banuKtilia. I have no resource.

Ghat. Fault, crime, sin.
AmaK iri ghg,takat'a. I have sinned against

thee.

Gh^t gungi. Faults, short-comings, crimes.

Ghatac ghutuc.\ Many ascents and
Ghata ghutu. j descents, as at un-

bridged rivers, &c.

Ghatal barhal. Decrease and increase,

more or less.

Ghatal sanj. Food exhausted, emer-
gency, as when food is done and
more can't be bought till the
market day.

Ghatal sa^jle hedakana. We have come when
there is no food.

Ghatal sadjre kami ema. It will be of use in
an emergency.

Ghatamar. Furiously, a highwayman.
Ghatam9.rkin tapamkana. They aro fighting

fucioualy.

Ghatao. To diminish, to become
less, to lessen, to decrease.

Ghatao liinda. 1 a. ra,

Kulko ghatao idiKkana. Tigers are decreasing
in number.

Dare ghataoentaea. His strength is diminished.

Ghatdar. A person in charge of a toll,

or a way by which timber, &c.

are taken from a forest.

Ghate ghat. At each pass, or way of

exit.

Ghate ghat hor monalckoa. There are men at
each pass.

Kombroko ghate trhatko ese(:koa. They
close all the passes against the robbers.

Ghatghatao. To aim, design ; to be
ready, as raising a stick ready to

strike.

Ghat ghut. Rough; with many unbridg-

ed rivers.

Ghati. A fault, a shortcoming ; to

commit a fault, or sin.

AmaKifi ghatiakat'a. I am guilty of a fault
against thee.

Gh9.ti hor. A person who has committed a
fault.

Ghati. Wily.
AJi gh?.tie baijaea. He is very wily.
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Ghati. Deficiency, diminution, abate-

ment, loss, decrease.
A(^i ghatiko emoK kana. They give short (weight

or measure.)
Alom ghati ilia, em tiol^ailme. Do not give mo

less, give me a little more.

Ghati. The cross bars which keep a

fish trap in position.

Ghati barhi. Decrease and increase,

more or less.

Ghatra. From the side, sideways, ob-

liquely, to one side ; slanting.

Ghatrateil dal llamkedea. I hit him by a side

stroke.
Dale do ghatra ghatra hante oalaoena. The

rain has passed over to one side.

Pindhe ghatra idikettiilae dale do. The water
carried away my embankment beginning at
one end.

Ghatwal. 1 A section of the large semi-

Ghatwar. j Hinduisod aboriginal caste

of the Bhilia, who in some places

are the hereditary guardians of the

passes.

Ghauda. Many, as people ; thick, as

fruit on a tree.

Ghauda then capat go^kalcme. Throw (your
stick) where the fruit is thickest.

Adi ghauda ghauda joakana. The fruit is very
thick on the tree.

Ghaunja ghaui!iji. ") Thick, as fruit on

Ghaunjau. J a tree ; to mud-
dle or mix up ; muddled, as a state-

ment.
Giauliig. ghanliji khub joakana. The tree is

laden with fruit.

Ghanlii* gbauiijikedako katha do. They mud-
dled the matter.

Adi gbaufij^ gbaniijige buihg-uKkana. It seems

very much mixed up.

Ghece ghece. To drag, or pull when
one holds back or is unwilling to go.

Ghece gheceko or idikedea. They pulled him
away (ho holding back all the time.)

Gheje beje. Without symmetry, any-

how.
Mit' t^ee gheje bejoko durupakana. They arc

sitting together anyhow.
Gheje bejeko dohoalcat'a. They have put them

down anyhow (without order.)

GhSj mej. To confuse, to mix.

Kathako ghejmejkeda. They confused the
matter.

Gheiij meAj. To confuse, to mix up.

Kathape gheiij meiijkeda. You have confused
the matter.

p, ..' (Speaking through the nose,

^n .
' ( nasal,

(lihenne. /

Gheola. Movement of the waves on
the sea shore ; ebb and flow, as of

the tide ; to carry along with when
receding, as the tide ; to cause

movement in water.
Arerem tahenkhan am hoe gheola adermea. If

you remain at the edge you will be carried
away with the receding tide.

AtuR daR do gitil ho gheola idia. Plowing
water carries .sand also along with it.

DaR alope gheola baraea, ale daRle lolege. Do
not cause a movement in the water until
we draw our water.

Gheora. A swirl in the hair on the

body of an animal or on the crown
of the head of a human being.

DaK gheora gicuroKkana. The water is swirling
round.

Ghera. A rude kind of tambourine.
This kind of tambourine is played only during

the cold weather.

Gherao. To encircle, to surround, to

hem in.

Phadko gherao ^ourkeda. The army surroun-
ded it.

Eimil gherao aourakata. The clouds have en-
circled it.

Dale do gotae gheraoalcafa. The water has
surrounded it.

Gherao eset'. To close the avenues of exit all
round.

Edreteko gheraoena. They were filled with
wrath.

Ghesa. |

.

Hera ghesa. j
Amem hera ghesaakana onko tulue.

on friendly terms with them.

Ghesrok ghesroH. To move forward
when in a sitting position on the
ground. C£ gendher.

Ghestaha. Cf. gestahi.

GhSt. To tie up anything in a cloth
;

a knot on a string, &c.
Taka poesa ghetVate bale heeakana. We have

not come with money tied up in our
cloth.

Ghigrid. A species of lizard.

Ghigya. \

Ghigya ghigyi. VTo importune, to dun.
Ghjgyau. J
Ona l^giCe ghigy9,ulikaua. For that reason

he is dunning.
Ghigy* ghigyi baraekanao. Ho is importuning.

Ghi kuar. A species of cactus with a
variegated leaf, Viicca (jloriosa.

Friendly, familiar.

You are
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Ghin. -j „. ^ ,.

Ghin ghin.
jlJisgust; disgusting.

Ghin ghin ^.ikauKkana. It ia diagusting.

Ghiria. With a swing of the arm, with
the arm stretched out, to swing
round, as one (^oes a sling.

GHiiri9.t6A dal liarakedea . I hit him by stretch-
ing out my arm..

Ginijuar ghiriaVateko oapada. They swing
the sling round and round, and then throw
the stone.

Ghirna. Disgust.

Girni (
^^^®' *^^ house-wife.

Ghirni menaetaea , Be bail ? Has he a wife or not ?

Ghiro ghoco. To push or pull a person
who is unwilling to go.

Ghiro ghocokediliako. They pushed and pulled
me along.

Ghitli. Short in stature, little, applied

to females only.

Ghiu chimbri. A common jungle clim-

bing plant.

Ghetma. M. ~( Short in stature, under-
Ghetmi. F. J sized.
A4i do bae usula, ghe^mageae,

Ghoce. Awry, wry, off the straight.
Ghoce hotoK. Wry neck.
Ghoce ghoeem ro8ke£ do. You have made the

hols off the straight.

Ghogo. Big, strong voiced, applied to

cocks.

Ghogo gho. The note of a big loud-

voiced cock.

Gholao. To be cloudy, sun obscured

by clouds,

A(Ji din khone gholaoaka€a. There have been
clouds about for many days.

Gholta. To lie down in the dust, as

one earnestly entreating another

;

to roll in the dust.
GholtaKkanae, ikakaeme, nia dhaobo dohoea.

He haa laid himaeK.in the dust, forgire

him, we will overlook his fault this time.

Gholta ghulti. To roll in the dust, as

children do.
Noko gidra do gholta ghulti baraekanako.

These children are rolling about in the
dust.

Gholtao. To roll or tumble about on

the ground, as a child.
Sadom ghoItaoKako otre. Horses roll them-

selves on the. ground.

Ghonghor. A hole in the ground, in a

rock, in a tree, &c.

Ghonrao. To mix by stirring; to

disintegrate
; to break down, as

by flowing water.
Pindhe ghonrao idi oabakedae, daHte. The

water di.sintegrated and carried away the
whole of the embankment.

Gurko ghohraoa. They stir the raw sugar.

Ghor. Butter milk, milk from which
butter has been taken.

GhSra. To carry a person sitting a-

stride on the shoulder.
Ma ghoraem. Come, carry him on your shoul-

der.

Gidraii ghorakedea. I carried the child sitting
astride my shoulder.

Ghora lidi. A jungle climbing plant
resembling a vine, Vitis tomen-
tosa, Heyne.

Ghorao. To mix, to mix by stirring.
Ghorao mit'. To mingle.

Ghorao. The change produced in an
egg by incubation.

Ghorao bele. An egj which has undergone the
change produced by incubation.

Ghor bagi. A gig or any wheeled
conveyance drawn by a horse.

Gh5rce. Crooked, bent.

Ghor cutia. ") One who stays in the
Ghor ghusia. J" house, an idler.

Ghor duar. Cf orak duar.

Ghore ghore. Among themselves, our-

selves.

Qhore ghoreko Iarh.T.i kana. They are fighting
among themselves.

Ghori. Time.
Mif ghori tayomte. After a little while.

Ghorkorna. Goods, property, chattels.
NuuaK hoyolfkantaereho enreho bae ghorkorna

dareafta. Although he gets so much still

he can't collect any property.

Ghormucau. Cf. ghurmucau.

Ghorna, \A fence ; to erect a fence, tc

Ghorna.J fence in argument.
A(Ji ghornam lagaoet'kana. You are fencing

(in argument.)

Ghorna berna. A fence, to fence round.
Besteye ghorna bernaakat'a. He haa put up

a good fence all round.

Ghotao. To be fulfilled, to be proved,

ta be accused.

Ghotna. ") . ,

p, ; SAn event, an occurrence.

Bhage ghofona menaKa, ar barie ghotona hS
menalca. There are pleasant events and
unpleasant events also.
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GhotretJ jel. The hind of the Indian
gazelle, or ravine deer, Oazella

Bennettii. Cf. badar selep.

Ghugra. Morris bells, a band of small

bells tied round the ankles when
dancing.

Ghugri. A kind of insect.

Ghugri ghao. A sore with a sinus.

G hul ghul. ") Close, oppressively close,

Ghul ghulau. J air or breeze excluded
;

to suffer for want of air.

Nonde oedalipe dohoakadea ghulghulauK kanaeP
Why have you put him here, be ia suffering
from the closenegs of the place.

Ghul ghul atbarolfkaua. It feels very hot and
close.

Potomlekhan jel ho ghul ghulaulca. If flesh

meat be wrapped up it will suffer from want
of air.

Ghumghor. To be in a deep sleep.
Ghumghorlenali baA atijomleda. I was in a

heavy sleep and did not hear.

GhGra. A bow string made of hemp,
&c. ; a piece of wood fixed on the

neck of a young bullock to accus-

tom him before the yoke is put on.

Porcha. A bow string made of bamboo.
AUko ghurawalta. They put a string on a bow.

Ghura. The female of the " gundri
"

or quail, Turnix Sykesii.

Ghura ghuri. Going here and there,

coming and going, wandering about.
Ghur^ ghuri baraekanae. He is going about

here and there.

Ghurai ultai. To bring up again, again

and again, over and over again.
TinaKem Aela ghurai ulfai ? How often would

you see it ?

Caba katha nui hor do ghurai ult^iye roreda.
This man keeps bringing up a matter that
has been settled.

Ghurant. Circuitous.
Noa hor do aidi ghuran^a. This way is circuitous.

Ghuraulc. Call of the gundri (q. v.) or

quail, and the noise made by the

cobra.
Gundriye ghurauKkana onte do. The quail ia

calling over there.

AyaA biAko ghurauKa.
It is believed by the Santals that the cobra

imitates the cry of the quail to attract it

to its destruction.

GhE. }
^'^ °°'^ ^^^' ^'^ ^"'"^ ^P'

Baber ghuroiena. The rope ia coiled up.
Sukri oan<jbol do ghuroigea. A pig's tail is

curled.

Ghur ghur. A call to cattle to cause

them to turn at the plough.

Ghur ghurau. To stir, to swing round,

to whirr, to revolve ; to cause to

whirr or revolve.

Ghanta ghurghuraume. Stir it round and round.

Hurla ghurghurauedae. He ie swinging it

round and round with his arm at full

stretch.

Ghuri. The next, returning.
Ghuri boohor. Next year.

Ghuri hapta. Next week.
Ghuri hat. Next market day.

Ghuri. Time.
Iti ghuri. Instantly.
Tun ghurite. In a moment.
Mii ghuri. A moment, a short time.
Ina ghurite. At that moment.
Sanam ghuri. Always.
fun ghuri. The present time.
CalaE ghiiri. Time of sotting out.
Thora ghuri. A little while.
Riiar ghuri. Time of returning.
Behgeo ghuri. Time when hunger ia felt.

Ghuria. Again, next.
Ado ghuria alom hijuUa. Do not come again.
Ghuria din. This time next year.

Ghuria ghuria. Again and again, time
after time.

Ghuria ghuriae khojkana. He asks time after
time.

Ghuria kaete. Again.

Ghuri ghuri. Time after time.
Ghuri ghurim hijulikana. You keep always

coming.

Ghurikaete. Again, another time.
Ghurikiete hijuK hoyoK tama. You must come

again.

Ghuri phiri. To go and come again
and again, to repeat, again and
again.

Ghuri phiri nonde acurbarae kanae. He keeps
coming and going here.

Ghuritek. A little, a little while.
Ghuritek thiroKme. Be still for a little.

Ghurkaete. Again.

Ghurmucau. ITo seize by the neck
Ghormucau..

J
and shake, to seize an

ox by the mouth and twist round
his head to his shoulder.

Ghurmuoaukedeae. He seized it by the nostrils
and turned its head round

.

Ghurni. \ An insect which lives

Dak ghurni J in water.

This insect keeps whirling round continuously,
and it is said that when it warts to rest it
has to hold on to something with its mouth.
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Ghurni. A whirlpool.

Ghurni. Incubati>d, as an egg.
Ghxirni dano bonga. Name of a certain

malignant spirit.

Ghurpak. To raise again a matter
that has been set^tled, to swing
round, to tAvist.

Ghus. A bribe.
Ghuse jomoda. He takes bribes.

Ghusa. To prod with the thumb passed
between the fore and midclle fin-

gers.

Ghus^i ghusi. To prod with the thumb
passed between the fore and mid-
dle fingers,

Ghusa ghusikedeae. He prodded him.
Ghusa ghusienakiu. They prodded each other.

Ghusau. \To go out of the way; to

Gusau. J hide with a wish to shun or

shirk work, &c.; to pass, as time.
Kor ghusau. To make a slip in speaking.
Dao ghusg.u. To miss an opportunity.
Okate ooe ghusauena. He has gone somewhere

out of the way.
Kamiii ghus?iukeda. I have missed my chance

to work (to day.)
DaK ghus3.aena, note ban heclena. The rain

has passed by, it did not come this way.

Ghus ghus. Internally.

Ghus ghuse rugiEkana. He has fever internally.

Ghus ghusau. |To go here and there

Ghus ghas. ) ^^ anger.
Ghus ghusau baraekanae.
Ghus ghusau aouroKbanae.
Ghus ghaa barae kanae.

Ghusiau. To enter humbly.
Bolo ghusiauenae abo theo. She crept into the

house and keeps quiet.

Ghusun ghusun. Quietly, without

speaking.

Ghusun.
iQuickly, with a rush.

Ghusun marte. j
^ •'

Ghusun marte odok gofenae. He rushed out.

Ghut. ) .

Ghutj^^^'^^g*^-
Bea (hik ghat oraKko benaoakate. They have

built a good average house.
Ghii( dare. An average sized plant.

Ghut ghut. Restless, to trip, as a child

or dwarf
Ghut ghut liir ketee gidr?i.

Ghut ghut. Middle-sized.

Children, little children.

Ghutla. M
Ghutli

a. M. \
i. F. I

Short in stature, a dwarf

Ghut mutia. Of middle size and stout.
Khub ghut mutia )U9.n. A well built, sturdy,

middle sized young man.

Ghutni. A dal (q. v.) masher.
Utuko ghutnia. Tiuy apply the 'ghutni 'to

the dal ( to mash it.

)

Ghutu. A mound, rising ground, bank
Gi. C£ ge. [of river.

Gian. Knowledge.

Gicho rani. Queen Gicho, a name
given to the earthworm who accor-

ding to the traditions of the Sftitals

raised the earth above the water.

Gidar bandar.

"

Gidar butur.

Gidar gadar.

Gidar pidar,

Gidra pidra. } [angry.

Gidgidau. To move quickly as one
Gidgid^u heeenae. He came striding up.

Gidi. A vulture.
Sehgel gidi. The Indian King-Vulture, Olo-

gyps calvHf;.

Sone gidi. Cf . sehgel gidi.

E^ila gidi. The female of Ologyps calvus.

Gidi. To throw away, to cast off, to

reject.

Jeret gidi. To burn to get rid off.

Cado gidi. To throw into water to get rid off.

Areu gidi. To bale out-tn get rid of.

Up gidi. To throw, or pour away.
Narka gi<?i. To cleanse the hair.

Bohoe L^it.li. To rinse off.

Jom gidi. To waste by eating, or to eat to get
rid of.

Goo giiji. To kill to get out of the way, to

kill and throw away.
Ti jahgare gidi'? To throw oneself at another's

feet; to beseech.

Gidi ore. Rejected, laid aside as un-

serviceable, as cloth ; neglected, as

children.
De gidi ore emalipe, ladejohail. Do give me a

piece of old cloth, I will wear it.

Nui gidi ore tahekanae, ill geA joton saoha-
kedea, tiapurio ! This child was neglected,

I took him in and cared for him, poor little

thing !

Gidi tot. Thrown away as useless, to

lay anything aside as unservice-

able.

Gidra. A child.

Gidrfii. joh. To beget a child, or children.

Gidr9.ko benaokediAa. They did not respect me
(treated me as if I were a child.)

Adi diuren gidra kanae. This child is older

than he looks (said of backward children.)

Gidri. Short, little, dwarfish, apphed
to females only.

2o
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liigrin.J
species of lizard.

Gigriii.

Ghig

Gijgij. Close, oppressively close, hot

and steamy, sweltering; moist,

wet body, perspiring and dirty.

T^dgairte Rijgij atkaroKkans.. It feels Jcloae

owing to the heat.

Dare butare tahente besoKa, noa orali do gij-

gij ^ikaiuKa. It would be better to Uve
jinder a tree, this house feels so damp,

Gijri. Curdled, sour, as milk.
Gijiitoa. Curdled milk.
Noa toa gijriena. This milk is curdled.

Oila. Moist, damp, humid, mushy.
Daka gilaKa isin lahalenkhan. The rice will

become mushy if oTer cooked.

Gilapdar. C£ giriptar.

Gilas. A brass drinking vessel in shape

of a tumbler ; a tumbler.

Gilthi. A swelling in the groin.

Gindra. A piece ; to cut or break
into pieces.

M&i gindraime. Cut the bamboo into lengths.

Crinduar bata. The jack snipe.

Oindwar. A sling for throwing stones.

Ginghri. A lizard. Cf ghigriii,

Ginti,

Ganti,
Ma se gintikom. Come, count them.

Gipitic. The reciprocal form of gitic

'<3ipitic sendra. A hunt which lasts a part of:

two days in which the hunters camp and
pass the -night together in the open from
which fact the hunt gets its name.

Gipitic ^hen. The place where the hunters
pass theTiight together. Cf. gipitio sendra.

Gira. A knot.
Bapla gira. The marriage knots, or the Santal

method of intimating date of a marriage.
-Seven or eight days before the da'.:c fixed for

the marriage, seven, or eight as the case
may be, knots are tied on a larc'e number
of strings, one of ^vhieh, is sent to each
family ^/ho i^: invited to be present at tlje

marriage. One knot is loised cs,ch night,

and wjeu all have been loosed tne time for
the marriage has arrived.

Knots on a string are also employed to keep
accounts, each knot representing so much.

Gira basi. To settle down.
Noa disomrele gira basiakana. Ws have«ettled

down in this country.
B?ihu doe gira b^isiena. The young wife lias

settled down (she no longer runs away.)

Girgirau. To g-o round about, to move
quickly, as one angi-y.

ti. J
To count.

To arrest, to apprehend, as

Girgir9.uateye heoena. He came rushing up.
Hakoko girgirau baraekana. Th fish are swim-

ming round about.

Gir girau. To roll along the ground.
Gir girau calaKkana. It goes rolling along.

Girhar. Trust, guidance, benevolence.
Okoe girharte nonde dom berelakana? Under

whose wing have yon settled down here ?

Giri. To cut through, as with an axe,

saw, &c.
Barab?.rite giri got'kalfme.

_
Cut it equally.

Giriakatko leka mit geko lieloKkana, sipahiko
do. The soldiers look all alike (in height),
just as if they had been cut (to the same
height^

Giria. Obliquely, from the side. Cf.

g-hiria.

Giriateii maKkedea. I out him down with a
side stroke (fromthe left or right.)

Giriptar.

Gilapdar. r i i i - -
,

Geraptar.j
by legal warrant.

Giriptarkateko idikedea. They arrested and
took him away.

GiriptaroKae. He wiU he arrested.

Girja. To join in a religious service,

to conduct a religious service.
Girja oral?. A church.
Tehenle girj9,Ka. We will to-day join in a reli-

gious service, or we will observe public
worship.

XJni doe girjaabona. He will conduct the
service for us.

Girmit. Cor. of " agreement " a tea gar-
den term.

Ale dole girmitena. We are under an agreement
for a certain number of years.

Girni. Wife, mistress of the house.

Giroe goroe. ] Following each other in

Giyor goyor. I a line, trailing-, hang-
Goroe goroe. / ing masses, hanging
Goyor goyor. j down or ever, as a piece

of twine, &c.
lilit'tege giroe goroeko •oalakkana. They are

going in a line one following the other.
Giroe goroe eitnrakana baber i^. The string

is; hanging down.
Goyor goyorko pii'iio. idiedekana. They are

following her in ^ long line.
Dakre giroe goroe sealom'menaRa. There are

long trailing lines of sealom (q. v.) in the
water.

Girosto. ") A cultivator, a well-to-do far-;to. ") .

ti. JGiristi. j mer.
Nitok do girostoenam ado nonkam badjii bara-

eda. You have become well-to-do now, and
you are putting on airs.

NitoK dom girostoen khan aujim dabaoeEko.
Now that you are well-to-do you are op-
pressing them.
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Giru. A kind of red ochre.
Giru dliiri. A red stone from which the 'girn'

is produced hy rubbing. Houses are de-
corated with this ochre for the DasSe (q.T.)
The fruit of the Mira baha (q.T.) ia employed
as a block to stamp figures on the wall's.

Gisicgisic. Always, continually.
Gisio giside ggiduroSJiana. He is continually

scratching himself.
Gisio gisio rorortege tahenao. He is always

speaking.

Ge'ser^Ser. 1 Q'^^^^^'^' ^.' ^\^" ^^ ^

Geser marte hed gofenaet He came quickly.
Geser geser barae kanae ka^a do, The buffalo

goes stamping about.

Gita. A variety of the rice plant.

Gita. Cf. gital^.

Gitali. A thin film believed to be on
the tongue, generally on the

under side, of a child at birth,

which if not removed affects his

power of speaking ; an impedi-

ment in the speech.
Gitalt dope dohokaKkana bape cabaeda. Tou

are leaving a part of the subject in obs-
curity.

QitaK gitaKgeye sereAa. He does not enunciate
his words when singing.

Uni gidra reaK gitalf chadn,okataome. Remove
the film (gitaK) from that child's tongue.

Git git. Itchy, irritating sensation.

Git git aikauKkana. An itching sensation,

Gitic. To lie down, to sleep.

Dal gitic. To knock down by a blow, as with

a stick.

Capa£ gitiij. To knock down by throwing some-

thing at.

Gitiu bere£. To rise from sleep.

Gitic thir. To Ke still, or quietly.

Gitic herop.
| ^^^ ^j^^^ ^11 have retired for the

giSdtre?:!
"^^''*-

Alom gitijea. Do not lay it (child) down.

Mi^ then gitidkatele tioga. "We will pass one

night on the way.
Nondele gitic aiigalfa. We will pass the night

here.

Gitid sarasg.tili. When all have retired for the

night.

Gitil. Sand.
Gada gitil. Eiver sand.

Dhiiri gitil. Mixture of dust and sand.

Lemeli gitil. Fius sand.

Bali gitil. 7 Grains of magnetic iron resembling

Gitil baU. 3 sand.

Gitil. To scour with sand, ashes, &c.

Thari lota gitiltabonme. Scour our brats

plates and cups.

Gitil. An invisible insect said to burrow

into the skin under the toes during

the rains.

Gitil aralc. A wild- pot-herb, Leucas
tnollissima, Bth.

Gitil garl. An insect that burrows in

the sand in river beds.

Gitil ran. A common plant, Aniao-
chilus carvMsus, Wall.

Gitlaha.. Sandy.
Gitl3.ha ot. Sandy soil.

Giwar gawar. Tangled, hanging in a

tangle, trailing.

Men, kierid giwar gawarem oret do. Look
out, you are trailing the cloth along.

Giwg.r gawar sealom. Trailing tangled sea?

weed.

Go.. Mother,, woman.
Maraiiid go. Wife's elder brother or brothers.
Jawae go. Son-in-law.

Goala.\The Hindu caste Goala ; a cow
Goar. / keeper, a cowherd.

G5a5. To lose. C£ gaoao.
AcaK jiwiye goaolekhau C6(; porho hoyoKtaaaf

What shall it profit him (if he gain the
whole world) and lose his own soul ?

Gobol. To subject, to be subject to..

Ehga apa then bako goboloKa. They are not
Bubjeot to their parents.

Ac gobolketkoae. He brought them under
subjection to himself.

Okoe ho bako gobol dareakoa. No one is abla

to bring them to subjection.

Goboria. Stout, but effeminate, well fed

and pampered.
Gobori? hor kanae. He is stout, but soft.

Gobor mati. To finish, to destroy, to

obliterate by smearing with cow
dung.

TeheJi khon gobor matikedabon, teheti khon
alope ror baraea. From to-day we have
buried it, from to-day do not mention it.

Gobrao. To manure, especially with

cattle manure

Gujuk.}T°^^ill't°die.

Nel god. To see die or killed.

Dal god. To kill by striking with aatick, ko.
Ten god. To crush to death.

Turi god. To kill by shooting an arrow.

KutS-m god. To kill by a blow or blows, with
a hammer, &o.

Phasigod. To kill by hanging.

iSui- god. To kill or be killed by a fall.

MaK god. To kill by slashing with a sword„
axe &c.

Unum god. To drown.
Peter god, To kill by twisting the neck.

Lin god. To strangle.

Jom god. To kill and devour.
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Ger goo. To kill by biting, aa asnalse.

Lo g03. To be burned to death.

Capat goo . To kill by throwing something at.

.^ttt goo. To be drowned, carried away by a
stream and drowned.

G-opoc. To kill each other.

Goiroo bor. A killer, a murderer.
Goo gocteri baAcaoena. I was at death's door.

Goe balicaoenaA. I was very nearly dead.

Goo bagiaiileae. He died and left us.

Goo gur. To die.

Goo sareo. To survive.

Goo calao. To depart this life.

God adhi. To lessen by death.

Gocha. To hold in the lap, as a child

carries flowers in its pinnafore by

making it a bag.
Gccha pereolenthan khacl^Kreko aambao hor-

aea. When the lap is full they put them
(leaves from the tea bushes) into a basket.

Gocha jaoraeme. Collect them in your pinna-

fore.

Goco. A beard; the pistils of the

flowers of Indian corn, Zeaniays.
Eaebar goco. A go-between ; a negotiator of

a marriage.
Mooa goco. The hair on the upper lip.

Kewa goco. A beard, hair on cbin.

Jon^lra goeoena. The ilower pistils of the In-

dian corn are protruding.

Hako goco. Hairs on the mouth of a fish.

Merom goco. A goat's beard.

Sakwa leka goco haraentalea. We are greatly

delighted.

God. A climbing plant.

Cand^ god j Varieties of the God plant.
Suru] god. J

Goda. A piece of cultivated high land

at a distance from the house.

Goda. Elephantiasis ; swollen, sluggish.

Goda godage lieloKkana. It looks clumsy,
(said of the leg of a bedstead that has not

been turned in a lath.)

Bejae godae atkarol^kana, hohoak ho bae ati-

joma. Hois very sluggish, he won't ana^vtr

when called to.

Goda horo. Highland rice, a variety

of tire rice plant which is grown

on high lands.

Godali. To touch one to call his

attention.
Okoe gocjakkediriae. Who touched me ?

Godao. To confess, acknowledge, ad-

mit.
Pg-hil doe godaokeda, nit do bae got^ao ocoalc-

kana. He acknowledged it at first, but
wiU not admit it row.

IKditi Aelledea, menkhan nit do bae goijao

ocoaKkana. I saw him take it away, but
now he will not admit it.

Nunali horko talareye rorkeda, menkhan nit do
,bae go^ao ocoaUkana. He said it among so

many people, but will not now admit that
he did so.

Godet. One of the officials of a San-

tal village.

Godetar. A call to oxen at the plough

when it is required that they

should turn in small space.

God god. Sound of water falling or

being poured from a height into

water.

Godhe. To fondle the legs or feet of a

person, as children and dogs do

;

to beseech.
Nui setajahgareye goiJheKkana. This dog is

fawning on my feet.

Am do otem bagikeda, nitoR dom godhe barae-

kana. You relinquished the land and now
you are begging to get it back.

Godhra. Thick, dull, listless.

Bhale hore tahekana, nahak do cekate coe
godhraena. He was a good man once, he
now for some reason or another has become
listless.

Noko hor reaK mon do godhraentakoa. This
people's heart is waxed gross.

Godhro. Cf. godhra,

Godo. A species of rat.

Ehus godo. The bandicoot rat. Cf. bhus.
Murup godo. A small light grey coloured

field rat.

Dander godo.
"J
This rat fre';|uents the rice

Khet godo. > fields and betore the crop is

fandi godo. ) reaped lays up a store for
himself in some convenient hole. A maund
of rice has at times betn dug out of his
storehouse.

Godo godo. Sound of water falling

from a height into water ; a splash-

ing sound.

Godoe godae. 1 At the heels of, follow-

Godoe godoe.
J ing closel)^

Godoe godoe parija baraedekanae. He is follow-

ing at her heels.

Godoe godoe. Cf gadae gudui.

Godop godop. Rhythmical, measured,
as the sound produced when danc-
ing to music ; or as the beating of

a drum.
Godop godopko eneokana.
Godop go(jopko ruieda.

Godor. ^ Long, flowing, applied
Godor godor. ;- to a beard and whis-
Godro. J kers.
Godroe AeloKkana, okoe ren merom boda con.

Ho has a very long beard, whose billy-goat
is it?

Godor godor goco menalctaea. He has a very
long beard.

Godor godor goooe haraaka{a. He has grown
a long beard.

E ken godor geko hp,ta,okeda. Only long bear-
ded men have taken thom.
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God pari. To beseech, to entreat, to

throw oneself down at another's

feet to excite his pity.

Am then go^l p^iiK do baA oalaKa. I will not
go to tlirow myself down at your feet.

God parikateii agukedea. I beeeeohod him to
come with me.

Godro. Cf. godor.

Goetha. Dried cow dung.

G5etha lipi. The Ashy-crowned Finch
Lark, Pyrrhulaudagrisea.

Goethasar. A variety of the rice plant.

Goga. To spread a rumour.
AuriaKtcko gogakeda. They spread a false

rumour.
Gota disom gogalena. The rumour spread over

the whole country.

Gogok. To wear a piece of cloth hanging

from the shoulder covering the

breast, by women. Cf bande.

GogoK japaK. To wear the sari orer the shoulder

and hanging aovru in front.

Anriye gogoK japagoKa. She does not as yet
wearapiece of cloth over her breast, i. e. is

of tender years.

Gogol<. Cf gok.

Goha. A witness ; to bear witness.

Goha sakhi. )

SakM goha. )
A witness.

[ To testify, to bear witness, to

1 depose.

Goha gujrau.
Goha em.
GohaK.
Cet lagi£em heeakana P GohaKiii heoakana.

Why have you come ? I have come to give

evidence.
Gohako bhahgaokeSkotilia. They have tam-

pered with my witnesses.

Gohako puraukeda. They have given their

evidence.
Goha emoK bako tehgona. They do not agree

to give evidence.

Gohal puja. The Byre or Cow-house

worship. It is observed on the

second day of the Sohrae (q. v.)

festival, and seems to be an ac-

knowledgement of the services

rendered by the cattle during the

year's cultivation.

Goher. Cf guher.

Gohla guhli. Breaking out in one

place after another ; as an epide-

mic ; on all sides.

Ale dih do g.di gohla guhliye daKkeda. It

rained in our village from all sides.

Noakorege rog gohla guhli acur baraekana.

. Disease is breaking out in all directions

round about here.

reserved.

Gohlao. To obscure, to spread, difficult,

obscure.
Ale then duk do gohlaoakana. Sickness is all

round us.

Noa katha do 9,di Kohlao bujh^uKkana. This
matter is obscure.

Gohle. 1 n •
.1.

Gohle gohle. j^'^^^*' ^"^

Gohle hor do (Jher do bako rora. Reserved
people do not speak much.

Nui maejiu gohlegeye rora. This woman speaks
very quietly.

Gohnao. \To follow, to trace, to

Gohna ghuhni [ track.

Kule gohnaijjfcaraetkoa. The tiger is following
them. »

Bugi ocoK l^git uniko gohnaoedekau tahekana.
They were following him to be healed of
their diseases,.

Gohnao idiedekan tahekanako, sabea mente.
They were tracking him to catch him.

Sordar kuliko gohnao idikoa. The sardar
follows up the coolies.

Goho goho. Wrapt up so as to appear
large, bulky.

Goho goho oyoakanae.
Adi maraij goho goho cerekanae.

Gohor. To drag, to draw along the

ground.
Paiirako Icafko gohor idia. Bullocks drag timber

(from the forest.)

Goja. A mixture, such as a Santal

marrying a Kol, or Indian corn

and rice cooked together, &c.
Diku ar horkin gojaena.

Goja. A stick sharpened at one end

with which holes are made in the

ground, striking the sharp end into

the ground.
Goja gockedeae. He stabbed and killed him.

Goja. To insert or push into intertices,

as when loading a cart with tim-

bed, smaller pieces being thrust

into the spaces between the lar-

ger pieces.

Gojra. Sleepy-headed, obdurate.
Maraii gojra hor kanae. He is a great sleepy

head.
Kui gojra mara hor. This consummate slug-

gard.

Gok. To carry on the shoulder; to

promise.
GoR idi. To carry away on the shoulder.

Golt ?.gu. To bring carrying on the shoulder.
QraKtebo goR ?.guj£o,dea. They brought him

home on their shoulders.
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Gokhla. To speak against one. Cf.

gokhna.
Ce^ uniaK dom gokhlaet tahekana P What were

you saying against himp

Gokhla janum. ") A plant furnished

Gokhula janum. J with spines, Hy-
grophila spinosa, T. Anders.

Gokhna. To give a by-name to, give

a name to, make fun of.

Gokhnakedeako. They hare given him a nick-
name.

Hapramko oeClekako gokhnakeibona.

Gok sahan. A veiled term meaning to

burn a corpse. t

Delabon ho goK sahan Harmae gooakana. Come
to assist at the cremation, Harma is dead.

Gol. Round, spherical.

Gol. To whistle.

Gol._ Cf. got'.

Heo golenae. Ho camo at once,
Kor golakome. Speak to them plainly.

/-,,'
i> } A store-house.

Gola orak. J

Gola. M.\Brown, reddish brown, applied

Guli. F. J only to cattle and goats.

Gola bocla. A brown he-goat.

Guli merom. A brown she-goat.

Gola. The neck, the throat.

Gola. Employer, master, owner.
Nui dahra ren gola okoe kanae? Who is the

owner of this bullock P

111 ren gola kantilSae. He is my employer.

Gola gamcha. To assume a humble
attitude of entreaty or submisson.

Gola, the neck and gamcha, a piece of cloth two
or three yards long. The cloth is put
round the neck and the suppliant holds it

in front between his hands joined in suppli-

cation.

Gola jambra. To explode, an explosion

Gola kanta. Malignant sore throat or

swollen throat, a disease which
affects cattle ; tonsillitis, &c.

Gg.iko gola kantaka. Cows are subject to

malignant sore throat.

Golak solak. Of galai solaf.

Gola orak. A store house.

Golat. \ An exchange of daught-

Golat bapla. J ers for marriage to sons.

Golati. A kind of marriage.

Two families each having a marriageable son

and daughter, each marries his daughter to

the other's son. This is a convenient form
of marriage as, as a rule, presents are

dispensed with.

Golki marie. Cf. gol marie.

Golmal. ") Disturbance, tumult, con-

Gulmal. j fusion ; to make a distur-

bance, tumult, &c.
A(Ji golmalakafako. They have made great con-

fusion.
Kathako golmalkeda. They confused the

matter.
Ona atote alope calaKa adi golmalakana, a(Ji

horko gujuKkana. Do not go to that village

things are out of the usual, many people
are dying.

Gol marie. 1
gj^^j^ ^^ ^^^^^^ pepper.

Golki mane. J
r ic

The pepper-vine, which yields gol mario Fiper
nigrum, is largely cultivatedin South India.

Golokpuri poesa. \ Gorakhpur pice, a

Golopuri poesa. } dumpy pice.

This is the old Indian pioe which is simply a
piece of copper a certain weight but of any
shape.

Golpo. A story, prattle, tattle, chit

chat, small talk.

Hor horte calaK tulucko golpo joiikana. They
indulge in small talk as they walk along
the road.

Golwari. A kind of dance.

Golwari rar. The air sung when danc-

ing the Golwari dance.

Golwari sereri. The songs sung when
dancing the Golwari dance.

Gom. A cultivated fruit tree, the

Bullock's heart, Anona reticulata

Sivi.
The fruit which resembles a bullock's heart in

shape ripens dui'ing the latter part of the
rainy season. It is eaten by the natives,

but rarely by Europeans.

Gomao. Cf gamao.

Go medak. A gem or precious stone

brought from the Himmalayas.

Gomke. "1 A wife, mistress of the

Gomket. J house.

Jawae gomket. Son-in-law.
Orak gomket. Wife, mistress of the the house.
Nui do okoe hoyoKaeP Iii gomkeli kanae. Who

is this P She is my wife.

Gomosta. An agent.

Gonda. A set of 4.

Bar gon^a poesa. Two annaa.

Gonda. Out-lying hamlets of a village,

suburbs of a town ; out-lying frelds

of a village.

Ga gondape darana. You visit villages and
their out-lying hamlets.
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Gondal. Cf. atal gondal.

Gondogol. Din, tumult, disturbance,

confusion.
Gon^ogolko lagaokeda. They are making a din.

Kathako gonijogolkeda. They have confused
the matter.

Gondhok. Sulphur, brimstone.

Gondor gondor. To mutter, to speak

in low tones ; low growling, as of a

dog.
Gondor gondore eKgerkana. She is soolding

under her breath.
Gondor gondoroKbanako oraE bhitrire. They

are talking inside the house. (Sound heard
but not the words.)

Gondrao. To growl or snarl, as a tiger,

leopard, dog or cat.

Kulko, tarupko, setako ar pusiko gondraoltako.
Tigers, leopards, dogs and cats snarl.

Gon. To answer when called to.

Hohoadeali, bae goiiledifia. I called to him, he
did not answer.

Goiikedeari. I answered him.

Gon. To give a daughter in marriage.
GoJikedeale Mafijhi oraKre. We gave her in

marriage to a member of the Maliihi's

family.
Bale kiisilente bale gohledea. We were not

satisfied and therefore did not give her in

marriage.
Onkoko baplaUban arko goheibo^ tahekana.

They were marrying and giving in marriage.

Gonga. Dumb.
Gongha. The shell of a water snail, a

v/ater snail.

Tandj goiigha. A dry land snail.

Godghor. A hole, a cavity.

BhugaK. A small hole.

Ghoiighor. Larger than bhugaiK.

Dander. Larger than all, a cave, a den.

Gongo. Father's elder brother or bro-

thers
;
younger brother's or bro-

thers' children.
Goiigoli theniA oalaKa. I wiU go to my father's

elder brother's house.

Noako gohgoli tekoJi idiakokana. I am taking

these to my younger brother's children.

Gohgod kora. Son of my younger brother or

Gohgoli kuri. Daughter of my younger bro-

ther or sister.

Gohffot kora. Son of his'younger brother or

Gohgot kuri. Daughter of his younger bro-

ther or sister.

Gohgom kora. Son of thy younger brother

or sister.

Gohgom kuri. Daughter of thy younger bro-

ther or sister.

Gongo salaka. A doal (q. v.) cloth

given by the bridegroom to the

bride's (aunt) gongo (q. v.)

GongrolJ. Hoarse ; to become hoarse.

Serel5 serellteil gohgroCena. I have become
hoarse with singing.

GoiSja^udji. Cf. gaiija gudji.

Goi4jao. Cf ga6jao.

Goiijao. To lay past, to store up, to

hoard.

Doho goiijao. To heard.
Rebel; goiijao. To stick into something, as

thatch, to keep safely.

Bolo goiijao. To hide inside.

Bae goiijao. To put past.
Topa goiijao. To bury for safety (treasure.)
Sen goiijao. To go and remain.

Okarem liamleda ? Doho gorijaole^ tahekana^.
Where did yon get it ? I had laid it past.

Non^eli bae goiijaolef tahekana okoe coe idiko£.
I laid it past here, some one has taken it

away.

Sarimre rebet' goJijaokaKme. Stick it into the
(thatch of tile) roof to keep it safely.

Sen golijaoakanae. He has gone and is staying
there (as if he had been put in store.)

GonoM. A piece of cloth thrown over

the shoulder and falling down
over the breast and tucked in on
both sides to a piece round the
waist. Worn by women. From
golj (q. v.). Cf gogok under bande.

Gonok. An astronomer, an astrologer.

^° . >The price paid for a bride.
Gonoa pon.

j
r i:-

The amoxmt paid as gonoh varies from three
rupees to twelve rupees, the hi|;her sum,
however, being very seldom given. Eeturn
presents are made in proportion to the sum
paid as gonoii.

Gonon toraoni. Return presents made
by the bride's father to the bride-

groom's party.

These presents vary in valne according to the
price paid for the bride (gonoii, q. v.) but
when the lowest rate of gonoh, three rupees
is paid no return presents are given by
the bride's father to the bridegroom's
party.

Gonto goto. "1

Gonto gotor.
j

Gonto goyo.
|

Gonto goyorj

Calaoena'to gonto goto,

in Indian file.

One after the other, in

Indian file.

They have gone off

Gopal. A variety of the rice plant.

Gopal bhog. A variety of the rice

plant.



Gopca [ 200 ] Gorom

Gopca. A method of carrying small

articles tied up in a cloth and
swung over the shoulder.

The articles to be carried, which are generally
such as will be required on a ghort journey
or food when out on a hunting expedition,

are tied up in one end of a cloth, which is

thrown over the left shoulder hanging down
behind. The other end of the cloth is pas-

Bed under the left arm, over 'the bundle, to

keep it in position, and brought round under
the right arm to the front and tied there.

Gopha ot. A species of edible mush-
room.

Gopon. Reciprocal form of gon (q. v.)

Goporo. Reciprocal form of goro (q. v.)

Gor. Difficulty, strait.

Gorreii paraoakana, I am in a difficulty.

rt ' u >• A European soldier.
Gora palton. J

^

Gora. The refuse of matkom (q. v.)

from which liquor has been distil-

led.

Gorako gidiakafa, kada emako lagiiJ aguime.

Gora. A cow-shed, a cattle-shed.
Gai gora. A cow-shed.

Goras. To receive and supply what is

necessary to one in want or in

distress ; to coax.
Goras saohakom. Eeoeive and care for them.
Gorasetkoae. She thinks of and provides for

them.
Do goras aguiope. Go and coax her to come.

Gordon. C£ gardan.

Gordon. Thick-necked.

G6rS. A pannier, a bag slung across

a bullock's back, one on either

side.

G6re. A common forest tree, Stephe-

gyiie parvifolia, Korth.

Gorhon. To carve, to engrave on wood
or metal.

Gorhon muthan. A graven image.
Bese gorhonakat'a. He has carved it well.

Gorhoni. Chronic dysentery.

Gorkha guli. Ball or pellet of dried

or burnt clay about the size of a

marble, to discharge from a bow.
Gorkha ale. The bow by which the gorkha

(pellets) are propelled.

Gorla. M. loi • i i-

Gurli. F.
j^ti'iP*^^' ^^ ^ *ig*3^-

Gorla setae heo baraKa,
sometimes.

Gurli merom. A striped or streaked she-goat.

A striped dog comes

Gormi. Gonorrhoea, or any other

urethral discharge.

Goro, To assist, to.accompany.

Kami goro. To assist in work.
Tul goro. To assist to lift.

Em goro. To assist by giving.

Gitio goro. To sleep in company with.

Goro goro soiigeaeme. Go along with him.
Jom goroalime. Eat along with me.
Khube kami goroadiiia. He assisted me great-

ly in my work.

Gorob. Proud, conceited, fastidious.

Nui do adiye goroba. He is very proud.
Am dom goroboKkana. You are becoming

fastidious.

Jom gorobenae. He has no desire to eat (having
had a surfeit) Scottice, He is stawed.

Gorobia. Proud, conceited, fastidious.

Aiji gorobia hor kanae. He is a very conceited
person.

Gorob. The foetus.

Gorobe gidikeda. She miscarried.

Gorob hormo. Pregnant.
Gorob hormo menaea. She is pregnant.

Goroeya. The divinity who is supposed
to jDreside over the cattle shed.

On the second day of the Sohi-ae (q. v.) festival
oiforings are presented to Goroeya in the
cow-shed by each family.

Goroj. Need, occasion, want, necessity,

wish, intention, interest.

Ogoroj. Having no want or necessity.
AmaK goroj menakkhan oalakme. If your

necessity requires you to go, go. *

Jom real? goroj banufttilia . I have no desire
to eat.

Cei goroj ho bail lagaoaekana. It is no interest
of his.

Mit' e.ae taka reak goroj menaktiiia. I have
need of one hundred rupees.

Goro goro. Cf goro.

Goroli gorol?. Incessantly.
Gorol^ goro]<e hohcaiikana. He keeps continu-

ally calling to me.

Gorom. Grand, as in grandfather,

grandmother
;
grandson, a name-

Gorom ayo. Grandmother.
Gorom kora. Grandson.
Gorom knri. Granddaughter.
Goromtet haram. The grandfather.
Goromtet budhi. The grandmother.

Goromiri. My "grand" (either son or dau-
ghter.

GoromiA kora. My grandson.
Goromi/i kuri. My granddaughter.

Gorom. Warm, hot.

Adi goroma. It is very hot (the weather.)



Goroilj goroiij [ 201 ] Gotao

Gorodj goro6j. Intense, applied to dense
dark clouds, and also to the bright

afterglow of sunset and the efful-

gence of sunrise.
Gorolij goroili daKe tmauakafa.
Gorolij goroAj araU rimile rakapakalla. Inten-

sely bright clouds have risen.

Gorsor. Emergency, difficulty. Cf. gar

sar.

GortorSd. To add to, to introduce

extraneous subjects into a discus-

sion.
Katha alope gortoroja. Do not introduce ex-

traneous subjeotB into the discussion.

Gosae. A religious sect of Hindus.

Gosae. A general name given to "bod-

gas "
((J.

V.)

Teheli ill gosae gosaeoSkana. I am engaged in

sacrificing to-day.
Jugi Gosae. A caste of Hindus who make and

seil doras (q. T.). The doras are of tassar

silk thread.

Gosae era. The goddess of the Sal

grove.

Gosec. To pick vermin from the head.
Goposeo. To perform the service for each

other.

Goso. To wither, to dry.
Kaen<Jealf goClekhan goao beleako. If they

pluck unripe fruit they keep them till they
ripen.

Goso AnroK. To wither and fall off.

Nui doe gosoena. He has become withered.

Gosoc. Of dirty habits, dirty, slovenly.

Nui gosoa mara hor hormo ho bae heiigaKa. This

dirty rascal will not clean his person.

Goso isin. To cook over a slow fire.

Goso isinme. Cook it over a slow fire.

Goson. » "I To follow after.
Goson goson. J
Cef lagit'em gosohbaraedekana? Why do you

follow after him ?

Gholre.}^"^^'
sluggish, careless.

Maran gosfe horkanae. He is a great sluggard.

Gosre. Of dirty habits, slovenly.

Goi To gather or pluck fruit.

Ghaiigra godme. Pluck ghahgra (q. v.)

TJl gof aguime. Pluck and bring some mangoes.

p ? \ Instantly, quickly suddenly.

Heo godoKme. Come without delay.

Sen go^enae. He went at once.

Got. \Another name for the Soh-

Got puja. J rae festival (q. v.)

Got oaole. Contributions of rice collected from
each family in a Tillage for the purpose of

manufacturing rice beer with which to cel-

ebrate the got puja or Sohrae. (q. v.) It is

^uuk on the day on which they bathe.

Got R»i. On the first day of the got pnja or

Sohrae {q. v.) in the evening all the cattle

of the village are driven over an eptg and
the animal which treads on it or smells it is

called the got gai. •
Got han<Ji. Eice beer manufactured from got

caole (q. v.) and consumed on the first of

the got puja or Sohrae {q. v.) festival.

Got sim. Fowls collected from the villagers

one from each family for sacrifice at the

got puja or Sohrae (q. v.) festival. These
are sacrificed on the 1st day of the festival.

Got. The place where cattle are

collected at mid-day, Of. ada.

Gota. The whole.
Gota oralf. The whole house.

Gota atoren hor. The people of the whole
village.

Gota talako boloena. They went in to the

very centre.

Gota. To decide, to settle, to prove.

Bale gota dafeaKa. We cannot come to a

decision.

GotaK leka do bah ^ik^iuHkana. It does not

seem as if it could be proved.

Gota guti. Principal, adult, full grown.

Gota gnti katha olakana. The principal tacts

are recorded.

Gidrako do alope emakoa, gota guti horko
joma, onkoko pg.ndul{a. Do not give to

children, grown up people will eat it, they

(the children) wiU become grey haired.

Gotanalc. A whole one.

GotanaKe idikeda. Ho took away a whole one.

Gotan.] Used with numerals, also with

Gotec.
J-

2, 3, and 4, when
Goten.J reduplicated.
Mi£ gotaiie emadiiia. He gave me one.

More goteo horko tahekana. There were five

people.
Babar gotafa. Two each.

Pepe gotaii . Three each

.

Popon gotah. Four each.

Gel goten do bape saphalena ? are goteo doko
oUaena ? Were there not ten of you cleans-

ed ? where are the nine ?

Gotao. To thread, to string, to put

into, as a sword into a sheath ;
to

insert, as an axle into a wheel

;

to thrust into, as the tang of an

arrow head into the shaft.

Suire sutamko gotaoa. They thread needles.

Tarware bokharre gotaotam. Put up thy
sword into its sheath.

Churi reaH barjhgi (Janijomreko gotaoa. They
insert the tan of the knife into the handle.

Gotao.lTo begin, to start, to engage

GataoJ in.

XJni saoteii gotaoakana. I am engaged along

with him.

26



Go'tao [ 202 ] Gildan

Gotao. \To collect cattle at mid-day
Gothao.J resting place. Cf. goth, and

ada.
Gaiye gotaoakSEkoa. He has collected the

cattle into their mid-day resting place.
Go^hao jarwaenako. They are collected at the

mid-day resting place (cattle.)

C i \i f
Whole, unsplit, as a pea, &c.

Dal do banuKan, gotaraK menaKa. There are no
split peas, there are whole ones.

Gota tandi. Every "\vhere, all round
about.

Gota tandiye sioKkanreho enreho bae asuloK-
kana. Although he ploughs all round
about still he does not make a living.

Goto. Wry, out of line, as holes made
from two sides not meeting exactly

in the centre.
OekaEali? Moca goteUa. What will happen

to me ? Tout mouth will become wry.
Cetleka bam roKket? gotegea. How have you

bored it? It is wry.

Gote. A gregarious bush or small tree,

Croton oblongifolius, Roxh.

Gote. ") To twist the mouth and
Gote gore. J turn away the face in

sulky ill-humour.
OaKem gote barae kana? Why do you turn

your face away sulkily ?

Goth. The place where the village

cattle rest at mid-day. Cf. ada.
Cutht?.ndi. Cf. ada tandi.

Gotiiao. To collect cattle together

for their mid-day rest. Cf. goth,

and gotao.

Gotl-e. Wry, oblique.
Noa orak do gotleena. This house is off the

straight.

Gotlegem katkeda. You have built the wall
awry.

Goto. Past.
Goto boohor. Last year.

Gotoc. To add to, to increase in length,

as a rope.
Noa katha dope goto6a£ do. You have added

to this matter.

Gotom. Clarified butter, ghi.

Gotor. To spread, applied to fire.

Men, serigelpe gotor ocoea. Look out, you will

allow the Are to spread.
Bir loK jokhee seiigel gotor calaka. When a

forest is on fire the circle of it widens.

Goyalj. To be daubed with soot, soot

on the face or clothes when hand-

ling cooking pots.

Ceka goyaken bae ? How has she got those
black daubs of soot on her face P

Goyon. A track made by rats ; a track.

Candbolko or idia, ar onate goyonoka dhurire.

They drag their tails on the ground and so

malce a track in the dust (rats.)

Amak goyonteko heo idiena. They have
followed in your tracks.

Goyon. 1To follow after.
Goyon goyon. J
Tayom tayorate goyon panja baraedekanae.

He follows her whereever she goes (a child

its mother.)

Grostali. Household, family.

Gua. The Areca nut, or Betel Palm,

Areca catechu, Linn.

Gua Hembrom. A sub-sept of the

Santal sept Hembrom
Gua C5rg. A sub-sept of the Santal

sept C5rS.

Gua guli. A small forest tree, Erio-

Icena Hoakeriana, Roxh.

Gubli. A small bag, a beggar's wallet.

Gubri. The contents of the stomach
of a sheep or goat. "

Gubud gubud. Sound of beating of

drums.
Gubud gubudko lagaoakada.
Gubu4 gubud sadekana.

Gucau. To finish, to dispel, to destroy.
Kami gucau go^kakme. Finish off the work.
Dakafi jom guoaukeda. I have eaten all the

rice.

Saname gucaukettabona. He brought it all

to an end.
Eine gucaukeda. He cleared off the debt.
Gucaukedeake nito'k do ohobon iiamlea. They

liave put him out of the way, we will not
find him now. i^

Eimil gukcau oando. The cloud dispelling

sun.

Guchi. Straw from which the grain

has been trodden out by cattle,

and afterwards so drawn out as to

lay it lengthwise. It is then
tied up into small bundles; a

small bundle.
Mit' guchi sakam. A small bundle of leaves.

Guda gudi. To strike each other with
the heel of the fist.

Gnda gu^i enakin.

Gudau. To strike with the heel of

the fist, to thump.
Bandiko gud^ua gucjnate. They thump the

bandis (q. v.) witli a guijna or club.

Gudau. To hop, used in the children's

game of kati.

Kati enecreko gu^9.ukoa.



Gudaii eiiij
[ 203 ] Guhria

Gudau enec. A game played by chil-

dren.

Gud gud. \ To rumble, as distant
Gui gudau. J thunder or as a rail-

way train in motion, roaring of a
torrent.

Eel g^i gui gai sacjekana- The railway
train makes a rumbling noise.

Rimil gugl gu^auBkana. Thunder is rumbling.

Gud gud. \The noise made by a
Gud gudauk. } strong wind, the roar-

ing of a tempest.
Hoe gud gndg.ul<ltana. The wind is roaring.
Oralire gud gudau boloena. The wind came

roaring into the house.

Gudi, A kite.

Gudia gudyi. Together, in company,
with fun and frolic.

Gudia guglyiko calaSkana. They are going in
company.

Gel; coil noko gu(Jia gu^yiko calalikana ? Why
are they going together.

Nukin do gucjigi gudyiii 6elleCkina. I saw these
two going together.

Gudia kapi. A battle axe with a broad
cutting face.

Gudia tehgoc. An axe with a long

and broad cutting face.

Gudiauk. To fondle, to fawn, as chil-

dren do by touching and rolling

on one whom they know.
Iiireko gu^i^uena. They are fondling me.

Gudi orak. A house without gables,

and the roof sloping all round.

Gudmu6 gudmuc Round, spherical

and small.
Ul guijmue guijmuo joakana. The mangoesare

small and round.

Gudna. A club with which rice bandis

(q. V.) ai-e beaten when tightening

the ropes with which they are

bound.
Gu^r^. M.

I gj^^j,^ .j^ stature ; a dwarf.
Gudn. 1. J
Gudra gudri ajgute raebar thikkefi. He made

a very goodmatch of two pigmies together.

Gudrau. To roll along the ground.
Bes okocte lekhaeme, gudrau at ocoeam. Count

(the money) carefully, you will allow some
to roll away and be lost.

Gudrau. To pass, as time ; to happen.
Horte cetko gndrgiuafipeaP What happened to

you on the way ?

Sara din dom gudrauaka^a ar cei ho bam kgjni-

aJsat'a. Tou have passed the whole day
and haye not done any work.

Gudri. A house in which goats, sheep,
or calves arc kept.

Noko do alom tolkoa, pndrite aderkom. Do
not tie up these (for the night) put them
into the goats' house.

Gudri. Short in stature, a dwarf;
applied to females only. Cf. gudra.

Gudrud gudruc. Cf gudur gudur.

Gudru ghumi Cf gudur ghum.

Gudu6. Trippingly, with short steps,

as a child or pigmy.
Gu4u6 guijuoe liir hijuKkana. She comes trip-

Gudui gudui. Long, shaggy, loose,

baggy, a.s clothes.
Bhitji eudui guduiko upana. Sheep have long

wool.

G^du^' gudup. } ^^"^^^ ofthumping.

Gudup marteTl kuhaukedea.
with my fist.

I hit him thump

Gudur ghum.) The Imperial Pigeon,
Gudru ghum.

I
Garpophaga sylvatica.

Gudur gudur. The roaring sound
produced by a blast furnace.

Gudur gudurko dhukaua.

Gudur gudur. ") Applied to the mo-
Gudruc gudruc. J tion of anything

small, as a wheel, kid, &c.
Sagar gudur gudur gu4raul{a.
Gidra guijur gudurko liir baraekana.

Gugri. Cf ghugri.

Gugu. To carry on the back.
Gidrg. gugu idiedekana. He is carrying the

child on his back.
Lade gugu. To load on the back, to place one

above another.
Teheli do 9.di asukle giticena lade gugu. We

slept very uncomfortably last night one
above the other (i. e. orer crowded.)

Guhar. 1 A shout for help, or to give

Guher. / an alarai.

Cet real? guher kana. What is the call ? (for

help or is it an alarm ?)

Guher guher gnher rehi. The call for help.

Guhi. Chronic.
Nui doe guhiena. It has become chronic with

him.
Eu3.te (Iher dine guhiena. His fever is chronic.

Guhma. A variety of the ricp plant.

Guhria. A rat tat played on the drum,

as an alarm or as an intimation of

an accident at a hunt.
Guhria tamak. Drum beaten as an alarm,

Guhri9.ko ruigea. They beat the alarm rat tat

on the drum.



Guhum [ 204 ] Gulu mulu

Guhum. Wheat, Triticun sativum,
Lam.

Guhur guhur. ") Sound of voices but
GuhQr guhflr. 5 words inaudible.
Guhur guhufko roreda. The sound of their

voices is heard.

Guipha rangi. A variety of the rice

plant.

Guja. A wedge. Cf guji.

Guja. One of two brothers, Kara and
Guja, whose names occur in the
early traditions of the Santals.

Gujar. Livelihood, means of sub-
sistence ; to pass one's time.

Cetleka gujar calaKkantakoa? Ako moto do
besge calakkantakoa. How are they off for
the necessaries of life P They have ample
for themselves.

Noakamite dinko gujg-relikana. They gain a
living by this work.

Cfuj guj. Crowded.
Guj guj atkaroKkana. It feels crowded.

Guj hi. A small space partitioned off in

which to keep goats, sheep, or

calves at night. The gujki is very
often in the verandah of the dwel-
ling house.

GujhiakaCako merom dohoko l^igi^. They have
partitioned off a small space in which to
beep the goats.

Gujhi. Cf kulkhi.

Guji. ) A wedge, a piece of wood driven
Guja. J into a jack fruit and left for

a day to cause it to ripen quickly.
Mota kat bana, guji lagao idialckhan algate

paragoKa. It is a thick log, if wedges are
used it will split easily.

Guji kudi. A kodali or hoe worked
by taking hold of both ends of the
handle.

Gujrau. To pass, as time ; to pass the
time, to exist.

Jahare dmko gujraua, ado jom okte oraKteko
hijuKa. They spend the day anywhere and
come home at meal times.

4iji phajette dinle gujraueda, matkom, sarjom
jomkatele gujraueda. "We are passing the
time with great diBcomfort, we are sub-
sisting on matkom (q. v.) and the fruit of
the sal tree.

Goha gujr?.u. To give evidence, to depose.

Sf
jj;

/"• «• «»'•

Gujui dlkMi: 1 ^* t'^" P°'"* °* death.

Gujulf n9.pjt. Nearly dead.
Gujal n?pitiii /ioUedeaea, baiioaoK cooba ooe.

Hanalf gujuS. ) „ .,

HanafelnjuK. j Epilepsy.

GnjuK napite dalbedilia. He beat me till I was
nearly dead.

GujuK napitili aikaueda. I feel nearly dead.
Gujulc maraeye ruaKkana. He is at the point

of death with fever.

Gujul? dakhilakanae, abe tabe. He is on the
point of death, it may come any time.

Gujur gujur. One after the other.
Gujur gujurko calaKbana. They are going one

after the other (in Indian file.)

Hon gujur gujur. A game played by children.

Gukhla janum. A plant common in

moist situations, Hygrophila
spinosa, T. Andrea.

Gul. To make a noise, tumult, din,

disturbance.
CedaK unsjEpe guleda? Why do you make such

a din?

Gulam. A slave.

Guland. Round, spherical.

Gulanj baha. A common ornamental
flowering shrub, Plumeria acuti-

folia, Poiret.

Gulfulau.jC^-g^'^'gh^J-
Gul gulia. A wandering non-Arian

tribe, who live by hunting, teaching
monkeys to dance, selling indi-

genous drugs, begging, and petty
thieving.

Guli. A ball.

Guli ran. A pill.

Guli. Brown, reddish brown. Cf gola,
Guli gai. A brown cow.
Guli merom. A brown she-goat.

Gulibat. A method of casting lots.

The method of gulibaf is as follows : The
property to be divided is made up into the
proper number of shares. Each sharer
then makes a ball, inside of which he puts
something by which to recognize it when
it is broken up. The balls are then
mixed up together and one laid beside each
share. They are then broken and each
person takes the share opposite to which
his ball was laid.

Gulmal. Disturbance, tumult, con-
fusion; to make a disturbance,
tumult, din, confusion, &c. Cf.
golmal.

Gulu mulu. To make into a ball by
rubbing between the palms of the
hands ; round, spherical.

NitoK bathale gulumulukeda. Now we have
got the matter into shape.

Gulumulue gulieda. He is making it into a ball
by rubbing it between the palms of his
hands.
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Gum. To sift by means of the hataU

(q. V.)

Gumbegar. To sift by means of the hafatt (q. v.)

GumauU. To heat, as anything stored

damp.
Loho{al< alope oakea gumauSa. Do not staok

wet (straw) it will heat.

Gumasta. An agent.

Guman. To ponder, to think over.
Sane guman, \ To ponder orer as one does an
Sene gnman. 5 afBiotion, loss, &o.
Ce£ coe sane gumg.nakat'a ? What is it he is

pondering oyer.

Gumur gumur. Painful and itchy, as

a gathering boil, &c.
Gnmnr gumur hasoedekana ojo.

Gum bai. Flatulence.

Gumur. 1 Pleasant sensation, as

Gumur gumur. J when an iching

place, such as a sore, is rubbed or

scratched.
.4^1 gumur gumur aikauKkana.

Gun. Quality, merit, virtue, magic
power.

Gun manao. "I To acknowledge gratefully, to

Gun doho. ) requite.

Nun gun manao. To requite, to acknowledge
gratefully.

Get ho bae gunadiiia. He did not requite me,
or ho shewed no gratitude.

Noa ran bail gunlaka. This medicine had no
effect.

Guna. Fold.
Bar guna. Two fold, twice.

Pon guna. Four fold.

Noa khon bar guna maraiigea. It is twice as

large as this.

Guna. Fault, crime, sin.

Ghat; guna. Fault, faults ; to commit a fault.

Cetem ghat gunakeda ? What fault did you
commit ?

Cei ho ba« gunalef; tahekana. He was guilty

of no fault whatever.

Gunagar. Crime, the penalty of crime,

loss, penalty.
Gunagarid emkeda. I paid a fine.

Gunagar lagaoadiria. I was mulcted.

Gunagar paraoaea. He will meet with a loss

(sell for'less than he bought for.)

Gunalc. Merit, demerit, desert, virtue,

result.
AmaU call gunal?tem reiigejoKkana. Tour

poverty is the result of your conduct.

AmaK ror gunaKtem ruhei ocoena. Ton were

scolded as the desert of your speech.

AmaK moea gun?.Ktem (Jan^lom ocoena. Tou
were fined owing to the demerit of your

mouth.
Hasa gunaKte arjaoedae. He

_
secures crops

owing to the virtue of the soil.

Jom gunaKte mo^aakanae. He is fat owing to

the virtue of his food.

Gunan. To multiply.

Gunan. To ponder, to think over, to

mourn over.
AiJi gunanedae. Ho is thinking deeply.

Gund. Trunk of body without head,

applied principally to the bodies

of animals which have been killed

in sacrifice by beheadiug.

Gund. To ponder, to think over, to

grieve over.

Cei! reaii coe gnn^eCkana ? What is it he is

thinking about, or grieving over ?

Gunda. To make small, to make into

small pieces ; to grind.

Lebef gunda. To trample to pieces.

Dal gunda. To beat into pieces.
Haruii gunda. To pound fine.

Eif gun(Ja. To grind fine.

Durup gun^a. To make into dust, or break by
Bitting on.

Gunda gundi. \
ia.

j

To make into small

Ganda gunda. / pieces, to make small

crumbs, broken pieces.

Dal gunda gundi. To beat into small pieces.

En gunda gundi. To trample by oxen into

small pieces on the thi-eshing floor.

Gunda gunditet' gumpe. Sift the small partic-

les (or dust of the threshing floor.)

Gundhi bandhi. |Cows broken in to

Gundhi mandhi. ) the plough.

lioKkaGundhi banijhile sioKkana. We are ploughing
with cows.

Gundi.
Ganda gund

Cow broken to the

plough.

Ganda gunditeii sioMkana, bi^hi ohoii senlena.

I am ploughing with cows, I can not go to
forced labour.

Hindus, with the exception of some of the semi-
Hinduised aborigines, will not plough with
cows, but Santals have no such scruples.

i.VNandi gundi. V mind, to consider, to

Nundi khundij think deeply over, to

reason in one's mind.

Uni reaK ko nandi gnndiKkan tahekana. They
reasoned concerning him in their minds.

Gundiari muc. A species of ant.

Gundli. A cultivated millet, Panicum
nniiliare.

Layo gundli. A cultivated millet, Panicum
antidotale, Retz,

Gundli arak. A plant common during

the rains, Aneilema nana, Benth.
This plant is used as a pot-herb.
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Gundra. To cut into pieces, to make
fine or small.

Kat gun^rg-kam. Cut the log into pieces.

Hui)?iE gu.n(Jr9i gun^rakate sarabo benaoa.
They out (the wood) into pieces and make
the funeral pyre.

Gundrau. Cf. gu6jrau.

Gundri. The Quail, Turnix Sykesii.

Gundri kurse. A leguminous plant so

called.

Gundri m.et sar. A kind of grass the

culms of which are used as arrow
shafts.

Gunduc. Excreta passed in small

quantities.
Sim gunduo. Excreta of fowls.

Gundu6 gusuc."|

Gandak gasuk. I Feckless, listless, lazy,

Ganduc gasuc.
j

fusionless.

Gandac gasuc. j
Ce6kom cekaeda gatnduG gasuc, usara hodme P

Gunduc gunduc. Cf. ganduc gunduc.

Gundur gundur. Sound of voices but
words inaudible.

Gundur guudurko galmaraoeda.

Gundur musak, Listless, silent, me-
lancholy.

Gundur musaKe lieloKkana. He looks melan-
choly.

Gunga. M. ") T^ u
Gunli'. F.

1^^™^-

Gungu. A covering for the head and
back of leaves pinned togther,

worn principally by women when
planting rice.

Horo rohoe jokhedko guhguKa.

Gungui;. To cover, with cloth, with
the wings, with the body.

Sim ehga aoren hopone gungu(;aka€koa. The
hen has covered her ohiokena with her
wings.

Kuldoe guiigulslGde tahekana. The tiger had
coTored the man with his body.

Thirkokme, neke iii guhguUkeSrae. Be still,

see I have covered you with my cloth.

Ciungwaok. Low pitched, as a fiddle,

flute, &c. ; an echo.
Bhitrirege guhgw9.olcbana.

Gunha. Fault, crime, sin.

Guni. Sorcery.

Guni bhabik. To be anxious, careful,

thoughtful.

Alope guni bhabiKa. Be not over anxious.

Gunidar. A sorcerer.

GaniSrib.'}T^^P««^P^°Pl^-

Gu6j. Darkness preceding a storm.
Dak gufij hijuK kana. The darkness preced-

ing a storm is coming on.

Gunjarenec. A kind of dance danced
during the Sohrae (q. v.), and
Karam festivals. Classes for the

teaching of this dance are held

during September and a part of

October.
Guliiar rar. The air to which the Gu^jar songs

(guili?.'r aereli, q. v.) are sung, and beaten
on the drums when the guiijsir dance is

being danced.
Gurijar sereA. A song aung during the dancing

of the Gudjar dance.
H^ri hari Ram raja ho Guiljari.

Katha jo kahabo daia ho Guiijarire gudj.
Chutki saetini bole, daia ho, hamaribre one-

dhone,
Barki saetini bole, daia ho, bamariore purus.

GmSjar Song.

Gunjrau. To roar, growl, as a tiger, &c.
Hantere kul gufijrauKiii afijomledea. I heard

the tiger roar over there.

Gunpalan. Panniers and pannier sad-

dle cloth.

Gunsi. A chain of silver or other
metal worn as an ornament round
the waist or on the head.

Gunthi. The knee.
Jahga gunthi. The knee.
Gunfhi gunthikin sataoakaija. They (are sitting)

with their knees touching.

Gunti. To count, to number.
Mase guntibonme. Come, count us.

Gunu gunu. Used in calling a cat.

GupallTo conceal, to hide, put out of

Gupet.j sight.
Sen gupatenae. He has gone out of sight.
Kule jom gupa^kedea. The tiger ate him, and

put' him ant of sight.

God gup5i£enae. He is dead and lost to sight.

Gupi. To tend cattle, sheep, goats, &c.
Gupiio. A tender of cattle, sheep, &c.
Bhidi gupiio. A shepherd.
Gupi bora. A herd boy, but applied to all who

tend cattle, whether young or old.
Gupi kuri. A girl tender of cattle, applied to

old and young alike.

Sukri gupiye kolkedea. He sent him to feed
swine.

Gupti. To conceal, to hide, to keep

secret.
Noa kathako guptikeda. They concealed this

matter.

Gupti khanda. Cf gupti thenga.
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Gupti mar. "\ tt i.i •

Gupti marte. I

Unawares, secretly, in

Gupti mar. f
^^«^"<=^ '>^' ^y ^"'^-

Gupti marte. J _

P"^®"

Gupti marteko sap go£kedea. They seized him
before he was aware. [in my absence.

Gnpti marko (Jan(ilomkedilia. They fined me

Gupti thenga. A sword stick, a stick

with a sword concealed within it.

Gur. The produce of the first inspis-

sation of the juice of the sugar

cane, molasses, treacle.

Gur. To fall from a standing, sitting,

or kneeling position, to die.

God gur. To die.

Dal gur. To knock down.
Ota gur. To press down to the ground.
Phaka gur. To push and cause to fall to the

ground.
Tohofi gur. To stumble and tall.

Hoete gurena dare do. The tree was blown
down by the wind.

DareaK janhe guroKkana netar do. The well

grown janhe (q. T.) at this season is falling

to the ground.
Horo daKte gurakana. The dhan is laid by

'
the rain. [killed.

Poaao^oko gurakana. The fatted animals are

Gurakhul.1 Tobacco mixed with gur

Gurakhur 3 (q. v.) to be smoked in the

huka (q. v.)

Sau.}To P-h one along.

A4iko gurdaukedifia. They pushed me viol-

ently along.
Bae calaKkhan gurd^u idiepe. K he does not

go push him along.
_

Gurda gurdi. Scrambling, or tumblmg
on the ground one above the other.

Cf. garda gurda.
Gurda gurdikin tapamkana. They are fighting

' on the' ground rolling over each other.

Gurdali. To feed a bride and bridegroom

with raw sugar,

Gurgau. To roll. Cf. gudrau.

Gurgu. A round stone with which

curry stuffs are ground on another

stone ; a stone with which the

seminal ducts of quadrupeds are

ruptured instead of castration.

Gurgur. ^ rji^ restrain to intercept, to
Gurgurau. I

^ ^^^ ^^^ ^f ^is freedom,
Gurgur. ( ^'^ ^^ ^ ti
Gurgurau.

J

Sap gurgur9.nkedeako. They seized and prevent-

ed Mm leaving.
Dump gurgur?,uke^koako. They caused them

'

to sit down and would not allow them to

leave.

Gurgurau. To roll on the ground.
Ot otteli gur guf?iukedea. I rolled him along

on the ground.

Gur guri, A huka (q. v.) with a long

stem. [boys.

Gurguri, A game played by men and

Gurhak. To be costive, the bowels.

Gurhak. To become a chrysalis.

Lum3.m tolkateye gurhaKa. After spinning
its cocoon a silk worm becomes a chrys-

alis.

Gurhe. To roll up, as a roll of parch-

ment ; to wind, as a ball of twine.

Noa baber gurheme. Wind up this twine.

Gurib. Poor. [dung.

Guric. Cow-dung, to smear with cow-
Gnrio mande. A midden, a dunghill.

Gurji. A boundary pillar.

Gurji tehara. A boundary pillar mark-

ing the spot where the boundaries

of three villages meet.

Gurkau. To roll on the ground.
Notege gurkg,u hijuKkana. It comes rolling

this way.

Gurla gurli. Swirling.
Gurlgi gurli onte note khon hoeetkanae. The

wind is swirling from all sides.

Gurlau. To swirl.

Hoe gurlauKkana. The wind is swirling.

OraUte hoe gurl?.u boloena. The wind swirled

into the house.
Ladre gurlaulf kantaea. There is a commotion

in his stomach. Scottice, Bumal gwmption.

Gur lotom. The side on which an

animal, which is killed during the
" Bhandan" (q. v.) ceremonies falls.

The animal, which may be an ox, a cow, a pig,

or even a fowl, is felled to the ground and

the side on which it falls is the portion of

him who provided it, the upper side being the

portion of the villagers.

Gurmuria. Round, spherical.

Tol gurmuriakedeae mofra do. He tied his

bundle into a round.

Gurpa. A variety of the rice plant.

Gurpana. Sugar cane juice mixed

with water in the proportion of

one of sugar cane juice to four ot

water.

Gur tawak. A game played by children.

Gflrtu6. To twist or twirl any thing

in the ear, as a quill, &c. to clean it.

Lutur gurtujtam ilte. Twirl a feather round

in your ear. -,„ , • ii.

Lutur real? daR gurtuo oglokena. Water in the

ear has been expelled by twirling something

in it.

Guru. A teacher, a leader.
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Guru bachur. Cows and calves, cattle

in general.

Gurum. Calm, silent, still.

Noa katha gurnmakana. This matter ia in
abeyance.

Teheli do bae hoeakafc*a gurumakana. There is

no mnd blowing- to day, it is calm.

Gusa. Cf. ghusa.

Gusau. Cf. ghusau.

Gusti. Family, tribe.
Noko do gnatiko dg-ngea. The whole fa-mily

are witches.

Gusuc. ~) To push oneself in between,

Ghusuc. J to force a way in, to make
a way for oneself by pushing into

or aside.
Hone gusud boloena busiipre. The rat made a
way for himself into the straw (went in amonget

the straw.)
Hor g9.dre gnsue boloenae. He forced his way

into the crowd of people.

Gusun gusun. Alone and silent.

Gusuh gusnhe calaKkana. He goes along quietly
by himself.

Gusur gusur. Cf. gusun gusun.

Gut. Total.
Lekha gutenabo. We are totalled up.

Gut; taka. The total money.

Gutek.") An adjective or an adverb
Gutke. J possessing intensifying force,

very much, many, &c.
Gu^ek horko {ro'iena nes. Very many people

haTT-e died this year.
Guteke dakkeda. It rained heavily.
Gutekko dandomkedea. They imposed a heavy

fine on him. [greatly increased.
Gutekko badhaoentaea gaiko do. His cows have
Kes gutek khilge taheena. This year much

(land) remains fallow,

Nes gutek hoeakana? This year there have
been bumper crops. [disclosed.

Gutek katha liam tot'ena. Many things were
Gutek joakana. There is much fruit, [flood.

Gutek dak calalrkana gadare. The river is in
Gutekko dalkedea. They beat him severely.

Gutek utar. An immense number,
very much, very manj^

Gutek utar takaA khorockeda. I spent a large
sum of money.

Guthla. M.l ci, i.
• J- J- J r

f til'' F 1""°^*^ m stature, a dwarf

Guti. An agricultural male servant'

a farm labourer.

Guti. Cf ganda guti.

Guti. \Small pox, the pustules of

Guti rog. J small pox.
Guti rakapakawadea. Small pox pustules have

broken out on him.

Gutia. Belonging to the same sub-

sept or " khond."
Pera guti?.. Friends.

Guti?i pera. Belonging to the same sub-sept
or " khoncj."

PanduteliU gutia bhg-i kanalili, mif khon4 ren
Cil bindha Hasdalf.

Gutia naya. Belonging to the same sub-sept.

Gutiau. To keep to oneself, to arrange

in order.
Gutiankedae, ao moto. He kept it all to him-

self (did not share it.)

Gutiau idikedae. He took it all and went away
with it.

Guteke gutiauana. He kept a large proportion
to himself.

Bapoti dhon aogeye gutig.ukeda. He kept all

the paternal wealth to himself.

Guti dare. A tree or trees on which
tassar silk worms (Antheraea mi-
lytta) are reared, generally Termi-
nalia to'inentosa..

Guti enec. A game played mostly by
herd boys.

Guti thenga. A forked stick with
which tassar silk worms are put
on to high trees.

Tho worms are collected on a branch previously
broken off, and this branch is stuck into
the fork of the stick and by means of it
hung on the tree.

Gutik. State, condition.
Gutik cet'Iekantaea, bes so baric? What is his

condition, is it good or bad, P

Gutke. Cf gutek.
Gutlu. To tickle.
GutluiA khanem adiii bokroBa.

GutriF
'

f
Short in stature, little.

Nui gutri mara aimai ^.qliye eKgera. This wret-
ched little huzzy is a great scold.

Gutri. Family, stock.

Gutrut. Fit to be taken from the
mother, as a puppy.

Seta hoponiJi lielakadea, bese gutru£akana.
I have seen the puppy, he is well grown.

Gutruli. A deer that has lost his horns.
GutruC saramle goeakadea. We have killed a

saram (q. v.) that had shed Ms horns.

Gutrut. The name given to two
species of Barbets or Woodpeck-
ers, Megalaima caniceps, and
XantholcBtna Indica.

Gutu. To insert, to push in, to thread,
as a needle ; to string, as beads.

Malako gutuia. They string beads.
Suire sut9.m gutuime. Thread the needle.

GuyuQ marte. \ Without warning,
Guyua mente.

J unexpectedly.

Guyuu mente berei; got'enae. He sprang up.
Guyuii marteye o(Joh got'eua. He rushed out.
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H
Habadia. A glutton ; to eat greedily,

applied to a person or animal who
eats well but is never in good
conditon.

Nui (Jahra habadiageae. This bullook puts his
food into an ill skin.

Haba duba. To rebuke, to reprove,

to threaten, to frighten.
Haba dub^ bafakedeali. I rebuked him.

HabaK. To take aim with a bow and
arrow, as at something that re-

quires a frequent change of posi-

tion ; to offer, to aim at.

AS sarte habaSaeme. Aim at it with a bow
and arrow.

Eabali mako habalf lioKadiligea, ado ball
t^iigilaSa. They did indeed offer me food
and I did not wait for it.

Habak cubali. Disconnectedly, indis-

tinctly, carelessly.

HabaK cubajfem rofeda. You speak disconnect-
edly.

HabaK cubalfem kamikana. Ton are leaving
one piece of work before you have finished

it and taking up another.

Habak dabak. To rise and fall, like

the waves of the sea ; to heave, as

the water of a river in flood, to

swell, as the sea ; applied also to a

crowd moving gleefully along with

drums beating.
Habak (Jabak daK calaKkana. There is a swell

on the water.

Habela. Very large, big and stout.

HabelaoyaK menaktakoa. Their house is very
large.

Habela jufn. A big, stout young man.

Habhab. l Heartily, gleefully, with

Habhabao. 3 zest.

G?.iko biena menkhan ha.bhabaoko oalalfa.

"When the cows are satisfied they move
heartily.

DaUkedae menkhan habhabaoko sioRa. When
rain falls they plough with zest.

Habic. Till, until, up to, as far as.

TishabioP Till when? (not to-day,) till what
day?

Tin habie? Till when? (to-day,) till what hour ?

Nln hibio. As much as this.

Un'^^^bkl^^--''*^*'^*-
Nun habie. As much as this.

Sahkhan non^le habic ohoii sejerlena.

Other wise I should not have reached to here

(this place.)
Uni do nit h?,bio h5 bae aosanakana. Up till

now he has not obtained relief.

.^urikin paromoK h9.bi6. Until they had crossed

over, or until they cross over.

Panija h»bid dalf tahekana. The water was
up to the waist.

Tis h»bio tahen hoyoKtilia ? Till when shall I

have to stay ?

Habka. A young sal (q. v.) tree about

12 to 18 inches in circumference at

the root, cut as a rafter.

Habka dubka. \To dragoon, to fright-

Hamka dumka.J en by threats, &c.
Alom habka dubk9.ea. Do not dragoon hhn.

Hamka dnmkjkakome. Threaten them with
penalties.

Habka dubka. Applied to the sound

produced by a swimmer striking

the water with his hands and feet.

Nui gidra do habka dubk^e paerakkana.

Habrao. To come near, to come up
to, to reach, to anive ; to cause

to come near, &c ; to escort.

Habfaoge bae habraolena. He would not even

come near.
Monomukhle habraolen tahekana. "We had

reached Monomukh.

Habruk. To suck softish food into the

mouth with a noise.

Daka jom jokheo utuko habruga.

Habuk dabuk. Applied to the sound

produced by a fatigued swimmer.
Uni seta h^buk (JabuKe paeralfkana.

Hacar hacar. Hurriedly, quickly.

Hacaj- haoare oalaKkana. He is hurrying along.

Hadhud. Quietly, without saying any-

thing.

Hacpacao. To hurry, to dragoon, to

harass, to ill-use.

Had. A wine press.

Had. Extraordinary, unusual, strange,

difficult.

Had katha. A strange story.

Hadgeli a^kareda. It seems to me to be extra-

ordinary.

Had. A bone.

Hadac hudud. To walk as if lame or

weak.
Ha<Ja6 hn^uie tajameda. He is limping.

Hadae hadae. Noise made by a mod-

erately strong wind.

Hadae hudui. Rustling of clothes,

when the wearer walks. Cf. ha-

dui hadui.

Hadam hudum. Early in the morning,

before day light, before sun xise.

27
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Hadap. To take peas, &c. out of the

pod, or grain out of the husk with
the teeth ; to nibble.

Honko do suruo bolokate go^ako ha^apada
kheder be'der.

Hadar hadar. Rustling or grating

sound, as that produced by drag-

ging a dry hide, or Palmyra palm
leaf along the ground.

Ce6 gturige ha^ar ha^aremorei:kana?

Hadar hadar. Sound produced by a

stiff gale.
Hadar hadare hoeeda.

Hadar thapar. Eustling sound as when
a dry hide is being carried, to rattle.

Hadar hadar. Sound of scratching,

as by a rat.

Hadbad. "{Knocking, or smashing
Hadbadao. J sound, to rattle.

Gada mundu haijbade oalaKa. He goes smash-
ing through stream and jungle.

Hader. To thro.i:;-, to crowd together,

to have one't> mind set on a thing.
Senoli lagi^e haderolikana. He is very anxious

to go.
Uni thenkohaderoKkantahekana. They were

thronging him.

Hader katha. A mild oath.

Hadgar. The striped hyena, Hyaena
striata.

Hadgur. Sound produced by stirring

in an earthenware vessel.

Hadgur hadgure ghantaeda.

Had had. \ Sound of rushing or fall-

Had hadao. J ing water, boisterous

mirth.
Jharna leka hadhad daR atu toEena. Water

gushed out as from a spring.

KhanJ3 tho daK had hadao o;lon go£ena. Then
the water gushed out.

Had hamus. Anaemia, a large pro-

portion of white corpuscles in the

blood, pain in the bones.

Had hud. Rumbling sound, as of

thunder.
Teheii do rimil haij hu^e^kana. The thunder

ifl rumbling to day.

Had hud. Rustling, as of clothes when
the wearer walks, or of wind.

Hadi. A caste of semi-Hinduized abo-

rigines.

Hadi. An accumulation of drift wood,

&e., carried by a river in flood.

Hadi. Aching pains in the neck or

shoulders.
Hadiakanaii. I haye an aching pain in the

neek.

Had jora. A perennial scandent shrub,

Gissus quad/rangularis, Willd, of

supposed efficacy in fractures.

Hadkur. Relatives on father's side.
Mamkur. Relatives on mother's side.

Hados. Anxiety, solicitude, sorrow

;

to be in anxiety, &c.
Nes do horo goeentakote giijiko hadosoKkana.

They are in great anxiety owing to their
rice having died this year.

Hadra hadri. The skin or bark to be
abraded or rubbed off, to strip off

grain from the stalk by the hand.

Cf. hadrao.

Hadrao. The skin or bark to be abra-

ded or rubbed off; to strip off, as

grain from the stalk by the hand.
Hadrao potorenail. I got the skin scraped off.

Onko gidra do raherko hadrao cabake^a.
These children have stripped off all the
raher (q. v.)

Hadui hadui. Shaggy, bushy, as hair.
Toyo oandbol hadui hg.duigetakoa. Jackals

have bushy tails.

Hadui hadui. Rustling sound, as of

clothes when the wearer walks.

Hadur hadur. Scraping, or scratching
sound, roaring of wild beast.

H^dur hadurko geleja.

Hae. ") An exclamation of sorrow
Hae hae. J or pain, alas !

Hae ! cefiem cekakeda ? Alas ! what have you
done?

Oh hae ! eanam horo gocentilia. Alas ! all my
rice has died.

Haecok. To lament, bewail, mourn.
Adiye haecoRena. He mourns deeply.
Acjiye haeooKeda. He is bitterly bewailing

himself.

Hae dhae. To bewail, mourn, lament.
Uni do siii s9.tup hae <Jhaegeye tahena. He

bewails the whole day.

Hae hae. An exclamation of sorrow,

pain, or commiseration, alas ! dear
me ! oh dear ! Cf. hae.

Hae hiatin. To lament, bewail, mourn
over, weep for, bemoan, grieve.

Jjjiye hae hiatiiloKkana hopone goeentae i^te.
She is mourning because her son is dead.

Haelac haelad. To mourn, bewail,

bemoan ; to be anxious.
Jom reak tingi,li haelao haeladem bhabnaKkana?
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Hac moe. To be sorrowful or amazed.

Haemoekat. Paralysed through sudden
fear or dread, of impending evil,

speechless, unnervodj astoniod.,
HaemoekatcuaoiomaKbamilfte. Hois unnerved

through hia haying no food.

Hae nisas. Hopeless, despairing, disap-

pointed.
Hae nisaskateli ru*rena. I returned disap-

pointed.

Hae phee-.. To be im continuous

mourning, continuously groaning

owing to poverty or distress..

Hae phoe. As if under a curse^ malison,

or ban.
Hae phoetege otanoKkajia. It is being blown

av;a.y as by a curse..

aere. i ^^ exclamation of sor-
Haere hae. Y i i

•
i„ ,

• row, alas ! woe is me !

Haere haere. J
Haere n^sibtiA, haero kopal, IlSaS jiwi do ande-

sale.

Haesoe. To pity oneself, to mourn.

Haeta cod joeta cod. Without knowing
what the result may be.

NoKoe iii calaKkana haeta ooii joeta con. I am
going but I do not know whether my er-

rand will be successful or not.

Haeta hoeto.
| Lonely, isolated.

Hoeta hoeto-. }
•'

Haeta hoeto afkaroEkana. To feel lonely.

Hagaeals. Immodestly.

Hagae hugui. Rustling of clothes, as

when the wearer walks.

Hagae huguiko heeena. They came rustling

in their garments..

Hagal gandia. A term of abuse, dirty,

offensively dirty.

Hagao. Threatening to cause another

to be punished or fined,

More (akall hagaonrea. I shall cause yon to

be fined five rupees-.

Haha. Stop, Stop ; hold, don't ; an ex-

clamation of prohibition.

Haha, alope dapala. Hold! don't fight.

Ale dole hahakeda. We caUed out haha
(stop, stop.)

Hahadan. Big, tall, pot-bellied.

Hahadahe hara gofiena. He has shot up very

tall.
. . , „

Jom hahadahenae. He has eaten till his belly

bulges out.

Haha haha. Boisterously, heartily, of

laughter.

Haha hahae landaea. He laughs heartily.

Hrihal{. Beware ! take care ! have a

care ! look out

!

GuroK jokhoiiko hahaliakoa. When one stum-
bles they call out "have a care

!"

DaK ar sciigel hahaU do bae alljoma. Fire and
flood don't obey "take care !"

Hahakar. Consternation, lamentation,

wilderness-, desert.
Ar pon gel maha haha Irarreye tahekana. Atad

he was forty days in the wilderness.

Hahalpali. Shrunken stomach through
want of food; emaciated.

Hahalpa£e gitioakana rehgedte. He is lying
with a shrunken stomach through not hav^
ing had any food.

Lau do liahalpa(;getakoa. Their stomachs are
shrunken.

Hahar. To reap, used by old people

(almost obsolete.)
Khet khon casko hahar rakaba..

Hahar. Cf. bar.
Noa kurtgu do ?4-i hahara. This jacket chafes

me badly.

Hahara. To wonder, to be astonished
;

wonderful, astonishing.
^elkateko haharaena. They saw it and won-

dered.
Hahara k9.mi. A wonderful work, a miracle.

Hahas. To hurt, to pain. Cf. haso^
.^^i hahasa. It.is very painful.

Hahe6. To cool, as hoi. food.
Hiipe; hnpe, hahei ocoaKine. Wait, wait, let

it cool.

Hahi du'H. To overreach or impose
upon one, to cheat, to oppre.?s.

Hahi dudikefleae, bale darelena. He ovet-
reached us, we were no match for him.

Hahi dudikediliae. He imposed upon me.

H^hi dudikateye paromea. He will impose
upon him and cheat him.

4<Ji hahi dudigeae. He is very overreaching.

Hahut. A glutton.
Maraii hahut Kanae. He is a great glutton.

Hai. Won't you, yes, used also to call

attention.
Hai, note alljomme, hantjebokamia. Ho, listen

here, we will work over there.

CalaKam, hai? Hgii, calalfkanali. You will go,

won't yon ? Tes, I am going.

Haiar. A pointed piece of wood or

bamboo, used to dig up roots

tubers, &c.

Haike bote. Certainly, without doubt.

Haike bo^e thikko kamikeda. They certainly
did their work correctly.

Haimuikat. Unnerved, speechless^

astonied. Cf haemoekat.
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Haja hojo. To hang about, to loaf or

lounge about ; sluggish, feckless.
Ce£ noakore haja hojo baraekauamf Why are

you loafing about here ?

Hajam. To digest, to defraud, not to

repay money, or grain, &c. which
has been borrowed.

Uni do bese hajamleda, haso ho ban hasoledea.
He digested it well, he was in no way
pained.

Khatofc- do mahajon reaK tS'kae hajamke£taea.
The debtor did not repay the money
lender his money.

Hajir. '1 To be present, to be in atten-

Hajirok. J dance, to give, to deliver.
Bae h^jirlente mokordoma khg-rijentaea.

Through his non-appearance his suit was
dismissed.

Nui do idikate Malijhi then hgtjirem. Take
him and deliver him to the village chief.

Gapa hajiroKpe. Appear (or be in attendance)
to-morrow.

Hajot. Imprisonment pending enquiry
or trial, to put in prison.

Hajotenae. He is in prison pending trial.

Hajrao. \To confront, to bring face

Hala hajrao J to face.

Hala hajraokate kulikinpe. Bring them face
to face and question them.

Hajri. Attendance.
H9.jri bgihi. An attendance register, a muster

roll.

Hajur. ") A respectful form of address,

Hujur. j Sir.

Hajur. To be present, to be in atten-

dance, to deliver, make over to. Cf.

hajir.

TT T." >• Just, right, true ; equity, right.

Hak katha. A true statement.
l^am realf hak menaKtaea. He has a right to

receive it.

Hakalf geya meneda. He speaks justly.

Hak. Surety, security, to guarantee.
Jahae hake em gotlekhan uniko aralcfcaea. If

any one will become guarantee they will
set him at liberty.

Hak, To call to cattle when driving

them.

Haka caka. To be surprized, taken
aback, troubled.

Haka caka gofenaii. I was taken aback.
Haka cakaefleako khajna babotre. They are

bothering us about our rent.

Haka haki. To bid against each
other, as at an auction, to shout

at and threaten each other while
quarrelling.

Haka hjkikin k9.ph9.ri»uKkaua. They are quar-
relling and threatening each other.

Hakao. To boast, to challenge.
Hakaokateye meukeda, ma okoa herel goo

darekeiiae ? He challenged them and said,

Who is the man that can kill me P

Hakao. To call or shout out, to bid

at an auction ; to apprise, as

dacoits are said sometimes to do
those whom they intend robbing ;

openly.
Hakaokateko heoena d^ku do. The dacoits

sent intimation and came.
Hakaokateye idikeda. He took it openly.

Hakar hakar. Applied to a peculiar

sound made by the pariah dog
when chasing anything.

Seta hakar hakare khudau idikedea,

Hakar hakar. Applied to the call of

the leopard at a certain season of

the year, also to the wheezing of a

person suffering from bronchitis.
Hakar hakar^oKako po^ea tarup.
Hakar hakare sahe£eda. He wheezes.

Hakar tokar. To call to each other
when watching crops, &c. at night.

Hakar tokar baraepe. Keep shouting to each
other.

Hak hak. To laugh, to guffaw.
HaK haMe landaeda. He guffaws.

Hukifol } Tidings, intelligence, news.

Boge hukigo€. The Gospel.

Hakim. A magistrate.

Hak nahak. Without cause or reason,
groundlessly.

Hak nahake ruhe£kediiia. He scolded me
without reason.

Hak nahakgeye bodnamedekana. He gives
him a bad name groundlessly.

Hako. A fish.

Hakopako. Quickly.
NitoSe hakopakoeda. Now he is exerting

himself.
Hakopakoe tarameda. He walks quickly.

Hakopako. The call of the Karl bird
(q. V.)

Hako phare. Quickly, expeditiously.
Hakrao. \To invoke, or call upon
Hakrao dakrao.

J a deity.

Hakup cakup. Quickly, to bother,
to dun, to insist on getting a
thing.

H?.kup cakupin jomkeda. I ate quickly.
Sao mahajon adiyehgiknp cg,knpedilikana. The

money lender keeps dunning me.
Mahajone hakup cakupkedeteye darkeda. He

left owing to the money lender 'giving him
no peace.
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Hakur hakur. Applied to the call of
tigers at the rutting season.

Onte alope oalaUa t?irup hakur haknredao.

HahurpaU;}^^'°^^' full-faced, chubby.

Hal. Moisture, sap.
Noa jaegaro hal bae or hoda. The moisture in

this place does not soon dry up.
Halgeye atkareda. He is not hungry.

Hal. Condition, circumstances, case,

posture of one's affairs, state.
Cei halenaeP What are his oiroumstanoes ?

Oka lekan hah:eye paraoakanaP What has
happened to him ?

Hal. The tire of a wheel.

Hala. To repay, to return anything
borrowed, as money, grain &c ; to

return, as blow for blow, &c.
Badla hala. "1

Bodla hala. > To take revenge.
Pailja hala. J
Dal hala. To return a blow.
Euhe€ hala. To aoold in return.
Em hala. To repay, to return.
Jom hala. To give a meal in return for a meal.
Nes do ball hala dafeatama. I cannot repay

you this year.

Hala. C£ halla.

Halae halae. Sound produced by a

strong wind blowing.
Halae halaeye hoeeda.

Halae halae. Rain accompanied
with wind from the east.

Hala hajrao. C£ hajrao.

Hala hali. Equal, equalized.
Hala hali hoeentabena, besena. Ton are now

equalised, all is well.

Hala hali. In exchange for ; to recom-
pense ; a recompense, retribution.

Hala haliko liama, ako, bahkhan gidr^t pidrako.
They will receive a recompense, either they
or their children.

Halak. To be ruined, to be destitute,

to be in want of the necessaries

of life ; destruction, ruin, difficulty.

Adi halakenae. He is very destitute.

Nit hoko halakakana. They are even now desti-

tute of the necessaries of life.

Kicridteko halakoKa. They also get into a bad
case through want of clothing.

Halak cabaenako. They are ruined.

Halak dalak. \ Shaking, swaying, rol-

Hilak dalak. J ling along.
Nui maejiu do okate halak dalake calakkanaf

Halad. To pick or lift up, to amass.
Boy halati. To say all kind of things

— "-

angry.
Homor halan.

when

To wail and come over again

and again the good qualities of the person
being mourned for.

Halan sari. A kind of sari with an
elaborate pattern at each end inred.

Hala lililalf. To wander about, as one

forlorn.

TT )
' > An oath, solemn affirmation.

Halap oooeal). I will put him on his oath.

Halat. Condition, state, circumstances,

posture of one's affairs.

Halat halat'. ISIightly, indistinctly,

l^alali rialalf. J partially.

Hala£ halaU iA artjomakafa. I heard indistinctly.

Halati halat'i^ ba^aea. I know a little about it.

Halbal. Restless, fidgetty, mischiev-

ous, applied to children.
Alom halbala. Do not be restless.

Halbal bayaea. He is fidgetty.

Alo sem halbala nitoK do, nondeko galmarao-
kana. Do not be restless now, they are
conversing here.

Halbalia. Restless, fidgetty, mischiev-

ous. Cf. halbal.

Hal batoria. A system of cultivation

in which a man gives his services

for two days as ploughman in re-

turn for the bullocks and plough
for one day for his own use.

Hal boha. A ploughman.

Hal cal. News, intelligence.

Hale. It this state, under the cir-

cumstances, thus.
Cedalf hale bam durupa? Wherefore will yon

not fit down ? [you do not beKeve ?

Cekate hale bape pg.tiauKkana? How is it that
CedaK hale bajfi dieamete? Wherefore shoultj

I not remember you P

Ce£ halom lieltep What would you seep

Okoe hale nonkaket P Who could have done
thisP [lovely.

Cei; hale 9.Qli moAjili Iielkeda. It was perfectly

Hale bhac. Call to a dog when hound-
ing it on.

Hale dale. To be destitute, to be in

want, to be needy, necessitous,

pinched, straitened, perplexed.
Nes horo godentakote hor do i^i baricko hale

daleena. Owing to the rice having died
this year the people are in very straitened

circumstances.

Hale Jan. Cf hale dale.

Haler. To ruin or destroy, applied

mainly to the destruction of crops,

&c. by animals grazing on them.
Sanam baha meromko jom halerkeda. The

goats ate and destroyed all the flowers.

;^^i haleroKkana, jom ocoedako. (The growing
crop) is being destroyed, they are allowing
(cattle) to graze on it.
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Halhal. Urgent, pressing, as agricul-

tural operations at certain seasons

of the year ; actively.
Halhal kami jokhee nui do dara loaraekanae, tia

adoe kamia ? He goes about when work is

urgent, then when will he worK ?

Halhalao. To press, to be urgent, to

hurry.
Halhalao idikeditiae. He hurried me away with

him.

Hal hawal. State, condition, circum-
stance. Cf. hal.

Hali. \Modem, new, recent, present,

Hali hali. J now.
Nia h^lire. At the present time, just now.
Hgili realt ghofona kangea. It ia a recent

event.
Hali khoroc. Current expenses.

Hali. A set of four. Cf ganda.

Halim. Cress, Lepidiuin sativum.,

Linn., cultivated mainly for its

medicinal properties.

Hali sali. A short time ago, a few days
ago.

Jiwi hijli sgili ^tkir hodabon.

Halka. Slight, of little weight ; to

disdain, to dis-esteem, +o think
lightly of

Halka. An iron ring and hook con-

nected by a link used to yoke
cattle to a karha (q. v.)

Hal kahil. To subdue, to overcome,
to convict.

Kacaharireko hal bg-hilkoa. They subdue them
at the court (convict them.)

Halkal. To subdue, to overcome.
H9.1k9.1kef;kinae. He subdued them.

Halkhao. ") To covet, to long for what
Harkhao. J another has, applied

mainly to children.

Halla. 1

Hallabhai.J
Hall^ bhai, jit^iuakanam. Bravo I you have

conquered.

Haljnal. Confused, conflicting, from all

directions. Cf almal.

Halo. To lift with a swoop, as a hawk
its prey ; to scoop out with the
hand or some implement fish out

of water, &c.

Kufiti doe halo go^kedea. The vulture carried
it (chicken) oi¥ with a swoop.

^Bravo ! Well done ! aha

!

Hako sa3a;{)le dukana, oetan renkole halo bars-
ket'koa. "We went to catch fish, we scooped
with the hand those on the surifaoe of the
water.

Halobalo. ") To keep- moving the arms
Halobato. J about, to touch everything

as a restless child. C£ halbal.

Halo bato baraekanae uo?iroK lagi^. He ia

moving his arms (a child) to go to some one
else's arms.

Hal sal. Within the year, the present

year.
Hal salgeye heeena.. He came diiring the

present year.

Halua haran. In evil case, hard pushed,

distressed, harassed.

Il^ doli halu^i haranena mokordoma bah caba
hodokkana. I am harassed through the delay
(of the court) in deciding my law suit.

Kehgectele hg-lua haranena. We are distressed
through hunger.

Halwae. A Hindu caste, a sweet-
meat seller.

Halwancador. }^1°*^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^''^^^-

Halwani. With the purpose of caus-
ing annoyance or trouble.

Noa do halw9.nipe metaiikana, noa ohoA leteo-
lea. Tou are lelling me to do this for the
purpose of annoying me, I am not equal
to it.

Hama homo. To rebuke, to frighten.
Hama homoem-. Rebuke him.
Kulg-i tofc' gotenae hama homokedeako. A hare

was raised, and they frightened him (to
make him run into the net.)

Hamal. ") Heavy, ponderous, burden-
Hambal. J some.
Sen hamaloR . To be responsible, to bear the

consequences.
Hamal katha. A serious, or important matter.
Calak realf hamalgeli afkareda. I feel going

to be very burdensome (or distasteful.)

Am do ente oalaKem hamalaf; khao bahkhanem
i5amkea. Ton considered it a burden to
go, otherwise you would have got it.

Hamal khun. 7 m i ,
•

Hemal khun.j^*^ ^^"^'^ abortion.

Hamal khunkedae. He caused abortion.

Hamar. A granary, a store house for

grain.

Hambuc. "i To draw an arrow to
Tiali hambuc. j the head.

Bali tieilf hambud dareaKkana. I cannot draw
the arrow to its head.

Lipsa alite sar tialf hambujoKa. With a yield-
ing bow the arrow can be drawn to its
head.
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Hambur. To bite with the front teeth.
Gidr?, ko httpambnya. Children bite each other.
EapaK ion(Jrako h?,mbura. They bite ofE (or

detach) roasted Indian corn (from tUo oob)
with the front teeth.

Hambut}. "l To lie down with the arms
Hamut. J round, to nestle, as a

child in its mother's bosom ; ap-

plied also to a tiger, &c., cover-

ring its victim with its body.
HapambudoK. I To lie in each others arms,
Hapam bundoK . j as two children.
H^mbntedekanae. She is lying down with

(the child) him in her bosom.

Hamer. A granary, a store house.

Hamet. To take all, to keep, to keep to

oneself what belongs to others.
Acgeye hametana. He kept it to himself.
Ona hamet joii l9.gi{ liiraKpe. Enn to secure it.

Hamor. A granary, a grain store

house.

Hamram. Abundant, copious, lacking

nothing.
Hamram sawae serma. A year of plenty.
Hamram bes okocteko beoharadiila. There

was nothing lacking in their treatment of

me.
Hamrame oraKakawana. He has built himself

a house complete in every detail.

Hamram jonako. They will enjoy thetnselTes

to the full (nothing wanting.)
Hamramko ataa daramkedea. Their reception

of him left nothing to be desired.

Hamtulc. Cf humtalj.

Hamus. Anaemia.
Hamut. Cf hambuli.

TT*°". j-Loss, injury, deficiency, harm.

H^n hoyoRa^
| ^^^^^^ ^jH ^^ j^.g

I have met with a great loss.
Hani hoyoS
.^(Jiil h^nena

or injury.

H9.n darama mente. For the purpose of provid-

ing against a casualty.

Hana. Beyond, other,'that.

HanataK. The one beyond.
Hana puri. The other world.
Hana sa. The other aide.

Hana darere. In that tree over there.

Hana^alcre dohoeme. Place it in the one yonder.

Hanali gujuk. J
" "

"'

Uni do duk henatttaea hauaK gujuS . He is

suffering from epilepsy.

Hana nha. This and that.

Hana nha oraKte alope near baraKa. Do not

go from house to house.
Ceflekam roreda, hana nha ? mi£ leka bare ror-

me. How are you speaking, this thing and
that thing P Say one thing.

Hanam. Old. Cf haram.

Hanao. To cause loss, injury or defici-

ency to another, to thwart.
Hanaokedead. I thwarted him.
Alom hasi hanaokoa. Do not pain them by

mocking.

Hanap gujuU. Cf hanalc.

Hanar hanar. Sound produced by
morris bells attached to a band
round the ankles.

Hanar j hanar. Sound produced by
morris bells attached to an anklet

paengan (q. v.)

TT J- io be painful, sore.
Hanaso. J

^ '

HaaoaK hanasaK uridke norom keam.
Alom hasi hanaskoa. Do not cause them pain

by mocking.

Hande. There, yonder.
H9.ni han(Jeye burumakana. He is lying down

over there.

Han^e oalaKme. Go there.

Hane hanije henaka. It is away over yonder.

Handha. A large earthenware jar.

Handi. The Santal national liquor pre-

pared from rice, &c.
Tan h^niji. The liquor first drawn off.

Doja h*n(Ji. The liquor obtained by putting
water a second time on the malted grain.

Bo(Joo han(Ji. The liquor obtained by a third

application of water to the malted grain
wMch is squeezed.

Siair h^niji. Liquor given by the Maiijhi on the
first evening of the Sohrae (q. v.), also to

the young people after the bride has left for

her husband's houge.
Poooe h?n4i. Paohwae, the rice beer manu-

factured by Hindus and sold in the Govern-
ment licensed liquor shops.

H^n^i dohoe. To manufacture rice beer.

Handi kundi. A common plant, Phys-
alis minima, Linn.

Handkao. To annoy.

Handkur. \To stir rapidly,

Handkur handkur. J call of the leopard.

Cf hadgur hadgur.
H?.n4kur handkiire ghan{aeda. He is stirring

it rapidly.

Handrao.
I^^^^^j.^g^^.j ^ ^^_

Handrau. )
'='

Handrulc. A wooden rat trap.

H^ncJruK marte liurena. It (the lid) fell with a
bang.

Handrun handrun. Sound of stirring

in an earthenware vessel with an

iron ladle or spoon.
Hg.n(Jruh hgin^ruh dakako ghantaea.
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Handrun handruA. Applied to the call

of leopards at a certain season of

the year.

Potea t^rup do h9.n4ruh hjnglruiiko laga,

Handrun. A hollow, gap, fissure.

Maran iit?.re atu handrunkeda. The water has
worn a great gap.

Hane. There, yonder, away over there.

Hane.\Loss, injury, harm, deficiency.

Hani.
J

Of. han.

Handua. An article of food prepared

from the young shoots (helta q. v.)

of the bamboo.
When the ahoota of the bamboo are a foot or so

above the ground they are gathered and
taken home. They are then out into thin

alices and ground in the dhehki (q. v.) into

a kind of flour. Thia flour is put into a
pot and the air excluded, and allowed to

atand for three daya. It ia then taken out
aJid spread upon a flat stone and dried. It

is then hg-ndu?., and is used to make utu
(relish) and bhgirt?. (ohutni.)

Hane mar. \To oppress, to act cru-

Hane mare.
J
elly or unfeelingly towards

another.
CedaK gidram hanemare£koa ? "Why do you

treat the children cruelly P

Had. Short of, short, not to the full,

employed in comp. with verbs.
Lebet' hg-fienae. He missed hia footing.

Jom hahenae. He has not eaten to aatiafaction,

^u hahenae. He haa not quenched hia thirst.

Hahgam.
|^^ ^, ^^ ^^^^^_

liangama.J

Hangam. Cf baagam.

Hange. To take. Gf. hatao.

Hanhanao. To neigh, as a horse.

Sikria sadom maiye hanhanaoKkana.

Hanhar. Wife's mother.
Hanhariii. My wife's mother.
Hanharme. Thy wife's mother.

Hanharea. Mother-in-law and da-

ughter-in-law.

Hani. Loss, injury, harm, deficiency.

Cf han.

tt' -1 p [That one (animate.)

Hani daraekana. Yonder he cornea.

H^nitaE daleme. Strike that one.

Ma rieleme, hg-ni hancleye burumakana. Look
at him, he ia lying down over yonder.

Sate.}^!^^*-'^^^'^^*^'^*^^^-
Hankate ?,curoKme. Go round that way.
Hankanankakogalmaraokana. They oonverae

about this and that.

Hankin. The two over there, or yonder.

Hanko. Those over there, or yonder,
Hanko tora enecko helaoena.

Hantao. To rebuke, to chide, to put

one down.
Hantao ru9,rkedi]iako. They put me down

(would not listen to me.)

Hantao. To annoy, to bother.
Nui gidrai siiisafupe hantaoediti kana. This

child bothers me continually.

Hantere
Inhere, over there, yonder.

Hantekme. Move along a little.

Hante Aogeme. Cause him to move along a
Uttle.

Hao. A species of large red ant.

Hao potom. A nest of red ants.

These ants are eaten by the Santala.

Haobhao. Harmony, friendship, good-

will.

Haora. Distress, scarcity, famine.
Noa haorarebo baficaolen nahi, tobe nahibon

caaa. We must firat survive thia famine
then we will raise crops.

Haora. Obstinate, rebellious, stupid.

Hap. To eat, to take a bite, to eat a

little, to pick, as a person without
appetite.

Hap iiigul. To pretend to eat.

AmaK it^i arse jomale habale. We will eat
thy leavings of food (said after a food
offering.)

Hap legaadeali bae jomlaKa. I put it to hia

mouth, but he did not eat.

Hap baraledak, bae ^.tiiilaKa. She (cow)
nipped the top ofl:, she did not graze on it.

Hapa. A light staff, or walking stick.

Hapac hupud. Quietly, without a word,
stealthily.

Hapac hupudkin bere^ calaoena. They rose
and left without a word.

Hapak hapak. ") Shrunken or empty
Hapak hupuk. J stomach, weak

through hunger.
Hapak hupuk lad lielokkantaea, Hia belly

looks shrunken.

Hapambudok. 1 -d •
, f. ^

XT "^
1 11. Keciprocal forms of

Hapambundok. y i ^ i ,. / s

TT ^
i ,, hambut (q. v.)

Hapammundok.J •
^^ '

Hapamun. ") Of full growth or

Hara hapamun. J age, mature, ap-

plied to females only.
Hara hapamunenae. She is of full age.
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Haparao. To contest, to strive for

victory.
JVir haparao. To run a race.
Tapam haparao. To compete in wrestling.
Eneo haparao. To compete in dancing.
Kjmi haparao. To work against each other.

Haparup. Reciprocal form of harup
(q.v.)

Hapatid. Reciprocal form of hatiii

(q.v.)

Hapca.
1

Hapca hapci. j-To pursue and seize

Hapcao. J hold of
Hapcao tioK gofikedeae. He pursued and

caught it.

Hapoa hgipci lagakedeae. He ran after it and
bit it now and again (as a dog chasing a
jackal.)

Hapcao gotkedeae. He pursued and caught it.

XT n [ To be silent, to be hushed.

Hapekoifpe. Hush, be silent.
Hape thirkoKpe. Be still and silent.

Alijom hapekedali. I listened and made no
reply.

Hapen. By and by, in the future.
Sanam horbon gujuKa hapen. We must all die

sooner or later.

BeleKa hapen. It will ripen by and by.
SaboKae hapen. He will be caught yet.

Haphni. Panting after exertion, or

through disease.

Haphni sahe^edae.

Hapho.l To pant, to breathe heavily as

Sepho. J one breathless with exertion.

Hap ikrum. To bite the under lip

when in a temper.

Hapka dupka. To frighten by threats,

to dragoon.
Hapka dupka barakefkoali. I frightened them

with threats.

Hapo. To be silent, to be hushed.
Hapo thiroKpe. Be silent.

Hapote tahenpe. Kemain silent.

Hapoenail. I am silent.

HapraK. Large, big, great.

Adi hapraKgea. It is very large.

HapragoRa. It will become big.

Hapramko. Ancestors, forbears.

Mare hapramko. The ancients.

Hapsi. To joke, to ridicule.

Hapsiedilikanako. They are ridiculing me.

Hapsi duk. The asthma.
Hapta. A week, a week's wages.
Hapta atahe senakana. He has gone to get

his week's wages.

Having thick, protrud-

ing lips.

Haptao. To contend as to who shall

win, to compete.
Uni tuluo a^m hap(aoakana.

Hapulf. The Night-jar, Gaprimulgus
monticolua.
Hapuk hara.

Hapuk moca.
Hapuk thotna.
H9.puK moca mara hor. A thick-lipped rascal.

Har. The " haur ", bhil, marsh.

Har. To overcome, to throw animals

by pulling their legs from under-

neath them.
Hare Isigif. To overcome him.
Dhg.rtili h?.rakaia. I have overcome the world.

Jahga hareme. Seize and puU his legs from
under him.

Har gitiokedeali. I threw him by pulling his

legs from under him.
Har kundlaii. To throw down, to vanquish.

Har, To draw towards oneself by the

hand or any implement, to collect

together, to lift and take away.
Hjr saoha. To care for, as for an orphan or

destitute person.
Har aamfao. To gather together.

Har giiji. To collect and throw away.
Har »gu. To collect and bring.

Har idi. To gather up and take away,
ifiiitum h*r joii. To make a reputation for

oneself, whether good or bad.

Har. The name by which all fish in-

toxicants are known.

Har. To rub or chafe, as tight, coarse,

or wet clothes ; rough or rasping

feeling as when the hand is licked

by a calf
KurtateA harena. My jacket has chafed me.

Hara. To grow, to increase.

Hara bnruR . To grow to maturity.

Hara jarjo. )

Hara jhaka. fOf fuU age, an adult, either

Hara jhuku. I male or female.

Hara jhamat. )
Hara juan. Full grown youth, male or female.

Hara rata. "\

Hara sat. ( Arrived at fuU growth, either

Hara thul. f male or female.

Hara thur. J
Harahapamun. Female arrived at full growth.

Hara mora. Anything that has died a natural

death, applied to animals and crops alike.

Hara mora ili do bali joma. I will not eat the

flesh of animals that have died of them-

Buru leka jiwi haraena, sakwa leka goco hara-

entalea. Our spirits have risen as high as

ahiU, our moustaches have grown like

ram's horns, i. e. we are greatly elated.

Hara. A hill.

Hara latar latarte oalaKkanae. He is going

along the foot of the hill.

MaraKkoko heyokeda burure, mana, harare.

28
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Haradata. Name of a place found in

the oldest traditions of the Santals.
Khojkamanreii khojlen,

HaradatareA haralen.
I was sought for in Khojkaman,
I grew up in Haradata. Old song.

Hara hari. Competition, rivalry, jea-

lousy ; to compete, to rival.

Hara harikin kamikana. They are working in

rivalry.

Haralj. To trip, to stumble.
Haralf gurenae. He tripped and fell.

Jaiiga haragoKkantakoa. They are tripping.

Harakat.]

Harkat. j-Loss, delay, injury.

Harket. j
Bam hec5 hotlente kami harkatentiiia. My

work has suffered through your delay in

coming.

Hara latar. To overtop, to outgrow.
Iiipe hara latarkedilia. You have out grown me,

you are taller than I am.

Haralc patalc.lTo cross the legs when
Hare£ patet. ) walking through weak-

ness, or a heavy load.
HayaK pataKe oalaKkana.

Haram. Old, to become old.

StrWo.loi-i--
Haram budhi. Man and wife no longer young.
Hajram (Janra. An old bullock.
Hajam dare. An old tree. [couple.

Pherkin haram budhiena. They are a very old

Haram jokheo. Old age.
Haramena. It has become old.

Haram okare menaea? Where is the old man?

Haran. 1 Confusion or distress of mind,

Haron. J trouble, annoyance, bother.
Haran chuoha. Unmitigated trouble.

Aguharanenall. I brought it with great trouble.

Haran. ") Disagreeable taste in

Haran haran. ) the throat and mouth
when suffering from a cold, unpal-

atable.
Mooare haraii harahiA a^kareda. I feel a dis-

agreeable taste in my mouth.
lain lahawaK gur haran aik9,l^Ka. Over-boiled

sugar cane juice has a disagreeable taste.

Matkom gur haraiigea. The stigar extracted
from matkom (q. v.) is unpalatable.

Haran hurun. Quickly, hastily as a

person enraged.
Edre ente, haraii huruiie oalaogoCena. He be-

came angry and rushed away.

Harao. To conquer, to defeat, to beat,

to weary, tire out.

Haraoenae. He is beaten.
Haraokedeam. You conquered him.

Haraf). "1 To be accomplished, efficient,

Harrap. J capable.
OloK pajrhaoKreye harapakana. He is efficient

in reading and writing.

Harar. To slip on, over, or through, a3

a ring on the finger, beads on a

sting, &c., to pierce, as with an ar-

row ; to transfix.
Gan^garur do dereliteye harar idikedea. The

rhinoceros carried him away transfixed on
his horn.

Sarteii tuii harar gofkedea. I shot and trans-

fixed him with an arrow.
Mit ten dhena cere mit harare jela.

Sound of cracking, as of

a branch; of rumb-
ling, as of thunder;

bang, crash ; suddenly,

Haras.

Haras haras.

Haras mente.
Haras marte.

^

in a clap.

Haras marteye gocena. He died suddenly.
Haras mente liurena. It fell with a thud.
Eimil haras haras saijekaua. The thunder

peals.

Haratal. To become of full age, adult.
Haratalenako. They are full grown.

Harba. The Indian Scaly Ant-eater,

Manis pentadactyla.

Harban harbun.lTo move in a straight

Harbun harbun. J line, to go straight

forward.

Harban hurban. To move in a zigzag,

to wriggle along, as a snake; crook-

ed, bent.
Harban hurbaii biAko leifioKa. Snakes wrig-

gle along.

Harcat horcoli. Rough, uneven, ups
and downs.

Harca^ horcot hor. An uneven pathway.

Hardund. "j Self-willed,head-strong,in-

Hardundi.
J-

dependent, over-bearing,

Hardundia. j violent, oppressive.

Nui do hardundkate hataokettiliae. He took
it from rae by violence.

4di hardund hor kanae. He is very overbear-
ing.

Porja alom hardundikoa. Do not oppress the
ryots.

A(Ji hgirdundia hor kanae. He acts oppressively.

Harea garea. To loiter, cringe, loaf

about ; bashful, shame-faced, a-

shamed.
Lajaote harea garea barae kanae. She ia

loitering through bashfulness.
Okoe kami banuKtaea uni ho harea garea bara-

ea. A person out of work goes loitering
about.

Harek. Every one, all.

Harek rokom menaKa. There are all kinds of
them.

Harephare. Quickly, rapidly, without
delay.

Harephare saprao hodoKpe. Get ready quickly.
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Hare<i patel Crossing the feet when
^¥alkmg. Cf. harali patal<.

Harghari. Always, incessantly.

Harghaser. Anything and everything,
every sort and variety of people
or things, indiscriminately.

Har gliaaere jomeda. He eats anything and
BTerythiug.

Har hamus. Anaemia. Cf had hamus.
Harhao. To covet, to long for, to be

tantalized at seeing something one
can't get.

Efalf horaB jinia lielte alom harhaoRa. Do not
covet what you see other people have.

Harhar. Sound produced by a moder-
ately strong wind.

Harhare hoeeda.

Harhar. ") To rumble or roll, as thun-
Harharao. j der, railway train, cart

;

to roar, as a tempest.
Eimil harharaoKkana. The thunder rolls.

Burure harharaoKa ^ndhi jokhec. "During a
storm the hills resound with the roar of
the tempest.

Harhar sa^ekana hoe do. The wind roars.

XT. '.L j i; [ Bitter, to become bitter.

Harhat sisir. Gall. [ing.

Harhe. To break, to destroy by break-
Dairko sakamko sanamko harhe cabakeda.

They broke all the branches and leaves.

Harhur. Thudding sound, as when a

tree falls, or a house collapses.

Harhur. Whizzing sound, as that pro-

duced by a body moving rapidly

through the air.

Hari. Fetters.
Hari biri. Fetters and manacles.
Hari biri hor. A prisoner.

Hari. To cross a thread, rope, &c, when
tying or plaiting ; two or more
pieces of rope or twine crossing

each other at right angles.
Baberko hgiriakafa. They have crossed the

ropes.
Barahi harikateko bandia. They lay ropes cross-

wise on the ground before beginning to

put rice in the bandi. (q. v.)

Hari tol. \A method of fixing feathers

Sikri tol.J on arrows.

Hari. ^

Hari jui. [-Hunting calls.

Hari joe.J
When an animal has been wounded the person

who wounded it and the members of his

village present shout the name of their vil-

lage to which hariis added, thus, " Ghosal-
4ih hari, Gosalijih h^ri, " so that all may

know that the animal belongs to an inhabi-
tant of Ghoaalijih. Hari is also used to
collect the members of a village at the break
up of a hunt, thus the villagers of Gho-
salcjih call " Ghosalijih h?.ri Ghosal(Jih
h^ri, " as a warning to all belonging to that
village to gather together for the homeward
journey.

H?iri jui, and hari joe are used in the same sense
as h9>ri.

TT„ '

•'. [-Shout when driving away a dog.

Haria. ") One fold of cloth, or once
Ek haria. J round as in tying a rope,

&c., a harrow or clod crusher drawn
by one pair ofoxen or buffaloes. Cf
ekharia.

Do hgiria. A harrow or clod crusher drawn by
two pairs of oxen or buffaloes.

Ek hariate tolme. Tie it by putting the rope
once round.

Haria busia. Ashamed after defeat,

silent and sullen after defeat.
Haria busiae durupakana. He sits ashamed

after his defeat.

Haria garia. Cf harea garea.

Hariak.1 A shout to buffaloes when
Harioli.J driving them.
Hariar. Green.
HariaroKa hapen. It will become green.

Hariar sim. A festival observed after

the rice has been planted. Fowls
are sacrificed to all the tribal and
village gods and godlets, and
prayers offered for a bounteous
harvest.

Hari bhari. To give property of vari-

ous kinds in payment of a debt.
Hari bhari emoKme, bahkhan ohoii bagilema.
Give property in payment of your debt, if not,

I will not leave you alone.

Hari bhon. In comprehensible, inexpli-

cable, stupid.
Noko hor real? do hari bhonge ?.ik?uia. These

people are incomprehensible.

Haribol. A ghout given at a marriage
when the red lead (sindur, q. v.)

has been applied by the bride-

groom to the bride's forehead.
Baplareko haribola. They shout " h9.ribol

"

at marriages.

Haric. Until, up till, up to. Cf dharic.

Harit. To be wearied out, vanquished,
beaten.

Eof rortem hjrittoKa al5jom ^e bae aj5joma.
You will be wearied oat telling him, he will
not obey.
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Harjak harjak. A call to buffaloes.

Harka. A large bamboo basket or

hamper with a lid.

Harka harki. At cross purposes, at

variance with each other, quarrel-

ling, altercating.

HaJkeU^f-^*^^"^^^*-

Harkha harkhi. To tantalize, to irritate.

Nui doe harkha hjrkhi baraekana. He wishes
to tantalize.

Harkha h?irkhi l^giiem g,guaka€a. Tou have
brought it just to tantalize.

Harkhao. To covet, to wish for what

another is seen to have, to dis-

appoint, to refuse to fulfil a pro-

mise.

Harkhet. Trouble, misery, hardship,

affliction.

Harkhet saaet. Trouble and affliction.

4.41 bgirioiA harkhetoKkana. I am in great

misery.

Harkhetia. Miserable, afflicted, troubl-

ed, wretched.
Ohae, ili harkheti? hor do. Oh I wretched

man that I am.

Harmad. "|

Harmadia. VScoundrelly, rascally, base.

Harmand. J

Harmar. \ Hastily, quickly, rapidly,

Hurmur. J industriously.

Am do h9.rm9irem k9.mikana onatem bajaoena.

Tou struck yourself because you are work-

ing hastily.

Sanam t?.ndi harmariii dara agukeda. I walk-

ed over the' "whole ground quickly.

Harna. A deer.

Harna. To fail, to be conquered.

Harna bai. Convulsions of a peculiar

nature to which human beings and

animals are subject.

Harna bharna. To give property of

various kinds in payment of a debt.

Harna bharnatele em cabaadea. We paid him
all by giving him goods (or stock.)

Harna morna. To die, to die a natural

death.
Harna hiloE morna hUoK. ) Day of death, time

Harna morna hiloK. ) of dying,

Harna morna bae joma uni do. He will not eat

the flesh of animals which have died a

natural death.

Haron. Confusion or distress of mind,

trouble, annoyance, distress. Cf.

haran.

Harop. A letter of the alphabet.

Harop. To fit into, to join closely, as

one piece of wood into another ; to

fit into, as one cog wheel into an-

other ; to place in or on anything

forked ; to vanquish, to overcome.
Par khub haropakana. The beams an fitted

'
closely. '

.
[other.

Haropakana. Of two wheels fitting into each

Cangare harop kam. Rest it on, or in the fork.

Uni hor doko haropkedea. They have vanr

quished that man.

Harop. Time, used of time from sunset

to nearly midnight.
KedoK jom harop. Suppertime, about 10 p. m.
G^i ader harop. Time to house the cows,

about 6-30 p.m.
Kaija ader harop. Time to house the baffaloes,

about 10 p. m.
Kisar kedoK jom harop. The rich man's supper

time, about 11 p. m.

Harpat. "| Sound of an animal

Harpat harpat. > running, as a horse,

Harpat marte. J deer, &c., trampling.
Lnturtele a/ijomledea harpat harpafe d?.rkeda.

We heard him go trottiug past.

Harpat marte tot' go);enae. It rushed out and
away.

Sadom harpat harpatko dara. Horses make a
trampling noise when running.

^^''^S'l Gills of fishes.
Harrat. J

Harrap, ") Fraudulent, over reaching, as

Hadrap. 3 a dishonest money lender
cheating his debtors ; overbearing,

harsh.
Nui mahajon do adiye harrapa. This money

lender is very over reaching.

Harrap. To be accomplished, efiicient,

capable. C£ harap.

Harsur. To become low, as a fire, to

become reduced in circumstances.
Seiigel harsuroKkana. The fire is burning low.
NahaKe harsurena, sedaere khub ganganeae ta-

hekana. He is reduced now, in the olden
days he was very well-to-do.

Harta. Skin, leather, a hide.
Kada harta. A buffaloe hide.

Paiira harta. An ox hide.

Harta mooa. 'I
A mouth or lips of skin, not to be

Harta luti. ) depended on to speak the trutli.

Harta luti reaU thik banuKanaii. Word of
mouth is not to be depended on.

Harta pal, jah nahel. A pig's snout.
Hormo harta bes okocte tahenkhan. If the

body is in health.

Jiwi jati hormo harta boge baragetabona? Are
we all well in every respect ?

Harta. ") To serve out food, to place

Hartao. J food before one.
Dakako hartaakoa. They place cooked rice

before them.



HatrG [ 221 ] Has gadlaW

HartaakawadealS bae iomleda. I placed food
before him, but he did not eat.

Hartaapea^ko bape jompe. Eat what is set
before you.

Halru. The Langur or Hanuman mon-
key of Bengal and Central India,

Presbytis entellus.

Harum tarum.
") tt xi • 1

1

Harumtarum.j^^^*^^^'^^"^'^!^-
A(Ji h?.fum t9.rume lagaefkoa. He is driving

them (cattle) very quickly.
Hgirum tarumko joma. They eat hastily.

Harun. ") To be in a sorry plight,

Gerad harun. J to be in a condition

in which mourning and weeping
are natural, to weep and groan,

to moan and weep.
Geraii haruhko raga. They weep and moan.
A^i gerah haruiile ruaSkana. We are in a

sorry plight through fever.

Jao hiloK gerahge hg-ruuge. Every day distress
and weeping.

Harud patun. Quickly, hastily, ap-

plied to the movements of tall

persons.
Harun patuhe oalaoena. He (some tall person)

left hastily.

Harup. To cover, as food Avith a dish

cover, or fowl under a basket, &c.
Daka harupkaKme. Put a cover over the rice.

Pusi khaclalfteko harupkadea. They put a
basket over the cat.

Ar diuhe jerefkate khaolalfte do bako haruba.
Neither do men light a candle and put it

under a bushel.

Harup. To embrace, to throw the

arms round, to encircle with the

arms.
Harup tombreakanae. (His arms are folded

tightly across his breast.

Dare orgo porgoli ha,rup barakeda. menek bail

harup auinnu dareada. I tried my best to

encircle the tree with my arms but I could

not encircle it all.
'

Haparup. To clasp each other in the arms.

Harur. Refractory, perverse, stubborn,

self-willed ; languid, apathetic ; to

shirk.
Calalfe haruroRkana. He refuses to go.

Jojome haruroKkanae. She is refractory.

Kamiye ha.ruft)Kkana. He shirks his work.

Harwaha. A ploughman, a person who
ploughs

Harwani. "1 Troublesome, causing trou-

Harwania./ble, annoyance or distress
;

causing defeat or failure.

Harwani lekae kami oooeflea. He causes us

to'work so as to distress us, (or to cause us

to fail.)

Harya garya. Cf. harea garea.

Has. Earth, soil, land. Cf hasa.
Has ga^lalt. A pit from which earth has been

dug.

Has. Pleasure, delight, joy, glee.

Hg.age liololf kana. It looks beautiful.

Okoeko hataoa? .Tahae h^san horko. Who
will take (or buy) them ? any person who
is pleased with them.

NuiaU h9.sgl{ din do calaoentaea. His day of
pleasure is past, i. e. he is old.

S!®'. . 1 The collar bone.
Has Jan. j

Has. A neck ornament of brass or

bell-metal.

Has. A goose.

Hasa.
"I
Earth, soil, land, to bury, to be

Has. J destroyed, to become soil.

Hasa horrao. Mortal body.

la^ has*' } ^^"^ ^^^^ ^^ *^® Zemindar.

Sebel hasa. Good, fertile soil.

Gitil hasa. Sandy soil.

Arel hasa. White silt mixed with the water
from melted hailstones, and supposed to

possess medicinal properties.

Eehda hasa. Stiff, clayey soil.

Banum hasa. Earth from an ant hill, used for

plastering purposes as it is very fine and
free from grit.

Dhiri hasa. Stoney soil.

Ja^ah hasa. Red clay.

Pond hasa. White silt, used as whitewash for

houses.
fiiom hasa. A kind of extremely friable soil,

which produces nothing. It receives its

name from being the kind, of soil in which a
species of Martin (tirom) burrows to make
its nest.

Gamoha hasa. A kind of soil sometimes used
to give cloth a reddish clour.

Kahkay hasa. Earth mixed with nodules of

limestone, gravelly soil.

Hende hasa. Black soil.

AraK hasa. Bed soU.
Llpindio hasa. SoU mixed with decomposed

mica.
Bali hasa. Earth containing iron stone sand.

Pak hasa. Silt.

Narkan hasa. A kind of fuller's earth used to

wash the hair with.

Hasa o^. A kind of edible mushroom.
Hasaadeako. They buried him.

Gurio has. Soil manured with cattle dung.

Hasae khelae. Fun, frolic
;

gleeful.

Hasae khelaeko k?.mia. They do their work
gleefully.

Hasae khelaeko joma. They eat with glee.

Hasae khelae horobon ira. We reap the rice

gleefully.

Hasae khelae menaKkoa. They are in high spir-

its.

HasdaU. One of the twelve tribes or

septs into whioh the Santals are

divided.

Has gadlak. A pit from which earth

has been dug.
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Has hasil. 1 Two mythical birds, a male
Has hasin. ) and a female, who, accor-

ding to Santal tradition, were the
progenitors of the human race, the

first man and woman being pro-

duced from their eggs.

Hasi.
1

Hasi hasi. I Fun, frolic, jesting, jok-

Hasi tamasa.
j

ing.

Hasi thatha. j
j$LuriaKi^ metadea, hasi hasi, are sgtrikeda, I

said to him jestingly, and lie took it in
earnest.

Hasi hanao. To be in an evil state, to

meet with loss, injury, damage, &c.
Uni hasi hanaoena. An injury has befallen him

(got a bad name, &c.)
Uniye hasi hanaoke£bona. He has caused in-

jury to us.

Hasi khelae. Fun, frolic.

Hasi khelaeteye dineda. He spends the day in

making fun.

Hasil. Produce ; to get, to come into

possession of
Haail bail hoelena. There was no crop.

Hasi tamasa. Fun, frolic, joking.

Hasi thatha. Joking, fun, jesting.

Has Jan. The collar bone. C£ jati baha.

Hasli. A metal ornament worn round
the neck.

Hasli ghao. A sore on the neck or

collar bone resembling the hasli

neck ornament (q. v.) in shape and
contour; suppurating glands of

the neck.

Hasna. To joke, to make fun with.

Hasnak. C£ husnak.

Hasnua. To joke, to poke fun, to

make fun with.

Haso. Pain, bodily or mental.
BohoK haso. Head ache.

lao haso. Belly ache, any bowel complaint.
Aiji haso. It is very painful.

Hasur. To set, as the heavenly bodies.
Ber hasurenae. The sun has set.

Ghosnagarre bere hasuratlea. The sun set
when we were at Ghosnagar.

Hat. "I
A moveable market, a market

Hatia. J held at intervals, generally

of a week.
Kaerako hata. They offer plantains for sale at

the market.
Uni koejohe hatoKKana. He has gone to the

market to beg.

Hat bara mokoiikateri. ruar jonkana. Having
finished marketing I am returning home.

Hatbajar. Market and bazaar with
shops.

Hat. To lay hands on, to arrest.
Hatkedeteko hajotkedea. They laid hold of

him a,nd put him in prison.

Hata. Hair on the pubes.

Hata. A compound, a piece of ground
surrounded by a ditch.

Hata badi. To vie, to contend, to con-

"

test ; rivalry.
Unkin dokin hata badiakana. They are

competing against each other.

Hata baji. Cf hata badi.

Hata bati. C£ hata badi.

Hatahut. One beyond another,clustered.
Hatahutko durupakana. They are sitting

clustered together.

Hatahut burn menaka. There are hills beyond
hills.

Hatak. A winnowing sieve, used also

for sifting gTain.
The liatalc^ is oblong in shape, and has a raised

rim round three sides.

Hatam hutum. To waddle like a fat

man.
Hatah. The brain.

Hatao. ^ rp

Rath an i'^^
take, to receive, to accept.

Ne, hataope. Here, take it.

Bhage bhageake hataoana. He has taken the
best.

Hatao. To push back or away, to over-
come.

Hataori. A hammer.

Hatar. Meanwhile, for the present,

used only in combination with
other verbs.

Taka banulf hatartiiia. I am at present with-
out money.

Dakali jom hatara. I shall meanwhile eat my
food.

XJnie sen hatarena. He has gone on ahead.
Jiwi hatarme. Have patience.
Non^e tabe hataroKme. Stay here for the

present.
Menalf hatargea. ISTot yet exhausted, there is

some still. s

Hatar. To scrape the tongue to clean
it.

Alan hataroKme, dataoni oir9.kat6. HatarenaA.
Split the twig tooth brush and scrape and
clean your tongue. I have cleaned my
tongue.

Hatar. To reap, to cut off.

Ir rakap hatar rakap.

Hat bacha. To select, to choose.
Amge bare hat bachakate hataome. Do you

select for yourself.
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Hat bat To buy at a market.
Hat batiii dukana. I went to do my marketing.

Hat capra. To aclcnowledge acceptance
of a gift by placing the hand on it.

Used generally with regard to presents of live
animals given in connection with marriages.

Hat cut
-A-ctive, energetic, skilful,

Hat chuti. r
^'^*^'*- q^^^^ ^"^ "^°^*^-

Hatcuti: J
°i^°*-

Hat ou^i hor kanae. He is an active man.
Hat dahar. 1 mi Ti*-n

Pa6jar dahar. j The Milky-way.

Hate. Hear, listen.

Hate, tale Auren. Hear, a fruit of the Palmyra
palm has fallen.

Hatea. A moveable market. Cf. hat.

Hatear. Cf. hathiar.

Hatepate. It u i. j.-

Hatkepat. /^^ ^ ^^°''^ *i^^' ^* o^"^®"

Hatkepat oaba gofkalSpe. Finish it at once.

Hatha. A large earthenware cup
with a handle, used to lift gur from
the boiling pan.

Hatha badi. To vie, contend, compete,
contest.

Hatha baji. To vie, contend, compete.
Hathao. Cf hatao.

Hathauri. A hammer.

Hath chuti. "[Active, energetic, skilful,

Hath cuti. J smart, quick in move-
ment, especially of the hands.

Hath cuti hor kanae. He is an active man.

Daya'hathea.
jPi^ously, pitifully.

Em daporaeme daya hathea doe roj:eda. Let it

be given to him, he pleads piteously,

Hathi. An elephant.
Hathi sonda. An elephant's tusu, ivory.

Hathi aund. A elephant's trunk.
Hathi leka porob d^i na odok calaoen.

Hathi. Importunate, clamorous, per-

sistent, self-willed headstrong.
Nui gidr?. do adi ha^higeae, denkhon parom

do bae mena. This child is very impor-
tunate, he never gets beyond saying " give."

Jadopatia do ?diko h^tlua. Conjurers are very
importunate.

Hathia japul;. Seasonable, as rain.

Hathia kakra. A spieces of lizard.

Hathiar. An instrument, implement,

arms, also draught cattle, oxen,

buffaloes, &c.
Hathiarge b9'nuEkotilia. I have no plough

cattle.

Pitiful,

Hathiau, Cf hatiau.

Hathi oi. A very large mushroom
which only old people eat.

Hathi uri6. A small bird.

Hathua. A large earthen pot or jar in

which gur is kept.

Hati. To importune, clamour for, to

persist in begging.
Hatia. Cf hat.

Hatiar chucha. ") p.,

Hatear chucha. J

Hatiare. To beseech humbly and pres-

singly; pitiously, pitifully. Cf
daya hatiare.

Hatiau. \To take, to lay hands on, to

Hathiau.J help oneself to.

Bhage jaegaii h9.thi^uakat'a. I have taken
some good land.

Grufek jele h^tianakafa. He laid his hands on
a big piece of meat.

Khube hatiauana. He has helped himself well.

Hatid. To share, to divide ; a division,

a chapter.
Hafiilenale. We are divided into companies.
Hitill hor kanae. She is a widow, or he is a

widower.
Goo h^tWi. ) To be separated by death, as
Goo hap^tili. J husband and wife.
Aurilan goo hapa^iilolf habid. Until we are

separated by death

.

Nui do bae bailcaoifa, sahe£ ha^iiioMkantaea.
He will not recover, he is breathing at long
intervals.

Be{a h^tiliaetillme. Share it with my son.

Hatkan. A common plant during the
rains, Leea macrophylla.

Puria hatkan. Leea hirtn.

Hatkao. To be repulsed, to be driven

back, to retire, to be defeated.
Oka lekateho bae ha^kaoKkan tahekana. He

would in no respect give way.

J,
.1

' > To lessen, to hinder.

Alope hatkaoilia, sen ocoadpe. Do not hinder
me, let me go.

Eaniii jomket'khan hatkao got'kedae. I took
medioine and was immediately relieved.

Hatkari. Handcuffs, manacles.

Hatkhari. A method of divination

resorted to during illness, or when
there has been a theft, or cattle,

&c. strayed.
When the question is whether a sick person

will recover or die the diviner sitting on
the ground marks three circles in the sand,
one for recovery, one for a fatal termination,
and one for a protracted recovery. Then
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taking a piece of wood about the size of a
lead pencil in hia hand he holds it perpendi-
cularly and strikea it gently on the ground,
at the same time invoking supernatural
direction. His hand is believed to be direc-

ted by the deity or deities whose aid has
been sought, and the circle to which it

moves supplies the answer.
Noko ce^ko cekaeda ? Hatkhariedako. What

are they doing ? They are divining by means
of a stick.

Hatlak. ") rni. -J.

Hathlak.)
The armpit.

Hatok. "j Suddenly,without warn-
Hatok marte. V ing, quickly, imme-
Hatok mente.J diately.

Hatokgeye god go£ena. He died suddenly.
Hajokgeye hed gofena. He came without warn-

ing.
Adjom tora hatok marte odok goiiena. As soon

aa he heard it he rushed out.
Ili ren munis do ha^ok mente kathage bae aTi-

joma. My servant does not immediately
attend to my orders.

Hatolc. To go to the market. Cf. hat.
Koejoii lagilie hatoKkana. He ia going to the

market to beg.

Hatokaete. ] ttt-^i, , • j.-

IT i 1 It f
Without circumspection,

TT j. UK J.
I

carelessly, without con-

TT •

, i ,-, j sideration, at once,easily.

Hat;okkaete alom emo^a. Do not give without
consideration.

Ha^okkarte alom soroKa bana (hen. Do not go
carelessly near the bear.

Hatok kuria. Cf. hatokaete.

Hatom. Aunt, father's sister.

Hatomifi. My aunt.
Hatomme. Thy aunt.

Hatpat. Sound of rustling, or of the

feet of some one passing
;
quickly,

rapidly.
Hatpafiii aiijomledea. I heard him passing

(making a sound resembling hatpaf.)

Hatra hatri. \Searching with the hands,

Hatra hutra.J groping or feeling here

and there to find something.
Hatra hatri tamijao baraedae. He is groping

here and there.

Hatrao. ") To grope, to feel for, to search

Hatrau. j for with the hands.
Hakokoe hatraoe£koa. He ia groping for fish.

Scottice. Guddlin.
Theliga bali hatrao liamleda. I groped for my

stick but did not find it.

Hat suhga. An insect so called.

Hatwa. To lay hold of, catch, grasp any

moving object.

Hatwa godeme ae. Lay hold of him.

Hatwa. A piece of wood used as a
handle for the carkha (q. v.) and
carkhi (q. v.)

Hatwa hatwi. To grasp repeatedly at

any moving object.

Hatwek. A person who exposes goods

for sale in a hat (q. v.) or market.

Hatya. Weak, emaciated, restless,

meddlesome.
Hatya seta kaikaiye garjaoeda. The lean dog

whines.

Hatyar. C£ hathiar.

Hau hau. To make a noise, or din

;

noise of a crowd when heard at a

distance, bark of dog, bow-wow.
Hau hauko ruheda.
Aijipe hg,uhauKkana. Tou are making a great

din.

Haula. Belonging to the Santal rebel-

lion. Cf. hul.
Haula bapla. A marriage contracted during

the rebellion.

H9.ula bahu. A woman married during the
rebellion.

The idea was current during the pacification of
the country that man-ied people would not
be deported by the British Government,
and as a result marriages of convenience
were very popular.

Haulat. A loan, an advance without
interest.

H?.ulat takali hataoa. I will take a loan of
money.

Haundi. To defraud, to oppress.

Haurau. To make a disturbance, din,

noise.
Adihauratu ai^jomolckana. There is a great din.
Alosepe hauraua. Do not make a din.

Hawa duk. Cholera.

Hawal. "[News, condition, state.

Hal hawal. J Cf. hal.
NotenaK hal hawal cedleka. ? What is'the news

of this part ?

Aleali hal hawal laiakome. Tell them how we
are.

Hawal murum. A species of snake.
Hawan. The flank.

Hawarawa. To make a noise or din.
Onte cet'ko hawarawaieda ? What din are they

making over there.

Hawet. To dry, to dry up.
Jo^ hawe^. To wipe, to dry, as by a towel.
HaKwet'ali kagat. Blotting paper.
HawedoKa nahaK. It will dry presently.

Haya. To feel a desire for, to long for.

A^i dinili baigiakata, a,diii hayaakana. I have
left it off for many days, and am now longing
for it.

Bar hapta khonili hayaakana. I have wished
for it during two weeks.
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Hayam, "1 Indistinctly, partially,
Hayam hayara. J under salted.

Buluii jutioaKpe hajram adaakana. Put in a
nttlo more salt, it is only partially salted.

Hayam hayamili aAjomkeda. I heard partially
(or indistinctly.)

Utu hayam »ikauRkana. The relish is under-
salted.

Hg. Yes ; to admit, to agree, to as-

sent ; true.
He ente. Yes, o£ course.
He se coil. Tea, surely.
He Kangea. It is a fact.
He™e bare. Do agree to it.

HeSkedae. He admitted it.

He khan do he ge, bail khan do bail ge.

Heben. Unpalatable, as some kinds of
wild pot herbs.

Hiiulc f^°
come, to approach.

Heo hijuKpe. Come quickly.
Perako heoadea. Friends visited him.
Disa hecadea. He remembered.
Nel hejeape. You will see him come.
Saheb hee ocoaepe. Wait till the saheb comes.

Hec. To pluck leaves.
Sakam hod aguipe. Pluck and bring leaves.
Sakamle heja. We will pluck leaves.
Tejo alope salaKkoa, sakam sakam hejpe. Do

not include caterpillars pluck leaf by leaf.

Hedec. "J To boil, to bubble, as boil-

Hedejoli. J ing water.
Bhakar bhakar he<jejoJ{kana. It is boiling and

bubbling
Jiwi hei^ejoikantiAa. I am in high spirits.

DaK heijeo ocoeme. Boil some water.

Hede gode. One after another, on the

heels of each other, together, in a

mass.
He^le go4eko jom liukeda. They ate one after

the other.
Ape do nonde hegle go^e han^ipe Anieda. You

are collected here drinking beer.

Hedel guda. \A game played by chil-

Hedel gudia.J dren.

Heder heder. Sound produced by the

carkha or spinning wheel when
revolving.

Carkha heder he<iler sa^ea.

Heder heder. To come again and a-

gain, to keep coming, as a cow
whose young calf is tied up at

home.
Heder hedere hijuKkana. He persists in coming.

Hedok."! A cry to goats, pigs, &c. when
Hedok.J driving them.

Hedrec. Tattered and holed, ragged.
Hedr^c hedrede bandeakana. She is dressed in

ragged cloth.
Hedred mara maejiu. A slut.

H6he._ Yes, yes.
He he, iuq.ge royme. Yes, yos, say no more.

Hehel. "ITo wear away ; to wash or

Hehelok. f float away, as dirt, dust,

froth, &c. on, or mixed with water.
Hon menaKkoa, neKe non<^eko hehelakata.

There are rats here, see they have worn
this place smooth.

DaKte mjila hehel calaSkana. The dirt is

being carried away by the water.
Torod dalt neKe hehel calalfkana.

Hghgl. A large jungle scandent plant,

Millettia duriculata, Baker.

Hgho. Used to call attention, look

here, hey.

Heho. Used to call attention, hey

;

hark.
Heho, note alijome. Hey ! listen here.

H6h6. Yes, exactly so.

Heho iii hoii lielledea. Exactly so, I also saw
him.

Heholok. \ To stand idly about, to idle,

Heholot. j sad, down hearted.

Ceipe oekaeda P heholoU baraekanape. What are
you up to P Yon are idling when you should
be working.

HeholoKko dnfupakana. The are sitting and
looking sad.

Hghfi. To express assent, to hum and
haw.

Ma noa do hekaK hilkaK, alope gusautabona.
Hehupe. Express your assent by saying heh%.

Hej. Disrespectfully, tauntingly, de-

tractingly, disparagingly.

TJni hor do hejge rofae. He speaks disrespect-
fully.

Heje beje. Indistinctly.
Heje bejeye roreda. He speaks indistinctly.

Heje peje. Wet, slushy.
Beh(^a hasa then daSte hor heje peje lellje^ %i-

kqiuKa.

Hejer. \To roll the skin back from off

Hujur.J the prepuce.

Hejer. To cut off, as the head of a

goat, to pull off leaves.

MaS hejer go^kaeme. Behead him.

Hej heje. M.)To stand with the feet

Hij hiji. F. j apart, to straddle.

Hi] hijiye teiigoakana. She is standing with her
feet wide apart.

Hej led. Dii-ty, untidy.
Oratt hejledge lieloKkantakoa. Their house

looks untidy.
Kui hejled mara gidr$. This dirty scamp of a

child.

29
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H6k. 1 To cut the wind or breath

H6k mente. > from one, as by a blow
HSk marte. J between the shoulders.
Nunalf atteye rorkeda hekmenteli atkarkeda.

He spoke so loud as to quite take away my
treath.

Heke. Right, just.

Noa do heke kangea. llamgeae. This is jnst, he
will get it.

HSko. To brag, to boast, to chatter.
Adiye hekoet'kana. He is very boastful.

TT 1 , 1 ITo belch,
Hekoc hekoc. J

Hekoc baL A fit of belching.

HSkohSko. To sob as a child after a

fit of crying.

Hel. Time.
Nia helid liijuUkana, ar do ball hijuKa. I am

coining this onoe, but won't come again.
Nia lagaete bar hele hecena. Counting this

time he has come twice.
Ar mi6 hel doii llelgea. I will try it once more.

Hela. To neglect ; negligently, care-

lessly.

Kamiye helakeda. He neglected his work.

Hela. A large area covered thickly

with cut brushwood ; abundant.
Hela sahanko maga. They will cut a very large

quantity of firewood.
Hela sahan lekako g'ocke£koa. They killed

them like brushwood. (walena.
Burn diaom reri tahekana, hela sahanteri he-

Tan<^i disomtem ng^gukediii. I was in a hilly

counfcry, where I was accustomed to
abundant firewood, You brought me to a
country cleared of wood.

Hela hili. To neglect, to slur over, to

be remiss.
Cedalf nonkape hela hilie^koaP Why do you

neglect them (cattle) like this ?

Helao. To move on, to drive in.

Okatepe helaoenap Where are you off to?
Eneako helaoena. They have begun to dance.
Kgimireye helaoakalikoa. He has put them to

work.
Ona khetrege dahrae helaoke^koa. He drove

the cattle into that field.

Helapela,

Helaphela.
jCarelessly.

Get' lekape gupia hela pelaP. (lessly.

Helapelako kamikana. They are working care-

Hele6. To cut through or off with a

stroke, to snip off end.
Merom heleo gofeaeme. Cut off the goat's head.

Helem. | A bad taste in the

Helem helem. ) mouth, as of one in

sickness.
Moca helem helemifi atkareda. There is a bad

taste in my mouth.

Helmel. Friendly, affectionate.

^<Ji helmel menakkina. They are very friendly

with each other.

Helta. A young bamboo shoot. Cf
handua.

Noa do helta do bah kana, ma£ena. This is not

a bamboo shoot, it has become a bamboo
(become hard.)

Helta. A clod.

Hasa reaK helfa. A clod of earth.

Hemal. Damp, moist, as soil, cloth, &c.

Hemal khun. Ta cause abortion.

Hembrom, ") One of the twelve

Hembrom Kftar. J tribes or septs

into which the Santals are divided.

Cf hemrom.
Heme. Poor, indigent.
Bandi era heme era. "Widows and poor women.

Hemery5k. ") Disappointed, sad,

HemermeySk. J downcast.
HemeryoKe ruar calaoena. He went away disap-

pointed.
HemermeyoKiA durupakana, oethobahko pu-

chauediria, I am sitting downcast no one
takes any notice of me.

Hemhem. Unpalatable, as some kinds

of wild pot herbs.

Hemkhem. To delay, to loiter, to

waste time.
Cefpe hemkhem baraekana ? hakopako kami

hodpe. What are you wasting time for?
do the work at once.

Hemrom. ") One of the twelve
Hembrom Kiiar. J tribes or septs

into which the Santals are divid-

ed. C£ hembrom.
Hena. Doubtless, more than likely, a

moral certainty.
Do se lielepe jomkedae hena. Go and see him

he has most likely had his food.
Uni saram doe gurena hena, ente khub thu(i

tihuakadea. That deer has most likely
fallen, for I shot him effectively.

H€na. ") To exist, be in existence, to

Henalj, J be. C£ mena.
OraKre menaea p He ; henaegea. la he at

home? Yes ; he is at home.

Hena. Hark ! an address to females.
Henat. 1 m
Henak. j^" ^"^P^"^^^ o^^-

Monre henatadiila. I felt the force of it.

Noa kathaii henalf liolfada. I partly believe
this.

Henda. lUsed to call attention, hark !

Hendaho.J look here ! hey !

Hendaho! gidrape Aelkedetiiiap Look here!
did you see my child ?
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Henda hindi. To concede precedence,
to urge each other to do anything,
to transfer responsibility or prece-
dence to another.

Henda hindi baraekanako. They are each
telling the other to do (something.)

Hende. Black.
Nale nato hende knyi Vajar lekae lieloK , Baye

nato talateko nidiedekan.

Hende bengar. A variety of the egg
plant, Solanum melongena,
Linn., having a black fruit.

Hendec. "jNot fully taught,

Hende<i pendec. J learning, inefficient.

Gidra leka hendeo pendeoe k?unikana. He is

bungling at his work like a child,

Uni gidr?i hendeo pendeoe k9.mi baraeda.

Hende pende. Putting off time.
Hende pende baraekanae, bae kamikana. He is

putting off his time and n0t working,

Hender. Worn bare, bare, smooth.
Dnjrup hen(Jerkedako noa kambra. This

blanket has been worn bare (all the nap
•worn ofE) by people sitting on it.

Noa ghas doko hen4eraka£a. They have worn
away this grass.

Hender hender. Parts smooth and
parts rough, parts bare and parts

with grass, &c.
Hender hender hor. A road parts of which are

smooth and parts rough.

Hende ritha. Dirty, filthy.

Hende ritha kiorio menaEtaea. She ha,B dirty

clothes.

Hendo- Lounging about.
Hendo baraekanae noakore. He is lounging

about here.

Hendor hendor. Sound produced by
spinning wheel.

Hendra. Worn bare, threadbare, as

cloth ; bare, smooth.
T&e{ hendra cabaentaea. He has lost his eye

lashes.

Hendra.M.\Hair fallen off and left the

Hindri. F. J
skin bare or only thinly

covered.
^ur hen<lraentaea. His hair has fallen from his

head.

Hendron hendron. Sound produced by
wooden axle working in a wide

hole.
Sagaj do Ba(Jea hen^lroij hendron.

Henem. Sweet. Cf herem.

Heneo. In arms, as an infant. Cf heo.
Heneo gidrgb A child in arms.

Hene phene. Weeping and speaking at

the same time.

Henel!. Cf henat.
Noa katha do monere banhenefaftoa. This

statement had no force with them.

Henla. Poor, ignorant.
Hehla mara hof. A benighted creature.

Hefijel To dry up, to become empty,
to run dry.

Jom hellje^akadeako. They have eaten him
up.

Arei5' helije^kedaiko. They have baled it dry.

Helijet! heiijet;. Numerous, in crowds.
Heiljot heilie£ko hijuKkana. They are coming

in crowds'.

Heilijian pe6jlan. Dirty, imperfectly

cleaned, half-washed, slovenly.
Noa th^ri heiijlah peiijlaiiko gitilakaiJa. They

have scoured this brass plate very imper-
fectly.

DaK m9.n(Ji heAjlah pei^jlahko emadiria. They
gave me food in a very slovenly manner.

Henosta. To rail at, to despise, to

contemn, to scout, to scoff at.

A^i henostae rofa. He speaks contemptuously.

Henra. 1 M. T Bare, or thin as an ani-

Hinri. J T. J mal or person whose
bair has fallen out.

Hensta. Cf henosta.

Hente. There, over there.
Hente liogoRme. Move away a little.

Henteenae. He is dead.
Hente torali calalfa. I will go from there.

Hentere. Over there.
Hentere durupakanae. He is sitting over there.

Heo. To carry astride the hip, as is cus-

tomary in India to carry children.
Heheoio. A nurse.
Heojoh. To beget children.

Bae heoakawana. She has had no children.

H6o hSo. Call of peafowl.

Heoda. To stir, to mix up, as water in

a tank or pool.

Cetanre dhipauakana daK do, heo<Jakate liuime.

The water is hot on the surface, mix it up
before drinking.

Heola. To disturb, to mix by stirring,

of liquids.
Heolaleened mil^uKa. It must be stirred before

it will mix.
Heola milg.uako. They mix it by stirring.

Hepajot. To take care of, to nurse.
Nui do bape hepajotledea. Ton did not take

care of him.

Hepel'hepel. } A man, men.
_

Hepelko mi£ see maejiuko mii sed.

one side women on the other.
Men on



Heperhende [ 228 1 Hesel

Heper hende. To hang about.
Noko do heperhende barae kanako. Theae people

are hanging about.

Her. To wear away, to trim, prune.
Churi alom hertilia. Do not wear away (the

edge of) my knife.

Ku^i do her khatoena. The hoe has worn short.

P?.r herme. Lop the branches.

Hera ghesa. To be intimate, familiar

with, on terms of intimacy.
ITni teliA do g.^! heja ghesalifi tahekana. He

and I were on terms of close intimacy.

Herak. Brown, applied to fowls only.

Heralf sim. A brown hen.
HejaK kalot. A brown pullet.

Heran. An exclamation of surprise,

surprisingly, extremely, intensely.

Heran nit ho bae heoakana. It is surprising
' that he h as not yet come.

Hefan maraiigea. It is surprisingly great.

Heran petan. Perfunctorily, care-

lessly, imperfectly,
Heran petahe jomkeda. He let food fall while

eating. (funotorily.

Heraii petaiie arupbarakeda. He washed it per-

Herca. M.\Having a stiff thigh or knee

Hirci. F. Jjoint, to walk as one suffering

from talipes equinus.

Hercan. \Applied to the gait of

Hercan hercan. J one with a stiff thigh

or knee joint.

Here. Husk after removal from grain.

Horo here. The husks of ri e.

Hojo heye leka taka menaKtakoa. Money is as

plentiful with them as rice husks.

Berec turec. One after the other.

Ce^lekape hijuKkana hereo tureo? How are

you coming one after the other ?

Here gese. Continually, always.

Nonije here gese durup baraekana. He is con-

tinually sitting about here (expecting to get

something.)

Here jiat. Wife's grandmother.
Here'ji^t Iriorii. A cloth given to the bride's

grandmother at a marriage.

Herel. A man, a husband.
Ale herel herelre. Among us men.
Herel hopon. A male.

Herel doe gooentaea. Her husband is dead.

Herem. Sweet, delicious.

Herep. Used only in combination

with other verbs, a little, a little

while.
Gitio hefep gofakanae. He has just fallen

aaleop.

Jom herop godolfkane tahekana. He was just

bog'inning to his food (when he had to

leave it.)

:^el herep gofkedeali. I just caught a glimpse

of him for a moment.

Here phere. "» Time after time, fre-

Ghuri phiri. J quently, always.

Non<Je here phereye ?.cur baraekana. He is

always loafing round here.

Hergoe hergoe. Constantly, every

day.
Hergoe hergoe pafija bafaea. He constantly

follows her about.
Hergoe hergoe hijuKkanae. He comes every

day.

Herhet. To weed, to pull up weeds.
Herhet' tandipe. Weed it clean.

Hei-hefaK besge dareia. Weeded crops

grow well.

Herhinjan.\The trunk of a high tree

HirhiAjan./ which has no branches

till near the top, .as a palmyra

palm, &c.

Hermet. To put or hold under the

arm.
Kitjpe herme£aka£a. He has the book under

his arm.

Herpat. To sit for a long time in one

position.

Non(Je nun gh^rim herpa€akana? Have you
been sitting here all this time ?

H6sa hlsi. Each telling the other to

to do something.

Hesak. The Pipal tree, a species of

fig which grows to a very large

size, Ficus religiosus, Willd.
The petioles of the leaves of the Hesalf are

very long and slender, whence the constant
trembling of the leaves arising from the
most gentle air of wind as in the aspen tree
(Popnlus tremula.)

Adom adom hor hesaK sakam lekangeako. Some
men are like the leaves of the hesaK tree.

I^ ho, bare jom hesaK jomkhon ruar hecena kin.

Hark ! the two who eloped (and have lived
on the fruit of the Banyan and Pipal trees)

have come back.

Hese. To cut through, to snip off, to

prune.
Sahanko hese Jiurhg.iako. They out oif (branches)

for firewood.

Orgako hesepea. Those who offer human sac-
rifices win cut off your head.

Hesec sekrei. To be merry, to enjoy
oneself; merrily, gleefully, with
pleasure.

^^i heaed sekreo casko aamtaoa. They gather
in the harvest gleefully.

Jomtebou heseo sekrejoKma. Let us eat and
make merry.

Hesel. A common forest tree, Ano-
geissius latifolia, Wall.



H&rao [ 229 ] Hidan thapan

HSsrao. To pant, to breathe heavily,

as one suffering from bronchitis.

H6t. To overcome, to vanquish, to

beat.
Unill hetakadea, ili Bonee kamiro oboe dafelena.

I have beaten him, he cannot work along
with me.

Uni do dadatte^e hetkedea. He did better
than his elder brother.

Hgt. Skill, aptitude.
Het banuStaea. He has no skill.

H6t. Low, low down, lower.
Hef kulhi. The lower Btreet, down the street.

Hetao. To heed, to regard, to pay
attention to, to obey.

IroK jokhoo gele cha(Ja oet ho bako hetaoa. At
the time of harvest they will pay regard to
nothing save ears of grain. .

Il5aR raK hctaoatidme. Pay attention to my
prayer.

Hfitao. To over come, to vanquish.

Cf. hgt.

Heter. \To cut through, or off, by a

Hetrao.j stroke with a sword, &c.
MaK heter gotkam. Slash it off.

Alom calaKa, heter tanalfkemako. Do not go,

they may ont off your head.
Hetef go£ kaeme. Behead him.

Hetel \To provoke, annoy, irritate;

Hethet.
J

means of provoking, &c.
Hete^ geye dam babarakana, hor arereye sioK-

kana. He is seeking a means of provocation
ploughing so near the road.

Htte£ lekathelaoKtegeyetahena. He is contin-

ually trying to provoke.

Hete£ geye liamkan tahekana. He was seeking

a means of provocation.

Meto.
I
j'g^jQiija.r, acquainted, known.

Am do hitn hor kanam, maso o^lokalime. Ton
are a known person, get a loan for me.

Hetrao. To cut through or off by a

stroke of a sword, &c. Cf. heter.

Hewa. To accustom, to practice, to

break in cattle, to inure, to ha-

bituate, to season, to familiarize.

]5el hewaenae. He is accustomed to the sight.

Kami hewa. To accustom to work.
Cara hewa. To accustom to walk.

Jom hewa. „ eat.

Nu hewa. „ drink.

Tol hewa. „ to being tied np.

Hewa gi(Ji. To be confirmed, inveterate.

Komro komrote hewa gidiakanae. By contin-

ued stealing he has become a confirmed
thief.

Sahao hewa hor kanae. He is a man accustom'
ed to fast.

P?.ura alom Am howaKa. Do not accustom your-
self to drink liquor.

Hewa bahtaea, onate bae jir^u daroaKa, pbaf-
kar gi^liedae. He has not been accustomed
to it, and for that reason he cannot retain
it on his stomach, he vomits it.

Hewel bekel. Muddy, thick and dirty,

as water ; rippling, as water.
Hewel bekel dale kana. It is dirty water.
Hewel bekel daS mwjiko llu baraeda. They

drink rice water which is just muddy like

water (very thin.)

Hewel bekel laoreA atkareda. There is a ripple
in my stomach, (commotion.)

Hewel bekel enale teheli do. We had only thin
rice water for food to-day.

Hewer. Over-salted.
Hewer harha£. Bitter, as some unripe fruits.

Hgyo. Call of peacock.

Hia. Love, solicitude, fondness, liking,

longing.
Hi^ jalare maya jala.

Okakore com dafa bafae.

Hia khalas. Unreservedly, keeping
back nothing.

Hia khalas bare rorme. Speak out freely.

Hia khalaste tahenme. Keep your mind easy.

Hiati6. To sigh for, to mourn, to lament.
Hana disomko hi9.tifiattkana. They are sighing

for that other country.

Hicha. Wish, desire, lust.

Hickau. To fear, to dread.
Kacah^rite calaK do hick^ugele a(kareda. We

are afraid to go to court.

Bale cekamea, caKem hiokauKkanaP We will

not harm you, why are you afraid ?

HickS'U hick^utegeli paromena. 1 was in dread
all the time while passing.

Hicki. Hiccup.
Hicki sapgotkedea.

Hicki bai. Convulsions beginning wit h
hiccup.

Hicki bai sapledea.

Hico hoco. To jerk the body up and
down. Scottice, hotch.

Noa daraiire bhariako hico hocoko rakapkana.
On this ascent the banghywallas jerk them-
selves all the way up.

CedaR nonije hico hocom aour baraekanaP Why
are you hulking about here?

Eiigotkate hico hoco eneo enecteko calaRa.
Bending down they go dancing jerking
their bodies as they go.

Hida hade. Walking with the feet

wide apart and swaying the body.
S^m tora calaoenae hi^?' haijle.

Hidad thapan. lEmaciated and weak,

Hindan thapan. J tottering, weary with
exertion.

Hi^an {hapah tinaKem ealaRa P How far can
you go emaciated and weak as you are ?



Hidan thapaa [ 230 ] Hinatak

Hidan thapan. Thin, sparse, in patches,

as badly germinated seed.
Hi4an thapaii janamakana. It has come up

Tery sparse (seed.)

„..-,. .:
I
To stand with the feet wide

TT-i •'

I apart.
Hejheje. J

^

Hijhiji tengoakanae. He ia standing with his
feet wide apart.

Hidic dikir. Uneven, ups and downs,
swaying, quickly.

Hidio dikirko eneckana. They are swaying to
and fro while dancing.

Hidio dikiyUo oalaUkana. They are going very
quickly.

Noa hor do hidio dikirgea. This road ia very
much broken up (by river beds, &c.)

Go^ae liir baraekana ludio dikir. She ia going
here and there swaying.

Hidir hidir. Copiously, often, time
after time, to trickle or flow, as

tears, or blood from a wound.
Hi(Jir hi(^ir gttukkana mayam do. The blood

trickles down.
Hiijir mente met daK joroentaea. The tears

ran down her face.

Hidir hidir. To come again and again,

applied mainly to a cow whose
calf is tied up at home.

4iji hidir hidire hijuKkana. He cornea time
after time,

Hido hodo. All over, in many places.

Hiijlo ho^o sanam pafa]£ cabaena. It is cracked
(or split) all over.

Kiorio a4i orejoKkantil5a hiijo ho<Jo. My cloth
is tearing in many places.

Hidra gisra. Dirty, untidy, slatternly,

applied to women only.
Hidra gisr^geae. She ia untidy.

Higa hage. With feet wide apart, to

straddle,
Hig^hageye oalaKkana. He is walking with

his feet wide apart.

HlhJau. To neigh, as a horse.

Hihi koko. Flirting, laughing and
sjieaking with men.

Ce€ bail am dom hihi koko baraekan,
Hihi kokote din do calal^kantama. You spend

your days in frivolity.

Hihiri Pipiri. ") The traditional home
Hihihri Pipihri. J of the Santals

where the first man and woman
lived.

TT.-J j>
I A call to cattle when driving

Hija haje. 1 To straddle, to walk slightr

Hiji hiji. J ly bent owing to inability

to move the hip joints without

pain.

Hijhiji. Cf hidhidi.

Hike. Right, just, equitable.
Hike do bako bic^ra. They do not judge justly.

Hikmat. Wisdom, knowledge, clever-

ness, skill.

Hilak dalak. ") Swaying, shaking. Cf
Halak dalak. J dalak dalak.
Hurniiedae hilak dalak.

Hilau. To move, to shake, to tremble,
to sway.

BabahtehilauEkanae. Heia shaking with cold.
Ened jokheoko hil^uffa. They sway while dan-

cing.
Dgir do alom hil?.ua. Do not shake the branch.

Hili. Elder brother's wife
HiliA. My elder brother's wife.
Hilim. Thy „
Hilit. Hia „ ,, „

Hilia. ") Relation borne to an elder

Hili hali. J brother's wife by a broth-
er or sister.

Hiligi kanakin. > They are sisters-in-law, or
Hili h9.1i kanakin. ) brother and siater-in-law.

Hilmil. Friendly, affectionate, on good
terms with each other. Cf helinel.

Hilok. Day.
En hiloK. That day.
Jao hiloK. 7 -ni j
Din9.mhilolf.J^^«'"y^*y
Mahnder hilolf. The day before yesterday.
On mahnder hiloK. Three days ago.
Sombar hiloK. Monday.
GujuK hiloR. Day of death.

Hilwet. Unpalatable, as certain unripe
leguminous fruits, malhan (q. v.),

horec (q. v.) &c., also as milk at
times ; sour.

Hilwe£ ge aikauKkana. It is unpalatable.
Noa toa do hilwe£gea. This milk is sour.

Him. Snow.
Himan. To confess, to admit. Cf hu-

man.
Hin. Low, deficient, weak, abated,

decreased.
UniaE dare hinentaea. His strength haa be-

come less.

Nui sadom do tayom sen doe hingea. This
horse is low in the hind quarters.

Mon do hingetaea. He is dejected.
Noa kat do noKoe nonije hingea. This log is

deficient in this part.

Hinatak.
}T^^*'*h^t«ne.
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Hindan thapaA. Emaciated and weak,
tottering, weak and tired with
exertion. Cf. hidad thapan.

Hindo. To hang about, as a child

where work is going on, or where
there is something to be seen.

Hindol. A kind of " Merry-go-round
"

or revolving swing.
The Hindu Mndol is provided with wooden hor-

Bes or elephants on which the riders sit, that
of the Santals with stools in which people sit

and are whirled round with g^eat velocity.
This sport is indulged in on the last day of
the Sakrat (q. v.) festival.

Hindron hondron. Sound produced
by a wooden axle working in a
worn wooden wheel; worn wide,

as the hole in which an axle works
Sagar hini}roii hon(Jroii acurolikana.

Hingu. Colouring produced from the
lac insect.

Hirihau. 'j

Hinhinau. 1-Neigh of horses.

HShgyao. J

Hi6jil Diy, empty, of liquids.

Dalf dul hiiijifkedae. He poured all the water
out (and left the vessel empty.)

Atu hilSjidoKa. It will run dry.

Ared hiiijM. To pour off all the liquid.

Eohor hilijidoR. To dry up.

Hinjor. A large forest tree, Barring-
tonia acvlangula.

Hi6jrau. To mourn, to lament, to sor-

row over.
Nui do hiiijr?.uKtege tahenae. She mourns

continually.

Hinkate acuroEme. Go round by that way.

Hinrihic. F. ") Tall, as a human being;

Hirhifijan M. / long as the trunk of a

high tree with branches only near

the top.

Hipir hipir Trembling, tremulous.
HesaK sakam hipir hipir.

Bare sakam liohor iiohor.

The trembling leaves of the Pipal tree.

The glossy leaves of the Banyan tree.

Hipiska. Reciprocal form of hiska

(q.v.)

Hir. Rice land reclaimed by throwing

a dam across a stream or a nalla.

Hira. A diamond, a term of endear-

ment, a veiled term for a young
marriageable girl.

HiraU hiral?. ") Scattered, disunited,

Hirak harak. J separated.
Kamiako hifgiK hafaKena, jomkao do bah.

The work people are scattered, they are not
all in one place.

Hirakos. Sulphate of iron.

Hirad petan. ") Untidy, dirty slovenly,

Hcran petad. J inefficiently.

Nui gidr* do dakae jomeda herah petah. This
child eats his food in a slovenly manner,
(lets a part of it fall.)

Hirar garer. 1 Dirty, soiled, as by liquid

Hirir garir. J trickling down from
something being carried on the

head.
Hirir garir joroamkana, bario gem lieloKkana.

it is running down and soiling you, you
look disgusting.

Hirdani. Sorrow, grief, mourning.
Hirdan."!

Hirdau. |-To sorrow, to grieve, to mourn.
Hirdon.J

^(Jiii hird?uKkana. 1 am very sorrowful.

Hirhali. Exhausted, as soil, soured.
Noa goija do hirha^ena, cet h3 bail hoyoffa.

This field is exhausted it produces nothing.

Hirhii5jad.\Trunk of a high tree with
Hirhir.

J
branches only near the

top ; tall, as a man.
Hirhiiljaii dareakana. The tree has grown high.

Hirhir. Steep, as a hill side.

Hiri. To visit, to make a call on.
Hiri torakedeali. I looked in on him as I was

coming. •

Jahatis bare hirikaleme. Pay us a visit some-
time.

Hirid. To spill, to run over.
He^ec hiricena. It has boiled over.

Hirio p^siroSa. It will spill and be scattered.

Hirlc. A spasm of pain.
Hlrid mente haso gofkedilia.

Hiric paric. ") To spill and scatter as

Hiric pasir. J water, grain, &c.

Hirlhlc. Cf. hirhinjad.

Hirin. To forget.
Hirilikedad. I forgot.
Hirili saekedeae. He utterly forgot him.

Hirir garir. Cf hirar garer.

Hirkha. \To hate, to abhor, to have
Hirkhau. j an aversion to, to dispise.

Hirkha parkha. T Abhorrent, disgust-

Hirkha pirkha. J ing, despicable.
Hirkha parkhae egerkedilia. She scolded me

in a disgusting manner.



Hirla [ 232 ] Hodgor

Hirla. To trust in or to, to rely on, to

confide in, to look to for protection

and cherishing.
UniaK hirlareli tahena. I will remain trusting

in him.
Hirlg.kaiime. Put me in a position to have

some one to look to for protection and
cherishing.

Hoponerariko sanamiifi hirl?. cabake&oa. I

have married all my daughters.
TJni thenid hirl9.Ka. I will rely on him.

Hirom. Co-wife, the second wife,
Hiromadiiiae. He gave me a oo-wife.

Kaphariau bam aiijomakatkhan hirom era
johme. If you have never heard quarrel-
ling take to yourself a second wife.

Hirom b9.iha. Solatium given to a first wite
when a second is brought home.

Hiromea. Co-wives.
Nukin do hiromea kauakin. These two are co-

wives.

His. Share, portion, part, division.
Mi£ his nui doe llama. He will get one share.

Hisa. Part, portion, division, share.

'Cf. his.

Hisab. Account, calculation, estimate.
Behisa^b. Without stint, very much.
His^ibte. In accordance with.

Hisalia. Revengeful, envious, mischiev-

ous.
Nui hisaligi hor do bae liel sahaoa. This

envious man could not bear to see it (an-

other's welfare.)

Hisi cSrg. The Weaver bird, Ploceus

baya.

Hisi raj. The weaver bird, so named in song on
account of its beautiful nest.

Hisir. ") Crystal, a white trans-

Dhiri hisir. J parent pebble.
Dhiri hisir malla. A necklace of crystal beads.

Hisir hisir. Always, continually.

Hisil Cf hoe hisit.

Hisit hisit. Gently, applied to the

wind.
Hisit hisife hoeeda. There is a gentle breeze

blowing.

Hiska. Envy.
Hiskgi huluu. Envy.

Hit. "j Friendship, love, affection.

Hit pirit.
J-

pleasure, friendly, affect-

Hit mitar. j ionate.
Hit pirit menaKkoa. They are on affectionate

terms with each other.

Hitad jharau. Sparse, scattered.
^^i hifan jharaii janamakana. It has germin-

ated very sparsely.

Hitau. Familiar with, accustomed to.
Kg-mi hitau hor. A man accustomed to work.
Noali hit^uakafa. I am inured to this.
Noa disomreye hit^uakat'a. He has become

acclimatised.

Hithitau. To snigger, to laugh.

Hitihiti. To laugh.
Alom hiti hitiKa. Do not laugh.
Sifi satup hiti hiti land getae, kaimire bae kaja-

koRa. He is laughing the whole day, he
will never be a good workman.

Hit mitar. 1 A friend, a visitor, to whom
Hit mitor.J uncooked food is given.

Hit pirit. Cf hit.

Hitu. Familiar, acquainted, known.
Cf heto.

Ho. Used in calling attention.

H5. Applied to the sound of the man-
danbhed (q. v.)

H5. Also, even, too, besides.
Iii hoA calaSa . I also will go.
Get ho bah. It is nothing.
Sor ho bae sorol^a. He will not even come near.

H5bad...h6ban. Neither. . .nor.

Hobon hobod. Going here and there

aimlessly.
TinaJi hoboh hobohem darana.
Okate con hoboii hoboiie darana.
Nui gai do hoboii hobohe liir baraea.

Hobor. Bosom, embrace.
Gidra doe hoborakadea . She has the child in

her bosom.
Uni hoborre menaea. He is in her arms

.

Hobor gotkedeae. He threw his arms round
him.

H6c h6c. The call of a certain owl.

Hoclo. To be near, well nigh, all but
consummated.

Kamibo hocloakat'a. We have nearly finished
the work.

Din hoclo aioKakantalea. The day (some day
fixed) is now near.

Hocloenae. He is near.

Hod. Difficult, unintelligible.
Noko hor soiige hodgeA ^ik9,ueda. It is diffi-

cult to understand these people (or to deal
with them.)

Hodgo. Hairy, shaggy.
Marah ut^r hodgo seta. A very large shaggy

dog.
Hodgo hodgo can^lbolanako. They have very

shaggy tails.

Turuk lekako hodgolikana. Growing beards
like Turks.

Hodgor. A piece of wood attached
to an animal's neck and trailing

among its feet to prevent it run-
ning away.

Hodgor tolaeme aicliye dg.rkana. Tie a log to his
neck, he is giyen to running away.
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Hodo hodo. Cf. hodgo.

Hodo dodo. Quickly and indistinctly,

applied to speaking.
4cli liodo dodoe roya.

indistinctly.
He speaks fast and

Hodor hodor. Sound produced by a

large volume of running water.
Barakar sa^ea hodor hodor.

Hodor hodor. 1 Sound produced by
Hodgor. J dragging a piece of

wood, &c. along the ground, to

drag.
Tlieiiga ho(}or hocjore or idieda. He drags his

stick with a grating sound along the ground.

Hodor hodor. Sound of gulping.
Paura hodor hodore rtukeda. He gulped down

the liquor.

Nui pituk do hodor hodore hoiigorkeda, ar non-
^e laser lasere galmaraoa.

Hoe. "j 1. To be, to become ; 2. to

Hoyol?. >• be born, to come into exis-

Hoyuk. j tence ; 3. to suffice ; 4. to be

fall, to happen ; to come to pass
;

5. to be over, to come to an end, to

finish.

1. Marahe hoyoKa. He will be great.

2. Horo rohoe jokhece hoelena. He was born
at the time of the rice planting.

3. Gel mokateli hoyoKa. Ten cubits (of cloth)

win suffice for me.
Pe ser oaolete bale hoyoKksna. Three seers of

rice are not sufficient for us.

4. Bali emamkhan cet hoyoka ? If I do not

give to you what will happen ?

HoelenaK. What has happened in the past.

HoyoKak. What will happen in the future.

5. Kaoahari do hoeena. The court is over

(has risen.)

Hoekedape ? He ; hoekedale. Haye you finish-

ed the (work) ? Yes ; we have finished it.

Sedae khon hoe hijuKkana. It has been thus
from olden times.

Hoe. Wind, air, climate.

Hoee£kanae. The wind is blowing.

Hoe duk. Cholera.

Hoe hoe. Thick-waist.

Hoe dal{. Storm, of wind and rain.

Hoe daK unaukeda. A storm is coming on.

Hoe duk. Cholera.

Hoe hisil The spell of the evil eye.

Hoe hisii lagaoakawafmea. Tou are under

the spell of the evil eye.

Hoe hoe. Immodestly, without train-

ing.
Ceftekae durupabana nui do hoe hoe.

Kui do kami bae ba^aea hoe hoeye haraakana.
He does not know how to work, he has
grown up untrained.

Hoe...hoe. Either... or.

Hoilfl^'y'^^y-
Hoja beta, am ho oalakme.

Hoe ke bote. Yes, certainly, right,

true.

Hoele hoe. Instantly, hurriedly.
Hoele hoegeye ^amkana. He wants it in-

stantly.

Hoeto ...hoeto. Either ...or
;
perhaps.

Hoeto amem saboRa, hoeto ili geli saboK. Either
you or I will be caught.

Hoeto hijukae, hoeto bae hijulJa. Perhaps he
may come and perhaps he may not come.

Hohae. An exclamation of surprise,

used by women.

Hohalc. Ignorant, unlearned.
Nui doe hohaKgea, cet ho bae badaea. He ia

ignorant, and knows nothing at all.

Hoho. To call, to shout.
Hoho aguiem. Call him to come.
Onkoe hoho sorketkoa. He called them near.

K9rur barur hohotegeye taheena. He contin-

ued to shout loudly.

Hohot. Cf. hoi

„°V , . l Will you, won't you.

Hijukme nahaK, hoi? Come in a little, will you?

Hoi, hoi. Yes.
Hoi, hoi, ona geli kuliket'mea. Tes, yes ; I

asked you about that.

Hoja. Hey ! Boy ! Cf hoeja.

Hojahoja. A shout in a boys' game.

Hojo hojo. To move quickly, as when
carrying a heavy weight.

Bam dar dareakkana, hojo hojom daretkana.

Toil can't run, you run as if your feet were
lead.

''
. ' . rOuicklv

INire hojore. )^ •''

^ire hojore calakkanae. He is hurrying,

l^ire hojoreA hed ruarena. I hare returned

quickly.

Hok. Just, right, true; justice, right,

equity.

Hokao. Grunt of a pig when enraged

or frightened.

Hokhok. Grunt of a pig. Cf hokao.

Hokigol News, intelligence.

Hoknak. Causelessly, without reason.

Hoknake metatikana. He blames me without

reason.

H5kor h6k6r. Cry of leopard (potea

tarup.)

Hola. Yesterday.

30
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Holanolj. Yesterday.

Holal A razor.

Holec. To snip off -with tlie fingers, as

an ear of grain, &c.

Holkaloin. Two years ago, the year

before last.

Hole. Cf. hale.

Hole hole. Constantly, repeatedly,

every day.
Hole holeye HjuKkana. He keeps ceming.

Holo holo. Constantly, repeatedly,

every day, always.
. Holo holo nui doe hijuKkana. He comes con-

stantly.

Holod. Flour, meal; to grind into

flour or meal ; to grind to powder.
Gnhumko holoiia. They make wheat into flour.

Holoa lopoa. To reduce to powder.
Holoh lopon gejer oabaena. It is smashed to

fragments.
Holoh lopoiikediiiako. They handled me se-

verely.

Holop. An oath.
Holop emaeme. Administer an oath to him.
Holop oooem. Cause Mm to take oath.
Holop jom. To take oath.

Horaba homba.l Applied to the sound
Hombe hombe.J produced by Indian

cattle which differs from the lowing

of European cattle.

Gaiko homba hombaea.

Hombo. To hide, to esconce.
Kocare homboakanae. He is esoonoed in the

corner of the koca (q. v.)

Homon. Elder brother's children.
Homonili. My nephew.

Homon goro6. Sulking and refusing

to speak, dissatisfied.

Cedakem homoA guroli baraekanap Why are

you sulking.

Homor. To mourn, to mourn and speat,

to wail.

Homor halaii. To wail and relate the good
qualities of the person mourned for.

Otre homor tapiiioK kanae. She is wailing and
throwing herself on the ground.

Hon. A rat.

Urid hon ")

l=tn" Species of rats.

OraK hon. )
Ciurig. hon. The Indian Jerboa-rat, Gerbillus

indicus.

Hon bardurud. A species of bat.

Hon. A son, a child, the young of any
animal.

Apa hon. Father and child.

Ehga han. Mother and child, dam and young.
Hon hopon. Children.
Hon ren bopon. Posterity.

Hon kimin. Son and daughter-in-law.

HoSakJThaMhatone.

Honad. Used in conditional sentences

in which the protasis (condition)

is supposed not to have been real-

ised, and, therefore, the apodosis

(consequent) has not taken place-

Of. hutkam.
Alo tahenkhaniJl laikepea honah. If it were

not so I would have told you.
Nonclem tahelenkhan bareii oho honahe godlen.

If thou hadst been here my brother had
not died.

Hondalc. A method of cooking vege-

tables or mushrooms.
They are first washed in water and then put

over the fire in a dry earthen pot. Salt and
oil are then added and the whole covered up
for a time to steam ; after which they are

stirred until properly cooked. Spices are

also added to mushrooms.

Hondak. To stir meat or vegetables

when cooTiiag.

Hondeal. To throw -one side forward

when walking, to look to one side

when walking or running, crooked.
Hondeal hondeale darei;kana.

Hondor. iTo carry away, as a

Hondoryon. J tiger a goat.

Hondoryoiikedeae merom do.

Hondoryohkedeae, noKoe lielme cinhate^.

Hondrok. Noise made by a pig; to

grunt.

Hondrod. Noise made by a wooden
axle working in a wide hole, also

of any heavy body falling into a

well; wide, as a hole in which an
axle works.

EoK homjronkedam. Ton gauged out the hole
too wide.

Hondwan. To injure, to cause much
damage.

Saname atu hondwahkeda. The water carried
it all away and damaged it very much.

Hone. That, that one.

Honec. Cf honan.

Hon hon. Wide.

Hon hoii phof idikedae pin(Jhe do. The water
the embankment and made a wide gap.burst tl

Hon hail landnrena, bhit do.

the wall has fallen.
A large piece of
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Hod hod. Immodestly.
Ceflokape durnpakana hon hoh ?

Kicrio ofeoentaea hoii hon.

Hongor. To drink, to drink to excess,

to swallow liquor.
Pgiur9.te alope hongor buloKa. Do not get

drunk by drinking hquor.
Sokor Bokofe hon^oreda. He is gulping.

Hon gujur. A game played by chil-

dren.

Hodjad. To meet with hurt, injury,

or disaster.
Nur holijanenae. He fell and hurt himself.

TT , [There, over there, yonder.

Honte bare idiyetam. Take your (horse) over
there.

Hopo. A forest tree, GocTilosperma

gossypium. D. G.

Hopoho. Cf. hoho.

Hopon. Child, young, ofifepring,. to bring

forth young, to breed, to beget.
Kora hopon^ A son, a male.
Kuri hopon. A daughter, a female.
Hopon era. A daughter.
Era hopon. Family.
Hor hopon. A Santal.
Herel hopon. A male.
Bana hopon. A young bear.
Sim hopon. A chicken.

Manwa hopon. Mankind, the Sbnof Man.
Diku hopon. A Hindu.
Hopon oraK. A small house.
Hopon hopon dhiri. A very small stone.

Hon do bhug^ireko hoponkoa. Eats bring

forth young in holes.

Noa lagitiA hoponletmea? Did I give you
birth for this.

Hopoyo. The Reciprocal form of hoyo

(q. v.) ; to shave each other.

Hopyo. The hair on the portion of

the head which some men shave

regularly.
Hopyo haraentaea. The hair on the portion of

the head whiohhe usually shares has grown.

Hor. A man, a human being, a San-

tal, a wife.

Hor ror. The Santal language.
Dis'om hor. The Santals of the country side.

Sanam hortele kamia. We will all work.

Hor hara. ) To grow, to increase in family

Hoy harta. 3 or estate.

Hoponmemhoradea? Have you got your son

married ?

HoroK coe bah coil. His recovery is doubtful.

Mit hor doli Aelledea, bah doe Hor kan, ban
doe Diku kan. I saw one man, but I can't

say whether he was a Santal or a Hindu.

Tin^lt hor dh^rtire menaKbona sanam do Pilcu

liaram ar Pilou bucjhiren bos kanabo. All

the people in the world are the descendants
of Adam and Eve.

TuS.r amar alope posrakoa, paso mi6 kalreko
hoj* kange. Do not despise the orphan and
destitute, perhaps one day they may be-
come well-to-do.

Hor. A path, a way, a road.
Khafo hor. A short cut.
Hor arakailme. Make way for me.
Noa hor Tun(}ite senakana. This road leads

to Toondee.
Hor idipe. Make a road as you go.

Hora. A lino, a section.
Noa birle sendrakeda, hora borate. We hunted

this jungle in sections.
Hora borate. In sections, gradually, consec-

utively.

Hora. To finish, to make a clean

sweep.
Gaiko jom horakeda. The cows ate it all up.
Alom dg.h ocoaUa, gi(Ji horaeme. Do not allow

it to accumulate, throw it all away.
Raniii 30m horakeda. I took all the medicine.

Hora,se. ]; Parting of hair down the

Horasi. j middle, of females.

Hor beda. To deceive, to pretend, to

throw dust, in the ej-es.

Hor beda baraefkoae, menkhan menalfgetaea,
' He is pret iuding (that he has nothing) but
he has.

Hor bedae hijuKkana. His coming is only a
'blind.

Here. An exclamation of surprise.

Hore ! nonkabo ola? Dear met do they write
like that P

Hore ! nonkako mena ? Dear me T do they say
that?

Horec. A leguminous plant largely

cultivated, Dolichos bifiorus, Linn.

Hored gadar. A veiled name for a

sword.
Nui hor dohofed gadar i^eliel lek hor kangeae.

This man is worthy of death.

Horec gadar. A worm found in the

stomachs of cattle, an insect that

sucks the moisture from the bodies

of young tassar silk-worms.

Hore hore. Gradually.
Em jarwaeaii hore horete. I will repay it

gradually.
Hore horeteli emama. I will pay yon gradually.

Hor gad. A crowd of people, a mul-

titude.

Horgosmarte. Cf hurgusmarte.

Hor hara. To grow, to increase in fam-

ily and estate.

Di tli6^®™ horharaena, arnonkam metailkanaP
Ton have increased in family and estate in

my service and do you speak thus to me P
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The grass snake, not poi-

to increase ni

Watch

Hor horan.

sonous.

Hor harta. To grow,

family and estate.

Sanam lekateli hor hartaeiia . My family and
estate have increased in every way.

Horho. To watch, to guard.
Noko gidrg.ko horho jangekoam

over and protect these children.

Horho beskedeale. "We nursed him back to

health.
Horole horhoeda. We are guarding our dhan.

HoriSr. ") To trickle down the cheekd,

HoriySr. J the side of a vessel, a beam,

&c. ; to glide over the surface.

Horior argonkaname^ daK do. The tears trickle

down.
Cet; leka bam dnlei horiyor oooedam. How

are you pouring it ? Tou are allowing it to

trickle down the aide.

Nahelem horiyor baraet; do. Tou are ploughing
on the surface.

Horjan. T To limp, as with a

Horjad horjan. J badly set fractured

limb.
Horjan horjaiie oalalfkana.

Horjan hurjan. From side to side.

Bifi horjan hurjahko calalca. Snakes move
from side to side when progressing.

Sar horjan hurjah calaoena. The arrow swer-
ved from side to side.

Horlo lolo. A lullaby sung by Santal

mothers to their children, to sway

as a mother hushing a child.

Horlo lolo, horlo lolo, beta doe japii; talea.

Tirio orohme se horlo lolo. Sway yourself when
playing the flute.

Hormo. Body, to be pregnant.
Hormo hatili. The members of the body, limbs.

Khubo hormoana. He is well grown.
Hormoakanae. She is enceinte.

Hormo algao. Prolapsus uteri.

Hormo algaoentaea. She is suffering from
prolapsus uteri,

Hormo ol. To lie down for the night.

Horo. The rice plant, Oryza sativa,

Linn., unhusked rice.

Horo caole. Husked rice.

TJri horo. Wild rice.

Nea do ban horolena. There was not much
grain in the ears of rice this year.

Horo. A tortoise.

DaK horo.^
Taniji ,,

^Varieties of the tortoise destin-
guished by Santals.

Burn „ n
Lapra ,

,

(

Tukuc ,,

ToklaK,, J

orok. \To pay a visit friends,

3ra horok. J to visit.

Horo horo. To carry food, &c., holding

it to the stomach ; carefully.

Uni hor do horo horo dakae hobor idieda.

Horo horo. Man by man, each man.
Horo horo sadom menaKkotakoa. Each man
has horses.

Horo horoko hataoana. Bach man has taken.

Horols. To sink or become hollow, as

the eyes.

Met' horoKentaea. Hia eyes have become
hollow.

Horok.
Pera

Pera horoK khoniii ruarena. I have returned
' from a visit to friends.

Bes okootele pera horoKlena. We were wel-

comed and treated hospitably.

Pera horoRili calaKkana. I am going on a visit

to friends.

Pera hor. A visitor.

Horoli. To put on the person, as a

coat, ring, earrings, bracelets, a

hat, &c. &c.

HoroK cikhna. Betrothal ceremony.

irolS-l;}«i°^^--^--^i-
Tupriko horoKadea. They put a hat on his head.
Hor kuri bank bahkiko horoga. Santal girls

wear anklets.
Nui kuri do adi molij kurtae horoKakawana.

This girl has on a very pretty jacket.

Hor podo. A forest fruit tree, Ficus
cunia, Buck.

Hor putka. A species of edible mush-
room.

Horsec. | Obliquely, to one side,

Horsed horsec. j sideways.
Horsec horsede bengeda. He is looking side-

ways.

Hos. Consciousness, sense.
Be-hos. Unconscious.
Hos banuKtaea. He has no sense.

Hosec. To get out of the way, to re-

move, to sift.

Hosec liogoKme. Move a little out of the way.
Hosec todme. Sift it out.

Hoshosao. To slip down, as with arms
round a tree ; to run out, as rice,

&c. from a bandi (q. v.) with a hole

near the bottom.
Noa dare khon hoshosao ilurenae.
Hoshosao argoenae dare khon. He slid down

the tree (with his arms round it.)

Hosor. To slip gradually.

Jin hosor riurena. The saddle slipt and fell.

Hosor gidi. To miscarry.
Hosor iiurhg.ena. Slipt and fell down.

Hosoli. To move while sitting on the
ground without rising up.

HosoId liogoKme. Move along a little with-
oixt getting up.
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Hoi. To strip off by running the hand
up the stalk.

Sakam hoi giijime. Strip off the leaTea.
Hofo gele6 hoda. I will strip off the grain

from the ears of rioe.

Hot;. In comp. implies suddenly, in-

stantly, quickly, without delay.

Dal hodeme. Hit him at once.
Heo ruar hodoKme. Eoturn quickly.
Dal ho bae dalhohotja. He does not strike read-

ily (is not given to striking.)

Hotak. To stir up, to toss up, as hay
;

to remove by means of a stick,

&c., as something one does not

wish to touch ; to rip, with the

tusks, as a wild boar.
Mandare horoko hotaga. They toss up, (or turn

over) the dhan on the threshing floor.

Nui do bir sukri thene hotak ored ocoakana.
This man has been ripped by a wild boar.

Hoktak 4ah, A bamboo used.to turn the straw
on the threshing flooor. Cf . akhaini.

Hotak khodrak. Shakings, as of a bag
which has contained grain, scrap-

ings, sweepings.
Ho(ak khodrak ill darn barakeda. I searched

for the shakings of the bags, and scrapings
and sweepings.

Ho^alc khodrak sanam s^ule emafa. Shakings,
scrapings, sweepings, we gave all to the
money lender.

Hotak picak. Everything, all kinds,

everywhere, the whole ; fast.

HotaK picg.K ko jomkeda. They ate up every-

thing.
Horole souadea ho^ak picgiK cei ho bah sa-

reclena. We measured out all the dhan to

him (money lender) nothing was left over.

Hotak pic9.Ke kamikana. He is worlcing fast.

Hotetej^y^"^'^'^^'*^™''^^-

Hot hoto. Very long, of great height,

tall.

Hot hoto benaoaka^ae orak do. He has made
the house very long.

A^i jeleria hot hoto rel gacji do. The railway
train is very long.

Hot; husit;. For ever, altogether, com-
pletely.

TeheA khon do luturili peterkeda, ado hot hu-
sifili bagi utg.ra. I have .twisted my ear

and from to-day I will give it up entirely and
for ever.

Hotkor. To pull or take out of fire,

water, &c., by means of a stick, &c.

Seugel khon jel hotkor odokme. Pish the meat
out of the fire (with a stick.)

Mase 4aute hotkor odokem, ileleabo. Pish it

out (of the water) with a stick, we will see

what it is.

Hoto budhi. Foolish, senseless.
Nui do hoto budhi hor kanae. This is a fool-

ish man.
Hotok. The neck.
HotoK limbof. To throttle.

Hotokkaete."! ^i^'^out circumspection,
Hotokkarte.

J-

without consideration,

Hotok kuri. j carelessly, at once, easily.

C£ hatokaete.

Hotor. To pick, to pick out, to push
out, to poke out, with a stick, &c.

Data hoKtorak. A tooth pick.
Jojom mei ill hotor todtapea. I will probo

out your right eyes.

Hotofi. A species of pumpkin, Cu-
curbita lagenaria.

Hoyam. 1 Indistinctly, parti-

Hoyam hoyam. J ally.

Nel hoyamkedeali. I saw him indistinctly.
Aiijom hoyamkedaji. I heard indistinctly.

Hoyad. \ Off the straight, at an
Hoyaii hoyan. 3 angle, glancing off,

twirling in the air, as a falling leaf
Etakte hoyahena. It went off at an angle.
II hoyaii hoyahte Aurokkana. The feather is

twirling round in falling.

Hoyon.}^^
^^^^^-

Hoyo mun(Jrakodeako. They shaved his head.

Hoyoii. Breeze, wind, air, draught.
HoyohoKa mentele oijokena. We have coma

out to get the air.

Delabon hoyohte, adi udgq,r kana. Come, let us
^o out to the air, it is very hot.

Nonde hoyohge bolokkana. It is here where
the draught comes in.

Nonde ^di hoyoii gea, adokabo. There is much
wind here, we will take shelter.

TT '),]' [-Call of the jackal.

Huan. To injure, to damage, to cause
detriment, scath, or havoc.

Dal huah. To cause injury by striking.
Mak huaiii. To cause injury by a out with

sword, &c.
Takic huah. To be injured by coming in con-

tact with something.
Bae tiokledea, bankhane maS 'huaiikea. He

did not reach it, or else he would have injur-

ed it severely with a blow (with his axe.)

Huak. To eat.

Jomale, huagale. We will eat, we wiU eat.

Hub. Pleasure, enjoyment, freedom
from care.

Nea do hub banuKanah. There is no freedom
from care this year.

Enec l?tgit' ^di hubaekana. He greatly enjoys
dancing.

Nes do hub bhahgaena. This year onr freedom
from care has been broken (we are down
hearted.)
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Hubai' (

"^^ *^^^* ^'^*° ^'^^^' °^°P' slash.

HubaKaeme mif; dhao. Give him one slash.
Hubg.K; gookedeako. They slashed and killed

him.
Sahan hubg.KaK me. Chop firewood.

Hucak. To break off, to snip off.

Mone hnoaKentaea. He is disappointed, or
dejected.

Par hucal? go(;kam. Break off the branch.
Horo adi huoalc JiiiroKkana. The ears of dhan

are snapping and falling down.

Hue bir. A small bird, the Indian Pitta,

Pitta hrachyiira.

Hucec. To cull, to break ofif, to snip

off, to break off, as an engagement

;

to be disappointed, as a hope or

expectation.

Hue hue. Quickly, again and again,

often and quickly.
HuQ hud dake loeda. She draws water quickly.

Huchucu. Lofty, high.
Burn huchucu lieloKkana. The hill appears

high.

Huchucu. To sit on the heels.
Huchucue durupakana. He is sitting on his

heels.

Hucku eukur. Restless, going here
and there, wavering, doubting.

Hucku eukur baraekanae, mif t^hen do bae ta-
hena. He is going here and there, he will
not remain in one place.

Alope hucku eukur monoKa. And be not of
doubtful mind.

Hucmarte. ) Quickly, without warning,
Hucmente.J in a moment, suddenly.
Hue marte atkir got'kedea kuri6 do. The vul-

ture suddenly snatched and carried it away.
Hue mente bere£ calaoenae. He rose and left

without saying anything.

Hucuk. Necessity, compulsion.
Hucuk lagaoakawadea. Necessity was laid upon

him.
Huoufc lekae oalaoena. He left as if under com-

pulsion.
Hucuk heoadea. He was constrained.

Huda. A title, a cognomen, office, class.
Hud^ hudae rakapena He rose step by step.
Hor hndare gidrako emoKkana parhaolc lagifi.

Santals send their children to be educated.
Hudawan hor. A titled person.

Huda. To forward anything to its des-

tination by passing in on from
village to village.

Hudate kolgotjkam. Send it to its destination
by having it passad on from village to village

.

Huda hedakawadea. Something has come to
him which he has to pass on to another
village.

Hudar. Shaft of a cart.

Hudgel." } To stir, to agitate.

Dalf alom hudg^ra. Do not stir the water.
Huqlgar hufJgSrteko loeautudo. They stir up

the relish before taking it out of the pot.

Hu'dgu dugur. To annoy, to trouble.
Nui do adiye hudgu dugurkedilia. He caused

me much trouble.
Gidra doko hudgu dugurkoa. Children annoy

them.

Hudgu dugur. To blaze, as a fire.

Hudgu dugnr joloKkana. Itis blazing.
Seiigel hudgu dugurotckana. The fire is blazing.

Hudhud. Roaring, as of a large fire

or a river in flood.
Hudhud sa<Jekana seiigel do. The fire is roar-

ing.

Hudhud daK ^tuKa. The flood rushes roaring
along.

Hudhudau. To roar as a river in flood,

or a large fire.

Hudhudau. To hurry.

Nui do oral? khone hudhudau odokkefkoa. He
hurried them out of the house.

Ii5 do khanakha hudhudau agukedidae. He hur-
ried me here without cause.

Hudhudau. To roar, as a wild boar
or bear.

Hud hudi. A waterfall, a cascade.
Hud hudi then calaKpe. Go to the waterfall.

Hudin. Small, young.
Hudiri hudiri. . Very small.
Huditi saheb. Assistant manager.
Hudiii utarid. The youngest.

Hudis. To think, to ponder.
Hudis bundis. To think out.

Hud marte. \ Suddenly, with a rush.
Hud mente.J with a sudden rustle

or gust.

DaK hud marte argo got'ena. Water come down
with a rush.

Hudra. Steps on a ladder.

Hudra. A compartment, an apart-
ment, a room.

Hudrit. Scratched, abraded, slightly
bruised.

Hiidrif ghao. An abrasion of the skin.
God 4arte hudri(; go^enali. I was scratched by

a dead branch.

Huduc huduc. Lame, or leg stiff.

Hu(;lud huijud taramedae. He limps.

Hudu hudu6. A very small quantity
or piece.
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Huduk huduk. Loud, the sound produ-
ced by beating a drum.

TumdaK tamak hu^uk hu<Juk 8a(j6a.
Tamak hii(Juk hviijuk arijomoKkana.

Hudul raj. \The angel of death, the
Hudur raj.

J governor of the nether
world.

Hudurak. Huge, big, large.
HuduraKelieloKkanakuTdo. The tiger looks

huge.

Hudur hudur. Rolling of thunder, any
deep rolling sound.

Hudur hu(Jur rimil eaijekaiia. The thunder
roUa.

Hudur hudur. The lowing of a cow in

quest of her calf; the sound pro-
duced by a deep toned flute, deep
growl of tiger.

Gai hudur hudur dar hijulckasae. The cow
comes running and lowing.

Tirio sadea hudur hudur. The flute emits a
deep tone.

Kule garjao^ kana "hudur huduf. The tiger
growls hoarsely.

Hudur marte. With a plump, plumping
into deep water, a deep sound.

Hudur menteAm goiena. It fell with a plump.
Hudur mente sa^eena. It sounded plump.

Huluihugui.}^^^''*'
gentle, as wind.

Hugui hugui hoeedae. A gentle breeze is blow-
ing.

Hugui hugnii non^e hoe bololf kana.

Hugui hugui. Before daylight.

Hugui marte. Quickly, instantly, sud-

denly.
Hugui marte calaoenae. He left suddenly.

Huhar. The Green pigeon, Grocopns
ehlorigaster.

Huh huh- Call of bear when enraged.

Huhi. A hunting term, to proclaim

the carcase of an animal killed in

the chase public when it cannot

be proved who killed it.

Huhkau. To make a noise like a bear
when enraged-

Banako huhkaua.
Geger lagif; huhkaulikan tahekanae.

Huhu. An imitative word, weeping.
Huhue raBkeda.

Huhu. Imitating crying.
Ce€ bail huhu dom raraKkan ?

Huhu. The hooting of the owl.

Hujat. "1 To oppress, trouble, annoy,
Hujut. j bother.
Khajna reaK ?.^iko hujuteflekana. They are

bothering us about our rent.

Hujlak'hujlak.}^'^ ^^''S^ quantity.

HUJI9.K hujljK mayam joroentaea. He bled
freely.

Hujlak marte. ~) With great force and
HujlaU mente. J quickly, in large

quantity and quickly.
Hujlg,1f marte upadil5ae. He poured me out a

large quantity.
Hujlajf marteA tuflikedea. I shot and wounded

him severely.

Huju duria. An ornament worn by
women and girls attached to the
coiled hair at the back of the head.

Hoe piohe huju (Juria hilau'Ktili. !My ohaplet
waves with every breath of wind.

Hujuk hujuk. In crowds, in swarms,
from all sides.

Hujuk hujuk horko jaoratkana. Crowds of
people are assembling.

Hujur. A term of respect. Sir.

Hujur. To trickle, as grain out of a
hole in a bag.

NoKoe non^eye hujurolikana. See, it is trick-
ling out here.

Hujur. Cf hajir.

Huk \^^^ ^° *^e loins, lumbago.

Jahan hamalalf tullekhan huhuka.
Huk leka cjan(ja hasoediilkana.

Huka. The hooka, the bubble bubble.

Huka bardar. An attendant whose
duty it is to attend to his master's
pipe, an attendant or assistant who
accompanies a Pargana when at-

tending to his official duties.

Huka, To snort, as a bull when exci-

ted.
Sar hnk^, paskaeako. Bulls snort and spurn

the ground.
Hor hoko hukaia edrete. People also snort

when angry.

Huke huke."| Imitative of the call of

Hua huke. / a jackal

Huker gundri. A species of quail.

Hukes. A bird so called.

Hukhuk. Imitative of weeping, bit-

terly.

Huk huke raKkeda. He wept bitterly.

Hukigot. News, intelligence.

Huk marte. With a slapping or smack-
ing sound.

HuK marteA dalmea nahaK. I shall give you a
smart slap presently.
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Hukum. An order, a command.
Ale do hukum ba-nuKtalea jahae goje lagit'. It

is not lawful for us to put any one to death.
Kombroe realf hukum b^'nukanah. It is un-

lawful to steal.

Hukuli hukul Sobbing.
Huku£ hukut'e ralfksda. He sobbed and wept.

Hul. To riot, to rebel, to mutiny,
applied more especially to the

Santal rebellion of 1853-54.

Huhulic. An exciter to riot, or rebellion.
Hul bapla. A marriage contracted at the

rebelUou. Cf. haulai.

Hulalc. To break off, to snip off, with
the fingers.

Hero geleto hulaga. They snip off the ears
of rice.

Hular. ") To lay waste, to destroy, to

Hular. ) consume.
Gota disomko hularkeda. They laid waste the

whole country.
Acti hular oooedape. Ton are allowing (the cat-

tle) to destroy (the crops.)

Hulas. Joy, gladness.
Hulg.3ol?pe. Rejoice.

Hulas bhanga. The spirits to be depres-

sed, to be dejected.
Horo gooentalete mon do hulas bhaugaentalea.

Our spirits are depressed owing to our rice
having died.

Hulec. To snip or break off with the
fingers.

Cha dare real? ijogko huleja, They pluck off

the buds of the tea bushes.
Pacrahgi baha dose miru huleo ?guime.

Huli. 1 Hue and cry, to send informa-

Hulia.j tion here and there, mostly
regarding persons or animals who
have been lost, or escaped prison-

ers.

Hulkam. Cf. hutkam.

Hulkau. To peep, to look and then
draw back as a person who does

not wish to be seen ; to sneak about.

Cet'em hulkaultkanaP ma odokoKme. Why are
you peeping ? come out.

Hulmal. Riot, disturbance, mutiny.

Hulsii. To sharpen implements by
heating and hammering, as black-

smiths do ; used also in threats, to

hammer.
Hulsifi kateko uruda. They sharpen by hammer-

ing and grinding.

Hapo, nahalclah hulsirimea. Wait a bit, I shall

Ijresently hammer you.

Huluc huluc. Again and again, vio-

lently, in large quantity.
Hulud hulude hijuEkana. He is coming again

and again.
Hulud hulud dhiia odokoKkana. The smoke

issues in large volume.

Huluk huluk.l Idling, loafing, loung-

Huluk buluk.J ing about, often, time
after time.

Huluk huluk sili sa^iup nondem aour baraekana.
Ton are always loafing about here.

HuluQ. )
-r, ,

Hiskahulun. | Envy, to envy.

Sanam horko hiska huluhallkana, adili arjao-
akafte. All the people are envying me be-
cause I have had good crops.

Hulwel Cf. hilwet.

Hum. A shout to cattle when plough-
ing to cause them to stop, wo, stop

Humak. To strike, to beat.
HumaKtedeafi. I thrashed him.

Human. To admit, to confess.
Cele, noa katha dom humankeda? Do you

admit this statement ?

Humcak. To jerk the body, or any part
thereof.

HumcaiK gofenae. He jerked his body.

Humcau. To jerk the body, or any part
thereof.

Mifi dhaogeye humc?.ulena, humcau topaKgof-
kedae. He gave one jerk, and broke (the
rope with which he was tied.)

Humtak. \To disturb,to trouble,

Humtakhumtak.J as water by fishes,

&c,, to cause a movement in water,

to splash up.
Nonde hako menaKkoa, humtalckedako. There

are fish here, they caused a movement in the
water.

Hako con cele cone hum^aKkeda. A fish or
some other creature caused a movement
in the water.

Hunak. So much, so many, so much
as that.

HunaK ^akae khoroc oookefbona. He caused
us to spend so much money.

Hunar. To search for, as fruits, roots,

&c. in the forost.

Heltako hunar aguia. They gather and bring
home bamboo shoots.

Bir khon da hunar aguime. Search for and
bring roots from the jungle.

Hunar. \Industrious, managing,
Hunar kisim.j resourceful, applied

to housewives.
Hunar kisim maejiu kanae. She is a managing

woman.
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Hunar. Skill, art.

Hunar. -| Of all kinds, of many
Nana hunar. J kinds.
Nana hunar kiorio. Cloth of many kinds.
Nana hunarko hatakafa. All sorts of merchand-

ise are for sale in the market.

Hunaj-ia. Industrious, managing,
resourceful, applied to females.

Nui ho g.i}i hun»ri? ^imgii kanao. This is a
very industrions housewife.

Hunda. To divide a carcase into

three parts, one of which the
owner gets, and the other two are

divided among the villagers or

people present.

Hunda. ")To knock down fruit with a
Hundali.3 pole or long bamboo by

pressing against it.

Hund?- tiogpe daiite. Keach and knock it

down with a stick.

Hunda. To catch fish with a hunda
jal (q. V.)

Hunda jal. A fishing net resembling

a shrimp net.

Hundar. The Indian wolf, Canis pal-

lipes.

Hundrau. To growl.

Hundruk. To grunt, as a pig.
Sukri doko hundruK han(Jruga.

Hundrak. A kind of rat trap.

Huni. That one (animate.)

Hunjan. To meet with hurt, harm,

injury, or disaster.

Atn hulljaiienae. He was carried away by the
water and got hurt,

l^urha hudjahenae. He fell and got hurt.

Hud mente. Immediately, quickly,

without warning.
Hu6 mente beref calaoenae. He rose and left

quickly.

Huntak. ") To raise or agitate

Huntal? huntak. J water from under-

neath, as a fish. Cf. humtaH.
HuutaE marte rakap gofenae hako do.

Hupa.
Lutur h ^ .

Lutur hup9 phe^reli tulikedea. I shot it behind
tho epr.

Hupcak. To jerk the body, or a part

thereof.
Agli garte hupc^K go6enae. He jerked his body

violently.

lupa. j
Hollow behind the ear.

Hupcak. mente. 1 r\ • 1 1 rte i. v
rr 1' J [Quickly. Cf. humcak.
Hupcak marte. j^ J

Hupc9.1{ mentoye ruai]" gofona. He returned
quickly.

Hupka. Trip, voyage. Scottice. Rake.

Mii hupk?i aguime, adorn chu^igea. Bring one
trip, then you are free.

Bar hupk* se pe hupk?, Aguime. Bring two or
three times.

Hupti6. Small, little ; applied to living

creatures.
Huptid hapraK . Small and great.

Huputei To be at variance ; to dis-

pute, wrangle.
Dher din khonkin huputeiikana. They have long

been at variance with each other.

Hur. IRubbish or dirt lying

Hur gundur.j about a house or court-

yard.
Noa hur gundur joK gidikam. Sweep up and

throw away this rubbish.
Dakako emadilia hur gundur cetanrege. They

gave me food on the top of rubbisli (did not
sweep a place for me.)

Hura. Damaged, injm-ed, blemished
in reputation.

Nui doe hur?.gea. He is blemished in reputa-
tion.

Kan(Ja do hur^gea. The water pot is damaged.

Hura.M. T Having any deformity of the

Huri. F. J nose, whether natural or

artificial.

MS. doe hur^gea. His nose is deformed.

Hura huri. To go here and there, to

accuse each other
;
quickly.

Hur?. huriye bolo gofena. He rushed in.

Hurg. huri baraekanae. He goes wandering here
and there.

Hura huri. Thoughtlessly, carelessly.

Hurg. huriye ror paroma. He says more than
he ought to do through thoughtlessness.

Hura huri. Pushing and pulling.
Hur* huriye ocjokkedilia. He pushed me out

with violence.

Hurgi huriko lagakoa. They drive them with
violence.

Hurar. T To put on, as a ring, &c., to

Harar. J thread, to string.
Baberre hakohurarkom. String the fish.

Ma huraraeme, nia kafupre. Put it on this

finger (ring.)

riurau. To prod, as with a stick.

Hurau oijok gotkaeme. Prod him and force

him out.

Hurban. To lie with the legs drawn
up, curled up.

Non^e hurbahakanae. He lies curled up here.

31
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Hurel To enter, to push oneself in

;

used mainly by women when angry
or annoyed.

Ale liat;ere alom hurefa. Do not orosa our
threshold.

Hurel To give tTie ankle a twist.

Huret patel ") To bring one foot close

Huret patup. J to the heel of the other

foot when walking, to go straight

forward disregarding obstacles.
Huret patet calaoenae.
Huret patupe oalaKkana. He smashes right

ahead.

TT •
°

,
' y Quiclily, to dart.

Horgos marte. J
^ '

Hurgus marte bolo gotenae. He darted in.

Hur hur. To whiz, as a stone thrown
with force.

Hurhur dhiriko oapateda.

Huri. Of hura.
MB. huri. Having the nose deformed.

Huri. To blow the nose, to wipe the

nose with the fingers.
Mu. huriketlihane kabuketmea. When she

wiped her nose she conquered you.

Hurit. To scrape off.

Hape, thiroKme, rohgokoli huritama. Wait a
little, I shall scrape off for you some of

what has stuck to the pot in cooking.
(Wait, and have some food.)

TT • •• -pi' > Having a stiff knee joint.

Hurjet. ") To have one of the

Hurjel! hurjel;. J legs hurt.
Hurjet' hurjete tarameda. He is limping owing

'to one of his legs being hurt.

Dare khon ilur hurjetakanae. He fell from a
tree and hurt his leg.

Hurka. ")

Hurkar. J
Ma hurkar gotkam. Bar th« door.

,Hurla.\To swing round and round with

Hurlu.J arms, to swing the arms.
Ti hnrlakateye hedeua. He came swinging his

arms (came empty handed.)
Khan tehgoc actege kurlu baraKkana.

Hurmarte | ^^izzing.
Hur mente. J

°

H\ir marte dhiriko oapada. They throw the
stones with a whiz.

Hurmur. Quickly.
Ifialc oraRre hurmvire bolo goiena. He darted

into my house.
Hurmure kami joha. He works quickly.

Hurmut. Headstrong, selfwilled, with-

out asking permission.

- A wooden bar for a door.

Oka katha ho bae ailjoma hurmut bor do. Self-

willed people do not take advice.
AmaK hurmrit tegem oalaKkana. You are acting

in a self willed manner.
Hurmufte bolo gotenae. He forced himself in.

Hurso. Wish, desire ; to wish, desire,

long for, to importune.

Kbanadiye hursoketkhane em daporadea. When
he begged earnestly for it she gave it to him.

Uni doe hursokeda, den go mit goten Junki
koearime. He begged saying, mother ask
a tuhki (q. v.) for me.

Hurtir. To rub the teeth with the

finger.

Data khub leka hurtir saphaeme. Eub your
teeth well to clean them.

uru.
( rpj^^

^^^^ plant, unhusked rice.

Huruc huruc. Lame. Cf. huduc
huduc.

Hurii huru. To doze.

Hurii huruA japit lioga. I will doze a little.

Hurum durum. \To dragoon, to blus-

Hurum dhurum.J ter, to hound, worry
by bluster and threats.

4diye hurum durumkedi^a. He worried me by
bluster and threats.

SordaroKko adiko hurum diirumkoa. The
overseers dragoon them.

Hurum hurum. ~) ^, . . ,

TT -1, > (jtlowing cinders.Uurun hurun. J
=

Hurum hurum loena. It is Ijurnt to glowing
cinders.

Hurum surum. ~) Industriously, dili-

XJrum surum. J gently.
Hormo ho bae dayawaKa, hurum surume kamia.

Hurun. To pound in the mortar of

dhinki (q. v.), to husk rice by
pounding it.

Hurun hurun. Cf hurum hurum.
Hurun huruii sengel joloK kana. The fire is in

a glow.

Hurur. To strip off, as flesh from bone.

Jan khon jel hururme. Strip the flesh off the
bones.

Eken jane hurur liameua. He is reduced to
skin and bone.

Hurur hurur. On the out side.
Hurur hurur sengel joloKkana. The fire has

only attacked the outside.

Hurui}. Stump of tree in ground.
Huruf khuntut. Stumps and roots.

Hurwah. 1 Having the bridge of the
Mu hurwah.) nose broken, any de-

formity of the nose.
Mu hurwah cabaentaea.
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Hurwan. To injure, to damage, to cause
detriment, to make unservice-
able.

T9,ld6te hiiTwanena kanija do. The waterpot is

damaged through having been knocked a-

gainst aomething.

Hus. Consciousness, sense.
Ball hnslena. I had not all my wits about me.

Husec. Cf. hosoc.

Husiar. Intelligent, prudent, cautious,

smart, sly.

Toyo do a<^iko hnsi^ra. Jackals are very sly.

Husig.roKme, liur botedkoUam. Be cautious,
you may fall.

Husit. To pare.

Husnak. Beautiful; to beautify, to

adorn, to ornament.
Noako dare do eken husngik. These trees are

only for ornament.

Husuc. Hiding, keeping out of sight.
Bolo hnsuoakanae. IHe is hiding inside.

Hiit. ") Strong-headed, self-willed, in-

Hutha. J dependent.
Ac hute calaoena. He took his own way.

Hut hutu. High, lofty.

Punri hut hu^u ilelolfkana. The hill is high.
Hathiko teugokoKa hut hutu. Elephants are

high when they stand.

Hutec. Cf hutkam.

Hute£. Quarrelsome.
Nui hute^ mara hor. This quarrelsome rascal.

Hutet panjar. Stout, sturdy.
HuteS paiijar hor kanae. He is a sturdy fellow.

Hudhudu. Lofty, high, tall.

Hul! hul Close, oppressive, as a hot

day with no breeze ; oppressive, as

a house full of smoke.
Hu€ hutko dhuakeda. The smoke is annoying.

Huti. A species of larvae that bore in

timber, also a weevil which attacks

several leguminous seeds, as those

of malhan (q. v.), raher (q. v.), ho-

rec (q. v.), &c.
Hutikedako.. iWeevils'have eaten it.

Hutkam.l Used in conditional sentences

Hutkec. J in which the protasis (con-

dition) is supposed not to have been
realised, and, therefore, the apo-

dosis (consequent) has not taken

place.
Aloli heelen, ar aloA galmaraoako khan hutkam,

kai oho tahelentakoa. If I had not come
and spoken unto them they had not had sin.

Nen(Jem tahelenkhan hutk9.m barell ohoe goo-
lena. If thou hadst been here my brother
had not died.

Amem koeliii khan hutkam ili emkema. If you
had asked me I would have given it to you.

Hutma. To seize and shake, to jerk,

to scold.

Hutma pasirkateli daykeda. I shook him off

and fled.

Hutm» bindarmeaA. I will seize and throw
you down.

A^iye hutmaKkan. He is scolding violently.

Hutma hutmi. To scold and flourish

the arms about, bluster.

^(Jiye hutma hutmikediila.

Hutra hutri. ") To search for by grop-

Hutrau. / ing or feeling.

Hako hutraukom dhiri latarre. Feel for the fish

under the stones.
Hutra hutri dam baraedae. He is groping to

find it.

Hutuk.
"I
A very large rock ; huge,

Hutu p. J large.

Hutup lekae durup akana. He is sitting like a
rock.

Hutup leka oralftako. Their house is like a
large rock, (very big.)

Hutup leka caole baudi,
BaA bogoja baba, baii dakaea.

Hutum. To rinse out the mouth.
Moca hutumoKme. Hinse your mouth.

Hutup. Cf. hutuk.

Huiya. "J Being, an unexpected occur-

Huiyate. } rence.

Am do nonkan hor huiya noam kamikea ? Be-
ing such a man as you are could you do this
work?

Am do nonkan hor huiyate cedaK nonka dom
kamikana?

Huiya gotentaete nokoe kule jomkedoa.
Huiya hoeena, babon diaa daramlaka^ nonkae

akala mente.

Hutur. Bare, bare of leaves, as a tree.

Sit' huturkedako. They have plucked it bare.

of leaves.
Hoyo huturenam. Tou are shaved clean.

I.

I. An exclamation of vexation or an-

noyance.

la. What do you call it, so and so, you
know ; to do. Used when the

speaker does not remember the

proper word or through delicacy

omits to use it.

lakediliae. He struck me, or pushed me.
lakedam? Have you done it?
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la. Employed to call attention.
la, hape arijomlem. I say, stay aii(} listen.

la, okatem calaKkana P Hey ! where are you
going.

I9. ho, hape thirlenme.

la aika. \Employed in warnings, and
la aikha.

J threatenings.
la aikha disaime. Be sure you rememher.
la, aikha ohod senlena, ?.di kami menaKtiiia. I

cannot possibly go, I have too much work.

lar jel. A species of deer.

late. Through, by means of, owing to.

Am i?ite nung,lfill dukakana. It is through you
I am suffering so much.

A.^i dale iate bail parom darelena. I could not
cross owing to there being much water.

Amem onkakei: ig-tell sg.jaimea. I will punish you
because you did thus.

Ibil. Thick, dense, close together.
Ibil ibilko erkeda. They sowed (the seed) very

thickly.
A^i ibilkedako. They have put them very close.

Ibilolca. Will be very dense.
Ibil pailjar. Stout, sturdy.

Ic. Excrement, dross, slag from a

smelting furnace, rust ; to rust.
16 jon. To go to stool.

loteEko odoka. They remove the dross.
Ipil ickedae. The star voided excrement.
(A shooting star is regarded as the excrement

of another star.)

IjoKte ho bae barija. Will not be harmed
through rusting.

leak. A prawn, a shrimp.
Sole icalc. A large species of prawn.

leak. A common shrub, Woodfordia
fiorihiinda, Salib.

IcaK baha. The flower of the Ir,ak' tree. It
contains a large amount of honey.

leal? dare. The leak tree.

leak carec . A piece of a thin twig of the Jcafc'

tree used as a pin when making leaf

platea, cups, &c,

leak bando. A common parasitic plant,

Loranthus Buddeoides, Wedd.

leak arak. A wild pot herb, Ponzolzia
pentandra, Benn.

leak saram. A species of deer.

leak kakittet. A species of insect found

in water.

leer. ") A common climbing jungle

Icewer. / plant, Vitis latifolia, Roxb.

Ici. To shake while holding in the

mouth, as a dog a rat.

Setae ioikedea. The dog seized it and shook it.

Ickoc. A commom fodder grass, Era-
grostis tenella, Nees.

The culma of this grass are made into brooms.

16 uru. A kind of beetle.

Idi. The heel.

Idi. To take away, to continue.
Jom idikedae. He ate as he went, or he ate and

went away.
Calao idikkana. It is passing away.
Ona colonrele hed idiena. This has been our

unbroken custom.
Hara idilfa. Will continue to grow.
Grhatao idilia. Will continue to become less.

Hed idiS kana. Itia coming nearer.

Idi dudi. A game played by children.

Idu. Possibly, gives the idea of uncer-

tainty.
Iduii calak idu bail. Possibly I may go, and

possibly not.

Idhoc odhoc. Waddling gait owing to

corpulency.
Idhod odhode calaSkana. He waddles.

Idor bidor. Imperfectly executed,

done so as to require doing over

again, to do repeatedly.
Tinak idor bidoriii kamia? Tahe oooam. How

often will I do it? Let it alone.

Ih. A cry caused by sudden pain or

cold, oh !

Ijara. A farming lease, a privilege, or

income of variable amount let for

a fixed sum.
Noa ato real? ijaraii hataoaka^a. I have taken

a farming lease of the revenues 01 this village.

Ijardar. A farmer of land or revenue.

Ijardari. Farming or contracting for

rent or revenue.

Ijara jjatta. A lease, a document under
which a lease or farm is held.

Ijahar. \ A deposition, statement or evi-

Ijhar. j dence given in a court of
justice.

Ijhare hataokeiitiiia. He recorded my state-
ment.

Ika. To pardon, forgive, let alone,

pass over, omit.
Ikakatime. Pardon me, or let me go.
li^ hatarkaeabo. We will pass him over

meanwhile.
Ik9.ka. Will be pardoned.

Ikir sikir. J
I^estless, playful, flirting.

Ikoc sokoc. To shake, to sway up and
down, to joggle.

Ikoc aokooko agu kedea.
Beste heweme, alom ikoj sokojeam.
Ikod sokode kamikana.
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Ikot. To be assured, to be relieved
from doubt, fear, or suspicion.

Bae ikotolfkana. His mind ia not relieyed.
Ikot; monte tahenme. Keep your mind easy.

Ikrar. To promise, to pledge oneself,

to agree to.

IkraroKaii. I will pledge myself.
Car ana sud ikrarkate t^akari oijonkeda. I got

the money, pledging myself to pay 25 per
cent, interest.

Ikrar nama. A written agreement,
bond, or contract.

Ikrum. To kneel.
Hapikrnm. To bite the under lip.

Ikrumolcme. Kneel.

Iktiari.}^°^®^'*^*^°^*y-

II. A feather.
Ilolf . To become feathered.
Ilenae. He hag decamped, or become wealthy.
Ilanko. Feathered creatures.
Sui il. Feathers just begun to grow.
Taben il. Half grown feathers.
II saprum. Full fledged.
Lopoteau il. Down on the body of a newly

hatched bird.
Kanso il. The first three quill feathers on the

mng of a bird,
n t^nuKtiiia. I have not got a gala dress.

Ilaj. To punish, to chastise.
Nui hor gidibon ilajkedea, enho bae bataoeda.

We have severely chastised this person, still

he pays no heed.

Ilaka. Province, district, jurisdiction.

Ilak chada. ~j Free, um'estrained, having
Elak chada. V no connection with, not

Alag chada. J responsible.
Noa kathare doi5 ilak ohadagea. I have no res-

ponsibility in this matter.

J,-'
[-Knowledge, wisdom.

Ilambaksis.l^P^^^'^^*'^?"^'^-

Jlei. To plaster or plug up a hole or

crack, to apply an ointment to a

sore.

Kanda lahite ilef ese^kaKme. Plug the hole in

the waterpot with lac.

Hid ciA. A small, common plant, 01-

denlandia senegcUensis, Hierw.

Ilsa. The Hilsa fish.

Im. The liver.

Im boro. Liver and lungs.

Iman. Faithful, trustworthy, consci-

entious, scrupulous.
Imangeae. He is faithful.

iixianueueauo. xney uxaiuineu

|. j-So much, so many.

Mine.

Imtam. To estimate, to judge, to

consider.
Celom imtamkedap Have yon considered it?

Am imtamre tinaK damoKa? How much ought
the price to be in your estimation ?

Imandar. Faithful, conscientious.

Imtihan. To examine.
Imtihan em. To undergo an examination.
Intihankedeako. They examined him.

In.
_

"

Inak.
In habic. Up till then.
In tirii. So much.
In maraii. So big.

In k^t-io. So small.
In garte. So many times.
In gan. About so many.

Inag. So much, that much, this much.
Ina. That, this, the same.

In?ige 9.guime. Bring that one.
Ingigeye laiadilia. He told me that same.
Ing. ghnri. At that moment.
In^kate. After that, next, having done that.
Ingige bon galmaraoa. We will discuss this

matter no farther.

16. The 1st personal pronoun I, also

me.
IiiaK.

IA reah.

I

Irian.

Iri ren.
Iriia. My (animate) one.
Iri emarime. Give to me.

In aned. Not till then, then only,

luali. So much, that much, this much.
Insilf f^GTO emadiria. He gave me that much.
In^Kge bon galmaraoa. We will bring our

conversation to a close.

Ing-U gan sorolime. Come about this much
nearer.

Inate. 1

Ina teron. [-Therefore, for that reason.

Ina mente. j

Inci. Cor. of the English word inch,

1/12 of a foot.

Indara. A well.

Ind. One of the words used in testing

the luck attaching to a bed.

The spaces between the net work of a bed are

counted from the foot to the head, begin-
ning with ind, then cniid, then jom, and
then raja , and so on until the end.

If either cav.d or rajn falls on the last space the
bed ia lucky, and if either i;kZ ov jom falls

on it it is unlucky.

Indara.
) poj-i^erly, in times past.

Nin dara. j
' '^

Indarale arjaoet'tahekangea, nes do bah hoele-

na. Formerly we had good crops, this year
we had Uttle.

Indara dom hijuKkan tahekana. You were in

the habit of coming.
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Inde. Here.
Inde ho ban, unde ho bah. Neither here nor

there, neither up nor down.

Indif. To suspect, to blame, to charge

with.
Indit'aekanaii. I snspeot him.
IndidoKae. He will suspect.

T ° 1 Reasonable, iudicious, mo-
In gante. } , ^ i -j.!. •

T ° , derately, withm compass.
Ingonte.j •" '

Ingange emaeme. Give him a reasonable am-
ount.

Ingante do bae aAjom hoda. He will not obey
with a reasonable amount of telling.

lagut. To stoop. Cf. engot.

Ingul. To pretend, to make a shew of.

Jom iiigul. To make a shew of eating.
Kuhau ihgul. „ ,

,

striking with
the fist.

Dal ihgul. To pretend to beat.
Ger ihgul. ,, bite.

Ini. This one, he or she, him or her.
Ini ho emaeme. Give to him also.

Inka. Like this, a little, not too much.
Inka emaeme, ini ho inka.

T ' > Then, at that time.
Inrege. J

'

In utar. Not till then, then only.

Ipicalj. Cf. repec ipicak, to dispute,

to altercate.

Ipidi. The Reciprocal form of idi (q. v.)

Ipil. A star.

?:no«tr'>--«*-
Ipikals. The Reciprocal form of ika

Ipindit. Reciprocal form of indit' (q. v.)

Ipitic. The Reciprocal form of itic

(q. V.)

Irok.}T°^'^^P-
IroK din. Harvest.
Ir arpa. A small sheaf of grain the daily

perquisite of a yearly servant during
harvest.

Ir samtao. T
Ir ader, > To harvest.
Ir rakap. j
Koa h3 irogol^a hapen. This will.aleo be reaped

by and by.
IroKko. Reapers.

Ira. Harsh, spiteful, cutting.
Nui hor do 9.^11 ira kathae rora. This man says

harsh things.

Ira iri. Sulky, ill-natured ; to be at

loggerheads, to be at enmity, to

be at variance.

All, the whole, every-

Ir?. iri nui hor doe tahena, okoe tuluo ho bae
bonotoKa. This man is always at variance
with some one, he agrees with no one.

^ijikin irgi irigea. They are at loggerheads.

Iral. Eight.
Ir9.1 gel. Eighty.
Iral isi. Eight score.
Gel irail. Eighteen.

Irci. To jerk the hand, to sprinkle.
Irci' pasirkedeae. He jerked his hand and

released himself from his grasp.
Sehgelreye irci pasir go1;kadea. He shook it

off his hand into the fire.

irci ghiirci. \To curl up, as a piece of

Irci ghurchi./ twine which has been
over-twisted when slackened.

Irci gurci.

Irtic gurtic. r xi.- r i j
-r' ,

,° •
, , thmgf, 01 every kind.

Irtuc gurtuc. j
o> j

Nes do irtid gurtidle kamifceda. We left no
part of the work undone this year.

Irtuc gurtudko galmaraobeda. They discussed
everything.

Iri. A cultivated millet, Panicum
Crus-galli, Linn.

Kokor jahga iri. A cultivated millet, Panicum
Crus-galli, var. fi'UTnentacea.

Iric. To extinguish, to go out, or be
put out, as fire.

DaK dulaKkhan sehgel irijoKa. If water is
poured on fire it will be extinguished.

Edre irijoKkantaea. His anger is being extin-
guished, (he is becoming pacified.)

Sehgel irieena. The fire is extinguished.

Iric cddc. Fond of jollity, junketting,
revelry, amusement.

Ape do sob din hiloK iric cikidgetape. You
spend all your time junketting.

Irsa. Harsh, spiteful, cutting. Cf. ira.

Irifi birid. Unintelligible.
Cefc' iriiibiriiikinroreda? ban buihauKtakina.

Irfic gartiic. *) All, the whole, every-
Irtuc gartuc. j thing, of every kind.

C£ irci gurci.

Iru. To tantalise, to tease or torment
by presenting something to eat,

but keeping it out of reach.

Cf ero.

Is. Cf ish.

Isa. Christ.

Isai. Christian, to become Christian.
Ifi ayo Isjigeye tahekana. My mother was a

Christian.
Disom hor sauamko Is9.ioKa hapen. All the

people of the country will yet become Chris-
tian.
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Isara.^ ) A sign, a hint, to make a sign,

Isaral J to give a hint.
Isarawaeme. Make a sign to him

Isbis. To be irritated, provoliied, stung,
galled ; irritating, annoying, pro-

voking, galling, aggravating.

Jaliae roraekhan iabisgeye ?iikgiua. If any one
speaks to him he feels irritated.

Isbis godol^ae. He will at once become irritated.

Ish. \ A cry caused by sudden pain, or

Is. / cold, oh

!

Is ! dak areoadiiiae. Oh ! he threw water on me.
Is ! hasokediiia. Oh ! it hurt me.

Isi. A score, twenty.
Mi£ isi. A score.
More isi. Five score.
Mit iaZgH. Thirty.

Isi. The plough beam to which the

yoke is attached.

Isia gan. A full score, may be more
but no less.

Tinak menakkoap Isia gan. How many are
there? A fnll score.

Judi hor bako ba^ae thiklekhan isia gane bulaa
dareakoa. If people did not know him well,

he could deceive them the full score.

Isin. To cook ; to be inflamed, com-

pletion of fermentation.
Isin aro. To cook food.

Isin laha. To over-cook.
Isinabonme. Cook our food.

Auriisinoka. It is not yet cooked.

More maha khange isinena. In five days the

fermentation was complete.

Isir. To grin, to shew the teeth, as a

dog when snarling.

Setako isira. Dogs shew the teeth (when snar-

Ceiem isir isiroKkana? What are you grmnmg
at?

Isir sitkoc- To grin, to sniggle, to joke,

to be humourous, to make fun.

Sm sa^upem isir sitkoe baraekana. Tou are

continually making fun.

Iskir. To rub the body, massage.

EuaKreko iskirkoa. Massage is employed on
those in fever.

Eua ruaii aikaueda, iskirkalime. I feel feverish,

rub my Hmbe.

Isko. So, this.

Isko maraii. So big.

Iskul. Cor. of the English word school.

Iskul gidra. School children.

Iskulokkanae. He goes to school.

Isor. God.
IsorolSale. "We will reverence God, or become

Christiana.

Isot! osol;. The gait peculiar to a very

corpulent person.
Xaoi osot'e tayameda. He waddles.

Ispaiij. Cor. of the English word sponge

Ispat. Steel.

Ispat. A turncoat, changeable.
A(}i ispat ho; kanae He is a great turncoat.

Isposto. Clear, distinctly.

Isposto bae uorju dayeaka. He cannot speak
distinctly.

Isthir. Quiet, still, settled.

Istihar. Notice, proclamation, adver-

Istok. All, every. [tisement.
Istok horko calaoena. All the people have

gone.

Istopa. To relinquish, renounce; to

vacate or resign a situation.

Istopakedae. He relinquished (land.)

Istri. An iron, to iron.

IliaK kicrio besokodte istrikatiiime. Iron my
cloth well.

J [• Christian.

1898 sal Iswi. In the eighteen hundred and
ninety eighth year of the Christian era.

Ita. Seed.
Noa dole joma. ar noa dole it9.ia. We will eat

this, and keep this for seed.

Ita r^nu. Seed grain.

Ita. A brick.

Itat. Food left over on a plate, &c., to

leave food after having partaken

of some.
Itat daka. Cooked rice left on the plate.

ItaCadiiiae. He eat part and gave the remain-
der to me.

Itat. Presents or perquisites given at

time of marriage to certain rela-

tives of the bride by the bride-

groom.
Ehga itaC. Given to the bride's mother.
Bohga jia it^f. Given to the bride's father's

mother.
Here ji?iita€. Given to the bride's maternal

grandmother.
Bare ita6. Given to the bride's eldest brother.

Hatom itai;. Given to the bride's aunt.

Itbar. 1 Trustworthiness.
Itwar. )
Amak itbarili lieltama. I shall see whether you

are trustworthy or not.

Ithulak. \A rude fireplace made of

Uthuiak. J stones on the top of which

the cooking pot is placed.

Ithulak lekam durupakana, bahrere. You are

sitting out-side like an improvised fireplace.
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Iti. This, this present ; that, that pre-

sent.

Iti ghufite Ben godoBiae. Go thif? minute.
Iti polom ruarme. Eetnrn immediately.
Iti bargi kami godme. Do the work this minute.

Itic. To pinch, to ;i;p.

Itie tuBum oei; ho banuKtalea. We are absol-
utely destitute. (We have nothing that
could be pinched or felt.)

Itlc tunum sanamle oabakeda. We hare finish-

ed everything.
Itie topaK gotkam. Snip it off.

Itihas. History.
Sedae reaK itihas. Ancient history.
Itihas oloKic. A historian.

Itil. Fat, rich.

Katkom itiloRaii. I will become moderately
well-to-do.

Jom itil ocokedeart. I fattened him.

Itkiii. To rub tlie eyes.
Alom itkidoJca. Do not rub your eyes.

Itoc potoc. An adjective or an adverb
possessing intensifying force.

Itoc potodko dalkedea. They thrashed him
severely.

Itoopofodko agukedea. They fined him heavily.

Itoe potoeko orkedea. They dragged him along
roughly.

Itoc potocle jom Aukeda. We feasted lavishly.

Itra itri. Going here and there in quest

of amusement, as at fairs, me-
las, &e.

Itrg. itri baraekanae.

Itrau. Given to jollity, or junketting.
Jom itrg.uGnae.

Itu. C£ eto.

Itut. The irregular application of

sindur (q, v.) to the forehead of a

marriageable woman by a man.

Itui3 bapla. An irregular marriage, which con-
sists in a man applying sindur to the fore-

head of a marriageable woman with, or
without, her consent.

Itut' aindur. The lawful application of sindur
to the forehead of a bride at time of mar-
riage.

Itu€ sindur hoeena. The marriage ceremony
has been performed.

lyo. Used to attract attention, see

!

hark ye ! halloo ! soho !; of surprise,

what ! indeed ! really ! O !

lyo ! aTijomme. Halloo ! listen.

lyo! daleliam. What! would yon strike me.

lyo ! ce1:em cekaea. ! what will you do ?

lyo. So, this, as.... as.

lyo marah. As large as this.

Ja. Used when addressing a boy, or

one's younger brother.
HijuMmeja. Come, my boy.
Cele kanaeP ja. What is it my boy?

Jab. When.
Jabem calaKa, unre noa katha rorme, When

you go, then say this.

Jaba. To cut the throat.
Merom ar simko jabakoa. They out the throats

of goats and fowls.

Jaba jobo. Slow, sluggish, inactive.
Jaba jobo baraekanae. He moves sluggishly

about.

Jabajuba. To mend, to patch up, to

repair.
NesiA jaba jubakakkana. I am patching it up

this year.
Nia do' oredakana, ma jaba jubaime. This is

torn, mend it.

Jabab. ^ . , , . . ,

Tobflb f
^'is''^®^' ^^6ply, dismissal.

Jabab dahi emoE. ") To give an account of, take
Jabab dihi emok. j responsibility.
Jabab dahi. ")

-o -u-tj.

Jabab diiu.
JEesponsibihty.

Jababadeaii. I dismissed him, or sent him about
his business.

Jabar jubar. ") Helping in this and that,

Jabar jubur. J assisting generally.
Jabar jnbare kami goroalekana. He helps ua

here and there.

Jabar jubur. Dripping, drenched.
Lohotenae jabar jubur. He is dripping wet.

JabdahL Moist, as a field ; wet, as a
puddle.

Jabdahi ot. Moist soil.

Jabdo. To set down, to restrain, to
snub, to overpower.

Jabdokedeako. They gave him a setting down.

Jabe. To cut the throat. Of jaba.

Jabid. To attach under a warrant, to

destrain, to sequestrate,to restrain,

to place an embargo on.
Jjbidakana, alope malt baraea. The cutting of

these (trees) is forbidden.

Jabid. Close or safe custody.
Khub jabidre dohoeme alo barijoK. Keep it in

close custody, so that it may not be harmed.
Jabidre menaka. It is under strict surveilance.

Jabin. To overpower, to overcome,
to render poWerless. Cf. jabun.

JabiSao.}^^""?'^™*'^^^'^^^*-
OraK jab jab atkaroKkana. The house feels

damp.
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Jabod. To attach, to sequestrate, to

restrain, to forbid, to distrain.
Khajna bae emlefte horoko jabodkeftaea.

They distrained liia dhan as he had not
paid his rent.

Jabod. The third ploughing of a rice

field.

During the third ploughing a certain amount
of water is retained in the field to kill grass
and weeds.

Jabra. Rubbish.
44i jabra menalca. There is much rubbish.

Jabri. To overcome, render helpless

;

seriously ill. Cf. jabun.
Ruate khube jabriakana. He has been render-

ed helpless by fever.

Jabrahi. Handsome figure, tall and
well knit frame, applied to women
and cows.

Jabrao. To spread over, to hang, to

put on trappings, to caparison, to

put on ornaments and clothes.
Noa dare ?idi sahgiiite jabrao eaetakafa. This

tree has spread (its branches) over a large
area,

Besgeye jabraoakana, go(a hormo. His whole
body is decked out with ornaments and
finery.

H?.thi hoko jabraokoa. They also put trappings
on elephants.

Berhaete kioriie jabrao acurakaja. He has
curtained it all round.

j^^^;^-
1 Thickly, close together, blotted.

Bes beste olme alom jabre oooea. Write care-

fully, do not allow it to blot.

Jabu. To cut the throat. Cf jaba.

Jabun. To overpower, to overcome, to

render powerless.
Euate j?.bunakanae. He is laid up with fever.

Jacao. To implore, to beg, as for dear

life.

More horko fhene jacaoena.

Jada. More, much, too much.
Jadagea. There is too much.
Dak jadaena. There is too much water.

Jadam jadam. Night-long, all night,

continuously.
Nindare cedaKpe darana jadam jaijam? Why

do you go about all night ?

Ja^am jadame dalflaka teheii liind?. It rain-

ed all last night.
Ja4am ja4am kulhiko darana setaK habio.

They go about the atreeta aU night till

morning,
Jaijam jacjamko aipisatafe. They have annoy-

ed us all night-long.

Jadgo. To scratch, to claw, to paw.
Kule jadgo tioKkedea. The tiger managed

to claw him.

Tarupe jadgokedea. A leopard has clawed her.

(Referring to a young women who has had her
forehead marked with sindur in an irregular

way. Cf itut,)

Jadhio.
"I

Jadhio kal. j-At any time.

Jadio, j
Jadhio alom calalfa ona jaegate. Do not at

any time go to that place.

Jadopatia. A caste of Hindus who
deal in enchantment and profess

to hold communication with the

spirits of the dead.

Jadu. Conjuring, deceiving, enchant-

ment, witchcraft.
Jadu henaktaea. He has power to enchant,

Jadui, The cocoons of the tassar silk

worm spun in the cold weather.

t' 1 1 / i-To warm oneself at a fire.
Jadwahl.J

4iji nitolc dom jadwahilckana, sahan agu bam
rebenlena. Now you are warming yourself

over the fire, you who refused to bring fire-

wood.

Jae. Victory.

Jae bejae. To oppress, to injure, to

harm.
Ce£ ho alom jaebejaetakoa. Do not harm any-

thing belonging to them.
Kul cele hu bae jae bejaeaka£koa. The tiger

has done harm to no one,

Jae dada. Great-grandfather.

Jaede. Let it alone, let it go.

Jaede, bugiena. Let it alone, it is all right.

Jaega. ") Place, land, farm ; to place, to

Jagah. J give land to, to give a girl

in marriage, to retire for the night.

Jaegawadeart. I gave him land.

Jaegakadeali. I gave him a place to sleep,

NitoKbon jaega baraka. We willnow retire for

the night,
Teheli Jiii.da Biswadihrelejaegalena. We pass-

ed last night in Biswadih.
Bhale jaega kana. It is a good piece of land,

Nesbon jaegakaea mai do. We will give our
daughter in marriage this year.

Jaejat. Moveable or immovable pro-

perty given in pledge or mortgage.
Mit; arar kadaA jaejatakatkina. I have pled-

ged a yoke of buffaloes.

Jaejatko uduKakoa, They point out what ia

given in pledge,

Jaejug. For ever, always.
Jaejug gem hijuKkana, Ton are always coming.

Jaejug Tagi£ iA em utarat'mea. I gave it to you
out and out,

Jaejug ohom tahelena noncje. You cannot re-

main here for ever,

Jaejuglaii opola. We will always correspond
with each other.

32



Jae jupatiii. [ 250 ] Jaher.

Jae jupatiii. Edible jungle products

such as leaves, fruits, roots, nuts,

gums, &c.

Jaejulum. Oppression, severity, tyran-

ny, coercion; to tyrannize, dom-
ineer, oppress, override.

Alom jaejulumkoa. Do not oppress them.
Disom do iaejulnmte pereoakana. The country

is full of oppression.

Jaejumdha. Rubbish, rubbish lying

about a house.

Jae korar. A great-grand-child.

Jaesan. 1 . . ,

T ?As, lUst as.
Jaesne. J

' •'

Jaesangem bamia, enkagem Iiama. As you act
so will you receive.

Jaesan taesan hor alom badae/ia. Do not take
me for such a fool.

Jaesanko kamikeda taesanko liamkeda. They
received according to their work.

Jae tatai. My great-grandfather.

Jae tatam. Thy great-grandfather.

Jae tatat. His great-grandfather.

Jagah. Place, land, farm. Cf. jaega.

Jagao. To be on the alert, to keep
awake.

Jagaote tahenme. Remain on the alert.

Jagao. \A nightly serenading of the

Gaijagao.J cattle by the young men
of the village during the continu-

ance of the Sohrae (q. v.) festival
Korako do mil; liinda gal ka(Jako jagaokoa, sa-

nam hoT ren.

Jagarna. To be on the alert, to watch.

Jagamath. A variety of the rice plant.

Jage. What, whatever.

Jagesar. Large in area, as a field.

Jagron. To be on the alert, to keep
.awake, to watch.

Jagwar. To be on the alert, to keep
awake.

Jagwaraban tahenme. Continue alert.

Jah. An exclamation of annoyance.
Jah ! cet'i6 cekakeda ? Oh dear J what have I

done?

Jaha. Any, anything, whatever, where-
ever.

Jahate. Wheresoever.
Jaba see. In -whatsoever direction.

Jahatinre. Whenever, whatever time of day.
Jahatisre. Whenever.
Jahatiualc. How much soever.
Jaha lefea. In any way, whichever way,
Jaha lekate. In any way, that, so that,

- Jaha then. Any where, wherever.
Jahare. Wherever.

Jahae. Any one, some one.

Jahae geye idiakata. Some one has taken it

away.
Jahae barjkhan jahae. Some one or other.
Ar jahaege ilire bae takijoK unigeye bhagan.

And blessed is he, whosoever shall find none
occasion of stumbling in me.

Jahaetali. Any one, whomsoever.

Jaha kaha. Here and there, anyway.
Jaha kaha menaKgea. It is to be found here

and there.

Jahaj. A shi^x
Jahaj calclaoko. The crew of a ship.

Jahaj kaera. A variety of plantain.

Jahaj oho. Slow, sluggish in move-
ment.

Cetem jaha j oho barae kana ? What are you doing
going about so sluggishly?

Jahalj. Whatsoever, anything.

Jahal. A cor. of the English word
"jail."

Jahal khana. A prison house.
Jahal khanarelso aderkedea. They put him in

prison.

Jaha man taha. Anywhere, at random,
Jahaman tahae durup baraea. He sits down

anywhere.

Jahan. At any time, or something else.

Ealkatatem sen jahanlena. Have you at any
time gone to Calcutta P

Dal jahankemako. They many beat you or
something else.

Jahan. Any, some.
JahanaK. Any thing, something.
Jahanid. Any one, some one.
Jahan jinis agui lagitko oalaKkana. They are

going to bring goods of some kind.

Jahanalc. Any thing, something.
JahanaK emadme. Give me something.
JahanaRge emafime. Give me anything.

Jahanid. Anyone, some ona

Jahanko. Anyones.

Jahar. Poison.
Jahar mahra. Poison for arrows.
A poison bearing this name is said to be found

in the head of the Adjutant bird. It is be-
lieved to be an infallible cure for snake bite.

Jahatak. Whichever, any, any one.
Jahatal^em kusiaK, ona hataome. Take which-

ever pleases you.

Jaher. \The Sacred grove of the
Jaherthan. j Santals. There is one

attached to each village and they
are principally composed of trees

of Shorea robusta, Gcertn.

Jaher dareko. The trees that compose the
Sacred grove.



Jaher era [ 251 ] Jala

Jaher era. A female deity who has a

place in the Jaher or Sacred grove.

Jahir. To publish, to make known, to

inform.

Jahlt. To exert oneself, to take pains,

to spare no effort, to bestir one-

self, to take trouble.
Jg.hltme. Take trouble over it.

Nui hor jgihitein. Sparc no efEort (in nursing
him.)

AraK sakam jahlt ^.guitabonme. Exert your-

self to provide us with the necessaries of

life.

Bam j'9.hitlebhan ohom jomlea. If yon do not
exert yourself you cannot eat.

Jahpun. Tired looking, lazily.

Nonijege i?ihpuhe durupakana. He sits here

very tijed looking.

Ghane ghane ig.hpuhko durupkoRa. Every now
and again they sit lazily down.

Jahre. Alas

!

Jahre! oetid oebakeda? Alasl what have I

done?

Jahurae. Big-bellied, protuberant sto-

mach.
La'5 maran ut?irgetaea, ]>hurae.

Jaigir. A rent free tenure, given in

return for services, &c
Jaigire jomeda. He enjoys rent free land.

Jaigir. To be on the alert, to watch,

to keep awake.
Hukumotoadeae jaigir l?git;. Ho loft orders

with him to be on the alert.

Khub jaigir hot kanae. He is a very light sleeper.

Jaituk. A gift to a bride by her father.

Jora jaituk. A pair of heifers given to a bride

by her father.
, .-, -

Jaiituk tob. A pestle brought by a bride from

her father's house.

Jaitun dare. The Olive tree.

Jaj. To prove, to substantiate ; cor. of

"judge."
Noa dom jaj dareaKa? Can you prove this ?

Jaj doho. To give information.

Jal<. To brush sHghtly against.

ParomcalaKkantahekanrejaK torakedea. He
brushed slightly against him as he was pass-

ing.

Jak. To pass stringent orders, to charge

strictly.

Jiwi jakte. With might and main.

Khub jakte kamipe. Work hard.

Kat pat a^iko jakakat'a, bako maR oooaka.

They have placed a strict embargo on the tim-

ber, they will not allow it to be cut.

JJ-
1 Heavy, difficult.

Noa bakas iA tulre 9.di jaka. To my lifting this

box is very heavy.

Jakham. To wound, a wound.

Adiye jakharakedoa. He wounded him severely.

jaii„'are jakhamenae. Ho is woai.ded in the

foot.

Jakan jukun. Weak and leaning on a

staff, as a very old person, enfeebled.

EuSte jakan jukunakanae. He is greatly

weakened by fever.

Bail doe baiicaoK, bah doc lahalf, jakan jukun
oabaenao. Tt is impossible to say whether
he will recover or die, he is as weak as he
can possibly be.

Jakao. To forbid, to lay an embargo on.

^uriko jakao habici halahpe. Collect it until

they forbid you to do so.

Jake jemon. According, in accordance

with.
Jake jemon hor onka emakom, gidr* do gidra

leka, ar serai do sera leka.

Jakir.
1 rj,^

^jgg diligence, to be indus-

trious, to be assiduous, to

persevere.

Jakira.

Jakir.

Jakira.

Khub jakirte kamipe. Work assiduously.

Khub jakiredae. He is very industrious.

Jak jotet. To touch, to be familiar

with.
E(aU jat realf jaK jofef alom joma. Do not eat

what a person of another caste has touched.

Jaknuc. Lean, shrivelled, as an old

woman.

Jal. A net.

Jale lagaoaAkana. He accuses mo falsely.

Jal mokordoma kana. It is a false case.

Jal. To lick with the tongue.

Jal jel barawatleako. They entertained us.

Jala. A wide expanse of water, a sea.

Ganga dubalenkhan jala leka IleloKa. When",

the Ganges overflows it looks like a wide sea.

Jala puri.'

Jalakhar

Jalaki.

Jalaphi.

Jala. Distress, difficulty,

adversity, trial.

Dhurko goJonte maha jalare menaila. I am in

groat distress owing to the death of my
plough cattle.

Adi jalaarikana. It causes me much distress.

Jala. Solicitude, force, press, anxiety.

Gidrako reah hor hopon do 9di jala menaKtakoa.
Santals have great anxiety for the welfare

of their children.

JalageA aikaueCa. I am solicitous.

Mayajalate.' By the force of pity.

Gidi'9' jala do aiji marah jala kana.

A wide expanse of water, a

sea.

afflictioil,



Jalai [ 252 ] Jalpha

Jalai. An iron nail.

Jalai. A thin film, a thin covering.
Jalaite ese-6ena. It is covered by a thin film.

Jalai. To darn, to baste, to sew slight-

ly and with long stitches.
' Kiorice j alai baraeda. He is darning Ms cloth

.

Dg.rji do kicrice i^lg-i hataraka1:a. The tailor

has basted the cloth.

Jalakhar. | A large expanse of water, a

Jalakhi. j sea.

Band pereolenkhan jalakhar leka iSeloKa. When
the tank ia full it looks like a sea.

Jalao. To cremate, to burn, to set fire

to, to scorch.

,
Jalaokedeako. They cremated him.
Hormo jalaoKkantiAa. My body is bnming.

Jalaphi. A large expanse of water, a

sea.

Jalapuri. The sea.

Jalat. To stick, to adhere, to press

against.
Krusreko khiljalatledea. They nailed him to

the cross.
Lutur jalaCakantaea. Hia ears are thrown

back.
Noa kantha roK jaladme. Sew on this patch,

Jalai; japat. To hang about a house
in hope of receiving something, as

hungry children.

Jalat julut. To twinkle, sparkle, scin-

tilate, flash, glimmer, to blink with
the eyes.

Ninda jalaf jnlufeo joloRa bakjunu. At night
fire flies emit intermittent flashes of light.

Bes hor ho oka do jalat' juludoltako. At times
' even healthy people do not see distinctly.

Jala^ jnlutSiil rieiiela. I do not see distinctly.

Jale. A custom observed on the last

day of the Sohrae (q. v.) festival,
when the young men and maidens make the
round of the village and sing, dance and
beat the drums at each house, and in return
receive presents of ride, which is cooked
and divided amongst the villagers.

Jale sereii. Songs snng when observing the
custom of jale. (q. v.)

Jale ru. The time beaten on the drums when
observing the custom of jale (p. v.)

EnhiloK khun^iko toda, arko jalea.

Jale thale. At a loss, hard-pressed,

without resource.

Eehgecteko jale thale baraekana. They are
hard pressed with hunger.

Jom jomtele jale thaleena. We have eaten till

we can eat no more.
Botga burn manaotabon jale thaleena. We are

drifting hopelessly through serving the boii-

Jali. An early stage in the formation

of fruit, a young bamboo shoot.
J^li sapakana. The fruit has begun to form.
Ciiicio khon thora la^ulenkhan ja,liko metaKa.

Jali khali. Now and again, at times.
Jgi.li kh^ili hijulfae. He comes now and again.

Jali horo. A variety of the rice plant.

Jalim. Plucky, intrepid, mettlesome,
having nerve.'

Sendrare khnbe jalima. He is very plucky
when hunting.

Khub jalim setae benaoena. He has grown a
mettlesome dog.

Jalim. ISomething put in the cilim (q.

Jamin. J v.) to prevent the ashes reach-
ing the mouth when smoking.

Jg.lim lagaoaKme.

Jalim sar. Expert in hunting.
Khub jsilim s?.rgeae. He is an expert shikari.

Jaljalao. To be inflamed, to burn, to

fret.

Edrete jaljalaoKkanae. He is inflamed with
passion.

Hormo jaljalaoK lekail aik9.ueda, I feel as if

my body were burning.

Jaljalia.] Not closely woven, having in-

J alj elia. j tervals between the threads.
Jaljalia kicrioe teliakata. He has woven the

cloth so that it can be seen through.

Jalkhar.

Jalkhara.
EnoK dahra alom jalkharea. Do not muzzle the

ox that treadeth out the corn.
Setako jalkharkoa aloko gegera mente. They

muzzle dogs so that they may not bite.

Jalmal. Moveable property, goods and
chatties.

Jalmal sanamko idike^koa.
all hia property.

Jalo. A species of hawk,

Jalop. To cover over.
Jalte hakoko jalop eset'koa.

over fish and prevent them getting away.
Ma sararikote nia phakko jalop esetikam. Cover

these holes (in the rooi) with thatching
grass.

Jalpa. \Slender, slim, spare, attenuated,

Jalpat.J shrivelled, lean.
Oka do rehgedte jalpatko AeloKa. Sometimes

through hunger people look shrivelled.

Jalpai The Olive tree.

Jalpak. Shrivelled, lean, slender, slim.

Jalpat. Cf jalpa.

Jalpha. Slender, lean, shrivelled. Cf
jalpa.

To muzzle.

They look away

They throw a net



Jalua [ 253 ] Janam

Jalua. An earthenware vessel into

which cows are milked.

Jam. A fixture.
Jam lelca horhoakanae. He watches as if he

were a fixture.

Jama, Amount of J'early rent, rent.

TinaK jamape emeda? What rent do you pay?

Jama. Applied to flowers or fruit that

do not become detached from

the tree when full-blown or ripe

;

to delay, to linger ;
complicated.

Noko a^i jajnagetakoa, bako daVa hoda. These
people are dilatory, they do not cook at

once.
^(Ji jamagea, bah go^a hodoKkana. There is

much delay, it is not being decided quickly.

[a Head constable
Jamadar. 1

Jamedar.
j

Jama juta. Substantial, well and
strongly made.

Noa sa^are jama jutaakaCa. He has made this

cart well and strong.

Jamani. To become surety, surety.

Jam^ni teiigonme. Become surety.

Iii ren jamaaienae. He has become my surety.

Jamao. To congeal, to coagulate, to

curdle, applied to milk.

Toa jamaoena. The milk is curdled.

Jamar. IContinuously, without inter-

Jamar.J mission.
4di i

amarteko horhoaka^a. They have guarded
it without intermis-iion.

Mit! hor (bene jamaroK, ar etigioe nerigliaoe.

He will hold to the one and despise the

other.

Jambali jombolj. .Wriggling, as fish

that have been poisoned ; stagger-

ing.

Jam bati. A large brass drinking vessel.

Jambe. The jaw bone.
Jambe glata. Grinder teeth.

Kakra jambe. To become lean.

Kakra jambeenae. He has become lean.

Jambhua. Ignorant, foolish.

Jambhua mara hor. An ignorant scoundrel.

Jambir dare. The Citron, Citrus me-
dica, Linn.

Jambo. To cook, used mainly by
women.

Ac Ijgit'e jamboakaiia. She has cooked only

for herself.

Jambro.) A species of large rock snake,

Jamro. j a python.
Kod jamro. "l

Varieties of the jambro dis-

Zmt^.^T-i tinguishedbySantals.

Jamedar. A Head constable.

Jami. "1 Rice land, land on which rice is

Jamin. ) grown.
Jami jaega. All kinds of land. ,

Bir maU tanijikate jgimiko oqlokakafa. They
have cleared the jungle and made rice fields.

Jamin. To become surety, to go bail

;

a surety.
Jamin emoK hoyoUtama. Tou must gire bail.

Ill jaminenteko aral^kadea. He was released
through my becoming surety.

Jamin. A gun wad, anything used as

a gun wad.
J^min lagaome. Put in a wad.

Jamindar. Surety, bail, a landholder.
J^mindare tehgoakana. He has become surety.

Jamka. Two joined together.
Jamka nahel. Two ploughs cut from one piece

of wood.
Jamka lum^im. Two cocoons joined together.

Jamka jumki. In company, in knots, in

a gang, in a party, in a group.
Jamka junucile calakkana. We are going in

company.

Jamkao. To assemble.
Eneiko jamkaoakada. They are assembled to

dance.
Khub jamkaoge menaKkoa. They are very

numerous.

Jamke. United or grown together,

as two fruits, fingers, &c.

Jamki. A plaited band.
Jgimki dora. A plaited loin string. Cf. dora.
Gai cawar reaU galahkatele j^mkia. We plait

the hairs of a cow's tail and make a band
to tie up the hair with.

Jamki banduk. A gun fired by means
of a fuse.

Jamro. A species of large rock snake,

a python. Cf jambro.

Jamro hesaU. A variety of the Pipal

tree, Ficus religiosa, Linn., with
elongated leaves.

Jamro matkom. A variety of the
Mahua tree, Basia latifolia, Roxb.,

with elongated flowers.

Jan. A witch finder.

Jan guru. A witch finder.

Jan thenle calaU Uana. We are going to consult
a witch finder.

Janam. To give birth to, to be born,

to originate, to spring, to make an
appearance, to appear,

Jalcnamifj. Author of being.
Janam data. Author of being, creator.
JiweU janam. Whole lifetime.

Ot khon janamoKa. It will spring from the soil.

Kaphgiriauko janamUeda. They began to quar-
rel.



Janatn chut [ 254 ] Janic

Janam chut. The ceremonial defile-

ment consequent on childbirth.

Janam dara. Natal, natural, as opposed
to acquired.

Janam data. A hunting term applied

to the Hapulj (q. v.)

Janam data. Giver of life.

Janao. To inform, to make a state-

ment, to tell.

Gorga ren borto ilia)? duldii jauaoat'koa. I

informed the people of Gorga about my
distress.

Janapit. To elose the eyes, to sleep.

Cf. japit.

Kehgeete met bail janapidoKa. I cannot sleep
tbi'ough bunger.

Janapitalc. Food given to a child to

induce him to go to sleep.

JanapitaK bae erelekhan cedaKe jaipidaP If he
does not get something to eat why should
he go to sleep ?

Jana suna. Well known by report, ac-

quaintance with, acquaintance.
Jana suna onde menaKkotilia. I have acquain-

tances there.

Jana suna katha. A well known fact from hear-

say.

Jande mande. "j Anyhow, at random,

Jande man tande. >anywhere, here and

Jande tande. J there.

Jande mandeko calaoena, kami b?inuK iate.

They have gone here and there as there is

no work.

Jande munde. At random.
Jande mandeko dalkedea. They struck him

at random.

Jane tane. ) Anywhere, here and

Jane man tane. j there, anyhow, at

random.
Jane man taneko calaoena. They have gone here

and there.

Jane taneko kamikana. They are employed
here and there.

Ujra din mihu merom jane man taneko calaKa.
' When there are no crops on the ground
cattle are allowed to go wherever they wis h

.

Jan. A bone, the stone of a fruit, the

fruit of certain leguminous plants
;

to remove the covering of a ripe

pod, to shell, as peas, &c.

Jahena ul do. The stone has formed in the

mango.
Dal Jan. To remoTe the shells of pods by

beating.

Lebet; jah. To remove the shells of pods by
grinding under the feet.

Janajaiii. Known, to be acquainted

with, to inform, to make known.

Joto jana jani hoy kanabo. Yfe all know,
and are known to each other.

Jana janiat'koam? Did you inform them of itP

Jan baha. A piece or pieces of bone

of a cremated person rescued

from the ashes of the funeral

pyre.
The piece or pieces of bone thus rescued are

consigned with much ceremony to the

Damuda river.

Janga. The foot, the leg.

Jahga latar. To be submissive.
Ti jaiigare gidi. To prostrate oneself at an-

other's feet.

Auriye jangaKa. He cannot walk yet.

AmaK jah^-a latarre henalia. I am submissive
to you.

Ti jahgare gidikateye nehorena. He threw him-
self at his feet and implored.

Jangai. To inform.
Ma katha jang^iaeme. Tell him about it.

Uni dom jang?iiakawadea? Did you tell him?

Jange. A hoiizontal bar, as of a fence
;

to fence with horizontal bars, to

take care of
Horho jahge. To watch over, take care of.

Jaiige khunti. The uprights on which the hor-
izontal bar of a fence rests.

Jaiige esetakat'ako. They have fenced it with
horizontal bars.

Men gidarko gadarko horhokoam jahgekoam.
Watch over and take care of the little ones.

Janghi. Sciatica, pain along the un-
der side of the thigh.

Janj

Jaiigia

Jan olat. A small forest tree, Greivia

asicdica, Linn.
Jan siris. A large forest tree, Alhizzia

odoratissiina, Bentli.

•Jan tirra. A large jungle climber,

Puera7'ia tuherosa, D. G.

Jau handi. Liquor given to the village

headman and otlitT officials when
any intimation is given of their

service being needed, principally

when a marriage is about to be
celebi'ated.

Janhe. A cultivated millet, Pas]3cdum
scrobiculatum, Linn.

Janhe hirom. A small plant. Euphor-
bia, scrahrijolid, Kurz.

Janhe nanjom. A small plant, Poly-

carp(ea corymbosa, Lamlc.

Janic. Perhaps, may be.

tnghia. )
^,

Aigia. 3

rousers.



Jani jati. [ 255 ] Japao.

Jani jati. Each for himself, severally,

individually, independently,

Jani j*ti khajnale emoUkana. Each of ua pays
his rent himself (to the zeniindav, not
through a lessee.)

J^mi jatiUo olke^koa. The name of each indi-
vidual was taken down.

JaAjal.
'J
Anxiety, trouble, embarrass-

Joiijal. J ment, difficulty, strait.

Eenjeate aqli jaAjalle ^ikaueda. Wo are in
great anxiety through poYOrty.

Get jailjal lagaoat'meto noa dom nonkakedap
What straits were you in to make you do
this?

Jaljjalokkanae. He is in trouble.

Janjanao. To pierce, or drive to the

head, as a nail.

TuA janjanao. To pierce with an arrow.
Kutam janjanao. To drive to the head, as a

naO.
P^ti janjanao. To pierce deeply, as a thorn

in the foot.

Jan janwar. A living creature, an ani-

mal.

Janje. To stagger, faint from hunger.

Jankao. To be firmly embedded, as a

well driven nail.

j^di jankaoena, bahge todoKa. It is very firmly

fixed, it will not come out.

Jan pahcan. An acquaintance.
Jan pahcan onde menaKkotilia. I have acquaint-

ances there.

Janmal. Offspring.
Irt ren janmal kanae. He is my offspring.

Jante. A hand grinding mill.

Jante dhiri. A mill stone.

Janterebon rida. We will grind it in the hand
mill.

Janthar puja. Worship accompanied

with sacrifice, when the ripening

of the low land rice is acknowled-

ged, and the first fruits offered to

the deities. Another name for it

is Baihar horo nawai. Of. nawai.

Janu. The sacred thread worn by
certain Hindu castes.

Janum. A thorn, a thorny tree or bush.
karwaCj^num. The thorny tree karwaf (ci.v.)

Kuri€rama janum. The thorny bush known as

kurif ratna (q. v.)

Janum. The tree which yields the

Chinese date, or jujube, Zizyphuz
Jujuba, Lain.

There are two varieties of this, one of which is

cultivated and the other a wild bush.
Pe(Jhaori janum. The cultivated variety.

jom janum. The wild bush.

Janum aral<. A common pot-herb,

Amarantus spinosa, Willd.

Janum dhompa. A wild medicinal plant,

Leonalis nepetaefoliu. R. Br.

Janvvar. An animal.
Bir janwar. A wild animal.
Ato janwar. A domesticated animal.

Jao. Bai'ley, Hordeum vulgare, Linn.

Jao. Every.

j^Moif.}E'<='-y'J'^y'^i™y=-

Jao riinda. Every night.
Jaoge. Every day, always.
Jaoke jao. Daily, day after day.
Jao jaote. Every day, always, continually.
Jaoge jaoge. Repeatedly, always.

Jaora. To assemble, to collect, to ga-

ther.

Mota jaora. To gain flesh.

Hewa jaora. To gain experience, or skill.

Em jaora. To give or pay gradually.
Sen jaora. To assemble gradually, or in parties.
Jom jaora. To eat gradually.
H«-j jaora. To come in parties.
Idi jaora. To take away gradually.
Alele sen jaoratia. We will do part of the

journey (go by stages.)

Jaore jftore. Imploringly, earnestly,

urgently, again and again.
Jaore jaoreye lai ofokeda. He was most urgent

in telling it.

Jaore jaoreil metamkana, alomhirilla. I ear-
nestly charge you, do not forget.

Jaore jaoreye hecalekana. He comes to us on
urgent business.

Japa jopo. Leisurely, slow, as ifbenumb-
ed with cold ; weak.

JapaU. To lean against.
Berel japaK . 1 To take up one's residence, to
Heo japaR. ) squat.

Sen japaR. To go to another's house and hang
about.

JapaK jere£. To lounge here and there.

Japak. To shut to, as a door.
Silpiii japaKkam. Close the door, draw the

door to.

Japan jupun. Tottering, slowly and
painfully, as an old person.

Japaii jupun" haram cabaenae. He is so old as
to totter when he walks.

Japaii jupuhe tafameda, rua berefokante. He
walks very slowly, having just recovered
from fever.

Haram hor leka japan jupuhe tarameda. He
creeps along like an old man.

Japao. To die, to be past hope of re-

covery, to be dangerously ill.

Euateye japaoakana. He is so ill with fever
as to be past hope of recovery.

Japaoenae. He is dead.
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Japar. To stand on the hind legs with
the fore feet ao'ainst something.

Darere merome japarakana. The goat stands
on his hind legs with his fore feet against the
tree.

Jape tope. IS low, dilatory, putting off

Jape thope.j time.
Cet'lekate jape tope bae heoakana ? How is it

he is so dilatory in coming ?

Japil To sleep, to close the eyes.

Japit'kedae, ma jhaprebaeme. He has fallen
asleep, put a light covering over him.

AhgaK angalilA i^pi(;leda. I fell asleep towards
dawn.

Met bah jgipidoKkantaea. He does not close
an eye.

J^pi£ bah hijuEkana. Sleep does not come.

Japua. Lean, shrivelled, as an old

person.

Japul Applied to the rainy season's

rain, the rainy season.
Japuf din. The rainy season.
Jarge japuf . The rainy season.
Japut'e lagaokeda. The rainy season has set

in.

Japut. To pounce suddenly upon and
close way of egress, as a bird in a

nest, &c.
J9.putlc6dii1ako. They came suddenly upon me.

Jar. Original, veritable, veracious, true,

unvarnished.
Jar i?,r katha. An old and true story.

Jara. Cf bele.

Bele jara. Properly ripe, aa a fruit.

Jara. Applied to the flowers of the

Matkom (q. v.) tree which do not

become detached when full blown,

but dry on the tree, and then fall.

Jara matkom. Flowers of the Matkom (q. t.)

tree which have dried up before falling.

Noa dare reaK matkom jaraakana. The
flowers of this matkom tree have dried on
it.

Jaracjuruc. T Small and ill-looking,

Jharac jhuruc. J as starved children.

Jarae juruajgidra menal<kotaea. He has some
small ill-looking children.

Jarali marte. ") » t
• j •

j. i

, •

,, , > At once, immediately.
Jarak mente. J

•'

JaraK marte lagaoadea . He gave heed at once.

Jaral jaral. Flashing, shimmering.

Jaral jaral setohkana. The sunshine is shim-
mering.

Jaral jarale beugefadi^a. He looked at me
with flashing eyes.

Kul jaral. jarale behgeda. The tiger's eyes
flash.

Jaral jurul. Staring, eyes to stand out.

Eehgeote jaral jurule behget'eda. His eyes are
staring through hunger.

Jarao. To become weak or helpless

through disease, or hunger ; bed
ridden.

arap r
.

i

^^ once, immediately.
Jarap mente. J

•'

Jarap marte beref gofonae. He rose up im-
mediately.

Jarapi. 1 Applied to property inherited

Jarapia.J from a wife's relatives.

Jarapig. dhonem IIamakawana ? Have you inheri-

ted property through your wife ?

Jardhe. Clumsy and heavy, as a plough.

Jardhe jardhe. Large clods of earth.
Jardhe jardhe si ut;kaukkana. Large clods of

earth are being turned up by the plough.

Jare jare. An exclamation of sorrow,

distress, alas, alas ! woe is me ; to

lament.
Jare jare ! ado ohoil ilamlea,
Jare jare ! unalc aud ball badaelalia.
Jare jare ! oka kond ili daralereho ohoA riamlea.

Song.
Alas, alas ! I shall never see him more.
Alas, alas ! I did not know this would happen,
Alas, alas ! Go whatsoever way I may I will

not find him.

Jaret} jarel To hobble when walking.
Jaret' jaret'e calaKkana. He hobbles along.

Jargadi. Job's tears, Coix luchryma,
Linn., a plant often met with
about villages.

Jarge. \ The rainy season. Cf.

Jarge japul!./ japut'.

Jarge palat. A change of garments
for the rainy season.

Jarge terel. A variety of the terel tree

{Diospyros tomentosa, Roxb.) the
fruit of which ripens during the
rains.

Jargo. Tojerk towards oneself
Jargo bindarkedeae. He jerked him towards

himself and made him fall.

Jargo. \Full grown, applied gener-
Hara jargo./ ally to unmarried per-

sons.

Jarhi. Marsh, swamp.
Jarhi khef;. A rice field that has always water

in it.

Jari. To rain.
Jariatleae. It rained where we were.
PaiSjage goe jjrl metaoket'. The rain obliter-

ated the footprints.
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Jari. To promulgate an order, to serve
a summons, &c., to put or come
into force, as a law.

Samanko jgiriadifia. They served a summona
upon me.

Saman jariye calaKkana. He is on his way to
serve a summons.

Ona hukum ale sed »uri j^riKa. That order
has not been put in force where we reside.

Jari. To be importunate, to clamour,
to importune, to beg hard.

Kicric l^giie i?.rikana. She bega hard for a
cloth.

Gidr?. jahanalf l^gifiko j aria. Children are im-
portunate when they want anything.

Jari. Applied to certain fibre yield-

ing plants, fibre after extraction,

also the stems and branches of the
plant after the fibre has been ex-

tracted.

Son jayi. The plant, Croialarta jMncea, Linn.
and its fibre.

Kudrum jari. The plant, Hibiscus canna-
bimis, Ltinn, audits fibre.

AraS kudrum jari. The plant Hibiscus sab-
dariffa, Linn., and its fibre.

Jariau. To become chronic, or deep-

seated, as a disease.
Jari^uentaea. It has become chronic with

him.
J^ri^uentaea, bako ran hojadea. It has become

serious, they did not give him medicine in

time.
Kua do jariauentaea. His fever has become

dangerous.

Jari poda. To be burnt, as food in

cooking, &c.
Loenkhanko mena jari pot^aenako.
Jari po^akedako utu do. They have burnt the

relish in cooking it.

Jaribana. "j

Juribana. J-To impose a fine, a fine.

Juribona. J
Jaribanake6koae. He fined them.
Juribana takale emkeda. We paid the fine.

ari
. I rj,^ measure land, to survey.

Jarip.J
•'

Atoko i9.ripkeda. They measured the village.

Jaro. Worn out, weakened, reduced.
Euate jaroenae. He is weakened by fever.

Jari buti.lMedicinal herbs and roots,

Jari buti.J simples.
Jahan jari buti lagaoaepe. Give him some

kind of medicine or other.

Jari janti. Earnestly, urgently, assid-

uously.
Jari jantiko horhokana. They are watching

assiduously.

Jari jarao. To be burned up, to burn.
J?.ri jaraoenako. They are burnt out of house

and home.
Sanam bir j^ri jaraoena. The whole forest hag

been burnt up.

Jarjar. 11

Jarjarao.
J

j^To shiver during an attack

of fever.

Jarjaraoedirikana. I am shivering from an
attack of fever.

Jarkao. To be water-logged, to be
saturated, as the soil.

Oralf jarkaoontalea. The floor of our house
has become waterlogged.

Jarkhar. To meet with disaster, ca-

lamity, adverse fortune, poverty,
affliction, ruin ; to go to rack
and ruin, to decay, go down in the
world, to be desolated.

Noko hor sanamko jarkharena. These people
have all died.

Ona ato sanamko jarkharena. The people of
that village have all died.

Jarmak jormok. Forlorn, like a vaga-
bond, driven from one place to

another, here and there.

Adom horko kami l9.gi£ jarmaK jormolfko dara
baraea. Some people go wandering from
one place to another in search of work.

Jarmak tormak. \ Forlorn, like a vaga-
Jarmati tormat. J bond, aimlessly.

Am do onte note jarmaU tormaKem dara baraea.
Tou will wander about like a vagabond.

Jar mar. Roots, tubers, &c., dug up in

the jungles for food.
Cefpejomeda? Jomedale jar mar. What do

you live on? We live on roots, tubers, &c.,
that we find in the forest.

Jarnaha. Expert in hunting, killing

much game
;
persistent.

Jarnaha seta. A good hunting dog.
Sendrare ?idi jarnaha here tahekana. He was

an expert hunter.

Jarndi. A weevil which attacks rice,

and other grains.

Jarpa. To hunt, applied to the occasion-

al hunting parties organized by
the villagers themselves, and not

to the great annual district hunts.

Noa bir teheJibo jarpaea. We will hunt in this
jungle to-day.

Jaru. Cf bele jaru.

Bele jgiru. Properly ripe, as a fruit.

^^
' [Fully ripe, as a fruit.

Bele jarum.

33
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Tears.
Jarum dak.

Mel; dak.

Jarur. To require, need, want, have
occasion for, not to be able to do
without ; indispensible, urgent

;

certainly, without fail.

Kan iaruraelcana. He needs medicine.
Saheb nui jarur menaKtaea. The master needs

him.
Jarur i& calaSa. I shall certainly go.

Jarwa. To assemble, to collect. C£
jaora.

Hoho jarwake£koae. He called them together.

Jasti. More, excessive, too much.
Unal? emlekhan ja.stiKa. If you give so much it

will be too much.
Jasti lioK emaeme. Give him a little more.
Jastil)ojham ladeaekaua. You are putting too

great a load on him.

Jiisu. A spy, a detective, an informer,

an accomplice.
Guti ho iahatis jahatisko jaguTfa. Servants

sometimes become accomplices (of thieves.)

Jat. Caste, gender, temperament, race,

kind.
Manwa jat. The human race.
Aj^t. To put out of caste.

Jat agu. To break another's caste.
J^t calaK. To lose caste.

Jom jati. To receive into caste again.
Jom jat. To re-admit to caste.
Jom jatoli. To be re-admitted into caste.

Herel j^t. Males.
K?imite jat oho calaKtama. Ton will not lose

caste by working.
J9.treg6 onkangeako. Their temperament is

such.
Seta jat hor kanako, bebarioko kaph?riauKa.

They are like dogs they quarrel fearfully.

Jat. Property made over to a creditor

till such time as the revenue shall

have paid off the debt.

Jat. Heavy. Cf. jsk.

Jata. A portion of hair allowed to

grow and become matted, as is

the habit of some ascetics, and
persons who have made a vow
not to cut their hair for a certain

time.
Jata ^anra. A bull with an abnormal growth

between the shoulders.

Jata horo. A variety of the rice plant.

Jatak. At once, immediately.

Jatak. To stick to, or adhere, as clay
to the feet.

JatagoKkana. It adheres (to the feet.)

Jatak jatak. \Sticky, as bird lime

;

Jatak jatagok. / to stick to, to adhere.

JataK jataKiii aik^iueda umleneneo besiii atka-

ra. My skin feels sticky, when I have
bathed I will feel comfortable.

Jatal kotal. Seeking something to eat.

Jatal koiale dara. baraekana. He is going about
seeking something to eat.

Jatad. Adhesive, as clay.

Jatah hasa. Clay.
Ona hasa do adi jatangea. That soil is very

sticky, (or clayey .J

Jate. In whatever way.
Jate besoKa, onkaepe. Do whatever will be

best.

Jate jute. With care, carefully, to put
to rights, to repair.

Jate jutete sagar lagaeme. Drive the cart with
care.

Jate jute samjhauepe. Explain it to him care-
fully.

Jate jute calakpe. Go carefully.

Jate juteedako. They are putting things to
rights.

Jatgar. \A good species, or kind, as

Jatgaria. J a cow that gives much
milk.

Ees jatgaria kanae. She is of a very good kind.

Jati. Temperament, nature, natural

propensity, or quality.
Jatire onkangeae. His natural propensities are

such, or he is so by nature.
Jiwij9.ti. General health, of mind and body.
Jiwi jati hormo harta bes barageale. Our gen-

eral health is good.

Jati. A bamboo mat.

Jatia. Of or belonging to the caste.
Jatia pera. A caste-fellow.
Mii; jatia kanako. They are of the same caste.

Jat jut. 1 To put to rights, to recover

Jut jat. J oneself after a season of

distress, to make an amicable
settlement.

Bapla realtko jat jutkeda. All preliminaries
of the marriage are arranged.

Jat jutkedako. They settled the matter ami-
cably.

Jatia. M. ) A person who has allowed
Jatli. F. J a part of his or her hair

to grow long and matted.

Jatna. As many, as much as.

JatnamenaKpea, joto hijulfpe. Come all of you.
Jatna taka menaKa, sanam den emoKpe. Give

up all the money there is.

Jatra. To die, to depart this life, to go
on the long journey.

Teheii doe jatraena. He died to-day.



Jatra [ 25-9 ] Jehe jobe

Jatra. A good omen, a sign or oinen.
Jatra ban hoelena. The omen was against me.
Ohori Aamlea, jatra ban hoelena. I will not

get it the omen was unfayourable.
^

Jatra. A festival observed in January.

Jatra manda. \ Shrine at the place
Jatra mandak. J" where the jatra fes-

tival (q. V.) is observed.

Jatur enec. A dance so called.
It is danced during the Sohrae (q. v.) and Baha

(q. V.) festivals.

Jatur sereiS. Songs and air sung when
dancing the jatur (q. v.) dance.

Jatur ru. The time beaten on the
drums when the jatur (q. v.) dance
is being executed.

Jau. To soften, to become soft.
Daka isin jauena. The rice is cooked too soft.
K^mi hamitele j^uena. We have become Ump

with continued work.
Dal jaukedeako. They beat him to a jelly.

Buhet' jaukedeae. He put him down by scol-
ding him.

Jauan. A kind of spice.

Jauhar. "j To assemble in large num-
Jauhar. j- bers.

Jauhari.j
Nunali horid jauharakawana, iri do ohoii ali-

jomletapea. I have engaged so many
people, I cannot listen to you, (cannot leave
them.)

Jauri. More than what is right and
proper.

Er jaurikedape. You have sown too thickly.
Etah AoK erpe, alope jgiuria. Sow a little more

thinly, do not make it thick.

Agli j9.urikedape. You have put in too much
(salt.)

Jausa iausi. ")/-,•
i i

Ti,- -i,
/-Quickly.

Jhausajhausi. J ^ •'

Jaus^ jausi hodeme. Get him to do it quickly.

Jawa. To steep till germination or fer-

mentation sets in.

Jawakateko cuaia. They steep it till ferment-

ation sets in, then they distil it.

Matkom bes okoete bape tase rohorlaUa, jawa-

ena. You did not carefully dry the matkom
it is fermenting.

Jawa. Twins.
Jawa gidrakin hoeakantaea. She 'baa given

birth to twins.

Jawae. Husband, bridegroom, to be

married to a husband.
Jawae gomkefi. Son-in-law.
Ghar jawae. 7 A husband who lives in the
Ghardi jawae. ) house of his wife's father,

and serves for her, instead of paying the
usual price and taking her to his own home.

Jawaekedeako. They gave her in marriage.
Auriyu jawaeoKa. She is not yet married.
Ghardi jawaoenae. He is married and has gone

to his father-in-law's.
Eahu jawae. A game played by!Santal girls,

which takes the place of the doll of English
children.

Jawae ladu. A variety of the rice plant.

Je. "> Whatever, what ; that, in intro-

Jege. J ducing oblique narration.
Jege menaKa. Whatever there may be.
Je jafijalred pafaoena, ili geA baijlaeeda. I

know my own sorrows.

Jeb. A pocket.
Jeb ghayi. A watch.

Jeb doho. To shew pity.
Jeb dohokate rorme. Shew pity in what you

say.

Jebe jebe. ]

Jebec jebeo. i-Moist, muddy.
Jobo jobo. j

Jebe jobe. Drenched, dripping.

T
J.

I
Miserable lookinef, like

J ewer lewer. > , i. i.- i
°

Jewerjewer.
J _

^°"§^^' '^'"^y-

Jewer jewere dara baraekana. He goes about
in miserable plight.

Jewer jewerko andalEakada. They have cooked
it till it is doughy.

Jebkhod. A common grass, Eragros-
tis tenella, Nees.

Jebre. ") rr -j.-

Jebrejebre.j^'''^^^'*^^"*^^^-
Jebre jebre ol iieloEkana. The writing is heavy.

Jec jewer. \ .

Jejewer. J

Jede bede. Roughly smeared, as a
floor.

Jeder. Sunshine, applied only to that
of the early morning hours, and
during the cold season; to sun
oneself.

Jegler keted. Time at which the sun's rays
begin to get hot.

Jetjerre durupme. Sit in the sunshine.
Jeder kefeo habiciri je(Jerena. I bathed in tho

sunshine until the sun was well risen (till

9 a. m. or so.)

Jege. Whatever.

Jegec jagum. Wet, damp, moist, as soil.

Jeged j^gum ^fkaroSkana. It feels damp.

Jegec jege6. Wet, damp, moist.

Jehe jobe. Very wet, or damp, drench-
ed, dripping.

Jehe jobe lohot'enae. He is drenched.
Jehe jobe lohoCentalea oraU do. The floor of

our house is very damp.

small bird.
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Je j emon. As, in conformity with.

Je jemon hor onkage emakom, gidra do gidrg.

leka, ar Borako do sera leka. In conformity
with the individual, so give them, to a child

as is fitting for a child, and to an adult as
fitting for an adult.

,'',•„ } A small forest bird.
J ec J ewer. J
Jekichu. Whatever
Jekichu tahekantaea, sanam lo cabaena. All

he had ia burnt up.

Jekre. As if rooted or anchored, said

only when finding fault ; adhesive,

sticky.
On^em sen jekreakana? Tou went and anchor-

ed there ?

Je leka. As.
Jelekam huknmkeda, se lekakedali. I did as you

ordered.

Jel. A deer.
Jhahkar. The buck of the spotted deer. Axis

maculatus.
Posta. The hind of the spotted deer. Axis macu-

latus.

Saram. The Sambur deer, Russi Aristotelis.

Murum. The buck of the Nilgai, Portaxpictus.
Sosam. The hind of the Nilgai, Portax pictiis.

Murghoa. The Eib-faoed, or Barking deer,

Cervuhis aureus.
Kurmbi selep. 7 The biiok of the Ravine deer of

Badar selep. ) sportsmen in Bengal, Oazella
Bennettii.

J*™°™ j®^- 7 The hind of the Eavine deer, Gaz-

Xu r® „ f ^{ja Bennettii.
Grhopra ,, J

Jel. Flesh, flesh meat.

gif-
jel.

j Beef.

Bbidi jel. Mutton.
Merom jel. Goat's fleah.

Sukri jel. Pork.
Jel jel. Venison.
Lat; jel. Flesh wrapped in leaves and cooked in

ashes.
Eapak jel. Roast meat.
Teke jel. Boiled meat.
Rohor jel. Biltong, fleah cut into stripa and

dried in the sun.

Sure jel,
| jj- ^. ^^^^ ^.j^.^ oooted together.

Jel sure. )
°

Kohra jel. Flesh meat cooked along with spices

in oil.

Berel jel. Raw meat.
Jel daka. Boiled rice and meat.

' Jel utu. A relish of meat.

JeloKkanae. He is recovering flesh.

Sukri khubko jela. Pigs yield much flesh.

Marahgeye tahekana, menkhan bae jellaKa. It

was large, but did not yield much meat.

Ale hole jelletlgea. We also killed meat.

Jel jou kanako. They are having fleah meat.

Jel kombrokate horoKaepe. Work the flesh on
her hand to put it on (a bracelet.)

Jeleii. Long, tall.

JelelioKa. It well become long, or lengthen.

Onae jeleJikeda. He lengthened it.

Jeleil oandbol. Cattle.

Jeteleii. The long way, the length as opposed
to the breadth.

Jelep jelep. Showing off, flashing, as

lightning.

Jelep^ jelepe dara baraekana. He goes about
shewing himself off.

Jeljelia. Not closely woven, intervals

between the threads, as in coarse

cloth.

Jel^et I
^^''^^' insignificant.

Jelpeo maragidra. A little imp of a child.

Jembeti. To drink by putting mouth
to water, to drink from a vessel

without putting the rim in the

mouth, to suck, to drink.
T^rup mayamko jembeda. Leopards drink the

blood (of their victims.)

Dak aiijlekate jembedme. Lift the water in the

palms of your hands and drink.

Jembef!. To fit neatly or exactly, as a

join in a panel.

Kat khub jembefiena. The wood is neatly

joined
B?ihki jembefiakana. The anklets fit nicely.

T
' / In order that, as, so that.

Jemon. J

HusiaroKpe jemon aloe dar. Be careful so that
he may not run away.

Jemnec. So that, in order that. Cf
jemon.

Jemon .... temon. As ... . so, according

to.

Jemonko kg,mia, temon gem emakoa. Tou will
give them according as they work.

Jemon temon. Carelessly,, indifferently.
Jemon temonko kamikeda. They did their work

indifferently.

Jemthe. \Joined together,

Jemthe jemthee.
J stuck together

;

sticky, adhesive.

NoKoekin jemtheakana.
Jem^heena . They are sticking together.

Jenec. Small, diminutive.

Jenephene.
^
Applied to the crying

Genephene. j- or whining of a cross

Ghenephene. J child.

Jenepbeneye raga. She ia whining.

Jenereli. The upper levers to which
.the heddles of a loom are attached.

Jengel; jehgel Bright red, pleasing to
the senses.

Jenget' jenget lieloKa. It is a bright red.
Kig. baha m9.i jehgefi jeriget.



Jenjlo [ 261 ] Jeth

JeAjle. To beg hard, to importune,
applied mainly to covetous begg-
ing.

TinjK bam jeiSjlG baraea. You are a terrible

beggar.
Horko then jelijle bafaeae. He is given to beg-

ging from other people.

Jenkete. Virginity.

Jeno. So that, in order that.
Nonka jeno alo hoyoK . So that it may not thus

happen.

Jentlie. Sticky, adhesive.
Jenthe hasa. Sticky soil, soil that adheres to

the feet.

Jeperet. To stick together, to grow
together as two fruits, two fingers,

two cocoons, Siamese twins, &c.
Jeperef mitaUana. They have grown together.

Jepet. Neatly fitted or joined, as a

piece of woodwork, &c.
Khub jepefiakana. It is well fitted.

Jepe thope. Following at a distance,

unable to keep pace with others.

Jer. Gum, exudation from certain

trees.
Babla jer. Gum arable.

Jer soso jomko senakana. They have gone to

eat gum along with the soso (q. v.) fruit.

Noa darere jeratana. Gum is exuding from
this tree.

Jera. To cross question.
S9.khiko jerakoa. They cross question the wit-

nesses.
Jera auri hoyoRa. The cross examination has

not yet taken place.

Jera janhe. A grass, Panicum flavi-

diuvi, Retz., the grain of which is

sometimes eaten.

Jerbar. Worn out, reduced, wearied,

distracted.
Eu?. ru?.teye jerbarena. He is worn out with

continued fever.

Jerdhe Clumsy and heavy.

Jere bedhe. Stunted, dwarfed.
Jere bedhe bae hara haraK kana.

Jere j ere. To be redu ced, as by illness

;

to be stunted, as a plant growing

under unfavourable conditions, un-

propitious.
Euate jerejereenae. He is reduced by fever.

DaRte jere jerekedae. The moisture stunted

(the Indian corn.)

Dais jere jere tabengea. The water remains
unfavourable to plant growth.

Jere mete. With difficulty.

Jere metetele hamikeda nes. We experienced
difficulty with our cultivation this year.

JereA ayan. A species of snake. Cf
ayafi.

JereA aralc.\A wild plant used as a

Jeret; arak.J pot-herb, Chlorophitwn
arundinaceum, Baker.

Jerer. To plaster and smooth, to plas-

ter, to daub.
Otko jerera. They smooth the floor of the

house with mud.

In^kate ado gota re<! sindurte gota molotireye
jerejwadege. After that he daubs all the
sindur in the leaf on her forehead.

Jereli. To burn, set fire to, to kindle,

to be eaten away as the toes and
fingers of a person suffering from
leprosy.

Jeret'aK me. Set fire to it.

Jeret sunum. Burning oil.

Diuhe jeredme. Light the lamp.

Jereli. To be united, to grow together,

to stick together.
Jerei mitakana. The two have grown together.
MeU jere(!entaea. His eyelids are sticking to-

gether.

Jerjer. Sticky, as bird lime.

Jerka. To stick together, to be united.
Jerka mi£ena. Thoy are sticking together.

Jerka. Stunted, short, ill-grown.
Jerka mara hoy. A stunted scoundrel.
Sedae ren hor usullco tahekana, menkhan netar-

ko jerkagea. The ancients were tall men
but those of the present day are stunted.

Jerked. To copulate.

Jerdgaha. Unproductive, applied to

saline soils.

Jero. Worn out, weakened.
Jero oabaenae. He is as weak as he can well

be.

Jerpgret As if rooted or anchored.
Durup jerpereCakanae. He sits as if rooted

to the ground.

Jerpel As if rooted to the ground.
Jerpe^e durupakana. He sits as if rooted to

the ground.

a As.
Jesan.

Jaesan.
Jesanko kamia tesanko liama. As they work

so will they receive.

Jeteleii. The long way, the long sides

of a parallelogram.
Jeteleii pareare. The bar running the long

way of a bed in opposition to that running
the cross way.

Kiorid reaK j eteleli . The long way of the cloth

Jeth. A month so called, May—June
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Jethe. Expectant, hoping to receive

something.
Durup jetheakanae. He sits quietly expecting

to receiTe something.

Jether pether. For a long time, a long
stretch of time. Cf. jothor pothor.

Jetho. To tell, to reveal as much as

is convenient.
Kathaejetlioeda. He is telling his story.

Jetke. Adhesive, sticky, as wet clay.

Jetlolf. M.") Miserable looking, depress-

Jitluk. F.J ed, sad.

Durup jetlolfakanae. He looks miserable as he
sits there.

Jahae oralf alope jetloK baraea. Do not hang
about any one's house shewing a miserable
look, (to excite charity.)

Jewen. Sticky, adhesive, as paste, &c.

Jewer. "|

Jewerjewer. [-Sticky, adhesive.

Jewerjewer. J
Jewer hasa. Sticky soil that sticks to the feet.

Jhaba. A hanging shelf, baskets for

carrying earth slung at each end
of a bamboo and carried on the
shoulder.

Jhabar jhubar.") Drenched, dripping,

Jhabar jhubur. /as the clothes of one
who has just waded through a

river.

Jhabrahi. Well knit frame, strong and
proportionate. Cf jabrahi.

Jhabrali. Wide spreading and um-
brageous, as a tree; well knit frame,

symmetrical.

Jhabrao. To spread over, to hang, to

curtain, to put on trappings, to

put on ornaments and clothes, to

be loaded with fruit, as a tree. Cf
jabrao.

Jhabu. A broad armlet.

Jhadec j hadec. Ill-fitting, as garments;

to wear a garment slovenly and
carelessly.

Jhadga. Slovenly attired.

Jhadge. Slovenly attired.

Jhadge mara hor. A slovenly attired fellow.

Jhadgoc. Old, fallen into disrepair,

worn out.

OfaK jhadgocentaea. Hia house has fallen in-

to disrepair.

Jhadoc jhadoc. Ill-fitting and baggy,
as a Cabullee's garments ; worn in

a slovenly fashion.

Jhador pador. Dilapidated, as the roof

of a house when the thatch has

become old and worn; rough,

roughly executed, as work ; scrag-

fy,
untrimmed.

jhador padorentalea. Our house has be-

come dilapidated.
Jhador padorko benaokeda. They have dona

the work very roughly.

Jhae. To faint.

Mayam i5ellekhau jhae godoKae, If he sees blood
he faints right away.

Jhargae jhurgui. In a band, in a crowd.

Jhagar sagar. ") Bad-luck, a jingle with

Sagar jhagar. J the word sagar, sagar

meaning good fortune, and jhagar

bad-luck.
Sagar jhagar reaK fhik banuKan, okare pase

r^pufen.

Jhagar jhagar. Applied to the sound

produced when a drum is beaten

to a certain time.

Jhagra. A quarrel, to quarrel.

Jhagra horo. A variety of the rice

plant.

Jhagri horo. A variety of the rice plant.

Jhagraitha. Quarrelsome, said of

females.

Tu I,-" hQuarrelsome, ill tempered.
J hagrania. J

^ ^

^^i jhagr^ihi hor kanae. He is a very quar-
relsome person.

Jhagwar. A game played by children.

Jhajharic. A charm doctor, one who
cures snake bite, &c. by charms
and incantations.

Jhak. Trip, load, expedition. Scottice,

rake.
Mif bar jhak daK agu otokam. Go one or two

trips to bring water.

Jhaka. ~1 Full-grown, applied generally'

Jhakar. J to unmarried women who,

in the opinion of Santals, are past

the flower of their age.
Hara jhakaenae.

Jhaka jhaki. Jostling and pushing,

bitter altercation.
Jhaka jhakikin kaphariauKkana. They are

quarrelling violently.

Jhaka jhalcikin oporkana. They are pushing
and pulling each other.
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Jhakand. Past its best, as a tree shew-
ing signs of decay.

Jhakao. To attract, to draw, to sub-
side, as water.

Ared jhakaokedako. They haTe baled it dry.
Mahajonko jhakaokeda sanam horo, oaole. The

Mahajons have attracted all the dhan and
rice (bought it all up.)

Ga^a dali (Jhere jhakaokeda. The water in
the river has subsided considerably.

Jhakat. To be exhausted, as a store.

Jhal^ jhadur, Bathed in perspiration.

Jhakjhali. Pouring sweat, sweat run-
ning down one, bathed in perspira-

tion.

JhaK jhalf balbalaoEkanae. Sweat is pouring
from him.

Jhak jhak. Quickly, driven at work.
TinjR jhak jhakili kamia? How long will I con-

sent to be driven thus ?

Jhak jhak. Bright, gleaming, shining.

Sili cando reaK jhak jhakte£. The brightness
of the sun.

Jhak jhake lleloKa. It is bright (star).

Jhakmar. ~| Perforce, obligatory, com-
Jhakmaria. J pulsory.
Jhakmg.ri^ k^mitege hoyoKtama. To continue

to work is obligatory on you.
Jhakmari^ idi hoyolitama. You are obliged to

take it.

Jhak marte. "I At once, like a flash, with

Jhak mente.J a flash.

Jhak mente Ael go1:ena.

Jhak menteye hec go^ena. He came at once.

Jhako jhoko. With great difficulty,

worry.

Jhakrao. To attract, to draw, to allure.

Melate sanam horko jhakrao calalfkana. All
the people are being attracted to the fair.

Jhal. Warm, hot, as Cayenne pepper,

acid.

Jhalge bhijaiuadea. He felt it very hot.

Noa do adi jhal katha kana. This is a very
pungent saying.

Jhal. Long, tall.

Jhaltel The length.
Jhal jbg.! up. Very long hair.

Noa horte ?dibo jhaloRa. This road will take
us round about.

Noa do jhal liolcena. This a little too long.

Jh^laR aguime. Bring a long one.

Jhala. Hot, applied mainly to the heat

of the sun.

Jhala din. The hot weather.
Adi jhala kana. It is very hot.
Sengel jhala. Heat from a conflagration.

Jhalak. Glimpse, flash.
JhalakteiEili liel JSoSleftaea. I caught a glimpse

of him.
Nasenalf jhalakili liellaKa. I saw him as a

flash.

Jhala jhali. To put to rights, mend.

Jhala jhula. The grain obtained by
shaking out the wrappings of a
bandi (q. v.)

Jhalak malak. Decked out for shew,
attired to attract attention.

Jhalak malake dara bafaekana. He goes
about shewing himself off.

Jhala mala. Decked, shining with tin-

sel and colour.

Jhalao. To clean out, as a house or a
well ; to raise again a matter that
has been settled.

Noa kathape jhalao ru^rkeda. Ton have rais-
ed this question anew.

Noa kui doko jhalaokeda. They cleaned out
this well.

Jhal da. A long root tuber.

Jhali. A snare, trap, net ; to snare, trap,

net.
Jal jhali. Snares and nets.

Jh^li odao. To set a snare.
Dal jhali. To beat or drive game into a net.
Knl, banahoko jhalikoa. They also trap tigers

and bears.
AkoaK kathategeko jhg-liena. They are entrap-

ped by their own words.

Jhal jhal. To glisten, to glitter.

Ganga gitil jhal jhalge lieloKa. The sand of
the Ganges glistens.

Jhal jhalao. To complete, to make trim

or neat.
LaK jhal jhalaokedako. They have cut and

trimmed (the ridges of the rice fields.)
Kharaiko laK jhal jhalaokeda. They have

smothed and trimmed the threshing floor
(made it shine.)

Jhalka. A rather objectionable dance
performed by men when passing
the night in the jungle during one
of the annual hunts.

JhalH T:}W'^^*°°'l^^*f"^-

Jhalkao. To shine, to flash,be burnished.
Ona kapido adi jhalkaoRkana. That battle

axe is highly burnished.

Jhalki. Wanton. Cf jhalka.

Jhalmal. Resplendent, clean and bright.
Jhalmalko darakokana. They are coming clean

and bright.

Jhalmal ileloKkantakoa oraE do. Their house
looks clean and bright.

Jhalmal bari3.tko hijuKkana. The marriage
party look resplendent as they come.
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Jhalmalao. To be trim, clean ; neatly

executed.
Oral? khub jhalmalaoakantakoa. Their house

is clean and bright.

Jhalui jhalui. To shake, to dangle.

71 , ."-i 1 . iTo haner over, or down.
Jhalun jhalun.J ° '

Jhalur. T To hang'over or down,
Jhalur jhalur. J baggy, as a Kabuli's

garments, to sag, as a cloth fixed

at the corners.
Jhalur jhalarko deiigaakana. Their clothes

hang far down.
Jhalur jhalurko akaakaCa. They have hung it

80 that it hangs a long way down.

Jham. \To rattle, as a child's rat-

Jham jham. J tie, or as certain hollow

ornaments with small pieces of

metal or stone inside.

Jham jham sadekana, lipur.

Jhama jhum.lAll together, in a crowd.

Jam jhum. J with a rush.
Jhama jhumko argo go6ena. They descended

with a rush.
Jhama jhumko hec gotena. They came in a

crowd.

Jhamar jhomor. Heavily, as rain.

Jhamar jhomore dalckeda. It rained heavily.

Jhamar jhumur. Applied to the sound
produced by certain hollow orna-

ments with small pieces of metal

or stones inside when shaken; a

tinkling sound. C£ jhumur jhu-

mur.
Jhamar jhumuretarameda. She goes tinkling

along.

Jhamat. Full-grown.
Hara jhamat. Full-grown, of women.
Hara rata. Full-grown, of men.

Jhamela. Numerous, in large nunbers.
4-<Ji jhamelako hedena. They came in very large

numbers.

Jham jham. Faint.
Jham jham iA aikaueda. I feel faint.

Setohte oka do jham jhamko aikaua. Sometimes
heat brings on faintness.

Jham jhum. All together, in a crowd,

with a rush.

Jhamka jhakur. In clusters.

Jhampa. To cover, as a fowl under a

basket, to cover, as a plant with

thorns to preserve it.

Potam jhampa. The part of a pigeon trap that
falls on the bird.

Jhampa eseCkom. Cover them up (under a bps-
ket.)

Jhampa jhalikefkoae. He caught them by caus-
ing something to fall on the top of them.

Jhampa. A children's game.

Jhanak bai. A kind of convulsion.

Jhanar jhanar."!

Jhanar marte. lHattling, with a rattle.

Jhanar mente.j
Jhanar mente liurena. It fell rattling.

Jhanar marte sadekana. It rattles.

Jhanat. \To rattle, as money fal-

Jhanat jhanat.j ling on the floor.

N^ur gotena taka jhanat mente. The money fell

rattling (on the floor.)

Jhanauri. 1 A lapful of parched

Janauri. V grain brought to a

Gocha jhanauri. J recent bride from

her father's house.

Jhanda. ~| a
fl

Jhandi. J
°'

Jhandaadeako. They put up a flag at his house
(sign of being out-oaated.)

Jhandel jhandel. Wide, ill-fitting, ap-

plied to an anklet too wide for the

foot.

Jhane j hapane. ") Be-decked, covered

Jhanejhapar. j with jewelry; abun-
dant.

Jhane jhapane sajakanae. It is fully caparisoned.
Jhane jhapane joakana. It is covered with

fruit.

Jhanek jhapar. Loaded with jewelry.

Jhanga. Trousers down to the ankles.

Jhaoka jhakur. In clusters, or fes-

toons, as flowers or fruit. Cf jham-
ka jhakur.

Jhahka ih9.kur joakana. The fruit is in clus-
ters,

Jhahka jhgikurko aka pereeakat'a. The place
is filled with hanging clusters.

Jhangae potae. Everything, every one.

Jhanga jhuta. Broken, in holes, torn,

dilapidated.

Jhanga parwa. A pigeon with feathered

legs.

Jhanga sim. A barndoor fowl with
feathered legs.

Jhangrao. To grow luxuriantly, ap-
plied to certain trailing or climbing
leguminous plants, such as the pea,

when not trained, but allowed to

intertwine among themselves.
Hored khub jhangraoakana.
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Jhan jhauali. Unserviceable.
Pul jhan jhaugiKena. The bridge is nnservioe-

able.

EapuC jhaii jhauaKona. It is so much broken as
to be unserviceable.

Jhaakar. The buck of the spotted

deer, Axis Trutculatus.
Posta jel. The hind of the Spotted deer, Axis

maciilatus.

Jhankari sar. A species of tall grass

the culms of which are used to make
arrow shafts.

Jhanker. Cf jhanlcar.

Jha6j. Burning or scorching heat.
Jharij din. The hot weather.
Netar do acli jharija. There is great heat these

days.

Jhanjati. ]

Jhan jhapi. [-Emaciated.

JaA japi. J
•

Bug. jbaA jhipienaa. He is emaciated through
fever.

Jhan j han. Tinkling, crisp, crackling.

Kortal jhan jhan sa^ekana. The cymbals tinkle.

Jhan jhan rohorena. It is dry and crisp.

Jhan jhanao. To tinkle, to crackle, as

a dry leaf.

Jhanjhanao baraekana. It is crackling.

Bohor jhan jhanaoena. It has dried crisp.

j^^^J^^HDistress,worryand anxiety.

4di jhaAjiiatreii paraoena, I have great worry
and anxiety.

Jhanjhat. To finish, complete ; entirely,

completely.
Noa ka;t do rohor jhaiijhatena. This log is com-

pletely dry.

Jom jhaiijhatkedinako. They ate me up stump
and rump,

Birko maK jhalijhatkeda. They have out all

the jungle.

Jhaiijhatena. It is finished.

Jha^jra. Sieve-like, not closely woven,

as a piece of cloth through which

light shines ; lattice work.

JhaJijragea. It is sieve-like.

^^^°J"-lAsieve.
Jhinjri. )

Jhaiijrite chakaome. Strain it through a sieve.

Jhankar mankar. A children's game.

Jhante jhare. Bush and brake, every

bush, taking all in one sweep, as

beaters a jungle.

Jhanti. A fence made of branches fixed

in the ground ; branches or sap-

lings for use as a fence.

J^num jhanfi. A fence of thorns.

Jhuri jhijnti. Firewood and fencing materials.

Noabirrelc jhuri jhgintioda. Wo procure our

firewood and branches for fencing from this

jungle.

Jhanti panti. To erect a fence of

branches, to fence.

Jh?.nti p»ntiedako. They are fencing.

Jhaojhao. Applied to the continued

barking of dogs.

Jhaora jhauri. To pester, to worry.

Jhaorao. To wither, to be scorched

and wither.

Setohte jhaorao gotena. It was scorched by

the sun ahd withered away.

Bah reheSlente jhaorao gofena. It withered

away because it had not rooted.

Jhap. A part of a loom, the heddles

which alternately raise or depress

the threads of the warp.

Jhap. A bribe.

Jhape jomkeda. He took a bribe.

Jhap. A challenge.

Jhap em. To give a challenge, to brave.

4ligat! nunaK horkotalare jhape emkeda. As-

tonishing, that he should throw out a chal-

lenge among so many people.

Noa katha reaK jhap alom ema. Do not oppose

this matter.

4Ltuli daUre jhape emkeda. He braved the rush-

ing flood.

Jhapat. ) Bringing up the rear,

Jhapat jhapat. J unable to keep pace,

lagging behind.

Jhapat. \ rj,-
i^j^^j Scothce, rake,

Jhapot. J
'

Mif jhapat. One trip. ^. , j.

Hit jhapat daK 9,gulem. Bring one trip of water.

Jhap jhap. Very sleepy, drowsy.

Jhap jhap meC japidoKkantaea. His eyes are

heavy with sleep.

Jhap jhup. All at once, all together.

Mifi dhaote jhap jhupko durupena. They sat

down all at once.

Jhap mente. 1 Quickly, immediately.
Jhat mente. /^ •"

Jhap mente hed gofenae. He came quickly.

Jhapni. Two small plants bear this

name, Tandi Jhapni, Zornia di-

phylla, Pars., and Bhador jhapni^

Biophitum sensitivum, D. G,

Jhapni bai. Convulsions during which

the patient closes his eyes, coma.

34
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Jhapni. 1 To cover, as with a lid, with

Jhapon. J a basket, &c.
Terel jhapni. The persistent calyx on the fruit

of the Terel tree, Diospyros tomentosa^
Roxb.

Merom hopone jhaponkedea. He put a basket
over the kid, (or put the kid under a basket.)

Jhapni. The eye lashes.
MedoK jokhec meC do jhapni esedolta.

Jhapon. To cover, as with a lid ; to co-

ver anything under a basket, as

chickens. Cf. jhapni.

Jhaporae. Middling, tolerable.

Jhaporae deloKkana. It looks only middling.

Jhapot. Trip, load. Cf. jhapat.

Jhapre. To cover, slightly clothed, a

modest way of speaking of being

clothed.
Gendrec tanaRte jhaprekaeme. Cover him with

a piece of old cloth (a sleeping child.)

Jhapreakanae gendredte. She is slightly cloth-

ed with old cloth.

S-P"' U booth.
Jhupri. J

Jhapriakat'ale. We live in a booth.

Jhapri. I Hair hanging over the fore-

Jhupri. J head, hair flying about, Scot-

tice, tou'sy tap.

Jhapru. Hair long and hanging over

the brow, applied to males only

;

hanging, as the ears of certain

dogs ; drooping, as the branches

of a tree.

Delabon ona jhapru darerebon umuloKa. Come,
let us shelter under that tree with the

drooping branches.

Jhapta jhapti. To pounce upon from

all sides, to snatch, to scramble for.

Sendrare jhapfa jhaptiko repeea phari seromre.

At a hunt they scramble for the flesh.

Jhapt^a jhaptiye khuda,ukedea.

Jhaptao. To over run, to make a des-

cent upon, to pounce upon, to

spring upon, to attack suddenly.

Gota bir panteko jhaptao idieda. They have
formed line and are sweeping the whole
jungle before them.

Jhaptao acurkedeako. They surrounded him
suddenly and cut off his retreat.

Jhaptao tiogem. Pounce upon him.

Jhar, Liquor which oozes out of the

malted grain during fermentation,

deposit of urates or phospates in

urine.

Jhar hg.ndi. Liquor which oozes ont of the grain
during the process of fermentation.

Dul h^rudi. Liquor produced by pouring water
OTor the fermented grain.

Jhar. A bush, clump, tuft, thicket.
Khub jharakana. It has grown into a large

tuft.

Jhar. To cure snake bite, &c. by charms
and incantations.

Jhajh9.ric. One who pretends to cure snake
bite by charms.

Jhara. Sweepings.
Hor ren jhara kanae. He is the offscourings of

society.

Parwa ren jhara. Sparrows.

Jhara jhar. In crowds.
Jhara jharko hijuka. They will come in

crowds.

Jhara. A variety of the rice plant the

ripe grain of which readily falls

from the ear.

Jhara jhura.lWhat is obtained b}^ shak-

Jhurejhuro.J ing the straw in which

grain has been -svrapped up.

Jhara jhurako cabakeda. They have finished

even to what was obtained by shaking the
straw in which the grain was wrapped up.

Jharak. Smoke, heat from flame.

Gulha jharakre akakam. Hang it where it will

be in the smo];o (or heat) of the fireplace.

Jharak jhuruk. In a band, in a crowd.

Jharao. To reduce, to joare, to strip.

Katko jharaoeda. They are reducing the thick-
ness of the log.

Nesko jharaoena. They have been stripped
this year.

Jharao. To trickle, as water out of the

primitive Indian filter of three

gharras.

Jharaoni. \Applied to the present given

Jharauni. j to the person who cooks

at a marriage feast and to the food

given to those who accompanied

the bridegroom.

Culhgi jharauni. A present given to the person
who cooks at a marriage feast.

Dhup jharauni. Food given on their return to

those who accompanied the bridegroom to

the bride's house.

Jhare patare. Bush and brake

Jhare patareko sendrakeda. They beat every
bush (likely or imlikely) for game.

Jhare patare go^ako boloakana. They are hunt-
ing every foot (of the jungle.)

Jhargoe jhargoe.lSound produced by
Jhargoe jhargoe.J throwing a stick to

knock do^vn fruit from a tree.

Cele coe daleftan jhargoe jhargoe.
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JhargoeaH. Tattered, ruffled, rough
surface, un-trimmod ; hanging
unevenly, or in clusters, as fruit

on a tree.

OyaK do jhargoealfgetaea. Hia house is dil-

apidated (liaa lost tlie trimnesa it had when
new.)

Potam tukg. do jhargoeaEgea. A pigeon's nest
is a rough affair.

Jhargo pargo. Wet, as bushes after a

shower of rain.

Jhargualf Hanging, drooping, as the

branches of a tree ; bent over, as

stalks of grain by wind.

Jharhoehali. Rough, untrimmed, as a

pigeon's nest.

Jhari lota. A lota (q. v.) with a spout.

Jhar jhar. In crowds, in large num-
bers.

They are assemblingJhar jharko jarwaKkana.
in crowds.

Jhar jhar.
J p^j^^Jhar jhar.) ° as ram.

Jhar jhare dalieda. It is a pelting rain.

Jhar jhar. \To issue, as water from a

Jharjharao.j spring.
.idi dale jhar jharao odokolc kana. Much water

is issuing forth.

Jhar jhare daKkeda. It poured a deluge.

Jhar jhar mayam atulckana.

Jhar jhur. A thicket, tangled branches.
Jhar jhnrreye boloena. He has entered the

thicket.

Jhar j hur. Stripped, as a tree of leaves.

Jhar jhurena dare do. The tree is stripped of

its leaves.

Jhar jhur liuroKkana sakam. The leaves are

"faUin'g so that the tree is being stripped.

Jharka jharki. To lick, as tongues of

fire ; flames.

Jharka jharki tioKeua. The flames reached it.

Jharkand. Full-grown, past the best.

Hara jharkand. Past the flower of one's age.

JharkanQl dare. A tree beginnig to shew signs

of decay.

Jharkao. Singed, or scorched by fire.

Jharkargl Huge and full grown, old

and huge as a tree, past its best.

Jharla j harli. Scorching, as heat of the

sun or a fire, fierce.

Jharla jharli setohle sahaoaka£a. We have

borne the scorching heat of the sun.

Jharla jharli rapakadifiae. He only half roast-

ed it for me.

Jharna. A spring of water.
Buru jharna. A mountain spring.

Jharna daK. Spring water.

JharoeaU. Rough, untrimmed, scraggy,

dilapidated, roughly executed.
Potam tuk?, jharoeaK hatom do. Auntie, a pig-

eon's nest is a scraggy thing.

Jharoe jharoe. Sound of branches be-

ing shaken to make fruit fall.

Jharpa. "1 Wide-spreading and dense
Jharpun. J foliaged, as a tree ; hang-

ing or drooping.
NuiaK up jh3.rpuh getaea. Hia hair is thick and

hanging over his brow.
Noa cal jh^rpunolfa khunti rapu£lenkhan.

This roof will droop if the supporting poat
breaks.

Jharruk parruk. Wet, as bushes af-

ter rain.

Jh?.rrul5 parruK birreko dara baraea.

Jharuk jharuk. To bound, as a deer

when running.

Jhata. Branches fixed in the ground
for climbing plants to climb up,

pea stakes.
Malhanko jhatakeda. They have fixed branch-

es in the ground for the malhan (q. v.) to
olimb up.

Jhata kerketa. A veiled name for mal-

han (q. v.), one who preserves a

youthful look.

Jhatas. To be driven by the wind a-

gainst anything, as rain is driven

into a varandah or against a wall.

Bhite jhatasaUkana, The rain is being driven
by the wind against the wall.

Jhatas daK. Rain water blown in by the wind.

Jhatia patia. Everything, every one.
Jhatia p^(iako oalaoena. Every one has left.

Jhatiau. To sprinkle.
Ma oraK jhatig.iime.

Jhatiau. To seize and take away. Cf.

jhutiau.

Jhatkao. To lose flesh, to be pulled

down.
NahaKem jhatkaoena. Ton have lost flesh re-

cently.

Jhatpat. Quickly.

Jhaua. A bush.
J?.nnm jha.ua. A bush of the j^nnm. (q. v.)

Jhaua. To collect together as leaves,

straws, sticks, &c., meeting with
an obstruction when floating down
a stream.

]?ur jhaua. To fall till there is a heap,
.^tu jhau?.. To be obstructed when floating and

collect into a bunch.
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Laga jhaua. To drive into a heap, as flsh.

Kata katua atu jhauaabata. Rubbish which
has been brought down by a stream and
meeting with an obstruction a heap has
formed.

Jhaua. Vitrified in baking, as pottery,

or bricks.

Jhau jhau. In crowds.
Jhau jhauko hijuKa. They will come in crowds,

Jhau jhau. To bow-wow, toobark.

Jhausa jhausi. Quickly.

Jhausa jhausi hodeme. Get him to do it quickly.

Jhausau. To singe by fire, to scorch.

Setoiite jhausauena. Scorched by the sun.

Khakhal p'?.hilre sukriko jhausaukoa. They
singe pigs before flaying tliem.

Jhawa jhara. A small plant. Euphor-
bia dracuncidoides, Lam.

Jhawar. Two plants bear this name,

one, Trema Aniboinensis, Bl., a

small tree, and the other, Tama-
rix ericoides, Roth., a small Tam-
arisk bush.

Jhawar khandera. A common small

plant, Phyllanthus juniperinoi-

des, Mull. Arg.

Jhedge. Worn out.

Jhejh^. Applied to the crying of a

petulant child.

Onko oraUreko ariskeda jhejho.

Jhemthe. To stick together, as two
stamps.

Jhenjle. To beg, to importune, to wait

on expecting to receive alms. Cf.

jenjle.

Jheiijra. A fish trap. Cf. jhirijri.

Jhejijre. Sieve-like, not closely woven,

as cloth. Cf. jharijra.

Jhere jhere. Smooth, polished, sleek,

shiny.
Sunum jhere jhere ojoKakawanae. He has an-

ointed himself with oil until he shines.

Jeth" }^'^®* ^°™' ®'^®^*' ^^^^^'

Jhet beta. First born son.

Jhetha. A part of the mechanism of

a bird trap. Cf kol jhetha.

Jhic. To open.

Bah jhijolfa. It will not open.

Jhicge tahena. It will remain open.
Jhiiiadeae. He opened to him.

Jhlk. The Indian Porcupine, Hys^
trix leucura.

Jhlk. To lighten a rope by twisting

it with a piece of wood as a lever.

Jhika enec. A dance so named.

Jhika sereri. Songs sung when the

jhika is being danced.

Jhika rar. The air to which the jhika

songs are sung.

Jhika ru. The time beaten on the

drums during the jhika dance.

Jhika jhake, With great difficulty.

Jhiki. Importunate, to importune, beg
hard,

4idi jhikiae nui hor do. This man is very im-
portunate.

Jhiki miki. Resplendent, adorned,

flashy, grand.

Jhikjhikau. To worry, to annoy.
Jhik jhikaukedeako. They worried him.

Jhik jhika. Applied to the level rays
of the sun before setting.

Ber jhik jhik^kkanae. The sun is close to the
horizon.

Jhik jhok. To bully, to bluster one in-

to doing what is wanted.

Jhik jhor. "| To bully, to force one to

Jhik jhorao. J do anything by bully-

ing him.
Oka atore khun hoyol^a ondeko jhik jhoraokoa.

"When a murder has been committed in any
village the people are bullied into telling all

they know.

Jhiko jhoko. With great difficulty, with
worry.

Khan jhiko jhoko jhiko jhokoko sim ralf keda.
Then they passed the time with difliculty

Jhil

Jola,

till cockcrow.

:}
A shallow marsh or morass.

Jhile mile. ") Shining, polished, burn-
Jhilmil j ished, beautiful. C£

jhalmal.

Jhili. \ A trench used as a fire-

Jhili gada. J place when cooking has
to be done for a large number of

persons.

Jhiliau. To remove the stamens from
the flowers of the Mahua tree be-

fore cooking them.
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Jhil jhilia. Not closely woven, having
intervals between the threads. Cf.

Jhil jhol. To shew off, to swagger.
Jhil jhole dara baraekana. He goes atont

swaggering.

Jhilo. To swing, a child's swing.
Bare jororeko jhiloKa. They swing on the pen-

dulous roots of the Banyan tree.

Jhilo jholo. To push and pull.

A<Jiko jhilo jhilokediiia. They pushed and pul-
led me about.

Jhilon jholon. Hanging down and
flapping.

Adorn doko bhagwaica jhiloii jholon. Some
wear the bhagwa long and it flaps aa they
walk.

Jhimbri. A fish trap made of finely

split bamboo.
This trap is baited and set. It has a small door

which a fish can push open to admit of its

entering, but which cannot be opened to

afford egress.

Jhimbria. A large jungle climbing

plant, HolmsJcioldia sanguinea,

Retz.

Jhim jhimi. An ear ornament.

Jhin baber. A bridle.

Jhinga. A cultivated food plant, Laffa
acutangula, Roxh.

Earn jhinga. The edible Hibiscus, the Indian

vegetable known as the Lady's finger, Hibis-

ens esculentus, Linn.

Jhingae potae. The whole family.

Jhiiigae potaeko hedena. The whole family

has oome.

Jhinga phulia. Lazy, applied to one

who prefers amusement to work.
Jhinga phulia hor kanae.

Jhingor jhitigor. Scattered.

Noa atorehko jhihgor jhiiigor cabaena. The
people of this Tillage are all scattered far

and wide.

Jhingur. A plant the root of which is

Jhingur. An ear ornament. [edible.

Jhinka jhakur.lUnequally balanced, as

Jhinko jhakur.J scales, or weights on

a banghy.

Jhinka tare. \ Unequally balanced as

Jhinko toro. J scales, or the loads on

a banghy pole.

Jhioko jhokor.\Unequally balanced, as

Jhinko jhokor. J
the weights at each

endof aJDanghypole; applied also

to the gait of a person carrying an

unequally balanced banghy.
Jhinko jhokore bhariaka€a. He has loaded his

banghy unequally.

Jhinko toro, Unequally balanced as

the weights of a banghy.

Jhin jhin. Faint.
Jhin jhiniii a(kareda. I feel faint.

Jhinjhinau. To faint.

Jhin jhinaulikanae. She is fainting.

Jhinjhir. A small forest tree, Bauhin-
ia variegata, Linn.

Jhiiijit. A small forest tree, Bauhinia
retusa, Ham.

Jhin kicric. Drill cloth.

Jhinthi pathri. Spells.

JhinthiaK alo pathriaK alo lagaoK bajaoSma.
Let no spell be thrown over her.

Jhinuk. A bi-valve, the shell of a bi-

valve.
Jhinuk jat. Bi-valve molluscs.

Jhinuk jel. The flesh of a bi-valve.

Jhinulv pitha. A kind of biscuit, made
by sticking two small flat cakes of

dough together with sweets, &c.

between, and then baking.
This bread has the appearance of a bi-valve,

(jhinuk) whence the name.

Jhipir jhipir. Continuous drizzle.

Jhiri hiri. To trickle down.
Jhiri hiri daK atuKkana. Water trickles down_

Jhiri jhiri. To trickle.

Jhiri jhiri ?ituKkana. It flows trickling down.

Jhipir jhipir. To sparkle, or flash when
shaken.

Jhlt. To irrigate, applied mainly to

irrigation from wells or tanks where

the water is raised mechanically.

Jhitoc jhotoc. Slow or feeble and care-

lessly attired.

Jhitor jhotor. To swagger about in a

grand dhoti.

JhSea. Small fry, a small fish, a minnow.
TinaEhakopedamletkoa? MiStee jhoeahobale

llamledea. How many fish did you get ?

We did not even get a minnow.

Jhogor.
'I
To quarrel, to wrangle, to

Jhogra. J strive.

Jhogor lagao. To begin a quarrel.

Am ge jhogorem lagaoeda. It is you who are
quarrelling.

JhograKkanako. They are quarrelling.

Jhograhi. ] Quarrelsome.
Jhograhia. J

^

Jatge jhograhigeae. He is quarrelsome by dis-

position.
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Jhokao. To attract, to bring anything

undesirable upon oneself.

Mahajonko noako reak horo aanamko jhokao-
akat'a. The merchants have bought up all

the dhan in these parts, or the merchants
have attracted to themselves all the dhan
of these parts.

Amtege noa dom jhokaoakawana. Ton have
yourself broue^ht this upon you.

Eai otiri jhokaoakawana. I have brought upon
myself all the responsibilities connected
with leasing land.

Eaj ot jhokao alga do bah kana. It is no light

thing to take upon oneself the responsibil-

ity connected with land.

Jhok jhokao.lTo intimidate, to bully,

Jhok jhokao, J to bluster, to force one

to do a thing by intimidation or

bluster.
Mahajonko jhok jhokaoedirtkanako. The money

lenders are bullying me.

Jhol. Anything hanging from the roof,

such as cobwebs, &c., which has

become smutted by soot.

Calre jholakana.
. Adi jhol motkaakana.

Jhola. To burn with a burning piece

of wood.
Jholakediilae. He burnt me with a. piece of

burning wood, or a firebrand.

JholawaKme . Set fire to it with a burning piece

of wood.

Jholand. Thicket, dense brushwood
jungle.

Ona jholandre hakoko tahena. In that place

where the roots are numerous fish are to be
found.

Jhol motka. Smoke, smutty with soot.

Jholiiga. Reaching to the feet, as a

garment.

Jholon. ") Reaching to the feet,

Jholoii jholon. J as a garment.
Jholoh jholohe d"hgaa'jana. His garments are

down to his feet.

Jholphol. The radiance emanating from
the sun before he appears above

the horizon, after-glow of sun set.

JholpholoKkana. There is an after-glow, or light

is breaking in the East.

Jhomble. To assemble, to make into

a bunch.
Ape do mit t^ienpe jhombleakana. Ton are

assembled in one place.

Mi6 bar jhomble jondrae emadilia. He gave
me a bunch or two of Indian corn coba.

Tol jhobleme. Tie them into bunches.
Mit jhomble jondra. Four cobs of Indian corn

tied together.

Jhomojhoc.\The Pied Crested Cuckoo,
Jhorojhoc.

J
Goccystis jacobinus.

Jhomoke jhomok. Well matched pair.

Jhompa. To cover, as a fowl under a
basket, or as a plant with thorns
to preserve it.

Jhomor jhomor. Continuous, ss rain,

heavy.
Jhomor jhomore daKeda. It rains continuously,

Jhond. A patch of dense jungle with

much brushwood and under growth.
Lar jhond. A thicket of lar (q. v.)

Kurit' rama jhond. A thicket of kurit' rama
(q. V.)

Janum jhond. A thicket of janum (q. v.)

Jh5nga. Weak and emaciated through

illness.

Jhopo toro. Scrub jungle.

Jhopro. Dense, thick, as scrub j ungle.
Jhopro bir. Dense scrub jungle.

Jhopso. To be cloudy.

Jhopsoakat'ae. It is clouded'over.
DaK do bae dalceda eken jhopso. It does not

rain, it is only cloudy.

Jhora. To drive game, to beat for

game.
Kulaiko jhorakoa liindare. They drive harea

at night (into nets.)

Jhora totke^koako. They drove them (deer)

out.
Kaki ayo orak khone jhora tofketbona. Our

step-mother hunted us out of the house,
(referring to the heat when all sleep out of
doors.)

Jhora. \A flat disc woven with the twigs

Jhuri.j of certain climbing plants,

used to carry earth.

One is slung at each end of a bamboo and cOlT-

ried on the shoulder.

JhSrS. Weakened and emaciated

through illness.

Jhoroe jhoroe. Sound of wind and rain.

Jhorojhoc. The Pied Crested Cuckoo,
Goccystisjacobinus.

Jhorojhoc. Drenched, dripping.
Jhorojhoc lohotenae. He is drenched.

Jhoro jhoro. Applied to the sound of

falling or dripping water.
Jhoro jhoro sadekana. It sounds drip, drip.

Jhotea. Lean and big bellied, as one
suffering from fever and spleen.

Jhoto poto. Anyhow, hui-riedly and
inefficiently.

Ce{ lekape kamibaralaKaP Jhoto potogele ka-
mikeda. How did you do your cultivation?
We did it anyhow, (rushed it through.)
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Jhotor, Indian corn cobs plaited to-

gether by the sheath coverings.
Bar ha^aS ion(Jra mii; jhotor hoyoKa.

Jhotra jhutri. To use force, to compel
either by main force or bullying.

Jhotra jhutriko idiketkoa. They took them
away forcibly.

Jhotra motra. Bundles, impedimenta.

Jhotrao. To take away, or to cause to

go by constraint.
Jhotrao idike£koako. They took them away

by force.

Jhotraoket'koako. They constrained them
to go.

Jhuk. To be courageous, intrepid,

plucky, vigorous, impetuous, hot-

blooded.
A'Ji jhuk hor. A plucky, or vigorous fellow.

Lalai jhukoUpe. Be bold to speak.
Alope bolaoea adiye jhukoKa. Do not interfere

with him he is very hot blooded.
Kstmire flt'Jiye jhukolia. He works vigorously.

Jhukau. To be irritated, excited, roused,

inflamed, to set upon, to fly at.

Iiireye jhukau go€ena. He was irritated and
sprang at me.

Geger l*git banae jhiikauena. The bear was
roused to sotting upon one.

Bhipcui hopon lagit adie jhuk^uKkana. The
King crow is very excited about its young
ones.

Kataha janwar horre g.diko jhubauEa. Beasts
of prey fly at human beings.

Jhukel. Courageous, intrepid, plucky,

vigorous, industrious.
Khub jhukel hor kanae. He is a very vigorous

person.
Sendra khube jhukela. He is a plucky hunter.

Jhukmuc.") Shrivelled, as a very old

Jhuknuc. J person.

Jhulainda. Sooty, smoked, smutty
with soot.

Jhulaindaakana oraE do. The house is sooty.

Jhulau. To become weak, or emaciated.
Kamite dherko jhulauena. They have lost con-

dition by working.
Dara daratele jhulauena. We have become lean

through journeying.
Euate jhulauenae. He is much reduced by fever.

Jhuli bhati. A perquisite received by
the panchayat from the father of

a young man at the settlement of

a certain kind of irregular mar-

riage.

Jhulkau. To raise enthusiasm, to in-

cite, to inspirit, to excite.
Eneo jhulkauakatkoae. He raised their enthu-

siasm for the dance.

E^mi khube jhulkgiuakatkoa. He has incited
them to work.

Kule jhulkauK kana. The tiger is getting
excited.

Jhulua jhulun. Applied to the jog
trot of the Indian post runner and
to the tinkling of the rings on the

stick over which he carries his let-

ter bag.
Jhulnii jhuluiie dar idieda.

Jhuma jhum. Violently, with a rush.

Jhuma jhumko ruhe^kediiia. They scolded me
violently.

Jhum?. jhumko kaphari?.uKkana. They are

quarrelling violently.

Jhuma jhumko hed gotena. They came with a
rush.

Jhumau. To nod, as when drowsy.

Jhumblai mente. In a body, in a co-

vey, all together, as one.

Horko bere£ gotena jhumblai mente. The peo-
ple rose up as one man.

Cereko argo gotena jhumblgii mente. The birds

alighted in a body.

Jhumur jhumur. Sound of tinkling or

rattling produced by small stones

or pellets iu hollow ornaments of

bell metal.
Jhumur jhumur sadeKa. It emits a sound of

rattling.

Jhuna jhun. Violent, as a quarrel, or

wrangle ; with a rush.
Jhuna jhunko kaphariaultkana. They are quar-

relling violently.

XJni tuluiiko jhuna jhunena. They quarrelled

with him violently.

Jhund. Dense, as a thicket ; a thicket,

flock, herd, crowd.
Noabirdo a4i jhunija. This jungle is very

dense.
Ggii jhund. A herd of cattle.

Jhun jhun. ") Dry, dry and shrivelled,

Jhun jhunau. J absolutely dry,

Jhun jhun sade. To rattle, as a dry fruit^n a
pod.

Rohor jhun jhunau hodoSa.

Jhun jhuni. ") -p.

Jhunjhunia. J •'"

Jhunka. Hollow bell-shaped ornaments

of bell metal having small stones

or pellets of iron inside, ^N'hich

rattle when the wearer walks.
Jhunka jhumur jhumur sadekana.

Jhunki. To become lean, to be pulled

down as an animal suckling a large

number of young ones.

Nunu jhunkikedeako. She has become lean
through suckling them.

Jhunkienae. She has become lean.
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Jhunuk jhupur. Loaded with jewelry.

Jhup marte. ") With a swoop, swoop-

Jhup mente. j ingly.

Jhupri. Hair loose and hanging down,

applied only to females.

Jhupri."! A shelter made of branches, a

Jhupri.J booth.

Jhupur jhupur. Continuous drizzle.

Jhupur jhupure dalceda. It drizzles continu-

ously.

Jhur. A thicket.

Jhur. To cause to be sickly or unhealthy,

applied to the effect which too

much shade has on growing plants.

Darete jhurlteda. It has been made unhealtliy

by the shade of the tree.

Noa dare buta reaB horo jhurena. The rice

under the shade of this tree is sickly.

Jhurat. ") To be over-ripe, dry through

Jhurau. / being over-ripe.

Gele khon jaiite^ jhurau Aurena. The grain
being over-ripe has fallen out o£ the ears.

Eohor jhuratena. It has ripened and dried.

Jhure jhure. Shakings from the straw

in which grain has been wrapped.

C£ jhara jhaura.

Jhurgusia. To shelter in a thicket, to

suppress information.

Jhuri. Thin branches used as firewood.

Noa birrele jhuri jhantieda. We obtain fire-

wood and fencing branches from this jungle.

Jhur jhuri. An ear ornament shaped

like the leaf of a Pipal tree.

Jhurjhuri. A common grass having

flower stalks that grow to a con-

siderable height.

Jhurjhuri. A small annual plant,

Vernonia cinerea, Less.

Jhuru jhuru. Polished, smooth, sleek.

Jhnru jhuru cikara. It is polished and smooth.

Jhu^. Irp^ ^g falsified, false.
Jhutha.J
Nin din nin jug do bail jhutjaakan mathaakan-

talea. All these years we have never known
it to be falsified.

Jhuta mutha. Leavings of food
;
pre-

tendingly, make believe.

Jhuta mutha jojom hor kanae. He is a person

who eats what another has left.

Tll^th Vi f
"''^ ^^^^' "'i*'^°^* recompence.

Jhutholi hec haronenaA. I have taken the trou-

ble to come and all in vain.

Jhuth pus. Make believe, to no purpose.
Jhuth puse kgimikana. He is only pretending

to work.

Jhutiau. To seize by the hair, to seize.

JhutiaukediAae. Jle caught me by the hair am
the crown of my head.

Jhuto puso. Make believe, not really_

Jhutuc. ") Applied to rain which
Jhutuc jhutuc. J though not heavy is

continuous.

Jhutucjhutu6.
1

Jhutukjhutuk.[Drizzluigrain,to drizzle.

Jhutukjhutuk.J
Si6 satup jhutuK jhutuKe daKeda. It drizzles

continuously.

Ji. To smell, to sniff.

Ji atkarkedae. Hesmelledit.
Eaha jiatt jialikanae. He keeps smelling the

fiower.

Jijikanae. He is smelling.

Jia. Grand, as in grandmother.
Jiad budhi. My grandmother.
Jia hatomili. My grand aunt.
Jiad tatad. My grand parents.
Bohga jia. Paternal grandmother.
Here jia. Maternal grandmother.

Jia. Said when returning the salute

of a younger person, or an inferior.

Jia itat. A present of cloth given by
a bridegroom to the bride's grand-
mothers at the time of marriage.

Bohga jia ital:. Cloth given by a bridegroom
to his bride's paternal grandmother.

Here jia itait:. Cloth given by a bridegroom to
his bride's maternal grandmother.

Jiam. ")The Tailor-bird, Orthotonius

Jian. J sutorius, so called from its

note. Cf ghardidi.

Jian. To rinse the hair by throwing
the head back into water.

XJmoKreko jiahoKa. When bathing they rinse
the hair by throwing the head back into the'

water.

Jiar. ") Always moist, as soil, reten-

Jiol. ) tive of life.

Noa sodol? jiargea. The bottom of this ravine
is always moist.

Jiol khet kana. It is a field that is always moist.
Sukri doko jiargea. Pigs die hard.

Jiau. To preserve alive.

Sehgel jiaukaKme. Keep the fire alive.

Katha ji^u dohokam. Keep the matter alive.

Jib. Life, soul.

TinaKjibape? More jlbale. How many souls
are youf There are five of us.

Jiba. Life.
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Jib dan. Live, the gift of life.

Khange jib daukin liamkeC khankin nd^u got-
ena. Then when they had received the gift

of life they immediately flew away.

Jibi. Cf jiwi.

Jib jontu. Living creatures.

Jibka. To keep back part of an accu-

sation, or of evidence, so that the

culprit may not be utterly undone.

Jibkqi dohokam, sanam alom roy cabaea. Keep
back a part do not tell all.

Jibkae dohokeda. He did not tell all.

Jibk» leka dohokam. Keep back as much as

will at least save his skin.

Jid. To struggle, endeavour, exert

oneself, make effort, use diligence,

be careful, apply oneself, be assi-

duous, persistent, persevere.
Adiye jidefjkana. He is very persistent,

jidkateye hataokeda. He persisted and took it.

Jidahi. Persistent, persevering, vigor-

ous, assiduous.
44i jidahi hor kanae. He is a very persevering

person.

Jidajid. Diligently, persistently, per-

severingly, assiduously, with all

one's heart.

Jidsjidko k^mikana. They are working very

diligently.

4(}i jid»jide oeoe^kana. He studies diligently

.

Jigas. To ask, to enquire, to take no-

tice of, to consult, to search for.

Ili do bako jigasledilia. They did not consult

me.
Jigaske(;koamP Did you search for them ?

Jidat. Persistency.
Adi jidate lagaoakaCa. He is very persistent.

Jiddhi. Energetic, persistent, perse-

vering.

Jidhi. To persist, to persevere.

Eorore jidhiakafa. He has persisted in speak-

ing.

Jigir. 1 rpQ importune, to beg hard.

.^cliye jigireda. He is extremely importunate.

Jihorjohor. Reaching to the feet, as

a garment.

Jigra jigri. To quarrel, wrangle, alter-

cate.

Jigra jigrienako. They are wrangling.

Jihu. Two species of birds bear this

name.
Bhonda jihu. The Bengal Babbler, Malacocer-

cus terricolor.

Jg^num jihu. The Bush Chat.

Jihu malla. A necklace of beads re-

sembling a string of the eggs of

the Jihu bird. (q. v.)

Jija._
1

Jijalc. [Excreta, used by children.

Jiji. J

Jiki. 7 To move while in a sitting

Jikicjikic. ) posture, dragging the

posteriors along the ground.

Jiki iaruQ. )^ , ,

T-i • •• j-ror a long time.
Jikijarum.

J

°

Jiki j?,ruhko acur baraekana. They have been
going round about here for a long time.

Jiki jaruhko durupakana. They have been sit-

ting a long time.

Jiki miki. Resplendent, bedecked'

flashy, grandly attired.

Jila. A district, a division of a country

for administrative purposes.

Jilet. To stick to, to adhere, as a plas-

ter. Cf jalat'.

Thl'lrl [-A kind of sweetmeat.

Jilip jilip. Showing off, flashing.

Jilip jilip. To blink, as one who has

looked at the sun.

Jilpat. To shrink, as the stomach
through want of food, illness, &c.

Eohor jilpaitenae. He is wasted away and hia
stomach is shrunken.

Beiigeote jilpatenae. His stomach has shrunk
through want.

Jilpsite durupakana. There he sits with his

shrunken stomach.

Jilpit. ) To blink with the eyes,

Jilpit; jilpil;. J unable to open the eyes

to the full.

JilpiC jilpife behgefeda. He is blinking.

Jilu. Nearest to the mark, as in the

game of pitch and toss.

Ifiak jiluakana. Mine is nearest the mark.

Jilu milu. 1 Blinking with the eyes,

Jiluk miluk. J weak from hunger or

fatigue so as to be unable to open

the eyes to the full extent.

Jilwa thalwa. \At a loss, perplexed,

Jilwa thalwe. J
hopeless, weak, at one's

wit's end.

Jilwa th*lw9.enae. He is at his wit's end.

35
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Jima. Charge, trust, to give in charge

or trust, to deliver.

TJni jimgire menalfa. It is in his charge.
TJniye jim9.wadiiia. He put it in my charge.

Bar pe maha Ig^gil! cg-ukidar then iimakaeme.
Give it (a cow) into the charge of the watch-
man for a day or two.

Jin. Drill cloth.

Jin. A spirit, a ghost.

Jinau. To cause to recover, to revi-

vify, to reanimate, to succeed.
Bnal{ khone jinsiukedea. He was the means of

his recoTCry from fever.

Ni* helrele jin9inakadea. "We have succeeded
in saving him this time.

Nigi mokordomarell jin^uena. I have won in

this case.

J.
1 > To excel, to win.

XTniaK katha jindgetaea. His word has got the
victory.

Jingar. Keeping in good condition al-

though sparingly fed.

Jiais. A thing, an article, property,

goods, wealth.
Bese jinisakafa. He has gathered much wealth.
Mif tail jinis alfgniii oalalfkaua. I am going to

bring a certain article.

Jinis. Genus, kind, species, sort, con-

dition.

Aour jiniste calaKme. Make a circuit.

i>hq.lu jinis benaome. Make it sloping.
Nonkan jinisrele tahenkana. We are living ui

such a condition.

Oka jinisteA calaKa? How shall I go? (in a
straight line, or round about, or how P)

Th 'h' f'^°
^^^^ faint, or dizzy.

Jinjingeii atkareda. I feel faint.

Jinjin^u.
JTo faint.

Jhmjhmau.J
Jinjin9.u6nae. She has fainted.

Jinjir. "I A small forest tree, Bauhinia
Jhirijhir.J variegata, Linn.

Jiiijri. Lean, emaciated, applied to

female children.

JiAjri. "1 A kind of fish trap, lattice

Jhidjri. J work, pierced with holes, as a

sieve.

Jinthi. A potsherd.

Jinthi pathri. Spells, charms, enchant-

ments.
Jinthijif alo, p^thrialf alo lagaoK bajaolfma.

Let no spell be thrown over her.

Jio.l Said when returning the saluta-

Jia.J tion of a younger person or an
inferior.

Jiol. Always moist, as soil.

Jiol khet. A field which is always moist and
the crops of which never die.

Jiol hako. A species of fish.

Jion. Life.

Jior. Always moist, as certain soils.

J."."
p,.' >To blink with the eyes.

Jipi jipiye behget'eda. She is blinking.

Jipa. \Seeing indistinctly through not
Jipni.j being able to open the eyes

properly, having drooping eyelids.
Me6 jip^ eseijakantaea, His eyes are closed by

the eyelids (being swollen.)

Jipa jape. "1 Slow, leisurely, as if be-

Japajopo.j numbed with cold.

Jipan japan. Tottering, slowly and
painfully, as a very old person.

Cf japaii jupun.

Jipir jipir. Drizzling.
Jipir jipir japute lagaokeda. The rains have

set in with a drizzle.

Jipir jipir. \To sparkle or flash when
Jhipir jhipir. J shaken. Cf jhipir

jhipir.

Hilg-uKkana jipir jipir. It shakes and flashes.

Jipo jopo. To move about slowly as a
person of great age.

Jipo jopo baraekanae. He moves about slowly.

Jiput. To look sad, depressed, down
spirited.

Jira. Carraway seed, Garum Garwi,
Linn.

Jirau. To rest, to retain food, &c. on
the stomach, to agree with one, as

water.
Jirau johme. Eest yourself.
DurnpjirSiulfme. Sit down and rest.

DaK bae jir^u dareada. The water (of the place)
did not agree with him.

Ean bae jirau dareada. He could not retain
the medicine (he vomited it.)

Jom jir?inkedae. He ate and was able to re-
tain the food on his stomach.

J in J
in. J

Jiri jiri atuKkana. It flows trickling down.

Jiri jiri.. Clean, pure, as water.

Jirip jirip.l Sparkling, glossy and shin-

Jirit jirit. j ing, flashing in the sun.

Jirip jirip. To blink as one who has
been looking at the sun.
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Jirif jiriti. To glitter, glisten, twinkle
;

to blink with the eyes.

Jirlun. Depressed, having a sad or

downcast look, emaciated, worn
out.

Jirmok. Disfigured, exhausted, sad,

dull.

JifmoKe dufupakana. He is sitting looking very
Bad.

Jiro joro. To trickle, flow as blood from

a wound.
Jiro joroe mayamoKkana. He is bleeding freely.

Jiro joro mayam joro idilckantaea. Blood trick-

les to the ground as he moves along.

Jiro koto. 1 Laden with children and
Jiro toko. J packages so as to be great-

ly hampered.
Jifo tokoko oalaK kana. They are going laden

•with children and goods.

Jiryau miryan. Small fry, small game.
Celekope goeketkoa? jiryaii miryan. What

have you killed? Only small game.

Jista. A quire of paper.
Mii jistg. kagoj. One quire of paper.

Jisu. Jesus.

Jit. Victory.
Itiaii jit hoeena. It is my victory.

Jita. Life.

Jit?, janam. )
^^^^ ^j ^^^^^^^ i^g_

Jita bnor. )

Jitau. To overcome, to conquer, to

come off safely.

Jitluls. Miserable looking, depressed,

sad, applied to females.

Jiwerjewer. ") Sticky, mucilaginous, of

Jewer jewer. ) viscous consistency,

persistent under difficulties.

Jewer jewer holoiiko sipiakafa. They have

mixed the flour into a thin paste.

Matkom jewer jewerko andaKakafa. They have

cooked the matkom (q. v.) into mucilage.

Jiwer jewerem calaKkana. Ton are persisting

in going under great difficulty (through

hunger or thirst, &o.)

Jiwel To live, to become];'alive ; to

revive ; living, life.

Noa jiwefoe. In this life.

Jiwe£ janam. 7 ,j,^^^ ^f natural life.
Jiwet ]onom.

)

„ ^ , vi
Jiwet bhor. Full term of natural life.

Jiwe£ daK. Water that has not been boiled.

Jao ji-wet. Term of life.
. .

Jiw6« dhiri. A hard stone, applied prmoipaUy

to quartz.
Jiwef dare. A living tree.

Jiwe£ berel > To recover from a dangerous ul-

Jiwei ru9.r. ) ness, to come to life again.

JiwedoKae. He will recover, or come to life

again.

Goiko khone jiwe< berefkedea. He raised him
from the dead.

DaKlekhan ghas jiwei ru^rolfa. When the
rains come the grass will revive.

DaKte horo jiwei! ru^fena. The rain has reviv-

ed the diian.

Jiwi. Life, soul, spirit ; to be patient,

to yearn for.

Jiwi hataf. To be patient, to repress one's de-
sires.

Jiwi agu. To Icill, to take life.

Jiwi rarec. To console, comfort.
Jiwi thandha. To be refreshed after fatigue.
Jiwi botorte. Through fear of losing life.

Jiwi lae poran. With all one's might.
Jiwi jante. With heart and soul.

Jiwi kotol: }
'^° "«'' "''«'« ^^

Bar jiwian. } P^S^^nt, enceinte.

Jiwi ololi. To be dispirited, or hopeless.
Jiwi lorao. To be .disappointed, dispirited.

Jiwi ten. To restrain one's grief.

Jiwi j^ti. Mind and body.
Jiwi jakfe. With all one's might.
Jiwi rehef!. To retain life.

Jiwi rehe^akan dhg-ric laraoK hoyoStaboua.
We must work as long as we live.

Jiwe£ tahen h^bio. As long as life lasts.

Jiwi juij?,si. 'To be refreshed after fatigue.

Jiwi alae. To hazard one's life, to give oneself
up to die.

Jiwi calaK. To die.

Behgedte jiwi calaK lekali ^ikaueda. I feel like

dying through hunger.
Jiwi calaoentaea. His spirit has departed.
Jiwi oalaK oupi calaE. Whatsoever may hap-

pen.
Jiwi oporkantaea. He is unable to make up his

mind.
Jiwi jom. To covet.

Jiwi jomkedae. He coveted it.

Mef jom. To lust after, especially within the
forbidden degrees of affinity.

Mefe jomkeda. He lusted.

Jiwire hit ball atkareda. I do not feel it palat-

able.

CeCleka jiwi j*ti menaKpea? How is your
health generally p

Ona gidi jiwiediA kana. I yearn greatly for it.

Jiwiko ^tkirkeda gujuR botorte. They fled

through fear of death.

Jiwi ge dhonko ba^aekeda. It was their life

they held dear.

Jo. Fruit, result; to bear fruit, to

fruit.

Jo baha din. Season of flowering and fruiting.

Jobab. To reply, to give answer, to

dismiss, to die.

Jobabkedae. He died.

Jobabadeae. He dismissed him.

Joba baha. The Shoe flower. Hibiscus

rosa-sinensis, Linn., a favourite

shrub in Indian gardens, with

single or double red, yellow, or

white flowers.
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Jobab dahi."!

Jobab dihi. >Reply, responsibility.

Jobab dohi.J
Jobab dgiM emoR hoyoKtama. The responsibil-

ity rests with you.
Ona realc jobab dihi lagaoakoa. They must

give an aooount of it.

Joban. To promise, to cause to expect.
Okae jobanlaRa, ona bae pur9.u dafeada. He

was unable to fulfil his promise.

Jobdao. ) To wallow or toU in mire, to

Jobdhao. J be ill past hope of recov-

ery, to be be-spattered with mud,
as one who has rolled in a puddle.

Jobdaoenae uni ^ahra do. That bullock is past
recovery.

Losofiteye jobijaoakan tahekana. He was all

be-spattered with mud.

Jobdao. ) To subdue, set down, warn,

Jobdhao. J rebuke, snub.
Jobdaokadeabo. We set him down.

Jobdo. Heavy, big.

Aiji jobdogea noa ka( do. This log is very heavy.

Jobdo. To set down, to subdue, to

snub.
Jobdoakadeako. They have given him a set-

ting down.

Jobe. To wallow in mire, to be be-

smeared with mud, to lie down
in water, or a puddle, to bathe.

Dela jobeK. Let us go to bathe.

Jobe. When.
Jobeli calalfa, unre noa bathalaii galmaraoa.

When I go, then we will discuss this matter.

Jobho. Damp, moist, as soil.

Jobjob. \Damp, wet, moist, drench-

Jobo jobo.J ed.

Jobjobge afkaroKkana ot do. The floor feels

damp.

Jobo6 jobod. Full of water, as a sponge,

or a cloth that has been immersed

in water.
Joboo joboo loho£akana. It is Boaked]!with

water.

Jobod. To attach property under a

warrant, to lay an embargo on, to

sequestrate.
Khetbo jobodkettaea. They attached his

rice fields.

Jobodhon. Over-stout, so fat as to be

monstrous or unsightly, applied

to women; unsightly, rough, as

a piece of work.
Jobojhoiie lielolfkana. She is monstrously fat.

Jobo(jhoh|menaJ{ge kami. The work is unsightly.

Jobodhon. Slow, sluggish in movement.

Jobo j obo. Drenched, wet, moist, damp.

Jobor. Strong, large, great, rich ; force.
I/i khonem joborgea? Are you greater than I

am?
Jobor alom calaoa. Do not use force.
Uni do khub jobor hor kanae. He is a very

rich man.

Jobori. Violent, forceful, given to us-

ing force.

Joborjos. ~| Violence, oppression; to

Joborjosti. ) oppress, to force.

Joborjosti oho calaolentama. Tou will not be
allowed to oppress.

Alom joborjostia. Do not use violence.

Jobot. To attach property under a
warrant, to sequestrate. C£ jobod,

Jobra. Rubbish, straws, leaves, &c,

lying about the court yard of a
house, litter.

OraK jobraaksntaea. His house is littered
with rubbish.

Jobran. To use force, to oppress.
Jobrankate g?iiko idike^koa. They took away

the cows forcibly,

Jobrani. Force, violence, to employ
force, to oppress.

Jobrani calaokedae. He used force.
Jobrinikedae . He used force

.

J6c. Small, insignificant, of no repute.
Am joe cet'em cekaea? You insignificant, what

will you do P

Hakim samahre etalrko do joe. All others are
small when before the magistrate.
Joe mara gidr?,. A little imp.

Joe joc. Wet, dripping, damp.
Joe joo lohofakanae. He is dripping wet.

Jodbodao. To smear, to stain, as a
cloth.

AkoaK sar mayamteko jodbodaoa. They smear
their arrows with blood.

Noakicrid mayamte jodbodaoena. This cloth
is stained with blood.

Losotteye jodbodaoakana. He is besmeared
with mire.

Jodhe. To force oneself on another, to

bore, to be familiar, as a child with
one whom he is at home with.

No ko gidra nui fhenko jodhe baraekana. These
children are very familiar with him (climb-
ing up on his knees, hugging him, &o.)

Ale thene jodheakana. He has attached him-
self to us (doing odd Jobs here and there
and looking for food.)

Jodo. Sluggish, lazy, slow in movement,
and dull in intellect.

Jodo bodo. To be smeared with mud,
to wallow in mire.
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Joe. A good omen, a presage of success

or good fortune.
Sendra a^i joo nthauena. A good omen for

the suooess of the hunt has been obtained.
Bolo torageko goolelcokhan joe uthauKa. If

game is killed at the out-set of a hunt it

presages good fortune during the oontinu-
anoe of the hunt.

Joe hoeena. There is a good omen.

Jog. To conspire, to collude, to act to-

gether to defraud; conspiracy,

collusion.
Noko doko jogakata uni hor liure l?.git. These

people have conspired together to ruin that
man.

Ill do noa jogre bah menaiia. I am not in this

conspiracy.

Jogao. To take care of, to treasure

up, lay by ; to nurse.
Bos jogao. To raise up seed.
Ita ranu bese jogaoakata. He has bept the

medicinal roots safely and well.

Noko ka4a 4anra bese jogaoakat'kotaea. He
has taken great care of hie buffaloes and
oxen.

Jogar. To take care of, to store care-

fully, to lay by.
Tia khon nonkam jogar doholeda? How long

have you had this stored carefully away ?

JomaKko jogarakawana. They have provided
themselves with food.

Jogaria. Careful, frugal.

Jogariahor kanae. Heis a very careful person.

Jogarsan. \To take care of, to keep

Jogasan. j in good condition, as

weapons.
Bese jogasankeda. He has taken good care of it.

Ceflekajogarsante engattete doholedea. With
how much care he cherished hia mother.

Jogas. Care, solicitude, heed.

Bes jogaste dohokom. Take good care of them.

Jog maiijhi. One of the officials of a

Santal village. He acts as the

censor of the morals of the youths

and maidens of the village, and

also as the assistant of the Marijhi,

orHeadman, in all matters in which

the young people under his charge

are concerned.

Jog paranik. One of the officials of a

Santal village. His duty is to assist

the Jog marijhi (q. v.)

Joh. Design, purpose, opportunity.
Cef johem calaK kana ? Joh do menaKgea. What

purpose have you in going ? I have a pur-

pose.
Cei joh oonem hecakana. Tou have some design

in coming.
Oka sen d^r reaK joh bah tahekana. There

was no opportunity to flee in any direction.

Joha. Cheek.
Johae oapoakana. He rests his cheek upon hia

hand,

Johar. Salutation.
So johar. The common salute, made by raising

the palm of the right hand towards the face.

PoboK ]ohar. Bowing down in saluting an
elder person.

Balaea johar. The salutation between those
who stand in the relationship of balaea
(q. v.) to each other.

Bahonhar johar. The salutation between a
woman and her kusband'a elder brother, or
brothers.

Jopohar. Mutual ealution.

Joh johao. To be on the alert, to be in

readiness, to watch for.

Jel thuye l^gi^ johjohaoakanae. He is on the
alert to shoot the deer.

Merom mage l^igi^e johjohaoakana. He is stand-

ing ready to out off the goat's head.

Joho joho. Big-bellied, sluggish in

movement.
Marah utar lad menaStaea joho joho. He has

a great protuberant stomach.

JoSjohok.jUpt^'^'l^'l^'^*^-
HotoK joholi daK menaKa. There is water up

to the neck.

Johok johok. Hanging, or reaching far

down, as clothes on the person.
JohoK johoK bandeakanae. She is wearing her

sg.ri down to her feet.

JohoK johoK mallae horoKakafa. She is wearing
a necklace which reaches down over her
breast.

Jahga h^bic dhntiakanae johoK johoS. Hia dhoti
reachea down to his feet.

Johol. Tenacious of purpose, persist-

ent, persevering.
Nui hor do joholgeae. This man is persistent.

Joholkedae nui do. He stuck to his purpose.

Johor.
I
Reaching to the feet as

Johor johor. J clothes.

Johor johore dhutiahana. He wears his dhoti
down to his feet.

Johor johor mitteko calaRkana. They go along
in a band with dhotis reaching to their feet.

Joh5t. Time.
Johot menalSa. There is time.

j5hot. ") Urgency, unremitting, contin-

JohSt. J uous, busy.
Adi johotre menaJia. I am very busy.
K^mire aijiko johotakana. They are unremitt-

ing in their work.
Cei johot lagapatmea? What urgency drivea

youP
AmaK k9.mi ?.4i johotgetama. Your service

is hard, or unremitting.

Joh5t 1
''^° ^^'^"^ °^ ^^^^ slightly.

Johot idikedako. They brushed against him as

they passed.
Johot tioUkediliae. He brushed against me

slightly.
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Johot; mohol!, To delay, to cause delay
to others who are jDrepared but
have to wait on his account.

Ceka barae kanam johof molioS? What are you
doing causing ua to waste time waiting for
you?

Johot' mohof sat ge bah hoyoKkautaea. His
preparations are not completed.

Johra. Ingredient, to amalgamate, to

unite with.
Noa reals johra babon ^guatat'a. We have not

brought one of the ingredients.

. Noa reaU johra ar bar pe go^ec menaKa. There
are two or three ingredients of this awant-
ing.

AHli tuludem johralfkhan. If you unite with us.

Johrao. To provide, collect necessaries,

to prepare.
Ce{kope johraoakafa, se auria? What have you

provided, or have you still something to get ?

Joj. A cor. of the English judge,
a great man (ironically.)

Am do jojem hoeena? Have you become a great
man?

Jojao. To spend life, to pass existence,

to live.

Adi dine jojaokeda. He lived a long time (his

was a long life.)

Jojao. To prove, to substantiate, to

succeed, to bear fruit.

Noa dom jojao dareaKa? Can you substantiate
this?

Jojna. To bring up an old accusation,

or a matter that has been settled,

to carry tales.

Ce£ am dom jojnaaiSkana? What are you cast-
ing up to me ?

Jojo. Acid, sour; to get the better of

one.
Jojogea. It is acid.

H^n^i jojoena. The liquor has soured.

Jojokgiliji. An icid beveridge used in the hot
weather.

Jojokediliam P Did you get the better of me ?

Jojo dare. The Tamarind tree, Tam-
arindus in elicits, Linn.

Jojogna. To asperse, to bring up old

stories, to carry tales.

CedaKem jojognakana ? Why do you carry tales P

Jojo jhara. Stale cooked rice.

Ceiko emafaeaP Jojo jharageko em baraadiila.

What did they give you ? They gave me stale
cooked rice.

Jojom. Right as opposed to left.

Jojom ti. The right hand, or the hand with
which one eats. Cf . jom.

JojoS sen!
]»isM hand side.

Jojom sec acuroKme. Turn towards the right.

Jojo moroc. Acidulated.

Joj on. Distance, great distance, a

day's journey.
Tin?.K jojonem senlena? How many days' jour-

ney did you go ?

Jokh. } Direction.

Nia jokte si idime. Plough in this direction.

Jok. A leech.

Jok. To sweep.
Jonolf. A broom.

'j:rcikt:}T—ep clean.

OraKe jojoKkana. She is sweeping the floor.

Joka. A worm that sometimes infests

the lungs of animals.

Jokar. Younger.
Nui khone jokargea. He is younger than this

one.

Joka sakam. A small trailing plant,

Sida humilis, Willd.

Jokha. To measure.
Lekha jokha emol? hoyoKtama. Tou must give

an account.
Jokha ihgul. To pretend to cut, or slash, with

sword, &c.

Jokha. To find, to get, to meet with.
Bali jokhalena. . I did not meet with anything,

{I got nothing.)
Senlena*], baii jokhalena. I went, but did not

meet him.

Jokha.
]

Jokhac. iTime.

Jokhak.j
Calalf jokha. Time of going.
GujuK jokhac. Time of dying.

Jokha bajao. At the proper time, at the

right moment.
Jokha jukhi. To measure.
Jokha jukhikedape ? Did you make the mea-

surements ?

Jokha jumau. At the proper time, at

the right moment.
Bali jokha jumg-ulena, onateli diriena. I did

,

not go at the right time, for that reason I

am late.

Jokhan. Time. Cf. jokhe6.

Jokha sii. To measure exactly.

Jokha ei^kate sanam khun^iii giriakat'a. I meas-
ured the posts exactly and then cut them.

JokheC. ") rrr

Jokhen. J
Ona jokhed okarem tahekana P Where were you

at that time ?



Jokhom. t 279 ] Jomer angra

Jokhom. A wound, to wound.

Jokhon. When.
Nit do ban, jokhoniii oalaKa tokhon noa realf-

lan galmacaoa. Not now, when I go,

we sliall disouss this matter.

then

Joknol Shrivelled and wrinkled as a

very old person.

Joko. Wrinkled, dry.

Rohof jokoena. It is dry and wrinkled.
Bele jokoena. It is over ripe and dry.

Jola. A shallow lake or marsh.

Jol. To light, set fire to, to burn, to

lust.

Met joloK. To bo envious.
MeC joloKkantaea. He is enyious.
JoloiEkanae. He is burning with lust.

Boiiga dugur dugure joloKkana. The evil spir-

it is emitting light, (said of a phenom-
enon resembling Will o'the wisp that is

sometimes seen.)

Jola bii. A species of snake inhabit-

ing rivers.

Jola jhadkar. A species of deer.

Jhdan. 1
^^^* deposited on a field.

Joland. ") Thicket, dense brush-wood

Jholand, J jungle.

Jola pajhar. A species of Marsh Har-

rier.

Jol ghuti baron. To put out of the

enjoyment of all social privileges,

to put out of caste.

Jolha. A Mahomedan weaver.

Jolha denga ghas. A species of grass.

Jolkhot. To shrivel, to contract, as a

fruit when dry.

Eohor jolkhotena. It is dried up.

Jolkol To shrivel, to contract, as a

fruit when dry.

Eeiigeote lao jolkodoSa. The stomach contracts

through hunger.

Job japit. To blink with the eyes, as

one drowsy.
Jolo japiC baraekanae He is so sleepy, he can-

not keep his eyes open.

Job jolo. To blink, as one very drowsy.

Jolo joloe hehgeteda. He is blinking.

Jolom. To plaster a wattle wall with

clay.

Jolon. To be hot, inflamed, burning

pain, painful.
Jolonedekana. He feels a burning pain.

Jolonia. Plucky, intrepid, mettlesome,

having plenty of nerve.
Joloni^ hoy kanae. He is a plucky fellow.

Jolpan. Any slight repast or lunch-

eon, generally of something that

does not require cooking.

Jol sason. A kind of land tenure.

Jom. To eat, consume, suffer, hear,

accept as true.

Jomalf. Pood.
Duk jom. To suffer.

Jom unum. To give nothing in return.

Chaijwa kora kuripe baplakin khan mSre taka
pon jom unumpe. It you give a spinster in

marriage to a divorced man take a price of

five rupees, and give no return presents.

Jom daka. Dowry of a cow given to a bride by
her father.

Jom daka gidr?.. A child unable to earn any-
thing towards its own support.

Jpmisti. To receive back into caste, or to re-

admit to the enjoyment of social privileges.

Jom jatikedeako. They re-admitted him to so-

cial privileges (after having been deprived

of them for some offence.)

Jom purauK. To have a sufficiency of this

world's goods.

Jom it^t. To leave a portion of food on the

plate, return presents given by a bride's

father to a bridegroom.

Jom sarec. To leave some food over after eating.

Jom reiigec . To eat one up

.

Baplareko jom reiigeokedea. He was eaten up
at the marriage (all he had was consumed
by the guests.)

Jom arira hor. One who does nothing but eat.

Jom duar. A place where expense is certain

to be incurred as a Zemindar's kaohahari, a

court of justice, &c.

Jom suk. To possess a sufficiency of the ne-

cessaries of life, to earn money easily, as

by taking bribes, or levying blackmail.

Jom t^anao. To find fault with one's food, or to

drag one to where he will be caused expense.

Cf . jom duar.

Amtegem jomolfa, or, jomogoKa. Tou have

yourself to blame.

Joanme. Partake of food.

ApeaE katha bako joma. They will not accept

your statement.

TJniaK ^her takae jomkeftaea. He received a

considerable amount of money from him in

bribes.

AuriaKe jom giijikeftiria. He caused me much
' needless expen-se.

Enanre jomkem arhom khojkana. Tou have

just eaten and again you are asking.

Joma. \The amount of yearly rent,

Jama, j rent.

Jomer angra. A person who is good

for nothing save eating.



Jomhem [ 280 ] Jopatid

Jomhem. Applied to a man or woman
who has lost several wives or hus-

bands by death.
Nui doe jomhemgea, jawaegeko goo horaKtaea,

Jom her. ") To get old, to live a long

Jom harur. J time in a place.

Niu diniii jom heyena. I have lived bo long.

Jom hudar. One of the angels of death,

or regents of the nether world.

Jom raja. One of the angels of death,

or regents of the nether world,

the other being Jom hudar (q. v.)

Jom sim. A festival observed in honour

of the sun. This festival is not

observed at regular intervals, but
each family strives to observe it

once in a lifetime. Where the

people are well-to-do and so

inclined a period of five years is

allowed to elapse between the

celebrations. The "Jom sim" is

a family sacrifice, and not of the

village or community.

Jom janum. A common thorny bush
yielding an edible fruit, Zizyphus
Jujuba, Lamk.

Jomka jumki. All together, in a body,

unanimously.
Jomka jumbi oalaoKpe. G in a body.

Jomkao. To assemble, to gather to-

gether, all together, in a body

;

straight and well fitted and balan-

ced as an arrow shaft and head

;

to rain heavily.

Jomkaoko senena. They went in a body.

Dher horko jomkaolena. Many people were
assembled.

Jomok. Together, in a body.
Mi^ jomoktegeko oalaoena. They left in a body.

Jomoke jomok. Well matched pair.

Jom poda. \One who can do nothing

Jomer poda. J
but eat.

Jon. A person.

Jona. A person.

Jona joti. Each for himself, severally,

individually.
Jona jotile emottkana. We give indiTidually,

(not all through one representative.)

Jondra. Indian corn, Zea Mays, Linn.
Tote jonijra. T

Phibri jondra. [ Varieties of Indian corn.

Burn jondra. )

Mota jondra.

KabmVon°d'r™" )- Sub-varieties of Indian corn.

Dudhig. jonijra.

Jone. A wart.

Jod. A particle which being added to

the verbal stem indicates that the
action expressed by the verb is

done for the benefit or to serve the

purposes of the agent.
Nam joiiail. I will find for myself.
Gidrjkoil aei oco joiia. I will cause or get the

children to be taught.
Gitio jonaii. I will lie down.
Dal jonkan tahekanae. He was striking for

himself.

Jongrao. To wrinkle, to crease.
iSelkedeale, hartajongfaoentaea. We saw him,

his akin is wrinkled.
Jorigfaoakana, pasnaome. It ,is creased,

straighten it out.

Joiijal. Anxiety, trouble, embarrass-

ment, difficulty, strait. Cf. jan-

.jal.

Joiije. Slim, thin, poor.
Am joiije cef; bam cebae ? What could a switch

like you do ?

Jonjroc. Thin, slim, poor.
Nui joJijroe mara hor cet'e khojkan? What does

this lath of a fellow want P

Joiijrod theiiga. A thin or light stick.

Jon kamia. Agricultural servants.

Jonmol. Offspring. Cf. janmal.

Jon munis. Agricultural servants.

Jonok. A broom.
Lukui ionoK. ") o j r j.i,

Kharah jonoK. i
Broomsnamed from the gras-

Siromjonok. 3 ees of which they are made.

Mat' jonoK. A broom made of finely split bam-
boo.

Tutki jonoK. > A worn broom, met. a tooth
Thu^ki jonoK. j brush.

Jonom. Birth.
Jonom jonomko bundibedea. They marked her

on the forehead for life.

Jonom than. Birth place.
Jonom disom. Native land.
Nia jonomre ho bah, hana jonomre ho ban.

Neither in this life nor in the next.
Jonomre iii khone hu(Ji6gea. He is younger

than I am.
Jonom kal bako ruaya. They will not return

in this life.

Jiwet' jonom. Term of natural life.

Jonorao. A joint of the body.

Jontor. Disposition, temperament, na-
tural bent of mind.

Mit jontor hor kanako. They are all men of a
like disposition.

Jopati6. All kinds of edible jungle
produce, such as fruits, roots, nuts,

leaves, gums, &c.



Jope thope [ 281 ] Jorma.

Jope thope. Following at a distance,

unable to keep pace with others.
Jope thopem sioUkana. You are not keeping

pace with tlie other ploughs.

Jopjopo. As if rooted.
Jopjopoe durupakana. He sits as if rooted to

the grouud.

Jopogar. Reciprocal form of jogar

(q. V.)

Jopo jopo. To move slowly, as an aged
person.

Noncle jopo jopo baraekanae. He creeps round
about here.

Jopol^. To touch, to be close together.
Alope jopogoKa. Do not stand touching each

other.
Bare joro otre jopoUakana. The aerial roots

of the Banyan tree touch the ground.
Otre alom jopoU ocoea. Do not allow it to

touch the ground.

Jopom. The Reciprocal form of jom
(q. v.), applied generally to the

effects of witchcraft, to accuse each

other.
Jopom kanako. They are exercising witchcraft

on each other.

Jopor. Of equal size, as large as, applied

only to beasts and birds.

Eiiga joporakanakin. They are as large as

their mother.
Mit' joporgeakin. They are of equal size.

Opor joporkiu haralfkana. The are growing at

the same pace.

Joporjole. Inseparable companions,

or comrades.
Joporjole nukin do boehakin lieloK. Fast

companions, these two look like sisters.

Jopoton. The Reciprocal form of joton

(q. V.)

Jopso. To be cloudy.
Jopsoakat'ae. It has clouded over.

Jopotef. The Reciprocal form of

jotei (q. V.)

Jor. A pair.

Mimi^ jorkateko ha^iiiana. In the division

each received one pair.

Bar jor sagar . Two carts with a pair of bullocks

each.

Jor. To pair, as certain animals.

Jor. Force, vigour, strength.

Jor henaKtaea. He has vigour.

Jora. A pair.

Mii jora. One pair.

Bar pe jora parwa menaKkoa. There are two

or three pairs of pigeons.

Jora. The rope with which an animal

is tied in the stall.

Jorae. Forcibly.
Joraoteko sap idilcedea. They took him away

forcibly.

Jora jaituk. Return present of two

cows given by a bride's father to

the bridegroom.

Jora samad. An offering to the sun

for protection from a certain

disease.

T • h • i
Forcibly, by main force.

Jor bojorko idikeSkoa. They took them away
by main force.

Jor bandhao. To bring one's strength

or mind to bear upon anything, to

give heart to, take heart.
Jore bandhaokeda. He put his heart in it.

Jor bandhi. Forcibly, by force.

Jor bhadga. The pair to be broken by
the death of one.

Jor bhahgaenakin. One of the pair is dead.

Ghuroi phul jnri dolaii jor bhahgaoen.

Jor bodeak. Wet, drenched.
Jor bodeaKakanae. He is drenched.

Jor bojor. Forcibly, by force.

Jorgar. ^ g^ vigorous.
Jorgana. )

o' o

Jordhe. Clumsy and heavy, applied

also to a plough which has a heap

of grass and weeds attached to it,

and also when clay adheres to the

feet.

Joreaponda. j^ ig.^ed.
Jorea pondnan. J ^

Jorgel. Diminutive, stunted in growth.

Jorha. Match, mate.
Seta jorhalenkhan sukriko or go(:koa. Dogs

when in a pack will pull down even pigs.

Nui jorha liameme. Search for a mate for this.

Jorhat. To assume a supplicating at-

titude with the palms of the hands

pressed together, to supplicate,

implore, entreat.
Am theniii jorhatoRkana, dohokadpe. I im-

plore you to overlook my fault.

Jor julum. Violence, oppression; to

oppress, to use force.

Jorma. M. 1 g^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^
Jurmi. b. )
Jorma jurmikin dapamena. It is a match of

two little people (male and female.)

36
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Jormot. Forcibly, force.

Jormottegeko idikedea. They took him away
by force.

Jornar. To marry, to intermarry, to

contract a marriage between fa-

milies.
Marniji akoakore bako jornara. The Marncli

tribe do not intermarry among themselves.

Joro. To drop, to trickle, to leak.
Mel; dalfe jorokeda. He shed tears.
Orali joroKkantalea. The roof of our house

leaks.

Joro. The serial roots of the Banyan
and some other fig trees.

Joro. A share, to share, to divide.
Ma jel joroepe. Come, divide the meat.

Joro joto. From here and there, from
several places, from many places.

Joro joto onte note khon liam jaorakateko daK
m^ndilaKa. They sought it from many
places here and there and cooked it.

Okakore khon con noa dom joro jotoket'a. Prom
how many places have you collected these.

Joroli. To warm oneself at a fire.

JoroEakanae. He is sitting over the fire.

Jorok.l Oozing out of water, as through
Jorop.J the embankment of a dam.
Ona band reaK joropte latar sen do bail gujulca.

Owing to the water which oozes through
the embankment of that tank (the crop)
below it will not die.

Jorol jorol. Fiery, flashing, as the eyes

of a tiger. Cf juruljurul.

Jorod joron. Bright red, rosy, as an
apple.

Ul joroh joroh beleena. The mangoes are ripo
and red.

Jorop. Cf jorok.

Jorpoc. Ragged, tattered, poor.

Jorwar. Strong, vigorous.
.^iji jorwar hor kanae. He is a very strong

man.

Jos. Reputation, fame, virtue, luck,

praise ; to succeed, to effect one's

purpose.
Ball josleda. I did not succeed.
Bali josledea. I did not effect my purpose with

regard to him (I shot at him but did not
hit him.)

Khub jos theiigakana. It is a very lucky walk-
ing stick.

Noa do khub jos bandub kana. This is a very
lucky gun.

NuiaK ti ^.^i jostaea. There ia great virtue in
his hand.

Noa kolora a(Ji joatilia. This is a lucky pen
for me.

Jose h^rkeda. He earned a reputation, or praise.

Jo san. A species of creeper that bears

fruit and also yields an edible

tuber.

Josao. To destroy, to ruin, to lose, to

spoil.

Uh ! josaokedape. Oh dear, you have spoiled it.

Seiigelte josaoena. It is ruined by fire.

Joskos. At the very utmost,
.^di joskoskhan Barakar habioem idi dareaKa,

At the very utmost you will be able to carry
it to the Barakar.

Jot;. To wijje, to brush with the hand,

to knock off with the hand, as

dust, &c. to daub with the hand.
JodoKkanae. He is wiping himself.
Kalipe jotalikana, Tou are daubing me with

ink, accusing me falsely.

Jot. A pair, match, fellow.
Mit jotgeakin. They are matched.
Bhage joskin liapamakana. They are a capital

pair.

Okoe jot kanae P Harma jof kanae. Whose fellow
is he ? He is fellow to Harma.

Jot. A farm, an agricultural holding,

the area of land cultivated by one
person in a village ; to plough, to
cultivate.

Noa do iiiak jot kana. This is my holding.
Noa do iiiaR jotremenaKa. This ia in my hold-

ing.

Noa barge iliili jote^kana. I cultivate this
piece of garden land.

Jota. A change, a shift.

Jota jota hor menaKkotaea. He has men who
work in shifts.

Okoe jota menaKtakoa, onkoko nonka dareaKa.
They who have changes (of raiment) are
able to go so.

Juri jota dahra menaKkintaea, He has a shift
of oxen, (one pair work in the forenoon and
the other pair in the afternoon.)

Jota jota kiorio menaKtaea. She has many
changes of raiment.

Nukin ill jotaettina. I use these two bullocks
when the others are resting.

Jotadar.l The occupier of an agricultu-

Jotdar. J ral holding.

Jote. The rope by which animals are
yoked by the neck.

Joteli. To touch.
Jotsfkediliae. He touched me.
OnkoaB jofed daka alom joma. Do not eat the

cooked rice which they have touched.
JaK jotetaK. What has been touched.

Jothat. True correct, right.
Jothat katha kana. It is a true statement.

Jothor pothor. For a long time.
Jothor pothorko durupakana. They have been

sitting a long time (a panchayat.)



Joti6 [ 283 ] Juhrau

Jotic. Match, mate, fellow. Cf jot.

Nui jotid kanae. He is fellow to him.

Jotna. As many as, as much as.

Joto. All, one and all.

Joto hortebon tula. We wiU all lift.

Jotoko hataokeda. They took all.

Jotoko jom oabakeda. They ate all up.

Joton. To take care of, to be assiduous

in attending to, to nurse.

Jotonte dohokom. Look carefully after them.
4<Jiye ruaKkana khub leka jotonepe. He is

very ill, nurse him well.
JoKtonid. A nurse.
4-iJiii jotonledea, enhS bae ti'^^ileia. I was

assiduous in my care of him, still he did not
pull through.

Jotof. The brush with which a weaver
applies starch water to the threads

of the warp.
Jotofteko joga.

Jowao. To be fit, succeed, to be suit-

able, mature, ripe.

Bail jowaolena noa katha. This matter did not
succeed.

Mai do ban jowaoakana. The bamboo is not
mature.

Noa dare real? jo ?iuri jowaoKa. The fruit of

this tree is not yet ripe.

Ce€ kamre h5 bail jowaoka. It is good for no-

thing.

Jua. Playing cards, dice.

Jua ened. To play cards.

Juab. Answer, reply. C£ jobab.

Juan. A young person of either sex,

young, adolescent.
Juan kora. A youth, a young man.
Ju9.n kuri. A young woman.
Bhar juan. Full-grown.
Misi j aan. A girl 10 years of age, a young lad.

Sisu juan. A lad of from 12 to 14 years of age.

Juanenae. She has become a young woman.
Juan satenae. He is a full-grown youth.

Juari. Of equal age.

Mif ju^ri kanakin. They are of equal age.

Jubhi. Rice land which has always

a sufficient natural supply ofwater.

Juc.

J ,
Jud mara gidra. A little imp of a child

Jud. To cool, cool.

Noa darere adi jud a^karoKkana. The shade

of this tree is very cool.

Jom iudenaii. I am refreshed with the cool-

ness.

Daka juijena. The boiled rice is cold.

Juda. Different.
iSelre ho iSutnmre ho judagea. It differs in ap-

pearance and name.
Noa do judagea. This is different.

j!:'?' [Small, insignificant.

[•To be refreshed, to cool.

Juda j udi. To separate.

Jud?. judienako. They have separated.

Juda j udi. Cool.

Ju4a iu(Jireko calaoena. They left in the coo
of the morning.

Judas. To cool.

Jiwire jucl^se a^karkeda. He felt refreshed.

Judasi.

Jiwi judasi.

Judau. To cool.

Hormo jucj^uentiiia. My body has cooled.

Judi. If

Judha. Rubbish, litter l3^ng about the

courtyard of a house.

Jug. Age, time, ancient ; an emphatic

negative.

Jug reaK dare kana. It is an ancient tree.

Jug jaher kana. It is a very ancient sacred
grove.

Tin jug ren hor kanae. He is very very old.

Jug sehgel. Perpetual fire.

Uni jug ren doe bah kana, sor din ren. He ia

not old, he is recent.

Am do tis jug ren kantem noa dom ba^aeeda ?

To what age do you belong that you know
this thing ?

Jug cetan jug. Age upon age, for ever.

Nui jug khon menaea. He is from the old times.

Jug ho bail liamolfa. It never will be found.

Jug ho ohoii araKlea. I will never give it up.

Jug jugid jom agukeda. I have long been in

possession (enjoyed the fruits of it.)

Jugte ho jug ohom batao ocolea. You will never
make us give heed to it.

Jugajug.
I^j f^j. g^gj,

Jugejug.J ^

Jugi. A phakir, an ascetic.

Jugi. A caste of Hindus.

Jugia. A large forest tree, Cordia

Macleodii, H. f. & T.

Jugi sue. A small bird.

Jugitopa baha. A small flowering plant.

Nelsonia campestris, R. Br., var,

vestita.

Jugut. Circumspection, carefulness,

consideration, deliberation.

4Lkutte do bail hoyoKa, jugutte hoyoKa. Hurry
will not do it, deliberation will.

Juhrau. To provide, to collect by littles.

BaplaK reaK ?burili juhraua ? I have not yet col-

lected all required for the marriage.



Jujhau [ 284 ] Jurip

i.
j^^""^ old.

Jujhau. To stand ready, willing, pre-

pared.
Iiiuparre^dihorko iujhauena, baiicaoiA lagif.

Many people were ready to protect me.
Iii uparre adi horko jnjhauena, gojeA lagit',

menkhaiL ii^ baiicaoena. Many people rose

against me to kill me, but I escaped.

Juju. Mcmbrum virile.

Jujuhuc. The Sand fly.

J ukti. To be of one heart and mind.
Jurtiakat'ako. They are of one mind.

Jul-nu
Ishriveiled, applied to old

T 1^ '.
I

women.
Juknuc. J
Juknud mara badlii. A shriTelled hag.

Juki. A worm found in the stomachs

of animals.

Jukur. Match, fellow.

Okoe jukur kanae? Nui jnkur. Whose fellow

is he P He is fellow to this one,

Julap. A purgative, castor oil.

Julum. Force, oppression. Of jaeju-

lum.

Julun julud.

Juludjnpun
Juluh iuluiikin haram budhiena. They are a
very old couple.

Juluthur. Well-matched.
Juluthurkin ilapamakana. They are uj well

matched pair.

Juluf jului Twinkling, flickering,

flashing, quivering.
Bakjunu julni julut'ko joloKkana. The fire flies

flash.

Jululijulut' dunduk baraeedae. He wares the

firebrand to and fro and makes it flash.

Jum. Persistency.
Jume dharaokeda. He is persistent.

Juma jumi. Together, united.

Bes iumajumihor menaKkoa. They are very

united.
Juma i

ami mit'tegebo calaKa. We will all go

together.

Khub juma jumi horko tahenkhan kombro oho-

ko boioiena. Had they been united the

thieves never could have entered.

Jumau. To provide, to collect by littles,

to accompany.
Taka aurili jumaua. I have not yet succeeded

in' gathering the money together.

Jumi. ~) Land suitable for rice cul-

Jumin. j tivation.

Jumi sagor. A large area of rich rice

land.
Nonkan jumi aagore liir bg-giakkana, ar do ohoe

liamloa, nonkanak do.

Jundi. To set fire to, to burn.

UniaK oraKko jundibeCtaea. They set fire to
his house.

Mocareko jun^iakoa. They apply fire first to
the mouth (when cremating.)

Mocare jundiae hor menaKkoa se bail ? Is there
any one who claims the privilege of applying
fire to the mouth? (near relatives.)

Jungi. To beg hard, to importune.

Jungur juugur. In a troop, in a band.

Juhgur iuhgur nondeko hijulckan tahekana.
They were coming here in troops.

Juhgur jnhgurko paiijaetme tahekana. They
were following you in a band.

Junjunau. To charge strictly.

Khube iunjunaukefkoa, noa do alope ror baraea.
He strictly charged them not to publish
the matter.

Junuc. ")
T-v- •

T > > [-Diminutive.
Junuc junuc. J

Jura. Small, stunted in growth, ap-

plied generally to a breed of di-

minutive cattle found in the San-
tal country.

Nui jura jura jawae then ohoA tahelena. I ivill

not remain with this diminutive husband.

Jurau. To gather together, to collect

by littles, to prepare, to provide.
Sanamili jurauana. I have provided all.

Jurga. Small, stunted, applied to a
diminutive breed of cattle found
in the Santal country.

Jurguda. A species of grass.

Jurguda. A variety of the cotton plant.

Juri. A mate, a match, a fellow, to
compare, to mate.

Bes jtirikin liapamena. They are a well match-
ed pair.

Kathakin juriaka^a. Their statements agree.
Juritekin oalaKkana. They are going in com-

pany.
Juri tumdaK. Drums of the same tone.
Juri tirio. Flutes of the same tone.
Juripai-iketikinaB. He mated them (they were

married.)
Juri juriko oalaKkana. They go in couples.
Cefteho bah jurilfkana. It differs from all

else.

Nui ren juri mae gooen. His mate is dead.

Juridar. 1 ,4- , ,. ,,

Juridar. j^^*^' fe"°^^-

Am ren juridar okaenae ? Where is your mate ?

Juri jola. Mate, partner, applied by a
wife to her husband.

Juri jolam bagiadiii. My partner, you have
left me.

Jurip. To measure land with a chain.
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Jurrai. Small of stature, applied to

females. Cf. jorma.

Jurpuc. Dirt}' and ill-conditioned, as

a neglected child.

Jurta. To get, to obtain.
Jage iurtg.ale onagelo jotna. Wo eat whatever

we can get.

Juru juru. Greatly distended stomach.
Lad juru juruabantaea. His stomach is greatly

distended.

Jurul jural. Fiery, flashing, as the eyes

of a tiger.

Jurul jurule behgefeda. His eyes flash.

Jut. Correct, neat, suitable, pleasant.

.Tut arc. To repair.

4-di jut roar a^karoKkana. It is pleasantly
cool.

Jutolfgea. Tt will suit.

^•ii iut fieloltkanae. She is beautiful.
A-ii jut joraoakana. It ia nicely fitted.

4.'li jut arijomoKkana. It is a pleasant sound.
Bejae jut aiijomol^ kana. The sound is entran-

cing.
Jujut. To correct, to mend.

Jutan. Persistent.
Jutangeao. He is persistent.

Jii^ahkedae. He persisted.

Jutau. To get, obtain, find, to assem-

" ble.

Adi horko jutgiuena. Many people were assem-

bled.

Cei ho bah jut^wadilia. I got nothing.

Dalf bah jut?.uamkana? bam nmokkana. Can't
you get sufficient water to bathe in?

BhuK matkom ho ba.h jutauadea. He did not

even get a hollow matkom flower.

Jutic. To add to, to give more to.

Em juticaeme. Give him some more.

Jut jat. To repair, to put to rights, to

make an amicable settlement, to

introduce concovd where before

there was dissension, Cf. jatjut.

Jutrau. To prepare, to put to rights,

to be right.

Noajel khube jutraukeda. He has prepared
this meat very well.

Hape, thirokme, jutraumealaii nahalf. Wait
a hit, I '-.all put you right presently.

SeJai^ '\o aru lehgeogeko taliekana, nahali doko
jutraukeda.

Jutuc. To add to, to give more, to in-

crease.

Jn^uo barawa^leako. They gave ua a second
helping to food.

Juwan. A youth, a maiden. Cf juan.

K
Ka. Uncle.
Henda ka ! noa do thik kana ae bah ? Ho uncle,

is this correct or not ?

KabaU. To touch or prick with a sharp

point, as of a sword, sickle, &c.

ICabaK tioKkedeae. Ho touched him, or prick';

him.

Kabak kabak. To nod the head, as f ;

elephant &c. when walking ; to gu

here and there idling.

Sadom kabaU kabaKe tarameda. The horse nods

his head as he walks.

Sili s?.tup kabaU kabali bafaekanae. He is

continually running here and there idling

away his time.

Kabak kobok. Here and there, to

skim or jump over parts, as a

plough coming into contact with

stones or hard soil.

Nahel kabalc kobofi lagaokkana. The plough

only sinks into the soil here and there.

KabaK koboKle rof barakeda. We skimmed
over some parts in our statement.

Kaba kobo. To bend down, to repeat-

edly stoop, as when planting rice

,

to stoop.

Hofo rohoe iokhec kaba kobo baraeako. When
planting rice they bend the back again and
again.

Pan(Ja hasote hu kaba koboenako. The are also

stooping through pain in the loins.

Kabalia. 1 ^ Cabulee, an Afghan.
Kabuha. J

Kabah kaban. \Emaciated, lean, wiz-

Kaban kuburij ened.

Kabah kubuhe dara baraekanae. He is going

about in an emaciated condition.

ci kabar.}SP°**^<i'
variegated.

Kabar kubur. Noise of splashing in

water.
Kabar kubure sa(Je ocoeda. He ia splashing

in the water.

Kabar kubur gachiko tot'eda. They make a

splashing noise when pulling up the seed-

lings.

Kabduc. Ugly, unprepossessing in ap-

pearance.

Kabea kobea. Crooked, bent.

Kabel. \ Capable, skilful, expert, prac-

Kabil. J tised, clever.

K?,roite bese kabili.. He is a capable workman.
Galitaaraote ho khube kabela. He is a clever

speaker, or he is loquacious.
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Kabhand. "I A part of a weaver's loom,

Khabhand. J the wooden frame which
after the shuttle passes is pulled

forward by the weaver and drives

the thread home.

Kabhar. It,- , •

T^, i-Prison, to imprison.
Khawar.

J
^

Kabharkedeako. They put him into prison.

Kabhar kabhur. Noise of splashing

in water. Cf. kabar kubur.

Kabil. Capable, skilful, expert, prac-

tised, clever. Cf kabel.

Kabja. "j To subdue, to bring under, to

Kabjao. [- bring into subjection, to

Koboj. J tame, to control, to repress.

Nui hor do "bale kabjao dareaekana. We can-

not subdue this man.

Siil^i'-K-
Kabja kubja. Crooked.
Kabja kubja (heiiga menal^taea. He has a crook-

ked stick.

Kabjao. Cf kabja.

Kabkabao.lTo go here and there id-

Kap kap.
J

ling, used when scolding

young people.
Jom liamkettem kabkabao baraekana. Having

had yom food you are going here and there
idling.

Kap kap liir baraekanae. She is running about
idling, instead of attending to her work.

Kabkub. ") A kind of musical stringed

Kabkubi. J instrument.

Kabla kabli. To examine by question-

ing, to reiterate questions.
Kabla ka,bliket'kinale, bakin gachaolaEa. We

questioned them repeatedly, but they did

not admit it.

Kablau. To strictly and minutely ques-

tion, to cause to confess, or assent

to.

TJni hor kablauem, hegea, se bail. Question
that man, whether it is so or not.

Kabnuc. Bent, or curved, as a bow.
Kabnue mara hor. A hunch-backed scoundrel.

Kaboj. To subdue, to bring into sub-

jection, to restraiQ, to tame, to

control, to repress.

Bam kaboj dareaekana? Can'tyou control him P

Kabra. M. 'I d- -u i j

Kabri. RJ^^*^^"^^-

l:"ktw.} Spotted.

ciurtabar.] Spotted, variegated,

Kabra ayan. A variety of the cobra

snake.

Kabrak kobrok. Spotted, streaked,

mixture of colours.
Uni bhidi hopon nichorae tahenma, kabraK kob-

roK do alo. Let the lamb be of one colour,

and not spotted or streaked.

Kabrun.) Very large, tall, as a horse or

Karbun.J elephant.
Maraii utar kabruii sadom. A huge horse.

Kabu. To subdue, bring into subjec-

tion, restrain, tame, control, re-

press, overcome.
Ohope kabu dafeaea. Tou will never subdue

him.

Kabua. Bent, curved, arched.
AK lekae kabn^ena. His back is curved like a

bow.

Kabuc kabuc. Limping.
Kabno kabuce calaKkana. He is limping.

Kabuc kubuc. Up and down, stooping

and rising again and again.

Kabuk.
_ ^Kabuk kabuk.

J-

Sound of splashing

Kabuk mente. J water.
KabuK menteye donkeda.jfcHe jumped in with

a splash.

Kabul. To acquiesce, acknowledge,
agree, confess, consent.

Kabulia. A Cabullee, an Afghan.

Kabuliat. The counter-part of a lease.

Kabud kabun.) Applied to the move-
Kaban kubud.J ment of big men or

animals, to stoop repeatedly.

Usui hor kgibuii k?ibuhe calaKa.
Seta k^baii kubuiiko i5ir baraea.

Kabur marte.\With a splash, sound of

Kabar kubur.J splashing.

Dalfre kabur marte don Jiur go£enae. Kc lAk^n-
ged into the water with a splash.

Kac. Glass.

Kaca. A pice, ^ of an anna.

Kaca. A piece of cloth worn round
the loins.

The " kaca" which is five cubits long and one
cubit broad was the garment in general use
among Santal males previous to the intro-
duction of the "dhoti." It is only in recent
years that the dhoti has come into common
use.

Kaca (Jeijga hor kanae. He wears a " kaca."
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Kaca. 1 Unripe, immature, raw, inex-

Kaci. J perienced, inefficiently, rough,

unsubstantial.

Kaca umer. Under age.
Kacakedam. You did it inefficiently.

Kacigeae. She is under age.

Kacahari. A court-house, a Zemin-
dar's office.

Kaca kuca. Broken to pieces, broken,

bent.
Sanam rapu^ kaca kuog.ena. It ia all broken to

pieces.
Horo hoete kaca kucjkedae. The dhan is all

thrown down this way and that by the wind.

Kacal. "J To hamper, impede, to

Kacal kacal. J be in distress.

Uni gidr^te kacalakanae. She is hampered by
that child.

Kacao. ) To repeatedly lift up and
Kecao. J throw down, as women do

when washing clothes, to dump.

Kacar. ") t-v- j. • -j.

^ j- Dirty, miry, insanitary.

Sahar bajar a^i kacor jaega kana. The bazaar
in a large town is a dirty place.

Kacar. To hamper, impede, to be in

distress, or strait.

Adi kaoarre menaea. She is in great distress.

Kacauri. A kind of sweet bread.

Kachim. 1

Kachma. VA. tortoise.

Kachmi. j

Kaci. Immature, unripe, inexperienced,

raw ; inefficiently, unsubstantial.

Cf. kaca.

Kaci. Cf. kacni.

Kackac. Dirty, muddy, miry, difficult,

troublesome, annoying.
Jgiput din kackac bnih9.uKa. It is muddy in

the rains.

5rff°- 1 Bitter, acid.
Kae kae. J
Noa ul do kas kaa jojoa. This mango is very

bitter.

Kae kuc. \ Stingy, niggardly, reluctant

Kae kuc. J to give.

Kao kiioe atkara. He is stingy.

Kae kuioUkanae, emoU do bah sanaedea. He is

stingy, he does not wish to give.

Em mae emadiiia, menkhane kao kudlena. He
gave it to me, but very reluctantly.

Kae kae. To whine, as a dog, or a

petulant child.

muddy.

The village street is

Kacmacao. To be restive, as a horse

or bullock, to writhe, as one in pain.

Kachma bai. "} Swelling in the stomach
Kachmi bai. J believed to be caused

by the presence of a tortoise.

Kacni. \ A piece of cloth worn • round
Kaci. ) the loins as a skirt.

Dasaere loboeko ened jokhecko kacnilfa. Skirts
are worn when dancing the Loboe dance
(q. V.) at the Dasae (q. v.) festival.

Kacokam. To forget, to over look, to

fail, to perform work inefficiently.

Sanamem beskeda, menkhan nig. dora kacokam-
keda. Tou have done all well, but this you
have overlooked.

Kacor. Dirty, dirty and miry, as a
Santal village street during the
rains.

Kulhi do adi kacora. The street is very miry.
Ona horte babon calaKa 9di kacorgea. We will

not go that way it is very muddy.

Kacpac. \^-
Kacpacao.

J
•''

Kulhi ^41 kacpacgea.
very muddy.

Kacra kacri. Luxuriant, bent or twisted

to one side and another, bent or

twisted as grain by wind, to bend
or twist in all directions, as men
struggling together.

Kacra kacri gk uoeakana. The sugarcane has
grown most luxuriantly.

Kacrao. To seize and throw down
from a standing position.

Eug, kacraoakadeae. Fever has laid him low.
Kui do aiji barid gaiko kacraokoa. Tigers

knock down many cows.
Kacrao gur go£kedeae. He seized and threw

htm down.

Kacrat. Shoots about 5 or 6 feet high
from the stump of a tree that has
been cut down.

Kacri. Immature, unripe.

Kacri lumam. Small immature Tasar silk-

worms, imperfect cocoons.
K^icri thamakhur. Undried leaves of the to-

bacco plant, also the plant while immature.

Kacta kacti. To set on, or attack from
all sides. Cf kactao.

Kacta kacfikedeako. They attacked him from
all sides.

Kactao. To knead with the hand, to

work with the hands, as when
washing cloth.
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Kacur liacur. Sound of crunching, as

when sugar cane is being eaten

;

hard, half-cooked.
4I5 kacur kjourko togoja. They crunch the

sugar cane with the teeth.
Oka bah isin labiflenkhan kaonr kacur a^ka-

rolfa. What is not cooked till it is soft feels
hard.

Kacur macur. Quickly, without delay,

rapidly, inefSciently.
Kacur maourko rohoe gotkeda. They planted

(their rice) very rapidly

Kad. Prison, to imprison, to deprive

one of his liberty of action.

Kad orali. A prison house.
Kombrokoko kadakaljkoa. They have put the

thieves in prison.
Khub kadreli tuliledea. 1 shot him in a vital

part.

TuA kadkedeali. I shot him and deprived him
of his power to run away (I disabled him.)

Kada. A buffaloe bull.

Kada. To crawl, said of children.
Kada baraekanae. He can crawl about now.

Kada candi ghas. A species of grass.

Kada marndi. A sub-sept of the San-
tal sept Marndi (q. v.)

Kadac kuduc. To walk mainly on the

heels, no spring in the ball of the

foot.

Kadai kuduce tarama.

Kadae kadae. ) Always on the move,
Kadae kadae. J going about contin-

ually.

Kadak kodolc. To limp, to be lame.
Bati taram dareak kana, cekaii kadak ko^ok-

en con ? I am unable to walk, how can I

have got lame ?

Kada kodo. To bend down so as not

to be seen, as when stalking game.

Kada kodoe oalakkana. He goes bending
down.

Kada kodoko dara. They run crouching down.

Kada lotoc. A large fly that bites

cattle. Scottice, cleg.

Kadam. "^ A step, an ambling trot

Kodom. j taught by natives of India

to their horses.

Mit' kodom ohoii senlena. I will not go one

step.

Kadam dare. A large deciduous tree

wild in Northern and Eastern Ben-

gal, Anthocephalus Gadamba,
Bth. and Hook. f.

Kada met. The buffaloes eye, a small
plant, Premna herbacea, Roxb.

Kadam kadam. In -^he dark.

Kadam kadam baraekanae.
Alom calaka, kadam kadam tinaliem calaka?

Do not go, why should you go in the dark?

Kadam kudum. Applied to the move-
ments of creatures with long legs,

as spiders.
Kadam kuijlum bindiko calaka.

Kadan kudnh. Slowly, painfully, as

the gait of an old or weak person.
Kandah kuduhe calakkana. He goes slowly.

Kadap kadap. Sound of tapping or

beating on the ground, as by hoofs

of a horse.
Sadom kadap kadape calalrkana. The horse

goes trampling along.

Kadar. Cf. kedar.

Kadar kapar. ") Rubbish, litter about
Kadar kapur. J the court-yard of a

house, dirty, as an unswept room.

Kadar kudur. With a slight noise as

when one walks softly.
Kadar kudure dakrkeda. He ran away very

softly.

H^thi kadar kudure calakkana. The elephant
treads softly.

Kadbad. C£ khadbad.

Kadayut kuduyut. Small, low, as a
house.

Kadayut' kuduyutko oraKakaia. They have
built low houses.

Kadec. 1 A small twig, a piece of wood
Kadgec. f about the thickness of a

lead pencil.
Kaded lekae osolt cabaena. He is as emaciated

as a lead pencil.

Kader. Method, way, manner, mode,
custom, modus operandi.

Noa reak kader srarid oeda. I have not yet
learned the method of this.

Thandar reak kader auriye ceda. He has not
yet learned the duties of a village watchman.

Noa reak kader ce^leka, tinaKre tinakko llama?
What is the manner of this, for how much
is how much received ?

Kadga kodgo. Uneven, high and low.

Kadgat kodgot. Of varying height.

Kadgaf ko(Jgotko orakakafa. They have built
their houses of different heights.

Kadgec. A twig about the thickness

of a lead pencil.
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Kadha gada. A pit from which earth
has been dug.

Kadhai. An uncomplimentary term
used by old women when scolding

young girls.

Kadha kadhi. To take a little from
each.

Daka ka^ha k*(Jhikate perako bodhaokefkoa.
They took a little from each one's share of
boiled rice, and so provided for the visitors.

Kadha kadhi. To be at variance, to

disagree, enmity, ill-will.

Ka^ha kai^hi baraekan tahekanako. They
disagreed among themselves.

Kadhan. ) To plough rice plants the
Kardhan. J seed of which was sown,

to loosen the soil about the roots.

AnrOe ka^hana. We have not yet ploughed the
rice field to loosen the soil about the roots
of the rice plants.

Kadhao. To upbraid, to reproach.

Kadhao. To take out or off a little

with the hand.
Kaglhao g-dhime. Take out some with your

hand and lessen the quantity (in the basket.)

Kh Hb 1^To destroy, to devastate.

Sanam cas kadhar oabaena. All the crops are
destroyed.

Gaiko jom khadharkeda. The cows grazed on
and destroyed (the crop.)

Kadhiau. To take out or off some with

the hand, to set back a wheel on an

axle that has worn thin.

Noa niiighae laS khadiauakafa.

Kadi. A female buffaloe calf

Kadi. Accused, or defendant in a law

suit.

K^di baidi. Accused and complainant, the two
parties to a law suit.

Kadi badi. To be at variance with

each other. Cf kadi.

kItIS' }^ *^®® "P *^^^ half-grown.

Matkom kadlgiK. 7 A young matkom (q. v.)

Kadl^)^ matkom. ) tree.

TJl kadlaR. 7 , .

K^m ui. i
^ y""""^ "'*"^'' *'^^-

Kadolia. A variety of the rice plant.

Kador bonga. A malignant spirit so

named.

Kador. ") Unprepossessing in appear-

Kadroli. / ance, slovenly, mean.

. {-Dirty, unwashed,
rop. 1 •"

Kadraha. M. ") Quarrelsome, hot-tem-

Kadrahi. F. J pered.

Kadra6 kodro6. Sound of swallowing

or gulping.
Ka^rao koi^rooe uCeda. He gulps it down.

Kadrai. Passionate, ill-tempered.
Uui giji k^ijrai hor kanae. He is a very passion-

ate man.

Kadra kadri. To be dissatisfied, discon-

tented, displeased, complaining,

murmuring.
Kadra kadri ocokefkoam. Tou displeased them.

Kadrao. To be discontented, displeas-

ed, dissatisfied, offended, angry.
Ehange kisare kadraoena. Then the master

became angry.

Kadro. Insufficiently cooked.
D^l do ka(Jroena. The dal is not sufficiently

cooked.

Kadrok
Kadrop. )
Marah kadioS hof kanae. He is a, very dirty

fellow.

Kadru. A young male buffaloe.

Kadru pala. The buffaloe calfs leaf, a

small forest tree, Briedelia retuaa,

Spreng.
Kadu. A species of pumpkin, Lagen-

aria vulgaris, Seringe.
Jeleri k^du. Bearing an elongated fruit.

Dumkg. ,, ,, a round ,, .

Kohn<^a,, . . ,, aflattish ,, .

Kadur." }m.
iLame, limping owing to

Kadwi. F. J

one leg bemg short.

Kadu^ mara herel. A limping scoundrel.

Kaduc kaduc. Lame, limping owing
to one leg being short.

K^gluo k^duoe calalckana. He is limping.

TT^- 1 -• [-To whine as a dog.

Kae kui. A caste of aborigines who
work in brass and bell-metal.

Kae kGi. To whine, to mutter.
Gidr^ko kae kuiko raga rengecte.

Kaele. Near, in the vicinity, neigh-

bourhood.
Ona kaele geli senlena. I went near to there.

Kul kaelegeye senlena. He went near to the
tiger.

Kaemae. Cf kaumau.

Kaemaiya. A constellation so named.

Kaende. More than half grown, aa

fruit.
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Kaende. The name of a country men-
tioned in Santal traditions.

Kaera. The plantain tree and fruit,

Musa paraclisiaca, Linn.

Kaera. \ Of a brownish colour, applied
Khaera. J to bullocks,

Kaera sarae sapae. A children's game.
Kagaj.

]

Kagat. j-Paper.

Kagoj.
)

Kagjia. Well-educated, able to read
and write.

Kahakar.f^^^
uncomphmencary term.

Kombro kahakar. A scoundrelly thief.

Kurhia kahaka. A lazy scoundrel.

Kaha kahi. To wrangle, to discuss

angrily ; reason, intimation.
Bin kaha kahite oaBpe sabenkaua ? Why do you

arrest me without cause ?

Bin kaha kahite asig do oho paraolona. A curse
without just cause is of no effect.

Kahani. ") . i.

Kahni. j ^ story, a saymg.

Kahao. To be called or named.
Noa do cet rog kahaoKa p What is this disease

called ?

Kahar. A Hindu caste, a palki bearer.

Kahar kahiir. Loudly, as a person

weeping or wailing.-

Kahar kah^re raliefkana. She is weeping
loudly.

Kahar kShHr. To sob, to weep with

little noise.

Kahe khatir.| Why, wherefore, for what
Kahelae. ) reason.

Kahelae oraS teii ruar oalaKa ? Why should I

return home?

Kahi...kahi. Whether or.

K?.him calaK, kahi bam calalf, ili geli Igii

chutiena. Whether yon go or not, I have
told you and am no more responsible.

Kahil. To confute, to convict, to con-

vince, to subdue, to triumph over,

to overpower.
Euate kabilenae. Fever has overpowered him,

i. e. very ill.

Kahil mako kahilkedea, ado kale manaokeda.
They convicted him (left him without a

word to say in his own defence) and he
yielded.

Khahls. }
'^° '^^^'^^' annoyance,

Cei k^histem dalkedea ? Owing to what annoy-

ance did you beat him P

Kahite. For what reason, wherefore.
Ona kahite bae senlena. He did not go for that

reason.
Ce^ kahitem dalkedea P Wherefore did you strike

himP

Kahlao. To call or name, to regard.
Noa do oet rog kahlaolfa P What is the name of

this disease P

Maraii hore kahlaoka. He is regarded as a
great man.

Kahli. A kind of fish spear having

many sharj) points.

Kahni. A story, a saying.

Kahni rar. A tune so named to which
certain songs are sung.

Kahtuk. Traditional lore, ancient, a

proverb.
Tis ren kgihtuk kanam ?

Kahtukia. Well versed in traditional

lore.

Khub k?.htuki* hor kanae. He is very well
versed in traditional lore.

Kahu. A crow.
Bhoncja kahu. The raven.
K*hu bardurud. A species of large bat.
Kahu leka heudele tahekana, bak lekale ponij-

ena. We were black like a crow, we are
now white like the paddy bird.

Kahu Hasdalj. A sub-sept of the San-

tal sept Hasdak. (q. v.)

Kahu Besra. A sub-sept of the San-
tal sept Besra. (q. v.)

Kahu CorS. A sub-sept of the Santal

sept C5re. (q. v.)

Kahu botke.lA common hedge creeper,

Kahu botki.j Bryonia lacinosa,

Linn.
Kahur mahur. To be irritated, to take

umbrage, to be incensed, to be
provoked.

Kahur mahurkateye calaoena. He took um-
brage and left.

Kg-hur mahur baraekanae. He shews that he is

irritated.

Kahwaiya. A great talker, loquacious.

Kai. To commit a fault, to sin ; a fault,

a sin.

Sen kai. To do wrong by going.
speaking.Eor kai.

Dai kai.

Jom kai.

Kombro kai.

Goc kai.

Kutam kg.i.

Durup k9.i.

Bolo kg,i.

Um kai.

Halao kai.

striking.

eating.

stealing.

killing.

hammering or felling.

sitting.

entering.
bathing.
taking.
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Kaia. Hasty, quick tempered, passion-

ate. Cf. Icaya.

Kaida. A kind of knife with a curved
blade.

Kaidar. One who has committed a

fault, a sinner.

Kaidau. To subdue, to imprison, to

keep in subjection, to keep in safe

custody.
K?.id?.ate dohoeem. Keep him in Bate ouatody.
Nni dole k^idaukedea. We have subdued him.

Kaidi. A convict, a prisoner.

Kaila. M.| Applied to the colour of

Kaili. F.j cattle that have white

hair and white skin.

K*il?i (Jaiigra. A buUook with white hair and
white skin.

K^ili gai. A cow with white hair and white
slnn.

Kaili. A cow having white hair and

white skin.

Kaili g?.i. A oow having white hair and white

akin.

Kairi. Brownish coloured.

Kalsau. \ To be annoyed, to be vexed,

Khaisau. J troubled, worried, angry.

Kimi kg,niite6 kaisau oabaena. I am worried

with continual work.

Kaisau. To be angry, or annoyed.

^idi tapis kaiag-akateye menkeda. Becoming

very angry he said.

Kaita jhinga. A cultivated plant, the

fruit of which is eaten.

Kaitha. The Hindu caste of Kayasths.

Kaituk. To work in a frivolous way,

to fiddle about.
Cefemkg,itukkana?

, „.i i,

On^le k?.mi banuk leka nonije heoKate k?.ituK-

kiinam P

Kai. Work, business, use.

Cef bajre ho bail jowaoa. It can be put to no

uae.

Kaj jug. To transact buamesa.

Kaiak. Perhaps, it is doubtful, possibly.

Nui hor kajake balioaoka. It is doubtful if

thia man will recover.

Kajak. Strong, substantial, firm, stead-

fast, carefully, strictly.

Khub kajake benaoakafa. He haa made it very

strong. ^ ,.

Kajakte gupime. Shepherd them carefuUy.

Kajakakantahenme. Continue firm (m your re-

fusal.)

Mi£ kajakte. "Without once moving.

Kajal. Cf kajar.

Kajap. Perhaps, possibly.
Kajape hijuK. Perhaps he may come.

Kiijar. Black, lamp-black with which

the eyelids are painted. Cf aenom.
Kajar lekae lielottkana. He looka like lamp,

black.

Kaje. Certainly, doubtless.

Kajege uni hor do ao gungKte ror ocoHkanae.

Without doubt that man ia being repriman-

ded for hia own fault.

Kajetege nonkan ba(J*ieikan hor do akotogeko
liuroRa. Without doubt such proud peo-

ple are humbled by their own aot.

Kaje bam liuroKa. Ton are sure to fall.

Kaje bhoje. Function, as of a mar-

riage, funeral. &c,
Kaje bhojere bae sorolfa.

Kaje kajete. Owing to work or busi-

ness.
Kaje kajetegeli polomlena. I waa detained liy

busineaa.

Kajia.. To quarrel, to wrangle ;
a quar-

rel, a wrangle, dispute, alteiea-

tion.

Gonoii pon reaR adikok?.jialena. They had a

fierce wrangle over the amount to ba paid

for the bride.

K?.ii»kin ehopakafa . They have begun to quar-

rel.

Kajiau. To charge strictly, or earn-

estly, by force.

4.4iye k9.iiSukef koa, lok^ha arbo alope ehoba.

He charged them strictly not to begin the

dispute again.

Kajra (larira. A dark grey bullock.

Kajri gai. A dark grey cow.

Kajra kakra. A species of lizard.

Kajraoti. A receptacle in which lamp-

black (aenom q. v.) which is ap-

plied to the eyelids is kept.

Kajri. A variety of sugar cane.

Kajri. Dark grey. Cf kajra.

Kajri. A variety of the rice plant.

Kak. Cor. of the English word " cork."

Kaka. Uncle, father's younger brother

or brothers.

Kakaii. My father's younger brother, my uncle.

Kakam. Thy father's younger brother, thy

Kakat. His father's younger brother, hia uncle.

Kaka khurg.. Uncle.
Kakakhurij.boeha. First cousins.

Kaka salaka. Return presents given by a bride-

groom to the bride'a uncle.
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Kale.
"I
Boiled rice, in the language

KakaU. J of children.

Kaka baba. Step-father.

Kakabala. The relationship between
a wife's father and her husband's

father's younger brothers.

Kakac kukuc. Niggardly, stingy, hard.
A.d.i kpkao kubuo baraenae, bae patiaulena.

Ke waa very stingy, he would not trust me.

Kakac kuku6. To hold up the foot, as

when painful, or wearied.

Kakaea. Uncle and nephew, or uncle

and niece.
Kakaea kanakin. They are uncle and nephew.

Kakale. To speak, to say, to reply.

Okoe ho aet ho bako kakalelaKa. No one said
anything.

Maae, kakalepe. Come, say something.
Ona jokhec bape kakalelaKa, ar nitott noa

kathape roreda. At that time you did not
say anything, and now you say this.

Kakar. Another name for Pilchu ha-

ram, the first man according to

Santal tradition.
Saote kakaf . The first woman and man.

Kakarat;.\A word imitative of the pe-

Kakral j culiar note emitted by a
hen when about to lay, also it is

said, by serpents.
Sime kakarafkana, belea mente.
Bifiko kakarafa.

Kakarcan. l -r,- , „ i t.-
Tr i

' > Very tall and thm.
Kakurcun. J •'

Kakaroah dare. A very high tree with few
branches.

Rohor kakurcuiienae. He is emaciated.

Kakat. His father's younger brother,

uncle.
KakatteC The uncle.

KakatoBio. The uncle.

Kakatropic. Of katrop.

Kaker. A species of tall swamp grass.

Kakhante. By reason of, owing to, by
the pressure of, impelled.

Eeiigoo kakhante sarjomle jomeda. Owing to
the pressure of hunger we are eating the
fruit of the sarjom (q. v.) tree.

Edre kakhante bail roraK rorogoKkana. Im-
pelled by anger what should not be spoken
is spoken.

Kakh bilar ghao. A sore in the armpit.

Kaki. Wife of father's younger brother,

aunt.
Kakiii. My aunt.
K^kim. Thy aunt.
K^kit. His aunt.
K9.kit;tel_ The aunt.
Kg^kitoKio. The aunt.

Kakia. Aunt and nephew, or aunt

and niece.

Kaki engat. Step-mother.

Kaki gorhon. An uncomplimentary
term sometimes applied to a step-

mother by her step-children.

Kakkak. An imitative word, the caw
caw of the crow.

Kakna. An ornament sometimes worn

by young women and girls made
of different coloured grasses and
ferns.

Kakra. The common lizard.

Dhiri kakra. "1

Aralc kakra. > Species of lizards.

Dhibri kakra. J

Kakra jambe. To become emaciated.
Kakra jambeenae. He has become emaciated.

Kakra hako. A species of river fish.

Kakra kokro. Ashamed, diffident, shy,

to keep out of the way through
shame.

Kakra kokro barae kanae, kiorio b^nuKtaea.

Kakrai Cf kakarat'.

Kakri nakic. A small toothed comb.
Kaku. Very loudly.
Kakuko raga. They weep very loudly.
Kakuil dal garjaokedea. I beat him and made

him groan very loudly

Kakurcud. Very tall and slim, Cf.

kakarcan.

KakwalA tooth cut out in each end of

Nakic.
J a karha (q. v.) on which the

drag chains are fastened
Kal. Time.
Jonom kal. Whole term of natural life.

4iiji kal hoeena. It is a long time ago.
Mi£ din kalre joto kamre jowaoUa. Everything

will come into use some day.
Aje kaleakanae, bnsagoK l^gif. Her time for

calving is near.
Mii din kalre. At some future time.

Kal. A snake, applied mainly to snakes
kept by snake charmers; poison, an
enemy, anything hurtful that
should be avoided.

Bifi then alope oalaKa, onko do kal. Do not
go near the snakes, they are poisonous.

Kal then alope soroKa. Go not near the snakes.

Kal. 1 A machine, any mechanical con-
Kol. J trivance, a trap, the spring of

a pigeon trap.
Kal jetha. ) The part of a pigeon trap on which
Kol jetha. > the decoy bird sits.
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Kal. To convict, to convince, to sub-
due, to be left without defence.

K9.1rege henaea. He is oonvioted.
KaloKgeae nahalt. He will be confuted pres-

ently.

Kale mauaokeda. He acknowledged defeat,
(that he was without defence.)

Kala. M.It^ j,

Kali. F. I^^^f-
Eala guiig^. Deaf and dumb.

Kalaiya. The Cuckoo Shrike, Oraculus
macei.

a a
.]

agra. i rp^
quarrel, to wrangle.

Kala jhagralenako. They quarrelled.

Kalak. ') Immediately, instantaneously,

KaloU.j instantly, straight away, at

once, quickly.
KaloR maraokedae. He took it at once.

KaJolf got'kedae. He swallowed it right away.
KaloK kaloKe jomkeda. He ate his food quickly.

KalaR marte ataiikedae. He took it at once.

KaloK marte l5um go6kedae. He gave the

answer (to the guess) at once.

KalaR menteye ror gofkeda. He replied at

once.

Kalak. ^Suspicion, accusation, calum-

Kalank.J ny, obloquy, fear of accusa-

tion, calumny or obloquy.
Noa do kalankko dohoakawadilia.

Kalank reaR alom oetaR barakoa. Do not

strike when there is a possibility of doing

harm.
Kalanke lagaoadiAa. He threw suspicion upon

me.

Kalan dolan. Aimlessly, forlorn, dis-

tractedly, despondent.
Kalah ijolahe dara baraekana. He wanders

aimlessly about.

Eehgecte kalaii (Jolanili tahekana. I was
distracted by poverty and many other

things.

KalapanL The sea, to transport, as a

convict.
Kalap?nikedeako. They transported him.

Kal bhag. Lease of life.

In^Rge tahekantae kal bhag. That was the

extent of his lease of life.

Kaleteye rorkeda. He spoke slowly.

Kale kale oalaRpe. Go slowly.

Kale bale. Quietly, without a word.

Kale balete thiroRpe. Cease making a noise.

Kale balete oalaoenae. He left without saymg

a word.

Kale kale. Slowly. Cf. kale.

Kalgat. To put a little oil on the person,

to anoint.
Kalgat baraanae. He has put a little oil on his

body here and there.

Sunum kalgat jonme. Anoint yourself with oil.

Kalgar. Revolving easily, true on bear-

ing, as an axle.

Noa sagar bes kalgarte aouroRkana. This
wheel revolves easily.

Bes kalgare jutaka^a. He has made it bear
truly on the bush.

Kalha. Cold.
Jahga 9iiji kalhaentaea. His feet are very cold.

Kalha baha.\A plant found in moist

Akar baha. j situations, Limnophila
Roxburghiana, G. Don.

Grada kalha baha. A cold weather flowering

plant, Strobilanthus auriculatus, Nees.

Kalhat. To daub on the person, as oil.

Kalhafadiiiae. He daubed me (with oil.)

Tothat'
JNeighbourhood, vicinity.

Abo kalhatre b9.nuRkoa. There is none in our
vicinity.

Kalhuri. Young, who have left their

dam.
Kali. Ink, accusation, calumny, obloquy.
Kali lagaoadiliako. They calumniated me.
Bin kalire k»liko lagaoadea. Thoy accusedhim

when he was blameless.

Kali. A verse.

Kali. Deaf, applied only to females.

Kali. The Hindu goddess Kali.

?V^°'"WMa bird so named.
Kali burbuduc.J

Kalijug.\The kali jug, or fourth period

Kali kal. J
of the Hindus.

Kalisia. The Church, the Church of

Christ.
Kalisi* renko. Members of the Church.

Kalkal. Numerous, very many.
Kalkal horko jarwaakana. Very many people

are assembled.

Kalkal. Distressingly, gnawing sensa-

tion, or pain.

Eengecte kalkaUd aikaueda. I feel a gnawing
sensation through hunger.

Kalkal rehgecedifia. lam distressingly hungry.

Kalkal babatedilia. It is annoyingly itchy.

Kalkalao. To annoy by making a din.

Noko gidr?. non(Jeko kalkalaoakada. These
children have created an annoyance with

their din.

Sim ?idiko kalkalaoRkana. The hens make a

distressing noise.

Kal katao. To spend, or pass time.

Kalmeg. A common plant during the

rains, Andrographis paniculata,

Nees., valued for its medicinal

properties.
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Kalobalo. 1 Intoxicated, suffering

.}KaloM balolc. j from, or shewing the

effects ofintoxication, to be in one's

dotage, to be out of one's mind,

to rave.
KaloK baloK hor oe&m metaea ? What will you

B&y to a madman P

Koiika horko kaloK balogoKa. Mad people

rave.

Cet lekam roreda kaloK baloK. You speak as

if you were intoxicated.

Kalok kaloic.l Before reaching the

Kalop kakp./ ground, before it rea-

ches tae ground.
Kalott kalolfe lokaeda. H.3 oatohes it (a ball.)

KaloU mart^.l Immediately, at once,

Kalop marte.J before reaching the

ground.
jtTalolf marte ataii go^kedae.
Uni hor bio?ire liel daramte katha kalolt marte

loka godae.
Nui seta tor sap tora kaloK marteye ut got-

kedea.
Adorn hor serert aiUjom tora in^i sere^ge kaloK

marteto loka goda.

Kalol? marteye ataiigot!keda.

KaloR kaloHe jomkeda.

Kalom. Next year.

Din kalom. Last year.

Hoi kalom. Tear before last.

Mah kalom. Thrse years ago, three years

hence.

Kalop kalop. Of kalok kalolc.

Kalop marte. Cf kalok marte.

Kalor. To be destitute, to be in want,

necessitous.
Eeiigeotele kaloreua. We are destitute.

Kalor mara hor. A necessitous rascal.

Kalsakoa. A species of wasp.

Kalot. A young hen, a pullet.

Sim kalot. A hen before beginning to lay.

Kalot efaga. A hen that has hatched its first

brood.

Kam. Work business, use.

Kam kamgihi. To lose time for work.

Kam khatcri. To cause to lose time for work.

Kam bhaKnglurio. A lazy fellow.

Kam kam?ihiko idikedilia. They took me away
and caused me to lose time.

CeC kamren hom bah kana. Ton are of no use.

Raj then kam menaRtilia. I have business

with the Zemindar.
Kamro lagaoKa. Will be of use.

Kamahi. To lose time.

Ni* mahnare pe mahale kamahikeda. We lost

three days this month.
Mil ghantae kamg.hi oookediAa. He caused me

to lose one hour.

Kamai. Earnings.
AmaK kamai do bati jomeda. I do not live on

your earnings.

Kaman. To ^irune, to lop, as a tree.

Dareko kamanj,. They prune trees.

Kamani. The ribs of an umbrella.

Kamani. Spring in the lock of a gun.
Kamani b?.rioena. The spring is injured.

Kamao. To work, to earn.

Kamaokateye jomeda. He works for a living.

Kamar. A semi-Hinduised caste of

blacksmiths.

Kamar kidin. A small species of scor-

pion.

Kamari. The work of a blacksmith,

the money paid for blacksmith

work.

Nun9,K ato reaKiil kamarieda. I do the black-

smith work for so many villages.

Kamari ema/ipe. Give me the blacksmith
work.

Kambhir. To settle down, to reside.

rr I
'\A. kind of tree.

Kamla. j

Kambra. A blanket.

Kambraj. A small plant valued for

its medicinal properties, Buettne-

ria herbacea, Roxb.

Kambru buru. \One of the lesser de-

Kambru bonga.J ites reverenced by
Santals, the godlet of medicine.

Kambru guru. A teacher of charms
and incantations, as also of the

healing virtues of herbs of which
much is known by Santals.

Kamcao. \To grab as much as the

Khamcao.j hand will hold, to grasp

with the whole hand.

Kamda. To copulate. Cf khamda.

Kamhand. C£ kabhand.

Kami. To work, to do ; work, employ-

ment, act.

Kami b^nuKtalea. We are out of work.
K^imi khone ohut^uena. He has been dismissed

from his employment.
Besem kg-miakafia. You have done well.

Kamia. A male farm servant.

Kamin. A female farm servant, a

working woman.

Kamini. The wife of a farm servant.

Cf kamia.
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li jari.\

I jari.
J

To transact business.
Katn
Kam

_, . J

Ce6 l$^ii!eiii heoakana P Kam i9<riteli heoena.
Wuat have yon oome tor ? I have come to

transact bnsiness.

Kamkaj. Work, business.
Kamkaj din darakaua. The working season

is approaching.

Kamla. A kind of tree. Cf. kambla.

Kampas. Cor. of the English word
" compass."

Kamrl. A female agricultural servant

hired by the year.

Kamru buru. \^^ ^^^^^^.^ ^^^^

Cf kambru guru.

"J
To jump, to frisk,

si. J

Kamru bonga,

Kamru guru.

Kamsa kamsi.

Khamsa khamsi. J to gallop

Gidr?. isknl khon chutil'ate kamsa kamsi ba
raeako. When children are let loose from

school they jump about.

Kamsao. 1 rp^ ^^^^^ ^ jj^j-sg ^ gallop.
Khamsao. J
Ma kamsaoem. Come, make him gallop.

Kamtao.lTo grab, to seize, to grasp,

Kaptao. 3 to pick up, as a hawk a

bird.

Kan. Spite, ill-will, revenue, auger.

lid upgirre kane dohokeda. He has a spite a-

gainst me.
,,

Kana. Present tense of verb " to be

(predicative form.)

Uni doe hor kana. He is a Santal.

Kana araU. A wild pot-herb, Gom-

meiyna bengalensis, Linn.

Kanai. A branch springing from a

node on a bamboo, the notch at

each end of a bow to keep the

bowstring from slipping.

Kana kani. To harbour ill-will or spite

against each other.

^.dikin kana kaniena. '^'~"

between them.

Kana kona. V
Kana kuni.

j , . ,,

Kana kona alope b^giaKa. Do not skip the

comers. , ,

Kanari. The barbs on an arrow head.

Kanas. Anger.

Kanas. Direction, aside, ambush.
Noa kanaste calalme. Go in this direction.

Kanasre okoeye tahena? Who will he in am-

bush? (the person who keeps out ot signi;

near the net into which hares are driven is

said to be " kanaare.")

Kanaso. A pleat, frill, tuck, gather-

ing. Cf kaso.

Kanastabal."!

Kenostabol. >A constable, a policeman.

Kenosta. J

Kacan arak. The edible leaves of a

common wild plant, Momordica
dioica, B^oxb.

The fruit which is also eaten is called kjrl*.

(q. V.)

Kadcur. Slough of a snake.

Kanda. A waterpot of a certain size

and shape.

Kanda saru. A plant cultivated for

its edible root.

Kanda jel. Part of a deer killed in the

chase sent as a present to his

sisters by the slayer.

Kanda kondo. Irregular, rough, with

lumps.
Kanda kondoe benaoakafa. He made it irre-

gular.

Kanda kondoe motaakana. He is extremely

fat (flesh hanging in folds.)

Kandao. To maltreat, to cause to cry,

to cause to take umbrage, to hurt

the feelings of another.

Kandaoekanako. They are maltreating her.

Jahae g9.rib kandaoko do ban besa. It is not

right to hurt the feelings of the poor.

Kandar.) Cave or hollow under an over-

Kandor.J hanging bank.

Kander. Tender, fresh, as herbs and

plants at a growth suitable for

food.

There is much ill-will

l-The corners.

Kandel ") Twisted, off the straight,

Kondet. j crooked.

Noatgiku do kanijefena. This spindle is not

perfectly straight.

Kandet mandet. Reeling, staggering.

Kandet; mancjelie calaKkana. He leans to one

side as he goes.

Kandet maudefo calaKkana. He goes reeling.

Kandha. An apartment.
Bar kandha oraK. A house of two apartments.

Kandhaila. A certain mark, used to

distinguish cattle, or when unable

to sign name.

Darahijihren MaiSihi kandhaila dage laikeda.
' The head man of Darahcjih said his mark
was kandhetil^'.
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Kandhao. To rebuke, to warn, to

threaten.
Bon^a kandhaoetam, Threaten your deity.
OraEren boiiga burn hole kandhaoke£koa, ar

oraKren maejiu hole kandhaoke£koa. We
threatened our houaehold deities and we
also threatened the women of our household.

Kandhar. A cave, or hollow under an
overhanging bank.

Kandher. To listen, to eavesdrop.
Cetaiko cone kandher baraefkan ? What is he

listening to P

Kandhi. An instalment, piece, lump.

4-<?i ut^rili kandhi jarwaakawana rin do. I
have accumulated mUch debt to many
people.

Jel kandhi calaKme. Go to where they are
cutting up the carcase and get a piece of
meat.

K^udhi daiira. A bullock hired for the season,
Cf. caro.

Kandhum. A pad for the head, used
when carrying a waterpot, &c. on
the head.

Kandi. The mortar of a dhinki (q. v.)

in which the grain is put.

Kandi kandao. To torment, to mal-

treat, to persecute.

Kandin bai. Daily crying in childhood

from any cause.

Kandkathi. The rites pertaining to

the disposal of a corpse.

Kandkathi daka. The perquisites, &c.,

which fall to those who perform

the last rites to the dead.

Kando. To cry, to weep.

Kando. "iRiot, disturbance, discord,

Khando. J brawl, commotion, conten-

tion.

Noa kando auri oabaKa. This discord is not
yet ended.

Kandor.lA cave or hollow under an
Kandor. j overhanging bank, a thick-

et in the bed of a nalla or ravine.

an^or.
(.Excessive, extremely.

Kaiidorle reugeogea. We are extremely poor.

Kandrac kondroc. Cry of the Artagorj

Kandran. | Deep, as a ravine ; dense,

Khandran. J
deep, as a forest.

Bir kandraii sede darkeda. He fled into the
dense part of the forest.

Kandwer. A large forest tree, Garuga
pinnata, Roxb.

Kanekane. In the ears, agaiii and
again, with all your ears, earnestly,

repeatedly.
Kane kaneJi metamkana. I impress it upon

you (tell you again and again.)

Kane kaneteli sikhaukedea. I told him repeat-
edly.

Kane kanete afijomme. Listen with all your
ears.

Kane kapar. An adverb possessing

intensifying force.

Kane kapare egerkedea. She scolded him
severely.

Kane kapare dalkedea. He beat him unmer-
cifully.

Kane kapare jomkeda. He ate without stint.

Kane kapare daKkeda. It poured a deluge.
Kane kaparko dandomkedea. They fined him

heavily.
Kane kaparko agukedea. They charged him

exorbitantly.

Kane kapare ruhefikedea. He scolded severely.

Kane kaparkin dapaleua . They fought fiercely.

Kane kapare thaiyakedea. He gave him a
tremendous kicking.

Kanbol. A flock, a flight, as of locustst

numerous.
Adi kahbolko hedadilia. They came upon me

in a crowd.

Kandor. Extremely. exces3ively. Cf.

kandor.

nr . °, ; VPoor, destitute.
Kanglaha.J '

Kankar. 1 ^ , ,

Kankar.jQ"^'"*^
g^^^^^-

Kankar. 1 Very tall and thin, large

Kankur. J hands and feet.

Kaukur dare. A high tree with few branches.

Kankha. It,- d i i r-

TT , , [Kim 01 a vessel, brow oi a

Khadkha.
hill.

Kan^a kankha. *)

The rim of a waterpot.
Kan(^a kaiikha.

Kankhar. Barren, waste, unproductive,

desolate, to destroy, to ruin, to lay

waste.
Sahanko kaiikharlaKa din kalom. Last year

they ruined our supply of firewood.
Pohoko kahkharkeda. The locusts ruined (the

crops.)

Kankhi. The rim of a vessel.

Kankirii Extremely, excessively, very,

applied to cold.

Kaiikirif rearakana. It is very cold.
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KaAlaha. } P°°^'' destitute.

Kan hupa. The hollow below the ear.

Kani. Edge, point, a shoot.
^k real? tani. A shoot of sujrarcane.
Kaiiirert sapkeda. 1 took hold of the edp-e.
Tai-w»ri kdaiteko bhoaakcdea. They pricked

him with the point of the sword.

Kan jcT^ri. The part of the face in front
of the ear.

Karijela. A country having a large
area.

Harfkarijela.}'r° ^« full-grown.

Khub hara kaiijelaenae. He has attained his
full growth.

Kajji. An acid or sour drink.
Ul kailji. An acid drink prepared from unripe

mangoes.
Janum kaiiji. An acid drink prepared from

the fruit of Zizi/phuif Jujuba . Cf. janum.
Jojo k^riji. An ac-id drink prepared from Tam-

arind fruit. Cf. jojo dare.
Sukri kaiiji The wat'T in which plates, cooking

uten&ils, &c. have been washed, collected
and given to pigs.

Daka realt kariji. A scurdrink prepared from
rice water.

Kanjia. A small forest tree.

Kankan. Lancinating, or lacerating

feeling, as of pain
;

penetratintjl)'

cold, icy cold.
Adi kankan hasoedillkana. I feel a lancin-

ating pain.
SetaUre adi kankan aikg,u1ta. The cold is pen-

etrating in the morning.

Kankanao. Throbbing, twitching, ach-

ing, as pain.
Kankanaolckantiiia <Jata. I feel a twitching

pain in my tooth.

Kankantu. Cf kantu.

Kankar. Gravel. Cf. kankar.

Kankatra. An earwig.

Kankiril ") Extremely, excessively.

.}Kirit kiriti. / very, applied to cold

Kaukirif rear kana. It is pitrfingly cold.

Hasoedekana kankiri^. He feels it very pain-

ful.

Kankotra. An e.rwig. Cf kankatra.

Kan phuka. To suborne, to induce

to bear false witness, to blow m
the "ai-.

tr '^1
i'-

5- An ear ornament.
Kanpliuli. J

Kanso il. The fii-t,l. th;-e or four large

fe^i'uliors in tho wmo: of a bi/cl.

Kanso. Cloth diawn into folds round
the waist. Cf. kanaso.

Bahu do kansore goohaao. Tho bride will stow
it in the fold of her cro3S.

Kanta. Throat, tomils.
O i!a k.-nta. A ditease 'vhioh affects cattle.
KaK raEte kanta rchoyeniaea. Her throat ia

dry with weeping.

Kanta konto. Ill-clad and shivering,
to shiver with cold.

Eabante kanta konfo baraekanae. HeisshiTer-
in? with cold.

Kanta koufo rabaiikana. It is so cold as to
cause one to shiver.

Kanta kuca. A plant so called.

Kanta phul. A common small flower-

ing plant, Barleria prionitis,
Linn.

Kanta saru. A thorny plant found in
moist situations, Lasia hetero-

2'>hyUa, Schutt.

Kanta siris. A large forest tree, Alhiz-
:ia myriopliylla, Bl.

Kante 6. ) To choke, to stick in the
Koatet'. J throat.

Kantet'euae. He is choking, or it has stuck in
his throat.

Kantha. "]_ Patch-work, pieces of old
Khantha. J cloth sewn together and

above each other so as to make a
piece without holes in it.

Kantha bande. Wearing a patch-work cloth
round the loins, of women only.

Kantha aralt. A small wild plant
Euphorbia granulata, Forsh, the
leaves of which are eaten.

Kanthar. The Jack-fruit tree and
fruit, Artocarpus integrifolia,

Linn.
Kanthar dare. A children's game.

Kantu. "J^Used to amuse children,

Kan kantu. J it is said over several

times, and then the ear is blown
into.

Kanwa goco. Whiskers.

K.aoar. "1 A door, generally in two
K;i,w;.,r. J pieces.

Kaor "

' ,.ibon. We will shut him in, i. e.

iinptiHon him.

K^nan.VTo implore, to beg earnestly,

II 1- iri f to r-!itre."t.

Kao^rikateil inotam^ana, on(Je alom calalca.

I Ijoj you not to go there.

38
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Kaokito. Very hungry, famishing, cry

of famishing.

Kap. Humorous talk.

Kai^Vo uthaiia. They start a humorous
conversadon.

Kapar. Head, skull, fate, luck.

IJiaK kaparre uonkage tahekana. My fate waa
auch.

Kapar jarl: } ^^e right or left temple.

Kajsar jafji bohol? hasoedirikana. One side of
my head is painful.

Kapasara. A pottical name for raw
cotton.

Kapat. A door, one half of a door which
is in two pieces.

Kapcao. To seize by the hair, to pull

the hair, to cut off the hair.

Up kapcaokataeme. Cut his hair.

XJpe kapcaokedida. He caught me by the hair.

Kapci. Scissors, to clip with scissors.

Up kapci gidikataeme. Cut ofi: his hair.

Kapi. A battle-axe.
The following are the different shapes of battle

axe ;
—

Bbg-lua '"api.

Khu^ia l:api,

Ayar kapi.
Hado k?ipi.

Sikria ksipi.

Kapil gai. The female Bison or Gaur,
Gavceus Gaiiribs.

Kapla. The piadas and other hangers
on nt a ZeiT'iiidar's kacahrii who
wait oat-side.

Kapta kapti. To quarrel and pull or

strike each other.

Afjikin kapta kaptiKkaua. They are quarrel-
ling and pulling each other.

Kaptao. To grab, to grasp, to seize,

as a hawk a bird.

Kapti6. Small, diminutive, young.
Kapticko. The little ones, the children.

Kapu. A climbing plant the root and
aerial tubers of which are used as

an article of food.

Kapur. Camplior.

Kapur mali baha. \K fa.^-ourite flower

Mali baha.
J

with Santals, Oci-
mum Basiiicmn, Lmn., var.

thyrsifiora.

Kar. Side.
Oka kar hasoetmea? Nig, kar. On which side

is the pain? This side.

Ina karte kat ulfaume. Turn the log oyer on
that side.

Mit' kar goo. Dead or paralysed on one side,

hemiplegia.

rr^^' \A cess levied by zemindars.

Bonkar. A cess levied on the use of a forest

for fire wood, &c.
Patkar. A cess levied on the rearing of the

Tassar silk worm.

Kar uthau. To collect a cess.

Okoe disom renko Parganakadea, unige kare
iitu^ua. The person appointed Pargana
by the inhabitants of the district collects

tlie cess.

Kar. In exchange for, in return for,

on account of *

Hol'o karte aguakafau taka. 1 have under-
talreii to repay a loan of money in dhan.

Cet' kartem edreadii^a ? "What reason is there
for your being angry with me ?

Calcolon baricgetama ina kartell edrea^mea.
Your behaviour is unseemly, for that rea-
son I was angry with you.

Ear manao. To agree, to accept a reason.
Kare minaokeda. He agreed, or accepted the

reason a^ satisfactory.

Kar. Time.
Dosar karte calaKme. Go a second time.
Adi karte. An adverbial phrase possessing in-

tensifying force.
Adi karteye ruhetkedilia. He scolded me se-

verely.
4di karteye edreadida. He was very wroth

with me.

Kar. An eruption appearing or the
legs, mainly of children.

Kara. One of two brothers, Kara and
Guja whoce names are mentioned
in Santal traditions.

Kara. A large iron pan used to boil

sugar cane juice in.

Kara. A kind of anklet.

Kara. M. ) t,,. ,

Kan. b. J

Kara. A buffaloe bull.

Kara ayan. A variety of the Cobra
snake.

Karac kuruc. To murmur, to grumble.
Cedaliko karac kurujoKkanaf "Why are they

murmuring?

Kara ghakor. A species of fish.

Kara guja. \A sub-sept of the Santal
Kara gujia. j sept Hasdak. (q. v.)

Kara hako. A species of fish.
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Karahi. A round, flattish dish, some-
times of iron but more generally

of earthenware.

Karai. To chastise, to beat, to punish

by beating.
Ce£ i5i.tem k^r^ikedeaP Why did you chastise

him?
Akil ocome lg.gi£ili kfl-raimea nahaU. I shall

beat you presently to teach you wisdom.

Karaite. On account of.

Mit k^rg.ite sanambo aapena. On account of one
we have all been caught.

Mit' k9.r?iite adi ut^rko hecena.

Karaitha. Dirty.

Karaj. A jackal, the peculiar, hoarse

call of a jackal.
It is the popular belief that this peculiar call

of the jackal portends the death of some
one.

Kara kaudi. The shell used as money
in India.

Kara k?.udi ho bjnuKtiiia. I have not got even
a shell.

Karam binti. Traditions recited du-

ring the observance of the Karam
porob (q. v.)

Karam dar. ") A ceremony in which

Karam phul. J two young persons of

the same sex swear eternal friend-

ship.
A small branch of the Karam (q. v.) tree is

fixed in the ground in the village street in

the presBUCe of the village elders. The two

young people fix a bud of the Karam tree

in each others hnir, and afterwards gar-

ments are exchanged. After this ceremony

in addressing each other they say " Karam
phul "instead of their own names. The

villagers are also treated to a feast in hon-

our of the occasion.
.

Karam dare. A large forest tree, Adi-

na cordifolia, H. F. & B.

Karam porob. A festival observed

immediately after the Dasae.(q. v.)

The males of the village go after dark and

cut a branch from a Karam tree which they

fix in the ground in the village street and

round which the young people dance till

morning, when the Karam branch is thrown

into a tank. No sacrifices arc oflered, but

a libation of Uquor is poured out to the

manes of the village chief, and to Maran

burn (q. v.)

Karanath sim. A black fowl having

black bones and black flesh.

Karan karan. 'I Exceedingly, very, ap-

Karan kucan. j plied to darkness ;

pitch darkj
Earafi karah finta. It is pitch dark.

Karao. To make a kind of bread which

is fried in oil.

Kuf^uati khan kalirao ma bail muekila. If I

am .supplied with materials it is not difii-

cult to bake bread.
Noko do besko karao dharaoana. These people

live well.

Karao kurau. To provide, to prepare,

to get all ready.
Karao kuraukateko jomkeda. Aftei' all had

been made ready they partook of it.

Karap. \ Imitative of the sound

Karap karap. J of clicking, or tf.pping

of hoof'b, &c.
Karap karape sa<Je oooeda.
Karap mentoye don gotkeda.

Karap ku.-up. Sound of foot.^teps, or

rapping.
Karap kurup okoe hecenae ?

Karar. To promise, pledge oneself,

engage, undertake.
Kararkedari ninak dinted emoKa. I promised

to pay within so many days.

Karar nama. A written promise, or agreement.

Karau karau. Loudly, loud-voiced.

Kar*u k9.rauko rupuhetkana. They are scold-

ing each other very loudly.

Karba. A plough-handle.
Pendlat'akarba. 1

Candip^ti l>arba. ( The various styles of plough
Gorija Uarba. l' handles.

Euhgla krfba. J
Karba nahel. Plough and handle in one piece.

Karban kurbad. Crooked, serpentine.

Karbar. To transact bu.siness.

Uni do karbare badaea. He knows how to

transact business.

Oraktare mifc' here karbara. The management
of the business of a family is entrusted to

one man.
Karbarak jinis kantiria. They are my imple-

ments, or tools.

Karbari, \One who transacts business,

Karbaric.J a manager.
Nui kantaleae karbari do. This is ourmanager.

Karbaria. Conversant with the meth-

ods of doing business, or the pro-

cedure of a court or panchiiyat.

TJni khub karbaria hor kanae. He is an ex-

cellent business man.
Karbsiria hore aguakadca. He has brought an

advocate, (or a man able to speak and con-
versant with tile forms of procedure of

a panchayat.)

Karbuii. Very tall and bent or stoop-

ing.

Maran ut^r k^rbuh aadom kanae. It ia a very
high horse.

Kg.vbuu mara hof. A tall round-shouldered
scoundrel.
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"I Crooked, shrivelled up,

..fa!

An iron ladle.

Karcan.
Karcati kurcaii. f as a dry leaf.

Kohor karcaii kurcanena. It is dry and shriv-

elled up.

Karcap.
, I Stubbly, bristly.

iiarcap karcap.J •' '

Karcap. M.l Having short and stiff, or

Karcup. F.J curly hair that will not

lie flat.

Karchu.
Karchu.
Karcnitteye magekana. She stints him in his

food.

Karcup. Dry, crisp, curled.

Kardap. "| Sound jjroduced by
Kardap kardap. I hoofs striking the

Kardap kurdup.
j

ground, as when a

KardujS lau-dup. j horse gallops.

Kare. Oil cake, refuse from an oil press.

Kuindi !car:i. Oil cake from the fruit of the
matkom tree fri- v.)

Sujjuia kare. Uil cake from surguja (q. v.)

seedw.

Kare. A bird, the Maena or starling.

i^im hopon kare hopon.

Kargali. A small deciduous forest tree,

Lebediero/jvis orbicularis, Mull,

Arg.
Kargec. A small twig. Cf. kadec.

Karghn,o. A pustular skin disease in

children.

Kargo. To stand on the hind legs with

the forelegs re ting on something
living, as a bear does when hugg-
ing.

Kul do gaiye kargo bindarkedea. The tig-er

sprang with its fore legs on the cow and
knocked her down.

Karha. An agricidtural implement
used to drag earth from one place

to another.
Danra karha. A ' karha ' drawn by bnlloeks.
Kala karha. A 'karha ' drawn by bnffaloes.

Ondeko kakarhakana. There they are remov-
ing earth from one place to another by
means of a " karha."

Karhani. A variety of the rice plant.

Karhar. Sliding bai's across a door or

;;;ate.

Karhar khunti. The posts in which the bars
slide.

Karhar bhugalf. The holes in the posts in which
the bars slide.

G^iko karhar ese^koa. Cows are shut in with
sliding bars across the door (of the cow
shed.)

Karl. Blind, applied only to females.

Kari. Black.
Karl gai. A black cow.

Kgiri handi sal pat. Of one caste, who can eat

and d'rick together.

K^iri handi sal pat abo do sanam perageabo,
V/e are all relatives and can all eat and
drink together.

Kari handi sal pat sihgg, lak Saotal ekoi bat.

AUarerolativos, a million Santalshave only

one word. (Said with reference to the clan-

nishness of Santala.)

Kari. A scandent shrub, Erycihepani-
CLolata, lioxb.

Karl cerg. ) . • ex,- a
T,-^T - . f-A species ot bird,
rirthi cere.) '

Kari bahki. A variety of the rice plant.

Kari dano bonga. ") One of the godlets

Kara dano boilga. J of the Santals.

Karidan. ") Black, thick, heavy, as

Karindan. _) clouds; fat, corpulent.

Karidan rimil rakapakana. Thick clouds
have risen.

Serma karindaii rimilte dabao cabaena. The
whole heaven is obscured by thick clouds.

Kari gandhari. A wild pot-herb, Digera
arvensis, Forsk., eaten in times of

scarcity.

Karigar. An artizan. C£ karigol.

Karigham. To be overcome with
faintness and to perspire profusely

;

vertigo.

Kfirigol. An artizan. Cf karigar.
Nahak do sanamko karigolena. All are artizans

now-a-days.

Karil. A young bamboo shoot. Cf.

helta.

Kari natigin. A species of black poi-

sonous snake.

Kai-ja. Debt, to incur debt.
Adili karjaakat'a. I have incurred much debt.
Karja do dherentaea. His debt is large.

ISt^}™l.'"8"-
Khub marah karja dare kana. It is a very

large high tree.

Uui karji maejiue heoakana. That very tall
woman has come.

Karka. A hunt, employed as a synonym
for sendra (q. v.)

Karkar. Drj^ hard.
Adi karkar bujh^iuKkana. It feels very hard.
Kafkaf kefeoena. It is extremely hard.
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Karkarao. To dry hard, to harden, to

stiffen, to congonl, to freeze.
Rohor kafkaFaoena. It has dried as hard aa

iron.

Ketej kafkaraoena. It is hard and stiff.

Karkarao. To tis;hten.
Tol kafkajraome. Tie it tightly.

Karkarao. To liquify anything, such
as oil or ghi, &c., which has con-

gealed.
Gotom karkaraome aetoiire. Melt the ghi in

the sun.

Karkari. A lever with which a rope

is tightened by twisting.

Karkat. A small thorny tree, Zisy-

phus xylopyra, Willd.

Karke janvim. A large forest tree arm-

ed with spines, Briedelia retusa,

Spreng. Of kadrupala.

Karkhana. A workshop, a scheme, to

devise, to do.

Noko do bhnbko k^-rkhanaakaCa. These (people)

have set up a good work shop.

Ce£ nondem karkhanaeda ? What are you do-

ing here ?

Karlior. A species of bird.

Karkur. Sound of rumbling in the

stomach.
KarkuroKkana lac do.

Karla. An immature bamboo.

Karla. The pin fixing the two shafts

of a bullock cart together in front.

Karla. The plant and fruit of Momor-
dica dioica, Roxb.

Ato karla. Th& cultivated variety.

Bir karla. The wild variety.

The leaves of this plant are also eaten and
known as kacan araR (q. v.)

Karmali. The tribal name of the iron

smelting Koles of Chota Nagpur
and adjacent districts.

Karma porob. A festival observed af-

ter the lice has been planted.

This festival is only observed by a portion of the

Santals, who have imitated their Hindu
neighbours.

Karmal Cf karwai

Karmatao. To seize with both hands,

to hold tightly.
Hai.ra^ karmataokediiiae. He caught me in

his arms.
Tol kaymataokedeako. They tied him up tightly.

Karmbi arak. A wild plant the leaves

of which are used as a potherb,

Ipomoea f>pcciosa, R. &. IS.

Karmi kuri. A female agricultural ser-

vant hired by the year. Cf kamrl.

Karmi kuriye Mstrijhi eraK, ar gnti korae Par-
ganaK.

Karnal. A kind of trumpet.

Karnali. Dhan lands lying in a sloping

hollow.

Karne. Cause, reason. Cf karon.

Kami. A person suffering from some
disease, ailment, disorder, or mala-

dy.

Karon. Disease, ailment, disorder,

malady.
Cef karon mcnalftaea? What is his ailment P

Karonakanae. He is suffering from some dis-

order.

Karon. ^ ^
Tr r Cause, reason.
Karne. J
Ona karonte bae aenlena. For that reason he

did not go.
Cet karnete ? For what reason ?

Karor karor. In multitudes, in tens of

millions.

Karra.] Stone in the bladder, strangury,

Korra.) painful micturition.

Karra.
]

Kodra. j-To scourge, a scourge.

Korra. J

^Yll- ] Angrily, harshly, sharply,

l::-r:k,rri.j -"s%.
A(}i karra k?irrikin roporena. They disputed

very angrily.

Karrage rorkateye metadea. He spoke roughly
and said to him.

Karra. A renal disease.

Karsaj. Ito do, work, business.
Karsaji. j
Cetpe karsajeda? "What are you doinir ?

Inage karsajitako ojha do. That is the work
of the charm doctors.

Karsar. A tall grass, Thyranolosna

acarifera, Nees., found mainly on

the banks of streams.

Karti. A nail.

Kgir{i gotkakme. Nail it up.

Karu. Handles on a box or trunk by
which to lift it.
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y Mustard oil.

Karua. Hot, pungent.
Met' karua^kedida. It nipped my eyes.

4-<Ji bara9.e rofeda. He speaks pungently.

Karua patka. A species of edible mush-
room.

Karua sunum
Utid sunum

Karuc barud. 1 m ui i.

rr .1,' > hio grumble, to murmur.
Karuc buruc.J °

Karuli karuli.1

Karun karua. [Very tall, very high.

Karun kacud.J

K^ruU VartiK uaulae. He is very tell.

"Utko kayaK karuKgeako. Camels are very
high.

Karurbarur. It ,, i, i- j.

12- 1
•

• Loudly, as shouting, to
Karur karur. h ,

': °
12-' shout.
Karur marur.j
K?rur k9,ruroKkanae. He is shouting.

Karwa patka. Cf. karua patka.

Karwal A small thorny tree, bear-

ing a small edible fruit, Garissa
Carandas, Linn.

Karwas thili. A small earthenware
vessel in which a little dhan is

placed and sent with a bride to

her new home. The pot is orna-

mented with figures drawn in

white.

Karya. ") Black, dark colour, almost

Karyo. J black.
Karyo aesane hendea.

Kas. A tan, a tanning material ; to

tan.
Bail Iraslekhan tejo hoko tejoegea. If I do not

tan it worms will breed in it.

Kas.
1

Kasa. VBell-metal.

Kasa. I

Ka.3 iiitjr. ) gg^.^gtal and brass.
Kasa pitar. )

Kas marao. To subdue, to subjugate,

to tame, to bring to one's senses.

Kas maraotamalaii nahalf . I shall bring you to

your senses presently.

Kasa. Bitter; astringent.
Jojom kasakefme do. You thought it bitter.

Kasa. Bell-metal.

Kasa daK. Liquor amnii ; fluid, the

escape of which is prernonitory of

parturition, used of animals.
Kasa daR calaUkantaea.

Kasai. A worm that destroys the teeth

of cattle.

Kasai. A butcher.

Kasaili. The Betel-nut.

ir- 1
>• An oath, to take oath.

Kiriya kasam. J

Kiriyfli kasam oookedeae. He caused him to
take oath.

Kasao. To tighten, to tighten a strap,

to press down, to squeeze in, to

load a gun, to pack.
Ganjiare taka kasao perejme. Squeeze the

money into the purse and fill it.

Oral^ko kasao pereeakalja emanteaR tijte. They
have packed the house full of various goods.

Kasaoem tinaKe joma. Press him and see how
much he will eat.

Kasar. ~) Remnant, remainder, balance,

Kaser. J arrears.
Thora kasar menal?a, ?turile ir cabaea. There

is still a remnant, we have not yet reaped all.

Thora kaser menaKa, baro bajaU lagit'. It still

wants a little to twelve o'clock.

Kasai Bitter, sour, astringent.

Kasadea, gurataeme adoe joma. It will bo
bitter, put in a little sugar and he will

eat it.

Kasat.

Kiriya kasat.
Kiriyg- kasatenae. He hag taken oath.

Kasat! kusut.l rn i ^ .i

Kasa^ kusut-.|T° ^°^' *« ^^^P g^"*!^-

CaKem kasa^ kusudoUkana ? Why are you sob*
bingP

Kaser. Cf. kasar.

injure, the dregs of disease.

, |- To take oath.

r' - VTo geld, to castrate,

Kaser. ] m •

Kasur.J
Jom kaserenae. He overate himself.

Kasi.

Kha
Kasi sadom. A gelding.
Kg-si. A castrated goat.
Bheija kasi. A wether.

Kasia. ~) „ r

Phulakasia. I
Humorous, funny.

Phula k^sigi hor kanae. He is a funny man.

Kasi dh5k.

Kas rog. j

Kasi ghas. A tall grass, Saccharum
spontaneum, Linn.

Kasi jera. A species of quail.

Kasi gundri. A species of quail.

Kasi phul. A variety of the rice plant.

\ Phthisis.
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mrakos.l^^^P^^**'^^
"•'

Kaskas. Tight.
4.41 kaskas atkarolikana. It feels very tight.

(& shoe.)

Kaskas. A peculiar bark of dogs
when in heat.

Kaskas. Uncomfortable, painful.
Met're dhuri bololenkhan kaskas atkaroKa,

Kas kasa. Bronze, bell-metal.

Kaskasao. To tighten, to pull tight,

pull together.
Kaskasaokate tolme. Pull it ti?ht and tie it.

Oka do dudramte met' kaskasaolta.

Kaskom. The Cotton plant of which
there are several species and varie-

ties ; cotton before separated from

the seed.
Bhoga kaskora. Gossypuim a^rhorenm, Linn.
Jurgud^ kaskom.

")
Probably only varieties of

Koca kaskom. > Gossypium arhoreum.
Dare kaskom. ) Linn.
Hopo kaskom ) An American species of

Saheb kaskom. ) cotton.

Budhi kaskom. A variety of Gossypium her-

haceitm. Linn.

Kaskom ran. A common wild plant,

Gorchorus coi^gulari^, Linn.

Kaskus. To whine as a dog when
pleased.

KisarteC lielkate kaskusolfkanae, seta do.

The dog is whining with pleasure at seeing

his master.

Kasmar. A large forest tree, Ginelina

arborea, Roxb.
This is one of the finest of Indian timbers.

Kasrair lugri. Cashmere cloth.

Kasni. Assiduous and careful atten-

dance on cattle.

Mehu merom real? do gidi kasni hoyol?a . Cattle

must be assiduously and carefully atten-

ded to.

Khub k9.sni hor kanae. He is a first rate ten-

der of cattle.

Kaso. To plait, a frill, a plait.

Kasokateko bandea. They plait a part of the

s*ri when putting it on.

Kaso bande. A method of wearing the s^ri in

which a part of one end is gathered up in-

to a plait before being bound round the

waist.

Kasra.
JTi^^it^h.

Khasra. )
£asraakanae. He has itch.

Kasrat. Applied to fruit nearly ripe.

Kasra'Cakana. It is nearly ripe.

K, 5- Red thread.
osta. J

Kasta kasti. To regri't, to be sorry

for having done, or left something
undone.

Adi kasta kijgtienali. I regret it very much.

Kastao. To repent, to be sorry, to

regret.

Kul^iye dar ocokedeteye kastaoena. He was
sorry at having allowed the hare to escape.

KombrokeCtaeteye kastaoena. He regretted
his loss by theft.

Kasur. ^ To commit a fault ; a fault,

Kosur. [ malady, disorder, ailment,

Kusur.J flaw.
La^re kasur menal£taea. He has a disorder of

the i)Owels.

K^sur jharao. To take revenge.
Kasurakat'all. I have committed a fault,

Kat. A dry measure, a maund, u.sed

with respect to grain.

Kat Wood, timber, cut or growing.
Kat realf. Wooden.

Kat. A steel spur put on a fighting-

cock.

Kat. A wall built of mud or clay, to

build a wall with clay.

Katedako. \ They are building a wall of

Kaltat kanako. 5 clay

^^^:, ]-The Hindu caste Kayasth.
Kaitha.J •'

Kat bel. The Wood-apple tree, Fer-

onia Elephavtum, Correa.

Katuru. A beetle, the larvae of which

feed on wood.

Kat seren. A species of beetle which

is said to have a sting, the larvie

of which feed on wood.

Kat badhoe. ~) A worker in wood, a

Kat badohi. j carpenter.

Kat oi. An edible fungus that grows

on wood.

Kat horo. A species of tortoise,

Kat tilmin. A wild variety of Sesa-

mum indieuni, D. 0.

Kata. A pit saw.

Kata.
downwards.

Leer and foot from the knee

Sim kata. A fowl's foot.

Merom kata. Goat's trotters.

Bhidi kata. Sheep's trotters.

Hof kata. A man's foot.
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Katac kutuc. Uneven, crooked ; un-

comfortable feeling in the stomach,

imperfectly, scamped.
Lajre kata, J kut'i : atkarolf kana. I am conscious

of an uncomfortable feeling in the stomacli.

Dal k it\'! k\itii3 isinena. The "dal" is not
evenly cooked.

Katij ki!t. i^pedakaakat'a. Touhave insuffici-

ently cooked the rice.

Kataha. Fierce, ravening ;
applied also

to any cutting instrument used to

kill an animal with.
Kataha ^anwar. A ravening wild beast.

Den, kataha odoktape. Bring- out your cutting
instrument (to kill the goat with.)

Kata katua. ^ Rubbish, leaves, straws,

Kata katvvar. j- &c. which gather about

Kata kuta. J the court-yard of a

house.

Katan kutun. A peculiar way of lifting

the feet when walking.
TinaK' katah kutuiiiii calaka?
TinaK ka^ah kutuii baraeam?

Katao. To cut, to live or pass time, to

emerge from a cocoon, to score out

or off, to remove, to become ac-

customed.
Pher dinle kataoakaiia noa disomre. "We haYe

lived a long tims in this country.
Lumamko kataoUKana. The silk moths are

emerging from t'n^' cocoons.
Paera't jo ibej dalf liatwme. When you swim

cat the water with your hands.

Einiri kafiokeda. I scored off my debt, (paid

my debt.)

Bere kataokeda. He removed the adverse su-

pernatural influonoe which was at work.
Da lute da!<ko kataoa. They out the water

with oars.
Nirone kataokeda. He passed through the hot

weather.

Dal< bam katao ocoledea. You did not allow him
to get accustomed to the water.

E9.3id kataoi Ame. Write me a receipt.

Tolobko ka,tao keCtaea. Thoy out his pay.
Nutum kat lokatiAme. Score out my name.
H^tjri katioentaea. He was marked absent.

Unial^ katha oho kataolena. His order cannot,
or must not be neglected.

Nui do ali duke kafaokeda. He suffered very
much.

Katap katap. ^ Sound produced by feet

Katap katup. I striking the ground,

Katap kutup.
j

as when a horse gal-

Kutupkutup. j lops.

Kafap katapiii aiijom heokedea. I heard him
come clattering in.

Katar. Less than snfiScient.

Jom katar ket'koako. Their receiving a portion

of iihe food made it insufficient for those
for whom it was intended.

Katbac kutbuc. Irregular, crooked.
Giticakanako katbai^ kutbuc. They are lying

in all positions.

"Utko katbac kutbuegeako. Camels are humped.
CetJlekan katem maiikeda katbac kutbuc?

What kind of timber have you cut, bent
first one way and then another p

Katbuc. Round-shouldered, hunch-
backed, hanging the head.

Kg-tbuJ maraherele hecakana iKdi. The hunch-
backed man has come to take me away, (Said

by a bride in disparagement of her huabaiid
who has come to take her to his home.)

Kate. A participial and adverbial par-

ticle. It very often takes the place

of a7id or by in English.
Durupkateye galmaraoadiiia. He sat down

and talked to rae.

Phasiarakateye hataokeda. He got possession
of it deceitfully, or by deceit.

Edrekateye rorkeda. He spoke angrily.
Mid takakate emakom. Give them one rupee

each.
Babarkateye kolketkoa. He sent them out in

couples.
Mimitkateye aderket'koa. He took them in

singly.

Kate. In continuing a naiTative, then,

after this.

Inakateko argoma. After that they harrow it.

Kath. Dirty, unwashed, black with
dirt.

Adim ka^hakana. Tou are very dirty.

Kath. ~| To be very cold, chilled

Kathnau.
J-

to the marrow, numbed,
Kathnao. J faint.

Eabahte kathenae. He is numbed with cold.
Eabahbe kathnaoenae. He is chilled to the

marrow.

Katha. Word, account, subject, matter,

question, statement.
Katha kafio. To contradict, to disobey.
Noa katha posaofme. Make this matter known.
Bahu kathale kecetkeda nes do. We shelved

the matter of a bride this year.
Kathako sapkettiiia. They seized upon my

words.
Kathae gooada . He agreed rather than give

offence by refusing.
Kathako aderkeda. They informed him of the

matter.
Katha do noa kana, bahma, Biswadibre kulhiko

durupa. What I have to say is, that there
will be a panchayat in Bi^iwadih.

Mase, kathaeme. Gome, you begin the diaons-
sion, or conversation.

Katha barta hoeena. The matter is settled.
Katha batrakedale. We discussed and settled

the matter.
Kathae dapalkeda. He concealed the matter.
Bapla reak katha batra hoeena. All matters

connected with the marriage are arranged.
Katha kathateko sapkedea. They convicted

him by his own and other people's state-
ments.
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Kathae jomkeJa. He agreed.
Kftthako aetoraden,. They aout him informa-

tion .

Katha oapalaope. Pass the order, or informa-
tion, from one to another.

Katha bail banaoUltantakina. They do not sret
on well together.

Kathae ceoet'kana. He is spying.
Aj sod khon kathae benaokeda. He fabricated

the statement.
Katha reah kothotetpe roreda. You are speak-

ing inaoourately.
Katha ar kotho oka ho thik do banulianaii. The

statement is unreliable.

T^ •, VA measure equal to two seers.

Katha. A land measure, the twentieth
part of a bigha.

Katha bajoria. "(Exaggerating, boast-

Katha bajhauia. / ing, bragging.

Katha kothe. ") Clumsy, inelegant,

Katha kotho. J rough, ill-made, ill-

shaped.
Katha kothoko benaokeda. They shaped it

badly.

Kathae. Employed to introduce a

statement of which the speaker

has no personal knowledge, I have

heard, it has been said.

Kathae Kaoharte senakanae. It is said that he
has gone to Cachar.

Ona diaomre kathae adi hoyoka . It is said

that in that country there are excellent

crops.

Perako lagaoRkana kathae. It is said that
'

negotiations for a marriage are in progress

.

Kathauri. To cremate, to dispose of

the dead by cremation or burial.

Okate senenae ? Ho, kathg.uri oalaoenao. Where
has he gone ? Oh, he has gone to assist at a

cremation.

Kuthi. A measure equal to two seers.

Cf. katha.

Kathi. A key.
Kulup kafhi. Padlock and key, or a padlock

key.'

Kathi. The weight or weights attached

to a certain kind of fish not to make
it sink.

Kathin. 1 Difficult, serious, obstinate,

Kothin. J astonishing, wonderful,

unkind.

Adi kathin rog kana. Itis a very serious disease.

Kathiii hor kanae. He is an obstinate man.
Eithin jiwitae, nun?.)?ko dalekanrehS bae ralf-

eda. He has wonderful spirit, although

they beat him so mu';h he does not cry out.

Kathli. A small wooden cup for hold-

ing oil,

Kathnau. To be very cold, chilled to

the marrow, numbed, faint.
Eabante kathn^uenae. Ho is numbed with cold.

Kathnao. To be very cold, numbed,
Cf kath.

Kathoria. To perform the last offices

to the dead, either by cremation
or burial.

Okatepe calaKkanaP Kathorig,, Where are you
going ? We are going to assist at a crem-
ation.

Kathoria hoy do onije khon daK fhon uni gooio
idikateko dohokaea, ar ako do rapage lagifi

sahanko aguia, ar hubaK gundr^ gundrq,-
kate sarako benaoa.

Kathua. \To be very cold, chilled to

Kathnau.
J

the marrow, numbed,
faint.

Kathu^enae. He is numbed with cold.

Kathor. \Cruel, merciless, relentless,

Kathoria. J
callous, hard, solid.

A<}i kathor mone hor kanae. He is a - ci-y hard
hearted man.

Kati. Any game played like pitch and
toss.

Khunti k^iti. The game played to a pin fixed

in the ground as a mark.
Ga(Ja kati. The game pl?.yed into a hole as a

mark.
Odao kati. The game played by sides.

Cario kati. "^ The game in which the pieco of

Katkati. ) j lotsherd, with which it is played,
is propellBu by a stick struck by the hand.

Kati. A screw, a nail.

K9.tiyo tofikeda. He took out the screw.

Katie. Small, insignificant, young.

latilt^-}^^°^-"p'«<='^-^"-"*"y-
Ka^io kaficko emoUa. They will only give a

very small quantity.
Kgitid gea 9.uri haraKa. It is very small, it is

not yet grown.
Ka^io ouluiie tahekanre ehgattet'e godona.

His mother died ivhen he was an infant.

Ung-K alom girii^., katijo' ?.. Do not cut off ho

much, it will be too .jhort.

Katie jhunka. i small wiM plant,

Grotalaria 'prostraia, Roxb.

Katin. A trench, a -utti'ig ia earth-

work, cor. of the English word
" cutting."

Katit. To remove, to l)lot out, to for-

give.
Gun ka(it'ena menkhau rog khon besoKae

When the spell is removed lie will rojover.

from the disease.

39
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Kat jiba. Cruel, relentless, merciless,

callous,
Kat jiba hor kanae. He ia a cruel man.

Katkatao. To sleep, as tKe foot ; the

languid feeling heralding the ap-

proach of an attack of fever ; to

set and grind the teeth, as in con-

vulsions ; to suffer from tetanus

;

to close firmly.
Janga katfcataoentiiia. My foot is asleep.
Tog'oo katkataoenae. His teeth are set.

Sap katkataokedeako. They seized and held
him firmly.

Ger katikataokedea. He fixed his teeth firmly.

Katkatao. Applied to the feeling of

dryness of the skin and want of

elasticity in the muscles.
Ti jafifja kafckataolckantiila, sunum banuT^tiila.

Katka kotko. Hilly, hills and valleys,

ups and downs, not level-

Tundi disom adi katka kotkogea. ThQ country
of Tan^li is all hills and valleys.

Bel ot banultanaii, eken katka kotkogea. There
is no level ground, only ups and downs.

Katkom. A crab.

Dbiri katkom. "^ A large crab found underneatli
Fatal katkom. 3 stones in rivers.

Sodok katkom. A small crab found in water
courses.

I3ad katkom. A small crab found plentifully

in highland rice fields.

Toa katkom. A species of crab without a shell

and its body filled with liquid resembling
milk.

Burn katkom. A very black crablfound in hill

streams.

Kedifi katkom. 7 i ^ -^

Kidin katkom. j
A scorpion.^

Hako katkom hilo]?. A certain day during the
Sakrat fq, v.) festival when the young men
go a-fishing for crabs and fish.

Katkom. A ceremony performed after a mar-
riage.

Katkom itilenae. He has a little wealth.

Katkom carec. A common grass, Rott-

boellia perforata, Roxh.

Katkom jatiga. A species of Loran-

thus very common in the forests

of Santalia, Viscum attenuatum,
D. G.

Katkut. Expert in wood-work, skilled

in the black arts, qualified to exer-

cise the black arts.

Kstkuti hor kanae. He is an expert worker in

wood.
Okoe Itatknt dareal^a, uni sabeme. "Bring one

who is qualified to remove the spell.

Katla. A species of fish.

Katli. A small wooden cup for holding
oil. Cf. kathli.

Kat maker. Wood and all connected
with it.

Kat mohrijorte. With great difficulty.

Kat mohliiorteko kg-mi atjaoakafa. They have
earned it with great difficulty.

Katnaso. A small quantity of meat
received by the person or persons

who cut up a carcase.

Kato. A knife of a peculiar shape

used by Mahle basket makers, a

knife used to pare mangoes, &c.

Katok To throw or pop into the month.
Katok go^kadae. He popped it into his month.

Katop. To cut with shears.

Katpat. Firewood and leaves.
The lea,ves are for the purpose of making plates,

cups, &c.

Katra kiitra. To make into small

pieces.

Katrao. To slice, to cut into thin slices.

Helta katraome. Slice the bamboo shoots
across.

Katri. A tight fitting bracelet worn to

keep the looser fitting ornaments
on the wrist in place.

Katrop. To shear, as sheep ; to cut or

crop hair.

Bhidiko katropkoa. They shear sheep.

Katrua. A greenish coloured mantis
belonging to the species Hierodula
tectiforrivis, Saii^s. Gf. nau.

Katup. A finger, a toe, a meaure the

breadth of one finger.
Jaiiga katup. The toes.

itlS'lfe^p.} The thumb.

UKdulc katup. The fore finger.
Tala katup. The middle finger.
Mundam katup. The fourth or ring finger.
Sic katup. ' The little finger.

Kat;up uduR. To hold up the thumb as a sign
of defiance.

Bar kafup jeleilgea. It is two finger-breadths
too long.

Katua.
"I

Rubbish, small twigs,
Kata katua. V chips, straws, leaves,

Katwar. j &c.
Torodahko odaolaKa, celege bako jhalilena,

eken ka^a katua. They set the fish trap, but
caughtno fish, only small twigs, straws, &c.

Katwi6. "Bent, hunch-backed, applied
to females.

Ka^wio mara g,im9,i. A hunoh-baoked jade.
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Kaua ra.ua. To weep and wail loudly.
Kaua rau»ljkanlin artjomket'koa. Wo heard

them weeping and wailing.

Kauca kauci. T To be irritated, dis-

Kaucau. J contented, to sulk,

to be in high dudgeon.
Kane* kauoi barae kanae. She is in high

dudgeon.

Kaudi. A shell used as money ; money,
a pice.

Kara kg,aiji. > The small shell used aa money
Phutia kg.u(Ji. Jl in India.
Jojo jan kjudi. A dumpy or uncoined pice,

which resembles in shape a seed of the
Tamarind fruit.

K^uiji enga. A conch, a large marine shell
used by Hindu priests.

K^uglialeamp Will yon pay usp

Kaudi diaii cSre. A species of small

hawk.

Kauha. A large timber tree, Termin-
alia Arjuna, Bedd.

Kaukau. Tumult of noise, uproar.
Kaukg-uko andorakat^a. They hare raised a

great uproar.
K?,uk*uakat'ae. He has made a great noise,

(by shouting.)

Kaula kauli. ) To be perplexed, wor-

Kaulau. j ried, pestered.
Kaula katulienad. I am worried with one thing

and another.
Mone kanlauentilSa. I am perplexed in mind.

Kaumau. To make a loud noise, by

speaking, disputing, quarrelling, &c.

Kaurau. To create a tumult or uproar,
K*urauedj.ko. They are making a great uproar.

Kauri. A shell used as money. C£
kaudi.

Kawal kawal.\To squirm, as a leech, to

Kiwil kiwil. / wriggle.

Kawet. Indian or wild Liquorice root,

a common wayside climber.
There are two varieties of this plant found in

Santalia :

—

AraK kawe£. This variety has ros9 coloured

flowers, red seed with black eye.

Pond kaweS. This variety has white flowers

and white seed.

fj-^^^'
I Hasty, quick-tempered, tem-

jr^y^" I

per uncontrolled.

Aiji kaya hor kanae. He is a very quick-tem-
pered man.

Kaya. The body, physical strength.
Tin habic noa dhartire kaya tahentabona, nn-

habio k^mitege hoyoKtaboua. So long as
we are in the body we must work.

I
High, tall.

Kaya koyo. To stoop down to escape

being seen, to stoop down and look

round furtively.
Kaya koyo oko oUoteye d9,rkeda. He fled stoop-

ing down and hiding himself.

Kayak koyok. To look round about
furtively.

KayaR koyoEe oalaltkana. He goes looking
round about furtively.

Kayau kuyun. Stooping, to sniff about
as a dog.

Kayah kuyuh baraekanae. He goes sniffing
here and there.

Kayar. "j To bob the head up
Kayar kayar. V and down, as a camel
Kayar koyor. j when walking.

Ka\'oli kayoll.

Kayiik kayulj.

XJtfeo kayulc kgiyuKko koyoga. Camels raise
their heads to a great bight.

Kayur kayur. Tall and slim, high,

tall.

Xrt kg-yur kayure calakkana. The camel towers
as he goes along.

Kayur kayur. The call of the Tarjua
bird (q. v.)

Ke. Aeti\-e verbal particle used in

conditionals.
KoK . Passive verbal particle used in condition-

als.

fakam em hatarliilkhaniii hataokea. If you
would give me some money for a short
time I would take it.

Ke. Every, each, by.
Sermake sermae hirie£lea.

year.

Dinke din hara idilckanae.

by day.

Nindg-ke liindate dalfeda.
Siiike sid liindake liinda.

^
night.

Mi(3ke mit, sanamko god cabaena,

Ke. A Kole.

Kebekebe. ") ^ i j u .

R -bk b f
^^''^o'^scl. bent.

He visits us every

He is growing day

It rains each night.
Every day and every

He struck him and made

Owing to a

Dal kebkebekedeae.
him bend.

Panda.^e hasote kebkebeakanae.
pain in the loins he is stooping.

Kecak. To break, to break off a piece,

a piece ; to be finished, to be end-

ed.
_Noa Icatha kecaltena. Thia matter is broken off.

Nindg. cando kecaUenae. The moon ia on the
wane.

Kiinaimi kecaK. The beginning of ,tho moon'n
third quarter.
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Mii: kecaU i)ith9 den emalime. Give me a piece

of bread.
Alom onkaea kco'i.goKa. Do not use it that

way, it will break into pieces.

KepeoaK. Tbe Beoiprooal form of keoaR.

Kece dore. To carry the head proudly,

to hold the head to one side. Cf.

koce d'.rd.

Kecel, rj sift such things as flour in

a peculiar way.
HoloiiKo kecel? They sift ilour.

Kecer. ^Hard, not sufBciently

Kecer kecer. J cooked, crisp.

Kecer kecer , /:)ela. It is nice and crisp.

Kecet. To break, to break into pieces,

to smash, to break off.

SoboK kecetkedae. He rammed it and broke it.

Kecet kecel Doubtful, dubious, un-

certain.
Noa katha kecet' fceoe^ge atkaroKkana. This

matter is doubtful.

Kecmecao. To be restive, to curvet,

to prance, as a horse.
Paiira keomeoao baraekanae. The bullock is

restive.

Sadom etoe jokhed keomecaoKkan tahekanae.
When th9 horse was being broken in he was
restive.

Keco bei.lio. A word imitating the

chaUering of starlings, to be hap-

py. g- ;ful.

Ki.^iii ':^jo be(;lroko raga. Starlings chatter.
Gidra kaco beijroko liir daRrama. Children

run gleefully to meet, or welcome.

Hor rtelte keco beijroenae. She is happy at

seeing other people.

Ked.ir. A mark on a woman's fore-

head.
Kedarenae. She has a mark on her forehead.

The mark is produced by the application of

a leaf of the kedar (q. v.) plant, which ( .lu-

ses a blister, the mark of which is perman-
ent.

Kedar nari. A common jungle plant,

Asparagus rttcemosus, Willd.

Kedar. A plant found in rico fields,

Bonnaya veronicoifolia Spreni/.,

the leaves of which possess bli.s-

tering properties.

Kcdbali. Weak, tottering when walk-

ing as a very old person.
Rnate keJbaUenae. He is weak through fevor.

Kede ^ To stoop, a.s one fi'om old

Kede kedc J agr.
Kei^G koi,b;enan He stoops.

Kedekede. To move by short steps,

to trip.

Kedekede citri hoponko liir bafaekaua. The
young partridges run trippingly.

Din hiloK kedekeijeye hijuKkana, nui budhi do.

This old woman comes every day with her

short steps.

KecMkatkom.-)^
i^j^_

Kidm katkom. J
^

Kedmer. Weak, tottering when walk-

ing as a very old person.

Haram keijmerenae. He is old and weak.

Kedo kedo. The call of the partridge.

Ke(Jokei3o citriko raga. The partridges call

" kedoke^o."

Kedok. Supper, the evening meal.

i±RJ^SfotSU«"pp-*--
KedoK jom harop. After supper time, 10 P. M.
Kedok jom sarasatili. After supper and time

to retire for the night.
Aurile kedogoRa. "We have not yet supped.

Kedok arak'. The suj.^,.;! potherb,

Argyreia speciosa, i^iueet.

Kedra kidri. To strike repeatedly with
the heel of the fist not with the
knuckles.

Kedrao. To enquire, to consult.
OraR boiiga kedraoem. Consult with your wife.

Kedroc kodroc.lThe sound produced
Kidro6 kodroc.

J
when one is being

strangled, or throttled.

Toyo doe aka daporena, adi gl.aric ke(Jroe ko-
droc adha jibakateye topaK liurena.

Kedwar Marndi. A sub-sept of the
Santal sept Marndi.

Kedwar Baske. A sub-sept of the San-
tal sept Baske.

Kedwar Hasdal^. A sub-sept of the
Santal sept Hasdak.

KShS. The red-backed vulture.

Aral; kehe. The male bird.
HcraK kehe. The female bird.

Kehna."! ,n , , , , .

,

x- , ,'- io lay past, to put aside.

Kehnao. To beat, to strike.

K6k6. Squeaking of pigs.
Keke sukriko raga.

Kekercah. Hard, stiff, rigid.
Eohor kekercaiiena. It has dried hard.
Kat leka kekeroahona. It is as rigid as a log.
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Kekleset. Temfied, frightened out of
one's wits, numbed witli fear,
speechless with fright.

Kull5Gltekeklese€go«enae, At the eight of the
tiger he became numbed with fear.

Kekrecet;. Learning to crow, an imi-
tative sound.

Kelha^. A potsherd, a small piece of
broken pottery.

Kelha£ k9,ti. A piece of potsherd ground round
like a penny with which games like pitch
and toss are played. Cf . k^ti.

Kenderped. Unprepossessing in ap-
pearance, ugly, applied to females
only.

Kendle. Short in stature, applied to
females ; a little girl.

Kendra. Short in stature, applied to
males only.

Kendron. Having thin hair, as a person
who has lost it during a severe
illness.

Kenekec. Pretty, good looking. Scot-
tice, weel faur'd.

Kenekote. To set the head conceitedly,
to look round proudly or conceit-
edly.

Kenekote baraekanae nui kuri hopon do. This
girl is carrying her head proudly.

Kenel kenel. Large, full, applied to
the breasts of women.

Kenha. To lay past, to put aside.

Ken ke6. ITo scold, to speak angrily
Ken keiiau.J or petulantly, to nag,

to grumble.
MiC talao keli kelioKkanae. She keeps nagging

away the whole day.

Kedmeti. To be at variance, to alter-

cate, dispute, quarrel.
Keiimeliolfkanakin. They are disputing.

Keola. A leech.

Keomeo. To mew, as a cat when hun-
gry-

KeoQ meon. To whine, to si^eak pe-

tulantly.
Eehgedte keoh meoh baraekanao. Ho is whining

because he is hungry.

KSot. "I A fisherman, a Hindu caste

Keota.J of fishermen.

Keraya. Rent, fare.

Kere. To begin, to bo eager, to stiive.
Dadalge kerekkanao. Ho is about to strike.

Kere. To prepare chai'coal, to carry
out the process by which charcoal
is made.

KSrgc d5r6c. To lisp, to speak as one
learning a language.

Kered dorec. Bearing heavily on one,
as a load.

Kered kered. Hoarsely.

Kereo kereee hohoeda. He calls hoarsely (as
one who has called a long time.)

Kered meted. Diligent, with heart and
soul.

TJni do kereii meteoe chut^uakana. He is ap-
plying himself diligently (to the work in
hand.)

Kere dadi. A traditional spring of
water, the fountain head of the
Nai river.

Kere i^^i gitilte mangar gupiko senakana.
They have gone to the sand of the ngii (q.
r.) river to tend crocodiles. (They have
died and their bone has been consigned to
the N^i river.)

Kerg kerg. Call of quail at pairing
season.

Kere kere.lHead forced down on the
Koro koro.j shoulders by carrying a

heavy weight on the head, moving
slowly and stiffly through having a
load to carry.

Kere kere dipil aguiedae.

Kgrg k5rg. An aboriginal tribe who
work in brass and bell-metal.

The number of this tribe is very small. They
have no settled habitation, but go abotit
from place to place exercising their craft.

Kere mete. Struggling, exerting one-
self, with difficulty.

Adi ohut*uakanae kefe mete. He is struggling
manfully.

Kere mefekin repeokana. They are quarrelling
vigorously.

Keren doren. Pressed down with a
weight, moving slowly and stifltly

through carrying a heavy weight.

Keren doren adi hamale dipil g-guieda. She
comes pressed down by the heavy weight
she is carrying on her head.

Keren dorenko dipil bharia giguieda. They come
moving slowly and stiffly through carrying
heavy loads, some on their heads and others
on their shoulders.
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KereA mereri. Tumultuously, noisil}'.

Kereil mereJiko kapharig,ulckana. They are
making a great noise quarrelling.

Kerep kerep. ~) To bound, as a deer ; to

Kirip kirip. } gambol, as a kid.
Kerep kerep don idikedae. He bounded away.

Kere sengel. Fire in a pit, as the

Koles burn charcoal.

Kerker. Stiif-necked.
HotoK kerkerenae. His neck is stiff.

Kerkerkateko calaKkana. They move holding
the neck stiifly.

Kerker. Stiff, rigid ; to become hard

or stiff as a skin or leather.
Harta rohor kefkerena. The hide has dried

stife.

Kerketa. A small bird receiving its

name from its call.

Bagha kerketa. I The Shrike, Lanius melaiio-
Baghe kerketa. | cepliaUis,

Kerketa. Preserving a youthful ap-

pearance.

Kerme kermete. Slowly, gently, gra-

dually.
Kerme kermete kisarolckanae. He is gradual-

ly becoming rich.

Kerme kermete kamipe. W"ork slowly.

KerSt. To turn half round, facing the

right or left.

Khnnti kerotgea, peter so.iheme. The post is

not facing properly ; twist it round straight.

Kerot ilogoKme. Face round a little.

KerySt.! An imitative word, the scream
Keryot.

J-

of the barn door fowl when
Kgryot.J caught.

Kesari. ") A cultivated leguminous
Khasari. J plant, Lathyrus sativus,

Linn.
Lai kesari. Eclipta alba. Hassle, var. prostrata.

Keskese. Tight, stiff, as the neck of

one wearing a tight stock.
Koa kurta keskese liolc g^ikaulckana. This coat

feels a little tight round the neck.
Tol keskeseenae, bae tumbu^ dareaUa. His neck

is tied so tightly (as by a stock) that he can-
not bow his head.

Ketab.
Ketap.
Ketec. Hard, strong, stubborn, miserly.

Jef^er ketec. Sun well risen.

Jeder keteokatele odokena. We left after the
sun had well risen.

Sidup ketec. Able to sit without assistance, as
a baby.

Sir ketec. Strong on its legs, as a child.

Ketec mone. A hard heart, a stubborn mind.
Keteiolca nahal^. It will become hard presently.
Ketec candi. Brazen.faced.

A book.

Ketec tabuc. Neither hard nor soft,

wavering, not long of the same
mind.

Noa pitha ketec t^jbuc a^karol^kana. This
bread is neither hard nor soft.

Ketec tabud hor kanae. He is never long in

the same mind.

Ketel. ) To start, to be startled, to

Ketel ketel. J move suddenly as by

an involuntary shrinking from

sudden fear or alarm.

Kefiel mente oamkao goienae. He gave a great
start.

Noa a/ijom torage ketelfgotenae. On hearing
this he started.

Keter keter. To grind the teeth.

Kethrec.!
Cethrec. J-A rag.

Cithrec. j

Ketkete. Stiff, rigid.
Godkate ketketeenae. He is dead and stiff.

Ketrec ketrec. To grind the teeth.

Kewa. The chin.
Kewa goco. A beard.

Kewel kewel. To squirm, to wriggle,

as a leech.

Kha. To hiss.

Khab. "jTo plunge or thrust
Khab marte. ^suddenly and with force

Khab mente.Jinto a fluid or any other
penetrable substance.

Khab mente sobolfkedeae. He plunged the
spear into him.

Khab mente locakedae. He plunged in his hand
and took a handful.

J?.mim khab mente patiena. The thorn pierced
deeply.

Khab maraokedeafi. I stabbed him.

Khabar. ) News, information; to in-

Khaber. J form.
Khabaratkoali. I informed them.

Khabela. Large, rich.
Khub khabela oralt. A fine large house,

Khabhand. Cf. kabhand.

Khabla khabli. To repeatedly grab,
clutch or grip, applied also the act
of grabbing, clutching or gripping
by more than one person.

Khablao. To grab, clutch, grip.

Khablao jomkedae. He grabbed and ate.
Khablao tioK gotkedeaA. I overtook him and

clutched hold of him.
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Khabol. A handful, as much as can be
lifted in one handful.

Mit; khabol daka. A handful of boiled rice.

Khac. If.

Khac. Hard, stem, spirited, fierce,

easily provoked.
A*?i khac hor kaliae. He is a Y-erj stern man.

Khacak. |To pierce, as a thorn,
Khaeak khacaU.J needle, sword, spear,

frc, to prick, as with a goad.
KhaoaKeuae. He has been pierced.

Khacall marte. \To pierce suddenly
Khacak mente. j and deeply, as a sword,

spear, needle, thorn, knife, &c.
KhacaU marte pafienae. It went right in (to

his foot).

Khacakhac. Shoulder to shoulder,
closely.

Khacakhac horoko rohoeeda. They are planting
rice shoulder to sho ilder.

Khacakhaoko dnrupakana. They are sitting
closely together.

Khacao. To pack close, to press close

together, as the threads in a web
when weaving.

Khiib khacaokateye teliaka£a. Ho hns pressed
the threads very close when weaving.

Kharcarite hero khacaome. Pack the rice close-
ly with the rammer.

Khub khacaokate jhan^i etedpe. Pack the
branches closely when making the fence.

Khacar. Energetic, fiery, quick-tem-
pered, fierce, keen, froward.

Khub khacar hor kanae. He ia a very energetic
man.

Khacar. ") . ,

x^, >A mule.
Khaccar. J

Khaci. A small basket.

Khac khac. Cf khoc khoc.

Khackhacao. To worry, to harass, to

bait, to hound, molest.
Thirte bae tahe ocoai'i k.ina, aiiiea^upe khac

khacaoedirikana- He does not allow me
to be at peace, he harasses me the.whole
day.

Khackhacia. Energetic, spirited, stern,

keen.
A(Ji khackhacia hor kanae. He is a very ener-

getic man,
Khub khackhacia sadom kanae. It is a very

spirited horse.

Khaclak. A kind of basket.

Khaclakhac. An adverb possessing in-

tensifying force.

Khaclakhacko jomkeda. They ate amazingly.

Khaolakhacko k?imikana. They are working
with rU their might.

Khaolakhaoe daUkeda. It poured a deluge.
Khaclakhaco dalkodea. Ho beat him sovoroly.
Khaclakhacko ^g'ukedea. They fined him heavily.

Khacraha. \Strict, hard, as an em-
Khacrahi. E.

j ployer ; fault-finding.

Khacra khucra. To break into pieces.
Kan^a khacra khucr^ikedae. She broke the water-

pot into pieces.

Khad. ") A • i

Khad.j^"^^^*^'^P^*-
Koela khad. A coal mine.
Bali khad. An iron stone mine.

Khad. ") Bare, stripped, as a tree of

Khadea../ leaves, emaciated, slim,

lean.

Poho sakamko jom khadkeda. The locusts ate
the trees bare.

Netar sanara dare khadeaena. At this season
all the trees are bare.

K-uateye khadeaena. He is emaciated owing to
fever.

Khada. The petiole of the leaf of

the tobacco plant.
Eken khadako emadiiia. They only gave me

the leaf stalks.

Khada bhusa. Uncleaned, mixed with
chaff, &c. as grain.

Khada bhusae emadida. He did not give me
clean grain.

Khadao. To upbraid, to reproach.

Khadar khodor. The purring sound
produced by the tiger ; to snore,

the sound of .snoring.

Khadar khudur. The plough not to

sink to an equal depth owing to

the varying nature of the soil.

Nahel ban lagaoKkana khadar khuduroKkana.

Khadbad. Miry, muddy, perplexed in

mind.

Khadbade calaoenae. He tramped through the
mii'e.

Khadbade losot'akanae. He is covered with
mud.

Ohae ! jiwi khadbadoKkantiila. Oh ! dear, my
spirit is perplexed.

Khadbadao. To cause to become miry,

to be perplexed in mind.

Lebef khadbadaokedako. They trampled it in-

to mud.
Mone do khadbadaoentilia. My mind is per-

plexed.

Khadea. Bare, stripped, as a tree of

leaves, emaciated, slim, lean. Cf.

khad.
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Khadga. Bare, leafless.

Dare bhadgaena. The tree is bare.

Lumamko joni kha^gakeda. The silk worms
ate the tree leafless.

KhaJi. The core of a cob of Indian

corn after the grain has been strip-

ped off, the petiole and mid-rib of

a leaf from which the edible part

of the leaf has been stripped.

Khadian. ~) Intended for consumption,

Khadyan. J" as opposed to grain in-

tended for seed.
Khadian horo. Dhan intended for oonanmption.

Khadiar. Crops on the ground during

the cold weather, to destroy by-

grazing upon.
Khadiarre jelko argonkaua. The deer are at-

tacking the winter crops.

Surguja khadiaroKa. The surguj?' il- t.) 'will

be destroyed.

Khadkhad. To bubble, as boiling wa-

ter, a bubling noise.

Daka hedejolikana khadkhad. The rice boils

and bubbles.
Khub khadkhad hededlenkhan pondoKa. If it

boils and bubi>les freely it will beoome
white.

Khad khadko landakeda. They bubbled over
with laughter.

Khad khad. Very miry.
Khad khad losoEakana raca. The court yard

is Tery miry.

Khad khadao. An imitative word, the

bubbling noise made by water

boiling ; loud and hearty, as laugh-

ter.

Khadkhadaolckanae. He is laughing loudly,

{producing a bubbling sound.)

Khad khadao. To chase, to drive away.

Khadkia. Addicted to tobacco chewing,

Thamaknrrenkhadkiakanae. He is addicted

to tobacco chewing.

Khadle. To throw into, to plung into.

Sehgelreye khadle gotkeda. He threw it into

the fire.

Caole khadleme. Put the rice in the pot to

cook.
Dalfreye riir khadleena. He ran and plunged

into the water.

Khadra. Bare, stripped, covering re-

moved.
Sate sanam khadra cabaena. The eaves are

stripped (the thatch worn oil and the wood-
en framework appearing.)

Khadra. M. ") Emaciated, bones appear-

Khadri. F. J ing: under the skin, hair

thin.

ingi

Khadralc khodrok.| Pock-pitted, rough,

Khadra khodro. j piniply, jagged,

scarred.
Met'aha khadra khodrogetaea. His face is pit-

ted with small pox
Sakam khadra khodrogea. The leaves are pimp-

ly-

Khadrao. To scrape, to gouge out.

Khaea khucra. Fragments, to make
into fragments.

Khae bhuska. M. "(Gluttonous and
Khae bhuski. F. J lazy.

Khaida baida. To trample and leave

foot marks, to break the surface.

Lebef; kh9,ida baidakedako. They have tram-
ped over it and left foot marks.

Khaeda khaidi. To tread on and leave

foot mai'ks, to break a smooth
earthen surface.

Khaeda khaidiko calaoena. They left foot-

marks behind them as they went.

Khaedals khSedak. \A succession of

Khaendak khSendak J pits or mines,

covered with pitfalls.

Khaekhabrok.
"J
m i

Khaekhabroc. J
•''

Khae khudri. T Fragments, to make
Khaea khudri. J into fragments.

Khaepak khoepok. Hollow, deprcs.ied,

having hollows or deprestions on

the surface.

Khaekhoe. To whisper.
Khae khoekin galmarao joiikana. They are

talking in whisper.^.

Khae poda. Gluttonous, never satis-

fied.'

Khaepok. "^Depressed, having depres-

Khoepol?. j sions on the .surface.

Noa katre kbaepoKgea. There are depressions
on the surface of this log.

Rahgecte la^i khaepol<entaea. His stomacli is-

depressed throug-h hunger.

Khaej'ar khaeyar. Sound of crunching.
Khaeyar khaeyare jomeda. He is cninchhig.
Khaeyar khaeyar gen .tt'^arut, I toei it gritty.

Khaera. M.

Khairi. F.

Khaga. A piece of feminine jewelry.

worn on the arm above the elbow,

Khagao. To decrease.
Khagao adhienako. They have decreased con

sidorably.

i'
J-
Brown
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Khaia khudri. \To tear into fragments,
Khaya khudri.J to break into small

pieces.
Kagaj saname kliai^ khndriabafa. He has torn

the paper into small fragments.

Khaia kucra. T To tear into fragments,
Khaya kucra. J to smash.
Khaia kucrjakat'ae. He has broken it all to

pieces.

Kh~d '•
I
Precipitous, perpendicular,

KhSndun.J ^^^^'' '^<^™-

Khaiduk ") Deep, as a pool in a river,

Khainduls. J a pitfall, a deep pit full

of water.
Noa gai}a ?.^i khaiduKgea. This river is full of

deep pools.

Khai khai. ") To wheeze, a wheezing
Thai thai, j cough.

Khaipic. "| Noseless, bridge of nose de-

Khaptali. J pressed.

Khaira.l Forts mentioned in the oldest

Khairi / traditions of the Santals.

Khairi. Brown. Cf. khaera.

Khaiyul^.

Khayuk.
KhayuU.

Khajanci. A treasury, a treasurer.

Khajanci babn. The clerk in charge of the

treasury.

Khajari. Parched rice.

K haji. ") Not restricted as to what

Khanakhaji.) one may eat, permis-

sible to eat the flesh of cows, pigs

and fowls.

Khana khgiji her kanae. He is under no restric-

tions as to what he may eat.

Khajna. Rent.
Khajna tjhsil. I ^^ ^^^-^^^^ ^ent.
Khajna uth9iu.

)

Khajna adai. 1
,j,^ ^^^^

Kha]na em. ) „ ,

Khajna calao. To meet the payment of rent

as it falls due.
Baki khajna. Arrears of rent.

Khajna bakientaea. His rent is in arrear.

Khajna bajna. Rent and accompanying

cesses.
Khajna bajnale emkeda. We paid our rent and

cesses.

Khajuk. If, if only, provided that.

m kh9.juk aloA gujuK oho adoKtama. Ton
will not lose it provided that I do not die.

Khajuk iriaK kathae alijom, endekhan bes ho-

yoKtaea. If only he obeys me, it will be

well with him.

A deep pool in a river, a

pitfall, a pit.

TeheA khajuk aloe dag, gapali aphora. I will

sow dhan for seed to-morrow provided it

does not rain to-day.
OloR parhaok dom cedgea, khajuk alom b9.gi.

You will certainly learn to read and write
provided that you do not give up (study.)

Khak. Greedy, ravenous, gluttonous,

hungry.
Tis khon bae jomle6te nonka doe khakakana P

T^u' 1 u' To hiss, to puff, as a cobra
Ivhakho. V ,

' ^ '

Khokho.j ^"^1^^-

BiAe lebe€ khakhokedea. Ho trod on the
serpent and made it hiss.

Khak poda. Gluttonous, never satis-

fied.'

Khak poda hoy kanae. He is a glutton.

KhaM khaU. Boisterous, as laughter.
Khak khaltko landa johkana. They are laugh-

ing boisterously.

Khakra. To suffer from mange or

scab.
Setae khakraena. The dog is mangy.

Khai. To flay, to skin, to scratch, to

rub the skin off.

G»dur khalkedeae. He (tiger) clawed him.
EoK khalkedeae. He horned him and removed

a portion of skin.

Dahrako khalkedea. They flayed the ox.

Khai. Deep, as a pool of water, deep

stagnant water, distress, difficulty

Khaia. A pit full of mire, sink in mire.

Khaia. A Avasting infantile disease,

hollow.

Khaia dabha. Wasting of children

with distended stomach due to var-

ious diseases.

Khaia dabha. "|

Khaia dobha. VA pool of water.

Khaia gada. j

Khaloe }^ fish-basket.

KhalaM. A kind of leaf cup.

Khalar. A thicket in a marsh.

Khalas. To set free, to acquit, to emit,

to calve, to be delivered.
Khalasenae. He is acquitted.

Khalasenae. She is delivered (of a child.)

Khali. To empty ; empty, vacant

;

only.
KhaU ofak . An untenanted house.
Kh^li k*mi b?inuKanaa. There is no vacant

appointment.

40
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Khalis. To be relieved of encumbrance
in the stomach or intestines.

Jom pu^ilenae, adoe beckeljte khalisenae. He
over loaded his stomach, and having vomit-
ed he was relieved.

Khalisenae. She is relieved (given birth to the
'child.)

Khalkhal. \Gnawingsensation or

Khalkhalao.
J

pain, distressingly,

annoyin gly.
Khalkhal reugeoedilikana. I feel gnawing pain

through hunger.

Khalkhalao. To skin, to flay, to make
bare.

Si bhalkhalaokedako. They have ploughed it

bare.

Khaloe. A fish basket.

Khalsa. To ease, to be relieved.
Khalaa got'enae. He has obtained ease.

Khamblao. Cf. khablao.

Khamca khamci. To seize, to tug or

pull at each other.
Khamca khamoienakin. They are grabbing at

each other.

Khamcao. To seize upon with the
hand, to grab, to take up as much
as the hand will enclose, a hand-
ful.

Mimif khamcao ona eariom baha maejiu gocha-
reye emidiakoa. He gives each, woman a
handful of the sarjom flowers into her apron

.

Ihamdao. }'^° g^^^^^^^l' *° «P°^-*' *° A"'*'

Khamda khamdi. To sport, to flirt

with each other.
Kora kuriko khamda kh9.mdiKbana.

Khamdar. A village watchman, a

chaukidar.

Khamhand. Cf kabhand.

Khamid. \Master, head of household;
Khamind.

J worthy, respectable.
Kh?,midt6t;ge bar! liamledea. I did not find the

master himself

Kham khunti. A king-post.

Kharaokha. Without cause, without
reason, in vain.

Khamokhae dalkedilla. He beat me without
cause.

Khamsao. To cause a horse to gallop.
Khamaao idi khamsao agnkedeae. He made it

gallop backwards and forwards.

Khan. If, then, a point of time, when.
AmaU khan iditam. If it is yours take it.

Ink^khan thikkoKa. If it is thus it will be all
right.

Nit khaniA calalfa,. I will go at once.
Enah khonle liel horekana, nit khane heoena.

We looked for him since the morning and
he has only come now.

P^hil do bae metalikan tahekana, teheJi khane
metaiikana.

Amem oalaKkhan ill hoii oalaKa. If you go I

aiso will go.

Get mente aleyem bagiafleaP Khane ror ruar-

keda. Wherefore did you leave us ? Then
he replied.

Khan ge. Then.
Khange Mgiiiihi do ato ren naekeye hukumaea.

Then the headman gives the order to the

village priest.

Ar Mafijhiko metaea, Ma ado Sohrae nendae-
tabonme, khange Mailjhi doe nendaket'ge.

They say to the headman, fix the date of

the Sohrae for us, then the headman
fixes the date.

Khan ge tho. Then (emphatic.)
Hohoatkoae khange thoko hecena. He called

to them, then they came.

Khan. A mine.

Khana. A trench, a pit, a hollow in the

ground.
Khanako laakat'a. They have dug a trench.
Sukri khana. A concealed pit into which wild

pigs are driven.

Khana. 1 Food, food and drink, the
Khana pina. J necessaries of life.

Khana pina realc adi lo^o potole a^kareda. We
are very badly oiJ for food.

Khana khaji. Cf khaji.

Khanakha. Without cause, without
reason, vainly. Cf khamokha.

Khanak khunuk.
khunilK.

Khanalf khunuKko raKeda. They weep gently.
Khanak khunuke landa joukana. He is laugh-

ing ^gently.

Khanak khonok. To sulk.
Khanalf khonoKe kastaoKkana. He is regretting

and is sulky.
Khanak khonokenae. He is sulking.

Khanas khonos. ~)
rp ,-.

Khanaskhunus./^^®'^^^-
Khanas khunusokkanae. She is sulking.

Khaica. A cage, a large basket.

Kharica.lA pice, one- fourth of an an-
Khaca j na.

Khand. A division, a section, an apart-
ment in a house, a step of a dance,
a volume

;
proficient.

Okoe baro khande badaea uni do purageye ba-
(Jaea. He who knows the twelve steps (of tho •

dance) knows it all.

Baro khanije badaea, kul^hen bae jom ocoKa.
He is wide awake, he will not be eaten by a
tiger.

Mii khand serelime, Sing one stanza.
Bar khan^ orak. A house of two apartments.

Gently. Cf khunuk
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Khand khand. Uneven, having hollows

or divisions, uneven surface

;

checkered, motley, mottled.

Khangl khanrtko teJiabafa. They have woven
the oloth with an uneven suvfaoe.

KbaniJ khanij gedme. Cut it up into pieces.

Adom bid do khanij khanglko kothaana. Some
snakes are mottled.

Khand akhar. Proficient, familiar with.

Unibon sabea, uni dobeskhanijakharebacjaea.
We will engage him, he knows all about it.

KhancJ akhar ba<Jae hor neotakope. Invite

those who are proficient in the subject.

Khanda. Instrument, implement, wea-

pon.
Khande puruskedae. He stretched his arm

grasping the sword as high as he could._

Khan(ja bhan(}a. Implements of all kinds,

arms of all sorts.

Khanda. A piece of cloth suitable for

the dress of a woman, a " sari."

Cf. khandi.
More khanQla kicrio, Five pieces of oloth.

Khanda jogao Marndi. A sub-sept of

the Santal sept Marndi (q. v.)

Khanda Marndi. A sub-sept of the

Santal sept Marndi (q. v.)

Khanda hundi. To cut up a carcase

into pieces.

Ge< khanda hunglikedako. They out the oar-

case up into pieces.

Khanda Soren. A sub-sept ot the

Santal sept Soren (q. v.)

Khandao. To divide, to make into di-

visions, or parterre.

Khandao khan(Jaote g?.nariko benaoa. Nets are

made by a series of divisions, or meshes.

OraUiii khandaoa. I will divide my house into

apartments.

Khandaran. "j

Khandraa. [Deep, as a pit, river, &c.

Khandrud. j

Khande khand. All, leaving out no-

thing, all as it occurred.

Khande khande laikeda. He told everything.

Khanderae bir. The name of a forest

mentioned in Santal tradition.

Khanderae. A bush so named.

Khandet. ^ Land reclaimed for rice cul-

Khandit. [tivation at the expense and

Khondet. J by the labour of a tenant.

Khandha. A trench used as a fireplace

when cooking has to be done for a

large number of people.

"* Ground much
bi'oken up by
water courses,

ravines, gul-

Khandhar. A gully or ravine covered

v.'ith tangled vegetation and full

of pitfalls.

Khandi. A sari, a full dress for a wo-

man, a piece of cloth twelve cubits

long by two in width.

Khandi bande. A girl arrived at the

period when a full dress (khandi)

is necessary.

Khandi. One half-maund.

Khandit. Land reclaimed for rice cul-

tivation by a ryot at his own ex-

j3ense.

Khandlalj.

Khandlak khondlok.

Khandlak.
Khandlak khondlok.

lies, &c.

Khando. A break or gap in a ridge,

or line, a gap in a row, as made by
a lost tooth, a breach ; notched,

hacked.
Churi dhar khan(Joena. The blade of the knife

is notched.

Khando bodgak. Having gaps in the

teeth, used when scolding in anger.

Khando khapua. Lips fallen in through

loss of front teeth.

Khandran. Cf khandaran.

Khandri. Deep, obscure.

Noa kui do 9.di kh?mdrigea. This well is very
deep.

Khandrun. Cf khandaran.

Khanduak. T Cloth, a small piece

Kicric khanduaW. J of cloth.

JomaU AuiaU kicrio kh9.n4ual£. Pood, drink

and clothing.

Kicrio kh9.n(JuaK banuKtalea. "We are in want of

clothes.

Khand wail. Having a gap or gaps in

the teeth.
Khandwangeae. He has a gap in his teeth.

Khane. Sometimes.
Khane calaUae. Sometimes he goes.

Khane khane. Time after time, every

little while, perpetually.

Khane khane hijuKkanae. He comes time after

time.

Khane karap. To lay waste, to des-

troy.

Sanam darem khane kharapkeda. Ton destroy-

ed all the trees.
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Khanghar. Cf. ganghar.

Khatigot Dried up, parched, applied

to soil.

Netar khangofakana, daE okareho banuttan. At
thia season of the year the soil is parched,

there is no water anywhere.

Khankha.
Kankha.

" [Rim of a vessel. Cf. kankha.

Khankha habid perejme.
brim.

Fill it up to the

Khaakhaila. Without food, hungry,

ravenous.
Tis khonem khahkhailaakana f How long have

you been withont food ?

Hundarko khaiikhailaakana, onte do merom
alope idikoa. The wolves are ravenous, do
not take the goats over there.

Khankha khadkhi. To be voracious

through hunger, very hungry,

famishing.
Nui do khankha kh^ihkhienae. He is fam-

ishing.

Khankhar. T Barren, waste, unproduc-

Katikhar. J tive, desolate ; to destroy,

to ruin, to lay waste, to die, to

decimate.
Horko khahkharena. The people have been

decimated by death.

Sahan sakamko khahkharkeda. They ruined

our supply of firewood and leaves.

Birko khaiikharkeda. They laid the jungle

waste.

^u^^Ku ' 1 Notch, silt, socket.
Khanj khanj. j
Ona khaAjme t^ahraoKa mente. Make a notch

in it, so that it may remain firm.

MaK khari] idime. Cut a number of notches

in it.

Noa kat khalij khalij menaKa. This log is full

of notches.

Khanj. \To consult, to discuss, to

Khanj bharij.J think over, to ponder,

to arrange, to turn a matter over

and over in the mind, to .settle.

Kathako khanj bhaJijkeda. They settled the

matter.

Monere khalij bhalijkate rorme. Think the

matter over and over and then speak.

Noa kathako khalij ^hikakafa. They have
discussed and settled this matter.

Khanj ao. To take out part of the

contents of a vessel.

Khaiijao adhime. Take out some and lessen

the quantity.

KhaAjao. To weigh in the mind, to

consider, to ponder over.

Monre khaAjaome. Turn it over in your mind.

Khanj 0. To fall into, to plunge into.

Ga^are I'lir khaiijoenae. He ran and plunged
into the river.

Khadreye khalijo gofkadea. He threw him
headlong into the pit.

Kha6jri. A small drum beaten with

the fingers.

Kha6jri. Notches, liues.

Khankhan. ") Uncomfortable feeling

Khankhanao. J of empty stomach, the

sensation produced by taking liquor

on an empty stomach.
Pauraii liukeda, ado bes khankhan iii aikau-

keda.
Rehgeote khankhanaoenae.

Khanki. Land given in lieu of a daily

or periodical allowance of food.
Khankiye emakawadiria. He has given me a

piece of land in lieu of a daily (or periodical)
allowance of food.

Khanta. ~) An instrument used to dig

Khonta. J holes with.

Khanta arak. Cf kantha arak.

Khanta gada. A pit from which earth
has been dug out to make a road,

an embankment, &c.

Khantaha. M.| Short-tempered, excit-

Khantahi. F. j able, fiery, spirited,

passionate.

Khantar. Passionate, short-tempered,
thin skinned.

Adi khantar hor kanae. He is a very passion-
ate man.

Khaoija.
}To °l^eat in measuring.

Son khaojakedae. He measured unfairly.

Khao khao. Begging for something
to eat.

Eehgeete khao khao baraekanae.

Khao khao. A word imitative of the
call of foxes, to whine.

Khao khao baraekanae uni gidra, do.

Khaowar. ') „ .. ,

. 1 •, 1 1 > i^ ooiish.
Akil khaowar. )

Akil khaowar hor kanae. He is a foolish man.

Khap. A notch, a hollow into which
another piece of wood is fixed, a
mortise.

Khap khnnti. A post with a hollow notch on
the top to receive a beam or other piece
of wood.

Khapre bah baisauKkana. It does not fit into
the notch, i. e. What you say is not to the
point.
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Khara kh5r6

Lhapao. 1 m i_ J. >

y \ , >• To be past one s prime.
sas khapao. J

^

Khap khap. Fitting accurately, j ustly.
Khap thape bio?.reda. He judges justly.

Khapmente. 1 -,t,t.,

Khap marte. j ^^*^ ^ P°"^°^' ^ '^°°P-

Khap menteye sapkedea. He swooped down
and caught it.

Khap marao. To seize suddenly, or

quickly.
Khap maraokedeae. He gripped him quickly.

Khapao. To spend or .pass time. Cf.

khemao.

Khapao,
B;

B?ia khapaoenae. He is past his prime.

Khapar. Tin, a metal once used large-

ly to make ornaments but now out

of use.

Khapar ghara. A tiled house.

Khapar jadi.\ Pain aiFecting one side

Khapar jari, J of the head.

Khape khap. In detail , leaving out no-

thing, accurately.

Khape khap mane baisaukeda. He shewed the
force of each argument.

Khap kati. To fix a boundary.

KhaploM. Hollow, sunken, depressed.
KhaploK joha. Hollow cheeks through having

lost teeth.

Khapra. A roofing tile, a large piece

of broken earthenware.

Hako khaprateko areokoa. They bale out the

water with a large piece of broken earthen-

ware to catch fish.

Khapra pila. A very large spleen,

having the feeling of a large piece

of brcien earthenware. Cf. khap-

ra.

Khapra pitha. Bread made from flour

and water and baked in a piece of

broken earthenware. Cf khapra.

Khapri. The skull.

Adh kh?.pri. One half of the head or skull.

Khaprol. Roofing tiles, tiled.

Khaprol oraK. A tiie-I house.

Khaptals Noseless, the bridge of the

nose fallen in, or depressed.

Khapur khuyali. A pit, a pitfall.

Khapua. Depressed, hollow, sunken.

Joha kha,pua getaea. His cheeks are sunken,
{as when teeth have been lost.)

Khar. ^ Sharp, keen ; to whish as

Khar marte. j- when cutting with any

Khar mente.J sharp weapon ; loqua-

cious, cunning.
Khar marte bajaoena. It stuck in with a whish.

Khar. A herd, a flock.

Kh?r ke khar. In multitudes, flock after flock.

Khar. A call to cattle.

Khara. Acrid, pungent, energetic,

forcible.

Buluh kharaena. It is over salted.

Khara hor kanae. He is ai^ energetic man.

Khara. Hard, stiff, harsh, cruel, ob-

durate.
Khara dam. A stiff price.

Uni do ?cli khara hor kanae. He is a very harsh
man.

Khara. To be willing, prepared, ready

;

to establish, to set up.
EmoKe kharaena. He is willing to give.

Jahan kamire uniye khara godoKa. He is pre-

pared at once to undertake any work.
Iskiil kharaVedae. He set up a school.

Nonkan ?n kharalena. A law like this was es-

tablished.

Khara basiam. Between 10 and 11

a. m.
Khara din. An unlucky day, Sunday.

Cf kharali.

Kharai. A threshing floor.

Cet'po cekaeda? Khjraiedale. Whnt are you
doing t' We are preparing a threshing floor.

Kharalc. To clean the throat, phlegm,

slimy matter ejected from the

mouth.
Eken kholfge kharalf bail u^kauKkana, There

is only cough, no phlegm is being dischar-
ged.

Okoe daK phedre kharal^akatae ? Who has ejected
phlegm beside the water?

Okoe kharaKetkanae P Who is clearing his

throat?

Khara khari. Decent, honourable, pay-

ing what is due.
Nui do mahajon du?.rre khara kh^ri menaea.

This (man) does not fall into arrears with
the money lender.

Em khara kharienae. He has paid all that was
due.

Khara khgirigeatin. They are decent respec-
table people.

Khara khSrS.^ Having parts thick and
Khara khorg. Y parts thin, as a badly

Khara khSrS.j twisted rope; having

holes or hollows on the surface, as

a fruit.

Khara khore joakana. There are holes in the
fruit (eaten by insects, birds, or bats.)

Khara khoreko uAakata. In twisting (the rope)
they have made some parts thick and others
thin.
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Kharagmut.\Stone in the bladder vesi-

Kharakmut.j cal calculus.

Uni doe kharakmutakana. He is suffering

from stone in the bladder.

Kharali. Sunday, an unlucky day.

Kharan. A common grass the culms

of which are used to make brooms,

Aristida depressa, Retz,
Kharan ionoK. A broom made of the cnlms of

the "kharan" grass.

Kharan. Barren, waste, desolate, aS a

country.

Kharan khacao. Excitable, fiery, quick

tempered, energetic, quick, active.

Adi kharaii khacah hor kanae. He is a Tery

excitable person.

Kharad khuruh. To be hoarse, rough-

voiced ;
angrily, roughly.

Kholf mandate kharan khiiruiienae. He is

hoarse owing to a cold.

Kharao. To burn, as when boiling

;

to scorch.
Horope kharao ocokeda. Ton allowed the dhan

"
to be burned (by sticking to the bottom of

the vessel in which it was being boiled.)

Kiorio kharaoena. The cloth has the iron marks
on it.

Culhai reaU kharao hasa. The burnt earth from
the inside of an earthen fire place.

Setoh kharao. Gf. setoh kharao.

Kharao. Bad, unlucky.

pin4*kharaoena,etalitekoucarena. The stance

of the house became unlucky, they removed
to another.

Kharaori. To rest during the heat of

the day when away from home,

or on a journey.
Nondebo kharaorilfa. We will rest here till

the heat of the day is over.

Kharap. Bad, evil, wicked, ruined

;

to die.

Sanampe kharapakata. You have destroyed it

all.

Kharas kharas. Hard, lumpy.

Kharbarao. To be restless, to be fid-

getty, excited.
CalaK lagit kharbarao baraekanae. He is fid-

getting to got away.
Gorare gaiko kharbaraoKkana. The cows in

the cow shed are restless.

Kharbari. A small flowering plant, Cle-

rodendron infortunatum, Linn.

area.
I Uncooked food, uncooked rice.

Khorca.J
Kharca oabaentiiia. My supply of rice is ex-

hausted.

Kharcari. A rammer, applied principal-

ly to the stick with which dhan is

rammed down. C£ bandi. Met.

water.

Kharcari g,guipe. Bring water. (The Santals

see a resemblance between a rammer and
the water drunk during and after a meal.)

Khardau. To sell.

Khardaukedeali. I sold him.

Kicrio khardau l9.git'e senakana. He is gone
to sell cloth.

Khare khar. Quickly, without delay.

Heo godoKme, khare khar. Come without
delay.

Kharen. A kind of lacquer applied

to the skin of the tumdak (q. v.)

drum.

TumdaKko kharena. They lacquer the tumdaK
drum.

Tumdat kharen leka mef jololikantaea. Hia

eyes are flashing like the lacquer on atum-
daB drum.

Kharen. InThe apple of the eye.
Met kharen. /

Kharhiau. To quarrel.

Kharhia kharhi. To quarrel with each

other.

Khari. Oil-cake.

Kharl. To step or fall into a pit or

hole, a pitfall.

HijuBreye khariena. In coming he stepped
into a deep hole.

Ivhari gaija. A pit or hole, natural or arti-

ficial.

HusiaroKme, bahkhanem khariKa. Be careful

(of what you say,) or yon may find yourself

in a hole.

Khari. To divine.
Sunume kharieda. He is divining with oil.

Khari oooe l^giile calaKkana. We are going to
enquiry at the diviner.

Ojhako kliaria. Charm doctors divine.

Khari. ] An aggregate number consis-

Kahan. [ ting of 320 gandas (q. v.)

Kahon.J or 12S0.

Khariat. 1 tt i j j- j.

T^i •-! > Unwashed, dirty.
Khariat.

J
•'

Khariat. Luck, fortune, good luck,

good fortune.
Noa disomre khariat banuKan. There is no

luck in tijio country.

Onko lagi£ kh9.riat bSinuK ig.te ona diaomteko
senakana. They had no good luck in this

country therefore they went to that coun-
try.
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Kharid. To buy, to purchase.
Kh9.riddar. A purchaser.
Khsirideiia, ae ?,uria? Is it bought, or not yat?

Kharij. To dismiss, or reject, as a
complaint or law-suit.

Mokordoma kh^rijentaea. His suit is dismis-
sed.

Mobordomae kh^rijkeda. He dismissed the
suit.

Khari mati. Chalk.
Kharkaha. Adept, skilled.

Dorbarre khub kharkaha hor kanae. He is

very effective in a darbar (q. v.)

Kharkahi. Expert, proficient, effi-

cient.
Khub khgirkgihi hor kanae. He is very expert.
Uniye khark^hikeda . He was expeditious.

Kharkasaha. Non-adhesive, as sand

or anything that will not make
into a ball ; easily separated, as

the fibres of rotten wood.

Kharkhand. Dirty, unwashed.
Tayan mahgar kharkhani^ko ileloKa.

Kharkhand. Barren, unfi-uitful, as cer-

tain kinds of soil,

Kharkhar. To put in the first word,

forward to speak, talkative.

Kharkhar. An imitative word, the

sound of cutting, as of wood on a

turning lathe.
Kharkhar gedoKkana. It outs with the sound

of "kharkhar."
Kharkhare roreda.

Kharkharao. An imitative sound as

of sawing wood, shaving with a

thin razor, &c.
Hoyo kharkharaokedea.

Kharkharao.\Pattering sound produced

Khirkhirau. J by rapid motion.
Kharkharao rakapenae. Hepattered up quickly.

Kharkharao argoenae. He came pattering down
quickly.

Kharkharao.") To keep another hungry,

Khorkhorao.J not to give food at pro-

per time.
Eeiigeote kharkharaokedeae. She kept him

waiting for his food.

Kharkhari. A kind of palankeen.

Kharkhari. \Clever, expert, energetic,

Kharkharia. j keen, adept, skilled.

Kajre kamre khub kharbhariageae. He is an
adept at all kinds of work or business.

Kharkhor. Purring, snoring.
Kharkhore saje oooedae. He is snoring.
Taruj* kharkhore sacle oooeda. The leopard is

purring.

Khar khor. Rustling, rattling, crack-

ling sound.

Kiorio khar khor sa(Jekana. The cloth rustles.

Saram no^ie liir rahapkanae kharkhor. The
deer bounded crashing up (the hill.)

Kharkhor rohoyoKa harta. The hide crackle*
when dry.

Kharku. ") tt- , ,,

Kharugu. J ^ '

soil.

Kharku hor kanae. He is a tall man.
Kharku dare kana. It is a high tree.

Kharna. *) Saline soil, an unproduc-
Kharna ot. J tive kind of clayey soil.

Kharnaha. Restive, wild.
;^4i kharnaha gai kanae, bae duhau ocoalfa.

She is a very restive cow, she will not allow
herself to be milked.

Kharnaha. Unproductive clayey soil.

Kharnatia.\pi,

Khornatia.J ^ -

Kharndun. Cf khandaran.

Kharngao. To be pai-ched, scorched,

very dry.

Horope kharngao oookeda. You have allowed
the dhan to be quite parched.

Kharok kharoW. Sound of scratching

or scraping.

KharoU kharoRe gaduroWkana.
KharoK kharoke huriteda. She cauins a scrap-

ing sound scraping out the pot.

Kliarpa. A kind of sandal.

JManakharpak^udi. Oneannatobuy sandals.

A present of one anna is given to the old

woman (lumti buijhi) who accompanies a
bride to her new home as a recompense for

the wear and tear of her sandal (kharpa.)

Kharpatao. To jump and prance as a

restive horse.

Kharsala. Of bright and cheerful

countenance, happy, contented

looking.
Khub kharsala hor kanae. He is always cheer-

ful.

Kharsan. Unmanufactured tobacco.

Kharsar.\A tall grass, Thysanoloena

Karsar. J acdnfera, Nee^.

Kharti. Land reclaimed by a tenant

at his own charges for rice cultiv-

ation.

Kharu. An ornament worn on the

ankles by womon.

Kharuas maruas.")Under-done, insuffi-

Kharus manis.
J

ciently cooked.
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Kharu patu. Restless, restive, always

stirring, struggling, as an animal
to get loose.

Kharu patu baraekanae Ee ia very restless.

Adi kharu p?itukate seterenae. He reached af-

ter a great struggle.

Kharus kharus. Hard, lumpy.

Kharus marus. Cf. kharuas maruas.

Kharwar. ~) The ancient name of the

Kherwar. J Santals.

Khas. Itch, scabies, a kind of skin

disease.
Khasakanae. He has itoh.

Khas. Private, own, proper, peculiar,

in revenue language the term is

applied to lands the rents of which
are not leased out, but collected

directly by the owner or his agent.

Khasa. Bright and cheerful looking'

frank, open countenance.
Aiji khaaa hor kanae. He is a cheerful looking

man.

Khasao. To become reduced or lower-

ed, to decline, to contract.
Khajna khasao lioKena nes do. The rent is

reduced a little this year.

Kora bhon do umer khasaoena. He is past his

prime.

Khasi. To castrate, to geld.
Khasi sadom. A gelding.

Sadomko khasikedea. They gelded the horse.

Khasia. ) tt p
-n, •, 1 1 > Humourous, lunny.
Phula khasia.) •'

Phula khasia hor kanae. He is a funny man.

Khasi ghas.lA common tall grass,

Kasi ghas. jSaccharuTn spontaneum,
Linn.

Khas khus. Sullen, sulky, glum, dis-

satisfied.

Bae kusilenkhane khas bhB.soKa. If he is not
pleased he sulks.

Khaa khiis barae kanae. He is sullen.

Khasra. Itch, scabies.

Khat.
"I

With one blow, or with

Khat marte. y one cut, at once, in-

Khat mente. j stantly.

Khat marteye gerkedea. He sunk his teeth

into him.
Khat menteye get topaKkeda. He cut it right

through with one blow.

.J7,

^ ' [a written document.

Khata. A group, a division, a company,
a regiment.

Khata ke khatako oalaKa. They march in com-
panies.

Khata barha. Prosperity, welfare, suc-

cess.

Nonde amaJt khata barha oho hoelena, non^e
khondarme. You will never prosper here,
leave this place.

Nonde khata barha oho hoelentama. You will

never succeed here.

Khata khati. By groups, companies,

or divisions.

Khafa kha^ienako. They are in companies.

Khatam. \ To finish, to put an end to,

Khatom. J to end, to die.

Einili khatamkeda. I have put an end to my
debt, i. e. cleared it off.

Khatan mat'. A species of bamboo
armed with spines.

Khatao. To work, to labour, to slave,

to signify, to mean, to fit.

KhataoK hoyoKtama bahkhan ohom jomlea. Yon
must work or else you will not eat.

Thora berhon emkateye khataoefkoa. He
works them hard for little wages.

Bam khataolenkhan cet'em cataoa ? If you do
not work what will you eat ?

Kothinko khataoe(;koa. They make them work
hard (give them hard labour.)

K?iidileka okoeye khataoJfa? Who will slave
like a prisoner (on hard labour p)

Noa liutum amre khataokkana. This name
fits you.

Khatar khatar. 1 oi i c- -i i t
Khaturkhatur.

[^°cruJhin
°'

Khatar khutur. j
°'

Hon do khatar khatarko gereda. The rata are
nibbling.

Khati. To be certain, assured ; true,

truly, certainly.
Khafigea. It is true, or certain.
Khatiakawanad. I am assured, or certain,

I know for a certainty.
KhatigeA calaUa. I shall certainly go.

Khatir. "j To be comforted, con-

Khatir jama. |- soled, to be assured,

Khatir j oma. J to be tranquil, to gain

,

confidence, to be relieved from
anxiety, to be at ease.

Khatir jamate tahenpe, bor botor bg-nulian.
Do not be alarmed, there ia no fear.

KhatiroKpe ohope cekalena. Keep your mind
easy, nothing will harm you.

TJni doe khabtir jamake^lea. He give us con-
fidence.

Uniye hecente khatir jamaenako. When he came
they were relieved from anxiety.

Khatir. ^On account of owing to, for

Khatirte./ this reason, for that reason.
Koa khatirteye dalkediria. For this reason he

beat me.
Thora khatir ball liamledea. I just missed

meeting him.
Thora^khatir baA dal liamledea. I just missed

hitting him by a very little.
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Khatiran. Easy minded, tranquil, con-
fident. Cf. khatir.

Kli?.tira.n hor kanae, ooriool bginulf taoa.

Khat khat. With a swish, thud, as of

a horse's hoofs.
Khgt khaf sadome tarameda. The horse goes

thud thudding.
Khat kUafo samaU topaKkeda. He cut it

through with a smsh.

Khatkhatao. To scream, or cackle like

a barndoor fowl when frightened.
Kui'i^ lielto sime kliatkhataokeda. The hen

cackled when it saw the vulture.

Khatkhatao. To laagh tumultiiously,

many laughing together, to scream
with laughter.

Nondeko khatkhataoKkana. They are scream-
ing with laughter here.

Khat khut. Restless, alwa3-s stirring.

Khat khut baraekanae. He is alwaya stirring
about.

Baijhoe sili S9.tup khat khut baraedae. A car-

penter is always cutting and working in

wood.

Khathik. A small bed.

Khatlak. ) m i i ^

Khatlao.r"^^^"^^"^-

Khatna. To circumcise.

Khato. To be short, to be in want, to

be insufficient.

Mone khato. To be grieved, to be sorrowful, to

sorrow.

Kicrio khatogea. The cloth is short.

Okatal<te ho bae khatoakana. He wants for

nothing.
Horbo khato jarwaea. We will shorten the

way (by keeping moving on.)

Hortele khatogea. We are short of hands.

JomaUtele khatogea. We are short of food.

Mone khafcoentaea, gidrae bendaoente. She is

sorrowing over the death of the child.

Onae metadiiite mone khatoentiiia. 1 feel hurt

by his saying that to me.

Kha^o Mha.-!^^ ^^ .^ ^^^^^ ^f jgg_
Khato badho. > ,

Khato barha. J

SanamaKtele khato badhogea. We are in

want of everything.

Khato badho. Short and long, large

and small, unequal.
Khanti khato badhogea. The posts are of dif-

ferent lengths.

Khatoea. ") t j 4.
•

TT, 1 > Industrious.
Khatwaia. J
4di khatoea hor kanae. He is a very indus-

trious man.

Khatok. A debtor.

Khator khator. 1 Sound of nibbling or

Khator khutur.J crimching.
Martjhi oralf khon buti<i figuakat'a, onageil

khator khufureda. I have brought some
gram from the lieadman'a house, that is

what I am crunching.

K hatpat. ^ To be at variance, to be hos-

Khatpati. j- tile to each other, to be

Khatpatia.J restive, restless, fickle.

Unkin dokin khatpatigea. They are at vari-

ance with each other.
Unkin dokin khatpatiageakin. They are at

loggerheads.
Khatpatakanakin. They are hostile to each

other.
4di khatp9.tia sadom kanae. It is a very res-

tive horse.
Noko gidi?. adi khatpa^iageako. These child-

ren are very restless.

Khat^pata. l
(.^ ^^^

Khatpatao. J
-^

Khatra.\Loss, damage, injury, to be

Khotra.J injured, to be damaged.
Adi khatra hoeena. There has been much in-

jury.
DaKlekhan khotraBa. If it rains it will be dam-

aged.

Khatra khotra. Dangerous, perilous.

Ona do aiji khatra khotra jaega kana mihii me-
rom a.likogajuKa. That is a very danger-
ous place many cattle die there.

Khatri. A caste of Hindus.

KhatroU khatrok. 1 Sound of nibbling

Khatruk khatruk. j or crunching.
CeC bah enah khonem khatrok khatrokelikan.

Khatruk. |Sound of crunching

Khatruk khatruk. J as a dog a bone.

Khatua. To work, to do, to be engaged
in.

Cet'em khat;ag.eda? What are you doing p

Nui maejiu cet; ho bae khatuawa. This woman
does not do any work.

Khatur khatur. Sound of nibbling or

crunching.

Khatwaia. A worker, working, indus-

trious.

Khub khatwaia hor ka.nae. He is a good worker.

Khaua. An eater, a feeder.

Okaren noko khauako heoena? Where do these
eaters who have come belong to ?

Din kalom ekeu khaua horko heclena Last
year only eaters came (they came for food
and not for w^ork.)

Khaua khawi. Greedy, gluttonous, eat-

ing each other, accusing each

other.-

Ako akoreko kh9.u9. khg.wil«kana. They are
eating each other (blaming each other for

witchcraft.)

41
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Khaukhau. Greedy, on the lookout

for food.
Khaa khgiu horko bho] thenko jaoraakana.

Greedy people are gath«red at the place
where the feast will be.

Khau khau. A word imitative of the

cry of certain deer and foxes.

Khauk' ' F fGiluttonous, a glutton.

Kh^uk^ khaukikin l5apamakana, oeiho ghor-
korna ohokln doho darelea. Two gluttons
a male and a female) have been married,
they will not be able to keep their property.

Khaura. To become cinders or char-

coal, a cinder, black.
Khaur^ena. It is burnt to a cinder.
Horko rapalf khaura^Toa. They cremate people.
Noa jel do roiigo khauraiena. This meat is

burnt to a cinder
Khanra mara hor. A black rascal.

Khawaia. An eater.
Get lekan kh^w^ia kanam P What sort of a

trencherman are you ?

Khawao. To feed, to give food to.

Perakole khawaokeCkoa. We entertained our
friends.

Eaniil khawaoakadea . I have given him medi-
cine.

Khawar. Cf khaowar.
Khaya khudri. To tear into fragments,

to break into small pieces. Cf
khaia khudri.

Khaya khutri. To spread, to make into

very small pieces. C£ khutri.

Khaya kucra. To tear into fragments.

Cf. khaia kucra.

Khayar, The Catechu tree. Acacia
Catechu, Linn.

Khayar khuyur. \

Khayur khayur. [Grinding or crun-

Khayar khuyur.
j

ching sound.

Khayur khayur.j
Kbayur khayure jomkeda. He is crunching it.

Khayur khayure khoKeda. He has a hacking
cough.

Khayol To scrape.
Cetan cetan realc khayo£ gidikalJme. Scrape

off the surface and throw it away.

Khayuk.' } ^®®P' ^ P'*' ^ P'*^^^^'

Kheal. To imagine, to fancy, to think,
Bali kheallena. I did not think of it.

Kheanat. To be destroyed, ruined,

wasted, to perish, to be lost.

Mii isitalta ren male kheanatentii5a. Property
belonging to me to the value of twenty
rupees has been destroyed.

Kheaa. Intelligent, expert, wise; to

learn, to remember.
Bes kheas hor kanae, aauloKae nahaK . He is

ail intelligent isd, he will earn a living yet.

Kheas ceC johme. Learn to be wise.

Bali kheaslena. I did not take thought.

Kheasi. Intelligent, wise, expert. Cf
kheas.

Bee khe^isi hoy kanae. He is a very intelli-

gent man.

Kheberda. \

Khaberda. [Take care, look out.

KhaberdarJ
Kheberda, alom pa' om oookoa. Take care, do

not allow them to cross over.

Khec.
I
To cut through with a

Khec marte. j swish.
Khee maraokedeae. He cut of (the head) with

one stroke.

T^ 1 'l' 1 , . } An imitative sound.
Khec khec. j

Khec k/ieoe landaea. He laughs "khec khec."
Toyo khec khejolfae. The jackal calls " kheo

khec."

Khecet. To break into pieces with a

crunching sound. Cf Kecel
Sobol? lekhan khecedol^a. If you ram it (with a

stick) it will break into pieces with a crun-
ching sound.

Kheckhecao.
"J^
To nag, continual nag-

Khackhacao. J ging or f;iu It- finding.
Siii sa^apbo khec khecaoiiia. They keep finding

fault with me the whole day.

Klieco. To chip, to be chipped, hare
a piece broken out, as of the rim
of a cup.

Kanda realf kahkha khecoena. The rim of the
waterpot has a piece broken out.

Adhkhecra}^^^^-^°^^'i"°°'"Pl^*^-

Khecraha. M.\Ill-natured, bad temper-
Khecrahi. F. j ed, ill conditioned.
Adorn aim9.i do g-diko khecrahia. Some women

are very bad tempered.

Kheore. Half-done, incomplete.

Khecro. Chipped, having a piece out
of the rim.

Khed. To drive away, to expel, to
persecute.

Ato khonko khedkefkoa. They forced them to
leave the village.

U khedi li la,git ?i,(Jiko kurumu^uieda. They are
using every effort to driva me away.

Khedar cedar."! Irregularly, without
plan or arrangement.Kheder beder.J

anyhow.
Khedar bedarko maKakafa. They have hacked

it anyhow.
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Matkom dare phec} phoijte kheder bederko matt.
B,ka{a. They have hacked the matkoin (q-
V.) tree all round near the root without any
plan.

Khedar bedata olakat'a, He haa wrHten it very
irregularly.

Ce6 lekam khoda oooena khedor beder? How
have you been tatooed? There is no design
in it.

Kheded khedec. "j Bubbling sound of

Kheder kheder.
J-

water ^vhen boil-

Khodor khodor. j ing, always scolding

or grumbling, lips continually

in motion as bubbles on boiling

water.
Kheder khederottkana. It ia bubbling and boil-

ing.

Cei ooh3 roreCkan khoder kheder ? What ia she
Baying mumbling oontinually i

-rr, J , , Bubbling sound of wa-
Khede khene. >•

, ir u -r

Khededbededj
ter when boiling.

Kioridko tekea khede khede.

Kheder beder. Cf. khedar bedar.

Kheder kheder. Cf. khedec khedec.

Khfdui'^'^
notch, a notch.

laiko kheijlia naugle ^^''traolfa mente. They
notch the plough beam bo that the thong
with which the yoke is fastened to the beam
may not alip.

Tol lagi^ko khidli Aoga. They make a alight

notch to tie on.

Khedra. Small, dumpy.

Khedra bhidi. A sheep whose wool

has fallen off.

Kheja. 1 Cesses levied by Zemin-

Kheja bheja. J
dars on their ryots,

generally in kind,

Kho]a bhejako uth9.ue£kana
ing the cesses.

They are collect-

Kheja. To sell.

Kheja bheja. Traffic.

Kheje beje. Irregularly, without design

or arrangement, anyhow. Cf. khe-

dar bedar.

Khekhe khekhe. Cry of certain birds

when they see a tiger, leopard, or

other wild beast.

Bhornga khekhe khekheedae, onte babon oalalf a.

The Bhornga bird is calling "beware, be-

ware," we will not go that way.

Khekre. Broken, ragged, torn, tatter-

ed, dilapidated.
Oratt khekraakana. The iiouar. ia dilapidated.

Khekre mara herel. A tatterdemalion.

Khel. To play, to dance, to flirt.

Khel khelte hijulf kanae. He is coming jump-
ing and danoiug.

Khela bhatua. One who passes his

time playing, as a child.

Khelao. To spend.
Khub khelaokedae baplare. He spent much

money on the marriage.

Khelda. Id. 1 A caste of Hindus whose
Khildi. F. J women are all prosti-

tutes when young.

Khelda.
)^ To play, to make sport, to

Khildu. J flirt.

Khelekhel. To play. Cf khel.
Khele khelkanae. He is playing.

Khelod. To joke, to make fun.
Manik Mahtoe kheloi} joha. Manik Mahto

makes fun.
Jahgako abukkoa, nnreko kheloija. They make

fun while washing their feet.

Khelod. *} To perform feats with the
Khelor. J sword.

Khelod. A feast, a tamasha.
Kheloijako. They give a feast.

Khelwar. "j

Khelwari. I-A performer, as at a dance.

Khelwaria.j

Khem. Unconscious, as in illness.

Khem llamkedea. He is unconscious.

Khema. Pleasure.

Khemao. To spend time, to pass exist-

ence, to live.

Auri^lf diniA kheraaokeda. I spent the time
without any profit.

Khemondok. To give pleasure.

Khemsec. Straight, narrow nose.
Aoha muanae khemseo. She has a good nose,

straight and narrow.

Khemtolc. Undersized, a dwarf, used
in .scolding.

Khemfolf marahor. A raacally dwarf

Khemur. To strike the ground, to

graze like an arrow.

Khen. Impending calamity, the dan-

gers or chances of life.

Khen le^o,. It chanced, accidentally.

Cei khen coe laief ? What calamity ia it he
foretells ?

^-iji marah khen paromena. A great calamity
hns passed over.

Marah khen khonill balioaoena. I have escaped
a great calamity.

Morom s?irirateye deolenkhan luturko buc^itaea
khen kataoa menta. If a goat goea up on to
the roof they out his ear to remove lie im-
pending calamity.
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Mit dill niit' khen oalaKkana. A calamity pa3-
863 with each day.

The cry of a jaobal, oroat of a raren, a vulture
alighting on the roof of the house, &o. &o.,
are regarded as presaging eril.

Khedcer. To glance off, to elude, to

dodge, to skim along.
Eneiireko kheilcer baraea. They dodge about

when playing.
DsM cetante lauka khencerolca. The boat

skims along the surface of the water.

Khendec bekre6. To divide into small

shares or pieces.
Sanamko khendec bekrec cabakeda. They

divided it all up into shares.

Khenderpeo. Flat-nosed.

Khendo. To be chipped, to have a
piece broken out.

Luti khendoeutaea. He has a hare-lip.
Kanda kahkha khendoena. There is a piece

broken out of the rim of the waterpot.

Khendrec. | Tattered, torn in-

Khendrec khendrec. j to fragments.

Khendwan. Chipped, piece broken out.
B9.pu1; khendwahena. There is a piece broken

out of it.

Are 9.tu khendwan idikeda dalfte. The water
carried away a part of the ridge (of the
rice iield.)

Khenha. 1 Daughters to collect per-

Kehna. V quisites at home before

Kenha. j marriage, to lay past.
Kuri hoponko khenhaea. Daughters collect

perquisites.

Khenhao. To beat, to subdue, to injure.

Cf kehnao.
Khubko khenhao kedea. They gave him a good

beating.
Ale seo daK khube klienhaokeda. The rain did

much damage over our way.

Khenjer. A long raf>ier or straight

sword.
This ia the weapon which previous to the dis-

arming was carried when dancing the
sword and shield dance, (pakdon, q. v.)

Khenjer meijer. To divide into small
shares or pieces, to reason, to con-

sult, to discuss.
Akoakoreko kheiijer melijer barakeda. They

consulted together.

Khente pere. To writhe and twist, to

struggle to get free.

Kheokheo. Call of the jackal.

Khep. Trip. Scottiee, rake.
Mit' khepe 9.gakeda. He made one trip.

Khcpa. Foolish, mad, deficient in in-

tellect.

Khepasea-i He is defioinnt in intellect.

Khepao. To spend or pass time.
Adi dukte diniA khepaoeda. I pass my days in

great affliction.

Khepao. To be mad, to be idiotic.

Kher beber khepaoenae. Heisoutof his mind.

Khep khunti. Cannon pin of cart axle.

Kherbejer."! Irregularly without design

Hejebeje. / or arrangement, anyhow.

C£ khediir bedar.

Kherco. ~| Chipped, having a piece out

Kliecro. J of the rim.

Kherco kapi. A small battle axe. Cf
kapi.

Kherdo. Lame. Cf khorda.
Nui hor do kherdogeae. This man is lame.

Khere. | Little, a term of endear-
Kherwec) ment.
Kherweo mara gidra. A little rogue.
Dela kherweo, delail heomea. Come little dear,

come I will take you in my arms.

Kherec khere6. Scratching sound made
when sweeping with a stiff broom.

Kheree khereee jolletkana.

Khgrg kh5rfi. Crooked, bent.
Thehga do khere khSregetama. Tour stick ia

crooked.

KhSrS khSvS. T Uneven, unsymmetri-
Khara khSrg. J cal, as a string of

beads.

Kherepete. To struggle to get free.
Kherepet:e umente, odok gotenae.

Kheres. Hard, lumpy.
Kheresgo atkarokkana. It feels hard.

Kherguiija. A species of bird.

KherguAja. A kind of water melon.

Kher kher. Screaming, loudly.
Kher khere elfgerkana. She scolds at the top

of her voice.

Kherkhoc. A whitlow.

Kherkhone. A large ulcer, a carbuncle.

Khel- [Small, stumpy, undersized.

Kherra sim. A bantam.
Kherra sadora. A very small pony, a ehelty.

Kherwar. The ancient name of the
Santals, a tribe of aborigines so
called. Cf kharvvar.

Khesari. A cultivated leguminous
plant, Lathyrus sativus, Linn.

Khesarot. To let off a [.dft of the
price, or amount due.
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KhSsbel \Short necked, short necked
Khgsmbeti.

J owing to fatness.

KhSs khgs. To breathe with difficulty.

Kheskliese sahetofkana. He breathes with
difficulty.

Khet. A rice field, to make a rice field.

Non(Jel1 khota. I will make a rice field here.

Khete khete. To giggle.

Khete khete landaedae.Yc,. • „i„o,i;n„
Khete kheteKkanae. )

^'^^ " ffigglmg.

Khete khete. To cut with difficulty,

to saw through anything, as with a

blunt knife.

Khete kheteye geteda. He outs with a sawing-

motion.

^1'®*'-,
• 1 Cultivation.

Kheti bari. J
They have begunKheti bariko lagaoakaUa.

their cultiration.

Okoeko nalha joiikana onkoaK kheti b9.ri b*-

nuKtakoa. Day labourers have no oultiT-

ation of their own.

Khet khotor. A little, slightly.

Khei khotorili badaea. I know a little.

Khetlok. Tobe-head. Cf. khatlak.

Khetorni. A variety of the rice plant.

Khia. Once round, as in tying.

Mi6 khia. Once round.
Bar khij. Twice round.

Mit khigite bail urijolfa. It will not be tight

with once round.

Khiau. To feed, to give food to; to

wear away, as an axle.

Khube khijuketkoa. He fed them well.

Khirjiye khi|.uketkoa. He gave them much
annoyance.

Khiau piau. To give food and drink.

Khiibe khiau pi?.uketkoa. He gave them plenty

to eat and drink.

Khib. C£ khub.
Khib leka daleme. Give him a good beating.

Khica.|^j^j,-pg^ immature.
Kica. J

KhiciA bidric.l To make, or tear into

Kicid bidric. j fragments.

Khicir khicir.~)To boil, to boil and

Kicir kicir. J bubble.

Khicir khicir hedejolfkana daK. The water

boils and bubbles.

Khic khic. "1 Suppressed laughter, the

Khed khed. J noise produced by sup-

pressing laughter.

Khio khid landa joiikanae.

Khid khoc. Sound produced by a per-

son when choking.
Dioenae khid khod.
Jahte didlenkhan khid khojokae.

Khicri. Mixod, a mixture.
Khicri baf. A diTision of a village lands so

that no one gets too much of one quality of

land.
Khicri daka. A mixture of rice and "dal" cook-

ed together.

Noa atore Diku ar hor khicri menaKkoa. There
is a mixture of Hindus and Santals in this

village.

^l^-j'-^^'^j • ITo break into pieces, to
Khidri bidri. V r + „

Khidikhidi.}
^yl^^*'^'^-

SamaK khidi bidikedae. He hacked it to pieces.

Khidi bidiena. It is broken into splinters.

Khidi khidi. To make into small pieces.

Gidra khidi khidi jel kutiaeme. Cut the meat
into small pieces for the child.

Khidir khidir. \ To cut or make into

Khidir bidir. J small pieces, to mince.

Jahko samaltkeda khidir bidir. They chopped

the bones very fine.

Khidkhidau. To chase, to drive away.

Alom khidkhidaukoa. Do not drive them away.

Khidli. \ A notch, notched, to

Khidli khidli. J notch.
Khidlikalfme. Mate a notch in it.

Khiijli khidlikakme. Make a number of notch-

es in it.

Mit khidli. One notch.

Bar khiim. Two notches.

Khidor. To be \nuddy or dirty, as water,

the quality to be impaired.

Dakko khidorkeda. They made the water un-

fit for use.

Mone khidorentida. ) My spirit is sorrowful,

Jiwi khidorentiiia. 3 I am heart stricken.

Khijar.. \To nag, to torment by con-

Khijiau. fstant fault-finding, to irritate.

Mone khijlaukettiliako. They made my life

miserable.

Alope khijlauea. Do not irritate him.

Bale sahao darealta aim?,i reak khijlau do.

cannot bear a woman's nagging.

Khijla khijli. To torment by constant

nagging, to irritate, to worry, to

pester.

Jiwiko khijla khijlikettilia. They tormented

me.

Khijur. A common palm tree. Phoenix

sylvestris, Roxb., the toddy tree.

Khikrl. The Indian fox, Vulpes ben-

galensis.

Khikrl. Lean, emaciated, applied to

one who is always lean although

well fed, of females only.

Khikri mara aim?.i. A lean jade.

J^trege khikrigeao, bae motaRa. She is lean

by nature, she will never be fat.

We
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Khil. A nail of wood, to nail with a
wooden nail or pin.

Khil marao. To drive in a nail, put a stopper
in a bottle, &c.

Khil. Uncultivated, fallow.

Bar pe serma khon khilakana . It has lain fallow
for two or three years.

Khil ot. Fallow land.

Khil khiit. Uncultivated, fallow.

Khila. Joined with a wooden pin (khil.)

Khil^ aakom. A bracelet which opens to allow
of being put on or taken off, and is fastened
with a wooden pin.

Khil^ bahki. An anklet in two pieces fixed
together by wooden pins.

Phihki kandiko khilaia. They put a wooden
pin in the mortar of the (Jhihki (q. v.) to
fill it up.

Khila. To be costive.
Cet ooiiko jom oookedea, khiljenae.

Khilap.
"I
To fail to pay when due, as

Khilaph. J an instalment of rent, &c.

KistiA khiUpkeda. I failed to pay my instal-
ment of rent when due.

Khilau. To feed, to give food to. Cf.

khiau.

Khilau pilau. To provide with food
and drink.

Khilauna.") . , i ,i •

Khelaona /^ *°y> ^ plaything.

Khildi. F. 1 A caste of Hindus so cal-

Khelda. M.J led whose women when
young are all prostitutes.

KhiI(Ji, A flirting, wanton woman.

Khildu. To pUj, to indulge in amor-
ous dalliance, te flirt.

B^riatoK senoK hor do bgihu ato ren kuriko
tuhio bako khildu darealfa. Those who" ac-
company the marriage party are not allowed
to gallivant with the girls of the bride's
village.

Khili. A quid.
Mi6 khili pan. A quid of " pan."
Mi{ khili thamakhur. A quid of tobacco.

Khilkhut f Uncultivated, fallow.

Sanam nesle caskeda, khil khiit ^o bale bjgiada.

Khilod. ) , , ,

Khelod f
spectacle, a tamasha.

Bah do baba khilodiii liel.

Khinur. Mild, gentle.
Khinur hor kanae. He is a mild man.

Khir. Rice cooked in milk.

Khiria pate. ") To wriggle, to coil and
Kiria pate. J uncoil.

Biri khiji^ pate bafaekanae. The snake is

wriggling about.

Khirir ") Sound of climbing or

Khirir khii-ir. J ascending rapidly.
Khirir khiriye dejoRkana tale darere. He shins

up the palmyra tree.

Khirir mente. ~) With a rushing sound,"

Khirir marte, / with a race.
Khirir menteko riir dec godoiia. They run and

clamber up quickly.

KhlrjSti kh6rj5n. ") Crooked, serpen-

Khirnjoa khSrnjoii. J tine; mean-
dering, like a river.

Khirkhirau. To roll, to trundle ; swift-

ty, rapidly.
Khirkhir^uateye liir calaoena. He ran off very

swiftly. Cf. khajkharao.

Khirki. A window.
Khirki bhug?.lf . A window opening.

Khirri. ") Trouble, annoyance, to

Khirri khiau. / cause trouble or an-
noyance.

Nui bgjhu do a<3i khiryiye khi^ukeflea. This
bride gave us much annoyance, or great
trouble.

Khis. "i Tobe irritated, annoyed,
Khis khisau. I worried beyond suf-

Khis khisau.
j

ferance, to be piqued,
Khaisa khaisi.jto take offence.

Uni doe khisakana. He is irritated to despera-
tion.

Khiskhieaukedeako. They irritated him.
Khaisa kbaiai odok oalaoenae. He became

irritated and left (his home.)

Kheti.}^"'^^^^*^°°'
Nes do khiti bako lagaoakat'a. They have not

cultivated any land this year.

Khiyo khoyo. Cracked.
Tirio khiyo khoyoena. The flute is cracked

Khobmarte.j^f- ^^''^-

Khobor. News, information.
Khoc. From, than, since.
Hola khooe daKeda. It has rained since yes-

terday.

Kh6c \The pistil of the mat-
Matkom khSc.

J kom flower (Basia lati-

folia) which protrudes from the
bud, fault slip, crime.

Khocem lagaoarikana. Ton are slandering me
Matkom khooena. The pistil has appeared iii

thematkom (q. v.)

Khooe liambabrakana, ce^ lekatefi kabusa. He
is watching for a slip, so that he may get the
nppor hand of him.
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Khoca. \ Sharp-pointed, to accuse, to

Kh6ca. J libel, to inculpate.
^uriakko khooawaekan tabekana. They were

aoousing him falsely.

Khoca. To come into contact with

anything sharp.
NoniJeA khooaena. I was atruok here by the

sharp point.

Khoca khttci. To be at variance, to

accuse falsely.

Khooa khSnigeakin. They are at variance

with eaoh other.

Khocao. To tell tales, to inform, to

accuse falsely.

KhooaoadilSae. He brought a false aoouaation

against me.

Khockhoc. ") To irritate by continual

Khockhocao. ) fault finding, to harass, to

torment by continual interference.

Tina-R kbookhooem sabaoa ? nonde baA tahena.

JHow much continual nagging will one en-

dure? I will not remain here.

5u°''°r",u ..JToprodinahole.
KhocoK khocok.J '^

Hon bhugaKre menaea oncje'je khoooK khooott

BoboK gojeme. The rat is in the hole prod

it there time after time and kill it.

Khocor khocor. Sound produced by

prodding, as with a stick in a hole

full of water.
Hakoe lurgaedekana khooor khocor. He is pok-

ing the fish out of the hole producing a

sound like " khocor khocor."

Khod. A step in a dance, an air or tune.

Baro khod baKdaeiokanae. He knows the

twelve steps, i. e. is proficient.

tTni do baro khode badaea, uni tuluo ohobon
tuludlena. He is a proficient, we wUl not

be able to cope with him.

Khoda. To tattoo, to prick, as when
tatooing.

Rod khoda. Inoculation.

Kuriko khodaKa. Girls are tatooed.

Khodao. To ask for importunately, to

dun.
Khodao tofeedae. He got it by persistent

begging.

Khodao. To carve, as letters on a

stone.
Dhiri reak patare gel hukum khodaokateye

emadea. He wrote the ten commandments
on a stone slab and gave it to him.

Khode. Small, broken grain ; broken

in husking.
Caole khode. Broken rice.

Janhe khode. Broken janhe. (q. v.)

Khode baha. A small flowering plant

so named.

Khode khod. Step by step, in detail.

Etohop khon khode khode l^i idikeda. He re-

hearsed it all step by step from the be-
ginning.

Khodna. M.\The male and female
Khudni. F.J members of two tribes,

one semi-Hinduized, and the other

semi-Mohamedanized, who gain a
subsistence by tatooing.

Khodo khodo. Applied to the sound
produced when smoking the bub-
ble bubble.

Khodor khodor. Continuous speaking

or babbling. Cf. khedeckhedec.
Khodor khodor rorortege menaea, bae thirolfa.

She is always speaking, she will not stop.

Khodrao. To cut, to scrape.
Kantha araK jhinukteko khod raoa. They cut

the kantha {q. v.) pot-herb with a shell.

(The plant which is generally too small to
seize with the fingers is cut across at the
surface of the soil with a shell, and then
gathered.)

Khodrao. To persistently importune
so as to annoy. Cf khodor khodor.

KhodraoUkanae. He is persistently begging.
Khodrao totkedali. I wrung it from him by my

persistent importunity.

Khoedak.
1

Kh5edol^. J-A pit, a mine.

Khaedul?. J

Khoelak. To hollow out.

.^tu khoelalfkedae. It was hollowed out by
running water.

La khoelaKkedae. He hollowed it out by dig-

ging.

Khoepak. A hollow or depression on
the surface.

Khoi. A system of parching rice, rice

parched in a particular way.

Khoj. To seek, to ask for.

Grhane ghane dakae khojkaua. He is continu-
ally asking for food.

Khojkaman. The name of a place

mentioned in Santal traditions.

Khoj puchar. To take notice of, to con-
sult, to seek.

Khoj panj. To search for here and
there, to go here and there in quest
of

4LiJilekhoipalijkeda, balel^amlalEa. We search-
ed every where but did not find it, or did
not get it.

Khol?. To cough.
KhoK manda. Cough and cold.

Khofiedae. He has a cough.
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Khokho. To puff or hiss as a cobra

when disturbed.
Ayaa biAko kliokhoea. The oobra hissea, or

cobras hiss.

Khokndo. Exhausted, as soil, unfertile,

bad, ill-conditioned.

Khokrao. ~)To carve, cut out, wear
Kokrao. J away, scrape, gouge, hol-

low out.
Atukate kokraoa. The water will wear it away.

Khol. Hollow.
Kholgea. It ia hollow.
Khol mai:, A hollow bamboo.

Kholao. To hollow out, to undermine.
Datte kholaoakat'a. Water hae hollowed it

out.

Khola oralc.l <
j. i i

Mela orall. ^ ^ °^^"^^^er.

Kholoe. A fish-basket. Of. khaloe.

Khomokha.
reason.

In vain, without cause or

Cf. khamokha.

Khon. From, than, since, for.

MiC gidra khon. From childhood.
Noa do ona khon marahgea. This ia larger

than that.
Mit' hecakan khon. Since I firat came.
Barpe sermakhon khilakana. It has been

fallow for two or three years.

Khond. A square.
Khondpe aulaukeda. You have mixed up the

matter, i. e. You have mixed up the lines

dividing one square from another.

Khondok lopok. ") To be perplexed,

Khondolc mondok. J to be in a strait

not knowing what to do.

Noa Icami barioente mon khondoK mondol^en-
ti/ia. I am perplexed owing to the failure
of this work.

Gale atentiiite mon khondol? lopoKentilia.

Khondok lopok. ") rif i i, i i' i i'

T^, 1 ,, ^1 ,, > Ui. khondoK lopok.
Khondokmondok. j

^

Khondor khocak. Deep, precipitous.

Khondrond. To consider, to jsonder.

Adile khondronkeda, bale gota dareada. We
considered it carefully but could come to

no decision.

Ona kathale khondrond johkana. We are dis-

cussing that matter.

K hones. Hatred, ill-will. Cf khunes.

Khorija. ISagged, baggy, hollow in

Khorijan.j the centre as a net fist-

ened at the four corners
;
ravine,

pit ; to fall into a ravine, &c., to

get bogged, to be in a tight place.

Khoiija parkomre gidrako gitiekoa, ona khon
bako ulfau liuroKa. They lay children in

beds that have sagged in the middle, so

that they may not roll over and fall.

Alope khoiija ocokoa. Do not allow them to
fall into a ravine.

Sukriko laga khoiijakoako. They drive pigs
and make them fall into pits.

Khonja khuriji. Full of pits and ra-

vines.
.^di khoilia khuTijigea. It ia very full of pits

and ravines.

KhSrijon. \cf kh A'
KhSnjoa khSojon. J ' '

'

Khonos. Ill-will, hatred, vengeance.
Khonos menaKtaea nui uparre do. He bears

him ill-will.

Khonose jharaoeda. He is taking vengeance
on him.

Khonta. An instrument for digging

holes, generally to fix posts in.

Khonta bohok. Flat on back of head.

Khopalc. Cf khapua.

Khor. "1 An imitative word, a heavy
Khorkhor.j gruff sigh.
Khorkhore udureda. He sighs gruffly.

Khor mente. To draw one long sigh.

Khor mente sahetkedae. He drew one long

Khora. The vessel which receives the

juice of sugar cane when being
jDressed.

Khora din. Sunday, an unlucky day.

Cf khorali.

Khora. A kind of large brass bowl.

Khor.ag.\Food, an advance of wages
Khorak.J for food.
Noa do khorak kantiAa . This ia what I live on.
Khube khorak dareaka. He can eat well.

Khoraki. An advance of pa}^.

Khorali. An unlucky day, Sundaj'. Cf
khora din.

Khorca."!

Kharca. [Food, rice, to spend.

Khoroc.J
Khorca cabaeutalea. Our food is exhausted.
XJnak takam khorockeda? Did you apend so

much money ?

Khorda. 'It , ,,

jr-i T, ^Lame, halt.
Khorha. J
Khorda khordae calakkana. He ia limping.
Kara khoyha. Blind and halt.

Khore. Not fully developed, as a fruit.
Khoregea noa ]o do. Thia fruit has not devel-

oped fully.

Kh8rSt.\Limping owing to one leg be-
KhoretiJ ing short.
Khoret' khorete calakkana. He is limping.
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)rha.
"I

irhe. J
Lame. Cf. khorda.

Khorha.
Khorhe
Kara khorlie. Blind and lame

Khorkhorao. To cause to fast, not to

give food at the proper time.

Khorloa. A channel resembling a cul-

vert worn out by water, a cave, a

den.

Khoro. To find, to locate, know one's

where-abouts.

Khoro. The teeth to be set on edge.
Data khoroKa. The teeth will be set on edge.

Khorols. \Sound of scratching.

KhoroM khoroK.j Cf. kharok kharok.
KhoroK khoroKe gaduretkana.

Khoro khoro. \ Applied to the noise

Khoro khoro. > made by a bubble

Khodo khodo.j bubble.
Khoro kboroe saije ocoeda.

Khos. Itch. Cf. khas.

Khos. ) Freely, willingly, with

Khusi khos. J pleasure.
Khusi kbostern emalikbauili hataoa. If you

give it to me willingly I will take it.

Khot. A written document.

Khot. Manure.
Khub khotakana noa bargere. Thia garden ia

well manured'.

Khot. To tarnish, sully, vilify, defame,

cast a slur on ; stain, stigma, re-

proach ; to put in the background,

to slight, set at nought, make

light of
Edrete chaijwi oooko lagifko khot gidikakoa.

Through anger to make them forsaken wives

they put a stigma on them.

Khotkadeako. They vilified him.

Uniali katha kbofentaea. His word (or state-

ment) was set at nought.

Khot cgr6. A species of small bird.

Khota. "I To rake up old stories, to

Khotao. J
cast bygones in one's teeth,

to blame, to accuse.

Ona kathae khotaoeda. He rakes up that old

Ona°kathae khotaadilia. He oast that matter

up to me.

Khotkhot. ")To keep nagging, to

Koroli koroi / cackle as a hen.

Sirt satup khot khot rorortege tahenae. She

keeps nagging the whole day.

Khotkhotao. To cackle, as a hen.

Sim'khotkhotaoKkanae. The hen is cackling.

Khoto khoto. Call of bear, grunt.
Bana khotokhoto sa(}e oooedae.

Khotom. To finish, to end, to put an
end to, to die.

Khotomenae uni hor do. That man is dead.

Khotra. To come to harm, loss, dam-
age ; to be destroyed, to die.

4iji horko kbotraena. Many people died.

Khotrao. 1 To scrape, to cut by a scra-

Khodrao. J ping action, to scrape out

of a hollow, to gouge.
AraUko khotrao oabakeda. They have scraped

oft all the pot-herbs. Cf. khodrao.

Khowao. To cause to lose, to lose.

Jjte khowaoeftabona. He is causing us to

lose caste.

Khoyak.\Unserviceable, unsuited to a

Khoyo. / particular purpose, hollow.

Noa kat khoyogea. This log is unsuited for

the purpose for which I want it.

Khoyo terel. A terel (q. v.) fruit which has

been hollowed out by birds or insects while

on the tree.

^^l^^- JMist, haze.
Kuhas.

J

Khuau.
I To lose.

Khuwau. J
Jiwi khu»uket!taeae. He lost his life.

Khub. ") Good, well, very, excell-

Khub khub. J ent.

Khub leka. After a good sort, efficiently, well-

Khub bhage dahra kanae. He is an excellent

bullock.
Khub khubaK »guime. Bring a very good one.

Khube kisarakana. He is very rich.

Khub leka daleme. Give him a good beating.

Khube rualf kana. He has very high fever.

Khube daifkeda. There was very good rain.

Khub marte.lSound of a plunge into

Khub mente.
J

water.

Khub marte sageena. A sound of a plunge was
heard.

Khuci. A stick with a sharp pomt
used to make holes, a dibble.

Noa kathae khuciadida. He raised that matter

against me (as earth is raisd by a khuci.)

Khuci. Cf khSca.

Khuci. Uprights fixed in the ground

for a fence, the spaces between

them being filled up with thorny

bushes.

Khucila. "1

Khucla. iThe Clearing Nut tree,

Kucila. j Strychnos potatorum.

Kucla. J
Linn. fil.

The fruit of this tree has the singular property

of clearing muddy water bj; its being rub

bed round the vessel containing the same.

42
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Khucila hako. ") » . p n ^

Kucla hako j ^ ^P*^"^^^' ^^ ^^^-

Khuc khuc. Said to encourage a dog.

Khucra. To break, to break into

pieces, to change, as money ; small
pieces of money.

Mil; taka reaK poesa khuorgi aguime. Go and
bring change for a rupee in pice.

Khucri. ") Torn into shreds, cut
Khucri khucri. J into very small pie-

ces.

Cet'leka jelpe ku^iakafe ? khucri khncri. How
have you out up the meat ? it is in small
pieces.

Khucnr mucur. To give a little at a
time instead of all at once.

Khud. Self.
Khud adgeye heolena. He himself came.

Khuda khudi. Chasing, pursuing,
quickly, "without delay.

Khnda khudiye paiija agukedea. He followed
him up without delay.

Khudau. To chase, to pursue.
Khudau tioK. To pursue and overtake.

Khud khud. A word imitative of the
sound of pounding rice in the
ukhur (q. v.)

Khud khud aadekana. It sounds '

' khud khud . '

'

Khudia susurban. A species of wasp.

Khudni. F. ) The male and female
Khodna.M. ) members of two tribes,

one semi-Hinduized, and the other
seiiii-Mohamedanized, who gain a
subsistence by tatooing.

KhudiJ'khudra.JT'^ "^^^^ •"*« •'^™''^"

Khudrakhudri.j l"^'^^'-

Khudri khudriteye oir^eda. He is tearing it

into shreds.
Khaya khudri. Small fragments.

Khudri. ") A particle, an atom,
Khudri khudri. J a very small jDiece.

Khudri khudri omadiliae. He gave me a very
small piece.

Khudu khudu.1 Sound of boiling and
Khodo khodo. J bubbling.
Khudu khudu daka hedejokana. The riee is

boiling and bubbling {making a sound like
" khudu khudu.")

Khiiidaha.l . , , c u c ^

Khuidak. /^ "^®P P'* ^^^^ °^ ^'^*®''-

Khuili. A small pin on which cotton
is rolled previous to spinning. Cf,

l^iuri.

Khukhi. >
rp, ,

Kukhi. I^hewomb.

Khula. Open, frank, beautiful.
Khul?.gea. It is open.

Khula khuli. Frankly, freely, openly.
Khul? khulikin galmaraokeda. They conver-

sed freely together.

Khulan. \

Khulantar. [-Beautiful, comely.

Khulau. J

Bes khulaue lieloKkana. She is beautiful.
Bes khulantar jawae kanae. He is a comely

bridegroom.

Kicrio horolfkate bes khulaue lieloKkana. She
looks well when she is dressed.

Khulasa. Sincerity, candour, frankness,
openness, integrity, freedom; with-
out constaint, clearly ; absence of

fear, anxiety, solicitude, care, ap-
prehension, misgiving, distrust,

suspicion or doubt.
Khulasa monetae. His heart is sincere.
Khulasateye emaditia. He gave to me freely.
Khulasa monete calaKme. Go with an assured

mind.

Khulasateko jom johkana. They eat their food
without anxiety.

Aiji khul9,sateko tahenkana. They live without
solicitude.

Adi khulasa hor kanae. He is a very frank
person.

Behaj khulasako rteloRkan tahekana. They
looked happiness all over.

Khulasae ror ruaradea . He gave him a straight
forward answer.

Aiigur ho khulasafiin jowana. They ate grapes
without stint.

Khulau. To narrate fully, to tell all,

to be frank with, to conceal no-
thing, to (ipen.

Khulaue Igiikeda. He told all.

HoeenaK ako ren kisarko khulauadea. Of all
that had happened they concealed nothing
from their master.

Khuli. A small leaf bag in which the
eggs of the Tussar silk moth aie
put to hatch.

Khulkhul. ) Very close, oppressively
Khulkhulia. J hot.

Khulkhul ili aikaueda. I feel it very close.
Khulkhulgea. It is very close.

Khulkhuli. "(Deep, and narrow as a pool
Khulkhulia.

J in a river bed, or a well
&c.

Non(Je alope paromoKa, adi khul khuliagea.
Do not cross (the river) here, there is a deep
pool.
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Khun. Blood, to shod blood, to com-
mit murdii' ; murder.

Khan hoyoKa. There will be murder, or it will
bo murder.

Uui hor doe khuuakafe.
mitted murder.

That man has com-

Khundri. ) A small room made
Khundri khimdri. j by partitioning

otf a part of the verandah of a

house.
Sim khundri. A small portion of a verandah

partitioned off for a fowl-house.

Khunes. Hatred, ill-will.

Monere khunese dohokeda. He bore ill-will.

Khuniahi. Murderous, guilty of mur-
der.

Khuniahi hor kanae. He ia a person guilty of

murder.

KhuAj murijau. Cf. khunju muiju.
Khurij mui^i^uKkanart calali cort ba coil. I am

undecided, I can't say whether I shall go or

not.

Khudju muiiju. ") To be perplexed, to

Khunjuii muiijuk. J be in a quan-

dary, to be unable to make up

one's mind. Scottice, to be in a

swither.
KhuiijuK mulijugoHkanali, bah doli ror, bahdo

bail. I am perplexed as to whether I should
speak or not.

Mone do khnilju mulijugetaea. He is per-

plexed.

Khuntau. To tie or bind to a post, to

give information.
Kathali khuntauak.it'a. I have laid information

(against some one.)

Ma nui (Jaiira noa khuntire khuntauepe. Tie

this bullock to this post.

Khunti. A post.

Khep khunti. The cannon pin of a cart fixing

it to the axle.

Kham khunti. The centre post supporting a

roof, members of one's family.

Hape, kham khnntid bujh^u baralege. Wait,

1 will first consult the members of my
family.

Kkap khunti. A post with a notch on the top

to receive a beam.
Tore khunti. The posts fixed at the four comers

'
of a funeral pyre to keep the firewood in

position.

Pirm khunti. A post with a wooden cushion on

the top to receive a beam.
Cahga khunti. A post with two ears like a fork

between which the beam rests.

Jaiige khunti. A post with two ears between
which a beam rests. These posts are used

for fences of brushwood.

Khuntul A stump of a tree left in the

ground.
Hnru< khuntufle taraokeda. We removed all

the stumps (when clearing land.)

K hunGkhunQ. "j Gently, as in laugh-

Khuimk. y ing or crying, to

Khunflk khuniils.J weep and laugh
at the same time, as from excess of

joy-
Khunul? khunuKe raKeda. She is weeping

gently.
KhuuiiK khunuKe landaeda. He laughs gently..

KhunvL khunue landa gotkeda. He smiled.

Khunus. Anger, spite, ill-feeling.

Khunuse dohokeda. He bore spite,

Khunus. \ Gently, as in laugh-

Khunus khunus. J ing or crying.
Khunus khunuse landaeda. He is smiling.

Khupa. Hollow, as opposed to straight,

slightly concave.
Oralf khupape banaoakafo. Tou have made

(the.roof of the) house slightly concave.
Bhifi ho khupaena. The wall ia also slightly

concave.

Khupi. The end portions of a pavilion

rOof.

Khupudau. To chase each other. Cf.

khudau.

Khupur khuyalt. A hollow, ar small

pit.

IhuS:}^^-^
Khura.
Mukhura.^
Khura. Uncle.
Ka! a khura boehako. Cousins.

Kaka Ijhura hopon kanale. VCe are cousins.

Khurag."!

Khurak. I Food, an advance of pay for

Khurag.
j

food.

Khurak.j

^^"i^^- I An advance of
Khorake. J

"1 A disease affecting the hoofs

ra.J of cattle.

pay.

Khurd^. M. ]Lame. Cf khorda.
Khurdi. J^. J
Khuriau. To question, to enquire.

Onko thene khuriauana. He questioned them

until he understood.

^u^'-l^u^'-'lAkindof palki.
Kharkhari. J
Khurkhuria. "» To devil meat without

Churchuria. J sauce.

Khurpa.>An instrument for digging

Khurpi. j up weeds or roots with, or

shaving off grass just above the

ground.
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Khurpi. An apartment.

Khusi. ") To be pleased, to be satisfied,

Kusi. J to rejoice
;
pleasure.

AmaK khusi leka hoyoKma. Let it be accor-
ding to your pleasure.

4iji barioe kusilena. He was greatly pleased.

Kusi rajienae. He has agreed.

Khusi khos. Freely, willingly, with-

out constraint.
Khusi khosteii emadea. I gave it to him wil-

lingly.

Khusut khusul To sob, to weep
gently.

Khusul; khusufo raKeda. He weepa gently.
Khasu£ khusudoEkanae. She is sobbing.

Khiit. A community, sect, society,

division, clique, schism, stock.

Khiit ren pera kanako. They belong to the
same stock.

Mii khut renko mil; khon(Jreko boiigaKa.
Those belonging to the same stock (or
family) sacrifice in the same square.

Khut kata. 1 t j i • j t_ j.i
(^Land reclaimed by theKhut kati.

KhUta tara.
cultivator.

Khut kata hor. The person who reclaimed
the land from forest.

Noa do aleaK khntkata ato kana. This village
was reclaimed from forest by us (by the
speaker or his ancestors.)

Khutau. To lodge information, to

post up. Cf. khuntau.

Khuti. A bag made by tying a piece

of cloth at one end.

Khuti. Loss, damage.
4tdi khuti hoeakantiiia. I have suffered much

loss.

Khut khut. ) Impatient, fidgetty,

Khut khutau. J flustered, agitated.
Mone khutkhutauKbana. I am flustered.

Khutla. To shoot an arrow straight

up into the air, to talk big.
Cotte khutl^ime. Shoot straight up.

Khuti?! haparaoabon. We will try who will
send an arrow highest up into the air.

Aijiye khutl?.ltkan tahekana. He was talking
very big.

4di baric uo khutl9.ben r^iskaKa. You will
jump with joy.

Khutri. "j To shred, to make into

Khutri khutri. Y very small pieces or

Khaya khutri. J fragments.
Noa baha saname siU khutrikeda. He pulled

the flower and tore it into shreda.

Khutu. Expectation.
Onko cetan hijnit ghotna khutute.

>Sound of crunching.

togoekeda. He gave it

Khutur.
Khuturkhutur
Khutur marteye

crunch.
Khutur khuture togodeda. He is crunching

with his teeth.

^^^^^^) To lose. C£ khuau.
Khuau. J
Ki. An interrogative.
Ar ki bae hijuKa ? And will he not come ?

Ki ban. Or not.

Ghar gh^ribo joraoakat'khan ar kibabon hijuK
senolfap Having joined our families by
marriage shall we not visit each other ?

KibhaLlo^'^^^*^^"^
°^'-

Ki bh9.iem tahen, ki bh?iem oalaE . Whether
yoTi stay or go.

CalaK kim tahen iA l9i chutiena. Go or stay, I

have told you and am no longer responsible.

Kia. A receptacle for sindur (q. v.)

Darap kia. A "kigt" made of metal.
Sindur kia. A "ki^" made of wood.

Kia baha. A common shrub with
extremely fragrant flowers, Pan-
danus odoratissimus, Willd.

Kiba kabe. ^

Kibkibi.

Kaba kobo.

Kebkebe.
Kibir kibir. To crawl quickly, as certain

caterpillars.
Khub kibir kibirko oalaKa.

Kibon kobon. Emaciated, lean, wizened.

Kichukichu.}'^°™^'^li**l<^-
Jekichu. Whatever, what-so-ever.
Kiohu kichu doe bea lioKena. He is it any-

thing a little better.

Kichui. C£ kichu.

KiciA bidric. To make, or tear into
fragments. A. Khicid bidiic.

Kicir kicir. Boiling, bubbling, as boil-

ing water, at the boiling point.
Kicir kicir daK hedejoKkana. The water boils

and bubbles.

Kickic. Muddy, damp.
Kickic. ") To be annoyed, to be pes-
Kickicau. J tered.

Kickicau. To jump or move about as
when angry or frightened, to be
irritated, excited.

Edreteye kiokicg.u bafae kana. He is excited
with anger.

Sadom kickicgiu oopedeae. He ia causing the
horse to jump about.

Kiokicgiulf kanae. He is irritated.

To stoop, as from old age
or pain in the back.
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Kicko6. The sound produced when
choking, or trying to eject some-
thing from the throat.

'

KickojoR kanae. He is choking, or trying to
eject something from his throat.

Kicmic. ") To be restive, as a horse
Kicmicau. J or bullock.
Nui sadom kicmio bajaekanae. This horse is

prancing about.

Kicri6. Cloth.
Mi6 khau(Ja kiorio. A piece of cloth suitable

for the full dress of a woman.
Ni?.tele kicrijoKa. With this we will pro-

vide ourselves with clothes.
Kiorio se. A louse which harboiu's in cloth.

Kida kade.\Diffidently, slowly, care-

Kido kodo.J fully, stooping, not stea-

dy on legs, as a child.
Kida ka<Je caooKkanae. He (child) is walking

diffidently.

Kidii. ) .

Kidi6 katkom. j ^ ^^^^'P^^'^-

Bill kidiii. Snakes and scorpions.

Kidid baha. A common creeper with
a red flower, Ipomcea Quamoclit,
Linn.

Kidiii marmar. A species of centi-

pede.

Kidid. ) . ,

Mahlekidid.J-^S''

Kidma kadme. Stooping, falteringly,

as the step of an old man.

Kidma kadme calaltkanae. He goes stooping
(an old man.)

Kidod kodod. To walk on stilts, to

walk slowly and with deliberation,

of long legged creatures, as storks.

Thehga sapkate kiijoh koijohe calaKkana. He
is walking on stilts.

G?.rur cere kidon kodohe calaKkana. The
Adjutant bird walks as if on stilts.

Kidor kodor. To nod the head from

side to side.

Kidroc kodrod. Sound of swallowing,

gulping.
Kidroo kodrooe uteda. He gulps it down.

Kija kaje. To straddle when walking.

Kijokojo. To stoop, as when carrying

a load.

Kikiau. To scream.
Bill tanalieliellekhankikiangodae. If she sees

a snake or any such like thing she screams
out.

low worm.

Kikid kokod. Niggardly, ungenerous.

,
.stingy.

Nui kikid kokoo hof thonom calaKa? emam njhi
konhoam. Will you goto this niggardly
man ? you will get nothing.

Kikir. A king-fisher.
Dud kikir. The common Indian King-fisher,

Alcedo ispida.

Kikir bid. The larvae of the mosquito.

Kikircit. ) To swoon, to become rigid.

Kikircit. J as in a fit.

Kikifcitienae. He has swooned.

Kikoc kokod. Cf kikid kokod.

Koiiod. } ^igg^^'^'y- stingily, miserly.

EmoK jokhed kikode a(kareda. He feels giving
to be very distasteful.

Kikokoko. A species of large fowl.

Kikokoko. With difficulty on account
of weight.

Kikokoko dipil agukedae. She brought it on
her head with diiiiculty owing to the
weight.

Kila. A fort, a large fort-like building.

Kilap. "> To fail to pay when due, as

Kilaph. J an instalment of rent, &c.
Kistim kilaplekhan. If you fail to pay the

instalment when due.

Kilau. To strike with the fist on the
nape of the neck, to strike with the
heel of the fist.

Kilankedeako bhagete. They gave him a good
fisting.

Kimbot' korot'. To scold continually,

to cackle, as a hen.
Bebele sim leka kimbot korodoHkanae. She is

cackling like a laying hen.

Kimin. Daughter-in-law, nejjhew's

wife.

Kiminiil. My daughter-in-law.
Kiminme. Thy daughter-in-law.
Kimintet'. The daughter-in-law.
Mai do Parganakoko kiminkedetirt. A Fargana

made my daughter his daughter-in-law.

Kin. Sign of the dual.
Kg.mikin. The two workers.
D?iret tahekanakiu. They wo who were fleeing.
Gogodkin, The two murderers.

Kiiicit. A little.

KiUcit gan emalime. Give me just a little.

Kindet. A species of date palm.

Kindet mandet'.") 04. •
i. j.^

Konda mande.
jSt^ggenng, tottering.

Kinijef manijefi baraekanae. He staggers
about.
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n A kind of fiddle.
Kindiri banam.
Kindri banam.

Kion doyon. To swallow with difficulty.

Kion doyone ut johkana. He ewallowa with
difficulty.

Kipis;lr. The patronymic of the Marn-
di sept of Santals ; rich men.

Marniji kipisar. Cf. m?irn(Ji.

Kir.' ]

Tab kir. I Then, what of that, what
Kir.

j
then.

Tab kir. J

iSelkedilSam, tab kir ? You saw me, what of

that?

Kirachi gadi. A closed conveyance.

Kirbit. To pierce, to stick in.

Cofcte apari khutilalekhanotre Aurlenkhan kir-

bid<)lla. If you shoot an arrow straight
up when it falls it will stick in the ground.

Kirbon korbon. Crooked, serpentine.
Sorok kirbon korboiiko benaoakafia. They

have made the road serpen Uuo.

Kirco^ korcoli. Wrinkled, creased, crum-
pled, curly, as hair.

Bohor kirco€ korco€ena. It has creased in
drying.

Kircot korco^ up. Curly hair.

Kircup.
T2- ' r-Cf karcap
Karen p. J

^

Kirdhum. To hang the head, to be

subdued, to be silent, to be asham-
ed, to be suppressed.

Ruhe^ kirdhumkedeae. He scolded him and
caiised him to hang his head.

Lahgate kirdhumenae. He is hanging his head
through weariness.

Kiria. An oath, a vow, a solemn
affirmation ; to take an oath.

Kiriakatell metamkana.- I solemnly assure
you.

Kiria kasat!;ateko kablaukedea.
Kirig. jomkateii metamkana. I swear to you.

Kiria pate. iTo move, as a snake,

Piria pate. ) serpentine.

Kiric. A bayonet.

Kiric k5r6c. Creaking, to creak.
Sa^'ar satjea kiric korCo. The cart wheels

creak.

Kiriri. To buy, to purchase.
KiKrifiio. A buyer.
Nui (Jaiirall kiriiiakadea. I have bought this

Kirir.

K iiir kirir,

Kirir kirifko hoho idia.

ing.

Kirir marte hoho gotkedae
shout.

( Loudly, to shout.

They move on shout-

He gave a great

Kirit kirit. j Excessively painful.

Kirit kirit' lutur hasoediilkana. My ear pains
me exceedingly.

t} With a creak.
Kir'A mente.

Klrlt; marte.
K1116 marte sadeena. It creaked.

Kirkir. Call of partridge when dis-

turbed.

Kirkir. Stiff, as the neck.
HotoK kirkirentaoa. He has a stiff neck.

IStM^-} Still steadfast.

Kirkire tehgoakana. She is standing still.

Kirkirau. To scream loudly, to howl,

to trumpet, as an elephant.
.^risge uui gidrgie kirkir^ulfkana. This child

annoys by his screaming.
Hgithiye kirkir^iuKkana. The elephant is trum-

peting.

Kirokoro. Head pressed down on the

shoulders, as by carrying some-
thing heavy on the head.

Kirokoro dipil idiedae.

Kirot korot. To talk continuously, to

cackle, as a hen.
Kiro^ korote egereda. She scolds continually.

Kirsand. A cultivator, a master, an
employer.

Kirtan tumdak. A kind of drum.

Kisar. A master, an employer, an
owner, a rich man ; to become rich.

Kisar era. Employer's wife.
OraK kisar. The master of the house.
Seta ren kisar. The dog's owner.
Kisarokae. He will become rich.

Kishti. A boat.

Kisiau. ^ To rage, to be furious, to

Kiskisi. V harbour animosity, to be
Kiskisau.J infuriated.
Edrete kiskis9.u hijulckanae.
Dadal lagit kiskise chu^auKkanae.

Kisim. Kind, sort, variety.

Kisku. One of the twelve tribes or

septs into which the Santals are

divided.
Kisku raj Cf . raj.

Jabe Kisku. A sub-sept of the Santal sept
. Kiaku.

Kisni. A starling, the maena.
BhCda kisni. The large starling of Santalia,

Gracula religiosa.

Care kisni. 1 The Pied-starling, Sturnopastor
Ere kisni. ) contra.
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To divide or make into

Kisti I

^^ instalment.

Kisti b^ndi. \ An agreement to pay by instal-
Kisti bondi. j ments.
Kiati khil^phi. Failure to pay instalment

when dno.
Mit' kisti Aghajre. One instalment in Aghan.
Kisti kistiteko ema. They will pay by instal-

ments.
Kistikatilime. Make it payable by instal-

ments.

Kita. A piece, division, part.
Mit'barkita. One or two pieces.
Mii kit?, khet. One field.

Kita kit?, dohokalime. Keep the pieces sepa-
rate, or place each by itself.

Kitab. 1 A 1. 1

Kitap.|^^°°^-
Kitauri. A kind of climbing plant.

Kil; bana. A species of bear.

Kitkita. A children's game.

Kitra.

Kitra kutra. .

Kitro. •

J
P^^««^

Kit^r^ime. Make it into pieces

Kiwil kiwil. To wriggle, to squirm, as

leeches. Cf kewel kewel.

Ko. The short form of onko and ako,

they, they themselves ; sign of

the plural.
Horko. Men.
Akotegeko hataokeda. They took it them-

selves.

Onko oraKteko aenakana. They have gone
home.

Koa koa. Cry of infant.

Koa. A cocoon.

Kobak. To notch, to cut, to hack.
Kudite kobakenae. He haa hacked himself with

a kudali.

Ko baji. How often.

Ko bijili metafmea ? How often have I told

you?

Kobe. When.
Kobe ill oalaKa tobeil emama. When I go then

I will give it to you.

^°^^-^ I
Crooked, bent.

Kobjao. To subdue, to quell, to master.

Kobjo. Bent, as the back.

Kobo. ITo be bowed together and

Kobokobo. ) unable to stand erect.

Kobokoboe oalaKkana. He is going bent to-

gether.
Kobo haram. An old man bent double.

Kobo buclbi. An old woman bent double.

Koboekoboe. \ To go here and there

Koboa koboh.
J-

gossipping, applied

Kaban kaban. J to girls.

Koboh kobohe oalaKkana. She is going about
negleotingher work.

Koboj. To subdue, to quell, to master.
Bako koboj dafeaekan tahekana. They were

not able to subdue him.

KoboU kobok. To nod the head, nod-

dmg.
KoboK koboKe dudyumkana. He is sleepy and

nodding.
KoboK koboKe oalaKkana sadom. The horse

nods his head as he walks.

Kobon kobon
Emaciated, lean, wizen-

ed, sluggish, slow of

movement.

i Quickly.

^A corner.

Kiboa kobon.

Kaban 'kuban

Kaban kaban_

Kobor. 1 .

Kabur.j^^'-^^^-
Kobor isthan. A graveyard.

Kobor kobor.

Kobot kobot.
Kobor kobor jonijlrako po idia. They are hoeing

the Indian com quickly (getting over the

ground quickly).

Kobot kobot. "(Continuously, per-

Komboc kombot j petually.

Kobre. Crooked, bent.
Noa kat kobregea. This log is crooked.

Koca. \

Konac.J''
Khet koca. Corner of a rice field.

Koca kole. A complete square of houses
enclosing a court-yard.

Behgar Icoca. A small plot of ground near the

dwelling house in which the Egg plant is

grown.

Koca kapur. Cf kapur mali baha.

Kocao. To press in, to stuff in. as

cotton into a bag, to put in prison.

Cet'leka mokordoma hoeentapea ? Ho, uni hor
dole kocao otokadea. How went your
case? Oh, we left the man in prison.

K8c bel. The Wood-apple, Feronia
Elephantum, Correa.

Koce. \ Oblique, .sideways, at an

Koce koce./ angle, to one side.

BohoKe kooekeftaea. He jerked his head to

one aide.

Eocereye su^akana. He has knotted his hair

to one side.

Koce karmba. A plough.
Koce karmba sasapko b9.nuUkota6a. He has

no sons (no one to hold the plough.)
Koce karmba ho b9.nuKtakoa. They are poor

(do not own a plough.)
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Kocedore. To j' hold the head to one

side, to move the head proudly.
Kocedorebo eneckaiia.

Kockoco. To altercate, to dispute, to

wrangle.

Koclao. To press closely to.

Okatem koolao hijuKkanap Whore [are" yon
squeezing yourself into ?

Kocle. \ Holding the head to

Kocle kocle. J one side, wry-necked.

Koclon. ITrouble, ill-treatment,

Koclond.J affliction.

Ifi do nonkan koclon iate ona ato khoniA dgtr-

keda. I left that village owing to this kind
of ill-treatment.

Bogeteye koolondediilkana. She ill-trsats me.

Kocon. To hold up one foot.

Kocofiaka£ae, He is holding up his foot (bul-
lock, because painful.)

Kocor. To hop.
On^eko kocor idiea, arko kocor aguiea. They

make him hop there and back.

Kocor kocor. Cf. kacur kacur.

Kod. The Jam or Jamun tree, Eu-
genia Jambolana, Lamh.

There are four varieties of this tree distingui-
shed by the Santals although not by botan-
ists.

Soh kod. This variety is more or less the pro-
duct of cultivation and is valued for its

plnm-Uke frait.

Cu^uK kod. Pound in a wild state in the jun-
gles, its fruit is seldom eaten.

Gada kod. A straggling gregarious bush, found
growing in riverbeds. The fruit ia large,
but is not 'muohl eaten Jowing to its as-
tringenoy.

Seta kod. This variety has a small, astringent
fruit.

Koda,
Kora.
4 kora or koda^l ganda=4.
Koda ke kodae ^.gukedea. He made^him pay

up all.

Koda ke koda. Each single one.

Koda. An aboriginal tribe cognate to

the Santals, and speaking a simi-

lar language.
The Ko(Jas are professional diggers.

Kode. A cultivated millet, Elensine
corocana, Gaertn.

Lapra kode.
"J

Lapra kode. f Varieties of Elensine corocana
Manijwi kode, f known to the Santals.
Bhador kode. J

jr j f
[-Hunch-backed, a hump.

Ko^gofie ehgo^akana.

Ut deare koijgof menaRa.
on the camel's back.

-In arithmetic one.

There is "[a hump

Kod jambro. A species of rock-snake.

Kodokodo.
}to stoop, stooping.

KodoKkanae. She is stooping.
Kodo liogoKme. Bend your back a little.

Kodoc. \To swallow, a gurgling

Kodoc kodoc. / sound in the throat

when swallowing.
Ko4o6 got'kadae, banuEaneo. He swallowed

it, there ia none.
Kodoo kodoo uli daKe uteda.

Kodok kodoM. To shake or nod the

head.

Kodok kodok. Limping, to hobble, as

on a wooden leg.

KodoK kodoKe calaUkana. He is limping.

Kodom. \A step, an ambling trot

Kadam. J taught by natives of India

to their horses.
Mi£ kodom ohoii senlena. I will not go one

step.

Mit kodomteko oalalckana. They are keeping

A variety of the rice

To shake or nod the
head, to sway.

Kodom sar.

plant.

Kodor.
Kodor kodor.
Kodor kodor ho'toK jeleiitakoa.
Bin kodor kodorko teiigokoKa. Snakes sway

to and fro when they stand up.

Kodor. To sift with the hatak (q. v.)

Caole hoko koijora. They also sift rice.

Kodor kowak. Cry of Lobok kok and
Dak cerg.

Kodra. A bladder affection, strangury.

Kodra. To scourge, a scourge.

Kodrao. To scrape out, to gouge out.

Kodroc kodroc. A gurgling sound in

the throat.

Koe. To beg, to ask for, to pray.
Koe johkanae. She is begging, or praying.
Koe barakate gisuloKkanae. She lives by beg-

ging.
Koeakome. Ask for them to get.
Koekome. Ask them to give.

Koedok. Bare-necked, as one without
a necklace who has been in the

habit of wearing one.
KoedoK hotoK rteloRtaea. 1 She looks bare-neok-
KoedoKe AeloKkana. j ed.

-rr •).
'

f
Charcoal, coal.

Koela sunum. Gas tar.

Koelaeako Kolhe. The Koles burn charcoal.
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Koenda gar. A fort mentioned in the
traditions of the Santals.

Koenda rapaj. The race of kings who
reigned at the traditional fort of

Koendagar. (q. v.)

Koeya horo, A variety of the rice

plant.
Hende koeya. A black variety.
AraR koeya. A red variety.

Kohil koha. 1 r\ e e t.

K- 1 . > Ury 01 iniant.
oa koa. j •'

Kohna. Versed in traditional lore.

Bes kohna haram kanae. He is a well versed
sage.

Ado kohna kohnako kuplia.
tions on their traditions.

They ask ques-

Kohnda. A species of pumf»kin, Cu-
cit,rbita tnoscheta, Duchesne.

Kohokoho. Call of the Kol bird, or

Indian cuckoo.

K6h6r k5h5r. Squeaking of certain

kinds of rats.

Bhus (q. V.) kohor kohSrko raga.

Kohra. A method of cooking meat.
Kohratege baba, rapalftege babae jomcabakef.

Kohrao. To confine, to cause to fast.

Nit habiope kohraoakaCkoa? Have you kept
them shut up without food till now ?

Patniko kobraokoa. They confine female silk

moths (until they lay their eggs.)

Nit h^bioko kohraoakadirta, bako emartkaua
daka. They have kept me fasting till now,

they are not giving me food.

GaiiA ader kohraoakadea. I have shut up the

cow.

Kojo. ") To stoop, to bend the

Kojo kojo. J back, round-shouldered.
Kojoenae. He is round-shouldered.

Panda tanak hasolekokhan kojo kojoko oa-

laRa.

K6k. The Paddy bird.

Bak kolt. The white Paddy bird.

Bitkil koB. The small white Paddy bird large.

Lobolf ko!f . The brown Paddy bird.

iSd F ' } F°°lish, idiotic, ignorant.

Kokcao. To force, as one's way in.

OraKtege kokcao boloK kanae. He is forcing

his way into the house.

Ko! oao aderkedako sima. They advanced their

boundary without permission.

Koke. To put the arm or arms round

the neck of another, to seize by

the neck.
Men, merom onte alope idikoa hundg.rko t^hen-

pe koke ocokoa. Take care, do not take

the goats over that way, you will cause

the wolves to take them by the neck.

Koke handi. Liquor given to the vil-

lagers on the first visit of the

bride's brothers to her house after

the marriage.

Kokha.
J Under the ribs, side.

Pani kohka.)

Kokhndo. ^ Exhausted, as soil, worn

Khokhndo. J out, enfeebled, of low

vitality.

Cas caste kokhnijoena. It is exhausted with

continued cropping.

Kokhrao. \

Kokhro. [Hollow, as an old tree ; old.

Khokhro.j
N ui kokhro mara budhi aijiye eKgera. This old

hag scolds terribly.

Kokloso. To have nothing to say, to

remain without speaking.
Rabaiite gitio koklosoenae. He is lying quiet

owing to being cold.

Kokoak. \A plethora, used when
Kokwak. J

anything is asked for and'

there is none.
KokoaU kana daka do? Is there a plethora of

food ?

Daka kokoaK kana, onateA emama? Is there

a plethora of boiled rice that I should give

it to youP

Kokod. Niggardly, a reluctant giver.

P?ipi kokoo. A ).iggardly giver.

Kokokoko. Cackling of a cock.

Kolcombe. \ To hold the head at an

Kokombic. J angle, as one looking low

to the left or right.

Kokombekateye lieiielkana. He is holding

his head to one side and looking.

Kokor. An owl.

Dereli kokor. The Collared Scops owl, Scops

baTckamoena.
D^da^kokor.

| g^^^j^g ^f ^wl.

Kokor jahga. A cultivated millet, Panicum
Cms gaUi, Linri. Cf. iri.

Kokorbok. To hang the head, to bow

the head as in sorrow, or through

fatigue ; to draw in the head, or

contract the body as certain insects

when disturbed.
KokorboKe durupakana. He is sitting with

bowed head.

Kokorcol Creased, crumpled.
Kohor kokorco^ena. It has creased in drying.

Kokoso. To huddle oneself together.

Durup kokosoakanae. He is sitting huddled

'up.

43
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Kokot. To gather weeds that have
been loosened by the plough.

Kokre. To carry the head sideways,

wry-necked.
Kokreenae. He is wry-necked.

Kokro. "} Ashamed, diffident,

Kakra kokro. J shy.
Kakra kokro baraekanae kiorio banulftaea.

She is poorly clad and is hiding herself
through shame.

Kokwak. Cf. kokoak.

Kol. To send.
Kolkedeaii. I sent him.
Koladeaii. 1 sent to him.

Kol. A machine, any mechanical con-

trivance.

Kol. "1 The Koles, an aboriginal tribe

Kolhe.J of iron smelters speaking a

language akin to that of the
Santals.

Kol. The name of a bird, the Indian
cuckoo.

Kole. \A small space set apart in a

Sim kole. j corner of the house for

fowls.
Kolereko belea, sim do. Hens lay in the " kole."

Kolhe. Cf kol.

Kolhe muc. A species of smallblack ant.

Koljol. Eespite.
Koljol bafi liameda. I get no respite.

Kolkand. IThe corner rafters of a
Kolkar. J pavilion roof.

Kolma horo. A variety of the rice

plant.

Kolo. A large jungle climber, Dios-
corea dcemonuvi, Roxb.

Kolo. Shaved bare, as the head.
Kolo bohoK. A shared head.

Kolok kolok.l cj J £. 1 111bad, sorrowful, sad- look-

ing, sorrowful looking,

dejected.

Mone do kolo moloentiria. My heart is sad.

Kolom. A pen, a cutting ; to prune.
Kolom mii. To engraft.

Kolom jiweiena.. }
"^^^ """^S tas etrnok root.

Kolom kathi. A reed pen.

Kolon clobon. "j

Knlun dubun. [-Distracted.

Kuluti dalun. J
Koloh (Joboii dara baraekanae. He goes about

in a distracted state.

Kolo molo.

Dholo molo.

Dolo molo.

Kolsa. To kick the foot forward, the

foot to come into contact with
anything when walking or running'

Kolsa paairkedali. I kicked it over.

B^t^^i era kolsa tora kolsa dara. The first

wife is kicked in going and in coming (by
her CO-wife.)

Kom. \To become less, to decrease,

Komti. J to be deficient; less, defi-

cient.
Kom dor. A cheap price.

DaK komtiena. The water has abated.
Bar taka komgea. It is deficient two rupees.
Ona khon komgea. It is less than that.

Komao. To become less, to decrease,

to be deficient.

Dalf komaoena. The water has abated.
Komaome. Lessen it.

Kombei \A kind of snare for catch-

Kumbet. J ing partridge, quail, &c.

Kombet kombel Continuously, per-

petually.

Kombot kombot'. "1 /^ ,
• ,

Kombot korof.
[Continuously, per-

Kobotkobot. J
Petiially.

Kombof kombofi eRgertege menaea. She is

continually scolding.

Kombro. To steal, a thief.

Kombro bokro. Thieves.
Kombro aguakaiae. He has got it by theft.
Jel kombroeme. Work or knead the flesh

(when putting on a tight ornament on arm
or foot.)

Kome. A large forest tree, Miliusa
velutina, Horssk. fil & Ths.

Komi besi. More or less.

Komjor. Weak, to become weak.
Komjoreuae. He has become weak.

Komkom. To be sullen, to sulk

;

swollen under the jaws, puffed or
swollen face.

Mo komkomakanae. His face is swollen.

Komor. The loins.

Komor bhanga. To become weak.
Komor k?.t;hi. An ornament made of shells,

resembling the tail of a tortoise, tied
round the waist and sticking out behind,
worn by men sometimes when dancing.

Komor bhanga. To be weak.
Non^e komor bhangaena, oho jutlena. There

is a weak place here, it will not do. (beam,
&o.)

Komro. To steal. Cf. kombro.

Komti. Cf. kom.
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Kona.
Konac. .

Konaj.
Aco^er.

Konat.
Baro kona jhabraoakana.

Kon aesan. What kind.
Kon aesan katham rofe^kana P What kind of

word are you saying P

Kona kuni. The corners.

Kond. Corner, direction.

Kond kond. In all directions, all round.

Konda mande. Staggering, swaying
from side to side.

1^ ^ [• Crooked, bent.

Konde6. Cf. kondei

Konde kose. To turn away the face

sullenly ; imperfect, as a fruit.

Kanthar joakana kon^e kose. The jack fruit is

imperfect.

Konde kose baraedae. She turns her head to

one side.

Kondel. "} To glean matkom, the flower

Kondol. J of Basia latifolia.

Matkom konijel lagiile oalaKkana. We are

going to glean matkom.

KoniJel go^enae. He lay down.

Konderi. A jungle plant, Eriosema
chinensis, Voq., the root of which

is eaten.

Kondeti. \Bent, twisted, off the

Kondel; kondeij straight.

Noa t?.ku do kondefiena. This spindle is bent.

Kondha. A species of pumpkin. Cf
kohnda.

Kondha. ) Crippled, maimed in the

Kondha. J feet.

Kondha. A hollow, hole or cave in a

bank.

Kundi?' 1
Having a shaved head.

Kondo. Fat-necked, thick or bull-neck-

ed, fat.

Kondo aesan motaakanae.

Kondol. To glean matkom (q. v.)

Kondol. Trouble, ill-treatment,

affliction.

4gliko kondoledekana. They ill-troat her.

Kondoli. To vex, annoy, ill-treat. Cf
koclon.

Kondolia. Exasperated through ill-

treatment, annoyed.
Kondoli^. hor kanae, sen ocoaeme. He is an ex-

asperated man, let him go.

KondoQ. To hang the head, to trot,

as a horse.
Kondonteye dayefkana. It is trotting.

Kondoram.l The top of the breast bone
Kondram. J near the throat, the

sternum.
Kondramteko thelaoKkana. They persist in

opposing.

Kondorket Excessively, applied to

fatness.
Kondorkefie mofaakana. He is excessively fat.

Kondram. Cf kondoram.

Kondro janum. A common thorny
bush. Acacia Intsia, Willd.

ir ]• I
The American Aloe, Agave

__ " » ' f n.vnAnrrr.n.vi.n. TA.nm.
K-ongat. J

aviericana, Linn.

Kongak. \A common jungle clim-

Maran kongak. j ber, which yields a

fairly good fibre, Dregia volubilis,

Benth.

MSkodgai;..l^f-^^''^'^^°°g^^-

17- .1 •" T^'VMad, idiotic, foolish.
Kunki. h.j '

'

Kora kuri koiika knhkienako. The young men
and maidens have become foolish.

KonkoroLol"! ^ r n i i

Konkorobot!.|<^^^^f""y' l^^^S^^"

Bae liel ocoaRa, konkorobof bhallae ader bae-
akat'a. He will not let it be seen, he has
carefully put it past inside.

Konkorobote hoborakadea. He lovingly holds
him in his arms.

i-r . , , ' f A Santal godlet.Kunku buru. J
°

Konho. Anything, any one.
Konhom jom daraaka£aP Did you eat anything

before you left P

Kontet'. Niggardly, miserly, unreli-

able.

Katha ho kontefgetaea. His word is also
unreliable.

Konthekan. Who can say, who knows,
there is no certainty.

Konthekan daKtebon esedoK. Who can say ?

we may be hindered by rain.
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K6nye. The left, the left-hand.
Etom kSliye. Eight and left.

Kop. Phlegm.
Kop bais9.uena.

Kopal. The brow, fate.

Kopal Bojheentaea. His fate is propitious.
Kopalre menaKkhan Jiamgeali. If it is my fate

I will get it.

Kopat. The leaf of a door.

Kope. To fill up again, as a boil that

has once burst ; to ripen within the

sheath, as certain kinds of rice.

Ojo kopeena. The boil burat and has again
filled with matter.

Kope baorg. To be angry, to be sullen.

Kopeti. To stuff food into the mouth,
to hold in the mouth, as a quid of

tobacco.
Gariko kopeC jarwaea. Monkeys stuff their

cheeks with food.

Kopkop. To tie or roll into a bundle
and carry on the person.

Ce^em kopkopakafia P What have you in your
bundle P

Kopkope kope£aka£a. He is holding it in his
mouth.

Kopoe. The Reciprocal form of koe,

(q.v.)

Kopot. Designing, insincere, tricky,

deceitful, hypocritical.
Choi kopot. Deceit and trickery.

TT^^'j !• Direction, corner.

Pon kor. 7 The four points of the compass,
Pononkor. ) (North, South, East and West.)
Kor kor sewakedae. He made obeisance in

each direction.

Kora. A boy, a young man.

Kora. Cf. koda.

Koraethi. A corn on the sole of the

foot.

Koram. The breast.
Koram haao. Pleurisy, pneumonia.
Koram orejolf lekaA giikaueda. I feel as if my

heart would burst.

Koram jati leka osarentalea. We are greatly

rejoiced.

Korar. A grandchild.
Jae korar. A great-grandchild.
Korariri kuri. My granddaughter.
KorariA kora. My grandson.

^°^^f ICor. of the English word
Korot. } u I."

Korot. J
««^^*-

Tun(}iko korotakafe. Toondee has been put
under the Court (of Wards.)

Korat. A corn on the sole of the foot.

lSet'l^''°°^'^^'^^"*-
Maraii korbef hor kanae. He is a very crooked

ft How.
Katha nuigeye korbefeda. Thia is he who is

garbling the matter.

Korea bulim. A kind of salt used in

Behar.

Korcot.
I
Crumpled, creased, to crump-

Korcot'. 3 le, or crease.
Alom korooda. Do not crease it.

Kordhet;. ") Lame in a hind
Kordhet kordhet. } quarter, as a bul-

lock.

Kordhoc. Blind, used when scolding

one who has overlooked something,
or has failed to find something he
was sent for.

Kordhoc mara herel. A blind fool.

Kordhoo, cetlekam behgetedaP YoubKnd bat,
where are your eyes P

K5r@. 1 To turn back as the edge of
K5rgc. |- of a knife, sword, &c. when
KSrSt. J the steel is soft; to be blunt-

ed.

Korea motea. To roll up into the
smallest possible compass, to wrap
up or round.

DaK darakana kiorio korea motea gofkam.
Rain is coming, roll up'your cloth into the
smallest possible compass (to save it from
getting wet.)

Korga. To become blunt, as the edge
of a knife ; to become old, as cloth.

Korhe. A method of cooking meat.
Cf. kohra.

Korhe. Cf k5rg.

g-^'J^l-lDebt.
Koroj. J
Korja ^herentaea. He owes a large debt.

Korkor. To stretch the neck, to hold
up the head.

Bill korkore teiigoena. The snake is standing
up with out-stretched neck.

KiSdr^ Y. \
^*'^^^' '^^^adfast.

Korkoye tehgoakana. He ia atanding still.

Komkoro.}^'^°^l^"g«^^e'^«-
Sim eiigako korokoroEa. Hena cackle.

Korkot. A large forest tree, Dillenia
indica, Linn,
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Korkot. To gather weeds, &c., which
have been ploughed up. Cf. kokot,

Korkot marsalkemalah. I shall pull out your
hair and shew light on your soalp,

Korkot marak. A pheasant.
KSrmbeli. Crooked, bent, curved.

Korme korme. "\

Korme kormete. J-Little by little, gra-

Kerme kermete.j dually.
Korme bormeteii emkatama. I will pay you

gradually.

Kordga. A Hindu caste of wood tur-

ners. Cf. khornga.
Koroc. Very tight, very strait.

Koroakedeape dangra do. Tou have tied the
buUook very tightly.

Mala koroo gem horoBakafa. You have put
the necklace on very tightly.

Koro6 motoc. Stingily, niggardly, reluc-

tantly.
Korod motoo dakae emoSkana. She gives out

the food stingily.

Koroj. Debt. Cf. karja.

Korok. To attach property under a

legal warrant.

T-r
• ,.", ,, I- To cackle, as a hen.

Korok korok. J
'

Koro koro. Stooping, as when carry-

ing a heavy load.

Korokoro. To cackle as a hen.

Korom. \
Korom kopal. J

Itiak korom kopalre jege menal^a, ona do bail

calaka. Whatever fate has in store for

me will not pass me by.

Koroi5j. \A large forest tree, Ponga-
Kurunj. J Tnia glabra, Vent.

Korot. A pit-saw.

Korot. Cor. of the English word
' court," to attach property under
a warrant of a court of justice.

Ato korotena. The village has been attached
under a legal warrant.

Korot; korol To cackle, as hens.
Korof koro£e egereda.

Korpa.
I
To gather together by littles,

Arpa. J perquisites received by yearly

servants when harvesting crops,

also by daughters previous to mar-

riage.

Korra.l A scourge, something of the

Karra. J nature of a riding switch but

much heavier.

Fat

Korra. A renal disease, strangury,

stone in the bladder.

K6rse6. }
tideways, obliquely.

Koraookatem lleliiiUana. You are squinting
at me.

Adom adom hor kojTsec kOrseako lieiiela. Some
people squint.

Kortal. Cymbals.

Korwali Staring.
Korwalfe beiigeteda. He is staring.
KorwaK mara here!, bae liel liameda. A staring

fool, he can't see it.

Kos, Two miles.

Kosa. Applied to the seeds of the
palmyra palm, the plantain and
the jack fruit, but more especially

to the seeds of the last.

Kanthar kosa. A seed of the jack fruit.

Kosbal Cf kosmbat.
Ohoii senlena, jahare hoe kosbaf botedkefia.

Kose kose. To turn away the face.

Kosekoseteye benge£alikana. She looks as-

kance at me.

Koset. To lose the relish for, as one
satiated.

Jom biente kosedotkantaea. He has lost the
relish for his food as he is satiated. (Scottioe

As the soo' fills the draff soors.)

}
Tight, to tighten. Cf.

kaskasao.

Koskos.

Koskosao.
Tol koskosaome. Tie it tightly.

Tnbet kosltosnomc. Stuff it in tightly.

Koskoso. To look sulky.
Us?il; hor leka koskosoe (ielot?kana. She looks

sulky as one in the doldiums.

Koslaeni. A mid-wife.

Kosmbat.\To lie still, to lie huddled
Kosmbet.j up.
Bui hor bindgir riurlenkhan onde kosmbat'e

tahena. If a drunk man falls down he lies

where he falls.

TuA kosmbetkedeali. I shot him and laid him
stiU.

Kosola. To cause suffering, trouble,

difficulty.

JomaKte adile kosolaena. We are suffering
much through hunger.

Alope kosola ea. Do not cause him to suffer.

Kaki eiigaii jomaKteye kosolalikana. My step-

mother in the matter of food causes me
suffering (stints me in food.)

Iltkosot. }
To sulk, to gloom.

Gitid kosoienae. She lies sulking.

Kosraeni. A mid-wife.
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Kosto. Distress, suffering.

Alope kosto ocoea. Do not cause him to suffer.

JomaKtele kostoRkana. We are suffering from
want of sufficient food.

Kot. To cackle.
Sim aandi kotedae go. The cook is cackling,

mother.

Kota. To shake, knock, or brush off.

Kofa giqlikadeae. He shook him off.

Kotaha. Dangerous owing to the

presence of wild beasts or spirits.

Noa do ^ii kotaha jaega kana. This is a very
dangerous place.

Kotal. A species of wildcat, a watch-

man.

Kotad sahan. Branches for firewood

from which the leaves have been
knocked off.

Hiromea, kofaii sahan.

Kotap. To rap, to make a rapping or

tapping sound.
Niud^ko odokoK jokheu kotap sadeako. When

they go out at night they rap (with a stick
on the ground.)

Pefako kotaha raoare. Visitors rap (on the
ground with a stick) in the court-yard.

Kotap tioKket'meaii. I tapped yon.

Kotas. A species of wild cat.

Kotba.
1

Kotbe. VCrooked, bent.

Kotbel J

Kotbe k?.tup. A crooked finger.

Kotbek.}c^'«°'^^'^' P^^^^"^'"-

Kotbo. Hunch-backed, stooping, as an
old person.

Kotbo mara haram kan9.e. He is an old hunch-
backed rascal.

Koteam. To crush or fold up into a

lump.
Cupul; koteamkedae. He crushed it up in his

hand.
Uni dobo koteamakadea. We have crushed

him up (oTorcome him.)

Kotec. To break by striking with

something, as a stone with a ham-
mer; to rupture by beating the

seminal ducts instead of castra-

tion.

Dhiriko koteoeda. They are breaking stones.

KotS'kotee.
}to cackle, as a hen.

Kotha. An upper story, a ceihng.
Kotha oraK. A house with an upper story, or

a house with a ceiling.

) A division, as a stripe or

la. j spot, the several parts

Kotha.

Kotha kotha

of a pattern ; in patterns.
Kabra kotha. Speckled, spotted.

Kottia kothage lieloKa. It is in patterns.

Kotha. Cf katha.

Kotha Murmu. A sub-sept of the

Santal sept Murmu (q. v.)

Kothauri. A heap of firewood.

Kothe. \To ask although one knows,

Kothne. J to pretend ignorance.
Kothelfkanae bae baclaeleka. He asks as if he

did not know.
Kothnelckanae bae aiijomef leka. He asks as

if he does not hear.

Kotho. Fat.
Kotho aesane lleloKkana.
Kathare kotho, mooare goco.

Kotko. A mound, raised ground.
Kotkore berelakanae. He has built his house

on rising ground.

Ko^ kot}. To cluck, as a hen to its

chickens.
Hoponkokofkofakoa. They cluck to the chick-

ens.

Kotkoto. \To project, to stick up or

Kutkutu.J out, opposite to Ij'ing flat.

Kotkotoakana, bail b§iis*uakana. It is sticking

up, it does not he flat.

Kotkotei To cackle, as hens.

Tj- .i' ^Dwarfish, applied to females.

Kotnak tukuc. A kind of earthenware
vessel.

Koto koto. J
Kotoakanae. He is naked.
Koto kotoe calaKkana. He goes about naked.

Kotolt. To pop into the mouth.
Jele koto!? go^kedae. He popped the meat

into his mouth.
Ean guUye kotoK go^kadae. He popped the

pill into his mouth.

Kotou. \Short, less than the or-

KotoQ kotoa. J dinary length.
Kotoii ketone bandeakana. She is wearing her

Bafi shorter than is usual.

Kotop. To tap a piece of burning
wood to knock off the ashes.

Kotop marsalme. Knock off the ashes by tap-
ping BO that it may give light.

Kotrg. Uneven, lumpy, uncomfortable

feeling, as when sitting or lying

on an uneven surface.

Cei lekape atefaka^a ? kotrege atkaroKkana.
How have you madethe bed P it feels lumpy.
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Kotro hako. A species of fish,

Kowale. A beam so fixed as to prevent
the roof pressing in the sides of

a house.

Iuya.}^^i^'i*i°g-

Koya. "> To be blacked, as with coal

Kuia. J dust ; to be smirched with

black.

Khad ren k^miko doko kuiagea. The clothes of

these employed at coal mines are black.
Kui^enae. She is smirched with soot.

Menem kuiagoKa. Take care, you will get
smirched with soot.

Koya horo. A variety of the rice plant.

Koyal. A man who makes bargains

for purchasers in the bazaar.

Koyali. A small quantity from the

article purchased taken by the
" koyal "

(q, v.)

Koyo. The kernel of a maiigoe stone.

Koyok. To look up.
Koyogme. Look up.

Koyokoyo. Stooping down to avoid

being seen.

KoySr koy5r. "| To shake or nod the

KoySr koySr. J head, as a camel

when walking.
TJt ko koyor koyorko calaKa.

Kuar.
I Unmarried.

Kuara. J

Kuar. Prince, the title borne by the

second son of a Bhuiya raja or

Zemindar.

Kuar. "I The patronymic of the

Hembromkuar.J Hembrom sept of

the Santals.

Kuari. Unmarried.

Kuba. Crooked, bent.

Knba (Jaiira. An ox having horns bent forwards.

Kubdha. \ Short-necked, and round

Kubdha. V shouldered, ugly, unpre-

Kubdhuc. J possessing in appearance.

Kubela.\Late in the day, out of season,

Kuber. J behind time.

Kubel 1 A bird snare made of

Kumbet'. j- bamboo hoops fixed

Kumbe^ phasi.J in the ground.

Kubi arai<. The cabbage plant.

Kubi gai. A cow with horns bent

forwards. Cf kuba.

Kubja. Crooked, curved, bent.

Kubkubu. To bend, to stoop ; bent,

curved.
Kubkubuenae. He stoops.

Kubra. ]

Kabra. j-Crooked, bent.

Kubran j

Kubraj. A doctor who follows the

Indian system of Medicine.

Kubud kiibuc.\Up and down, stooping

Kabuc kubud.J and rising, limping.
Kubuo knbuoe halaheda. He is gathering them

stooping and rising (while doing so.)

Kubui kubui. To go here and there

gossipping and idling, applied to

females.

Kuca. To break, to bend, to draw
together, as the legs ; to be flexed,

as a limb ; to be injured, to pierce,

as a thorn ; to squeeze.

Dare khon liur kucaenae. He fell down from
the tree and lay huddled up, or was injured

(leg or arm broken.)

Bulkate gaiJlaKreye kuo» taheena. He was
drunk and feU into the ditch and lay huddl-

ed up there.

Kuca ahgak hoyoKtabona. We must pass the
night however uncomfortably.

Doho kuojkam, sanam alom khoroca. Put
a part past, do not use up all.

Parkomreye gitid kuc^akana. He is lying

curled up in bed.

phiiikire soboK kuo?ienae. She haa been hurt
(her hand) in the (Jhihki.

Hoete sanam ion(Jrae kuc?.keda. The wind
broke down all the Indian corn.

Non(Jegefi kuoai doholeda, okoe oohko idike^.

I laid it past here (hid it), some one has
taken it.

Kuc* o^okenae. He was pressed out, or forced

out (as by the pressing of a crowd.)

Kuca kuci. Close together, crowded.

Kucau. To thrust at, to prod, to foin,

to shove.
Okare oo<S doho kuo^uakafa? Where can I have

pushed it? (referring to pushing into

thatch, &c. to keep safely.)

OraK khonko kno*u o4okkedea. They pushed
her out of the house.

Hur kuogiu gofkaeme. Poke him out (of a hole

with a stick.)

Kucei. K ^QT^^ iji a, river, or stream.
Kucil. J

XJl kucel. The bend in the river at the Mangoe
tree.
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Kucila. The Clearing-nut-tree Strych-

nos 'potatorum, Linn,fil.
This nut has a singular property of clearing

muddy water.

Kucla. A species of eel.

Kucit. Narrow, confined, strait.

AJi kuoitre menalia. I am in a great strait,

Kuckuc. To double up, to draw up as

the legs, to bend, to reduce one to

submission.
Perako ese{ kuikuokedilia.
Toi ku'ituokedeako.
Dandom kaokuckedeako.

Kuckucau. To be hard pressed, to

oppress.
Tandite kuokuoaukedea.
Sipahi adiko kuokuoaueilea. The zemindar's

underlings oppress us greatly.

Kucur kucur. Crunching sound, as

when eating a carrot.

Kuda. Maimed, deformed in the feet.

Kuda. To walk as if the soles of the

feet were tender, as a newly born

calf; to limp.

Kudam. The rear, behind, at the

back, used mainly with reference

to a house.
Kudam sed alom durupa, samah sec durupme.

Do not sit behind, sit in front.

Culha kudamre tasekam. Spread it out to dry
behind the fireplace.

Adiye baudiakatJa kudam sate. He has many
bundles of rice and has even stored them
under the eaves of his house.

Kudam naeke. One of the two Santal

village priests.

Kudam Tudu. A sub-sept of the

Santil sept Tudu (q. v.)

Kudam luti. A species of honey bee.

Kudbur. To hang, or bow the head.

BohoK ku<Jburkate jiwi odokentaea. He bowed
his head, and his spirit fled.

Kudbur potam. A species of wild

pigeon.

Kudha. IGluttonous, greedy, to

Kudha kudha. /gobble up, to eat greed-

ily, to heap up food on the plate.

Ac eskargeye kudha joiikana. He is gobbling
it up all by himself.

Khube kudhaa<;lea, bale oaba dareada. He
heaped up our plates high, we could not
finish it all.

Kudi. A large hoe, the Indian dig-

ging implement, the kudali.

Tamni kucji. A narrow bladed kudali.

Guji kudi! This pattern has the hoe in the
middle of the handle.

Thadigi ku<}i. The pattern handled like a hoe.

Kafa kudi. A pronged hoe.

ih'cfre-i kudi
I

'^^^ English pattern of kudali.

Ku^Ksakatn. The blade of the kudali.

Kudi enec. A children's game.

Kudra. One of the Santal godlets.

Kudra dano bonga. One of the Santal

godlets.

Kudra than. The place where the

Pargana bonga (q. v.) is worship-

ped.

Kudraha. Easily offended, short-tem-

pered. Cf kadraha.
Kudraha hor kanae. He is a short tempered

man.

Kudra kudri. To fight by striking each

other with the heel of the fist.

Kudra kudrienakin. They are fighting with
the fists.

Kudrau.
'J
To strike with the heel of

Kudrau. J the fist, not with the

knuckles.
Kudrg-ukedeae. He struck him with his fist.

Kudrau. To prof)itiate, to appease.
Ma bohgako kudraukotam. Propitiate the ob-

jects you worship.

Kudri. A female godlet of the Santals.

Kudruin. The name given to several

fibre yielding plants.
Aralc kudrura. The Indian sorel, Hibiscus Sab-

dariffa, Linn.
Dare kudrum. Hibiscus cannahiniis, Linn.
Son kudrum. Crotolaria juncea, Linn.

Kudu. A boar.

Kudum. A riddle, a guess, to pro-

pound a riddle, to give a guess.
Kudum Aum. To give the answer to a guess.
Kudum bale /ium dareaKkana. We cannot

give the answer to the gueas.

Kudum kuri£ kurit'. The introduction to the
gueas.

Kudum kurit; kuri6, mit' gotea hor berhae duh-
ri ]6ir gicurokae ? Ma liumpe.

Kudun kudu a. Head bowed, and
looking to the ground.

Kuduh kucluhe oalaoena. He left with hanging
head.

Kudup kudup. Sound of footsteps,

aa of one moving by bounds.
Kudup kudiip okoe cone darkeda. Some one

has run bounding away.
Cele coil sgirimre kudup kudupadirtae. Some-

thing waa walking on the roof above me.

Kudur kudur. Sound of footsteps,

patter patter.
Kudur kudure darkeda. He ran patter pat-

tering.
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Kugar. Strait, difficulty, trouble.
Kugarreli pajaoena. I am in a difficulty.

Kuhas. Mist, haze.

Kuhau. To strike with the heel of

the doubled fist.

Knhgiii iiignlkedeae. He pretended to strike
him.

Kuhi besra. The Southern Indian
Harrier Eagle, Spilornis mela-
notis, Jerd.

Kuhi Besra. A sub-sept of the Santal

sept Besra (q. v.)

Kuhi Hasdak. A sub-sept of the San-
tal sept Hasdak (q. v.)

Kuhi Baske. A sub-sept of the Santal

sept Baske (q. v.)

Kuhra. Mist, haze.
Eubra rakapabana. Uist has risen.

Kuhra kuhri. To groan, to moan.
Kohr* kUhrilikanae. He is groaning.

Kilhrau. To groan, to moan.
Kuhr?.uK kanae. He is groaning.

Kuhup kudup. To run andjump about,

as children.
Kuhup kudup baraekanae. He is running and

jumping about.

Kuhur kuhur. A word imitative of

the sound of a pigeon cooing.
Potam kuhur kuhure raKeda. The pigeon is

cooing.

Kuhur kuhur. To sob, to weep gently.

Kuhur kuhiiroK kanae. He is sobbing.

Kuhur kuhure kuhr9,uK kana. He is sobbing

and moaning.

Kuhut kuhul To weep gently.

Kuhu€ kuhufe raKeda. She is sobbing gently

Kuhul; kuhut. Cry of the Indian Crow
Pheasant, Gentropus rufipennis.

Cf. mahkal,

Kuhu6 kuhul Sound of thumping.
Kuhuf buhufe kuhaubedilia. He thumped me

Kuhut marte,

Kuhutmente,
Kuhu€ mente kuhgiukedeae. He hit him thump

K ul. A well.

Kuia. Having a black muzzle, smutted

with soot or anything black.

Tinre eoli kui?.ena. When did I got smirched

with soot.

Kul kul. To whine.

Kuila. Charcoal, coal. C£ koela.

'
\ With a thump.

k"i'' V f
Bl'ick- dark coloured.

Kuilf. kofa. A dark boy.
Kuili kuri. A dark girl.

Kulndi. The fruit of the Matkom (q. v.)

Basia latifolia, Roxb.
Kuin^i jail. The kernel of the kuin^i ftuit.

Kulndi d»l. The kernel split into two pieces.
Kuindi sunum. The oil yielded by the kernel

of the kuln(ji fruit.

Kuindi kare. ) The oil cake after the oil has
Kuindi pitha. ) been extracted.
Kuindi holoti. The kernel ground fine pre-

vious to being put in the oil press.
Kuindi sunum pi^h*. Bread baked in the oil

of kuin(Ji.

Kuindi mii'u. A small parrakeet,

Paloeornis rosa ; a term of endear-

ment.
Kujri. A scandent jungle shrub,

Celastrus paniculatus, Willd.
Kujri sunum. Oil obtained from the seeds of

Celastrus paniculatus.

Kukar. To smear with ointment,

external application of medicine
;

to smear with cowdung.
Holonte kuk^rkaemo. Apply flour externally.

Kukhi. The womb.

Kukli. For kukuli. Cf kuli.

Ato ren M^rijhi lagifko kuklikana. They are
askiug for the village chief.

Kukmu. A dream, to dream.
Kukmuako liindgi. People dream at night.

Tehori iSindg. kukmuteli rtamkefmea. I saw you
in a dream last night.

Kukra. A grass the grain of which is

eaten, Setaria glauca, Beauv.

Kukru.
Kukrucul
Simko kukruia. Fowls crow.
Sime kukrucufkeda. The cock crew.

Kukruculi baha. The " cock's comb
flower," A'nxarantus fruviev-

tacens, Buck.
There are two varieties of this plant, one gol-

den-yellow and the other red. The leaves

are used aa a pot-herb, and the gTain in

parts of the Himalayas as a staple food.

Kuku. The cooing of a dove.

Kukud. To double up, to draw up, as

the legs, to bend ; crooked, bent.

Hasote kukuo baraekanae. He is bent double
with pain.

Pandom kukuokedeako. They fined and subdued
him.

Kukuo thehga. A crooked walking stick.

Dal kukuo IfedeaA. I struck and doubled him
up.

a To crow.

44
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Kuku. To raise one corner of a mat
to cover any thing drying on it.

Maae kukukam. Cover it with a corner of the

mat on which it is lying.

Kuku ku. The cooing of a certain

wild pigeon, Pondhar potam (q. v.)

Kuku kuku. The cooing of a certain

wild pigeon, Barge potam (q. v.)

Kukurban. \Crooked, twisted, curved,

Kukurcan.
J

crumpled.
Eohor knkujoaiiena. It has crunipled in dry-

ing.

Kukurhi. Accumulation of thread on

the spindle (taku. q. v.) of the

spinning wheel.

Kukurhi bodkateko natwaea. They take off

the thread accumulated on the spindle and
make it into a hank.

Kukut} kuku£. At the point of death.

Kul. The tiger, Felis tigris.

Kul eiiga. Tigress.

Kul bindi. The Tiger spider, a species

of poisonous spider resembling

the tarantula of Italy.

Kul sereti. The "tiger's song," a species

of lizard.

Kulai. A hare.
Kul?.i mandal. The three rupees given to the

bride's father as the price of his daughter.

Kul9.i hopon. A leveret.

Kulai ape seoe da rkeda. The hare has run in

your direction, i. e. it is for you to reply to

what has been said.

Kulai lutur. A wild potherb, Emilia
sonchifolia, D. G.

Kulam sim. A species of fowls of large

size.

Kulau. To provide, to be sufficient.

Oho kulg-ulena. It will not be sufficient.

Kurumutukateko knl3.u 3ul9.ua. They diligently

provide what is necessary.

Kulhi. The village street.

Kulhi durup. A panchayat, a gathering of the
villagers to consider and decide upon mat-
ters affecting the community.

Kulhi darau. Perambulating the village street

at night during the celebration of the Soh-
rae (q. v.) festival.

Het kulhi. The lower end of the street.

Vp^T kulhi. The upper end of the street.

Kulhi mun(Ja. Entrance to the village street.

Kulhu. A Hindu caste, mostly oil men.

Kulhu. An oil press.

Kuli. To ask a question, to interrogate,

to enquire.

Kuli johkanafi. I am enquiring.

Kulikinabo. We will interrogate them.
KupuliKkanalill. We are asking each other

questions.

Kuli dohrakedeali. I asked him a second time.

Kuli ^u?ohau 1
'^° enquire definitely.

Kuli piirchauem, emoKae se bah. Ask him
definitely if he will give it or not.

Kuli. A small space set apart in a

corner of the house for fowls. Cf.

kole.

Kuli. A cooly, a general labourer.

Kulikal ren gidrg. ohom a^lea. Tou cannot
deceive a child of the hxdi hal.

Kulkhi. A small space partitioned off

by a low wall in the inner apart-

ment of the house for the purpose

of performing the worhip of the

Abge botiga (q. v.)

Sim kulkhi. A space partitioned off by a low
wall for keeping fowls in.

Kulkhi Marndi. A sub-sept of the

Santal sept Marndi (q. v.)

Kulkul. A children's game.

Kulkuli. To call out to give the alarm.
Cei reaKko kulkulikeda? What J did. they

give the alarm about ?

Kulsar. The enclosure within which
sugar cane is pressed.

Kulua dubun. To stoop, to hang or

bow the head.
Nui haramenae, kuluii Qlubuzienae. He has

become old, he is stooping.

Kulup. A padlock, a lock.
Knlup kgithi. Pacllook and key.
Kulup esetkadae. He shut and locked (the

door.)

Kum. A skin vessel for holding raw
sugar, oil, &c.

Kuma. Father's sister's husband.
Knm?.(i hatom. My uncle and aunt.
Kum^iiakanakin. They are uncle and nephew.

Kumaya. Cruel, relentless, merciless.
A<3i kumaya hoy kanae. He is a very cruel

man.

Kumba. A booth, a hut, to erect a
booth or hut.

Kumba lipi. A small bird so named
from the shape of the nest which
it builds.
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Kumbeti phasi. A snare for catching

partridge, quail, &o.

Kumbir. A krge forest tree, Garea
arborea, Roxb.

Kumblau. To wilt, the condition in-

duced in vegetable substances

which have been stored or stack-

ed before being perfectly dry ; the

inception of putrifaction in certain

vegetable substances ; to become
heated.

Horo kumblgbuena, tase rohorpe. The dhan is

heating, spread it out to dry.

Kumbru. To steal, a thief Cf kombro
Kumdhia horo. A species of tortoise.

Kumdhu6. Having a hump on the

back, as a camel.

Kumdhud. Short-bodied, drawn to-

gether.
Kum^lhue geae nui (Jaiira do. This bullock ia

short-bodied.

Kumi bisi. More or less.

Kumti. To lessen, to become less, to

be less, to be deficient, to be short.

Kumtiena. It is deficient.

NinaKte kumtiena. It is short by so much.

Kun. Spite, hatred, enmity. Cf kan.

TJni up9irre kune dohokeda. He had a spite

against him.

Kunam U g^^U plant the root of
,;xunamda.^ which is eaten,
ivunami. J

:vunami. Full moon.
KunaTni keoaK. The waning of the moon.

Buru kunami. Full moon, the sun being on

the Western horizon and the moon appear-

ing over the hill tops.

Ot kunami. The first day of the waning of the

moon.

Kund. A pit, a pitfall, a hot sprmg.

Norok kunijl. Hell.

Kund. The opening in the nave or

hub of a wheel to admit the axle.

Kund ruk?.. A gouge, a chisel with which cir-

cular holes are made in wood.

Sagar kund. The opening in the nave of a

wheel to receive the axle.

Kunda. Stock of a gun, bole of a

tree.

Kundar naki6.\A comb having teeth

Kundurnakic. J
only on one edge.

Kundau. To turn on a lathe, to carve,

to chase, a corner.

Kundg,u murhu^. A graven image.

Kund»u dhiri. A hewn stone.

Kundel. To lie down, to lie prostrate.

Kundhi. A recess in a wall to hold

small articles, a corner.

Kundlan. To lie down.
Otre kun^lanenae. He is lying on the ground.

Kundi. Gizzard.

Kundli. Rim, as of a butterfly net,

fish net, &c.

Kundri. A common climbing plant,

Zelmeria unibellata, Thew.
At. The edible root of kundri.

Kundur nakid. Cf. kundar nakid.

Kunkal. A potter, a Hindu caste who
are potters.

Kuhkgil o?ik. A potter's wheel.
Kuhkal bhajan. Pottery, earthenware.

Kunkal. A species of wasp that builds

a clay house in which it lays its

eggs, and stores caterpillars for

food for the larvae.

loSa.M.}^^^'^'f°°l''^'^g^°'^^^*-
Kunkienae. She is mad.

Kudkrau. To groan, to moan.

Kuuku buru. A godlet of the Santals.

Kuni ruka. A gouge.

Kui5j dhiri. A hone, a whetstone.

Kunji. A key.
Tala kuiiji. Padlock and key.

Kunkunau. To be exited with anger, to

rage, boiling over, as with anger, to

harbour resentment or animosity.
Kunkunau barae kanae.
Ahar kunkun9.uakana. The ahar (q. v.) is full.

Kunkunau baraekanae, oka ghatre cone liam-

ella.

Ehgattef gidr9.e kunkunauaea. The mother
will be angry with the child.

Kupa. A skin vessel for holding oil,

smaller than a "kum "
(q. v.)

Kupi. A bottle-like vessel of earthen-

ware for holding oil.

Cere real? sunum kupi. The oil aao above thai

tail of a bird.

Kupnau. To hold back urine, or a

cow its milk.

Kupni. A narrow strip of cloth pass-

ing between the thighs, and stuck

into a waist sti'ing before and be-

hind, to conceal the privy parts,

worn by males only.

Kupni ijeiiga. "Wearing the " kupni."
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Kupuhau. The Reciprocal form of

kuhau (q. v.)

Kupulau. The Reciprocal form of

kulau (q. v.)

Kupuli. The Reciprocal form of kuli

(q. V.)

Kupur khUdak. A deep and narrow pit.

Kuput. To be impatient, self-willed.
^ijiye kuputkana. He is very self-willed.

Maraii kuput gidra kanae. He ia a very im-
patient child.

Kur. A kind of bird snare.

Kur, 1 After, subsequent, succeeding,

Kurte. J next in order, there upon.
Ing. kurte atoren herelko ojoKkoa. Subsequent

to this they anoint the men of the village.

Kurai. Reward, wages.
Kuyaiko idi Iahaaka£a. They have received

wages in advance.

Kurau. To provide, to obtain.
CalaR kuraulc kantaea. Ho is well-to-do.
Bhanglan l^gii sanamaKe kurau juraukeda. He

provided all that was necessary for the
bhandau (q. v.)

Kufan hor. A person possessing the where-
with-all.

Kurau. A method of cultivation in

which the forest is cut down and
burnt, after which the seed is sown,
without ploughing.

Kurban. Cooked, bent.

Kurbun. Huddled, curled up.
Kurbutie gitidakana. He is lying huddled up

.

Kurbur. To hang or bow the head.

Cf kudbur.

Kurbur potam. A species of wild

pigeon.

Kurcaii. ITo be huddled up, to have
Kurcua. ) the legs drawn up.

GiticS kurcuiienae. He is lying huddled up.

Kurcup. Y
Karcup. I To curl up, as a leaf, &c.

Kurcup. j when dry.

Kurcup. j
Rohor kufcupcna. It has dried and curled up.
Kurcup nptae. He has burly (or short stumpy)

hair.

Kurhia. M, "» j .,

Kurhni. F.j^^^y'^'^'^-
J^^i kurhnigeae. She is very lazy.

Kuri. A girl.

Kuri holSii. I
A girl, a daughter, u. female.

:}
Cf kudum.

hUsed in calling to puppies.

Kuri tukuc. The Lapwing, so named
from its call.

Sarciophorus bilobus. 7 Large and email Lap-
Lobivanellus goensis. ) wing.

Kuria. A small hut.

Kuril The Bengal kite, Falco cheela.

K^hu kurifko raUeda. They are weeping
loudly.

Gidi kuri£. Vultures and kites.

Kurid rama. The "kite's talons,'' a com-
mon thorny scandent bush, Zizy-

phus oxyphylla, Edgevj.

Kurit kurit'.

Kurit kurll

Kurki. 1 To sequestrate, to attach pro-

Kuruk. J perty under a warrant.

Kurkikateko lilamkoa. They attach the pro-
perty (cattle) and then sell them by auction.

Kurkunduc. Frowning, looking dag-
gers.

_

Kurkun^ude behgefedilia. He looked daggers
at me.

Kurkur.
Kutu kutu.

Kurkur. To frown, to gloom, to show
anger by arching the back, as a

cat ; to be angry, to be enraged.

Edreteye kurkuroKkana. His back is up through
anger.

Kurkur. To stretch oneself after hav-
ing sat for a long time.

Kurkurau. 1 To frown, to shew anger
Kurkurau. J by arching the back, as

a cat; to be angry, to be enraged.

Edrote kurkurau baraekanae. His back is up.

Kurkuri. A disease affecting horses.

Kurkutu. A call to puppies.

Kurmbi. ") A semi-Hinduized caste of

Kurmbi. J aboriginal cultivators.

The marriage of a Santal with a Kurmbi woman
can be condoned by his giving a feast.
This would point to a closer relationship
between Santals and Kurmbis in the past.
The Kurmbis having adopted Hinduism do
not tolerate such unions.

Kurmutaha. Short-tempered, passion-
ate, vengeful, ill-conditioned, un-
friendly.

Kurmutaha hor kanae. He is a passionate
man.
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Kurnda. A log of wood fastened to

the neck of a cow or bullock to

prevent it running away ; a piece

of wood with a loop at each end,

one to tie round the neck of the

animal, and the other to a stake.

Kurpa. "I Perquisites collected by
Korpa. V daughters before their

Kenha. J marriage.
These perquisites form the main part of a

daughter's dowry.

Kurpar. To endeavour, to strive, to

try one expedient after another.
Adikokurparleenoo. Only after much earnest

endeavour.

Kursa. "i ^ cultivated leguminous
Kurse.

f 1 nt
Kurse baha. J ^

'

Kurse baha roa. Purple.

Kursa baha kul.\The leopard, the Sona

Kurse baha kul.
J

cheeta, the panther.

Kurta. A jacket, a coat.

Kurud. Anger, envy, hate ; to hate, to

envy.
Am ren bairi kurndaeme. Hate thine enemy.

Kurudubu. A rat tat beaten on the

tamak drum.

Kuruk. To sequestrate, to attach

property under a legal warrant.

Kurum. ") A troupe of performing

Kui-um baja. J children, the small

drum used by the above children.

Kurumko aguie6koa. Thy are bringing a troupe
'
of performing children,

Kurum dubu dubu. A rat-tat beaten

on a drum.
Guhriako ruia, kurum ijnbu (Jubu.

Kurum4um. U species of spider.
Kurumdum bindi.

)

Kurum kurum. An imitation of the

sound of a drum.
Kurum kurum tamak sadekana.

Kurumutu. To exert oneself, to be

diligent.
Kurumutuko k^mikana. They are working

diligently.
. ,.,. ,

Kurumutu hor kanae. He is a diligent man.

Kururij. A large forest tree, Pongamia
glabra, Vent.

Kurus.

I
„ Cross," Latin crux.

Kuryut kuryut.lTo swallow whole, to

Karyal; kuryut.J bolt without chewing.
KuryuC kuryutko ufoda. They bolt it whole.

Kuryul! mente.\ To bolt, to swallow

Kuryuli marte. J right off.

Kufyuf menteyo ni gotkeda. He bolted it.

KGs. \A tall common grass Them-
Kiis ghas.J uda gigantea Haskel.

Kusal. Pleasure, choice, favourable

disposition, with pleasure.

Kusi kusalkate emaiime. Give it to me freely.

Kusalte atahke telakeam. Accept freely (with

out reserve.)

5^^*; "^^^g*^!" I Welfare, news.
Kusal moQgol. j
OntenaK ku89.1 mougoloel; lekanaf What is the

news of over there like P

Kusbi. A strumpet.

Kusi.
"I

Pleasure, rejoicing, to be

Khusi. J pleased, to rejoice.

4diye kusiSkana. He is greatly pleased.
Kusikateli emamkana. lam giving it to yon

with pleasure.

Kuskusau. Angry or offended and
waiting for an opportunity to be

revenged, vengeful.

Dale lagif kuskusau baraekanae. He is on the
the look out for a chance to wreak hia

vengeance on him by beating him.

Kuskusi. Anger, hate, vengeance.
Kuakusiye dohokeda. He is nursing his wrath

.

Kuskusiyo jharaokeda. He wreaked his ven-

geance.

Kuslanera. A mid-wife.

Kusmbi baha. A flower often found

in the gardens of Santals.

Kusranera.-)^^jj_^^jf^
Kusrani. J

Kusta. Refuse after threshing legum-

inous crops.

Kusti. A boxing, or wrestling bout.
Pahalwan Lustiko eneca.

Kusum. l A large forest tree, Schlei-

Baru, j chera trijuga, Willd.

Kusum tel. 1 Oil yielded by the seeds of the

Baru sunum. 3 Kusum tree. Cf. baru.

Kusur. A fault, a blemish, an ailment.

Lacre kusur manaKtaea. He has a disorder of

the stomach.
Kusurakafert. I have committed a fault.

Kusut kusQt}. Sobbing, weeping gently.

Kusu6 kusute raKeda. She is sobbing gently.
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Kusya. An adverb possessing intensi-

fying force.

Kuayae dalkedea. He beat him severely.

KueySe jomkeda. He ate amazingly.

Kut. To estimate, to measure.
Kutkedako nin^K hoyoKa. They estimated it

to be so much.
Ona reatt kutle 9gukoa. We fine them the

estimated damage.

Kut. Ability, strength, resource.

Non(Je khon enije idi reaR kut b9.nul(tiria.

I have not the ability to carry it from here

to there.

Kut bhag. A system of cultivation

wherein the cultivator binds

himself to give to the owner of

the land a specified amount of

produce.
Kut bhagili b^ia^uakafa. I have let out (my

land) on the " kut bhag " system.

Kuta. Measured, estimated.
Noa do kutg. horo kana, alobon jom ocokoa sim

do. This is measured dhan, let us not

allow the hens to eat it.

Kutam. To hammer, to drive in, or

give a blow with a hammer or

mallet ; to fell, as an ox.

Khunti kutjmbidme. Drive in the (tent) pegs.

Dahrako kutJmkoa. They fell oxen (when
slaughtering.)

Kutam daura. A bullockkilled by being

felled for the purpose of sacrifice.

Kutam dabla. The Hoopoe bird,

Upupa epops.

Kutasi. A hammer.

Kutau. To scold.

Uni hor do bes okoiSteri kut^nakadea. I have
given that man a good scolding.

Kutau. To give on contract, to demand
an account. Cf. khutau.

Pase tjgrupatko kut^nale. Perhaps he will

demand an account of the produce.

Kutbud. Hunch-backed, round shoul-

dered.

Kutbur. Head hanging, huddled up,

miserable.

Kutet. Quarrelsome, disputatious, fact-

ious, litigious.

Kutet pa,rtjar. Sturdy, stout, brawny,

well knit.

Kutha. The ankle bone.

Kutha duk. A kind of dysentery.

m.
J

To strain at stool.
Kutha.
Kutha

Kuthar. Dry, as soil, opposite to damp
or moist.

Kuthauri. A heap, a pile.

Sahan kut;hq.uri. A heap of firewood.

Sahan kuthg.urikalfpe. Pile the firewood into

a heap.

Kuthe. Leg of bedstead or chair.

Kuthi. A furnace for smelting iron ore,

to smelt iron.

Kolheko kuthieda. Koles smelt iron.

Kuthi. A receptacle in which rice is

stored.

Kuthi. The pubes (lower down than
pande. q. v.)

Kuthiau. } ^^^'^' ^^'""Sy, niggardly.

Kuthni. To ask although one knows,
to pretend ignorance. Cf kothe.

Kuthri. An apartment.

Kuti. To cut into small pieces, a piece.

Jelko kufie^kana. They are cutting the meat
into small pieces.

Mefkuti.
}t^^ eyebrows.

Kutil. Vengeful, hot-tempered, easily

offended.

Nui hof do %diye ku^il^. This man is very hot
tempered.

Kutis. A species of bird with a very
small beak.

Kutis thontha lekalS rorlege. Let me first

speak like the beak of the Kutis. i. e. allow
me first to say a very little.

Kutkut. Irritating, itchy.

Kutkut babatkana. It is very itchy.

Kutkutu. To project, to stick up or oiit,

opposite to lying flat. Cf kot-

koto.

Kutkutuc. To raise the back, as a cat

when angry.

Kutkut. Cf. kut kut.

Kutla. To spring up suddenly, to rise

straight up, to shoot an arrow
straight up. C£ khutla.

Oka do goo tulni geye kutla rakapkan tahe-
kana. Sometimes he bobbed up like a
corpse (floating in water)
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Lrtbda

stout, in good con-Kutmel. Fat,

dition.
Khub kutmel gidr» kanae. He is flue fat child.

Kutna. M. "> A pimp, a pander, low,

Kutni. F. J mean, base.
Ku^ni reaffe kq.mikana. She is acting basely.

Kutnasit. Loquacious, to gabble, to

rave.
Kuiiki her kntnasitko roja. 5Iad women rave.

Kut nat. An adjective or adverb posses-

sing intensifying force.
Kntnat bhageye jomkeda. He ate amazingly.
Kutnafko i^anQlomkedea. They fined him heav-

ily-

Kutnat joakana. It is loaded with fruit.

Kutra. To divide, to make into pieces

;

a piece.
Mali kutr^. To hack to pieces.

Gei kufr^. To out into pieces.

Kutr^kedako. They made it into pieces.
Mi£ kutr% jelko emadilia. They gave me one

piece of meat.

Kutra kutri. To make into pieces.

Kutrq. kutrikedako. They made it into pieces.

Kutru.l . 1

Kutu.
}A. dog, a puppy.

Kutu. With arms crossed over chest,

huddled up for warmth.

Kutud. 7 Insufficiently cooked,

Kutuckutuc. ) hard.

Kutu kutu. A call to a puppy.

Kutum. A relative.

Kutum 4an(fl. A fine imposed for an offence

against social custom.
So taka so p»tri kutum (Janijbon ?guiea. We

will impose a social oilence fine upon him
of one hundred rupees and one hundred
leaf plates (of cooked rice.)

Kutua. To lift with the hand.

Kutuh rakabpe. Lift it up.

Kutun pota. > Portion of the game given to

KuKtuii pota. ) the carrier.

Kuya. Smirched, or smutted with

black.
Kuy9te€ ^rup gi(JikaKme. Wash off the black

mark.

Kuyun. \Head bowed and look-

Kuyun kuyuo.J ing to the ground.

Cf. kudua kuudun.

Kuyur kuyur. Quickly rapidly.

Kuyur kuyure calaftkana. He goes quickly.

Kuyur kuyur. \ Crunching sound, as

Khuyur khuyur.

)

thing hard.

when eating some-

La. To dig.
La gadaeme. Dig deep, dig down.
La toijkedeako. They dug him out.
Ran lala senakanae. He is gone to dig rae-

dioinal roots.
La gaija. A pit that has been dug.

Lab. Profit.

Lab bari l5amlaRa, boron loksanenali. I did
not get any profit, on the contrary I lost.

Nin9.K labliri jomeda. We receive so much
profit.

Labak. Cf lege6 labaU, green and
luxuriant, succulent.

Labalc cabak.
"J
Talkative, unable to

Labuk cabuii. ) keep a secret, gossip-

ping, blabbing.
Nui do alope l^iaea, labaK cabaK hor kanae.

Do not tell him, he is a blabbing person,
Nui samahre babon rora, l?ibuR c^buKgeae. We

will not speak before him, he is a blabber.

Laban lubun. Leisurely, slowly, ap-

plied mainly to the leisurely

movements of wild animals when
undisturbed.

Labaii lubuiie calaoena kul do. The tiger
went away leisurely.

Labar. Deceitful, given to exaggera-

tion, false.

Labar katha. A false statement.
Uni horaK babon a/Sjoma, labargeae. We will

not listen to what that man says, he exag-
gerates.

Labar atnak. A species of forest tree

mentioned in Santal tradition.

Labar labar. ") Garrulous, talkative, lo-

Labur labur. J quacious, perpetual
chatter, applied to females.

Nui maejiu l?.bur l^bure rora. This woman
chatters perpetually.

Labar lobur. \Soft, as mud ; squashy,

Labar lubur.j sloppy, uliginous, oozy,

pulpy, pappy.
Labar luburko dak m^ngiakata. They have

cooked the rice into pap.

Labas lubus. Applied to the walking
of animals, mainly dogs and cats,

just beginning to use their legs

;

flabby, weak on legs.

Labas lubuse darankana.
Labas lubuse delolikana. He looks fiabby.

Labda. jr^^
^j^j.^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^ g^-^j^. ^^ j^-^

Lebda°'
foi' knock down anything.

Kulai ma labdaepe. Throw your sticks at the
hare.

Mase labda gnr gofkaHpe. Throw at it and
knock it down.

Labda binds.? gofkedeae. He threw (a stick)

at it and knocked it down.
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3,'V2 ] Labur cabur

Labejan. To collapse, as a person

suffering from some fatal disease

;

sick unto death, worn out.
Labejanenae. Hs hag collapsed.
Eug-tsye labojanena. Ho ia at death's door

through fever.

Labeko. Children.

Labhaec lubhaic. A call to dogs when
hounding them on, also a call to

drive away jackals at night from
crops.

With regard to jackals the idea seems to be
that when they hear the cry they will

think that doga are at hand and from fear
of them they will not dare to come near.

Labhae lubhai. To please, or quiet a

child for the time being by giving

it something, to deceive, to gull,

to hoax.
Labhae lubhaikateko idikedea. They galled

him and took him away. (They gulled him
into going with them.)

Labhad lubhud. Leisurely, slowly,

without apparent effort.

Hundarko dgira labhah lubhub. Wolyes run
leisurely, or go fast without apparent effort.

Labile labhe.}^™fi*'^'^°°"^P«"°^-,
Labhe labhe baii Iiamlekhan noa ohoii goKlea.

Unless I get some recompence, I will not
carry this.

Labhra. M. \Deceitful, false, exaggera-

Labhri. F.
J

ting.

Labii Soft, to become soft.

L9,bi6 hasa. Soft soil.

Labi6 kat. Soft wood.
DaKalJkhan l?,bidoKa. If you water it it will

soften.
Labit'gea. It is soft.

Lablab. "j Broad, wide, applied to any-

Lablaba. > thing very broad, or wide,

Laplapa. j to flap the wings, to ex-

pand.
Kiorio lablaba oaara. Tha cloth is very broad.

Lablabi. | q fv.

Lablabia. j
Hasa labl9.bigoa. The soil is soft.

Lablabi. Trigger of gun.

Laboj. ) A flourish in music, a fanciful

Loboj. ) addition to a tune, a whim-
sical accompaniment to a tune, a

humorous prelude designed to a-

muse before the introduction of

more serious matters ; to amuse,

to tickle the fancy; to entertain.
^

Pahile laboj maraiikedea, enkhadte kathae ohop-

keda.

Banam jokheo uniye labojaKa.
Mocateye labojaRa, dhatif dhataK tifdaS,

muoa€reye labojeda.

Labor. To deceive, to wheedle, to gull.

Nui doe l?i laborefgea. He is deceiving, he is

telling lies.

Labori. To stultify oneself, to make
a false promise, deceitful.

Laborienati. I have stultified myself.

Laborigeae, uniaK katha babon aiijoma. He is

deceitful, we will not pay attention to what
he says.

Laboria. Deceitful.
A(Ji laboria hor kanae. He ia a very deceitful

person.

J
, . Tji ' [Deceitful, untruthful.

Beb9.i:ic labrageae nui hor do. This man is

very deceitful.

Labran. ") To hang the head, to hang
Labrun. J loosely, to droop, to become

feeble.

Nui (Jahra baficaoK coe bacoe labrunenae.
Setohte sakam sanam labrah larbuhona. Ow-

ing to the heat the leaves are all drooping.

Labri. F. \ Deceitful, untruthful. Cf
Labra. M. / labra.

Labre. On the chance of, in hope of,

as best one can.
Hec labreakanae. He has come in hope of

(getting work.)

Dapal labreakanae. She is clothed as best she
can (with the clothes she has.)

K^mi labrekaKkanali, ado hoyoR ooii bah con.
I am planting my dhan on the chance of
getting a crop, but I can't say whether it

will succeed or not.

Labrulc. To become feeble, to become
poor, dejected.

Bae uunuet terohe labrulfena. It has become
feeble because it does not suck.

Nui do nahalfa l9.bruKena. He is now poor.
Din kalom khone labruliena. He has been in

reduced circumstance since last year.

Bhagaoenteye l?i.brul5ena. He is dejected owing
to his having been worsted.

Labrud. To hang the head, to hang
loosely, to become feeble ; ill, done
up.

Labui. The pot which is hung on the

palm tree to receive the liquid

from which tari is manufactured.

Labuk cabuk.
"I
Given to exaggeration,

Labur cabur. J loquacious.

Uni do l9.bul{ c?.buK hor kanae. He is a person
given to exaggeration.



L9,bns liibus
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L^bus labus. Soft, as a ripe fruit, too
easily bent, too pliant, too flexible,
as a bow.

Ak l9,bu8 labus 9.ikauK:kana. The bow feels
too pliant.

Lac. The belly, the stomach, the
abdomen, inmost parts, the womb.

La3 haso. Stomaoli ache, any bowel complaint.
4.aka emkate lao latai-kedeae. He gave him

.
™oney and made him his partizan.Um lao latarre ?.sulolJkanae. He is dependent
on him for a living.

Mii lao boeha. Own brother, own brothers,
_
children of the same mother.

Lao o(Jok. Diarrhoea, any bowel complaint.
Laore seakedae, bae lailaKa. He kept it to

himself, he (Jid not tell.

Mii bit?, lad kh^tirtebo haronoKkana. We
^
trouble about a span of a stomach.

Lac jalate. Through stress of hunger.
Lao jalatele heeena. We have come through

stress of hunger.

Lad dole aka otoakat'a ? bam emalea ? Did we
hang up our stomachs before tleavingp
Won't you give us food ?

Lad dole ago daraakat'a, bale doho otolaBa.
We have brought our stomachs with us, we

_
did not leave them behind us.

Lad gada sanam ga<Ja khon marahgea. The
belly-pit is the greatest of all pits.

Sul lad o(JokoKkanae. He has dysentery.
Ladre tahenrege apattet'e godena. His father

died before he was born.
Lad dahgiu. To clean the entrails of an

animal.

Lad duhau aguime. Clean and bring the en-
trails.

Ladrele eadmea, bam kamikana. We will stint
your victuals, you are not working.

Lacrege dare baA atkareda. I am hungry.
Ale do lad topalfakantalea teheri do. We have

no food for to-day.
Lajolikanae. Her pregnancy is becoming ap-

parent.

Ladakanae. Her pregnancy is apparent.
Lad daretem k^mia, se sopo darete P Do you

work by the strength of your stomach, or
your arm ?

Ladrege bae pacao dafeada. He could not
digest it.

Lac liurakantida. I am suffering from diarr-
hoea.

Bili lad tegeko calalfa. Serpents crawl on their
bellies.

Lad orsed. To contract the stomach, to apply
one's whole strength.

Ma lad orsedtam, bandekamaii. Draw in your
stomach, I will bind on your cloth.

Lac orsedkateli thelaokeda. I drew in my sto-

mach and pushed. (I pushed with all my
might.)

Mnn^u lad. A certain part of the entrails of a
fowl.

Ladre do bako dohoea. They do not keep it to
themselves, but blab it out.

45

Lacalt luculc Not to put the ball of
the foot to the ground when walk-
ing owing to the presence of a sore,
thorn &c.

LacaK lucuKe calaKkana. He is walking on
his heel.

Lacaji pacalc Large drops of rain, large,
drops of rain felling from the
leaves of a tree, &,c.

LacaK pacalfe daKeda. The rain is falling in
large drops.

Lacan locan.) Greedy, covetous, han-
Locadlucun.j kering after.

A(Ji lacaii locah baraeae. He is hankering af-
ter anything to eat going first to one place
then to another.

Lacaii locah barae kanae. He is always on the
look out for something to eat.

Lacan locon. Irregular in surface,
opposed to plane or smooth,jagged,
jagged or irregular outline.

Lacaii locoako laliakafa. They have cut it
(with an axe) and left the surface rough.

Lacar. To be helpless, to be without
resource.

Aiji lacarre menalia. I am in a great difficulty.
Lacarenae, bhorsabanuKanaii. Ho is helpless,

there is no hope (of his rallying.)

Lacar. "(Talkative, always chatter-
Lacra. j ing.

Lacar lacar. To chatter, to gabble,
quickly.

Lacar lacare roreda. She is gabbling.
Lacar lacare hed got'ena. He came quickly.

Lacha. "1 A number of small bun-
Lacha lacha.

J dies, mainly of bac-
Icorii, (q. V.) tied together.

Mi^ lacha backom. A bundle of bactom (q. v.)
Lacha laoha menalfa. It is in bundles.
Mit' lacha up. A handful of hair.

Lachan. ") Bad habit, evil courses, bad
Lochan. J behaviour.

Lachman. A variety of the rice plant.
Lachman bhog. A variety of the rice

plant.

Lachmi. Cattle, live stock, wealth,
fortune.

Ona atorege 9.di lachmiko gujuKkana. In that
village many cattle are dying.

Laclaca. Flat and broad, flat and wide,
occupying much space, • flat as

opposed to steep.
Laclaca durupakanae. He sits spread out.
Laclaca benaoakana, onate joroKkana. (The

roof of the house) has been made *at, for
that reason it leaks.
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Laolaoa derel5tae. It has wide spreading horna.

Catom laolacagea. An umbrella is fiattish

and wide.
HataK laclaoagea. A hataU (q. v.) is flat.

Lacra,

Lacri.

Cf. lacar.

T {• Cf. lacar.
Larco. J

Laculc. ~) Said of women as la-

LacuU laculi. J calj luculi (q. v.) is

applied to men.
Lg.onK lacnRe calaKkana. She is walking on

her heel.

Lad. C£ lati.

Ladac ludud. ") Applied to the gait

Ladhac ludhuc. J of a corpulent per-

son, to waddle, flesh to shake
when moving.

Ladac ludude calaKkana. He waddles along.

T
*• p'

i- To shut, or pull-to a door.
Lagak. J

' ^
Ladal^ darakam. Pull-to the door after you.
Silpiii lagaK darakam. Shut the door after you.

Ladak luduk.1 Applied to the gait of a

Ladak luduk.J very corpulent person,

to waddle, or roll.

LadaK luduKe oalalfkana. He waddles along.
Bana ho ladak ludukko calaKa. Bears also

have a heavy rolling gait.

Ladap. ~) To pick up one by one, or a

Latap. J small quantity. Cf latap.
4.tiiikanae, se ban? Ladap baraedae. Is it

grazing? It is picking here and there.

Lada upar. One above another.
Lada upar dohoakana. They are placed one

above another.

Ladauri. Rubbish, droppings of goats,

sweepings of a goats' house.

Ladbad. ") To be soft, as a ripe fruit, to

Ladbadao. ) squash, as ripe fruit when
it falls, to become soft, as paste,

&c. ; noise produced by the fall of

any thing that is soft and squashes;

to flop, to splatch.
Eukulekhan ladbad beleaR ilurolca. If you

shake (the branch) the ripe fruit will fall

with a thud.
Ladbadko ntuakafa. They have boiled the

relish soft.

Muh d?il ladbad le godoKa. Mung dal dissolves
readily.

Ladbad. \ At its height, as an epi-

Ladbadao. / demic, or as the fruit

season when the fruit is ripening
all at once.

Ona atore ?i^iko ladbadaoakaua. Many people
are dying in that village.

Kuindi ladbadaoakaua. The fruit of the fiiat-

kom (q. V.) tree is in full season.
EoKhoere khubko ladbadaoakaua. Eice plan-

ting is in full swing.

Lfidbur.'

Ladbur. I Hanging down, bent down, as

Ladgur.
j

a branch with fruit.

Ladur.
jo laijburakana. It is bent down with fruit.

Lade. To load, to put one thing on
another.

Dher do alope ladeakina, bakin or dareaKa.
Do not load them heavily, they will not be
able to drag it.

Lade dahra. A pack bullock.
Khajna aijiko ladeadiila. They imposed a

heavy rent on me.
Eul gaire ladeenae. The tiger leapt on the cow.
MaK dhstruak ladeanae. He has taken upon

himself the guilt of another.

LadenaK. Clothes, garments.
Hofmore ladeaK banuKtiila. I have no clothes.
Dose ladeadea. He put the blame on him.
Etalt hor theue ladeakana. He is another man's

dependent.

Hasa lade barawaKme. Heap on earth.
Noa ho ladeKa. This will also be loaded (on the

cart.)

Lade. Slanting, off the perpendicular,
leaning to one side.

Khunti ladeakana. The post is off the perpen-
dicular.

Ladea. ") Bent, crooked, of no
Ladea ladea. J great value.
La^ea ladea theiiga kolalepe. Send us an crook-

ed stick, or a stick of any kind however
worthless.

It is customary for a man to send his stick
or club when sending a message by another
person. The person to whom the stick
is brought recognises it and trusts the
messenger.

Ladea dare. A tree that has gi'own to
one side, and then returned to the
upright position.

Ladgui. "» To bend down, as an
Ladgui ladgui. j" ear of ripe grain,

branch with fruit. &c.
Ladgui geleakana. The ears of grain are bent.
Cet horokau bah ladgui l?,dgui igeleakaua!

What sort of dhan is it, the ears are bent
down.

Bhiiji do l9.dguigetakoa up. Sheep having hang-
ing wool.

L9.dguiakana. It is bent, as an ear of grain.
Lg.dgui lg,dgui joakana. It is bent down with

fruit.

Ladgum. Cf ladgui.

Ladgur. Hanging down, bent down.
Cf. ladbur.
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Ladhar lodhor. ") To roll when walking,
Ladhar ludhur. J flesh hanging in folds

and shaking during movement,
as of a very fat man or animal.

Mota hor ladhar ludhurko calalfa. Fat men
roll heavily when they walk.

Ladhna daiira. ") . 11,,,
Ladnadanra. | A pack bullock.

Ladhna sadom.Ladhna sadom. 7 a 11
Ladna sadom. j ^ ^^°^ l'°'"»»-

Ladlad. ^A succession of rumbling
Ladladao. J or thudding sounds, con-

tinuous, one after the other, in a

stream, thick.
Ladladao iSnrena bhit. The wall fell rumbling

down.
Daka ladlade upkeda. He poured out a large

quantity of boiled rice.

Ladladko hijukkana . They are coming in large
numbers.

DaK ladladao argo gotena,. The water rushed
down in a flood.

DaK mandi ladladko 9.ricakafa. They have
poured off thick rice water.

Ladlad daK m^n^i. Thick rice water.

Ladladao. In crowds.
Ladladao calaEkanako. They are going in

crowds.

Ladlud. A succession of thuds, one

after the other, in succession.

It* dhasao iSurhaena ladlud. The bricks have
collapsed and fallen with a auooession of

thuds.
Ladludko donkeda. They jumped one after the

other with a thud.
Ladludko don cagloena. They plunged in one

after the other with a splash.

Ladna danra. Cf ladhna danra.

Ladop. To be covered by the leaves

of any climbing plant, as a tree.

Ladop esetakana. It is hidden by the leaves

of a climbing plant.

Ladop. To draw a door-to a little, to

partly shut.

SUpili la4op darakam.
you.

Lador bador. Quickly and indistinctly.

having an impediment in one's

speech, to stammer.
Lador badore roreda.

""

speech.

Ladu. A kind of sweetmeat.

JiU lq,du. ) ^ ^jjj^ of sweetmeat.
Jhili ladu. >

Ladui ladui. Cf ladgui.

Ladur. To hang down, to bend over.

i)ar lad orakana jote . The branch is bent owing

to the fruit on it.

Draw-to the door after

He stammers in his

Ladur badur. "I Carelessly, thoughtless-

Ludur budur.j ly, negligently, per-

functorily.

La^ur b9.4ure k^mikana. He is working care-
lessly.

L9.<}ur ba^ur barakanae. He is going about
neglecting his work.

Ladwir. To hang down, to bend over.

Cf ladur.

Laete.
}^11'*^®^^^1^-

Sili lae liind? lae daK idikedae. It rained all

day and all night.

Kora lae kuri laeko jarwaakana. All the young
men and maidens are assembled.

Hor lae Diku lae sanamko calaoena. All the
Santala and Hindus have gone away.

Gidra pidra laeteko hecena. They have
come with all the children.

Gidr^ pidrs). laeteli hecena. I have come with
my children.

Laeloktha.
"I
To quarrel, to be at vari-

Lailuktha. J ance with, to dispute.

Cf. loktha.

Okoe tuluc ho laeloktha bae lagaoKa. He quar-
rels with no one.

Laeloktha banuKtae. He does not quarrel.

Laea. Wide spreading, as horns.

Laelotha. Ill-feeling, disagreement,

quarrel, dissension.
Uni tuluc laelotha banuKtilia. I have no ill-

feeling towards him.

Okoe sohg-e h5 bae laelothalena. He quarrel
led with no one.

Lag. Ill-feeling, disagreement,

Laglotha. J quarrel, dissension, log-

gerheads.

Okoe tuluc ho lag banuKtilSa. I bear no one
ill-wiU.

Hor tuluo adi laglofihaSae. He is greatly
given to disagree with people.

Lag. C£ lak.

Lag. Sharp, pungent, acute, hot,

strong, potent, fertile.

Lag hasa. Fertile soil.

Lag h*n4i. Strong, potent rice beer.

L^-g thamakhur. Strong tobacco.
Lag so. A pungent emell.

LagaS p9.ur9i. Potent liquor.

Lg.g ran. A powerful medicine.

Noa hasa bah laga. This soil is not fertile.

Noa h^n^i bah i9.ga. This rice beer is weak.

Lag. To be due, liability, obligation

to pay.
Khajnalgigakana. The rent is due.
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Laga. To drive, to chase, to pursue.
Ato khonko lagakedea. They drove him from

the village.

Sotako laga liirkedea. The dogs chased it
away.

Seta lagakedeae toyo. The dog chased the
jackal.

Gadi lakgaio. The driver of the cart.

Laga lagakinme. Drive them faster.
Manda laga l^huJkedaA. I drove (bullocks)

over the grain on the threshing floor till it
was threshed out.

La,ga.
"I
To apply, fix, touch, come in

Lagao.J contact with, to join, to oc-

cupy, to suit, to begin, to happen,
to be occupied or busy in, to be
owing, to be at variance with, to
quarrel.

Guni guribko casko lagaoaka^a. Poor people
have planted (or sown) their corps.

Hoy tuluo alomlagaoKa. Do not quarrel with
people.

Adi lagao seta kanae. He is a tight gripping
dog.

Horko kamireA lagaoakatkoa.. I have started
the people to work.

Pher din lagaoKa. It will occupy many days-
Lagaolf hor. A contentious, or quarrelsome

person.
Sehgel lagaoena bnrure. The hill has taken

iire.

Setoh lagaoadiiia. The sun beat upon and afCect-
ed me injuriously.

Taka lagaoai^kana. I am owing money.
JomaK lagaoama. Ton will have to give food.
As lagaoena. There was hope.
More taka gonoh lagaoadiiia. I paid five

rui^ees for my son's bride.

Horko lagaoadiiia. They set men on me.
Perako lagaoena maire. The daughter has

had an offer of marriage, or marriage ne-
gotiations are in progress.

Bohga lagaoadeae. A spirit possessed him.
Lagu lagaoena. Under a spell.
LagaKa, se bah? Will it.'sueoeed or not? will it

be effective ?

Lagae. ") t i t ,

Lagaete. ) Including, along with.

Ape lagaete delabon sendraea. Let us along
with you go a-hunting.

Nia lagaete ponea hoyoKa. Including this
there will be four.

Nia lagae pon dhao hoeena. Including this it
will be four times.

Lagae logoe.j Slowly, leisurely, applied
Laga logo. J to females.
Lagae logoe calaKkanae. She is going leisurely.

Lagalt lagak. Becoming large, increas-
ing in size, as a sore.

Lagak lagalfentaea ghao do. His sore has
increased in size.

Laga lagi. ) Near, close, about, with a
Lega legi. j short interval of time or

space between.
OraK laga lagiko benaoakat'a. They have

built their houses close to each other.
Matkom riuroK laga lagiye gocena. He died

about the time of the falling of the mat-
kom (q. V.)

Laga logo. Cf lagae logoe.

Lagam. A bridle, a bit.

Lagan. ") Preparations for a marriage
Logon. J or for the Sohrae festival

(q. v.), the knotted string intima-

ting the date of a marriage, ap-

pointed time, crisis.

Bapla real? lagan seterena. The marriage day
has arrived.

Oholi senlena Sohrae logon seterena. I cannot
go as the time of the Sohrae (q. v.) is near.

Lagan bagan. To invest, to lend on
interest, as money, or grain.

Adi theoiA lagan baganakat'a. I have invested
money in many things, or in many places.

Mahajon reali lagan bagan. The collecting
and re-investing of money by a money
lender.

tJI;/ [For the purpose of.

Kombro lagai. For the purpose of stealing.
Madjan jom lagi£. For the purpose of eating

dinner.
Amlagidolckanae. He is searching for thee,

or he wants thee,
G%i doe mihil l5i,gidolckana , mihu doe gai

lagidokkana. The cow wants its calf, and
the calf wants the cow.

Lagat. ) About to, to be about to, to
Lagit, J intend.
Ca]aK lagat'e. He is about to go.
CalaK lagidoKkanako. They are on the point

of going.
Hijuk lagitlenae, bako heo ocoadea. He inten-

ded to come, but they did not allow him.
Lage lore. To quarrrel, to be at

enmity.
Okoe sohge ho bae lage lorea. He quarrels

with no one.

Laghar.jTo be familiarized, to be in
Lagher.j the habit of, to become

bold through immunity, to prowl.
Onte alope calaKa, kulko lagherakana. Do not

go there tigers are prevalent.
Kombro lagherakanako. The thieves are pre-

valent at present.
Kombro reaK aiji lagher onte do. There is

great danger from thieves there.

Lagia parao.lOn the look-out for, on
Lagia parao.J the trail of, to exert

oneself Cf lagi bohao.
Nui bahu l^igifi ?njile Ijgia paraoakana. We

are doing our utmost to secure this mar-
riageable damsel.
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Lagibohao. On the look-out for, on
the trail of, lying in wait for

A?li horko Ig^gi bohaoakana, sabe l9.git'. Many
people are on the look out for him to catoh
him.

Laglag. Luxuriant, to grow luxuriant-

ly.

LagUg l5eloKkana. It looks luxuriant.
Laglagakana. It ia luxuriant.

Laglagao. To be on the look-out for

an opportunity.
Kule laglagao baraekana. The tiger is on the

look-out.
Goje latgite laglagaoakana. He is on the look-

out for an opportunity to kill him.

Lagle, 1 With a short interval of

Lagle lagle.J time or space between.
Lagle lagleko heoena. They came one after the

other.
Laglege perako hedena. Visitors came one after

auother.
Laglege uyuRkedae. He struck blows in quick

succession.

Lagle mar. With a short interval be-

tween, in quick succession.
Lagle marko jomkeda. They ate again in a

short time.
Lagle m?.rko emalekana. They give to us again

after a short interval.

Lagna. Investment, as money or grain

on interest, dues.
Hande nande lagna menaUtaea. He has invest-

ments here and there.

T *• -'
. >A dance so called.

Lagre enec.J
This is the most common kind of dance, and

can be danced on all odd occasions.

Lagrg sere6. Songs sung during the

dancing of the Lagre dance.

Lagrg ru. '^Pime beaten on the drum,
to which the Lagre dance is

danced.

Lagti. Liability, obligation to pay.

Cf. lag.

Lagti lagaoakawadiiia. I have a liability to

meet.

Lagu. A spell, charm, enchantment.
Lagu lagaoakana. A spell is in operation.

Lagui pagui. To mumble, to chew, or

eat as a person without teeth.

Lagui paguiye jomeda, d^tE^ banuKtaete.

Laha. i Before, in front of ; to be

Laha laha. J before or in front of.

Lahaenae. He is in front, or he is dead.

Lahare menaKa. It is in front, or ahead.
Beret lahaenae. He; rose!firs(;.

Bele lahaena. It is over-ripe.
Uai doko lahakedea. They put him forward,

or put the responsibility on him.

Laha taoomre menaea.
Laha talare menaea.

He is next to the first,

or he is second.

Taeom lahare menaea. ") He is before the last, or
Taeom talare menaea. ) he ia second last.

Iain lahaena. It is over cooked.
Alom roya laha laha. Do not speak without

thought.
M^lljhi g-uriye rohoea, acge laha lahae roKhoe-

kana. The Mgtdjhi (q. v.) has not yet be-
gun to plant (his ricej and he is planting
his before bim.

Laha lahae tehgo bairaekana. He is standing
out in front, (putting himself forward.)

Lahao. To succeed, to overcome.
Sahaoleenecem lahao^a. You must suffer be-

fore you succeed.
Hofalc katha bae alljomlekhan ohoelahaolena.

K he does not attend to what people say to
him he will not succeed.

Lahao. To suffer, to bear.
Sahaokalt lahaokalc.

Lahar cahar. Always to the front, al-

ways taking a leading part, offici-

ous.
Sanam ghuri do uniye lahar caharoKa. He is

always in front.

Lahas. A corpse, a dead body.

Lahat. To excell, to vanquish, to con-

quer.
Kamire lahatakanae. He excells in work.
Uni khone lahatena. He conquered him.

Lahe cahe. Liberal, unstinting, gen-
erous; alwaj's to the front, officious.

Nui do g.di lahe cahegeae. He ia very liberal.

Lahe cahe artiedae. He gives a second helping
of food unstintingly.

Lahe oaheko galmaraoa. They speak much,
are talkative.

y , ,' j-To slice deeply, to cut.

Jel laherme. Cat the meat into slices.

Ule laherkeda. He sliced the mango deeply
(when paring it.)

Laher murmu. A sub-sept of the San-
tal sept Murmu. (q. v.)

Laher Hembrom. A sub-sept of the
Santal sept Hembrom. (q. v.)

Lahi. The Lac insect. Coccus Lacca
;

lac in its crude state.

Labia. An insect resembling the Lac
insect found on certain kinds of

cultivated crops.

Lahkao. To do anything with enthusi-

asm, with heart and soul, with
great zest ; to add to.

Lagreko lahkaoakada. They have warmed up
to the lagre (q. v.) dance.

Euru hor khube lahkaoakata. The person
beating the drum is doing it with great
zest.

Lahkao lioltkateye I^ikeda. He added a little

in telling it.
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Lahke lahke. Carefully, with discrim-

ination, gently.
Lahke lahkete taramme. Walk carefully.

Lahna. To exaggerate, to draw the

long bow, to spin a yarn.

Lahna katha. An exaggerated story.

Aijiye lahnaeda. He exaggerates greatly.

Eken lahna kathatae. His story is all a make-
up.

Lahna. Cf. lagan bagan.

Lahra. Clouds, flying clouds.

Lahra. M. ) Loquacious, talkative and

Lahri. F. J given to exaggeration.

Lahuc lahuc. Applied to the gait of

a tall person, springy, as the top

of a bamboo.
Lahuc lahude calaKkana. He goes striding and

swinging.
Lahuc l?i.huc mate golf idia. The bamhoo springs

at either end as he carries it.

Lahti. An armlet or bracelet made of

lac.

Lahur. To slice deeply, to gash, to

cut. Cf. laher.

Lahul!. To powder, to make fine, to

crush.
Kathako lahutikeda. They threshed out the

matter.
Si lahut. To break by ploughing.
En lahut. To thresh.

Togoc lahut. To chew.

Bit lahut. To grind fine.

Dal lahut. To thresh by means of a flail or

stick.

Huruu l^hxii. To pound fine in the dhiiiki.

Lai. To tell, to say, to acquaint, to

repeat, to inform.

Lai sade. To make public, to proclaim.

Lai sodor. To make public, to reveal.

Lai pasnao. To publish, to spread by telling.

Lii oto. To tell and go away.
Lai tora. To tell as one goes, a,s soon as told.

Lii bujhau. To explain, to advise.

TJniA l?,iaea. I will tell him.

AmiA laimea. 1 wUl tell of you.

L9.i hapatiiipe. TeU each other.

Lai chutiadme, emoKam se bah. Tell me
finally whether you will give or not.

Lgii oal katha. A tradition, a tale told by b.

talebearer.

L9.i oalkafcha ar ared cal daft ?idi haksoa. Slan-

der and water thrown on one are both very

painful.

L?.i cet katha. Hearsay, anything taught or

communicated verbally.

Lai puti. To stuff the belly, to gull, to hoax,

to cajole, to deceive by false representation.

Mooate l9.iaK. Word of mouth.

Lai doho. To give information with a view to

future eventualities.

Bah l9.iogolf lekan katha kana. It is not a
story that can be told.

Ma laioRpe. Come, tell who you are.
Lai thikadiiiae. He told me correctly, he gave

me precise information.

Laiha. An insect resembling the lac

insect, found on certain cultivated

crops.

Lai labar. False, deceitful.

L^i labar katha kana. It is a false statement.

Lailuktha. Cf. laeloktha.

Laj. Shame.
Laj sorom bg-nuKtaea. He is shameless.
Laj ho bg.nuKtamaP Do you not even feel

shame ?

Laj a luka. Shame, modesty.
Laja luka banuKtaea. He has no shame.

Lajak lujuk. \ Slow-paced, heavy,

Lajhak lujhuk. J opposite of nim-

ble.

Lajak lujuk bae d?ir darealfkana.

Laj ao.
"I

To be ashamed, to be con-

Lajao para.
J-

scious of shame, dis-

Lajao parao.J grace, or humiliation;

shame, sense of shame or disgrace.

Lajao banulctaea. He has no sense of shame.
LajaoKkanae. He is ashamed.
Uni do bea lajaoft kuri kanae. She is a good

modest girl.

Hor talareii lajao paraoena. I am disgraced
in the presence of other people.

Noa do adi lajao para katha kana. This a
shameful story.

Eken ti calaK adi lajao parari a^kareda. I am
ashamed to go empty handed.

Eor lajaoeako. They will expose, and disgrace

him.

Lajao baha. A sensitive plant.

Laj baj. Ill-will, ill-feeling, quarrel.

Lajbajre alom tahena. Do not harbour ill-feel-

ing.

Lajbajhi. \To be ensnared, inveigled,

Lajbajhao.J decoyed, entrapped, se-

duced, entangled.
Lajbajhao taheenako. They got entangled

(with boon companions) and remained be-

hind.
Mokordomarekin lajbajhaoakana. They are

entangled in a law suit.

Lajbij. To be ashamed, to feel disgraced.

LajbijoKae. He will be ashamed.
Lajbij b?tnulftaea. He has no sense of shame.
UniaK lajbij do setae jomkeftaea. A dog ate

up all his sense of shame (he has none left.)

Lajhar. Busy, filled full, fully occupi-

ed, no time or space available for

other purposes.
Adi lajhar menaStilia. I am very busy.

Noa khurpi g-Ji laj hargea, thao b?.nuKan. This
room' is packed full, there is no unoccupied
space.
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Laihun laihun. "I /-ir i • • i • •

Lujhua lujhun.r^- ••''"' ••''"'•

Laikhauka. M.l oi. i j ^

Lajkhauki. F.P'^^"^^^^^^'
i«imodest.

Lajun lajun. ") Slow-paced, unweild}^
Lujud lujua. J heavy, inactive. Cf

lajak lujuk.

Lak. To dress or pare wood with an
adz or axe, to cut, trim or pare
with a kudali or hoe.

Are laK . To trim the ridges of rice fields.

Kharai laK. To pare the place intended for a
threshing floor.

Kat laK. To out or pare wood.

Lak. A hundred thousand.
Lakad lukud. Weak, applied to weak-

ness of the loins.

Panda lakao luknoili ^ik^ueda. I feel weak
in the loins.

Pan(3a hasote laVao InkujoKkanae. Owing
to a pain he is weak in the loins.

Lakar lakar. To protrude the tongue
with thirst, as a dog ; to be faint

with thirst.

Lakar lukur. ") To tremble owing to

Lukurlukur. J nervousness, to tot-

ter, to tremble, to shake, as in

ague.
Lakar Inkure tarama. He trembles as he

walks.
Tiluknrluknrhil^uKkantaea. His handshakes

owing to nervousness.

Lakar phakar.lTired, wearied worn out

Lokor phokor.J or fatigued before

work, &c. has been finished.
Dara daratele lakar phakarena. We are tired

out with walking and yet have not com-
pleted our journey.

Lakar thakar. Tired, fatigued.
^ir iiirte/i lakar thakarena. I am tired with

running.

Lakar thukur. \Weak through age or

Lukur thukur. j illness.

Lakar thukuf bae k^mi dareaSkana, haram
h'or do.

Lake lake, "i

Lakhe lakhe. I Carefully, with discrim-

Lake loke. j ination, gently.

Loke loke. j
Lake lake taramme. Walk carefully.

Lakelak. Hundreds of thousands.
Lakelak hor. Hundreds of thousands of people.

Laker.\Habit, to be efficient, to master,

Lakir.
J to shew aptitude for anything,

to be proficient in anything.
Kombf reaS laker bae bgigi idia. He will not

give up the habit of thieving.

Apattefe kombyoea, hopon h5 ona laker hSe
saba. The father steals, the son also con-
tracts the same habit.

Bese lakiraka€a. He is proficient.
OloK bese l*kirakata. He has mastered writing

well, (he is a proficient writer.)

Lakh. A hundred thousand.

Lakhao. To be apparent, to be visible,

to be known.
Hoy then bae lakhaoKa. He will not shew

himself to people.
Auriye lakhaolca. She does not yet shew signs

(of being with calf.)

4iuriye lakhaoSa. The signs of puberty are
not yet apparent.

Lukhi F [^'^^'^7' fortunate. Cf lukhi"

Lakir. Cf laker.

T 1
- ^A brass vessel used to cook in.

Lak lak. ")To grow luxuriantly, to

Laklakao. J grow quickly.
Laklak narikkana. It is.'growing luxuriantly,

as a climbing plant.

Laklak hara gotenae. He shot up.
Dare laklakaoena. The tree has grown luxuri-

antly.

Laklakao. To crave or long for, as for

food or liquor.

Jel l*gife laklakaoEkana. He is longing for

flesh meat.

LaklaUia. Tall and slim.
Laklaki^b hara gotenae. He quickly grew tall.

Lakop. To roll food into a ball and
take a large mouthful of it, a big

mouthful.
Mi£ lakop gaue emadiAa. He gave me about

a mouthful.

Lakophoko. \Applied to the sound
Lokophoko. J

produced when any
thick substance is boiling and
bubbling, to breathe heavily,

as a person or animal out of

breath with exertion.

Laiiga bana lokophokoe heca^lea. The tired

bear came at us breathing heavily.

Jonijra daka hedejoKa lakophoko. The Indian
com porridge sounds lakophoho when boil-

ing.

Lakphak. ") To bubble when boiling,

Lakphakao. J as of any thick sub-

stance.
Lakphak he<?ejoKkana. It is boiling and bub-

bling producingthe sound lakphak^ lakphak.
LakphakaoK kana. It is bubbling and mak-

ing a sound resembling lakphak, lakphak.



Lakphak [ 360 ] Lalsa lalsi

Lakphak. 1 To beworn out, as through
Lakphakao.

J hunger, thirst, &c.
DaS tetahte lakpiiakaoenall.

with thirst.
I am worn out

Laktha. ") To be at variance, to dispute,

::}Loktha. J to altercate, to lay adverse
claim to, to quarrel.

Nukin do matkom darerekin lakthaakana.
These two are quarrelling over a matkom
(q. T.) tree.

Nui do okoe tulud ho hae lokt^haKa. He never
quarrels with any one.

Laktha. A long pole.
Laktha dah. A measuring rod.
Mali laktha. A bamboo pole, used mainly to

knock down fruit from trees.

Lakuc lakuc. Applied to the jerking
at both ends of a long, pliant body
as a bamboo, to jerk, short sud-
den movement.

L9.kn6 lakude tarama. He walks jerkingly, (as

a person with a stiff thigh joint or a wooden
,leg.)

_Mat l9.kue lakude goK idieda. The bamboo jerks
at either end as he carries it away on his
shoulder.

Lakuc. To bend down, to hang over, to

dangle.

Lakuk phakuk. Toothless, as having
no teeth

; to mumble, as a tooth-

less 23erson eating.
LakuK phakulie jomeda. He mumbles (when

eating.)
I>ata rapu6 cabaentaete lakulc phakuKenae.

Owing to his teeth having all fallen out he
mumbles.

Lakum. To chew, to put into the
mouth and chew.

Mihu kioriee lakumtama. The calf will chew
your cloth.

Lai. A kind of precious stone.

Lala. A sub-division of the Hindu
Writer-caste of Kayasths.

Lala. A drain, a ditch, a small water
course. Cf. nala.

Lalae. Time, hour.
Tikin lalae koteye seterena. He arrived about

the hour of noon.

Lalak. ) To shew off, as one shewing
Lolok. J what he can do in dancing,

to cut a figure.

Lalake uduKeda. He is shewing off.

Lalao. ) To long for, to hunger for, to

Lalkao. j be tantalized, to be des-

titute.

Reiigedte lalaoket'bona. He made us long for

food (kept us waiting.)

GidraA lalaoke^koaA. I kept the children

longing for their food.

Lala lali. To long for, to hunger for,

to be impatient, to be destitute.
Jom lagi^ lala l^li baraekanae. He is impati-

ent to begin to eat.

Lalauwer. Cf. lawer.

Lalca lalci. 1 Covetous, greedy, to be-

Lalci. j covetous or greedy.
Adi lalcalalcihor kanae. He is a very covetous

person.
Alom lalca laloia. Do not be covetous.

Lalca. M,

Lalci.
-p' [Covetous, envious, greedy.

Lale. To force oneself in or forward,

impelled by a strong desire.
Merom bhidiko laleakana The goats and sheep

have forced a way in.

Sojheko lalelckana. They are pressing forward.
Boge oooKko laleKkan.' tahekana. They were

pressing forward to be healed.

Lalhar. To disproportion, dispropor-

tionately much, wide apart.

Bulunpe lalharkeda. Tou have put in too much
salt.

Pahilpe lalharkeda onate bah antaolena. At
first you gave disproportionately, therefore
there was not enough for all.

LalharaU raoreye aderkeda, onate kiorid do
etanena. He passed (the threads of the
warp) through a wide toothed reed, and
therefore the cloth is thin (or open.)

HaKtidre lalharkedae. In dividing he gave
disproportionately much.

Lalejarije. To hang about in hope of

getting food.

Noakore adi horko lalejarije baraekana. Many
people are hanging about here in hope of
getting food.

Lalkao. To coax, to wheedle, to desire

eagerly, to long for.

Jom lagit'ko lalkaoRkana. They are eagerly
desiring food.

Lalkar. To coax, to wheedle, to in-

veigle, to cajole.
Lalkar idiet'koako hor hanka nhanka llamoKa.

They cajole people into going (saying) this
and that will be received.

Laloc. To covet, covetousness.
Alom lalor-koa. Do not covet them.
Am phecjren horaK oraK alom lalooaKa. Do

not covet thy neighbour's house.

Laloci.

Lalocia.
Lalocia hor kanae. He is a covetous man.

Lalsa lalsi. To complain against each
other.

Lalsa lalsiU kanakin. These two are complain-
ing against each other.

}
Covetous.



Lamal<
[ 3Cl ] LuikLi lorulo

Lamal<. The fruit of a large jnnpjle

climber, Baahinia Vahlii, W.
& A.

LamaU lar. The bast fibre yielded by Ba^t/itui'f

raUii, TT'. .\- .1.

Lamalt here. One lialf of the inner empty pod
of Baubinia Vahlii.

Jom lar. 1 The huge jungfle climber, Bau-
LamaRIar. 5 hinia Vahlii, W. 4' •4' . ^Tbich

yields the Lamak' fruit.

LamaU. To gash, to out deeply.
NoKoe ill lamaUena. See, I have got gashed.

Lambac lumbuc. Leisurely. Cf 1am-

bhad lurabhuc.

Lambao. To decay, to go bad, to begin

to rot.

Ul bele lambaoena. The ripe mango has be-

gun to decay.
Budhi doe larabaoltkaua. The old woman has

begun to decay (begun to break up.)

Lambe. Self-sown, growing from seed

that has fallen from ripe grain

in the field.

Lambe horo. Dhan that has grown from seed
which has fallen at harvest.

Lambel To crouch, to couch, as a beast

of prey.
Kulko lambedoKa. Tigers oonob.

Lambhac lumbhuc. Leisurely.
Lambhao lumbhuoe calaKkana. He moves

leisurely.

Lambhua. Jocular, humorous, funny.

Lambo. To be over-ripe, to be mid-

dle aged and unmarried.
Bele lamboena. It is over ripe

Uni doe lamboUkana. She is passing the flower

of her age (and is still unmarried.)

Lambri. Slow, tardy, falling behind,

unable to keep pace with others.

Cefoeye lambriUeda? What has detained him?

Lamjak. Unserviceable, insipid, taste-

less, savourless.

Sea lamjaKena. It is so rotten as to be unser-

viceable.

Isin lamjaUena. It has been cooked to insi-

pidity.

Lamka. M.
Lamli
Lamki aim?.i. A tall lank woman.

Lamka lakuc. To hang down or over.

GuroK lamka lakuaena.
Ma6 lamka lakudkedae. He cut the bamboo

(half through) and made it hang over.

Lamkamaria. Idle, passing time idly

and in fun, frivolous.

Lamkamaria hoy kanae. He is a person given

to frivolity

^l^^- ^' 1 Tall, tall and lanlc.
iki. b. )

jo-Laiakamliiiri. IFunny, hninorous,

Lainkaniliaria.j cular, idle.

Lamk.Tmbari katha. A funny joke.
Lamkambaria hor. A humorist, a funny man.

Lamot. Lnzy and dissolute, lewd.

Lampot. 1

Lampotia. hLazy and dissolute, lewd.

Lampotia. J

Lampot enec. A dance indulged in

by men when passing the night

in a hunting camp.

Lampot sereA. Songs sung when engag-
ed in the Lampot (q. v.) dance.

These songs are of an objectionable character.

Lamta. Naked, destitute, poor.

Lanban. ^ To act as a money lender or

Landband. I grain lender, to trade, to

Lonbon.
j

buy and sell, to transact

Londbond. j business, to act as stew-

ard or factotum.
Landbandio. A steward, a trader.
Nuiali adi lanban meualHaea. This man has

mucli money (or grain) invested, or has
large commercial transactions.

^Lfjiye lanbaneda. He has large investments,
or he lends money (or grain) largely.

Land. M. ~| A defiance used in answer
Landi. F. J to threats.
iandkediiiae ? Did he do for me?
Lginiiiilediiiam, okorem otaledi^a? Did you do

for me ? did you press me down ?

r H f
'^° laugh, to smile.

Landkanako. They are laughing.
Landa sagai. The relationship between sis-

ter-in-law, and brother in law, grandparents
and grand children, uncle and nephew or
niece.

According to Santal ideas a- sister-in-law may
laugh at her brother-in-law, and a grand
child at its grandsire, and a nephew or
niece at his or her uncle, the relationship
between these is, therefore, called the laugh-
ing relationship. Cf. saL'.ai.

Landa katha. A joke, anytliing not said in
earnest.

Ror land. Frivolity, speaking and laughing.
Landawadeako. They laughed at him, they

mocked him.
Landa landate sarialikedae. He took the

joke in earnest.
Landa jcnltanako. They are laughing,
Landa landae koeyekana. He is asking from

her for a joke.

Landa londo. 1 To stare with wide open
Londo londo. J

ing eyes.

Lan(Ja londoe behget'adida.
(angrily.)

eyes, to have big star-

He stared at me

4o



Landbhand [ .%2 ] Laota

To defile.
Landbhand. ")

Londbhond. J
Onde dale ohoA iSulea, sanamko lancjbbandkeda.

Landbhandao. To decay, to meet with

adverse fortune, ruin, calamity, &c.

Noko liorko lam^bhan^aoena. These people
are decayed (become poor.)

Noa atoren sanamko landbhatidaoena. All
the people of this village have fallen on evil

Land ha. Stubble, poor.
Landh;. hor (hen cet'em liama? What can you

get from a poor man p

Horo lan^ha. Rice stubble.

Landha phucia .Lazy, a sluggard, poor,

destitiite.

Nui lanjha phucia asuloKae P Will this sluggard
earn a living ?

Landha galod. A species of bird, a

hunting term applied to small

birds in general.

Landhia. "j

Landhua. [-Lazy, sluggish, inactive.

Londhia. J
Nui doe lan^hiagea. This (person) is lazy.

Landhu. To lay low, to cause to lie

flat, as growing gr.'iin, grass, &c..

to break, or transgress, as a law.

Hapramkoal^ lebe£ lan(Jhutele heoena. We
came following in the path our fathers trod.

NoKoe nondeko lebet' lai.nijhuakata. See here !

they have trodden it down (as grass in a
path.)

Horo hoete lan^lhuena. The dhan has been
laid low by the wind.

An landhu. To breaker transgress a law.

Noa kathae l^nclhukeda. He did not respect
this order.

Landhua. Lazy, sluggish, inactive.

Lanijhug. hor kanae. He is a lazy man.

Landup. To fall in, to collapse.

Landup mitena. It has collapsed into aheap.
Taru l^ndupentaea.
Ot laraolenre adithen Isindup boloena. At the

earthquake many places fell in.

Landur. To fall down, to collapse as

a wall, house, &c.; to throw down,

as a house, wall, &c.
OraK landurentakoa. Their house has fallen

in.

Landur bhit. A collapsed wall.

LanduroKa nahaK. It will collapse presently.

Landur bhandur.lTo destroy, to ruin;

Landur bandur. J
careless, feckless,

not putting one's mind to anything.

Sanam kamiko landur bhandurke^tilia. They
ruined all my work.

l9,ndur bhan^lurgeae, bea do bae kamia. He
is careless, he does not work well.

Landur dhiti. A stripling, a lad about
14 years of age.

Lan. Abbreviated form of alah (q. v.)

Alan calaKalah. I ^y ^ jy
Alahlan calaRa. )

^ ®

Dalkei;lahae. He struck us two.

[ Foppish and dissolute.
Lancan.
Lancarigia.
Jaha see dhol sa^eko aiijoma, onteko calal^a

laiioangia do. Whereever they hear the
sound of a drum, there the dissclute fope
go.

Langa. To be tired, to be fatigued, to

be worn out, as an old person, to

be very ill.

Lahga haron. Fatigue and worry.
Eehgeote laiigaenae. He is worn out through

hunger.
Ksimi ka,mite laiigaenae. He is fatigued with

continued labour.
Uni haram doe langaena. That old man is

worn out.
Lahgakedean. I fatigued him.
Laixga marao. To rest, to drive away fatigue.
Ni^ laiiga marao leka gele emamkana. We are

giving you this (a small quantity of food or
liquor) only to drive away fatigue.

Laiigalfako nahaK. They will tire presently.
Eua laiigaakauae. He is dangerously ill with

fever.

Laugat. To be in want of clothing,

to be naked.
Kioridtele laiigafakana. We are in want of

clothing.
Laiigat^eae. He is In need of clothing.
Laiigatokale. We will be in want of clothing.

Lo^ka'}^'^**^"*' ^^^y ^'^^ ^^^y-

Aki lahkatem senlena. You went very far
away.

Lanlan.] Shirking work, standing idle

Lotili/Q.j when others are working.
Laiiiaiie tciigoakana. She is idling when the

others are busily engaged.

Latiti 1 F l-'^'^^®"^' to become naked,

Lunti'.j '

J
*° ®*"P °^ clothing.

Laiita sar. A featherless arrow.
Lantakedeako. They stripped him of his

clothing.

Lantiti. A small bird, the Indian
Paradise Flycatcher, TeriJsiphone
Paradise.

Laolokta. \To quarrel, to dispute, to
Laoloktha.J be at variance.
Alope laolok^haRa. Do not quarrel.

Laota. A net for catching birds.
This method of catching birds is resorted to in

the hot weather when water is scarce. The
net is fixed at a place where the birds come
to drink.



LaowTO [ 363 ] Laphua

Laowao. To divide, to share, to make
into shares.

Khasiko laowaoakadea. They have divided
the (oarcase of the) goat into shares.

Lap.
^
) To catch with both hands, as

Laplap. J a ball thrown.

Lap meute lokadaramedae. He catches it ere

_
it_(a ball) reaches the ground.

Laplape lokaeda. He catches (the balls) before
they reach the ground.

Lapa dhopa. Large pieces, large clus-

ters.

Lapa dhopako getaka£a. They have out it into
big pieces.

Matkom lapa dhopa geleakana. The maikom
tree has large clusters of flowers.

HI lapa dhopa joakana. The mangoe fruit is in
large clusters.

Lapai. The Reciprocal form of lai

(q. v.), to speak together, to consult,

to discuss.

OraUre lapaipe. Discuss this matter at home.
Lg,pg.i johkauako. They are consulting to-

gether.

Lapak capalf To exaggerate, to squash

or flatten, to flatten, as a ripe fruit,

drop of water, &c. falling.

Onte note lapal^ capaUe lai baraeda. He is

spreading exaggerated reports every where.

Dare khon dalt lapaK capalt ^uroKkana. Large
drops of rain are falling from the tree.

Bele kuin(Ji lapak oapaK duroK kana. The ripe

fruits of the Mohwa tree are falUng and
squashing (on the ground.)

Lapali capaK gaiko ic idiakat'a.

LapaU lapal^.j A thudding or flopping

Lapak lofolc.) sound produced by

something soft falling.

LapaK lapaU iuroRkana ul bele. The ripe

mangoes fall thudding.

LapaU mente.
j ^-^j^ ^ g

Lapak marte. J
LapaK mente fiurena. It fell with a flop..

LapaK marte iurhgiena. It fell with a sudden

flop.

Lapak marao. To gtrike with some-

thing soft, as a hall of clay.

LapjiK maraokedeae. He hit him flop (with

a b^U of soft clay.)

Lapa lopo. \ To move slowly, as a young

Lipa lape. J bird learning to fly,

without confidence.

Lapa lopoe tarameda. He walks slowly.

Lip* lape u4»tiKkanae. It is flying slowly (as

a young bird unaccustomed in the use ot

its wings.)

Lapalis. The Reciprocal form of lalis

(q-v.)

Laparhai. The Reciprocal form of

krhai (q. v.)

Laparkak. "IContracted stomach, shrun-
Laparkal;.

J ken stomach through
hunger ; with an empty stomach.

Laparka£e giticakana. He ia lying with a
shrunken stomach,

Lapar lapar. "{ Thin, thin and flapping,

Lapur lapur. J as an elephant's ears.

H^thi lutur lapar lapar getakoa. An elephant's
ears are thin and flapping.

Lapar lapar pitba. Very thiii cakes of bread.

Lapar longa^.l T i ^ jr ii

Lapar loniai:./^^"^^'
"^'"^ ^"'^ ^"^^^^^

Lapatic. An affection of the e^'elids,

etropium or inversion of the eye-

lids.

Lapatioko jomekana. He is suffering from in-

version of the eyelids.

Lapat luput. To lift the feet slowly,

as old people or as a woman wear-
ing heavy anklets.

Lapat lupufe tarameda. She walks slowly.

Lapco. Loquacious, exaggerating, talk-

ative.

Lapet. To put into the mouth, as

natives of Lidia do food, a mouth-
ful, a handful.

Mi£ lapefko emadilla. They gave me a mouth-
ful.

Lapef lapedme. Eat it up quickly.

Lapha. Profit, to make a profit.

Lapha b?inuKan. There is no profit.

NinaKili laphaakalia. I have made so much
profit.

Lapha dopha. Large pieces, large clus-

ters. Cf lapa dhopa.

Laphan. High, long, round-about ; to

prolong, to protract.

4ldi laphahre joakana. It has fruited on the
high branches.

A(Ji laphahte Jcurakana. It goes round a long
way (a road.)

XJkilko do mokordomako laphaii idieda. The
lawyer's protract lawsuits.

Laphao. To stretch out the arm.

Scottice, ' rax '.

Ma laphao nogoKme. Stretch out your arm a
little.

Laphao tiogme. Stretch your arm and touch it.

Laphua. Humorous, having the power
of imitating others, entertaining,

amusing, jocular.



LapickaU [ 364 1 Lapiir lapur

LapickaU F. 'I Corpulent, broad, big

Lapockak. 1^ J-

and flat, occupying

Lapocak. ) ') much space, used

mainly in abuse.
Kulai adi marau lapoeaUe oborakana. The

hare ia lying big and flat.

Lapir jadir. Very stout, fat and squat,

of females.

A^i lapir jadire benaoakana. She has become
extremely fat.

se, uni aimai ieleme, tinalc lapir jadire

motaakana.' Isaj, look at that woman
how extremely stout she is.

Lapit. A barber, the Hindu Barber

caste of Napit or Lapit.

Lapka. ") To fight in the air, as two
Lapkao. J birds ; to throw a stick

to hit another stick that has been

thrown up.
if^elme, ootrekin lapkaokkana. Look, they are

fighting in the air.

Ma ^heiigabo lapkaea. Come, we will throw
up a stick into the air and throw our stieks

at it.

Lap. "I
To catch with both hands,

Laplap. J as a ball.

Lap mente loka daramedae. He catches it ere
it (a ball) reaches the ground.

Laplape lokaeda. He catches (the balls) before
they reach the ground.

Laplap. To flap the wings as large

birds when flying.

PhakraKe laplapeda. It is flapinng its wings.

Laplapa. Broad and horizontal, to

extend horizontally. C£ labluba.

Cere phakraSe laplapaakat'a. The bird has
stretched out i'-s winjs.

Laplapa patrako roKakata. They have pinned
(the leaves together) into broad and flat

leaf plates.

Laplonde. Slightly, to dirty with dust,

as the body, clothes, &c.

Kicricko laplondeakat'a.
Get lekae daKakaCaP dhuri laplondeakat'ae.
Huruh laplondeakatae.
Pithg. gur tuluc laplondekateko joraa.

Lapondan.l Flat, flat and extended,

LajDordaa. Y covering a large area,

Lopodah. j occupying much space.
Lapondane durupakana. He sits spread out.

Lapot. Dewlap of bullock, gills of

turkey.

Lapol! ghas. ) , t>
T '- ,.°. ,. A common grass. /^cMit-
Lapotian ghas. }• ,

^ , \j
T ^ +•' 1,- I cum liiivme, Jyees.
Lopotian ghas.J

'

Having hanging ears, as a

dog, gout, &c., lop-eared.

Lapotiaii up.)
Fi„e ^airs on the body.

LopotiaQUp.)

Lapos. ] Soft, as an overripe fruit-

Lapos lapos. > the feeling when eat-

Lopos lopos. j ing anything soft, pulpy.

Lapos lapos aikauKkana. It feels soft (to the
eating.)

Lapos lapose jomeda. He eats it easily from
its being soft.

Lapra.
j

Lapri. \-p

Lapri. J

Lapra kode. A variety of Eleusine
corocana, Gaertn. Cf. kode.

Lapra hoi'o. A species of tortoise so

called.

Lapre. Slow, sluggish, inactive, lazy,

applied to females only.
Nui aimai lapregeae. This woman is slow.

Lapre hatak cgrS. A small bird so

named.

Lapri. ) Lop-eared, having hanging
Lapri. J ears, as a goat, &c., applied

to females only. Cf. lapra.

Laf)si. 1 A method of cooking the
Kode lapsi. J grain of Eleusine coro-

cana, Gaertn. Cf. kode.

Lapta lapti. Rolling or tumbling over
each other on the ground.

Lapta laptikin tapamena. They fought and
tumbled over each other.

Laptao, To drag one in, as into a
scrape; to become an accomplice,
to get mixed uj) with.

Laptao mitkedeako. They dragged him into
it along with themselves.

Lapuk. A method of sifting or win-
nowing.

HataliLeko l?ipuga. They sift with the hatak'
(q. V.)

Lapult gidikam. Sift it out.

Lapuk cabuk.^Loquacious, unable to
Labuk cabulc.J keep a secret, given to

exiiggeratioii.

Lapnlc cabulfe galmaraoa. He exaggerates, or
he tells everything.

Lapur lapur. To hang down or over
the edge.

Lapur lapur aturakana. (The cloth) is hanging
down over the edge.



La) [ 305 ] Larga

Lar. A string, as of beads, once round,
as a chain.

Bar lar mala. A necklace of two strings of
buadd.

Bar lar sikri.

Mit} lar mala.
Twice round of a chain.
One string of beads.

Lar upar larko n(J»uKkana. ) They are flying
Larlie larko ud»uK liana. ) string upon

string (as birds when migrating.)

Lar. Meinhrmn virile.

Lar. Bast or bass fibre, the fibrous

inferior layer of the bark of trees.

Bare lar. The bast fibre of the Banyan tree.
Joni lar. The bast fibre of Bauhinia Vahlii.
Jom lay. A huge jungle climber, Bauhinia

rahlii. W. ^ A.

CLhnt lar. A large jungle climber, Spatholobiis
Boxburghii, Beiith.

NoareaK laroUa, se baha? WiU this yield a
bast fibre, or not ?

Lartet in cha^aoa. I will separate the bast
fibre (from this bark.)

Larteko tola. They tie it with bast fibre.

Lar. A serpent.
Lar jotefakawadea. A snake has bitten him.

Lar bid. A species of snake inhabiting

hills.

Lara. M.\Horns pointing downwards,
Lari. F. J having the hair tied in a

knot at one side of the head in-

stead of at the back.

Lara 4ahra. A bullock with drooping horns.
Lari gai. A cow with drooping horns.
Lara sufaVanae. He has his hair tied in a knot

on one side of the head.

Lari sutJakanae. She has her hair tied in a
knot on one side of her head.

Masjiu lari lariko sufakaua. The women have
their hair knotted on the side of the head.

Herel lara larako sut'akana. The men have the
hair tied in a knot on one side of the head.

Laraha. Remaining lean although well

fed.

Laraha dahra kanae. It is a bullock that will

not fatten.

Laran laran.l Remaining lean although
Lirin lirin. J well fed, applied mainly

to children.

Laran laran. To hang down, as the

tongue of a bell, &c.
Laran laraii aturakana larutet'. The tongue

of the bell hangs down.

Laranka. Tall and stout.
Khub laranka juan kanae. He is a fine tall,

stout youth.

Larankar. Fighting, quarrelsome.
4-^i larankar hor kanae. He is a great fighting

Laran patari. To sway backwards and
forwards, as a pendulum, to bu

without a bhagwa (q. v.)

Larao. To shake, to move, to exert

oneself.
Alom laraoKa, thirkoKme. Do not move, keep

still.

Ato khon alom lafaoKa. Do not leave the
village.

Nui kisar then khon alom lafaoKa. Do not
leave this employer.

Laraolenenam paraoUa. You must first work
before you can eat.

Jaii^a bae larao dapealtkana. He cannot move
his feet.

Nes calaoen din ot laraolena. Last year there
was an earthquake.

Larbarao. To stammer, Cf larkharao

;

to become poor.
Larbaraoenae. He has become poor.

Larbaria. Deficient in stamina, or

intelligence.
Larb?.rig,geae, kefeo do ban. He is deficient

in stamina, he is not hardy.

Larbhad. Luck, fortune, fate.

IliaK larbhad menaUtidkhan tahengea. If it is

my luck it will remain (not be lost.)

Larbhad. Aj^plied to the sound pro-

duced by a long, soft body falling,

as a snake ; also to that produced
by a hard body striking something
soft, as the hoofs of an animal on
soft soil.

Lari.had maraoenae. He fell down with a flop.

Dar idiedae larbhad larbhad. He is running
away thud thuddiug.

Larbhad marte. 1 ii7i.i nTill ^ > With a Hop.
Larbhad mente. J

^

Larbhad marteye bindarena. He fell with a
flop.

Larbuk. To be tired, wearied, fatigued.
Durup larbuKenae. He is tired sitting.

Larbun. To hang the head, to hang
loosely, to become feeble. Cf.

labrun.

Larcar. ") To shake, to move, to use, to

Lorcor. / handle, to administer, to

employ.
Alom larcara. Do not move.
Kac do adi thasa'iagea, ona iate bee okocteko

lorcora . Glass is very brittle, and for that
reason it is handled carefully.

Larea. Crooked, applied to trees.

Larga.M.|^jj
J

Largi. F. j ' &
Larga dah. A long pole.

Larga b9.nduk. A long gun.
Larga l?irgikin heoena. The tall man and

the tall woman have come.
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To poke with a stick or pole,

as an animal in a den, cave

or hole.

Larga.

Lurga.
Lurgau.

Larga toCkedeako. They poked him out with
a long stick.

Larhai. To fight, to quarrel, to be at

feud with each other
Larhai kanakin. They are fighting.

Larhai do relthgeea. A feud brings poverty.

A.'ii din khonkin l9.rhg.ikaua. They have been
at foud with each for a very long time.

Laria paria. ) Reluctantly, with much
Naria paria. J beseeching, with great

exertion.
Larig p^ri^ emoUae. _He gives reluctantly.

L9.ri?. pgirig. mit gotecii AamlaKa. I got one
with much beseeching.

Larjar. 1 Related by marriage. Cf.

Larjor. J lorjor.

Larka baha. A favourite flower with

Santals, Amarantus panicuLa-

tus, Miq.

Larka Munda. \ A section of the Ho
Larka Kol. / tribe who inhabit

Singbhum in Chota Nagpur.

Larka parka. Children, children, and
other such belongings.

Larkac lurkuc. The feeling as of a

swollen gland which when pressed

moves, to move, as a broken limb

when twisted.
laore larkac lurkuoe 9.ikgiueda. He feels a

twisting in hia stomach.

Larkao. To fall behind.
Kami larkaoentaea. His work has fallen behind.

Larkuc. To move or bend, as a limb
;

to hang loosely, to dangle.

Tilarkudtam. Move your arm.

MaK iarkudkedako. They cut it (half through)

and caused it to hang dangling.

Laykharao. To stammer, as one very

much afraid when speaking.
Botorte larkharaoKkanae. He stammers through

fear.

Harta lufi mi6 gh^ritege larkharaoena.

Larlarao. To be eager for, to crave for.

Jom l^giC larlaraoKkanae. He is eager to eat.

Jom l^gii larlarao baraekanae. He is eager to

get something to eat.

Larlaria
1^^^^ slender, lanky.

Nui do iarl^ri^e haraakana. He has grown up
very lanky.

Larl^rig. hara go£ena. It shot up very slender

(a tree.)

Laroe cakoe."lTo move the jaws or

Laro cako. |- mouth, as when eating,

Larop cakopj to munch.
Moca laroe cakoetege tahentaea. His jaws keep

moving continually.

Jom kombroedae laroe cakoe.

Larpa. Lean, lank, tall and lanky,

with depressed stomach, flat, as

certain fruit pods.
Larpa hor. A tall, lanky person.

Larpa jo. A flat, thin pod.

Larpan. Shrunken stomach.
Larpahe gitiJakana. He is lying with a shrunk-

en stomach.

Laru. The tongue of a bell.

Larua. To wither, to fade.

Sakam laru?.ena. The leaf is withered.

Larue baruc. To shirk work.
Larue baruc baraekanae bae kamikana. He

keeps out of the way, he is not working.

^^''^';^*f'^°-l Naked, as a child.
Larue patuc. J

Larum. To put a small quantity of

food into the mouth.

Larun. To dangle, to hang loosely, as

the tongue of a bell, or the loose

coupling of a wagon.

Larun larua. To dangle or sway back-

wards and forwards, as the tongue
of a bell.

Lasak pasak. Sticky, uncomfortable

feeling of the skin, mainly in the

hot weather ; over cooked, or over

ripe, so as to be insipid.
Lasalf pasaK atkaroEkana hormo. The body

feels sticky.

T ', V On account of Cf. loson.
Lasangate. J
Gidra lasahgated calaKkan tahekana, gidrgt ma

bg-nugic.

LasarhS. ") On account of, for this

LasarhSte. J reason, owing to, on the

pretext of, through.

Am lasarhetefi iiamkeda. It is owing to you
that I received.

Kokoe lasarheteye hedakana. He has come on
the pretext of begging.

Cei lasarhete baii oalaKa? For what reason
should I go ?

Lasar lasar. Talkative, loquacious,

garrulous, glib-tongued, applied to

females.
Adge lasar lasaroKkan^e. She does all the

talking herself.
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Laser. Sharp, keen, as the edge of a
cutting instrument.

Laser sar. A sharp arrow.
^Pngod uruC laserme. Grind the axe aliarp.
Nu laserenae. The liquor has loosed his tonguo.
Jom laserenae. He ate and is strengthened.
M'l mooa laaeroKkantaea. His tongue is being

loosed, he is becoming very talkative.

Lasgar. Good, juicy, savoury.
Khub lasgar jel kana. This is first class meat.
Lasgarge tekeme. Cook it so that the juice

may be retained.
Aral? lasgargeko tekeakafa. They have cooked

the vegetables in a savoury manner.

Laskal. To mate without the usual
proprieties.

Ghanfab^ri laskalakin nnkin do.

Laskao. To be entangled, to stick, to

be caught, as a stick &c. that has
been thrown into a tree.

Uni hore laskao taheena. That man was caught
and remained there.

Ulin capaief; tahekana, theiiga laskao taheen-
tida. I was throwing at mangoes, and my
stick was caught and stuck(in the branches.)

Laskar. ") Numerous, in crowds.a crowd,
Lasker. J an army.
441 laskarko hecakana b^rijit do. A very

large marriage party has come.
A^i laskar menaKlea jojomko. We are many

mouths to feed.

Laslasa. Occupying much space, spread
out.

Laslasae giticakana. He is lying stretched out.
Laslasae durupakana. He is occupying much

space as he is sitting.

Lasolc. "I To bite, to take mouth-
Lasok lasolc. j fulls, to gobble, applied

to animals.
Adi lasok lasolce jomeda. He is gobbling.
Pusi ceree lasolfkedea. The cat seized the bird

with its mouth.
Sana lasokkedeae. The bear bit him.

Laspas. jj^^^jy ^^ ,^ake muddy.
Laspasao.

J
Laspas a^karoKkana. It feels muddy.
Lebe€ laspasaokedako. They trampled it into

mud.

J
^- . '\ Talkative, garrulous, loqua-

T ' j-F.
I

cious.
Lasro.

J J

Lasrao. To smear, to plaster, to daub.
Gidrg. dakako lasrao joma. Children smear

themselves when eating cooked rice.

Bhit pafaliakan then lasrao ese£kam. Plaster

over the cracked place in the wall.

Lasri. "I Talkative, garrulous, loquacious,

Lasro. J
applied to females.

Lasri mara aimai. A glib tougued huzzy.

Lai;. To wrap up in leaves for the pur-

pose of cooking.

Lat jel. Flesh moat wrapped up in leaves and
roasted in ashes.

La6 hako. Fish wrapped in leaves and roasted
in ashes.

La6 afalt. Vegetables wrapped in leaves and
cooked in ashes.

La£ rapaKkateko jomkeda. They wrapped it

in leaves and then roasted and ate it.

Lai To be tied, as the tongue ; tied.
Alan lat'entaea. He is tongue tied.

Lat. Membruvi virile.

Lat. Cor, of the English word " lord."
Latsaheb. The Viceroy.
Hudili lat saheb. The Lieutenant Governor.

Latlat.}'^°'*^^''''*^^'^y-
Lat marte idaK katha lagaoena. My word

stuck at once, i. e. my statement produced
an instantaneous effect.

Nuial? katha latlat lagaoKtaea. This (man's)
words stick, i. e. have great effect.

Latlatge aikaulfkana kicrio. The cloth feels
sticky.

Lat. A creaper, a climbing plant.

Latre lopaEre.

Lat Tudu. A sub-sept of the Santal
sept Tudu (q. v.)

Lai! Baske. A sub-sept of the Santal
sept Baske (q. v.)

La£ Besra. A sub-sept of the Santal

sept Besra (q. v.)

Lat C5re. A sub-sept of the Santal

sept C6r§ (q. v.)

Lata. To be attached to, cling, cleave,

adere to.

Nui gidra do goromtef tnlnd adiye latawa.
This child is greatly attached to its grand-
mother.

Dirty, towzled, dishevell-

ed, ruffled, promiscu-
ously, without care as

to caste, &c.

They are drinking

Latae ghotae."

Latae gotae.

Letae gotae.

Letae ghotae.

Letae gotaeko duilukana.
promiscuously.

Letae gotaeenako. They are defiled (by marry-
ing outside the caste.)

Sapha lugri sanam latae gotaeye dhurikeda.
He dirtied the clean cloth with dust.

Niakore latae ghotaed tahena. I will remain
hanging about here.

Latae ghotaeko baplaena. They contracted an
unlawful marriage.

P9,ur9 dukate latae ghotaeye heoakana. He
has been drinking and has come all dishevel-
led.

Latae ghotae ban gasoEaEko gan ocokeda.
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Latalc. Sticky, a fault, crime, to accuse.

LataK banuKtaea. He has no faults.

Begor doste lataK lagaoadinae. He blamed
me though innocent.

Inko latal^adiiia. They accused me.

a as..
I y;ijj(3i.aiice, intervention, event.

Ce^ latak lagaoente bae hedlena f What has in-

tervened to prevent his coming.

Latalc lataH. Sticky, viscous,

Lata)! lataK atkarolfbana. It feels sticky.

NuiaK katha lataK lataK lagaoKtaea. His
words stick, i. e. are effective.

Latak patalc. Sticky, dry, as the

mouth in illness.

Mooa lataK pataK aik^ukkana. My mouth feels

dry.

Latan. Cf. letati.

Latao. To lie in wait, as a beast of

prey, tiger, cat &c. Cf. lotao.

Latao. To grow luxuriantly and pro-

mising a good crop.

Khub lataoakana horo do. The dhan has grown
luxuriantly.

Latap. \To pick up one by one, or in

Ladap.J small quantity.

NasenaKe ladap baraeeda. He is picking a
little (eating very little.)

Atillkanae, se bah? Ladap baraeedae. Is it

grazing, or not ? It is picking here and there.

Latar. Under, underneath, below, to

put under or underneath.

Dhirilatarre. Under a stone.

Dare latar. Under a tree.

Ot latarenae. He is under the earth, i. e. gone
to the lower regions.

Latarkedeako. They put him undermost.
Hara latarkedeako. They outgrew him.

Amalc jahga latarren tahena. I will remain
submissive to you.

Uniak ja hga latarenako. They are in subjection

to him.
Ot latar dalt. The waters under the earth.

Lao latarte boloenae. He has become his parti-

zan.

Lao latarkedeae. He reduced him to submission,

or made him his partizan.

Cetan latar. Above and below.

Latar disom. The low country.

Cetan disom. The high country, from which
the rivers run.

Latar luti. The under lip.

Latbalaa. All kinds, every kind, many
kinds.

Latbalane egera. She gives all kinds of abuse.

Latbalahko eneoa. They dance all kinds of

dances.
Latbalahko te£ dareaRkana. They can weave

all kinds (of cloth.)

Liitea. 1 Lazy, slow in movement, slug-

Lathea.j gish, crooked.
Latea dahra. A sluggish ox.

Latea thcnga. A crooked stick.

Later. } Thick, dense, as a forest ; clus-

Letar. J tared thickly, as cobwebs,

&c., full, as an apartment of vari-

ous articles.

Noa horte alope calaKa, adi latergea. Do not
go by this road, it is through very dense
jungle.

Cal laterakana. The roof is covered with
clusters of cobwebs.

Lat ghat. To mix, to intermix.
Isin bhajan alope latghata. Do not mix up the

cooking pots.

Lat ghat. \Unlawful sexual intercourse,

Lat ghati. [ adultery, fornication ; to

commit adultery or fornication.

Latha. To stick to, to be attracted

and held.

Eabah dinre sehgel then horko lathaRa. Du-
ring the cold weather people are attracted

to and held by a fire.

Lathak. "> Thick, gummy, vis-

Lathals latha k. J cous.

Latha. Birdlime, sticky, adhesive ; to

catch, as with birdlime.

Susurbauko lathakoa. They catch wasps by
means of birdlime.

Cereko latha goliena. The birds were caught in

the birdlime.
Latha thohga. A piece of hollow bamboo in

which birdlime is kept.

Lathe. A method of cooking nuctkom

(q. V.) by mixing it with the flour

of certain grains and seeds.

Get' menalftama? Matkom lathe. Get'tepe lathe-

aka6aP Surguja.
lA do dihgar lathefi aguakat'a. I have only

brought pounded matkom (q. v.)

Lathea. Lazy, slow in movement,
sluggish, crooked. Cf latea.

Lathiau. To throw as on a wall, &c. any
thing of the consistency of mud,
mortar, &c. which sticks.

Pilasterko Igtthiau idia, khanko sariaua karnite.

They throw the plaster on the wall, then
they smooth (or spread) it with a trowel.

Bhitko l9.thiaiiakat'a. They have thrown (soft

clay) on the wall where it has stuck.

Lati. A skein, to wind into a skein.

Lati sutam. A skein of thread.
Mit' lati emaeme. Give him one skein.
Sutam latikateko baekeda. They wound the

thread into skeins and laid it past.
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Lati6. To shrink back, to recoil, to

flinch, to dodge, to tell, to bend,
to give, as a branch laden with
fruit.

Jom l^tioenae. He has eaten muoh, has laden
himself.

Dal lati^I^edeali. I struck and made him flinch.

Hante nhatem l^fio bafaeda. You are telling

it here emd there.
Pandom l9.tiolre£koako. They fined them so as

to make them flinch.

Sadome l^tioena. The horse recoiled.

Kafic sadomre maraii hore declenkhanl^t'ioK-
ae. If a heavy man mounts a small horse,

it recoils {with his weight.)

Latic ladar. To move the body, to pos-

ture, to wobble.
Hor do h^n^i liu bolkate l^^ia la^arko eneca.

Latkao. To stick, to adhere.
Uni theniii lafkaoakana. I am hia servant.

Losot' la^kaoadea. The mud stuck to him.

Latkar. Enthusiasm, enthusiastic.

Latkid. Having a hollow back and
prominent chest, depressed, hav-

ing a depression in the surface.
L^^kio mara ^im^i.

L^ikio glaiira. An ox with a hollow back.

Lai kokor. A species of owlet.

Latku patku. To half do a thing, to

partially break up soil by the

plough, to mix up, to complicate,

to do carelessly or inefficiently.

Noa kathape lafku pafkukeda. You complica-

ted this matter.
Si latku patkukedako. They ploughed and only

partially pulverised the soil.

Latkuta. Villanous, shameless, ob-

stinate, inveterate.
Latkuta mara hor. A villanous scoundrel.

Latlaha. Lean, shrivelled, emaciated,

weak, poor, destitute.

Latlaha nia ho bam tul dareaKa? You weak-
'

ling, can't you even lift this?

Latlaha oabaenali. I am utterly destitute.

Latlat. Sticky, adhesive.

Hormo latlat atkaroRkana. My body feels
'

sticky (owing to perspiration having dried.)

Latlatia. ~) Sticky, as the prickly seed

Latpatia. J case or head of certain

plants, and awns of grasses which

stick to the clothes.

•Noa ghas do latlafiagea. The awns of this

grass stick.

Lat marte. 1 immediately, instantly.
Lat mente. J
Lat marte katha lagaoentaea. Hia word in-

stantly took effect.

Latpat. ITo roll, or toss about, to

Latpatao. j wallow, give rein to the

passion of love by young people, to

be in an unseemly condition as one
who has been tossing about or

wallowing, to be in great straits.
Eeiigecteri latpatena. I am in great straits

owing to poverty.
Rengecteko latpataoakana. They are in great

straits through poverty.
Unkinkin latpataoena. They two are guilty of

unlawful intercourse.

Dhurireko latpataoakana. They have rolled in

the dust.
Kuri korako latpatena. The young folks have

been unchaste.
Noa do latpatgea. This is sticky.

Latpatia. Sticky, as a burr. Cf lat-

latia.

Latu. Big or large, to make big or

large.
Katidgem geteda, nia khon latuime. You are

cutting it too small, cut it larger.

Latu bhandu.") Some occult adverse in-

Latu phandu.) fluence, danger, ill-

fortune or afHiction, the result of

supernatural influence.
Noko do latu phg-ndu menaKtakoa, Ig-iakope

birte aloko boloKma. There is a presage of
danger regarding them, warn them, so that
they may not enter the jungle (along with
the other hunters.)

Latum. To put a full mouthful into

the mouth after making it into a

ball, a mouthful, as much as one
would put into the mouth at once.

C£ lakum.
Mif laitumge hoelentaea. It was just a mouth-

ful for him.

Latum. To fold, a fold.

Pon latum hoeena. There are four folds.
Mii l^tnm. Two fold.

Kiorid l9.tum gofkam. Fold the cloth.

Latumpal?. Very fat.

LatumpaKe motaakana. He is very fat.

Latumpalfe lieloKkana. He appears to be
very fat. *

Latu phandu. C£ latu bhandu.

Latwalc. Worn out, weak, faint.

Eehgecte latwaKenae. He is weak through
hunger.

Laua. A dish made from the hard
shell of a pumpkin.

Laua lagta. "t Quarrel, ill feeling, dis-

Laua loktha. J pute.
Laua loktha do banuKan. There is no ill-feeling.

Okoe tulud ho bae l^ua, lokthaka. He never
quarrels with any one.

47
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Laujha.

Laujhar. .^^ ^^ ^.^^g^^g^_
Laujhau. I

Laujha paujha.J
Sutam laujhauena. The thread ia ravelled.

Lauka. A boat, a dinghi.

A concubine.
Laundi. \
Laundiera.J

Lauri. A stick which is twirled round

on the fingers in much the same
way as the Irishman twirls his

shellalah, an oar.

Lgrafiye aoureda. He is twirling his shellalah.

Lauria. One who can twirl a shellalah,

an oarsman.

Lanria kanae. He is a twirler of the shellalah.

Lautau. To return, to turn back.

Hoete sehgel lautau aourkeda. The wind
tnrned back the fire.

Mene lautau tioKmea. Look out, he will turn
and reach you (a snake.)

Caha kathako lautau ruarkeda. They again
brought up a matter that had been settled.

Ill seeko laut^ukeda. They tnrned it against
me.

Lawalt latiii. To become weak, to lose

the power of moving the limbs,

as one at the point of death ; to

tremble as one weak, to sway from

side to side.

Eneore lawaR latinko hilauKa. They sway from
aide to side when dancing.

LawaR latiil hoborbaraedebanae. He is carry-

ing him in his arms and swaying.
Lao ojokolfte lawaK latinanae. He is weak

through dysentery.

Lawalr. \To dangle, to jerk up

Lawali lawajj. J
and down, to spring

up and down, to hang loosely.

Lawan \To dangle, to j erk up and

Lawad lawad. j down, to spring, to

hang down, as anything almost

cut through.

Lawah lawaii tahraoatana. It ia hanging by
a shred.

Mat; do lawah lawahoUkana. The bamboo is

dangling (being half cut through.)

Lawao. To share, to divide.

Meromko lawaoakadea. They have difided (the

carcase of) the goat.

Lawar lawar. To be springy, to bob

up and down, as anything springy

when carried.

Lawer. To bend or hang over or

down, to incline.

Lawer d^r. A hanging bough.
Mone lawer. To influence, or incline the mind.
Par jo lawerena. The branch is bent with

fruit.

Tikin si£ lawer sin. Noon, or afternoon.
Barema lawerre gutru^ doe saheda. The

Gutrut' bird (q. v.) calls from the hanging
branch of the Banyem tree.

Lawic.
"I

To be springy at the ex-

Lawic lawic. j- tremities, to bob up
ic liv/i and down.

Marar bah lawijoRkantaea. His banghy pole
is not springing.

Katup lawicedae. He is beckoning by bending
his finger again and again.

Layam luyum. "1 Soft and thin, soft, as

Luj'um luyum.J cottonwool.

Layo. ") A cultivated millet,

Layo gundli. J Panicum antidota-
le, Betz.

LaySlc. *) T -1

Lay51clay5k.l^°^&^^^^-
Usui hor layoEko tarama. Tall people take

long steps.
Garur layoK layoSko udaulfa. The adjutant

birds cover a long stretch (with their wings)
when they fiy.

Le. To melt, to dissolve, to be won
over or convinced.

Leena. It has melted.
Hasa le cabalia. The earth will aU dissolve

(in water.)
Ita le laudurena. The bricks have softened

and collapsed.
Bhit le landurentalea. Our wall (of clay)

softened and fell down.

Ona kathategem leena.
that statement.

Tou are convinced by

Le. The abbi-eviated form of ale

(q_. V.)

Dalket-le-nko. They struck us.
Alele oalaRa. We will go.
Durupa-le. We will sit down.

T '. > Paste.
Lei. J

Leao. To select, to choose a bride for

another, to make a match, to couple
the names of two marriageable
persons.

Kuri korako leaokoa. They match the young
men and maidens.

Mahajon leaoanme. Recommend a money lender
to me.

Am dom leao idifikana, uni tuluc in jurikolfa ?

Tou continue to couple my name with hers,
now, would I be a fit match for her ?
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Lebda. To throw, to dash.

Lobda jal. A «ist net.
Lebda bmdar gofkcdea. H6 threw (his stick)

and knocked him down.

Jahga lebda gofentaea. His foot was thrown
forward.

Lebda libdi. To throw, sway or roll

from side to side.

Lebda libdiye ealalikana. He throws his feet
from side to side as be goes.

Bui hor lebda libdiko calaUa. Drunk people
sway from side to side when walking.

Lebe lebe. To waddle.
Ge(Je lebe lebeko oalaKa. Ducks waddle when

walking.

Leber leber. I Soft, thin, as paste or

Lubur lubur. J gruel, to chatter

incessantly. C£ labar lobur.

Leber lebere rora. He is very talkative.
Leber leberokkanae. She is chattering inces-

santly.

Lebet. To tread, to trample.
Lenebet'. A pedal, a stirrup, &o.
Lebet' gasmanijao. To trample under foot.

Lebe^ hail. To step short.
Lebe<; gejer. To trample to pieces.
Lebet; l9.huf . To trample fine.

Lebet gadjao. To mix by trampling.

Noa katha alope lehei paroma. Do not trans-
gress this order.

HapramkoaE lebe£ Ismdhualfre menaKlea. We
are in the paths our fathers trod.

LebedoKa. It will be trampled on.
LeKbefic. A trampler.
Lebet'aK. What has been trampled on.

T ^hVi^^
^Used to hound on a dog.

LibrT' F.' } ^^'^^'^y- gluttonous.

Lebra cata. M. 7 Ostensibly for something else,

Libri cafi. F. j but really for food.

Lebred. Soft, yielding, to become soft.

Lebrecgea. It is soft.

LebrejoKa. It will become soft.

Le calao. To help, to assist.

Okoe h5 bako le calaoedifia, ifitegeli asuloK-

kana. No one assists me, I earn my own
living.

Ili ball le calaolekhan ohoe tahe darelena.

If I did not assist him he could not stay.

Lecec. To give the hatali (q. v.) a

peculiar tip so as to throw out

undesirable matter from among
the gi'ain, to spill.

Lecec gidikam.

Lece cere. Talkative, garrulous, applied

mainly to females.

Loeed lecoe. Quickly, readily.
Leceu loci't'o calaKltana. lie goes viTy quickly.
LeoG'J leeciSci lai bnraea. He ri.'0,dily tells every-

thing (can't keep a secret.)

Lecelece. Unsteady, tottering, stagger-
ing.

Lece lece heo baraedeao. She totters under
the weight of the child.

Lece lece calallkanae. He goes staggering.

Lecepece. Tired, unsteady through
weakness, incoherent.

Lecepece galmaraoae. He speaks incoherently.
Dipil dipilto ]ccc peceenae. She is tired with

continued carrying on the head.
Paiiralecepeceenae. The bullock is fatigued.

Lecer lecer. Fluently, glibly.

Lecor pecer. I Tired, fatigued, unsteady,
Lece pece. 3 tottering.

Lecke. To squash, as a basket, hat,

&c. if sat on, to dent.
Khaclalf leckeena. The basket is squashed.

Leclece. Flat and wide, flat and broad,

occupying much space, flat as op-

posed to steep.

Leolece durupakanae. He sits spread out.
Leclece sorhaakafae. She has made the leaf

cup broad.
P?.lie leolecegea. The basket is wide.

LccoIj. ~) One leg injured, to limp
LocoU Iccok-. J on one foot.

LeooK lecoK calaKkanao. He goes limping on
one foot.

LecoKaVanae. He is lame in one leg.

LecogoJiae. Ho will become lame in one leg.

Lecre. To squash, as a hat by being

sat on, to put out of shape.

Tukri cetanre alom durupa lecreKa. Do not
sit on the basket it will be squashed.

Ceflekape phuruKkeC ? lecreena. Howhave you
made the leaf cup ? it is out of shape.

Led. Miry pool, muddy hole, the wet,

marshy place immediately below
the embankment of a tank.

Sukri do ledre jobeenae. The pig is wallowing
in the muddy hole.

Led.
"I
Excrement of horses, elephants,

Ler. J asses, &c.

Leded beded. ~) With short steps, as a

Leded peded. J child or dwarf, to

walk falteringly, as a child begin-

ning to use its legs, to move slowly,

applied to females.

Ledeo pedeoe tarameda. She walks falteringly.

Nui gai do ledeo pedeoenae. This cow walks
slowly (being heavy with calf.)
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Ledec thekreo. Of varying ages and
sizes, applied to children.

Nobo ledeo thekreo gidra oekatem idikoaP How
can you take these little ones ?

LedM?'}^°^^^g^'^"^g^'^g-
Lede lede jom Hakanae. He has eaten till his

stomach is bulging.
Bhari horo led ledeentama, bah jutem bh^rilalfa.

Tour cart load of dhan is bulging, you did

not load it properly.

Lede lede. "With short steps, as a

child or dwarf, to walk falteringly,

as a child just beginning to walk,

to move slowly, applied to males.

C£ ledeo bedec.

Lede phede. Sound produced by a

thick substance when boiling, to

speak as anything bubbling.
Jondra daka lede phede hedejoT^kana. The

Indian corn porridge boils and bubbles.

Lede pote. Little difference in age or

size
Adi utar lede pote gidr^ menaKkotaea. He

has a large family of small children.

Leder beder. Carelessly, inefficiently,

to scamp.
Letter beder silpidko benaoaka^a. They have

made the door very carelessly.

Leder peder. Poorly clad, clothed in

rags, said of females.
Leder pedergeae. She is scantily clad.

Ledga. ]\L| Having a hesitating gait,

Lidgi. F. 5 as a child.

Ledgec. Chubby, plump, applied to

children.
Ledgeoe motaakana. He is plump and fat.

Ledha. M.lLame, to become lame, to

Lidhi. F. J
limp.

ledha khorha. 7 Having some physical defor-

Ledha khorda. ) mity or other.

Eehgeo orecko, ar thunthako ar karako ar

fedhako. The poor and maimed, and blind

and lame.
Ledhageae. He is lame.
Ledhaenae. He has become lame.

Lidhigeae. She is lame.

Ledha liijhiko jaoraena. The lame men and
lame women are assembled.

Le^hakj. Irp^
^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^

Ledhak ledhak.J ^

Ledhalfkanae. He is limping.

Ledhak ledhaKe ualaKkana. He goes limping.

Ledher bedher. Soft as clay mixed
with water, the consistency of mud.

Hasa ledher bedherko sipiakalia. They have
mixed up the clay with water till it is of

the consistency of mud.

To be lame to

Cf ledhak.

limp.
Ledho.
Ledhok.
Ledhok ledhok'.

LedhoE le(JhoKe oalaKkana. He limps.

Ledhra. M. ") Undersized with protu-

Lidhri. F. J berant stomach.

Ledlede. Shaky on the legs, as a

child who has not confidence in

his power to stand.
Ledlede tehgoakanae.
Nonde oedak ledledem tehgoakanaf Why are

you standing shaking here ?

Ledlede. To bulge, bulging.
LoBo£ thapo thapolekhanem ledledeKa. If you

pat soft clay it will bulge out.

Ledlede biakanae. He is full to bulging.

Ledlede. To carry away by percolation,

as a dam by water percolating

through it.

Hasaledledelikana. The earth (of the embank-
ment) is being carried away by the per-

colation of water.

Ledma. M.
1

Ledmi.lp, [-Short of stature.

Lidmi. J
'

J
Ledma hor kanae. He is a short man.

Ledor pedor. T Applied to the gait of

Pedor pedor. J a corpulent person

whose excess of flesh shakes at

every movement.
Ledor pedore oalaEkana.

Leg. A payment or perquisite allowed

or sanctioned by custom.
A^i utar leg lagaoKa baplare. At a marriage

many payments sanctioned by custom have

to be made.
Hapramkoko legakat'a. The ancients have

initiated the custom.
Ban legaltle legkeda. What was not sanctioned

by custom we made customary.

Lega. To test, to try, to attempt.

Xom lega. To test by eating.

Nu lega. To test by drinking.
Tunum lega To test by feeling.

Eor lega. To test by speaking (as to whether
one will be listened to or not.)

Seren legaEme. Sing and see if they will be
pleased with it.

Hu lega. To test by beating, as a drum.
MaK lega. To test by hacking.
Enec lega. To test one's ability to dance.
Tun lega. To try to shoot, to test one's

powers by shooting.
Horok lega. To test by putting on, as a gar-

ment.
Deo lega. To test by riding, to test one's abi-

lity to climb.
Em lega. To offer.

. Sap lega. To test by seizing.

Oroii lega. To test by playing, as a flute.
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Lega ligi. About, on the point of, one
after the other.

Ayup legaligiko tioK keda. They arrived about
evening,

GujuK lega ligi. On the point of death, about
to die.

Lega liglko heoena. They came one after the
other, (with a short interval of time or space
between them.)

Legcar. Custom, to introduce a custom,

to make customary.
Eapramkoko legcarakat'a. The ancients have

introduced the custom.
HapfamkoaU legoaraKrego menaKlea. We fol-

low the customs introduced by our fore-

fathers.
B?.ki bokoe oet'ko legcar menaKaP What other

customary usages are still to be observed?

Legec labali. Fresh, green and ten-

der, beautiful, as young, fresh

leaves.
Mung* aralf legec labalf sarheakana. The bud-

ding leaves of the Munga (q. v.) tree are
green and tender.

Legec legec. Luxuriant and tender,

as grass, dhan, &c.
Ghas legec legec delolikana . The grass looks

luxuriant and tender.

Legem legem. Glidingly, as water

with unrufHed surface, to move
slowly and gently, as an animal

tracking its prey.
DaR calaKkana legem legem. The water flows

glidingly.
NapraK bin legem legemko calaSa. Large

snakes move glidingly.

Kul hoko calaica legem legem , Tigers also move
glidingly,

Legesak, Huge, big and broad, bulky.
LegesaUe gitioakana, parkomeperecakafa. He

is lying with his huge bulk, he has filled

the bed.
LegesaKe durupakana. She is stitting with her

huge bulk.

Leglam. To carry off, to destroy.
Leglamkedeae, nitoK ohope iamlea. He car-

ried it off (a wolf a goat) you will not find

it now,
DaEte leglamkedae ahar do. A flood carried

away (or destroyed) the embankment.

Leglao. To apprehend and put in

prison.
Uni horko leglaoakadea, adiye kombroeC tahe-

kana. They have apprehended and impris-

oned that man, he was much given to

thieving.

Legoe pegoe. Bulging on both sides,

to chew, used mainly of old people,

to mumble.
Legoe pegoe gochaakafae. She has her lap so

full that one side after the other bobs out

as she walks.

Legoe pegoeye jomeda. Both sides of his
mouth bulge out as he ohowe (he has tilled

hie mouth so full that his cheeks bulge
each time he moves his jaws,)

Leh, 1 A call 1

Leh leh, j near.

to a dog to bring it

Lehaha, Said to a dog when hound-
ing it on.

Leha lihi. About, nearly, only a little

remaining.
NitoR leha libiedabo. Now we are drawing to

a close.

Lehedehe. Near the time of delivery.

Lehe guhe.l Of the consistency of well

Lehe gure,/ mixed clay, soft clay

laid out in small heaps.
Lehe gure hasako sipiakafa. They have worked

up the clay with water till it is soft,

Lehe gure leakana dal do. The "dal" has
dissolved to the consistence of soft clay.

Lehe guheko doho idiakafa.

Lehe lehe. To put oneself forward, to

be officiously active.
Acge lehe lehe baraedae. He is putting him-

self forward.

Lehe lehe. To break up and pulverise,

as by the plough.
Si lehe lehekedako. They ploughed and broke

up the soil.

Onkoko lehe lehekeda. They broke up the soil
with the plough.

Leber. "1 Semi-liquid, too much
Leber leher. >- liquid mixed with it,

Leber bohor.J thin, as gruel, softer or

thinner than the usual or proper
consistency.

Leber leherko dakaakafa. They have coofced
the rice too soft.

UnaKera dalcaKkhan leheroKa, If you put so
much water in it will become too thin,

Lejek pejek. Slightly muddy, wet
and slippery, as moist clay soil.

Lejek pejek losotakana,

Leje peje. Soft and sticky, viscous.

Lejerlejer.
jgoft, muddy, flabby.

Lejer pejer,
J

' •'

Eaca lejer lejer losotakana. The courtyard is

muddy.

Lejor lejor. Lagging behind, hanging
or slipping down, as a child not
properly held astride the hip.

Cet' leka lejor lejorem heoakadeap
Taeomtegem oroEkana lejor lejor.

-J-

?:'^ [-Not closely woven, as cloth.
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Lejraha. Flabby, as the flesh of an
unhealthy animal.

Lejrahi!" F.' } ^""*^' sl°^®nly, sluggish.

Lek. Capable, fit, worthy, fitting, be-

^ui hore lekena. TMa man has become cap-
able or able bodied.

Afli rehgece tabekana, lekenae. He was very
poor, (but) ia now well-to-do.

Onko lekte horge bahko metaikana. In their

estimation I am not a liiiman being.

Lekleka. 7 As ia fitting or becoming, fittingly,

Leklekate. ) becomingly.

Leklekate bam beoharlaUa. You did not act
becomingly.

Kami leke hoeena. He haa become fit to work.

Leka. Like.

Nia leka kamime. 7 T,
,

Nialekaeme. j
^o u

Alom nni lekal^a. Do not be like him.

Joto lekako goeena. Almost all have died.

Okoe leka menaea? Who is he like?

Guti kisar leka bae kamia. The servant does
not work like the master.

Kbnb leka. Efficiently.

Khnb leka jotonem. Nurse him efiieiently.

Phaln leka. Slopingly, with a slope.

Get lekakedako ? How did they do itp

Kul lekae tabekana. It resembled a tiger.

Lekan. Like, such.

TJni lekan horko banukkoa. There ia no person
like him.

Uni lekan bahu dhergeko AamoKa. Many
brides such as she can be had.

Ce(! lekan disom kana ? What kind of a country
ia it?

ike this.

Nui lekanic okare obope ^amlea. Yon will

nowhere find such an one as he is.

Noa lekanakem emailkbanill hataokea. If you
give me one such as this I would take it.

Nukin lekakin tahekantirtakin. I had two
(bullocks) such as these two.

Noko lekankori acukoa. I will hire such as
these (men) are.

Lekate. Like, by way of.

Jahalekato. In any way, by any way howsoever.
Ghosal<lih lekate calaKme. Go by way of Gho-

saldih (village.)

Noa lekate kamime. Do like this.

Sanam lekate'. Altogether, in every way.
Leklekate. Worthily, fittingly, becomingly.

Cetlekate. How, in what way.

Ce{ lekatem asuloKkana? How do you earn a
Uving?

Lekate. Along with, in company with,

taking.

Gidra lekatege tahenme. Stay along with the
child.

Jiwi Ickateko darkeda. They fled to save their

lives (leaving all else behind.)

Adha ghorkorna lekateye odol? calalfa. She
will leave taking half of the goods and
chatties with her.

Leke pheke. To bubble, as anything

stiff when boiling. Cf lokopoko.

Jondradaka leke pheke hedejolSkana.

Lekha. To count, to number.
Lekha jokha. Account.
Lekha gut. To total, to add up.

Lekha miti. ")

Lekha selet'. > To include in the number.
Lekha jorao. 3
Lekha jokha emoK hoyoKtama. Ton must

give an account.

Lekha gntkefkoale. We totaEed them up.
Lekha selet'kedeako. They included him in

the number

Lekre tarup. A leopard.

Lektha")To|quarrel, to be at variance

Lekthi.j with each other, to dispute,

to wrangle.

Hor tuluo alom lekthaKa. Do not quarrel with
people.

Lele bonga. One of the many Santal

godlets.

Dasae jokheo Lele boiigako rumoKa, arko rum
oabalenkhan tire ar jahgare baokom baber
uAkateko dalkoa.

Lele lele. Said to a dog when setting

it on.

Lelenget. Wearisome, as a long monot-
onous road.

Ina tandi adi lelehge^a.

4-^i marah t^ndi kana lelehge^. It is a. great
wearisome plain.

T '1h' "FT (
Foolish, ignorant, stupid.

Lelha kora. A foolish boy.
Lilhi aimai. A foolish woman.
Lelha lekam roreda. Tou speak foolishly.

Lelipur. \

Lilipur. > Poetical form uf lipur (q. v.)

Leolipur. J

Lembe tumbe. To gobble, to eat

quickly or voraciously.

Lembe tumbeye jomeda. He devours his food.

Lembo. A lemon.

Lemei5. Fine, powdery, mealy, pul-

verised ; to make fine, to pulverise.

Lemeil gitil. Fine sand.
Lemeii holoh. Finely ground flour.

Lemefi gitile tloKkeda. He is dead.
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I
To move tlie lips when

3 grazing, peculiar to

Goata move

Lemer.
Lemer lemer

goats, horses, &c
Merom lemer lemer baraeako

tbeir lips wlien grazing.
Jom lagi^ko lemer lemeroKkana. They are

moving their lips impatient to eat.

Lemer lemerko jomeda. They move their lips

when eating.

Lemeture. Never satisfied vs^ith flesh

meat, greedy for flesh meat.
Lemetureye jomeda. He eats as if he wonld

never be satisfied.

Lemlem. Full and gliding, applied to

a river when so full that the sur-

face of the water is unbroken
;

irritating feeling in the throat

after swallowing certain things.
Lemlem labi€. Very soft.

Lemlem perecakana gada do. The river is so

full that the surface of the water is unbro-

ken.
Lemlemge ^ikgiuKa. It has left an irritating

feeling (in the throat.)

LemtoU. Over-ripe and tasteless, appli-

ed mainly to the fruit of the

janum, Zizyphus jitjuba.

Lemtolc. To become lumpy, as meal or

flour put into water without being

stirred.

Jondra daka lemtoKa. The Indian corn meal
porridge will be lumpy.

Len. To press, to express.

.^k len. To express the juice from sugarcane.

Sunum len. To express oil in an oil press.

LelenaK. A press, as an oil press, &o.

Kulhu. )
Mahasal. (

Raksi. r

Carkhi. J
Sunum lenoK pata. An oil press.

Len. A line, cooly lines, (a tea garden

term.)
Len lenoaukidarmenalckoa. Thereis a watch-

man for each Una or row of huts.

Len. To creep, to crawl, applied main-

ly to the mode of j)rogression of

snakes, earthworms, &c. &c.

Leri calaK. To move by crawling, as a snake.

LerioKko. Creatures unprovided with legs

which progress on the ribs.

Lenbon. Tall, high.
Lenbod dareakana. The tree has grown very

high.
Kuri kora lelibofiko haraakana. The girls and

boys have grown tall.

LeiSca. M. \ Lame of one leg, owing to

Linci. F. J inj ury of the thigh.

\To limp, limping, ow-

J
ing to one leg being

>• Varieties of sugar cane presses.

Le/icok.

Leiicod leiJicok.

inj ured.

Lelloolf leliooRe calaKkana. He goes limping,
or he is limping on one foot.

Le£co]cakanae. He is lame in one leg,

Lenda. Small, young ; the youngest
of a family or the smallest in a
brood, litter, &c., the booby of a

class; dregs.

Lenda lendageako. They are small, or young.
Cabaena, lendatel; menaka. It is finished, only

the dregs remain.

Lendaturia. The youngest of a family,

the smallest of a brood, litter, &c.

poor, destitute. Scottice, crit.

Nui lendaturia do tinaKe damokap What will

be the price of this crit ?

Eken lendaturia porja menaKkotilia. I have
only poor tenants.

Lende. To despise, to subject to con-

tumely, to slight, to sneer at.

Lendekedi6ako. They subjected me to con-
tumely.

Lende6. To make oneself scarce, to

hide, to keep out of the way.

Kjmi botorto lendcoenae. He is keeping out
of the way through fear of being put to
work.

Lender lender. Carelessly, lazy, slow

at work, inefficiently ; as a lear-

ner.
Lender lenijere kamikana. He is working care-

lessly.

Lender pender. Shirking work, pas-

sing the time doing as little work

as possible.

Thora berhonko emaekanteye lender pender
baraea. He does as little work as possible

as they pay him a small wage.

Lendeti. The earthworm.

Lendet moca. Beginning to ripen, as

grain.
NeKe lendel; mocakkana. It is just beginning

to ripen.

Lendha.lA cultivated millet, Pencila-

Lenjha. J
ria spicata, Lindl., synonym,

Pcnnisitutn typhoide-wiyi, Rich.

Lendker. ) Fat, plump, swol-

Lendker lendker. J len, as a pea that

has been steeped in water.

Lendkere JieloKkana. Ho looks plump.

Lendker leu(Jkerko motaakana. They are

plump and fat.
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LendoQ. \

Raimal leiKjoti. VA very large centiped.

Raima lendoti.
J

Lendur. To fall down, to collapse, as

a wall, house, &c., to throw down,
as a wall, house, &c. Cf. landur.

Lenebel Anything on which the foot

is placed, as a stirrup iron, a

pedal, rung of ladder, &c. Cf
lebet'.

Lenetep. The pulsation felt below
the fontanel on an infant's head.

LeQga. The left.

Leiiga ti. The le£t hand.
Lehga lutur. The left ear.

L:hSSS:}To the left.

Lenga ti aenalf . The one to the left.

Lehga nakha. The left side, to the left,

Lehga titeye saba. She seizes it with the left
hand.

Lenget.
^

"| To be frightened or
Lenget leriget. J startled, to start

with fear,

Lengetadaii. I got a fright, I started.
Ona bir lehgei lengetle paromena. We were in

great fear while passing through that
jungle.

Lengeli lengei Wearisome, as a long
uninteresting road.

Lehgei; lehgei atkaroKkana. It feels weari-
some.

Lenget' sopot'. To be in great fear.

Lehge£ sopo^le paromena. We were in great
fear while passing.

Lenget' aopo£lenale. We were in great fear.

Lengra. M.
Lingri. F.

Lengra. M.
Lingri. F.

LenloQ. 1 J
Linlon. / °"

4idi jhala linlon. It is very long (a ball of
twine.)

Acli lehloh bandeakanae. She has bound her
cloth round her waist so that it reaches
far down to her feet.

Lenjer. ") Smooth, slippery, to slip, to
Lerijel j slide.

Dare daKte lerijerakana, alope dejoUa. The
tree is slippery with the rain, do not climb
up it.

Lerijef nurenae. He slipped and fell (from a
height.)

^Left-handed.

Viscous, mucilaginous.
Le6jer.

Lenjer lenjer.

AtnaU jer lenjer aikauKa. The gum of the
atnaK (q. v.) tree feels viscous.

Lenjer boi'or. Viscous, soft and slightly

gummy to the touch.

Lenjha. A cultivated millet Pencila-

via spicata, Lindl. Cf lendha.

Lerijhar. Accumulated rubbish.
4.di lenjhargea, bin tanaKko basaKa. There is

much rubbish, serpents and such like will

take up their quarters.

Lerijhar. Unfinished, incomplete, con-

nection, as between one duty and
another or between one thing and
another.

44i k?imiye lerijharkeda. He left much of his
work undone.

Noakore leijhar menalfa. There are connec-
tions here, no space between one thing and
another.

Bapla realc le^jbar menaKtida. I have still

(one or more) to get married.

Lerijraha. M.\ Weak, soft, sluggish,

Lerijrahi. F.
J

dirty, slovenly.

Lenthe. ~)To copulate, as dogs, silk

Leothe. J moths, &c. that remain a
considerable time united.

Leobhals. ") A kind of chorus sung at

Leoleo. J the end of the village

street at the Sohrae (q. v.) festival.
The idea is that the Hanuman monkeys, whom it

is desired to drive away, will think that
dogs are being hounded on them, and leave
the neighbourhood of the village.

Leoda. \To stir up, to agitate, as

Leoda liudi.J water.
Hakoko leodakoa. They stir up and muddy

the water in which the fish are. (a method
of catching fish by making the water mud-
dy, and when they come to the surface to
breathe they are caught.)

DaK alom leoda bo^e ocoea. Do not agitate
the water and make it muddy.

Lad leo^laKkantina. There is a commotion in
my belly.

Leoha. "I To mix with liquid, to
Leoha liuhi.

J
make of the consistence

of gruel.
Satu leohakateRo joma. They mix the flour

with water and eat it.

Leon. A movement of the hands made
by a woman when returning the
salutation of a younger who has
made obeisance to her.

BohoK cetanreko leoh gofaea.
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j^^^-
' >The male Organ.

Leothe. To cleave to, to stick to, to

remain, to assemble together, to

stick together, to put together.

^
Cf.Jenthe.

Mi6 jawae ^henkin leotlieakaaa.
Sut^m loo^he mi^ena.
Jsondc hedkateko leo^heena. They oame here

and stuck (remained.)
SauamiA thenko leotheena. All haye come and

attached themselves to me.
Baroa pea maeiiuko nni fhenko leotheakana.

Two or three women have attached them-
selves to him.

Lep. To apply ointment, as a medi-
cine.

Lep ran lagaoaeme. Apply a healing ointment.

Lep. To flap the wings, to bound, as

a deer when shot ; to skip as a kid,

lamb, &c.
lep pot'kedae. It flapped its wings.
Lep argo gofenae. It flapped its wings and

swooped down.

Lepec. ~) Of the consistency of

Lepec lepec. J curdled milk or soft

paste.
Lepec lepec daS mg-n^iko arioakafia.

Lepecgea. It is thick (as paste.)

Lepedher. Applied to the ajspearance

of a fat person when sitting.

Lepei^here dnrupakana. He sits flattened out.

Lepekope. To put food into the mouth
before it is empty, to eat greedily.

Lepekopeye jomeda. He keeps putting food
into his mouth before it is empty.

Lepe lehgor. One of the Santal godlets,

a female.

Lepe lepe. To flap the wings slowly.
Cere hopon lepe lepeko udauKkan^. The young

birds fly slowly flapping their wings.

Lepen. The Reciprocal f)rm of len (q.v.)

Lepen tepen. "j To crush and elbow
Lepen tapakic. y each other as in a

Tapam tapakic. j crowd, to jostle.

Lepen tapakic horko iarwaakana. So many
people are assembled that they are jostling

each other.

Lepe peje. Soft and sticky, viscous,

gummy.
Leperkat;. Contracted stomach, stom-

ach shrunken through hunger,

with empty stomach. Cf laparkak.

Leper leper. Thick, stiff, as porridge

;

of the consistency of thick paste.

Cf lepec.
Leper leper jondrako dakaakafa.

I
Soft.

r.}
To eat.

Lepes.

Lepes lepes.

Lepes lepes sebela. It is nicely soft.

Lepese. To bite each other, as two
puppies playing, the Reciprocal

form of lese (q. v.)

Lepesen. The Reciprocal form of lesen

(q. V.)

Leplep. Flapping the wings.
Leplep ucJauKkanae. It is flapping the wings

and flying.

Leplep. ") Large in area, as a field,

Letlet. J lake, &c.
N9,i a^i leplep lielokkana. The river is very

wide.

Lep lepe. Broad, flat ; to flatten.

Leplepe dnrupakanae. He sits flattened out.

Leplepe pindaakat'ako. They have made a broad
verandah.

Ler. Semen.
Ler.

Leler.
Lelerkanae. He is eating.

Leran. petan. Inferior quality, as flesh

meat, poor, lean and weak.
Ce^lekan jelkana? lerah petahgea. "What sort

of meat is it.'^ It is of inferior quality.
Leraii petaiigeae. He is poor.

Lore bere. Mixed, all sorts and kinds.
Bui hor lere bereko galmaraoa.
Lere bereko jomeda. They eat all kinds (good

or bad.)

Lerec pete6.

Lered ture6.

Lerem lerem. Soft and beautiful, as

a ripe fruit.

Lerem lerem beleakana, It has ripened soft

and beautiful.

Lerem lerem aik9.uKkana. It feels soft.

Lerem lerem ul bele. A ripe, soft mango.

Lere there. Tired, fatigued.
Kami kamitele lere thereena. We are tired

T,4th continuous labour.
Jomjomtele lere thereena. We are tired eating.

Lergo. To eat.

A6 eskare lergokeda. He ate it himself.

-r
', ,,, , ,, 5- To be lame, to limp.

Lerhok lerhok. J
^

Lerhok lerhoKe calaKkana. He is limping.

Lerka. A child.

®? ] I Weak, feeble, lazy.
Lesoria. j

> j

Lerosi^geae. He is weak.
Nui lerosig. dakae jomeda, se bah? bae tul

darealtkana. Does this weakling eat any
foodp he cannot lift.

~| Of inferior quality, as

J flesh meat
;
poor.

48
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• Semen.

Lerwalc. To incline to one side, as the
neck; to lose control over the limbs,

as a person near death.
Hotolfe lerwaltkeda. He held hia head to one

side.

LerwaKenae. He has lost control of hia neok.
(can't hold his head straight.)

Lerwalc. To droop, to wither.

Lerwa larwe. | Awkward, clumsy, lazy,

Lerwa sarwe. J feeble, exhausted.
Kamire lerwa sarwegeae.

Lerwe. To bend over, or down, to sulk.
Kagat lerweena. The paper is folded over.

Les. )

Ler./

Lese. To snap at, to bite, but without
drawing blood, to beshrew, to exe-

crate, to scold, to abuse.

Nitgeli heo got'ena, adorn lese daramidkana.
I have just come, and you meet me with
abuse.

Seta lesekedeae. A dog bit him.
Joto horko leseedi£a. All the people are against

me, all snapping at me.

Lese lese. 1 m ^ •
, , , .

T lo speak quickly, and m-
Lese pese. V j-^,. .7 "
T i ^ distinctly.
Lete pese. j

'

Lese peseye galmaraoeda. He speaks quickly
and indistinctly.

Lesen. To crush, crowd, trample under
foot.

Lepesen. To crowd, to push each other, as in
a crowd.

Gadel horko adikoleRsena. Aorowdof people
crush greatly.

Lese pese. Wet, moist, muddy.
HolanaK daKte racae lesepesekeda. The rain

of yesterday made the court yard muddy.

Leserbeder. \Muddy,thick and muddy,
Leske beder,/ mixed, promiscuously.
Dakko leske bederkeda. They muddied the

water.
Paur^ gadire leser bederko jom nuieda. At a

liquor shop they eat and drink promiscu-
ously.

Leser leser. Talkative, fluent in speech.
Leser lesere galmaraoeda. He talks fluently, or

he is loquacious.

Leske beder. C£ leser beder.

Lesker. ") Plump, fat, chubby, ap-

Lesker lesker. J < plied to infants or

young animals.
Sukri hopou lesker lesker henaSkoa. The pig-

gies are very plump.

Kui gidra khub leaker got'akanae. This child

has become very plump.
Khube leskerena. He la nice and plump.

\ Immodestly, with the knees

/ wide apart.

Leslese.

Laslasa.

Leslese durupakanae.
Leslese gitieakanae, onate bad sorlena.

Lesoria. Feeble, weak, lazy. Cf lerosia.

Lesraha. M. ~) Indolent, neglecting

Lesrahi. F. J work through laziness,

slovenly, slatternly.

Nui lesraha do oral^ duar bae juttaea. This
sloven does not keep his house and its

surroundings tidy.
Nui lesrahi raoa ho bae joga. This slattern

will not even sweep her courtyard.

Lesrao. To be unfinished, incomplete,

to be to do.

Lesrao taheena kami. The work remains
unfinished.

Kami nunaK lesraoentaea, ar hani torae calao-
ena. So much of the work remains to be
done, and see he has gone and left it.

Lesrao. To smear, to plaster, to daub.
Cf lasrao.

Lesrok. 1 To plump down, as a
Lesrok lesrpk. J tired person seats him-

self ; to throw down, as anything
one is too lazy or tired to carry.

LesroR lesrolf e durup baraekana. He plumps
himself down here and there.

Niakorege lesroKkadae. He threw it down
about here (being too lazy to carry it fur-
ther.)

Lesrok marte. 1 ttt-xi i

Lesrol^_mente./W;*h^P'^™P-
LesroK mente gur got'enae. He fell down plump.

Leta. Dusty, covered with mud or

dust, to plaster, to smear.
Dhurire letaeuae. He is dusty through rolling

in dust.
Khetre kami jokheo horko lefaKa. When work.

ing in the rice fields people get covered
with mud.

GaikoaK cunoi ho gurioteko letaakoa. They
also plaster cowdung on cows' dugs (to
prevent the calves sucking.)

Letan. | Interruption, obstruction

;

Letan letar. ) to impede, to retard,

multiplicity of calls upon time or
giving, many things to attend to.

Lefahge adi, bart kami dareaKkana. There are
so many interruptions, I am unable to do
my work.

Le^ah taheena, bah cabaakana.
Letah letarge ^hera.

Letao. To be dusty, as a person rolling

on the ground.
Dhurire alom letaoKa. Do not get dusty by

rolling in the dust.



Letar [ 879 ] Lowa sarS

Letar. Interruption, obstruction, to
impede, to retard, multiplicity of
duties to attend to, many matters
requiring attention.

Mi bapla realE letar henaKtitia. I have many
matters conneoted with the marriage to
attend to.

Letea tarup. "j

Lekre tarup. J-A leopard.

Potea tarup. J

Leted. To be able, to succeed, to over-

come.
LetaokedaiS. I succeeded in doing it.

Le^eckedeail. I overcame him.
Tutule senlena, bae leteolaUa. He went to

lift it, but he was not able.

Manwa t^hen ona do beletejoKgea, menkhan Isor
then do jotoge lefejoifa. With men it is

impossible, but with God aU things are
possible.

Letec petec. Weak, emaciated, feeble

and lean.

r ; J-boit, mud-like, moist.

Bail jutle rohoelaKa, letepete.
Daka le^epeteena. The boiled rice is like mud.

Khub do bail loso^lena lefe pete. It was not
well stirred up, simply moistened.

Letep letep. Weak, only able to breathe,

moribund.
KuaKkanae, le^ep letepe gitioakana. He is ill

with fever and is lying only able to breath.
Eeiigecte letep lefep menaea. He is weak from

hunger.

Leter peter. Weak, feeble and ema-
ciated.

Eeiigeotele leter peterena. We are weak
through hunger.

Leter peter osokakanae. He is emaciated to

feebleness.

Leter peter daiirateye siolikana. He is plough-
ing with a weak and emaciated bullock.

Letha. ~) To include, to implicate, to

Lotha. J drag into.

Letha. ~) To be at variance, to dispute,

Letho. f to altercate. Cf. laktha.

Horko soiige lethaakanae. He is at variance
with some people.

Lethec. ~) To throw down with a flop,

Lethrec. J as anything soft, to fall

with a flop or bump.
Lethec marte.

Lethec mente.

Letherec marte.

Letherec mente.

Lethrec marte.

Lethrec mente.
Losofite lethrec marte capafkedeae.
Letherec martefi gurena. I fell flop (into mud.)

-To fall with a flop.

Letho. ) Obstinate, self-willed, disobe-

Lotho. J dient.

Letho. To be on terms of great famili-

arity, as a child with an adult.

Letka. Children.

Letko. Sticky, adhesive, as some kinds
of clay.

Letkom. To stick to, to adhere.
Matkom sjture letkomkateko joma.
Haaa letbomlenkhan nahelre bail lagaolfa.
Jatigare ho letkomoi^a.

LetJlel Wide, expansive, as a river or

lake ; long, as a road.
Letle6 perecakana.
Leflet' iieloKkana.

Leto. A method of preparing Indian
com, &c. for food, a method of

preparing tripe, and flest meat.
Jon^ira leto. Indian corn flour boiled to the

consistency of stiff porridge.
Kode leto. The flour of kode (q. v.) boiled

like porridge.
Lad leto. Tripe prepared in a particular way.

The tripe is boiled, and then flour added
and the whole well stirred.

Letok. Hindrance, interruption, ob-

struction.
LetoK lagaoena. An interruption has occurred.

Letra. M. 1 Small and lean, as children

Litri F. J and the young of dom-
esticated animals.

Letrok. ^Lean, ill conditioned, as chil-

Letwet.
J

dren and young domesti-
cated amimals.

Noko letwet mara gidrg.. These lean little

rascals.

Merom hopon letrolfenako netar. The kida
^have become thin now-a-days.

Letwet. Small, puny, lean, ill-condi-

tioned.
Letwet' mpra gidrg.. A puny little rascal.

Lewa. Pliant, soft, as mud ; to render
pliant, or skilful by exercise.

Kami kamite hormoe lewaakata. By continual
work he has made his body pliant.

Theiiga lewaakana. The stick is pliant.
Lewa aphor. Seed sown in mud.
Dhuri aphor. Seed sown on dry soil.

Lewak. ") To shake, to hang
Lewak lewak. J dangling, to jerk up

and down, to spring, to vibrate.

Cf. lawak lawak.

Lewa sare. Swaying the body and
nodding the head, swaying and
nodding.

Onko bul hor lewa sareko calalikana. These
drunk men go swaying the head and body.
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Lewe. ) To bend slightly, to be

Lewe lewe. J loose, to tremble, to

shake, to be afraid.

AmaK kathate bail leweKa. I will not tremble

at your word.
Data lewe lewe hilauKkantaea. His tooth

keeps moving (every time he speaks.)

Data leweakantaea. He has a loose tooth.

I^ewere Isodore.lTo shake or move the

the head,

Lewer kodor. j head and body, to nod

Lica lace.1 r

Lica loco. ^ ^
°

Lewere kodoreko eneoa, They move the head
when dancing.

Lewer lewer. To shake up and down,

to move up and down, opposite

to moving from side to side, as a

pendulum.
par hilauKkana lewer lewer. The branch is

shaking up and down.
Euindiko rukuia lewer lewer They shake down

the kuindi fruit by shaking (the branches.)

Lewel;. To bend, to droop. C£ liwet.

Libalabe.
] glow, sluggish in move-

Liboc loboc. > ' &&

Libo lobo. J
Liba labe calakkanae. She is going slowly.

-p • '• [ Pliant, easily bent.

Libhra ak. A too pliant bow.

Libir libir. Soft, as a ripe fruit, or as

a marsh.

Liblib. ] Soft, to be soft, to give way
Liblibia. |- under pressure thi'ough

Liblibau.J being soft.

Bele liblibauena. It is ripe and soft.

Jarkao liblibauena. (The soil) is water-logged
and soft.

Ot liblib atkaroKkana. The soil feels soft.

Liboc loboc. M. 1 Slow, sluggish " in

Liba labe. F.
J

movement. Cf. liba

labe.

Libo lobo. Slow, sluggish in movement.

Libri. F. > Greedy, gluttonous. C£
Lebra. M. j lebra.

Libri cati. Ostensibly for something else but
really for food.

Libruk. \ To become weak, feeble,

Labruk. J poor.
IJni hore libruKena. That man is cowed (he

will not take the matter to court.)

Libul<. To deceive, to wheedle, soft.

Libul?kedeae. He wheedled him.
Ere libuR. 7 To persuade, to entice, to wheedle,
Lai libuK. j to coax, to talk over.

T^°; ,.. JThe entrails.
Lac lie. j

Lidtei bape emadea. Tou did not give him
any of the entrails.

walking on the

T 1 I toes.
Lico loco.j

Lica lace oalakkanae. She is limping.

Lican pican. ~) Without appetite, with-

Kican picati. J out relish, unwillingly,

half-heartedly, reluctantly.

Licaii pioane jomeda. He is forcing himself

to eat, be eats with little relish.

Licar. Pliant, yielding, soft, of tender

age, not full grown, weak, feeble.

Nui hor doe lioargea. This person is of under-

age.

Lidal<. To shut, close to, almost shut

close.

Silpill lidaKkam. Draw to the door.

Lida lade. Tottering, as a child just

beginning to walk, shaky, shoggly,

as a post not firmly fixed.

Lida lade cacoKkanae. It walks shakily.

Lida l()do.\Applied mainly to the sway-

Lido lodo.J ing movement of the bellies

of animals which have eaten to

repletion, or are heavy with young.
Jom lido lodoenako. They have eaten till their

sides shake with every movement.

Lidga ladge. Cf lida lade.

Lidgoe lodgoe. Stout and heavily

clad, as Marwari females.

Lidhi. F. -) T
Ledha.M. 1^^"^^-

Lidhigeae. She is lame.

Lidhri. F. \Undersized with protuber-

Ledhra. M.J ant stomach.

Lido lodo. Cf lida lodo.

Lidu. To become soft, as a fruit when
ripe, to ripen.

Bele liduena. It is fully ripe.

Lidur pidur. Flesh of a fat woman
shaking when she moves.

Lidur pidur motnakanae.

Lii.lwa ladwe. "|^ Shaky, as a child be-

Lidwa sadwe. j ginning to walk, wob-
bly, as a post not firmly fixed

Ligi. ~) A payment or perquisite allow-

Leg. J ed or sanctioned by custom.

Ligi bhagi. Custom, customary.
Ligi bhag^i tinal^c llama, emkataeme. Give him

as much as by custom he has a right to get.

Ligir sigir. ") All kinds, all sorts, many
Ligri sigri. J kinds, many sorts, various

kinds or sorts.

Ligri sigrim galmaraokana.
Noa disomre adi ligri sigri lagaoKkana. In

this country many kinds of cesses are
collected.
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Liha lahe."! ai ^ t, ,

Liha lihi t^'"^^'''
^^ry httle remain-

LehalihiJ '""S-

Liha lahebon tiolfkeda. We have almost reach-
ed our dt3etination.

Lijalc. ^ Cloth, clothing, not closely

Lijali lijaM. J woven, as cloth.

Noft kierio lijaR lii9,Kgea. This cloth ia not
closely woven.

J
p- ';

' >- Not closely woven, as cloth.

Lijraha. ") Slovenly, dirty, inactive,

Lejrahi. J sluggish.

Lijrak. To flop down.
Men,, liirg.!? rlur ocoeam. Be careful, you will

let him flop down

LiiraM marte. ") ttt-.v a
T • •

1

'

4. r With a flop.
Lijrak mente. J

^
LijraK marteii gnr goiJena. I fell flop.

Katid gidra lijr^K mentem liur ocokedea.

Likha. Writing, fate.

Likhal. ) . ... ^ ,

Likhon.|^^"'^^°g'^^*^-

Likhal badal. 7 r. +
Likhon lokhon. j^a'™-

Likhal badal inaKge tahekantaea. Pate had
only so much for him.

Likhon gorhon. Carving, representations of

men, animals, trees, &o., &c., drawn on the
walls of houses.

Likhon emalem, khane patiaul^a. Give us it in

writing, then he will believe us.

Likhwatia. '(Counting, estimating, as

Lekhwatia. J to how much work he

should do.

Adi likhwatia hor kanae. He is careful to esti-

mate how much work he should do (for the
pay he gets) and will do nothing more.

Likic likic. To spring up and down,

jerk up and down, to vibrate.

Likir. "j To spring ixp and down as

Likir likir. y anything long and pliant

Likit likilj if unsupported in the

middle, to shake, to vibrate.
Likir likir hilauKkana.
OraK likir KkiroKkana.

Likit; domok. To move or sway the

body, as an enthusiastic dancer.
Khubko hilgiuKkana likif domoK.
Bir jel lekam likif domogoKkan.

Liki phiki. Frightened, panic stricken.

Botorteko liki phikiRkana. They are panic
stricken through fear.

Likoc lokoc. Cf. lirkoc lorkoc.

lil. "l Blue, the Indigo p\eiB.t,I'ndigofeva

lil.J tine '
'

Liko loko. To sway, or totter, as one
carrying too heavy a load on the
head.

Liko loko dipilakadae. She totters as she carries
it on her head.

Bae dipil howaakante likolokoU kanae. She ia

tottering not being accustomed to carry on
the head.

Lil.

Nil./ tinctoria, Linn.
Lila. An entertainment, a show, a

spectacle, a sight, tamasa.
Get lil^ko lagaoakat'a? What is the tamasa ?

Lil^rko uthgiukeda. They got up an entertain-
ment.

Oka lila ho bail bujhaueda. I cannot under-
stand the ratio7iale of it (I see no tamasa
in it.)

Lilam. An auction, to auction ; to eat.
Dahrako lilamkefkoa. They sold the buUocka

by auction.
Lil?imreli hataoketkina. I got them at an

auction.
Ce6 pe senaSkan sanamko lilam cabakeda.

Lelha.M.}^°°^^'^'^^'^°^^^*-
Lilhi aim^i. A foolish woman.

Liliau. To hound on, to set on, as a
dog, to egg on.

Lili?iuadeako. They set a dog on him.
Horko liliauakadea. Other people hounded

him to it.

Lilibici. "(^ Beautful with coloured pat-

Lilibichi. J terns or figures, as cloth,

stained glass, &c.

Lilka hlki. To covet, to lone for.

Eengejte lilkgi lilki baraekanako. They are
longing for food through being hungry.

Lilkathi. A small plant, Polygnla
crotalarioides, Buck. & Ham.

X u' To wheedle, to cause to long

T •,, tor, coax, covet, desn-e.
Liikar. ) • '

'

Asam Kacarte horko lalkao idiefkoa. They
wheedle men into going to Assam and
Cachar.

Gidra alom lilkaukoa. Do not cause the chil-
dren to long for it.

Gidra samaiire alom joma, lilkgiuKako. Do not
eat before the children, they will long for
some too.

Liikar idikedeako. They wheedled him into
going with them.

Lilmani. A precious stone of a blue
colour.

Lilo loko. ) Shaky in the loins, weak
Liro loko. J in the loins.

Lilo lokoe dipilaka£a.
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Liloj. Disobedient, obstinate, bad.

Liman laman. Long, reaching to the

ground, as a garment ; whole body

clothed.

Limbot. To throttle with both hands,

to put the forelegs on the neck

of another, as dogs when fighting.

Limbofkedeae. He throttled him with both
hands.

Lin. To press with the hands, to

squeeze.
HofoRe linkedea. He throttled him.

Ghaoe linkeftiiia. He pressed my wound.
Lin frejerkedeako. They used him roughly.

Linda. \A species of small fish

Linda hako.j having a very minute
mouth.

Lindar. "iTo become efficient, to be

Lindor. J equal to, to be practised,

accustomed to.

Lindar lapar. "j Long and shaking, shak-

Lindar lapur. V ing, as tattered gar-

Lindlapur. J ments.
Lindlapure bandeakana. She is wearing her

garment long.

Sanam kicrio Undlapurentaea. All his clothes

are tattered.

Get leka bae bandeakan lindl^pur.

Lindbhind. Extremely, excessively,

applied to corpulency.
Lindbhin^e mbfaakana. He is extremely fat.

Lindhi. ") mi,
T • j- 5- ihe anus.
Lmdi. J
Lindhi bhuK. The anus.

Lindik. To mock, to despise.

Lindlapur. Long and shaking, shak-

ing, fluttering, as tattered gar-

ments.

Lindor. To become efficient, to be

equal to, to be practised, accustom-

ed to. Cf lindar.

Lingi. ) To trickle, to drip, to flow or

Linji. J run gently, as liquid.

DaK lihgi jarwalfkana. The water is dripping

and accumulating.
Liliii o(JokoHkana, It is oozing out.

Lenlekhan lirtji todoKa. If it be pressed
(liquid) will ooze out and trickle down.

Lingil ") To be startled or fright-

Lingi^ lingit}. J ened, to palpitate. Cf
lenget.

Lingif liiigidoEkanae.

Lingit; lihgit. Wearisome, uninterest-

ing. C£ lengeji lengel

T ' '

AT !- Left-handed.
Lengra. M. J

Lih;rri aimai. A left-handed woman.
Lingrite jomedae. She eats with her left hand.

Lipa lape. To fly slowly and hesi-

tatingly, as a young bird just

beginning to fly.

Lipa lopo. Cf lipa lape.

Lipi cere dai lipa lopo.

Lipah lapah. Shorter than customary,

loosely.

Kiorio lipah lapaue bandeakana. She is wear-
ing her cloth shorter than is customary.

Cei lekae oyoakana lipah lapaii?

Lipat lapat. Lagging behind.
Lipat lapate tarameda. He walks lagging

"behind.

Lipi cgr6. | The Ashy-crowned Finch

GSetha lipi. j Lark, Fyrrhulauda
grisea.

Kumba lipi. A small bird so named from the
shape of the nest it builds.

Lipic petec.lLight grain that has been

Petec lipic. J removed by the process

of winnowing.
Eken lipid peteoko emadida. They gave me

only the light grain removed by winnowing.

Lipin. The Reciprocal form of ' lin'

Lipindic. Mica.
Lipindid hasa. Soil mixed with decomposed

mica shale.

Lipir lipir. To quiver, as an aspen leaf,

to ripple, as a wave on the shore.
Lipir lipir hil9.ul!kana: It is quivering.
Dali lipir lipiroKkana. The water is rippling

(on the shore.)

Liplap. To flap the wings, to shew off

conceitedly, to give oneself airs, to

swa}'.

LiplaboKkanae. It is flapping its wings.
Liplap baraekanae. She is shewing off.

Lauka liplaboKkana. The boat sways from
side to side.

Liplip. ")To shine brightly, to be
Liplipau. J glossy, to tremble, to shake,

quiver, twinkle.
Sadom lipUpe £elolckana. The horse's skin is

glossy.
Ipilko liplipauKa. The stars twinkle.

Lipoc lopoc. To walk slowly and pain-

fully, as one tired and footsore.

Lipoc lopoce tarameda. He walks slowly and
painfully.

Lipsa. Too pliant, as a bow ; weak, as

the spring of a gun lock.

Lipsgi aK. A too easily bent bow.
Bg.nduk reaK ghora lipsgiena. The hammer of

the gun is become weak.
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»I}t« deceive, to wheedle.
Lipul<

Lib
Jom liputfkeiikoae.
Ere lipuKkedeae. He wheedled him.
K9.mi lipuU ocokedeae. He wheedled him into

working; for him (and paid him nothing.)

Lipur. A band tied round the ankle
to which are attached a number
of little hollow globes of bell-

metal with small stones or pieces

of iron inside, worn when dancing.
The little hollow globes attached to the lipur

are called "jhunka" (q. t.)

Liric. ~j Small, a small child, a

Liric pitic. >• number of small child-

Liric piric. J dren.
Onko liric lagakom. Drive away those little

children.

Noko liric pi^io nonije oefko liamkana ? What
do these children want here ?

Lirkoc lorkoc. ") Slack, loose, movement
Likoc lokoc. J of head, as of a child

whose neck is weak.
Alom lirlioc lorkojea, heo thirkaeme. Do not

allow hia (a child) head to sway from side

to side, hold him steady.

Liroc loroc. Slack, aimlessly.
Cet lekam bhagwaakana liroc loroc?

Am do karai bagikate liroc loroc baraekanam.

Lirok lorok. Empty-handed, in vain,

without purpose.

Lire loro. Loosely.
Liro loro bhagwaakanae. He has not tight-

ened up his bhagwa, (q. t.)

LirodloroQ.
| glack, aimlessly.

Loron soron. )
•'

Liroii loroh dahrako joraoakadea.

3i;ami bagikate liroh loroiie darabaraekana.

Lirwa. To bend over, backwards or

downwards.

Lirwa sarwe. "1 Weakly, feebly, half-

Lirwa larwe. meartedly, inefficiently,

Lidwa sadwe. J slack, unable to keep the

body straight, as a drunk man,
shaky, tottering, staggering.

Ceka lirwa larwe baraekan bam ?

Onte note lirwa larwe baraekana. It is sway-
ing to one side and the other.

Lirwa tharwe. Cf lirwa sarwe.
Rehgeote lirwa tharweenaii. I am shaky

through hunger.

Lirwic pitic. Cf. liric.

T
'

J I Opportunity, chance, excuse,

Q •
' f pretence.

Eua lisindte bae kamikana. He is not working
on the pretence of having fever.

Lisinde dam baraeda, Ce{ lekate unill girauea.

Lisoe losoe. "j Applied to the gait of a
Liso lose. |- female who is stout,

Losoo losoe. J heavily clad, and wear-
ing heavy anklets.

Lisoe losoe baj'aokanao. She is moving about
slowly and heavily.

Lisot losot.
I
Applied to the waddling

Isoti osoi j gait of a very coi-pulent

person.
Lisot' loaote calaKkana. He waddles.

^^^- } Now. Cf nit.

Met' dale lit joroKreho. Although (my) tears
were now to flow.

Lita. A mythical hero.

Lita ak. The rainbow, the bow of

Lita (q. v.)

Lita tombre. A species of wasp.
Lithi. To be heavy with sleep, as the

eyelids, to overcome, to take
precedence.

Acalc kathage lithilckana. His word is to be
law.

Met lifhilfa dudrum jokheo. The eyelids are
heavy when one is sleepy.

Lithir. \ Crashing, as of a thun-
Lithii- lithir. J der peal, banging, of a

gun, noise produced by an explo-

sion of gunpowder, &c.
Men cefer riurena lithir. The thunder bolt

fell crashing.

Lithir marte. ~) With a crash, as of

Lithir mente. J thunder or an explo-

sion, with a bang, as of a gun.

Lithum.
"I

Smacking or thudding
Lithum lithum. rsonnd,,soundofthump-
Luthum. j ing.
Lithum lithumko dalkedea. They smacked

him repeatedly (they struck him and pro-
duced a smacking sound.)

Lithum marte. T With a smack, thud,

Lithum mente. J or thump.
Lifhum menteko dalkedea. They hit him

thump.

Lithur. ~| Pleasant, sweet, enticing,

Nithur. J captivating, mellifluous.
Adi lifhur galmaraotae. His conversation is

pleasing.
Khub lifhure ruieda. He beats the drum very

pleasantly (in good time.)
Khub lithur tirioe oroiieda. He plays the flute

sweetly.

Liti. Gone bad, soured, mouldy,
decomposition set in, used with
regard to food.

Liti daka. Boiled rice unfit for consumption,
Utu litiKa. The relish will go bad.
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Liti birsi. All kinds, all sorts, many
kinds, many sorts, all mauner of,

all, the whole.
Liti biraiye roreda. He talks all manner of

stuff.

Adi kami menaUtilia lifi birsi. I have much
work of many kinds to do.

Lit;i biraile jomeda, emantealf. We eat all

kinds of things.

Litir pitir. Weak, emaciated and
feeble.

Dhere litir pi^irena.. He has become very

feeble.

4,diye osoKena litir pi^ir. He has become very
emaciated and feeble.

Litpitia. Lean, skinny.
Eengedte litpitiageae. He is skinny through

hunger.

Litur hako. A species of small eel

found in rivers.

Liwar lawar. Dangling, hanging in

folds.

Liwar lawar aturakana bare joro. The aerial

roots of the Banyan tree hang dangling
down.

Liwer lawar.\Long, or far reaching and

Liwer liwer. J
nearly horizontal, as

the branches of a Banyan tree.

Liwer lawer darakana. The branches extend
almost horizontally.

Liwei To bend, to droop.

Pg.r or liwedme. Pull down the branch, (puU
and bend the branch.)

Matko liweliakata. They have bent the bamboo.
LiwedoKgea. It will bend.

Liwic. ")To be springy at the

Liwic liwic. J extremities, to bob up
' and down.
~ Marar bah liwijoKkantaea. His banghy pole

is not springing.

Liyor loyor. ") To move zigzag, serpen-

Liyor loyor. j tine.

Binko dara baraea liyor loyor. Snakes move
in a zigzag.

Lo. To draw water, to lift water by
dipping a vessel into it, to take

rice, &c., oat of a pot with a ladle,

&c.
Dak loe senakana. She has gone to draw water.

Daka loeme. Take the boiled rice out of the

pot.

Lo. To burn, to scald.

OraK loentakoa. Their house is burned down.

Lo digir. l -To ^j^rn to ashes.
Lo toroc. )

Lo potaK. To burn to ashes, to scald so as to

form a blister.

Baske dak mandire loK hor. A person whom
cold rice water would scald (a modest
estimate of one's abilities.)

Lo bir. \The burnt jungle, the

Lo bir sendra.j burnt jungle hunt.
Lo birkedam, enho bam darelena. Tou took

it (a complaint) to the burnt jungle, still

you did not succeed.

Lo bir baisi. The court which assembles on
the evening of an annual hunt.

At the beginning of the hot weather the hills

and jungles are as a rule set fire to for the
purpose of clearing away the wealth of

under growth, grass, leaves, &c., which
have accumulated during the year, so that
hunting may be less dangerous and more
easily prosecuted. For hunting purposes
the hills and jungles are divided into sec-

tions each under a Dihri (q. v.). The court
which assembles after the day's hunt is

over is the supreme court of the Santals.

Any Santal who considers himself aggrieved

by any decision which has been given

during the year may appeal to this court,

which sits after the day's hunt in the burnt
jungle is over, and his appeal is decided by
his compeers under the presidency of the

Pargana (q. v.) of the district. Questions
that arise during the day connected with
the hunt are decided by the hunters under
the presidency of the Dihri (.q. v.) or hunt
master.

Loa. 1 A species of fig tree, Ficus

Loa dare. / glomerata, Roxb., the fruit

of Ficus gloinerata.

Lob. \ To covet, covetousness,

Lob lalocj avarice.

Lobab. ")
A j-

-»T 1 1 > A great man, a prince.

Loban. To offer the first fruits.

Loban. A mela held yearly at Budhai
in the Santal Pargannas.

Loban. Frankincense.

Lobde enec. A game so called.

Lobdhao. To attract, charm, allure,

entice, entangle.
Lobdhao tabeenae paura dokanre. He got

entangled at the public house and remained.

Lobe. Cf lob. [to entice.

Lobhao. To amuse, to divert, to charm,
Lobhao dohokedeako. They enticed him to

remain with them.

Lobhatia. Covetous,' avaricious.

Lobhi. Greedy, covetous.

Lobhol^. \Fat, very obese and
Lobholi lobhoU.j flesh quivering with

each movement of the body.
Lobhok lobhol^e calakkana.

Lobhor. Soft.

Lob laloc. Covetousness, avarice.

Lobo dhorol^. Fat, very corpulent,

extremely, applied only to fatness.
Lobo dhoroKe mo^aakaua. He is extremely

corpulent.
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Loboe. It 1 ,

Loboe loboe.J
L°"S '^^"^^ dangling.

Loboe loboele eneoa. We will danoo with long
dangling- or waving sUirts.

Loboegea. It is long and dangling.
Loboe loboe ghas bahaakana. The flowers of

the grass are long and dangling.

Loboe ghas. A common fodder grass,

Antliistivut, Wightii, A'cc^.

Loboe kharan ghas.) A grass, Ari.^tida

Kharan loboe ghas.j depressa, Retz,

the culms of which are used to

make brooms.

Loboe bak. ) The large, white Paddy
Loboe bak. j bird.

Loboe gaj"a. A capon with very long

feathers.

Loboe eneo. A dance by men during

the Dasae (q. v.)

Loboe sereii. The songs sung when
the Loboe is being danced.

Loboe ru. The time beaten on the

drum during the Loboe dance.

Loboj. Cf laboj.

Lobojhor. Fat and big-bellied.
Durupakanae lobojhor.

LoboU. Flour, meal, made from any

kind of grain, fruit, &c., food, to

make into flour.

HoroloboK. Eioe flour.

Hero lobolf. Flour made from rice busies.

J9.aum loboK . Flour made from the fruit of

the Janum tree, Zizyphus Jiijiiba.

Terel loboK. Flour made from the fruit of the

Terel tree, Diospyrosltomentosa, liv.i'b.

Jondra lobolf. Flour made from Indian corn.

Noa do lobogolia. This will be made into flour.

Loboliakatae. She has made it into flour.

Lobolc kbli. The little brown-backed

Paddy bird.

Lobok muc. The Flour ant, a small red

ant.
Lobolf mu6 gegerkanako, The Flour ants are

biting, i. e. I feel the pangs of hunger.

Lobolf muci bako japiC ocoaekana. The Flour

ants will not allow him to sleep , i . e . hunger
prevents him sleeping.

m ? > Membrwm virile.

Loca. To lift with the hand, to take

a handful.
Looawaeme. Take some up with the hand and

give him.
Khai9.ri looakateto hapa^ifikana. They are

dividing the parched rice by taking it up
in handfuls (or with the hand.)

Lochon. } Bad habits, evil courses, bad
Lachan. J behaviour ; motive, springs

of action.
Noa loi^hon do bgigime. Leave off this bad

habit,

Locloco. Long under lip, to pout, to
sulk, to protrude the under lip.

Locloco baraekanae. She is pouting.
LiL^i loclocogetaea. His under lip is long, he

is hanging his lip, i. e. he is sulky.

Locoe locoe. \To spring up and down,
LocoU locoli.j as anything long and

pliant if unsupported, to shake,

to vibrate, springy. Cf. likir.

Locon. Pointed, narrowing to a point,

uneven, a cape, a promontory.
Mit' sec locohakana. One side is pointed.
Bir realt locohre. At the narrow point of the

jungle.

Locor. ") Unnatural craving for

Locor locor. J any delicacy which one
sees without regard to whether
one has had sufficient or not.

Lo°co°r ma^af.'" }
^o appease the appetite.

Locor piicor. Unreliable, not to be
fli'pended on.

Locor poooro galmaraokana. He i.9 talking
rubliifih.

Unialf katha alope sabtaea locor pocorgea. Do
not accept his statement, he is unreliable.

Locot locot;. Xuinerous, in multitudes.
Locot' locotko jaoraakana. They are assem-

bled in multitude.s.

Locra. M. ) Greedy, given to stealing

Luori. F. J eatables.
Locra daiira. A greedy bullock (always getting

among the growing grain.)

Lodam. A small forest tree the bark
of which yields a valuable mor-
dant, Symplocos racemosa, Roxb.

Lodam. \Level ground at the base

Buru lodam./ or on uhe slope ofa hill.

Lodam lodamreko berelakana. They have
built their houses on the level spots on the
slope of the hill.

Lodam.IThe common Indian otter,

Odam.
J

Lutra nair.

Lodga. M. ) Stout, big-bodied, often

Ludgi F. J also given as a name,
Lodga to a male, and Ludgi to a

female.

Lodhea. Fat, stout, big-bodied, also

given as a name to a male who is

stout, or fat.
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tmg, swaying.

Lodhor lodhor. ) Fat, obese, corpulent,

Ladhar lodhor. J" flesh hanging in folds

and shaking during movement, as

of a very fat man or animal. Cf
ladhar lodhor.

Lodhor lo Ihur. Thick, gummy, thick

and frothy.
Lodhor lodhor mei Ichon benjalt odokolckana.

Thick matter is comint^ from his eyes.

Bele lodhor lodhor odokoKkana. Thick pus is

coming out.

Lodhra. A sapling, saplings about the

thickness of a man's arm.

Lodhroli.) -r, , , ,

Lodhrok.i^'**'^°''P"^^"*-

Lodo dhoro.l Quivering, shaking, as a

Loto dhoro.J very nervous person

anxious to get something, shaking

with excitement.

Lodo dhorok. Fat, corpulent, indis-

tinctly.

f^^jT, , , jShaki
Lodop lodop. J
Lodop lodope hilauKkana.
Lodop lodope ene'ikana.
Lodop lodopko bahaakana.

Lodop marte. ") To flop down, to fall

Lodop mente. J with a flop, as any-

thing heavy and soft.

Lodop mente liurenae. He flopped down.

Lodor bodor. 1 » i, i, j.

T 1 j \
Anyhow, as best one

Lodor podor. V ' ce •
j.i

T J S 1 may, inethciently.
Ludur budur. j

•' •>

Loijor podoriA benaoakat'a. I hare made it

anyhow.
Taeomlenale, lo(;lor podorle rohoekeda. Vv'e

were late, we planted (our rice) as best we
could.

Lodor bodor. Soft, of the consistency

of porridge.

Lodro. Fat, chubby, speaking indis-

tinctly.

Lodroe mofaakana. He (child) is very fat.

Lodro kanae. He is an indistinct speaker.

Loe. To heljD, to assist, to accompany

;

together, along with.
Pahile k^mi loeaekhan enoK iroHre adoe nama.

If he assist him with his work at the be-
ginningf, at the time of reaping and thresh-
ing he gets (some of the grain.)

Ona dinre bam kgimiloelalca, ceU lekate tnmal
tolsam nama ?

Jom loeko neotakope. Invite those who can eat
in company, or along with ua.

Loetor. Long, very long.
Loetor jeletia. It is very long.

Logno. Strong, strong and well pro-

portioned, beautiful.
Logno dahra kanae. It is a strong and well

made bullock.

Logon.
"I
Preparations or all things

Lagan. J necessary for the due cele-

bration of an event, but mainly

used with regard to a marriage or

the Sohrae (q v.) festival, the

knotted string fixing the date of

a marriage, appointed time, crisis.

Bapla real< lopon tiol^aUana.

A.re maha reak gira se logonko tola.

Bapla realc logonko tolkeda.
Logonte. Expeditiously.

Logoti logot. Soft.
TakiEi logot logot' afkaroKkana. The pillow

feels soft.

Logot logot atetkate gitieaVanae. He sprcod a
soft bed and is lying down.

Loha luti. Iron utensils and imple-

ments.

Lohani. Noted, famous, clever, expert,

able, of good report.
K9.mire ^di lohaniakanae. He is very expert

at work.

Lohke'lohke.j^^^'^^'^l^y.
gently.

Lohke lohkeie taramme. Step carefully.
Lohkete tulme. Lift it gently.
Lohketeko ocolcetkana, alo capral^a mente.

They remove it gently so that it may not
flatten (a vessel from off the potter's wheel.)

Lohok. Slowly, leisurely.
Bejae lohokem tarameda. You are walking

amazingly leisurely.

Lohok. Parabolic, proverbial.
Lohok ror. A parable, a proverb.

Lohok. To sway the body to the time
of the music when dancing or

beating the drum.
Noko ruru jokhecko lohokalfa. When beating

the drums these (men) sway their body to
the time.

Lohok lohok. )
-nj-^ T

Layok layok. J
' °'

Usui hor lohok lohoKko tarama. Tall people
take long strides.

Lohom. To die, used by women when
angry.

Lohomokme. Die (and rid me of yourself.)
Lohom ho bae lohomokkana, dalidkanae. He

is not dying (as I wish he would), he ia

beating me.

Lohor. To delay, to dilly dally.
4(Ji lohorkedae, uni hoy do. That man put off

much time.

Lohor. To dry. Cf. rohor.
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Lohor bohor.
1 o ^.^ „

,

,

Lohor lopor. ^^°^*' °^ *^^' consistency

Lodor bodor. J
"^ porndge.

Lohor loporko utiiakat'a. Tbey liaTO cooked
the relish too so't.

Sipi lohor loporakat'ako. They have mixed it
with water till it is of the consistency of
porridge.

Lohot}. To be wet, moist, damp.
Kiorio lohotena. The cloth is wet.
Lohot jauena. It is too wet (it has been allow-

ed to absorb too much moisture.)
L^hodokam. You will get wet.
Lohot' lusrri. "Wet cloth.
Lohot Iceiieae. He wetted him.
Lohot'ge atkarokkana. It feels wet.

Lohta. The lower part of a kanda or

waterpot, which has been broken
across through the middle, pro-

tuberant, as the stomach.
Loka. To catch in the hands, as a

ball ; to play with, as a cat with a
mouse ; to catch in the mouth, as

a dog anything thrown to it; to

bandy words, to dandle an infant

on the hands.
Capat'adeaii bae lokalaKa. I threw (the ball)

to him, he did not oatoh it. [the hands.
Gidrako loka eneckoa. They dandle infants on
Mase, pusi rieleme cet IcUae lokaedekana. Come

look at the cat, how she is playing with it

(a mouse.)

Loka guti. A children's game.

Lokan. To break the arm.
Tiye dal lokahkedea. He struck and broke

his arm.

Lokao.l To lie in wait, to watch for an

Lotao.
J

opportunity.
Pusi hone lotaoedekana. The cat is lying in

wait for a rat.

Kombro lagit'e lokao baraeda. He is watching
for an opportunity to steal.

Lokhibar. \Thursday, the fifth day of

Lukhibar. J
the week.

Lok loko. To keep the fingers or wri.st

bent, until they become too stiff

to move.
Tiye loklokoakaia. He has kept his fingers

bent until they are now too stiff to move.

Lokomdorok. Very stout, very corpu-

lent.

LokomdoroKe mofaakana. He is very corpu-

lent, [stout.

Lokomdorolte fielokkana. He appears very

Lokomduri. Large, applied to the

fruits of certain trees and the

flowers of the Matkom (q. v.) ti'ee.

Lokomduri matkom. Large Matkom flowers.

Lokomduri nelokkana. The fruit appears of

large size.

Loko phoko. ") Applied to the sound
Lako phoko. j jjroduced when any

thick substance is boiling and bub-
bling, to puif ail-' blow, to breathe
>)f:i,vily, as a person or animal out
of breath with exertion.

Kamite lokophokoenae. He is puffing and
blowing with working.

Lokore. Having a stiff disabled arm.
Lok or phokor. yrired, worn out or fati-

Lakar phakar.J gued before work,
&c. has been completed.

Kami kamitele lokor phokorena . We are worn
out with working and still have not finished.

Dara daratele lakar phakharena. We are tired
out with walking and yet have not comple-
ted our journey.

Lokol;. 1 The throat to move with
Lokot lokol f each respiration, as a

hen panting.
Lokot lokodokkanae.

Lokphokao. To puff, as a bear ; to boil

and bubble. Cf lokophoko.
Onte lokphokaokkanae alope calaka. He (a

bear) is puffing over there, do not go.
Bana leka rel g*di lokphokao c:ilakkana. The

engine goes puffing like a bear.

Lokre. Injured, hurt, wounded; deform-
ed or crippled, as hand or foot

through injury.
Ti lokreentaea. His hand is maimed (lost a

finger through an injury.) [been injured.)
Jahga lokreentaea. Hisfootis deformed, (having

Loksan. ^ To destroy, to injure, to per-

Noksan. v ish, to die ; injury, scath,

Nuksan. J damage, havoc.
Pohoko cas arliko loksankeda. The locusts

greatly inini""'! the crops.
Dinkalom ai; -i rko loksanena. Last year

many peui.tie perished (from starvation,)
4-di lok&ankeftitiam. You did much damage

to my property.

Lokta.
"i
To quarrel, to be at variance

Loktha. J with each other, to dispute,

mid.iljf with regard to possession

of land or trees.

Lokthako janamakata. They have started a
dispute (with regard to possesion of a field.)

Okoe tuluG ho alom lok^haka. Do not quarrel
with any one.

Ot reakko lokthakkana. They are disputing
about the possession of some land.

Lol. To wheedle, to cajole, to persuade.
Lolkedifiae. Ho cajoled me.

Lolao. ") To long for, .to crave for, to be
Lalao. J tantalised, to be destitute.

Lolo lolo. A lullaby ,sung by Santal

.mothers to cause a child to sleep.

Gidrako lolo lolokoa.
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Lolo. Hot, heated, to be envious, impa-

tient.

Sehgel lologea. The fire is hot.

Ot netar ho lologea. The ground at thia time
of the year also is hot.

Calalc lagiiJko loloakana. They are impatient
to start.

Loloalfera namtanap Do yon wish hot (water,
food, &c.)

Hape, thirolcpe, loloalfem Iiamlvanp Wait a bit,

do you want something hot ? (used by women
when scolding.)

Lolo lologeJi jomkeda. I ate it scaldinc^ hot.

Lolo daK. Hot water.

Lolok. ) To shew off, as one shewing
Lalak. J what he can do in dancing,

to cut a figure.

Loloke udul^eda. He is shewing off.

^dim loloket'kana. You are making a great
show.

Lolopoto. Hastily, hurriedly.
Lolopotoko rohoe gotkeda. They planted (the

rice) hurriedly.

Lonibor. "j Cor. of the English word
Nombor. j- " number," to institute le-

Nomor. j gal proceedings, to lay a

complaint.
Uni liutumten nomborakat'a. I have brought a

suit against him.

Lomoii. ") Fine, as flour ; soft,

Lomon lomon. / as a pillow.
Lomon lomo£ atkarokkana. It feels very soft.

Lomor. The foreskin.

Lomor lomor. "| To move the lips when
Lemer lemer. J eating as is peculiar

to horses, goats, and several other

animals.
Sadom lomor lomorko joma. Horses keep mov-

ing the lips in a peculiar way while graz-
ing.

Lomosoro. To endeavour, to exert

oneself to do or obtain ; to wish,

to desire.

Hathao lagif; lomosoroftbanae. He is anxious
to obtain.

OloK lagif lomosoroenae, He is about to begin
to write (has all in readiness.)

Lompotia. Lazy and dissolute.

Lona. That. Cf ona
Lona mohn^a. That direction.

Lonbon, \A steward, an agent ; to

Londbond. J trade, to perform the

duties of a steward.

4.di londbondedae. He does much trade.

AmaK londbond reaK hisab emokme, ente ado
bam londbond darealfa. Give an account
of thy stewardship, for thou can'st no
longer be steward.

Londbhond. To defile, to transgress

social customs.
Sanampe londbhondgikafa ohoti iomlea. You

have defiled all, I will not eat.

Begor baplatekin mit'entekin londbhondena.

Londbond. A steward, a trader. C£
lonbon.

T i, I Lazy, careless, disobedient.
Lendhea.J •'

Loncjheahor. A sluggard.

Londkot. Having big, staring eyes,

used mainly when fault-finding.
Lon(^kotebehgetakafia. He is staring (when he

should be doing what he is told.)

Londkot, bam &el liameda p You staring fool,

don't you see itP

Londoc. Hollow, to have a depression

or depressions on the surface, to

become depressed.
Ot laraolenre adorn adom thenre ot londoo

boloena. At the earthquake the earth be-
came depressed at some places, i. e. sank.

Dubhi londooentaea. His hip has a depression
in it.

Mak londoekedae kat: do. He hacked a de-
pression (hollow) in the surface of the log.

Londo londo. Staringly, having big,

staring ej^es.

Lou(Jo londoko behgeiadea,. They looked at
him with wide open eyes.

Londphond. To tell tales, to make
mischief by tale bearing, to create

discord, to foment quarrels.
XJnige londphonde jorao baraeda. He it is who

is fomenting the quarrel.

Londphondia. Mischief making, quarrel
fomentirg.

Londphondia hor kanae. He is a mischief
maker.

Lohgor congor. Frivolous, licentious,

rakish, lecherous.
Loiigor cohgore dhutiakana. He is dressed

with a view to captivate.

Loiigra. M. I Unchaste, wanton, licen-

Lungri. F. jtious, incontinent, impure.
Lohgra lungrikin napamakana. The wanton

he and the wanton she are mated together.

T .1
'

Y Distant, far off
Lanlca. j

.^di lohkagea. It is very far off.

Adi laiikatem senlena. Tou went very far
away.

Loiika. Ceylon.

Lohka gar. The fort of Ceylon.

Lohki. Weak or disabled in the arm,
applied to females.
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Lop. To elide, to be elided, to be lost,
Noaharop lopena. Thia letter is elided.

Lopak.^ ) A hollow, hole or cavity of
Lophal^. J no great tlopth in a bank,

hill, hedge or other upright object.
Maran daraii reaK lopalf. A oavo in it large

preoipioe.
Jh^ufi lopaKre durupakan tabekanae. He was

sitting in a hole in the hedge.

Lopion. } Soft, downy, as grass, feathers
Lopiod. J or hair.

Loplopo. To crouch or sit huddled
up, as one very cold.

Eabari igite loplopoe durupakana. He is sitting
huddled up on account of the cold.

Lopoc. To do, used chaffiagly by broth-
ers-in-law to sisters-in-law, and
vice versa, when out of hearing
of others. C£ loc.

Lopodkedam ? Ton did it ?

Lopolj. \A soft thudding sound,
Lopolj lopoli. j flop.
LopoK lopolce tb^iiakedea. He kicked him

several times with a thud thud.

Lopoli marte.
I
With a soft, thudding

Lopolj mente,/ sound, with a flop.

C£ lapall lapalj.

LopoK mente fiur gotena. It fell with a flop.

Lopod dare. A forest tree, Terminalia
helerica. Roxh.

Lopoh tufi. An arrow with a fruit of the Lo-
pong on the tip, used to shoot birds with.

Lopod aralc. A wild pot-berb, uEnia
lanata, Linn.

Lopod heralc. A small plant, Uraria
lagopoides, D. C.

Lopod thopa. A bunch of Lopod (q. v.)

fruit, used sarcastically to one who
has failed.

Ce6em oekakeda, lopoh thopakedam ? What did
you do ? Did you accomplish it ?.

Lopor. 1 Of the consistency of

Lopor lopor. J soft mud, porridge,

or moulten metal ; viscous, pasty.
Loporgea. It is thin (like moulten lead.)

Lopor lopor jondrako dakaakata. They have
cooked the porridge of Indian corn meal
too thin.

Lopot'.
I
Very fine dust, to make

Lopot lopot. 3 very fine, as dust.
Hutiko jom lopo£akata. The wood weevils

have eaten it into dust.
Lopot' hormore bais9.ulca. The fine dust ad-

heres to the body.
LopoC lopotkedako. They made it very fine.

Lopotiad arak. Reddish, tinged with
rod.

Lopotiad ghas. A common fodder

gi'ass, EragrosL is bifarvt, W.& A.

Lopotiad arak. A kind of wild pot-

herb.

Lopotiad up. Fine hair on the back
of the neck.

Lopotiad il. Down on the body of a
newly hatched bird.

Lor. Sense, ability, skill. C£ lur.

Lora. Necessity, occasion.

Lorao. To become faint, weak or fee-

ble, to lose heart, to collapse

through fatigue.
Eeiigecteye loraoena. He has become enfee-

bled through hunger.
Upastert bidalekokhan horreko loraoKa. If I

dismiss them fasting they will faint in the
way.

Lorbo sorbo. To do wrongly, or in-

efficiently.

Sanam kamipe lorbo sorbokeda. Ton did all

the work wrong.

Lorcor. To move, to shake, to use, to

handle, to employ, to administer.

Alope lorcorol^a. Do not move.
Alope lorcora. Do not shake it.

Kac do g.(.li tbusaha jat kana, ona i-iu3 bes
okocteko lorcora. Ghiss is of a very brittle
nature, therefore it is handled with care.

Lordhej. Sense, skill, ability.

Oka ho lordhej bgtnuktaea. He has no ability
whatsoever.

Lordho. Fusionless, stupid, good for

nothing,
Okat^It ho bae dhejana, lordho mara hor. He

can do nothing whatsoever, the fusionless
muff.

Lore. A thick, sticky, milky juice

which exudes from certain trees

and plants when an incision is

made in the bark.
Uni do loreK lekanak kathae rora. He speaks

words like the milky, sticky juice of a tree
{words that stick like birdlime.)

T ''i fTalland slim, slim, lanJiv.
Lorea lorea.) '

Lorea loreae haraakana. He has grown lanky.

Lorjor.1

Larjar. VRelated by marriage.

Larjor.J

Lorkaeni. Empty-handed, in vain, with-

out result.

Lorkaenili hesakana. I am come empty handed.
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and narrow.

Lorkoc. To hang to one side, to hang
down, as the hand when the wrist

is broken, or the head of a child

who can't hold its neck stiff.

Hotol^e lorkockeda. His head hun^ to one
side.

Loro. To have sexual intercourse.

Loro. ")
|-

Loro loro. J "
Loro khet. A long narrow rice field.

Sima loro loro calaoena, onde habio. The boun-
dary has gone in like a wedge np to there.

Loroc loroc. Immodestly attired, or

unattired.

Loro dhoro. Cf. loro thoro.

Lorok lorok. Empty-handed, in vain,

without reason or purpose.
Eken tiye hijnKkana lorok lorok.
Lorok loroke hedakana. He is come empty

handed.

Loro loro. 1 To be in a hurry, to be
Loro thoro.j impatient to begin, to

bungle or miss through haste,

hastily and inefficiently.

Loroti coron. To move, to shake.
Ondekhon bae loroh coroiioKa. He will not

move from there.

LoroQ phocon. Carelessly, inefficiently,

dawdling, faultily.

Loroii phocon baraea. He dawdles.
Loroii phocoiis joraoakadea. He has yoked it

(bullock) carelessly.

Loron posoti. Loose and shaking, as

a tooth,
S.mam ijafa loroii posohgetaea.
Loroh posone rora. He speaks indistinctly

through having lost some of his teeth and
others being loose.

Loro thoro.
I
To be in a hurry, to be

Loto thoro.j impatient to begin, to

bungle or miss through haste or

nervousness; hastily and inefficient-

Lorpe. Large lobed, as the ear, having

the lobes ef the ears unusually

large.
Lorpe lutur. A large lobed ear.

Lorpegeae. The lobes of his ears are unusually
large.

Loryo. Tall and slim, slim, lanky.

Cf lorea.

Loryo. "^ To stand speechless while

Loryot. j wishing to speak through

impediment in speech, simple,

silly, silent through stupidity.
Lory06 mara hor. A stupid dummy.

Cele loryot kan coe, ror ho bae rora. WTiat
dummy is he, he will not open his mouth.

Losak. To bite, to take a mouthful,

used mainly of dogs.
LosaU got'kedeae. It bit him at once.

Seta dherko losaga. Dogs are most given to

biting.

Losoe losoe. Applied to the gait of a

female who is stout, heavily clad

and wearing heavy ornaments.

Losoti. 1

Losohga. }-0n account of

Lasanga.j
Gii^lra losohgateii calal^kan tahekana, gidra ma

banugic. I was going on account of the
child, but the child is not there (or is dead.)

Losopondo. Dusty, dirty.
Gidra losopondo dhurireko eneca.

Losot. Mud, to become mud, to be
bespattered with mud.

LosoCenae. He is bespattered with mud.
Khetle losofakafa. We have ploughed the

field into mnd.
Losot lekae japit'keda. He fell into a deep

Lot. A Government currency note.
Bar kita lot. Two currency notes.
Gel taka realc lo^. A ten rupee note.
Lot bhalijao aguime. Cash the note and bring

the money.

Lot. A handful, as much as the hand
held scoop-wise will contain.

Artjle. As much as the hands will hold when
put together. Cf. ai^jlo.

Cuput. A fist full, as mucli aa one hand can
enclose. Cf. cuput

Lot. \A clew, part or whole of

Lot parij. j stolen property. Cf bo-

mal.
UniaK oral? khon lot odokakana. Part of the

stolen property was found in his bouse.
Ghor tolasikedako, menkhan lot panj bah nam-

lena. They searched the house, but no
trace of the stolen property was found.

Lota. A creeping or climbing plant.

Lota. A brass vessel used for drinking
purposes.

Lota dak. A loia of water.
Mij lota daliante tehgoena. He stood holding

a lota of water (referring to the attitude
of submission assumed by one who has
been out-casted praying for re-admission.)

Hoponera misera mit lota dalt rea!c asrage.
From a daughter or sister (when married)
one can only expect a cup of water.

Lota luti. To skulk nbout looking for

an opportunity to i^ounce upon
anything, as a leopai-d.

Tarup lota luti bo-raekanae. The leopard is

skulking about looking for a chance to
pounce upon some prey or other.
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Lota luti. Brass house-hold utensils
in general.

Lotao. To lie in wait, as a beast of
prey ; to watch for an opportunity
to appi'oach a superior.

Lotao l-'.irae'lekanae. He is lying in wait for
him (to present a petition.)

Lot ghuti. Unlawful carnal know-
ledge, adultery, fornication, to com-
mit adultery or fornication.

Lotha. a latha.

Lotho. Not obeying at once, requir-

ing to be repeatedly told or urged.
A(Ji lotho hor kanae.

Lothor pothor. Tired, as one who has
sat f, long time.

Dnrup dnrupte lothor pofhorenafi. I am tired
with continned sitting.

Lothro. M.l o, , n .

Luthri. F.
|St""t' f"^*-

Khiib lothroe fieloKkana. He looks nice and
fat.

Lotloto. To sulk and refuse to eat.

Lofloto bajraekanae. She is in a sulky mood.

Loto. A small thorny tree, Randia
dumetorum, Lam.

Lotoak. High cheek bones, full cheeked.

LofoaUe Adolf kana. He has high cheek bones.

Lotoc. A large fly very troublesome

to cattle during the rains.

Lotoc. Iniured, hurt, bruized, sprained.
Ti lotocei-td*^a. His hand is injured.

Loto dhoro. Cf. lodho dhoro.

Lotoe. \Soft feeling, as of a boiled

Lotoe lotoe. J potatoe, turnip, &c.,

when eaten.

Lotoegea. It is soft.

Lotoe lotoe atkaroltltana. It feela very soft.

Lotolc. \To reduce to fine pow-
Lotok lotok. J

der, to raise dust.

Hnruii lotoK lotolfkedako. They have ground
it in the dhinki to a very fine powder.

Lebef lofoKkedako. They trampled it into

dust.

Lotok. \ Hindrance, intervention,

Latak.
J event.

Lotok lagaoena. A hindrance has occurred.
Nitolc bah jutolckana lotok lagaoena. It will

not succeed now, some thing has inter-

vened to prevent it.

Ce{ lotok lagaoente bako hedlena. What has
intervened to prevent their coming ?

Lotom. To cover over, to hide by
covering, to subdue, to refute, lo

abrogate.
Durup lotom. To cover by sitting on.
Lebet lotom. To tread in another's foot j.rints.
Gur lotom khjai. A goat which has been sot

apart for sacrifice at the Joinsim (q. v.)
festival, but before its celeb :ation .some
older member of the family has died and
rendered the goat unsuitable for that par-
ticular sacrifice. [up.

Kathako lotomkeda. They hushed the matter
Gidr^e gitio lotomkedea. She overlaid the child.
Sereii banamte lotomoRkana. The fiddle

drowns the singing.
Doho lotom. To cover by placing something on

the top.
TJni do onkoaK sanam kathae lotomkeftakoa.

He refuted all their statements.

Lotopoto. ) To be distressed, to cling

Lotorpotor. J to place of residence.
Reiigectele lotopotoena. We are in straits

through hunger.
Dukreho sukreho non(Jege lotorpotor menalflea.

In affliction or prosperity we remain fixed
here.

Noakore lotopoto menal^lea . We are fixed in
this neighbourhood,

Lotor. ") To reduce to powder, or

Lotor lotor. J dust, powdered.
Lebef lotor lotorkedako. They trampled it

into dust.

Loto thoyo.l To be in a hurry, to be im-

Loro thoro. J patient to begin, to bungle
or miss through haste or nervous-

ness
; hastily and inefficiently.

Jom l^git' loto thofo bnraekanae. He is very
impatient to get his food.

Lotpot. "j To wallow, to tumble and
Lotpotao. > toss, to indulge illicit love,

Latpatao.j to be in an unseemly con-

dition as one who has been tossing

and tumbling about or wallowing.

Cf latpatao.

Lotpoto dare. The Teak tree, Tectona
grandis, Linn. fil.

Loyom. A toad-stool.

T . 1 i' • ^A fox, a hunting' term.
Loyoa kulai.J °

Loyoii jalo. A species of large hawk.
C£ jalo.

Loyon. A toad-.stool.

Loyoo marte. \ Without warning, sud-

Loyoti mente.J denly.
Oka do bhugak khon loyoii menteko o^okolfa.

T ^ •
{• Very long.

Loyor. J •' &
Loyor loyor lieloK kana. It appears to be very

long.

Loyor ma£. A very long bamboo.
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Loyor marte. 1 Without warning, sud-

Loyor mente. j denly.

Luban. The first fruits given to a
Brahman.

Luban. llncense, the rezin of Boswel-
Loban. j lia serrata.

Lubas lubus. C£ lubus lubus.

Lubhai. \Said when hounding on a

Lebhaic.J dog.

Lubhau. |To amuse, divert, charm,
Lobhao. ) entice. Cf lobhao.

Lubhi. ) To be greedy, covetous, avari-

Lobhi. J cious, to filch through greed.
Jel gegt'ere alom lubhia. When cutting up the

meat do not filch through greed.

Lubhia. Greedy, covetous, avaricious,

dishonest through greed.
Lubhia geae haU^in. alope metaea , He ia greedy,

do not give him the dividing of it.

Lubhra. ~1 Easily bent, as a

Lubhra lubhra. J bow, &c.

Lubhuh lubhun. \Leisurely, slowly,

. Labhaa lubhuh. J without apparent
exertion.

Lublubu. Protuberant, as the stomach,
soft,

La3 lublubu ilelokkantaea. His stomach aeems
protuberant.

Li

Libli

Lubun lubun. ^ Leisurely, slowly,

Lubhuh lubhuh. j- without appar-

Labhah lubhuh. J ent effort. Cf.

labhah lubhun.

Lubui. "IThin, fine, as grass,

Lubui lubui.
J
sti'aw, &c., the opposite,

of stiff.

Jonolf lubuigea, The broom is thin (and there-
fore not stiff.)

Lubui ghas. A common fodder grass,

Anthistiria Wightii, Nees. Cf
loboe ghas.

Luburlubur. } Soft, boggy.

Lubur lubur beleakana. It is ripe and soft.

Bare sakam giuri keteioKa lubar lubnrgea.
The Banyan leaves have not yet hardened,
they are very soft, i, e. they are young.

Lubur marte. ") Quickly and easily, as

Lubur mente. / into anything soft,

without warning, used only in

connection with soft substances.
Lubur marteli thali go^ena.

proLuoe

jublubia.l

Liiblibia. J

Soft. Cf liblibia.

Lubus lubus. ] To toddle, as a child

Lubas lubus. V learning to walk
;

Labas lubus. J
slowly and hesitatingly,

seft, too pliant, too flexible, as a

bow.

Luca. M.
I
Blackguardly, scoundrelly,

Luci. F. ) rascally, vicious, immoral,

profligate, unprincipled, disrepu-

table.

Luc?, mara hor. An unmitigated scoundrel.

Luca lamot. Lasciviousness.

Luci. Cf luca.

Lucpuc. \To be frightened, ner-

Lucpucau. J
vous trembling through

fear of spirits or ghosts, supersti-

tious fear.

Lucpucia. Frightened, trembling, shak-

ing, terrified, through dread of

the supernatural.
Lucpuciai hor kanae. He is a person who ia

frightened at ghosts or bhuts, &o.

Lucupucu. Cf lucpuc.

Lucri. F. IGreedy, given to stealing

Locra. M.
J

eatables.
Lucrigeae. Shes is greedy (cow stealing a

mouthful of growing grain.)

Ludgi. F. \ Stout, big-bodied. C£
Lodga. M. _) lodga.

Ludgup. ") With a thud, a

Ludgup ludgup. j" thudding sound.
Ludgup ludgup nuroUkana. They are falling

thud thud.

Ludgup marte. | with a thud.
Ludgup mente. J

Ludhur ludhur. Shaking as the flesh

of a fat person or animal when
moving.

Ludhur ludhure mofcaakana. He is so fat that
his' flesh shakes when he walks.

Lud lud.\A succession of thuds, one

Lad lud.
J

after the other in succession,

with a thud. Cf ladlud.

Ludludu. To bend as an ear of grain

when full.

Horo gele ludluduena. The ear of rice ia bent
down.

Jote pereeakana ludludu. It ia loaded to bead-
ing with fruit.

Ludluduakana oal do. The roof (supports have
given way and it) ia hanging down.

Ludludu. To bulge, bulging.
Hasako punjiakaia ludludu. They have piled

up the earth till it is bulging.
Ludludu oraKtako. Their house is bulging.
Jom ludluduenae. He has eaten to bulging.
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Luduk.
Ludiik luduk.

Ludup.
Ludiip ludup.

Applied to the move-
ments of a very fat

or corpulent person

whose flesh shakes
ea«h time he stirs.

Ludup ludupe donedi. Bach tiire he jumpB
Ma flesh shakes. [r»s ho walks.

Luduk luduke oalaKkana. His flesh shakes

Ludur budur. Anyhovif, as best one
may, inefficiently. Cf lodor podor.

Lucjur ludurle rohoekeda. We planted it (rice)

aiiyhow.

Luduryut. Very fat, very corpulent,

extremely, applied to fatness.
Luduryufe motaakana. He is excessively fat.

-r
'^';" ^Cloth, clothing.

Niate dole lugri jona. With this we will pro-
vide ourselves with clothes.

Luhi. A small, shallow iron pan.

J
.,

•'
5- A small shallow, iron pan.

Luhu cuhu. ~|^ To take precedence, to

Kuhu tuhu. J take the lead, to flatter.

Luhu cuhu baiaekanae. Ho is taking the lead.

Luhui. Iron-stone sand.
This iron is obtained by washing the sand of

river beds and nallahs.

Luhui. 'I Very fine, as flour, &c.,

Lahui luhui. J finely powdered.
Luhni luhuiko huruhakata. They have pound-

ed it very fine.

Luhui luhui. Gently and cold, as the

blowing of a north ^^'ilill.

Luhui luhuiye hoeeda. It is blowing gently

and cold.

Luhum suhum. In a friendly manner,

freely, cheerfully, wheedling by a

shew of friendship or interest.

Jom lagitJ luhum suhum baraekanae. He is

wheedling to get something to eat.

Lnhum suhume galmaraoeda. He speaks

honeyed words.
Luhum suhume emoKkana. He is giving

freely (without constraint.)

Lujhuk lujhuk.lTo trot, to run at a

Lujhun lujhun.j- moderate pace and

Lujuii lujua. j continue it.

Lujuh lujuhe dar idieda. He goes swinging

along at a good round pace.

Lnjult. ~) To move the body and

Lujuk lujuH. J feet so as to keep

time with the springing of the

banghy.
Bae lujuKlenkhan oho jutlena. If he does not

move his body so as to keep time with the

springing of the banghy it will not work
well.

Lujuk lujuk. Cf lujhuk lujhuk.

Lujuh lujuh. Cf lujhun lujhun.

Luka chiipa. A secret, to do secretly,

to keep secret.
Liika ohapaodae. He does it secretly,
Noko luk?i ohapa banuHtakoa. These (people)

have no secrets.

Lukhi.) Farm produce, live stock,

Lakhi.
J

wealth, prosperity, lucky,

fortunate.

Lukhi banuUantaea, nin9.It ho baL. He has no
grain stored in his house, not so much as

this.

Lukhi maejiu kanae, ghorkornae babaea. She
is a lucky woman, she lays past wealth.

Lukhibar. Thursday, the fifth day of

the week. [in.

Luki. A brass vessel often used to cook

Luklukau 1'^° ^^^^'^^' *° ^^"^^^^^^

Ruate lukluk?iuKkanae. She is shivering
through fever.

Lao lukluk?uKkantaea.
Luklukhil^uU kanae. He is shivering.

Lukre. ) Bent and si iif, as an injured

Lukret. ) finger ; injured, broken, as

a limb.

Jahgalukretgctaea. His leg is stiff.

LubreC luiiret'e oalal'kan?,. He limps owing to

a stiff log. [his arm.
Tiye dal lukreljket'taea. He struck and broke

Lukni L;hns. A tall grass of Arun-
diiielUt sp.

The culma of this grass are used to make
brooms.

Lukur. \To tremble, shake,

Lukur lukur.
J

quiver; trembling,

shaking, quivering, quaking.
Ti lukurgetaea. His hand is shaky (through

nervousness.)
Eabt'hte lukur lukurehilaulfkana. He is shak-

ing with cold, or he is shivering.

Lukur lukur ban sap tahrao dareada. I could

not hold owing to my hands shaking.

Lukur marte.
|^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^^

Lukur mente. J
Lukur marte hilau got'enae. He gave a start.

Lukur thukur.j^.^
j^^^^

Lukur tukur. J

Lukut. \ To start,as from sudden

Lukut lukuti. 3 fright, to palpitate.

Luknf gofada. He started.

Ackareko lukuf godolfa. People start at any-
thing that comes upon them unawares.

Bhabnate lukut lukixfiil atkareda. My heart
palpitates through sorrow.

Lnku{ lukuC tinre con ahgaK , mei; ho bah japi-

doKkantiiia.
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Luku^ marte. \^^ ^ g^dden start.
Lukutmeate.J °

Lulha. The back of the hand.

Liilhau. Cf. hilwau.

Lulu bachu. To coax.

Lulu bg-chukate dakae jom ocokedea.
coaxed him to take his food.

She

Lulurkuc. Stiff and bent, as a joint

that has been injured, and the

muscles allowed to contract.

Tiye lulurkusaliat'a. He holds his hand bent
(it being painful or impossible to straighten

the fingers.)

Lulaau. C£ lulwau.

Lulwau. To wheedle, to induce by
specious promises.

Kachartetto Inlwau idikedea. They induced him
by promises to go to Cachar.

Lulwaukateko a^'ukedilia. They wheedled me
into coming.

Lumam."! The Tusser silk worm and
Luman. j moth, Antheram 'mylitt(t

;

the cocoon of the Tusser silk

worm.
Tira. The male of Antheraea mylitta.

Patni. The female ., ,,

Lum?,mko kataoena. The Tusser moths have
emerged from the cocoon.

Lumamko tolena . The Tusser silk "VTorms have
spun their cocoons.

Lumam lekale dheanakana. We are fasting like

Tusser silk worms. (Silk worms leave

off eating for a certain time before moult-

ing, which they do four times.)

Lumam do pou dhao urkateko toloUa. Tusser
silk worms moult four times and then apin

their cocoons.

Sagoe. Tusser silk worms at 1st moult.

Dojra. ,, ,,
2uti ,,

Teka. ,, „ 3rd ,,

Koela. ,, ,, 4th and last

moult.
Lumamkin jorakana. The two silk moths are

paired.
Lumsim peteo. To detach Tuaaer cocoons from

the trees.

Lumam petec puja. A .sacrifice offered

when the Tusser cocoons have been

gathered.

Lumbak. \A little after nightfall,

Ayap iumbak.J about one hour after

sunset.

.^yup lumbalile aeterena. We arrived a little

after nightfall.

Lum ti. To accompany a bride or bride-

groom.

Lumti l(ora. A young man, preferably a cousin,

who accompanies a bridegroom when going

to be married.

Lumti budhi. "( Old women who accompany a.

Lumti budhiko. j bride from her own village

where ^he has been married to her hus-

band's house.
Lumtilce calaoena. He has gone as companion

to a bridegroom, or she oas gone to escort

a bride to her new home.
Lumtiliio leka id taeomte daraekana. He fol-

lows me as if I were going to be married
and he were my companion.

Lumu. \ To bow the head when making

Numu. J obeisance, said of children.

Lumuri. ISoft, smooth, glossy

Lumun lumun. j as the coat of a well

groomed horse.

Lund. A length of cloth woven in one

piece, a web of cloth.

Lunda. \To apply rice flour in the

Lundan.
J

shape of a ball to the person

after an incantation to cure pain

or to render poison innocuous, to

plaster or smear with a little cow
dung, as a floor, to cover any thing

objectionable.
P9.hil doko jharea, ado holohteko lundaiiea.

First an incantation is said, then a ball of

rice flour is gently rolled over the affected

part.

Lundi. A large ball of twine.

Luiigri. F. "1^ Unchaste, wanton, licen-

Longra. ?•!. j tious, incontinent, im-
pure.

Luiika.l Having a stiff wrist or elbow
Lunki. J joint.

Lunkar. ^ To be stiff, as an arm which
Lunker. J has been injured, or which

having been injured is permanent-
ly bent.

Ti luukeyentaea.. His arm is stiff'.

Dal luhkerkedeako. They struck and disabled
his arm.

. ^ ; ^ ,. (-To be dark, after sunset.Ayup lupak. J
Ayuplupalf. After sunset.
Lupal? got'ena. It has become dark.

Lur.
I

Lurbhas. VSense, skill, ability.

Lor. J

Lurbhas banul^taea. He has no ability.

Lur banuKtaea. He has no skill.

Lur na bhas. Ill-conditioned, simjjle

the reverse of what is right and
proper.

Lur na-bhaae ileloKkana. He looks the reverse
of what he ought to be.
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Lura luri. Snatching or grabbing by
several people, as apples, &c. from

a basket, exerting oneself, as one

of two or more trying to secure

anj-thing for oneself
Lurg. luriko repeokana. Each is trying to

secure it for himself.

Lurga. ~) To poke with a stick &c., to

Lurgau. J drive out ; a stick or any-

thing to poke with.
Lurgau tot'kedeae. He poUeA him out.

Luiurg^uaK. Anything to poke with.

Lurga aguime, adobon lurg^iea. Rring some-
thing to poke with and we will poke him
out (of his hole.)

Lurka.l^ Applied to a breed of sheep

Lurki.
J
which has one or two soft protu-

berances under the chin, also to

cattle whose horns are not fixed to

the skull, but only attached by

the skin and therefore shake.

Lurka bheda. A ram of the breed described

above.
Lurki bhidi. A ewe of the breed described

above.
Lurka 4ahgra. A bullock or bull having loose

horns.
Lurki gai. A cow having loose horns.

Dereii lurkigetaea. Her horns are loose.

Lurkuc. ") To bend or move, as

Lurkuc lurkuc. J the hand at the

wrist joint.

Ti lurkujgetaea. His wrist is bent.

Ti lurkiidkettaeae. He bent his wrist

Ti lurkud lurkuo hilaiilikantae

bending backwards and :

wrist.

Lurud luruh. ") To sway backwards and

Larati biran. ) forwards, as the ton-

gue of a bell ; to tinkle, as a bell.

Luruti buruh. "1 Idle, lazy, shirking

Lurur burur. J work, anyhow, in-

efficiently.

Luskur.\Plamp, applied to children

Lesker.
J

and the young of domes-

ticated animals.

Lnskure motaakana. He is plumply fat.

Lusku bmdur. Fat, plump, chubby.

Lu3ur lusur. 1

Lusur pusur. I To whisper, whisper-

Phasar phu.sur.
j

ingly.

Phusnr phusur. j

Lusur Insurkin galmaraokana. They are talk-

in"' in whispers.

Lusur lusuroUkanae. He is whispering.

Lusur pusurkin galmaraokana. They are whis-

pering to each otbor.

[ To pillage, to rob, to plunder.

His hand is

forwards at the

Lut.

Lutpat.
^

Sanamk'o lu^ket'taea. They pillaged all he had.

Lntpafkeiikoako. They pillaged them.

Luta. Unhealthy and stunted in

growth uiid development, applied

mainly to certain cultivated legum-

inous plants.
Malhan lut9.gea.

Luta luti. Struggling to grab.

Luthri. F.^ oi i. e *.

Lothro.M.}S*°"*'f^-*-
Khub luthriye rieloftkana. She looks very fat.

Luthu. To put oneself forward, to be

officious, to commend oneself by

word only, to hold the balance, as

between two sides in a game help-

ing whichever seems to be losing,

to assist.

Acgeye luthuUa. He puts himself forward.

Luthu kunda. An odd player who
assists whichever side appears to be

losing.
Dene banar ren luthu kun(J?. kanae. He helps

whichever side appears to be losing.

Luthum. - \A thud, a succes-

Luthum luthnm. j sion of thuds, or

thumps.
Lnthum lufbume dalkedea. He thumped him

several times.

Luthum marto. T With a thud or

Luthnm mente. J thump.
Lr.t^mm marte riurena. It fell with a thud.

Lutimm menteye dsl gotkeda. He gave him one

tl r.nip, he struck him with a thump.

Lnthur. \Crashing, asofa thun-

Luthur luthur.J der peal, banging,

as of a gun or an explosion. Cf.

lithir lithir.

Lnthur marte. \ With a crash, as of

Lnthur mente. j thunder. Cf. Lu-

thur.

Luti. A lip, the lips.

Cetan luti. The upper lip.

Latar lati. The under lip.

Luti. \A hank, or ball of thread, as

Lati. J
taken from the nativa (q. v.;

Luti. A saiall brass drinking vessel.

Jr'",*^-, ,. ~l Domestic utensils of iron.
Lohaluti. J

Lnti. A small, wild honey bee.

Luti rasa. The honey of th.v U:ti bee.
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Lutia. Qi'/en to ptillaging, plundering,

or robbing.
Lutia tor kanako. They are men given to

plundering. "

Lutknm. Stout, chubby, fat, applied to

children and young animals.
Lutkume lieloKkana, He appea^ra to be fat.

Lutkuri. The part of the head in froiit

of the ear and upwards to the hair.

Lutlutu. To rise, raised, as a blister.

Lutlutu phokaakana. The blister haa riaen
high.

Lutni. The mustard plant, Brassiere

cainpcstris, Irinn.

Lutpuri. The side of the face.

Lutuc. Under-done, insufficiently cook-
ed, to take one in, to do for one.

Intucge isinakana. It ie under-oooked.
Lnfuijkedeako. They did for him (fined him

heavily, or stole his goods, &c. &c.)
Lut:uG ocoena . He was taken in.

Lutuk. Cf lotok.

Lutulj lutuk. Watching, sleepless,

owing to anxiety, fear. &c.
Mit Ainda lutul? lutuKifi taheana. I continued

watching the whole night,

Lutur. The ear, to listen.

Jojom lutur. The right ear.
Lehga lutur. The left ear.
Lutur bit. To ooek tbe ears, to listen intently.
Lutur odao. To listen intently.
I^ak katha luturaUtiiime. Listen to what I

have to sa'', or have said.

Lutur peter. To twist, or wring the ear.

Lutur pati. To bore the ear, as for

earrings, &c.

Lutur hupa. The mastoid process

behind the ear.

Luyum luyum,|g^^
very soft.

Luyun luyun.
J

' '

Luyut. "1^ To start, as from fear,

Luyut luyul;. j to be in terror, to be
all in a tremble.

Luyufadae. He started (from sudden fear.)

Luyut luynt'e botorona. He is in great fear,

all in a tremble through fright.

Luyut martc. 1 itt-.i ^^ , ,

T ^
j! j. ? W ith a sadden start.

Lujut mente. J

Luyui: cuput. Terrified, in abject fear,

trembling from fear, extreme tre-

pidation.
Luyu6 cupu^ili botorena. I trembled with fear.

Luyut cuput' noa biriri paromena. I paGt^cd

through this juBgle in a state of extreme
trepidation.

M
Ma. A particle used regularly with the

Optative of the verb ; frequently

with the Imperative, which it soft-

ens to an Optative sense ; in speak-

ing of future events, to indicate

the confidence of the speaker;
Piso in connection with clauses

and even principal sentences which
state facts to tura them into, or

imjijly that they are statements of

reason or cau.se.

He, anjomtamaii, maiurme. Toe, 1 will hear
you, come, speak.

Acha, ei'bo ma se ente sae habic rorme. Good,
nevortLeleas come count up to a hi^ndred.

Motakolfmae. May he become fat.

Itut' boteckeae, huaiarkoJcmae. She maybe
ituted, let her i:e on her guard.

Ma hec hijulcme. Do come.
Rormae. Let him speak.
He ma hege, menkhan ale sec do teiigo ru^ ge

tho adi afkana. Certainly, but famine ia

very acute over our way.
Ma senoKme. Do go.
Ma dela. Come.
Ma endekhan calaKme. Then go.
Em mae emoRa, menkhan tehe£ do bail. Give

he will, but not today.
Enbetar mauru3 putuo setohket'te babon kami-

let. At that time owing to the great heat
we did not do our cultivating work.

CedaRko sen ocoadeap Ban badaea, unre ma
ban tahekan. Why did they allow him to
go P I do not know. I w!*3 not there at the
time.

Macalka. "j

Mucilka. l-Personal recognizance.
Mucalka. J

Momor taka mucalka emoR hoycRtapea. Each
of you must enter into his personal recogni-
zance in five rupees.

M aroni f
'^ '^'^i^ed platform or scaffold.

Maccr. To gobble up, to eat.

Macha. Approximately, reser.ibling,

like, (used only in composition.;
Pond macha. Whitish.
Hende macha. Blackish.
Okte macha. ) . j. j..

Din macha. )
" proper tmie or season.

Mit machagoakin. They are about equal.
Hor maohageye AeloRkana. He looks a little
, like a Saui,:i,l.

Nut macharelto odo!-ena. They left while it
was yet a little dark (in the morning.)

Nia macha kamime. Do something like this.

IJache. The edge, border of cloth,

lengthwise.
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Along the edge orMache mache
border.

Mache machete calalfme. Go along the edge.

MachreQka.)A kind of bird which
Machredita. j lives on fish, applied

also to an expert fisher.
TJni do machrehka kanae. He ia an expert fisher.

Mqici andhar. Night fall.
Mabon b»gia m»ni andharena. Come, let us

leave off, it is now nightfall.

Maci. A stool.
Ten(Jar maci. A chair with a back.

Maci kotha. Wi-ven with a pattern,
as the woven tw^'ne work of a bed,
kc.

Mackao. To be sprained, cracked, twis-
ted, painful.

Ohoii senlena jaugaii maokaoakana. I will not
be able to go, I have sprained my foot.

Niiigha maokaoakana, gadi alom joraoa. The
axle is cracked, do not yoke the oart.

Onto alom dejoKa, (Jar mackaoakan leka li^'loK-

kana. Do not climb up there, the branch
looks as if it were cracked.

Mackunda. A large forest tree, Pteros-
perraum acerifolium, Willd.

Macmac. To squeak or creak, as boots
when the wearer walks.

Panahi macmac sadekana. The shoes squeak.
Nui khasi reak jahga macmac sadekana. The

feet of this goat creak, or make the sound
of " machma h."

Macnothor. A variety of the rice plant.

Macra macri. Cf mocra mucri.

Macule. To eat up, to gobble.
Maculfkedeale. We ate him all up.

Macur. To eat all, to finish.
Macarkedako. They ate up all.

Mad he. ") From among, among, middle,
Modhe. J centre. Cf modhe.

Madhas. ) Fat, corpulent, wealthy,
Mandhas. J influential, respectable.

MadhosiA. The name of a man men-
tioned in Santal tradition.

Madhosiii is said to have been the person who
first broke up the unity of the Santal
people.

Madhua. 1 To decrease,slovenly,fusion-

Mandhua.J less, sluggish, discoloiired

or mildewed as anything stored

damp.
Neta,r madhuaena. It is less now-a-daya than

it was.
Kicrid madhuaena. The cloth is discoloured.
Madhuageae. He is fusionless.

Madhur lata. A creeping species of fig,

Ficus sca:'den8.

Madoli. \A receptacle in which a
Mandoli. j charm is enclosed and

worn round the neck, the. upper
arm or the waist.

A piece of bone of certain snakes is considered
an effectual charm against lumbago. It
is placed in the^ mandoli which ia worn
attached to a string round the waist.

T.Iaeda. Flour, wheaten flour.

iMaejiu. A \.oman.
j

Maejiu j^t. Female, females.

Maema.si. Cousins by the female side,

the relationship between the child-
ren of sisters.

Maera.
1 tt , •

Maera mftha.
IHavmg no hair on the

Maeraha. '

J
"PPer hp.

Mag. 1 The tenth Oindu month Jan.-
Magh. J Feby., the end of the agri-

cultural year.

Mag bohga. ')

Mag cando. ^The month of Magh, Jan. -Feb.
Mag mas. )

Mag sim porob. A festival observed in

the month of Mag.

Makdur: } Power, strength.

Cet m?ikdur menaktama p What strength h~ ve
youP

Magh. Cf Mag.
Maghi. Of or belonging to the month

Mag or Magh.

Maghi puja. The offering of sacrifices

at the end of the year which occurs
in Magh (q. v.)

Maghi raher. A variety of raher (q. v)

which ripens in the month of

Magh.

Magra. \ A drain pipe, the ridge tiles

Marigra. J of a roof.

Magni. "> Without payment, gratis, for

Mangni. j the asking.
Magni olroe emamaep Who will give to you for

nothing P

Magniteii agukeda. I got it gratis.

Maha. A day.

Mi^ raaha. One day.
Barpe maha. Two or three days.
Bg.rsirl pe maha. Two or three days.
Pe maha hiloK. The third day.
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Maha. Great.
Maha jal. A large fish net.
Maha sal. A large sugar oane press.
Maha jala. Great distress or anxiety.
Maha muskil. ) „ ,.„ ,, , . ,

Maha maskil. 5
^^""^ difficult, great anxiety.

Maha jalaenail. I am in great anxiety.
Maha mnskilenae. He is in great difficulty.
Maha dan. To give liberally.

Maha bhag. Great good fortune, great
good luck.

Tehen adi maha bhag hoeakantakoa. To-day
great good fortune has befallen them (en-
joying themselTCB in feasting, &o.)

Mahadano. One of the numerous San-
tal godlets.

Mahadeb. \ The Hindu deity Maha-
Mahadeo. J deo.

Mahadeb. A variety of the rice plant.

Mahadeb. The centre of the yoke
where it i.s attached to the plough
beam (isi) or to a cart shafts.

Mahadebjata. A variety of the rice

plant.

Mahaian.l . , , ,

Mahajon.p ^^^^^ ^^^' ^ ™oney lender.

Mahajani. 1 Money lending, the busi-
Mahajoni. j ness of a money-lender,
Mahajaniedae. He lends money.

Mahak. Pleasant odour, sweet scent.
Adi mahak hed got'ena. A very pleasant odour

arose.

Mahakal. A time of great distress,

d.mger, or anxiety; many days, a
long time, a lengthened period, a
long life time.

Mahakalid ilelkeda. I passed through a time
of great danger.

Mahakale nelakatla. He has seen a long time,
i. e. lived long.

Mahakalrelin napamlena , We met after many
years and much suffering.

Mahal.l . , ,

Mohal.J '^ ^^"S® house, a palace.

Raj mohal. A king's palace.

Mahal. ) Street, house or houses, dis-

Mahala. j trict, department.

Mahala.lThe Palm-cat, Paradoxurus
Mahla. j kemaphroditus,va,T nige7'.

Miiliander. "I t\ ^ r , ,

Mahnd.r. )^^'^ before yesterday.

On mahander. Three days ago.
Mahander hiloK. The day before yesterday.

Mahaiiga. Dear, high priced, as rates.

C£ mahtiga.

Mahara \ A Hindu caste, the Goalla
Mahra. / or co\v_keeping caste.

Maharau. Cf mahVau.
Maharog. ") Dear, high priced, scarce
Mahrog. J and dear.
Adi maharog ilamoKkana. Prices are very

high.
Netar maharoggea. It is very dear at present.

Mahatom. Quality, honour, good name,
flavour, savoiiriness

Noa reaR mahatom bantiKan. This has no
flavour, it is insipid

Mahatom banulctaea. He is untrustworthy,
he has no honour.

Mahatom ge calaoentaea. He is disgraced.
OloK parhaoK real? mahatom auriko tanjhaua.

They do not yet know the sweets of educa-
tion.

Mahel. ), . -. ^.

Mahela.P"'^^^*^'^*'''"-
Noa bagioa uni sahebalf mahelre menalta.
This garden is within that gentleman's juris-

diction.

Mahima. ") „, , , .„

Mohima.j^'°''y'*«g^°^ify-
Otreil mohimaakawa1;mea. I have glorified

thee on the earth.

Mahina. ),•,,
Mahna (

'"O'lth, a month s wages.

Mit' mahna hoeena. One month has passed

.

Mahina atane senakana. He has gone to draw
his month's pay.

Mahir. ^Gentle, to be gentle, patient,
Mahir. J quiet.
Mahirgeae. He is gentle.

Mahirau. Cf. mahrau.
Mahit. Neat, tidy, handsome.
Mahjid. A musjid, a Mohomedan

mosque.
Mahjud. "j

readyTo be ready, prepared,
at hand.

I have all ready at

Muhjud,
Mahjut.

Muhjut.
^

Sanamii mahjudakafa
hand.

Mahjutenale nitoU do. 'We have all now ready
at hand, we are fully prepared now.

Mahka mahki. Fragrant, sweet smel-
ling savoury.

Mahka mahki sokana. (The flower) is frasrrant.
Noko oraljkhon mahka mahki so odoko'Jkana.

A savoury smell is coming from their house!

Mahkal. The Indian Crow-pheasant,
GentropuK rufipen nis.

Mahkalom. Three years ago, thi-ee
years hence.

Din kalom. Last year.
Hoi kalom. The year before last.
Mahkalom ren gidr?, kanao. He is a child of

three years ago, was born three years ago.
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MahUao. \To smell sweetly, odor-

Mahkuoii. J iferous. fragrant, to emit
a jierfurae.

OeC baha con mahUaoUkana? What flower is it

that IS emitting a pel-fume p

Mahluip.lTo be deterred, postponed,

Makup. J relinquished, deliwed ;
to

leave off, to abolish, to settle.

CalaUiii sapraolena, adort m?.hkupkeda. I

was readj^ to go, but I relinquished the idea.

No.i mamla m^hkupena. This suit is postponed.

Mahla. The Palm-cat, Paradoxurus
liemaphroditus, var. iiiger. Cf.

mahala.

Mahla. A story.
Bar mahla oraK. A two storied house.

"} Cf. mohlon.
M ahlam.

Mahlan

Mahle. A tribe of aboriginies who
speak a Kolarian dialect, and are

by trade workers in bamboos.

Mahle kidin. A species of centipede.

Mahnder. Two days ago. Cf mahan-
der.

Hola. Yesterday.
Mahnder. Two days ago.
On mahnder. Three days ago.
Mahnder hiloKe godena. He died two days

ago.

Mahnga. Dear, high priced, high, as

rates.

Dorre agli mahhgagea nes. The rates are very
high this year.

Mahra. A Hindu caste, the Goalla

or cow keeping caste. Cf mahara.

A small insect found in

t^ater.

Mahrau. To demur, to refuse, to de-

cline, to withhold one's assent.

MalirauKlTanae, emoK bae meneda. He demurs,

he does not wish to give.

Einamkankhan jojomem mShrauKkana. "When

I give it to you, you refuse to eat.

Mahve. After, difficulty.

TJniye calaoen mahre amem heoena. After he

left you came.
Tinalf mahreil namakafa. With how much

difficulty I have procured it.

Tin mahrereye senakawaikoa. After how long

a time he went to see them.

Mahrog. Dear, high-priced, high, as

rates or prices, scarce.

Sahan adi mahroggea. Firewood is very scarce.

Mah satom, Three years hence.

Mahra. \A s

Dak mahra./wa'

Mahsul. ") Rent, fare, freight, postage,

Masai. J royalty, toll.

Dak mgihsul. Postage.
Ghat reaU mg.hsul. Cess levied on produce

passing by a road.

Kat realf m9.3iil. Boyalty levied on timber.
Mat' realf m^sul. Royalty levied on bamboos.
OraK masul. House rent
Kel g9.di reaK masul. Railway fare or freight.

Mahur. An unusually large species of

Nematode worm.
They are allied to the so called Eel-worms and

vinegar-worms of Europe.

Mahur. Poison, spirituous liquor,

alchohol, intoxicating drink.
Mit phurulf mahnrifi fiukette ?.kil do bail du-

aka^a. By having drunk one glass of liquor
I have not drunk my sense.

Mahut. A mahout, an elephant driver.

Mahut. The scum which rises to the

surface when sugarcane juice is

being boiled, and which is skim-

med off with a ladle.

Mai. Used in addresing a daughter,

younger sister, younger female

cousin, niece, and a female younger
than the speaker ; a daughter, a

female, the female organ.
M^i kauae. It is a female child.

M?ii dole t'laokedea nes. We gave our daugh-
ter in marriage this year.

MaiUu. Cf. maku.
Maila. Dirt, tilth, to be dirty, filthy.

M?iiiate6 bail chacJaoKkana. The dirt is not
coming off.

Kicrid mailaentaea. His clothes are dirty.

OraU mjila getaea. Her house is dirty.

Mairi. A term of endearment, used

when addressing a particular

female friend.

Mairi. A form of mild oath.

M^irikate6 metamkana. I swear to you.

Maj. \Hard heart-wood, centre wood

Manj.J of some kinds of trees.

Terel manj. Ebony.

Majao. To scour. Cf manjao.

Maj but. 1 Right, proper, well, efficiently,

Majgut.J strong, substantial. Cf
marijgut.

Majlis. "(Conference, assembly. Cf
MaAjlis.J mojlis.

ilajui.
I j)jijiy wages, a daily labourer.

M^iirikod lagaoakafikoa. I have employed
labourers.
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Mii.U.l To slash, hack, chop, or he-.v with

Man. J any cutting instrument such

as a sword, axe. &c.
Mali g03. To kill by slashing or haeking-,

to cut down.
Malitandi, To clear, as jungle, by cutting

with an axe.
MaR sur- To hew down, as a tree.

MaK kundlah. To give a cut, as with a sword,
and make to fall or lie down.

MaU gitid. To out down.
Mal< nur. To cut and cause to fall, as a

Vjranch of a tree, &c.
Noa ho magoKa. This will also be cut.

Maugenie. Cut off his head, slash him.

Makargati. To cross over, to link ; a

method of wearing the upper loose

garment when extra exertion is

required.
Ado titakine makargatikeda. He linked their

arms.

Makarkenda. A large forest tree,

Diospyros embryopteris, Pers.

1V1 '^hh
[ointment, to apply ointment.

Maklu. Cf. maku.

yr -, i' [To frolic, toromp, to lark.

Makmakao baraekanako. They are romping.

Mali mSrS. A festival observed by
Santals at intervals of five years

or upwards. A white goat is sacri-

ficed in the name of the village

community to MSreko (q. v.)

liana atoreko malt moreK kana. In that village

thoy are observing the MaK more festival.

!\I.Jiordama. )_ A suit, a case in a court

Slokordoma. J of justice.
Afakordama kharijentaea. His iuitis dismissed.
Makordama makordamateti lahgaena. I have

become poor with continued law suits.

Mai; "

Mai
Pagra realc makori. A ring on the inside of

the ear to prevent an ear pendant from
falling out.

Makre. The left side, incorrect, un-

idiomatica.ndmispronounced,appli-

ed also by Santals to the dialectic

differences between the other Ko-
larian dialectsand their own, assum-
ing that theirs is the standard.

Makrete ^.ouroKme. Turn to the left.

Makrete toleme. Pass the rope to the left in

t.ying him.
Kolhe do ma! re makre gekorora. Kolea speak

incorrectly (as judged by the standard of

Santali.)

,
.•

J-
An 1

ikri J

Nui ho kami makre m-vkregetaea. His work
also is incorrect.

JIakre makreko bioarkeda. They judged
wrongly.

Makri. Cf makori.

Maktha. Refuse cotton after carding.

Maku. A shuttle.

Maku. A term of endearment applied

to girls, also employed when accor-

ding to Santal custom the speaker

may not use the name of the

female addressed.

Makup. ^Tobe deferred, postponed,

Mahkup. j delayed relinquished.
Getre coe makupena. He is delayed by some-

thing or other.

Makur. ] Sound of crunching,

Makur makur. j as when eating a

raw carrot, &c.
Makur makure jomeda. He is crunching.

Mai ~)

ivT V- 1 f- Goods, effects, merchandise.
Maljal. J

'

Mit iai takaren male kheanatentina. I have
lost property (a buffaloe) worth twenty
rupees.

Mai. The driving band of a spinning

wheel.

Mai. Rent paying, bearing full rent,

as opposed to rent free, khandit

(q. v.), &c.
Noa do mal jaega kantilia. This is land for

which I pay full rent.
Mal ot. Land for which full rent is paid.

Mal soren. A sub-sept of the Santal

sept Soren (q. v.)

Mala. A necklace, anything of the

nature of an ornament worn round
the neck, a bead, beads.

Mung^i mala. Coral beads of a large size.

Baha mala. A garland of flowers.
Pond mala. Whiteheads.
Aralc mala. Red beads.
P9.ula mala. ') Coral beads, smaller than munga,
Paola mala. ) (q. v.)

Bel mala. Beads made from the shell of the
Bel fruit.

Kat mala. Beads made from some kind of hard
wood.

Bilati mala. Beads of English manufacture.
Udraii mala. Praying beads, a rosary.
Dhiri hisir mala. Beads made from rock-crystal.
Turi mala. Beads resembling mustard seed.

Jihu mala. Beads resembling the eggs of the
Jihu bird (q. v.)

Budhi mala. The old woman' s bead, a bead
with a wide hole which an old woman who
does not see well can thread.

Bhauri mala. Beads made from a certain fruit

about the size of round pepper.
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Jurul mala. A kind of bead which flashes in
the sunlight.

Mut' mala. A poiirl ii.'oklaoa.
Malako hovoKiuk'a. Tiioy gave her a necklace

to wear.
Sikri mala, A chain worn round the neok.
Bar lar mala. Two striny^s of beads.

lile.

SliJaJ muluo barackanae. Heisamilinij.

Malan.l To rub the body or linib,s, mas-
Malao.

J
.saoe.

Khub lekako malaokedea. The massaged him
well.

Malcha. Whitish, white colour a little

soiled.

Kiorio malchg.oretaea. Her cloth is a little

soiled.

Maldar. Owner, proprietor, wealthy.
Nui kanae maldar do. This is the owner of the

goods.

Malgot}. 1 Not perfectly white, as a

MalgodoU.J cloth.
Malgof raalgofi neloKkana. It looks of a grey-

ish white.
A.di bes do ban saphalena, malgoi! malgot. It

did not clean perfectly, there was a little

colour.

Malgujari. Rent.

Malhan. A leguminous plant of gar-

den cultivation, Dolichos Lablab,

Linn.
Hir malhan. Awild plant, At-yll'>^iamollis, 13th.,

having a resemblanc-' to Dolichos Lablab.
Malhan sure. A dish prepared as follows ; the

immature pods of malhnti(q. v.) are finely

shred and boiled, rice is then added ar d the

whole oooked together.

Malhan cSrg. A small Tailor-bird,

Orthotomus siitorius, which fre-

quents the stakes on which Doli-

chos Lablab is trained. Cf ghar-

didi.

Mali. A gardener.

Mali. A small earthenware cup in which

oil is burned for lighting purposes.

Diuhe. Oil vessel (mali), oil and wick.

Diulie mali. The earthenware vessel which
holds the oil for a lamp.

Maliye benaoeda. She pushes out her un'er

lip like an oil vessel {s'i3 is pouting.)

Mali. To cup ;
the surgical process of

cuppinn;.
M^li ocoepe. Cause him to be cupped.

Mali baha. A flower in h^gh repute

among Santal females, Ociniimi

Basilicum, Linn., var. thyrsiflo-

rum.

Malik. J\l aster, owner, lord.
Jir^ulf din i-en m^ilift. Lord of the tjabbath.

Maliki. Authority.
M^iliki oalao. To exercise authority.
Onko cetanreko m?.likia. They will exercise

authority over tbem.

Mali mambla. I A law suit, a matter
Mali mamla. J that requires consid-

eration and decision by some
properly constituted authority.

Malin budhi. An old woman whose
name is mentioned in a Santal
tradition regarding the creation of

the world.

Maljal.
"I
Goods, chpttels, merchandise,

Jalmal. ) wealth.

Malkao. To flash, to go here and there

shewing off
CeC bah am dom malkao baraekan? kam udgim

baiuulc leka. Why are you going about
ehewing off F as if there was no work to do.

Malkao baraekanae. He is shewing himself
off.

Bijli malkaokkana. The lightning is flashing.

Mallear. Owner, proprietor, master.

Malkata. A coal miner.

Malkathi. An upright with a slit in

it through which the driving band
(mal) of a spinning wheel passes

from the driving wheel to the

spinning axle (taku.)

Malmal. ) t^- ,, , ,,

,r 1 1- I
bine, thm cloth.

MalmaLia. J

M xlot. Barren, unproductive, as soil

;

famine, want.
Din kalom noakore adi malotlena. Last year

there was great famine in these parts.
Malot ot. Unproductive soil.

Maloti. A variety of the rice plant.

Maluri. To cause to wonder, or be
astonished, to wonder, to be aston-

ished, to be bewitched; to fascinate.
Mahthkedirtae. He causedme to wonder.
Makluii katha. A statement which astonishes.

Mama. Maternal uncle.
Mami. Aunt, wife of maternal uncle.

Mama bhagna. Uncle and nephew,
uncle and niece.

Blama bhagna. Not in the same state

of forwardness, late and early, as

the different plants in the same
crop.

51
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Mama bhagnaena noa matkom do. This mat-
kom (q. T.) is not all in the same state of

forwardness.
Noa jondra mama bhagnaena. Some of this

Indian '^orn is late and some early (not all

ripening at the same time.)

Mamasi. ") Cousins by the fe-

Mamasi. boehako. J male side, the rela-

tion between children of sisters.

Mambla. 1 A law suit, any matter requi-bla.\

la. /Mamla. J ring discussion and settle-

ment by a panchayat or any other

assembly.
Pera mambla. A social m'atter.

Nonde celjpe mamblakana? What matter are

you discussing here ?

Mambra mambri. Taking by handfuls,

pushing and pulling, pushing one

another aside.

Mambra mambriko toda g^chi do. They pull up
the seedlings by both hands in handfuls.

Mambra mambrikin tapamkana. They are
fighting and pulling and pushing each other.

Mambrao. To push aside, to break
down, to destroy, as by forcing one's

way through growing crops.

Bana akko mambraoakat'a tehefi ^inda do.

Last night bears broke down the sugarcane.

Mami. Aunt, wife of maternal uncle.

Cf mama.
Mamkur. Relatives of the mother's

sept with whom marriage is not

allowed.
Marndi hor mamkur kantii'^a. My mother

belonged to the Marndi sept, Marndi is my
mother's sept.

Mamla. Cf. mambla.
Mamo. Maternal uncle.
Momottef hahoaeme. Gall the uncle (your

uncle.)
Mamo bala. Cf. bala.

Mamo holihar. Husba,nd's or wife's uncle.

Mamoea. Uncle and nephew, uncle and
niece.

Mamo salaka. A piece of cloth given

by a bridegroom to his bride'.s

maternal unc'e.

Man. Manna.
Man. Respect, honour, reputation,

meaning.
IliaK manko kafaokettiiia. They shewed dis-

respect to me.
Man bais9.ume. Explain this, proTe this.

Manre baisauK lekae rorkeda. He spoke so

that he carried conviction to the hearers.

Man.l .

j^^^JAmaund.

Man. To entertain, to honour.
Khubko maukeditia. They entertained me

well.

Man. Land held by village officials

rent free.

Mai^ihi man. Land held by the Tillage chief

rent free.

Naeke man. Land held rent free by the priest.

Kudam naeke man. Land held rent free by
the village under-priest.

Paranik man. Land held rent free by the
village chief's assistant. Cf. paranik.

Goijet man. Land held rent free by the village-

messenger. Cf. godet.
Susaria man. Land held rent free by the per-

son who officiates at the Jatra (q. v.) festi-

val.

Merom m9n. Land held at a quit rent of a

goat annually.

Man baha. A plant with a reddish

flower.

Man baha. A species of rock snake

or python.

Man turi. A variety of the Mustard
plant.

Mana. To forbid, to warn, to re-

monstrate, to admonish, to reprove.
Manaledeali, bae arijomleda. I warned him,

but he did not take heed.
Mana bae anjomleda. He paid no heed to the

warning.
Mana man.'Lkadeari., menek bae af^iomleda.

I warned him repeatedly, but he gave no
heed...

Manadi.lTo pr.iclaim, to preach, pro-
Monadi./ clamation, preaching.
Manadi baraedae. He goes about preaching.

Manahi. Forbidden, unlawful.
!t^oa pi*khrire umoK do manahigea. Bathing

in this tank is forbidden.

Manan. To vow.
Manan doho. To make a vow.
Manan dohoakatae, merom emoK hoyoKtaea.

He has made a vow, he must give a goat.
Mananakat' pon hor ale then menalckoa. There

are with us four men who have a vow on
them.

Manao. To pay respect to, to honour,
to obey.

Mapanao. To pay respect to each other.
Guu manao. To tlsauk, to praise, to shew

gratitude.
Sedae leUa netar do Manjhi bako manaokoa.

Tliey do not respect the village chief now
as they did in the olden time.

Manbir. The name of a forest mention-
ed in Santal traditions.

Manda. The cjuantity of grain spread
out on the threshing floor at one
time to be trodden out by cattle.

Mi£ dintege bar mandale enkeda. We threshed
twice in one day.
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Manda. Cold in the head, coiyza.
Manda sapakadea. ) He lias caught a could in
Manda namakadea. 5 the head.
Mandakkanae. He has a cold.
Manda uthumte bohoK haKsoa. The head aches

owing to the cold in the head.
KhoK manda. Cough and cold.

Mandai. A hunting term, part of the
carcase claimed by the killer of
game.

The mandai is a hind quarter of an animal and
the breast of a bird.

'

Mandanbhed. ") . i

Mandanbher. )^ ^^''g® ^™™P<^*-

Mandao. ") To occupy a new house, to

Mandiau. / take up one's residence.

Nesko m^ndiauena. They occupied the houae
this year.

Pera heokatekom9.niJiauena. Friends (or viei-

tore) have come and encamped.

Mandar. TJae head-man of a village.

Mandar buru. Cf. mandburu.
Mandargom. The Custard apple, Anona

squamosa, Linn.

Mandari. ) A drummer, drum musici-

Mandaria.j anj.

Mandburu. ) A sacred hilll about

Mandar buru.j thirty miles south of

Bhagalpur. •

Mande. A dung heap, a midden.
Guric mande. A heap of cattle dung.

Mander. In a long line, or wide circle, a

wide area, a multitude.

4?li manderteko dnrupakana. They are sitting

in a wide circle.

Bare d^r manderte pasnaoakana. The branches
of the Banyan tree radiate in a wide circle.

Pohoko manderteko calalfkana. The locusts

cover a large area in passing.

Man Iha. 1 A temporary shed or booth

Mandhwa. >- erected on the occasion

Mandwa. j of a marriage.

Mandhak. Thick, fart;., plump.
Mandhak {heiiga menaktaea. He has a thick

stick.

MandhaL Not sloping sufficiently, as

the roof of a house.
Orak mandhalko benaoakafa, onate jorolikana.

They have not made the roof with sufficient

slope, for that reason it leaks.

Mandhas.lFat, corpulent, wealthy, res-

Madhas.
J

pectable, influential.

Nia atore nuige mandhastalea. This (man) is

our most influential man in this village.

Mandhe.^j

Mondhe. [From among, among, middle.

Madhe. J

Noko ma ihere okakom kusilfa ? ona hataome.
Take whichever of these pleases you.

Ona modheregen calaoena. I went away at
that time.

Mandhua. To decrease, slovenly, fusi-

onless, sluggish
; to become mil-

dewed or go bad ; sickly, blighted.
Mandhu* mandhu* janamakana.
Mg.ndhua hor kanae. He is dull in wit and

slow in movement.
Bes thik ban doholenkhan mandhnalfa. If it

is not stored properly it will go bad.

Mandhwa. ~| A temporary shed or booth
Mandwa. J erected on the occasion

of a marriage.
Baplareko mandhwaea. They erect a tempor-

ary shed on the occasion of a marriage.

Mandi. Cooked rice, food, ithe water
in which rice has been eooked.

Dak mandi. Eice water.
Lac mandi. Food.
Mandialeme. Cook rice for yourseK and ua.
Daka m^ndi. Rice water.

Mandiau. ") To occupy a new house, to

Mandao. J take shelter, as a wild

animal in a thicket, &c., when run
to ground.

On(Jeye sen manijiauakana. He haa gone there
and taken up his residence.

H?n(Ji salre (Jhere m^n^iauka. He hangs
about the liquor shop a great deal.

Mandil"!

Mondil. -A temple.

Mundil.j

Mandir.^

Motidir. VA temple.

Mundir.J
Mandla. A present given to the head

man of a bride's village by the

bridegroom on the occasion of a

marriage.
Mandla caole. A return present of rice given

bj the head-man of a bride's village to the
bridegroom's party.

Mandla handi. A return pres' it of liquor
given by the head-man of a bride's village

to the bridegroom's party.

Mandla taka. A rupee given to the headman
of a bride's village by a bridegroom.

Mandmande. To stand in the way of

others.
Mandmande akanae. He is standing in the

way, idling himself and obstructing others.

Mandoli.l A hollow ornament of various

Madoli. j metals, worn usually round

the neck and often filled with

something in the nature of a charm.
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^Cf. mandhwa.

Mandom. A raised platform or scaffold.

Cf. marom,

Mando Sin. A traditional hero whose
name appears in the oldest tradi-

tions of the Santals.

Mandrao. To 'sweep round in circles,

as a bird of prey ; to spread with

the hand, as grain in the sun to dry.

Co^regidi kuritko maadraoKkana. The vultures
and kites are flying round in circles high in

the sky.
Handi daka man(Jrao jlogme rearoJ? lagil:.

Spread out the rice which has been cooked
to make liquor with so that it may cool.

Mandri. ) A weed of rice cultivation. Cf
Marndl. J marndi.

Mandria. A drummei', drum musicians.

Cf mandaria.

Mandua. \
Mandwa. j

Mandwa daka. Boiled rice given to the

young men wlio erect the man-
dhwa (q. V.)

Mandwa kora. The young men who
erect the mandhwa. Cf. mandhwa,

Mandwa handi. Liquor given to the
young men who erect the man-
dhwa (q. V.)

Mandwa khunti. A post fixed in the

centre of the mandhtva (q. v.)

Mandwa sim. Three fowls, two white

and one brown sacrificed on the

day the mandhwa (q. v.) is erec-

ted.

Mandwa ol^tor daka. Boiled rice given

to the young men who remove the

mandhwa (q. v.) after a marriBge.

Mandwa raandwi.\To throw down, or

Marwa marwi
J

to one side. Scot-

tice, to toozle.

H?.rup karmataobateye man(Jwa mg.nd\vike-

diiia.

Mandwari.lThe Marwari caste of Hin-
Marwari. j dus.

Mane. Meaning.
Mane kitap. A dictionary.

Mali.

Ma' _
Bugite mahgoKkan sahan. Much firewood is

an. 1 Ĉf. im\i.

being out.

Matigal. Tf depreciate, to shew dis-

respect, to disgrace, used only in

conjunction with other verbs.

Eor mahgalkediriako. They spoke disrespect-

fully to me.
T^nm marigalkedinako irige. The kept naming

me disresi^ectfully.

Sanamko ror maiigalmea. All will reproach
you with it.

Euhet' maiigalkedeako. They scolded him and
ashamed him.

Sanamice ror mangalmea.

Matigal. "j

Khusal marigal. VNews, welfare.

Kusal maiigal. j

Moniol.l^"'^^'^!^^'

Manga mura. Dirty, slovenly, depres-

sed, sad looking, miserable looking.
Manga murg.e nelol<kana. He looks slovenly.

Mangao. To send for, to acknowledge-
NunaUin ghat;keda, adofi maiigao jonkana. I

have committed so much of a fault, and
I acknowledge it.

A4i barioiri kqiiakat'a, gha^iii mahgaoeda, ma
dayawaiipe. I have greatly sinned, I ac-

knowledge my fault, have pity on me.
Uni hor mahgaoem. Send for that man.

Mangar. Plump, in good condition.
Pe pon maha khubko jom ocokedekhane man-

gar got'ena. They having fed him well for
three »r four days he got plump.

Maiigar. An alligator.
Maiigar gupi. To shepherd alligators.
Referiing to the ashes or a funeral pyre being

thrown into a to.nk, &c. in which alligators
live.

Mangar gnpie oalsoena. He has gone to shep-
herd the alligators, i. e. he is dead and hi«

ashes thrown to alligators into a tank.

Mati

Mong
Mangar mongor.\To mumble when eat-

Mangar moiigor.J ing as one without

teeth.
Maiigar moiigore iomeda. He mumbles when

he tats.

Mango. Another name for the Mahla, or

Palm-cat, Paradoxurivs heniaph-
Toditas, var. niger. Cf mahla.

M nngi i hako. A lanu of fish so named.
Maiigri goco. A moustache twirled up

at the ends like the beard of a

mangri (q v.) fish.

Mannite. For the asking, gratis.

Okoe mahniteko emama P Who will give yon for
the asking P

ansfar. ) rn i

.
^ y Tuesday,

ongor. )
•'
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M;ini. A kind of precious stone.

Maniadar. Coi'. of the English word
'' money order.

''

Manik. A kind ofgem said to be found
in the heads of certain snakes, a
pearl.

Manikjor. A species of wading bird,

Ardea leucocephala.

Maiij. The centre, heart-wood, core of
of certain trees.

Terel maiii. Indian ebony the black heartwood
of Diospyros tnmentosa^ Roxb,

Maditet. The heart-wood.
Maflj khunfuf. Heart-wood of a tree stump

left in the ground.

Marija. Insufficiently cooked, as rice.
Marijagea. It is insufficiently cooked.

Ma6jal. Heart-wood, mature timber.
Bes martjalakana noakaf do. Thia log is good

heart-wood, or this log is good mature
timber.

MaAja maiiihi. ) In the centre, in the
Marijha maujhi. J middle.

Madjha mailjhirekin riapamena. They met in
the centre.

Mali] a manjhirekin durupakana. They are
sitting in the centre.

'

Maiijan. Breakfast, to breakfast ; mid-
day meal, to partake of mid-day
meal.

Aurile marijanoKa. We have not yet break-
fasted.

Martjan jome calaoena. He has gone to get
his breakfast.

Maijan ber. Breakfast time, dinner time.
Mailjaaolfkanae. He is breakfasting, or having

liis dinner.
Upgtr mailjan. Luncheon.

Manjao. To scour, as a brass vessel, &c.
with sand or ashes. Cf. gitil.

Th?.ri manjao aguipe. Scour and bring the
plates.

MarijaoaK kangea. It has been scoured.

Marijela. Heart-W()od,mature timber.
Mafijela kaf. Heart-wood timber.

Manjgut. ") Right, proper, well, strong,

Majgut. j substantial, efficiently.

Madjgutte kamime. Do the work properly.
Khub manjgut sagar kana. It is a good sub-

stantial cart.

Manjha manjhi. In the middle, in the

centre. Cf maiija manjhi.

e„.-, ,-1 h After meal-time,
banjhe na manjhe.j
Saijhe namailjherem heoena. You have come

neither before nor during meal-time.

Marijhi. A village f^hicf, a village head-
man, a iSantnl njale.

Alo madjlii. The ullawo chief.
Des Martjhi. An oi i-v-'chi(.'f.

Jo>f Mai'ijlii. The village censor of morals.
Hgindi Marijhi. Tiip liq ini--chief, the village

social cliiof, when the head-man of the
village is not a Santal.

Mapafiii. f „.,, , . „

Maradjhi.l^'"'^g«"''"'f»-
Manjhi era. The wife of a village chief.
Martjhi haram. The villa.,'ii chief.

Mailjhi buijhi. The wife of the village chief.

Martjhikodeale. We made him village chief.
Madjhi man. Rent free land held by a village

chief.

Marijhi khil Kisku. A sub- sept of

the Santal sept Ki.sliQ (q. v.)

Marijhi khil Murmu. A sub-sept of

the Santal sept Murmu (q. v.)

Manjhi khil Hembrom. A sub-sept of

the Santal sept HLmLrom (q. v.)

MaAjhi khil Marndi. A sub-sept of

the Santal sept Marndi (q. v.)

Marijhi khil .Suren. A sub-sept of the
Santal sept Soren (q. v.)

Madjhi khil Tudu. A sub-sept of the
Santal sept Tudu (q. v.)

Marijhi khil Baske. A sub-sept of the
Santal se^jt Baske (q. v.)

Manjhi khil Be.^ivi. A sub-sept of the
Santal sept Besra (q. v.)

Marijhi khil C6rS or Gua Soren. A
sub-sept of the Santal sept CorS
or Gua Soren (q. v.)

Marijhi khil Pauria or Paulia. A sub-

sept of the Santal sept Pauria or

Paulia (q. v.)

Marijhian. A Santal female.
Gicho mailjhiaa. A Santal female named Gicho.

Marijhla.jjj
I

Marijla. j
'

I The foui'th of a family

Mariihli.
| p (

in point of birth or age.

Manili. j )

^^^^h'i.SJT'.e fourth son.

Sad^Hi'^i^i.l
The fourth daughter.

^alihli'btu-.l^"-"-*'"-*'^--
M?,n]l?, mamo. 1 j, ^^ oldest maternal uncle.
Mr.nihlamamo. )

?J*-v*i-' 1 The fourth male in uoint of birth.
Manjhig.10. >

Ma^^hliii ]
'^^^ fourth female in point of birth.
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Manjla ras.M. ") Average or middle, in-

Marijli ras. F. j termediate.

Khub U3ul ho bah, khub gidri bo bail mjrtjli

rasj^eako. They are neither very tall nor
very abort (females) but middle sized.

Manjnr. ) To approve of, to accept, to

Mcajur. J admit.
Apilbah maiijurlena. The appeal was dismissed.
Darkhaa manjarentilia. My complaint haa been

admitted.

Manjur guda. To tie the hands together,

then push them over the knees,

and then put a stick under the

knees and over the hands, to tie

the hands behind the back.

Man kauda. A cultivated root plant.

Man marjad."! To treat hospitably, to

Man marjat. !- entertain to a feast,

Man marjat. J to treat with distinction.
Ce6 leUalvo man marjat'ke^peap How did tkey

entertain you P

Manoa. Cf manwa.
Manot. To honour, to shew respect.
Bako manotledea. They did not honour him.
Manot lek hor kanae. He is a man worthy of

respect.
Manotan hor. A respected person, an honour-

able man.

Manot rar. An air to which certain

songs are sung.

Manotan. Respectable, honorable,

Manotia. Honourable, respected.

Manoti manwa. Human beings.

Mansi. Each person, each one.
Mansi ninalt hapa^i^ hoeena. Each person's

share waa so much.

Manta. ") To soften, to reconcile, to

llantiin. J persuade, to put off.

Bae mantaoKkana. He will not be persuaded.

Mantar. An incantation.
Bin mantar. An incantation used for snake

bite.

'Bia mantar. An incantation used for poiaon.
Ato tol real? mantar. An incantation used to

shield a village from an'epidemic, &c.
Mantar parhao. To recite an incantation.

Manwa. A human being.
Manwa j^t. Human beings.
Manwa janam. Human.
Manwa janam doe bah kana. He is not human.
Duk iokhecko rora manwa janam bah besa.

When afflicted they say it ia not good to
be human.

Manwa Hopon. Son of Man.
Hor manwa. Human beings.
Manwalenae. He became a man.
Manoti manwa. Human beings.

Manus man. To become well-to-do, to

become respectable.
KurumuUtu hor ondeko manus manolfa. In-

dustrious men become well-to-do there.

Mao. The mew or call of a cat (imi-

tative.)
Nondem roreda, menkhan mao then ohom ror-

lea. You are saying that here, but you
won't say it before the cat.

Mice once laid a plan to do away with the oat,

but v.'hen it came to seizing her no one had
the courage to approach her.

Maora. ") A strip of skin round the end

Maura. J of a drum to which the

lacing is attached.

^ap
I rp^

forgive, excuse, overlook.

Nia dhao mapkatilime. Forgive my fault thi«

time.

Map. ") To measure, a grain measure of

Nap. J about 2 maunds.

Mapal<. Reciprocal form of male (q. v.)

Mapalfkanako. The are slaughtering each
other.

MapanThiko, Head-men of villages,

village chiefs.

Mapafijhikoko jaoraakana. The village ohiefi

are assembled.

Maph. To forgive, excuse, overlook.

Cf map.

Maphik. Like, resembling. Cf mapik.

Majit.' } Like, resembling.

Noa mapikem kamilekhan asuloKam. If you
work like this you will earn a living.

Mar. A chaplet sometimes worn by
bridegrooms and brides at mar-
riage.

Mar. Oame killed at a hunt, calamity.
i^di mair hoeena. Much game haa been killed.

Marre miihimre, unrele liamme, liumme,
dahinrem tahena. In calamity and
affliction, when we seek thee and call upon
thee, be^at our right hand.

Mar. > Quickly, instantly, rapidly,

Marmar. J hastily,
Marmare calaUkana. He is going quickly.
Marge k^mipe. Work qviiokly.

MaJpasir.}T°fi^>«h'*°°°'^Pl^*^-

Dakali mar p3.siraka{a. I have eaten all th«
cooked rice.

K^mi^ m^rp^airaka^a. I have finished the work

.

Mar baha. A species of tree.

Mar Soren. A sub-sept of the Santal

sept Soren (q. v.)
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Mar muhim. ^ Distress, suffering, afflic-

Mar muhln. J tion.

Miira. On the point of, about to.
GnjiiK mafaenae. He is almost dead.
QujuK marae rualikana. He is sick unto death.

Mara. "(^ To allow a corpse to re-

Basi mara. j main in the house over-
night when it might have been
disposed of before sunset.

Nun^E hor tahen tuluo cedaKpe baai mara-
kedea? When there were so many people
at hand why did you allow him (the corpse)
to remain in the house overnight ?

Mara. Loss, damage, to defraud, to

oppress, to stint.
Nes aiji mara hoe©nti6a. I have suffered 'reat

loss this year.
Guti alom maraea. Do not stint your servant

in his food.

Mara. A depreciatory term used main-
ly when finding fault, scolding or

abusing, scoundrel, rascal, villain,

miscreant, jade, witch, &c., in con-

tempt or irony.
Kurbia mara hor. A lazy scoundrel.
Nui bodro mara hor oka ho bah buihauKtaea.

This stammering fool is unintelligible.
Caudal mara hor. A vicious scoundrel.

Doijhio mara budhi An old worn out hag.
JStj mara gidr^i. A little imp of a child.

Juknuo mara buf^hi. A shrivelled hag.
Kadu* mara here!. A limping scoundrel.

Karbuh mara hor. A tall round-shouldered
rascal.

Nui gojra mara hor. This consummate slug-
gard.

Boka mara hor. An ignorant fool.

Marae marae. Hungry.
Marae marae durupakanae.
Tinalf marae marae rehgectem tahena f

Maral<. A peacock, peafowl.
Pirtcar maraft. A peacock.
Matu maralc. A peahen.

Dende piilcar marali. A species or variety of
peacock with a short tail.

Mara){ ralf . Peacock orow, about 2 a. m. when
the peacock begins to call.

MaraK tikli. The disk on the tail feathers of

the peacock.

Maralf bele.
]

Marak enec. >A children's game.
Marak gud. j

Maralc morolf. To stare wonderingly.

to stare vacantly, as one half-

vi'^itited when spoken to, to be sad,

to be depressed, to be disappoin-

ted.

MaraK moroKe bengef baraeda. He is staring
in wonder-

Miiramat. To mend, to repair

Maran. Great, lai'ge, big, huge, to

become or cause to become gi'eat,

large, big, huge
; first born, prin-

cipal, head, chief
A<}i marah sadom. A very big horse.
Maran kofa hopon. 1 „. , ,

Marahii kofa hopon. 5
^"^^ *""•" ^°"-

Maran kuri hopon. First born daughter.
Maranio. First born.
Khad ren marah Saheb. The colliery manager.
Marah R*bu. The head baboo.
Maraii hor kanae. He is a great man.
lA khone maraiia. He is older than I am.
Marah utario kanae. He is the header chief.
Marahkedeari. I promoted him.

Marad. Before, first, in time or place.
Uni maranreii seterena. I arrived before him.
Am marahre menaKa. It is in front of you.
Taeom marah. One after the other.
Taeom marahkin gooena. They died one after

the other.
Irt gei ror maraha. I will speak first.

Uni geye dal marahkedea. He struck him first.
Uniko marahkedea. They put him forward.

Maraii Buru. The great or chief
Spirit. Cf. Buru.

Maraa buru. The great monntain,.
Paresnath, which is the highest
in the Santal country.

Maran kotigat. A large woody twining
plant, Dreijia volubiiin, Benth.

Marad ojo. Carbuncle.

Maran jlaunka. A wild plant, Crota-
laria alata, Roxk

Marad duk. Cholera. Cf hawa duk.

Marao. To become extinct, to be
annihilated, to be exterminated, to
die, to. put an end to, to kill, when
used with another verb it is inten-

sive.

Goo maraoenako. They have been extermin-
ated by death.

Marao uiarcnako. They are extinct, they have
all died.

Sanam ghas maraoena. All the gi'ass has been
exterminated, all the grass ha.s died.

Kathako maraokeda. They settled the matter,
put an end to it.

Simko goo maraoket'koa. They killed and ex-
terminated the fowls.

Maraokedeako sukri. They killed the pig
(found trespassing.)

Maraoke^koako hon do. They exterminated
the rats.

Sanam gustiko goo maraoena. The family has
become extinct by death.

Mohnda marao. To close an ajierture, in the
mouth of a vessel, to finish off, as the top
of a stack of hay &o., to put the finishing
touches to.
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LapaK marao. To hit with something soft, as
clay, a snowball, &c.

Dhok marao. To rest.

Ona khun do gota disom cao marao goi^ena.
That murder spread through the whole
country.

Ki\l botortaye ketel maraoena. He gave a great
start through fear of the tiger.

Noa arar realc mohnda marao got'kalfme. Put
the finishing touches to this yoke.

Dare khonin lapaK marao go^ena. I fell down
flop from the tree.

Ona dhiri doe knryul: marao go{keda. He
swallowed that stone right away.

Easkaten rumuri marao gofena. I gave a start

from joy.

Borlomte banae gaj maraokedea. He transfixed
the bear with a spear.

Pocorte daice phecrct maraoadea. He threw
water at him swish with a squirt.

Mi6 bati handiye hodor laraokeda. He drank
a cup of rice beer at one gulp.

Jane ratuU maraokeda. He crunched the bone
right away.

Ma tho miti dhao hudur marao go^kam. Come
make it sound once.

Cere tutiteye bhud maraokedea. He hit the
bird plump with a blunt arrow.

Aparite kulaiye khac marao got;kedea. He
transfixed the hare with an arrow.

Suitelah cubuc maraomea nahalc. I shall pre-
sently stick a needle in you.

Seta auri ^maere^eye khabol marao go^keda.
The dog seized it before he gave it to him.

4-pari do kirbit" raaraoKtama. Your arrow will
pierce and atick.

Eai realf katha afijomteko luyu^ maraoena.
They trembled at the king's word.

Setati dalkedekhane kaij marao go^keda. When
I struck the dog he howled.

Garur do bandukte dirim maraokedea^. I let

off the gun bang at the adjutant bird.

Nui sadom do calali calalfte bidnak marao got'-

enae. This horse when going stopped all at
once.

Ma tho noa tu^i do mit' dhao rolyol marao got'-

kam. Come, let fly this arrow once.
Gidra do parkom khone dhui marao goi^ena.

The child fell with a thud from the bed.
Noa pukhrire katla hakoe huclralr maraokeda.

A ! atla fish gave a great splash in this
tank.

Saram do thukedoteye sanaK marao go'^ena.

When he hit the Saram (q. v.) deer with an

arrow it fell down forthmth.
Eijli do hilit maraoena. There was a flash of

lightning, the lightning flashed.

Tale do dare khonlntlium marao got'ona. The
palmyra fruit fell thud from the tree.

Phokolc marao goi:kedeaii nui kulai do. I swish-
ed an arrow at this hare.

Cuti khub ate or gooketite dhuae podoe marao
got:kada. Having pulled strongly at the
cigar he blew out a cloud of smoke.

H?.rup go^kedekhaniii humcal^ marao got'enae.

When I threw my arms round him he gave
a start.

Marar. A bhangy pole.

Marar. "| A small tree with gorgeo-

Mai-ar. V us red flowers, Eryth-
Mararbaha. J rina indica, Lam.
Baru marar baha. A small tree found on the

hills, Erythrina arborescens, Roxh.

Marar tejo. A kind of insect.

Marca. To be exhausted, as soil, to

become unproductive, unfertile

;

to lose vigour, deteriorate phys-

ically.

Noa ato marcaena. The soil of this village

has become eshausted.
Noa dare marcaena, bah haraKkana. This tree

has become stunted, it is not growing

Mardao. To rub and knead the body
or limbs, to perform massage.

Khub lekale mardaokedea. We rubbed and
kneaded his body well.

Marde. Used by brothers-in-law

when addressing each other.

Mardhar. Quickly, hastily, rapidly.
Mardharko kamikana. They are working

quickly.

Mare. Old, ancient, original, surplus

over requirements for year, savings

of year.
Mare hapramko. The ancients.
Mare purna. Old, over from previous yeaia.
Mare purng. kicrio menaktaea. Her clothes

are old.

Mare purna jomak menalttakoa. They have
grain from previous years.

Barpe mare menalttalea. We have savings
from two or three years.

Kicric mareena. The cloth is old.

Mare guti. An old servant, one who has served
his master for a long period.

Noa ato ren mare horkoko daraka^a. The orig-

inal inhabitants of this village have left.

Maren. Old, applied only to animate
objects.

Maren hor kanae. He is an old man.
Marenak. Old, applied to inanimate objects.
Marenak kat kana. It is a log of mature

timber.

Mare ore. Old, applied mainly to cloth

;

stale, as cooked rice.

Mareorekoembaraadiila. They gave me some
stale rice.

Mare ore mcnal^khan emailme, lahgatonan. If

there is a piece of old cloth give it to me,
I am naked.

MarPfaitha.

Marghaitha.

Marghath.
Marp-hat.o - - -

Marge. Now,
out delay.

Marge metaKpe nitoU do
to eat.

Marge sabepe, marge aabepe.

Dirty, soiled.

now and quickly, with-

Now you can begin
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Jlargot. Cf. margriitha.

Marhatha. A Mahratta, to pi^rsist in

spite of discomfort and duhcu!!.y.
Marhatha leltae kamieda. He works li ko a i\[ar-

hatha (takes no note of sun, cold, rain, &c.)

Mavher. \Yithered grass that has

withered in the ground, as at

the cessation of the rains.

Ga<Ja sed idikom, on(ile khub marher menalca.
Take them towards the river, there is much
withered grass there.

Mari. A corpse, a dead body.
Mari murd^. A corpse.

Mari. Old.
Mgiri katha nawaetam. Eejuvenate your old

stories.

Mari. "> ^, ,

M'
• 1 1 > Oholera.an bhoe. J

Maha mari. J
P e

Mari guti. Small pox.

Mari metaha. Face pock-pitted.

Mari poda. Wandering, vagrant.
M?ri poda hor kanae. He is a wanderer.

Mariau. To occupy a new house, to

take up one's abode, to take refuge,

as a wild animal in a thicket when
hard pressed. Cf. mandiau.

Marie. Pepper.
Gol marie. Bound pepper.
Pindi marie.
Dare m^ric.

• Long pepper.

Caole marie. A kind o£ pepper resembhng
grains of rice.

Marjad. ) To entertain, to shew respect

Marjat. j to by hospitalit}'.

Pera khnbko mariadke61ioa. They entertained
' the visitors right hospitably.

Marjadi. "l A present, mainly of a small

Mariati. J piece of flesh meat.
Marj^tiye emat'mea. He gave you y. piece of

meat.

Marji. ") Will, assent, pleasure, taking

Murji. J favourably.
AmaK marji leka hoyoKma. Let it be accor-

ding to your pleasure.

Markao. Pain in the muscles.

Markaoenae calaK calaUte. He baa pain in the

muscles through continued travelling.

Marka marki. Cf markao.
Marka markienae. He is suffering from

muscular pain.

Markat. To fight, to fight and slay

each other, to persevere, to be

a.ssiduous, to be diligent.

Hulre'.'j markatlena. In the rebellion tVey
fought and kiUed each other.

44i markatkatele bartcaoenn. Wewerefa^ed
with much difficulty.

,^ '
I

'^
'

'
, , Y Fine cotton twist,

(, ak niiii'kha. J
-Mijrkhu. The portion of rice broken

small in husking, grain of differ-

ent kinds found in the refuse

from the husking machine.

Markhu marao. To extract the brok-

en grain from the refuse of the

hu.sking machine. Cf markhu.
Markin. Cotton cloth of European man-

ufacture.
M?.rkin sari. A sgiri (q. v.) of European man-

ufacture.

Markoea. The ridge of a roof
Markoca marao. To finish thatching the ridge

of a roof.

Mar mar. Quickly.

Marmar. "1 A species of large

Sengel marmar. J poisonous centi-

pede.

M ar masala.
J
^ -^ ^^ different kinds.

Mor mcisola. 3
'-

Marmli. \Oncof the twelve se]its

Marmli kipisar. | into which the San-
tals are divided.

Marndi. A weed of rice cultivation,

Iscfiaemum riigosuni, Saliyb.

Marom. A platform, used to keep straw

on, or from which to watch crops.

Maromakat'ale. Wo have erected a platform

or scaffold (on which to store straw.)

Eofe marom. The frog'.s platform, i. e. water.

Marot. To finish, to complete.
Grod marotenako. They are all dead.

Marotkedako k?imi. They finished the work.

Marpase. Denotes uncertainty, possibly.

MarpaseA ilamkaf.
Marpase ruheCkadirige.

Marpasir. To finish, to complete. Cf
mar.

Marpit. To assault, assault and battei-y.

Khubko marpifkedea. They severely assaulted

him.

Mavsal. Light.
Sirt marsal. Day-time, daylight.

Sili marsalre. In daylight, in day-time.

Marsalakome. Give them light.

Marsalena. It is light.

Behget marsalkedae. He received sight.

Marte. Affixed to certain roots it

forms adverbs implying sudden

and single action. Cf mente.
Chat marte get goiJena. It was out at once.

Khap marto sapkedea. He caught him with

one swift swoop.

5-2
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Martu maralf. The peahen.
Pincar maraR . The peacock.

Martul. A hammer.

Maruk. Without doubt, certainly, obli-

gatory, perforce, of necessity, no-

lens volens, compulsory.

Jhak maruk. ") ^r. ,

-r, 1 1 , ;- Ui. maruk.
Jhak maruk h. J

Jhak maruk amg^em calalta. You will certainly

go.

Jhak maruk unigeye ba^aea. Without doubt
he knows.

Maruk. To eat.

Karu hoe m^uKkeda. Karu also ate.

Marur. To decay, to shew signs of

decay, to be past the best.

Marur marurge rieloRa. It looks much deoay-
ed.

' M9.rurl:ate baplaenae. She was past the flower

of her age before she was married.
CeUlekan jawaepe Aamkedea? M?.rurgeae.

"What kind of a bridegroom have you got P

He is past full age.

Marwa marwi. Cf. mandwa mandwi.

Mas. A month.
Din mas. The end of the agricultural year,

season.
Mag mas. The month of Magh, the end of the

agricultural year.

Mag mas mundare. At the end of the month
of Magh, the close of the agricultural year.

Masac musuc. Silent, taciturn, seldom

speaking.

Masar masar. Crunching sound, to

gobble quickly.
Masar masare jomeda. He makes a crunching

sound as he eats.

Masdar. Independent, well-to-do.

Mase. Cf. ma.

Masi. Christ.

Maskao. To subside, applied to swell-

ings, rashes and pustules, as meas-

les, smallpox, &c.

Guti do maskaoentaea. His smallpox pustules

are drying up.

Maskura. The gums, a gumboil.
Maskura janamakawadea. He has a gum boil.

Data niir cabalenkhan eken maskura ge tahena.
' When all the teeth fall out only the gums
remain.

Maskuta. Soft, as iron that will not

false an edge.
Pal do maskuta merhet'te hoyoKa. Soft iron

will do for a ploughshare.

Masmas. \ Indisposed, out-of-sorts,

MasiJiasao. j applied mainly to the

premonitory symptoms of fever,

pain in the stomach.
Masmasgeii 9,ikaiieda. I feel indisposed.

Hormo ma-smasaogeri ^.ikaueda. I feell pain
in my body.

Hormo maamasaoKkantirta. I fed the premoni-
tory symptoms of fever.

Masra. Monthly, monthly receipts or

salary.

Masra mofe takae liameda. He receives a
monthly salary of live rupees.

Masra masri. To eat quickly, to put
more food into the mouth before

it is empty.
Masra raa^riye jomeda. He keeps stuffing food

into his mouth.

Masrao. To crunch, as a horse eating

gram.

Masrao. To stuff food into the mouth.
Saname masrao cabakeda. He stuffed it all

into his mouth.

Masri. A cultivated pulse, Ervum
lens, Linn.

Mgisri <J9,1. The split pea of maari.

Masul. Cf mahsul.
Masurdan. Exceedingly, excessively,

applied to corpulency.
M?,surdaue mofaakana. He is excessively fat.

M asurdan. A common plant during the
rains, Wedelia Wallichii, Less.

Maswa. Indolent, lazjr.

Mas war. Independent, well-to-do, to

pay respect to.

Mali. A bamboo.
Buru mat. The hill bamboo, Bamhusa stricta.
Bar lahga mat'. A kind of bamboo h9ving long

spaces between the nodes. Flutes are
made from this bamboo.

Kataii mat.^ 7 A species of bamboo having spi-

Khatahmati.) kes on the nodes.
Eopa mat. A planted bamboo, a, cultivated

bamboo.

Des^mat. A variety of very thickbamboo.
Matcatom. A bamboo umbrella.
Mat oaole. Husked seed of the bamboo.
Khol mat'. A hollow bamboo.
Mat dandhi. A clump of bamboos.
Mat p9.ti?.. A bamboo mat.

Mat sakam hako. A species of river

fish.

.,]
,, |- A temple, a monastery.

Matal. "1^ Drunk, intoxicated, addicted
Miitala. j to liquor.

Matao. Full grown, applied to bulls,

he-goats, &c. rampant, lustful,

ruttish.

M atar mutur. Munching or crunching
sound. Cf. mutur mulur.
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Matbor. \Yell-to-do and honourable,

independent, proud.
Bes matbor hor kanae. Ho is a very woU-to-do

and honourable man.

Math. A temple, a monastery. Cf.

mat.

Matha. Perverse, obstinate, lazy, in-

dolent, false.

Alo katha do ereKma mathaKma.
Jutha matha. To be falsified.

Matha. \The forehead, the head
Matha matha.

J
or principal, a leader.

Matha matha hor lekhakope. Count the prin-

cipal men, (the leading men.)

Matha muthu. Adult, grown up.
Eken matha muthuhorkoheoakana. Only full-

grown people have come.

Mathasura.
Surainutha. I A small bush. C£ sura-

Siiramatha. matha.

Suramatha.

Matha arals. A small bush, Antidesma
diandrum, Tulas., the leaves of

which are eaten as a pot-herb.

Mathao. To smooth.
Mathao bayakaKme. Smooth it (by patting it

with the back of a kudali.)

KafilS laRakata, nitolfifi mathao barakaKa. I

have roughly hewn the log, now 1 will

smooth it.

Matia pathra. A kind of soft, slatey

stone.

Matkom. A large, very branchy forest

tree, Bassia latifolia, Roxb ;
the

flower of Bassia latifolia, which

is used as a food.

Matkom khoo. The calyx of the flower oiBassia

latifolia.

Matkom sohoe. The stamena of the matkom
flower.

Mit phulg. matkom. One single Matkom flower.

Bhug»R; matkom. A hollow Matkom flower.

Bhug?.R matkom lagitko repeekang.. They are

quarrelling over a hollow Matkom flower.

(something not worth quarrelling over.)

Matkom pusi jahgaKkana. The flower buds of

the Matkom tree are just beginning to form,

Teke matkom. The Matkom flower boiled for

Matkom'iafhe. A preparation of the flower of

Bassia latifolia for food,

Matkom hako. A kind of fish.

Matkom arals. A wild pot-herb, Hy-
grophilla salicifolia, Nees.

Matku.]

Mulka. VFat and short, squab, squat.

Motko.-J
M9.tku hor kanae. He is a squat man.

Matla. Drunk, intoxicated, addicted

to liquor.

Matmat. ITo gnash the teeth, to

Matmatao.
J

grind the teeth.

Matmate togod (Jafaeda. He is grinding his

teeth,

TogoQ matmataokedae. He ground Ms teeth.

Matmafaoadiilao. He gnashed his teeth at me.

Blatraii. Before, in time or place, in

front of
III matraiiteye hedena. He came before me.

Matri. ") A charm doctor, a master

Matri ojha. J of incantations, a divi-

ner.
Matri ojha thenle senlena. We went to the

diviner.

Matruk matrulc. Crunching noise, as

a dog eating a bone, cracking

sound, as when one breaks a nut

with his teeth.

MgitruR m^truUe togodeda. He is crunching.

Matua. Intoxicated, drunk.

l^u teiigar m?.t\i^ tioKena menkhan hajar goted-

ko ehoba mare disom roan. When they
have drunk to slight intoxioalion they begin

to tell a thousand things about the old

country.

Matu maral?. A peahen. Cf marali.

Matwar. A kind of dance so called.

Matwar sero6. Songs sung during the

dancing of the matwar (q. v.)

dance.

Matwar ru. The time beaten on the

drums during the dancing of the

viatiuar dance.

Matwar rar. The tune or air to which

the matu'ur (q. v.) songs are sung.

Maurasi. Hereditary, applied to tenures.

Mauta. To kill, slay, destroy, abolish,

do away with.

JIaya, Kindness, pity, sympathy, com-

passion, mercy, affection, feeling
;

to pity, to compassionate, to shew

mercy, kindness, affection.

Maya daya. 7 ^ ^nd pity.
Dayamaya, ) ,

"^

Maya jalafe. By the force of pity, compassion,

mercy or affection,

Mavaltme, H.ave mercy or pity.

Mayawartme, Have pity on me.
^

Maliyaii kanae. Ho is a compassionate (man,)

Maya ii khone chadaokeda. He lost sympathy
with me, he ceased to have affection for me.

Maya alom cbaijaoa. Do not cease to pity.

Bae mayalena. He shewed no pity..
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Maya. Used when addressing males.
Maya sabepe. Ho, seize him.
Maya maya, hante darkedae. Ho, ho, he ran

in that direction.

Mayali moyoli To stare wonderingly,

to stare vacantly, as a half-witted

person when spoken to, to be sad,

to be depressed.
MayaK moyoKe befagel; hafaeda. He is staring

about vacantly.
MayaR moyoKenae. He is sad.
Mayalf moyogoJf lianae. He is sad.

T,ir~~
' > Blood, to bleed.Mayam. J

'

Mayam palija. To track wounded game by
blood stains, to take revenge for social or
other injuries, to retaliate.

Mayam otiioKoK. Dysentery.
Mu mayamentaea. His nose is bleeding, or

bloody.
Bui mayam. Offering of human blood. Cf. bul

mayam.
Dal mayamkedealco. They beat him to the

effusion of blood.

Mayam paAja enec. A children's game.
Mayan muyun. Silent, mute, taciturn.
Mayaii muyuhe beiiget' baraea. He looks about

and remains speechless.

Mayo. A eunuch, one having a femin-
ine appearance.

Mayo. Employed in addressing males
Cf maya.

Me. The form taken by the 2nd per-
sonal jJronoun in inflections.

CalaK me. Go thou.
Dal meae. He will strike thee.

Me. Cf ma.
Me delabon. Come, let us go.
Me sell kami hoda. Let me now pu^h on with

my work.

Mead. The day after tomorrow,

lyr ' ^A table, a chair.

Mecka mecki. To be restive, as a bul-

lock, &c., to move the head con-
ceitedly, to give oneself airs.

Mecka micki. To be sprained or strain-

ed. Cf raeckao.
Mecka miokikoKaeem. You may get sprained.

Meckao. Bent and slightly broken,
sprained, strained.

Noa ijar meckaoakana. This branch is bent
and slightly broken.

Meckok marte,

Meckok mente |- With a smile.

Meckolf marteye dufup gofena.
with a smile.

He sat down

Mecor. To eat all.

Man] an dole mecofkeda. We have eaten all

the breakfast.

Mehao. Damp, wettish, moist.
Di^salae mehaolenkhan do sehgelbaii lagaolfa.

If a match is damp it will not ignite.

Baru] mehaoena, bail lagaoKa. The powder is

damp, it will not ignite.

Meh dadra. The bullock on the left

side of a row of bullocks treading

out grain, the pivot on which the

others turn. Cf mehkhunti.

MehSt mehSt. Slowly, gently.
Mehe6 mehet'e roreda. He speaks gently.
Mehet mehet'e tarameda. He steps slowly.

Mehkhunti. A post to which bullocks

are tied and round which they

turn as a pivot when treading out

grain.

Mehndi dare. 1 A small bush, Lawsonia
Mihndi dare. J alba, Lam., used large-

ly for hedges.
This plant yields the henna dye which is used

to give the nails, feet, hair, &c. an orange
colour.

Gul mihndi dare. A bush so called.

Mehnot. Labour, trouble, exertion ; to

exert oneself
^Liji mehnotkateA fiamkeda. I obtained with

much labour.
4di mehnot lagaoKa. It entails much labour.

Mehnotia. Industrious, hard-working,
pains t.Tking.

4i?i mehnotia hor kanae. He is a very indus-
tioua man, or he is a painstaking man.

1. jp [
A table, a chair.

Mejaj. Temperament, disposition, tem-
per.

Adi kara meiajfcae. His temperament is stern.

Jlejas. ) To consult together, to take

Mehjas. J counsel together, to consi-

der.
Mejas mi;i:edako. Theyeametoan agreement.
Pur_iUate calaU real? £apamkateko mejljas joh-

kana. Having met they are consulting
about going to Purulia.

Katha adi mejasgetalina. We are in harmony.

Mekec. ") Without care, without
Mekec mekec. J anxiety.
Mekeo mekeae jom johkana. He lives without

ansicty.

Mek mek. An imitative word, to

bleat as a goat.
MeK meUko bebhaoKa merom."Goats bleat

meA:' meh\
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Mel. Concord, affection, fondness, har-
mony, agreement.

Nukin arlikin melena. These two have great
affection for each other.

Melte bare tahenpe. Lire in harmony.

Mela. A fair, a gathering on the occa-

sion of a public religious obser-

vance, which also partakes of the
nature of a fair.

Mela lagaoKkana. A fair is being held.
Mela t*n(}i. The place where a fair is held.

Mela. Without particularising, general.
Haram budhi anrikin gidra joh b^hia melakin

hoho joha. A. husband and wife before they
have a child call to each other without
particularising. (It is not considered proper
tor a husband to mention his wife's name, or
a wife that of her husband, so that in calling
to or addressing each other they use gene-
ral terms. On the birth of a child, however,
this difficulty is overcome by the husljand
calling his wife, for instance John's mother,
John being the child's name, and her calling
him John's father.)

Eho, hijuRme, melahoho kana. I say, come, is

a general call.

Mela bhag. A system of cultivation

in which the cultivator receives

one half of the produce in return

for his labour, and the owner the

other half

Melan.}^^'^^'^^''^^^^^''"^-
Melajaoga. A wide place.

Melan taniji. A plain of large area.

Mela orali. An empty house, used as

a guest house, &c.

Melan. Cf. mela.

Melaii cetan. Always eating, always

ready for anything eatable.
Melan cet^he jom baraeda. He eats anything

he comes across.

Melao. To spread out, as anything to

dry or cool.

Kicrio melaokam. Spread the cloth out (to

dry.)

Melco. "/Middling, tolerable, mo-
Melco rno'co. ) derately good.

j}L(Ji do bae besa, melco melcogeye ileloKa. He
is not very good, he looks only moderately
well.

Melco kg-pi. A moderately good battleaxe.

Meledmecod.^
Laughing and talking,

laughing and joking,

mirthful.

Melod mecon.

Melod mecon.
Melo meco.

. Meleo meooh bayaedako.
aud talking.

") To protrude the tongue,

t. 3 to moisten the lips

They are laughing

Mele mele. Numerous, in crowds.
Mele meleko heoakana. They have come in

crowds.

Mele mele. To look on wistfully while

others are eating.

Melod ceton. Cf melan cetad.

Melot.

Melot melot.

with the tongue, to lick the lips,

to dart out the tongue.
Melo£edae. He is licking his lips.

Blriko melo^ baraea. Snakes dart out the ton-

gue.
Ona ioloK seiigel melo€ tioKkedeae.
Melot melo6edae. He keeps darting oub his

tongue (a snake.)

Melot cetot. Always eating, keeping

the lips moving, as when eating.

MemeU. A goat in the language of

children.

Men. An exclamation of warning,

caution, admonition, or alarm

;

beware, take care, mind what you

are about, look out.

Men oookme. Clear out of the way.
Men men d*rpe kul menaca. Look out, look out,

flee, there is a tiger.

Menho. Look out.

Men baba. Bsware, father ! look out. father !

&c., &o., respectful form used to elderly

people.
Men go. Used when addressing a woman, look

out, woman ; woman, take care, &c.

Menna. Used to a female younger than the

speaker.

Men ja. Look oui ! boy.

Men sontorolipe. Mind, be careful.

Men, okoe ho alope lai bafaea. Take care, let

none of you tell it.

Men.
Met.

\ To say, to tell, to wish, to call.

Menjon. To wish, to purpose.

Calakirt menjoiikana. I wish to go.

A6 hudifie menogoKkana. He abases himself.

MetadeTlf ' } ^ ^^^ ^™' "^ ^"'"^ *° ''™'

Onkoli metatkoa. 1 said to them.

Noa ce'em metaKap What do you call this ?

Galalfiti meneCkana. 1 purpose goin/.

Mepenkatekin bajakakat'a. They consulted

and have settled it finally.

Menako. They say, it is said.

Mena. Probably, perhaps, belike, most

likely.

HijuKkanae mena. He is probably coming.

I^amkedako mena. They most likely obtained.

Mena, menaKkogea. _Tbey are probably.there.
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Menai^,}T° ^^i^*, to be.

Menaea. He is.

Oralire menaKkoa. They are in the house.
HijuKtege menaKkoa. They continue to come.
Gujulftege menaKkoa. They continue to die.

Jiwetge menaea. He is alive, he continues
to live.

MendoK.lTo suffer from inflamation of

Met;.
J the eye and appendages,

conjunctivites. Cf met.

SakanaT"'!^'' is suffering from inflam-

MedoKkanae. 3 '°^*'°" °* *'^^ "y®-

Menea. Cf men.
Menek. But.

SenlenaA, menek ball liamledea. I went, but
I did not find him.

Menjas. To consult together, to take
counsel together, to consider, to

conspire.
XJni goje reaSkoraeiijaskeda. They conspired

to kill him.
Uni reje realtko mertjaskeda. They conspired

to deprive him of it.

Gei cohko meAjaseCkana. They are consulting
about something or other.

Menkhan, A particle which, \yhen

standing at the beginning of its

clause, is a co-ordinating conjunc-
tion, signifying " but, " and, when
occurring at the end, a subordi-
nating conjunction or conjuuctive
adverb, signifying " if " or " when."

Nelledead, menkhan bad galmaraoadea. I saw
him but I did not speak to him.

Sanamko jom barakeda Jmenkhan tarasifi/jo-
khed do oraKteko raara. When they have
all partaken of food they return home about
three o'clock.

Naekeko aderkadea menkhan h?.n(Ji rtuiiukojdo
h^ndiko iSuia, ar eneoko do Bahako enee-
a. When they have taken the priest inside,
the liquor drinkers drink, and the dancers
dauoe the Baha dance. Cf. eneo.

Nindaena menkhan arho kora kuri do eueoate
kulhiko darana. When it is night the
young men and maidens again parade the
sbreet dancing.

E baba, hopon reil ^.iji maran sukri uni hotete
bako god ocoedekan tahekantaetama men-
khan, enijekhan phasiara metaime. Hear,
if they were not causing the very large pig
of your son to be killed by him, then you
may call me a deceiver.

Men na. Cf men.
Mensikte. Cf sikte.

Mente. An affix signifying for, for

the purpose of; also a conjunctive
particle which constitutes the sen-
tence it subordinates an adverbial
clause ofpurpose or a noun clause.

Nahel menteye malfkeda. He cut it (a piece of
timber) for a plough.

Eupsi menteko idikeda. They took it away
thinking it^silver.

Ita boro aguia menteye senakana. He has gone
for the purpose of bringing seed dhan, he
has gone to bring seed dhan.

Jemon okoe ho aloko laiako, ad do Masi kanae
mente. So that they should tell no one,
that he is the Christ,

OraU mente kat agu johkanae. He is bringing
timber to build his house with.

Mente. Affixed to certain roots to form
adverbs implj'ing sudden and
single action. C£ marte.

Dhau mente jol goSena. It burned with a
sudden blaze

Jhap mente hed goCenae. He came at once.
Jarap mente beret gotenae. He rose instantly.
KalaS menteye ror gofikeda. He immediately

replied.

Perel menteye don paromkeda. He bounded
nimbly over.

Pehlan mente ebhen go£enae. He awoke with
a sudden start.

Pat mente god gotenae. 7 He died on the ins-

Phat mente god goi enae j tant.
Patas menteye dalkedea. He struck him one

sounding smack.

Menya. Cf. men.
Meoa. The mew of a cat (imitative.)
Meon meoh pusiko raga. Cats mew.

Mepen. To speak together, to consult,

the Reciprocal form of men (q. v.)
Mepenkanakin. They are talking to each other.

Mera. Malted grain before and after the
liquor has been extracted.

Noa do oeC h9,n(Ji? mera bale £amefi do. What
liquor is this P (from what grain has it been
madep) We do not see any of the grain.

Merahit'. Uselessly, unavailingly.

Meraic. An insignificant person. Cf.

mera.
Uni meraid giijiye roya. That insignificant

speaks a great deal.

Moral. A snaall tree, Phyllanthus
Emblica, Linn.

Merao. To twist strands into a rope.
Baber unkate barahi benao l^ijitko meraoa.

Having twisted the cords or strands, they
twist the strands together to make rope.

Merayak. In vain, groundlessly, of no
importance. Cf mera.

MerayaUe roreda. What he says is of no im-
portance.

Merec. ") Just appearing, just
Merec merec. J beginning.
Mered mered aralf sageno'Jkana. The pot-

herbs are just beginning to sprout.
Tin marahae jawae do? ne'iege mered mered

mooa g:oooianamoKkantaea. How old is
the bridegroom? His moustaohe is only
now beginning to sprout.
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Merel. \Eagerly, cravingly, han-
Merel merel.

J keringly, wistfully.
Merel merele Aetielkana. He ia watoliing ea-

gerly.

ilerha. M.\ Twisted, crumpled, as a
Mirhi. F. j horn.
Meyha derefi. A crumpled horn.

Merhao. To wind into a ball, to roll

up, as a roll of paper or cloth, to

pass round, as twine round any-
thing to fasten or tie it.

Merhao gioiirkate tolme. Pass it round and tie
it.

MerhSt;. Iron.
Merhet' ioena. The iron is rusty.
Ispat merhet'. Steel.
Dul merhef. Cast iron.
MorheC khanda. Iron implements.

Merlec. A small forest tree bearing an
edible fruit, Flacourtia Ramont-
chi, L' Herit.

Mermer. Suddenly, without warning.
Mermertege daK heoena. The rain came sud-

denly, .

Mermertegeye erekeflea. He died suddenly.

Merom. A goat.
Merom boda. A he-goat.

A she-goat.
A castrated goat.
Large flap-eared goat.
A she-goat before it has a kid.

A he-goat.
Kam khaai merom. A hermaphrodite goat.
Merom jel. Goat's flesh.

Merom hopon. A kid.

Merom ghao. Sore at angle of mouth.
Merom jel. The hind of the Ravine-

deer, Gazella Bennettii.

Merom meli. The goat's eye, the name
given to two plants, one a small

tree, Ixora parvifiora, Vahl., and
the other a scandent bush, Olax
nana, Wall.

Mersa. To kick backwards, or sideways,

to move from side to side, as a

snake its tail.

Hersa mersi. To move from side to

side, as an elephant its trunk, a

snake its tail, &c.
H9.thi do aumjte mersa mersiae.

Mersitur. \ Unimportant, trivial,

Mersiturak. J paltry.

Mersitur katha kana. It is a trivial matter.

Mesa. Of solitary habits, unsociable,

quiet and reserved.
Mesageae. He ia quiet and reserved.

Merom ehga.
Merom kh^si.
Paeda merom.
Pathi merom.
Boda merom.

Mesal. To mix, to adulterate.
Pal alope mesalkoa. Do not mix the herd (of

cattle.)

Eupa rahteko meaalakat'a. They have mixed
the silver with pewter.

Aaol rupa do bah kana, mesalaKkangea. It ia

not pure silver it ia an alloy.

Meaal meaal aguime. Bring them mixed.
Bar i9.t horoko mesalakata. They have mixed

two kinda of dhan.
Mesalgea. It is a mixture.

Mesa misi. To mix, to mingle, to con-

fuse.

Horoko meaa miaikeda. They mixed the dhan
together.

Mesa misi mifteko ^.tiilkana. They are mingled
and grazing together (cattle belonging to
two villages.)

Mesao. To mix.

Mesel; mesel!. Slowly.
Mesef meaefe iomeda. He eats alowly.
Cetlekam jomeda rneae^ meset P How are you

eating ao alowly ?

Meskod. ") To smile, applied also to a

Meskok. J bunch of matkom (q. v.)

flowers buds when fully formed.

Cerejekhan meakoo godae. If you chirrup to
him (a baby) he will amile inmediately.

Matkom meekodakana. The bunchea of flower

buda of the matkom tree are fully formed.

Met. The eye.
Me6 kuti. The eye brows.
Met gada. The eye cavity.

,
Mot pipni. The eye laahes.

Met daU. Tears.
Met jololfkantaea. He is envioua.

Mete jombeda. He was overcome with lust.

Met daKe jorokeda. He shed tears.

Met jhapni. The eye lids.

Met s*rim. The eyelids.

Met'. 1 Inflammation of the eye and
Mendok. J

appendages.

MendoKkanae.
| g j^ suffering from inflamma-

Metakanae.
^ tion of the eye.

Medokkanae. )
'

Mefaha. The face, countenance.
Metaha lielkate bae bicareda. He is not a res-

pecter of persons.

Metakme. That is to say.

drag lagit sanamaUko jurgiukeda, metalrme,
sener, pg-r, khun^i, mat, baber, emanteaK.
They had all ia readiness to build a house,
that is to say, rafters, beams, posts, bam-
boos, twine, &c. &c.

Metao. To blot out, to wipe out, to

settle.

ilohor metao. To blot or wipe out entirely.

Mohor metaokedale. We settled it finally.

Einiri me^aokeda. I wiped out my debt.

MetaoKa nahaK. It will be blotted out pre-

sently.

Metmat. To settle, to decide. Cf. metao.
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Metoc. To rob, to plunder.
Kombroko metodkedea. Thieves plundered

him,

,,:',
, , >To m-ind the teeth.

Metrec metrec.J °

Metroc niL'^reee togooeda. He is grindihg Ma
teeth,

Metred metrejoKkanae. He is grinding hia teeth.

Metrec jel. The buck of the Ravine
deer, Gazella Bemiettii.

yr •^ ^Used when addressing males.

. ! To mew, as a cat.
a.)

Meyod,
Meyon meyo
Pusiko meyoh meyoiia. Cats mew.

Miad. )
rr •

i

Meadl^^^'^'P^™*^-
Mi6 boclior miadenae. He has got a term of

one year (imprisoned for one year.)
Miad purauena. The term, has expired.

Moadi }
Terminable.

Micha. False, in vain, fruitlessly.
Miehagem hecena. Ton have come in vain.
Nni do mich^hor kanae. He is a false person,
Micha do alom rora. - Do not speak falsely,

Micha michi. In vain, trifling, without
sufficient cause.

Micha michigeko kaphariaulckana. They are
quarrelling over something trifling.

Micha michigeli hedakana. I have come in
vain.

Midok. C£ mil
MihI. 1„. ,, .

Mihin.p"^^'*'^^^'
Mihisnfam. Pine thread.
M':.i gitil. Fine sand,
l^lidi kicrid. Fine, thin cloth,

Mi'ii mihi. Very fine, very thin,

Mihindi dare, A small bush, Lawsonia
alba, Lam. Cf mehndi dare,

Mihnot, Cf. mehnot.

Mihu. A calf
Baoha mihil. A bull calf.

Bachi mihu. A female calf.

Mihii merom. Cattle in general.
Mihu jel. Veal,

Mil. Affection, regard, fondness, har-

mon}!-, agreement, absence of fric-

tion, friendship.
Nukin do milgeakin. These two have a fondness

for each other.
Nukin do adi mille buihaueiJkina. We consid-

er these two as having a great aifection for
each other.

Noko do ohoko juillena. These will never

Mil. A mile, cor. of the English word.

Milan, l To unite, to join, to mix, to

Milon. / fit closely, as a joint in Vi'ood-

work, to get, to receive.
Khubko milanakat'a. They have fitted it close-

ly-

Begargea, bah mil9.noKa. They differ and will
not unite or mix (as oil and water.)

Milap. ") Concord, harmony, agreement,
Milap. J reconciliation.
Khub milapteko tahenkana. They live in groat

harmony.
Mel milapte menaltkoa. They live in concord.

Milat. ) To make a good joint, as in

Milot. J two pieces of wood, to piece

together, to fit together.
Ehub milatakadako. They have fitted them

very closely together.

Milau. To mix, to unite, to reconcile,

to cause concord, to get, to re-

ceive.

Sipi milaume. Mix it by kneading.
Unkin doko milaukatkina. They reconciled

them to each other.
Sunum ar daK oho milaiilena. Oil and water

will not mix.
Milauaea. He will receive.

Mill guti. To arrange, to consult, to

scheme.
Bes miligufie hatiiia. He will divide equally.
Cei con ondeko mill gu^iefkan ? What is it they

are consulting about over there ?

Milijili.
1
Agreement, concord, union,

Miljul. y mixture ; to reconcile, to

Miljol. j bring about harmony or

concord.
Milijulikat'koale. We reconciled them to each

other.
Miljulte tahenpe. Live in harmony.

Blili misi. 1 Concord, harmony, agree-

Mili misia. j ment, to consult, to scheme.
Mill misiteko Jomkeda. They lived in harmony.
Mill misia johkanako. They are consulting, or

laying a scheme.
Mill misiteko tahenkana. They live in harm-

ony.

Miljol'
}Cf- ™"ijili-

Milmilia. Measles, chicken pox, any
eruption or rash over the whole
body.

Milmilia rakapakawadea. 'Measlea have bro-
ken out on him.

Milon. Cf. milan.

Milot. Cf milat.

Milua. ) Mixed, desire, affection, regard,

Milwa.j fondness.
Adi milua nieuaUkina. They have great affec-

tion for each other.
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Misrii

liluU'miluU.
}<^f-™l^^'^-iil"'^-

Milulc.

11]

JJiluU jilulc. "^ T^Iiscrable, woebegone,
Jilulc milulc. J wretched looking, poor

and wasted.
Behgedte mihiK jilnKenako. Thoy are woebegone

tkroiigh hunger.

]\[ilwa. Cf, milua.

fiJilwa milwi. To form an illicit union.
Milwa milivikin baplaena.

Miniaiisa. ) To settle, to set a question

Minianso. J at rest.

l>oa k. '.ui reiilc do oho mimahsa dafelena. This
matter will not be settled.

Mina. \To deduct, to substract, to

Minha. J remit, as revenue or rent, to

credit.
]Sring.lf doe minaadirta. He deducted so much

from what I had to pay.
Inal? min9.m nama. Tou will be credited with

so much, a deduction of so much will be
made to you.

Mindok. ~) r^p •,'

mt.
j^f- "^^*-

Minha. Cf. mina.

Mirgi. Epilepsy, the falling sickness.

Mirgi rog henaKtaea. He suffers from epilep-

sy.

MirgiKkanae. An epileptic fit is coming on him.

Mirgi jel. A species of deer.

The skin of this deer dried and reduced to pow-
der is snuffed up the nostrils as a cure for

epilepsy (mirgi, q. T.)

Mirhi. F. ^ Twisted, crumpled, as a

M.-rha. M. J horn.

Miridos. Innocent, blameless, imma-
culate, guiltless, faultless.

Alom dosale, ale dole mui'losgea. Do not blame
us, we are blameless.

Mirju baha. \The tree and flower of

Mirriju baha. j the Indian Laburnum,
Cassia Fistula, Linn. Cf Nuruc.

Mirik hako, A fish so called.

Mirluii. Sad, dejected, pitiable, miser-

able looking.
Eehgecte mirluhakanae. He is miserable look-

ing througb starvation.

Mirluhe durupakana. He is sitting dejected.

Mirnju baha. Cf mirju baha.

Mirtika. Death, the world.

Mirtika tioKentaea, bae tikaUa. The time of his

death has come, he will not pull through.

Miru. A parrakeet, or paroquet.

Bhondamiru. A large paroquet.

Bhelad^gi* miru. A species of paroquet.

5o^h?.ri9. miru. Palceornis Alexandri.

Kuiniji miru. PaloMmie roea.

Dod miru. Pulaeornis torqnatua.
Miru kantiAam. You are my parrakeet (dear

one.)

Mirli. Rimle.ss, not having a rim.
Mir a b?iti . A large cup without a rim.

Adom iiati do kahkhagea, ar adom do mifS-
gea. Some batis (q. v.) have a rim and
others are rimless.

Miru baha. A wild plant which yields

a good fibre, Abutilon indicum,
Don.

Miruk miruls. Wistfully, longingly,

hungrily.
MiruR miruKle nel joiikana. We are looking on

wistfully.

Mis. To consult together, to plot, to

scheme, to conspire.

Galmarao mlskedako. They consulted together.

IToako misakata. They hare plotted this.

Misakawanako. They have hatched a plot.

Mimiskanako. They are plotting, or consult-

ing.

Misera. A sister.

Miserako. Sisters.

Miseraii. My sister.

Miserartko. My sisters.

Miseram. Thy sister.

Miserat. His .sister.

Misi. A powder with which the teeth

are tinged a black colour.

Pafako raiaia. '"Jey apply misi to the teeth.

Mifi is prepared by mixin, sulphate of

copper, iron filings and myrabolams. It is

said to keep the teeth firm in the gums.

Misi. Hair on the upper lip.

Misi juan. A youth or maiden.

Misil. The papers or records of a case,

to act as ii magistrate or judge,

a court of justice.

Misil lagaoen.1. The court is sitting.

Misil sapakaCae. He has taken up the case,

or has begun court.

Hakopako misile lagaoketitalea. He took up
our case without delay.

^^^^!-
. .. JGently. Cf hisit hisil

Ml sit misit.J
•'

Misit niisiCe hoeeda. It blows gently.

Misri. Sugar- candy.
C'ini. Eefined sugar.

Misri b.at.
"I
To divide, a method of

Misri bata. / dividing village lands

so that no person gets two conti-

guous fields, or too inuch of one

quality of land. Cf khicri bat.

Misric. \To be mixed, as two herds of

Misrii f
cattle, &c.

MisrijoKape. Tou will get mixed (as in a crowd.)

Misric adoKape, Tou will get mixed (with the

crowd) and get lost.

53
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Mistri. A tradesman, a mechanic.
Kat mistri

,
I ^ ^.^ tg,.

iayhi miatn. 3
*^Bart

Bai mistri. A mason, a bricklayer, a maker of

clay images.

K^,'"*'''?'fr'- 1 A blacksmith.
Lobar mistri. )

Dhubi mistri. A washerman.

Miti. A (the indef. article), one, single,

to unite, to join, to mix,
MiCkateko calaoena. I They went away to-

Mitteko calaoena. ) g'ether.

Mimi6 mimifteko boloena. They entered singly

one after the other.

Mitke mitko calaoena. They have all gone.
Mi ti mitteko calaoena . All have gone.
Mimit poesakate emakom. Give each one pice.

Mit' dartegeye tiokkefkoa. He overtook them
in one race, without once stopping to draw
breath.

Mi6 maKtege topaKena. It broke through with
one blow.

Mi^ dhao. Once.

MilturkjOfei-l-g-
Mit barabari. Equal.
Mil! sao. Level, plane.
Mi£ machagealco. They resemble each other.

Mi£ lekako juriKa. They resemble each other
in one aspect.

Mi£ lekageako. They are equal, they resemble
each other.

Mi6 lekakom. Make them equal.

Mit' bar horalt mocareli alijomkeda. I heard it at

the mouth of one or two people.

Mifc'geako. They are equal, they resemble
each other.

Mif sentege menaea. He has not returned once
since he went.

Mit' gidr?. khon. From childhood.

Mit' lacl'L-eha. Own brothers or sisters, children

of the same parents.

Dal mil:. The confluence of two rivers.

Dul midul:. To conflux, as two rivers
; to flow

into, as a river into the sea.

Nai ar BaraUar dul mit then. The place where
the rivei^ Damudar and Barakar conflux.

Jalapurire dul mitakana. It flows into the sea

.

Katha do bah midlentakoa. Their statements
did not agree.

Mit' muthangeako. They resemble each otlier.

Ehga honkiu mi£ mufbgingea. The mother and
child resemble each other.

Mit' talao. Without intermission.

Mit' talaogeye daKet'kana. It rains without in-

termission.
Mit lagaogeye daKeda. It rains unceasingly.

Mit' rogor. Without intermission.

Mit rogorgeye kokoekana. He begs without
intermission.

Mi£ monte. With one mind, with all one's

mind.
Mii murukte. Perseveringly, with heart and

soul.

^ Mit mohndate. Straight, in one direction.

Mit tun botor ho bae botorlena. He was not
in the least afraid.

Mit; jomkao. 7 ^y together, in a body.
Mit jomok. 3

Mit jomkaotegeko calaoena. 7 They left in a
Mit' jomoktegeko calaoena. j body.

^One individual or article.

Mit ten.

Mit iei.

Mit iah.
Mit goteo.
Mit gi tan. J

Unkin mit fhenre menakl^ina. They are in the
same place.

Mit senko calaoena. They have gone in the

same direction.

Mit' seienako. Tbey have taken the same side.

Ale do mit'rege menaKlea. We are united, a

united family. [nership.

Mitregele kamikana. We are working in part-

Ban midoKkana. jTbey are not uniting or

Ban mindoKkana. 5 mixing ; they do not agree,

harmonise, correspond, tally, asimilate.

Mit golitegeye augakeda. He beat tl e drum
all night, never liad it ouce off his neck.

Mit' lapeC mandiii liamlekhange. If I get a
mouthful (or handful) of cooked rice.

Gel mit'. "?
-pi^,.,.,111 .,' ( KieA^en.

Gel khon mit. )

Mit' tail ba rait tail. One or another.
Mit ho bae lajaoUa. He is never in the least

ashamed.

Mimil } Each, singly.

Mimit hor. Each person.
Miniit mimitteko boloena. They entered singly.

Mimit mimitte rorpe. Speak singly (not all at

once.)
Mimit poesakate emakom. Give each of them

one pice.

Mit sae. One hundred.

Mit; isi. Twenty, a score.
Mit isi mit. Twenty-one.
Mitisibarea. Twenty-two.
Mit isi pea. Twenty-three.
Mit isi ponea. Twenty-four.
Mit isi more. Twenty-five.
Mit isi turui. Twenty-six.
Mit isi eae. Twenty-seven.
Mit isi iral. Twenty-eight.
Mit isi are. Twenty-nine.
Mit' isi gel. Thirty.
Mit isi gelmit. Thirty-one.
Mit isi gelbarea. Thirty-two.

Mit kar goc. Hemiplegia.

nT-i
'

!- Cf. hit mitar.
Ml tor. J
Mitha.

") o
Mitho.jS^^'^^*-
Mith^ge atkarolfkana. It tastes sweet.

Mithai. Sweetmeats.
Mithi. A kind of spice.
Mithi mithi so liana. It smells like the mithi

spice.

Mitor. Cf. hit mitar.

Miyun miyun. The mew of the cat,

to mew, as a cat.

Mo. To swell, swollen.
Bebarice moakana. He is very much swollen.
Dal mokedeae. He struck him and raised a

swelling;
MoKae. He will swell, or it will swell (hand,
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Moao. To damp, to moisten.
Moaoltatelvo joma. They moiaten it anrl eat it.

Baiigaura moaoUateko era. They damp the
cotton seed and then sow it.

Moc. A cultivated pulse, Phaseolus
aconit ifalius, Jacq.

Moca. The mouth.

Mocmoc. \To pout, to push out the lips

Mocmoco. j when sulk'n or displeased.
Mocae mocmocoaUana. She is pouting her lips.

Mocmoc. Sad, dejected, distressed look-

Modam. 1 Continually, always, every

Uni do moomodgeye ideloRkana.
dejected.

He looks

Moe?lka.\ Personal recognizance.a bond,
Mucill:;i.j an agreement.
Gel taka mooolUakateko araUkadea. They

took his personal recognizance in ten rupees
and liberated him.

Mocon. Snout, mouth of an animal.

Mocra mucri. To writhe, to contort,

twisting from side to side, to gripe

;

luxuriant, as a crop.
Nui daiira ^diyo mocra muofi baraekana. This

bullock is twisting from side to side (to free

himself from the yoke.)
Nai hor lac hasoedete g^di mocra mucri barae-

kanae. This man is writhing owing to

colic.

Lao mocra mucri hasoedekana . He is suffering

from griping (or pain in the intestines.)

Mocra mucri hor. A winding path.

4k Uhub mocra mucri hoeakanaa. The sugar
cane has grown luxuriantly.

Mocriio. To twist, to contort, to wi'ithe,

t'> gripe.
Mooraokateye peferkeda. He twisted it and

broke it oif

.

LacmooraoKkantiiia. I have a griping in the

stomach.

Mocrao. To eat.

Okatepe oalaKkana? Taben mocraole calalf-

kana. Where are you going? We are go-

ing to eat parched rice. i. e. we are going to

a betrotbat (jawae horok q. v.)

Khube mooraokeda. He ate well.

Taben khube mocraoakat'a, onate lao hisoede-

kana. He ha^ eaten a large quantity of

parched rice, for that reason he has stomach

ache.

Mod. T Amidst, from amongst. Cf

Modre. J motoie, mudre.
Noko modre okataKem hataoea. From amongst

these which one will you take ?

Ape mudre mit here hataoakata. One of you

has taken it.

Mod. Distilled liquor mainly that dis-

tilled from the flower of the mat-

kom tree (q. v.)

iin. T<
lain./Mondain. J day.

Modamgeye hijuRkana. He oomes every day.

Mode. To become mildewed, or moul-
dy. Cf monde.

Modet. To assist ; assistant, ally, one
appointed to assist another and
look after his intprests.

Ohoi^ senlena, ni^ kathare^ modetakanaii . I
cannot go, I am helping in this matter.

Modete dohoakadilia. He has appointed me to
assist and promote his interest.

M dh •
(- From amongst. Cf mod.

Nia modhere uni h3 emaeme. Give him also

out of this.

Modhom. Middle, intermediate, the

middle.

Tin marahae bahu do ? Bes modhom. How Ijig

is the bride? Of nice middle size.

Modhu. Sluggish, slow, fusionless,

guileless, artless, simple.
Adi modhu hor kanae. He is a sluggish man.

Modhubon. ) A honey forest, a desirable

Modhuban.J place.

Salbonirt modhubonkeda. I converted a sal (q. v.)

forest into a desirable place of residence.

Modod.lTo help, to assist ; help, assis-

Modot. j tance.
Mododalepe. Help us.

Modor muli baha. "1 A flower in high

Mondor muli baha. / repute among
Santal females, Ocinium Basili-

cmn, Linn, var. thyrsijioruni.

Cf mali baha.

Moela. Cf maila.

Moera. A Hindu caste, large numbers

of whom are traders or pedlers.

Mogoe mogoe. 1
g^^^

Mongoe mongoe. j

Alu moE:oe mogoe sebela. Potatoes have a nice

soft taste.

Mogoj. The brain.

MogO] bariuentaea. His brain is injured, (ha

is angry, or insane.)

Mogol. A Mogul, a Cabulee.

Mogon. To be astonished, to be ama-

zed, to be merry or careless, as one

intoxicated. Cf mongon.

Mogra. "I
A drain pipe, the ridge tiles

Mongra. J of a roof
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Mogra thamakhur. ") A vaiiety of the

Mongra thamakhur. J tobacco plant.

Moh. Pity, compassion.
Mohi^e aikaiaedae emoK do. 7 Giving distreaaes
Mohge afkaredae emol£ do. > him, i. e. he ia

niggardly.

^ Ji emoKae moh bae dohoea. He gives freely, it

doea not di.^tress him (to give.)
4^imohgeli bnih^iueda. I feel much reluct-

ance (to give.)

Mohan mala. A variety of the rice

plant.

Mohan basi. A variety of the Plantain.

MohS. To bud, as a flower.
Ul moheKkana. The mangoe (tree) is in bud. ,

Mohipal. A variety of the rice plant.

Mohjut. ") To prepare, to collect ne-

Mohnjam. J cessaries, to get in read-

iness.

OjaK i^git batifi mohjutakafa. I have in read-
iness the timber required for a house.

Mohlao. To direct one's course, to steer.

Scottice, to airt.
Okatem mohlaoakana ? Where are you direct-

ing your course to ?

Mohlaoge bae mohlaoKkana.

Mohlon.") Medicine for external appli-

Mahlon.j cation mainly by rubbing,

to apply medicine externally.
Mohlonkedeako. They rubbed ointment on him.

Mohnda. Direction, in front, like, re-

semblance, to direct one's course,

to die. Scottice, to airt.

Abo mohndategeye hijuKkana. He ia coming
towards us (in our direction.)

Okatem mohn^aena? Where are you directing
your course to ? Where are you going P

TeheJie mohndaena. He died to-day.

M-ii mohndae jomkeda. He only ate once.
Mi^ mohnijateye calaoena. He went straight

ahead.

Mora mohnda lekage. As if dead.
Nui do Kolhe mohndageye deloHa. This (person)

resembles, or has the appearance, of a Kol.
Mi<i mohnda calaHme. Go straightforward.

Mohnda marao. To close an aperture,

as the mouth of a jar, &c. to

put the finishing touches to.

Gnf han^ha mohncja maraokam. Seal the
mouth of the vessel in which the raw sugar
ia with clay.

Mohrijam. To have or be in readiness,

to exist, to be present.
Sanam mohlliamena. All ia,prepared.
Gofoako lagit; mohl'ijam godoKa. He will at

once be in readiness to help them.

Si£re atjare sen mohiljamenae. During the day
he went and took hie place in the ambush.

Mohiijor. Difiacult.
j^t^i mo]itijorte6 tijakafa. I have with great

difficulty acquired property.
Adi mohl) jorgea. It is very diificult,

Mohok. Odour, sweet smell, pleasant

od(nii-.

Mohok mahkaoRkana. There is a pleasant
odour.

Mohokop. Cf mahkup.
Mohol. A large house.
Bhitri moholteye calaoena. He went into tha

house.
Eaj mohol. A king's house, a zemindar's resi-

dence.

Mohoni. Cf. muhni.
Mohor. A seal, to seal.

Dolele mohorada. 7 He sealed, or put
Dolelre raohore lagaokeda. j his seal to the

document.

Mohor. A large earthenware vessel.

Mohor. A gold coin, a gold mohr.

Mohor marao. T To obliterate, to settle,

Mohor metao. J to finish.

Noa kathale mohor mefaokeda. We settled
this matter.

XTniaK liutumge mohor metaoena. His very
name is obliterated.

Uni hore mohor me^aoena. That man ia dead.

Mohrao. To refuse. Cf mahrau.
Emamkanati, adom mohraoKkana. I am giv-

ing it to you and you are refusing it.

Moidon. Having no hair on the upper
lip, without a rim, as a vessel.

Mo!i )lis.
J

Conference, assembly.

Mojlislo dnrupakana. We are sitting in con-
ference.

Mojra. Deduction, allowance, set off.

Noa reaK mojra auriii riama. I have rot had
this deduction made (in my account.)

Mojur. jA daily labourer, a workman
Majur.j

Mojuri.

Majuri.
Din majuri. Daily wages, pay for the day's

work.

Moka. The elbow, from the elbow to
the tip of the middle finger, a
cubit ; to measure ^^ Ith the arm
from the elbow to the tip of the
middle finger.

Bar moka osar. Two cubits broad.
Ma mokaeme. Come, measure it (with the arm

from the elbow to the tip of the middle
finger.)

Kiorid mokaalime. Measure it for me.
Pe moka gan jelefi. About three cubits long.
Mokaren. bajaoena. I have knocked my elbow.

paid by the day.

,.' y Daily wages, wages.
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Moka ghati. The elbow joint, from
which the cubit (moka) is meas-
ured.

Moka datop.lThe exact measurement,
Moka ratop.

J
neither more nor less.

Moka datopgoye emadifia. He gave me the
exact measurement (neither more nor less.)

Mokabila. To confront, bring face to

face.
Mokabilaketbinako. They brought the two

face to face._

Mokaui. Residence.

Mukmoko. To sulk.

Mokmoko baraekanae.
| gj^^ iga^jiuing.

Mokmokoakanae. )
°

Mokmokor. To sulk, to be sullen, to

scowl.

Mokodoma. ") A suit, a law suit ; to

Mokordoma. J sue in a court of law.

TJni upSirrefimokordomaakaCa. I have brought

a suit against hira.

Mokodomareli paraoakana. There is a suit, or

case, against me.
Uniuparre mokordomali oalaoa. I will bring

a suit against him.
Mokordoma mokordomategefi lahgaena. I am

reduced to poverty through continued law

suits.

Mokon. To tire, to finish, to lose the

relish for, to be done.

Dnyup mokodenad. I am tired sitting.

Boy mokolienali bae adjoma. I am tired speak-

ing, he wUl not listen.

Jom mokoAenae. He has eaten sufficient.

Mokod gen aikaueda. 1 feel as if I had had,

or had done, enough.
.

.^uri mokotioKae. He is not yet done, or he is

not yet tired.

Mokordoma. Cf mokodoma.

Mokoror. jperpetual.
Mokorora. J

'

Mokosto. ") By word of mouth, verbally,

Mukosto. J to commit to memory, to

repeat from memory.
Mokostotegele epemakana. We gave to each

other by word of mouth (nothing committed

to paper.)

Mol. To price.

Nin»Ke molena. He is priced at so much.

Molam. Soft, yielding.

Molamge atkaroKkana. It feels soft.

Molao. To give property or goods in

payment of a debt.

Pahrad molaoakafikina. I have given two bul-

locks in payment of a debt.

Eo.hp^ii^h'*^^'^™^^'^-
Kapi khube molaoakafa. He has polished the

battle axe weU.

Mblat. To sharpnn, to give an edge to,

as a razor on a strop.

Holat molat fiogmo. Sharpun the razor a little.

Molok. To appear for the first time.

MoloI{ cando. The new moon.
Bale mololf . Moon 2 or " days old.

MoloU tikin. The moon at the meridian at

sunset.
MoloK candoko dinadilla. They fixed the next

(or coining) month for me.
Pon dinte mologoKae. It will appear in 4 days

(the moon.)
Tisem raoloKena ? When did you come ?

Molon. The forehead, fortune, fate.

Bhage moloiianae. He is fortunate.

Molso. Greyish, of a greyish colour.

Momal. A clue, part or whole of stolen

property. Cf bomal.
Momal oglokena. Part of the stolen property

has been found.

Mombla."! A law suit, any matter re-

Momla. y quiring discussion and
Mamla. J settlement by a panchayat

orany other assembly. Cf mambla.

Momomoc. Worn out, feeble, as a very

old or sick person.
Momomoce AeloKkana. He looks worn out.

M6m5r. Cf more.

Momoyol!. Sorrowful, sad, dejected

looking.

Eof momoyofkedeako. They saddened him by
what they said to him.

Mon. Mind, spirit.

Mon khatoentirta. I am much hurt (as by an
unkind remark, &c.)

Mon tutentirta. 7 My spirit is broken (I am
Mon iiii?iuentil5a. ) disappointed or dispirited.)

Mon loKkantaea. He is in great sorrow.

Mit monte. With heart and soul, with all one's

mind.
Gota monte. With all one's heart, unreser-

vedly.
Mon b?.rioentaea. He is dispirited, or become

crazed.

Mon col go«entilia l
j ^^ disturbed in mind.

Mon concolgotentina. )

Mon dukakanae. He is sorrowing.

Mon. A weight and measure, liquid

and dry, of 40 seers.

Monadi. To preach, to proclaim
;
pro-

clamation, preaching. Cf manadi.

Moncopuri. The passing world.

Mond. The tail of a serpent.

Jambro monij. The tail of the Eock snake.

Monda. To spoil, to go bad, to deterio-

rate, fall in price.

Caole mondaena. 'The rice has deteriorated.

Dor mondaena. The price has fallen (is against

the seller.)

4gni mondaentaea. Hia digestion is impaired.
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Mondam. Continuall}', always, every

day.
Moudamgeye hijuKkana. He cornea every day.

Monde. ITo become mildewed, or

Monde. j mouldy.
Monde pi^ha. Mouldy bread.
Kicrid mondeEa. The ololih will become mil-

dewed.

Mondhaeni. The stirrer or stick moved
in a churn.

Ghor arad mondhaeni. The stirrer for the
purpose of churning milk, a churn stick.

Mondil.l . , ,

Mondir.|^*^™P|^-
MondoK mondoU. To be perplexed,

to smoulder.
Jiwi mondoK moniJogoKkantiiia. I am perplex-

ed.

MondoK mon^loE loK. To smoulder.

Mondol. The Headman of a village,

a name of the Hindu caste Sundi.

Mondod. ") Having no hair on the upper
Moidon. J lip, without a rim, as a vessel.

Molidou hor. A man with no hair on the upper
lip.

Moiidoh ^?ti. A brass cup without a rim.
Hoyo mc n lonenam. You have shaved your

upper lip.

Mone. Mind, spirit, to wish, to purpose,

to think.
Mone i oh. To wish for oneself

.

Mone monete. Mentally.
Monere becadiiia. I remembered, it suggested

itself to me.

Monere Uhatikedaii. I made up my mind.
Ona.sreil moneakatla. I am pleased with that,

I have set my heart on that, or I have
thought that.

Cala'< real? mone tabe'ranti£a. ") I had a wish to
Calal< mone taheka.ntilla. ) go.
Moneanae. Ho wished.
Mone khentoentaea. He is relieved in mind.

Mone,
M6r§.
Mone isi. Five score.

Mone sae. Five hundred.

Moneko turuiko. Cf. morgko turuiko.

Mongoe mongoe. Soft, soft to the
mouth.

Alu mongoe mongoe sebela.

-Five.

IVfnn rrnr i
^

'

Mongor.j

TT- ^
'

1 fNews, welfare.
Kusal mongol,)
Maae l^itape, kus?.l moiigol oe£leka. Come,

tell US of your welfare.

Morigon. To be astonished, to be
amazed, to be merry or careless,

as one intoxicated.
Mohgonenan. I am amazed.
Bulkate mohgonakanae. He is drunk and

merry.

Motigor. Tuesday. Cf. mohgol..
Monger hiloK. Tuesday.
Monger g-yup. Tuesday evening.

Mongra. A drain pipe, the ridge tiles

of a roof C£ mogra.

Monj. Beautiful,' pretty, beguiling, to

ridicule.

AiJi mofij baha. A very beautiful flower.
Baha do ^^i mo^ja. The dower is very beauti-

ful.

Ere monj. To deceive.
K^mimorii. To cause to work and withhold

payment.

Acu moll] . To rmploy one in a trifling manner,
Ror molij. To caiise to speak of trifling matters.
Kufiko jawae ^diko moiljea. The maidens

make fun of the bridegroom.

Morijlis. Cf. majlis.

Monjolo. Worn out, as by sickness or

age.
Monjologeye lieloKkana. He looks worn out.

Monjur. Cf. manjur.
Monsa. The Hindu Serpent-goddess.
Monsa porob. A festival in honour of the Hin-

du Serpent-goddess.

Monsuba. To contrive, to wish, to

purpose.
Calal< realfle monsubaaka£a, We have decided

to go.

Munucai ) rni 1

-Mr
'

i "J- he end.
Munucet. J
Burn munucaij. The end of ohe hill.

Bir munuceC. The edge or termination of the
jungle.

Mopho.sol.l o i •
J.

Mopo.sol. j^<^°'^^*' P"'^*^-

Mophosolkedako. They kept it secret.

Mophosol katha kana. It is a private matter.

TIT u i ^Gratis, free, withoutpayment.
Muphut.J *^ -'

Mophot reah do bah kana. It is not gratis.

Moposol. Cf. mophosol.

Mopot. Cf. mophot.

Mor. An interjection of surprize, dear

me

!

Mor ! cedaU bako heclena ? Dear me ! Why
have they not come ?

Mora. Dead, weak and lean.

XJni danra morageae. This bullock is weak
and lean.
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M5ra. ") A number of shoots to spring
Mora. J from one root, to become a

tuft, as grass, grain. &c.

Moraba. The American aloe, Aga\e
americana, Linn.

Mora mari. Weak and lean, half-dead,

in a dying state.

Mora jora. Weak and lean.

Mora muha. \The South, the direction

Moramuhar.
J

of the Damuda river

into which the Santals throw a

bone of the dead.

Moramot. ") m • j. j

Maramat.JT°^<^P^"'*°"^°"'^-
OraKe moramoteda. He is repairing the houae.

Morasi. ]xy j-j.

T,T • 1- Hereditary.
Maurasi.J •'

Morgisi patta. A hereditary lease.

Mordha. A depreciatory term, lean,

feeble.
Nui mordha mara herel. This feeble rascal.

M5rg. Five.
Gel more. Fifteen.
More gel. Fifty.

More liof. A ooancil, a conference, a panchayat,

a party whose duty it is to consider and
decide any matter, arbitrators.

Momorkate. Five each, in fives.

Momor (ahakate emakom. Giye them five

rupees each.
Momor gelkate. Fifty each, in fifties.

MSrgko. \ Certain Santal god-

MSreko turuiko. J lets so named.

Morgol!. A depreciatory term.

Morhao. Cf. merhao.

Morhalc. An exclamation of surprize,

dear me !

MorhaK ! bako hijuKkana. Dear me, they do

not come.

Morjad. jTo shew respect to, to honour,

Morjat. 3 mainly by entertaining to

food.

Morjadi.

Morjati

Morjha. Weak, feeble. Cf marca.

Mdrji.\Wish, pleasure; to entertain,

Murji.j as a guest, to shew hospital-

ity.

Bhage murjiadidae, sime gocadifia. He receiv-

ed me well (or he entertained me well), he

killed a fowl for me.

AmaK morjite jagem emoK. Whatever it may

be your pleasure to give.

:'^^'-!^^.^jCf. morjad.

, hAcid, acidulated.

Mormor. Quietly and meekly.
Morniore durupakana. He is sitting quietly

and meekly.

Mormorao. "^ To detain, to keep in cus-

Mormoriio. J tody.

Mormoraoket'leako bahUo em hofat'lea. They
detained us, they did not give lis at once.

Thanareko mormoraoket'koa. They kept them
in custody at the thana.

Morna. Death.
Harna morna jokheo. Time of death.

Harna morna reak nuigeye (iama.

Mornaha. Weak and lean, feeble.

Nui mornaha cet'e kjmiaP What work will this

weakling do.

Moro6.

Jojo moroc.

Moro6. To dry before being ripe, as a

fruit.

Bele morocena ul do.

Morol morol. Fixed stare, eyes rivetted

on, intently.

Morol morole liefielkana. He is looking with a
fixed stare, he is gazing intently.

Morom. Hidden meaning or purpose,

method.
Noa reau morom bali badaea. I do not know

the hidden meaning of this.

Moron. Death.

Moron aralc. A wild plant the leaves

of which are eaten as a potherb,

Gyvmema hirsutus, W. & A., var

Jjt'cit i-^ncauum, Wight.

Moron soman. Like death, like to die.

Moron sonimiirt riiaena. I am sick unto death.

Nonkae vork«diiia. moron somanirt aikaukeda.

He spoke thus to me, I felt like to die.

Morot. Weak, li-an and fi^eble.

Morot. Stinking, fetid, noxious smell

of decaying flesh.

JahanaUko roekhan morotge soa. If flies attack

anything (dead animal) it smells offensively.

Morot bhni. The dying world.

Morot sorot. Deteriorated, not fresh,

as meat, &c.
Morot sorot pera menaetalea. We have a poor

relative.

Morot sorot tamakhur menaBtalea. We have

some inferior tobacco.

Morrao. Cf mormorao.

Mortoman. A variety of the Plantain.

Morubi. \ An elder, head of family,

Murubi. J old man.
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Mosao. ITo take money, as the

Jommosao.J price of a bride, and
give no presents in return.

Eg.nrli Uora i;lq.iigua kuripe baplakin khan eyae
taka jom mosaope. If you gWe a'spineter
in marriage to a widower take seven rupees
(the price of the bride) and give no return
presents.

Mosmoso. Silent, silent and dejected.
Mosmoso rieloKkanae. He looks dejected.
Oka do onko usat horko mosmosokol^a. Some

times sulky people refuse to speak.

Mosodi. The person through whom
the raja or Zemindar communi-
cates with his amla.

If any question arises the amla send the mosodi
to the raja for orders.

Mosokot. DifScnlt, difficulty.
.^iji mosokotkatele fiamkeda. We got it with

very great diiiiculty.

Mosokusi. To compel, to force, against

one's will, to persuade, to coax.
Mo-sokusikateko idikedea. They ooinpelled him

to go, tliey took him away against his will.

Mosola. Spice.

Mosot. To finish, to cease, leave off,

give up, change one's mind, to

fade.
Noa katha mosofiena. This matter is finished

(settled.)

Baha mosodolfa. The flower will fade.
Enecko mosofkeda. They left off dancing.
CalaKe mosotikeda. He gave up the idea of

going.

Moste. T Freely, gratis, for nothing,
Mnsteto. J difficulty.

JWosteteko emoKkana. They are giving gratis.
Mogte reaK do ban kana. It is not gratis.
Adi mosteterl Aamkeda. I obtained it with

great difficulty.

Mosto. Big, fat, thick, wealthy, well-

to-do.
Ao moto bes mosto menaea. He has amply

sufficient for his o^vu wants.

Mostoriim. Independent, without anx-
iety, careless of what may happen,
lordlv, dignified.

Ho, nui doe mostoramena, bae kgtmikana. He
has become independent (or dignified), he
is not doing his work.

Mot. 1 A bundle, to tie or make up
Motra.

J
into a bundle.

Mot. Total, to total.

Jomae mo^keda. He totalled up the rent.

Mot.lPurpose, wish, intent, opinion,

Mat./ method, way, mode.
Sanam hor mil; motge menaKkoa. All th?

people are of one mind.

Mota. Stout, fat, thick, clumsy, coarse,

rich, wealthy ; low, as a note in

music, hoarse, gruff.

Mota hor. A fat man, or a wealthy man.
Uni do adi motae rora. He speaks very gruffly.

Noa banam adi mota sadekana. This fiddle

has a very low tone.
Nese motaen do. He is well off this year.
4sul motakedeae. He fattened him, or fed him

till he became fat.

Motalen tahekanae. He was fat once.
Nui do khube motaKa. This one will fatten

well,

Mota gundli aralc. A wild pot-herb,

Gyanotis axillaris, R. S.

Mota hemea aralc. \A wild pot-herb,

Mota jubhi arak, / Limnopkila con-

ferta, Benth.

Mota gundli. A cultivated millet Pani-
ciim, Helopus, Trin, usually found
growing along with gundli^ Pani-
cum miliare.

Mota bir jhunka. A common wild plant,

Crotalaria calycina, Shrank.

Mota bhidi janatel A commmon plant

in the vicinity of villages, Urena
sinuata, Linn.

Mota uric alaii. A small plant used as

a pot herb, Portulacca oleracea,

Linn.

Motaen.l To be appointed to, to fix, to

Motean.j be in readiness.

Mota muti. Stout, full grown, wealthy,
substantial.

Mota muti hor kanako. They are adults.
Mota muti horko hafiii joiia. The substantial

people divide it among themselves.

Motam ot. A species of edible mush-
room.

Moteam. To appropriate, to take.
Nonde talielcana, saname raot^eamkeda. It was

here, he appropriated it all.

Ac eskargeye moteamkeda. He has appropri-
ated it all to himself.

Motean. Appointed to, fixed, in readi-

ness. Cf motaen.

Moth. Force, forcibly.

Mothgeye idikedea He took him away for-
cibbly.

,, ;, >In all, total,
Mothere.J '

Mofchere poesa in9.1fgetilia. In all I have so
much money, (or copper money.)

Mothe raif; araygetilia. Jn all I have one yo^e
of oxen.
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AJoth maria. Forcibl}', by force.
Mct'i i'i?rf?.e jom ouokediiSa. He forced me to

eat.

Moti. i , ,

xMuti.
J-'^

P°^^-l-

?•[ iticur. A variety of the rice plant.

Mit jiiot. Bundles, paclcages.
Mot ibotko idi oookedkoa. They caused them

to carry bundles.

M. I

•' [Gravel, small gravelly stones,
utkun.j ' ° *'

Motlob. ") Purpose, wish, intention, me-
Matlab. J thod, way, mode, health,

reason, meaning.
Noa kami reaUe motlobaka^a. Ho has purposed

to do this work.
Noa hatao reaheraotlobakat'a. He inten-U to

take this, has purposed in his own mind.
IMotlobre bah jut iri fliik^ueda. I feel indispos-

ed.

Moto. Only, like.

Ni?. moto bare k^mime. Do only this, or do
like this.

Ini moto hohoaepe. Call him only,

Jom moto emaepe. Gire him only as much as
he can eat.

Idi motoe hataokeda. He took only what he
could carry away.

Moka motoge emaepe. Give him only one cu-
bit (of cloth.)

Ac motogeye calaoena. He went away alone.

Ili do ill motoll sen joiia. I will go alone, or by
myself,

Motoa. Like. Cf moto.
N !a motoh calal^me. Go like this.

Motor. |The pea, Pisum arvense.Liiin.,

Mator.
J

and Pisum sativum, Lra n.

Motore. From amongst, a midst. Cf.

mudre.
Noko raerom motore okoetaUem kusiaekana?

Which of these goats are you pleased with,

or from among these goats which one do
you choose ?

Ape motorege mii hore hataokeda. One of you
took it.

Motra. A bundle, to make into a bun-

die. Cf mot.
Sanamak motrakateye idikeda. He made all

into a bundle and took it away.

Motra jhotra. Bundles, packages.
Motra jhotra menaUtida. I have a bundle or

two.

Mowasi. Cattle, live stock.

.^diye mowasiana. He has many cattle.

Mu. The nose.
Mu gei. To cut off the nose, to disgrace, to

humiliate, to put to shame.

M.vi6. An ant.

Mu« daka. Ants' eggs, which have the appear-

ance of grains of husked rice.

Muo dakako ^itkireda, dag coe ce£ con. The
ants are removing ther eggs, it may possib-
ly rain. (This procedure on the part of
ants is regarded as a sign of rain.)

The following are several species of ants :
—

Sunum muo. The oil ant.
Cufun mu(i. A small black ant found in the

hollows of treta.

Donda muc. The large black ant of Santaliti.

Lobolf mue. The flour ant.
Aro If muo . Tlie red ant.

Kolhp mui. The Kolhe ant, named after the
Koiarian tribe of Kols or Kolhe (q. v.)

So muc. The stinking ant. This species is

said to smell oifensively.

Saheb muc. The English ant. This ant, it is

said, was introduced into India along
with the Burma rice which was imported
during the famine of 1874-7.')

.

Hende muo. A black ant.

Khontamuo. A large red ant.

Hao mud. The large red ant.

Muo chatta. An ants' nest fixed in a tree.

Muc aralj. A small, v^ild plant used as

a pot-herb, Polygonum plebejwin,

Br.

Mucalka. In i

T, r .-,
I

• reraonal recognizance or
Muciikn. y , ] /^f 11
,. ,, j bond. Of. macalka.
Macalka. /

Mucat'. \To end, finish, cease; end,

MucL'ti. j termination.
Kulhi muc^t'ie. At the end of the village

street.

MucaCenae. He is dead.
Auri muc9.doka. It is not yet finished.

K^mi muoatkedae. He finished the work.

Muci. A Hindu caste of leather work-

ers and shoemakers.

Muci ol A kind of edible mushroom.

Mucu. A kind of basket used to

catch fish with.

The mucu is like a wicker basket wider at one
end than the other, ivith both ends open.
It is plunged with the wider end down into

the water over the the fish, and the hand
put in through the smaller opening and the
fish secured.

Hakoe muoue£koa. He is catching fish with

a mucu.

Mucur. "(Crunching sound, as

Mucur niucur.j when eating anything

crisp.

Mucur mucure jojomkana. He crunches as he

eats.

Mucur maraokedae. He crunched it up.

Mud. \From amongst, amongst, a-

Mudre.J midst.
Noko mudre nuigeye sorosa. This one is the

best of them.
Onko mudre nui hor dhere arjaoakaia. From

amongst them this man had the best crops.

54
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Mudali. Defendant, accused.

Mudgud. A depreciatory term, dirty.

, . , ,. [a shopkeeper, a Hindu caste.

Miidoe. Plaintiff, suitor, claimant, en-

emy.

Muga. Cf. munga.

Mugdi. A variety of the rice plant.

Muha. The quantity of iron produced

at one time in a native smelting

furnace.

Muha. \To be incensed and
Roko't muha. J

attack, to ravage, as

a man eating tiger, &c., to run

amok, blood thirsty.

Ona birte alope calaUa, kule rokot mubaaka-
nae. Do not go to that forest, a tiger is

ravaging there.

Hor goo gocte rokot miiliaenae, oboe ho bae
dayawatboa. From continued killing of

men he has become blood thirsty, he had
pity on no one.

Muha muhi. Over against, in front of,

face to face.

Muhar. Direction, to head towards.

Scottice, to airt. Cf. mohnda.

Note mubarakat'ae. Ho comes in this direction.

(He is airting here.)

Uni muhare lieloKkana. He resembles him.

Muhceba. Cf mahla.

Muhim.lDanger, difficulty, affliction,

Muhln. j suffering, distress.

G^r ninhim. Difficulty and distress.

j?L(^i muhimreA paraoena. I am in great afflic-

tion.

Muhni. A philter, to administer a

philter, to hypnotise, to wheedle,

lure, cajole, decoy.

Miihniko Jiu ocokedea. They caused her to
drink a philter.

Muhni idikefkoako. They cajoled them into
going.

Muhri. A clerk, a vernacular clerk.

Muhri. The Anise seed, Pimpinclla
Anisum, Linn.

Muhujut. Cf mohjud.

Muhur muhur. Pleasant, applied

mainly to the smell of certain

kinds of rice.

Muhur muhur sokana. It smells sweetly.

Muhul I Mildewed, mouldy, to

Mahvit; muhut.
J

become mouldy or

mildewed, to become sour, as milk,

cooked rice. &c.
Muhiit' muhnt' sokana. It smells of mildew.
Muhiit'gea. It i.s mouldy.

Muiguc. A depreciatory term, dirty.

Cf mudgnc.

Muisil. ) A mode of extorting payment
Musil. 5 of a debt or compliance with

any demand by makinj^ the pi-rson

sit by himself until he agrees to

the terms offered to him. C£
dharna.

n,r 1 lio strike, to hit.
Milker.

J

Khubko mukaukedea. They beat him soundly.

Mukba. The mouth.
UniaK mukha khonin anjomkeda. I heard it

from his mouth.

Mukha mukhi. Face to face, to con-

front.

Mukba mukhilin ilapamlena. We met face to
face.

Mukhar. The cross stick to which the

fish trap torodad or torodhoc (q.

V.) is attached.

Miikharat. ) By woi-d of mouth, with-

Mukharot. j out the intervention of

a second person.
In mukharot noafi artjomkeda. I heard this by

word of luouth.
Maiijhi mukhirotte noan aJijomkeda. I heard

this from the bead man iiimself.

Mukbarottele liel aguakata. We have been and
seen for ourselves.

Mukhi. A variety of saru (q, v.)

Mukhia. Chief, principal, elder, leader.
Noa atoren mukhia hor kanae. He is the chief

man of this village.

Mukhia mukhia horko senlena. The leaders
went.

Mukhu. Ignorant, simple, illiterate.

Mukhuhor kanae, cet' ho bae badaea. He is an
ignorant man, he knows nothing.

Mukosto. "t By word of mouth, verbally,

Mukosta. J to commit. to memory, to

repeat from memory. C£ mokosto.

Mukup. ^Tobe deferred, postponed,
Mukuph. j" delayed, relinquished. Cf

makup.
Mukur rnukur. Munching or crunching

sound, as when a raw carrot, &c.
is being eaten.

Mukur mnkure jomeda. He is munching.



Mill [ 427 ] Mundhni

Mill. Chief, principal, original funda-
mental, real.

Mill rehefc". The principal root, the tap root.
Mul ^lar. The principal branch, the trunk

above the bole.

Muloralt. The original house, round which
others have been built.

Mul katha. The real fact, the fundamental
fact.

Mul nutnm. '^ Eeal name aB opposed toa sobri-
Mun liutum. ) quet, or a nickname.

Mul. Principal.
Mulke mul ru?.rlsatilimo. Return me the prin-

cipal.

Mule sude. 1 n ^ j • i j.

Sudemule. )
Principal and interest.

Sudin emama, multefi tahentama. I will pay
you the interest, the prinipal will remain.

Mala arali. ") The Radi,sh, RapluLiius
Murai araU. J sativus, Linn.

Mulahan. To destroy, to lay waste, to

mike havoc.

Mulaiya. To fix the price of a thing
without Weighing.

Cetlekam hataokeda? Mulaiy^te^ ha'f^keda.
How did you take it? I took it without
having it weighed.

Mu !- Profit, advantage,
unapha. J

' °

Mnlapha bafi fiamlalca. I received no profit.

Mun^pha ban hoelena. There was no profit.

Mulau. Cf molao.

Mulchabad. To destroy, to ruin.

Mulehabad goc cabaena. It all died (dhan) the
seed was not even returned.

Mulehabadena. It is destroyed root an 1 branch.

Mulin. Sad, dejected, to become sad,

or dejected.
Mnlinenae. He is dejected.
MuUngeye ileloKkana. He looks sad.

4r ,
, 1 , > To smile, smiling,

iuuluc muluc. J
°

MuluG mulu'je lan'Ta joDAai.a. He is smiling.

Muluo menteye landakeda. He smiled.

Mun. A mythical si-mi-divine being.
De bhalp. maharaj, am ho munge. ale ho munge,

de bhala, manoti manwa cei lekatebo sir-

jaukoa.

Mun. ' Cf mul.
Mun rtutum. Eeal name, as opposed to a sob-

riquet or a nickname.

Munai. C'l'ntrc, or cum, as of a boil ; to

begin.

Ojo realf munaiteC. The centre of the boil.
^

Kathae munaikeda- menkhan bae puranlaKa.

He began the statement, but did not finish

it.

Mund. Heau.
Pon mund (Jaiira. Four head of oxen.

Mumja. A Kolarian tribe inhabiting

the Chota Nagpur plateau.
ICol mundg,.

Divisions of the Mundgi tribe.
Lai'ka mun(la.

Munda. The Paharias of the Raj mahal
hills.

Munda. Head, end.
Kulhi muni;la. The head or end of the street.

Munda. 1 m i •
i i o

,, 1 V io close an openmg, hole &c.

Dal< joroUkana, bhug^iK mundau got'kaKpe.
Rain is coming through (the roof), cover the
hole, stop up the hole.

Duare mundaukeda. Ho closed to the door.

Mundam. A finger ring.

Bapla mundam. The marriage ring.

Munchi mundi. | In equal proportions,

Mundha raundhi. J head for head.
Mundlia miindhiye utinket'koa. He exchanged

them head for head (cattle.)

Mundghos. A specials of small deer.
This species of deer is said to receive its name

from its holding down its head when run-
ning.

Mundguc. ") Polled, having no
.Mundguc mundguc. J horns.
Mihu mundguc mui.dTucgeako. The horns of

the calves have not yet grown, the calves
are hornless.

Nni (Jan.'a doe mun(Jguogea. This ox is polled.

Mundha.
1

Mundhaf. sStump of tree, a log.

Mundhet.J
Nit ho muudhet' lekae giticakana. Even now

he is lyin^;' like a log.

J\Iundhal<. Stump of a tree, a log.

Afundha mundhi. Head for head, in

eqi'.al proportions. Cf munda
mundi.

Mundhan. "l The ridge pole of a roof, the

Mundhna. J ridge of a roof

Mundh9.n khunti. A post or posts which sup-
port the ridge pole of a roof.

Mundhna maraope. Finish the thatchine: over
the rid, L! of the roof , or thatch over the

ridge.

Mundhal Stump of tree, a log. C£
mundha.

Mundhat' citri. The Black partridgfl,

Francalinus vulgaris.

Mundhet'. Stump of tree, a log. Cf
mundha.

Mundhni. T Peak, highest point, as of

Muthni. J ahill, &c.



Muncbl [ 42« ] Mur

Muiidil.
"I A t i„

,,, T ^ A temple,
Moiidir. J

^

Mundla. M. ") Having the hair on the

Mundli. F. J head shaved or closely

cropped, to crop the hair.

Muin?la ^aiira. A polled or lioralesa ox, a
tiger.

Munclli gsii. A polled or hornless cow.

Mundl^iltetmeabo ? Jjid they shave your head ?

Mundliakadeako. They have shaved her head.

Mundla panahi. Shoes without the pe-

culiar turn up at the toes which
is usual in India.

Mundra. A measure, the distance be-

tween the elbow joint and the

knuckle of the middle finger with
the fist closed.

Wundra. M.
Mundri. F.

cropped, to shave the head,

the hair.

Munijrikedeako. They shaved off her hair, or
cropped it closely.

Hoyo mumjrikedeako. They shaved her head.

Mundra mnndrigeako. They (boys and girls

or males and females) have shaved heads.

Mundra panahi. Cf. mundla panahi.

Mundra badha. A kind of wooden
sandal. Cf badha.

Mundruc. ") Polled, having no
Mundruc mundruc. J horns, as an ox.

Cf mundguc.

Mundii. A jungle, a copse.

Mundu pakar. Bnsh and brake.

.

"I
Having the hair on the

J head shaved or closely

crop

Gada mnndu.
Mun^u bapla.

match.

River and forest.

A forest marriage, a runaway

Mundu Baske. A sub-sept of the San-

ta! sept Baske (q. v.)

.Mundu lac. A certain portion of the

entrails of a fowl.

Mundu Pauria. ~| A sub-sept of the San-

Mundu Paulia. j tal sept Pauria or

Paulia.

Mud. a cultivated leguminous plant,

Phaseolus Mungo, var. Max,
Linn.

Muii dal. The split pea of PJiaseohts Hnnrjo.

Munga. \The Horse-radish or Ben
Munga dare, j nut tree, Morinqa ptery-

gosperma, Gaertn., the leaves,

flowers and fruit of which are used

as food.

Munga aralc. The fresh leaves of the

Munga or Horse-radish tree,

Moringa pierygosjjcnna, Gaertn.,

which are used as a pot-herb.

Munga suti. The fruit of the Horse-

radish tree, munga (q. v.) used as

an ai'ticle of food.

Munga mutak. A thick club or stick

of some light wood such as that

of Munga (q. v.)

Munga. ") The cocoons of univol-

Munga lumam. J tine individuals of

the Tassar silk worm.

Muiiga mala. A kind of necklace.

Muiigar. A mallet.

Mungia pathra. A kind of soapstone.

Munret. A log tied to the neck of a

cow, &c. given to straying from

the herd.

Munib. EmiDloyer, master.

Munis. A male farm servant.
.Ton munis. Farm servants.

:'-.!nnjil. A day's journey.
TinaK muiijil lioyolca? Khubem oalaKkhan bar

niuiijil. How many days' jonrney is it ?

If you walk v o:l, two days' journey.

Mui'ijra. To count up, to total.

Aurile munjraia. Wc have not yet totalled it.

Munsali. Belonging to a munis (q. v.)

or agricultural .servant.

Mun.^ali bind^. A sheaf or sheaves given to a
munis {q. v.) daily during harvest.

Munsali khet. Land given to a munis as part
of his wages.

Munsali taka. A sum of money given on loan
to a munis.

This money bears no interest, but the munia
cannot cancel his agreement to work for
his master until this money is repaid.

ilutij'ifj. Conference, assembly.

Miinncat. ) r\r n
,, 'i' (-Ci. mucat.
Munucet. J

M 1
4. ' Gratis, free, for nothing.

Mophot.
J

Mur. Cf mul.



Murad
[

-^2f'
]

Milium

Murad. *) Respect, honour, wish, inten-

Murat. J tion.

luaK murad bao doholeda. He did not respeot
my honour.

Be-mur9.dkediAae. He insulted me.

Murahan. To destroy, to ruin, to lay

waste, to make havoc.
S^ul do k^liaia renkoe mii(a'i4.uke£koa. Saul

made havoc of the church.

iVIurai. A grain store.

Murai aralc. Cf. mula arali

Murca. "l To corrode, to rust, to wear
Mm'cha. ) or be eaten away gradually.
Muroh^ena. It is rusty, or it has rusted.

Murchau. To cut off evenly and neatly,

to dress by paring, as the end of

stick, beam, &c.
MurchauakaC lekako jomkeda. They cropped

it as if it had been cut off neatly close to

the ground.
Giri murchau. To out the end neatly.

Murchi horo. A kind of black rice.

Murculu.
I
Huddled up, drawn to-

Murculuii. J gether.
Murculuii durupakanae. He sits huddled up.

Murdar. A corpse.
Murdar sahan. The unconsumed firewood of

a funeral pyre.

Murga. A cock.

Murga. ") A small forest tree,

Murga dare. J Pterocarpus vxarsu-

piwni, Roxb.

Murgan. ") Drugs or medicines in

Ran murgan. J general.

Morgot \ Dirty and ill-condi-

Morgoli morgot./ tioned, slovenly and

lean.

Murgud.
,] Dirty and ill-condi-

Murgucmurguc. y ^(^^^^^ ^ppj^^j
Maiguc.

_ mainly to children.
Muiguc muiguc.j

Murhal Cf. mundhal

Murhucjom. Leprosy.
Murhuo jom hor. A person suffering from le-

prosy.
Murhuo iom rog. The disease of leprosy.

Murhuc. 1 To devour, to strip, as

Jom murhuc.
J

locusts, caterpillers,

&c.
Pohoko jom murhuokedako. The locusts

stripped the trees.

Murhut;. An image, an idol.

Mlirl. ") .

Muri. j"

Miirl . A measure about a maund.
MJiri khaol?iB. A basket which holds a muni.

A measure of land of varying

quantity.
Mit; muri ot. A mnri of land.

Muri khunti. A short post fixed in a

beam which rests or the yide walls

on which the ridge pole rests.

Murjat. Cf marjat.

Murji. Pleasure, assent, will, taking

favourably, agreeable, acceptable.
Amem murjilekhau. If it please you, or if you

so please.

Amalf murji leka. According to your pleasure.

Murli. A whistle with six or seven

finger holes.

Murmu. ^ One of the twelve

Murmu Thakur. J septs into which

the Sbntals are divided.

Mursin barsin. 1^
A day or two, a short

Musiri baisiri. J time.

Mursirt b»rsiri thir hataroKme. Wait quietly

a day or two.

Mnsifi b?irsili dole bes baragea. We are well

for the last day or two.

Murubi. An elder, head of family, an
old man. Cf morubi.

Muruk. Physical or mental energy,

force, vigour, strength, determina-

tion, perseverance, constancy, tena-

city of purpose ; to energize, to be

resolved, steadfast.

Murukakae tahenme. Continue steadfast.

Adi murukkateye calaKkana. He is going with

great determination.

Mone murukakae tahonpe. Continue stedfaajriti

purpose.

Ti bah murukolfkantiila. My hand will not

energize, I have no power in my hand

.

Bail lebeC muruk dareaKkana. I cannot step

with vigour, I cannot put down my foot

with force.

Ac murukteye dalkedea. He hit him wi"a all

his might.

Murum jel. The Nil gae, or Blue cow,

I

Portax pidu.
i Tlie flesh of this deer is taboo to the Murmu aept

of Santala.

Murum ot. A species of edible mush-

room.
This mushroom is taboo to the Murmu sept of

Santals.

Murum.
Hawal murum

\k species of snake.



Miirup [ 430 ] Mutur mutiu'

Mump. lAsmall gregarious forest

Murup dare, j tree, Butea frondosa,
Roxh.

Nari niariip. A large forest climber, Butea
siiperlia.

Ot murup. A small plant Flemingia nana
Roxb., i\'itli leaves resembling Butea fron-
dosa and Butea superba.

Murup godo. A species of rat,

Mururi. A veiled name for cholera.

Murut. An image, an idol, a statue.
Murut lekae teugoakana. He is standing like

a statue.

Murut' hende hasa. A kind of black

st-;f soil.

MurwaiJ. Reapect, honour, wish, in-

tention. C£ murad.
Musa. Moses.
Musa. A rat.

Mnsal<. \ Silent, listless, mel-
Gundiir musall. j ancholj'. Cf. gun-

dur musal<.

Musaphir. A traveller.

Mushar. A semi-Hinduized caste of

aborigines.

Musi). C£ muisil.

MusiA.
"I
A day or tvi^o, a short

Musin barsin.
I

time. Cf. mursin bar-

sin.

Musin din bape thiroKme. Have patience for
a few days.

Muskil. '^ Difficultjr, strait, distress; diffi-

Maskii.j cult.

Mu.skilreli paraoena. I am in a strait.

Muskil kami. Difficult work.
Muskilcrea. It is difficult.

Muskilkeditlako. They put me in a difficulty.

Muski. A Musalman, a Mahomedan.
Musla era. A Musalman woman.

T,r ,
• • . ^i^ine cloth.

Musna kicnc.
J

Masra. The pestle of a dhitiki ^q. v.)

T,|
,

.• p ( iJusty, dirty, stoat, tat.

Musra lekae fieloBkana.

Musur. A variety of the rice plant.

Mut. ") The seed sown on the first aus-

Muth. J picious day of the season.

Mut tehert irt hataokeda. I sowed the first

handful of seed to-day.
This first three days of Eohini (q. v.) are con-

sidered Incky for rice cultivation, and most
cultivators make it a point to sow at least

a handful of rice on one or other of these
days.

Mutak. ") Thick, applied to clubs, sticks,

Mutka. J &c. of light wood, a thick

club or stick of some light wood.

Muth. The closed fist, a handle, as of

a knife, sword, &c.
Tarware mufb. A sword handle.

Muth. The first seed sown in the sea-

son.

Mutha ghas ") A common garden w eed

Bindi mutha. J Fimbrystylis tnonos-

tachya, Hassk.

Muthan Form, likeness, resemblance.

Apat muthane nelol^kana. He resembles bis

father.
Hor mu^hananae. He has the form of a man,

or the likeness of man.

Muthi. A handle.
Jonolf muthi. The handle of tbe broom.

Muthiau. To seize and close the fist

upon, to grasp tightly.

Thehgae raut;h)5.nkeda. He grasped the club
tightly.

Hakoe muthiaukedea. He grasped the fish.

Muthni. Peak, point, as of a hill, spire>

&c.

Burn real? cot muthniteC. Tbe highest peak of

tbe mountain.

M^i\. '

^u hBig, stalwart, strong.
Muthu muthu. j °' ' ^

Muthumuthu hor bacbaokom. Select the stal-

wart men.

Muthu. A children's game.

Mutka. Cf mutak.

Mutkuri. Gravel, small gravelly stones,

Cf motkuri.

Mutul. Gable of a house.

Mutul kbunti. The post at tbe gable of a bouse
which supports tbe ridge pole.

Mutul duar orak. A house with a door in one
of tbe gable ends.

Mutul katup. The middle finger.

Mutul dar. The main branch of a tree,

the upper part of a tree.

Mutnr nintur. Steadfastly, having the

eyes fixed, staring.

Mutur muture nenelkana. He is gazing stead-
fastly.

Mutur mutur. Sound produced when
eating anything crisp, crunching
sound,

Mutur muture togoceda. He is crunching.



N [ 431 ] Niiokf kliil Pain-ia

N
N. In ballads, placed before a word

beginning with a vowel to avoid

a hiatus with the lust letter of

the preceding word, often also,

when a line begins with a woid
the first letter of which is a vowel.

Burn jharna daK ho Bare uumul
N^^i rear ho »9.iji rear.'

^ot ma lolo serma setoh guru ho
Xot ma lolo serma setoh, guru
Celalro dom lalaoke£ko
Guru ho, celako dom lalaokel^ko.

Na. Used by males addressing females

younger than themselves, and by
females unless the age is very dis-

proportionate.
Henda na, okatem ealaKkana? Ho my girl,

where are you going ?

Anjomme na. Listen, girl.

E dai na, note hijuKme. Oh, my elder sister,

come this way.

Na sa ma hijuKme. Come to this side.

Na. A particle signifying doubt or

uncertainty.
Jinis na iinis, oka jinis cohem namltan? There

are various kinds of things, what thing is

it you want ?

Na. Cf nam.
^awa£leae. He got it for us.

Nabab. A rich man.

Nabalok. Young, under age, immature.
Nabalok gidr?i. A minor.
Nabalokgeae. He is a child, or under age.

Nabhua. ~|^ Funn}', humorous, jocular,

Naphua. j whimsical, waggish ; buf-

foonery, tomfoolery.

Nabi. A prophet, to prophesy.
Am nutumte bale nabilaUa P Did we not pro-

phesy in thy name ?

Nabi era. A prophetess.

Nacao. To cause to dance, to cause

to come and go fruitlessly.

Nui hor do adiye nacaoedirtkana. This man is

causing me to dance attendance on him
fruitlessly.

Nacar. } jjgj jggg without resource.
Lacar. J ^
Nacargeart. I am without resource.

NaoaroKae. He will be without resource.

Nacaria. Helpless, resourceless.

Nachim. Cf achdm.

Nacnia. ")
. ,

xNaconi.;^'^'^""'^''-
Bos ngioni* kanae. She is a guvd dan-jer.

.

'
' ? A small bamboo basket.Af 11 . J

Gelbar ii^ou oreko gocketkoa. Thoy killed
twelve baskets of quails.

Nacu. To hire, to engage to perform
a service. Cf acu.

Nacur. To turn, to retura, to tu^-n

round, to revolve. Cf acur.

Nacu tuplalc. A kind of small basket.

Nadhao. Cf nandhao.
Nadi nala din. The rainy season when

the rivers are full.

Nadojj. Cf at'.

Naeke. The village priest of the
Santals.

Ku(j9im naeke. The priest who conducts the
worship of the lesser disties of the village.

Naeke era. The priest's wife.
Naeke man. Rent free land cultivated by the

priest.

Uniko naekekedea. They elected him to be
priest.

Uni ren apatteC naekee6 tahekanae. His father
was performing the uacies of a priest.

Uni ren apattelie naekeiena. His father was
priest.

Naeke khil Hasdalt. A .;ub-sept of

the Santal sept Hasdak (q. v.)

Naeke khil Kisku. A sub-sept of the

Santal sept Kisku (q v.)

Naeke khil Murmn. A sub-sept of the

Santal sept Murmii (q. v.)

Naeke khil Hembrom. A sub-sept of

the Santal sept Hembrom (q. v.)

Naeke khil Marndi. A sub-sept of the

Santal sept Marndi (q. v.)

Naeke khil Soren. A sub-sept of the

Santal sept Soren (q. v.)

Naeke khil Tudu. A sub-sept of the

Santal sept Tudu (q. v.)

Naeke khil Baske. A sub-sept of the

Santal sept Baske (q. v.)

Naeke khil Besra. A sub-sept of the

Santal sept Besra (q. v.)

Naeke khil C5rg. A sub-sept of the

Santal sept Core or Gua Soren

(q. V.)

Naeke khil Pauria. A sub-sept of the

Santal sept Pauria or Paulia (q. v.)



Naeiuuii
[ ^-^ ] Nai'

Naenam, Remembrance.

Nae napae. Cf. napae.
Nae bafe napae bare tahenmale.

j^ ° ,' f Cash, mainly silver.

Ni^adtog'efl hataokeda. I paid cash for it.

Nagar. "I A city, large town, the town
Nangar. j or village in which the raja

or zemindar of a large estate

resides.

Nagar bhuli. To go from house to

house, applied to females.

Nagercaker. U^ea of village.
JN anger caker. j

°

Phalna JIartjhiaR nahger caker age dige solo
koe menalta.

Nagi gando daU. 1 Reddish coloured

Natigi gando dale. J scum found at

times on stagnant water.

Nagnagin. A species of snake.

Nagraha. \A city, large town, the town
Naiigraha./ or village in which the

raja or zemindar of a large estate

resides.

Nagu. Cf. ^u.
Naguadar. Cf. aguadar.

Nahak. Present, in opposition to past

or future, shortly, presently.

Nalia'? jug. The present age.
Ne nabal^e hiixiKa. He will come presently.
Gujul^ae nahalf. He will die in a Tery short

time.
Naliali renko. Those of the present day.

Nahak. Uselessly, causelessly, fruit-

lessly, vainly. Cf benahak.

Nahakgem heoakana. You have come in vain.
K^mi nahakentilla. My labour has been in

vain.

Naham riahum. ") Grey dawn, dim twi-

i>aham £uhum. J light, dusk.

Naham ^ahumili seterena. I arrived at dusk.
Matkom tialan lagit liaham (iahumko odokoUa.

They go out in the grey dawn to collect
matkom (q. v.)

Nahan. ") A ceremony observed five

Tt'l nahan. J days after a death.

Tel nahankedape? Is the ceremony of tel nahan
over ?

More mahareko tel nabanolca. They observe
the ceremony of tel nahan five days after
(death.)

Nahar. A canal, a lai'ge open drain.

Nahar nohSr. "|^ Melodiously, swoctly,

N;ih<are liohSre. J soft and clciir-,

Nahar rioh5rko9el\retikana. They are .ringing

softly and clearly.

Naharni. A suiall mstnimi'ut contain-

insf tweoser.s, needle for e,\tract-

ine- thorns, and knife for cutting

nails, carried susj^ended to a string

round the loins.

Nahas. ] To waste, to squander.

Tahas nahas. j Cf tahas nahas.

Nahel. A plough.
Nabel gada. A furrow.
Nahel gada da!f. Eiee beer.
Nahel araK ber. Time to loose the cattle from

the plough.
Nahel jorao. To yoke the plough.
TinaU nahel acnroKkantapeaP 1 How many
Tin^K nahelpe joraoeda? 5 ploughs

have you in iise ?

Nahl. "j Sign of the Preliminary
Nahl tho. [ Expostulative tense, used
Nalil thor j when e.xposing the fallacy

of nn argument or the unreasonble-

ness of a demand.
Kombro caK bape ao^uledea ? Unile saple uahile

afjuea. Why did you not bring the thief?
We must first catch him then we v.^iU bring
him (we must catch him before we can
brino- him.)

Dakle nahi eudo nahim arjaoa. It must rain
first, then you can raise crops.

Arjanle n^'ii thorn joma. You must raise the
crop before you can eat.

Senlen uabi thoreni nama. You must first go
and then you will receive.

Nahi uindhan. About, thereabout,

somewhere about.

Ngihi nindhan nonde khon pon kos ganhoyolia.
It will be aboiit four lios from here.

Nahi nindhan dos baro band boro hoyoKa.
There will be somewhere about ten or
twelve bandis (q. v.) of dhan.

Nalium darum. Black and bidky.
Bitkilko ilahumd?.rum. Black, bulky buffaloe

cows.

Nahum darum. ~^ To eat greedily, to

Nahuui tagum. J devour food in large

mouthfuls.

Nahum tagume jomkeda. He ate greedily.

Nai. A river, the Damuda river
Nai as a common noun is obsolete in Northern

Santali. It is used as a proper name and
applied to the Damuda ri^er.

N9.i gagla. The Damuda river.

Naiteko calaoena. They have gone to the
Damuda river.

Nai. This (animate.)
Nai^aK. This particular one (animaite.)
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Naib. A dcput)-.

Naihav. Applied to parents'- house
after niai-riaoo.

Sasr^r. Api^liod to the hcinso of parents-in-
law,

Naihgir seo renko tuUiJiii tiepellena. I met
some people from my father's house

Nainu. Butter.

Naiya. A semi-Hinduized caste of

aborigines.
In many Hindu villages priests of this caste are

employed to propitiate the aboriginal
deities who are still supposed to occupy
the place from which their original worship-
pers have been ousted.

Naiyali man. A piece of i-ent free

land given to the Naiya priest of

a village, Cf. naiya,

A^ •
|- To see, to look ; sigh,t, vision.

Najer bond. Blind, to imprison.
Noteye uajerkeda. He looked this way.
Najer bondkedeako. They put him in hajot.

Najer bondreko dohoakadea. They have put
him in hajot.

Najhar. Busy, no time for anything

else, filled full, fully occupied.

Cf lajhar.

Nak. A naik, a corporal.

Naka. Cf. aka.

Nak dandi. Where the nose joins the

forehead, bridge of nose.

Nak risa. Nasal polypus.

Nakabul. To deny, to refuse assent.

Nakarar. To deny.
Nakararkedae. He denied it.

Nakara. Offensive, polluted, defiled,

dirty.
Adi nakara hor kanae. He is a very dirty man.
Nakarage neloKkana, bape saphaeda. It looks

offensive, yon do not clean it.

Nakatia. ") Rascal, scamp, scoundrel

;

Nakatio. J rascally, mischievous,

naughty.
Maran nakafia kanae. He is a great scoundrel.

Nakbadho. ") Said by a mother to a

Kat bandho. J child when it sneezes.

The mother holds the child by the arms and

stretches them out, and then folds them
over its breast, and each time she does so

she says nalc badho.

Nakha. Direction, point of the com-

pass.
Jojom ti nakha. The right hand side.

Etom nakha. The right side.

Kode nakha. The left side.

Purub nakha. The oast.

Pachim nakha. The west.
UU^ir nakha. The north.
D9.khin nakha. The south.
Oka nakha khon hijukkanaP Purab nakha

khon. Prom what direction is it coming?
From the east.

Soiho nakhategeye calaoena. He went straight
ahead.

Nakhe mukhe. Of a good countenance,
good looking, comely

Bes nakhe mukhe /ieloKkanae. She is good
looking.

Naki6. A comb, to comb the hair.
NakijoKkanae. She is combing her hair.
Eo£ nakio. To comb and tie up the hair.

Kaf nakio. A wooden comb.
Dere 11 ngikid. A comb made of horn.

Sar nakid. ) A comb made of bamboo, or
Kundar nakid, 5 some other substance and

carried tied to a cord round the loins.

Kundag nakid. A comb worn in the hair by
men.

Kakri nakid. A small-toothed comb.

Nakid ghas. A common species of

sedge, Fivibristylis miliacea,
Vahl.

Nakkata. ~) To cut off the nose, to dis-

Mu gef: J grace, to dishonour.
Id doko nakkafakediia. They disgraced me.

Nakra.

Nak ran
_

Nakra hasa. 7 A kind of soapy earth used to
Nakran hasa. ) wash the the hair with.

Naksa. A picture, a representation.

Nakta. M. ") Snub-nosed, having the

Nakti. F. J bridge of the nose broken.

Nal. A horse shoe, a bullock shoe.
Sadom nal. A horse shoe.
Dahra nal. A bullock shoe.
Panahi nal. A toe or heelplate on a shoe.
Nalband. A horse-shoer.
Nal tol. To shoe a horse or bullock.
Nal tol oooakadali. I have caused (the horse)

to be shod.
Sadom nal tolko idiakadea kamar ^hei. They

have taken the horse to the blacksmith to

be shod.

Nal. ~) Land i-eclaimed and cultivated

Nol. J during a lengthened period.

Nal khet. A piece of rice land which has been
under cultivation for a long time.

To wash the hair.

^' ]
J-
A tube, a pipe.

Nala. A stream, a ditch, a ravina.

Buru nala. A mountain stream running in the

bottom of a ravine of greater or lesser

depth.

Nala. The pulse at the wrist.

Nalage b?nuKantae. He is pulseless.

Nala bail hijuKkantaea. His pulse is not bea-

ting, i. e. there is no jpulsation.
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Nalal^. ) Indistinctly, asanything
Isalal^ dalalc. J very distant.
Buru Jialalt nalaK neloKkana. The hill is seen

iiidiatinotly.

Nalali marte. ") With an indistinct

Isalal^ mente. / glimpse.
NaseaK rialaK mente l5elledeali. I only caught

a very indistinct glimpse of him.

Nalha. To work for wages either in

money or kind.
Nalha jon hor. f ^ , , j,

Nalhaio i
° works for wages.

Nalha jonkanaii. I support myself by working
for wages.

Nalhakatele ^sulolikana. We support ourselves
by working for wages.

NoL }
-^^"'^^ °^ ^ ^^^

MiC nali banduk. A single barrelled gun.
Bar nali banduk. A double barrelled gun.

Nali.") . , ,.^ ,

Kr„]: ( A stream, a ditch, a ravine.

Nalis. ) To complain, to bring an accii-

Lalifi. J sation, a complaint.
Nalisadiila. He complained against me,

brought a suit against me in the court.
^Nalis menaKtiiia. I have a complaint to piake.

Nalol^ rialolc. \ Indistinctly. Cf. iSalaU

Nulok dulolc. J lialalc.

Nalsa nalsi ") To complain or bring an
Lalsa lalsi. J accusation against each

other. Cf. nalis.

Nam. 1 To seek, to find, to obtain, to
Na. J get, to wish for.

Nam bara. To seek for, to search for.
Nam oe£. To select, to choose.
Hudisiiam. To solve, think out to a solution.
Noa kathafi hudis liamakat'a. I have thought

out and understand the matter, I have
solved the matter.

Nam apat. Step-father.
TJnige ilam apat kantaea. He is his step-father.
Nam nam aesankadako. They searched for it.

ifJam Hamteko ruarena. They have returned
^
searching all the way.

Aiji bes kicridili rlam cehget'akat'a.
Aiijom damkedale. We received news, or in-

telligence.

Jiwet'regen. sen Aamkedea. I found him alive
when I went.

Ba£ sen uamledea. I went but did not find
him.

Ondege llamolSa. It will be found or obtained
there.

Taka ilawanae. He has received money.
Bjhuko Iiawadiiia. They got me a wife.

Nama. Joined to another word implies
written; written document, a deed.

Hukura nama. A written order or authority.

Karar nama. A written agreement or under-
taking.

Ikrar nama. A written agreement, indenture,

bond, contract, a deed of assent or acknow-
ledgement in general.

Namba Anmba. Twilight.

Nam cinta. Remembrance, know-
le<lge, thought.

Ona reaR nam cinta b^nuKanaii. No thought
is being taken of that.

Nui mihu real? nam cinta b^inuKanafi. This calf

has been forgotten (by the owner.)

Namdak. To be famous, to be well

known.
Adi naradakakanae. He is very famous.
Namijak hor kanae. He is a famous man.

Namea. The wives of brothers.

Namhani. Cholera.
Namhani duk. Cholera.

Nami. Late, late in the season.

Cas namiena nes do. The crops are late this
season.

Namjadi. Famous, notorious, well

known. C£ namdak.

Nam nam. \A11, all without excep-
Nam riamte.

J tion.

Nam namteko calaoena. They have all gone.

Namor. ~) Cor. of the English word
Nomor. J " number, " to bring a suit

in court.

Mit namor calaKme. Go once.
Namorakadeae. He has brought'a suit against

him in the court.

This peculiar use of the word has probably
arisen from the suits being numbered, and
the number appearing on all copies of judg-
ments or decisions given by the courts.

Namuna. ) t-. ^

Nomona. jE^^^™Pl^'.P«**«'™-

Noa mamla reaK n9.mungi bale £am darealfkana.
We cannot make out the precedent of
this suit.

Namunae em otoaCbona. He left us an exam-
ple.

Nia namun* leka bare benaome. Make it like
this pattern.

Nana. Father's elder sister, aunt.

Nana bond. 1 With much contriv-

Nana bondhe. ' ance, with much
Nana bondhe j. thought or care, sche-
Nana bondhek. j ming, in various

ways or modes.
!5Jana bondhejkateye 9.gukeda. He got it after

much scheming

Nana chutar. C£ nana hunar.
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Nana hunar.

Nana paika.

Nana parkar

Nana parkand.

Of many kinds, of great

variety, in many
ways, in various

wiiys or modes.
Kana hunar baha menaRa. There are many

kinds of flowers.

Nana parkare egerkeda. She grave many kinds
of abuse. (She said many abusive tlunffs.)

Nana parkan<Jkedeako. They did many things
to him (tliey annoyed him in many ways.)

Nana parkan
Nana porkon [ Cf. nana hunar.

Nandan. Wg^j^^ poor.destitute, hum-

Nandhan cabaenako. They have become utterly

destitute.

Nande. Irqi-q and there.
Hande nande.

J

Hande nan(Jeye lai baraeda. He is telling it

here and there.

Nandhao. To begin, to engage in.

Ahar tole nandhaoakawana. He has begun to

dam up a stream to make rioo fields.

Nandi gandi. "l To consider, to ponder,

Nandi gundi. j to deliberate, to bes-

tow much thought on, to reflect.

Noa katha adiko nandi gundieCkana . They are

deliberating this matter very thoroughly.

Nandi nala. ') The rains, the rainy

Nandi nala din. [
season, when the

Nadi nala din. J
rivers are difficult

to cross.

Nandi nala dinre ohod sen darelena. I will

not be able to go in the rains (when the

streams and river.s are full.)

Nandoa. Cf. nandwa.

Nandri.| rpj^g windpipe.
Narri. J

Nandwa". A large earthenware pot, a

stone trough.

Nanga. Naked.
Nanga jugi. A naked ascetic.

N:angal nangal ^y ^-^.^ ^^^^y
Nabgal nutigal.

J

l^angal ^ite.
}r,i^.^y_ black, swarthy.

Naiigal niita.J „ , ,

IJangal (iutako rielledea. They saw that he

was swarthy.

Nangar. A city, a town, the town or

village in which the raja or Zemin-

dar of a large estate resides.

Nangar bhula. M. 1 Wandering, a wan-

Nangar bhuli. F. | derer, a vaga-

bond. „„ ,

Oka sei nangar bhuliye oalaoena ? Where has

the wanderer gone ?

Nangar jugi. A wandering ascetic.

Natiger caker. Cf. nager caker.

Naiigi gando. Reddish coloured scum
found sometimes on the surface of

stagnant water. CL nagi gando
dak.

Nangle. The thong which binds the

yoke to the plough beam.

Nangos. To pretend, to sham, to

malinger.

Nangosia. Given to shamming or

malingering.
Nahgosi* hot kauae. He ia a malingerer.

Nadgoyak. Very black, extremely,

applied to blackness.
Kuila khadre kamikanko do /5ahgoyalfgeako.

, The workers in a coal mine are very black.

NangoyaK hende geko ^eloKa. They appear
extremely black.

Nangraha. A city, a town. Cf nagraha,

Nanrata. A kind of reed.

Nanha. Thin, slim, slight ; sharp, high,

as a tone or note.

Adi nanhagea. It is very thin.

Alii nanhageae. He is very slim.

Alom laga, nanhaKa. Do not pare it, it will be
too thin.

Nanlia ror hoko rora. They also speak in

high tones.

Nanha lad. The lower portion of the

entrails.

Nanha, bindi mutha. A common spe-

cies of sodge, Fimbristylis inonos-

taeliya, Hassk.

Nanha bodhavi. A common fern

during the rains, Gheilantkus

tenuifollii, Siv.

Nanha dud hi ghas. A common grass,

Andropogon t^chcenanihus, Linn.

Nanha jhunka. A small wild plant,

Crotalaria prostrata, Linn.

Nanha pusi toa. A common millcy

plant. Euphorbia thymifolia,

Burin.

Nanha bir jhunjhuni. A small jungle

plant.

Nanha hemca arak. 1 A wild plant the

Nanha jubhi aral<. / leaves of which

are used as a pot-herb, Limno-

lohila gratioloides, R. Br.
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Nanha dudhi lota. ~) A common clim-

Ghiu chimbri. J bing plant, Ich-

nocarpus frutesce7is, R. Br.

Nanha barla kandhum. A small gre-

garious bush, Phyllanthus viulti-

locularis, Mull. Arg.

Naiijer.lTo look, to gaze; sight, fiiculty

Nojor. j ig. Cf. nojor.of seem:

Naiijom. A witch.

Na^jom duk. Wasting of body, ftiar-

asmus.

Naiijom rehel A wild plant so called.

Nanka. Thus. Cf. nonka.

Nankar. An allowance of money or

land to Zemindars, &c. for subsis-

tence, land granted to servants for

their maintenance.

Nanuar. Beautiful, pretty.
Gidra adi nanuare lieloKkana. The child looks

Tery beautiful.

Nao. A boat, a ship.

Naogao. Name and residence, add-
ress.

Adoko mena, okare naogao ?

Naokar.) .

Naokor.j^
'''''^''*-

Naaokari.
Service. Cf naukari.

pa

Naokori.

Nao thikan. Residence, address
ticulars of residence.

Nao thikan okaretam p Where is your place of
residence ?

Nap. To measure.
Nap jok. To measure.
Din kalom khetko napkeda. They measured

the fields last year.

Napae. Absence of blemish, disfigure-

ment, deformity, imperfection,flaw,

injury, accident, mishap, detri-

ment, discord, decay or disease.

Wapaeg-eae. He is well, he is clean, ho is
without deformity, disfigurement, blemish,
defect, &o. &c.

Napae napaeteye heoena. He arrived all ri^ht.
Napae okodte tahenpe. Live in harmony.
Ka(Jako girupnapaekom. Wash the buffaloes

well.

Ti abulc napaetam. Wash your hands care-
fully.

Napaetege menaea. He is in excellent health.
Naenapaege menaKkoa. They are well in every

respect.

Napam. To meet, to agree, to coin-

cide. Reciprocal form of nam
(q. V.)

Hortegolin rtapamlena. We met on the wav.
fy Kat-ia do bah napamol^kantakina. Their state-

ments do not agree, or are at variance
with each other.

Naparok. "^ Perforce, nolens volens,

Naparokh. J willing or unwilling, un-

able to do better.

Noa atore do naparok menafflea. We remain
in this village as we are unaljle to do better.

Naparokin hataokeda. I took it of necessity,

I had no choice.

?^Pj*- 1 Profit.
Lapha. j
Bali naphalaka. I made no profit.

Naphua. Cf nabhua.

Napit. \ A barber, the Hindu Barber
Lapit. J caste.

Napil Like.
lua napit bare emaeme. Give him in that pro-

portion.
Din napit're. At the proper season.
Raj do din napitreko asolfgea. The Zemin-

dars at the proper season expect (to receive
their rents.)

Kheas napifiil liuieda. I drink with discretion,
Gidra klian gidra napit emaeme. If a child

give him as befits a child.
Jairur napit. As much as is needful.

Napor. \ In comp. gives the idea of
Nepor. J indifference, outright, there

is an end of it, be done with it, in

the end, eventually. C£ d;ipor.
Idi napor ocoae. Allow him to take (why make

any ado about itr)

Jom napor ocoae. Allow him to eat it.

Em naporaeme. Give to her and be done with
her.

N apor sate. ) -^ „

Naporsote.|^f^^P°''-
Napor sateli joanrege.

Naprak. Great, large, big, wealthy;
to become great, &c. Cf haprak.

Napralfgea. It is large.
NapraR napralcgea. It is very large.
Naprak naprak hor. Great men.

Napti. To measure.

Nar The umbilical cord.
Narkataoni. Pee paid to the person who cuts

and ties the umbilical cord of a chiLl at
birth.

Nara. "l To leave a few ears of grain
Nara. J when reaping for gleaners.

Tulimalkoko nara idiakoa. They leave a little
for the gleaners.

Nark )
^ ^^^^^'^ ^^ ^^"^ ornament.
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Narndan.')

ijiirriiloh. VBlack, dark, heav)', as clouds.

is I redan.
J

Rimil fia^adah fielolikfuia. The clouds look

, dark.
rJai'adane AeloKkana. He is very black.

Nara dhura. Afflicted, bodily affliction,

as leprosy, sores, &c.
Ale do nara dliurgi beste do bale tahenkana.

Nara pira. Ct'. nara dhura.

Nuraj. To be displeased, to become
poor, to be humble, to be ill-at-

ease.
Narajenako. Tbey have become poor.

Narajenae, ik?.kaepe. He is humble, leave

him alone.

Narak.

lorom.

-,yT 1 \ Excrement, filth.

Dan do narakko jom oo6koa. They cause
witches to eat filth.

Narak kund.)pi^^fgltj, hell.
Norok kund. J
Bam arijomlekhan narak kunijtem oalaKa. If

you do not obey you will go to the pit of

filth.

Narak fiarak. Pitifully, sorrowfully,

bitterly.

iJaralc liaraKko raraKkana, debon odokea.

They are weeping pitifully, come let us take

him out (a corpse for burial.)

Mif liinda doe raKlaKa daraK iSaraK. She
passed the whole night weeping bitterly.

Narak. Cf aralt.

Narak. Cf arali.

^^'''*™- 1 Soft, pliable. Cf n
Nor(jin.3 ^

Naran. An epithet of Vishnu.
Dos naran. Ten gods, applied to the members

of a panohayat who are supposed not to

err in their decisions.

Ado de bhala, dos bh?.i dos naran kahu leka

hendeye tahekana, bak lekae pondena.

ifaran nurun. ) To beg whiningly, to

N'uruti nuruh. J importune, to ask for

querulously.
T^iraii nvirunko kokoea. They beg whiningly.

Naran riuruiioKako. They importune.

Nanmgi.-)^^
3_

Narngi. J
^

Narca. Unfertile, exhausted, barren.

Narcaona ot do. The soil is exhausted.

Narcaenae gai do. The cow has become barren,

past the 'age for breeding.

Narda. Cf. arda.

Narba kharba. To waste, to squander.

Sanara cije narba kharbakeda. He squandered

all his property, he wasted all his subs-

tance.

Narca. A cultivated fibre yielding

plant.

aigi'
I ^ |,'jj^j Qf nialignant sore.

Narngi. J
°

Nargo. Cf argo.

Narhada. The space between the knee

and the ankle.

Narda. A kind of early rice.

Nare jore. By littles from different

places and at different times.
Nare jore kateil jumgtuakat'koa. I have collec-

ted them gradually from one place and an-

other.

Nargighao. 1a kind of abscess.
Narngi ghao. J
Narha jorha. Relatives by marriage,

a wife's or husband's relatives.

Noko narha jorha secren kanako.

Nari. The pulse at the wrist.

Nari dabraoentaea. His pulse is feeble.

Oka do dabrao dabraoge hijiiKa. At times the
pulse is fitful and weak.

Nari. A creeping, trailing, twining

or scandent plant.

Malhan nari. The climbing plant known as

malhan {q. v.)

NariKa. It will throw out suckers.

Nari. To wind thread on the tube

which is placed inside the shuttle,

thread wound to put in the shuttle.

Tel^ !a.;it' ."iitamko naria. They wind the thread

on small tubes to put into the shuttle for

weaving.
Nari sutam makureko blioraoa. They put the

thread wlien wound on a small tube inside

the sh ittle

Narighas.lA common kind of grass,

Navi ghas.j Punicum veatitiim, Ncc^.

Nari murup. A huge jungle climber

bearing gorgeous yellow flowers,

Butea siqjerba, Roxb.
Murup. A gregarious small tree, Butea fron-

dosa^ Linn.

Nari siris. A large jungle scandent

bush, Dalbergia volubibilis, Ruxb.

Nai-i thuri. Only, entirely.

Nikigetiii nari thuri. This is my only one.

Nari t'liuri caliaena. It is all finished.

Nari fhuri nuipte pera menaetilia. This is my
only relative.

Narjor. To marry, relationship by

marriage.
Noa atore narjorirt lagaoakalja. I have mar-

ried ray soil (or daughter) into a family in

this village.
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Narkan. f of soapy earth,

, 7 A kind of soapy
Nafkan haaa. > wash the hair with.
Uni narkaKpe. Bathe and wash your hair.

Um narkankanako. They are bathing and
washing their hair.

Narkataoni. \A perquisite received by
Narkatauni.J a midwife for tying the

umbilical cord. Cf. nar.

Nar khunti. Part of a weaver's loom,

the posts which support the roller

on which the cloth is wound as

woven.
Narkol. \A cocoanut, the cocoanut

Narkor.J tree.

Narkol sunum. ^Cocoanut oil. Cf. na-

Narkor sunum./ rial sunum.

vr ' > Soft, pliant. Cf. norom.
JNarmi. J

' ^

Narri. The windpipe,

Narpa. Cf arpa.

Narta. A ceremony observed three or

five days after birth.

Nas. The underside of the leg from the

knee to the ankle.
Nas sir. The tendons or the underside of the

Nas. \To destroy, to ruin, to anni-

Nasao. j hilate.

Sanam nasena. All is destroyed.
Nasaokedape kicrio do. You ruined the cloth.

Tv-r j-A little, very little.
ISlase nase.

J
' •'

S^fefie.] A little.

NasenaKirt badaegea. I know a little.

Nase naseli alijomkeda. I heard very little.

TVT
•• [a little, incompletely.

JNase situr.J ' '

Nase siture badaea. He knows a little.

Nase. Untrue, false.

S?.ri se nase kana ? Is it true or untrue P

Nasegea. It is false.

Nasib.

Noseb.
^

Ngisiban. Fortunate, lucky.
N^siban hor kanae. He is a fortunate man.
Uni n^aibre tahekana. It was his fate.

Nason. ") To be afflicted with a certain

Nasoni. J kind of malady, to be crip-

pled, to be maimed, to suffer from

disease.
Nasonenako, gujuKkanako. They have been

attacked by disease and are dying.

^Fate, luck, fortune.

Iv'asonienae. He ia suffering from a disease,
(leprosy, &o.)

Nasor. Cf asor.

Nasti. To render null and void, to

deny, to annihilate.
Kathae naatieda. He denies the statement.

Nat. ) To bore a bullock's nose and
Nath.j put in a string with which

to guide him, a nose-ring.

Daiirako nathkoa. They bore holes in the noses
of bullocks.

Hor do nathko horoga. People wear nose rings.

Nat. To inform against, to denounce
from ill-feeling.

Nui hor adiye nafetibona. This man tells

tales about us.

Nata. Temporary relationship, to as-

sume relationship for the purpose

of addressing each other. Cf. sagai.

Hopoho l9',j:i6ko nata joha. They assume re-

lationship for the purpose of calling to

each other.

Ade tola renko nata sntgi johako. Neighbours
assume relationship towards each other.
People who are in the habit of meeting each
other often assume relationship towards
each other to simplify social intercourse by
avoiding having to name names which under
certain oiroumtances would be improper or
opposed to social customs. Thus a younger
man addresses an older man as uncle, a
younger girl, an older as elder sister, and
so on throvigh most of the relationships.

Kisar tulue nata menaKtaea, jawabaekhan ado
nata cabaena. There is a relationship
between him and his maater, but if he is

diamiaaed that relationship ceases.

Natat era. Wives of brothers.

Natea. "1 The relationship between
Natea. J wives of brothers or cousins.

Natafi era. My husband's brother's wife, or
my husband's cousin's wife.

Nateakin miftegekin darankana. The wives
of the two brothers are going about toge-

ther.

Natak nutuH. To make a noise with

the mouth as one does when it is

dry during illness, or when any-

thing very acid has been e;iten.

Natal? rtutuKe sa'Je ocoeda.

NataK £utuUil'i artjomledea.

Nata suta. Relationshp. Cf nata.

Am tuluo cet' nata suta kantirta? What rela-

tionship have I with you ?

S''f"S»'"p-"lcf. natea.)'Natea gotop,

Onko datea gotop bako sapahopkana.
wives of the brothers do not agree.

The
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Nater gm-u. A fomcnter of strife, a

tale beaier.
Nui do nater ^uru kanae. This (person) is the

fomontor of the strife.

Nath. Cf. nat.

Nathi. A bundle of papers, recoi-dsof

a law suit, an account book.

Nathi. Habit, custom, usage.
PahilaU nathi b^gikate noa nathi leka k»mi-

ben. Give up the old habit and practice

this habit.

Nathni. A nose-ring, to pierce the

nose of a bullock to insert a cord

by which to guide it. Cf. nat.

Nathu. The snout of an animal, the

septum of the nose.

Nati. A grandchild.
Nati kora. A grandson.
Nati knri. A granddaughter.
A]a nati. Grandfather and grandchild.

Natika. The pulse at the wrist.

Nati natkor. Grandchildren.

Nati puti. Grandchildren.

Natka. The pulse at the wrist.

Natkar. A granddaughter.
N^ti n?.tkgiF. Grandchildren.

Natkhat. "1 Roguish, artful, trickish,

Natkhati.
J-

naughty or fretful, as a

Natkhatia.J child ; a rogue, a cheat.

Alom natkh^ta- Do not be naughty.

Marah natkhatia hof kanae. He is a great

rogue.

Natua. Dom dancers.

Eaar hecUate ngituako sajaoKa.

Natum. Cf. latum.

Natwa. A winder on which the thread

spun on the spindle of the spin-

ning wheel is wound, to wind

thread off the spindle on to a

(natwa) winder.
Knknrhi eutamko natwaea. They wind the

thread accumulated on the spindle (or spin-

ning axle) on to a (natwa) winder.

Nau. A barber.

Naukef dhnbiketkoale.

Nau. \A green coloured Mantis be-

Kntrua. j longing to the species Hiero-

dula tectiformis, Sauss.

Nauwai. To offer the first fruits, to

partake of a crop first time in the

season.
Matkomle nauwaiakafa. We have performed the

ceremony of offering the first fruits of the

matkom (q. v.), or we have partaken of

matkom (q. v.) for the first time this season.

Horo n9,uwai. To offer the first fruits of the
rice crop.

Gundli ng.awai. To offer the first fruits of the
gundli (q. v.) crop.

Until the first fruits have beenloffered Santals
do not, as a rule, eat rice, the grain of
gundli, &c.

The Baha or Flower festival is the offering of

the " first fruits" of the matkom and other
jungle fruits and flowers. Matkom is never
eaten, except under great pressure, before
the observance of the Baha or Flower
festival.

Naukri.^

Nokri. [-Service.

Nukri. J
NaukriedaJi. I am in service.

Naukri o(Jokakanae. He has gone out into
service.

Nawa. New fresh, recent.
Nawa Niam. The New Testament.
Nawaotkhet. Newly reclaimed land.
Nawa pera. A newly born child.

Ot do nawaentalea. Our land is newly reclaim-
ed.

Nes do nawaligea. This year it is newly bro-
ken up (land.)

NawanaU lekaena. It has become like a new
one.

Nui dahra do nawanio kanae. This bullock is

a new one.

NawanaR i& hataoa, marenalf do bah. I will
take a new one, not an old one.

Nawab. ") « • .

^ , , > A rich man, a great man.

Nawan.lBent, curved, to bend, to

Newan.j curve.
P^r bcs thikko nawanakafa. They have given

an excellent curve to the beam.

Nawatur. Newly reached one's prime,

fully developed, just full grown,

in prime vigour.

Nawatur kanae. He is at his prime.

Nayar.\To pass the night fasting and
Niyar. J sleeping on the ground,

applied only to the village priest

(naeke) lying on the ground the

night before he officiates at the

Baha, or Flower festival.

Tehedge naekege j^tiregeye nayarlen. The
priest slept last night on a mat on the floor.

Ne. Presently, in no long time, very

recently.

Ne nahaR . Presently.

Ne gujuKae. He will die presently.

Ne ge bere£ calaoenae. He has just risen and
gone away.

Ne nege bereC calaoenae. He has just this

moment risen and gone away.
Ne liolfre. Very recently, a very short timd

ago.
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signifies thatNo. A particle which
somethino- inanimate is bemff
offered for acceptance, to offer, to

Neadean. I offered it to him, I said to him ne,
or take.

No legawaeme. Offer it to him to see if he will
take it.

Ne hataome. Here, take it.

Ni is the same particle used with animate ob-
jects.

Neya. ) Said when offering anything to a male
Neia. 5 younger than the speaker.
!N"6 na. Said when offering anything to a fe-

male younger than the speaker.
Ne ho atarime. Here, take this.

No. To assent to.

Nekedae. He assented.
Bae nelalca. He did not assent.

Ne. A particle signifying like the
speaker, like myself, like ourselves.

Ne horko. Ordinary people, people like myself.
Ne hor do ohoe puchaulema. He would take

no notice of people like us.

Koihe leka ne hor do ohom bh9.rigi darelea.
People like us can't carry on the shoulder
like the Kolhes.

Neae.\To be at variance with each

Neao.J other.

Neao jhogra. A quarrel.
NeaoKkanako. They are at variance with each

other.
Okoe aoiige ho neao alo jhogor alo hoyoKma.

May there not be quarrel or dispute with
any.

Neae.\To judge, to decide, to settle a

Neiio.J dispute.

Cetleka noa kathako neaoke^ ? How did they
decide this matter ?

Noa do 9.cli thikko neaoakaCa. They have j adged
this matter excellently.

Nebetar. At the present time, now-a-

days.
Nebetar matkomko halaheda. Now-a-days they

are gathering the matkom (q. v.)

Nehae. An anvil. Cf nihai.

Nehal. To do, to accomplish, used
most frequently in sarcasm.

Nehalkedam, tulkedam. You did it, you
lifted it.

Cefiem nehala? What will you do ?

Cetem nehalkeda, onate jomalfiil emama? "What
did you do for which I should give you food P

Nehali. \Of no use, unable to work,

Nehalia.J not able to earn anything.
Am nehaUa do. You useless.

iyT-i
',

' ^To despise, to slight.

Nehatge £amkedidae. He slightedme.

Nehor.|To entreat, to solicit, to crave,

Nehor.j to beseech, to plead, to im-

plore.

Am theniil nehoroKkana. I implore you.
Nehoradeaii. I entreated for him.
Nehorkatort metamkana, nia dhao do ikaliatime.

I imploringly say to you, pardon me this

time.

Kawarikateli nehoroKkana. I am praying and
beseeching.

Nehorsehor. C£ nehor.
4di baridiil nehor sehorenteye afijomkettina.

He heard me owing to my having pleaded so

earnestly.

Nehot. ~) m .

NghSt.jT"*^"^'^'^^'^^^-

I transgressed yourKathaii nehotkeftama
command.

Nehra jehra."!

Ahra jahra. vTo coax, to persuade.

Ahrajahre. j
Ikakaeme, cet bam nehra jehraedekan? Leave

him alone, why should you coax him?

Nejhar. ") To impede, to hinder, to ob-

Nej har. J struct, to hamper.
Nui gidrgi iateii nejhargea. I am impeded

owing to this child.
Nejhar menakgea. There is an impediment.

NeKS. This particular (thing) here.

NeKe nonde menaKa. Here it is.

NeRe lielme. Look, here it is.

Neke tape dera, ma jaegalfpe. This is you sleep-
ing place, retire to rest.

NeRe nia roror doii men joiikana. I wish to
say this particular thing.

Nekraha. Dirty, dirty and ill-condit-

ioned.
Nekraha mara hor. A dirty rascal.

Nel. To see, to look, to appear, to

seem.
Nel orom. To recognize, to know.
Nel oromkedea/i. I recognized him.
;^el got. To convoy one a short distance.

Nel gotkaeme. See him off, convoy him a short
distance on his way,

l§el agmme. Go and see and return.

l^el etalfkcdoari, I mistook him for another.
Nel namkedcaii. I saw him, I looked and found

him.

Nel gookedeali. I sawhim die.

ijel afiketkoali. I lost sight of them.
Nindare sehgel adi sahgiS habid rieloKa. Fire

is seen at a great distance at night.
Neriel tandi. The place where a festival is

observed.

Nellelko senakana. They have gone to see the
festival.

Nepel opromko. Acquaintances.
iJel lioKledean. I caught a glimpse of him.
OhoA liel (Jhilaumea. 1 will not neglect you,

I will not cease to care for you.
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Nele. A species of large honey bee.
Nele rasa. The honey of the iiele bee.

Nele dele. To hang about in the hope
of getting food.

Eengeoteko riele lieleKkan tahekana. They
•were begging through hunger.

is el her. \Experienced, to gain ex-

Nel herer.J perience.

Nel heref ojha. An experienced doctor.

Nemaj parhao. ITo praj', of Musal-

Namaj parhao.
J

mans.
Nemali dhoromal^. Cf. neo dhorom.

Neman. About here, here about, here

and there, in this direction.

Nemankore dohoeme. Put it down a little way
off.

Neman lloK hijulcme. Come a little nearer.

Nemanre teiigon me. Stand you here.

Ale do nemankorele taf^l^a- ^^ '"^i"- li® '" ^^'
bush about here.

Nembrol \To become assuaged, asoi. Vj

t. /Nemrot. / anger; to be appeased

to be allayed.

Edre khone nembro^ena. His anger has cooled.

Nem dhorom. C£ neo dhorom.

Nemor. Weak, to despise, to slight,

to delay, to put off; meek, good

natured.
Noa katha do alom nemora. Do not delay this

matter.
Alom nemoril5a. Do not slight me.
Nemorgem liamkediiia? Did you find me one

to be despised ?

Nemos. Cf nenibrot.

Nemrot. Cf nembrot.

Ne nahalj. Presently, in a very little.

Ne nahaKko hijuKkana. They will arrive

presently.

Ne nahaU isinoKkana. It will be cooked pre-

sently.

Nenda. To appoint or fix a tmie or

place.
KendadintioKenamenbhanatorenbokojaoraKa.

When the appointed day arrives the villa-

gers come together. -,, ~ , ,

,

Abo ma (hik tikinbo nendawan. We fixed the

time of the sun's being in the meridian.

Pe maha taeomenendaaClea. He fixed three

days hence for ua (to meet him.)

Sohraeko nenda ioiiako. They fix the day on

which they will observe the Sohrae (q. v.)

festival.

Nenda gonda. To fix a time.

Nende. Here, in this place.

Hende nende. Here and there.

Nendege tahekan, okoe coiiko^ idiket. It was

here, some one has taken it away.

Nendenals. The one (inanimate) of

here.

Nendenid. The one (animate) of here.

Nondenkin. The two (animate) of here.

Nendenko. Those (animate) of here.

Ne neron. Presently, used mainly
when scoldmg or fault finding.

Ne nerohem joma. Tou will presently eat.

Ne nerohem afkara. You will presently feel

(what it is to be hungry.)

Nenghao. To transgress, to disregard,

to despise.
Katha doe ncnghaokeda. He disregarded the

order.
HapramkoaK bioarko neiighaokefe. They trans-

grossed the customs handed down from the
ancients.

Nenget. \Bright red, very

i\enget lienget. J bright red colour.

Nenhak. Presently. C£ ne nahak.

Nenhec. \Slender, thin, as

Nenhec nenhed. j a stick, or a lath.

Nenheogea. It is thin.

Nenhec nenhed (heiga. A very thin stick.

NonhejoKa. It will become slender (as a stick

pared away.)

Ne6jha,r.] To impede, to hinder, to

Nenjhar.J obstruct.
Kamiye nertjharena. His work is in arrears.

Nui gidra neiiiharko dohoakawadifia, bae k^mi
ocoalikana.

Nenka. Like this, such as this.

Nenkage tahekana. It was like this.

Nenkaeme. Do like this.

Nenkan. Such, such like, like this,

such as this.

NenkanaU. One (inanimate) such as this.

Nenkanio. One (animate) such as this.

Nenkanko. Those (animate) such a.s these.

Uni doe nenkangea. He is such as this.

Nenkangea. It is such as this.

Neo. A foundation.
Neo baisau. To lay a foundation.

Neo. To sanctify, as an officiating priest

by fasting, bathing, &c., previous

to offering sacrifice.

Neoakat'ae. He has sanctified himself by ab-

stinence, &c.
Neo dhoromakafao. He has sanctified himself

by abstinence, &c.

Neota. To invite, as to a marriage feast,

&c., &c.
Jel daka jomko neotaakadina. They have invi-

ted me to partake of meat and rice.

Neota hecakawadina. I have received an in-

vitation.

Ne parom. On this side.

Ne parom hor kanae. He belongs to this side

(of the river.)

50
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!N'opel. The Reciprocal form of riel

Nepel heoenali. I tave been to see them.
Balifi Aepellena. We did not see each other.

'J5spel opromko. Acquaintances.

Nepel opromiekanae. He is an acquaintance.

Nepel umul baraekanae. He keeps looking

at his image (in a mirror.)

l5epel umule darS baraekan». She is going

about giving herself airs.

iSepel apafkin Jielolckana. They resemble each

other very closely.

N^el tapap. To see through.

Tiel tabolfa. It can be seen through, it ia trans-

parent.
Nepel thipik. To recognize each other.

Nepeota. The Reciprocal form of neo-

ta (q. V.)

l^epei The Reciprocal form of i5e1;

(q. V.)

Nepor. Cf. dapor.

Nepra. To do, to accomplish, used

sarcastically when one has been

boasting.
Neprakedam P Ton did it ?

Nepran. Odious, provoking, annoying,

bothering, worrying, horrid.

Nepranio, siii s?tupe hijuKa. The horrid thing,

she cornea every day.

l^ere iSere. To cry, as a petulant child,

to whine.

Nere dere raUedae. He is whining.
iSere i5ere dara baraekanae. He goes about

^ whining.
Nere Aeie panja baraediliae. He follows me

about whining.

I^erelc liereU.lWhiningly, plaintively,

l^sre riere. J
pitifully, sorrowfully.

C£ riaraU uarali.

^erg nerS. Low, as applied to sound
;

in an undertone, scarcely audible.

]$ere liere aadekana, banam. The fiddle sounds
faintly.

Ba6 atijom thikeda, cef con nere lieremroreda.

I do not hear distinctly, what is it you are

saying in an undertone.

N-^}
This year.

Nes acuroK din. Within the year.

NesaU. Belonging to this year (inanimate.)

Nesgeye hoeena. He was born this year. •

NesoK geko begarena. They separated this

year.

Net. Abstinence from forbidden foods,

faith, fidelity loyalty.

AmaK netiii Aelket'tama. I observed your
abstinence.

Nete dohoafa. He has taken a vow of abstin-

ence.

i^et. To bewitch, to assault, to kill, to

overcome.
Bohgae lietkedea. A spirit bewitched him.

Gunteko liefkoa. They kill by sorcery.

Bonga Aei. A disease affecting human beings

and cattle, always terminating fatally.

I^et. To dye red, or scarlet.

Sutamko £eda. They dye thread scarlet.

Netar. Now-a-days.
Netar a(Ji setohkana. It is very hot now-a-

Nete. Here, in this place, this way.
Nete aguiem. Bring himhere.
Isfete liogoKme. Move this way a little.

Neten. Belonging to or of here, be-

longing to this place.

Neten hor geko senlena. People of this place

went.
Neten alom atkarina. Do not despise me (as

one who has lived all his life here.)

NetenaK. This of here (inanimate.)

Netenic . This of here (animate.)

Netenko. These of here, these of this place or

neighbourhood.
NetenaK hataome. Take this one here.

Newaj. Cf namaj.

Nha. This.

Hana mucaf khon nha muc^t habio. From
that end to this end.

Nha sa. This side.

NhafiK. This one (inanimate.)

Nhaid. This one (animate.)

Hana nhae liamkana. He wants this and that.

Nhai. This one (animate.)
NliaitaK. This one (animate.)

Nhanak. This, so much, so many.
NhanaK h»bio. | ^ ^jj ^j^; ^jtherto.
Nhanak dhario. ) ^ '

Arel do nhanalt liurlena, je enka do ona disom-

re tia ho bah Jiurlena. So much hail fell,

as never before fell in that country.

NhanaK se hanaR do ba£ menakawadea. I

have not said this or that to him.

Nhande. There, yonder.

Nhanden. Of or belonging to there,

or yonder.

Nhanijenak. Yonder one (inanimate.)

Nhandenid. Yonder one (animate.)

Nhandenkin. Yonder two (animate.)

Nhandenko. Those yonder, those of yonder
(animate.)

NIt 'V fThus, in this way. Cf nonka.

Hanka nhankaedae. He does this and the
other.

Nhate. Here, in this place, by this way.
Nhatere. In this place.

Hante nhateye dara baraekana. He is going
about here and there.
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Nh§lie. 1 This particular thing, this

Nhel^e. J particular thing here.
NheUeUedam ? You did this ? used sarcastically

the speaker shewing his thumb at the same-
time.

NheKe tam fhefaga. Here is your stick.

Nhende. Here.

Nhenden. Of or belonging to here.
Nhen<}enal{. The one here, or of here (inani-

mate.)
Nhendonio. The one here, or of here (animate.)
Nhen^eukin. The two here, or of here (ani-

mate.)
Nhenijenko. These here, or of here (animate.)

NheSkaJT^"^ ^^y' *^^^-

Nhenka dalme. Strike thus.
Nhenka leka . Thus.

NhlUl. This particular one (animate.)
NhiRiyeheo go€ena. There he is, he has just

come.

Nhoa. This. Cf. noa.
NhoataK. This one (inanimate.)

Nhoko. These, those, (animate.)
Nhokoko hecena. These (men) have come.

Nhok'oe. Cf. nokoe.

Nhonde. Here. Cf. nonde.

Nhonden. Of or belonging to here.
NhoncJenaR. The one here, or that of here

(inanimate.)
Nbondenal? daR . The water of this place.

Nhondeni'i. The one here, or of here, (animate.)

Nhonden kin. The two here, or of here (ani-

mate.)
Nhondenko. Those here, or of hero (animate.)

Nhon(jenkoko tahekana. They were (people)

belong^g to here, or to this neighbourhood

Nhon
Nho

DnKa.l

DQka.j
Cf. nonka.

Nhonkan. Cf nonkan.

Nhot?. Here. Cf note.

Nhotere. In this place, here.

Nhui. This (ajnimate.) Cf nui.

Nhukin. These two (animate)

NhuUui. Cf niik'ui.

Ni. A particle which signifies that

something animate is being offered

for acceptance, to offer, to give.

Ni, idiem. Here, take him away.

Ni. ") This particular (one, of animate

Nl. J objects.)

Ni cando dirkate. At the end of this moon.

>iihor idiepe. Take away this man.
Ni boiiga, ni burn.

Nia. This, used of inanimate objects.

NUtaR. This particular one (inanimate.)

Ni?. dhao. This time.

Nia bochor. This year.
Nia dare. This tree.
'Nia hofom idia. You will take away thi? dhai

.

Gapa ni? bela hijuRme. Come to-morrow at
this time.

Niam. Rule, covenant.
Mare_ni9.m. The Old Testament Scriptures.
Nawa niam. The New Testament.
Onkagem niama6koa. You thus gave them

rules. '

Nibasi. A dweller, inhabitant.
Noa atoren nibg-si kanae. He is an inhabitant

of this village.

Nic. Low, mean, small, humble.
Nic hor kanae. He is a low fellow.
Nic jat. Low caste.
Aotegeye nicolikana. He is bemeaning himself.

Nicak. A small bush, Woodfordia
Jloribunda, Salib. Cf icak.

Nicak. A prawn, a shrimp. Cf icak,

NicaU bando. Cf. icak bando.

Nicak arak. Cf icak arak.

Nicak saram. Cf icak saram.

Nicak kakittei. Cf icak kakittetJ.

Nichan. Bothersome, annoying, provok-
ing, odious, horrid, used when an-

noyed.
Nichan kicrio ! That horrid cloth ! (ia always

flapping.)

Nichanaha. M. 1 p^
Nichanahi. F. j"^*- nichn^ha.

Nichnaha. M. ~) Bothersome, annoying,
Nichnalii. F. J provoking, odious,

These

}
Unalloyed, faultless, un-
mixed, entirely, without

used when annoyed.
Nichnaha gidra sin sa^upko umoRa.

provoking boys are always bathing.

Nichok. Mean, low, base.

A4i nichokgem metalekana. You think ua very
low.

Nichora.

Nichura.

admixture, pure.

Nichora hende. Perfectly black.
Nichora pon^. Perfectly white, all white.
Niohorahoro kana. It is is all one kind of dhan.

Nicind. ") Without care or anxiety,

Nicit. J heedless, thoughtless, un-

wary, unconscious.
Nicite giticakana. He lies unconscious.
Nicindte tahenpe. Be without anxiety.

Nico. Low, as opposed to high, scanda-

lous, discreditable, unbecoming.
Onijege nicogoa. It is low there.

^i}i nico kathae metadi/ia. He said a very
unbc coming thing to me.
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ridra. 1

findra. J

Drowziness.

-^^ ' V Empty, deserted, lonely.

Niool iaega. A lonely place, an uninhabited
place.

Buriite nicolreye dedena. He went up into a
mountain alone.

Nidandi. \Without care, without
Nirdandi.

J
anxiety, secure, unsoli-

citous.

Nirdandigeae. He is free from care.

Nidhan. (Jf. nindhan.

Nidharua. Free from debt, owing
nothing.

Nidh^ruageae. He owes'no man anything

Nidr;

Nindr
Mit' ghjribon gitida nidr^i marao Igigifi. Wi

will lie down a little to drive away drow-
ziness.

Nihai. An anvil. Cf. nehae.

Nihat. ") To desiDise, to slight, to dis-

Nihat. J parage, to make light of, to

set at naught. Cf nehot.
Nihatkedeako. They set him at naught.

T^T-'.' One's own, oneself, special, ori-

N!fj si-'-

Ae nijegeye kamieda. He is working himself.
Nij jot. One's own farm, cultivated by oneself.

iie^bhk}0"«'«°^''^™*'^«'^-

Nij Soren. The original Santal sept

Soren from which the sub-septs of

Soren have been derived.

Nij Tudu. The original Santal sept

Tudi-i from which the siib-se^ots of

Tudu originated.

Nij Hasdali. The original Santal sept

HasdaM from which the sub-septs

of Hasdalc originated.

Nij Kisku. The original Santal sept

Kisku from which the sub-septs

of Kisku originated.

Nij Marmu. The original Santal sept

Murmu from which the sub-septs

of Murmu originated.

Nij Hembrom. The original Santal

sept Hembrom from which the

sub-septs of Hembrom originated.

Nij Marndi. The original Santal sept

Marndi from which the sub-septs

of Marndi originated.

Nij Baske. The original Santal sept

Baske from which the sub-septs

of Baske originated.

Nij Besra. The original Santal sept

Besra from which the sub-septs of

Besra originated.

Nij CorS. The original Santal sept

CorS from which the sub-septs of

C5rg originated.

Nij Pauria. 1 The original Santal sept

Nij Paulia.
J

Pauria or Panlia from

which the sub-septs of Pauria or

Paulia originated.

Nijat. Without any recognized caste,

having been out-casted.
Nayadihre nijat hoy menal^koa. There are

casteless people in Nayadih.

Nijau. ") To throw off the effects of

Nii^jau. J fever, liquor, narcotics, &c.,

to recover one's senses.
NitoK doe ninjaukeda. Now he has recovered

from the effects of intoxication.

Nij gut. For certain, by oneself, at

first hand.
Nijgiit noa kathall baclaea. I know this matter

first hand.
16 nijgutili afijom ^.guakafa. I have been and

heard for myself.

Nijhor. Heavy, pelting as rain without
wind.

Nijhore dakkeda. The rain fell straight down
(no wind to drive it.)

Nijhulia. Weak, feeble.

Nijhura. Quiet, dead calm, breezeless.
TeheA do niihumgoa. Thure is a dead calm

to-day.

Nijojor. Weakness, infirmity. C£ ni-

jor.

Okoere gel irg.1 sermakhon mit^toa nijojor jiu

tahekantaea. Who had a spirit of infir-

mity eighteen years.

Nijor. Weak, feeble, to become weak,
feeble or poor.

Ruateye nijorena. He is enfeebled by fever.

Nijor hor kanae. He is a feeble person.

Nijuan. Pube,scent.

Nijut. For certain, by oneself, at first

hand. Cf nijgut.

Nije. One's own, oneself, themselves,

himself
Ako nijete jojomko ceda. They' Ul learn to

eat by themselves.
Acren nije horko then. To his own people.
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Nikarkhar. \EntiieIy, altogether, in
Nikhar.

J full, recovered, as from
illness,

Nilc^rkhare bes utarena. He is altogether well.
Nikarkharili kharakedea. I paid up in full.

Nikas. Outlet opening, to make up an
account.

Nik9,s bah tahelenkhao posagolfa. If there ia
no outlet it (embankment) will burst.

Nikg.skate tinaKiii i5ama emkatiiime. Make
up the account and give me what ia due to
me.

Nikas baki. To make up an account
to see how much is owine.

Nilihar. Empty, destitute.
Nikhg.renae ce£ ho b^nuKtaea. He ia empty

handed, he has nothing.
Sesre nikh?irlenae. At length he became des-

titute.

Nikhora. Cf. nichora.

Nikl. This one, this particular one,

applied only to animate objects.
NiKi nigeA emamkana. I am giving you this

particular one ( cow, &o.)

Niki badi. Good and evil, good and
bad.

Niki ar badi, noa dh^rtire nig-kin henaKa. In
this world there are only these two, good
and evil.

Nikin. These two, applied only to

animate objects.
Nikin bare hataokinme. Take these two.

Nikind. Cf. nicind.

Nikti tula. Small scales used to weigh
precious articles, such as gold,

silver, coral beads, &c.

Nil. Cf. lil.

TVT-, •): Y Shameless, immodest.
JNiiajia.J

Nilam. To sell by auction, to auction.
" Cf lilam.

Nilkathi. Cf. lilkathi.

Nim. A common small tree, Melia
Azadirachtit-, Linn.

Nim daK mandi. Erice water in which ponnded
nim leaves have been mixed. This bitter

mixture ia drunk in small quantities at the

naming of children.

Nimak haram. \ Disloyal, wicked, per-

Nimok haram. V fidious, ungrateful,

Nimuk haram. J disobedient.
j^iji b?.rio nimak haram hor kanae. He is a

very ungrateful person.

Nimak harami,']

Nimok har;imi. Cf nimak haram.
Nimuk harami.j
Adi nimaU haramigeae. He ia very ungrateful.

Nimak kharanii.
1

Nimok kharami. >Cf nimak harami.
Nimuk kharami. j

Nimbha."! To bring through, as through
Nibha. - a severe illness, time of

Nirbha. J scarcity, helplessness, diffi-

culty, infancy, childhood, &c. &c.
Nin din do nimbh^u aguakafaiS. I have managed

to pull (him) through for ao long.
NinaK gidrali nibhakefikoa. I pulled through

so many children,

Nimbhau. To finish, to complete, to

pull or bring through. Cf nimbha.
Saname nimbhauket'koa. He has finished them

all (married all his children.)

Nimin. So much, so big.
Nimin tiri6ko ematlea. They gave us ao much.

Nimok haram. "j

Nimok harami. j-Cf nimak haram.
Nimok kharami.J
Nimon. Sound, solid, without flaw.
Noa kat do nimongea. This log is sound through-

out.

Noa merhe6 do nimongea.
this iron.

Nimuk harami.

Nimuk haram.
Nimuk kharami._

Nin. So many.
Nin din. So many days.
Nin jug. So many ages, so long a time.
Nin tirit. So much as this.

Nin horle tahekana. We were so many people.
Nin horgeale. We are so many men.
Ninte do honaii *(Ji ut3.rlah galmaraokea. We

might have conversed a great deal in this
time.

Ninak. So much, so many, this much.
NinaU horle tahekana. There were so many

of us.
Ninalc bare emaeme. Give him so much.

Ninda. | To despise, to slight, to deny,
Nindau.) to revile.

JomaKe nindaukeda. He denied having re-

ceived food.
Jahae bako nind^ukoa. They do not despise

anyone.

Ninda. Night, to become night.
Teheli ilinda. Last night, to-night.

Noa 6ind^ i5ut caKpe hijukkana? Why do yon
come after it is dark ?

Babon taramlekhanbo llindaKa. If we do not
step out night will overtake us.

Mit' sin mit' ninda. All day and all ni^ht.
Sili lae fiinda lae. All day and all night.
Sin Jiinda. Day and night.

There is no flaw in

Cf nimak baram.
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Ninda cando. The moon.

Nindan. Estimating roughly, by guess.
Nindan ponro &er gan hoyoKa. By guess it

will be about 15 seers.

N^hi nindan bar iai horko jarwalena. By a
rough estimate forty people were assembled.

Nindara. Formerly, in the past.
Nindara do babon jaoral^kan tahelcana, teheii

oedaUbon jaoraena ? We have not been in
the habit of assembling previously, why
are we assembled today ?

Nindara do babon kaphari^altkan tabekana,
nui heckatebo kaphari^ul^kana. We did
not quarrel in the past, since he came we
are quarrelling.

Nindau. Cf. ninda.

Nindhan. Meek, humble, poor, des-

titute, to despise, to slight.

Nindhangeae. He is humble, or poor.
Nindhankedeako. They slighted him.
Nindh?nkatele nehoroKkana. We humbly pray.

Nindir. A species of termite or white
ant.

Buka. The species of white ant which raises

^ the ant hills.

ISindir hasa. The earth with which white ants
raise the covering over themselves when

, they venture above ground.
Nindirko jomkeda. ) White ants ate it, or des-
Nindirkedako. ) troyed it.

Nindra. Cf. nidra.

Ningha. Axle of cart, &c.

Ninghar. To finish, to complete, to

exhaust.
Kamile nihgharkeda. We finished the work.

Niaghraoni. A present given to the

weaver by the person for whom he

is weaving on finishing the web.

Niiighrau. To finish, to complete, to

exhaust.
Hola Sohraele uihghraukeda. We brought the

Sohrae festival to an end yesterday.

Ninj Cf. nij.

Nirijam. Master, owner.

Ninjam. Genuine, pure, unalloyed,

important.
Nifijam nirtjam katha galmaraope. Discuss

only the important points.

,T^,' [To decline, to become less.
Nijhnu. J
Matkom sardi khon^niliihanakana. The mat-

Icom (q. V.) is less now than it was at mid-
harvest.

Nipat. To spend, to use up, to exhaust.

Nip^t uni lekae lieloJikana.

like him.
He looks exactly

Nip^t nui dahra lekage. Exactly like this
bullock.

Nipaf seta leka. Exactly like a dog.
Nipot kul lekae TieloKkana. It looks exactly

like a tiger.

Niphor. Having only one stalk, not

producing shoots from the roots.

Niphut. Sound, flawless, without de-

fect, without blemish.

Nipot. Cf nipat.

Niptau. To settle, to finish, to bring
to a conclusion.

Niptaukedako bapla. They brought (all the
ceremonies connected with) the marriage
to a conclusion.

Nipun. Skilful! expert, clever, handy.
SanamaKre nipungeae. He is clever at every-

thing.

Nir. To run, to flee, to flit, to dis-

appear, as the moon.
Nir haparao. To run a race to see who wil
^ win.
Nir boloR bahu. A woman who has installed

herself in a man's house as his wife.
Nir cando. The moon just gone or disappeared.
Nirjao cando. The moon with 3 or 4 days stiU

to run.

Cando tise fiira? When will the moon dia-

^ appear?
Nir bagia£koae. He went away and left them,

he ran away from them.
Laga dirkedeako. They drove him away.
Nirenae. He has fled.

Noa ato khonko idirena. They have left this
village.

Hirateye hec gofena. He arrived at the run.

Nira 1

Niraia l^'^''®' unadulterated, unalloy-

Nirola. j

Nir* kuin(Ji annum. Pure mahna oil.

Nira sona. Pure gold.

Nirai. Peace, without care or anxiety,
secure.

Niraite jom johme. Eat your food without
anxiety.

Majijln hijjigeae, khube arjaoakafa. The
village chief is without anxiety, be has had
good crops.

Nirai mone. A heart or mind at peace.

Nirala. Cf nira.

Niras. To be disappointed, to be
without hope.

Nir9.senaii. I am disappointed.
Niras utarkediriae. He made me utterly hope-

less, he left me not a shadow of hope,

Nirbah. Fare, daily fare.

Nirbal<. Foolish, ignorant.
Nirbg.K gidra kanae. He is a foolish child.
NirbaK mara gidr?. rofaK dhej do banuKtaea.

Nirbha. Cf. nimbha.



Nirbhoe
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Nirbhoe. Fearless, intrepid.

Nirbhuj. Incomprehensible, unin-
telligent.

Nirbis. A spice resembling ginger.

Nirbis. Poisonless.

Nirbis. A small plant so named.

Niibudh iFoolish, ignorant, unintelli-

Nirbudhi.
J

S^""^-

Nir budhigeae. He is ignorant, or he is foolish.

Nirb5s. ") Childless, without descen-
NibBs. J dants.
NirboaoKam. Tou will be without a descendant.

Nirbos. Weak, without strength or

vigour.

Nirdae. ) Absolutely, altogether, to-

Nirdai. j tally, completely, wholly,

without doubt.
Nirdae cabaentalea. Our (supply of food) is

altogether exhausted.

N' rl H"
[without care or anxiety.

Nirdhok. Without restriction, with-

out stint, intensifies the action

to which it refers.

Nirdhokko dalkedea. They beat him unmeroi-
fuUy.

Nirdhokko emaflea. They gave na without
stint.

Nirdom. Breathle.ss.

T.^"j°^'. Faultless, blameless, inno-

NutS:} cent, not guilty.

In doA nirdosgea, oei ho bai5 menakawa6koa.
I am innocent, I have not said anything to

^ them,

Nire hojor. ") Quickly, rapidly, without

]5'ire hoiore.) delay.
]§ire hojore hec gofonae. He came quickly.

!Sire hojor calao hodoKme. Go quickly.

Niret. To substantiate.

Nirghin. Woe begone, depressed, dis-

pirited, disfigured by grief, &c.
Nirghine AeloRkana. She looks woe begone.

Nirhi. Cf lindhi.

Nirik. 'j Rate, price current, tariff,

Nirikh. I allotted task, to fix rate,

Niruk.
j

price current, tariff or allot-

Nirukh. j ted task.

Dor auriko nirika. They have not yet fixed the

rate.

AleaK nirik do oaukare bar anna. Our rate is

two annas per chauka (100 cubic feet,)

Nirjao. ") The last three or four days

Nirjau. J of the fourth quarter of

the moon,
Nirjaokoteye hijnlfa. He will come within the

last 3 days or so of the moon,

Nirjhum. Cf nijhum.

Nirmoli, A kind of fruit employed to

clear water,

Nirogi, \Sound, healthy, untainted,

Nirugi. J
without disease, infirmity,

ailment or malady,
Nirugigeae. He is of sound constitution.

Nirola. Pure, unadulterated, without

admixture, without obstruction.
Nirola hende. Pure black.
Nirolam bengeda. Tou will see clearly.

NT- 'j- > The hot weather.
Niron dm. y

Niroureko silaKa. They ploughed it during the
hot weather,

Niron setoh. The hot weather,

Niropon. To ascertain, to determine
;

safely, well.

Tinali B^'hgiilgea, onale niroponaka£a. We
ascertained how far it is,

Niropone liam ru^rkede teroh. Because he
received him again safe and sound.

Niros. ") Inferior in degree or size, less,

Nirosa. J under.

Noa joro khon noa do nirosgea. This share is

smaller than this one.

Nirot. Breezeless, still, calm, windless.

Nirotrebon umoKa, We will bathe where there

is a calm,
Nirot setoii, Breezeless heat,

Nirotkateye dalfkeda. It rained without wind,

l^irphor. To escape, to leave abruptly.

Motgen tiirphorena, I escaped with difficulty,

I got away with difficulty,

Nirugi. Cf nirogi.

Niruk. \Cf nirik. To settle, to decide,

Nirukh.J to determine.
Hor bae niruk dareafiteye tengo thirena. Not

being able to decide which road (to take) he

stood still,

Nisa. An intoxicant or narcotic, such

as opium, ganja, alchohol, &c.

Nisa lagaoakawadea. He is intoxicated, or is

under the influence of a drug such as opium,

ganja, &c,

Adom hor do aphim nis9.ko kusiaKa, ar adorn

do p?iura niR». Some men prefer intoxica-

tion by opium, and others that by alchohol.

Nisan. A mark, as on a target, to make

a mark.
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Nisana Token, sign, proof.
Cet' nisanam aguakata? What toten have you

brought?

Nisand. Solid, sound, without flaw.
Nisandgea bah khola. It is solid, it is not

hollow.

Nisai'thi. False, untrue.

Nisarthi. ") Without a protector or

Nisarti. J guardian.
Nisas. Breath.
Nisas bondentaea. His breathing has ceased.

Niscae. I Certainly, truly, without
Niscoe. J doubt.

Nised. To forbid.
Calalci£ menlaKa, uniye nisedkedina. I inten-

ded to go, but he forbad me.

Nisera. Cf misera.

Niskapat. ) Without deceit, sincere,

Niskopot. j without subterfuge.

Nisok. Weak, feeble.

Nison. Worn out, fatigued.

Nispetar, Cor. of the English word
" inspector."

Nisrau. To chaff, to deride, ridicule,

to banter, to upbraid, to chide.
Napae okocteii galmaraoae kankhan uni doe

nisrauKkana.
Procarako jokhec adorn adorn bedin horkoko

nisraulta. Some heathen ridicule when
being preached to.

Nisrauna. Reproof. Cf. nisrau.

Nista. To confirm, to prove, to make
sure.

Cetem nistakedaP What did you find proved?
Kuli uistaem. Ask him to make certain.

Nistan. Token, sign, confirmation. G£
ni.^ana.

Nistanko uduga. They shew a token (as proof
of their statement.)

Nisun. EmjDty, desolate, tenantless,

solitary.

Nisunre senkateko galmaraoana. They went
into a solitary place and conversed.

Nisun jaega. A solitary place.

-K-r-, ,, I- Now, at the present time.

Nifcge calaKme. Go now.
NitoKgeye heoena. He has just come.

Nit lioKgeu lielledea. I saw him a little while
ago.

Nitenece hijuUa. He will come presently.

Nit. To fix, to decide, to settle, to

determine.
Nit katha banuKtaea. He can say nothing

definitely.

Kathako nitkeda. They settled the matter.
Nit okteko. Fixed times or seasons.

Nite. Dirty, filthy.

Nife gendrak leka. Like filthy rags.

Niti. Absolutely none, not one (used

only with negatives. >

Ona disomre Hor nitige banuKkoa. There are
absolutely no Santals in that country.

Calalc nitige banuKtakoa. They have not the
slightest intention of going.

NapraK janwar nitige bako o^otlena. Not
one large animal emerged.

Nitsahi. Exact, truly.

Niuri. A small forest tree, Elceoden-

dron Roxburghii, W. &. A.

Niyar. \The pass the night lying on the

Nlyar.
J

ground, applied to the village

priest's sleei^ing on the ground
the night precediug the Baha (q.v.)

festival at which he officiates.

Naeke niyarlen.

Niyg.
"I
By means of, owing to, along

Niyete. J with.
Am niye noa kaj do hoyoKa. By your instrumen-

tality this business will be accomplished.
Am niyete hoeakana. It has been accomplished

through you.
Am niyetegebo oalaKa. We wiU go along with

you.

NiySr niySr. Applied to the cry of the

peacock, (imitative.)
MaraKko raga niyor niyor.

No. This.
No parom. This side (of a river, &c.)
No mohol. This region.

Noa. This (iDanimate.)
Noako. These.
Noakin. These two.
Noa thenre. In this place.

Noare. In this.

Noatalc. This one (inanimate.)
Noataliiil hataoa. I will take this one.

Nobab.
Lobab. }

A gieat man, a prince.

Nogodj^^^^^^'^^^-^y
I money.

Nogda nogdi. Ready money.
Nogda nogdigole emapea. We will deal with

you in ready money.

oie.
L ffo disregard, to disobey.

Kathae noheakat'a.
order.

He has disregarded the

NohSr nohor. ") Sweetljr, entrancingly,

Nohor riohor. J applied to sound
;

beautiful.
Tirioko oroha ilohor nohor. They play the

flute sweetly.

Nohor liohorko sereila. They sing sweetly.
More dare munga narak llohore nohore. Five

beautiful munga (q. v.) trees.
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Noho6, To brush slightly against.
Nohotkediiiae. He brushed slightly against

mo.

Nojor. ") To look, to gaze, sight, facul-

Norijor. J ty of .seeing.
Cefem nojoreda? What are you looking at?
.^di saiigiiite nojor oalaKa.
Nojor bauulctaea. He is sightless.

Nok. A little, used only iu composi-

tion.

Nete nogoKme. Come a little nearer.

Kel noKledeali. I saw him for a short time.

Ale then heo iloUlenae. He came to us for a
little, he was with us a short time.

Hante idi liogeme. Eemove him away a little.

Rear noUgea. It is a little cold.

Hen'de fioKgeae. He is a little black.
Esel AoUgeae. She is fairish.

Nokia hi. Malingering.
Noklahi ^im9.i. A malingering woman.

N(>k5e. This, this particular one.
NoUoetam bakhra. This is your share.
NoKoe noako. These.

Nokoeko. These, these particular.

Nolfoeko matkom daretam. These are your
matlom (q. v.) trees.

NolsSekin. These, these two parti-

cular.
Nolcoekin ruka baslatam. These two are your

chisel and adze.

Nokol. A copy, to copy.
Eae reaK nokol liama menteA darkhasakaCa,

I have petitioned to get a copy of the decree

.

Nokol. To sham illness, to malinger.
NokoleCkanae. He is shamming illness.

Nokor. A servant.
Nokor cakor. Servants of all kinds.

looker cerg. ") A small bird, whose tail

l^ukur cerg. J continually shakes.

!^okor. "1 St. Vitus' dance, paralysis

^ukur. J agitans.

Adom horko liokoroKa. Some people are afflict-

ed with St. Vitus' dance.

Noksan. ") To destroy, to injure, to

Nuksan. J waste. Cf. loksan.

Adi noksan hoeena. There is great injury,

great injury has been done.

Noksanket'tiliape. You injured my (house,

crops, &c. &o.)

Nol. A pipe.
Huk?i realf nol. The hollow stem of the huk?..

Nolao. To investigate and decide

upon, to select, to choose.

Ato lagii nolaoakatale. We have fixed upon a

place for a village after investigation.

Gada afea menteko nolaoakata. They have
'

after investigation fixed upon a place at

which to dam the stream.

Bahuko nolaoakadea. They have chosen a

bride.

Bar dhao ka^iii nolaokeda, bako araKadilia.
Twice I selected timber, but they did not
let mo have it.

Nolhal!. Soot, particularly soot de-

posited by a flame ; very black,

smirched with soot.

Nolhat'kediilae. He smii'ched me with soot.

Nolhat' huritkate sunumre mil^ukate aenombo
benaoa.

Noljol. To select, to choose. Cf. nolao.
Nui mi(; din dom noljolkedea, ceda)fombagiede-

kana p You chose her once, wherefore
are you forsaking her ? (a wife.)

Tj ' j-A little way off, here about.

Nomankore giripe Gut it off about here.

Nomona. Cf humuna.
Nonde. Hcie, this place.
NonQle tahenme. Stay here.

Nonden. Of or belonging to here or

this place.
Noncjenko. Those (animate) of or belonging

to this place.
Nondonkin. Those two (animate) of or belong-

ing to here or to this place.

Non(?enal^. The one (inanimate) of or belong-
ing to here or this place.

Nonijen renko. Those of this place.

Nonijen horko. People of this place or neigh-
bourhood.

Non(Jenake idikeda. He took away the one
that was liere.

l^ong. Cf fiok. I

Idi riohgeaii. I will take him a little apart.

Nonhut'. Cf jiolhot.

Noi^ijor. Cf nojor.

UniaK norijor do serma see. His eyes towards
heaven.

Nonka. Thus.
Nonka k^mime. Work thus.

Cedakem nonkakeda? Why did you do thus ?

Nonka leka alora rofa. Do not speak thus.

Nonkate calaKme. Go this way.
Nonka oalaKme. Go thus.

Isin lahaente nonkaena. It has become thus by
being over cooked.

Noparom. This side (of a river, &c.)

On parom. The other side, the far side (of a
river, &c.)

Barakar noparomreko atoakat'a. They have
made a village on this side of the Barakar
river.

Nor. Cf or.

Noraj. Cf naraj.

]^6rak. 1 Past the meridian, of sun and

Lorak. J moon.

Bere loraRena. 1 ^^^ ^^^ ;g ^ ^j^g meridian.
Bore norakena. )
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Norma. ") Soft, to become soft, to

Normao. J decline, to decrease, to

become less. Cf. noi'om.
Dalf te lohot'lenkhan normaoKa. It it gets wet-

ted with water it will soften.
Eua do pahil khon normaoenfcaea. His fever is

les.y than it was.

Narmaoakanae reiigedte. He is weakened
, through hunger.

Nor nor. To be silent, to l>e taciturn.
Usat' hor lior lior baraeae. A suiky man is

taciturn.
Nor uoroKkanae. He is silent.

Norok. Cf narak.

Norom. Soft, to become soft, to de-

cline, to decrease, to become less.

Cf norma.
Noromko dakaakat'a. They have cooked the

rice too little.

Khub noromko dakaakat'a. They have cooked
the rice nice and soft.

Darere noromgeae. He is deficient in strength.
Kisarre noromgeae. He is less wealthy.
Noromgeye kamia. He is an inferior workman.
Dakakkhan noromoka. If water be applied to

it it will become soft.

Am khone noromgea. He is inferior to you.

Norom dorom.1 Sweet and juicy,beauti-

Noron noron. J ful, pleasant to the

sight, taste or hearing.
l^ofom Iiorom sebela. It is deliciously good.
Korom liorom herema. Ifc is deliciouslysweet.
I^oroa norouko oroheda. They play the flute

_ sweetly.
Nojoii lioron saijekana. It sounds sweetly.

Nosib. C£ nasib.

Nosto. To destroy, to ruin, to waste,

to injure, to depart this life.

Nostokedape. Ton ruined it.

Nostoenae. He is dead.
Nonostoio. The destroyer.

Not. ~)
. ,

y • j-A currency note.

Not.
1

Nat. j-A nose ring.

Nath.J
Note. Hither, this way.
Note hijuKme. Come hither.

Notel^me. Come this way, come hither.
Notekedi/iae. He put me to this way.
Onte note. This way and that, here and there,

hither and thither.

Note anjomme. Listen here.

Noten. Of or belonging to this vici-

nity.
NotenaS. Of or belonging to this vicinity, used

of inanimate objects.
Notenio. The one of or belonging to this

vicinity, nsed of animate objects.
Notenkin. The two of or belonging to this

vicinity, used of animate objects.

Notenko. Those of or belonging to this vicinity,

used of animate objects.

Notenko. Those of or belonging to this vicinity,

used of animate objects.

NotenaK haliri laiamUana. I am telling you
the news of this part of the country.

Notenko hor. The people of this vicinity.

Notenko okoe ho bako senlena. No one belong-
ing to this neighbourhood went.

Nu. To drink.

Ariu. To cause or give to drink.
Jom iluiaK. Pood antl drink.

Nu tuila. To drink to satiety.

Nu tuilaenari. I have drunk to satiety.

Nu bulenae. He has drunk till he is drunk.

Nu tehgar.
^

Nutehgarmatua. [-Slightly intoxicated.

]^u laser. 3

Nondenak dakle Auieda. We drink the water
of this place.

Mii dalf gele jomeda. We use the water of the
same place.

Da^'o /iuana. He has drunk water.

Nuhum. Twilight, between sunset and
darkness.

Nuhumokkana. Twilight is falling.

Tinrepe seterena? iluhum duhumle se^erena.
When did you arrive? We arrived as
twilight was falling.

Nui. This, this one, applied to animate
objects only.

Nui hor. This man.
Nui <}ahra. This bullock.
Nuigeye hataokeda . This (person) took it.

Nuitak. This particular one, applied

to animate objects only.
Nuitak dahra^ hataoea. I will take this bullock.

Nultui. This one here, applied to

animate objects only.

Nukui nonde Jielepe. This one here is he,

look at him.

Nuktiitako daiira do. This one here is their
bullock.

Nukin. These two, applied to animate
objects only.

Nukinkin senlena. These two went.
Nukinak oraR kana. It is the house of these

two.

-^T 1-' [Barrel of a gun, pistol, &c.

Bar null banduk. A double-barrelled gun.

Mit null banduk. ) . i t- ti j

Ek null banduk. \
^ «'"^1« barrelled gun.

Nu lolo. To be possessed of a bare
sufficiency.

TJni do nalha tumalkate in lolo ocoekan tahe-
kana. By working and gleaning he provi-
ded him with a bare sufficiency.

Nulok Jiulok'. Cf i5alak 6alaU.
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Num. To name, to call by name, to

praSse.
'

Celepe dumkedea ? What name hare yon given
him?

Alope liiim baraifia, pera dort bah kana.
4.diko ilumkedea. They praised him highly.
]NUt am liamkate hohoaeme. Mention his name

when calling to him.
Ma i5umtiipe kudum do. Come, iell me my

guess, solve my riddle.

» '
'; '

1. 1- !After nie^htfall.Ayup numbak.J °

,4yup ilumbalfena.

Num cedget. To name a child after

its grandfather.
The oLild thus named is supposed to inherit

the qnahtiea as well as the peculiarities of

its grandfather.

Numin. 1 o uNo J-bo many so much.
uminak.J •'

NuminaK ho^re ho bape oabaleda ? Although
there were so many people did you not
finish it?

Numinal^e hataokeda. He took so much.

Nun. So, SO many.
Nun marah. So big.

Nun jeleii. So long.
Nun tirit. So much.
Nun din. So many days.
Nun serma. So many years.
Nun hor. So many people.

Nunalf . So many, so much. so.

Nun^K hor. So many people.
Nunalf jeleri. So long.

Nunalf osar. So broad.
Nunalt nunalf emaL^jm. Give each so much,

so many.
NunaU jondra hoeakantaea, ohoe jom caba da-

relea. He had such a crop of Indian corn
that he will not be able to consume it all.

Nunan. So much, so tvany.
Nunan hor. So many people.

Nunah dhon. So much wealth.
Nunan nunah dhon tahekana cekateko caba-

keda? How did they get through so much
wealth P

Nunchaha. Saline, as sea water.

Nundi. Cf. lundi.

Nundni To tell tales, to asperse.

Nundniadiiiic. He told tales about me.

Nungun. Gratitude.
Nungun bam doholettaea . ITou shewed hi-

a

Nungun bam raanaoleftaea. ) no gratitude.

Nunu. The female breast, to give the

breast, to suckle, to suck.

Nunu gidrg.. An unweaned child, a child still

being suckled.
Nunu bele. Mammary abscess.

Nunn ghao. A sore on the mammae.
Mihue nunukana. The calf is sucking.

Nunuaekanae. She is suokliner it.

^upum. The Reciprocal form of i!ium

(q. V.)

• Cf. arsid barsid

Nnr. ) To fall, to cause to fall, from

Nurha. J a height.

Pare khone rturena. He fell from a tree,

li.-iro doe malf iliirkeda. He felled the tree.

Dhaka rturkedeae. He pushed him and caused
him to fall (from a height.)

tn duraeme. Knock down a mango for him.
Dare do liurentaea. He has become weak, ho

is failing (from old age.)

Nuralc. To hiccough.
Nnr^Kenae. He hiccoughed.
i'^'iir^.golfkanae. He is hiccoughing, or he has

hiccough.

Jahaeko ilur^Uena menkhanko metakoa, M?fi-
ihiaK dahem kombroaka^taea. When any
one hiccoughs they say to him, you have
stolen the Mafijhi'B (q. v.) curds. (The child

when accused of theft gets frightened and
the hiccough ceases.)

Nursiii barsii. ~)
.

Ursiii barsiri. J
Niirfic. A small forest tree, the Indian

Laburnum, Cassia Fistula Linn,

The flowers of this tree are eaten as a pot-herb,

and the fruit yields a valuable medicine.

lNuru6. 1 Lean, emaciated, applied

Nuruc nuruc.J to children in ill-con-

dition.

Akalre liuruc iluruckoasGnbaraetko tahekana.
In the famine they were carrying about
emaciated children.

Nuru riuru. ^ To burn feebly, to burn

Naruri MruQ. V with very little flame,

!^Lrun nurun.J the opposite of burn-

ing brightly.

l^uruh duruh sehgel menaka. There is a very
feeble fl^me.

l^iiru riuru jolokkana. It burns feebly.

Nurnn nuruh. ") To whine, to beg whin-

ISTaran nurun. J ingly, to importune,

to lM?g hard, importunately and
wi;inii.jly.

Eehgeo ^it-ra liuruh dnruhko koea. Hungry
children beg whiningly.

Jom l*gi6 £arah JiuruhoKUanae. He ia whining

, for something to eat.

Nuruii liuruhoKako. They importune.

Nurut. Cf urut.

Nusib. Cf nasib.

Nut. Dark, darkness, to become dark,

to darken, to cause to become dark.

ISutoKkana. It is getting dark.

Nutgea. It is dark.

1-iutena. It has become dark.

Alom liutea. Do not make it dark for him.

K rah karah riut. Pitch darkness,

l^inda leka liutlena. It was dark as night.

]<Oinda 6ut. The darkness of night.

Nut riind?.. The dark night.
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Nutat. The time between nightfall

and the rising of the moon, applied
only to the wane of the moon.

Netar doe nutateda.

Nutul^ riutulj. Very sweet, delicious.
Nutulf fiutnR sebela. It tastes delicious.
Nutiilf liujuK heyema. It is delicioiisly sweet.

iNutum. Name.
Mul ilutum. Eeal name.
Cetan fiutum. A to-name, the upper name, the

name one is known by to prevent the real
name being used.

Latar liatum. Eeal name.
Bahna liutum. A nick name.
Nutumte. For the sake of, for the purpose of,

by name.
I,ta liutumteko baekaKa. They store it for seed.
Nutum tahentama. Tour name will be remem-

bered, or will continue.
Nutumtete jomkeda. He only ate in name, he

only ate every little.

Nutum dohoe. To name, to give a name to.
Nutum linm. To mention the name.
Nutum marahoktama. Tour name will be great.

0. An exclamation of anger, or defiance.

O. A privative prefix, not, without.
Odhorora. Unrighteous, unholy, unjust.
Olekha. That cannot be counted.
Obicar. Unjust.
Oneae. Unjust.
Obiswas. Faithless, unbelieving.

Oar. To take or pull out of, -np c-nt of

water, a pit, &c., to sl-iin ,:s cream
off milk or oil off water, to rescue,

to deliver.
Nsiinu oarme. Skim off the cream.
Ga(Jakhonko oarkedea. They pulled him out

of the river.

Nui do gar khone oarkodiila. He rescued me
from difficulty.

OKwario. Rescuer, deliverer.

Dal?,hi khone oarkedea. He rescued him from
the bog.

Oara Murmu. A sub-sept of the San-
tal sept Murmu (q. v.)

Oaris. Helper, owner, heir, claimant.
Nui ren 09.ris banukkoa. He has no heir.

Nui dahgra ren o?.ris banugiote lil?.moKae. As
there is no one to claim this bullock it will

be sold by auction.

Obhok obholc Excessivel3r, extremely,

applied to corpulency.
Obhok obhoKe motaakana. He is extremely

fat.

Obidhan. A dictionary.

Obidhan. Unaffected by adverse su-

pernatural influence.

Obobo. Excessively fat, with folds of

flesh, idle. *
Oboboe motaakana. He is excessively fat.

Durup oboboakanae. He is sitting idle.

Obor. To lie down, to fall down, to col-

lapse, to squat, as a hare ; to sit

on eggs or over chickens, as a hen.
Pusi oborftkanae. The cat is crouching down

(about to spring at something.)
Eto daiira oka doko oborolta hamalte. Some-

times bullocks that are being broken in lie

down owing to the weight (on their necks.)
Eulai oboraUanae. The hare is sq^uatting.

Sim do beleye oboreda. The hen is sitting on
eggs,

Hoete oraK oborena. The house has collapsed
with the wind.

Uni hor do pind^re oborakanae. That man is

sitting in the verandah.
Obor saoha. To lie down through fatigue.
Jarao dahra doko obor saohaKgea.
Alan oborgetaea. He is tongue tied.

Alahge oborentaea bae ror dareaUkana. His
tongue is fixed, he cannot speak (indicating
the point of death.)

Obor Kisku. A sub-sept of the San-
tal sept Kisku (q. v.)

Obor HasdaK. A sub-sept of the San-
tal sept HasdaM. (q. v.)

Obor Murmu. A sub-sept of the San-
tal sept Murmu (q. v.)

Obor Hembrom. A sub-sept of the
Santal sept Hembrom (q. v.)

Obor Marndi. A sub-sept of the San-
tal sept Marndi (q. v.)

Obor Soren. A sub-sept of the San-
tal sept Soren (q. v.)

Obor Tudu. A sub-sept of the San-
tal sept Tudu (q. v.)

Obor Baske. A sub-sept of the San-
tal sept Baske (q. v.)

Obor Besra. A sub-sept of the San-
tal sept Besra (q. v.)

Obor Pauria, or Paulia. A sub-sept

of the Santal sept Pauria or Paulia

(q. V.)

Obos. Out of control.

Oboso. Certainly, necessarily.

Obosta. Condition, ill-conditioned, to

impair, to ruin, to destroy, to de-

teriorate, to waste, to squander.
Daiira sanamko obostaena. All the bullocks

are out of condition.
Cij sanamko obostakeda. They squandered

all the property.
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j- Havihg a pendulous belly.
Obra. M
Ubri. F.

5c oc. Grunt of buffaloe.
Oo ooedae kaija do.

Ocha. Straw from which the grain
has been trodden out by cuttle,

and afterwards so drawn out as to
lay it lengthwise. It is then tied

up into small sheaves.

Geo. Causative inflection.
(1) With dative givinsr senae of " allow.''
(2) With accusative giving senae of "cause."
Sen ocoadeall. I allowed him to go.
Goo oookedead. I caused him to be killed, or

I caused hira to die.
Uni thene goa ocoKkan tahekana. He was

being killed by him.
Uni thene dal ocolena. He was struck by him.
Kul thene jom oooKa. He will be eaten by the

tiger.

OcoU. To remove.
OcoK ocoenae. He ia removed.
OcoK ocokedeako. They caused him to remove.
Noa do ocogoKa. This will be removed.
OcoK llohgoKme. Remove a little.

Hor khon dareko ocoKkeda. They removed the
tree from off the road.

Ocot'. The hump of an Indian bull.

Od.lTo sheltei-, to protect, to hide, to

Ad.
J

screen, to veil, to screen from
sight.

Sisir odre giticakanae. He ia lying under shelter
from the dew.

Dare o(ilre menaea. He ia behind the tree,

hidden by the tree.

Met' khone oglena . He ia hidden from the eight,

lost sight of.

Buru odre menaltkoa. They are in the shelter

of the hill.

iSinda cando rirailte odakanae. The moon is

hidden by clouds.

Oda. Damp, moist, wet.
Odasea ot do. The floor is damp.
Odaka nahak. It will become damp presently.

Odabad. ") To be at variance with each

Odabadi. j other, to contend, to com-
pete, to strive.

Odab9.diakanakin. | ,j,^ ^^^ ^^ variance.
Odabad geakm. ) -^

Kaimire hSko odabadoKgea. They also contend
at work.

Odabadikakin. They will be at variance.

Odam. The common Indian otter,

Lutra nair.

Oda moda. Damp, moist, wet. Of. oda.

htta } Stout. Cf. lodga.

Odga aesane motaakaua.

Odao. To set, aa a snare, trap, net, &c.,

to lie in ambush, to lie in wait.
Kati odaome. Set up the mark to play at.
Galmaraoaelgigil! o<Jaoakanako. 'They are lying

in wait to speak with him.
Kul^i jhg,Uko o(Jaoakat'a. They have sot a

hare-net.
Jal odaoknte hakoko ih9.1ikel!koa. They sot a

net and netted fiah.

Lutur odao. To listen attentively.
Lutur o(jaope. Listen attentively.

Odhrao. To chip, to remove, to become
detached, to carry away parts, as
of the ridges of rice fields by water.

Cf. odrao.

Odgali bidgalc. \Heavy footmarks, dis-

OdgaU bodgalc. J placing the soil, break-
ing the surface, as a heavy ani-

mal passing over soft soil.

Kul odgaK bidgalf calao paromakanae. The
tiger haa paaaed leaving deeply indented
foot prints.

OdgaK bidp-gik palSja oalaKkana. Deeply in-
dented foot prints pass this way.

Odgel. Not to the full, short of, in-

sufficient, used in comp. with
verbs. Cf han.

Nu odgelat'ail. I have not drunk sufficient.
Jom odgelat'ail. I did not eat to satiety.
Gitio odgelaCall. I had to get up before I had

eufflcient sleep.

Odo. ") To roast, applied to the
Ata odo. / roasting of beans, gram,

and other leguminous fruits, also

to Indian corn. Cf ata.
Joudra sciig-elreko odoea. They roast Indian

corn in the fire.

Ata odoaUko ematlea. They gave us roasted
food (a hasty preparation.)

Odo baraabonpe. Prepare food for ourselves
by roasting (gram, Indian corn, &c.)

Odoe balbal. Very hot, hot and per-

spiring.
Odoebalbale kjmikana.

Odoe padoe. Blowing or puffing out
smoke.

Aurige dhua odoe padoe gidiedae.
Eel reak dhua odoe padoe odokoRUana. The

engine smoke comea puffing out.

Odok. 1 To put out, to expel, to go out,

Odoii. J to extract, to is.sue forth, to

to come out,

LaJ odoK. I rp^
g gj,^, JJ.JJJJJ ^ howel complaint.

La'i odon. )
^

Laie odokolfkana. Ho has diarrhoea.

"Taka odokanme. Become surety for me for u>

loan of money.
Odon calaoenae. He came out and went away,

or he has gone away.
Dal odoRkodeae. He beat him out, lie beat

him and so put him out.
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Or o(Johkedeako. They pulled him out.
Data odokkatiAme. Pull out a tooth forme.
Oral{ khonko odok got'kadea. They expelled

him from the house
Setakkhon mit odoiitege menalia. I have been

out since morning-.
Dhua odokoKkana. Smoke is issuing.
Odoltok hor. Way of egress.
Odoholfme. Go out.

Odor odor. Plump and fat, naked and
fat, naked and ill-conditioned.

Sukvi badhia odor odorko dir baraekana.
Odor odorko mot^aakana.
Eken hormo nui do odor odore dara baraekana.

Odor thopor. Dirty, owing to some-
thing such as mud, &c., adhering
to the person.

Oral? sanam odor thoporakana, cak bape ciltara?

The house is all dirty, why don't you clean
it?

Sakrite gidr^e odor thoporakana, cedak bape
arupkaea ? The child is dirty with the re-
mains of food sticking to him, why don't
you wash him ?

Odrao. To chip, to remove, to become
detached, to carry away as water
the ridge of a rice field. Cf.

odhrao.
Ot odraoena. The surface of the floor is broken.
Dare baklak odraoena. The bark of the tree has

been peeled off.

Dal odraomealah. I will beat- you and peel off

your skin.
Bhit khon pilaster odraoena. The plaster has

become detached from the wall.
Pilaster odrao liurakana. The plaster became

detached and fell.

Odra udri. Chipped here and there,

parts here and there peeled off,

pieces here and there detached,

broken in places.
Dakte odra udrikedae. The water broke down

(the ridge of the rice fields) in many places.

Odrok. Fat, corpulent.

Odroii.

Ondroti,
Odrohe giticakana. He is lying without a.

covering.
Ondrohe lielokkana. He is naked,

Oghe. ") To ask, to demand dues,

Oghc oghe. ) as a chaukidar, black-

smith, cowherd, &c., 'who are paid

once a year.

Oghe baraeedae. He is collecting his dues.

Oghe oghe eraok hoyolctil^a. 1 must giro to

all who have a right to demand dues in

proportion to that right.

Oghe ogbeoholi emlema. I can't give to you by
computation (as if you had a claim upon
me.)

Ogher. Unconscious, insensible.
Ogher goienae. He became insensible.

Naked, uncovered.

Ogor ogor. 'I To mo.ve as one out of

Ogur ogor. I breath and fatigued,

Agar ogor.
j

used mainly of ani-

Egor ogor. j mals run down "at a

hunt, to move as a very unwieldy
person.

Ogor ogor baraokanae.
Ogor ogorenae. He is tired and out of breath .

T-r^ ' yTo give liberally, or genei-ously.

Ogorokkautaea ti. His hand is becoming
liberal, he is gi-ving liberally.

Ogoroj,
I
Having no desire for, no

OoOi'Ji- J appetite or relish for, not to

be in need of, be indifferent,
Jojome ogorojokkana. He has no appetite for

food.
Ogorjigeae. He has no desire for it.

Ograo. To wait, to lie in wait, to lie

in ambush,
Gidra heokate tinkhon coiie ograoakana.

Oh, 1 An exclamation of pain or
;:}'Uh, J sorrow.
Oh ! noape bariokeda, raputkedape. Oh dear !

^ you destroyed it, yon broke it.

Nindare cedakem ohohet' tahekana? Da^a
hasoedid tahekanten ohohlaka. Why
were you calling out oh ! oh ! during the
night p I called out oh ! oh ! because I had
toothache.

Ohae. An exclamation of surprize,

sorrow or pain.
Ohae! godentaeae (Jahrado. Alas! his bullock

is dead.
Ohae! nonka Ao& andhalena. Oh, dear me!

I was BO blind.
Ohae ! cetin oekaea? Oh dear ! what shall I do?

Ohae hae. An exclamation of surprize,

sorrow or pain.

Ohdar. Big and stout with a long

stomach.

Ohdar. A Zemindary official who as-

sists the dihdar in his work among
the villages.

Ohjao. To prove, to explain, to drive

home.
Ohjaoaleme. Explain it to us.

Noa reakem ohjaoa, endeeneeie chutimea. Tou
will proTC this, then we will set you at
liberty.

Ohjar. Big-bellied.

Ohma. "I To infer, to deduce, to derive

Ohman.
J

as a consequence.
UnkinaU kathatei. ohmakeda unkin ho ondekin

calakkan tahekana. I inferred from their
words that they also were going there.

Ohmatele roretkana. We are speaking inferen-
tially.
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Ojra

Oho. A negative employed in condi-

tions, an assuring or emphatic
negative, (generally used with the

form in le or len.)

Ohowa, nonka oho hoelena.
Oliotef. Emphatic negative.
Ohote^ ge6. senlena. I cannot possibly go.
Obogen em darelea. I cannot give.
Oboko dallema. They will not beat yon.
Gel taka dom emkellaP Ohowa. Can you give

me ten rupees ? No.
Ohotobeu gujuKa. You shall not surely die.

Ohoc. A piece of broken earthen ware
put to several uses.

Ata ohoo. > A piece of broken earthen ware in

A){ta ohoc. ) which grain, &c. is roasted.
Sehgel eec ohoc. A piece of broken earthen

ware used to hold fire under a bed
Hako aUreo ohoc. A piece of broken earthen

ware used to bale out water to catch fish.

Kan(^a rgiputlenkhan onageko sengel ec ohoja.
When a waterpot is broken they make it

into a holder of fire to put under a bed.

Ohoe. To pass the hand over a water-

pot that has been dipped in water

to remove the water adhering to

the outside.
DaiSko ohoe gi^ia. They wipe off the water

with the hand.
Ohoekateko dipila. They wipe off the water

off the waterpot with the hand and then
put it on the head.

OhSls. "I No, emphatic with a shake of

fihel^. J
the head, an emphatic nega-

tive.

Ohomao.j^f ohma.

To lessen,

subside.

to decrease, to

Ohman.

Ohra.
Ohrao.

Ohtao.

Barakar daK ohraoRkana. The water in the

Barakar river is subsiding.

Pherge molena, ohrao noKakana. It was greatly

swollen, it has subsided a little.

Auri ohraoRa. It has not yet begun to subside.

OhraRkana. It is decreasing.

Ohtao din. The shortened day.

Oi. A reply to a cAll, yes, what is it ?

Jahaepe hohoaekhane oi goda. If you call to

any one he will at once say, what is it ?

Onde khone oi oiyolfkan, hedge bae hijulfa.
' He calls out from there yes, yes, but he

does not come.

toOj. amount, prove.Reasonable
ascertain.

Oj leka emaeme. Give him like a reasonable

amount.
Oj maphik. )

Eeasonable, equitable, fair.
O] mgiphit. >

. ,

. Noa katha id do oj baisjualime. Prove this

Btatement to me.

Noa vetiM oj tingiK hoyoRa, onaemailme. Give
mo what would be a reasonable amount
for this.

Nia khonge oj barakedale.

ij..
VSubstitute, exchange.

Noa reaU ojail emaraa. I will give you an
exchange for this.

Ojat. \To pat out of caste, put out of

Ojatia.
I

caste.

Oiatkedeako. They put him out of caste.

Ojatia hor kanae. He is a man who has been
put out of caste.

Ojha. A medicine man, a charm doctor,

an exorcist, a diviner.

Ojha. A piece of twine with a knot

on it used to keep the net work
of a bed in place while being

woven, a piece of rope wound
round the straw of a bancli (q. v.)

while being filled with rice.

As the weaving progresses and as the bandi ia

filled the ojha is moved forward or upward.

Ojhrao. To lose flesh, to contract.

Lac ojhraoentaea. His stomach is contracted.

Eua ojhraoenae. He has lost flesh through
fever.

Ojo. A boil.

Ojo reah dar. The inflamed surface round a
boil.

Ojo posaKentaea. His boil has burst.

Ojo baltaepe. Pierce his boil with a red hot
iron.

Marahojo. A carbuncle.
Ojoakanae. He is suffering from a boil or

boils.

Ojoli To anoint, to rub on, as oil, &c.

OjoR sunum. Oil for anointing purposes.

Sunum ojoU johkanae. He is anointing himself

with oil.

BohoKre sunumko ojoga. They oil the hair,

rub oil on the head.
Ranko ojoKakawadea. They have applied

healing ointment to him.

Ojoli jalat.^ jrj,^
incriminate,to blame.

Ojok lapak.J
AuriaKtegeko ojolf japaKartkana, noa real< cei

"

ho ban badaea. They are falsely incrimina-

ting me, I know nothing of this.

Ojon. Medicine, medicinal ointment,

to weigh.
Ojon lagaoaeme. Give him medicine, inter-

nally or externally.

Ojon bare lagaoalfpe. Put in a reasonable

quantity (as salt in food, &.c.)

Paki ojon. 80 tolas to the seer.

Kaci ojon. 72 tolas to the seer.

Ojonadeaii. I weighed it out to him.

Ojra. Carelessly dressed, cloth or

string round waist too low down.

Cf. bojra.

Ojra mara gidrg..



01c [ 450 ] Oka ntar

01c. To smoke, Scottice, to smeak ;
to

be biu-ned as food when being

cooked by sticking to the pot.

Utupe olc ocokeda. You allowed the relish to

stick to the pot when oookinfr.

BhnggiK khon odok ocoko lagiC honko oKkoa.

They smoke rats to make them leave their

holes.

Cnlha sehgelre khub utar marice khafljoea ar

bahre khone tol potomkae, onkate khub
lekae ogea.

Ok Kisku. A sub-sept of the Santal

sept Kisku (q. v.)

Ok Murmu. A sub-sept of the Santal

sept Murmu (q. v.)

Ok Soren. A sub-sept of the Santal

sept Soren (q. v.)

Ok Tudu. A sub-sept of the Santal

sept Tudu (q. v.)

Ok Baske. A sub-sept of the Santal

sept Baske (q. v.)

Ok Besra. A sub-sept of the Santal

sept Besra (q. v.)

Ok C6rS. A sub-sept of the Santal

sept C6re (q. v.)

Ok Pauria se Paulia. A sub-sept of

the Santal sept Pauria or Paulia.

Oka. What, where.

Okaenae ? Where is he P

Oka6 meta^mea, ona do alom lai baraea. Do
not tell that which I told to you,

Okare tahekana p "Where was it P

Okakhonko hecakanaP Where have they come
fromP

Oka realf kana? Where does it belong to ?

Oka ren kanae ? Where does he^belong to ?

Oka senteye heeena P How did he come ? By
which way did he come ?

Tehgoo okakedam? Where did you put the

axe?

Oka okatepe daraleda? To what places did

you go ?

Okako katha reaK P About what matters P

Okage bah disa hodoKkana. Nothing whatever
is remembered.

Oka habiupe taramlaKa? How far did you go?
Oka thenpe neliedeap Where did you see him P

Oka okateye heeena P How did he come ?

Oka bate. An exclamation of surprize,

how is it

!

Oka bate cone kami cabaket; ? How ia it that

he finished the work?
Oka bate cone sen heo got'ena P How is it that

he went and came so quickly p

Oka bate coe erekedilia. How is it that he
deceived me ?

Oka bate cohem jomkef P How is it that you
ate it ?

Oka bhag. 1 What chance, by what

Oka bhagte. J chance, fate or for-

tune, by chance.
Oka bhage baiioaok'aP What chance has he

to get well P

Oka bhagtelah liapamena? By what chance
have we met ?

Okaj. \XJseless, worthless, unservice-

Okajua.j able.

Okajena. It is unserviceable.

Okako. Which.
Okako dare p Which trees P

Okako takako ema^mea, onako doho johme.
Keep the money which they gave you.

Okakin. Which two.
Okakin oraK ? Which two houses ?

Okakinem kusiaKkana, onakin hataome. Take
the two which you are pleased with.

Okaleka. \How, in what way, in what
Okalekate. j manner.
Oka lekakedae P How did he do it ?

Oka lekate calaoenae P By what way did he go P

Oka leka ho bah. In no way whatsoever.
Oka lekakatem aauloKkana ? How do you earn

a living?

Oka lekan. What kind, what manner,

like what.
Oka lekan hore tahekana ? What manner of

man was he P

^\°-|Up
ric. J

^ to where, hovv far.
Oka dhabic.

Oka dhari
Oka dhabidem senlenaP Up to where did you

go?

Okare. Where, in what or which
place.

Okatak. Which one, inanimate.
Okatal^em hataoa? Which one will you take?

Oka then. 1^ Which or what place, in

Oka thenre. J which or what place.
Oka then tahekana? Where was it?

Oka thenem nelledea ? In what place did you
see him ?

^1 ' ' " [Which direction, which side.
Oka sen.

J
Oka sene calaoena P In which direction has he

gone ?

Oka dara. ") Which direction, which
Oka totha. J neighbourhood.
Ona ato oka darare menaKa. In which direction

is that village P

Oka tora. How, by which way.
Oka toram heeena? By which way did you

come ?

Oka toram senoKa P By which way will you go P

Oka utar. To what particular place,

to what distance.
Oka utarem oalaka P To what distance will you

go?
Gobindpur tora Katras utariJi calalia. I will

go by way of Gobindpur to Katras.



Okhulan [ ^r,r ] 01

Okhulan. Ugly, unprepossessing.

Okoii f
'^^ '^i'le, to secrete.

Oko'okote. 1 P'^i^ately, secretly.

Okolfae. He will hide.
OkoK Uanae. He is hiding.
Okonkanae. He is hidden.

^T ? He IS m hiding'.Okonre menaea. >
i.i^"o-

Okore l3.iaeme. Tell it to him in private.
Okokedeako. They hid him.
Oko okoteye calaoenae. He left secretly.

Oko6.
"I
In comp. with a limited

Okocte. J number of adjectives and
adverbs signifies very, in a high

or eminent degree.
Bes okoce lieloKkana. He looks very well.

Bes okoote dohoem. Look well after hiin.

Pherokoc emakom. Give them a large quantity.
4L<^i okocko tahekana. There were a very large

number of them.
TT^i okooelaiadida. He told me a great deal.

A4i okoc alom joma. Do not eat a great quan-
tity, [the least mishap.

Napae okoctele seterena. We reached without
Aema okocko tahekana. They were very many.
Gntek okocko gooena. A very large number

have died.

Napa« okoote tahenpe. Live in harmony.
Maraii okoc h^thin ilelledea. I saw an ex-

tremely large elephant.

Okoe. Whom, who, which.
Okoeko. Who, whom, (plural.)

Okoekin. Who, whom (dual.)

Okoekope hataokeda ? Which of you took it ?

Okoekinben jomlaKa? Which of you ate it?

Okoe okoepe tahekana? Who of you were
there ? [those whom you saw.

Okoekom lielkefikoa, onko hohoakome. Call

Okoealc. Whose (singular) "^

OkoekoaK. Whose (plurall >

OkoekinaK. Whose (dual.) J

Oko enec. ") A children's game,

Oko oko enec. J hide and seek.

Okoetalc. Which person, which one

(animate.)
Okoetaliem hataoea ? Which one will you take ?

OkoetaK reaK kana ? To which one does it be-

long?
Okoe^al? ren kanae ? To whom does he belong P

OkoefaKben hataokeda ? Which one did you
take ? [died.

OkoetaR sadome gooena? Which horse has

Ok kodor.") To be smoked in cooking.

Ok kodro. J so as to taste of smoke.

CedaKpe oK koiJroU oookeda? Why did you

allow (the food) to become smoked ?

Okok. Imitative of the sound pro-

duced when one is sick and about

to vomit, to retch. Scottice, to

boak.

8L1olCae.l«--«*«^-^-

Okor. Where. •
Okorana? Where is it?

Okorem senlena ? How is it you did not go P

or you went did you P

Okor okaremenaKa? Where is it?

Am ar alidre okor oet pharak? Where is the
difference between you and us ?

Okorid. ") Where, used only with sin-

Okurid. J gular animates.
Okuric coil okare. Where may he be ?

Okurio okare menaea? Where is it ?

Okorko. Where, used only with plural

animates.
Okorko okare menaKkoap Where are they?

Okorkin.\Where, used only with dual

Okurkin.J animates.
Okurkin okare menakkina? Where are theyp

r\.u'' \ Hinder, to impede, to delay.

Ce€ karnetem okotlena? Bako em ho£adilia.

What impeded you P They did not give to

me at once.

Okot. The crop, craw or first stomach
of birds.

Hoy okofi. Adam's apple in cases where it is

abnormally large.

Krado 1 Short-necked, bull-necked.

Okro€ mara hor. A short-necked rascal.

Okta. To depreciate, to speak evil of.

HoraK alom oktawa. Do not speak evil of

people.
Jahae horaK alope okta cinta haraea. Do not

speak evil of any person.

Okte. Time, season.

Ni? oktetele seferena. We arrived at this time.

Okte machare. At proper time or season.

Okte machare erpe. Sow at the proper time.

Okte okte emaepe. Give to him at proper
times.

Okte auri seteroKa. The time has not yet
arrived.

Apud oktere In my father's time.

Okulan. Insufficient, inadequate, too

little, not enough, not provided

with, to want, lack, need.
Kiorioteli okul?.ngea. I am in want of clothing.

01. To mark, to make a mark, to write,

to draw patterns, figures, &c.
Jaiigateye olakada. He lias made a mark with

his foot.

Sohraere gora dugirreko ola. During the Sohrae

(q. V.) festival they draw figures (or pat-

terns) at the door of the cow shed.

Dal olkedeako. They struck and waled him.

OloK parhaoR oe£ ioiime. Learn to read and
write.

Oladiliae. He wrote to me.
OloKkanae. He is writing.

Olefkoae. He is writing down their names.
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01. The condition induced in moist

vegetable matter when air is

excluded.

Dare bele do ban kana, ol bele kana. It haa
not ripened on the tree, it has bean kept
in a place from which air has been excluded
till it ripened.

Horo cakerege olena. The dhan has heated in
the ric k.

01. To lie down.
Okarem ollena F Where did you lie (pass the

night?)
Hormo okarem ollaU aP Where did you lay your

body (pass the night) ?

01. A plant cultivated for its root-

stocks which are used as an article

of food, Amorphophcdlus cam-
panidatus, Blame.

OlahSt. Damp, moist.
01ahe6 then tahena. It is found in moist

situations.

Olan mocan. Given to eating anything
and everything, greedy, covetous,

faithless.

Nni do a^i olaii mooah hor kauae. This is a
very greedy man.

^ P',., Turn about, by turns,
Orapalite. r ^t. j. i

r\ ^ , alternately.
Uraparite.J •'

Olaii. Two small forest trees receive

this name, Gretuia vestita, Wall.,

and Gretvia tilicefolia, Vahl.
Jail olaU. A. small forest tree, Grewia asiatica,

Linn.
Poska ola6. A small forest tree erroniously

regarded by Santala as of Grewia sp.,

Kydia calycina, Roxb.

01 bandhi. ^ nj- , , ,

01 Undki.J^°'^S^S^' *° ^^oi'tgage.

Noa jaega do£ ol bandhiaka^a. I have mort-
gaged this rice land.

Oldhao. To lie down, as on the bare
ground, to throw oneself down as

when very tired, drunk, &c.
Otre oldhaoenae. He is lying on the bare

ground.
Usat'enteye oldhao gofena, Being sulky he

throw himself down on the ground.
Oldhao oldhaoteyo raKeCkana. He is throwing

himself down again and again on the ground
and weeping.

01 goroj. Cf ogoroj.

Olhan. Damp, moist.

Olhan jaega. A damp place.

Olhanre alom tahena. Do not stay in this
damp.

Band latar olhange tahena. It is always moist
below a dam.

^J.
j

[Food and drink, to partake

^^
•'

'

, I
of food and drink.

Onmuk.j
Bae oljololra. He will not partake of food.

Bam oljoUenkhan koljol do b9.nukan. If you
do not take food, there is no respite for

you.

Olkobaha. Foolish, ignorant, imbecile,

unintelligent, simple.

Olkopolko. \Close, oppressive, as a

Ulkhu p>ulkhu.
J hot unventilated

room.
Olkopolko atkaroRkana. It feels very close (in

this room.)

Olo. Ignorant, foolish. C£ orlo.

Olocolo. Restless, moving about, doub-
ting, wavering, fitful.

Alom 0I030I0 baraea, nonde bhonle lagamea.
Do not keep moving about, we will drive
you away from here.

Mone alom olocoloetama. Do not keep chan-
ging your mind.

Oloegotoe. Close after each other,

following each other.

Mi^tegeko calaoena oloegotoe. They left in a
body following one after the other (in In-
dian file.)

Bhugak khonko odokena oloegotoe. They came
out of the hole one after the other.

Olok. Cf ol.

Olom jholom."! Swaggering, acting the
Olon jholon. V gentleman, strutting,

Olod pholod. J neglecting work, loung-
ing.

Oloh iholohe dara baraekana. He goes swag-
gering about.

Olom iholomkin darabaraekana. They are
going about acting the gentleman.

Olori. To be disconsolate, sad, depres-
sed.

Alom olonoUa. Do not be disconsolate.
Jiwi alom olo£tama. Do not allow your spir-

its to fall. (Keep up your spirits.)

Olon jholon. Cf olom jholom.

Olon olon. Fully employed, as opposed
to out of work.

Joto olon olonre menaRlea. We are all in fuU
employment.

Olon pholoti. M. T Lounging idly, Cf
Ulin phulin. F. J" olom jholom.

Oloripholoiie dara baraekana. He is going
about lounging.

XJlili phulili baraekanae. She is lounging about
idly.

Olpotaha. Cf. olkobaha.
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He
OlSatei; sit;.}^^'^^'^'

iw-eversible.

InaU rege unialc olsifi atefsifi taheUana.
ivas fated only to set so muoh.

Hakum nama olsit'ena. The order ia irrever-
sible.

Ombali. To bend the body forwards
from a kneeling position.

Ombalfakanae. He haa kneeled down and is

bowing.
Ombas'oKako. They will kneel and bow.
Ombali japaK gidrgi. A child beginning to use

its legs or to crawl.
Ombalf ikrumko k9.mikana. They are kneeling

and bowing as they work,[or they are work-
ing very hard

H, ' ! Call of a calf,
ombe. J

Ome. A large forest tree, Miliusia
velutina, Horaslc. fil. & Ths.

Omon. To spring up, to sprout, to

germinate.
Eraka€ali, menek g«uri omonoKa. I have sowed

it, but it has not yet germinated.
Omonakana. It has germinated.

Omor. Undying, immortal, perennial,

wealthy, always having a sufficien-

cy of moisture so that crops do

not die.

Khnb omor hor kanae. He is a very wealthy
man.

Khnb omor khet kana. It is a field the crop
of which never dies (for want of moisture.)

. > Grain, food.
An. J

'

Onge bae paoao dareakkana. He is unable to

digest hia food.

On cun. Food.

On jol. Food and drink, to partake of
'

food. Of. ol jol.

Aurile onjoloKa. We have not yet broken our
fast.

Onmuk^
|p^^^ Cfoncun.

On mukh. J
On mukhenae. He has partaken of food.

Onpani. Food and drink. Cf. on jol.

Ona.' That.
Ona oraKre menaea. He is in that house.

Okaii ' dharaolaka, onan halakeda. What I

owed, that I repaid.

Onako. Those.
Onako ^.^uime. Bring those.

Okakoli udulfafmea, onako emaeme.

Onakin. Those two.
Onakin idime. Take away those two.

Ona leka. Like that.

Ona lekagea. It is like that.

Ona lekaeme. Do like that.

Ona lokan. Like that.
Ona lehangeae. He is like that, he resembles

that.

Ona-lokanko kanako. They are like that.

Ona lekanak ifi ilelkeda. I saw one like that,

the one I saw was like that.
Ona lokan katha alom rora. Do not say a thing

like that.

Onatali That particular one.
OnataK iA hataoa. I will take that one.

Oncol.1

Oticol. j-Neighbourhood, vicinity.

Ancal.J
Noa oncolre bginuUkoa. There is none in this

neighbourhood.
Nia oncol renko. Those of this neighbourhood.

Onde. There.
Onijeko jarwaakana. They are assembled

there.

Onden. Of or belonging to there, or

that place.
OncJenaK. That of or belonging to there.

Oncjenid. That one (animate) of there, or of

that place.

Onglenko. Those (animate) of that place.

Ondenkin. Those two (animate) of that place,

OndenaKko. Those (inanimate) of that place.

On^enren. Belonging to that place (animate.)

On dhon. Wealth, mainly of agricul-

tural stuck and grain.

On dhon menaKtaea. He has wealth.

Ondga.\Oiie who kills humarr beings

Ornga.
J

for the purpose of offering

the blood to a malignant spirit,

one who offers human sacrifices.

Ornga tboiiga. A piece of hollow bamboo in

which the blood of the victim ia caught.

The popular idea ia that the ondga catches

the blood of hia victim in a piece of hollow

bamboo and afterwarda offera it up at the

ahrine of his deity.

Ondioll
p^^j-gjj ignorant, imbecile.

On do.
J

°

Oiidiof mara hor cefem cekakeda ? Yon imbe-

cile scoundrel what did you do ?

Ondoii. C£ odon.

Ondroc. The grunt or low of a buf-

faloe.

Kacjako oncjroja.

Ondyot. Cf"ondio6.

One. That which, that, that there.

Onekin. Those two which, those two there.

Oneko. Those which.

One fielme. Look, that there.

One onage. That one there.

One on^ege menaKa. That, there it is.

One ona kathalj metaCmea. That thing which

I told you.

One nnilah riellede. He whom we saw.

One uni reahiCi laiatime. About whom I spoke

One okataif iri l?iiat'me. That which I told you.



OnSao [ 460 ] Opodok

Ongao. Unjustly, unrighteously. Cf.

n§ao.
Oneao alom kamia. Do not act unjustly,
Oneaoko bioarkeda. They decided unjuatly.

One dhone. Wealthy.
Khub one dhone kisarge menaea. He is a very

wealthy man.

Odsoa. To be on friendly terms with

each other, to be fast friends, to

be bosom friends, to be close com-
panions.

Union adikin oiisoiia. These two are bosom
friends.

Oiisoiite tahenpe. Be on friendly terras with
each other.

Am tuluo ohoii ohsonlena. I will not be on
friendly terms with you.

Onsa bonsa. Cf aunsa baunsa.

Onjol. Cf oljol.

Onka. Like that, as that.

gnkaemr^"} Do like that, do thus.

Ceilekae tahekana ? Onkage menaea. In what
condition was he ? He is in the same con-

dition.

Onkan. Like that.
Onkangeae uni do. He is like that.

Onkanak. A thing like that.

Onkanio. A (Uving) one like that.

Onkanko. (Living) beings like that.

Onkankin. Two (living) beings like that.

OnkanaK ili koekedea. I asked him for one like

that.
Onkanic hor. A man like that.

Onkanko hor. Men like those.

Onkanko dahra. Bullocks like those.

Onkankin merom. Two goats like those.

Onka leka. Like that, in the same way as that.

Onka lekaA Jielledea. I saw him like that, I

saw him in that condition.

Cet lekad hukumafmea onka lekaeme. Do as

I ordered you.

On mahnder. The fourth day counting

backwards, four days ago.

Onman. To consider, to deliberate, to

estimate, to think about, to make
up one's mind, to form an opinion.

Niare khet hoyoKa onmanre. In my opinion

after consideration a dhan field conld be
made here.

Uni bahun onmanakadea. I have thought of

this marriageable girl as a bride (for my
son.)

Koa kathale onmankeda. We 'considered that
matter.

Onmanre bhagegelid metata. After, or on con-

sideration we think it good, or right.

^^J*"-
1 Wattle and daub wall.

Onodon. Place of emerging or egress.

Mundu onodoii. The place of emergence from
the jungle.

Onol. A stripe.

Onolanae tof do. The squirrel has stripes, the
squirrel is striped.

oSolgonoi:}s*"P^'^''^^*^g^'''^''-

Onoli. Cf anoli.

Onot. Wattle and daub wall.

Onparom. On the other side, beyond.
Noparom. On this side.

Nai onparomiii dukana. I went to the other
side of the Damuda river.

Onte. Over there, beyond, in that

way.
Ontere menaea. He is over that way.
Onteye calaoena. He went that way.
Ontekedako. They put it over there.
OnteKme. Go over there, go away a little in

that direction.

Onte khone hecena. He came from that direc-

tion.

Onten. Of or belonging to that direc-

tion, yonder, that place, or over
there.

Outenalf. The one (inanimate) belonging to
that direction, &c.

Ontenic. The one (animate) belonging to that
direction, &c.

Ontenko. Those (beings) belonging to that
direction, &c.

Ontenkin. Those two (beings) belonging to
that direction, &c.

Ontenko horko calaoena. The people from
over yonder have left.

Onte note. Hither and thither.
Onte note baraekanae. He goes hither and

thither.

Outer. Mind, heart.
Ontorre gadaoadina. It impressed itself on

my mind.
Ontorge loentilia, unialf kathate. My heart

burned owing to what he said.
Ontorre rebe£ dohoeme. Keep it carefully in

mind.

Opat. A small sapling tree or shoot.
Sener lekanaK bafi malilaica, opatin maklalla.

I did not cut (a tree) lili e a rafter, I cut a
small sapling.

Ophsor."!

Opsor. j-Opportunity, leisure.

Aphsor.j
Ohon senlena, ophsordobali liameda? I cannot

go, I have no leisure.

OphsoroEkhan in calaKa. If I have leisure I
will go.

P]°' VBad repute, ill name.

tfni do 9.di opjose hgirana. He has got himself
a very bad name.

Jos bare hoyoKma, opjos do alo hoyoK.

Opodok. Reciprocal form of odok
(q. V.)
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Opunom. A plant of great repute

as a medicine, aui as a ferment
in the manufacture of rice beer,

Angelica glauca, Edgew.

Oponom. A shoot.
Ot oponom. A shoot springing from the ground.
Dare oponom. A straight shoot springing from

a tree.

Opor. To pull against each other, the

Reciprocal form of or (q. v.)

Alope opora. Do not pull against each other.

Opor j opor. 1 Of equal size, of equal age,

Ora sora. J well matched as regards

size or age.
Nukin do mii opor jopor hor kanakin. ^ These

two are persons of equal age.
Opor joporgeakin. They are equal in size.

Opota. The Reciprocal form of ota

(q. V.)

Opoton. ") The Reciprocal form of otoa

Optod. J (q.' v.), used mainly of

males following females when in

heat.

Oprad. A fault, a crime.

Opradi. Guilty, criminal.

Oprom. Reciprocal form of orom (q. v.)

I^epel opromko. Acquaintances,
l^cpel opromko kanako. They are acquain-

tances.

Upsoi.
I Opportunity, leisure. Cf ophsor.

OpsoroK leka. According as opportunity may
offer.

Bau opsorlena. I had no opportunity, or I had
no leisure.

Or. To draw, to pull, to attract, to

subside, to evaporate.
OroKko. Plough cattle.

Sutam or. The operation of setting the warp
of a web.

DaKe orakafa. The water has subsided.

Edre or ruartam. Restrain thine anger.

Sutamle orakat'a. We have prepared the warp
of the web.

Or tap. To draw through, as a thread through
the eye of a needle.

Or. To bring into subjection, to punish,

to chastise, to get the better of

one.
Or mealaii. I shall chastise, or punish you.

Or. Beginning, inception.

Or khon galmaraome. Eecite from the begin-

ning.
Noa reaU or b»nuKan. This has not got a be-

ginning, i. e. unintelligible.

Orad. To infer, to guess, to estimate.

Ape oradre tin^K hoyoKa ? In your estimation

how much will it be ?

Begor oradtegem emoKkana. You are giving
without first estimating (whether there will

bo sufflinent for all.)

Oralc. A house, dwelling place, home,
family, to erect a house.

Oralf hor.
"J

n^»'^ ^r]?- f
^ife, a housewife.OraK bonga. I

*

OraK aimii. J
Oraltrenko. Family, members of the household.
Oral? dugir. House and possessions.
Dalfka oralc. A kitchen, a cook house.

Ofak oraK reako. Members of the several
households.

Catom oraK. \ A pavilion roofed house, a house
Gucji oraR. j vrithout gables.

Bahgla oraK. A house with two gables.

Ko^ha oraK. A house with a ceiling of timber
and earth.

Dolan oralf. A brick and mortar house with a
flat roof, a palace.

Khapra oralf. A tiled house.
Girja oralf. A church.
Ban oraU. A dispensary.

Dnara oraK. A roofed shed through which
access is had to the street from the court-
yard.

Gora oraK. A cow house, a byre.
Kad oraK. A prison.
Kuria oraR. A small hut.
Sauri oraK. A house thatched with grass.

Thana oraK. A police out-post, a police sta-

tion.

Nonde oragiii mene£kana. I intend to erect a
bouse here.

OraKte senakanae. He has gone home.

Oram. To begin, to set one's hand to.

Noa kamilS oramakafa. I have set my hand to
this work.

Orapalite. ") By turns, turn about, al-

Oraparite. J ternately.

Or asit. To pull or draw in or toge-

ther, as a noose, a running knot,

a snare, &c. Cf asit.

Or asiftebon tol goda. We will tie it with a
running knot.

Or ^sifte o(^aome adoe jhali godolfa. Set a
noose audit will be snared at once.

Ora sora. ^ Equal, equally. Cf. opor

Rod bodol. J jopor.

Ora sorakin kamikana. They are working
equally.

Maiigat hopon ora sora gekin /ieloKkana.

Orat. Beginning, original.

Ora^ khonge menaKkoa. They have been from
the beginning.

Orafren nui kanae. This is he who has been
from the beginning.

Onko oraf ren doko bah kana. They are not
the original (settlers.)

Ora uri. Enticed, lured, beguiled,

inveigled.
Hor l5elte ora uriko oalaoena. By seeing people

'

(go) they were enticed into going.
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Ore. A quail.

?/'®- 1 Old, worn out.
Mare ore. J
Topa ore. Long buried, as rupees, &o.
Gi^i ore. Unserviceable through being worn

out, laid aside aa being unserviceable.

Orec. To tear, to reiid, to cut cloth

to sew into a garment.
Orecentaea sanam kicric. His cloth is all torn.

Eabor oreokedeae. The (bear) rent him with
its claws.

Sukri hotaK oreokedeae. The boar rent him
with his tusks.

Orec orec kicric ema£me. Give me a piece of

tattered cloth, (a piece of old cloth.)

OrejoKa. It will tear.

Or dali. A method of snaring the

Lapwing \vhen sitting on her eggs.
A running noose is hidden in the sand round the

nest and when the bird is sitting the noose
is pulled by a long string and tightened
round her legs.

^?eteteiigodko ordaUkoa belere. They snare the
Lapwing when sitting on her eggs.

Seorpal K°-*f^'^''"'"^''''^--, ^'^ J details.
Ore orpat. J
Ore orpafe l?.iaflea. He related it to us in

detail.

Ore tikur. Dragging and carrying, as

a mother a number of small chil-

dren.
Ore tikurko calaoena.

Sanam gidra ore tikurko calaoena.

Orgo porgo. laefSciently, unsuccess-

fully, again again but unsuccess-

fully.

Orgo porgoko sikeda. They ploughed it in-

efficiently.

Orgo porgoe otakedea. He tried to hold him
down but unsuccessfully.

Orgo porgoe harup baraetkana, noa kat do bae
golc darealtkana. He is trying unsuccess-
fully to encircle it with his arms, he can-

not lift that piece of wood on to his shoiilder

(he can't shoulder the piece of wood.)

OrhS. To praise, to sing in praise of
Orheedeako. They are praising him.
Baplare bahu jawaekoorhekina liutum Aumate.

At a marriage they sing the praises of the
bride and bridegroom by name.

Oriao. To repair a thatched roof with-

out fastening down the thatch

with bainboo laths.

Nes do oraKIe oriao barakeda. This year when
we repaired our house we just laid the

thatch on.

Or jal. A drag net.

Orjon. ] Crops, produce of the

Orjon birjon. V soil, wealth. Cf ar-

Arjon. J jon.

Orjonia. Earner, supporter, as of a

family. Cf oi-jon.

Nui do orjonia kantinae, ohoA sen ocolea. This
is he to whom I look for support I cannot
allow him to go.

Orlo. A species of monkey,

^f °'
\ Foolish, ignorant.

Orlo mara hor. An ignorant rascal.

Orloporlo. In dishabille, dusty, white

withdust, disarranged, as garments,

looking dejected, sad, ill, sleepy,

downcast, out of countenance, as

one ill, sad, sleepy, &c., &c., look-

ing out of sorts.

Dal orloporlokedeako. They beat him and
covered him with dust (by throwing him to

the ground.)
Orloporlo beret' hijuUkanae. He is coming but

has not got rid of his sleepy look.

Bhurite orloporlokate nirate uni thene hecena.
Having rolled in the dust he came running
to him.

Ormoc. A bug.

Orna sat. Unintelligible, muddled, con-

fused, vague.
Orna sate roreda oka ho bah bujhaukkantaea.

Orna sor. Muddled, confused, as a

statement, unintelligible, without

beginning or end, vague.
Orna sor cetlekam roreda ?

Orna sore lai baraeda. He muddles what he
has to say.

Ornga. Cf. ondga.

Or na pathan. Unintelligible, con-

fused, mixed.
Or na pathan noa katham galmaraoeda. You

are mixing up what you are saying.

Oroc. Being without appetite for food,

unable to retain food on the

stomach.

Oroj. A petition, a representation, to

petition, to make a reiDresentation.

Orojok kanali. I am petitioning.

Oroj menalcti/ia. I have a representation to
make.

Orom. To recognize.
Nel orom. To recognize by seeing.

Anjom orom. To recognize by hearing.
Badae orom. To know, to recognize.

Nepel oprom. To recognize each other.
Oromkedean. I recognized him.

Oron. To blow or play a wind instru-

ment, as a horn, trumpet, flute,

&c.
Tiryoko orona. They play the flute.

Eamsihgae oroheda. He is blowing a r^m's
horn.
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Orop. To pile on fuel.

Khubko oropakat'a. They have piled on the
fuel.

Orop. A j ungle plant, Costus speciosa,

Sm.

Orop kotop. Nothing, npt even the
shakings of a bag.

Orop Icotop cei ho bgi.nuKtalea. We have
nothing, not even the shakings of a hag.

Orphed. Beginning, inception.
Orphe(J khon laime. Tell it from the beginning,

begin at the beginning.

Orpher To exchange, to interchange.

Orososo. To be benumbed, to look

unhealthy, or sickly.
Eabaiite orososo baraekanae. Owing to the

cold he is benumbed.

Orsa arak. A wild plant used as a pot
herb.

Orsec.
I
To draw in or contract the

Orsec. j stomach, with all one's might.
Lac orseckatem hecena.
Lad orsejme, bandekamall. Draw in your

stomach and I will bind your cloth round
your loins.

Ors5r. A kind of plant so named.

Orsoriii. A medicinal plant of Cur-
cuma sp.

Ortho. Meaning.

Ortogorg. On the ground, in the dust.
. Otrele gitioena ortogore.
Otre ortogorepe tahenkana.
Kicricem dhuriet'ti^a ortogore.

Ortot oi. A kind of edible mushroom
which is much relished.

Orwal. To curtain, a curtain.

Kharkhgiriko orwalakafa bahu aloko lielea
mente. They have curtained the open
palki that no one should see the bride.

Bale nelledea, orwal eset'akadeako. We did
not see her, they have screened her with a
curtain.

Oryo potyo. Quickly, getting quickly
into position for running, &c.

Toyo do oryo potyo berefkate bogeteye dar-
keda. The jackal sprang quickly to his feet
and fled fast away.

Oryo potyoe Air berefi gofena kulai do. The
hare sprang quickly to his feet and fled.

Hako pakoe 6ir beref got'ena oryo potyo. He
sprang quickly to his feet.

Qsad. ") Weak, feeble, impracticable,

Osadhi. J impossible.
Osadhi cekaead ? What can I do with a weak-

ling?

' > To lose flesh, to become lean.

This disease

Osar. Broad, wide, to make broad, to

widen.
Osartet. The breadth,
Kioric khub oaargea. They cloth is of a good

breadth.
Osartet do komgea. It is deficient in breadth.
Gacja bebario osara. The river is very wide.
OsaraKme. Make it broader.
4i}itetem osarkeda. You have made it very

broad.

Osmao.
Ojuiao.
Noa karontoye osmao got'ena.

has caused him to lose flesh.

Aiji motae tahekana, siadete osmapenae. He
was very fat, he has lost flesh by being
ploughed with.

Osne. Inferior, not up to the mark.
Sgilisiko osnogetaea. His arbitrators are not

up to the mark.

Osne osne. Excellent, good, superior,

large.
Osne osne dahra menattkotaea. He possesses

excellent bullocks.
Osne osne salisikoe jaoraaka^koa. He has

assembled excellent arbitrators.

Osod osoc. Heavy, deep, as sleep.

Osoo osode gitio johkana.

Osok. To become emaciated, to be-

come lean, to waste away.
OsoKenae. He has become emaciated.
OsoKgeae. He is emaciated.
OsogoKkanae. Hu is wasting away, or becom-

ing emaciated.

Osombhag. Uncommon, inconsistent,

unlikely, wonderful, unexpected.

Osor. To feel a call of nature.
Tan^i see osorkedea. He felt a call to stool.

i)aK see osorkedea. I He felt a call to pass
Raca see osorkedea. ) water.
Am do ceC osoretmea ? Ali£ dolid jahalekaK-

„ geUli.

Os5s. Heavy, deep, as sleep.

Osose giticakana.
0=ose gitidjoha k^mi real? do bae disaia.

Osot. False, untrue.
Oka do kacaharire osotko rora. Sometimes

they speak falsely in court.

Osrao. To begin, to take in hand.
Kame osraoakata. He has taken the work in

hand.
Baplako oerao lagil; nea do. They are to take

the marriage in hand this year.

Oste.

Oste oste'.

Oste osteteli emkatama. I will give it to you
gradually.

Osto

Asto
,

Nui do osto ghuriye hijulikana. This (person)

comes continually.

larriage in naau luib jeai.

,
iSlowly,carefally, gradually.

teli emkatama. I will give it

lally.

to ^huri'}^'^^^^®'
«o°ti""^^ly-
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Osuk. Unwell, out of sorts, indisposed.
Oaukgeli aikaueda. I feel indisposed.

01 Applied to mushrooms almost
without exception, and to several

forms of fungi.

Motam ot. A form of edible mushroom.
Ortot' o{. Do
Kgirfrapatka o£. . Do
Sim ot. A form of edible mushroom of a

red colour.

Murum o^. A form of edible mushroom. It is

taboo to the Murmu sept of Santals.

Kisni ot*. A form of nou-edible mushroom.
Bin ot. Do
Tormar ot'. A form of edible mushroom.
Piska ot. Do
Miici ot. ' Do
Otec ot Do
Oopha ot. Do
Haaa ot. Do
-DaK maudi ot. Do
Hathi ot'. A form of mushroom seldom eaten.
Tumbg. ot. A form of edible mushroom.
SagaU ot. Do
Seta putkgi. \ • j,

Setaot. 3
"°

iote putka, }^ «™« f"-^-" °f P"ff l«^U-

Horputk?,. 1 .p,

EroU pufka. j
"°

Pond kaj ot. An edible form of fungus which
grows on timber.

Hende kat ot. A non edible black fungus which
grows on timber.

Arak ka^ ot. A non-edible red fungus which
grows on timber.

Mat ot. 7 An edible form of fungus which
Mat o6. 3 grows on the bamboo.
Hurut ot. A non-edible fungus which grows

on the stumps of trees left in the ground.
Sisir ot. A form of edible fungus which grows

on wood.

Ot. World, earth, soil, ground, floor

of a house.

Ot serma. Earth and heaven, the earth and
heavens.

Ot sermae elfgerkana, ipil hoe gotetkoa. She
scolds the earth and heaven, she also plucks
the stars

.

Ot khet. A complete farm comprising all kinds
of land.

Sebel ot. Fertile soil.

Bel ot. Level ground.
Rodgo dhiri ot. Gravelly soil.

Hasawan ot. Good soil, land^with soil in it.

Kbahgoi; ot. Barren soil.

Gitil ot. Sandy soil.

Dhiri ot. Stony soil, stony ground.
Mutkuri ot. Gravelly soil.

Hende ot. Black soil.

Kotko ot. Soil on a knoll.

Burn ot. Hill boU.
Lipindid ot. Mica schist soil.

Ot laraolenre oral? rupentaea. His house
collapsed when the earthquake occurred.

Ot odagea. The floor is damp.

Ot dhompo. A small perennial plant

Lepidagathis cristata, Willd.,

with inflorescence resembling a

ball.

Ot kondro. A small leguminous plant.

Cassia mimosoides, Linn.

Ot poraeni. A small acquatic fern,

Ophioglossuvi vulgare, Linn.

Ot tipoc. A small bulbous plant so

named.

Ot murup. A small leguminous plant

Flemingia nana, Roxh.

Ot kunami. Cf. kunami.

Ota. To press down, to pounce upon
and press down, as a cat, tiger,

&c. &c.

Ota tabere calaKkana. He is moving on hia
hands and knees, or knees and elbows.

Ota gitidkedeae. He pressed him down into a
recumbent position.

Otahole.l With an interval of a day or

Otahuli.J two, one after another.
Otaholeko loena. They were burned out within

a day or two of each other.
Otaholeko kombroketkoa. Thefts occurred

within a few days interval.
Perako hedadiiia otahole. Visitors came within

a day or two of each other.

OtaH. To remove, to put out of the
way, to uncover, to open, as a book,
to remove a covering, lid, &c.,

to turn over.

Simpe otaK gotkadea. Ton removed the cover-
ing from off the hen.

Daka otalckateye jomkeda. He removed the
covering and ate the boiled rice.

Parda otalcleenedem paromoKa. You must
push aside the parda before you can pass.

Parda otakkateye paromena. He pushed aside
the parda and passed through.

Hoete oralc o^aU tandikedae. The wind carried
away all the thatch off the house.

Kitab ofak barae o^aK barae otaK Aamkedad.
Turning over the pages I at last found the
place.

Otan. To be carried by wind, to be
blown, to be blown away.

Hoete otahena . It was blown away by the wind.
Sakam leka otahena. It was carried away by

the wind like a leaf.

Pefedko otan gidia. They blow or fan away
the chaff.

Jiwi otaii got'entiiia botorte. My spirit was
blown away by fear, I was appalled.

Otahanae. He has been carried off, (abscon-
ded.)

II otahoKa. A feather wiUbe blown away, or a
feather will blow away.

O^ah heoella. It was blown hither.
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Otaa polan. Bare, einptj', the feoling

of emptiness after the dispersion

of a crowd, the gathering in of

the crops, >S;e., &c.,

Ote. 1 Listen, hear, people say, I hear,

Otea.J I am told, I am led to believe.
S^iri ote hathi oapati gi^liem menlaKa P Is it

true, as I have heard, that you said yoii

would sling an elephant ?

Ote ote, saijekana. Listen, listen, it is making
a noise.

Ote, aujorame. Listen.
Ote, oe£ sadekana? Hear, what ismg.kinga

noise ?

Sedaere do oteko mena, tumdaK leka j ondra,

tamak leka piska, dedger leka kunam. It

is said that in the olden times Indian corn

was like the tumdaU (q. T.) drum, the piska

(q. V.) root like the tamak (q. v.) drum,
and the kunam (q. r.) root like the dedger
(q. T.) drum.

Ote, na. Listen girl, did you hear that, girl P

Ote'^a" } I-i^ten, boy, did you hear that boy P

Otea, celeko sesreAkana ? Hear, who are sing-

ing?

Ote torae. Listen.
Ote torae calaoena. Listen, he has left.

Otec. To open, to gape, as a ripe pod,

or as roasted grain, with or without

a noise., to burst.
Sehgel otse pasiroKa. The fire will emit sparks.

Ohoere jondrako atae jokhee adi otsi'i'ta.

Kaskom oteoakana. The cotton pods have

burst. [puff ball.

Putk* lekam o^ejoKa. You will burst like a

Otec ot. A form of edible mushroom.

Oiei. The plain, as regarded from a

higher elevation.

Otefro menalfkoa. They are on the plain, (at

the £.)ot of the hill.)

Otei habij uelgotltam dole hedakana. We are

come to convoy you down to the plain.

Baru khon oteCteko arsoena. They have

dsscgnded from the hill to the plain.

Othngao. 1 To prop, to lean to for sup-

OtQgao. J port, to lean upon, to

prop under.
Latarre dhiri othiigaoaRme, bahkhan liindirko

joma. Place a stone under it, or else the

white ants well eat it. [the road.

Horre othngaoakana. He is lying in wait on

Sirhiko othiigaoa bhitre. They lean the ladder

against the wall.

S9.UI adtege tarware othhgaoketteye bhosa

gOBona. Saul threw himself upon his sword

and was pierced and died.

Other pothor. Tired, uncomfortable,

wearied, used mainly with dunip,

to sit. Cf ether pother.^

Othor pothor tinalibon durupkoKa p

Otkao. To hinder, to delay. Cf atkao.

Otngao. Cf othagao.

Oto. Only used in conjunction with

other verbs and conveys the idea

of the actor departing after hav-

ing performed the action.
B^gi otoaeme. Leave him and come away.
Doho otokam. Put it down and leave it.

Lai otokam. Tell it and come away.
Idi otokam. Take it tliere and oome away.
Jom otokam. Eat and depart.
]^el otokadeae. I saw him (and have come back.)
Em ofoadeali. I gave to him before I left.

Oton. To follow, to be in heat, applied

mainly to cattle.

Gai otoiioUkanae.
Optoh (Jahgra.

Oton taenom.|One after the other, in

Oton taeom. ) Indian file.

Otor. To pull down, to dismantle, to

demolish.
Orakko otorkeda. They took oil the old roof,

(to put on anew one.) [fence of branches.
Jhan^iko otorkeda. They pulled down the
Bhitko otorkeda. They pulled down the wall.

OraK otoroBa nes. The house will be pulled
down this year.

Otor. The warp of a web.

Otor gotor. One after the other, in

Indian file, in succession.

Otor gotorko calakkana. They are going in

Indian file.

Otor ombalt. To lie in wait, to hang
about.

Otor ombaR acur baraenako. They are

hanging about waiting for an opportunity.

Otor ombaU menaKkoa. They are waiting for

an opportunity.

Owara. Cheap.
B33 owarae rtamkeda. He got it very cheap.

Owaris. Cf. oaris.

Oyo. 1 To put on, as a shawl, plaid,

Oyon.J &c., to cover, as with a sheet,

blanket, &c.
Oyon kicrid banuUtaea. He has no cloth to

wear as a shawl, [children when sleeping.

Gidra gitio jokhejko oyokoa. They cover

Oyo potomkate giticakanae. He is lying com-
pletely wrapped up (in a blanket.)

Oyo urhu burhukatoye gitioakana. Having
wrapped himself up (in a blanket) he is

lying down.

Oyon. To look down, to look into, to

look out.

Kuiye oyoiioda. He is looking into the well.

Oraic khone oliyohkana. He is looking out of

the house.
Kulaiye oyon (iamkedea. He peered into (the

bush) and saw the hare. [in passing.

Ale ho oyon torakaleme. Look in also upon us

Uni orakte noako alfgupe oalaR jokheo do

bu'dhi kuuiija okyoh delabou menkate oa-

laKpe. When you go to his house to bring

these things say, come let us go to peep

into the old woman's hut.

69
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thing soft falling on

P
Pabli. ]

Pablika. I Public works cess, a cor. of

Pablikar.
j the English "Public works."

Pablikor.j

Pac. To make an incision, to lance, in

surgery ; to nick.
PacVatoko malikoako. They make an inoiaion

and then cap.
Posta jer ocoe lagifko paoa. They incise the

poppy (head) to cause the opium to flow.

Pac. Five
Pac lae pacis lae celate catiate durnplen be-

tharlen.

Pac. -\

Pachla. To recede, to draw back, to

Pacla. V give way, to shrink, to aban-
Pachuau. don, to withdraw.
Pacuau,
Mi£ taram paooKme. Recede a step.
Uni hor do ohoe heolena, paclaenae. That man

will not come, he has drawn back.
Pacuau barae kanae. He is wriggling out of it.

Packo. Eeuegades.

Pacak. ") To spread out, as any-
Pacak pacak. /

the ground,
PacaK pacakko thoeda.

Pacak marte. ")
-ttt.,, , ,

Pacak_mente.|W^*^^^P'^*°^-
Pacak menteye thokeda.

Paean. A rough fence of branches
made to guide hares to where the
net is set, a narrow border of
double thread on cloth.

Kulai ihaliko jokhedko paoana. When nett-
ing hares they make a rough fence of
branches to guide them to the net.

Noa kicric besko pacanaka^a. They have
made a good border to tbis cloth.

Pacao. To digest, to defraud.
Jom paoaokedali. I ate and digested it.

Jomak bae pacao dareakkaua. He is unable
to digestfood.

Takae pacaoke^tiiia. He defrauded me of my
money.

Pacar. A wedge driven into a wooden
pin, wedge, &c. to tighten it.

Bah urielena, pacar lagaoaKme. It (a wooden
pin) is not tight, drive a wedge into the
middle of it.

Pacati. To make a beginning with
rice planting.

TeheAko pacatiakat'a. They have planted the
first rice of the season to-day.

Pace. Cf. pase.

Pacek. Perhaps.

Pacha. "j To follow up, prosecute
Pacha pacha. J a search, to trace, to

track, to put to the proof, to pursue
an enquir}', to insist on a matter
being brought to proof

Pachaegeaii . I shall insist on the matter being
put to the proof.

Nui pacha pachategeil hecakana. I came track-
ing him all the way, I followed him all the
way.

Ona do okoe ho bako pachae^ taliekana. No
one wag prosecuting that matter, no one
took any notice of it.

Pachan. To perceive, distinguish, to

recognize.
Baii pachanledea. I did not recognize him.

Pacha pache. One after the othor,

following each other.
Pacha pacheko hecena. They came one after

the other.

Pachen. C£ pasen.

Pachia. From the Wesr, applied main-
ly to rain and wind.

Pachia hoe. A West wind.
Pachia dak. I tj • * xi tit x
Pachii iapuf. j

^''™ ^^^ *^'> West.

Pachiari. A kind of sore, a pain affec-

ting the side and chest, sores all

over the body as in syphilis.

Pachim, The West.
Pachim nakha.

")

Pachim see. f- The West.
Pachim sen. j
Pachim reu hor. A West-country man.

Pachil. The back part, the stern of a
boat, to load too heavily on the
back part, as a cart.

Bbaripe pachilkeda. Tou have put the load
too far back (on the cart.)

Lauka realt pachil. The stern of the boat.

Pachia.! The part of a cart, &c, from
Pacla. J the axle backwards, to move

backwards, backwards.
Pachia jlogokme. Move back a little.
Lauka reak p9,2hla. The stern of the boat.

Pachia sener. Rafters put on a roof
with the thick end on the ridge
pole.

Pachli. Cf pachia.
Paohli sen. The hinder part, backwards.
Pachli bela. The afternoon.

Pachitiahi. Belonging to or halino-

from the West,
Pachmahi kanae. He is a West country man,

or he belongs to the West country.
Pachnao. Cf. pacnao.
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Pachor. Cf. pacha.
Un9.R paohor real? amaU aei kantama ? What

interest have you that you press it so
much p

Ona katha oodaUem paohoreda? Why do you
insist on that matter being gone into ?

Pacil. Cf. puchil.

Paciiao. i To recognize, to distinguish,

Pachnao.Jto examine.
Noa rog paonaouie. Diagnozo this disease.

Pacnaolcetmeall. I recognized you.

Paena pacni. To recognize each other.
Pacna pacnienaliin. They have recognized

each other.

Pacpacao. Used always in conjunction

with other verbs and demotes
sudden, abrupt, forcible action.

Pacpacao calaoenako. They went right away.
Pacpacao kuidi holoii ioena. The kilidi (q. v.)

flour burst out (through its wrapping in

the oil press.)

Pacpacao totena. It spurted oiit.

Seu pacpaoaoenaA . I went right away.
Bolo paopacaoenako. They wont right in.

Birko ppopacao idilreda. They took the jungle

right before them (in hunting.

Noa don k?.mi pacpacaokeda. I finished this

work right away.
Si pacpacao kedako. They ploughed it right

away.
Pacpacao odokena. It spurted out.

Pacri. An enclosing wall, to enclose

by a wall.

Pacri aour. To circamvallate. [wall.

Pacriakat'ako. They have erected an enclosing

Acri pacri. Cf. acir pacir,

?!*j^!^' J i>
|To bound, to iiunp.

Padak padak.
J

' '

PadaK padaUe d»r idikeda. He fled bounding
away.

Padak marte. Uyj^j^ ^^^^^^ ^^.
Padak mente.J

Padari. Cf. pader.

Pader. A lai'ge forest tree, Stereo-

spermum saaviolens, D. G.

Padga. \Coarse, hard, mature, as leaves

P;,dgu.J or herbs too old to be suit-

able for food.

Haram padguena aralc do. The herbs are old

and hard.

Padgak. I
Sudden jump or start

Padgak padgak. j as from a bite, prick,

&c.
Padgak paiJgaKe donkeda. He suddenly iump-

ed several times.

•Padgak marte. ~) With one sudden

Padgak mente. J jump or start, as

when bitten, spurred, &c.

Pa^gaU marteye donkeda. He gave a sudden

jump.

Padgak. "I Dcep,deeply indented

Padgak padgak./ footmarks, displacing

the soil, breaking the surface, as

a heavy animal passing over soft

soil. Cf odgak bidgak.

Padgurae. M. ") Extremely, applied to

Pidgurae. F. J fatness of short people.

Padguraeye motaakana. He is extremely fat.

Pidguraeye mofaakana. She is extremely fat.

n , ' [-Educated, lazy.
Parhua.J '

Parlhug. hor kanae. He is an educated man.

Padlak. Cf. parlak.

Padna. M. ") Given to passing wind,

Padni. F. J suffering from flatulence,

applied mainly to children.

Paclra. A wooden cage with bars in

front.

Gnndri pa(Jra. A quail's cage.

Citri padra . A partridge's cage.

Padrak. 'I An imitative word,

Padrak padrak. I the sound produced

Podrok.
j

when the hooka or

Podrok podrok. j hubble-bubble is

being smoked.
Padralf pairal? hukae Au?iukana.

Padna. M. ") r^c a
r. 1 V K f- padna.
Padwi. i^. J

'

Pae. A copper or bronze coin one

twelfth of an anna.

Paeda. To give birth to.

Paeda merom. A largo breed of goats

with long, hanging ears.

Paekan. A piada or foot messenger.

Pae 111ana. ")„ . V A measure.
Faimana. J

Paendao.lTo shampoo, to rub and knead

Paldau. J
the body, to massage, to

knead.
Laiiga heuakanao, ma paendaobaeme. He has

come in tired, massage him.

Paera. To swim.

Paera daR. Water too deep to wade in, water

deep enough to swim in.

Dalireko paeralta. They swim in water.

Paera paromolime. Swim across.

Paera baraekanae. He is wandering about,

going' here and there to keep out of the

way.

Paera. A wooden goad.

Arjan. A goad with an iron point.
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Paeraha. M. 1 -c ^

PaerahiF. )
Expert m swimming.

Paeraha hor kanae.
Paerahi hor kanae.

He is a good swimmer.
She is a good swimmer.

PaerS. An overflow channel of a tank,

&c.
Band paere. The overflow channel of n tank

or pond.
Oka do dene banar sea paereko dohoea. Some-

times they make au overfl.ow channel at
each end (of the tank.)

Arekate niit' sene paerekeda. He dammed it

np and made an oTerflow channel at one
side.

p f ^ pic6, one fourth of an anna.

Paetar. To foretell, or jirognosticate

by divination, or omens, to augur.
Paetarkate thikakat'ae non^e menaea mente.

He has determined by divination that he is

here.

Paetara. Auspicious, a good omen.
Tehert do din kana, paetara dohokaffabo. To-

day is the iixed day we "will maintain the
auspiciousness (of the forecast of the jour-
ney by starting to-day.)

Paethan. A Pathan.

Paethani.

than.
Paethaini roy.

Pathan.

Paethan. ") A
Paethani,:.}

Of or belonging to a Pa-

The speech or language of a

sore which affects the
soles of the feet.

Pagae pugui. To mumble when eating,

as one having no teeth, imitativi;

of the sound produced by the Kol
iron smelter's bellowy.

Pagae puguiko dhnkaueda. They are blowing
tlie bellows and producing a sound resem-
bling "pagae piigui, pagaa pugui."

Pagae puguiye jomeda.

Pas'al "\

T,
°'

i' Mad, demented, humorous,
Pagol. ) o

Paila.)
f'^^"^-

Pagolenae. He has gone mad.
Pagol hor kanae. He is a funny man.

Pagar. A water channel.

Paghaia danra. A pack bullock.
Pagbg-ia nurio, baba, darakokan,
Paghaiat nurio, baba, dohoalahme.
Pack bullocks, father, are coming,
Pack bullocks, father, buy for us.

(Sohrae song)

Paghrao. To bring, as rain ; to collect

as rain in clouds ready to be dis-

charged.
DaKe paghraoakat'a. The clouds are ready to

discharge their contents.

Paghraokedae nitolc do, ma dub^uem. She
(cow) has now let down her milk, milk her.

Pagla.
n "I- Tpi' r- Mad, demented,
r;igli. E. )

'

Pagligeae. She is mad.

Pagol. Proficient, expert ; mad, de-

mented.
Kbubiii pagolakat'koa. I have made them

very proficient.

Pagolenae. He has gone mad.

Pagra. An ear ring worn in the lobe

of the ear.

Makri. An ear ring worn higher up in the ear.

Pagrao. To construct a water channel,

to lead water by clearing a way
for it. Cf pagar.

Dalcko pagrao idikeda. They led away the
water.

Pagur. To chew the cud.
Phekar odokkateko pagura.

Paha. "(The amount of cotton

Paha tulam. / carded or cleaned at

one time by the bow or carding
implement.

The cotton having been cleaned is gathered
into a ball (p.^ha) and laid aside and a fresh
quantity of cotton is then operated on.

Wit pahale pitet'keda. We cleaned one ball of
cotton.

Bar paha tulamle khorookeda. We used two
balls of cleaned cotton.

Paha tulamte lutur tube£ esedpe. Stop your
ears with cleaned cotton.

Pahahvan. A wrestler, a stout fellow.

Pahapoho. Day-break.
Pauapohofi odoklena. I started at day-break.

Pahar.
Dand okoQ pahar okoo.

Pahara.\A guard, a watchman ; to

Pahra. j guard, to watch.
Paharaed.ako. They are on guard.
Palira kanako. They are guards.

Pahi. \A line of the breadth one person
Hora.j can hoe, a tea garden term.
Mimiii pahile pokeda. We each hoed a line.

Pahil. First, foremost, before, in time
or place.

Pahil portbomre. At the beginning, at the
start.

Pahil hiloK. ) rr-i. t> . i

Pahil din. 1
^^^ '^^•^t '^'^y-

Jora pabilkedae. He ate first.

Pahilaif. The first (inanimate.)
Pahilic. The first (animate.)
PahilteaB. The first (inanimte.)
Pahilten. The first (animate.)
Pahiltenko. The first ones (animate.)
P?,hil berelko ale kangeale. We are the first

settlers.
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Hijulc pahilred rielledea. I saw him beforo
I came.

Pahilten berel hor Itanako, They aro the first

settlcre.

Pahilteukoko riamkeda. The first (ooniers)
received.

Piihilautha, First-bora.
Pahilauthfj hopon. First born child.

Pahhvan.l . ^.t i~ic t ^

p 1 . >A wrestler. Ui. pahahvan.

Pahiia. To visit, to attend a feast.

Pahna.lTo make the first sale of the

Pohna.J day for cash.

Pahpahao. To break, as the morning-
Pahpahaokkana. The day is breaking.

Pahra. To guard, to watch ; a guard,

a watchman.
Pahradar. A guard, a watchman.
Kat aloko maga mente birko pahraea. They

watch the forest so that they may not out
timber.

Pahta. Side, strip, piece, direction.
Leiiga ti pah^a hasoedekana. His pain is in

the left ^^ide.

Sorok khon etom pah(a. The right side of the
road.

Mi6 pah^a bargeko emadiria. They gave me a
strip of garden land.

Purub pahfare menaea. He is on the west side.

Pahtao. To square roughly, to rough
hew, as a round tree into a log.

Cf. pahta.
Tengodte pahiJko pahtaoa, khauko laK ciKara.

They first rouirh hew it with an axe, then
they smooth it with the adze.

Pahur. ) An animal or fowl intended

Pahnr. J foi- a sacrifice.

Okatem cala)^kana? Pahur i^ilamid calalf-

kana. Where are you going? I am going
for an animal for a sacrifice.

Pahur. To be beaten or conquered.

Pai. A measure equal to
-J

paiia, or |
ser.

4 paoa—1 pai.

2 pai—1 paiia, 1 seer.

Paidau. Cf. paendao.

Paiha. A disciple, a follower, one who
tends Tusser silk worms.

Paikaha One who knows the pak (q v)

dance.

Paikar. A trader, one who buys and

sells; to trade.
Adi paikare badaea. He knows well how to

buy and sell.

Paiia. A measure=2 pais.

Pai iiiana. A measure. Cf paumana.

PainiHra. To use a .short measure.
Nui kisar pai maraot:loao. This emitloyer gives

US .short measure.

Paiogan. A hollow anklet of bell

metal having shot or small stones

inside which rattle as the wearer

moves.

Paithani ghao. A sore which affects

the soles of the feet.

Pajao. Cf pagrao.
Dalt ma pajao aderme. Lead the water in.

Pajhar. A species of large vulture.
Barn pajhar. A species of eagle which frequents

hilly country.

Paji-t.
"I

To trouble, worr}', bother, to

Pajhet.
J-

cause to be wretched, to

Phajhet. J distress; trouble, worry,

bother ; wretchedness, distress,

affliction.

Adi s?iako pajhetkediria. The money lenders
troubled mc greatly.

Kicricten pajhetena. I am in distress for want
of cloth.

Orak jorokkantakote adiko pajhetokkana.
They are suffering much owing to their

house Ir-akiug.

Pajhet. Cf pajet.

n , ' l-To lose flesh, to become lean.
rajhrao.J
Kuateye pajliraoena. He has become lean

through fever.

Paji. A scoundrel, scoundrelly, base,

moan.
Paji mara hor. A mean rascal.

Pak. ^ The .sword and shield dance,

Pak don. V to dance the sword and
Pak fucc.j shield danco.
Pakko eneckana. ) They are dancing the sword
Pa'tko doueda. j and shield dance.
Previous to the disarmament swords were al-

ways used, but since then a stout stick has
taken the place of the sword.

Pak. To twist, as when making a

rope, to turn; a twist, a turn.
B.iber khubko pakakata. They have twisted

the twine well (when making it.)

Thorako pakakat'a. They have not tv\'isted it

suificieutly

MiiJ pake acur ocolcodilia. He cau.^ed me to go
and come again before he attended to me.

Mit' pa!( nahel acurme. Plough once round.
Ghur pak. To cause to turn round, to raise

afresh a matter which has been settled.

Nui hor do ghur pake lagaoeda. This man is

raising the matter afresh.

^!f-, I Silt.
Pak hasa

J

Pak bgiisauka. Silt will bo deposited.
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Paka. ") Ripe, efficient, thorough, full,

Paki. J complete, sure, certain, settled,

incontrovertible.
Palta gupii'i kanae. He ia a first class herds-

man.
Paki acr. A .seer of 80 tolas.

Paka oraK. A house built of atone or brick
and lime.

CalaK real? pakaentabona. Our going is sett-

led.

Paka mid candoe tahekana. \ He was a full

Paki mil; candoe tahekana. j month.

Paka paki. To establish an agreement
or propositon so that no donbt or

subjecfc of dispute can remain;
thorouohly, completely.

Kliub paka pakikin galmaraokeda. They
settled, or discussed, the matter thorough-
ly-

Pakar.\To seize, to take hold of, to

Pakor,
J

catch.
Irtko pakarkediAa. They apprehended me.
Pakoranae, se bah? Has he cau^fht any or not?

Pakar. Round about, a place.

Tj- '
''i Wood and brake, bush

JtJir pakar. V j i
i

Mundu pakar. J
^"^^ b^*'^^"

Eskar bir pakare darana.
Birpakar, munclu pakar.

Pakare dare. A species of large fig tree,

Ficus infectoria, Willd.

Pakare tejo. A kind of caterpillar.

Pakas pukus. To be restless, as an
infant when hungry.

Pakas pukusolfkanae. It is restless, (owing
to hunger.)

Pake sake. At times, sometimes, now
and then.

He comes at times.
They give to him some-

in a wall used as a

P.^ke sakeye hijulfa.

Pake sakeko emaea.
times.

Pakha. A recess

shell, &c.

Pakor. Cf. pakar.

Pakot. Ripe, mature, hard.

Pakrao. To seize, to take hold of, to

c.itch.

Kisarom pakraoana, sebah? Have you engaged
yourself to an employer, or not?

CedaU umul bam pakrao johkana? Why don't

you get into a shade (have some one to pro-

tect you.)

Pakre. To hunt up, to search for.

Nonkatele pakre idia. "We will search, or

hunt in this direction.

Mabon pakre idia, panteKpe. Come let us

hunt, get into line.

Pakro. Mature, hard.
Netar do gaohi pakfoena. At this time the

dhan seedlings are mature.

Pakro. Cf pakrao.

Pakta."j Mature, full grown, ripe, in

Pokra. y good condition, strong, able

Pokto.J bodied, lusty, skilled, efficient.

Pak tandi. The place where the pak

(q. V.) dance is performed.

Pakuaha. Silty, composed of silt.

Ona disom do ^ a'cu^ha hasa kana. The soil of

that country is composed of silt.

Pakursak. Chubby cheeked, broad,

fat faced.
Pakursalte motaakana. He has very fat cheeks.
Khube pakarsal^ena. He has very chubby

cheeks.

Pal. A ploughshare.
Nahel pal. A ploughshare.

Pal. A herd, a flock.

Gai pal. A herd of cows.
Bbidi pal. A flock of sheep.
Pal bliingao. To separate the cattle of differ-

ent owners from the herd.
Gai doko palentama. Your cows are in calf.

Palakauaenesdo. She is fecundated this year
(cow.)

Pal bhirijan. Together, in a body, in

a company, to combine, as herds

of cattle ; company, party.
Pal bhii'ijanko calaoena. They went away in

company.
Pal bhilljanre menaea mente buihauketfce mit'

din horkin calaoena. Supposinj? him to be
in the company they vrent a day's journey.

Pala. Leaves of trees which cattle

will eat.

Pala mak rturakome. Cut down some bran-
ches with leaves for them.

Pala de emanme. Give me some leaves of the
munga tree (used as a potherb.)

Pala dare. A tree the leaves of which cattle
will eat.

Pala. Hoar frost, snov/.

Pala nurakana. Hoar frost has fallen, there
is hoar frost on the ground.

Palak arak."! A kind of spinach, cnl-

Palaii arak. j- tivated. Beta vulgaris

Palon arak. J Moq.

Palttk parkom. A bed with a closely

woven net-work, which takes the

place of a mattress.

Palak polok. Indistinctly, blurred

vision, dimly, the grey dawn before

anything can be distinctly seen.
Palak poloke Aedelkana. Ho sees indistinctly

Palak polokrefi oclokena. I left at grey dawn.
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Palan. A saddle of the native variety
for a horse or a pack bdllock, to
put on a saddle.

Kiorii aadomrelco palankeda. They Bpread
cloth on the hoi-ae for a saddle.

Palan aralc. Cf palak arak'.

Palania ghao. An abscess on the back.

Palao. To nourish, to bring up, as a
child.

Palaolredeart. I brought him up.
Iniri palao haraakadea. I brought hiiu up from

childhood.

Palat. A change of raiment, to change
one garment for another.

Jarge palaf. A change of raiment for the
rains.

Den palat emalime. Give me a change of
raiment.

Ijohot' hackateko pa'afoKa. When they come
in wet they change their clothes.

Pale. If, if ever, perhaps.

Palek. Almost, peradventure.

Palha. A leaf, leaves.
SaKre palha linrhaente bafioena. The water

has become bad through leaves having
fallen into it.

Horo do palhaena. The dhan is growing all to
leaf.

ill. "1 rp

ari. J
urn, shift.

Pali.

Pp
Pali ru?i. > Intermittent fever of the tertian and
Parirua. 3 quartan types.
Apealf p?li kantapea. It is your turn.
Pali pali. 1 t, j.

Pali palite. j ^^ *"™^-

Pali paliko kamia. They work by turns.

Palike pasa. ) To borrow and lend, to

Pali pasa. J assist each other by
lending.

Epem kanako palike pasa. They assist each
other by lending.

Pali

Pali pas

Palki. A palankeen.

Palku. Mixed with grey, as hair.

Up palkuentaea. His hair is mixed with grey.

Palo. To be too old or too mature and
unsuitable for food, as leaves, herbs,

&c. which are used as potherbs ; to

change colour from bright green
to yellow, as grain, &c. when ripe.

Aralf palol<kana, dela sifabonpe. The potherbs
are getting too mature, come and gather
them.

Paloe. A rick, to make into a rick or

cock.

'all pasari. In. , ,
, •, •, > By turns, in rotation,
all pasarite. J ^ '

Palon. ) _, .

Lukhipalon. ) Famine, scarcity.

Palon. Forbidden.

Noa realf co£ palon menaUa P Is anything for-
bidden along with this ?

Palon aral<. Cf palak arak.

ctkaTp™ on. }
"^^^^''^^ °f Pa-'on ^T^^^-

Palpal.
"I
To go bad, applied mainly to

Palpalao. | flesh meat.
PalpalaoK kana jel do. The meat is going bad.

Palpal. Numerous.
Palpalko ileloKkana. They appear to be very

numerous.

Palpalao. To increase, as a sore.
Ghao palpalaoentaea.

Palton.
I
An army, a regiment, a sol-

Pal ton. J dier.

Paltonreye bhartiena. He is enlisted in the
army.

Kaptur ( Ti'adition, traditional lore.

Palua. Individuals of a household,
persons to be supported, numerous.

Tin9,If p?.lu?i menalfpea? How many mouths are
there of you to feed ?

Palwa. A spice prepared by pounding
the young dried leaves of the
tamarind.

Pan. The leaf of Pijyer Betle, Linn.,
along with lime and certain spices
which is chewed by the people of
India.

Khiti pan. A quid of pan.

Pana. 1 Water having raw sugar
Pana dak. j dissolved in it. Cf gur

pana.

Panahi. A shoe, shoes, boots.

Munclr? panabi. The English shape of shoe.
Tontha panahi. Shoes with turned up toes.
Dhapi panahi. A shoe with a lappet at the

heel with which to pull it ou.
Topar pan?.hi. Half shoe and half boot, laced

or tied in front.

Kicrio panahi. Shoes lined with oloth.
Merhe6 panahi. Shoes shod with iron.

ES^na^.1 Native shoes.

Bilati panahi. English shoes.
Panahianae. He has on shoes, he is weariuo-

shoes.

Panaska. The ball of the foot, under
the big toe. Cf paska.
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Pane. "^ A council, an assembly, a meet-
Purio. j ing, applied gencvally to an

assembly convened to act as arbi-

tratoi-s, or to settle matters of dis-

pute in an informal manner.
Pafioko durupakana. The covincil of arbi-

trators are sitting.

Paiic. Five.
Paiio sika. Five four anna ijieoea, 1 rupee i

annas.

Panoa. To lend, to borrow.
Pancateli aguakaCa. I have borrowed it.

Paiioateye rtamkana. He wants it on loan.
Partcaakatan. I have borrowed it.

Pea takan paiicamsa. I will borrow from you
three rupees.

Paiicate/i hataokeda. I took it on loan.

Pancahit. 1 r^i- >

n 1 •, ^ Or. pane.
Poncahit. J ^

Panoahitet' kanako. They are sitting in pau-
chayat.

Pa6ci. A piece of cloth of less than
the usual width.

PaAoi baude. A girl of from 8 to 9 years for
whom a piece of cloth less than the usual
width (1 yard) suffices.

Panda. A Brahman resident in a tem-
ple.

Pande. The region over the symphy-
sis pubis.

Pandet. A pandit, a learned man.

Pandol. To be set aside to be cast in-

to the shade, to yield the palm, to

miss, to lose.

Pandolkedeako. They left him out of their
calculation.

Iii heiiente pandolok lekae atkareda. By my
coming be feels as if he '^'ere being set aside.

TJni i;.ye sulmka, ar okoe pahile kamikan tabe-
kana uni^ej'e pandolol^a. He will beprai.-^-

ed, and he who was working before will be
set aside.

Kamiye pandolena. He missed gretting work.
Aoak k9imi khone pandolena. He has lost hia

w^ork.

Mit' horaU darkhast manjurentaete bar hor ge-
kin pandolena. Owing to the petition of
one man being granted two men were set
aside.

Pandrahi. Slovenly, slatternly, untidy.
Pandrahigeae. She is slatternly.

Pandra. M.lHaving a white skin, grey-

Panclri. F. J ish in colour.

Panclri. F. 1 Greyish coloured, applied

Pandua. M.j to buffaloes.

Pandrao. To whitewash.
PoniJ hasateko pani;lraoakat'a bhit do. They

have whitewashed the wall with white
earth.

Orak paudrao acurakaSako. They have white-
washed the house all round.

Pandu. Gicy, as hair ; hoary, white,

as hair, to become greyhaired, to

become yellow, as leaves, in

autumn or grain when ripe.

Pandnlllranae. He is becoming grey haired,
]iis hair is g^etting grey.

Pandnenae. He is grey haired, his hair is grey.
Jari leka up panduentaea. His hair is white

as flax

Pandnk ehoboK kantaea. His hair is beginning
to get grey.

Pandu oabaenae. He has not got a dark hair.

Pandu bin. A cobra snake, a sword.

Pandua. M. ") Greyish coloured, applied

Pandri.F. J to buffaloes.

Panduba. A coot.

Panduc. To flee, to run away.
Dar pandudkedae. He fled away.
Oka see coe panduokeda. He has fled some-

where.
Panduclekhan oeEpe cekada f If I run away

what will you do to me ?

Parigao. To lop, as branches.
Hesak dare paiigaome kada palako joma. Lop

the Pipnl tree, the i)uffaloes will eat the
leaves.

Pangas hako.

Pangas boar.
A species of fish.

Pangaf padgat. Insipid, not such as

can be relished, unpalatable, as

coarse, inferior food.
Tinal^em joma pahgat' pahgai; ? How much

will you force yourself to eat of this
unpal atable food ?

Jom iomt^jii pail i.it' pahgatena. I have eaten
till ttie food is unpalatable.

4^i enee j).'ih:^at paiigate jom cabakeda. After
a long time he forced himself to eat it all.

Pango nari. ) -^f. • , ~
Ti - 5- Oi. paniot nan.
i ango nan. ) i J

Panpandraii. "j To tear, to make a big

Ponpondron. J rent, to become larger,

as a tear in cloth.

Kiorid oreo pahpandraiientaea. There is a
big tear in her cloth.

Ofecte paiipan^lrahoka. The tear will become
larger.

Panhaiya. A shoemaker. Cf. panahi.

Panhao. To let down the milk, as a
cow.

Gaiye panhaoakada, duhauem. The cow has
let down her milk, milk her.

Mihri nunu panhaolege. Let the calf first suck
to bring down the milk.

Panhao oooae, adom orea. Allow her to let
down the milk, then milk away.

Mihu nunu panhaokedae. The calf sucked and
brought down the milk.
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Pani. Water.
Pg.ni Ice pani, dudh ke dudh bicgirpe. Judge

justly (call water water and milk milk.)

Paniduba. A coot. Cf. panduba.

Pani kokha. "j

Pan kokha. [The side below the ribs.

Pani pokha. J

Paniau. To annoy, to harass, to irritate.

P3.niaukediliae nui gidra do. This child irri-

tated me.
Jao hilolc k^-mi kamiteii panig,u oabaena. I am

harassed by having to keep working every
day.

Paniau liamkediliae. lamharassed.

Panicha.. A bamboo bowstring. Cf.

p5rcha.

Pai^ja. Foot mark, foot-print ; to follow,

to trace, to track.
Parija tioK. To overtake.
Kombro pafijaren lebeCena. I am accused of

being a thief, or aa a companion of thieves,
Palija paiijatelehecena. We came tracking all

the way.
Hapramkoali paiijarele lebel!akana. We are

in the way our fathers trod.
Hor pafija. A human foot-print.

Gaipanja. A cow's foot-print.

Kul panja. A tiger's pug marks.
Palija namkedeali. 1 tracked and found him.

Panjar. A rib, the part of the body
in which the ribs are.

Ibil pai^jar. The fifth rib.

Pafijar bhorte gitic. To lie on the side.

Panjarreye sobokKodea. He stabbed him in the
side.

Pafijar dahar. The Milky-way.

Panji. An almanack, a calendar.

Parijon. A forest tree, Polyalthia

cerasoides, Benth.

Panjot. A small wild plant, Oleroden-

dron phlomoides, Linn, fil.

Paiijot nari. A climbing or twining

bush, Parana panicidata, Eoxb.

Panjri. A rib, ribs.

Ca'tom paiijri. The ribs of an umbrella.

Gadi parijri. ') The cross bars unitingthe shafts

Sagar p^rijri. I (hndar) of acart.

L?.uka reaK panjri. The ribs of a boat.

Pankokha. C£ pani kokha.

Panmuhri. The Anise seed, the seed

of PimpineUa Anisum, Linn.

Panpanao. To feel a strong call to pass

water.
Raoa sec panpanaokedifia.
Kupnau panpanaoakada.

Panserali. A species of waterfowl.

Pansitigha. A plant common on the

edges of tanks, Dysophilla verti-

cillata, Bth.

Panta. ") a ,
•

Pata. I A line, a row.

Hana pantare menaea. He is in that row.
Raj panta ron kanao. He can sit in the same

row with the raja.
Panta panta tahenpe. Remain in rows, or

remain inline.

Pante. ") A line, a row, in rows,

Pante pante. J to arrange in rows, to

agree together.
Katha do bah pantekkantakina. Their state-

ments do not agree, or they are at variance
with each other.

PanteKpe. Range yourselves in a row.
Oral? pantere. In a line with the house.
Pante pantete durup ocokope. Make then sit

in rows.

Pante bele. The testicles.

Pantet. "1 Miserly, stingy, crooked, wick-l!. \Mis
)t\ e

eighth

Kontet./ ed.

A(Ji pantef hor kanae. He is a very stingy
person.

Pantpfgeko rora. They speak so aa to cause
division.

Panwar gocho. Whiskers.

Pao. The foot, feet.

Tinalf sabgiri pao dom barhaoakafap How far
"did you intend to go ?

Ninali habid paoill barhaoaka^a. I intend only
to go so far.

Pao pifha. 7 Bread made from doagh tnaaded
Pao ruti. > ^vith the feet.

Pao. "j One fourth, a quarter, a quar-

Paoa. \ ter seer by weight or dry

Pawa. J measure, and one

seer by liquid measure.

Pao bhor. A full quarter.

Bhar paoam gunaUeda. There can be no exten-

uation of your fault

Paola mala. Coral beads.

Pap. Sin.
Pap pholao. To receive the recompense of

one's sin.

Pap pholaoakadea. He received the recompense
of his sin.

Pap. To know carnally.

Papi. 1

Papia. VMiserly, stingy, sinful.

Papiahi. j

Papigeae. He is stingy.

Papi hor kanae, jahanaU koeye bae emoKa. He
is a'stingy man, if you ask him for anything

be wiU not give.

Adiye papiagca. He is very niggardly,

jji^i papiahi kanae. He is a very stingy man.

60
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Papista. Bad, sinful, disobedient.

Papor. Cor. of the English word
"pauper" introduced by the law
courts.

PapuK. To be finished, to be exhaust-

ed, used by children.

Par. Relief, escape, refuge, across.
Pare namkeda. He escaped, he got relief.

Ojo posaKentaete pare namkeda. He got relief

by tke bursting of his boil.

Sind muhanire bae saplente pare liamkeda.
Owing to his not having been caught in the
act of breaking into the house ke escaped.

Par. The beam or beams supporting the

roof of a house.
Satep^r. The beam or beams supporting the

rafters on the long side of the house.
Mutiil par. The ridge beam or pole of a

house.
Kupi par. ") The beam or beams supporting the
Khupi par. ) roof of the ends of a house.

Par ^
p ;

1 |- A coloured border on cloth.

Dhuti par. The coloured border of a dhoti or

loin cloth.

S9.ri par. The coloured border of a sari, the
garment worn by women.

Pg.rlaktet' bail osara, kicrictefc' osargea. The
coloured border is not wide, the cloth itself

is wide.
Parlak kicrio. A cloth with a coloured bor-

der.

Khubko p9.rlg,lfakata. They have given (the

cloth) a good broad coloured border.
Parlak sohor. A coloured bordSr on the width

end of a cloth.

Para. Mercury, quicksilver.

-Para. A part of a town or village, a

near village, vicinity.

Ina parate senoKme. Go to that near village.

Muci para. The part of a village inhabited by
shoemakers.

Para. A cockpit, place where game
cocks fight.

ara
. ) ^ festival, a mela or fair.

Porob. )

•Par adhin.lDependent, subject to an-

Por adhin.J other.

Por adhin ren doTi ban kana. I am not subject
to another, I am independent.

Por adhin renko apnar mone leka bako kami
dareafia. Those who are dependent on
others cannot do as they wish.

Paragare. \ Stealthily, unpremeditat-

Paragarete. J
edly, on some pretext,

without disclosing real purpose.
Paragareteye calaoena. He went away steal-

thiiy.

Para garete nel g-guiem. Have a look at her
stealthily, do not let any one know that it is

to see her that you go.

Para jars. ") Very ill, seriously ill, ap-

Para jare. J plied to fever.

Adi para jarae ruaKkana. ) He ia seriously
XJni doe ruaUkana para jare. j ill, with fewer.

Parali. To split, to crack.
Katparagme. Splitthelog.
Bbit paralrena. The wall is cracked.
Ot paral^ena. The earth is fissured.

Bar paragme. Split it into two.
Mi6 paraS acgeye hataoana, ar mit' paraK ilie

emadiila. He took one of the pieces into
which it was split and gave me one.

Bhitre marah paraii menaKa. There is a large
crack in tlie wall.

Parak. The first ploughing of a field

for the season.
Dec. The second ploughing.
XJthau ruar. The third and last ploughing

after which the seed is sown.

Bargele paralfaka£a. We have ploughed the
garden the first time this season.

Paramanik. I Assistant to the marijhior

Paranik. j headman of a village.

Parames.^

Porames. vTo consult, to take council.

Poramos.J
Parames johkanako. They are consulting to-

gether.

Paranik. Cf. paramanik.

Parao. To be, to befall, to fall into or

on.
Dukre paraoakanae. Affliction has befallen

him.
Jahakorem paraolena, se bah ? Did you get

food anywhere or not?

Dand paraoadea, onateye osolfena. He had
great anxiety, therefore he has lost flesh.

Eohni ni candore paraol^a. Eohni (q. v.) falls

in this month.

Setoh paraoena netar do. The sun is hot now.
Eabah paraokateil calalr. I will go when the

cold weather sets in.

XJni tireii paraoena. I have fallen into his

hand.

Uni tireii paraoakante bail oekaKa. Through
my falling into his hand no harm will come
to me.

Parao. Weak, feeble.

Paraoca. A large raised platform or

Scaffold with straw piled on it.

Marom. The platform on which the straw is

placed.

Paraoca latarreko deraKma. Let them encamp
under the platform with straw on it.

Para parite.

Pari parite.

Ola palite.

Ora parite.
_

Para parite k9.mipe.

By turns, by shifts.

Work by turns.
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Parapat. Advantage, benefit.
Okoe parapatre ho ban hoelena. No one was

benefited thereby.
AmaB parapatre ban hedlena. It did not bene-

fit you.
XJnallem arjaokefoeho amali parapatre ban hoe-

lena. Although you had snoh a good har-
vest it was not to your-benefit (the money
lender seized it all).

Paras. A helping to food.
Pe paras dalcako jomkeda. They ate three help-

ings to food.
Pe paraako eniat'koa. They gave them three

helpings to food.

Paras.
j Sounding of a slap.suc-

Paras paras. ) cession of slapping
sounds. Cf patas.

Paras marte. \ With a slap, with a slap-
Paras mente.

J ping or smacking sound.

Parat. |To thump, to thwack, to
Parat parat. J whack.
Paratadeako. They thwacked him.
Parat paratko dalkedea. They beathim thwack,

thwack.

Parat marte. \ With a thwack, with a
Parat mente. j thwacking sound.
Parat marteye dalkedea. He hit him one whaok.

Parbha. Itj i .•

Pera parbha. P^^^*^°°^-
Cele ho banuKkotaea pera p9.rbh?. He has no

relatives.
lA ren pera parbhg, kantiiiako. They are my

relations.

Parca. ) Acquaintances, to be
Cinha parca. J become acquainted, to

become known to each other.
Cinha parca menaKkotama noakore? Have you

any acquaintances about here ?

Cinha parcaenakin. They have come to know
who each other is.

Parcao. To increase, to spread.
Khubko parcaoakana. They have increased

greatly.

Parcha. "1 Clean, clear, to settle as a

Pharcha. J disputed matter, to clear

up.
Khub parcha pondena. It is very clean and

white.
Me6 parohaentaea. His eyes are clear.

Parcbakatiilpe. Clear up this matter for me.
Nia do paroh?entaea. This of his is settled.

Parchau. A ceremony observed when
a bridegroom takes his bride home.

Th^ri sudhatege jawae kora ar b9.hu kuritekin
cumaura seye parchaukina.

Parchau ader. Ceremonies connected

with the introduction of a bride

to her new home.
E^huko parch3.u aderkoa. They observe cer-

tain ceremoniea on the entry of a bride to

her new home.

To bound, as a deer,

to move by a suc-

cession of bounds
or leaps.

He fled bounding

Pardal<.

Pardak pardak.
Pardak.

Pardak pardak.
PardaK pardaKe darkeda

away.

Parek. A nail.

Parek kntam. To drive a nail.

Pare pore. \At the expense of or by
Pare porete.

J the assistance of ano-
ther or of others.

Pareporete k9.miye calaoeda. He does his
work with the assistance (or at the expense)
of others.

Pare poretegeye ^auloKkana.
expense of others.

He lives at the

Pargana.l A division of a country, or

Porgon. J an estate, generally for

fiscal purposes.
Eagda Malijhi, Sakin Biswaglih, pargana

Tuniji. Bagda Manjhi inhabitant of Biswa-
4ih, in the Pargana of Tuuiji.

Hana porgon ren kanako. They belong to
yonder division or pargana.

Pargana. A Santal Over-chief, who
has a varying area of country or

number of villages in his juris-

diction.
The office of pargana is, as a general rule, hered-

itary.

Parhand. A piece of cloth about three

cubits»long.

Parhao. To read, to study, to teach,

to recite, to say an incantation.
ParhaoKkanae. He ie studying, or he attends

school, or he is reading.
OloK parhaoK hor kanae. He is a person abla

to read and write.
Parhao afijomatkoae. He read it out to them,
lakulreye parhaoet'koa. He teaches in school.
Sikhau parhaokelikoae. He tutored them,

(told them what to say.)
Mantar parhao hor. A person able to recit

incantations, one veraed in charms ore
incantations.

Sunum parhao. A method of divination with oil.

Parhar. "I ^, „

Pharhar.pl^^°' ^^^^

Moca parharentaea. His month has become
clean, as of a person recovering from ill-

ness.
Parhariii aikaueda nitoK. I feel my mouth

clean, bad taste removed.
Khub parhartaea moca do. His mouth is free,

he is a good talker.
Parharko dakaakada. They have cooked the

rice ao that each grain is free, or separate
from another.

Parhua. 1 1^, , ,

r)ji ' educated.
Padhua.

j

Parhug. hor kanae. He is an educated man.
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Pari. 1 Turn, by turns, turn about,

Pari pari. V alternately, by shifts.

Pari parite.J
IiiaU pari kana. It is my tnrn.
P9,ri pariteUo lena sunum. Tiiey use the oil

press by turns.

Pariparite datteko laea. They dig turn about
with the pick.

Pgiri rua. Intermittent fever, of the tertian
and quartan types.

Pari rua menalftaea. He has fever one day,
and is free the next, with a return of the
fever on the third day.

Paria. Time.
lA parigtre. In my time.
Hapramko pjriare. In the time of our an-

cestors.

g^f^'^iS^;. }
in the time of old age.

Ill pariarenko. Those of my time, my contem-
poraries.

Noa pari^ren horko. People of the present
day.

Pariare. The four pieces of wood
forming the framework of a bed,

chair, &c.
Jetelen pariare. The two pieces running the

long way.

Ganade pariare. The two pieces running
across each end.

p • •
.

• '

[ Meaning, explanation.

Noa reaE pari9.u 9.guaiime. E^lain this to
me.

Poriau bah baisg-uKkana. The explanation
is not conoluaiTe.

-n
•

• • { Acquaintances, relatives.
Parijan. J ^
Noakorege parijan banuKkotiJia. I have

no acquaintances about here.

Parikha.
"J
To test, to pirove,to ex-

Porikha. J amine.

Pari pasari. Cf. pali pasari.

Paris. A sept, the name by which the

septs into which the Santals are

divided are known.
The Santals are divided into eleven septs, but

originally, it is eaid, there were twelve one
of which has been lost. Each aept is sub-
divided into sub-septs of which according to

the popular belief among Santals there are

twelve. In fact, however, the sub-septs of

each sept vary in number as the following
list will show.

SEPT KISKU. Sub-septs. *N"ii Kisku, *Garh
Kisku, OK Kisku, Obor Kisku, MaAjhikhil
Kisku, *ISraeke khil Kisku, Son Kisku, AiJ

Kisku, Badar Kisku, Bifol Kisku, * Sada
Kisku, Psiti Kiaku, *Jabe Kisku, *Tili*
Kisku and *Katwa Kisku.

SEPT HiSDAK'. Sub-septs. *Nij HasdaK, *Cil

bindhg. Hasdalf, *Bodoar or Bondwar Has-
daK, *Kedwar HaadaK, *Jihn Ha,adaK, Kulii

Hasdalf,
' Sada Hasdalf, Obor Hasdalj,

* Kara Gujia HasdaK, Kahu HasdaK, Sak
HasdaK, * Naeke khil HasdaK, * EoK lutur

HasdaK, *Bedwar Hasdak and Kunda
HasdaK.

SEPT MUEMU. Sub-septs. * Nij Murmu, * Sa-

daMurmu, *OborMurmu, Martjhikhil Mur-
mu, *Naekekhil Murmu, * Bifol Murmu,
*Garh Murmu, Badar Murmu, OK Murmu,
Lat Murmu, Jihu Murmu, * Tika or TUok
Murmu, Kndam Murmu, Gajar Murmu,
* Copiar Murmu, * Pond Murmu, * Boara
Murmu, *Handi Murmu, *Ko(ha Murmu,
«Tufisarioni Murmu, *SamaKsah Murmu,
Oara Murmu, *Mundu Murmu, * Jugi

Murmu, *Kada Murmu, * Turku lumam
Murmu, Sau Murmu, and Powar Murmu.

SEPTHEMBEOM. Sub-septs. * Nij Hembrom,
Martjhi khil Hembrom, * Naeke khil Hem-
brom, * Sada Hembrom, Bifol Hembrom,
* Gua Hembrom, * Gua Soren Hembrom,
Obor Hembrom, Badar Hembrom, Garh
Hembrom, * Laher Hembrom, * Casa Hem-
brom, * Handi Hembrom, * Sole Hembrom,
*Thakur Hembrom, * La^ Hembrom, *Da-
teia Hembrom and * Kuari Hembrom.

SEPT MAENDI. Sub-septs. *Nii Marndi,
*Goda Marndi, * Manihi khU Marndi,
* Naeke khil Marndi, *Eot Marndi, * EoK
lutur Marndi, Obor Marndi, Bi^ol Marndi,
Sidup Marndi, Jugi Marndi, Kada Marndi,
Khara Marndi, Garh Marndi, Kulkhi Marn-
di, * Turko lumam Marndi, « Sada Marndi,
* Ehanda jagao Marndi, * Tika Marndi,
* Pond Marndi, *Kedwar Marndi, * Burn
beret Marndi, *Khanda Marndi, * Babre
Marndi, * jlupa Marndi * jonoK Marndi,
* Mini Marndi and * Bhoso Marndi.

SEPT SOEEN. Sup-septs. *Nii Soren, * Si-

dup Soren, * Sada Soren, * Jugi Soren, Maii-

jhi khil Soren, * Naeke khil Soren, Blfol

Soren, OK Soren, Mundu or Badar Soren,

Mai Soren, Jihu Soren, Sak Soren, *Barchi
Soren, * Sada aidup Soren, * Pond Soren,
* Khan(}a Soren, * Obor Soren, * Mar Soren,

*Cehel Soren, Datela Soren, * EoK lutur

Soren, *Gua Soren and*Turku lumam Soren

SEPT TUDXJ. Sub-aepta. * Nij Tndn, # Cigi

Tudu, * Lat Ttidu, * Manjhi khil Tudu,
* Naeke khU Tu(ju, *Sada Tudu, *Garh
Tudu, Jugi Tudu, *Datela Tudu, *0K Tudu,
Bitol Tudu, Obor Tn^u, Baske Tudu,
Til'ok Tudu, Babre Tudu, Ouruo Tudu,
* Kudam Tmju * Bhokta Tu(Ju, and *Khar-
hara Tndu.

SEPT BASKE. Sub-septs. * Nij Baske. *Mafi-
jhi Khil BasVe, Naeke Khil Baske, Bi^ol
Baske, Lat Baske, Kuhi Baske, OK Baske,
Mundu Baske, Obor Baske, Bindar Baske,
*Sada Baske, Keijwar Baske, Jihu Bas-
ke, *Saru Gada Baske, *Bhi4i Baske,
* Sure Baske and * Hende Baake.

SEPT BESEA. Sub-septs. Nij Besra, Ma(i-
jhi khil Besra, * Naeke khil Besra, Kuhi
Besra, * Son Besra, * Bindar Besra, Garh
Besra, Tilok Besra, Bitol Besra, !Lat Besra,
Baske Beara, OK Besra, Obor Besra, and
*Kahu Besra.
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SEPT COBEor Giia SoMn. Sub-septs. »Nii
Core, Gug. Core, Hembrom ka^r Core,
Gua Hembrom Core, Sada Core, Ri(oi
Core, Mfliilihikhil Core, OK Cofe, Garh

Core, Naekelibil Core. Sindur Core,
Bmdi),r Core, Kahu Core, Lafi Core, and
*Tba.kur Core.

SEPT PYURIA OB PAXJLTA. Sub-septa. Nij Pau-
ria, Marijhi khil Pg.uria, Naekekbil P?i.nvigi,

Sada Pauria, OU Pauri?., Cauria P?taria,

Rhitav Pauri^, Obor Pyuria, Sidap Paurig.,

Bitol Pauria, Garli Pyuria, Mun(Ju P9.uria

and Lat: Pauria.

Note. An asterisk denotes the sub-septs with
families of which the writer has oome into

contact. The names of the other Sub-septs
have been gathered from well informed
Santals.

Pari at 1

p ,•!' [-Belonging to another caste.

Nui parjat soiige cedaltem gateltap What
should you make a friend of this man of

another caste P

Parjat. Even.
JomaK parjat ball llameda, ce^lekatol^ tahena

nui kisar thee? I do not even get food, how
can I remain with this employer ?

DaK parjat ban jutauama. You will not even
get enough water.

JomaK parjatin deaakafa. I have neglected
even my food.

Parkar. \0f many kinds, all kinds,

Nanaparkar.j all sorts.

Nana parkare ror halaiie6 tahekana. He was
saying all sorts of things.

Nana parkar jinis. Goods or articles of all

kinds.

Parkau. To become accustomed,to be-

come confident through non-inter-

ference, to become habituated, to

become familiarized, to be at

home in, to lose fear.

Par!-auakanae,dinamhilolfe hijuK kana,nui toyo

do. This jackal has become confident

through non-interference, he comes every

day.
Bana do ak jome parkauena. The bear has got

accustomed to eat the sugar cane.

Am thenko parkauakana. They have become
familiarized with you (aadtake advantage.)

Parkau iate nonkako hijuKkana. Through
having lost fear they are coming thus.

Parkom. A bed.

Parkom bana. The Indian Badger,

Mellivora indica.

Parlak. Cf. par.

Parlek. "Whether or.

Parlekiii gujuK, parlek jiwetili tahen enhoA

oalaKgea. Whether I die or I live, still I

shall go.
^ ^ , . u - I. •

Parlekii J5am, parlek baii Jiam kami ohon bagj-

lea . Whether I receive or not I will not for-

sake my work.

Paro. A plant so named.

Parok. \Nolens volens, per force, of

Na parok. j necessity.
Na parokifi ]omkoda. I ate of necessity.

Na paroke kg.inikana. He is working because
he cannot help it.

Parom. Across, beyond, far side ; to put

across, to put or convey to the

other side, to go across, to go over,

to pass over, to go past.

Parom calaoenae. He has gone past.

Dal^ hante parom calaoena. The rain has
passed over that way.

Ga^a paromre. On the other side of the river.

Bar ato paromre. Two villages beyond.
Gada paromkaime. Put me across the river.

Nenda din paromena. The fixed or appointed day

Sima alope lebef paroma. Do not step over

the boundary.
Alom ror paromea. Do not contradict him,

do not shew disrespect to him.

Paromol^me. Cross over, or pass.

Sen parom porob. The Jewish Passover.

On parom. The other side, the further side.

No parom. "^

Na parom. ^This side.

Ne parom. )
Ggida on paromre menaKkoa. They are on

the other side of the river.

Phanka phayare ror paromkeda. He spoke out
fearlessly.

Paron. Cf. dhula paron.

Paror jhinga. A cultivated vegetable,

Lutf'a acutaiifjula, Roxb.

Parosi. \

Arosi parosi. ^Neighbours.

Ar parosi. J
At parosi ren horko kulikom. Enquire at the

the neighbours.

Parpande. To be nearly ripe, more
than half ripe.

Jondra parpandeakana. The Indian corn is

nearly ripe.

Parpao. "I To burn clearly and briglitly,

Parpau. J as a fire, to cause to burn
brightly and clearly.

Ma ewer parpaupe baiikhan datrom oho dhi-

p?inlena. Fan the fire and make it burn
clearly or else the sickle will not become
red-hot.

Sehgel parpaupe jondrabou rapaga. Make
the fire burn brightly, we will roast Indian

corn.

Jol psirp^upe joroKabo. Stir up the fire, we
will warm ourselves.

Parpar. Imitative of the sound of

rattling, as of hail on a roof
Arel parpar fiuroEkana. The hail falls ratt-

ling.
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Parparao. To smart, as the eyes with
smoke, &c.

Me{ parparaoUkantaea eabun paraoadete.
His eyes are smarting through soap getting
into them.

Parpau. Cf. parpao.

Parpasind.lTo select, to choose, to think

Parposind.J well of, to like, to approve,

to prefer.
Par pasindkateko tirifia. They buy after they

have approved, or selected.

Parsadte. ") -d p , i ,

Parsatte. | ^^ ""^^'^^ °^' t^i^ough.

Nui parsadteii jomkeda. He "was the means
of my eating it.

Seta parsadte mandalbo llamkeda. We got
the leg of venison through the dog.

Parsao. To help to food, to distribute

cooked food, as to a number of

persons at a feast.

Daka parsaope. Distribute the cooked rice.

Parsao. To begin to take in hand,
to set agoing.

Uni do adi kamiye parsaoakawana. He has
much work in hand.

Kamile parsaoakata, ohole senlena. We have
begun to work, we cannot go.

Nonde kami parsaoakana, saiigiilte calalc ban
jarura. Work is begun here, there is no
need to go to a distance.

Parsatte. Cf. parsadte.

Parsi. Language.
Acalc parsiteye roreda. He is speaking his

own language.
Diku Parsi. The language of the Hindus.
Ahgreji parsi. The English language.
Joncm parsi. Mother tongue.

Partap. Potency, splendour, courage,

prosperity.
AmaK partapted baricaoena. lam delivered

by your potency.

Parti. ) Fallow, uncultivated, unfertil-

Porti. j ized, unemployed.
Nes do khet partige taheena. This year the

fields remained uncultivated.

Pahra pg.rti menaetama, se baha ? He, mit'ten
menaetida. Have you an unemployed
bullock p Tes, I have one.

Parwa. The Rock pigeon, Columba
intermedia, the domestic pigeon.

Parwa cipcirip. ") A common plant the

Parwa lata. / seed cases of which
stick like a burr.

Parwa jhara. A small plant, Croso-

phora pilcata, A. Juss.

Parwana. A written order or notice.

Neighbourhood, vicinity.

Pas. Cor. of the E nglish word " pass,"

a permit.
Pas menalctaea. He has a pass (for a gun, &c.)
Uni doe paaakana nes. He passed his esam-

ination this year.
Bae paslena. He did not pass (the exam.)

Pas. Side.
Ek pasre senkateye durupena. He went aside

and sat down.

Pas. Near, connection, practice.
In do onako pasrege ban tahena. I will have

no connection with these matters.
Ona mamla pasre ban tahena. I will take

nothing to do with that suit.
Asamol reat pas banulctaea. He has no con-

nection with forbidden foods, he does not
indulge in forbidden food.

Pas.

Aspas.

Pase.

Ase pase._
Nia aapasren hor sanamko badaea. All the

people of this neighborhood know.

Pasa. A variety of the rice plant.

Pasak. ") Without relish, as un-
Pasak pasak. J palatable food, un-

palatable. Cf. pangat pangat.
Pasalf pasalc aikauU kana. It feels unpalatable.
Noa caolereaU dakapasaJfgea. This rice when

cooked is unpalatable.

Pasante. ") To spread, to scatter, to

Pasanti. / begin, to take in hand.
Horo hope pasante baraetkana. Ton are also

spreading about the dhan.
K^miko paaanteakata. They have taken the

work in hand.

Pasar. ~) To open, to unfold, to spread,
Pasar. J out, to distend, to expand,

to increase.
Catom pasarme. Put np the umbrella, open

the umbrella.
Cuput pasartam. Open your hand.
Cuput khon bah pasarolftaea. He is stingy.
Kitape pasarakaiJtaea. He has opened his

book.
Pasarkateko ilela, besa se barida. They un-

fold (cloth) and see whether it is good or bad.
Jahga pasarkate durupakanae. He is sitting

with his legs wide apart.

Pasar. "} To be out of order, to
Pisar pasar. J be in disorder, to be

disarranged, to be topsy turvy,
to be dislocated.

Pisar paaarpe dohoakat'a. Tou have placed
them topsy turvy.

Tonol raralenkhan pisar pasarolfa. If the
band is untied they will become disarranged.

Pisar pasar kedae. He disarranged them.
°

Pasar pusur. To whisper, to speak in
a low tone.

Onteko pasar pusureda. They are whispering
yonder.
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4 Cf. pali pasaii.
Pasari.

Pali pasar

PHsari. ~( 1-,- . . ,
,

Paseri. j
^"'<5 ^'^'^i'^ "^ weight.

Pase.
1

Pasec. }- Perhaps, mayhap.
PuselJ

Pase teherigeye dag. Perhaps it may rain to-

day.
Paseii ced pase bali oed. Perhaps I may learn,

and perhaps I may not learn.
Alom dejoKa, pasem liuroU. Do not climb,

perhaps you may fall.

.Pasere pase. Perhaps, it may possibly

so happen.
Ma nonkate sendraepe, pasere pasebo £am-

kadege. Hunt in this direction, it may
possibly so happen that we may find him.

Paseri. Five seers weight. Cf. pasari.

Pasel Cf. pase.

pj:
- [a Hindu caste, a toddy drawer.

Pasi. An iron staple fastening share

to plough.

Pasi. 1 A running knot, a noose, to

Phasi.J snare by a noose, to hang by
a noose.

Cereko pasikoa. They snare birds.

Khuniahikoko pasikoa. They hang murderers.

Pasiara. Cf. phasiara.

Pasind. ~) To select, to choose, to think

Posind. J well of to like, to approve,

to prefer, to estimate.
Il5aK pasindre bah lagaolfa. In my judgment

it will not have to be paid.

Pasindkedape, se auri ? Have you selected it, or

not yet ?

Pasir. To break up and spread as water

falling on a hard surface, to fly off,

as sparks, spray, to spatter, &c.

Dal pasir. To cause to fly off by beating or

hammering.
HotaK pasir. To overcome, to conquer.

Jom pasir. To eat up.

Kolsa pasir. To kick over.

Mar pasir. To eat all up.

Male pasir. To cut off, to hack through.

DaK p?,3iramkana. The water is flying, or

spattering, over you.
_

Seiigel otec pasiroKkana. Sparks are flying

from the fire.

Ko^eo pasiredae. He is hammering and caus-

ing sparks to fly.

Pasiri. Cf pasri.

Paska. To paw the earth, as an enrag-

ed animal ; to turn over the soil,

as a cultivator.

Paska ufkaukedae hasa. He is pawing up the

the soil.

,. > Cf. paskao.

Bam paskalokhan oet' lokatem ^suloKa ? If you
do not turn over the soil (cultivate) how
can you live ?

Sim leka idtegeA paska asuloKkana. I make
a living for myself by turning over the soil

like a hen (which scratches.)

Paskao.

Phaskao. ' To escape, to slip through,
Paskut. to let slip through.

Phaskur. J
Sanam cij basutiii paskaokeda. 1 have let all

my property slip through my fingers, I

have lost all ray property. f

Paskao ocokedeale mi£ hor. We allowed one
man to escape, one man escaped us.

Theiigafi paskaokeda. I have left my stick.

Kamifi phaskaokeda teheii do. I have missed
work to-day.

Ti khon paskao I^urena. It slipped from the
hand and fell.

Moca reaK jeliri phaskaokeda. I missed flesh

meat for my mouth, I missed catching a

hare, deer, or bird, &c. which I might have
eaten.

Paskul
Phaskui;.

Pasnao. To spread, to disperse, to strow.
Horo pasnaokam. Spread out the dhan.
Kathae lai pasnaokeda. He published the

matter, he blazed the matter abroad.
Gota dhartireko pasnaoena. Thej' are dis-

persed over the whole earth.

Cedakem pasnao ocoakatkoa ? Why have 3 on
allowed them to disperse themselves P

Pasna pasni. To spread here and there.
Gaiko pasna pasniena. The cows are spread

here and there.

Pasnga. Anything put in one scale to

equalize it with the other.

Pasra. A smithy, place where a black-

smith works, to work as a black-

smith.
Kamar pasra. A smithy.
Pasrae lagaoaka6a sebah? Has the blacksmith

begun to work ?

Pasraedae. The blacksmith is at his work.

Pasrao. Cf parsao.

Pasri. Day about, on alternate days.
Pasriteli£ siokkana. We plough on alternate

days.
M9.nihiteli£lin pjsriakana. The village head-

man and I alternate (he ploughs with the
bullocks one day and I the next.)

asu. I ^^ animal, cattle.
Posu. J
Ato posu. A domesticated animal.

Bir posu. A wild animal.

Pasur. To miss, to lose, to fail in pur-

pose.
Dakae pgi.surena. He missed his food (came

late.)

Kamiye p9.surkeda. He lost his employment.
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.}
A lesson.

Pat.

Path
. Patiii hataotakoa. I hear them their lessons.

Pat. a leaf.

Patbar. A cess levied on the rearing of tuaser
silk worms.

Tejpat. An aromatic leaf used in curries, the
leaf of Cin-natnonum obtusifolium^ Nees.

Pat. A sinew.

Pat son. Deccani hemp, the fibre of

Hibiscus cannabimis, Linn.
Pat. To finish, to complete, to end.
Noakamile pafkeda. We finished this work.
Jom pafkedae. He ate it all.

Pat. ") Caste and customs governed

Jat pat. J by it.

Jat pat nui reaii thik bg-nul^taea.

Patsal. A school, a village school.

Pat. A wedge driven into anything to

tighten it.

Kudi pat. A wedge driven into the handle of

a kodali to keep itfrom coming oif

.

Nahel pat. A wedge tightening the plough
beam into the plough.

Pat. Half-full of a bottle.

Mit' pat paur^e emadina. He gave me half a
bottle of liquor.

Mi); pat sunum menaEa. There is half a bottle

of oil.

Pat marte.

Pat mente. ' Suddenly, without warn-

Phat marte. j ing.

Phat mente.
Pat marte goc go6enae. He died on the instant.

Barahi pat mente topaK go6ena. Tlie rope
suddenly broke.

Pata. A lease, to give a lease.

Noa atoli pataaka^a. I have taken a written
lease of this village.

Pata purauentakoa. Their lease has expired.
Har pata. A cultivating lease.

Eaj do patae emoKa. The Zemindar will give

a written lease.

Eaje pataatUea. The Zamindar gave us a
written lease, or leases.

Pata. A primitive kind of oil press, a

wooden slate.

The oil press consists of two planks which are

pressed together by means of a lever.

Sunum lenok pata. C ^ ^y .Sunum lelen pata. (.

'

Pata. A festival in honour of Mahadeo.
This is the hook swinging festival of India.

Pata tandi. The place where the j>ata festival

is observed.

Pata. A leaf, a very small piece of

meat from the carcase of an animal

killed in the chase wrapped in a

leaf and sent to some one.
PatateB seterakome. Send them a small bit of

meat in a leaf.

PatateCko emaflea. They gave us a little bit

of the meat in a leaf.

Pata.") Coarse or thick, as hair or

Pato. J leaves.

Patahari.") Saliva or froth dried at the

Patohan. \ corners of the mouth, ge-

Potohan.J nerally through thirst or

fever.
Banae heo gofonteye potohaiiena.
TJnialf mooa do pondge patohan rohorentaea.

Pataicalj. A small hairy caterpillar

which stings when touched.

Fatal. Deep, in the bowels of the

earth.
Adi barid patalteko lakafia. They have dug

down very deep.
Koela do adi patalre menaKa. Coal is found

very deep down.

Fatal puri. The nether world.

Fatal rote. A frog which is found at

considerable depth under the sur-

face of the soil.

Fatal katkom. A species of crab.

Fatal kohnda. ) The edible tuber of

Tirra da. J Pueraria tuberosa,
' B.C.

Fatan. ^^ Irrigated, that requires irri-

Patnia. J gating.
IPatan ak. 7 Irrigated sugar cane, sugarcane
Patuia 9,k. ) that requires irrigation.

Fatangef}. The bark of a very small

sapling (of sarjom q. v.) when
stripped off.

Patahgefte sakamko bind9.ia. They tie up
leaves in bundles with the bark of a sarjom
(q. V.) sapling.

The dihri (q. v.) of a hunt has his hands and
feet tied with patahget, and is decorated
with a turban of the same material before
he offers the sacrifice required before a
hunt can begin.

Patao. To irrigate,

.^kko pataoa. They irrigate sugarcane.

Patao. To harden, to consolidate, as

earth, gravel, &c., opposite of loose,

as soil, &c.
Pahrako lebeC pataokeda. The bullocks tram-

pled it hard.
Patao ruarena. It has again become hard.
DaK pataokedae. The rain consolidated it.

Gitio pataoabanae. He is lying fast, as if

he were asleep.
Duruppataoakanae. He is sitting fast.

Patao. To exchange flowers in token
of friendship.

Phulkin pataokeda. They exchanged flowers
in token of friendship.
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Patapat. Sound of thumping or smack-
ing.

Dal patap$(ke£koae.
round

.

He thumped them aJl

Pataputu. To sound, or crack as,

grain when being roasted.

Jondra atae jokhed pata putu otejoKa. In-
dian corn when being roasted cracks and
jumps.

Lacno oka do sa^ea pata putu.

Patar.")To close up, to close up or

Patar.) stop a hole.

TTni hid ma patarkaeme. Shut the snake in
the hole.

Bhug^Uko patar ese£aka£a dhirite. They have
closed up the hole with a stone.

Patar. A sheet or piece of iron beaten
out till it is thin.

Ku^i patar. Iron beaten out to the thinness
required to make a kodali.

Kara patar. Iron beaten out to the thinness
required to make a pan for boiling sugar-
cane juice.

Patarak. A shoot from a tree, applied

mainly to a shoot from a sarjom

(q. V.) tree, split up the middle.

Sahan pataraR. A piece of a thin branch spUt
for firewood.

FataragoK. To spring or sprout, as a shoot.

Sarjo'm pataraK. A shoot from a sarjom
(q. T.) tree.

Sahan pataraKteye dal gookedea. He beat
him to death with a piece of split firewood.

PataraR 9guime, gotanaR do ban. Bring a
split piece, not a whole one.

PataraU. To be of full growth, just

before ripening, as a mango fruit.

01 pataraRakana. The mango is full grown,
and' will now begin to ripen.

PataraR jokhedko amsig.. When the mango
has attained full size but while still green

they make ?msi (q. v.) of it.

Patar cata. ] Going about in search of

Patar catia.
J-

food, a licker of plates.

Patar catua. J Cf patra.

Patarhan bid. A species of poisonous

snake found on trees.

Patarohar. A girdle, a girth.

Patarphor. Fathomless, bottomless.

Patar potor. Scrubby, as a jungle in

which are no large trees, having

bare spaces or places, in patches.

Patar potor bir kana. This is a scrubby jungle.

Patar potor ghasakana. The grass is sparse.

Patar satar. Thin, sparse.

Patar satar ^her do bah jolena. There was
not much fruit, it was sparse.

Patas. *1 Sounding of a slap, suc-

Patas putus. J cession of slajjping

sounds.
Patas putusko dalkefkoa. They struck them

slap, slap.

Patas marte. ") With a slap, with a slap-

Patas mente. J ping or smacking
sound.

Patas menteye dalkedea. He slapped him, gave
him one smacking blow.

Pataulak. Fallen leaves, a heap of fallen

leaves.
P9.taulalf radbadaoedae. He rustles the fallen

leaves.
PjtaulaRreye boloakana. It has gone in among

the fallen leaves (scorpion, &o.)

Patea. Crooked, disobliging.
Patea thehga. A crooked stick,

Patea hor. A disobliging person.

Patel!. To dam or obstruct and cause

to go another way, as water ; to

block a way, to lever.

DaRko patefi gi^ikada. They dammed the
water and caused it flow away.

Katkomko patet odokkedea. They blocked
the crab's way and levered him out of the
hole.

Uni horko pate£ odokkedea. They turned that
man out (by underhand means.)

Sahan bhari urija mente patetko lagaoa. They
apply a lever to twist and tighten the load
of firewood.

Pateti. To cross the legs, to interlace,

to braid, to plait.

Nui gidra jangae patefeftaea, puniRae. This
child is crossing his legs, he will becflme
emaciated.

Patefekafae kicrid alicar. He has plaited the
fringe of the cloth.

Patgando. To sit cross legged.
Patgandote dufupakanae. He is sitting cross

legged.

If-] A lesson.

Path cela. The head scholar, the class leader.

Path bhokta. Assistant to the bhokta

who conducts the sacrifices at

the pata (q. v.) festival.

Path sal. A school. Cf. patsal.

Patha. A young he-goat.
Boda patha. A young he-goat.

Pathaona. To send.

Pathaonaadeale. We have sent to him.

Athaona pathaona lagit mil; horle dohoakadea.

We have engaged a man to go messages.

Pathauri. \At random,carelessly,

Andhe pathauri./ thoLightlessly, unin-

telligible, confused.

Andhe pathanriye dalkedea. He struck him at

random.

61
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Pathauri. \Groundlessly, in vain,

Auri pathauri.} inconsiderately, fri-

volously, serving no purpose,
Auri patbg-nri katha kana. It is a fi'iToloua

matter.

Pathe. ") To one side, along the

Pathe pathe. J edge.
Patlicteye calaoena. He passed along the edge.

Pai'-ie pafheteye dale idikeda. The rain passed
over on one side.

Pathe. To bind round the loins.

Pathe denga. Wearing a piece of cloth round
the loins.

Pathe ketecenae. He bound his loins tightly,

he has girded his loins.

Cele, pathe ketedenaraP Have you had your
food?

Kicria patheme. Bind your cloth round your
loins.

Pathi. A she kid.

Merom pathi. A she kid.

Patha pathikin busa,I?akana. A male and
female kid have been born.

Pathok. A colic or pain in the stomach.

Pathra. A stone plate.

Before the use of brass plates became'so general
stone plates were in common use.

Pathri. To bewitch and cause uncons-

ciousness, to cast a spell on.

Neliel tS^ndireko pathrikedea. They bewitch-
ed him at the place where the mela was
being held. Cf. lie£el tan(Ji.

JhinthiaS alo, p9.thriaK alo lagaolf bajaofima.

Let no spell or charm be thrown over us.

Patliorkalabanduk. A flint and steel

gun.

Pathor orot. \ A small, rush like plant

Pathu orot. ) having large elegant

purple flowers, Aeginetia indica,

Linn.

Pati. To prick, to bore, as the ears
;

to insert in the flesh, to draw blood

by pricking to offer in sacrifice.

Janumte patienae. He has been pricked by
a thorn.

Luturko patikoa jahanaK horog lagit;. They
bore the ears to wear something in them.

Amcm patiakana? Have your ears been bored P

Pati tapena. It is bored through.
Bhoktako patiKa. Those who swing at the

swing festival have (hooks) inserted in

the flesh.

OanolJ horko patiKa. Those to whom it is

allowable offer their own blood (to the deity)

.

Pati dhiri. A broad, flat stone on

which spices are ground.

Pati. Each of the out-side planks of

the solid wheel of a sagar (q. v.)

Pati. A line, a row, a strip.

Mit' pati khetiii namkeda. I got a line, or strip

of rice fields.

Pati Kisku. A sub-sept of the Santal

sept Kisku (q. v.)

Pati enec. The game of polo.

Patia. A mat.
khijur patia. A mat made from the leaves of

the kijijur (q. v.) palm.
Sura pati?,. A reed mat.
Tale patia. A mat made from the leaves of

the palmyra palm.
Mat patia. A bamboo mat.

Patiar. To believe, to trust, to credit

;

faithful, trustworthy.
Mahajon ttenid senlena bae p?tigiradi£a. I

went to the moneylender but he would not
trust me.

Patiar gnti. A trustworthy servant.

Bae patiaradilia. He did not believe me.

Patiau. To believe, to trust, to credit.

Reiigec hor okoeye pabtiauamaP A poor man
who will trust you ?

Nit utariti patiauena. Now at last I am convin-
ced, or I believe.

Patiauae lek hor kanae. He is a trustworthy
man.

Hor patiaue k9.mikana. He is making believe

to work.
Uni thenin patiau ereakana. I am working for

him, I am his servant.

Patihar. To bewitch, to charm, to spell

bind.

Patiol. A kind of tall reed.

Pat jhara. Autumn, when the leaves

fall ; a kind of diarrhoea which
affects children in the autumn.

Patior. Expert, efficient.

Patit. Licentious, shameless, perverse,

disobedient,
Pg,tit hor kanae. He is a licentious man,

Patit. Fallow, uncultivated.
Adi ot patitena nes do. Much land is fallow

this year.

Patka. A narrow strip of home-made
cloth sixteen cubits long and one
span broad worn as a turban.

The patka has gone out of fashion since the
introduction of Manchester cotton cloth.

Patka. Tough, hard, mature, coarse.
AraK haram patkaena. The pot-herbs are old

and coarse.

Patku naru. Unequally mixed or cut,

applied to minced vegetables.
Patku naruko get'akata araU do. They have

minced the vegetables unequally.

Patia. Thin.
Kiorid do patlako teJiakada. They have woven

the cloth thin.
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Patloe. A small earthen vesssel used

to cook in.

A meal of rice for four persons can be cooked
in a Patloe.

Patna. A large round earthenware

vessel two feet or more in diam-

eter.

Patnai. A variety of the rice plant.

Patni. The female moth of certain

silk producing caterpillers.

Lum^u p9.tni. The female of Antheraea
mijlitta, or the Tusser silk moth.

Bharua patni. The female of Attacus Selene

and Attacus Atlas.

Pato. Coarse or thick, as hair or leaves.

Cf pata.
AraK haram pafoena. The pot-herba are old

and coarse.

Up pa^ogetaea. His hair is coarse.

Patocak. Coarse and bristly, as hair.

PatohaQ.\ Saliva or froth dried at the

Potohan./corners of the mouth. Cf
patahan.

TTniak moca do pon(Jge patohanentaea.

Patpala. 1 Leaves and branches.
Patpalha. J
Onte idikom patpalhako joma. Take them

(cattle) over that way, they will eat the

leaves.

Patpat. "I
Suddenly, distressing, se-

Phatphat. J vere, in close succession.

Patpatko gnjuRkana. They are dying in close

succession.

Eehgeete patpatle aikaneda. We feel great dis-

tress owing to hunger.

Patpat setohkana. The heat is distressing.

Patpat
I
Cracking, pattering.

Patpat rapndoRkana. It is cracking and break-

ing, it is breaking and making a cracking

Arel patpiit AuroKkana. The hail falls patter-

Patpatao. To be distressed. Cf. pat-

pat.

DaK tetahtele patpataoKkana. We are distressed

with thirst.

Eehgeotele patpataoena. We are distressed

through hunger.

Patpatao j To crack, to patter.
Patputok. 3 ,. ;,i, ,

E»pu« patpataoEkana. It is cracking and break-

ing
Setonte rohor patpataoena.

God patpataoena setonte.

Patra.\A plate made of leaves pinned

Patri.
J

together with thorns, &c.

Patra roK johme. Pin leaves together and

make a plate for yourself.

Patra.
]
An almanack by which

Patra pat^ji.
J-

Brahmins foretell the

Patri pai'iji. J future, to foretell the

future by means of oil and incanta-

tions.
Patra pg.Iiiiko fiela. They consult the almanack.
Dihri patra pgtnjikateye laia^koa, kule jompea

mente. The master of the hunt having
performed an incantation told them that a

tiger would devour them.

Patranga. M.

Lean, never putting

on flesh.

He is lean.

She is lean.

Patrangaha. M.
Patrangahi. F.

Patrangea. M.
Patrangi. F.
Patraiigahageae.
Patraiigg.higeae

.

Patra potra. Big-bellied.

Patra potrageako. They have big bellies.

Patrati potrei Big-bellied. Cf patra

potra.

Patri. A plate made of laaves pinned

together.
Sae taka sae patrile agumea. We will fine you

a hundred rupees and a hundred plates

(of food.)

Patri pafiji. Cf patra paiiji.

Patria. A disease so called.

Patsamle. A peg fixed into each end

of a yoke to keep it in position

on the bullocks' necks.

Patsir. A sinew. Cf pat.

P^"^lAleaf
Patti.

J

Patti heoko calaoona. Th&y have gone to pluck

leaves.
Pgittiwala. Tea leaf pluckera.

Patu. Mature, and so unsuitable for

food, as pot herbs.

Patuc. ") To force down from a per-

Patup. J pendicular position anything

fixed or rooted in the ground, to

throw down by a lever.

Dare hoete rehet sudha patupena. The tree was
uprooted by the wind.

Khuntiko patupkeda. They pulled down the

post. .

At aser pa-tuple calaKkana. We are going to

dig at and aser (q. v.]

Patuc. llmpetuously, violently,
Utuc patuc. J

^

IJtud patud holae daKkeda.
yesterday.

Utud patude kamikana.
ousiy.

It rained heavily

He is working impetu-
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Patwa. Intestinal worms, wanton, le-

cherous.
Patwako jomekana. He is suffering from in-

testinal worms.
Patwabo godkoa. We will partake of food.

Patwa ghas. A small plant, Gassia rai-

mosoides, Linn.

Patwet'. Stubborn, perverse, stingy,

niggardly, deceitful, disobliging.
Nui do a^liye patwetia. This person is yery

stingy.
JahanaUem koyea bae emoKa, adi patwef hor.

If you ask him for anything he will not give
it, he is a very disobliging man.

Pauchi. ") A ridge of earth, to make a

Paunchi. J ridge.

Tambuko panchi acura, dal^ alo bololfa mente.
They make a ridge of earth round the tent
to prevent water getting in.

OraU berhaeteko pannchiakat'a. They have
raised a ridge of earth round the house.

Paudari. 1 ^ r. i • j •

r,' i yCi. phauidari.
rausdari.J r • j •

Paunchi. Of. pauchi.

Paulia. C£ pauria.

Paura. Liquor distilled from the flow-

er of Basia latifolia.

Paura cua. To distil liquor.

Paura gadi. A grog shop.
Paura iluko senakana. They have gone to drink

liquor.

Paurateye liu bulena. He is drunk by drinking
liquor.

Paura bhafti- A liquor still.

Pauria. One of the twelve septs into

which the Santals are divided.

Pausdari. C£ phaujdari.

Pawa. One fourth of a paila, or seer
;

a measure of that capacity.
2 pawa^l pai.

2 pai^l pail^ or seer.

Pawetar. "iSaid to bullocks

Pawetar pawetar. J when turningthem
in little space at the end of a

furrow.

Paya. A deep and long pool in a river,

Paya. A very large earthenware pot

or tub.

Payak poyok. Indistinctly. Cf palak

polok.
PayaK poyoK in Aelledea. I remember having

just seen him (said by one of an old man
whom ho could just remember.)

Payan.
_ joawn, before sunrise.

Plan payan. J
Piah payaiirele oijoklena. We started at dawn.

Payar. Time.
Ayup payar. Even tide.

SetaK payar. Morning time.

SetaK payar reaK katha bah auriagol^a. A mat-
ter taken in hand in the morning will not
be in vain.

Payar.ITo lie down, mainly on the sto-

Paera.J mach, to swim, to float in

water, to go backwards and for-

wards.

Payarakanae. He is lying on his stomach.
DaKreko paera baraekana. They are swimming

about in the water.

Kada dherko payaroKa daSre. Buffaloes are
greatly given to lying down in water.

Payar baraekanae. He is passing and repassing,

Pe.

-The numeral three.
Pea.

Peata.

Pene.
^

Pe horiii Jielke£koa. I saw three people.
Pea poesa emanme. Give me three pice.
Pea dahra menakkotaea. He has three oxen.
PeaKako. They are three, there are three of

them.
Pepon horko heoena. Three or four people

came. .

Pe goted ?.guime. Bring three.
Pea gotedili hataokeda. I took three.
Peatiageako. There are three of them.
Peata khon jahatalfgem hatao. Whichever of

the three you may take.
Pe gel. Thirty.
Pe isi. Sixty.

Peada. A messenger who goes on foot,

a peon, a court bailiff who serves

summonses, &c.
Peadae hedakawadiAa. A court peon has come

to me.

Adte do bae peadaadilia. He did not himself
send the peon to me.

Mi£ din lagi6 ill peadalena. I was a foot
messenger for one day.

Peaj. The onion. Allium Gepa, Linn.
Kadapeaj.')
Pon(J peaj. > Varieties of the onion.
Sacipeaj. j

Peata. Cf. pe.

P@c. A screw, strait, difficulty, pres-

sure.

Pec laggio. To bring pressure to bear on one.
Peoko lagaoadilia. They brought pressure to

bear on me, they put the screw on me.

Noare bae dareadiila, nhoa pece lagaoadi/ia.
He was not able to subdue me in this, (so)

brought this pressure to bear on me.
Pec paraoakawadea. He is in a strait or diffi-

culty.

Peca. A species of owlet. Cf.

kokor.
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Pecha. ") To follow up, to prosecute a
Picha. J search, as for one lost or

strayed, to trace, to track, to prose-

cute an enquiry or claim, to prefer

a claim.
Noa kathali peohaegea. I will follow up thia

matter, I shall have this matter thoroughly
sifted.

Noa peoharen hor kanae. He is the person who
is pushing this enquiry, or pressing this

claim.

PSckas. A screwdriver.

Peco. The call of a certain species of

owl.

Pedec pede6. 1 Small, applied to child-

Pidic pidic.
J ren.

Pedel pedel. Quickly, rapidly, applied

to females.
Peijel peQlele d^r idikeda. She ran on quickly.

Pedgo. A plant the root of which is

eaten.

Pedgo. M. ) Short, dwarfish.

Pidgi. F. /
Pedgor. M. "1 Fat, fat and big buttock-

Pidgur. F. J ed.
Khub pedgor gidr^ kanae. He is a fine fat

child.

Pedle. M,
Pidli. F.
Nui piclli do adiye eKgerkana. This dumpy

is scolding awfully.
Pedle dare. A low tree.

Pedle pedlege dareakana. The trees have not
grown high.

Peijle pedlegeako. They are dwarfish.

Pedorae. M. 1 Fat, fat and big buttock-

Pidgurae. F. J ed.

Pedec pededko riir baraekana. The little ones

are running about.

Pedor pedor. M. ") Shaking as the flesh

Pidur pidur. F. j" of a very fat person.

Pedor pedor mofaakanae. He is so fat that

his flesh shakes.
Pidur pidure mo^aakanae. She is so fat that

her flesh shakes.

Pehlan. \To start, to move sud-

Pehlan pehlan.
J

denly, or quickly.

Pehlaii pehlahe hetgei baraeda. He keeps a

sharp look out on all sides.

Pehlaii pehlahe beiigef idia. He' goes look-

ing furtively round about.
Pehlan pehlaue d*r idikeda. He continued to

run looking behind again and again.

Pehlan marte. ") With a sudden start,

Pehlan mente. J with a sudden stare.

Ebhen gofenae pehlaii mente. He awoke with

a sudden start.

M "I

j, ^Short, dwarfish, low, dumpy.

Pejlec.

Hejlec pejlcc.

*| Dirty, untidy.

J hejied.

Cf.

}
To sulk.

Pitopoka'}^^*'^^^^'^^-^'^^^'^^'^-

Pela. A support under rafters.
Pola oralf. A house having supports under the

rafters.

Pelao. To shovo, to push, to throw,
to trample over, to overcome.

Pelao gidikedeae dosro. He threw (the
responsibility) on the panohayat.

Sojhe pelaoKkanae bae paooKkana. He shoves
straight ahead, he will not give way.

Pelka. M. ") Short-sighted, having a
Pilki. F. j squint, oblique-eyed.

Pelpel. \To go bad, as cooked food,

Pelpelao.J flesh, &c.
Pelpelaoena jel do. The meat has begun to go

bad.
Daka pelpelaoena. The boiled rice has soured.

P§nc. A screw, narrow, crowded, strait,

difficulty, pressure brought to bear
on one. Cf. p6c.

Penc odokenae. He was forced to leave.
Nonkan penc jaegare ohod tahelena. I will

not remain in such a crowded place as this.

Pencok.

Bencok.
PencoK baraekanae. She is sulking.

Pend. A patch.
Pendko lagaoakafa. They have put on a patch.

Pend. ") Deceitful, untrustworthy,

Endpend. ) unreliable.
Katha reaK tbik bauuKtaea, endpendgeae.

You cannot trust what he says, he is un-
reliable.

Pendgeae. He is unreliable.

Penda. The bottom, base, foot, under-
part.

Band penda. The foot or base of the tank
embankment (on the opposite side to that
on which the water is.)

Burn penda. The base of the hill.

Kanda pendare bhugaKgea. The waterpot has
a hole in the bottom.

BohoK do daugua, penda rocoCgea.

Penda dopot. Having a flaw or crack

in the bottom, used also metaphori-

cally for a widow or divorced

woman.
Ale do eken penda dopofaKle riamkana. We

only want one with a flaw, (a widow or
divorced woman.)

Pendko.
Pendkoti. I Just beginning to ripen, as

Pendo.
I

a fruit.

Pendok.

ldkoluna.}lt-l'«g---^t°"P--
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r, 1 ' Untrustworthy, unreliable,
Pendra. > j -i. r- i

Pendraha. j
Perverse, deceitful.

Pendla hor kanae. He is a deceitful person.

Pen&.}<^f-P^'^'^'^°-

> Grey-eyed, white-eyed.
Pendra. M.
Pindri. F
Pendra kada. A grey-eyed buffaloe.
Pindri aimai. A ffrey'-eyed woman.
Pendra mara herel. A grey-eyed rascal.

Pindraha. Cf. pendla.

Peagha. To pretend ignorance.

PeiighaUkanae nui hor do. Thia man is pre-
tending he does not know.

PehghaKtegeye tahena. He continues to feign
ignorance,

Pendra met Chronic ophthalmia.

Pene. Three collectively.

Peue horko oalaoena. The three have left, all

the three have left.

Pene eii^ahonko hecena. The mother and her
two children have come.

Pene boehako bendaoena. The three brothers
are dead, all tlie three brothers are dead.

PSpS. Imitative of the sound produced
by a bugle, trumpet, &c., more
especially that produced by the
peprel] (q. v.

Note torako calal^kana pepe. They are passing
this way making the sound of pepe (on
their trumpet.)

Pepe. In threes, by threes.

Pepe go^edkateko oalaoena. They left in threes.
Pepe goteokate hapatiii hoeena. In the divis-

ion each got three.

Pephra. "I Pretending not to understand,
Pephra.j dogmatic, obstinate, mulish,

stiff-necked, contumacious, wily

and tenacious, unscrupulous, dissi-

mulating. Cf phepra.

Pepgrkat'. To brim with tears, to be
suffused with tears, as the eyes.

Me£ daK peperkaiientaea. Her eyes were brim-
ming with tears.

Me£ daK peperkadoKkantaea. Her eyes are
being suffused with tears.

Pgp5. Imitative of the sound produced
by two trumpets (pepred) of a

higher and lower tone, the pe
being applied to the higher and

p6 to the lower toned instrument.
Pepoko oroiieda. They are blowing the trumpets

pepo.

Peprec. To fill, to fill into, full. Cf
perec.

Pepreo pepreo dipilpe. Bring full baskets on
your heads.

Pepreelianako. They are filling (basket, &c.)

PeprSi A kind of trumpet, to roll up
as a piece of parchment or paper,

to make into a roll.

PepreS olcrohkanae. He is blowing a trumpet.
Dolel pepreCkateye dohoakaCa. He has rolled

up the document and laid it past.

Pera. A kinsman, a relative, to receive

one as a kinsman, to show hos-

pitality, to visit.

Nepel oprom pera. Acquaintance.
Sor se sangid pera kanae ? Nepel oprom pera

kanae. Is he a near on a far off relative ?

He is an acquaintance.
Nij pera. Blood relative.
Pera parbha. 7 Friends and relatives, acquain-
Pera parbh9.i. ) tances and relatives.
Ato sagai pera. Assumed relationship of

those residing together or in the same
village.

Deko pera. A Hindu acquaintance.
Jomloe pera. One who can partake of sacri-

ficial flesh with a family at certain festivals.

Gutia pera. Of the same sept or sub-sept.
Bako peraledina. They did not treat me as »

relative, they did not treat me hospitably.
Pera perale kuli liapamena. We asked and

found that we were relatives.
Okoeko kanako P Ho, pera hor kanako. Who

are they ? Oh, they are visitors.
Peraapean hapen. I will pay you a visit in

the future.

Pera. A kind of sweetmeat.

Pera hor. ") A visitor, a relative, to

become a visitor, to go

They have gone on a

Who

Pera horok'. J

on a visit.

Pera horolcko oalaoena.
visit to relatives.

Noko okoe kanako P Pera hor kanako.
are these ? Tliey are visitors.

Pera horoJc lagi£iri senapea. I will pay you
a visit.

Perec. To fill, to fill in, full.

Kankha habic perejpe. Fill to the brim.
Gada perecena. The river is full.

Pereckate sarerokkana. It is full and over-
flowing.

Perecak aguipe. Bring a fall one.
Perec bati. A full cup.

Perek. A nail.

Perel. INimbly, light footed,

Perel perel. j agile.
Perel perele don idikeda. He bounded away

with great agility.

Perel marte. ") Nimbly, lightly, with
Perel mente. J agility, applied to a

single action.
Perel menteye don paromkeda. He jumped

lightly over it.
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Perepere. Just beginning to throw out
shoots, as a tree.

Perepere sagenakana. It has begun to throw-
out shoots (a tree that has been lopped.)

PeyepereKkana niunga do. The mungg. (qv) tree
is just beginning to throw out shoots.

Peresan. A kind of musical instru-

ment made from the shell of a
pumpkin with one string.

Peresan. ") To jump or bound, as crea-

Persan. J tures without feet ; to fall,

to roll, as one in a recumbent
position.

Mi£ barea matkom persahoKkana. One or two
flowers of the matkom (q. v.) are falling.

Persau calalSkanako. They are moving by
jumps (as certain insects that have no feet
move by throwing themselves forward.)

Hakoko persahoKkana. The fish are jumping
(live fish out of water.)

Gidra parkom khon persaii liurenae. The child
rolled over off the bed.

Persaii gurenae. He slipped and fell.

Gend persah rakapkana. The ball bounds up-
wards.

Perla. M.") Dim-sighted, half-blind,

Pirli. F. j squinting, applied to

imperfect vision from whatever
cause.

Persan. Cf. peresan.

Perta. Perverse, having a twist, at an
angle, off the straight, unsociable.

Pertako lagaokeda. They placed it wrongly,
off the straight

Perta pertako rora. They speak perversely.

Pes. To present, as a written petition

or complaint, to prefer a com-
plaint.

Kagoje peskeda. He presented the document.

Pesec pesec. ~1 In small quantity, appli-

Pesen pesen.J ed to oozing, exuding,

percolating, &c.
Pesert pesefi seteAoIckana. It is percolating in

small quantity.
Peseil pesen joroKkana mayam. It is bleeding

a little.

Bare lore pesen peseli jorolckana. The juice of

the Banyan tree is dripping, or oozing out
in small quantity.

Pesef pesed. Unpalatable, insipid,

unappetizing, unrelishable.
Jomjomte peset pesetenae. He has eaten till

the food has become unpalatable.
Peset pese£e jomkeda. He ate without relish.

p |.' vAn advance of pay, &c.

Peska. The testicles.

Pcskar. The official whose duty it is

to lay petitions before the magis-
trate.

Peski. An advance of pay, &c.

PhSor.l^f-P''^^'^^''-
SanamiiS pesorkeda. I missed all.

PhesorenaA. I have fallen short.

Pesrao. ") To overcome, to conquer, to

Phesrao. J vanquish ; to be unsuccess-

ful, to weary. Cf bhagao.
Nui horili pesrao kedea. I overcame this man.
Pesrao ruarenae. He was driven back.
Poesa lagi£ i£ pesfaoKkana. I am not succeed-

ing in getting my money.
Pesrao pasirkedeako. They vanquished him.

Pet. The belly, the stomach.
Pet posa. A glutton.
Petlaha. Gluttonous, greedy, avaricious.
Pefdandia. A glutton, one whose god is his

belly.

Petcamra. A small bush, Helicteres
Isora, Linn.

Petcamra banda. A parasite found
most frequently on Helicteres
Isora, Linn., Viscum monoicum,
Roxb.

Petara.lA kind of round bamboo basket
Petari. J with a lid used to hold clo-

thes, or to carry on the end of a
banghy pole.

Petari. \ Widows and other poor
Randi petari.

J
women.

Petec. To snip off, to break off with
the fingers, to nip off, as a twig or

small branch.
Lumamko petedkedea, noa dare khon. They

broke off the cocoon from this tree (nipped
off the twig to which it was attached.)

Atnalc dar petec aguime merom lagi^.
Break off a branch of the AtnalS tree (q. v.)
for the goats.

Petec. Light grain, blighted grain
which has not filled, husk in which
no grain has formed and which
is winnowed out from among the
good grain.

Koya horo dher do bah petejoUa. There are
few unfilled grains in hoya rice.

Petedko te gidia. They winnow out the unfilled
(or light) grain.

Petec lipic. \The light grain separated

Petec lipik. J during the process of

winnowing.
Peteo lipid joto samtaope. Gather up all, the

winnowings also.
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Pete pete. Crammed, crowded togeth-
er, cramped.

Petepete daka isinena. The rice has been
cramped in cooking (has not had space to
swell.)

Tubefi pete pefekedae. He crammed it in, pres-
sing it closely together.

Pete peteko boloakana. They have crammed
themselves in.

Peter. To twist, to screw, to writhe.
Hotolf e peterkeda. He screwed round his head.
HojoBe peterkedea. He twisted his neck.
Bati peter rakapme. Screw up the lamp.
Peter tofikedae. He screwed it out or off.

Peter toto£alf . A wrench, screw driver, &o.
Peter god. To kill by wringing the neck.

Peter bare. A kind of Banyan tree so

called.

Peter potam. A species of wild pigeon.
Petes. "(Applied to any short

Petes petes. J clicking or cracking
sound.

Petes petes sadekana. It is sounding click,
click, click.

Petes marte. ") ttt.,, ,
,

Petesmente.|^^*^^'=^^<=k-
Petes marte saijeena. It sounded click.

Petkhaokhao. Cry of fox at begining
of the cold weather which is their

pairing season.

Petdandia.T

Petlaha. ICf pet.

Petposa. J

Petra da. A wild plant, Jussioca
suffruticosa, Linn.

Phacak phucuk. To move about rest-

lessly, to go here and there.
Phacak phucuk baraekanae. He is moving

restlessly about.

Phac phuc. In all directions, singly,

in twos or threes, in parties.

Phac phucko calaoena. They left in parties.

Phad. A crowd, an army, a regiment,
a legion, a host, a detachment, a
band, a troop, a large party.

Noa phEidre menaea. He is in this band.
Adi phad horko jarwalena. A host of people

were assembled.
Sendra phad. A host of hunters, the hunter

host.
Etom sec ren phad ar koilye sec ren phad.

The host on the right and the host on the
left.

Phada. Open, unfenced, unenclosed,

exposed, unprotected, unemployed,
free, disengaged.

4k barge phadagea. The sugarcane field is

unfenced.

Dini nui daiigra emailme, phadagetamae. Give
me this bullock, it is not employed.

Am dom phadagea. You are not employed.
Mai do phadagetapeae, se jaha sec real? katha

menalfa ? Is your daughter disengaged, or
is there a purpose of marriage with any
one?

Phadaphud, To flap the wings, to

flutter (Imitative.)

Gele coe udaueua phadaphud. Some one (bird)

has flown away flappping.

Phada phodo. ") To flutter or flap, as a
Phada phudu. J young bird, to kick

out as an infant unable to walk,

to sj)rawl.

Potam hopon phada phudukin ndauena. The
two young pigeons flew fluttering away.

Gidra g,di phada phuduKkanae. The child is

sprawling and kicking.

Phaddari. 1 ,-( i j j. • -i
pi ,

•
I Criminal as opposed to civil

DU -A '
I

courts, suits, &c.
rhaujdari. )

' '

Phaddari mamla. 1 » • • i

Phaddari mokordoma. I
^ criminal case.

Phaddari adalot. A criminal court.

Phadel. "> Over and above what is

Phadil. J necessary, more than what
is needed, overplus, surplus, in

excess.

Nui (laiira phadelgetiiiae. This bullock is in
excess of my requirements.

Phadgal. To spurn, to kick, to drive

back or away, as a cock using its

spurs, to scratch, as a hen, to dis-

arrange, to confuse, to disorder.

Phadgal gotkedae. The (cock) struck out.
Phadgal odokkedeako. They kicked him out.

Phadgao. To increase in size, as a
sore.

Ghao phadgaoentaea. His sore has increased
in size.

Phadphad. "l To clap the wings, to

Phadphadao. J flap the wings.

Sim sandiye phadphada. The cock claps his
wings.

Parwahopone phadphadaoKkana. The young
pigeon is flapping its wings.

Phadphadao. To break out or increase

in size, as a sore.

Ghao phadphadaoKkantaea. His sore is
increasing in size.

The popular idea is that if a person suffering
from a sore eats the beans of certain
leguminous plants the sore will grow larger.

Phadphadao. To chatter, to gabble.
Sid satup phadphadaotegeye tahena. She ia

always chattering.
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Phadrul<. "I To move the limbs
Phiulnik phadruli.

J
spasmodically, as

an animal on the point of death,
01' a person in an epileptic fit ; a

scries of scratching or tapping
sounds.

PliadruK plig.drnlfe phandaeda. It is kicking
spasmodically.

Phaeda. ) Profit, advantage, recompense,
Phaida.

J benefit.
Noate cei phaeda hojoKtil5aP What will this

profit me ?

Phael. Broad, 'vvide, ample, extensive,

spacious, room)', expansive.
Phaelte duruppe. Occupy a larger area in

sitting.

Onkoalt acli phael jaega menaKtakoa. They
own a very extensive farm.

Phaelgea. It is wide, or spacious.

Phaela. *) To broaden, to widen, to

Phaelao. J extend, to spread ; broad
wide, ample, extensive, spacious,

roomy, expansive.
Noa do khub phaelao jaega kana. This is a fine

roomy place.

Hante phaelao idiKpe. Spread yourselves over
that way.

Male phaelaope. Hew and enlarge it (extend
it by cutting down the jungle.)

Phagua. Of or belonging to the month
of Phalgun (q. v.)

Phagua porob. A festival observed in

the month of Phalgun.

Phagun. The eleventh Hindu month
Feb.-March.

Phagun cando.
| ^j^ jj^^^^j, ^j Phalgun.

Phagun bonga. j

Pahak"^ 1
"^^ °^*^^'' ^^^*^' ^^ ™'^*'

Phajhet.jrp^
trouble, worry, annoy

;

V^^'h V I

ti'O^l^lS' worry, annoyance.

Adi baride phajhetkediila. He annoyed
me greatly.

Adim phajhetoKa. You will have much worry.

Phajil. Over and above what is neces-

sary, overplus, surplus. Cf. phadel.

Phak. Open'space, free space, a blank,

an opening, an interstice, an inter-

val, an interspace, a gap, a rift,

opportunity.
Birko male phakkeda. They out a clear apace

in the jungle.

Nia phakte calaKpe. Go by this clear space.

Phak phakteye laga idiketkina. He drove

them away through the open space.

Rimil pliakena. There is a rift in the o'ouds,
PhakiA riamlokhaniii oalakgea. If 1 get an

opportunity I will go.
Phak ilamlenkhan calal^gca6. If an opportu-

nity offers I will go.
Phakron paraolena ba6 liapamlcna. I was

nnsucusaful, I did not meet with him.
Eoror pbakge bad AamlaKa. I did not get an

opportunity to speak.
Uni iiuluo galraarao real? phak ban fiam-

laUa. I did not find an opportunity to
speak to him.

Phakak phukuk. To mumble when
eating or speaking, as a very old

person or one who has lost his

teeth.
Phakalf phukuKe jomeda. He mumbles when

eating.
PhakaU phukulfe hafamena. He is so old as

only to be able to mumble.

Phakar phukur. To breathe heavily.
Phakar phukure sahot'eda. He is breathing

heavily.

Phakat. Only. C£ phokot.

Phaki."|A medicine in powder, a

Phaki.
J-

medicinal powder which is

Paki. j taken in a dry state.
Phaki ran. Medicinal powder.

Phaki. To deceive, to triok, to diddle,

to Jilay one false, to vifl imize.
Phakikedifiae. He victimised me.

Phakir. A Hindu fakeer or religious

mendicant, poor, destitute.
Jugi phakir menaUkoa. There are jugis (q. v.)

and fakeers.
Phakirenae. He has become a fakeer.

Phakphak. 'I To puff, to bubble when
Phakphakao.

J-
boiling, an imitative

Phukphak. J word.

Phak phak saijekana. It sounds puff, puff.
PhakphakaoKkana jondra daka. The Indian

corn porridge is bubbling (producing the
sound phakphak.)

Eel gadi phakphakao calal^kana. The railway
train goes puffing (making a sound like
phaljphak.)

Phakphak. Extremely very, applied

to hunger. Cf phokphok.
Phakphak rehgejilikana. I am very hungry.

Phakni. )A medicine in

Phakni ran./ Cf phaki.

Phakralc. A wing, wings, the shoulder

blade. Cf dabi.

PhakraKanko. Winged creatures, birds.

PhakragoKako. They will become winged.

PhakraR pasarkate udauenae. It spread its

wings and flew.

Phakua. Deceitful, tricky. Cf phaki.

Phakura. A wing. Cf phakrak.

powiler.

6i
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p, ^l'
iFruit, result, recompense.

Noa real? phalem llama, pur*. You will receive
the fruit of this in full.

Phal dol. ~|

Phol dol. [AH kinds of fruit.

Phal phol. J
Haru phal ijollco joma. Monkeys eat all kinds

of fruit.

Netar phol dol din kana. The present time is

the time of fruits.

Phalna. A certain, a particular, applied

to inanimate objects.
Phalna jaegareli AeUedea. I saw him in a

certain place.

Phalna then menaKa. It is in a certain place.

Phalna. M.! A certain or particular per-

Phalni. F. J son, used when the speak-

er wishes to avoid particularising.
Phalna then menaKa. A certain (male) person

has it.

Phalna here laiadiria. A certain man gave me
the information.

Phalnage, baiimae ror ocokedilia. I said it of

myself.
Phalni then calaRme. Go to a certain female.

Phalna tuska nite laie^kana, ar ac kangeae. He
is now saying it was so and so, and it is

himself.
Phalnateko then calalfme. Go to a certain

person and those with him.

Phalti. 1 Disengaged, extra, super-

Phaltu.j numerary, superfluous, irre-

levant, overplus, surplus.
Phaltu (Janra menaetama? Have you an extra

bullock P

Phaltu jaega. A disengaged piece of land.

Noa do philtu katha kana . This is an irrel-

evant remark.
Ale oralfre mii hor phfiltn menaea. In our

family one person is unemployed.

Phalu. To joke, to make fun, humour-
ous conversation, casual convei'-

sation before serious business

begins.
Noa do ph?.lu katha kana, oet bape sapet' ? This

is a joke, why do you seize upon it ?

Nukin do ph?.lu hor kanakin. These two can
joke together.

Ph?.luteye l9.i bujh^iuaea. He explains it to him
jokingly.

Auri ehoboRreko phaluia. Before they begin

(the work of the panchayat) they joke with

each other.

Phand. ~) A noose, a net, a trap
; to

Phanda. J ensnare, to entrap, to

falsely accuse.

Noa phandko lagaoakawadina. They falsely

accuse me of this.

Jal phandelagaoaiikana. He is laying this trap

for me.
Carale lielkeda phanda do bale ilelleda. We

saw the bait, but the trap we did not see.

(we did not read the signs aright.)

Phand. Wide, broad.
Khub phandko dohokeda. They made it very

wide.
Noa ofal! do gidi^ phanda. This house is very

wide.

Phanda. To kick, to kick with the

hind feet or a hind foot.

Daiira then alom calalSa, a(Jiye phaKndawa.
Do not go near the bullock he is very much
given to kicking.

Sadome phandamea. The horse will kick you.

Phanda. Cf phand.
Phandao. To decide, to settle a dispute,

to judge, to discuss with a view
to settlement.

Noa katha phandaokatalepe. Decide this
matter for us.

Jarwa male jarwalengea, menkhan phandao do
bale phandao dareada. We did assemble,
but we were not able to settle the matter.

Phanda phondo. InefSciently, blun-

deringly, slowly.
Tin maraiiae ? phanda phoudoe sioKkana. How

big is he ? He ploughs blunderingly.

Phandgar. To become fat again, as

one who has been reduced by ill-

ness or hunger.
Khube jom phantjgarena. He has eaten him-

self fat.

Phandi. A thanna, a police out-post.
Alom larhaia, bahkhan phanditem calal^a. Do

not fight, or you will go to the thanna.

Phando. Distress, perplexitj^ difficulty.

A(Ji phandotale. Our distress is great.
Phandorele paraoakana. We have fallen into

great distress.

De noa phando kataokatalepe. Eelieve us from
this distress (by incantations.)

Phandra. \Wide apart, as the
Phandraphandra.j bars of a cage, hav-

ing large interstices, with wide
openings.

Phandra phandrako ete^akat'a. They have not
fenced closely (left gaps.)

Noa kiorio aiji phandragea. This cloth has
wide spaces between the threads (not close-
ly woven.)

Data phandragetaea. His teeth are wide apart.

Phanga. Deceitful, tricky, plausible,

sophistical, Jesuitical, exaggerated.

Phaiigakeditiae. He took me in.

Phanga hor kanae. He is a plausible person.
Phanga reak katha Vana, alope arijomtaea. It

is an exaggerated statement, do not listen
to him.

Phangwa. C£ phanga.
Nui do phaiigwa hor kanae, alope patiauataea.

This man is a tricky fellow, do not believe
his (story.)
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Phaiia phati

Phadka phayar. Freely, frankly, con,

cealing or overlooking nothing-
manifest, uncovered.

I& bartoaoid leka bae rorleda, phanka phayare
ror gotkeda. He did not speak so as to
screen me, he blabbed all out.

Phank. Cf. phak.
Phantil. To rebound, as a ball striking

theground perpendicularly, to move
by bounds, as certain insects not

provided with feet, to spring up, or

back ; to fly, as chips from an axe,

to ricochet.
Ot khon phantil rakaboKa. It rebounds up

from the ground.
Actege ph?m(il tot'ena. It came out itself with

a spring.
Kuin^i tejo phantil baraeako. The insect found

in the kuindi (q. v.) moves by bounds or
springs.

Phanjil ruarena. It rebounded backwards.

Phaph. \^° boast, to blow, to

Phaphuda. J yarn ; a boaster, a

yarner, an exaggerator. Cfphanga.
Phaphuda kanae. He is a boaster.
Phaphuijiedae. He is yarning.

Phaphu. Strongly, heavily, as breath-

ing, blowing, &c.
Phaphue sahet'eda. He is breathing heavily.

Phaphue olcohkana. He is blowing strongly
(with his mouth.)

Phaphu hor. An exorcist, a diviner,

who receives his name from his

blowing upon his clients.

Phar. To increase, to become more,

to abound.
NitoK do phar go£ena. It has now become

more.

Phara. A piece, one, applied to wrist-

lets or bracelets.
Mi6 phara sakom. One piece bracelet (one

bracelet.)

Bar phara sakom. Two pieces bracelets (two
bracelets.]

Pharak. Distance, separation, differ-

ence, distinction, absence ; to put
to a distance, to separate ; distant,

separate, different,

Noakinre g.'Ji pharak menaEa. There is great
difference between these two.

Pharakte idikate gicjikam. Take it to a distance
and throw it away.

Sen pharakoKme. Go to a distance.

Kathako pharakkeda. Their statements did
not agree.

A^i pharak khon iJel llamoKkana. It is seen
from a great distance.

Pharak pharak tahenpe. Keep at a distance
from each other.

Pharakkom. Separate thfim, put them at a
distance,

Pharcha. To clean, to finish, to clear

up, as after rain ; clear, as water.
Bacako pharchakeda. They cleaned the court

yard.
Kamlko pharchakeda. They finished the work.
Khub pharcha dak kana. It is very clear water.
Teheli doe pharchakeda. It is clear to-day.
Pharohaena, me delabon. It has cleared up, let

us go.

Phareb. To trick, to deceive, to calum-

niate, to make a false charge.
PharebadiTiae. He calumniated me.
Pharebe lagaokeda. He brought a false charge

Pharhar. Non-cohesive, detached, se-

gregated, as grains of sand ; inco-

herent, loose, not fixed to each

other
;
glib, as the tongue.

A4i pharhafko dakaakata. They have cooked
the rice so that the grains do not adhere
one to another.

Hasa pharharko sipiaka^a. They have mixed
the clay so that it is non-cohesive(will not
stick together.)

A(}i pharha re roreda. He talks glibly.-

Moca pharharge'taea. He has a glib tongue.

Pharia. To recover from an illness.

Phalna ruakkanae phariakoKmae. A certain
one is ill, may he recover

Phari. The shoulder, a shoulder of

meat.
Phsiri tlien hasoedekana. He is pained in the

shoulder.
Phari latarre hasoedekana. He is pained below

the shoulder.
Phari jah. The shoulder blade.
GoiS tora phafi gotkedeae. Immediately it was

killed he cut off the shoulder (of an animal.)
Jel phari. A shoulder of venison.
Phjri jel. The meat or flesh of a shoulder of

mutton, beef, venison, &o.

Pharia. To cure, to recover, clear, as

water; clear, recovered, sincere.

Eu?. phjriaena. He has recovered from fever.

Auriye berei pbarialia. He has not yet recovered
from drowsiness after getting up.

Pharia d.ak. Clear water.
Hape, lahgan pharia lenge. I Wait, let me first

Hape, lahgaA pharia lege. ) recover from
my fatigue.

Langa phari^ko emadiiia. 7 They gave me
Lahga phari^waKko emadida. ) a cure for my

fatigue (liquor.)

Pharig. mon. A sincere heart.

Pharia. Cf pharcha.

Pharia phati. Clear, pure, as water,

sincere, free from all anxiety, soli-

citude, fear, suspicion, &c., secure,

to recover.
Pharia phafibon tahena. We will continue free

from anxiet.v.

4iji pharigi phafi datt kana. It is very clear
wafer.

Teheli khon doe phariakoR phjtikolfma, ruaK
hor do. May the sick person recover from
to-day.
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Phariau. Cf. pharia.

Phariau. To separate the threads of

the warp which have stuck toge-

ther by the starch which has been
applied to them ; to settle, to

decide, to disentangle.
Ma nia sutnm pbariaukam. Separate these

threads (in the warp.)

Ona kathale phariaukeda. We settled that
matter (We disentangled it.)

Pharkao. To fly, to flee'

Onte noteko pharkaoena. They have fled here
and there.

Patniko pharkaoena. The silk moths have
flown away.

Pharma. A mould. Cf. phorma.
Pharmao.

| To recognize,
rhormao. J

°

Ban nel pharmao dareadea. I could not recog-
nize bim.

Pharmaokcdean.. I recognized him.

Pharmas. I^To 2;ive an order for any-

Phormas. J thing to be made.
Mahie in pharmaaakawadea. I have ordered

tlie Mahle (q. v.) basket maker to make it.

Pharnao. To be cured, to recover.
Rua khone pharnaoena. He has recovered from

fever.

Beref; pbarnaoakanae. He has risen and has
recovered irom his drowsiness.

Dal pharnaomealah nahaR. I shall beat yon
and cure yoii of your drowsiness, or laziness

(said when scolding.)

Eger pbarnaokedeae. She cured him of his

drowsiness by scolding him.
Enhet pbarnaokedeae. He cured him of his

drowsiness, or laziness, by scolding him.

Pharphar.\Imitative of the sound of

Pharphar.J tearing, as cloth.

Pharphar kicrioe orededa. He is tearing cloth

and making the sound pharphar.

Pharphar. \To talk glibly, to talk

Pharpharao.J volubly, to chatter,

glibly, trippingly on the tongue.
Pharpbare roreda. He talks glibly.

PharpbaraoKkanae. He is talking glibly.

Pharpharao.") To tear, to make a long

Pharpharao.J tear, as in cloth.

Pharpharao calaoena. It went tearing and
sounding pharphar.

Or pharpbaraokedae. He pulled and made a
long tear.

Pharpharia.\ Non-cohesive, detached,

Pharpharia.J loose, not fixed to each

other, glib, distinctly, intelligible.

Pharpharia daka. Cooked rice the grains of

which do not cohere.
Pharpharia katbae roreda. He tells an intelli-

gible story.

Pharsi. Language. Cf: parsi.

Phasad. "> Violence, crime, iniquity, rau-

Phesad. J tiny, sedition, false accusa-

tion, difficulty.

4di phesadrert paraoena. I have become involved
in great difficulty.

Phasal.l ^ u j-

Phosol.J^^P' °''°P®' harvest.

Phasar phusur. To whisper, to speak

in a low tone.
Phasar phusur bai baitekin galmaraokana.

They are whispering together in low lones.

Akin akinrekin phasar phusur jonkana. They
are whispering.

Phasi. A noose, a loop ; to noose, to

strangle, to snare, to kill by hang-

ing, to be entangled ; ensnared,

involved.
Phasi goc. To kill by hancfins-.

Phjsi gujuKae. She will bang herself.

Phasiko odaoakat'a. They have set a snare.
Phalfsiic. A hangman.

Phasiara. Deceitful, tricky, hypocri-

tical.

Alope phasiaraKa. Do not be deceitful.

Phasiara bor kanae. He is a deceiver.

Phasir. Cl. pasir.

Alom ewer pbasira. Do not fan so as to spread
(the ashes) about.

Phaskao. Cf paskao.

Phaskut. Cf. paskut.

Phasphus. To speak in a low tone, to

whisper.
Phasphus joiikanakin. They are whispering

together.
Ce^ cohko phaspbusana. They are whispering

about something.

Phasur. To escape, to get loose, slip

away, to pass over, to miss, to be
overlooked.

Taeomenart, phasurkedinako. I am late, they
overlooked me.

Bali sap tabraoledea, phasur ocokedeail. I

could not hold him, I allowed bim to escape.
HijuKko metadea, oka sec cone pbasurena.

They told him to come he has slipped away
somewhere.

4gu daraepe, alope phasur ocoea. Bring him
along with you, do not allow him to escape.

Phatak. Cf phatok.

Phatakdar. Cf. phatokdar.

Phatak phutuk.lTo go here and there,

Phatati phiituti.J to be restless.

Phatan phutuh baraekanao. He is going about
here and there.

Phatao. To become sour, to go bad, to

curdle, as milk.
Toa pbataoena. The milk has curdled, or be-

come sour.
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Phatar phatar. Imitative of a grating
sound, to grate.

Phatar phatar sa(;!etaiia. It sounds gratingly.
Totko phatar pliatar sa^leltana.
Hon phatar phatarko gereda.
Hutiyo phatar phatareda.

Phgti. Cf. pharia phati.
Sut dale, dadidaK lekaph^riakoR phatikoKmae.

May he recover and become as free from
infirmity as spring water is tree from im-
purity.

Phatiak. A small basket.

Phatkao. To sift with the hataU (q. v.)

to winnow, to dust, to shake or

knock off anything slightly adher-

ing, as dust, &c.
Phatkao pasirkedeako.
Phatkao gidikedeako.
Garda tanalf tahen khanko phatkao giijia.

Phatkar. To vomit.
Phak'tkaraK. 7 . ».

PhnphatkaraR. 1^'"""«"^'°-

Kan bae jirau dareada phatkar gidikedae. He
could not retain the medicine, he threw it up

Phat marte. \ With a sound as of a tear)

Phat mente.j split, or crack.
Phat marteye dal jalat'adina. It struck me with

a crack.
Phat marteye ror gofkediila. He at once chid

me. [with a crack.
Baber topalcena phat mente. The string broke

Phatoe. A sleeveless waistcoat.

Phatok. ") A gate, a large door, a pri-

Phatab. J son ; to shut in, to deprive

one of his liberty.
Phatokreko dohokedida. They kept me a pris-

oner.
Phatokreko aderkedea. They put him into jail.

Phatokakadeako. They have imprisoned him.

Phatphat. To produce a sound resemb-
ling phatphat; quickly one after

the other, quickly.
Phat phateroreda. He talks glibly.

Phat phatko gujuRkana. They are dying quick-
ly one after the other.

Phat phat sadekana.
Phat phat topaKena baber.

Phat phut. Imitative of the produced
by anything cracking or falling

with a sharp thud; to disperse, to

separate.
Phat phutenako. They are falling thud thud.
Phat phut topaWena. It broke with a crack.

Phaud. C£ phad.

Phauti. Extra, unoccupied, ownerless,

unemployed, not in use, over and
above requirements, surplus, gratis,

without giving anything in return.
Phauti khet. A rice field not leased to or owned

by any one.

. \With a splash, with a

3.J
splal

Phauti barge. A garden not leased to any one.
Phauti dahra. A bullock not in use, an extra

bulloclt.

Ph9.uti oralf . An empty house, an unoccupied
house. [ployed.

Phauti ge taheukanae. Ho continues nn in

Namam phautite P Will you get it for nothing ?

Phec. ) To drop, to drip, to fall

Phec phec. j in spray.
Phec phec pasiroIHcana. It is falling in spray.
Phec phec losotakana. It is muddy on the_

surface.

Phec marte.

Phec mente.j splatch, with a spray.
Phec mente losot' pasiradina. The mud flew

spraying over me.

Pheca. The hip.

Pheoa ghao. A sore on the hip.

Pheca cSrS. A species of owl, so called

from its note. Cf. dondor kokor.

Phecan. To backbite, to slander be-

hind one's back,
Uni hore phecahadiiia. That man slandered

me.
BtaKtegeye ror pheoaheda. He is introducing

extraneous matter.

Phecan phecaii. ") Cry of the Tailor

n-l 'bird, OrtliotoviusPhecoti pheco
sutorius.

Phecek phecek C£ phec.

Phecek phecek. Imitative of the sound
produced by dumping wet cloth

on a stone when washing and the

water spraying and swishing out.
Phecek phecek sadekana.

Phed. Near, close, low, the bottom or

lowest part of anything, base, foot.

Cot phed. High and low.

Phed khoo cot habio. From bottom to top,

from top to botton.

Phedren hor. A neighbour.
Or plied khon. From the beginning, from the

inception. [all about it.

Nui hor do or phede badaea. This man knows
Khub phedrejoakana. It has fruited very low

down, on the low branches.
Burn phed. The base, or foot of the hill.

Bare phed- The tree root, where the tree en-

ters the ground. [low.

Sate dope phedkeda. You made the coves too

In phedre durupakan tahekanae. He was
sitting close to me.

Phedar phedar.

Phede phcde.

Pheder pheder.

Phed pheder.
Pheder phederoKkanae.

cliattfrinp:.

Tin9.1< bah phede phede arisakatam p How long
will you continue to aunoy by your chatter?

To chatter, to gabble,

to prate, to mutter,

to complain.

He is continually
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Phedat. Root, base, birth-place. Cf.

phed.
Am reaii pbedattefc' okare ? Where is your birth

place, -where do you come from ?

Ale do buru phedatre menaKlea. "We Htc at
the base o£ the hill.

Phede phede. To chatter, to gabble,

to flutter. Cf. phedar phedai-.
Phede phede roredae. She is chattering.

Phedoli. Cf. pheti.

Phedrao. To speak, to speak, or say

the same thing over and over
again.

Tinatcem phedraolfa ? bae alijoma. How Jong
will yon speak ? he will not heed.

Pheke pheke. To bubble when boiling,

imitative of the sound produced
by anything thick boiling, such
as Indian corn meal porridge,

clothes, &c.
Jondra daka pheke pheke hedejoKkana. The

Indian corn porridge is boiling and pro-
ducing a sound resembling pheke pheke.

Hape, t^hgfi ilosfme pheke phekeKkana. Stop,
wait a little it is bubbling (and will soon be
cooked.)

Pheknok.) Chubby-cheeked, fat-faced,

Pheknot;. j applied to girls ; to sigh as

a child who has had a lengthened
cry.

PheknoKe mofaakana. She has fat chubby
cheeks. [sigh, be quiet (or give over.)

Alom phekuoK pheknoga, thiroKme. Do not

Ph?kphak. To quibble, to employ
subterfuge, to deceive.

Phek phakte alora aderia. Do not take the
advantage of me by quibbling.

Phel. Cor. of the English word " fail."

Bae paslenkhanko mena phelenae. If he does
not pass (an examination) they say he has
failed.

Phel. Unmarried and of full or over

full age, applied only to females.
Jaha atore jabae ren hara hoponera baiiko

thao hodoKkhanko metakoa phelgeako. If

in any village the grown ap daughters of
any one are not married quickly they
call them phel or old maids.

Phen. A parable a metaphor,
Phente roradkanae, ban bujhaueda. He is

speaking to me in parables, 1 do not under-
stand.

Phen. Cf phgr.

Phencor. To fly off in an oblique

direction after having come into

contact with something, to fly off

at a tangent, to glance off, to be
deflected.

Jahgare phefiooradi£a. (The axe) slipped obli-

quely (after having hit the wood) and hit
me on the foot.

Guli dhiri khon pheiicorena etalf seote. The
bullet having hit the stone flew off in an
oblique direction.

Kathae ror pheilcor goCkeda. He went off at

a tangent and introduced another subject.

Phende. A parable, a metaphoi-.

Phenkao. ") To be lost, to stray, to

Phenkao. J conceal, to put out of

the way.
Kombroko phehbaokedea. They gave the thief

a hint that he was wanted, (they concealed
him.)

Gai.obare ooiie phenbaoentina. My cow has
strayed some where.

G?.iko phenkaokedea. They sent the cow out
of the way (they hid her.)

Phen phe6. To grumble or complain
whiningly, to scold in a whining
tone.

PheA phenol? kana. She is grumbling.
Pheli phene egereda. She is scolding.

Phen phen. To twang, imitative of

the sound produced by a string

when pulled tight and suddenly
let go.

Dhuniako piteda, phed phefi saijea. The
cotton carder twangs his bow.

Phente phere. ") To writhe and twist,

Phente pere. J to struggle, as one
trying to get free, to wriggle, to

wriggle as an eel out of water, to

dodge about.

Phente phere don. To jump as a fish out of
water, to bound spasmodically as an ani-
mal when decapitated.

ChadaoK lagif phente phere baraekanae. He
is wriggling to free himself.

Phente phereKUauae, baii sap tahrao dareae-
kana. It is struggling (a fish,) I cannot
hold it.

Phente pereentaea sar. His arrow wriggled.

Phentoc. To turn away the head when
sulking.

Phentor. "|_ To leap, to fly, as sparks, &c.,

Phantil. J to jump, as fleas, &c.

Phen^of phasiroKa.

PhS phe. ") rp .

Phgs phes. J ^
Dar darte phe phe sahetkedae. He panted with

continued running.
Phepheedae. He is panting.

Phephra.'

Phei^hra.

Phepra.

Phepra.

Pephra.

Pephra.

Pretending not to under-
stand, dogmatic, obstinate,

mulish, stiff-necked, con-
tumacious, wily and ten-

acious, unscrupulous, dissi-

mulating.
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Phgr. Foam, froth, to foam, to froth.
Moca ho pheroKa dali tetahte. The mouth also

foams through thirst.

DaK pherakana. Tho water is frothy.
DaKre phef rakapeua. There is froth on the

water.

Pher. Cf. phed
Pher. Again, change, turn, circum-

ference.
^L^i pherteA heoakana. I have come very round

about.
Pher senolf hoyoUtiiia. I will have to go again.

Pherke pher nomjegeye heoena. He has come
here again.

Pher dosi. To transgress a second time.

Pher bepar. To buy and sell again,

to trade.
Aijiye pher bepareda. He does much trade.

Pher endrae. Four days hence.
Gapan calalJa, mean ar endrae on^len tahena,

ar pher endrae oralStefi ru?.ra. I will go
tomorrow, and stay the next two days
there and return home on the fourth day.

Pher satom. Three years hence.
Nes. This year.
Kalom. Next year.
Satom. The year after next.

Pher satom. Three years hence.

Phera. ") A strip of hair on the fore-

Phera up. J head kept shorter than the

rest of the hair on the head.
Kooa phera. The hair shaved in a little above

the temples.

Pherao. To change, to turn,
Nia lugri pheraome. Change this cloth.

DaK pheraoe senakana. He has gone for a
change of air.

Din pheraoK jokhed. At the change of the

season.
Pherao pheraotele idikeda. We carried it by

turns.
Din pheraoena. The season has changed.

Pherao. Cf phorao.

Phera phiri. To change, to alternate,

to exchange.
Phera phiri kate emadme. Give it to me in ex-

change.
Phera phiritele goR idikeda. We carried it on

our shoulders by turns.

Phercot phercol!. "j Imitative of the

Phercot phercot. V hooting of a cer-

Pherkot pherkoC.J tain species of owl.

Phere phere. To gush, to issue with

violence and rapidity, as anything

semi-liquid from confinement.

Pherkol; pherkol Cf phercot pherco£.

Pherkatite. Cunningly, craftily, by

stratagem, by knavery.
Pherkafiteko sapkedea. They caught him by

guile.

I
To sulk.

Pherkoti.

Pherkoti pherkot
Phcrkoti phorkot bayaekanae. She is sulking.
Pherkoli pherkote ralfeda. She cries sulkily.

Pherphar. Cf. phera phiri.

Pherphar gogben. Carry it by turns.
Polisko pherpharkoa. They transfer the police

(from one station to another.)

Phersan. Cf peresan.
Pharak pharakrege phersah baraekanae. He

is going about keeping out of the way.

Pherwek. \A seller, mainly applied

Pherwekia. J to traders in cattle and
other live stock who traverse the

country.
Pherweki?. thenid iamkedea. I got it from an

itinerant cattle dealer.

Pherwekefikanae. He deals in cattle.

Pherwektegeye asulol^kana. He earns a living

by dealing in cattle.

Phesad.
"J^

Difficulty, violence, wicked-

Phasad. J ness, false accusation.
A<}i phesadreii paraoena. I am in great diiE-

culty.

Phesadadirtako. They accused me falsely.

Phesor. Cf pesor.

Phgs phas. ~| To no purpose, vainly,

Phes phas. J make believe.

Phesphastege dine kafaoeda. He spends his

time to no purpose.
Mahajon doe phesphasedekana. The money

lender keeps him in suspense.

PhSs phSs. To pant, to breathe hea-

vily, as one fatigued, or suffering

from asthma, &c., an imitative

sound.
Phes phese sahe£eda. He breathes heavily.
Phesphesenae. He is panting.

Phesrao. C£ pesrao.

Phet. To let go anything pulled tight,

as a bowstring, to play, as on a

harp strings, &c., to vibrate, to jerk.
Phefaeme. Let go the arrow at him, twang

the bow at him.
Tulame phefeda. He is teasing the cotton, by

twanging a bow string in it.

HusiaroKme, bahkhanem phedoKa. Look out,

or else you will be struck (as by a branch
when released.)

Phet. ") To mix, to beat up. as an egg,

Phetao. J to shufHe, as cards.
Tasko phetaoa. They shuffle cards.
Khab phefme. Mix it well.

Phetar. A heifer.

Phete phete. Imitative of the noise

produced by fluttering or flapping,

to writhe.
Note phetepheteli arijomkeda. I heard a flap-

ping here.
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Seta daliteko lohot'lonlchac daltko Icota g-idia

phete pbetc. When dogs are wet with
water, they shake it of with a flapping
sound (their ears flap.)

Phi. To reject ; unsuitable, defective,

imperfect.
Nui hor doe phiena. This man has been reject-

ed.

Uni lekate phienae. He was unsuitable for his

purpose.

Phickari. "1 A syringe, to squirt liquid

Phocor. j" with a syringe.

Phidi. Cf phidli.

Phidg.il. C£ phadgal.

Phidga phidgi. Perfunctorily, imper-

fectly, applied to sweeping.
Phidga phidgiye joKlceda. She swept (the floor)

perfunctorily.

Phidgil. To spurn with the hands, to

spead with the hands.
Horo phidgil baraakat'ako. They have spread

out the dhan (with the hand to dry.)

Phidil. 1 p,f -i-i

Phidu phidii.j^f' P^^'^1-

Phidli. To tease, to card as wooh
cotton, &c., to open out anything
that adheres together, or is com-
pact, to disarrange, to disorder, to

]uinble, to rumple, to towzle.
Jemtheakan khao tulamko phidlia. If cotton

sticlis together they tease it.

Kiorio oaKpe phidlikeftiria? Why have you
disordered mj cloth (which was folded
neatly ?)

Up alope phidliti£a. Do not towzle my hair.

Phidralc phidrak. A tapping or rapping
sound, a succession of tapping or

rapping or scratching sounds.
Sill satup phidratc phidrake egereda.
PhidraU phidraUe phandaeda mibu do.
Phidralt phidrateye roreda.
Note phidraU phidraltiri ai^jomkeda.

Phikir. Thought, reflection, consi-

deration, solicitude, contrivance,

endeavour.
A.di phikirkaten. damkeda. I obtained it after

much endeavour.
Phikirem lagaoa. tobekhanem nama. Tou

must do your endeavour, then you will ob-
tain.

A<ili phikirreii paraoena. lamin great solici-

tude.

Phik leka. Unsullied, pure white, as

snow, as chalk, as a lily, as ivory,

as driven-snow ; milk-white, snow-
white.

Phik leka pondgea. It is as white as driven

Phinau. To become clear, as water the

impurities in which have settled

at the bottom ; to rise to the sur-

face, as the serum or watery part

of milk.

DaK do phinauena. The water has cleared
(the impurities have settled at the bottom.)

Dahe bail jamaolena, phinauena. The curds
did not congeal, water has risen to the sur-

face.

Phini phik. Clear, pure, as water

;

bright, cloudless. C£ phirlphic.

Phin phinia. Fine, thin, semi-trans-

parent, as cloth, pajDer, &c.
Phinphinia etaix daK . Saline water, water exu-

ding from saline soil.

Ceflekam teilkeda? phinphiniagea. How did
you weave it, what like did you weave it P

it is thin.

Phinphinia etaiigea. It is very thin.

Phirau. To go to stool.

Jahalekate phirau oooem. Cause his bowels to
move in some way or other.

Phirau. To restore, to give back, to

return.
Rape dohoekhan phirau got'kataepe. If you

do not buy it, return it to him at once.

Phiri. A shield -of metal with a sharp
projecting point used for stabbing

Phal. A buckler of hide studded with nails, &c.
Phiri ar dhal. Shield and buckler.

Phiriadi. ") An accuser, a complainant,
Phuriadi. J a plaintiff.

Phiripah. ") Clear, bright; to clear,

Phiriphan. J as after rain, or by
the dispersion of clouds, bright

weather.

Phirlphic. ~) Clear, pure, unsullied,

Phiniphik. J smooth, glassy, as a sheet

of clear still water.
Nitol? do phirlphic ileloKkana, phakkedae. It

is now bright, the clouds have vanished.
Hana band reak dale pbiripbid phariawa. The

water of that tank is brightly clear.

Phiriphahkedae, delabon calaka. It has
cleared, come we will go.

Phiripbahkedako. They cleared it (the jungle)
completely.

Phiri phoQ. Cf phirphoti.

Phirka. Stratagem.
Phirkakateko sapkedea. They caught him by

stratagem.

Phirki. A door, a window opening.
Phirki bhugalfte odokkaten darkeda. I came

out by a hole at the door and fled.

Tati lagal, pbirki lagal, soboe kichu gelre,
G-hare biuu, n9.ihar gel, bari namo hagalre.

Note. Song sung by Dasae kora (q. v. in sup.)
when the inmates of a house do not sbew
themselves.
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Phirot. To return, to give back, what
is returned after deductions.

Noa taUa khon pon anna phirotem liama. Yon
will receive back four annas out of this
rupee.

Phirot gofkedae. He returned it at onoe.

Phirphir. VPo be restless, skittish,

Phirphirau. J to start suddenly, to

turn round, sullenly, restlessly.
Phirphir baraekanae. He is going here and

there.
Eneere phirphirko acnroUa.
Bg.hu kuri phirphirau baraekanae. The bride

i^ moving restlessly about (being dissatis-

fied with her new environment.)

Phirphon. "IClear, clear, as the sky,

Phiriphon.
J

having clear spaces, that

admit of being seen through or

into, a clear space with nothing to

interrupt the vision.
Orakge phiriphohgetama.

Phit. To reject, defective, imperfect,

spurious.
Sona menteye hataolaUa, menkhan phitentaea.

Phita. Tape, braid, wick of lamp, a

band of plaited hair used by
women to tie up the hair.

Phiti. A skein of thread.

Phitkiri. Alum.
Phocor. A squirt, a syringe, to squirt

with a squirt.

Phodle. M.\ Fat, stout, applied to

Phudli. F. j little children.

Phodlo. To be frayed, to open or un-

twist, as the end of a rope, &c., not

sufficiently twisted, as twine,

thread rope, &dc., pulverised,

broken up, as soil by the plough.
Barahi phodloena. The rope has opened out,

untwisted.
Ot khub phodloena. The soil is well pulverised.

Phodophodo. Cf. podo.

Phogra. M.\Having lost the front teeth,

Phugri. F. J
toothless.

Phogrageae. He has lost his front teeth.

Phugri mara aimai. A toothless jade.

Phogra hafam. A. toothless old man.
Pugribudhi. A toothless old woman.

Phohom.\To recognize, to seedistinct-

Pohom.
J

ly, applied mainly to one

suffering from an affection of the

eyes.
Bad pohomlaKa. I did not see distinctly.

>Ph6k. The nock of an arrow, the

notch on the end of an arrow

where the string fits in.

Ghura phok. The nock for a fibre bow string.

Poj'cha ph6k. The nook for a baraljoo bow
string.

Pholia. To blister, to rise in a blister.

Ti phokaentaea. His hand is l)linl(M'od.

Lo phokaentaea jahga. HLs foot is burned and
blistered.

Phokalta nahak. A blister will picsontly rise.

Dal phokakedeao. He struck him and raised a
blister or swelling.

Phoka matkom. Matkom (q. v. ) cooked
in a certain way.

The matkom is washed in water and while still

wet is put into an earthen vessel over the
fire and roasted.

Phokot. Only. Cf phakat.

Phokphok. To puff, imitative of the

sound of puffing or bubbling.
Phokphok he(;lejolf kana jondra daka do. The

Indian corn porridge is boiling and bub-
bling.

Phokphok. Extremely, verj-, applied

to hunger.
Phokphok reugfejirikana. I am extremely hun-

gry.

Phokphoko. To puff. Cf. phokphok.

Phoksaha. Soft, flabby soft and insi-

pid. Scottice, fosny.
Hormo phoksahagetaea. His body is flabby.

Hofmo phoksahaenae. His body is flabby.

Noa matkom do phoksahagca, bail sebela. This
matkom (q. v.) is soft, it is not palatable.

Phokti. "1 TT • 1
•

1

Ph I't' I

ilumorous, jokmg, jocular.

Phoktia. \A humourist, a comical fellow,

Phuktia.J a joker.
Phokfia kanae. He is a comical fellow.

Phol. Fruit, result.

K9.mi reaK pholem liamkeda. You got the
fruit of your labour.

Pholao. To bear fruit, to retribute, to

suffer the pains and penalties of

wrong doing, nemesis.
Duk pholaoadea. He suffered for his misdeeds.

Pholhar. Cf polhar.

Pholok. To clear away, as mist.

Phond. To misrepresent, to calum-

niate, to malign, to falsely accuse

or impute, to slander.
Phondadinae. He calumniated me.
Phonde jofaoeda. He is getting up «, false

accusation.
Phonde lagaoeda. He accuses falsely.

Phod. 1 Imitative of the souud produc-

Phuti. J cd by a tight string sud-

denly relaxed, to twang, to swish.

Phon marte. "1 ttt-, , , •

,

„, . , > With a twang or swish.
Phon mente.j °

Phoh mente sa^e gol;ena. It sounded twang.

63
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Phorike. "> That can be seen through,

Phoaphon. J as anything with a hole

in it, as a pipe, drain, culvert, &c.
Phon plioii n?! taboliisana. You can see right

thfough it.

Phoaphoa. Broken in several places.

Phoiiphoh bliug'alcena. It is broken or holed
in many places.

Phophra. Rotten, decayed, particles

not cohesive, hollow through decay

or the action of insects, applied

mainly to timber.
Phophra kat. A log rotten in the centre.

Bail uimona, phophragea- It is not sound, it

is decayed,
Nindirko iom phophrakeda. The white ants

ate it hollow.

Phor. To cut a dam to allow the water

to run out, to be breached, as an
embankment of a dam, &c.

Dale ko phorakafia. They have cut the dam
and let the water out.

Daltte phorena. It (embankment) has been
, breached by water (by a flood.)

Nir phorenae. He has run away (like water
from a breached dam.)

Phora. Hollow in the centre, as some
bamboos, and the stalks of certain

plants ; having a hard shell, but

soft inside, decayed in the centre,

applied mainly to certain fruits.

Kohuda phoragea. The kohnda is [q. t.] hollow
in the centre.

Phora ma<] kana. It is a hollow bamboo.

Phorao.l To transplant from where the

Pherao.J plants are thick to where
they are thin.

Jondra dherko phoraoa. They oftenest trans-

plant Indian corn from where it has ger-
minated thickly to where it is sparse.

Phorao. ITo snort, to make a

ISfathu phorao. J noise through the

nose.
Sadom nathu phoraoedae. The horse is snort-

ing.

„, [a mould, as for bricks, &c.
Pharma.

J

Phorman. \To bespeak, to give an or-

Phormas. J der for something to be

made or prepared.

Phormasili lagaoakat'a. I have placed an order.

Phormasle nahim nama. You must first give

the order before you can get it, (you cannot
get till you order it.)

Phormao. To recognize.

Phormao goftedeart, Biswg.dih manjhi kanae.
I recognized him at once, he is the head-
man of Biswadih.

Phormo. Cf phormao.
Phorophoro. Itnitative of the sound

produced by flames, to flame, to

blaze.

Serigel phorophoroKkana. The fire is blazing.

Phorphond. \To misrepresent, to cal-

Phorponde. J
umniate, to malign, to

falsely accuse or impute, to slan-

der.

Phorphor. ") Imitative of the sound

Phorphorao. / produced by a strong

flame, to blaze, to roar, as flames.

Sehgel phorphor sadea.
Sehgel phorphoraol^kana.

Phorphundi. Cf phorphond.

Phoska. ) Particles non-cohesive, rot-

Poska. J te, decayed; soft.

Baber phoskagea. The twine is decayed.
Poska kat. Eotten wood.
Poska hasa. Crumbling earth.

Phoska olat. ^ A small forest tree Ky-
Poska olat. J dia calycina, Roxb.

Phosol. Crop, grain.

Nes phosol bail hoelena. The crops failed this

year.

Phosol. Spurious, counterfeit.

Asol do bail kana, phosol sona kana. It is

not genuine, it is spurious gold.

T-., -'11,
1 r Cf dhongol phosol.

JJhongol phosol. J
fi r

Phot. A cob of Indian corn, to form
into a cob.

Bar pe phofe emadiila. He gave me two or
three cobs of Indian corn.

Jondra pbotoltkana. The cobs are forming on
the Indian corn.

Khub bhage photakana. "Very good cobs have
formed.

Phot marte.

Phot mente.

Phot cgr6. A wild bird so named from
its call.

Photao."! To strike a ball, bit of stick,
"

Phatao.J &c. which has been raised

into the air by being hit when on
the ground.

Khube photaoakata. He has hit it and seat it

a long distance.

Photao. To pass over, to conquer, to

diddle, to deceive.

Photaokedidako, bako emaditia. They diddled
me, they did not give to me.

[ Cf phat marte.
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Plioto photo.}^™*^' *° fr°th.

Mi photo argonkana, hape alom paroraolfa.
There is much froth coming- down (on tho
river,) wait, do not cross.

Kurabir chal koteokate daKre hndggirlekhan
photolta. If the pounded bark of the
kurabir (q. v.) tree be stirred into water it
will foam or lather.

Banako photophotoea, ar sukri ho. Bears
foam at the mouth, and pigs also.

Photophoto. Imitative of the sound
produced by a totko (q. v.) or
wooden bell sometimes tied round
the necks of cattle.

Gal atili iokheo tofko phofophoto aadea. When
the cow is grazing the tofko q. v.) sounds
photophoto.

Phil. \ Imitative of the sound produced
Phu. } by blowing with the mouth,

to blow with the mouth, to sigh
or breathe through the mouth.

Ohkedae phiiphii. He blew and produced the
sound phuphii.

Phu marte. 'j One long sound produced
Phu raente. by breathing outwards
Phu marte.

j
through the mouth,

Phu mente. j with a long expiration.
Bir paromkate phii marteii saheCkeda. Having

crossed the jungle I gave one long sigh.
NeKe ntar phu marteil sahefkeda. Not till

then did I breathe freely.

Phuphuau.|cf.
phu.

Pnupuau. J
'^

Phuci. "1 A small bird so named,
Phuci cgrg.j applied also to small

birds in general.
Phuci ho bam goo dareadea. Ton could not

kill even a small bird.

Phucia. Small, attenuated buttocks,

narrow in the hind quarters, as a
horse, bullock, &c.

Phucia dahra. A bullock narrow in the hind
quarters.

Acli phuciareye dhutiakans . His dhoti is bound
low down (not round the waist which makes
the buttocks appear small.)

Phucka. M.lNarrow from the waist

Phucki. F. f downwards, dhuti or

putli (q. V.) so bound as to give

the appearance of small buttocks,

applied to children.

Phucka. IToo low down, too short,

Phuckuc.
I

projection too small, too

small.
Sate do pLuckagea. The eaves are too small,

do not project snffloienlly.

Phuckudreko tolakaCa, They have tied it too
low down.

Phuokuikedako. They have made it too low.
Sato pliuckuoena. The eaves are too short, or

too small.

Phucka. Thicker at one end than
the other.

Bind a do phuck9,gea. The sheaf is thicker at
one end than at the other.

Phucka phucki. Lai'ge and small, big
and little, applied mainly to chil-

dren.
lA saote phucka phuckiko heoena. The (chil-

dren) big and little have come with me.

Phuckud, ) ,~if 1 1

Phuckuc phuckud
/^f- P^"°^^-

Phuckuo phuckude sut'akana. Her knot of
hair (at the back of her head) is very small.

Phucuc. "» Quickly, without
Phucuc phucuc. J delay.

Phuci.i6 marte.lSuddenly, quickly, on
Phucuc mente.J the sudden, on the

instant.

Phudna. Ar ornament of cotton or

silk thread worn on the upjjer arm.

Phudphud. \To flap, to bubble, an
Phudphndau.J imitative word.
Sime phudphudaulckana, perako hijuKa. The

hen is clapping its wings, visitors will come.
Phudphudauena daK do. The water is bubbling

(boiling.)

Phngri. F. \Toothless, having lost the
Phogra. M.J front teeth.
Phngri mara aimai. A toothless hag.

Phuhi.\To rain gently, to drizzle. Cf-

Puhi. j puhi.

Phu Jan. To pay up, to repay or return,

as a loan, to make up deficien-

cy or arrears.

Takale phujauadea. We repaid him the money.

Phujkuc. Cf phuckuc.

Phuk. "1 To breathe quickly and
Phuk phuk. J heavily.
Phukphuk rehgeje kana. He is panting with

hunger.
Phukphuk saheCet'kanae. He is panting.

Phuk marte. ] With a swish, as of some
Phuk mente.J sharp instrument pier-

cing something soft.

Phuk marted turi fiamkedea.

Phukar. An opening, an aperture, a

hole through and through, as in a

wiTll, a cliiinn(>y opening.
Nia tlien phukarpe dohoea, dali odok l^g'd

ion will leave a hole here for the water to

escape.
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Phakar.] Summons, call, applied mainly

Pukar. J
to the calling on of cases

in a court.
lidaT^ phulcar hoeena. Mj' case or suit has been

called on, I have been called.

Thir hatarol^me, tinre phukar hoyolctama,
unreni hajirolfa. Wait in the meantime,
when your case is called then you will

appear.

T-r-i 1 1 >Li. hakar tokar.
li;ikarpnnkar.

)

Phuki. Empty, hollow, empty, applied

to cocoons, &c., from which the

insect has emerged.
Phuki lumam. ') An eiSipty tasaar cocoon from
Lnmam phuki. j ivhiohthe moth has emerged.
Phuki lahi. The rezinous encrustation from

which the lac insect has emerg^ed.
Netar lahilft> phukiena. At this time of the

year the lac insect has emerged.
Huti jondrako jom phukikeda. The huti (q. T.)

ate the Indian corn hollow.

Phukni. A p)iece of hollow bamboo
used as a blowpipe, the Indian
substitute for bellows.

Phukrin. A witch.

Phukti. To jest, to joke; joking, jes-

ting, fanny humorous.
Phukti katha kana. Itisajest.
Phukti joukanako. They are jesting with each

other.
Phuktiaekanae. He is joking him.
Ado Manjhi phukti kathae rofa. Then the

Maujhi cracks jokes.

Pnktia. A. humorist, a joker.
Phuktia kauae. He is a humorist.

Phukur. 1 To breathe quickly

Phiikur phukur. J and heavily. Cf.

phuk.
Phukur phukure sahe£et'kana. He is breath-

ing heayily.
Phukur phukur rehgeuedinkana. I am panting

through hunger.

Phukur marte. ~| With one long breath,

Phukur nifute.J with a heavy sigh.

Phukur mente sahet gotkedae. He gave a
great sigh, he sighed heavily.

Phul. A flo\Yer.

Phul. 1 To perform a ceremony

Phul patao. 'r wherein two young
Phul poran. J persons of the same

sex ongMgo themselves to life long

friendship.
The ceremony consists mainly in an inter-

change of presents of cloth and the fixing

of a flower (plml) in the hair of each other.

The two who thus engage themselves to

life long friendwliip always address each
other as 'pliul (flower), never employing

• the real name. It is more common among
females than among males.

Nuitelililirt phuloKa. This girl and I will en-

gage our selves to life long friendship by
observing the phul (flower) ceremony.

lA phul kanae. She is my phni, (flower), she
and 1 have gone through the pJiul cere-

mony.
Phulkin pataoaka^a. They have gone through

the phul ceremony (whereby th';y have
engaged themselves to life long friendship.)

Phul poranoKalili. We two will go through
the phzil ceremony

Phul poranko heoena. My phul (the person
with whom I have gone ibrough the phul
ceremony) and her friends have come.

Phula. The Matkom (q. v.) flower, the

fresh flower of the Matkom (q. v.)

Mit' bar phula nuroKkana. A few flowers of

the matkom are falling.

Phula matkomko teke joma. They cook and
eat the fresh flowers of the matkom q. v.)

Phulai. To jest, joke, make fun.
Phulaiedae. He is making fun.

Cetem phulaiedin kana ? Why are you making
fun of me ?

Phulaiea mente. For the purpose of making
fun of him.

Phulania. A humorist, a funny fellow

one given to making fun ; funny
humorous.

Phulania kanae. He is a humorist.
Phulania hor kanae. He is a funny fellow

.

Phulau. To swell, to distend, to be
proud, vain, overweening, vain-

glorious.
Jahga phulauentaea. His foot is swollen.
Phulgiuk kanae. He is vain.

Phulbaria. A flower garden.

Phul dharia. Assistant to a \vitch-

finder. The phiddhqriq attends the

jan (q. v.) when engaged and
gives him whatever is required at

the proper time. He is also said

to ferret out information from

those who have come to consult

his principal and privately convey

it to him.

The second scum ^rhich

forms on sugar cane juice when
being boiled.

DaHphulL}^f-<^^'^l^P'^"li-

Phuli paura. The pure spuit distilled

from matkom (q. v.)

Phorphundi. J '

"

Phundiadidae. He is bringing a false charge
against me.

Phulgad.
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\To twang, as a bowstring,

iQ. J to swish, as a stone

Phun
Phun phu

flying through the air, an imita-

tive word.

Phun niarte. 1 With a twang, with a

Phnn mente.j swish.
Phun mente saijeena. It sounded swish.

Phuphuau. ) To blow, to hiss, as a
Phupuau. J snake ; to snort

;
(an

imitative word.)
Birtko phuphug.ul<a. Snaltes hiss.

Adom (jahra joraoko joUheoko phuphuauKa.
Some oxen snort when being yoked.

Phuphunda. To become mouldy, or

mildewed.
Pan^hi phuphundaena. The shoes are mouldy.
PhuphundaKa. It will become mouldy.

Phur. To eject from the mouth, as'

the stone of a fruit, &c., to blow
out of the mouth, to snort.

Jante6 phur gidikam. Eject the stone from
your mouth

Ado tog03 caoleko phurana.
Sadome phuret'l'ana. The horse is snorting.

Phuran. To fine, to ri)ulct.

Phurankedeako. They fined him.

Phurkau. To spout up or out, to rise up.
Lum?m tolkate ounko pburkg.ua. When the

tusser silk moth has spun its cocoon it

spouts out lime (a substance which hardens
the cocoon.) [over.

Baaah daK phurkau tot'ena. The water boiled

Til

''"'''

' i r Leisure, oimortunity.
Fhursut. J

'•^ •'

AnriA phnrantoKa. I have not yet had leisure.

Ban phursutlena. I had no leisure.

Phurti' 1
Q"i°'^'y' rapidly, to be quick.

Adi phurtiye kamikeda. He worked very
quickly.

Phurtitalalime. Be quick.

Phurul^. A leaf cup.
H?.ndi phuruK. A liquor cup, made of one leaf.

Utu phuruK. A cnp lor holding relish, made of

two or three leave.s, according as the sup-
ply is large or small. [is served.

Jel phurulf . A leaf cup in which cooked meat.

Atal phuruK. A cup made of double leaves.

Bhautid. A four-cornered leaf cup.

Phus. Tiivial.

Noa phus Katha hope laliskeda, atorege caba-

kolfa. You complained about this trivial

matter, it could be settled in the village.

Phus marte. ") Quickly, within a short

Phus mente.j tinio, immediately.
Phus menteye lai go£keda. He at once blabbed

it out.

Phus catao. To do one out of anything,

not to give, not to receive.

Phus cataoenau. I am done out of it.

Phusalau. ~| To cajole, to coax, to whee-
Phuslau. J die, to flatter.

Phuslau idikedeae. He cajoled him away.

Phuski. To privately inform, to whis-

per.
Phuaki 6oKaeme. Tell it to him privately,

whisper.it to him. [tell him only.
Uni moto phuskiaeme. Whisper it only to him,

Phuskuc. To slip out.
Horo bind a khoc phuskucena. The dhan has

slipped out of the sheaf.

Phastut'JTosliP'to'etslip.

Phuakut'kedaii. I let it slip.

Phuslau. Cf. phusalau.

Phusphas.lSlightly, very slightly, tri-

Phasphus.J vially, very small in

quantity.
Phusphase daKaflea. There was very slight

rain with ns.

Phusuc phusuc.lWell, quietly, comfor-
Pusuc pusuc. j tably.
Phusuc phusuce gitid johkana. He is sleeping

quietly.

Nui do phusuo phusui'e gitiotalea, dher do bae
raga. This (child) of ours sleeps well, he
does not cry much.

Phusur phusur."!^ ,, r^, ,.
r,

' Gently, softly, whis-
Pusur pusur. > / , •"

Lusur phusur. J ^ '^ ^'

Phusur phusurkin galmarao johkana. They
are conversing in low tones.

Phusur phusure daKeCkana. It is raining gently.

Phut. To separate, to break off from,

to be unpaired, to become odd, as

one of a pair, the other having
died.

Phutenako. They have become separated.
Daiirae phutentiiia. My bullock is odd (the

other which made the pair having died.)

Phut. A kind of melon, Cvcumis
Melo, Linn., var. Memordica.

Phut marte. ~j_ Suddenly, withoutwarn-
Phut mente. J ing.

Phut marteye goc gotena. He suddenly died.

Phuta phuti. To separate, to disperse,

each to go his own way.
Phufa phutienako. They have dispersed, and

each gone his own way.

Phutau. To spring, to burst, to arise,

as a smell ; to make public, to be-

gin, to start.

Ghao phutauadea. A sore has brolien out on
him. [sins.

Pap phufauaekana. He is suffering for his

Ado kathae phutaua^koa. Then he spoke to

them plainly, or then he revealed the
matter to them.

DaK phutJuena. Water burst out.
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Phutia. Coppers.
Phutia banul^tiiia, go^a taka menaKa. I have

no coppers, I have a whole rupee.

Phutia kaudi. The small shell used
in India as money.

Phut phat.l To separate, to disperse,

Phat phut.J each to go his ovvn way,
to break up, as a crowd.

Phut phatenako. They have dispersed.

Pia. ITo fit closel}', as a joint in wood
Piau.j work; to be in close friend-

ship.
Khub piau tor tanakin, unkin hekaU hukaU.

They are close friends, they say yes to what
each other says.

PiaKa, inaltge lagme. Cut off so much as will
make it fit.

Gotao legaeme, pialca se bah. Insert it to see
if it will fit or not.

^di jute piauakata. He has fitted it very
nicely.

Piaj. , The onion.
Kalipiaj. Onions raised from roots.
Kathpiaj. Onions raised from seed.

Piak. "( Bibacious, .greatly addicted

Piakar. J to liquor, a drunkard, a

drunken sot.

Tisren piak kanam? Since when have you been
a drunkard p

*

Nai do adi piak hor kanae. He is a person
greatly addicted to liquor.

Adi piakare tahekana. He was a great drun-
kard.

Piaii payan. The first blush of morning,
break of day.

Kitok do piah payah marsalena. It is now
grey dawn.

Piah payahrele odokena. We left as the dawn
was breaking.

Plan piah. The cry of the bird Ghar-
didi, OrtJiotomus sutorius.

Pian. Cf pia
Noko do kathako piauakafa. These (men) have

agreed as to what to say, they have agreed
to tell the same story.

Pica. The buttock.

Picha. Cf. pecha.

Picha. 7 Each, severally, as often as,

Piche. J every time.
Orak picha taka lagaoKkana. Each house has

to pay money, money is levied on each
house.

Pichar. Too far back, as a load on a

cart.

Picharokkana. It is getting too heavy behind,
Bape jutlaka, picharena. You did not do it

rightly, it is too far back (load on a cart.)

Pichari baha. A small flowering shrub,

Wendlandia exserta, D. G.

Pichauyi. A large cotton shawl or

plaid, generally made by sewing
two or more widths of cloth to-

gether, [every time.

Piche. Each, severally, as often as,

Napam piche noae thokraoalikana. As often
aa we meet he brings up this matter.

Ror picheko behgefalia. Every time I speak
they stare at me. [bered each house.

OfaK pioheko nomborakafa. They have num-

Picom podroc. To turn tail, to take

to one's heels, applied to running
away after defeat.

Darkedae picom podroc. He turned tail and
fled.

Pichlau. To slip, to take a false step.

Pichol. To slip, to slide, to ignore, to

take no note of, to make a slip of

the tongue.
Onde alom calaka picholgea. Do not go there

it is slippery.
Pioholenae. He has slipped.

Pichrau. Cf piclau.

Picir. \ To fly off, as small chips
Picir picir. J from an axe, or water

falling on a hard surface, to splash,

to sprinkle.
Picir picir pasiroKkana. It is flying off in

spray.
Picirena. It has flown off (spark.)
Picir pasirena. It has broken up and spread

(a drop of water having fallen on a hard
surface.)

Picir marte. ") With a spray, with a
Picir mente. J flight. Cf. picir.

Picir marte uurena.

Pickari. Cf phickari.

Picki. A species of Colocasia the
norms of which are eaten.

This differs from Colocasia antiq}iorii,m.

p. , j- To slip, to take a false step.

Lebet' picrgiuenae. He stepped and slipped.

Picor pocor. Applied to slight diarrhoea
through indigestion.

Picor poeoreodokokkana.

Picopoco. Weak, inferior, below par,

not up to the mark.
Daiira doko pioopocogetina. My bullocks are

inferior.

Picpic. "^Very, applied to fear; to

Picpicau. J hide through fear, as one
dodging here and there behind any
shelter.

Picpioili botorokkana. I am very much afraid.
Botorte piepic9.u baraekanae. He is hiding

here and there through fear.
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Picpicau. Cf. pacpacao.
Dhaka piopicaukediiiako.

Piorau. Cf. piclau.

Pidgalc. 1 To frisk, to gambol, as lambs,
Pidgau. J kids, &c ; to gallop, as a

runaway horse, to twitch, as the

eyelids, &c., to throb, as an artery.
Neilelko oalaKkhanko mena, piijgauenako.
Pi(ilg§iltae. He ^YiU gambol.

Pidil pidil. ~| Quickly, rapidly, used
Pedel pedel. J only of small beings.

Pi(}il pi^ilko calaUkana. They are going along
quickly.

Pidil pidil. ") To flap the wings while

Phidil phidil. J sitting.

Pidga pidgi. Bounding, trippingly,

fiisking, trooping.
Pidgg. pidgiko calaoena neliel. They have

gone tripping to the fair.

Pidic pidic. ) Restless, neglecting work
Pidic pidic. J and going here and

there, uSed by women when scold-

ing girls.

Pidid pldio baraekanae. She is going here and
there neglecting her work.

Pidir pidir. Cf. pidic pidic.

Pidgic.
I
Applied to the raising

Pidgic pidgic.J of the body or a part

thereof in starting, jumping
straight up, kicking, &c.

Pidgid pidgide doneda. He is jumping.
Sadom pidgid piijlgidko phandaeda.

Pidgic raarte.
'J
With a start, or jump,

Pidgic mente. J or raising of the

body or part thereof

Pikopoko. Fat-faced, fat-cheeked,

chubby, stout and fat.

Pikopoko motaenae. He is chubby-cheked.

Pidgur. F.
I
Fat, stout, applied to

Pedgor. M. J children.
Pidgure motaakana. She is very stout.

Pidgure lieloKkana. She looks fat, or she is fat.

Pila. The spleen, to suffer from enlarg-

ed spleen.

Pilaakanae. 7 He is suffering from
Pila haraakantaea. j enlarged spleen.

Pilai rua. Fever with enlarged spleen.

Pilcu. Little, small.
. Sakam pilougea. The leaf or leaves are small.

Cel; lekanaKem agukeda. pilcu pilcu? What
kind did you bring, very small f or you

brought very very small ones.

Pilcu haram. The name given by

Santals to the first man.

Pilcu budhi. The name given by Santals

to the first woman.

Pilcun. Little, small.
Pilouhgeako tako do. The fish are small.

Pilhoe. A disturber of the peace.
Nuige pilhoegetabonae. This is our disturber

of the peace.
Nui do pilhoe kanae. This is a disturber of the

peace.

Pilhoe. High, higher than the remain-

der of the plot, applied to a portion

or portions of a rice field which
are too high to be submei'ged.

Nonde pilhoegetama. It is too high here (it

will not be submerged.)
Nonde pilhoe menalta. There is an eminence

here which will not be submerged.

Pilhoe. A disease which affects cattle.

Pilhoeteko gujukkana. They are' dying from
pilhoe.

PilhoeoKkanako. They are becoming affected

with pilhoe.

Filin. ") Fine, thin, very fine,

Piliri pilin. J very thin, as a thread,

or thread spun by a spider.

Pili(i pilirt sntamko takoea. They spin very
fine thread.

Pilili piliJi suiigawana. It has very fine awns.

Pilsin. ") n 1

p. > Pension, a pencil.

Pine. The disk on the end of the

tail feathers of a peacock, the tail

of a peacock.
Marak pine. A peacock's tail.

Pincar maiaU. A peacock, a peafowl

having disks on its tail feathers.

Find. An altar, a small raised plat-

form for the purpose of an altar.

Pinda. A raised platform round.a house

occupying the space between the

wall and the drip of the eaves.

Ataii pinda. A verandah made by lengthening
the roof by the addition of other rafters.

Jora pinda. A pin(Ja (q. v.) having a step up
to it.

iiurile pindaia. We have not yet made the

platform round the house.

Pinde. A small forest tree the fruit of

which is eaten, liandia uliginosa,

D. U.

Pinde. ") A cultivated plant the-

Ato pinde. J corms or solid bulbs,

of which are eaten, AtnorpJiO-

phallus campanulatus, Blume.
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Pindha.") A ridge, as of a rice field ; an
Pindhe. j embankment, as of a tank,

dam, &c.
Kliet pindhe. The ridge of a rice field.

Ahar pindlie. The embailkment of an ahar (q. v.)

Band pindhe. The embankment of a dam.
PindheakatJako. They have made a dam.
Pindhe latarre giti-jakanae. He ia lying at the

base of the embankment.

Pio. \The Golden Oriole, Oriolus
Pio cere.

J •melanocephalus.

Pioii poyon. Holed, having holes in it.

Nui do pioh poyoh oraktae, okoe unireye rebena?
His house has holes in it, who would agree
to have him for a husband ?

Piopoyo. Emerging from a number of

holes, as water from the rose of a

Avatering pot, &c., spraying.
Piopoyo dak odokolckana. The water ia spout-

ing out from a number of holes.

Pipa. A barrel.

M^j
'• v The eye lash,

et pipni. J
-'

Pipol. ) A small fruit sold in the ba-

Pipor. J zaars and employed as a

febrifuge.

Pipriati. A butterfly.

Pirgau. J 1 &
Mef pirgalfa. The eye (lids) will twitch.

Pirhi. A generation.
Pirhi cetan pirhi. From generation to genera-

tion.

Ape do nonde tin pirhi menalcpea? 16 lagaete
pon pirhi.

Pirhi. A cushion of wood on which a

beam rests.

Sahga pirhi. The cushion on which a sahga
(q. V.) rests.

Piri. A small round basket for keeping
snakes.

Piriak. I.T0 move the limbs
Piriak piriak. J spasmodically as an

animal when dying.
Piriak piriagoKkanae, bancaoK coe ban con.

Piriati pirian. Call of the Sauri bird.

Piriapate. To wriggle, wriggling.
Biilko piriapateko calaka. Snakes progress

by wriggling.
Cele coe tahekan, piriapateli aikauledea. It

was something or other, I felt it wriggKng.

Piric piric. To run slightly, as a sore,

to nip as the eyes owing to glare,

&c.

The world.

Pirioa. To clear up, as after rain,

clouds to disperse, as after rain.
Nitolce pirioiikeda. Now it has cleared up.

Pirifc. Affectionate, friendly.

^^Xi piritlifi tahekana. We were very friendly,
^Ldi pirit henal^kina. They are very friendly.

they have great affection for each other.

Pirit. To be ill, or indisposed.

Pit rua. Fever resulting from taking
meals irregularly.

Pit mara. To lose appetite through
having fasted, or passed the regu-

lar meal time.
Pit marakedeape. You made him lose his appe-

tite by not giving him his food at the proper
time-.

Pit marakateye jomkeda. He ate without appe-
tite (having fasted for some time.)

Pirit;. ") Glistening, resplendent,

Pirit; pirit'. J dazzling, shining.

Pirit' piriC ponda. It is shining white.
Gada gitil lielokkana pirit pirit'. The sand of

the river glistens.

Pirthi. Uj,

Pirthimi.
J

Pirthi cerg. A small bird about the
size of a blackbird.

Piriis. Biestings, or the first milk
given by a cow after calving.

Pisar pasar. Loose, loosely, non-cohe-
sive, slack.

Pisar pasarko tolakat'a. They have tied it

slaokly.

Pitha sanam pisar pasarena. The bread is not
cohesive.

Pisiri pisiii. Cf peseri pesen.

Pisir. To turn back the foreskin, self-

abuse.

Piska. A common climbing plant,

Dioscorea oppnsitifolid, Linn.,
the root and aerial tubers of which
are eaten.

Piskic. To part with the tips of the
fingers of one or both ' hands, as

the hair; to remove with the
thumbs.

Piskio tandiako, /iela mente jowaoakana se
bah. They open out a part of the covering
(of a cob of Indian corn) with the thumb
nails to see if it is ripe or not.

Pit. The gall, anger, wrath.
Pit bae sambraolaKa. He could not restrain

his wrath.
Pit carhaoentaea. He has become angry or

enraged.
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'ital. \
'itar. J

Brass.
Pital

Pitar,
Pitg.1 reaR. Made of brass, brazen.

Pitau. To beat with the hand or any
implement, to hammer.

PitSukedeako. They beat him.
Merhefiko pit9.iia. They hammer iron.
Gidra hoetora oalko pit^iaa. On the instant a

child is born they beat the root (of the
house.)

Pitet!. To card or tease cotton with a

bow.
Tul^mko piteda. They card cotton.

Pitha. Bread, to make bread.

Pi^tbaic. A baker.
PomboK pitha. Bread baked in little balls.
Arsg. pitha. Flour and gnr or raw sugar, boil-

ed together and then fried in oil.

Dulpi^h?.. Batter bread, fried in oil.

Khapra pith?.. Bread baked in a piece of broken
earthenware.

Sim pifhgi. Dough mixed with minced meat
and baked.

Patra pitha. Dough wrapped in a leaf and
baked in hot ashes.

06 pitha. Dough in which minced mushrooms
are mixed and baked in ashes.

Joncjra pitha. Bread made from the flour of

Indian corn.

Kode pith*. Bread made from the flour of

Kode CEleusine corocana.J

Pithau. Cf. pitau.

Pithia. A market.
Pithia lagaoKkana. The market is being held.

Pi-ti. To curl up, to coil.

BiAto pitiKa. Snakes coil themselves up.

Kandhumko pitia. They coil pads for the head
(as a cushion on which to carry.)

Piti up. Curly hair,

Setae pitiakana. The dog is (lying) curled

up.

Pitid. C£ liric piti6.

Pitii-i. A swelling of the glands as in

mumps.

Pitol. Brass.

Pitonj. A forest tree, Putranjiva
Moxburghii, Wall.

Pito^j malla. A necklace made of the stones

of the fruit of the Pitonj tree.

Pitu. Without ornament, as the ears
;

small, as the fears.

Pitu lutur geae. She has no rings in her ears.

Adom bhi(Ji reaK lutur pitugetakoa. Some
sheep have very small ears.

Pitua ghas.\An exceedingly common
Pitua araK.J wild plant, Spermacoce

hispida, Linn., eaten in times of

famine.

Pitua patwe. Crooked, serpentine,

winding.
Noa hor do pitua patwegea. This road is

winding.
Noa kat do pitua patwegea. This log is crooked.
Bill pitu? patweenao. The serpent is serpen-

tine.

Pituk. A glutton.
Pituk kanae. He is a glutton.

Pitukia. Gluttonous.
Pitukig. hor kanae nuige. He is a gluttonous

man this.

Piiiri. To make little hollow rolls of

cotton to be spun into thread.

Pi3.rikateko takoea.

Piyol poyol. l To pass through a hole

Piyor poyor. J or opening, as a fish

through a hole in a net ; or water,

through a hole in the roof, &c.
Piyor poyor joroKkana. It is dripping through.
Noa ihalire piyor poyor hakoko paromoKkana.

The fish are escaping through this net.

Po. To hoe, to dig with the Indian
digging implement, the kudali.

Jonijrako poea. They hoe Indian corn.
PoaK. That which has been hoed.

Poati. To be with young, applied to

animals.
Po?ti gai. A cow in calf.

Fo?tiakanae. She is in calf.

Poc,
]

Poc. Imitative of a creaking, or

Po6poc.
I

nipping sound.

P6cp5c.
Poo poe saijokana. It is creaking.

Poc marte.

P5c marte.

Poc mente.

P5c mente.
Poe marteye g^sickeda.

Poca. Rotten, decayed, unserviceable,

feckless, fusionless.

Nuipocaoete cokafia f What will this feckless
(fellow) do to me ?

Poca nargi. A sore inside the nose.

Poca pllhoe. A disease which affects

cattle.

Pochim. The West.

Pocla. Weak, rotten, decayed.
Pocla mara hor . A rascally wea kling.

Pocla dahra. A weak bullock.

Pocla kat. Weak, or rotten timber.

Pocla gam. An old wife's fable.

Pocoe .handi. Pacwae, liquor

from rice.

With a cracking, creak-

ing or nipping sound.

made

64
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Pocon handi. Of. pocoe handi.

Pocra. M.\Cowardly, timid, faint heart-

Pucri. F. J ed.

Pocra pncrigeakin. They are a timid pair.

Pod. A title.

Pod. To build a second house at a

distance from the first and to occu-

py both. Cf. dohta.
Podakat'abo. They have built a second house,

they occupy two houses.

Podartho. A creature, a thing.

Podgoe. Rufous, of a brownish red

colour, applied mainly to thread.

Podgoe. C£ pidgurae.

Podina. Mint.

Podo. Two fig trees receive this name
Hor podo, Ficus Gunia, Buck.,

arrd Seta podo, Ficus sp.

Podo daka. The seeds of Ficus Cunia boiled
as rice.

Podo. "j Imitative of the sound

Phodo phodo. V produced when the

Podo podo. J bubble bubble is being
smoked.

Podo poijo sadekana.

Podoe. \Fine, as dust, rain, &c.,

Podoe podoe. J to fly off, as dust, or

anything small or light, carried by
the wind.

Capaf podoe gotkedeaii kul9.i do. I hit the
hare and caused (the hair) to fly.

Dalfedae podoe podoe. It is drizzling.

?°odrepodoe.}l-P^^ff^'P^^ffi°g-

Podoe podoe fiutiukanae thamakur.

Podoe marte. ~) ttt-,i, • £c
T, 1 ,

> With a putt.
Podoe mente. J

^

Podoe marteye dalkedea. He struck him and
caused (something) to fly.

Podoe mente otahena. It was blown away
lightly.

Podor. \To reduce to a fine pow-

Podor podor. J der or dust, to become
powder or dust.

Jom podorkedato huti. The Mdis (q v) have
eaten it into dust.

?odraha.}l^--y^d' '''''''

Nui podra mara hor. A farting scoundrel
Gotten inside.

Podra ganijke. A rotten log.

Podroc. 1 Applied to forceful

Podroc podroc. J issuing of semi-

liquid matter from the bowels.
Podroc podrode oidirefkana.

Podroc marte. ] itt- , i i rtr j >

T, 1 ' J y With a rush. Of podroc.
Podroc mente.J ^ '

Podrolr. \ Imitative of the

PodroU podrol?. J sound produced
when bubbling, as a bubble bubble.

Po^roR podroR hukako liuieda.

Poe. The consequences attending on
an evil action, nemesis.

Poeye liama. He will reap the consequences
of his evil doing.

Poesa. A pice, one fourth of an anna.

Poeta. The sacred thread of the twice

born Hindu.
Poeta bod hiloR. The fifth and last day of the

pata or hook swinging festival when the
swingers take off the thread with which
they have been invested for the occasion.

Pogar.lA surface drain, to surface

Pogar.j drain
Dakfco pogar idikeda. They drained away the

water.

Pogoe. yio enter or rush in as a
Pogoe pogoe. j current of air or wind.
Pogoe pogoe hoe boloKkana.

Pogoe marte. IWith a rush, as air or

Pogoe mente.J wind.
Hoe pogoe mente boloena. The wind came in

with a rush.

Poha. A shoot springing from the
ground, a seedling of a tree.

Pohale rohoeakafa. We have planted tree

Pohalf. To bite, to bite off a piece

from a lump, to devour as a tiger

a carcase.

Mit dhaoe pohaRlaRa. He took one bite.
Ulko pohaga. They bite mangoes (do not cut

or break off a piece.)

Onte alope calalta, kule pohaRkepea. Do not
go there, the tiger may devour you.

Pohan. To break, applied to earthen
ware vessels.

Kanda pohahena. The water pot is broken.
Celah dom pohaiikettiria. Ton broke my

cooking pot.

Pohcao. C£ pohncao.

Pohlan. Healthy, vigorous,

Bes pohlane lieloUkana. He looks fine and
healthy.

Khub pohlan dareRkana. It is growing very
vigorously.
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ElO.
")

3- J
To arrive, to take to.

Pohncao
Poncao
Nia do pohnoaokatiiime Martjlii then. Cause

this to reach the Mailjhi, i. e. take this to

the Maiijhi (q. v.) [did you arrive P

Tinrem pohnoaoena ? At what time of the day

Poho. A locust. •

Poho sosroc. A kind of grasshopper.

Poho. Not fully cooked, hard in the

centre, as half-cooked rice, pota-

toes, &c.
Daka pohoakana. The rice is not fully cooked.

Pohol. To square, as a log, &c.
Ni?. dom pohola. Tou will square this.

Tin pohol. Three sided.

Cg.r pohol. Four sided.

Pohom. To recognize, to discern, to

see distinctly.
Ban pohomledea. I didnot recognize him.
Bg.li pohomlaka. I did not see distinctly.

Pohor. Time, a division of the day of

three hours.
Nia pohor. At this time of day.

Ayup pohor. Eventide.
SetaK pohor. Morning time.

Tikin pohor. Mid-day.
Daka jom pohor. Meal time.

Gitid pohor. Bed time.

Pohot. "(Dilatory, protracted, in-

Eohot pohot. j terminable.
Adi ghariokedale rohot pohot. We were an in-

terminable time.

Tinrem sapraoKa rohot pohot.

Pohot. ") Direction, out-lying country.

Pahat. J Cf pahta.
Nia pohot ball senakana. I have not gone in

this direction.

Pohrek pohrek.-)
j,^,^^ ^-^^ ^^ ^-^^

Pohre pohre. J
Pohre pohre dakae khojkana. He asks for

boiled rice from time to time.

Pohre pohreye hirikoa. He visits them from
time to time.

Poihar. A sprout from the root.

Bar pe pojhar menalfa. There are two or three

sprouts from the root. [tussock.

Khub pojharakana. Many shoots have come
up from the root, it has become a big

Pojhot. Cf phajet.

Pojo. A large forest tree, Tetranthera

monopetala, Roxb.

Pokha. \The part of the body

Pani pokha.j under the ribs.

Pokhao. To rear, to bring up, to

nourish.
Pokhaokefmeale, ar nitoK dom darkana? We

brought you up, and now you are running

awayf

Pokhao. To cause to fast, to with-

hold food.

Pokhaomealaii nahalf . I shall make you fast

presently.

Pokhor. I A tank with the earth

Pokhori. J thrown up on all sides.

Pokhori "| A tank mentioned in

Turi pokhori. J Santal traditions.

Pokhoi'ia khad. A quarry, a quarry-

mine.

Pokhri. Cf pokhor.

Poknel Full-cheeked, chubby-cheek-

ed, applied only to girls.

l^}^'- , ISoft, puffy.
Pokos pokos.J ' •'

Pokos pokos aikauKkana. It feels very soft.

Pokol!. Cf pokto.

Pokot pokol To scold, to chatter, to

gabble.
PokoC pokodoKkana. She is scolding.

Pokot rote. A frog of the species

which appears on the arrival of

the rains.

Poko£ rofe sege pctoko odokakaua. The frogs

have emerged iu swarms.

Pokpoko. \To swell, to be blown or

Pakpuku. J
puffed out, to be swollen, to

be sulky.

Bote pokpokoKako. Frogs puff themselves

out.

CedaUem pokpoko baraekana? Why are yon
sullen ?

Pokrot. Full-cheeked, chubby-faced.

Cf poknet.

Poksa. Cf phoksa.

Pokta. ^ Strong, hard, substantial, well

Pokto. J seasoned.

Pokto hor kanae. He is a strong man.

Pokto daiira. A strong bullock.

Pokto kat- A strong piece of timber.

Pokto oralce benaoakata. He has built a sub-

stantial house,

Polhar. \The second day of the pata

Pholhar.J (q. v.) festival on which no

boiled rice is partaken of, fruit by

preference being eaten.

Tehen doko polharoKkana. They are observing

the polhar to-day.

Poloc. ") To issue in small quan-

Poloc poloc. ) tity, to flee.

Polookedae. He fled away.

P0I06 polooo ciijirefikanao.
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}
An instant.

Poloc marte. 1 nri.-L u ^
D 1 .

t. > With a gush or spurt,
roloc mente. j

» -r

Poloc. ) To issue, to gush, as semi-
Polocoli. J liquid from a small aper-

ture.

Poloc poloc odokoKkana. It is pushing out.
PolocoEkana. It is guahing out.

Poloc marte. \ With a gusbj or a

Poloc mente. J rush.
Poloc marte oijob gofena. It came out with a

gush.

Pololi ") Indistinctly. Cf. palali

Polol? pololc. J polol?.

Polo!? poloK lieloKkana. It appears indistinctly,
it is indistinctly seen.

Polol-c marte. ") Indistinctly, applied to

Pololj mente. J a single action.

PoloK martefi £el got'kedoa. I jiist caught a
glimpse of him, I only saw him for an
instant.

Polok.

Polokh.

Mit polokh ho bae sahaoleda. He did not suffer
it even for an instant.

Polom. To delay. Cf. bilom.

Cefoem polomena P "What delayed you p

Alom polomlea. Do not delay ua.

Polpol dak. Cf nagi gando dak.

Polso. Small degree of, applied to the

colours red and white.

Polao pond. Not pure white, whitish.
Polso arak. Not pure red, reddish.

u > The numeral four,
ronea, J
Pon gel. Forty.
Pon isi. Pour score,

Pon horako. They are four people.

PoneaKako. There are four (animates.)
Poneaka. There are four (inanimates.)
Pon orakale. We are four households.
Ponak. The fourth.

Pon. Cf gonon.

Pon."! An aggregate number consisting

Pan./ of 20 gandas (q. v.), that is

80.

Bar pon gaohi. ICO bundles of rice seedlings.
Mit pon lumam. SO tusser cocoona.

Pon. Price paid for land for which
rent is payable, price paid for

the transfer of cultivating rights

in land.

Tinak ponem emkeda ? Bar isi taka. What
]irice did you pay for the transfer of cul-
tivating rights to yourself? Forty rupees.

Poncao. Cf pohncao.

Pond. White, to become white, to

whiten.

Pond bhit. A white wall.

Pond poesa. A white pice, a rupee.
Pond merom., A white goat.

Pondoka. It will become white.
Pondat'ako. They have whitened it.

K9ihu leka hendeko tahekana, ado bak lekako
pondena. They were black as a crow, now
they are white as the paddy bird.

Pond Murmu. A sub-sept of the San-
tal sept Murmu (q. v.)

Pond Marndi. A sub-sept of the San-
tal sept Marndi.

Pond Soren. A sub-sept of the San-
tal sept Soren.

Pond jhar. White or milky urine.

Pond sul. Dysentery with mucous
discharge.

Pond disom hore6. The white variety

of Glycine Soja, Sieb. & Zinn.

Pond gandhari arak. A cultivated pot
herb, Amarantus tristis, Linn.

Pond kawet. The white variety of

Ahrus precatorius, Linn. a. ka-

wet.

Pond raj baha. The white variety of
the sweet scented Oleander, Ne-
rium odorwm, Solan.

Pond sosroc. A kind of grasshopper.

Pond risa. Passing of blood, as in case

of piles, &c.

Ponda. Rotten inside.
Ponda kat. A log rotten inside.

Ponde. Used in playing a certain game,
•to be put out of the game.

Pondekedeae. He put him out of the game.

Pondhar potam. A species of wild
pigeon.

Poneatak. Four.

Poneatak bare magme. Hew down four (trees.)

Poneatal^. The fourth.

Poncat^ak bare magme. Hew down the fourth'
one (tree.)

Ponpon. Immodestly.
Durupakanae pohpoii.

Ponkond.lln all directions, four cor-

Ponk5r. j ners, four square.
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Ponon. Four taken collectively, all the
four.

Ponon korwj. 7 All the four oornera or direo-
Ponon kor. ) tiona.
Ponon koy ren her. The people of the four

corners, all the people on the earth.
Ponon boehako gooena. All the four brothers

are dead.

Pontha. To devise, to arrange, to

contrive, to scheme, to intend, to

meditate.
Nonka babon ponthalekhan oho thiklena. If

we do not contrive it thus it will not be
right.

Popolhoti. Almost, used always with
i5ut (dark.)

Popolhof liut. Almost dark, applied to the
evening.

Popolhef. "1 Imperfect, as vision ; dim-
Popolhot;. J sighted.
PopolhoSgeii beugeteda. I see dimly, my eyes

are not good.

Popon. By fours.

Popon horkateko calaoena. They have gone
by fours.

Popon goteckate emakom. Give four to each.
Popon goteckate jhomblepe. Tie them up in

bunches of four each.

Popro. ") A large forest tree, Gar-
Popro dare. J denia latifolia, Ait.

Por. A low bush, low bushes.
Por gajar. A thicket of low bushes.

Por sendra. A one day hunt.

A hunt of this kind is conducted without the

presence of the dihri (q. v.) or hunt master.

No sacrifices are offered and all return'

home in the evening. Gitic' sendra is one
of the annual tribal hunts when the hunters
spend one night in the open air.

Por. Long.
Noa mat do khub porana. This bamboo has long

spaces between the nodes.

Horo khub por geleakana. The ears of this
' dhan are long.

Poraeni. The White Lotus of the Nile,

Nymphoea Lotus, Linn.
The roots of this species of lotus, which is

very common, are eaten.

Porames. I rj,^
consult, to take coun-

Poramors. V
^.j ^ ^^ ^ advise.

Poramos. )
°

Ondeko poramoseda. They are consulting to-

gether there.

Poran. Life.

Poran udauKkantifia. I am frightened to death,

my life is flying away.
Jiwilae porantele d9.rkeda. We fled taking

only onr life with us (left all behind,)

Poran. Cf phul poran.

Porani. A living creature.

Porao. To cremate.
Pofaokedealo. We cremated him.

Poror' 1 ^ festival- ^^' PO^'o^-

T, , 1,1, -I {• Cf. porob porbhaha.
Porob porbhaha. j ^ i^

Porbhae. Anxiety, care, thought, fear,

solicitude.
Ni porbhae. Without anxiety, without care.

Porbosti. Cherishing, care, protection,

nourishing, necessaries of life.

Porbosti hoyoKkantaea nni iate. His wants
are being supplied through him.

Porbosti ban calaKkantina. My wants are not
being met.

Porcar. To preach.
Poroarakokanae. He is preaching to them,

Porcarok. A preacher.
Poroarok kanae. He is a preacher.

Porcata. W -^j^g j^^ t^e expense of
rorca^ia. V

Qth^ys, throwing the
Por catua. )

°

expense on.others.
Por cg.tia kanae. He lives at the expense of

others.

P5rcha. A bow string made of a thin

slip of bamboo.

Porchati. "j Living on others, throwing

Porchatia. [- the expense on others.

Porchatua.J Cf porcati.

Porda.

Parda. ,

Porda banuKtaea. She is in want of clothes.

Be-pordageae. She is in need of clothes.

Pordako lagaoaka£a. They have put up a,

curtain.

Pordapos. Cf porbosti.

liiaK pordapos ifiiA calaoeda. I earn my own
living.

Pordesi. Foreign, belonging to another

country or district.

Pordesia. A foreigner, a person from

another country or district, a

stranger.

Pordhan. Chief, principal, respectable,

first.

Pordhan i£ manaoke£mea. I regard you as a

respectable man.

Pordhol.j^
female menstrual disorder

Pordol. J

:;}
A curtain.
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Porek. Another, another person.
PorekaK dhonteye dhonoUkanae. He is becom-

mg wealthy with other people's wealth. .

Porekalfre oeC lagaoaekanap What does he feel
for another, what care has he for another's ?

Porek realcem namaka^, coj bah laoraoamkana.
You hare received what belonged to
another, yon can afford not to be stingy.

Porepare. Gratuitously,- for nothing,

at no expense to oneself.
Porca^ia do poreparete kg-miye calaoa.

Poret. To become stained, as with oil

or grease, oily, greasy, as cloth.
Suniam kioriore poretakawadea. There are

stains of oil on his cloth.

Porgol. To increase, to become more
intense.

Ghao porgolentaea. His sore is enlarging.
Eua porgolentaea. His fever is increasing.

Porha daka. "1 Boiled rice offered at the

Porha daka. J Bhandan (q. v. ceremony.

Porha dare. ") Sacrifice offered to the
Porha darS. J dead person at the

Bhandan (q. v) ceremony.

Porhao. "1 To put on, as clothes, orna-

Pahrau. J ments, rings, &c.
Malako porhaoadea. They put a necklace on

her.
Hasliko pahrauadea. They put a hasli (q. v.)

on her neck.

Por hSsalia. Spiteful, vengeful, vindic-

tive.

Nui do por hes^liageae. This (person) is spite-

ful.

Porho. Profit, advantage.
Get' porhom uamkeda. What profit did you get ?

what were you advantaged f

Porhoanalt kami. Profitable work.

Poriskar. Clear, to become clear, to

clear off, as a debt.
Rinin poriskarkeda. I cleared off my debt.

Khajnali poriskarkeda. I paid up all my rent

Porja. A tenant, a ryot, a subject.
Uni tbenin porjaakana. I have become a ryot

of his.

;•"•' ! Tenants, ryots, subjects.

Porja paniko jaoraakana. The ryots are assem-

_
bled.

T, •
,' {-Belonging to another caste.

Parjat. J . ° f

Por
Par

, > Cf nana porkar.
)rkan. J

"^

ir jatia.)

,r jatia.J
One of another caste.

Porjont."!

Porjot. ^Up to, also, even.

Parjat. J
Jonialf h3 porjote bagiakat'a. He has left off

taking even food.

Porkan.

Nana porl

Porkar. Stratagem, wile, craft, cun-

ning, kinds, sorts.

Porkarteko sapkedea. They caught him by
stratagem.

Porkartegeye jojomkan. He lives by his wits.

Sabe reaKe porkarakaSa. He is trying to catch
him by craft.

Porkar. Cf nana porkar,

Pormae. Lease of life.

Pormae tioRentaea. His lease of life has been
reached.

Pormae menalStaea. He has still some time to
live.

Porman. Witness, evidence, to depose,

to prove, to substantiate.
Porman da real?am p Can you prove it ?

Pormanko emoKa. They give proof.

Por monda. 1 To harm, to injure, to

Por munda. J belittle through spite

or malevolence.
Pormonda hop kanae. He is a spiteful man.
Jahae alom pormondaea. Do not spite any

one.

Porob. ") A feast, a festival, an anniver-

Porbas. J sary, to observe a festival

or an anniversary.
Sohrae porob. The Sohrae (q. v.) festival.

PoroboKkanako. ) They are observing a festi-

Porobedako. ) val.

Porobre pihare. At all festival times.
Jomlekhange porob, umlen khange sakrat. A

festival is a feast, the Sakrat (q. v.) is a
bath.

Porodhol. The ghost, shade, or soul of

a deceased father, the manes of a
father.

Haram porodhol. The manes of a grand-father.

Porodhol. Cf pordhol.

Poroe. 1 Tp- • 1 ,-

r, h-t ine, as ram, drizz mg.
roroe poroe.

j
' ' *=

Poroeada. It drizzled.

Poroe poroeye daKeda. It is drizzling.

p 1 ] I To recognize, to distinguish,

p ,
'

j
to make out.

Porok thikkedeail. I recognized him perfectly.
Eogeni porokkettaea? Did you diagnose his

disease ?

Porol ihinga. ) rte i -i •

D •I..''- ^Ci. parol ihinga.
Paror jhinga. ) "^ J & •

Poroporo. ") Sound as of semi-liquid

Phorophoro. J bursting out.

Poiot'porot. } ^°^^^'^ °^ breaking wind.

Porofi poro^e gasideda.
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Porpor. Cf. phorphor.

Porsad. A small piece of flesh meat
sent by the person who has killed

the animal to his neighbours, food

that has been offered to the deities,

leavings of a spiritual guide.
Poraadtet' se^srakawadiiia. I have received a

small piece of meat.

Porsati. Pregnant, enciente.

Porthom. First.
Porthom ren kanae. He is the iirst.

Porthom oaa. The first cultivation.

Porthomre. In the beginning, at the outset, in

the first place.
P|.hil porthomre. In the beginning, at the first.

Porti. C£ parti.

Porti. Cf. proti.

Porton. To begin, to set oneself to.

Eorore portonena. He beg;an to speak.
Set^reiie portonkeda. He began to sing.
AKhare portonakatJa. He has begun to make

an ahar (q. v.)

Pos. Nourishing, cherishing, a domes-
ticated animal.

Pose manaokeda. He became domesticated,
he became tame.

Pos bae manaolalta. He did not acknowledge
nourishing, he would not tame (tiger, lion,

He has good
&c.)

Upiren bhage pos menaKkotaea.
cattle.

Posalc. To break, to smash, to burst.
Kanda posaKena. The water pot is broken.
Kanda posagoUa. The water pot will break.
Ojo posaKentaea. His boil has burst.
Bele nur posalfena. The egg fell and was

broken.
Dal posalfkedae. He struck and smashed it.

EohoK posaKentaea. His head is split.

BohoKe dal poaaKkeftaea. He struck and
split his head.

BohoR posagol? leka hasoiiikana. My head
aches like to split.

Posan. To profit, to pay, to yield a

return, to draw profit, to obtain

a return.
InaKte posanoltae. He will be profited by so

' much, he will be no loser at this price.

Posao. To nourish, to rear, to supply

the necessaries of life, to fatten.

Uni gidrart posaoakadea. I have reared that

child.

Poset'. To break, to smash, to burst.

Cf posalf.

Posind. Cf pasind.

Poska. Cf. phoska.

Poska olal A small forest tree, Kydia
calycina, Roxh.

Poskoli. Cf. paskao.

Poson. To leak, as bellows ; applied

also to the blowing of a person

who has lost his front teeth.
Bae oil darealfkaua, posoh ocoedae. He can-

not blow, he allows the wind to escape.

Posra. To despise, to contemn, to feel

contempt for, to look down upon.
Posfakedeako. They despised him.
fuar poarako Aamkedea. They regarded him

aa a despised orphan.

Posta. The opium poppy plant.

Posta dana. The seed of the opium poppy.

Posta. The hind of the spotted deer,

Axis maculatus.

Posta. Red thread employed to make
the borders of cloth.

Poste^ir^l.-}
Cloth with red borders.

Posto. Distinctly, clearly.

Khub pos^oe ror dareaKa. He can speak very
distinctly.

Postote bad liel dareaKa. I cannot see dis-

tinctly.

Posu. A beast, an animal, applied

mainly to domesticated gramini-

vorous animals.
Ato poau. A domesticated graminivorous ani-

mal.
Bir poau. A wild animal.

Pota. Stomach.
Pota. First stomach, paunch of ruminating

animals.
Eemet'. Second stomach of ruminating ani-

mals.

Potak. To strip off or remove the

outer covering, as the bark of a

tree ; to rub off, peel off or remove
a portion, as of the skin ; to break

or injure a smooth surface, as a

floor, &c ; to bare, as a field of its

crop, grass, &c.

Dare mali bindarkate baklaKko potaKkeda.
They cut down the tree and removed the
bark.

Dal pofaUkedeako. They struck him and remov-
ed a portion of his skin.

Ir potaKakatako, ma gai ontebon idikoa. They
have reaped all the crops, let us take the

cows over there.

Gaiko jom po^aKkeda. The cows grazed it

bare.

Lebet' potaKkedako ot do. They tramped on
and removed the smooth surface of the
floor, (they wore holes in the floor with
their feet.)

Sadome ghasao posalfena. A portion of the
horse'a akin is rubbed off.

Jom potaKkedeako. They ate him bare (ate up
9.11 he had.)
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Potam. A wild wood-pigeon.
Varieties of wild wood-pigeona.
Barge potam. 7 Turtur Gamhayensis, the little
Thikri potam. ) brown dove.
Pondh9.r potam.
Mala potam. T
Kudbur potam. > The Eing dove.
Tilai potam, j
Kendro potam. The spotted dove, Turtur

Surattensis.

Bhoako potam.
Eisar potam. ) The Imperial pigeon, Carpo-
Ga(Jru gum. ) phaga sylvatica.
Toyo dedger potam. > rit u . 4.

Sancli kakar potam. j
^^- ^^^^e potam.

Note. The Green pigeon (huhar), Orocopus
chlorigaster, and the Blue Book pigeon,
(parwa) Columha intermedia^ are not in-
cluded among the pigeons by Santala.

Potam bele. Epsilon Lyrae, two small
stare very close to each other, near
Vega, in the constellation Lyra.

Potam cupi tedgoc. A shape of battle

axe so named.

Potao. To white wash, with lime or
white earth.

Bhitko potaoa. They white wash walla.

Pote. Cf. lede pote.

Pote. Cf. potea.

Potea.
I Having a large protuberant

Potma. 3 stomach.
Potea hor. A man with a large protuberant

stomach.

Potea garai. A species of fish.

Potea tarup. The smaller species of

leopard, Felis leopardus, Hodgson.
Tarup. The larger species of leopard or

panther, Felis pardiis. Cf. sona cita tarup.

Potea jondra. A stunted variety of

Indian corn.

Potha hako. A species of fish.

The fry of this fish are known aa puthi hako.

Potkoc. To germinate.
Aukurkate potkojoKa, khan suioKa.

Potma. M. ] Big-bellied, having a pro-

Putmi. F.J tuberant stomach.
Potmageae. He ia big-bellied.

Pu^migeae. She is big-bellied.

Pofma mara gidra, aijom ho bae ailjoma.

Potoc. To dislocate, out of joint.

Ti potodentaea. Hia wrist is dislocated.

Kafup potojolitaea. His finger will be dislo-

cated.

Potohan. Cf. patohan.
Moca do pon^ge potohan rohorentaea.

Potol. A kind of vegetable.

GeniJ potol. The plant raised from root tubers.
Palta potol ,, ,, „ cuttings.

Potolia. A species of snake.

Potom. To wrap up, to wrap round
as a parcel in paper, &c., to cover

,

as a book.
Sill potom. To shut up, or in.

Orakreko eiii pofomkedea. They shut him up
in the house.

Oyo potom. To cover up, as with a shawl,
sheet, blanket, &c.

Kamrateye oyo potomakana. He is wrapped
up in a blanket.

Tiye oyo potom eseSak a£taea. He has covered
up his hand.

Tol potom. To close way of egress by tying,
as a door, &o.

Dal potom. To strike heavy blows.
Dal potomkedeako. They beat him severely.
Matkomko pofoma. They wrap up matkom

(q. V.) in leaves.
Matkom potom. A parcel of matkom.
Kitapid potoma. I will cover my book.

Potom dundu. A species of owl.

Potom barduruc. A species of bat.

Potor. To strip off, to pluck off, to

denude.
Kioridko potorkedea. They stripped off his

clothes.

Lo potorenae. He is burnt out, he is stripped
by fire (house, &o. burned.)

Ti lo potorenae. The s.kin has been scalded
off his hand.

Simko potorkoa. They pluck fowls.
Dal potorkedeako. They beat and stripped

him.

Sukriko ro potorkoa. They scald the bristles
off pigs. Scottice, they plot them.

Onkoko oyoakana, onageye or potore^koa. He
pulls off their covering.

Potor potor. 1 Denuded, patches or

Putur putur. J portions denuded,
patchy.

Potor potor up menaKtakoa. There are places
on his akin without hair, there are hairless
places on his body.

Potor. ) A document, documents,
Kagoj potor. J papers.

Potol
"I
Uncomfortable through

Potol; potol J thirst.

Potol! potot aikg.uedaii. I feel uncomfortably
thirsty.

Oka do rugtrepoto^ poto6 aikaiiKa. Sometimes
in fever one feels uncomfortable owing to
thirst.

Potpoto. "1 Prominent, swollen as the
Putputu. J belly when full, satisfied,

full stomach.
Lac potpotoentaea. His stomach ia swollen.
Jom potpotoehae. He has eaten to repletion.
Potpotogeti 9.ikg.ueda. I feel satisfied.

Potpoto matkom. The flowers of certain mat-
kom (q. V.) which do not become flat when
cooked but retain their rotundity.
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M. ")

p > Big-bellied, paunchy.
Potia.

Putri.

Potrec.l Protuberant stomach and
Potret'./ neglected, as a child.

Potretjel. Gf. ghotret jel.

Potyol Small, applied to children.

Powa. Cf. pawa.
Powar Murmu. A sub-sept of the

Santal sept Murmu (q. v.)

Poyor. ") Continued progression,
Poyor poyor. J as of running water

;

without halting.
Poyoy poyorko paromottkana. They are stream-

ing past.

Poyor marte.lContinued progression,
Poyor mente.j as of running water,

without a halt.
Poyor marte parom gotenae. He went past

without a halt.
Atu calaoeua poyor marte. It floated right

away.

Poyof. "lApplied to the move-
Poyot' poyoli. J ment of the lips when

smoking a cigar, a pipe or the

bubble bubble.
Poyot poyot' thamakhure riuieda.

Pracar. To preach.

Pracarak. A preacher.

Praja. A tenant, a ryot, a subject.

Prajapati. Tenants, subjects.

Prerit. An apostle, one sent.

p -,. j-The world. Cf pirthimi.

Procar. To preach.

Procarok. A preacher.

Prokar. Kind, sort, stratagem, wile,

craft.

Adi prokar kiericie ^guaka£a. He has brought
many kinds of cloth.

Nana prokar. Of many kinds or sorts.

Proti."!

Porti. [-Each, severally.

Parti. J
Hor proti. Each person in snoeession.

Puc marte. 1 On the sudden, suddenly,

Puc mente.j applied to fear.

Puc mente botor gofenae. He was instantly

seized with fear.

Pucg,u.
"I

rp^ ^^^ j.^ gjjg^ respect, to
±^ucnar. y

gQjjg^it tQ take notice of
Puchau.J

Ifi do bape pnchauledifia. Tou did not consult

Puche. To enquire, to ask.
Bako kho] puehokedea, bahkhano laiUogoa.

They did not enquire of hiui, else he would
have told.

I'i do Uhoj na puche cele bae behge£am.
Id do khoje na puohe oole bae bongefam.

Puchia. A gratuity, generally one pice,

given by the purchaser of an
animal to the herd or shepherd.

Gupiio puchia poesae liama. The herd will
receive a gratuity of one pice (when an
animal of which he has had charge is sold.)

Puchia puchli. To seize the tail of a

bullock as if about to twist it, to

give a fillip to an ox by twisting

its tail.

Puchia puchli baraem. Twisthia tail.

Puchlau. To twist the tail of a lazy

bullock to urge it on, to stimulate,

to inspirit, to stir up, to give a
fillip.

Puohlauem. Twist his tail.

Pucki. Cf phucki.

Puckudpuckud. i^f'P^"^'^"'^-

Pucpuc. ~| To quail, to be in a funk,

Pucpucau. J terror stricken.
Pucpuce botoroKkana. He is terror stricken.

Pucri. F. ~) r^r

Pocra. M.j^f- P^^""^'

Pucud pucuc. l^7f^'^''
'"'^^''''^

Phucud phucud.J ^'

Puouo puouce hijuK senoKkana. He comes and
goes without delay.

Pucuc marte. 1 Suddenly, quickly, on
Pucud mente. J the sudden, on the

instant.
Puouo menteye calaoeua. Ho left on the instant.
Pucuc marten tuAkedea. I shot him suddenly.

Pndina. \^,.
Pudina arak. |

\To breathe heavily

s.
J as a bear, &c.

Pudruk.
Pudruk pudruk.
Bana do pu(Jrulf pudruKe darkeda. The bear

ran away breathing heavily.

Pugui. "1 To mumble when eating

Pugui pugui.
J orspeaking, as a person

who has lost his teeth.
Pugui maraokedae. He mumbled it all up.
Pugui puguiye jomeda. He eats mumblingly.

Phulii. J
'^'^ ""^^^ gently, slight rain.

Puhiadae. It rainted a little.

Puhi-iioKaKkhac beskoKa. If it rain a little it

will be well.

65
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Puhi. A float for a fishing line.

Puhna. The day on which certain

agricultural operations are begun,
as sowing, planting, &c. ; to begin
sowing, planting, &c.

Tehenle puhnakeda. "We began operations
to-day.

PuijDui. To bulge, protrude, swell, as

the stomach, a water mussuck, &c.
Puipuiakanae. His stomach is swollen, or

bulges out.

Puipuiko bhorao perecakat'a daKte. They have
filled and caused (the mussuck) to swell
out with water.

Puja. ) Worship, to offer sacrifice

Puja agha. J and worship.
Puja aghaedako. They are engaged in

sacrificing.

Puja aghaenako. They have performed sacri-
ficial worship.

OkoeaK tite puja agham kitsiaUa? At whose
hand will you accept sacrificial worship p

Pujhar. A sacrificing priest, the title

given to the family of a sacrificing

priest.

Pukar. Cf phakar.

Pukar. Cf phukar.

Pukhri. C£ pokhri, pokhor.

Pukni. Cf phukni,

Pukpuku. Cf pokpoko.

Pukri. Cf pokhri.

Pukus. ITo breathe, the only

Pukuspukus. ) sign of which is the

heaving of the stomach.
Pukus pukusoKkanae. His stomach is heaving.

Pukus marte.
I
With a long sigh, or

Pnkus mente.) breath.
Pukus mputeil sahetkeda. I drew a long sigh

(of relief.)

Pul. A bridge.
Non^eko pula. They will -bridge here.
Adiko pulakat'a. They have erected mai^y

bridges, they have bridged many places.

Puli. Cf pali.

Puluc. 7 r^r 1 '

13 1 . , , [-Of poloc.
ruluc puluc. 3

Pun. Virtue, merit, religious merit.
Nuiye punakata. This (person) has acquired

merit.

Pundit. C£ pandet.

Pungi. To twist into a point, to make
into a cone, compressed into a

point, as a flower bud.
Baha puhgiakana, auri sarota. The flower

bud is pointed, it has not yet opened.
Sakam pungikate botolko eseda. They twist

a leaf into the shape of a cone and cork a
bottle with it.

Puni. Infantile mirasus or wasting.
Nui gidra puniakanae. This child is suffering

from infantile mirasmus or wasting.

Puriji. Capital, stock.

Punjiakat'ae. He has accumulated stock.

More taka reaK puIijimenaKtaea. He has five

rupees of capital.

Puiiji. A heap, to make a heap.
Haaako purijiakata. They have heaped the

earth, or made a heap of earth.

Punji pata. Capital, stock.

Puiji pafa cef ho banuKtilia. I have not got
any capital whatever.

Pupulhet'. Cf popolhot;.

Pura. Entire, complete, exact, full,

perfect, total, the whole.

Purg. kathart badaea. I know the whole story.

Pura dom ghjtiakat'a. Tou are wholly guilty.

Purigeye kamikeda. He worked full time.
Candoo puralJa. The moon will be full.

Purab.
I

Purub. j-The east, easterly.

Pura a. j
Purua hoe. An east wind.
Purua daK. Kain from the east.
Purub nakha. "1

Pnrnb sen. [ The east.
Purub mohnda. J

Purai nari. A succulent climbing
plant cultivated as a vegetable
Basella alba, Linn.

Katie piu-ai araK. A variety of Basella alba,
with small leaves.

Purun f
^'^ffi'^isnt, plenty, to satisfy.

JomaRte doko purungea. They have sufficient
food.

Kathateko purunkedea, menkhan oei ho bako
emadea. They filled hin with words, but
gave him nothing.

Puranti. To discharge an obligation,

to complete, to satisfy a demand.
Purgintiadinako. They satisfied my demands,

paid or gave in full.

Purapura.lThe whole, in full, complete-
Purapuri. j ly, to finish, to complete,

to fulfill.

Pura puriye emadii5a. He gave me the full
(amount, quantity, &c.)

Pura puriakatali. I have completed it, I have
fulfilled it.

Pur^purin emkoda. I gave, or paid, in full.

Purau. To complete, to fulfill, to per-
fect, to accou]plish, entire, full,

complete, exact, perfect, total.

Candoe purauena. The moon is full.
K>mi puraukateye oalaoena. He finished the

work aiid went away.
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> Cf. cak purauni.

• BcloiiKins to the east.

Puiaimi.

Cak purauni.

Purbi. "\

Purbia. J
Purbia hor kanae. He is an east countryman.

Pnrcha. Clear, distinctly.
Purohg. do ban. lioUaRa. I did not see distinctly.

13 ' u' Clear, distinctly, intelligib-
rurchau. [- . '

•' °

Purcho. J
•''

Purohoteye laikcda. He told it intelligibly.

LaipnrcLgiuaileae. He explained it to us, be
made it clear to us.

Kbub purobaue ror dareaKa. He can speak
very distinctly.

Bes purcho daK kana. It is good clear water.

Purhut. ) A spiritual preceptor, a

Purohit. J caste of Brahmins who
sometimes visit Santals profession-

ally and drink water from their

hands.

Pari. The world, the sea.

Jalapnri. Tbe sea.

Hana puri. The other world.
Noa puri. This world.
Monco puri. The passing world.

Patal puri. The nether world.

Puri. A kind of very thin cake.

Puri.
"J
A contribution given to-

Net puri. J wards the expenses of a

funeral, marriage and certain

festivals by relatives whose rela-

tionship requires their presence at

such function.

Net puri lagaoakoa. They have to contribute

to the expenses.

Puria. A small packet.
Mit puria sindur. A small packet of sindur.

Mi€ puria ran. A medicine powder.

Purkha. An eldei', an ancestor, a

patriarch.
Bapa purkha. Ancestors.
Nuige purkha kantaleae, bahkhan sanamko la-

haena. This is our patriarch, all the rest

have gone on before.

Purmu. Damp, wet, to damp, to moist-

en, to wet.

DaKte purmuena. It is wetted with the rain.

Dakte purmukedae. The rain wetted it.

Purna. 1 ^^ ^^^.^ ^^^.^^^
JVlare purna. J

^

Purohit. Cf puihut.

Pursa pai. ") A measure larger than the

Bursa pai. J standard.

Purtha. Clear, distinctly.
Khub pnrthago lioloKkana. It is seen very

distinctly, it appears very dintinctly.

Purfhagen betigeiieda. I sec distinctly.

Purthi. The earth.

Purbi Cf parti.

Purua. ) r^i- ,

Purub. j*^'^' P"'-^b-

Puruchun. To perform a religious rite,

to projDitiate, to remove ceremonial

uncleanness by sacrifices or offer-

ings, to fulfill a religious duty, as a

vow, obsequies of the dead, &c.
Puruohunkedae. Ho fulfilled his religious duty,

TOW, &c.
Puruohunakat'taeaii. I performed his rites

(of a deceased person.)
Auri pnruchunko emok habio bhondgeko tahe-

na. They remain unclean until they give
the propitiatory offering.

Purun. Sufficient, plenty.
Mone purunentaea. His mind is at ease.
SanamaR puruntegebo riamkeda. We received

a sufficiency of all.

Purus. A generation.
Noa atore tin purua khon menakpea? How

many generations of you have occupied this

villa^^e?

Piirus. Husband.
Purus. The height of a man with his

arms and fingers extended above
his head, a fathom.

Mi6 purus dak menaka. There is a fathom of

water.
MiC pnrnsko ga^aakat'a. They have dug down

one fathom.
Puruskato tiogme. Stretch your arms to the

full height and reach it.

Pus. The ninth Hindu solar month.
Pus catao. Cf phus catao.

Pusi. A cat.

Pusi hopon. A kitten. [mahajan.
Deko pusi. A Hindu cat, i* moneylender, a

Pusi toa. A small, wild,'milky plant.

Euphorbia pilulifera, Linn

.

Pusi pan. A moderately sized forest

tree, Eltretia laevis, Roxb.

Pusi janga. Applied to the bunches of

flower buds of the matkom (q. v.)

tree which resemble the sole of a

cat's foot.

Matkom pusijahgaakana.

Pusic.
"I

Pusic pusic. I A shout to drive away
Pusik. I a cat.

Pusik pusik.
J

Pusind. Cf pasind.
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Pusi pusi. A children's game.
Pusi pusiko eneoa gitiire. They play the game

of pitsi pusi in the sand.

Puski. To teach, to tutor, to put up to.

Puakiadeae. He tntored him, he privately
put him up to it.

Puslau. Cf. phuslau.

n "
, , > Cf. phusuc phusuc.

rusuc pusuc. J ^ ^

Puspuse gitid joiikana. He is sleeping quietly.

Pusri. A pimple.
Pusri janamakawadea. He is suffering from

pimples.
Mif; pusri ho bah. Not at all, not in the least.

Mit pusri ho bae jiwi dareada. He could not
bear it in the least.

Pustak, 1
Pustok. J

A book.

oan-
pro-

have

Pustau. Distinctly, clearly, to speak
distinctly.

Bes okodte bae puBt9.u dareakkana. He
not speak very distinctly, he cannot
nounce very correctly.

Pustia.}'^^'''""^*^^"-
Adi pnsti hoeena. 7 Many generations
A^li pusti calaoena. ) passed.

Pusti. 1 Addicted to spaoking tobac-

Pustia. J CO.

Khadki*. Addicted to chewing tobacco.
Uni do adi pusfia hor kanae. He is a slave

to tobacco.

Pusuc pusuc. Cf. phusuc phusuc.

Pusur pusur. To whisper. Cf phusur
phusur.

Pusur pnsnrtin galmaraokana. They are talk-
ing whisperingly.

Put marte. ") r~ie ^ l ^

Putmente. j Cf phut marte.

Puta. Cf dbia puta.

Putalf. To rise to the surface at a dis-

tance from where one dived.
Pani dubako putagoKa. Coots come to the sur-

face at a distance from where they dive.

Putalfeuae. He rose to the surface at a dis-

tance from where he dived.

Puthi. A book.

Puthi hako. The small fry of the

tha fish. Cf potha hako.

Puthia. The wooden rim of a

wheel.
Hal. The iron tyre of a wheel.

Puthuc. To boil leguminous fruits

whole, such as beans, peas, gram,
&c.

Bahcf putihiic. Boiled ralier ((\. y.)

Bnf; piitHuc. Boiled gram.

po-

cart

Malhan pnt;huo. Boiled malhan (q. v.)

Horec puthud. Boiled hored (q. v.)

Ghaiigra puthud. Boiled ghahgra (q. v.)

Eamra pufhud. Boiled ramra (q. v.)

Oka do hofedko puthuja. They sometimes cook
horec' (q. V.) by boiling it whole.

Puti. To swell, as the stomach, stomach

swollen.

Pufi diridahenae. His stomach is swollen very

much.

Putia kaudi. Cf phutia kaudi.

Putka. A puff-ball, a genus of fungi

(Lyco2:>erdon.)

Setapufka. ^

iot'p'utka:
Edible forms of puff-balls.

BroK putka. J

Pufka sure. Any of the edible forms of puff

balls cooked along with rice.

Putki. A nose ornament wornby women.

Putki malla. A common hedge clim-

ber, CardiospermuTYi Hcdicaca-
bum.

Putki. A variety of the rice plant.

Putla. T The centre piece of a solid

Putra. ) cart wheel. Cf pati.

Putli. A piece of cloth of from one
cubit to one cubit and a half in

length and one cubit in breadth,

as a garment for a little girl, the

first dress of a girl.

Putli bande. A girl of from two to six years
of age for whom a putli (q. v.) suffices.

Tinmaraiiae? Putli bande. How big is she ?

She wears a Putli.

Putli. ") . ,
. ,,

J7-
,,• > A puppei, -marionette.

Putmi. F. ) ^„
Potma. M.j^f' P°^"^*'

Putputu. Cf potpoto.

Putra. Cf putla.

Putri. Cf patri.

Putri. F. ") Big-bellied, paunchy. Cf
Potra. M. J potra.

Ka/putri. j ^ WW^^^' marionette.

Kat putriko enedkoa. They make the pup-
pets perform.

Putu. I'^o chafe or fret at being
Utu putu. j delayed.

Utu putu baraebanao. Ho is chafing at being
delayed.
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Putuc. To abstract or take anything
out otherwise than by the pi-oper

opening, or by the proper method,
as taking something out of a

bundle without undoing it, or out

of a house other than by the door.
Kombvoko putiiokedea. The thieves robbed

him (by making a hole in the wall.)

Putuo o^okkedae.' He abstracted it (without
opening the wrapping.)

Okare ooii putuo oi^okena. It has slipped out
and fallen some where.

Panda khone putuckedea poesa. He abstract-

ed mon^ from hie waist (cloth.)

Putura. A puppet, an image.

Putur putur. ") Having bare patches, in

Potor potor. J patches.
Putur pu^ur ghasakana. The grass has grown

in patches.

Puyul. ') Very greatly, extreme-

Puyul puyul. J ly, applied to fear.

Bogetele botoroUkana puyul puyul.

Puyul marte. j With a start through

Puyul mente. ) fear.

Puyul marte botor gof:enae. He started with
fear, he was frightened and gave a start.

Puyul. ) To escape through an

Puyul puyul. J opening, to escape

one after the other, or with a series

of rushes.

Puyul marte. ") With a rush, or dart

Puyul mente. J out.

Puyul marte parom gotenae, jhali bhugalfre.

It darted out through a hole in the net.

DaK puyul mente o(Jokona. The water came
out with a gush.

Puyu puyu. To issue steadily from a

small opening.
Dak puyu puyu taboKkaua, The water is run-

niug out. [in a stream.

Puyu puyu dhua todoHkana. Smoke is issuing

P»y"^-
] C£ puyul.

Puyiir puyur. J
'^ '

Puyur puyurko paromoK kana. They are escap-

ing through (a hole in the net) one after the

other.

Puyur marte. ") With a rush, or a dart

Puyur mente. j out. Cf puyul marte.

R
Rabac rubuc. ") Slowly, leisurely, gent-

Rabae rubui. / ly, heavily, without

elasticity, without spring, as a

heavy creature walking.
Eabao rubucko hijuKkani. They are coming

slowly.

Babao rubuoe daKeda. It is raining gently.

Eabae rubuiye dalfeda. It is drizzling.

Itabaa rubuce taramefkana. He walks heavily,

without elasticity in his step.

Rabalc rubuk. Moving, as anything

seen indistinctly in the distance.
Babali rubuKko lielokkana. They appear to

move.

Rabari. Cold, to feel cold.

Eabah kana. It is cold.

Eabaii din. The cold weather.
Eabaiige ^.ikauUa. It feels cold.

Eabauedifikana. I am cold.

Eabah disom. A cold country.
44i rabahoUkanae. He is very cold, he is very

fearful of cold.

Eabahe kurumutuieda. He is taking care of

himself by reason of the cold.

Eabah iate oyo po^omakanae. He is wrapped
up owing to the cold.

Rabhua. Ugly and lumpish, ugly

and inactive, used by women when
scolding men.

E|.bhua mara hor. An ugly lumpish rascal.

Rabi. ") Cold weather crops culti-

Rabi cas. J vated after the cessa-

tion of the rains.

Rabon raj. ") King Ravan or Ravani,

Kabona raj. j king of Ceylon, used
metaphorically for cold.

Eabon rajae sapakadea. King Eavan has seiz-

ed him, i. e. he is very cold.

The Santals have a tradition that as Kherwars
they accompanied the Hindu king Eam on
his expedition to Ceylon to punish king
Eavan for having carried oif his wife Sita.

Rabor. To claw, to scratch with nails

or claws.
Ranako ral^bora. Bears claw.
Tarupe raborliedea. The leopard clawed him.
Bapaborkanakin. The (children) are scrat-

ching each other.

Raboskak. Big, protuberant, applied

to the belly.

BaboskaUgetaea lad do. Hie belly is big.

Marah utartaea lao raboskaK. His belly is

tremendously large.

Rabraba. Over salted, salty taste,

saline.

Adi rabrabagea. It is very ^alty.

Eabrabage ^ikjuka. It tastes salty.

Eabraba sebela. It has a nice salty taste.

Rac. The comb of a weaver's loom.

Raca. Courtyard of a house, {or out.

Racak. To clutch, to tear or pull up
Ce£e racaUkedaP Kicrio. What did he clutch

at ? His cloth.

Ce{ reye racaKedea ? Upre. What did she clutch
at f Her hair. [the hair.

Upre raoaUakadeae. He has clutched him by
EapncaKkanakin. They are clutching each

other's (hair or clothing.)
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Racot

Racap rucup. "j Rustling, as of dry lea-

Racup racup, [ ves, &c, sound as of

Rucup rucup. J anything crisp being-

crushed, crackling, as of any thing

dry or brittle being crushed.
Racap rucup sadekana. It rustles.

Racap rucupe jomeda. He is crunching as he
eats.

Racap rucupko Bade ocoeda. They are causing
a rustling.

Racasec. ") To urinate, used only of

Racate. J adult human beings.
RacateUkanae.
Raca sece senakana.
Mayamge raca secetkanae. He passes bloody

urine.

Race bacete. Carefully, discriminating-

ly-

Race bacete kamipe. Work carefully.

Tehed khon do bes okocte sikh^u parhaoeben
race bacete. From to-day teach her in a
proper way and with discrimination.

Rad. 1 Scoundrelly, base, . disobe-

Rada. V dient, wicked.

Radaha. j

Radaha mara hor. A base scoundrel.

Rad coar. A low scoundrel.

Rad. M.
"I
Scoundrelly, base, disobe-

Radin. F. j dient, wicked.

Rada. A row, a line, a course, as of

bricks on a wall, &c.
Mit rada bhitko rakapaka£a. They have raised

the wall one course. [line.

Ni* radate ubpe. Throw it down along this

Radabada. Sound of rustling as of

dry leaves, or the like. Cf rado-

bado.

Radbad. ~) Sound of rustling, an

Radbadao. j imitative word.
Radbadedae cele con. Some thing is making a

rustling sound.
Eadbadaoedako. They are making a rustling.

Radga rodgo. Stony, gravell}^

Barge ra4ga ro4gogetina. My garden is

stony.

Radgo badgo. Sound of rustling, as

of dry leaves, &c.
TinaKem daranJt radga rodgo mundu pakar ?

How long will you tramp the jungles rust-

ling (the leaves P)

Radgo padgo. Under- cooked, ineffi-

ciently, mainly applied to pot-

herbs.
Radgo padgope isinakat'a. You have under

cooked them.

Radha corok. A contrivance by means

of which Hindu devotees, and at

times also Santals, swing as a reli-

gious observance.

Radhua Sapless, dry.
Radhua dare. A sapless tree.

Radi. "^ Used up, waste, as paper, reject-

Rudi. j ed.

Radi kagoj. Waste paper.

Radin. "^Scoundrel, jade, bad, disobed-

Rad. j rent female.

Nui radin do katha bae a£joma. This jade

will not do "as she is bid.

Radobado. Sound of rustling as of dry

leaves, &c.

Sakamtef radobado sade gofena.. The leaf

rustled.

Radrad. ") Sound, as of anything dry

Radradao. ) being crnshed or shaken,

marks as of anything having been

dragged along the ground.

Eadrade or idikeda.
Or radradao idikedae.

Rae. Wisdom, opinion, coun.=el, order,

custom.

Raekedako. They made a rule, or they came to

an agreement.
Eaere bae hijuKkana. He has not given in his

adhesion to the agreement.

Disom rae. The custom of the country,
Rae nokolle odokakata adalot khon. We have

taken a copy of the order of the court.

Raebar. To act as a go-between,

applied mainly to the arranging

of marriages.

Raebario. A go-between, a person who nego-
tiates a marriage.

Eaebarbudhi. A female marriage' negotiator.

RaebaricG raebara. The marriage negotiator
negotiates the marriage.

Raebundi. A variety of the rice plant •

Rae dohae. To cry out for justice, an

appeal for justice.

Nunal^ in rae dohaekeda dos then. I appealed
so much to the panchayat for justice.

Sehgel ar daK rae dohae bae anjoma. Fire and
flood heed not an appeal for justice.

Noa real? rae dobae banuKanah. There is no
one who can lay claim to this.

Raeka. High, long, big.

Eaeka dare. A high tree.

Raeka derefi. A long or big horn.

Raekakarbak. The chameleon.

Raela. 1 rp^^j j^. .j^

Roela. J
=

Raemimdi. A variety of the rice

plant.

Raeot. A ryot, a cultivating tenant.
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Rag. Anger, excitement, energy, spirit.

Bag ban oabaakantfiea. His anger has not
passed off.

Alo, ragolfae nahaU. Don't, he will get excited
presently.

Rag maraoentaea. His energy is exhausted.

Ragabaga. Leisurely, applied mainly
to crabs, scorpions, &c., to produce
a rustling sound, or a' sensation of

something creeping.

Delabon baibaite ragabagabon sen jarwaKa.
Come along, let us creep leisurely on our
way.

Ragae ragae. / •^
' " '

MeC ragae ragaeoKkana. There is a gritty feel-

ing in my eye

.

MedoKre ragae ragae hal/soa.
Hormo ragae ragae atkaroKa. My (body) feels

rough.

Ragani cagam. Sound produced by
anything dry, as leaves, &c. when
disturbed.

Kagam cagame hijul^kana. He is coming mak-
ing a rustling noise.

Ragam ragam. "j Sensation as of some-
Ragam rugum. V thing creeping on

Rugumrugum.J the skin, smarting

sensation.

Nindare ragam ragam hasoea. He feels it smart-
ing at night.

Eagam rngum cele eoe (un^ahedilia. Some-
thing ia creeping over me

.

Raga ragi. Quarrelling, disputing an-

gi'i'y-

Khubkin raga ragiena. They disputed angrily.

Ragar cagar. Loquacious, glib.

Eagar cagar ?^iye rora. He is very glib.

Ragar jhagar. Quarrel, wrangle, dispute.

Okoe tuluo h3 ragar jhagar alom lagaoa. Do
not quarrel with any one.

Khub ragar jhagarkin kaphariauena. They
had an angry wrangle.

Ragar rogor.lgtony, gravelly, rough

Rogor rogor.J and stony.

Jag^!- . I Rough.
Ragat ragat. J °
Dhar adi ragaCa. The edge is very rough.

Ragat; cogat;.\Rough, rough or stinging,

Ragat ragai | as speech.

Ragaf coga£ ?iik*uRkana. It feels rough.

A^i ragaf ragaf noa hor do. This road is very

rough.
Eaga£ cogafe rofeda. He speaks roughly.

Ona hor do ragaf oogafgea. That road is rough.

Ragat rogot. To produce a wliglit

noise when doing anything steal-

thily.

Eagafi rogofe liara baraeda. He is seeking it

stealthily and making a slight noise,

Ragau ragau. Din, tumult.
Arisakat'ako ragau r9.gau, met! ho bah j^pidoKa.

Ragbag. \To move, to respond, move-

Ragbagao. ) ment, response.
Ragbag oet' ho bah. No movement of any

kind.

Ragbag bae laraoRkana. He is a fixture.

Bae ragbagaoKkana. He moves not.

RagbagaoKkanae, sebah? Bae ragbagaoKkana.
Is he moving or not? He is not moving.

Ragdar^gdi.-)
(.j^^ ,

at the heels of
Rigda rigdi. J

'

Eagda ragdi khube lagakedea. He gave it a

good chase keeping at its heels.

A(}i khudaukediriako ragda ragdi. They pur-

sued me very closely.

Ragda rogdo. Rough.
Ragda rogdogea cikar do bail. It is rough, not

smooth.

Ragda ragdi. Scrubbing.
Ragda ragdi kaijako arupkom. Scrubbing

wash the buffaloes.

Ragdao. To rub, to scour, to scrub

with the hand or hands.

Ragdao potaKenae. His skin is rubbed off.

Kai^a arupko jokhed khub lekako ragdaokoa.
When they wash buffaloes they scrub them
well with the bands.

Ragdao ghao. A sore produced by rubbing or

chafing.

Ragdao.\To chase or pursue at the

Rigdau. J heels of
Ragdao idikedeako. They kept up the chase

at his very heels.

Ragha rogho. Rough.
Onije khonge hor ho a(Ji ragha rogho taheKana.

From there the road was very rough.

Raghoboarhako. U species of fish.
Raghop boar hako.J '^

Ragi. Spirited, active.

Eagi (Jahgra kanae. It is a spirited ox.

Ragi sadom kanae. It is a spirited horse.

Ragor pagor. Clambering, climbing

with hands and feet, to scramble,

to scrape with the feet, using

hand and feet.

Ragor pagore geleoeda. He is scraping it out
with his feet (rat.)

Ragor pagore dejoKkana darere. He is scramb-
ling up the tree, he is climbing the tree by
means of his hands and feet.

Kudi do ragor pagoroKkana. The kndali is

scrambling over them (stones.)
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Ragra ragri,

Ragraga. In position, undetached,

applied mainly to the teeth and to

the flowers of the matkom (q. v.)

which do not become detached.
Eagraga cotrege menaKa. It is high up unde-

taohecl.

Eken data ragraga neloKkantaea. Only the
teeth appear all in position, (as in a skull.)

Ragragia. Spirited, active. Cf. ragi.
Khub ragr?igi?i sadom kanae. He is a very

spirited horse.

Ragrao.' To rub, to chafe, to apply
friction, to come and go, to hang
about in hope of getting some-
thing.

Adi din khone ragraoKkana, enho bae Jiameda.
He has been hanging around many days,
still be has not got.

Eagrao saphaedako. They are cleaning by
attrition (as water and sand shaken in a
bottle to clean it.)

Persistently, unceasing-

ly, fiercely, applied to quarrels or

disputes.
Eagra ragrikin roporona. They wrangled

fiercely.

Raguisalc. Rough as hair, shaggy,

dishevelled.
Bana do raguisaKko upana. Bears have rough

bides.

Bana up do rgiguisaKgea. The hair of a bear is

rough.

Ragumcals. \Rough, ajDplied to hair,

Ragum cagum.J hairy, hirsute, brist-

Ic9.K hako ragumcalc geako. Shrimps are brist-

Eagumcg.Kko upana bana. Bears have rough
hair.

Noko eskargepe gockefikoa ragum cagum. Tou
only killed these briatly things (shrimpa.)

Raha.}^°^'^''™y-
Eahadeale. We made a way for him, we point-

ed out the way to him.

Rahai sahai. To shew pity, to forgive,

to deliver, to settle.

Noa mamblako rg.hai sgihaia. They will settle

this suit.

Raham. Having tha quality or taste

of salt, saline.

Ruluh do rahamgea.
Bulun leka rahamge ^ikaul;a. It tastes saline

like salt.

Eahamge sebela. It tastes good as salt.

Raham rohom. Slowly, leisurely.

Eaham rohome tarama. He walks slowly.

Rahan rohon. Slowly, dilatory.
Eahan rohon bape larao hodoKkana. . Dilatory,

you do not move quickly.

Rahao. To become numbed or stiff,

to sleep, as a hand or foot.

Durup dnrupteJi rahaoena. I am numbed with
continued sitting.

Durup rahaoenaii. I hare sat till I am numbed.

Rahap ruhup. Slowly, leisurely, heav-

iiy.

Rahar. A large drum beaten by the

fingers.
Eaha r dhaca. Bunches of feathers with which

the rahar is adorned.

Rabat pahat. The sound produced by
rubbing the person with the

hands ; dilatory.
Eahat; pahat abukolfkanae.
Rabat pahateiskirolckana.
Babat pahat bae odok hodoKkana. He is

dilatory, he does not come out quickly.

Rahau. To save, to deliver, to rescue,

to extricate from danger.
A.di rahau hoeena, balicaoenae. It is a great

deliverance, he is saved.
Eahaukefkoae. He delivered them.

Rahdani. Giving charity to travellers.
Eahdani kanae. He gives charity to travellers.

Raher. A cultivated crop, Cajanus
indicus, Spreng.

Caitali raher. Eahcr ripening in the month of
Chat, March-April.

Agbar raher. '^ Eaher ripening in the month
Aghanua raher. 3 of Aghar, November-

December.
Maghi raher. Eaher which ripens in the month

of Magh, January- February.
Raher dal. The split pea of raher.

Rahey. ") A cultivated leguminous
Buru raher. J plant, Gyamopsis pso-

ralioides, D. 0.

Rahi. A traveller.

Rahi. ) A kind of palki or

Rahi dandi. J doolie.
Eahire Man rani menaea. Queen Man is in

the palki

Rahi rahite. ") ^ in
Rahisahite.j^^'^'^'^^"^-
Rabi sabiteri emama. I will give it to you grad-

ually.

Rahruli. ") Crashing, thunder-
Rahruk rahrulc. j ing, applied to any

very loud noise or sound.
EaihruR rahruK bindarena dare. The tree fell

crashing, the tree came crashing down.
Dhol a^i sagekautakoa rjbruK rahruK. Their

drum has a thundering sound.

RahruU marte. ") With a crash, with a
Rahruk mente. J loud noise.
Dare rahruR marte biud9.rena. The tree fell

with a crash.
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Rakap

i.V
variety of the
plant, Brassica

Mustard
campes-

rae.

Eai,

Rai turi,

tris.

Rae f
^^^^®' order, opinion. Cf.

Raila gidi. The female of Ologyps
caLvus, the Indian King vulture.

Raila baha. A jungle flowering plant
of Barleria sp.

Raimal lendod. A kind of very large

centipede.

Raj. "} A king, a title borne by certain

Raja. J Indian landholders, to reign,

to become a king ; a kingdom.
Maharaj . j A great king, a title superior to
Moharaj. j raj (q. v.), an emperor.
Eaj rapajko. Kings, kings and their attendants.
Eaj rapajko darakokana. The kings and their

retinue are coming.
Eaj kaj. Business, matters of business.
Unigeye raj kajet'talea. He transacts ourljusi-

neea for us.
Eaj kaj oaKIaoid. A manager.
Eaj bheja. A cess paid to a zemindar.
Eaj bhasa. The royal language, English.
Eaj pat. The work of government.
Eajpafe oalaoeda. He carries on the work of

government.

e:J&} The Hng's highway.

Eaje oalaoeda. He carries on the work of

government.
InaM rajre bali dohoea. I will not keep him in

my kingdom.
Serma raj. The kingdom of heaven.
Eaj rapajko ren raj. King of kings.
Eaj kumg-r. A king's son, a title borne by the

second son of a Ghatwal raja.

Eaj pataren kanako. They are of the king's
lineage, they can sit with the king, they
can sit at the king's table.

Eaj tilok. \ The mark on the forehead given to a
Eaj ^ika. ) king on accession.

Raj rog. Phthisis, consumption.

Raj baha. The Sweet-scented Olean-

der, Nerium odoruni, Soland.
Aral? raj baha. The red variety of the Sweet-

scented oleander.
Pond raj baha. The white variety of the Sweet-

soeijted oleander.

Raja. A king, a title borne by certain

Indian landholders.
Moharaja. ^A great king, a title superior to

Maharaja. ) that of raja (q. v.), an emperor.

Raja muni. A variety of rice.

Raja pata. A children's game.

Rajali rajak. Moderately heavy, as

rain.
EajaR rajaKe daEeda. The rain is moderately

heavy.

Ra an ba an. T r. j
r> • 1 > 1 omp and music.
Kajon ba;on. J

'

Eajan bajanteko idikedea bahu do. They car-

ried away the bride with pomjj and music,

Raios:.}P'^P''°f^y<'-

Rajon bajon. Cf. rajan bajan.

Raj OS. Cf. rajas,

Raji. To be satisfied, contented, pleas-

ed, willing.
Bae rftjilena. He did not agree.
Unire^ rajiakana. 1 am pleased with him.

Raji nama. An acknowledgment of

a cause being finally settled given

by plaintiff, a compromise.
E?iji namaenako. They have come to a com-

promise.
Eaji nama olkate cabakedako mokordoma do.

Having written ^ rajinama (q. v.) they put
an end to the case.

Rajmohal. A variety of rice.

-n • I- r- A kingdom,
Kajosti. J

°

Eajoe hataokedae. He took the kingdom.

Rajpol. A variety of rice.

Ral<. To weep, to beseech, the call, ciy

or note of a beast, bird or insect.

Aijiko ralfada. They are weeping bitterly.

Mgiilihili r<iKadea. I laid my complaint before
the Malijhi (q. v.), I appealed to the M^A-
jhi (q. V.)

EaU gidra. A little child.

Cele cere raKwiae? What bird is calling, or
what bird is singing?

Eici core dayage ragae. The Eici bird calls

plaintively.

Simko raU keda, ahgaena. The cooks crew, it is

dawn.
Toyoko raKkeda. The jackals uttered their

cry, the jackals howled.
Sim rak. Cook crow.
MaraU raR. Peacock crow, which is earlier

than cock crow.
RaKateye calaoena. She went away weeping.
Setae raReda. The dog is uttering his cry,

the dog is howling.
Gadha adiko raga. Asses are much given to

braying, asses bray much.
Hathi ?.iji afko raga. Elephants trumpet

very loudly, elephants utter a very loud
call.

Rote ho g.diko raga . Frogs also croak much.

Rakap. To rise, to ascend, to appear,

to fall, as rates.

Bere rakapena. The sun is risen.

Ber r.akap. Sunrise.

Bcr rakap seo. The east.
^

Caole reak dor rakapena. The price of rice

has fallen.

Nawa caole ?.uri rakapa. New rice is not yet
in the market.

Ale thee doe rakaplena. He appeared at our
place.

GG
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A(Ji ootteko rakapena. They have ascended
very liig:h.

Or rakapkedeali. I pulled him up.
OraKre senerko raltapakafo. They have rais-

ed the rafters on to the house.

Rakar rokor. To rattle inside, an imi-

tative word.
Eakar rokor saijekana. It is rattling.

Rn.kas. A demon, a glutton.
Rakas horko jomkoa. Demons eat men.
Nui do rakasgeye tapena. He has become a

regular glutton.

Rakasia. Demoniacal.

Rakdan. "1 High, tall, very, exceeding-

Rakndan. / ly, applied to height.
Bakdahe usula nui hor do. This man is exceed-

ingly tall.

Eak(Jah dare. A high tree.

Rakdun. High, tall, tall and slim.
Ekenpe rakduri ocoke^koa. Tou have only

allowed them to become tall and slim.

Rakha. To lay an embargo on, to pre-

serve, as a forest, game, &c. &c.
EaUha bir. A preserved forest, a reserved

forest, the timber of which it is forbidden
to cut.

Noa sauriko rakhaakafa. They have laid an
embargo on this grass, grazing has been
forbidden.

Rakhia. \ Relief, deliverance, to relieve,

Rukhia.
J

to extricate, to deliver, to

save.
Adi rakhia hoeena . It is a great deliverance.

!Eg.khiaket'bonae. He delivered us.

Rakhi jogao. To economise, to be

frugal, to be thrifty, to save.

Eakhi jogaokate jompe. Eat frugally.

Eg.khi jogaote dohoope. Save it.

E?khi jogaote khoroepe. Spend it, or use it,

thriftily.

Rakhsa. A piece of wood from 6 to 8

feet long and 6 inches broad, used

in levelling rice fields.

Rakhwal. lA watchman, one who
Rakhwar. J guards or watches.

Rakjak. Securely, tightly.

Eakjake sil5 potomaUana. He is securely shut
in.

Eakjake durupakana. He is sitting tightly.

Phafob duar rakjakko sili eset'keda. They
ahat and closed the gate securely.

Rakraka. Sticking out, projecting,

straggling, as the branches of a

tree, &c.
Pusf" rakrakae giticakana. The cat is lying

sticking out, i. e. lying on its back with
its feet in the air.

Eakr:ika horreko doho eset'akat'a sahan do.

They have laid the firewood so that it

sticks out and blocks the pathway.

Rakric. Lean, skinny, lanky, slim.
Nui kuri doe rakricgea, bae mot;aUa. This

girl is lanky, she won't get fat.

Rakrol. ") To rattle, an imita-

Rakrok rakrol. j tative word.
Dhiriko gidieda rakroK rakroR. They throw

down the stones rattle, rattle.

Rakrol marte. )TTT-,t. ,,,
-D , ,, , > With a rattle.
Kakrrii mente.J
Kulaiko jhalilenkhan dan rakroK mente £u-

roKa. When hares are caught in the net
the prop falls down with a rattle.

Raksi. A machine for expressing the

juice from sugar cane.

Raktao. To be engrossed in, to be
absorbed in, to have the mind
taken up or occupied with.

Kami raktaoakana. He is engrossed in his
work.

Jom raktaoakanae. He is engrossed in eating.

Rakdalj^'g^'^'^ll'l^^'^y-

Rakudan. Cf rakdan.

"R 1 iJ 11^ [• Clean, to make clean,
jtvaiaii raia£!. j

Jol? ralaT^akat'ae. She has swept tt clean.
Ealak ralak tau{Ji. To make a clean sweep.

Ralal masal. Clean, every particle.
Ealak masake jom cabakeda. He ate it up

clean.

Rali. A common wild plant, Piper
longa, Linn.

Ram. \To fence, or block with
Rampha. J

thorns.
CaRe hijuKa ramakafikhan ? Why should he

come if the way is blocked mth thorns ?

Duarko ramakattiila. They have blocked my
door with thorns.

Rama. A nail, a claw.
Ti rama. Finger nails.

Jahga rama. Toe nails.

Pusiko, setako, banako, kulko, emantenkoko
ramaana. Cats, dogs, bears, tigers, etc.

have claws.

Rama kurit. ') A common jungle scand-

Kurit' rama. J ent bush, Zizyphus
oxyphylla, Edgw.

Rambar rombor. Whole, unbroken,
whole and hard, lumpy.

Eambar rombor atkaroKkana. It feels whole.
Eambar rombor noa caole re!|,k daka atkarok

kana. This rice when boiled feels hard
and whole.

Eambar romborge taheena hasa. The clay is

in lumps (not properly mixed.)

Rambar rukhar. Cf. rambar rombar.
Rambhua. Cf. rabhua.
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Rambra. A cultivated leguminous crop,

Phaseolas Mimgo, var, Radiatus,
Linn.

Eambra dal. The aplit pea of rambra.

Ramcam. Bristly, rough, as hair.

Bamcam uptae. His hair i3 bristly, or like a
mop.

loaic hako eken ramoam. The shrimp is only
bristles.

Ramdhu. Stout, burly, big and fat.

Tinmaranpe ^elledea? maraii ramdhu tanae.

How big is ho ? He is a big burly (fellow.)

Ramjau. To persuade, to talk over, to

beguile.
Eamj^ukedeako. They talked him over.

Ram jhinga. A cultivated plant, .ffifcis-

cus esculentus, Linn.

Ramkhasi. A hemaphrodite goat.

Ramo ramo. \Carefully, frugally, econ-

Ramo ratin.
J

omically.
Bamo ramoteye khoroceda. She expends it

economically.

£"?:;;}^"'5.bigl'. large.

Eampar derefi. Long horns.
Eampar dare. A high tree.

Eampar herel. A tall man.

Ramra. Cf rambra.

Ram ror. ") To scold, to lebuke, tore-

Ram rore. J raonstrate, to expostulate,

to reprimand.
Earn rorekedeari . I reprimanded him.

Ram sal. A variety of rice.

Ramsinga. A ram's horn, a musical

instrument shaped like a buffaloe's

horn.
Baplare ramsihsiako oroha. They blow the

ram's horn at marriages.

Ran. Medicine, a drug, to treat medi-

cally.

Eanadeako. They gave him medicine.

Takateri rankedea. I bribed him.

Eanrehef. Medicinal roots.

Ban rehetedeae. He doctored him with medi-

cinal roots.

Ban rehefe badaea. He knows the properties

of medicinal roots.

Earanid. One who gives medicines, a doctor.

Ban oraK. A dispensary.
, -, ,

,

Setae
' gerakadilia, rjin tanakem ba(Jaekhan

ranalime. A dog has bitten me, if you

know a medicine treat me medically.

Rana. A variety of plantain.

Ranakap. An incline, an ascent, steep,

steep ascent.
Eanakap hako. Fish coming up a stream when

in flood.

Hoe ranakap ayalf. The leaves of Banhinia
purpurea, L. used as a pot-herb. Cf. sid

araft.

G acla ranakap, Ascent from the bed of a river.

Noa hor do a(Ji ranakapa. There are many
steep ascents on this road.

Note khon calaK ranakap bujhauKkana, aronte
khon hijnlf anargo bujhauKkana. Going
from here it is felt to be an ascent, and
coming from there it is felt to be a descent.

Randhoni. A female cook.

Randi. To become a widow or widow-

er, a widow, a widower.
Ean<Ji herel. A widower.
E^ndi maejiu.

| ^ ^^ ^j^^^ ^^^^^
Baniji aim^ii. )

'

Ein^i dnkhi, )
p^^^ ^.^^

Egindi pepari. i

Eandi era. A widow.
Ban^i era, heme era. Widows and poor women.
Ean4ienae. She has become a widow, or he

has become a widower.

Rando icak. A species of prawn or

shrimp.

Rangbane. Plenty, profusion, abun-

dance, Scottice, routh.
NuiaK orali ranebano jikauKa. This (man's)

house appears well provided for.

Banebane cij menaKtaea. Ho has an abun-
dance of goods.

Rati. "1 Colour, dye, to colour, to dye,

Ron. J to stain.

i.iahaka6ae. He has dyed it.

Bah baha. A flower possessing colouring,

staining or dying properties.

Ran. Pewter.
Bail todor. A wristlet of pewter.

^'^^J^^^^-lof various colours.
Kan bo ran.

J

Ean bi rail kicrid. Cloth of many colours.

Ratiga. Coloured, dyed.
Bahga sutam. Dyed thread or yarn.

Ranga. Pewter. Cf. ran.

Ranga conga. ") Thorny, spikey, armed

Ranga ronga, J with spikes or thorns.

Edel dare ranga conga dareKa. The cotton

tree grows with spikes on it.

Eahga conga janumana. It is armed with

(horns.

Ranga hari. The name of a Santal

godlet.

Ranga rangi. Fiercely, furiously,

quarrelling or disputing fiercely.

A4i raiiga r^ngikin roporena. They disputed

very fiercely.

Rangaini. ") A common prickly

Rarigaini janum. J plant, Solanum
xanthocarpum, Schrad et Wendl.
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Rangao. To be angry, displeased, off-

ended, to be absorbed in any thing.

Jom rangaoenae. He is in the middle of his
repast, he is absorbed in eating.

Kami rahgaoenae nitolt do ceti ho bae allioma.
Ho is at present absorbed in his "work, he
will listen to nothing.

Dadalteye rahgaoabana. He is hardened by
inflicting corporal punishment.

Ivifar doe raiigaoena. The master is angry.
Kahgaolcae nahalr. He will become angry pre-

sently.

'^"c^P-
^ vThin, slim.

Kangapraogap.J
4di bae mofawa, rahgap raiigapgeae.

Ratigha rongho.lRough, thorny, spikey,

Rangharongha.J armed with spikes.
Cikar do ban raiigha rohgho. Not smooth but

rough.
43i rangha ronghogea hor do. The road is

very rough.

Rangi. A variety of rice.

Rangia. Red, fair, as a person.
Eaiigia hor. A fair man.
Eahgia (Jahra. A reddish coloured bullock,

fire, a tiger.

Eahgia dahra roKkefkoae. The red bullock
gored them, i. e. they were burnt out.

Ratikar. I tt- i ^ n
Radkur.j^'g^'*^"-

Radran. Reddish, of the colour of good
handi (q. v.), having the taste of

over boiled gur (q. v.)

Eahrah ^elolikana. It looks reddish.
Eahraii gur. Grur (q. v.) having the taste of

having been over boiled.

Ranrim Empty, as a vessel ; to sound
empty.

Eahruh caba ut9.rena. It is completely ex-
hausted.

Eafaruh sadekana. It sounds empty, it has an
empty sound.

Rani. A queen, the wife of a raja(q.

v.), a female Zemindar, to be-

come a queen.
Nea doe raniena. She succeeded to the throne

this year.
Moharani. A great queen, an empress.

Raniphul. A common flowering plant,

Folygonicm in dicuni, L.

Rarijao. To twist a rope backwards
to prevent its opening out.

Baber khub rarijaoko urtakata.
Un jokheo do raljao do bako rartjaolaKa. When

twisting (the rope) they did not also twist
it the opposite way.

Kathako radjao thikkeda. They settled the
matter in such a way as it cannot be again
revived.

Ranjao. To boil down sugar cane
juice.

Eariiao ghatao idikaKako. They boil it down
into less bulk.

Ranki horo. A variety of rice.

Ranran. \To produce a trilling or

Ranranao. j humming sound, a shrill

sound as produced by certain

insects.
Eanran sadekana. It sounds ranran.

Ranran. \To tingle, as from pain, to

Ranranao. J be numb.
Durup rahaolenkhan jahga ranranaoKa. If one

sits till he is numb his legs tingle.
Kidin katUome torkediiite katinp ranranaoK-

kana . My finger tingles through a scorpion
having stimg me.

Eanran ^ik^ul^kaua. It feels numbed.

Ranu. I The ferment used in the
Ranu ran. ) manufacture' of rice beer.
Eanu capa6. To collect and prepare the mater-

ials of the ferment for rice beer.
E^nri capate cet'atkina. He instructed them in

the preparation of the ferment for rice beer.

Raoao. The sound produced by a flaw-

less vessel when struck, &c, rever-

berent, long drawn, as sound.
B^ti raoaoakkana.
TumdaK khub raoaoKkana.

Raocao. Too much, over, applied to
salting.

Eaooao buluiitepe adakeda. You put too much
salt in it.

Raodao. To traverse, to go.
Noa bir gotagele raodao acurkeda. We travers-

ed this whole jungle through.
Noa bir gotale raodaokeda. We traversed the

whole of this jungle.

Raona jhaona. Weeping, crying.
Eaona jhaonako oalalia.

Eaona jhaonako rale idieda.
In saote raona jhaonako hijaltkana.
Eaona jhaonako calaKkana ehga hopon.

Raorao. To hum, as a crowd, the hum
produced by a large crowd of peo-
ple, imitative.

Adi utar raorao horko aAjomoKkana.

Rapai. To roast in fire or ashes, to

cremate, to burn in a kiln, as
bricks,earthenware, &c.

Jondrako rapaga. They roast Indian corn.
Horkoko rapakkoa. They cremate people.
I^ako rapaga. They burn bricks (iu a kiln.)
EapaK ifa. Burnt bricks.
Eapal? jel. Flesh meat roasted in the fire.

Eapakkateko jomkeda. They roasted and ate
it.

Rapan rupun. Emaciated and weak.
Eu?. berefakanae, rapaia rupuiie dara barae-

kana. He is just recovering from fever
and is going about emaciated and weak.
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Raparec. The Reciprocal form of rare6.

(q. V.)

Rapa ropo. Low, as fever.
Eapa ropoe ru^lfkana. He has low fever.

Rap dhap. ") To settle privately, to

Rop dhop. J effect a compromise pri-

vately, to reconcile without publi-

city, to couie to an agreement with-

out invoking the aid of a court of

justice.
Atore.bare rap dhapUaKpe. Settle (the dispute)

privately (in the village
.)

Rape. \Rough, standing np, brist-

Rape rape. Jly, straggling, as branches.
TJp do rapegetaea. His hair is standing up.
Bhage do ban dareakana rape rapegea! It has

not grown well (a tree) it is straggling.

Rapet. Diligently, heartily.
Khnb rapet ko kg.mikana. They are working

very diligently.

Rap kotap. The shakings, as of a bag
which held grain, &c.

Eap kotaple jom cabakeda. We ate all even
the shakings of the bags.

Rap ko^ap cet ho banuUtalea. We have not
even the shakings of a bag.

Raprapa. ") Sticking out, protruding, as

Rokroko. J horns, branches, &c., stragg-

ling, as the branches of a tree.

Pusi raprapae giticakana. The cat is lying
(on its back) with its legs in the air.

E,aprapa horreko doho eseiJaka^a. They have
placed them sticking out and have obstruqt-

ed the way.

Raprup. To collapse, to fall down.
Eaprup oraK bind?irena. The house collapsed

and fell down.
OraK rap ruboKa. The house will collapse.

Rapta rapti. To strive together, to

argue hotly, to wrangle, to dispute.

Adi rapta r?.ptikin roporena. They argued
very hotly with each other.

AkomotogekoraptaraptiKkantabekana. They
were arguing hotly amongst themselves.

Raput. To break.
i)are rapufientaea. His strength is broken, his

resources are exhausted, he is ruined

financially.

Par rapuf^ena. The branch is broken.

ilapudoKa nahaK. It will break presently.

Rar. A tune, an air.

Rara. To loose, to unbind.
Earakedeako. They unbound him.

Sadomko rarakedea. They loosed the horse.

Raran. ") To clang, as a bell ; the

Raran raran. J the sound produced

when a hollow metal object is

struck, to sound shrilly.

Ghanta raran raran sa^ekana. The bell is

sounding clang, clang.

Rarari mente. J shrill sound.
Earah marte sa^e golJona. It sounded clang.

Rarah rurun. Cf raran.

Rarec. To cool.

Jiwirared. To comfort, to console.
Jiwiko rareoke^tirta. They comforted me, they

cooled jny spirit.

Usa£ rarece senakana. She has gone to get
over her sulk,

Edre raredentaea. His anger has cooled.
Dohokakkhan rarejoKa. If it is kept it will

cool.

Raro. A cluster of rocks in the bed
of a rivei".

Hana dhiri rarore hako menaUkoa. There are
fish among yonder rocks.

Earo latarre idikom. Take them below the
rocks in the river bed.

•D
' >A volume of sound, loudly.

Karu raru. )
'

Earuko hohoefkana seko rore^kana. They are
calling loudly, or they are making much
sound by speaking.

Earn raru tiriokooroueda. They are producing
a' great volume of sound by flute playing.

Ras. Luck success, return.

Eas bai5 ilamleda, bah jahlena. I got no return,

(the crop) did not fill.

Adi rasoKtaea. He will get a good return.

Adiye r^s ooo dareaUa. He can command a
good return.

Ras. Juice, moisture, sap.

Akle lenkeda, menkhan bah raslena. We
pressed the sugar cane but it yielded little

juice.

Bah gocakana dare do ras menaka. The tree

is not dead, there is sap (in it.)

Ras. "IThe name of a Hindu
Ras porob.

J
festival, including songs

and dances.

Ras. "I^A kind of sore on the

Ras phutau. j feet, to break into a

sore on the feet.

Eas phutauakantaea.
sore on the foot.

Ras.

Ras jhin.

Ras dharia. A dancing boy.

Rasa. Honey, juice, sweet juice.

Nele rasa. "^

Dumur rasa. I The honey produced by the diff-

Terom rasa. C erent kinds of bees.

Luti rasa. J

Icalf rasa. The honey in the ioall (q. v.) flower.

Ul adomaK do a(Ji rasaana. Some mangoes
contain much sweet juice.

Easaanak. Juicy.

He is suffering from a

J-Bridle, reins.
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1 Sound of wrenching,

i, J as that produced by
Rasal?.

Rasal? rasak

a cow when grazing.

Kaaali raeaKe jom idikeda. It grazed on pro-
ducing a sound of "wrenohing.

Rasak marte. ") With a wrenching
Rasak mente. J sound, as of a cow

grazing.
BaaaU marteye iomkeda. He (buUooU) bit it

oS with a wrenohing sound and ate it.

Rasao. To solder.
B9.t;iko rasaoa. They solder brass basins.
Easao esefkaRako. They solder and stop (a

hole.)

Rase. Soup, to prepare soup.

Hako rase. Fish soup.
Sim rase. Chicken soup.
Jel rase. Soup made from flesh meat.
Jail rase. Soup prepared from bones.

Rase rase. Leisurely, slowly, gently.
Rase rasete l&.c,^aeme. Drive him gently.
Base rasete iomme. Eat leisurely.
Base raseko dar ocokoa. They make them run

slowly.

Rasi. Populous.
Basi ato kana. It is a populous village.
Basibasti. Very populous.
Basi t^sti ato kana. It is a very populous

village. '

Rasia. Partner, sharer, parnership.
Easiate dahralin kiriiikedea. We bought a

bullock in partnership.
Easia kanakin. They are partners, they are

in partnership.
Easiatele caseda. We cultivate in partnership.

Rasiau. Lusty, applied to bulls kept for

breeding purposes, rich, wealthy.
Easiau dahra. A bull kept for breeding pur-

poses.
Khub rasiau menaKkoa ona atore. There are

very wealthy people in that village.

Rasid. "1 Cor. of the English word re-

Rasit. J ceipt.

Basid katao. To write or give a receipt.
Egisid kataoadme. Give me a receipt.

Eaisidin katao ocokeda. I took a receipt.

Rasik .

"I
HapfSiness, mirth, rejoicing; to

Raska. J be happy, to be mirthful, to

be pleased.

Nui do adi raska hor kanae. He is a mirth-
ful man.

Sawae dagkhane casako rask^lla If the rain is

plentiful the cultivators reioioe.

Id h5 calakiA rai.skaakaua. I also am pleased
to go, I also am happy, to go.

Knsi raakatem emadkhanili hataogea. If you
give it to me with pleasure I will take it.

Rasi puliji. Full return, as in a crop.
Easi purtji bail liamleda. I did not obtain a

full return (for my labour and seed.)

Raska. Cf rasik.
Baskgi capeadea. 7 He rejoiced exceedingly.
Baska bhijauadea. )

Rasok. 1
^^^ ^^g^g

Rasok rasok.
j

Rasok niarte. ') r^r. >or . [-Or. rasok marte.
Kasok mente. J

Rasras. | The feeling of iudisposi-

Rasrasao.j tion at the beginning of

an attack of fever.

Hormo rasrasaolikantiiia.
Easrasiri atkareda. I feel a premonition of

fever.

Rasta. A cart track, a road.
BastateyehijuKkana, se suructe? Is he coming

by the cart track, or by the foot path pi. e.

is a large marriage party coming so that
they require to come by the cart track, or
a small party which can come by the foot-
path P

Rastana. Attracting all the luck to

oneself, lucky.
Bastanageae. He has always all the luck.

Raste'raste.JQ^^^^'^^^'g'^^^
A(Jiaigargemror gofikeda, alo se onka dom rora,

raste do bam rora? Tou spoke up roughly,
do not speak so, will you not speak quietly p

Rasuk. ICrunching of anything
Rasuk rasuk.J crisp and juicy.
BasuK rasuk ake jomeda.

Rasuk marte.) "With a crunch, applied
Rasuk mente J to crisp and juicy

things, as sugarcane, &c.
Rasun. Garlic.

Rasunia. | A kind of wristlet

Rasunia sakom.J worn by women.

Rat. Rays of the sun, glare.
Cando reaft rat. The sun's rays.
Setoii rat. Glare, glare of the sun.

Rat. A car, a four-wheeled carriage.
Eat gaiji. A chariot.

Rat. ) The Car festival of the
Rat porob. J Hindus at which there

is a procession of cars.

Ratrat 1'^° creak, creaking, an imi-

Ratratao.J
t^^ti^e word.

Batrat sade. To sound creak,
Ona dug^r do jhijoK jokhec adi at ratrat sade

gofena. When that door was being opened
it crea ked very loudly.

Eatrataolikana. It is creaking.

Xiata.
I -[Ti n

Kara rata.j^"" g-^^^^"

Rata kuri. A grown damsel.
Kata kora. A grown man.
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Rata sukri. A boar.

Ratama dare. A kind of tree.

Ratan. Hoar frost.
Eatan liurolikana. Hoar frost ia beiiipf dopoei-

ted. [frost.

Bataii (iurakana. There is a deposit of hoar

Rataode. Night-blind.
Bataodeakanali ohod sonlena. I am night

blind, 1 cannot go.
Rataodegeae. He ia night-blind.

Rata pata. \Rubbish, such as leaves,

Ratu patu.J twigs, stubble, &c. on
the surface ; hard, as half boiled or

too mature potherbs.
Gajarre alope bololta ratup^tugea. Do not

enter the thicket there is much rubbish
(leaves, grass, twigs, &o. or the ground.)

Araftpe tckeakafa ratu patu. Ton have not
boiled the vegetables soft.

Nigikoge rJt'ip^tfgele emapekana. We are
giving you these hard vegetables, we are
giving you the best we have.

Rata rutu. Swelled, rotund, &s the
stomach.

Ba(a rutuko jom biena nol^o sukri do. These
pigs have eaten till their sides bulge.

RatbuS:}^^''y*^^^'^'g'^'i°f^y-
Khub ratbah hor kanae. He is a very tall man.
Maraii ra(baii dare. A very big, high tree.

Rat birat. During the night.
E^t birstko calaoena. They left during the

night.

Ratcora. A species of grasshopper.

Ratcora. Feeding at night, nocturnal,
E^tcorako jomkefkoa lum^h do. Night feeding

creatures devoured the tassar silk worms.

Rati kuti. Everything, stone and all,

applied to the eating of fruit.

Ka^i kuti saname jomkeda. He ate it up stone
and all.

Ratkana. Night-blind. Cf. rataode.
Eatkanageae. He is night-blind.

Ratko. St6ut, hard, coarse.

Eatko hor. A stout man.
Eajko up. Coarse hair.

Ratko patko. \Hard, as half-cooked, or

Ratku patku.J too mature pot-herbs,

or vegetables.
Eafku p^tkuko isinatlea. They half cooked

(the vegetables) for us.

Ratpat.
jsecurely, to make secure.

Ratpatao.J •'

Eat patko siiiaka£a dugir do. They have fasten-

ed the door securely.

Ratpat. \To crack, or snap, as dry

Ratpatao. J twigs, &c.
Rat pat nondeli aijomkeda. I heard a crack-

ing here.

Eafpatko abuboKa. They make a cracking
sound when washing the hands.

Ratratao. Tightly, tight.

Tol ratrataokodeako. They bound him tightly.

Jom rafrafaoenae. He has eaten himself tight.

Ratrut. To crack, cracking.
Eatrut rgipnt'ena. It cracked and broke.
R^(rut s^^eena. It emitted a sound of cracking.

Ratuk.

Ratuk ratuk.

RatuK maraokedae. He crunched it up.
Jaiiko togoja rgitaK rafuK. They grind the

fruit stones with the teeth ornnoh, crunch.
Saname ratuKkeda. He crunched' all (stone

and fruit.)

Ratuk marte. ) ,tt.,i .dI i> J.
> With a crunch.

Ratuk mente.J
R^tuK marteye jomkeda. He ate it with a

crunch.

j^To crunch, crunching.

Ratua kanda. A variety of rice.

Ratupatu Cf. ratapata.

T>
j"'j- J-The hot weather.

Kaudari din.
J

Raunda. A carpenter's plane.

Raundau. To traverse, to go.

Eaundau ^gukedale. We went over it all,

Gota birle raundau agukeda. We traversed
the whole forest.

Rauka danra. A bullock with long

horns sticking out in front.

Raunda raundi. To trample upon.
Eaund^ raundikedako.

down.
They trampled it

Rawa. Temperament, disposition.
TJniaK rawate tenke£bonae. We were delivered

by his bravery.
Uniak rawa hamalgetaea. His temperament is

brave or fearless.

UniaK rawa rawalgetaea. His temperament is

fearful, he is easily startled or frightened.

Rawal. To lighten, to make light,

light.

Eawal bojha. A light load.

Gei lekanako? rawalgeako. What are they
like? they are light, i. e. poor.

Adi rawalge bujhauRkana. It feels lonesome.
Aji rawalge buj hauK kana. It feels very light.

Rawana. To despatch, to send, to set

out, to go.

Cithiye rawanakeda. He despatched the letter.

Eawanaenako teheli. They set out on their

journey to-day.

Rayal ruyul. Not uniform, big and
little, long and short, swaying

gently from side to side.

Noa horo do rayal ruyulge geleena. The ears

of this rice are not uniform.
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Netare dalike^te ghaa do rayal ruyul aagenoli-

kana. Owing to it having recently rained
grass is springing up here and there.

Kasi baha do hoete rayal ruyul hilau baraeka-
na. The kasi (q. v.) flowers are shaking
gently with the wind.

Rayam rayiim. ISparse and not well

Rayam ruyum.
j

grown, unproduct-

ive.

Rayam rayum ban hoelena horo.

Raya royo. Indifferently, below par,

deficient, imperfectly, not up to

the mark.
Sahan odagete sehgel do raya royoge iololfkana.

The fire burns feebly owing to the wood
being damp.

Sarjoni jore sehgelit\ lagaoatkhan raya royo
lo baraena. I set fire to the sarjom (q. t.)

fruit but they were only burned here and
there.

Rayul. ITomovelightlyand rapid-

Rayulrayul.J ly, to bound, to bob up
and down or baclnvards and for-

wards. Of royol.

Gidi do tukai lagii: rayul rayul tale sakame ger
idieda. The vulture is carrying a palm leaf,

which keeps bobbing up and down to build
its nest.

Kasi baha hoete rayul rayul hilaul^kana. The
kasi (q. v.) are waving backwards and for-

wards with the wind.

Rayul marte.\With one rapid move-
Rayul mente.J ment.
Pusi do rg.yul marte dareteye don dec gotena.

The cat with one swift bound got up on the
tree.

Re. In, on, after.

OraKre. In the house.
Gadire. On the cart.

Atote calaKren nelledea. I saw him in going
to the village.

Galmaraokatere arhoe nonkakeda. After having
spoken he again did this.

Reali.\Sign of genitive when the noun
Read./ following designates an in-

animate object ; about, regarding,

concerning.
OraK reaK sarim. The roof of the house.
Manjhi reau'hukum. The order of the Malijhi

(q.v.)

Noa katha reaK cetpe meneda? What do yon
say about this matter P

Calak reahle galmaraokeda. We talked about
going.

OraK realfaR. The thing of the house,

OraK reaKaKko. The things of the house.

Rear. To cool, to become cold, cool,

cold.

Eearre durnpakanae. He is sitting in the cold.

Bear botoi-te. Through fear of the cold.

Daka reayoKa. The boiled rioe will cool.

Adi rearge bujh^iuKkana. It feels very cold,

itear ocoaKme. Allow it to cool.

Adi reara. It is very cold.

Reben. To consent, to comply with,

to acquiesce, to agree to, to fall iii

with, to accede to.

CalaK bae rebenlena. He did not agree to go.

Unire ban rebenlena. I will not acquiesce to

him, I do not consent to him, I will not
consent to marry him.

Eeben ocokedeako. They caused him to agree.

Eeben geae. He will fall in with it.

Reberebe. Slowly, leisurely.-

Eeberebeye calaKkana. He is moving slowly.

Reber reber. Applied to the sound
produced when the dedger (b. v.)

drum is beaten.
Eeber reberko ruia.

Rebet. To stick in, as a knife in the

belt, &c, to insert, as anything in

the thatch of the roof, a flower, in

the hair, &c. &c.
Rebet baekedae. He laid it past by sticking it

in something, (in thatch, &c.)
Luturre rebet dohoeme noa katha. Keep this

matter in mind.
CalreA rebei; atkeda. I stuck it into the roof

and lost it.

Rebe^ tubet menaKtaea. 7 He has it laid past
Tubeti rebet menaKtaea. 3 somewhere.

Rebrebe. Distended, as the stomach.
Jom rebrebeakanae. He has eaten and his

stomach is distended.

Red. To take by force or fraud.
Kioridko redkedea. They forcibly took his

cloth from him.
Gidrako redkedea. They forcibly took away the

child from her.
Barge rejogoKa. The barge (q. v.) will be

forcibly taken.
Red ocoKae. He will be forcibly dispossessed.

Rec. ~^ Imitative of the sound of

Rec rec. J squeaking, creaking, crack-

ing, &c.
Recrec sai^ekana. It is sounding rec rec.

Rec marte. T With a squeak, creak,

Rec mente. ) crack, &c. Cf I'ec.

Recec. \Imitative of a sound of

Recec recec. J squeaking, creaking,

cracking, &c.
Reced recec sadekana. It sounds recec recec.

Recec marte. ^ With a squeak, creak,

Recec mente.J crack, &c. Cf receo.

Reden. 1 Imitative of the sound
Reden redeii. I produced when the
Redhei^.

j
dhak (q. v.) drum

Redhei^ redheri.j is beaten.
Eeclheiiredhei'ikobaplaidikedea. They married

her and took her away to the sound of the
drum.

Recleli
. re(Jefi (Jhakko ruia. They beat the

dhak drum redeii redeii.
Redeii redcA sadekana. It sounds redeii reded.
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Regathia

Redgec. IGravel, small stones,

Redgec redged.J gravelly.
Noa hor do gi(Ji reijgeogea. This road is very

gravelly, or is covered with small stones.

Redhen. 1 ^. , ,

Redhen redhed.jCf- ^"^^'^-

Rega. Dwarfed, stunted, little.

Rega hoy. A little man.
Rega (Jaiira. An ox stunted in growth.
Regageae, hae haralfa. He is dwsurfed, he will

not grow.

Dwarfed, stunted, small, un-

dersized.
Reg9ithi9.geae, bae haraKa. He is dwarfed, he

will not grow.

Rege cege.\Sound of crunching, as of

Rege coge.J sand in food, gritty, gra-

velly, rough, as a gravelled road,

stony.
Rege coge dhiri menaKa. It is gravelly.

Noa hor do rege ooge dhiri menatta. This road
is very atony.

Reged regeri. Angrily roughly, nag-

gingly, snappingly, applied to

women.
Regefi regelie rora. She keeps nagging.
Onka regeii regeri. bako rora. It is not proper

to apeak angrily like that.

Regeii tegei. To quarrel, to dispute, to

altercate, to squabble, to wrangle,

to bicker.
Regeli tegeli menaKkogea. They are continu-

ally squabbling.
Rege6 tegeiSoKkanako. They are wrangling.

Regefi. 1 Importunately, persis-

Reget} reget. J tently, to importune.
Rege£ reget'e kokoekana. She is begging im-

portunately.
Tinage regei regedoEkanP How long wiU he

continue to importune.

Regha. \To sing, to lilt, used sarcas-

Reghao. J
tically.

Jom motaenae reghaoKkanae. He has eaten

himself fat, he is singing.

ReghaoKKanae. She ia singing.

Regha righi. Singing, lilting, used

sarcastically.

Regha righiko oalaKkana. They are lilting as

they go.

Rggo peto. To quarrel, dispute, wrangle,

bicker.
Rego petoko roporkana. They are wrangling.

Chutki b»tki dokin regopetoBgea. The two
CO-wives bicker (each other.)

Regothia. Cf. regathia.

Regra. Toothed, notched, denticulat-

ed, jagged.
Eegra ijte argo rakapkana. It descends and

ascends owing to its being toothed (screw,

&c.)

Regra sakom. A kind of notched wrist-

let worn by women.

Regrege. In position, undetached,

applied mainly to the teeth and to

the flowers of the matkom (q. v.)

which do not fal from the tree.

Regrege ootrege menaka. They are in position

(flowera of matkom (q. v.) at the top (of tho

tree.)

Regrege (Jata menaKtaea. His teeth are in

position.
Eken cja^a regrege lleloKtaea. Only his teeth

appeared in position (as in a skull.)

Rehar. Without anxiety, without

solicitude, without apprehension

of evil.

Jom reharenae. He has eaten and is relieved,

has no farther anxiety.

Rehda. Saline, applied to a certain

kind of clayish soil.

Reh^a basa. Saline clayish soil.

Shgrgh6.}w^^^'f^^^^^'^^^°^^*^'^-
Ruateye reheena. He is feeble through fever.

Reheli. A root, foundation, to root.

Ran rehe£ baraaepe. Give him medicinal roots,

i. e. give him medicine.

Rehefakana. It has taken root.

RehedoKa. It will take root.

Cele, rehe^ ianamafmeaP Haveyou grown a

root? you are staying too long.

Katha reaff rehet. The root of the matter.

Rehet sindhet;. Medicinal roots, medi-

cine.

Ma nui do rehe6 aindhe£aepe. Give him medi-

cine.

Rehlam sehlam. Healthy, robust, hale.

Rehlam aehlamko rieloKkana. They appear hale.

Reho. Although, though.

Dalereho bae raga. Although he be beaten he
will not weep.

Ruhedereho bah haaoea . Although he be acold-

ed he will not feel it.

Rejistari. "l To register, cor. of the

Rejostori. J English word.

Doleliri rejostoriakafo. I have regiatered the

document.
Rejostori b9.bu. The native regiatrar.

Rejki. Small silver coin.

Gota taka banuKtiria, rejkiko menaKa. I have

no whole rupeea, there are email silver coins.

S®, L 1a measure of land.
Rekh.J

Rek bandhi. To fix the rent per rek

(q. V.)

Rek b3.ndhiata^ae raj do. The landlord haa

fixed the rate per rek (q. v.)

67
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Rgkh. A glutton.
Jel ren rekh kanae. He is a glutton for flesh.

Hako ren rekh kanae. He is a glutton for fish.

Rekhja. "1 To divide rice land into reks

Rekja. J (q. v.

Eekjaakat'ale. We have divided the rice land
into reka.

RekrS" rekred. } ^^ "^^"^^^ ^^- '''^'^°^-

Rekrec marte. \With a rattle, Cf. rak-

Rekrec mente. J rok marte.

Rel. A method of winnowing with
the hatak (q. v.)

Eel o4okaka£ale. We have winnowed it out.

Rel. A rail, a railroad, cor. of the
English word rail.

Rel gadi. A railway train.

Eel soroK. A railroad.

R?m'l'^°
lift, to raise. (Kol.)

Rem. To take hold.

Rema. If, if so be, in case it be.

Namremae aguige, bae liamkhan ekenaKeruar-
enge. If so be that he get it he will bring
it, if he does not get be will return empty.

Hiiulfremae agu darakedege, bae hijulikhan
bagi otoadege. If so be that he come he
will bring her with him, if he does not come
he will leave her.

Sebelre maem jomke^ge, bahkhanem gidika^ge.
If so be that it ia good you will eat it, if not
you will throw it away.

Do na jawae saote calaKme, sebelamremae
taheengem, bae sebelamkhan dole aguke€-
mege. Come girl, go with your husband,
if so be that he takes to yon you wiill re-

main, if he does not take to you we will
bring you home.

Hohoamre mako calaoengem, ar bahkhan au-
riali do oetem /iama. If so be that they
call you, you may go, and if not what will
you get by going vainly (when not summon-
ed.)

Rembre. Small.
Ul adom do rembregea.

small.
Some mangoes are

Reme rego6. C£ remhe regot.

Remet. The Manyplies or third sto-

mach of a ruminating animal.

Remet remet. In divisions, in layers,

in plies, as the third stomach of a

ruminating animal. Cf reraet.

Eeme€ remef menaKa. There are many divi-

sions.

Reme tele. ") Short, stunted, little, di-

Reme thele. J minutive, undersized.
Uni reme tele bae haraka. That stunted one

will not grow.
Eeme fhelegeae. She is undersized.

Remhe regot'.\As much as possible, a

Reme regot. j great quantity, quickly.
Eemhe rego6e boloena. He entered quickly.
Remhe regote idi johkana. He is carrying off

as much as he possibly can.

Ren. Sign of the genitive when the

following noun designates an ani-

mate object.
Eenio. The one (animate) belonging to, the

one of.

Kenkin. The two (animate) belonging to, the
two of.

Renko. Those (animate) belonging to, those of.

In ren seta. My dog.
Orak renkinkin tabekana. They were belong-

ing to the house, they belonged to the houae.
Bir renioe tahekana. He was one belonging

to the jungle, i. e. wild.
Paltonrenko kanako. They belong to the

regiment.

Reiica. A post to which a bullock is tied

to break it in.

Rend bend. Completely, entirely.
Eendbendko efet'akat'a. They have fenced it

completely.
Eendbendko esefiakafa. They have closed it

entirely.

Rengec. Hungry, poor, to have need of.

Eehgeoedekana. He is hungry.
Rehgeogeae. He ia poor.
RehgejoKako hapen. They will become poor.
Noa katha rehgecakawadea onateye heoena.

This matter is of importance to him, there-
fore he has come.

Eehgeo ored. Abjectly poor.
Teheri ba£ calaka nondeli gitid rehgeca. I will

not go to-day, I must pass the night here.

Rebget'rengei}^^- ''""S^^-

Redglec. Shapely, graceful, elegant, co-
mely, handsome, neatly, beauti-
fully, well.

Eengled kujri. A handsome girl.
Rehgled kora. A shapely young man.
Eengledko uriakafa barahi do. They have spun

the rope beautifully.

Rengos. \Groaning, continuous-
Rengos rengos.J ly, a long time.
Eehgos rehgose rnaKkana. He has been a long

time ill with fever.
Eehgos rehgose kokoekana. He is begging whiu-

ingly.

Rengot. Worm in the tooth which
causes toothache.

Eehgotko jomekana. Eehgofa are eating him,
he is suffering from tooth ache.

Renka. One addicted to liquor whose
hand shakes when raising the first

glass of liquor to his lips.
Uni rehka kanae.
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Reakao. To be impatient, to be anx-
ious.

Jom ]9.gi£e renkaottkana. He is impatient to
• eat.

Reata. M.)t i i • i i-

Rinti. F. f^^^^y'
skinny, lean. slim.

Eehtageae. He is lanky.
Brintigeae. She is slim.

ReAjei To exhaust, to drain.
Duliau relije^kedeako. They milked her dry,

they sucked him dry.

Rente pente.\Packed closely, crowded,
Rete pete, j pressed together.
Rente pentele durapakana. We are sitting close-

ly packed.
Rente penteye boloKkana. He is squeezing in.

Rente penfeko dohoakata. They have packed
closely. [kud (q. t.)

Kaekom rente pen^e tukucreko bhoraoaka^a.
They have squeezed the cotton into the tu-

ReSreS. ") To whirr, imitative of

Re6re6 re5re5. J the sound produced
by the charkha or spinning wheel.

Repec. To quarrel, to dispute, to

altercate, to bandy words.
Repedkanako. They are altercating.

Repec ipicalc. Struggling, clutching.
Reped ipic^'kko jojomkana.

Repe cirit. "| Closely packed, close

Repet ciri£. J together.
Repef cirifko durupakana. They are sitting

closely packed.

Reprep. Feeling of tightness over the

stomach.
Jom reprepakanae . He has eaten till his stomach

feels tight.

Rerad. To be at variance, to be at

enmity.
Nokoko reradakana. These (people) are at

variance with each other.

Rergc petec. A children's game so

called. [octoguttata, Fab.

Rered. A very common Cicada belong-

ing to the species Platypleura

Rereli hako. A small river fish so

named. [nant.

Res. Residuum, dregs, residue, rem-
Noa karon reak rested taheena. The dregs of

this disease remain, (this matter remain.

Noa katha reaK rested taheena. The dregs of

Resa risi. To be at variance with each

other.
Res?, risigeakin. They are at variance with each

other.

Se^t 1'^° crush, to squash.

Lebef resefkedako. 1 They trampled on it and

Lebef serefkedako. ) squashed it.

Resel;. Cf nahl.
Dipil reset' hamal dom aik^ua. You must put

it on your head befoio you can feel it is

heavy.
Calak reseCko emama. Tou must go before

they can give to you

.

r, J ,. > Then. Cf. ende reset'.
Jinde reset.. J
K^mime en^le rese£em joma. Work, then you

will eat.

Taha reset'.
}0°*'^^°°'^*'^^^-

111 don menkeda cele mun4h9>£ge ^tu hijuk liana,

lielkede do£ taha reset' mit' gofen hoye 9itu

hijuUkan. I said it must be a log that is

coming floating, I saw that on the contrary
it was a man coming floating.

Resefi. "} Juicy, tender, applied to

Reset reset. J flesh meat.
Resef: resetle jomkeda.
Aiji bhage khasiye tahekana reseC reset Uo jom-

kedea.

Ret. \ To come to an agreement, to

Rgt. J conspire, to concert, to collude.
Kathako retakata nnibon riuregea. They have

conspired to bring him into difficulty.

Ret'. To wrap up, as a small packet, a

packet.
Cet ho baii Aelleftaea, reC ho bali liellalfa. I

saw nothing of his, not even a packet.
Sakamre cunko reda. They wrap up lime in a

leaf.

Lum^ne redolikana. The silk worm is wrapp-
ing himself (in a leaf.)

Ret. A file.

Ret. The deep part of a river, the true

course or channel of a river where
it flows deepest.

Retem paromlekhan gem jitjuena. When you
have crossed the deep part of the river you
have won.

Onte doe retkeda, note do bail hoyoKa. (The
rain) has gone over that way, it does not
come this way.

Reta. To saw, as when cutting with

knife, sword, &c., to draw back-

wards and push forwards, as a

fidHle bow.
Sim hotoKko retaea. They saw the fowl's neck

(with a knife.
)_

Banam retaleened sa<Jea. You must scrape

the fiddle (with the bow) before it will sound.

Retciput. "jTo lay past, to store, to

Ret cuput. J have in store.

Ret oupute baeakawana. He has put it by him
in-store.

Reted retec. Crunching, grinding.

Reted retede togod (J^taeda. He is grinding

his teeth.

Eeted reted pusi hone jomekana. The oat is

crunching the rat.
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Retekote. Plentiful, very stony, full

of stones.
Eetekoteena. It is very stony.

Barge dhiri retekote neko kuri gote.

Eetekote dhiritege perecakana. It is full of

stones.

Rete pete. To dispute, to altercate, to

bandy words, to disagree.

Eetepeteenale. We have had words together.

Retepete. Packed closely, crowded,

pressed together, compact.
Eetepeteko durupakana. They are sitting

closely packed.
Eetepeteko dohoakafo. They have placed them

"

close together, they have packed it.

Reteti. To crush, to jam, to squeeze.

Kul ho liir taboKe menwana, menthan atrare-

geye reteli taheena. The tiger also wished

to rush out, but he stuck halfway.

Retha rithi. To be at variance, to be

hostile, to strive, to dispute, to

altercate.

Eetha rithienabo. They are hostile to each
other.

Retha. 1 s^all, stunted, undersized.
Rethea.J
Eetheagea. It is small. (not grow.

Eethegeae bae harala. He is stunted, he will

Rethe katkom. A species of small

crab.

Rethma. M.-)
g^^^j ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^

Rethmi. F. J
'

Eethma rithmi khubkin juriakana. The little

man and the little woman are well matched.

Reto reto. Imitative of the sound

produced when sawing wood, &c.
Eeto reto satjekana. It is sounding reto reto.

Ret rete. In line, in a row.
Eet reteko tehgoakana. They are standing in

line.

Eet rete lagreko sapakana. They are engaged
dancing the lagre dance in a row.

Reli tepel Chock full, crammed,

compact, packed closely.

Kef tepe^e aderakata. His has filled (his store)

full.

Rewaj. Season, usage, custom, fashion.

Khub rewajiii Iiamakai;a kami reaU. I have
got seasonable weather for my work.

^]^' I To compact, to come to

i;!^"" . , fa mutual agreement.
Riau rajot. J

°

Eiaukateko calaoena. They made an appoint-

ment to go and went.
Ei?u oalaoenabo. They came to a mutual agree-

ment and went.
Mif; riaute. With one consent. (ment.
Elpiaiikana,kin. They are making an appoint-
BiaKiii aiijomlefkoa. I heard them compaotitig.

Riai khiai. To squander, to fritter

away, to waste.
Begaren khanko riai khiaibedako dhon do.

After they set up house for themselves

they frittered away their substance.

Rial; rial Quickly, rapidly, with diffi-

culty.
Eia{ riat'e da? idikeda. He ran away very

quickly.

Eia£ riaJe sioKkana. He is ploughing with
'
difficulty.

Riau. C£ ria.

Riau rajot. Cf. ria.

Ribic. ") Gently, as rain ; drizz-

Ribic ribic. J lingly, slowly, leisure-

ly, heavily, Cf rabac rubuc.
Eibio ribioe daKeda. It is raining drizzlingly,

it is drizzling.

Ribi ribi. To wriggle, to shake as one

shivering.
Hako ribi ribiUkanako. The fish are wrigg-

ling
Eibi ribiko .dara tejoko. Caterpillars move

by wriggling
NitoK doko ribi ribiena. Now they are (tired

out and are) wriggling.

Rihir bidir. With much noise.

Ona atoren rihir bidirko calaoena. Those of

that village went away with much noise.

Ribir ribir. Quickly, fast, with long

strides.

Eibir ribirko calaEkana. They are going fast.

RS:a^.}siowly. heavily, tardily.

Eibod robooe calakkana. He is going slowly.

Ribon kobon. Slowly, tardily, as a

weak person, emaciated.
Eiboh kobohe dara baraekana. He is walking

about slowly.

Ribribau. To wriggle, to shake as one
shivering, to be slightly intoxicat-

ed.
Eibribau lioKlenae. He wriggled a little.

Rican pican. Without appetite.
Eicaii picahe jomkeda. He ate without

appetite.

Ricap. To pick, to nibble, as a kid,

lamb, &c., learning to graze.
Eicap baraeedae mihu do. The calf is nibbling

grass.

Rici. \The Pale Harrier, Circus
Rici cSrg.j Swainsonii.

Eici cere dayage ragae. The Pale Harrier calls

plaintively.

Ricil \Imitative of the sound pro-

Ricit ricilj duced by the vibration

of any long and flexible body.
Eioil; rici6 saQlekana. It sounds ricit ricit.
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Rocol! I

''^° ^^^^^' *° snip off. Cf. rocot;.

Kan(}a reaS penda rioo£ena. The bottom of
the waterpot is broken off.

Rico6 rocol!. Imitative of a slightly

rustling sound, creaking, as of

boots, crackling, as of dry leaves.
Pan^hi sa(^ekana rioo6 rooot'. The shoes make

a sound resembling ricof! rooofi.

Ride. A common small forest tree,

Casearia tomentosa, Roxb.
Ridel;. To cru.sh, to jam, to squeeze.
Hor talare ri(Jet' paromenae. He squeezed his

way through among the people.
Kolre ti rigleCentaea. His hand was crushed in

the machine.

Rideti ciri6. Squeezing, crushing.
Ei(Je£ ciriUko paromoUkana. They are squeez-

ing themselves through.

Ridkhid, To discuss, to debate, to talk

over, Cf. rond khond.
Rigam cagam. Stealthily, quietly,

slowly.
Eiggim cagam bai b^iteko hijuKkana. They

are coming quietly and slowly.

Rigdau. To accustom, habituate, to

train, to keep at it, to repeat.
Bam rigdg.ulekhan ohom sojhe darelea. If you

do not habituate him you will not perfect,

or thoroughly train, him.
Khub leka rigdgiuem bae buihg.ue£kana. Train

her well, she does not understand.

Righi. ") Like the thread of a

Righi righi. J screw, toothed.
Eighi righiko benaoaka£a. They have made it

like the thread of a screw.

Rigir. To persist, to persevere, again

and again, over and over again.
jidi rigirkateko kamikana. They are working

very perseveringly.
Taka lagife rigiredkana. He is importuning

for money.

Rigor rogor. ") Stony, gravelly, rough

Ragar rogor J and stony.

Rihai. Liberation, escape, relief, deli-

verance acquittal, freedom, release.

Neskar din rih9.i hoeentaea. There is relief for

this year.
20 takateye rihg.iadea. He got a release for him

for 20 rupees.
5 taka reaK rihai hoeena. There was a relief

of five rupees.

Rihat. Cf. rihai.

Rihir. "J
Sound as of crashing,

Rihir rihir. J banging, loud reverberat-

ing sound.
Rihir rihir bjnduk saijekana. The gun sounds

bang.

Rihir marte. 1 With a crash, bang, or

Rihir mente. J loud Hop.
Dare gur got'ena rihiy marte. The tree fell with

a crash.
Banduk rihir marte sa(Jeena. The gun sounded

bang.

Rihral' rihral. } Thudding, banging.

EihygiK rihraKko ruieda. They beat the drum
thud thud.

Rihrak marte. "I ttt.,, ^, , ,

Rihrak mente. j ^1*^ a thud or bang.

Rihr?iK marteye gurena. He fell with a thud.

Rij. '\ Choice, approbation, love,

Rij roa.
J-

desire, wish, wanton plea-
Rijh. J sure

;
pleasing, satisfying.

Adi rijko lagaoakat'a.
Adi rij lagaoadea.
Biige ^.Ikauedae.
Hajar rij menalca monere.

Rijhau. To persuade, to win over, to

overcome displeasure, to cause to
be pleased, satisfied, delighted.

Bad rijhaa dareadea. I could not persnad.
him, I could not over come his displeasuree

Rijhua. To be pleased, gratified, de-
lighted.

R?iwa? } *^^"^' I'g^tl^earted.

Bejae rijw^ire tahekana. He was very light
hearted.

Rijhwaria. Merry, lighthearted.
4-^i rijhwgiri* kanae. He is very lighthearted.

Rijki. Small silver coins.

Rijwar. Cf rijhwar.

Rijwaria. Cf rijhwaria.

Rika. To do, to arrange, to attempt,
to endeavour, to seek to do.

Noa iate bulauifi lagii alom rikaia. Therefore
do not endeavour to lead me astray.

Cet'kope rika agu?6bona ? What arrangement
have you come to for us ?

Rikir, Zealously, -diligently, con-

tinuously.
Adi rikirkateko kamikana. They are working

very diligently.

A(Ji rikirteko kamikana. They are working
with great diligence.

Khub rikirko parhaolikana. They are study-
ing very diligently.

Rikit. To settle, to fix, to come to an
agreement, to contract.

Noae rikitakawadilia. He agreed with me to
give me this.

Mit sik9,te ili tuluc bam rikitlaKaP Did you not
agree with me for one sika ? (q. v.)

Mit sik* rikitkate acaK ba gwanteye kolke(koa.
He contracted to give one sika ('q. \J and
sent them to the vineyard.
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Rikoc rokoc. Singly, irregularly, un-

evenly, not at one time, not simul-

taneous.

Eikoo rokodko ianamoKkana. They are not
hatching simultaneously.

Eikoo rokoeko hijuKkana. They are coming
singly, not in a body.

Rikric. Lean, slim, lanky, applied to

females. Of. rakrlc.

Nui kuri rikridgeae bae motaKa. This girl is

slim she will not get stout.

Rila mala. Clear, as water or the

atmosphere, clearly, distinctly.

Eila mala daK. Clear, pure water.
Burn rila mala lieloKkana. The hills appear

clearly.

Rili phili. Clean, clear, without impur-

ity.

Eili philiko joE tancliak^^a. *They have swept
it clean.

Eili phili sapha fieloKkana daK do. The water
is clean and pure.

Rim. To raise the lever of the dhidki

by pressing the foot in it.

Rimba rambe. Slowly.
Eimbg. ramben darankana. I am walking about

slowly.

Rimi. To find or pick up anything

that is ownerless, applied mainly

to things found in the jungle.

Eimi aguaK. Some thing that has been found
and brought (home.)

Mun(Jurert rimikeda. I found it in the jungle.

Rimil. A cloud, to cloud over.

Eimilakatae. It has become cloudy.
Bimil rakapena. A cloud has, or clouds have,

arisen.

Eimile ijopijopkeda. It became clouded oyer.

Rimil sade. To thunder.
Eimil sadekana. It is thundering.

Rimsic. Small, little.

Bimsid ul. A small mangoe.
Eimsidgeae. She is small.

Rin. Debt, to incur debt, to borrow.
Ein oal anaj. Grain borrowed on interest.

Eiu gadenale. We are swamped in debt.

Ein thokreakanae. He is swamped in debt.

Ein thekomenae. He is helpless through debt.

Ein jhubeenae. He is over head and ears in

debt.

Adi utarle rinakafa. We have incurred much
debt.

Ein reah hopon. Interest, the offspring of debt.

Ein dharkate dinle calaoa. We live by incurr-

ing debt.
Einle topaKkeda. We cleared oft our debt.

Rindiol. Satisfied, fat.

Jom rindiolenae. He has eaten to satiety.

Eindiole ^eloEa. He looks fat.

Rindir. ") A ridge, saddle of hill,

Rindir rindir. J &c.
Eindir rindifko siaka£a. They have ploughed

it in ridges. (one side of the hill.

Buru reaK mi£ senalc rindirre. On a ridge of

Rindo rondo. Large, applied to certain

kinds of fish.

Ringam citigam. Stealthily, quietly,

slowly. Cf. rigam cigam.

Ringau. To move quickly or rapidly,

with force.

Cofte rihganena. It has mounted up.
Ok^tem rihg9,uena? Where are you going?
Eihgaute serenpe. Sing with force, sing loudly.
Sadom riug^uem. Make the horse move rapidly,

make him gallop.

Riagi tingi. To be delighted, to be
very pleased, to exult.

A4iye ringi ^ihgi baraekana. He is greatly
delighted.

Ringor rongor. At intervals, now and
again, to suffer from disease.

Eihgor rohgore rualikana. He has fever at
intervals.

Mihuko ringor rohgoroltkantalea. Our cattle
are suffering from disease.

Rimka tamke. Slowly.

Rinic. Wife.
Maiijhi rinid. The malijhi's wife.
Einidte^. The wife.

Rinja enec. A certain kind of dance.

Rinjarar. The time beaten on the drums
and the air sung when the Rinjq
(q. V.) dance is being danced.

Ri6ja sere6. The songs sung during the
dancing of the Rinja (q. v.) dance.

Rinji.
"I
Slowly, gently, in small

Riiiji rinji. J quantity.
Eiiiji rinji daK atuKkana. The water is flow-

_ing gently.

DaK riijiena.^ The water has become less, it is

now flowing in small quantity.

Ririn. | Ringing sound as when
Ririn ririn. j a metallic substance is

struck.
Eirili sadekana. It emits a ringing sound.

Riot. Cf ria and riau.

Riot' royot. Cf. royoi; royot.

Ripi ripi. To flap the wings as a bird

of prey hovering over its prey,

to be seized with a fit, to shake as

in a fit, to wink, to flutter, to whirl
like a shuttlecock falling.

Eipiripilenae. She was seized with a fit.

Cereye ripiripiKkana. The bird is flapping its
wings to enable it to hover.
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GujuK lekae ripiripilf kana. He is sliaking aa
if he were about to die.

Dudfumte me{ ripi riplKkana. The eyes are
winking through drowzinesa.

Ripil To wink with both eyes.
Mil; ripit'te. In a twinkling.
Ripifi bafae^dae. He ia moving the eyelids.
Bipifadidae. He winked (with both eyes) at

me.
Eipif iapife beiigefedae. He is blinking.

Ripripi. To stare, eyes wide open,
staring.

Eipripi beiige£ uriokedae. He stared with eyes
wide oped.

Ripripienae. He is staring.

Rir. A ridge.

Eisi rir. The ridge formed by the backbone.
Sakam riy. The mid-rib of a leaf.

Hako rir. The ridge on the back of a fish.
Buru rir. The ridge of the hill.

Riraa raran. To clang, as a bell, the
sound produced by a hollow me-
tallic vessel when struck, to sound
shrilly. Cf. rarad.

Ririd. "1 To sound, as a bell, or

Riri6 ririA. J any hollow metallic

vessel which produces a high or

shrill note when struck.

Riri6 marte. ") With a shrill sound. Cf.

Riri6 mente. J ririn.

Riri riri. Joyfully, gleefully, in high

spirits, good humouredly.
Sendrateko calaoena riri riri. They have gone

to the hunt in high spirits.

Biiri riri baraekanae Calais lagi£. He is in high
spirits at going.

Eiri riri hanko torako calaoena. Look, there
they go gleefully.

Risa. Dysentery.
Bisa sapakadeae. He has dysentery.

Risa. sim. A fowl having feathers

reversed.

Risbod.l To be friendly, to be on friend-

Risbot. J ly terms.

Biabodka6kinale. We reconciled them.

Risbod. A bribe.
Eisbode jomkeda. He took a bribe.

Risbot. Cf risbod.

Riskii Rough headed, hair standing

up.
Biskif mara gidra. A rough headed rascally

boy.

Risrisi. Standing up, ruffled.

Ui, riariaientaea.
| gj^ j^^j^. j^ ^t^nding up.

Biansienae. )

Rili. To grind, to separate the seeds

from the cotton.
Kaskomko rida. They put cotton through a

machine to separate the seeda from it.

Bit lemelikedako. They ground it flue.

Rit. ) Season, custom, habit,to be
Ritu. J pleased.
Bit carhaoentaea. He haa attained puberty.
Bitutelireko sam^aokeda. They garnered (the

crop) in seaaon.
Bitakanae. It ia in aeason or in heat.
CalaKe ritakanae. He ia pleased to go.

Ritha. Dirty, soiled.

AiiA ri(haakana. I am very dirty.

Bitha mara gidra. A dirty rascal of a child.

Ei^ha dapat. Extremely dirty.

Ritha rithi. Cf retha rithi.

Ritia ritii. Joyfully, gleefully, in high
spirits.

Eitia ritiiko calaoena. They went away in high
spirits.

Ritiau. To be pleased, to be in high
spirits.

Sendrako ritiauena. They are in high spirits

at the prospect of going to hunt.
Eoela khadte calaSko ritiauakana. They are

delighted to go to the coal mines.

Ritiau. To be in season, to be in heat,

to be sexually mature.

Ritit ritii. Very, applied to cold.
Bitit' liUi reara. It is very cold.

Rito roto. Large and full, applied to

the ears of Indian corn.
Jondra pho^akana rito roto.
Ei^o roto phofakaua.

Ritu. Season. Cf rit.

Kami rituakana. The work is in season.

Riyai khiyai. To squander, to fritter

away, to waste.
Sanam oij basnte riyai khiyaikeda. He squan-

dered all his aubatance.

Riyat riyai}. Cf ria^ rial
Eiyat' riyafelagaedekana. He is driving him

fast.

Korako riyol royolko haraakana. The boys
have grown tall.

Maf riyol royol dareakana. The bamboos have
grown very long.

Ro. A fly.

Ro. To singe.

Simko roakadea. They have ainged the fowl.

Meromko rokoa. They ainge (the hidea of) goats

(before cooking.)

Robea. Pot-bellied, big-bellied.

Eua robeakanae. He has become potbellied

through fever.
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T> 1

°>"
-u ' J Juicy, luscious.

Koboc roboc. J
•'

'

Robojholo. ") To appear out of sorts,

Romojholo. j indisposed, ill, poorly,

ailing.

Eobojboloe neloT^kana. He looks out of sorts.

Eomoiholoenae. He has the appearance of

being ill.

Robo rope. Cf. ropo ropo.

Robrobo. Inert, sluggish, heavy as

one after having gorged himself

with food.
Jomrobrohoenae. He has eaten till he has be-

come sluggish.

Roboskai. Big-bellied, big, applied to

the stomach of a very fat person.
Lao khub roboskaKgetaea, His belly is very

big.

Roc. ") Desire of or pleasure in

Rocao. J eating.
Bail rocekana. He has no desire for food.
Bah rocaoedinkana. I have no appetite.

Roeo. To seize the top with the tips

of the fingers, to pinch off the

top.
Buluhe rocokeda. He took a pinch of salt.

Cha sakam cot cotko rocoetkana. They are
pinching off the tea leaves from the tips (of

the bushes.)

Rocoli. To break, to crush to pieces.
Kanda rocot'ena. The water pot has a, piece

broken out of it.

Sakam roooijena. The leaf is crushed.
Thamakhur rocodme. Break (or crush) up the

tobacco.
TiA rooo£kedea£. I hit him with a stone and

broke (a bone.), I shied a stone at him and
broke (a bone, leg, &c.)

Hormo do rapui; rocoi! hasoede tahekana. His
body pained as if it were broken and crush-
ed,

Rocroco. Sticking up, pointed, protrud-

ing.
Dahriakanae rocroco. His turban is pointed.
Niatak rocrocogea, maK gotikam. This one is

sticking up, cut it off.

Rod. To infringe, to violate, to ignore,

to transgress, to disobey.
Noa kathae rodkeda. He violated the agree-

ment.
Hukum alom rodtaea. Do not disobey his com-

mand.

Rodbodol. Equally, neck and neck, tie,

dead heat.
Bodbol dokin kamikana. They are working neck

and neck.
Eodbodolkiu darkana. They are running neck

and neck.

Rodea. Pot-bellied, big-bellied. Cf.

robea.

Rodga. Rough, shai-p edged as stones

or gravel.
Eken dhiri ro^ga. It is all stony.

Rodga rodgo. Coarse, as rice, gravelly,

stony.

Noa caole rodga rodgogea. This rice is coarse,

or there is gravel mixed with this rice.

Rodgo. Rough, gravelly, stony.

Nonije alom kha[.raia dhiri rodgogea. Do not
make a threshing floor here it is stony.

Noa bapge eken dhiri rodgogea, ce€ ho ban
hoyoKa. This garden is nothing but stones,
nothing will grow in it.

Rodgogea. It is stony.
lio^go ot kana. It is stony soil

Rodo bodo. Sound of rustling, as of

dry leaves, &c. Cf. radobado.

Rodoc. To squeeze out, to wring out
or strain by squeezing.

Eanko rodooa. They strain out medicine by
squeezing (it through a cloth.)

Lemboko ro^oda. They squeeze lemons.

Rodoe.
"I
Rustling, rattling, app-

Rodoe rodoe. J lied mainly to the
sound produced by dry leaves, &c.
when disturbed or crushed, an
imitative word. Cf rogoe rogoe.

Sade oooedae rodoe rodoe. He is causing a
rustling sound, or producing a sound resem-
Jiling rodoe rodoe.

Rodoe marte. \ With a rustle or a
Rodoe mente. J rattle. Cf rodoe.

Don paromenae ih9.nti rodoe menteye sade ooo-
keda. He bounded over, he caused the
fence to rustle.

Rodol. ) Hill and date, all kinds
Sopol rodol. J of country.

Sopolf ro^okko darakeda. They travelled over
hill and dale.

RodoK. rodol. Continuously, unceas-
ingly, the whole night.

EodoK rodoUko eneckana. They are dancing
without ceasing, i. e. the whole night.

Eo^oK rocloke daKeda. It rams continuously.

Rodofi. ~)
-n ,

Rodoi; rodol
jRo'^gh-

Eodot' rodol; a^karoEkana. It feels rough.

Roeda. Lanky, lean, skinny.
Eoedageae. He is lanky.

Roela. M.
"I rn 11

Ruili.F. JT^ll-

Achako juriaka^kina roela ruili. They have
matched them well, a tall man and a tall
woman.

Euili ruiliko haraakana neko kuri do. These
girls have grown tall.
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Roela roela. } High, tall, long.

Boela dareakana. It has grown into a tall tree,
or it has grown high.

Koela roelalco haraakana neko kora do. These
lads hare grown tall.

Rog. Disease, illness, defect, infirmity,

disorder, malady.
EogbighinceC ho b9'niilfantaea. He haa no

infirmity whatever.
Eog menalitaea. He is diseased.
Ona atoko rogakana. There is disease among

the people of that village.

Eog boloakana. Disease (cholera, &o.) has
broken out.

Roga.\Diseased, afflicted with a disease,

Rugi
J

malady or disorder, having a

defect or infirmity.
Eoga hor. A person afflicted with a disease or

malady.
Eogageae. He is afflicted with a, disease or

malady.
Noa kat do rogagea. This log is defective.

Rogaha. M."l r^e

Rogahi. F. r-
^"^g^-

Nui do rogahageae. He is diseased.

Nuido rogahigeae. She is diseased.

Rogdaha.
I

*
Eogdahagea. It is rough.

Rogdao. To scrub, to rub.
Eogdao potaKkedeae. He scrubbed his skin off.

Rogda rogdo. Rough.

Rogda rugdi. Closely, at the heels of

Rogda rugdi. To scrub, scrubbing.

^°S\- Icfroga.
Rugi. J

^

Rogoe. ) Rustling, rattling. Cf
Rogoe rogoe. J rodoe.

Eogoe rogoe sa(Jekana. It is rustling.

Rogoe marte. \ With a rustle, with a

Rogoe mente. J rattle.

Rogor. Stony, rocky, as the bed of a

river.

Eogor latarre paromoKpe. Cross (the river)

below the rooky (place.)

Rogor. Strong desire or wish, exigency,

eagerness, cupidity.

AdaK rogorge tahenkantaea . His own exigency

must be attended to, he only thinks of him-

self.

Rogor. ) Persistently, continuous-

Mit rogor. J ly.

Mi£ rogorte kokoekanae. He begs persistently.

Mit' rogorgeye kokoekana. He begs continu-

ously.

Rogoria. A cupidinous or persistent

person.
Eogoi;i^ kauae. He is a persistent person.

Rogos. > To rustle, as dry leaves,

Rogos rogos. J &c.
Nonde oele coe rogos rogosoKkana. Something

is causing a rustling here.
Eogosefkanae. He is rustling (the leaves), or

causing a rustle.

Rogos marte. "> itt-, ,,
T,

"
, I-

With a rustle.
Rogos mente. j
Eogos marte odok go£enae. It emerged with a

rustle.

Rogot cogot'. Sound of rustling, as of

leaves, paper, &c.
Eogot' cogot'e bijukkana. He is coming making

a rustling noise.

Rogot! pogoli. Cf rogot' cogod.
EogoC pogofe sade ocoeda. He is making a

rustling noise.

Rogod rogoC. Persistently, continuously.
Eogot rogote kokoekana. He is begging per-

sistently.

Rogot rogot'. Sound of rustling, as of

dry leaves, paper, &c.
Eogot rogot matkome odoka. He took out the

makom (q. v.) causing (the dry leaf in which
it was wrapped) to rustle.

Hone rogot rogoteda. The rat is rustling (the

straw.)

Rograha. M. 1 A persistent quarreller,

Rograhi. E. / a causer of strife,

quarrelsome.
Eograhageae. He is quarrelsome.
Eograhigeae. She is quarrelsome.

Rogra rugri. Fiercely, persistently,

applied to quarrels or disputes.
4idi rogra rugrikin roporena. They disputed

very fiercely.

Rogro. Stony, gravelly, rough with

small stones.
Eogro dhiri. Gravel.
Eogro ot kana. It is gravelly soil.

Eogro dhiri menakte bah hoyoKkana. Owing
to the presence of gravel there is no yield
(of crops.)

Rohda. 1 T 1 1
• - 1

Tj 1 j I Lanky, lean, remaming al-

Tf Virl
'

I
^^^y^ 1^^"^ although well fed.

Eohdod cabaenako daK tetahte. They (cattle)

are completely emaciated through thirst.

NunaUe jometreho rohdojoKkanae. Although
lie eats so much he is becoming emaciated.

Rohni. 1 A period of 1 3 days beginning

Ruhni. J on the 13th Jeth (q. v.)

According to the Hindus Eohni is the name of

the fourth mansion of the moon, figured by
a wheeled carriage, comprising Aldebaran
and four other stars in Taurus- (Forbes.)

Euhniis considered a lucky period in which
to sow the first seed dhan of the season.
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Rohoc roho6. Very, exceedingly,

extremely, applied to weight.
Eohoo rohod hamala. It is extremely weighty,

or heavy.

Rohoe. To plant, to bury.
Kohoe dare kana. It is a planted tree.

More hortepe rohoekedida. You five people
planted me, i.e. I was lawfully married.

Eohoe boloaPako. They fill up vacancies by
planting other plants.

4di utar dareko rohoeakaUa. They have plant-

ed very many trees.

Rohom. Regard, restraint, subjection.
Eohom dohoe. 7 To be docile, to be obedient
Rohom manao. ) to be amenable to discipline.

Kohomre menaea. He is under control, or he
is law-abiding.

Hathi gtdiko darea, enho rohomko manaoa.
Elephants are very strong, atill they are
obedient.

Sadom do rohome dohoea. The horse is docile.

Kuri do bes rohome dohoakafa. The girl is

very docile.

Eohom do bae dohoeda. He is not amenable to
discipline.

Rohor. To dry, to become emaciated.
Tase rohor. To spread out to dry.
Eohor sakam. A dry leaf.

RohoroKkana. It is drying.
Gada rohorena. The river is dried up.
Kicrio rohorpe. Dry the cloth.

Kakra lekam rohorena. You are lean like

a lizard.

Eu^teye rohor cabaena. He is completely
emaciated through fever.

Jugre do ja^ire horo hereko rohora, ado nui
ma^ibige perako rohoreljkoae.

Rohor naiijom. Lean, emaciated owing
to bad digestion, &c.

Eohor nalijomakanae. He is emaciated owing
to illness.

Robot pohot. The sound produced

by rubbing the person with the

hands, dilatory. Cf. rahat pahat.

Robpot. ) Much frequented, as a high-

Ropot. J way, busy, as a thorough-

fare.

Noa hor do a^i rohpot hor kana. This road is

a busy thoroughfare.

Rohra. Cf. rohda.

Rohra. M. ) Lanky, lean, remaining lean

Ruhri. F. J although well fed.

Nui do rohrageae. He is lanky.

Nui do ruhyigeae. She is lanky.

Roj. A day, daily.

Eioje hijuKkana. He comes dally.

Rojgar. To earn, to earn daily bread,

livelihood.

Bese rojgar jonkana. He earns good wages.
Din rojgar besge oalaKkantakoa. They have a

sufficient supply of daily bread.

Rojgaria. An earner, earning.

Mit* hor do rojgarig- aema hor iojomko. One
is earner and many eaters.

Rojha. A small earthenware dish.

Rok. To prevent, to prohibit, to hin-

der.
Eokkedae. He prohibited it.

Rol. To pierce, to perforate, to sew,

to pin, to butt, to gore.

Kurtg-e roKkeda. She sewed a jacket.
Senerko rokakalia. They have perforated the

rafters.

Kadae rol^kedea. The buffaloe gored him.
Janumifi roKena. A thorn has pierced me.
EoK mitkedae. She sewed them together, she

sewed them into one.

Patra rogtabonme. Pin leaf plates for us.
Patrae rorokkana. She is pinning leaf plates,

she is making plates by pinning leaves to-

gether.

Roli lutur Hasdal. A sub-sept of the

Santal sept Hasdal (q. v.)

Rol lutur Marndi. A sub-sept of the

Santal sept Marndi (q. v.)

Rol lutur Soren. A sub-sept of the
Santal sept Soren (q. v.)

Roka. Ready money, cash.
Eokategele hataokeda. We bought for cash.

Roka. An acknowledgment, as of

money paid.

Eokae emadiila. He gave me an acknowledg-
ment (of money paid.)

Roka. The same day, to-day.

EokageA ruara. I will return the same day.
Eoka daE kana. It is to-day's water (it is fresh

having been brought from the well to-day.)

Rokao. To stop, to prevent, to detain,

to interrupt, to prohibit, to lay an
embargo on.

Iliko rokaokettilia khet. They laid an embargo
on my field.

Roka ruki. On the same day, not
deferred till another day.

Eoka ruki galmarao hoeena. The discussion
took place the same day, or the matter was
settled the same day.

Rokme rokme. Gently, leisurely.
Eokme rokme lagaem. Drive him leisurely.

Rokoc. A snail, a snail and its shell,

a snail's shell.

Jom rokoo. A species of snail which is eaten.
Seta rokoo. A species of water snail.

Tan<Ji rokoo. A species of land snail.
Eokoo jel. The snail.

Rokoc ghao. A kind of sore.
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Rokom Manner, kind, method, sort.
SanamaK reah rokome bacjaea. He knows all

methods.
Bar rokom

, Two binds, two sorts.
NitoKe rokomakat'a. Now he has caught the

method.

Rokor. ) „
,

Rokorrokor. j To rattle.

Eokor rokor sadekana. It is rattling.

Rokor marte. l With a rattle. Cf.

Rokor mente. J rokor.

Rokor. To hurt, as anything touching
the skin, without any protection

to the skin.

Rokoredekana. It is hurting him.
Rokorre gitidakanae. He is lying on the bare

(ground, &o.)

Rokot. Blood.

Rokot Condon. A variety of sandal

wood in colour resembling blood, a

variety of rice.

Rokot muha. Ravening, to be inflamed,

to become ferocious, to be frenzied,

frantic, blood thirsty.

Kule rokot muhaakana ona birte gai alom
idikoa. The tiger is rayeuous, do not take
the cows to that jungle.

Hor goc gocte rokot muhaakanae. He has
become ferocious or blood thirsty, through
continued slaying of man.

Rokro6. "iTo rattle, to thud, an

Rokrod rokroc. J imitative word. Cf
rakroli.

Rokroc marte. 1 With a rattle, with a

Rokroc mente.J thud. Cf rakrol

marte.

Rokroko. Sticking up or out.

Eokrokoe gitioakana. He is lying (with his

knees) sticking up.

Eokrokoe tehgoakana. He is standing sticking

up (mainly used when fault finding.)

Dereri rokroko lieloKkantaea. His horns are

^ticking out.

Roktok. Obstruction, impediment, to

obstruct, to raise objections or

difficulties.

Okoe hj5 bako roktoklaKa. No one offered any
obstruction.

Eoktoklediliako. They obstructed me.

Rol. \A large forest tree, Termin-

Rol dare. J
alia Ghebula, Retz.

This tree yields the myrabolams of commerce.

Rol. To exercise, as a horse.

Sadomko rolkoa. They exercise horses, take

them out for an airing.

Rol. To take out of, as out of fire, or

out of heated sand.

Sengel khon rol odokakafi lo sarec thutku^ doe
bah Uana ? Is he not a brand plucked from
the fire ?

Elan iate d^hteko rola. They take it out of

the fire with a long stick owing to the heat.

Rol mud. A species of ant.

Rola. A sapling used as a rafter.

Rolo. ")To look steadfastly, to

Rolo rolo. J peer.
Eolo roloe behgetakat'a. He is looking stead-

fastly, he has fixed his gaze.

Rombro. ^ Whole, unbroken,

Rombro rombro. J whole and hard,

lumpy.
Rombro jondra. Whole Indian corn.
Eombro rombroge taheena hasa do. The clay

is lumpy (has not been properly mixed.)

Romcolol. Drawn together, huddled
up, applied to sitting.

Eom coloKe durupakana. He is sitting huddled
up.

Ronicom. Silent.
Durup thirakanae romoom. He is sitting still

and silent.

Romod kotod. To spin out, to use

sparingly, to cause to last by using

sparingly.

Jomedako romod kotoo. They are eating spar-

ingly.

Eomoo kotooko khoroceda. They are spinning
it out.

Romrom. Steadfastly, without mov-
ing, still.

Durup romromakanae. He is sitting quite

"still.

Ron. The call of the night watchman
or village chaukidar.

Eon. To call out when going his rounds at

night as a chaukidar.
Eone emeda, se baha ? Does he call out when

going his rounds at night, or not?

Ron. Haze.
Eon rakapakana. A haze has arisen, it has

become hazy.

Ron kuhra. A thick haze, a fog.

Rondar. A night watchman, a chau-

kidar.

Rondho. Fat, corpulent.
Khube motaakana rondho. He is very corpulent.

Rond khond. 1 To discuss, to debate, to

Ron khon. J talk over.

Khuble rond khondkeda. We discussed it thor-

oughly.
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Rondod. A common weed, Blumea
Wightiana, D. G.

Roti. A method of applying spices to

certain cooked foods, spices cooked
in a certain way.

Onions, pepper, garlic, &o, are cooked in oil

and then mixed with the food to be spiced.
Eon ohoiikateio joma. They fizzle the spices

and then eat (the food), they pour the boiling
spices on the food and cause a fizzle.

Ron. Colour, to dye, to colour, to paint,

to varnish.
EohanaK kana. It is dyed stuff.

Kicridko roha. They dye cloth.

Dibiko roiikoa. They paint images.

Rongo. To be burnt, to be burnt in

cooking.
EoiigoaK jom lek do bah kana. Burnt (food)

is not fit to eat.
Eongo mundha,t' lekae neloKa. He looks like a

burnt log, i. e. is very black.
Matkompe teke rohgokeda. Tou burnt the

matkom (q. t.) in cooking.
Dakape rohgo ocokeda. Tou allowed the rice

to be burnt (in cooking.)

Rongoc. C£ rongo.

Roago Congo. Burnt, as food in cooking.
Eohgo Congo emalipe. Give me burnt food,

(I shall be glad to get anything.)

Rongo era. ) A Santal female godlet,

Rongo budhi. J supposed to be the
wife of Rongo ru ji (q. v.)

Eoiigo era is worshipped along with Eoiigo ruji
(q. V.) and in the same manner.

Rongo ruji. The Santals' god of the
chase.

This deity is supposed to reside in a tree of the
species Diospyros tomentosa^ Roxh. Before
proceeding to one of the tribal annual hunts
the men dance naked round the tree in
which the deity is supposed to reside.
Urine is also offered, and the worshippers
freely urinate upon the stone which is the
visible representation of Eohgo ruji.

Roakhon. Hoarse, rough-voiced.
Eoiikhohiil af^kareda. I feel hoarse.

Ron rij. Amusement, merriment, plea-

sure.

Rodjo. Emaciated.
Eua rorijoenae. He is emaciated through fever.

Roijok. The priming pan of a flint

and steel gun.

Ronkhon. To discuss, to debate, to

talk over. Cf rondkhond.

Roti khori. To be irritated, to be
displcRsed, to take offence, to take
umbrage, to complain.

Ropa. Planted, opposed to self propa-

gated.
Eopa ma^. A planted bamboo, a, cultivated

bamboo.

Ropam. To season, as wood, &c., to

mature as cooked rice which is

allowed to remain a short time in

the pot after being taken off the
fire to perfect the cooking.

Daka argokate ropam ocoam. Take the boiled
rice off the fire and allow it to mature.

Rop dhop. To settle a dispute priva-

tely, to effect a compromise priva-
tely.

Noa mamblale rop dhopakafa. We have settled
this case privately

.

Ropha.lTo settle, to quiet, to pacify,

Rapha. 5 to reconcile, to effect a com-
promise, to be contented.

Disom do rophaena. The country is at peace.
Mokordomale rophakeda. We settled the case.
Bahu rophaenae. The bride is contented.

Ropok. The reciprocal form of rol

(q. v.), conterminous, touching,
contiguous.

Kadakin ropoKkana. The buffaloes are horning
each other.

Sima ropoKakaua. The boundaries are con-
terminous.

Oral? orak ropoK kana. The houses are
contiguous.

EopoR gopooenakin. Their horning each other
has terminated fatally, they are horning
and killing each other.

Ealaeako ropoka. The fathers-in-law butt each
other, said of fathers-in-law, &c, (balaea
q. V.) when saluting each other.

Roporopo. "(_ Slightly and at short in-

LI. JRupurupu. J tervals, applied to fever.
Eoporopori rualtkana. I have slight fever now

and again.

Ropor. The reciprocal form of ror (q.
v.), to quarrel, to altercate, to
have words with each other, to
wrangle.

Eoporenakin. They had words with each other.

Ropor ropoi. \ To altercate, to quar-
Ropor dapram. J rel, to dispute.

Ropotropot.l^°'''"®^'^'^^^li3es.
Eopotedae. He is (causing) creaking.

Ro?ot mente.} ^^*^ ^ '''^''^- ^f- ropot.

Ropot. \To_ creak, as shoes, an
Ropoti ropot}./ imitative word.
Panahi saijea ropo* ropot'. The shoes sound

ropot' ropot'.
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Roprop. Creaking as shoes, an imita-

tive word.
Eoprope tarame^kana. He produces the sound

of rop rop as he walks.
Panahi roprop sa^ekana. The shoes sound

roprop.

Ropropo. Lethargic, languid, indispos-

ed, the feeling of indisposition

experienced at the beginning of

an attack of fever.

NitoK do ropropoedinkana.

Ror. To speak, speech, language, word.
Hor ror. The Santali language.
Ropor. To dispute, to wrangle, to altercate,

to have words together.
Boporkanakin. They are disputing.
Mit dinlin roporlena. We had words one day.
Ror sohot'. To assist by speaking.
Eor sohotadiilae. He spoke for me.
Eor parom. To contradict.
Eor paromkediiiae. He contradicted me.
Eor land. To joke, to laugh and speak.

Eor landkanako. They are speaking and laugh-
ing.

Kora kuri derielko calaHkhan ror landtegeko
'tahena. The young men and maidens when
on the way to the fair continue to talk and
laugh.

Eor endaK. To speak when another is speak-
'
ing and to prevent him finishing what he
had to say.

XJni doii rorkedea. I reproved him.
Eor ooolenae. He was rebuked or reproved.

Eor sith*. l ^ j^^^j^ ^ speaking.
Eor sirio. )

Eor dhiiiku. To barm one's cause by what
' one says, judged out of one's own mouth.

Rora. A common jungle bush, Mallo-

tus philippinensis, Mull.
This bush yields a valuable dye.

Roroc. Dry, sapless, emaciated.
Eohor rorodenako. They are as dry as bone.

Rorot!. To peel off, or become rough,

as the skin, scaly. Cf roi
Eabah dinre bam umoUkana, rodoKkanam.

Tou are not bathing in the cold weather,

your skin is becoming rough.

Kakra hormo ho rorofa. The body of the

lizard is also rough or scaly.

Ror ses. A cess levied for the making

and repairing of roads, cor. of the

English Eoad Cess.

Ros. Sap, juice, the humours of the

body.
Noa ak do khub rosana. This sugar cane is very

juicy.

Rosa. Time, season.
EosaoalaKkana. The season is passing.

Kami reaK rosa. The time for the work oi

cultivation.

Ros aniol. Derangement of the hum-
ours of the body.

Nui doe ros amolakana.

Rosao. To be absorbed in, to be en-

grossed in, to have the mind tak-

en up with.

Jom rosaoenae. He is engrossed in eating.
K^mi rosaoakanae. He is engrossed in hia

work.

Rosar. Damp, moist, sappy.

Eosar ot. Moist soil.

Noa ichet do rosargea. This field is moist.

Rosbot. ") To be friendly, to be on

Rosbod
I
To

iendly terms. Cf. risbot.

Rose rose. Leisurely, slowly, gently.
Eose roseteye calaKkana. He is going leisurely.

Ra|ar)^^""P'""°^''^''^PPy-

£sgaria:}j'^^'^3^'^"PPy'"^°^^*-
'

Roskar. *)
t-. • ,

Raskar.j°^"^P''^°^^*''^PPy-

Roskol}. To rustle.

Cele coe rosko£e£kana. Some thing is causing
a rustling.

Eoskol; roskoije oalaKkana. He goes rustling,

he is causing a rustling as he goes.

Roskot marte.

Roskot mente.
jwiith 3tle.

Rosme. ")_ Gently, leisurely, slow-

Rosme rosme. j ly, gradually.

Eosmeteye tarameda. He is moving gently.

Eosmegeye roretkana. He is speaking slowly.

oso I

pj.QyjgiQn fQj. travellers.
Rasad. J
Palton rosodko uthaueda. They are collecting

provisions, &c. for the troops.

Rosod. Frequented, as a highway.
Eosod hor. A road on which there is much

traffic.

Rosom. ) Slightly, applied to

Rosom rosom. J fever, slowly, gent-

ly, leisurely.

Eosom rosome rnaKkana. He has slight fever.

Rosoposo. "} Slightly and at intervals,

Rosoroso. J applied to fever.

Eoso posoe rualf kana. He has a little fever

now and again, or he is slightly feverish.

Rot. To peel off, to come off in flakes,

as the skin.

Eabah dinre rorot'a. The skin peels off in the

cold weather.
EodoKkanae. His skin is peeling off.
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Roi. To tie up the hair and fix it with

a pin or band, applied to females.
Eoderi meae ayo, nakijiilnie. Tie up my hair,

motiier, comb my hair.

. Eo£ nakiti. To oomb and tie up the hair.

Rot Marndi. A sub-sept of the San-
ta! sept Marndi (q. v.)

Rot. 1 A common forest tree, Ouge-
Rot dare./ nia dalbergioides, Bl.

Rot pandu. Very old, applied to males.
Eot pandu hesel pandu adharo budfaarokateye

gocena. He died having attained an extreme
old age.

Rotbon. Very tall, high, lofty.

Eotboii mara herel. A tall rascal of a man.

Rote. A frog, a toad.
Bote marom. The frog's platform, i. e. water.
Eote maromko menlekhan daKko aguakoa. If

they say the frog's platform, they bring
them water.

Fatal rote. A species of frog which Is found
deeply buried in the soil.

Pokot' rote. A species of frog.
Tntnria rote. The Indian frog which makes

its appearance at the beginning of the rains,
so called from its croak.

Rarudah. The Bull frog.
Hardia baruijaii. The yellow Bull frog.
Both species of the Bull frog are eaten by San-

tals.

Bebebeo rote. A species of frog so called from
its croak.

Kakra rofe. A species of very small frog.

C&M The tree frog.

Rote putka. A form of edible puff-ball.

Rotha. ") Black and dirty, very

Rotha rotha. J black.
Eotha mara hor. A dirty, black rascal.

Rothaha. Black, black and dirty.

Rotho. Stout, burly, brawny.
Nui do rotho juau kanae. He is a burly youth.

r> ;•" >• Bread, means of subsistence.
Ruti. J

'

Eoti iTtbauentaea. He has lost his means of
subsistence.

Pao roti. Bread the dough of which is mixed
by tramping with the feet.

Rotol. A seam. Cf rok.

EotoK ra raena. The seam has opened.

^'^y''- 1 Small, not thick.
Royo royo. J
Eoyogea. It is not thick.

Eoyo royo joloKkana. It is burning feebly.

Royol. "fTo move lightly and
Royol royol. ) rapidly, to bound, to

bob up and down or backwards and

forwards.
Royol royole don idikeda. He moved by a series

of rapid bounds, he bounded lightly and
rapidly away.

Royol marte. ") With one light and
Royol mente. J rapid movement.
Eoyol menteye donkeda. He made a light and

rapid bound.

Royo ropo. Small, not thick.

Eoyo ropoko fiam agukeda. They found only
small ones.

o ^ ,.' ,, [ Emaciated, only bones.
Royot royot. J

•'

Eoyo^ royo€e lieloKkana. He appears to be
only bones.

Ru. To beat, to tap, to cause to sound,

as a drum, &c.
Tamakko ruia. They beat the (amak (q. v.)

drum.
Thari kiriri jokheoko ru afkara. When buying

a brass plate they sound it to test it.

Eanija kiriii jokhedko ruia. When they buy a
water pot they tap it (to see if it is sound.)

Rua. Fever, to have an attack of fever.

Eug,Kkanae. He has fever.

Nui doe rua bereflakana. He is just recovering
from an attack of fever.

Eua ehopkediiia. Fever has attacked me.
Adile ruai hasollkana. We suffer much from

fever.
Eua chutauentaea. His fever has left him.
Pari rua. Intermittent fever of the tertian,

and quartan types.

Ruar. To return, to cause to return.
Euarenako. They have returned.
Hatao ruar. To take or receive back.
Bengef ruar. To look back.
Jiwe6 ruar. To come to life again, to revive.
Eor rugir." To reply.

Takae ruaradiila. He returned to me the
money.

Eugtrke^koae. He returned them, he caused
them to return.

Rubdai rubdai. Tumultuously, noisily,

uproriously.

Rubrubu. ") Lethargic, languid, the
Ruburubu. J sensation one experi-

ences when suffering from fever

and enlarged spleen.
Jom rubrubuenae. He has eaten himself

lethargic.

Rubuc rubuc.
") ^p , , , ,

n -y • 1 J- Oi. rabac rubuc.
Rubui rubui. J
Eubud rubuoe calaKkana. He is walking lei-

surely.

Rucruc. Securely, tightly.
Tol rucruckedeako. They bound him securely.
Sap rueruokediliako. They seized and held me

securely.

Rucup. ") Crisp, brittle, sound of

Rucup rucup. J crunching or crush-

ing anything crisp or brittle.

Eucup ruoupe jomeda. He is crunching.
Eohor rucupena. It has dried brittle.

Euoup maraokedae. He crunched it up.
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Rudi. To be pained, in hand, arm, or

leg.

Rndiakanae. He is pained.

Rudi. Waste, rejected.
UniaK fcatha rudientaea. Hia order waa upset.

Rudhin. A variety of dhan.
Rudrudu.") Stiuiding erect, as hair,

Rnsrusu. J rough, as hair.
Bana reaK up rudrudugea. Tho bear's hair is

standing erect.

Rugi. Diseased, ill, unsound, afflicted

with a disease, disorder or malady,
having a defect. Cf roga.

Rugubugu. Cf ragabaga.

Rugum rugum. To creep gently.
Cele CO hormore rugum rugumedilikanae.

Ruhen. A large forest tree, Soymida
febrifuga Adr. Juss.

Ruhel!. To scold, to rebuke, to speak
angrily or sharply. Used mainly
by males of males. Women use

eger (q. v.)

Ruiie€ £ii*keCkoae. He scolded and drove
them away, he cauaed them to run away by
scolding them.

A.diye ruEhefa. He is greatly given to scold-

ing.

Ruhi hako. "| The name of a fish, Gy-
Rui hako. J prinus denticulatus,

Buck.
Ruhini. 1 r<e i

-n , 1- Ci. rohm.
Kuhni. J

Ruhri. F. ") Lanky, lean, remaining

Rohra. M. J lean although well fed.

Nui doe ruhrigea. She is lanky.

Ruhuh ruputi. Emaciated, very skinny.
Euhun rupuu dara baraekanae. He is going

about in an emaciated condition.

Ruhur. ") Sound of crashing,

Ruhur ruhur. J covered with fresh

green leaves, as a tree.

Euhur ruhur bind?.rena. It fell crashing.

Ruhur marte.

Ruhur mente
Euhur marte bindarena. It fell with a crash.

Ruhutuhu. To exert oneself, to ar-

dently desire, to take care of

CalaU l9.gi£e ruhutuhuKkana. He ardently

desirea to go.

Uni khon amgeli ruhutuhumea? Shall I prefer

you to him ?

SuhuK l»gi£e ruhutuhu bajaebana. He ia fish-

ing for oomplimenta,
Kgimi bagikato nuigeye ruhu^uhueda. He has

left hia work and ia amuaing himaelf.

:.}
With a crash.

Rui. The cotton of the Indian cotton

tree, Bomhax inalabaricum, D. C.

and also of Cochlospermum Oossy-

pium, D. G.

Rui. A kind of fish, Gyprinus denti-

culatus, Buck. Cf ruhi.

T> -' - ! Very small, weak.
Ruia ruia. J '

Euia ruiageako. They are very small.

Euiageae dare b^nulftaea. He ia weak, he has
no strength.

EuJ ruateye ruiaena. He is weak owing to

continued fever.

T>^\^' -p
"

\
Tall, tall and lanky.

Euil% ruiKkin dapamena. The tall man and
the tall woman are mated.

Ruili. Gently, as wind.
Seke aeke hoe do ruili ruili.

Rui rui. Very tall, applied to fe-

males.

Jawae khon bahn do rui ruiye usula. The bride
is much taller than her husband.

Rui rui. "j Bobbing up and down,
Ruyu ruyu. V moving from side to

Ruyul ruyul. J side.

Sakam rui rui atulfkana. The leaf, floats bob-
bing up anddown.

Kan(Ja bhugal<lenkhan ruyu ruyu daK todoKa.

Rui rui cSrg. A small bird so called

from its note.

Ruka. A carpenter's chisel.

Kund rukg.. A chiael for cutting out round
holes, mainly the axle holes in wheela. Cf

.

kund.
Chimni ruka. A small chiael.

Rukar. ") t,

Rukhar.j^'^-
Hormo rukh^rentaea. Hia body ia dry.
Eukh^r daka. Dry boiled rice (not pasty,)

Ruk birik.

Ruk birit.

Euk birit fielte bam berellena P Did you not
take notice of the trees before yon settled

down?

Rukhi. An atom, a grain, a shred, a

particle.

Sanam lo cabaena, mit; rukhi ho bail saredletia.

All was burnt up, not even one particle

remained.

Jom oabakedeae, mit' rukhi ho bae sareclaKa.

He ate him all, he did not leave even a shred.

Eukhi pa£ia. To enquire into in detail.

Eukhi iogao. To eoonomiee, to be thrifty, to be
frugal.

Eukhi jogaokate iompe. Eat frugally.

Trees.
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Rukhia. Relief, deliverance, to relieve,

to extricate, to deliver, to save.
Eukhiaenale. We are delivered.

Isore rukhiakedinte unin sarhaoedekana . I

am praising God, because He delivered me.

Rukrabon. Completely, entirely, not

a scrap.
Oralfre oel: ho banuKtaea rukrabon.
Eukrabone atu idikeda. (The flood) carried

away every vestige.
Rukrabon riur cabaena matkom do. The mat-

kom (q. V.) has all fallen.

UniaK oet; cij ho ban tahekantaea rukrabon,
nondeye cijlaKa. He had not a shred of

property, he became possessed of property
here.

Ruku. To shake.
Ulko rukuia. They shake down mangoes
(from the tree.)

Bohoke rukukeda. He shook the head.

Rukum rukum. To shiver, to shake,

as in a paroxysm of fever.

Eua ehobe jokhed rukum rnkumokae. When
the fever is beginning he shivers,

Rukum tuku
Rukun tuku
Haram rukum tukumenae. He is old and shak-

j-To shake, to shiver,
an.

J

ing.
TheyEabahte ho rukum tukumko hilauKa.

also shiver with cold.

Ruli. A sapling used as a rafter. Cf
rola.

Euli suli. Small saplings.

Rum. ") To be possessed with a spirit

Rumol. J vi'hich is evidenced mainly

by shaking of the head.
Haru. bongae rumakana. He is possessed with

the deity named Haru..
Landa bongako rumlenkhan gutlu barakoako.

If they become possessed by the laughing
deity they tickle them.

Rurabuc cumbuc. Heartily, rejoicing-

ly, willingly, eagerly, fervently.
Nellel rumbuG cumbucko calaoena. They have

gone to the fair rejoicingly.

Jahau kamim aculekhan adi chutaulfae rumbud
cumbuc. If you engage him for any work
he will set to it heartily.

Rumjhum. To enquire at an oracle, to

enquire at one who is possessed

with some deity or other, generally

as to the recovery or otherwise of

a sick person.
Bongako rumihumke£koa.
EuaK jokhedko rumjhum ocokoa.
EuaKic reak 6utumko rumjhum ocokoa.

Rumuc. ") To become willing, to be

Rumuj. J pleased, to be persuaded.
Nukinkin rumucena.
Bumud godoKkanako onkoaK kathate.
Eumnjenteye calaoena.

Rumu6 rumuri. Creeping of the flesh,

a tingling sensation, a sensation

as of trembling in the flesh.

Am botorte inak jel do rumufi rumuAoKkana.
My flesh is creeping through fear of you.

Euak ghuri rumuu rumuii aikauKa. During
fever one feels a sensation of creeping in

the flesh.

Run. A method used to keep flesh

meat from going bad by half-roast-

ing, during which process its bulk

is reduced, to shrink.

Jel runlekhan bah ahnaulca. If flesh meat be
half-roasted it will not go bad.

UniaK hormo runentaea. His body has shrunk,
or become reduced in bulk (as half roasted
flesh meat.)

Run. To crease, to be creased to shrivel.

Runda. A species of wild cat.

Boak runda. "^

SagaK runa^, I Wild cats differentiated by
Sila rund?.. f Sautals.
Kubrarunda. J

Runkujuduu. Weak, feeble.
Eua ruhku juduhakanali. I am feeble through

fever.

Runrun. Clear, transparent, thin.

Eunruh pharig. dak. Clear, transparent water.
Euiiruh moakanae. it is swollen to thinness

(skin.)

Eunruh hartakotanaoakafa. They have stretch-
ed the skin until it has become thin.

Runrunau. To be numb, to tremble.
Eunrunaukkanae rabaiite. He is shivering

with cold.

Run tukun. To shrivel, flesh to be-

come rough or corrugated.

Rup. Form, appearance.
UniaK rupten jomkeda. I obtained through him.
Manwa rupte. In human form.

Rup. To fall down, to collapse.

Orak rupena. They househas fallen down.
Dare rupena hoete. The tree was blown down,

the tree was uprooted by the wind.

Rup. To poison fish.

Hakoko rupkoa. They poison fish.

Okareperuba? Where will you poison fish ? '

Rupa. Silver.

Eupareak. Made of silver.

Rupa Marndi. A sub-sept of the San-
tal sept Marndi (q. v.)

Rupufi ruput}. Slowly, applied to eat-

ing.
Enpu£ rupufie jojomkana. He is eating slowly.

Ruruti rurua. Clear, transparent.
Eurun ruruh dak phariaiwa. The water is

clear to transparency.
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Ruru ruru.

hole.

Small and round, as a

Kuril ruruko bhugaKakat'a. They have made
email round boles.

Ruru ruru bhug^K Ithon lutibo bolo o(}okoHa.
The LuH (q. v.) bees go in and come out at
a small round hole.

Ruru ruru. Inefficiently, as'the music
of one who is learning to play.

Eurururu tirioko oroheda.

Rusa rusi. To be sullen towards each
other, not to be on speaking terms.

Nukin dokiu rus9. rnsiakana. These two are
not on speaking terms with each other.

Rusau. To sulk, to be suHen.
Bus^uakanae. He is sullen.

Rusvusu. To be sullen, to sulk.

Eusrusuakanae. He is sulky and sullen.
Kusrusue beiiget'eda. He has a sullen look, or

he looks sullenly.

Rusrusu. Standing up, as hair. Cf-

rudrudu.
Kusrusu up teiigoena.
Bana realf up rusrusugea.

Rusuk rusul. ") -p,]- J.1D u i» r Uilisently.
Kasal rusuK. j ^ J

KusuK rusuKe kami johkana. He is working
diligently.

Rusu!i rusuS.
"I
Soundof cutting, crop-

Rasals rusul. J ping, or grazing,

imitative.

SusuKrusuKe atili joiikana. It is grazing and
producing a sound of cropping.

EusuK rusuK s9.uriko ireda. They are cutting
the grass and producing a sound of cutting.

Ruti. Bread. Cf. roti.

Rutrutu. Puffed out, swollen.

Eutirutu pitha. Puffed out bread.
Jom rutirutuenae. He has eaten till he is

swollen (stomach.)

Rutul rutuS;. To crack, to crunch.

Rutul? rn^uke togoceda. 4Ie is crunching
with his teeth.

Rutyut. To satiety, to repletion, ap-

plied to children.
Jom rutyu£enae. He has eaten to repletion.

Ruyu. ) Without cessation, con-

Ruyu ruyu. J tinuous, bobing up and

down, moving from side to side.

Enyu ruyu atukkana sakam . The leaf is floating

and bobbing up and down.

Eanda bhugaKlenkhau ruyu ruyu dak todoKa.

if a water pot be punctured the water
issues in a stream.

Euyu ruyu hilauKkana sura. The reed shakes
from side to side.

Ruyul. ) To move lightly and
Ruyul ruyul. J rapidly, to bob up

and down, to move from side to

side.

Euyul ruyul atuKkana sakam. The leaf floats
bobbing up and dowa.

Euyul ruyul matko gok idieda. As they carry
the bamboo it bobs up and down.

Horo gele hoete hilauUkana ruyul ruyul. The
ears of dhan are shaking from side to side
by the wind.

Ruyul marte. T With one light and
Ruyul mente. J rapid movement.
Euyul marteye donkeda. He bounded lightly

and rapidly.

Ruyu ruyu. Gently, quietly easily,

lightly.

Euyu ruyu otahoKkana Edel mi. The cotton
of the cotton tree is being carried lightly
by the wind.

Euyu ruyu tuntikkana. It is issuing gently.

Sa. Side, edge, to go or put aside.
Hana sa. The other side.
Noa sa. 7 m.- .j

Nhasa.;T'"^^^'i«-
Ga(Ja hana sarc. On the other side of the river.
Ga^a nha sare. On this side of the river.
Hana sa renkoko hecakana. Those belonging

to the other side are come.
Hana sateko calaoena. They have gone to the

other side.

Sa ilogoltme. Move a little away.
Mit' sa arere durupme. Sit to one side.

Sa 6ogeme. Put him a little to the side, or to
a little distance.

Sa gofenae. Ho moved to the side at once.
Mit' satege calaoena dal^ do. The rain passed

to one side.

Mi£saren danrae lohot'lenaarmit* sarendobah.
The bnllock on one side was wetted and not
that on tbe other side.

Mi£ sa kar hasoedinkana, banar kar do bah. I
am pained on one side, not on both sides.

Saba. A small tributary of a river in

"which the water is dammed back
when the river is full.

Saba. Spur, as of a fowl ; a dew claw on
the hind legs of a dog.

Sabab. Reason, cause, motive, accnsa-
tion, on account of, by reason of.

Cef sababteko lagakedea? For what reason did
they drive her away? Dan sababte. On
account of being a witch.

Sababe lagaokeda. He made an accusation.
Sababe lagaoadiria. He accused me.
Jahan sabab do menalia. There is a reason of

some kind,

Sabad. Sound, noise, voice.
Cele reah sabad anjomolfkana. The noise of.

some creature is heard.

69
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Sabal. Insipid, owing to the absence

of salt or sweetness. Scottice, wersh.
Noa ntu do sabaKgea, bulun ban adalena. This

relish is insipid, it is not sufficiently salted.
Eor sabaKkedeako. They talked him down.

Sabar. To finish, to complete, to put
the finishing touches to.

Kamiko sabarkeda. They completed the work.

Sabasi. Distinction, celebrity, fame,

glory, praise.
,

Sabasiye harkeda. He gained praise, or distinc-

tion.

A'Jiko sabasiadea. They praised him highly.

Sabha. Council, an assembly conven-

ed for consultation, deliberation

and settlement of disputed mat-

ters.

Sabhare durup hor kanae. He is a man who
sits in the council.

Sabik. Original, former, preceding,

formerly, of yore, time past.

Onko eae sabik khut chada arhoko more khut-
keda. They added five more septs to the
seven original septs.

Sabit. To be perfect, to be complete,

perfect, complete, excellent.
Auri aabitoKa. It is not yet perfect.
Bah bele sabitakana. It is not perfectly ripe.

Bae pharia sabitakana. He has not complete-
ly recovered.

Nui do sabit hor kanae. This is an excellent

man.

Sabja. ") To become moist by attrac-

Sabjao. J ting moisture.
Buluh do sabiaoKa dak dinre. Salt becomes

moist in the rains.

Ot ho sabjal^a, bulun h5 sabjalia. Soil also

becomes moist by attracting moisture, salt

also becomes moist by attracting moisture.
Sabjao godoKa. It will become moist immedia-

tely.

'^h^r\
f-Noise, sound, voice. Cf. sabad.

Sabol. Cf. sap.

Sabol. An iron crowbar.

Sabori. Cf. saburi.

Sabra. \Insipid, tasteless, applied to

Sabraha.j those things which should

generally taste sweet.
Baye bele sabragea. The ripe fruit of the

Banyan is insipid.

Sabrg-bage atikaroKkana. It tastes insipid.

Sabrahaena. It has become insipid.

Sabri. A pole on which anything is

slung and carried on the shoul-

ders of two or more men.

Sabri. A variety of plantain.

Sabsab. \ Infiltrated moisture, satu-

Sabsabao. f rated, to liquify or dissolve,

as salt, &c., the oozing out of in-

filtrated moisture, or water held

in such substances as salt, &c.
Hormo sabsabaoKkana. The body is dissolving.

Sabsab dak menaKa. There is infiltrated
water.

Bulnhre ho sabsab dale odokoEkana. Water
is also oozing out of the salt.

Buluii sabsabaokkana. The salt is becoming
watery.

Sabud. To prove.
S?ibud dareakam ? Are you able to prove it ?

Sabudadead. I proved it to him.
Sabudena. It is proved.

Sabur. To wait, to have patience, to

endure.
Mit ghari ho bae sabur dareada. He could

not have patience even for a little.

Mii ghari sabur hatarme. Wait for a little,

have patience for a little.

Saburi. Patient, enduring.

Sac. A mould.
Saca. True, faithful, truthful.
Saca hor kanae. He is a truthful man.

Sacai. Truthfulness, faithfulness.

Sac sue.\Without a sound being heard,
Sac sue.

J in silence, silent as the grave.

Sad sudko gitidena. They are asleep and all is

silent as the grave.

Saci marie. A kind of pepper.

Saci son. A fibre yielding plant, a

variety of Crotalaria juncea.

Q ,; ^Wish, desire, inclination.

Sad lagaoakawat'mea chutki £ame reaii? You
felt a desire to get a second wife?

Sadh maraoentama nitolf do? Has your desire
perished, has the desire left you?

Bjihki horog lagit sadhok kanae. She has a
desire to wear bankis (q. v.)

Sad metaoeutaea. His desire has been obliterat-
ed, i. e. has left him.

Sadre adge gooo menaktae leka.

o j' [Sound, to sound.
Sade.J

'

Cele real? sa(jin aiijomkeda. I heard the sound
of something.

Sadkedae. He made a sound.
Sade ocokedae. He caused it to sound.
Bah sadeKa. It will not emit a sound.
B9,li sade ooo dareaCa. I could not cause it to

sound.

Sad. Authority, power, to train, break
in, reduce to subjection.

Oet s?.d menaKtama ? What authority, or power
have you ?

Kni dahraii s^dakadea. I have broken in this
bullock.
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Sada. White, plain, clean, without
admixture.

Sada kiorid. White cloth, without a coloured
border.

Sada kagoj . Clean paper, on which nothing
has been written or printed.

Sada bohi. A blank book.
Sadawaliid joma. I will eat plain, (or unsalted

food.)

Sada. A kind of tobacco.

Sada Murmu. A sub- sept of the Santal
sept Murmu. (q. v.)

Sada Hftsdai. A sub-sept of the Santal
sept HasdaS (q. v.)

Sada Kisku. A sub -sept of the Santal
sept Kisku (q. v.)

Sada Hembrom. A sub-sept of the
Santal sept Hembrom (q. v.)

Sada Marndi. A sub-sept of the Santal
sept Marndi (q. v.)

Sada Soren. A sub-sept of the Santal

sept Soren (q. v.)

Sada Sidup Soren. A sub-sept of the
Santal sept Soren (q. v.)

Sada Tudu. A sub-sept of the Santal
sept Tudu (q. v.)

Sada Baske. A sub-sept of the Santal

sept Baske (q. v.)

Sada Pauria or Paulia. A sub-sept of

the Santal sept Pauria or Paulia.

Sada CorS. A sub-sept of the Santal

sept CSrg (q. v.)

o 1 - [Continually, daily, always.

Sadaege hiiuRae. He comes continually.

Sadarnad. Continuously, without a

break.

Sadam^d nui kisar theniil kamikana. I have
been working for this master continuously.

Sadar sudiir. "jThin owing to the

Sadur badur. 1- presence of liquid, too

Sadur sadur. j much liquid or mois-

ture. Cf. sudur sudur.

Sadur sa<Jurko utuakaCa. They have cooked
the relish too thin, too much water in it.

Saddi. Strength, ability, power.

Besaddi. Impracticable.

Eoror dare se galmarao s?.ddi eten manwa real?

g'e. Only human beings have the power to

speak or the ability to converse.

Sadasuk. Super-abundant, lavish, ex-

cessive, too much, over much.
Sadasukem emadea. Ton gave to him lavishly.
Sadasuke iomkeda. He ate too much.

Sade. Cf sag.

Sadga badga.l Rough, surface uneven,
Sadga badgi.

J pitted, to make rough
or pitted.

Simko jerer cikaraKko sadga badgakedako.
The fowls broke the surface of what had
been plastered smooth.

Kharai paliaure p»hil do sadga badgako lo-

soda.

Sadga bidir. Lying about, disarranged,

out of place, anyway, in disorder,

disorderly,
Sadga bidif inkageko bagiada. They have left

the things in disorder.
Sadga bidirko dohoakat. The have put them

down anyway (in disorder)

Sadgaeal.") In disorder, disorderly, out
Sadgalak. J of order, out of its proper

place.
SadgaeaKem b^giaka^a kago] potor do. You

have left the papers in disorder.
Sadgaealfpe bagiaUkana katha do. Tou are

leaving the matter unsettled.

Sadgal. A moneylender.
Tobe nitoK do s?.ure sadgalre hala doK rara doK

ooolom.

SadgalaS. Cf. sadgaeal.

Sadgayai. Disarranged, in disorder,

out of pbice, untidy, unfinished.
Sadgayalf rteloKkana. It looks untidy.
SadgayaKko bagiada. They left it in disorder.

Sadge. \ The relationship between
Sadge'.i.J the husbands of sisters.

Sa^gea kanako. They are the husbands of
sisters.

Sadgeri kanae. He is the husband of my
wife's sister.

Pon sadgea menaltkoa. There are the hus-
bands of four sisters.

Sadgnm badgum. Bristly, rough ow-
ing to the presence of things stick-

ing up.
Sadgum badgum upanae. He is bristly haired.
Sadgum badgumko losotakafa. They have

mixed up the soil and left it bristly.

Sadgum badgumko siaka^a. Tbey have plough-
ed and left it bristly, have not covered
up the grass, &g.

Sadgur badgur. Thin, owing to the

presence of liquid, too much liquid

or moisture.
Sacjgurbadgurko dakaaka^a. They have cook-

ed the rice with too much water in it.

Sacjgur b^(ilgur ghoraokate bhitko potaoa.
Tbey stir (the lime) with water and make it

thin and whitewash the wall.
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Sadh. Wish, desire, inclination.

Ona BadhoKem horoKleda, nitoK doe meneda
hasoedilia. You desired to put (them,
anklets) on, and now you say they hurt you.

Sadhao. To train, to discipline, to ha-

bituate or accustom to, to bring

into unison with one's desire, to

revenge.
Nui sadom do bail sadhao dareaelcana. I can-

not discipline, this horse, I can't make him
as I wish him to be.

Eairi hoko sadhaokoa. They also wreak their

vengeance on enemies.

Sadharon. Common, commonplace.

Sadher. Only, single, solitary.

Mii gotec sadher hopon till. My only son, I

have only one son.
Oh, acaKge sadher menalc lekae l^^ic baraeda,

ale then ho aema menalca. He goes about
telling- as if he only had it, we have also a
large number.

Sadhi. Strength, ability, power.
Ado nitoK do sadhi banuKtaea. He has no

strength now.
Cha^aoK reaK sadhi menaKtaea? Has he the

power to release himself P

Sadhin. Independent, free, one's own
master.

S^dhinre tahen do adi besa. It is very good to
remain independent.

Sadhu. A certain class of Hindu men-
dicants.

Sadhu.lThe relationship between the
Sarhu.

J
husbands of sisters. Cf sadge.

Sadom. A horse.
4-ndia sadom. A horse, a stallion.

Ehga sadom. A mare.
Sadom hopon. A foal.

Bandhar sadom. A horse that is kept in stable
when not in use.

Saijhin sadom. A mare that is kept tied up and
kept from stallions.

Sadom oraK. A stable.

Sadom muc. A kind of large red ant.

Sadsad. 1 Noise produced by water

Sadsadao.J falling, or coming in con-

tact with anything.
Saijsad daK joroKkana.
Sa^sadaoe£kanae daE.

Sadur badur.

Sadur sadur.

Sae. A hundred.
Mi6 sae. One hundred.
Bar sae. Two hundred.
Sae saeko tahekana. There were hundreds

of them.
Sae taka sae patriko ^gukoa. They fine them

a hundred rupees and a hundred plates of

food.

Cf sadar sudur.

Sae. Utterly, completely, entirely, the

full hundred.
Hiriii saekediiiae. He utterly forgot me.
Gidi saekeSleae. He threw us oif entirely.

Join saekedale. We ate all up.
Saeenae. He is dead.

Saedan. Sandy.
Saedah hasare jondra bah hoyolfa. Indian

corn will not grow in sandy soil.

Noa hasa do saedahgea. This soil is sandy.

Saegat. Rough, harsh.
Saegat'gea, bail cikara. It is rough, not

smooth.
Saegafgeye rorkedilia. He spoke harshly to

me, he found fault with me harshly.

Saekara. Per hundred, per cent.

Saekarare 10 faka lagaoKa. It is ten per cent.

Saela boela.l-|- , ,1

Soela boela.j °'

Saela boela kora kuriko haraakana. The boys
and girls have grown tall.

Soela boela sahanko maKakafa. They have out
long pieces of firewood.

Saera. |A kind of fish trap which
Saera.j allows the water to pass

through but not the fish.

Sae sae. Imitative of the sound pro-

duced by water about the boiling

point, by a large snake moving
quickly, by the breathing of a

person suffering from asthma.
DaK basahena sae sae sadekana. The water

is heated, it is sounding sae sae.

Jambro bin adi atteko calaK jokhee sae saeko
sade ocoea. When pythons move quickly
they produce the sound of sae sae.

Sae sui. Imitative of the sound pro-

duced by expiration and inspira-

tion of breath.
Sae suiye saheteda. When breathing he pro-

duces the sound of sae sui, sae sui.

Sae sHi dare. The Casuarina, Gasuar-
ina equisetifolia, Forster.

When the wind blows this tree produces a
sighing sound.

r, ° hTo blow a breeze.
Sagae sagae.J
Sagae sagae duar khon hoe boloKkana. A

breeze of wind is coming in by the door.
Sagae sagaeye hoeeda. It is blowing a breeze.

Sagae darae. Loudly
Sagae sagae. Cf sege sege.

Sagai. Relationship, kinship.
Janam sagai. Kinship by birth.

Bapla topol sgtgai. Eelationship by marriage.
Ato sagai. Assumed relationship by those

who meet together frequently.
Landa sagai. Applied to the freer terms of

relationship which exist between certain
members of a family. Cf . landa B?.gai.
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SagaS. The awns of certain grasses
which prick when they come in

contact with the person, spear
grass

; to prick, as the awns of cer-

tain grasses.

Sauri sagali. The awns of s^uri grass (q. v.
44iA sagaUakana. Many grass awns are stick-

ing in my clothes and pricking me.

SagaM runda. A species of wild cat.

Sagak oi. A form of edible mush-
room.

Sagal rua. A kind of fever recognized

by Santal ojhas (q. v.), which they
say is the result of a hair, grain

of sand, a piece of bone, &c. in

the body. The ojha having locat-

ed the extraneous substance, what-
ever it may be, extracts it by suck-

ing with his mouth.

Sagal sagal. Numerous.
Katio katic sim sukri, sagal sagal pera,

Dakaad, utnian, nin do ayo ohoil ha^illlea.

A small fowl or pig, numerous visitors,

I'll cook the rice, prepare the relish, but
I will not divide.

Sagam sugum.
jstealthily, noiselessly.

bugnm sugum.
J

•' •'

Sagam sugum nind?. cedalcpe darankana ? Why
are you going about stealthily at night ?

Sagar. A solid cart wheel, a cart

having solid wheels without iron

tyres, to cart.

Derh pata sagar. A wheel made in two solid

pieces.

Tin pata sagar. A wheel made in three solid

pieces.

Sagar gadi. A cart with wheels of two spokes
each, and the rim in two pieces.

Sagarreko ladekeda. They loaded it on a cart

vfith two solid wheels.

Sahanko sagarkeda. They carted the firewood

(on a cart with solid wheels.)

Sagaria. The driver of a cart or sagar.

Sagar jhagar. Driving a cart, carting.

Sagar jhagarre miC hor tala hor alope calaKa,

b'arpe hor calaRpe, baridlenkhaupe jut goda.

When carting let not one man or a boy go

alone, two or three persons go, so that in

case of a breakdown you may quickly make
repairs.

Saga rore.\ Numerous small bodies,

Sege rore.J ?ough owing to the pre-

sence of numerous small bodies,

gritty.

Gitio bail jutoKkana, ce^ con menaK sege rore.

Lying down is not comfortable, there are

some rough things (underneath me.)

All, the full.

Sopokre eege roregea. The road is rough owing
to the presence of numerous email bodies
(gravel.)

Papitajore saga rore jahmenalfa. Inthepapita
fruit there are numerous small seeds.

Sege rore jaiiana. It has numerous small seeds.

Sagen. To bud, as a leaf
Dare sagenoKkana. The tree is budding.
Matkom sagen. Of a bright reddish colour, the

colour of the young leaves of the Matkom
tree (q. v.)

Ggiudhari araK siflekhan arho sagen bololfa. If
the gandhari (q. v.) pot- herb is plucked it

will bud again.

Sagor.

Sagorre.^
Din sagorre inalcgem ematia ? Will you give

me so much for the full day ?

Sagra. Cf. sangra.

Saguc baguc.lln disorder, disorderly,

Sagui bagui.
J

out of order, disar-

ranged, without order, confusedly.
Saguc bgigucko durupakana. They are sitting

without order.
S^guo bagudem roreda. Tou are speaking

confusedly,
S^gnd bagudkedape. Tou did some parts well

and others ill.

S^gud baijudko dohoakai;a. They have placed
the things without order.

Noa kathako sa^nic bagudaka^a. They have
confused this matter.

Sagudana. Sago, from the Sago palm.

Sagun. Omen, applied to both good
and bad, but mainly to a good
omen.

Sagun bah hoelena. The omen was not good.
Sagunin namkeda. I got a good omen.
Sar sagun. A good omen.
S?.gun thili. A water pot with which an omen

is sought.
Sagun kan4a. A water pot by means of which

fortunes are told.

On the occasion of the Jom sim (q. v.) festival
an unmarried girl carries a pot full of water
into the house. The next morning it is

examined and if it is found still full it is

considered a good omen.

o '
^ The Teak tree, Tectonis

Saguna. "

Sagwan.
^

Sah.l Side, edge, to go or put aside, or

Sa. J
to a distance.

Ma noa duk sahke sindirkeam. Keep this
suffering at a distance.

Sahre teiigonme. Stand at a distance.

Sahai. To favour, to aid, to help, to

be friendly, to be gracious
;
grace,

favour, aid.

Bese s9.h9.iadi[>a. He favoured me well.

Amalf s?.h9iitefi liamkeda. I received by your
aid.

grandis, Linn.
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Sahaita. To favour, to aid ; help, assis-

tance, aid.

Uni B^haitaadifiteli dareena. I won through
hia aiding me.

Sahaj.
]

Sahoj. rEasy, light.

Sohoj. J
Noa k^tni do sahaj kana. This work is easy.
Sahajted 6amkeda. I got it easily.

Sahal. 1 Used at funeral ceremonies.

SahaaS. V and some o ther religious

Sahak. J observances. It is probably
the same as the Sanscrit swdhd,
an exclamation on offering to the

gods.
Ili do inal? dinge cele ser tahekana, sahal?.

My pound of food was probably only for
so many days, sahaK.

Sahan. Firewood.
Golc sahan. To assist at a cremation.
GoU sahane aenakana. He has gone to assist

at a cremation.
Hela sahan. An abundance of firewood.
Larga sahan. Long pieces of firewood.
Niatele sahanoUa. We will use this as firewood.
Sahanill paraga . I will split firewood.

Sahao. To suffer, to bear, to endure,

to put up with, to be patient, to

bear hunger.
Sahao khon bahregea. It is beyond bearing,

insufferable. (for the present.
Sahao hatarpe. Bear it for the present, suffer it

Mit dhao doko sahaokaKa. They endure it

once, it is wrong to take oiience on the first

occasion.
Nia do Gosae sahaokal? lahaokallme.
Sahaole enecem lahaolia. Tou must first put up

with it then you will succeed, to succeed
you must be patient.

Bae sahao dareaEkana. He cannot bear hunger.

Sahar. 1 A large forest tree, Dill-

Sahardare.J enia pentagyna, Roxb.
The fruit of this tree is eaten,

Sahar. \Increase, as of crops, good luck,

Sahar J fortunate.
Non^e khon khara,ibon pheraoa, ente nonde do

sahar bail hoyoKkana. We will remove
our threshing floor from here because here
we have not good luck. (crops.

Sah^raleme. Give us good luck, or give us good
Jaega jaega gunte ho sahar hoyoKa. Increase

also depends on the kind of land.
Khet khon horo dole rakaplet'gea, menkhan

kharaire sahar baiile liamleda.

Sahar. Dung, to void dung, applied

mainly to cattle while on the

threshing floor, or when being
purchased.

The voiding of dung by a cow or bullock when
being examined with a view to purchase is

considered a good omen.

Sahar,

Sohor:}
A town.

Sahar bajar. 7 A bazaar or market place in a
Bajar sahar. ) town, a market town.

Sahar. To go or put to a distance.
Saharakan tahenme sehgel khon. Remain at a

distance from the fire.

Bill menaea, saharoKpe. There is a snake, get
to a distance.

Konde khon saharkakope. Put them to a dis-

tance from here.
Sahar go£kadeae. He immedialety put him

away to a distance,

Sahar lunda. 7 a p j.- i j
Sahar lundal.j^

festival so named.

No sacrifices are offered at this festival. Bread
is baked and eaten.

Sahas.lTo aid, help, encourage ; brave,

Sahos.J fearless, courageous ; courage.
Sahas lioKadme. Aid me a little,

Sahos hor kanae. He is a brave man.

Sahasia. 1 TTi i i

Sahosia
(fearless, brave, courageous.

Khub sahosia hor kanae. He is a very brave
man.

Sahasae.\Openly, freely, boldly, fear-

Sahosae.J lessly.

Sahosaeye galmaraoeda. He is speaking out
freely.

Sahbit. ) At ease, without disturb-
Suk sahbit. j ance.
Suk sjihbittele galmaraoa. We will converse at

our ease,

Saheb. A European, used by fathers

-in-law when saluting each other.

Saher. A town. Cf sahar.

Sahet. To breathe.
Sahet ader. To inspire.
Sahet' odok. ) _
Sahet'gidi, j

To expire.

Eehged hor sahetakome,
help the poor,

Sahet bondentaea. His breathing has oeased.

A^te sahedme. Breathe heavily, take
breath.

Breathe on the poor.

long

Sahi.l To sign, to pledge, to agree, to

Sohi,J promise ; signature.
Eaebariole sahiadea. We agreed to the propos-

al of the go-between,
Easidre hoko sahiaKa. They also sign receipts.
UniaK sahi do bah kana. It is not his signature.

Sahi juhi. To betroth, to negotiate a
marriage.

Sahi juhi hoeentakina. They are betrothed.
Uni kuri reaK bapla reah s^ht juhi hoeena. All

the negotiations for the girl's marriage
are complete.

Sohit'
[l^c''^^™g' along with, also.

Sud sahit ili emkeda, I paid with interest.
Am s^hitle idimea. We will also take you.
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Sahltte. "j Carefully, vigilantly,

Bhage sahltte. j- diligently, after a
Boge sahltte. J proper manner.
Bhage sahltte llelepe. Look at him carefully,

scrutinise him.
Bhage egihltte tolasepe. Enquire for him

diligently.

Sahja. Cf sajha.

Sahnas. Pleasure, rejoicing.
Sakwa do Bahare ar sendrare begor enecle

oroha s^hn^is lagif!. We blow the horn
without dancing at the Baha (q.v.) festival
and at a hunt for pleasure.

Sahop. To be contained, to be accommo-
dated, to hold.

Dujr then bako sahoplena. They could not be
contained at the door

Fhaelaoteko sabopena. They are all accommo-
dated without crowding.

441 repe cirifko durupa, bako sahopte. They
sit close together, because there is no room.

SahoboKa, ma bhoraope. It will hold it, come,
fill it in.

Ili do hor metre baA sahoplena. There was no
room for me in the eye of a certain person.
(A witch had compassed his death through
envy.)

Sahra. \A small forest tree, Streb-

Sahra dare./ lus asper, Lour.

a y - - ^A bird so named,
bahraj cere.

J

Sahrali. ITo clink, to chink, a

Sahral sahral.
J

small sharp sound
produced by the collision of little

pieces of money or other sonorous

bodies. Cf sekrec sekrec,
Sahrali sahraKko lekhaeda taka do. They

clink the rupees as they count them.
Sahral sabralc eadekana. It sounds clink

clink, clink clink.

Sahral marte. \With a clink or light

Sahral mente.J metallic sound.
SahraK marte fiurena. It fell (to the ground)

with a clink.

Sahta. 1 Cheap, low, as a rate or price,

Sasta. j abundant.
Sahta bhaole /iamkeda. "We got it at a low rate.

Agharre horo caole kirin. akrili eahtaKa. In

the month of Aghan dhan and rice are

bought and sold cheaply.

Sai. To search for, to look for.

Niakorege amem B»i bara johkana? Are you
' looking for it about here ?

Saika. A^-swearing of eternal friend-

ship. Cf phul.
This is a form of friendship between two women

the mothers of an equal number of children.

Presents are exchanged and the occasion is

marked by a feast given by each woman
at.her own home.-

Saitau. "ITo store away, to lay by,

Saintau.
J

to hoard.
Gitio s*int»uenako babon bolaokoa. They are

fast asleep, wo will not disturb them
Sgiint^u hatarkakme. Lay it by for the

present.

Saj. Dress, ornament, framework, game,
to be decked out, to embellish,

decorate, adorn, ornament.
Ofalf saj. The timber required for the frame-

work of a house.
Cele sai ho b^nukkoa. There is no game of

any kind.
E^aK horak kioridteye sajakana. He is decked

out in another man's clothes.

Maral; ilte sajena. It is ornamented with
peacocks' feathers.

Oaok cabaenae eken sajte€ menaktaea. He is

utterly emaciated, he has only the frame-
work (bones.)

Sadom saj. Harness for a horse.

Saja.
"J
To be seemly, befitting, proper,

Sajao. J becoming.
Eoror do bah sajaoktama. It is unseemly for

you to speak.
Eoror sajaolentaea. It was befitting for him

to speak. ,

Sajai. To punish, to deal retributive

justice.
Sajaikedeako. They punished him.
Sajaiye liamkeda. He received punishment.

Sajan. ") Watered, as liquor, mixed, as

Saj on. J oil.

Sajan. Cf. saj, sajao.

Sajao. To put in, fill in, to deck, to

adorn, to clothe, to harness.
Orakreko sajaokeda. They put it into the

house.
Kh^cl^Kreko sajaokeda. They put it into a

basket.
Sadomko sajaoakadea. They have harnessed

the horse.
Sajao hodoKpe. Get ready quickly (yourself

and what things you require.)

Nui do etakko leka bae sajaolena. This one
was not adorned like the others.

Sajbaj. Equipment, implements, har-

ness, tools, materials, machinery.
TefioK reak sajbaj aiji iitara. The equip-

ment required to weave is large.

OraK reaK sajbajko jur^ueda. They are collec-

ting the materials for a house.

Sajha. \Together, in common, in part-

SajhiaJ nership.
Sajhateko caaa. They cultivate in partnership.

Nui (Jahra do sajhakantalilSae. We have this

bullock in partnership, this bullock is

common to us both.

Marah buruteko ma sajha bohga, menkhan
Abge bohga do apan gipin ren. Marah burn
(q. T.) and those with him are objects of

worship common to all, but each has his

own Abge bonga, or family deity.
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Saji hasa. A kind of fuller's earth.

Sajok. Partial, prejudiced, tutored,

partisan.
Sajok s^khi kanako. They are tutored or

partisan witnesaea.

Sajon. Cf. sajan.

Sajontar. Free from imperfection,

without defect, beautiful.
Sajontare lieloKkana. She looks beautiful.
Oral? bes sajontarko benaoakat'a. They hare

built a grand house.

Sak. A system of borrowing money
under which the borrower him-
self or some one in his name works
for the lender in lieu of paying
interest.

Sake khataoUkana. He is paying the interest
of borrowed money by working for the
lender.

Sak takale hataoakattaea. We have borrowed
money from him and have agreed that one
of us should pay the interest by working
for him.

Sakkatele hataoaka£a. We have borrowed it

on the sak system.

Sak. A conch.
Sakko oroha. They blow the conch.

Sak. A goose.

Sak. One who sells coral beads.

Sak. A division of threads in the
woven mattress of a bed.

Sak ghonga. A shell used as a conch.

Sak alu. A kind of vegetable.

Sak mala. Coral beads.

Sak Hasdak. A sub-sejot of the Santal

sept Hasdak (q. v.)

Sak Soren. A sub-sept of the Santal

sept Soren (q. v.)

Sak rokoc. A shell used as a conch.

Saka. ") The relationship between
Bala saka. J the respective parents,

uncles and aunts of a married

couple. Cf bala.

Sakaea. Cf saka.

Sakam. A leaf of a tree, book, &c.

Bar pe sakamin parhaokeda. I read two or
three leaves,

Sarjom sakam. A leaf of the sarjom tree.

Ne nahaR sakamoKa. It will burst into leaf

presently.
Unredareko sakamakan tahekana. At that time

the trees were in leaf.

Sakam orec. To go through the cere-

mony of a divorce.
A part of the ceremony observed at a divorce

is the tearing of a leaf in two, which act
gives the name to the whole function.

Nukin b^hu jawae tekin sakam oreeket'takina.

This couple have been divorced.

Sakam ret bin. A species of tree snake.

Sakam olrecic. A leaf tearer, a veiled

name for a goat.
Sakam okrecicem jomea, se ot uKt^aicem jomea.

Will you eat goat's flesh or pork.

Sakar. Partially refined sugar.

Sakardom.
1

Q, 1 J >Breathless, out of breath.

Sukurdum.J
Daldalteko sukurdumkedea. They made him

breathless by beating bim.
Nir nirte sukurdumenaii. I am out of breath

with running.

Sakarkenda. The Sweet Potatoe,

Ipomcea Batatas, Lamk.

Sai-ete f
^^'^''^i'^ly surely, doubtless.

ocoKa. He will certainly bee ruh
scolded.

Sake bam ruhedea p Ton will doubtless scold
him.

Sakete bam dalea, roralf ho bae a^joma. You
will doubtless beat him, he does not listen to
what is said.

Nui gidra do siilsatup halbal baraekanae, sake-
te bam dal seret gotkaea ? This child is

working mischief all day, you will doublesa
beat him to a jelly.

Saket. ") The patron divinity of

Saket bonga. j the Santal oj has (qv)
or doctors, the name of the offer-

ing made after restoration to

health by one who has been treated
by an ojha.

Saket merom. A goat devoted to Saket. (q. v.)

Sakewa. Cf sakwa.

Sakhi. A witness, a token, in earth-

work a " benchmark."
Sakhi em.

"J
To bear witness, to testify,

Sakhi gujrau. > to give evidence, to depone,
Sakhi purau. j to depose.
Sakhi menakkotilia. I have witnesses.
Sakhiko gujrauakat'a. They have given evi-

dence.
Sakhi sabha. I m „ j i,

Sakhi sobha.;T°^"«^"<l^«^''-
Sakhiak sobhawakpe. Be witnesses (as to the

agreement come to and pledges given.)
Okoe calao calaoko do soroKpe, ar okoe bail

oalaokodopharakkhonbareslikhiaK sobha-
wakpe. Let those who have a right come
near, and those to whom it is not allowed
look on from a distance.
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Sakhiyat. ! Manifestation, evirience,

Sakhyat. J data, assurance of reli-

ability.

Bohga reaK sakhiyat ban i^eloKkana. No
manifestation of the honga (q. v.) appears.

tTniaK kathare biswgisoK lagi^ sakhyat ho baii
liamoda. I do not find any assurance of
his reliability to believe in hia word.

Sakho. A bridge.

Sakhri.l Dirty, used, as a plate, cup,

Sakri. J &c. ; bits of food, grains of

rice, &c. that have fallen during a

meal.
Sakhri patra. A used leaf plate, a leaf plate

from off which food has been eaten.

Sakhri phnruK. A cup that has been need, a
cup that has not been washed after being
in use.

Sakhri joE gidipe. Sweep np and throw away
the crumbs or grains of rice, &c. that
hare fallen during the meal.

Sakiat. Of. sakhiat.

Sakildar. A knife grinder.

Sakim. To finish, to complete.

Noa dole s^ikimkeda.
this.

We finished or settled

Sakii To congeal, to become dense,

to coagulate, to clot, to change

from a fluid into a more or less

solid body, to dry, to evaporate.

Nari?.l snnum rabaii dinre s9.kidoKa. Cocoanut
oil congeals in the cold weather.

Mayam sakifena. The blood is clotted.

Daka s^ki6 ocoam. Allow the boiled rice to

dry a little.

Sakb. A bridge.

Sakoc. To shake.

Sakom. An ornament worn on the

lower arms by women, a wristlet.

Pitna sakom. )

Saiha sakom.
Amchola sakom. Different kinds of ornam-

y ents which go under the

I

name of sakotn.

e is wearing the ornaments

known by the name of sakom.

Sakor. ] Sound produced by an

Sakorsokor. I obstruction in the wind

Sokor. f
pipe or nostrils, to

Sokor sokor. j gurgle, rattle in throat,

an imitative word.

Sakor sakorko sade ocoea. They make a sound

in the throat like aakor sakor.

Sakor maraokedae. He gaye one gurgle (in his

throat.)

Katri sakom.
Begra sakom.
Khila sakom.
Basunia sakom.

Sakomanae. She

Sakor marto. \ With a gurgle or sound

Sakor mente. J resembling sakor, Cf.

sakor.
Sakor menteye saheCkeda. He breathed with

a gurgling sound.

Sakra. Narrow, strait, not being room
enough.

Sakra hor. A narrow way.
Du^rpe sakrakeda. You made the door narrow.

Sakra sakri. Crowded, narrow, strait,

to be crowded, to be in a strait or

difficulty, to deprive of necessary

room.
Sakra sakrionabon. We are crowded.
Perako heoentcko sakj-a sakrikedida.

_
I am

put into a strait by the coming of visitors.

Sakrat. 1 A festival observed on

Sakrat porob. J the last three days

of the Hindu year.

Sakrat hUoK. The last day of the Sakrat festi-

val and the last day of the year.

Sakri. Cf sakhri.

Sakri phol. A tree and its fruit so

called.

Saksak. ") Quiveringly, tremblingly,

Saksakao. J to quake, to quiver, to

tremble, to shake.

Eua ehoboK jokhes saksak ^.ikaulfa. At the

beginning of fever one feels a quivering

sensation.
Eabahte hormo saUsakaoKa. The body shivers

or shakes with cold.

^!'*^- [strength, power, ability.

Sit' I

^"'^''^' *° ^^^'^^^'y charge.

Sukti hor kanae. He is a man of strength,

is well-to-do.

Sakti bginuKtirta. I have no strength, or I am
unable to bear the expense.

Enhilolc dole saktiketpea. We warned you that

day.

Sakuc. To bring into subjection, to

subjucate.

Sakuukedeako. They subiucated him.

Dancjom sakudkedeako. They fined him and
brought him into Bubjeotion.

Sakwa. A trumpet made of a horn.

Sakwa. The end of a yoke, the part

projecting beyond the bullock's

neck.

Sakwa sue. The Purple Sun-bird,

Araclmechthra asiatica.

Sal. Wedges joining the parts of a

solid cart wheel. Cf sagar.

to

he

70
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Sal. A gregarious forest tree, Shorea
Tohusta, Goertn.

Sal bonkhon modliiibonaka^a<i. From a forest
of sal trees I have made a forest of honey,
i. e. I have reclaimed the land from jungle
and made it productive.

Sal. House, as in school house ; shop,

as in workshop
;
place, as in danc-

ing place.
Kamar sal. A smithy.
Handi sal. 7 a i- i.

Paurasal. j
A liqnor shop.

Pathsal. A scliool house.
Ak sal. A place where sugarcane is pressed.
Kat; sal. A carpenter's or joiner's workshop.
Lagre sal. A place where the Lagre (q. v.)

dance is danced.
Piarsalarekamarkosalakafa. Blacksmiths have

opened a smithy in Piarsala.
Dare bu^areko salakat'a. Thy have set up a

forge under a tree.

Sal. The Indian Gaur, Gavceus Gau-
ms,

Sal sakwa. A horn made from a horn of the
Gaii,r.

Sal. A year.
Salbhor, The whole year.
Darakan sal. The next year

ihurla til. }
^'^' ""'"i^g y^'"'' "«^t y«^^-

Hana sal. ^ j ,

Calaoensal. 3
-L^ast year.

Nia sal. This year.
Salsal. -\

Salba sal [
^'^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^' y^'^^^^' annually.

Salbe sal. '

Sal. A shawl, cor. of the English word
shawl.

Sala. To pick out impurities, to re-

move the outer covering, as of peas,

Indian corn, &c., to strip, as fibre,

&c.
Jonijra sala. To remove the sheath of Indian

corn. [cotton.
Kaskom sala. To pick impurities out of raw
Tulam sala. To pick impurities out of ginned

cotton.
Mator sala. To shell peas. [pot-herbs.
Aral? sala. To pick mature leaves out from
Kaira sala. To remove the skin from a plan-

tain.

Cetem salaeda? From what are you picking out
impurities P i. e. what are you doing?

Kaskomko salaet tahekana. They were picking
the impurities out of cotton.

Salak. With, along with, together

with, to include.
Oboe salaKem senlena P Unisalalc. With whom

did you gop With him.
Buluii salakko joma. They eat it with salt.

Ghas herhedre horo alope salaga. When
pulling up the grass do not include the
dhan, do not pull np the dhan along with
the weeds.

Uni tuluc alom salagina. Do not couple me
with him.

Ill do alope salagilia. Do not include me.

Salaka. A present of cloth given to

certain relations of a iDride by
the bridegroom.

Mamo salaka. A present of cloth given to a
bride's maternal aunt. [uncle.

Gofigo salaka. Given to a bride's paternal
Kaki salaka. Given to a bride's maternal aunt.
Hatom salaka. Given to a bride's paternal aunt.
Salaka gai, A cow given as a return present

to the bridegroom by the bride's relatives
who receive salaka cloth.

Salami. A present given to a landlord

for granting a lease or bestowing a
favour, a present given to a super-

ior.

Gel taka salami lagaoadiiia. I had to pay ten
rupees of salami.

Gel taka salami in emkeda. I gave ten rupees
of salami.

Salas. The first time, unusual, unwon-
ted, rare, new.

Salasreye hedakaua. He has come for the
first time.

Salas perako hedakawadiia. Friends who have
never previously visited me have come.

Galit salat.
l^tupid, dull-witted, dull

Galatsolat. J
heavy lookmg.

Salesal. Yearly, annually.
Saleaal khajna emoE hoyoKa. Rent must be

paid annually.

Sale sale. In season, at the proper
time.

Nelpe sale sale matkom ar kuindiil emape-
kana. Behold, I give you matlcom (q. v.)
and kuindi (q. v.) at the proper seasoii.

Sale sale in boiigaUkana. I offer sacrifices at
the proper seasons.

Saiga. A large deciduous forest tree,

Boswellia serrata, Wall.

Salgam. A turnip.

Salgao. To kindle, to light, to cause
to burn, to inflame, to be at its

height, as harvest or fruit season.
Sehgel salgaome. Kindle the fire.

Matkom salgaoena. The matkom (q. v.) harvest
is at its height.

Salga£. Cf solgat.

Salha. ~) To advise, to consult, to be in
Solho. } harmony.
Salha ion kanako. They are consulting to-

gether.
Salhaenako. They are in harmony.
Salhateko tahenkana. They are living in har-

mony.
Mokordoma calao lagitko salhaadea.

advised him to bring a suit in court.
They
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Salis.
"I
To mediate, to arbitrate, med-

Salisi. j iators, arbitrators.
Noa kathako salisiakat'a. The have arbitrated

on this matter.
Salisiko hoho jaoraakafkoa. 'I They have oall-

Salisko hoho jaoraakafkoa. > ed together
arbitrators.

Noape salia jahanlalfa? Have you at any time
arbitrated on this matter ?

Salisdar. An arbitrator.

Sal mesal. Mixed, confused.

SalmuQgar. A heavy mallet used to

put the pieces of a cart wheel to-

gether.

Sal mungar. A kind of rice.

Salpoti. Small.
Alom argoea salpo%eae, tahe ocoaeme. Do

not bring it down (a pigeon from the nest)
it is small, let it remain.

Nui salpoi; mara gidr^i. Thia little imp of a
child.

Salsal. \Fat, in prime condition, appli-

Salsalia.j ed mainly to cattle.

Acha salsalia meromem liamakadea. Tou have
got a very fine, fat goat.

Salsalia meromko fieloKkana. The goats appear
to be in prime condition.

Salsalko neloKkana. They are in prime condi-

tion.

Salsat. 1 Complete absence of any

Saltant. V disturbing or disquieting

Saltat. J element, relief, deliverance,

easement, alleviation, concord, har-

mony, safety, security, danger past,

freedom from fear, or anxiety.

NitoK do saltatenako. Now they are at peace,

now they are free from anxiety.

Noa bir do bes saltatgea. This jungle is very

safe.

Disom saltantgea. The country is at peace, is

at rest, is pacified.

Horobeleentekosaltantena. They are free from
'
anxiety owing to the rice being ripe.

Nondenko do bako mat baralckana saltatgeako.

Those of thia place are not now aulfering

from fever, they are now relieved.

Saluc bakuc.lConfused, disorderly, in

Saluc baguc.J disorder.

kathako saluc bakuckeda. They confused the

matter.
Saluc bakueko dohoakada. They have pnt

them down in disorder.

Sama. A ce.ss levied in kind by Zemin-

dars at the Dasai (q. v.) festival.

Sama lagaoaAkana. I have to pay the sama
ceas.

Sama daka jome senakantalea. He haa gone

to eat sama rice, i. e. gone to pay the sama
ceaa.

Sama cakor. Cf. cama.

"] Materials, elements.

Equal, similar, alike, akin,

one, uniform, the same.

Sama ghas. An excellent fodder grass,

Panicum colonum, Linn.

Samagiri
Samagri.
Bohga samagiri. The materials for an offering

to a deity.

Bapla aamagiri. The materials required for
the proper celebration of a marriage.

Samak. To chop, to hack, to chop off

or up.
K^tupe eamakketitaea. He chopped off his

finger.

Samak. To go away, used only by
women.

Okate samak kedetale ? Where has our (or my
husband) gone to P [get ?

Get' liam samali idiletmea? What did you go to

Samak san Murmu. A sub-sept of
the Santal sept Murmu (q. v.)

Saman. 1 Cor. of the English words
Somon. J summon, and summons.
Saman j^ri. To serve a aummoua.
Samanadeako. They summoned him.
Saman jgiri l?.gi6e heuakana. He haa come to

serve a summons.

Saman.
Mit saman.
Soman.
Miti soman.
Dene banar samangea. Both extremitiea are

alike.

Mit' samanol? ako. They will become uniform.
Mi6 samangeako. They are equal.

Saman. Front, to front or face.
Saman aed. )

^^ jSaman aen. j
i'""i-

Samahre. Before, in front, in presence of.

Saman data. The front teeth.
Purub aece aamahkeda. He faced the east.
Bhit sene aamahkeda. He faced the wall, he

turned round fronting the wall,
Iri aamahreye tehgoakan tahekana. He was

standing in front of me.
Manjhi samahreye rorkeda. He spoke in the

presence of the Malljhi (q. v.)

Saman. To offer an offering or sacri-

fice, to place in front of.

Dareko samaiiketkoa. They offered sacrifices.

Horoko aamahkeda. They offered dhan, they
made an offering of dhan.

Baha porobre matkom ar sarjom baliako sa-
maha. At the flower festival they offer mat-
kom (q. V.) and sarjom (q. v.) flowers.

Dareko bohgako samahakoa. They offer sacri-

fices to the bohgas (q. v.)

Dakae aamahadea. He placed boiled rice before
him. [him.

Sandeako samahadea. They made presents to
Samaiiak. An offering that haa been offered.

Samaholialc. An offering not yet offered.

Samahid. A sacrifice that haa been offered.

SamahoKin. A aaorifioe that haa not yet been
offered.
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Samani.
")_
Many, much, great, an ad-

Somani. j jective or an adverb possess-

ing intensifying force.

Somani gharicem taheena. You stayed a very
I'on^ time.

Samaniko dnkkedea. They caused him very
miich sorrow.

Somani horkohee iarwalena. Very many people
were assembled.

Somani takako agukedea. They fined him
heavily.

Samaniko dalkedea. They beat him severely.

Samaniye dukena. He is in very great sorrow.

Samanom. A obsolete name for gold.

Samao. To be contained in. Cf sahop.

Samar. Cf. sambar.

Sambao. To put into, to fill into, as

anything into a jar, box, &c.
Tukucreye sambaokeda. He put it into a pot.

Sambar. ") Provision for a short

Satu sambar. J journey or outing,

generally roasted grain or meal
which does not require cooking.

Cet sambarem aguakat'a? What food have you
brought as provision for the iourney p

Satu sambarantclio calaoena. They have gone
taking with them provision for the vray.

Sambhaora. Rubbish, grass, stubble, &c.

adhering to a plough or harrow
when at work.

Sambhaora ocoKkam. Knock oil the stubble,

&c. sticking on your plough.
Nahelre sambhaora lagaoakana. Eubbish is

sticking on the plough.

Sambhe. A ferule put on the end of

a piece of wood to prevent it

splitting,
Dhihki sambhe. The ferule on the end of the

pestle of a dhihki (q. v.)

Tok sambhe. The ferule on the end of a tol;

(q. V.)

Sambhrao. Cf sambrao.

Sambir. The back, on the back.
Sambirkam. Lay it on its back, i. e. the broad-

est side.

Sambirteye gitioakana. He is lying on his

back.
S^tnbirkaeme. Lay him on his back,
Sambirteye bindarlena. He tell backwards.

Sambrao. \To hold or keep together,

Sambhrao. J
to sustain, to assist, to

help, to j)rotect, to restrain, to

check.
Bae sap sambrao dareadea. He could not

restrain him, could not prevent hira falling.

Sambrao sumnh hataome. Take only as much
as yon can manage or are able to hold,

repay, carry, &c.
Edre bae sambrao dareada. He could not

restrain his anger.

Mone bae sambrao dareafitaea. He could not
restrain his grief.

Mone sambraoket'taeae, bae aral? gidilaKa. He
controlled his spirit (grief), he did not give
it rein, he did not relax his control of it.

Samdhi. Used by the fathers of a

married couple when addressing

each other.

Same game. Quietly, peaceably, in a

friendly way.
Same gamete jom iluitabonpe, alope ragar

cagartabona. Eat and drink quietly, do
not wrangle.

Same gamete endege sanam kathale sutrauke^-
te apan apin oraKle ruarena . "We enquired
there into the matter in a friendly way and
then returned each to his own home.

Same game bale badaea, cet' con hoeena, ce^ con
bah hoeen. We are oblivious of what may
have taken place, and of what may not
have taken place.

Same gamete kamime, onte note alom cahap
catur baraea. Work quietly, do not keep
looking about.

Samek. A vision, representation of

some person seen in a dream.
Sameke rielkefc'te botor gotenae. He was fright-

ened through seeing a vision.
Kukmute samekiji lielkeda. In a dream I saw

a vision.

Samek in lielkeda ayah bine gerkediria, okoe
pera cohko hecabona. In a vision I saw a
snake bite me, some friends will visit us.

Samet. "I With, along with, together
Samit. J with.

samit S

Together with interest.Sod sa

Samge. To reconcile, to make up a
quarrel, to be reconciled, to become
friendly.

Samgeenakin. They are reconciled.
Bujbantarhor do sanam ko tulno samgeakan-

geko tahena. Men of understanding remain
on friendly terms with all.

Nui do ale samge hor kanae. This is a friend
of ours, he is not our enemy.

Samit. With, along with, together
with.

Sad simit. ]
Tog6ther:with interest.

Samjhao. To comprehend, to under-
stand, to explain, convince, unde-
ceive, warn, admonish, instruct,

pacify, persuade, reason with,
reconcile.

Bale samjhao dareadea. We could not make
him understand, we could not get him to
accede to our wishes.

Samjhaoem. Admonish him.

Samkasati. Face to face, to confront.
Samkasatiketkinale. We brought them face

to face.

Samkasatikin kaphari?iuena. They quarrelled
face to face.
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Samkhol. A kind of large wading bird.

Sarana samni. In front, face to face,

confronting.
Samna sgimnikef kinale. We confronted them

with each other.
Samna s9.mnikin roporeua. They wrangled face

to face.

Sompok:}^^'^^'<'"^^iP-
Ce£ sampak kantapeaP What is yonr relation-

ship?

Samphola. The whole crop, the whole,

a full crop no part of which suffer-

ed from blight, insects, drought,

&c. &c.
Samphola oraKtele aderkeda. We housed a

full crop.
Samphola horo beleakana. The whole of the

dban is ripe.

Samti umti. Bag and baggage, all

one's worldly possessions.
S^mti umtiko oalaoena. They have left taking

all their worldly possessions with them.
S?imti um^i jotoko idikeCtakoa. They took

away all that they possessed.

Samrao. Cf sambrao.

Samsao. To dare, to venture.
Nonde bako samsao dareaKkana. They cannot

venture here.
Bag^hi birre bako samsao dareaKa. They

cannot venture into a forest infested with
wild beasts.

Ga4a unalf perecakante hor do bako samsao
dareaKa paromoR lagiij. People cannot
venture to cross the river when it is so full.

BoloK do bako samsaoKa. They will not dare

to enter.

Samtao. To constringe, to compress,

to collect together, to amass, to

fold up, as a garment, &c., to

garner.
JoK samtaokedae. She swept it all together.

Samtaote dnruppe. Sit together, sit close to

each other.

Ir samtaokedako. They reaped and garnered
(the crops.)

Samtao cabakedako. They garnered all (the

crop.)

Samud.
Samut
Sora samndte buhelen SiA sadom do. The Day

horse has floated away to the Sora sea.

Samudar.
Samundar

Samuk. ") In front of, in presence of,

Samukre. J before one's face.

in s^mukrekin epemena. They gave in my
presence.

Samundar phen. A variety of rice.

y A sea, the sea.

nndte b
e has fl

ar. J

^The sea.

Samun. The end, the finish, just suf-

ficient, completely,

Nel samuhkedeale. We saw the last of him,
i. e. saw him die.

Er samuhge tabekana. There was just suffici-

ent for sowing.
Mahajon reaK em samuhge tahekana. There

was just sufficient to pay the Mahajon his

due.

Samuiikateko dohoakata. They have laid the
heads or ends one way.

SoloU bokok do alope dohoea samuhte bare
dohoepe. Do not place them in disorder,

place all the heads or ends one way.

Samut. C£ samud.

San. A revolving whetstone, used for

sharpening razors, knives, &c., to

grind on a whetstone, to sharpen,

to whet.
San lagit'e kolaka£a. He has sent it to be

whetted.
Holat'e sankeda. He ground the razor.

Sasanic. A grinder, a whetter.

San. ") The fourth Hindu month'

San bonga. j July-August.

San. ) The fibre yielding plant, Grota-

Son. J laria juncea, Linn.
San jari. 7 ,^^ ^^^^ ^j Crotalaria juncea.
Son ]ari. >

Sana. Wish, desire, lust, to wish, to

desire, to lust.

CalaU sanaedinkana. I have a desire to go.

Bhabnage sanaedinkana. I have a feeling of

sorrow.
Laj ao ho bah sanaea. He has no feeling of shame

.

Sanak. Instantly, at once.

Saram do t-hukedeteye sanaK marao gofena. The
Sambar deer through being shot fell down
at once.

Sana! marte. ") On the instant, instant-

Sanak mente. j ly.

Sana)? marteye bindarena. He fell down on
the instant.

Sanam. All.

Sanam then. T

Sanam ^andi.
f
Every where.

Sanam para. 3
Sanamko calaoena. All have gone.

Sanamatko. AUthing.s.
Sanamkoko idikefkoa. They took them (an-

imates) all away.
Sanamakkoko idikeda. They took away all the

things.

Sanaphana. Equipment, furniture,

apparatus, materials, tools, arms.

Larhai sanaphana. Arms, military equipment.

Sanap'hanaante menaea. He is armed.

Orak sanaphana. Materials for the erection

of a house.

Sane. A mould, a matrix. Cf sac.
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Sadcao. ") mi ^ j.

Q . <- io lay past, to save.
ooncao. j
Mii hajar t^akae salioao otolaKa. He left

savings to the amount of a thousand rupees.
Pher takae saficao dohoabat'a. He has saved

and laid past much money.
Gidra lagite sancao otoakada. He left savings

for the children.

Sanchep. Abridged, concisely, shortly,

with brevity.
Sanchep katha. An abridged statement.
Sanchepteye laiadiida. He told me concisely.

Sand. A bull.
Sand (Jahra. A bull.

Sandari.'l To lie down, to fall backwards,
Sadan. J used by women only when

fault finding.
Nonde sandanenae. He is l.ving here.
Okare coe sandanen, nonde do bae sandaiilena.

He lay down somewhere! he; didj.notjlie
here.

Sandan gofenae. He fell backwards.

Sandap. To move as the jaws, to open
or shut.

Moca bail sandabolckantaea. His mouth is not
opening, he does not speak.

Ontere do adi sandapentaea,' nonde do bail
sandaboUkantaea. She spoke plenty there,
here she will not open her mouth.

Gojako chadaolekhan sandap midoKa. If they
remove the wedge the edges will come
together, or close. [a spring.)

Sandapena. It has closed, (with a snap as by
Sandasi. Tongs.'pincers.

Sande. Cor. of the English word
Sunday.

Sandes. A present generally~'consist-

ing of eatables or liquor given by
a visitor to the person visited.

Sandes bajna. Music supplied by drummers
hired by a guest to play at a marriage.

Sandes handi. Liquor brought by a visitor and
presented to his entertainer.

Sandgar. M. "l A shameless, lustful

Sandgur. M. V person, having the
Chandgar. F.J propensities of a bull.
Sandgar kanae. 7 tt • i i

Sandgar hor kanae. j
He is a shameless person.

Sandgaria. M. "i . , , , „ ,

Chandgaria. F.
^^ shameless, lustful

person. C£ sandgar.Chandgoria. F.
Sand garig. kanae He is a shameless person.

Sandhaore. ") To enter, to force oneself

Sandhare. J in, used by women and
generally of a second wife.

Nefiel tnludem sandhaoreakana. Tou went in
with your eyes open.

Sandharu. A female buffaloe up till

she has her first calf

Sandhin. A quey, a heifer.

Sandi. A cock.
Simsandi.K ^
Sandi Sim. 3

Sandi karkar potam. The little Brown
Dove, Tiirtur Cambayensis.

Sand mand. \ Ugly, unsymmetric, ill

Sond mond. J proportioned, irregular,

shapeless.
Sond monde motaakana. She is fat to shape-

Sandra sondre. | Feeling every where, as

Sondra sundri.j when searching for

something, putting in the hands,
or the nose, as a dog.

Sandra sondreye ilambaraeda. He is inserting
his nose every where in his search for it,

Sandoraii. ")
r-. n i i

Sandurau. j *^P^^' ""covered, naked.

Sandorahe gitidabana. He is lying uncovered,
or naked. [left it open.

Sandoraiie ofaK otoakada . He opened it and

Sanegumane.l Quietly, stealthily, calm-
Senegumane.J ly, passively.
Sane gumaneko thirena. They became perfectly

silent.

Nai herelma sane gumane fiele lielenkana se.
This man keeps stealthily watching me.

Noa katha realt do sane gumane oe£ orge liafi

badaea. I am completely oblivious of the
beginning of this matter.

San bhai. ") .

Sodbhai. )^^°""P^^i°"-

Theiiga reaUko mena, nia kantitia sah bhai.
They say of a club this is my companion.

Sahga. A beam laid breadthwise
supporting the roof of a house.

Sanga. A friend, a companion, a com-
rade.

Sahgaiirege satahedidae. I am encourged by
my companion.

Sangat. Used by brothers-in-law when
addressing each other.

Sahgat okare menama ? MenaAgea ho saiigat.

Sahgar. To go, to walk.
Oka h^bicpe daraakai; sahgaraka)!? To what

distance, or to what point have you tra-
velled?

Duk muhim ginri parom saiigaroKre do calf bad
gitiden. Why did I sleep before my
difficulties had passed p

Sangarhe. To support, aid, assist by
taking hold of.

Sahgarhekate ru9,Kko daKko aiiuakoa. They
support sick people when they give them
water to drink.

Sahgarhekate dakale jom ocokedea. We
supported him while he ate.

Sangarhe idikedeako, adte do bae sen darelena.
They took him away supporting him, he
could not walk by himself.
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Sange. Numerous, many, very many,
thick, as trees, hair, &c.

Sahge horko beoeua. Many people have oome.
Sangeenale. We have become numerous.
Up sange ar jelertge tahekantaea. Hia hair

waa thick and long.

Sangha. To marry a second time, of

a widower, widow or divorcee of

either sex.
Saiighaenali. I (who have been previously

married) have married (one who has alao

been previously married.)
Saiighakedeae. He (a widower or a divorcee)

married her (a widow or divorcee.)

Sazighaanad. I have taken a second wife, (both

parties having been previously married.)

Sadgil. To look up, to raise or throw
back the head.

Saiigil liogoKme. Look up a little.

S^iigilkate daKe llukeda. He threw back his

head and drank the water,
Sim saiigilkate daKko liuia. Fowls raise the

head to drink water.

Sangiii. Distant, far, a long way off,

long.
S9.iigifi hor kana. It is a long way.
Ss^hgili ren kanad. I am from a distance.

Alom edre aaiigiliaiia. Do not put yourself at

a distance from me in anger.
Onkate ma adi sgihgidoKa . By that way it will

be very distant.
Saiigiilkedeako. They put him to a distance.

Sahgiilediiia. It ia far for me (to go.)

Sangin. A bayonet.

Sangra.lA pole carried on the shoul-

Sangri.
J

ders of two men from which

things to be carried are slung, to

carry slung on a pole. Cf. tada.

Saiigra kat. A pole for carrying.

Sahgrakateko idikeda. They slung it on a pole

and took it away.

Sangrau. To collect, to amass, to lay

past.
Poesa thorae sahgrauakatteye uikana. He is

bumptious through having amassed a little

money.
Ac motoe sahgrauakawana.

past for himself.

He has laid

The world.

Sadgri. Cf. sangra.

Sadsar. ")

Sodsar. J
Sadti. A companion.
Hape, s?iiitii£ namlege. Wait, let me first get

a companion.

Sadwar. A companion.
Saiiwar menaetina. I have a companion.

Sani. Agiiin, over again, re.

Sani saman. A re-summons.
Sani samanadeako. They resummoned him.

SaKni lalis hoyoKa. Must petition again, prefer

another complaint.

Saniau. To be determined, to have

made up one's mind, to be prepar-

ed for, to be angry, to be excited,

to rouse anger.

L?.! S9.ni9.uk6deae. He told him and roused his

angor.
Saniau calalikanako. They are going excited

with anger.

Sa6j. A meal.

Mit' sai^i. One meal.
Bar salij. Two meals.
Caole mii sail] hoyoktalea. The rice will be

one meal for us.

Mii sanj ili perakefkoa. I entertained them to

one meal. [of this.

Ni?. do bar sadjae. He will make two meals

Sanjhe madjhe. T
g^^^^^^^ ^^^j^

badjhe na manjhe. J
Sariihe na marijhem heoena, tinrele isinama?

You have come between meals, when
will we cook for you ?

Sai5jholi. Evening, beginning at even-

ing and lasting long.

Sai5ihoIi daKe lagaokeda, bae asor hoda. The
rain has set in at evening, it will not soon
cease.

Sa^jholireko lagaoakaf^a, bako eneo mokorioK-
kana. They began in the evening they are

not tired of dancing,

Sa6jla. M. "| The third, applied to sons,

Sanjli. F. J daughters, sons-in-law

and daughters-in-law.

S?.llil» kora. The third son.

SSJijli kuri. The third daughter.
S^njla jawae. Husband of third daughter,

third son-in-law.

Satijli jawae. Third daughter's husband.
Sa£jli bahu. Wife of third son.

Saliil^io.' The third son.

Sirijliio. The third daughter.

Hudili s^rijla. The fourth son, where there

are five or more.

Saijok. \The full complement of

Solo sai!ijok.
J

requirements for a

marriage celebration,requirements

in the form of food for an emer-

gency ; at times, now and again.

Solo safijokbo jumaulege atmabon boda.

Solo sarijok utnko emalea. At times they give

us relish (to our food.)

Sanjok. Opportunity, proper time,

timely.
SaAjok parao. 7 rp^

^,g opportune.
San]ok lagao. )

Salijok lagaoena nondegeli ilamkedea. It was
opportune, I got it here.

SaAjoke heo gofena. He came opportunely.

Sa/ijokreye hecena. He came at the proper

time.
Satijok paraoena, ill liamkeda. It was oppor-

tune, i got it.
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Sanjot. 1_ The ceremonies performed on
Sonjot. j the first day of certain

festivals, shaving, washing clothes,

cleaning houses, &c., &c., and
partaking of the evening meal.

Sonjotedale teheil. We are observing the
ceremonies proper to this the first day of
the (Karma) festival, (or the Dasae festival,
&0.&0.)

Sank. A conch. Cf sak.

San karla. A wild plant, Hi'ptage
madablota, Gaertn.

Sankha. A wrist ornament made of

shell worn by women.

Sanmuk. "| Opposite, confronting, to

Sonrauk. J confront, without the in-

terposition of a second person.
1& sainmukin (iellceda. I myself saw it.

Sansan. Rustlitig, an imitative word.
Jambro biA dar jokhec sansanko sade ocoea.

When pythons move rapidly they produce
a rustling noi«e.

DaR basahoK deladili sansan sadea. When water
is about to boil it produces a sound resem-
bling saii^san sansan.

Garuriro udau calaKre sansanko sade ocoea.
When the adjutant birds are flying past
they produce a rustling sound, a sound
resembling sansan produced by the flapping
of their wings.

Sansan dak hijukkana. A storm (rain)
producing a sound resembling sansan is

coming.

Sansanao. To be excited or frenzied,

to move rapidly as when excited or

in a frenzy.
. Edrete sansanao calaoenae. He rushed away

in anger.
Sansanaoakanae edrete. He is inspired by

anger.
Jom sansanaoakanae. He has eaten his fill.

Aphor sansanao dareena. The dhan seedlings
grew rapidly.

SansanaoK kanae dadal lagit*. He is] taken
possession of by a desire to strike.

Sansar. The world.

Sansun. *) Silent, hushed, no sound aud-
Sunsan. J ible.

Sanam horko gitidlenkhan sansun 9.ikanKa.
When all the people are asleep there is

silence.

Santal.

Santar.

Saotal.

Saotar.j
Santalni. 7 a a a. ^ e i

Saotarni.l^^*°**l^'^™^l«-

Sansunia. A kind of beetle, sternocera
corysis. Cf. sunsunia.

A Santal.

Santao. To afflict, to cause sorrow,

suffering or distress, to persecute.

Alope santaoea. Do not a£Qict him, do not
cause him suffering.

Santap. ") Affliction, distress, to cause

Satap. J sorrow or suffering.

Adi santap menaea. He is greatly afflicted.

4diko santapediua. They cause me much
sufl^ering.

IIiaK santapgea. It is my affliction.

Santhao."! To be strong, to be strength-

Sathao. / ened, to recover strength.

Horo san^haoakana. The dhan seedlings have
recovered themselves (recovered the erect
position after having been transplanted.)

NeKege santhao liokakanae. Only now has he
got a little strength.

Jeijer san^haolenge. Let the sunshine first be
strong.

Jorok santhaoenae. He has warmed himself
and got strength.

Jom san^haoenae. He^' has eaten and is

strengthened.

Eehgecge tahekanae, netarge santhao Holt-
akanae. He was poor, but recently he
has become a little strong.

Santhi marie. A kind of pepper.

Santi. Peace.

Sao. 1 Together, with, along with,

Sao sao. J in company with.

Saogele tahekana. We were together.
Am saore menaRa? Is it with you?
Am saote senlenae? Did he go with you?
41iA do sao saoliA hecena. We two came

together.

Mii sao. Level, plain.

Argom mit' saokedako. They harrowed it level.
Saotenic. A companion,
Saotenko. Companions.
Am saotenko okoekoko tahekana P Who were

your companions ?

Ac saoket'koae. He took them with him, he got
them on his side.

Saoar. Straight and of uniform thick-

ness, straight grained.

Saoda.l Trade, traffic, marketing, wares,

Soeda.J merchandise, goods ; to trade,

to traffic, to buy, to purchase goods.
CedaKem polomlaka? Adi okociil saodaef

tahekana. Why did you delay? I was
buying many things.

Saoda baiig-krii^akantalea. Our wares are not
sold.

Saoha. 1 To marry, applied to the
Baha saoha, J marriage of a person

who has been previously married.
Baha saohakefikinalo. We married them.
The ceremony observed at a marriage of this

kind is that the man sticks a flower in the
back hair of the woman with his left hand.
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grey colour.

Saoha. Well, befitting, proper, seemly,
effectively.

Oyo saohakadeae. He covered him up properly.
Doho saohakeijeako. They kept him and took

care of him.
Kicrioe eaohakeda. He arranged his clothes

properly.
Goraa saoha. To keep and provide for, as for

one_who is unable to provide for himself.
Gorassaohakedeae. He took charge of him.
Durup saohaKme. Sit properly.

Saora. M"| t^ ,

Sanri.FJ^^^''^
Saora <iaura. A dark grey bullock.
Sauri gai. A dark grey cow.

Saoraj. A small wild plant, Vernonia
anthelmintica, Willd.

Saorao. To bring round, to bring to
one's senses, to win over, to talk
over, to persuade.

TJs9.{lenae, adoko saoraokedea. She was sulking
and they brought her round.

Ado apatteC oijokkate saoraokedeae. Then the
father went out and persuaded him.

Saore. Cf. sao.

Saotal. ) . o ,1
Saotar. |^ S'^^*^^"

sloterni. 1 ^ ^^"^^^l female.

Saote. Cf. sao.

Saoten. Cf. sao.

Sap. To seize, to take hold of, to hold,

to catch.
Sapkedeako. Thsy caught him.
Kitape sapakat' tahekana. He was holding a

book.
Khajnareahko sap durupakadea. They compelled

him to sit on account of rent.
Cet sapkatei calalfa ? What shall I take in my

hand?
Jo do bail saplena. It did not fruit.

Jo do sabolf con bah con, menkhan khub baha-
akana. I can't say if it will fruit or not,
but it has flowered well.

Katharegeye sapena. He was caught by his
words.

Uni ho eneereye saplena. She also was engaged
in the dance, she also joined hands in the
dance

.

SaboKae nahalf . He will be caught presently.

Sapaharia. A snake charmer, one who
performs with snakes.

Sapap. The Reciprocal form of sap

(q. y.)
Dan reaKko sapapkana. They are accusing

each other of being witches.
Enec jokhecko sapapa. When dancing they

hold each other (by the hand.)
Ako akoko sapapena. They caused each other

to be caught.
Sapapkatekin calaoena. They went away

holding each other by the hand.

Sapap. Arms, tools, implements, in-

struments, gear.
Sendra realf sapap. Gear for hunting.
Raj mistri reaK sapap. The tools of a mason.
Raijhoe reaK sapap. The tools of a carpenter.
Kurtarorolf roaU sapap. The tools with which

to sew a coat,

L^rhai real? sapap. Arms.

Sapaonja. To be harmonious, to live

in peace, harmony, peace.
Jaejug baugeko sapaonjalia. They will never

live in peace.

Sapaonjate bako taheua. They will not live in
harmony.

Saparom. A small tree, Nyctanthus
arbor-tristis, Linn.

Sapdap. Serving at a feast, to serve,

to assist.

Sapdap hor kanako. They are the servers at
the feast.

Sap dapko disakope. Remember the servers (to
give them food.)

Sapha. Clean, clear, distinct, to clean.

Sapha dalf . Clean or clear water.
Arup sapha. To wash clean.
joK sapha. To sweep clean, to clean by

sweeping.

Irci sapha. To clean (the inside of the thatch
and rafters) by throwing white wash (on
them.)

Urisiu sapha. To clean out (a house.)
Ura sapha. To clean by bathing.
OraKko saphaaka£a. They have cleaned the

house.

Noa katha realtle saphakeda. We settled, or
cleared up this matter,

Noa buru adi saphage i^elolckana. This hill

appears very distinctly.

Nitolf saphaena, rimile otahakafa. Now it is

clear, the clouds have been carried or
blown away.

Kunami jokheo khub saphae terdeja. At full

moon the moonlight is very bright.

Saphai. To settle a dispute, to clear

up a disputed matter.
Noa kathale saphaikeda. We settled this

matter,

Saohor l'^
.io^mey, a tour, to journey,

Sothor.'J
*°^°"^-

Saphorko heoakana.

Saphri am. The guava. Cf amrud.

Sapin dare. The Prickly Pear, Opuntia
Dillenii, How.

Sapo. Harmony, peace, amity.

Sapote bae taheh dareaKkana. He'.caunot live

in peace,
^rji sapote menaUkoa. j They are very

harmonious.

71
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To make over to, to give

custody, to entrust,

deliver.

Sapofi. ) Gentle, quiet, peaceable, paci-

Sopot. J fie.

TJni sadom do aliye sapo£a. This horse is very
quiet.

Sapoi bor. A peaceable man.

Sapotia. Cf. sapoti.

Saprao. To ^tt ready, to prepare.
Cal.(lfle sapraoaltana. We are ready to go.

Sanamal? saprao hoeena. All is ready.

Saprot.

Soprot.

Saprud
Suprud
Saprudadeako. They gave into his custody.

Polis saprud hoeena. It is in the custody of

the police.

Saprum. Completely, fully, entirely,

full.

II saprumenae. It is full fledged.

Hara saprumenako sim hoponko do. The
chickens are full grown.

Gele saprumena. It is in full ear.

Horo bele saprumena. The rice is fully ripe.

Sapsor. To provide, to bring together

the materials required for a fes-

tival, feast., &c.
Sanamak eapsorena, eken dakka. All is ready

only the cooking (is to do.)

Neke sanam sapsorena. Only just now has all

been provided.

Sapta. To put close together, to stick

together, to join closely.

Ban saptakkana up do. The hair is not close

together, is not smooth.

Sar. Level, smooth.
Sar ot. Level ground.

Sar. A pad for an elephant's back.
Hati sg-r. An elephant pad.

Sar. 1 rtr
c, > Of. sagun.
Sar sagun. J

•"

Sar sagun besge namakana. The omen is good.

Sai'. An arrow, to pierce with an arrow.
Ak sar. A bow and arrow.
Apari sar. An arrow with an iron head.

Tnti sar. A blunt arrow. [arrow.
Lahta sar. A nal:ed arrow, an unfeathered
Thohga sar. A magazine for arrows.
Sar thohga. The arrow tube of a cross bow.
Sar mayam. A hunting term, blood drawn by

an arrow.
Jahanko sar mayamleko enec uni doe jom £am

joha. He is not allowed to partake of food
until an animal has been wounded to the
effusion of blood by an arrow.

Sar. To open, as a flower, the eyes of

a kitten, puppy, &c., the hood of

a snake, an umbrella, a mushroom,
fee, &c.

BahasaVena. The flower has opened.
Jhihga baha sarena, nitok do g-yupena. The

Jhihga (q. v.) flowers have opened, now it

is evening.

also open out,

The eyes

Ayah birtko saroka. Cobras
i. e., raise their hood.

Pusi hoponko reak met; sarentakoa,
of the kittens are open.

Catom mase sartam. Come, put up your
umbrella.

Korako namkedea menbhan tolkateko dal

sarea, eken jiwi geko dohoetaea. If the

young men find him they bind him and beat

Lira severely, they leave him only his life.

Sar. A bull. C£ sand.
Sar danra. A bull.

Sar. A tall grass, Saccharuvi Sara,

Ruxh., from the culms of which

arrow shafts are made.

Sara. A funeral pyre.

Sara dahri. A cloth given to the bride's

youngest brother by the bride-

groom.

Sara. To turn over on the back, to

tumble about like a horse on the

ground, to bend the body as an
Indian athlete practicing.

Pak (lonkoko saraka. The dancers of the sword
and shield dance tumble about.

Kulai nondeko saralena. Hares have been
tumbling here, rolling over and over.

Sara. The whole, all.

Sara din. The whole day.
Sara r^t. The whole night.
Sara din sara rate dakkeda. It rained the whole

day and the whole night.

Snrac soroc. "I To cry as children with
Sarac suruc. J

snuffling or snivelling.
Netar raandatekosarac sorojokkana Now-a-daya

people are suffering from slight coMs.
Sarac surueko rakeda. Thoy are crying and

suuflling.

Sarae. A series of sticks

ground wpon which a

his warp.

Saragbati. A rocket.

Sarai. A caiuvanserai, a native inn.

Sarajan. \ Materials, elements, used
Saraiijan. mainly with regard to

Sorojon. marriages, offerings and
Soromjom, j sacrifices.

Bapla sarajan. The materials required for the
proper celebration of a marriage.

Bohga sara.ian. The materials required for an
offering or sacrifice to a deity.

Sarak snrak. Crushing, crunching,

rasping, wrenching sound, imita-

tive.

Sarak sarak habere nkuilkana. He is twisting
the twine and causing a rasping sound.

SaraK sarake jomeda. He is crunching.

fixed in the

weaver sets
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SaraK saralc aijomoRkana. A sound of orunoh-
mg is heard.

SaraK saraKko hoda horo do. They strip the
ears of dhan with the hand and produce a
sound of wrenching.

Saralc marte. ") With a sound of crush-
Sarali mente. J ing, crunching, rasp-

ing or wrenching.

Saram. The Sambar stag, Rusa aris-

totelis.

Saram babea. A species of Mongoose
or Ichneumon, Herpeates motico-
lus.

Saram lutur. A small flowering plant,

Glerodendron scrrahom, Spreng.
The leaves of this plant in shape resemble the

ears of the Saram (q. v.) stag, hence the
name.

Savanga. A kind of fiddle.

Saratigom. Cf sargom.

Sarao. To surmount, to get over, to

recover, to throw off the effects of

liquor, narcotics, &c., to complete.
K^mimsaraoket khan, me delah laii calalca. If

you have surmounted, or completed your
work, come, let us go.

MH^ten doe saraokeda, ar mitten doe gocena.
One recovered, surmounted hia illness, and
one died.

Saraojan. Cf sarajan.

Sarap. A curse, to curse.
Sarapadeako. They cursed him.

Sarapia. A curser, one given to curs-

ing.
;^di sarapia hor kanae. He is a person much

given to cursing.

Sai'asar. Equally, not inferior or su-

perior to each other, neck and
neck.

Sarasarkin roporena. They wrangled equally,

one did not exceed the other.

Sarasarkin dar idikeda. They ran neck and
neck.

Q • • '[Tongs, pincers. Cf sandasi.

Sarbharao.lTo have presence of mind,

Sorbhorao.J to occur to one on the spur

of the moment, to feel an impulse

to, to suggest itself to, to compass.
Sarbharao oco. To give an impulse to, to sti-

mulate, to inspire, to put up to, to prompt,
to encourage.

Bana tuluc llapamlenre ce€ ho ban sarbharao-
lentaea. When he met with the bear he
lost all presence of mind.

lar.
")

iar. /
A foreman.

Eor lagifo sarhharaoena. Ho felt impelled to

speak, or had prrsiiu'e of mind to speak.

Eorop bah sarbharaoKliantaea. He has not the
presence of mind or power to speak, it does
not occur to him wliat to say.

Sarbharao oookedcae. He encouraged, or
inspired him (to speak.)

Takaii sarbharaokeda. 1 compassed the pay-
ment of the money.

Sarda
Sorda

Odga, sardar. Odga the foreman.
Sardarenae. He has become a foreman.

Sardi. To be at the maximum, utmost
height, highest pitch or culminat-

ing point, In be in full swing.
Horo rohoeko sg.rdiakaCa. They are in the

height of dhan planting.
Matkom auri sardilca. 1-he matkom (q. v.)

season is not yet at its height.
Euasardiakantaea. His fever has increased,

or is at its height.

Sardum bardum. Rough on the
surface, grass, weeds, &c. not
covered by the plough.

S?irdum b^rdumko siakat'a. They have not
covered the wep<ls when they ploughed.''

Pahil dhaoko silekhan sardum bardum 6e-
loKa. After the first ploughing weeds,
grass, &c. appear above the soil.

Sarec. To remain, to be left, to exceed,

to survive, to be in excess.
Ale lagitko sareo dohoakata. They have left

and put aside a part for us.
Get ho bah sarcolena. Nothing was left over.
Jom saruekedae. He ate and left a part, he

did not eat all.

Itg- ilutumteye sareo dohoakafa. He has
reserved some for seed.

Sareo kat sagar agnipe. Bring the remaining
timber on a cart.

Sarec barec. What is remaining or

left over, the remainder, balance,,

renmant, remains.
Sarec baree tingle raenalca, ona aguipe. Bring

all that has been left.

Sarer. To overflow, to be full and
run over.

Perec sarerena._ It is full and running over.
Gada sarer pereoena. The river is full and

overflowing.
Dul sarerkedae. He poured and made it run over,

he poured till it ran over.
Auri sarerol^a. It is not yet running over.

Sargao. Cf sarngao.

Sargat. Rich, as soil, fertile, well manur-
ed.

Adi sargat ot kana. It is very rich soil.

Gurio calaolekhan sargatolfa ot do. If manured
soil will become rich.

Sargharia. "I Expert, clever, handy,
Sargharia. J adroit.
Sargh^ri^ hor kanae. He is a handy man.
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[A boundary.

Sargom. To prostrate, to cause to lose

the perpendicular, to disobey, to

disregard, to transgress.
Kul do sargom bindargo^kedeae. The tiger

knocked him down.
Dare sargom ocokedae. He caused the tree to

become prostrate.
Horobo sargoma kombro aloko ira mente.

They prostrate the dhan so that thieyes
may not reap it.

Cekate uniaK katha sargomkate am saotele
ruara P How can we transgress his order
and go back with you ?

Sarhad.

Sorhod
Ina1< sarhad. My boundary,
Noa reaK sarhad banuKan. There is no limit

to this.

Sarliao. To praise, to thank.
A(Jiko sarhaokedea. They praised him greatly.

Sarhar. \Long, straight, and
Sarhar sarhar.

J
with few knots, as

timber.
Sarhar sarhar katko maKaka^a. They have

cut down long straight trees.

4di sarhargea noa kat do. This log is long and
straight.

Okarepe liamlaKanoa sarhar sahau do? Where
did you find this long firewood ?

Sarhe. To bud, used mainly of those

trees the leaves of which are used

as pot-herbs ; to increase, to be-

come wealthy, to get into good
condition physically.

HesaE araK sarheKkana. The HeeaK (q. v.) tree
is budding.

SarheEkanako mihii do. The cattle are increas-
ing in number.

Uni hore aarhekkana. That man is becoming
wealthy.

Sarhe. One half more.
Sarhe car. Four and a half

.

Sari. True, to take in earnest.
Sari katha. A true statement.
Landa landate^ menkeda adoe sarikeda. I

spoke in fun and he took it in earnest.
Sarige. Certainly, truly, of a truth.

iariu^arge.}P-f-«y*™-
SS'ri se naaepe roretkana ? Sarige. Are you

speaking truthfully or falsely? Truthfully.

Sari. A dress for a woman, consisting

of a piece of cloth from 8 to 12

cubits in length and two in

breadth.
Dos moka s^ri kana. It la a dress piece 10

cubits in length.

Sari. The sheath-like leaves of certain

plants.

Jondra s^ri. The sheathing leaves of a cob of

Indian corn.

Bajra s?iri. The top leaves of bajra (q. v.)

Horo sari. The top leaves of the dhan plant.

Ak sari. The leaves of sugarcane.
Ak sarite oraEko daba. They thatch houses
with the leaves of sugarcane.

Sari. A form of address used between
brothers-in-law and sisters-in-law.

B sari ! Oh, brother-in-law, or Oh, Sister-in-

-law.

Sari sar. A tall grass, Saccharum Sara,

Roxb., from the culms of which

arrow shafts are sometimes made.

Cf sar.

Sari sarjom. A species of tree so

named.
Sari candi bonga. 'A godlet of the

Santals.

Sariat. \The males of a bride's village

Sariati.J who go out to meet the bride-

groom's party.

Bariati. I
'^^'^ bridegroom's party.

Sariatko. Those who go to meet a

bridegroom. Cf sariat.

Sariau. To level, to make surface

smooth, to finish.

Noa khetle sariaukeda. We levelled this field.

JSTia kamile sfiriaukeda. We finished this
work.

Nui horle sariaukedea. We put this man
straight.

o "
.-1 ", >A partner, a shareholder.

Noa ren sarik kanae. He is a partner in this.

Ili ho onare a^rik menalia. I also am a partner
in that.

Bandre ale 17 jon sarikdarte hakokole dohoke^-
koa. We 17 people put fish in the tank in
partnership.

Sarim. A roof, to roof
S^rimle dapaka£a. We have thatched the

roof.

Mif sarimle dapakafa, ar ndi sarim do bah.
We have thatched one side of the roof and
not the other.

Sarinai. True, truly, certainly.
SarinaU katha kana. It is a true statement.
SarinaEgell metamkana. I tell you truly.

Sarishta. l Applied mainly to the office

Savista. J in which the records of a
court are kept, the records of a
court.

Sarishtadar.1 The person in charge of
Saristadar.

J
the records of a court.

SOTJomim } ^^ *^® ^P°*' ^°°^^' locality

Sarjaminle lielkeda. We visited the locality.
Sarj9.minle todarotkeda. We held a local in-

vestigation.
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..}
A tree so named.

Sarjom. A p;regarious timber tree

Shorea robusta, Oaertn., common
in the Santal country.

This is the saored tree of the Santala. Their
principal deities are supposed to reside in
Bacred groves of this tree. Cf . jaherthan.

Sarjom. "I A scandent bush, Ven-
Bonga sarjom. j tilago calyculata,

Tullasne.
Sarjom.

Ule sarjom
Sarjom. ">

a . jQ J- A tree so named,ban sarjom. j

Sarkao. To move rapidly.
Sarkao rakap go£ena. It came np with a rush.

Sarkar.
"J
The government, teacher of a

Sorkar. J village school.

Sarkari. "| Belonging to the state or

Sorkari. J government, belonging to

the master, institution, estate, &c.,

common to all partners in the

estate.
Sarkari jsega kana. It is land belonging to the

Zemindar.
4-vai hafiiioKre sarkari menaKa. It is common

to all till it is divided.

Sarlaha. Rotten, soft, used sometimes
in abuse.

Sarlaha kat;. Rotten wood.

SarlaS. A splinter of wood.
Tiye sarlaKena. A splinter of wood has rnn

into his hand.

Sarnga hon. A large species of rat.

Sarngao. To be excited as with anger,

to be inflamed, to be in a frenzy.

Edrete hoko sarngaoKa. They also become
excited with anger.

Hape se alom sarngaolra. Stop, do not get
excited with anger.

4.^iye sarngao gotena. He became very excited

with anger.

Sarnga sarngi. To be excited with

anger, to be inflamed, to be fren-

zied.

Sarnga sarngikin roporena. They argued
angrily.

Sarnga sarngienakin. They are excited with
anger.

Saron. Cf. sara.

Sarngi. A kind of fiddle.

Sarota. A knife used to cut the areca

nut.

Sarpa. Two pieces of hard wood struck

together to beat time to music.

Saparatid. A common plant, Olobba
orixensis, Roxb.

Sarpat.
^

Sarpaj; sarpat. I Soundof gulping, guzzl-

Sorpot.
j

ing, thudding.
Sorpot sorpot. J

Sarpat sarpa^e jomeda. He is guzzling.
Kombroko dalkoa sarpat sarpat. Tliey beat

thieves thud, thud.

Sarpat marte. "l With a thud thump,
Sarpat mente. J gulp or guzzle.

Sarpat marteko dalkedea. They hit him with
a thud.

Sarpat. To finish.

Jom sarpatkedae. He ate it all.

Nu sarpatkedae. He drank it all.

Sarpha. "(^ A fruit tree, Anona squa-
Surpha. J mosa, Linn.

Sarpharia. Clever, quick-witted, handy'

adroit, applied to young persons.

4di Barph9.ria. gidrgi kanae. He is a very quick-
witted child.

ai c
.

I rp^
^Q2;e out, to become moist,

barsao. J
Lalekhan daK sarsalfa. If you dig water will

ooze out.

UlidaK sarsaoKkana . Saliva is flowing.

Sarsadle. Disarranged, in disorder,

out of place, public, to spread as

news.

Sarsadleko bagiada. They left them in disorder

.

Kathako Barsadlekeda. They made the matter
public.

Sarsagun. An omen.
Sarsgigunre bah jutlena. The omen was not

propitious.

Sarsagun bhagegele liamkeda. We got a good
omen.

Sarsar. Cf sarsa.

Sarsar. \Loud deep sound, booming
Sarsarao.

J
sound, bubbling sound.

DaKre sarsare paeraKkana. He is swimming
in the water and producing a loud, deep
sound.

DaK sarsarao hijuKkana. The storm comes
booming.

Huka sarsare liuieda. He is smoking the huka
and making a bubbling sound.

Sarasatin. ") All asleep, the time

Gitic sarasatiii. J of night when all

are asleep.

Gitio sarasatirt pohorle hedena. We came at the
time of night when all are asleep.

Sarsi. Tongs, pincers.
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Sarsor. To make preparatory arrange-

ments, to make the preparations

necessary for the beginning of a

work,

Netarko saraor baraeda horo roKBoe. They are
making the preparations necessary to begin
planting (dhan.)

Sarsor. To rustle as the leaves of

surgarcane, Indian corn, &c., to

cause to rustle.

Jondra bargere g?iye sarsoreda. The cow is

causing a rustling in the Indian corn

Bi6 sarsore calalfkana. The snabe is causing
a rustling as he goes.

Sartal. A small leaf plate.
Mii sartale jela. It "will give one plate of meat.
Sartal iohtanako. They are making leaf plates

for themselves.

Sartalak. To spread out flat on the
surface of the ground, as some
plants, to be like a flat plate. Cf.

sartal.

Kantha araK sartalaKakana. The Kantha
(q. V.) pot-herb has spread out on the
surface of the ground,

Sarthi. To become of necessity accept-

able or desirable after having been
refused or rejected.

Onkoko menkeda, Chadwigeae uni bg.hu do
bale aguea, menkhan etaK b^hu bahko
liamlente sesre do uni baliugeye sarthiena.
They said, this person eligible as a bride is

a divorcee we will not take her, but as no
others eligible as brides were found in the
end that eligible bride became of necessity
acceptable.

Saru. The Taro plant cultivated for

its farinacious corms which are

eaten, Celocasia antiquorum,
Schott.

Pioki saru.
"JKanda saru. (Different kinds of Taro plants

Mukhi sgru. f distinguished by Santals.
Bhon^as^ru. J

Saru. "I A plant much valued for

Kanta saru. J its medicinal properties,

Lasia heterophylla, Schott.

Saru gada Baske. A sub-sept of the
Santal sept Baske (q. v.)

SaruK. \To produce a sucking
Saruk saruk.

J sound when eating

anything juicy, such as sugarcane,

water melon, &c.
S9.ruK saruKe jomeda. He is eating and

producing a sucking sound.
SaruK maraokedae. He ate it up with a suck-

ing sound.

Sarul marte."! With a sucking sound.
Saruk m ante.

J C£ saruk.
SaruK marteye jomkeda.

Sasaa. Turmeric, and the plant, Cur-
cuma longa, Roxb., Avhich yields

it.

Baplare sunum gaaanko ojolf joha. At a
marriage they anoint themselves with oil

and turmeric.

Sasaa beda. A place mentioned in

Santal traditions.

Sasan pio. The golden Oriole. Cf pio.

Sasaa cSrg. The Grey-headed fly-

catcher, Gryptolo'pha cinereo-
capilla.

Sasad dak. Yellow, the colour of
turmeric.

Sasan dora. A cord fastened round
the loins of a child at narta (q. v.)

It is dyed yellow with turmeric.

Sasan rit dhiri. A stone for grinding
turmeric.

Saset. Trouble, pain, suffering, anxiety,
distress ; to cause, or be in trouble,
pain, &c.

Adi sasetre menaiia. I am in great distress.
A^iko sasetedi£kana. They are causing ma

much suffering.
Harkhet saset. Trouble and suffering.

Sas ghati. Cry of a certain pigeon.
Sasla. Cf sala.

Jariko saslakana. They are stripping fibre.
Get saslam senlena? What did you go to pick,

what business had you there P

Sasna. Cf sana.
Jojom sasnakana. There is, or he has, a desire

to eat.

Sason. C£ sasot.
Disomko sasonkeda. They subdued the country.

Sasot. Entire absence of any disturb-
ing or disquieting elements.

Sasrar. Father-in-law's house.

Sasta. Cheap, low as prices; plentiful.
Sasta bhao. 7 /-ti. ^

Sasta dor. | <^'^^^P °'' ^°^ ''^^^

Sasta bhao namoKkana. A low rate prevails.

Sastor. Sacred books, scriptures.

Sasu. To breathe heavily.
Saaiie aahefeCkana. He is breathing heavily.

Sat. Seven.

Sat disom. A country mentioned in
Santal traditions.
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Sat. Time.

, Noa sat do baA oalaKa. I shall not go this
time.

Tisem calaUa? IrtaK sat hoolon nahi. When
will you go ? Not before my time.

Sat. True, truth, evidence, assurance
of reliability.

Satge bale liellekhan oefle kutamama ? If we
do not see some e^Hdenoe of your reliability
what will we saorifioe to you ?

g' [Together, of one mind, of one

Satop.j
determination.

Mit' satakanako. They are of one mind.
Mit satopakanako. They are agreed.
Satakanako. They are agreed.
Satakat'ako. They have agreed.

Sat. To finish, to complete.
Eohoe satkedako. They completed planting.
Satena. It is^finished.

o .'
|- Claim, legal right.

Sat bauulttama. Tou have no legal right.

Sat marte. ") Immediately, on the in-

Sat mente. J stant, forthwith.

Sat marte calao gotenae. He left on the in-

stant.

A true prophet a true

witch finder. Cf. sokha.

Sat sokha. ")

Sari sokha. J

o'
,

' , ; On account of, in lieu of
batate. J

'

Am satate taheena. It remains with you, at
your risk.

Sud satate jaegaeii ema. I will give the field

in lieu of interest.

Haram satate bes besaKgeko emakokana. They
are feeding them well on the 'old Tman's
account.

Satahet. Breath,

Mit satahet'teA liu goCkeda. I drank it with
one breath, I drank it without stopping to
take breath.

Mi£ satahette uni ahaakan hor pe dhaoe bulauea.
He makes passes three times without taking
breath over the man upon whom the evil
eye has been cast.

Satahi. Seven days' rain, heavy contin-

uous rain.

Satahiye lagaoakaCa. It has set in for a seven
days' rain.

Satal^sutuk. Sound of dripping, drop-
ping, ripping or nibbling.

SataU sutuKe daKeda. It rains drip, drip.
Sa{alf sutuK bae thiroKkana. It does not cease

dripping (continues to rain.)

Dare reaK sakamkhon dale do satalf snfuK liu-

roKkana. The water (or rain) falls from
the leaves of the tree drip drip.

SatalaK. Along with, together with,

accompaniment. Cf. salak.

Edre satalafeo dalkedea. He struck him with
anger, or angrily,

SatalaK binuKtifia. I have no accompaniment,
1. e. no relish to eat or give along with the
rice.

Botor satalaUe darkeda. He fled with fear.

Satao. To put close together, to stick

together.
Kat bosko safaoakafa. They have joined the

wood very closely.
Leteko sa(;aoaka£a. They have joined it with

paste.
Rah safaoakana. It is not closely fitted.

Safaokate dohoeme. Place them close together.
Sen sa(aoakanae. He has gone and stuck

there.
Idi safaoakafae. He has taken it away and

stuck to it, i. e. did not return it.

Satap. C£ santao.

Satapata. Slight sound, as made by a
rat or other small animal.

Safapatako liambabrakana. They are searching
and making a slight noise.

Satar gatar. T -p, .,

Sotor gotor. J
•''

Onko satar gatar kanako. They are of their
family.

Satar patar. Sparsely, thinly.
Satarpatar joakana ul do. The mango tree

has fruited sparsely.

Satared. Remainder, excess. Cf. sared.
Er satarec. Remaining after sowing.
Jom satarec. Remaining after eating.

Satar sutur. Sound of nibbling.
Satar suture jomeda. It (rat) is causing a sound

of nibbling.

Satasat. ") Close together, packed close-

Satasati. J \y.

Satasafko durupa. They sit close together.

Satason. ~) ^ . c j ^
r, , J- Oompaniun, coniederates.
Sotason. j

' '

Noko satason kanako. They are confederates,
or companions.

Satasutu. To squeak, as a musk rat.

Satasutuettem arijom namkedea. You found
him by hearing him squeak.

Sate. Eaves, the extent of roof project-

ing over the walls.
Kudaim sate. The eaves of the back of a

house.
Mutul sate. The eaves on the two ends of a

house.
Sate khunti. The posts supporting the roof of

the front and back of a house.
Sate karkari. Fastenings with which the roof

is fastened down to the satepnr (cj. v.)

Sate par. A beam, supjjorted on posts, which
is carried all round a house and which
runs at the level of the side walls.

Satekate behget'kedae. He shaded hia eyes
with his hand and looked.
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Sate.
I
Heads in opposite, or

Soba sate. ) alternately in opposite

directions.
Soba satete dohoepe. Lay the heads alternately

in opposite directions.

Sate sote. Rice land that is dependent
on rainfall.

Sate sote jaeg-a Icantalea pa^an do bail. Our
land depends on the rainfall, it ia not
irrigated.

Sathdag kul. A panther.

Sathi horo. A variety of the rice plant.

Sathao. Cf. santhao.

Sati. To be burned alive, as a moth
in a candle, &c. &c., or as a Hindu
widow with the corpse of her
husband.

Sati gooenae pipriah do. The moth was burnt
to death.

Satkao. To become stiff, as clay, food,

&c., when exposed to the atmo-
sphere.

Leber leherko lolekhan rareo satkaoKa. If it

(rioe) is moist wben taken from the pot it

will stiffen when cool.

Satka sutku. To make preparations

preparatory to cooking food.
NeKele satka sutku baraeda. We are just

making preparations to begin to cook.

Satki sari. A sari (q. v.j with narrow
white and red stripes.

Satok. To bite, to snap.
AlauiA satoKena. I have bitten my tongue.
Seta roko satoKkoa. Dogs snap at flies.

Binijuo satok. To make a wry mouth Jwhen
mocking.

Satom. The year after next coming,
three years hence.

Pher satom. Four years hence.

Satop. Together, of one mind, of one
determination.

MiS satopakanako. They are of one mind,
they are acting together.

Sat pat. Quickly.
Satpat iom hodme. Eat quickly.

Satpat.
"I
To make a slight noise, imi-

Satpatao.J tative.
Honko sa^pataoeda. The rats are making a

noise.

Satpatko sade ocoeda. They are making a
noise resembling satpat, safpat.

Satral.

Satralia.
Khub satral kanae. He is a good swimmer.
Khub satralia hor kanae. He is a "very expert

i,.}
A swimmer.

swimmer.

Satru. An enemy.

Satsayar. ") A forest tree, Dalher-

Satsayar dare. J gia latifolia, Roxb.

Satsut. Restless and touching things,

as a child, mischievous.
Alom safautbaraea. Do not be mischievoaa.

Satsut. To complete, to finish, to do
quickly.

JahanaK bape s^taka^khan satsut; hodpe. If

there is anything that you have not got
ready do it quickly.

Satu. Meal, flour.

Satu is prepared by roasting certain grains and
grinding into meal or flour. It is not re-

cooked before being eaten.

Satu sambar. Provision for a journey
or an outing, which is eaten with-

out cooking. Cf satu.

Sau. A money lender, a mahajan.
This is probably the same as the Hindu caste

whose patronymic is Sao, many of whom
are money lenders.

Sausau. Blazing, blazingly.
Sausau sc-iigel joloKkana. The fire is burning

blazingly.
Lolckana sauaau. It is blazing.
Sausane loena. He burned blazingly (on the

funeral pyre.)
It is considered a happy omen if a corpse burns

freely on the funeral pyre.

Saurl. F. ) ,. , ^ ,

Saora. M. P^^'''
S^^^ °°1°'^''-

Sauri. "l A tall grass, Heteropo-
Sauri ghas. J gon contortus, R. & S.,

used largely fur thatching purposes.

Sauri arai. A small plant used as a

pot-herb, Polygonum glabrum,
Willd.

Sawa. One fourth more,
Sawa ser. A seer and a quarter.
Sawa goj . A yard and a quarter.
Sawa taka. One rupee four annas.

Sawae. A full supply of rain, a good
harvest.

Nese sawaekeite aiji horko baplaena. Owing
to there having been a good supply of rain,
or a good harvest, this year many people
are marrying.

Sawae serma. A year in which there has been
a full supply of rain and good crops.

Matkome sawaeakawaibona. There has been
a good matkom (q. v.) harvest.

DaKe sawaeakawaiibona. There has been a
full supply of rain.

Akal sawaerelah liapamakana. We have met
after a very long time.

Sawaeakokanae. He is throwing water on
them (a custom observed attheBaha (q. v.)
festival.)
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Sawal. A question, to question, to

address, as a pleader the court, or

any one a pancliayat or other

gathering.
Bese sawalkeda. He made a good address to

the court, he argued the case well, or he
cross examined well.

Mi6 goteo sawal menaKtiiia. I have one ques-
tion to put, or I hare one argument to place
before you.

Sawalia. A speaker, one able to add-
ress a court or a panchayat.

Sawar. Straight and of uniform width
or thickness, straight grained.

Sawar kat. A straight log of uniform thick-
ness.

Sawasin. Elder sister.

Sawasin perako hecakawadea. His elder sister

and her family {or some members of her
family) have come to him.

Sayad. "j

Saj'an sayan. [-Rushing,asa stiff breeze.

Sayad soyod.J
Sayan sayaii hoe boloKkana. Wind is rushing

in (at an open door, &c.)

Sayad marte. ") itt-,, ,

Q •'
. t ?• VV ith a rush,

bayan mente. J
Sayan marte hoe bolo gofiena. The wind came

in with a rush.

Sayar. To lie down, lying down.
Sayarakanae. He is lying down.

Sayar. "|_ To blow hard, strong, as

Sayar sayar. J wind.
Sayar sayare hoeeda. It is blowing hard.

Sayar marte. 'J iKT-ii, i.

o 4. r With a rush,
bayar mente. J
Sayar marte hoe hed go€ena. The wind came

with a rush.

Se. Or.
16i& calaica, se unill kolkaeaP Shall I go or

will I send him ?

CalaKa, sem bahaP yVill you go or not?

Se. Used to encourage or incite.

Ma se rorme. Come, speak.
Alo sem raga. Do not weep.
Orme se. Come, pull.

Se. A louse, of the species Pediculus
capitis.

Se tele. Toung lice.

Se bale. A nit, nits.

Se menaKkotaea. He is lousy.

Seakadeako. Lice are in his head.

Se. That, that same.
Se horge. That same man.

Se. To boil over, to well up.
SeKkana. It is boOing over.

Seena. It has boiled over.

Buiu khon daR do gel mSye moka cetante se

rakapena. The water welled up fifteen

cubits aboTe the mountains.

Se. In like manner,
Se ke se. ") As formerly, as it was, in

Sei ke sei. J like manner.
Onkom araKkakokhan, lielkoam, seike sei ar-

hoko kombyoea. If you let them go, you
will se that they will again steal as for-

merly.

Se bhal. Rather than, in preference to.

Ung-K il5 kamia ar berhon do thoragem emada,
se bhal b^d kamia. I work so much and
the wages you give me are small, • rather
than that I will not work.

c ""
. Rather than that, prefera-

be samtao. 1- y^i

Se santa. J ^'

£(ali hor acurem 9cuke£koa, se aamta oraRren
horem aoulekokhan bail beskoKa? Tou
engaged other people (to do your work),
rather than do that would it not be better
to engage those of your own household ?

Se bickom. Rather than that.

Onka do cedalfem ruhefedifikanaP Se biokom
mi£ theiiga dalefime. Why are you scolding
me like this P rather than that hit me one
blow with a stick.

K9.mi tulud onkam rorkhan do kamige ohole
k^milea, se bickom berhonge alom emalea,
enho alom roralea. If you find fault with
us like this when we are are working, we
will not work, rather than do that give ua
no wages, but do not find fault with us.

Se borom. \Rather than that, pre-

Se boromco. J ferably.

Nonka do alope egerirta, oholi kami darelea, se
bororaco tpakage alope emarta. Do not
Boold me thus, I cannot work, rather than
that do not give me food.

Ka^a do iSindare aragem ar liindakate aderem,
se boromco datirage besa, onko do setaK
aragem ar ayup torage aderkaeme. You let

out buffaloes early in the morning and
house them late at night, rather than these
bullocks are better, you let them out in the
morning and house them at evening.

NunaK koclon do okoe sahaoaP Se boromco
herel reatt do daka ho baJi joma ar ball

kha(aoKa. Who could bear so much ill

treatment? rather than that I will not eat

the food of a husband and neither will I

work for him.

Se bhati6. \Of course, to be sure, now
Se bhatkoc.j that I remember.
Se bh?iti6 onde ma am hom tahekangea. To be

sure, you also were there.

Sg ph6. To pant, to breathe heavily,

an imitative word.
Se phoe sahe^eda. He is breathing and produc-

ing the sound se pho, se pho.

Se phoe£kanae. He is panting, producing the

sound se pho ee pho. [panting.

So phoko khudaukediAa. They pursued me
Se pho £iralikanko delkedea. They saw him

running and panting.

Se getho. That at any rate.

Se getho bah hoyoKa. That at any rate it will

not be.

72
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S§ marte. ") A sigh, with a sigh, pro-

duced by breathing out-

Se ge thor. Thus, (emphatic) certain-

ly thus.
Se gethor oho hoelena. It shall certainly

not be thus.

irte. ")

S@ mente. J
wards.

ParomenWhan ee marteti sahefikeda. When I
passed, or had passed, I breathed a sigh (of

relief.)

Sea. To rot, to decompose, rotten, de-

composed.
Seaena kat do. The log is rotten.
Sim bele seaena. The hen's egg is rotten.
Seage sokana. It smells rotten.
Noa katha do laore bare seaeme. Rot this

matter in the belly, i. e. speak of it to no
one, let the remembrance of it die.

Sean. Adult, well grown, cunning,
crafty, sharp, artful.

Gidrabo tin tirita ? Seangeako. How big are
the children ? They are well grown.

Nui do adi scan hor kanae. This is a very
cunning man.

Nui dahra doe seanena netar do. This ox has
become crafty now-a-days.

Sebe6. \Humid, fiind in small
Sebec sebec

J quantity.
Hakoko utukoa, sebeo sebeoko raseakoa. They

cook fish as a relish with a small quantity
of fluid.

Sebeo sebeo daR todoKkana.
in small quantity.

Sebel. Palatable, savoury, well tasted,

sweet, good, to take to, to appre-
ciate.

Sebel hasa. Good soil.

Daka utu do bah sebela, bathage sebela. Cooked
rice and relish are not savoury, the words
(spoken) are savoury.

Sebelam khanko taheengem, bako sebelam
khanem heoenge. If they take to you you
will stay, if they do not take to you you
will come (return.)

Bail sebeledirikana. It is not palatable to me,
I do not find it palatable.

Sebelaii kana katha do. The matter commends
itself to me.

Bail sebelartkana noa katha. This matter does
not please me.

4iji sebela. It is very good, very palatable.

Sebok. To perform worship, a servant.
Tehei dobo sebokeda. They are performing

worship to-day.

Sec. Direction, side, quarter, towards.
Iii seo bengedrae. Look in my direction, look

towards me.

Ad seckedeae. He made him to side with him-
seli. he made him a partisan of his own.

Alope uni sejoKa. Do not go over to his side.
Uni seoreuko. Partisans of his.

Uni seo alom rora, id seo bare rorme. Do not
speak on his side, but speak on my side.

Water is issuing

Lobhig, hor jom seogelco oalalca. Covetous or
greedy people go on the side of food, or
greedy people side with those who can pay
them best.

Uni hoe seoada. He also went in with it.

Ape seote jeldakali joma. I will partake of
meat and rice with you.

Ofal? sede senakana. He has gone towards his
house, [self.

DaB sede seuakaua. He has gone to ease him-
Noa sedteye paromena. He passed in this

direction.
Ape oralf sedtefi oalaKa. I will go by way of

your house.

Sec soc. Cf sic soc.

Sedae. Olden times, long ago, ancient

time, formerly.
Sedae kathart laiamkana. I am telling you a

story of long ago.
Sedae ren horko. The ancients.
Sedae ari. Ancient laws.
Sedae hiloKko galmaraoaka€a. They have talk-

ed about the olden days.
Sedae sawae ado banuKan. There are no longer

harvests like the bumper harvests of the
olden time.

Sede bede. Sound produced by any-
thing moving, floundering or squir-
ming in a small quantity of water.

Eoteko sede bedeetkana. Progs are making a
noise by squirming (in the water.)

Noa darhare sede be(Je hako menaKkoa. In this
pool the fish are making a noise by squirm-
ing.

Sede bede. Roughly, carelessy, as a
piece of work.

Sede bede patrae rolfakafe. He has pinned the
leaf plates carelessy.

Sede bede Mahle hataKe benaokeda. The mahle
(bamboo worker) made the hataE (q. v.)
roughly.

Sede bede. Dirty, muddy, as water;
to dirty, to muddy.

DaKko seije bedeefkana. They are dirtying the
water.

Seder beder. Rough on the surface,

as anything made of or plastered
with clay.

Seder bederko jererakafia. The have roughly
plastered (the wall.)

Seder beder bah oikara. It is rough not smooth.
Seder bederko benaoakafa onlha do. They have

made the stove (of clay) roughly.
Seder beder bhitko rakapakata. They have

built up the wall roughly.

Seder beder. Dirty, muddy, applied
to water.

Se(Jer be(Jer daKbo lluieda. They are drinking
dirty water.

Sedge bedge. Rough, carelessly exe-
cuted, as a piece of work.

Sedge bedge patrae rolfaka£a. She has pinned
the leaf plates roughly.
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Sedge bedge. To dirty by stirring, to

muddy, muddy, dirty.
Gidra sanam daltko seijge be^geakafia. The

oliildreu have muddied all the water.

Sega. A species of squirrel.

Sega janum. A thorny hush, Mimosa
ritbicaulis, Lamk.

o "^ ° I Crammed together, closely

S- • h I

P^'C'^ed, numerous.

Segepeteko boloakaua. They have crammed
themselves in.

Segepete aema utar gidr?. menaKkotaea. He
has a very large family.

Sege rore. Applied to an aggregation

of small roundish bodies, rough
owing to the presence of small

roundish bodies.
Sorokre sege roregea. On the road there is an

aggregation of small roundish bodies
(gravel.)

Sege rore jaiiana. It has a mass of small'round

s § I Coarse, as meal,
bagae sagae. J
Noa ata sagae sagaege aikauEkana. This meal

feels coarse.

Sege6 peted. Big and little, irregular-

ly, disorderly.

Sehoe. The same, the like.

Uni hoe sehoegea. He is also the same.

S-'^r K ICfnehor.
ISehor senor. J

Sei ke sei. Cf. se ke se.

Sekao. To apply heat, to foment.
Hapele sekaomea nahal^. Wait, I will warm

you presently.

Bale gidr9.ko sekaokoa. They apply heat to

infants.
Sengelreko sekao rohora. They dry it at a fire.

jidi rabaiikana, sekao l5oKlenme. It is very
cold, warm yourself a little first,

Gadar jon^rako sekao isina. They cook half-

ripe Indian corn by roasting.

Sekec. \To clink, applied to the

Sekec sekec.j sound produced by
metallic objects coming into con-

tact.

gakom sekec sekec sadekantaea. Her wristlets

are sounding clink, clink.

Sake doke. Covered with ornaments,

as the neck.
Sekedoke horoKaka^ae hotoR pereo. Her neck

is completely covered with ornaments.

Seke meke. Coverd with ornaments,

as arms, &c.

Seke seke. To rage, to fume.
Seke seke bayaekanae. He is raging about.

Sekeseke. Cf. sekseke.

Sekra. A Hindu caste who work in

brass and bell metal.

Sekra sakom. A kind of armlet of

bell metal.

Sekra. 1 A small tree, Zizyphua
Sekra dare./ rugosa, Lamk.

Sekred. \A large forest tree

Sekrec dare./ Lagerstroemia parvi-

flora, Roxh.

Sekrec. ")To clink, applied to

Sekrec sekre6. J the sound produced
by metallic objects coming into

contact with each other.

Sekrec sekrec sadekana sakom do. Thesakoms
(q. V.) are sounding clink, or the sakoms
are clinking.

Sekrec m arte. "1
TTTT.,, ,• .

Q 1
'

. t y With a cimk.
Sekrec mente.J

Sekrec. \To be merry, to enjoy

Hesec sekred.
J

oneself ; merrily, glee-

fully, with pleasure. Cf. hesed

sekred.

Sekseke. ") Covered, as the arms with

Seke seke. J ornaments, full.

Sekseke sakome horoKakata. She has covered
her arms with ornaments.

Gail ng.i do seke seke. The (Jan river is full.

Soksoko;}''^*^^"'''"^
°'^*' projecting.

Sekseke (Jata menaUtaea. He has sticking out
teeth, his teeth stick out.

Selep. ] The buck of the Ravine
Kurmbi selep. I deer of sportsmen in

Selep.
j

Bengal, Gazella Ben-
Kurmbi selep.J nettii.

Selep samanom. A gorgeous flowering

climbing plant, Gloriosa superba,

Linn.

Selet. Along with, together with, to

include, to couple, to unite, to

company.

Uni ho onko tuluoe seleflena. He also was
with them, he also was of their company,
he also was united with them.

Ale do alom selet'lea. Do not include us.

Mif- din ganle seleflengea. We oompanied
(with them) for one day or so.

Kombroko tuluo seledoK do bail thika. It is

not right to keep company with thieves.

Dharaoak sud selet'ili em oabakeda. I paid all

I owed with interest.
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Sele toke. Big and little, or little and
less, applied to children.

Sele tote gidra menaKkotaea. He has a large
small family.

Cele, noko sele (okem aguakafkoaP What, have
you brought these children?

Selsel. Very fair, exceedingly, applied

to feiirness of complexion.
Selsel eselae. She is exceedingly fair.

Selsele lielokkana. She appears exceedingly
fair.

Sem. The abbreviated form of se am.
CalaKa sem bah P "Will you go or not?

Sembe suinc. To slabber, to slaver,

slabbei'ingly, slaveringand perspir-

ing, blubbering, soaky, soggy.
Sembe suruo ralf joii ili fielkedea. I saw him

crying and blubbering.
Gidr* sembe suruoe jom johkanae. The child

is eating slabberingly.

Sembe surujokkanae. He is slabbering.

Semec. Small.
Semed dhiri. A small stone.

Sen. Direction, side, quarter, towards.
Orak sene aenakana. He has gone in the direc-

tion of his house.
Ape senaK Ig-ipe ce^lekahalcal. Tell about that

of your direction, what is the news Uke.

Sen. To go, to pass.

Sen parom porob. The Passover.
Orakte senakanae. He has gone home.
Senok senoKteli lahgaena. I am tired with

continued walking.
Sen hecenae. He has gone and come.
Am gem sen hamaloKa. You must bear the

responsibility.

On^ele sen dohoifa. We will pass the night
there on our way.

Senok hoyoKtama. You must go.

Sen arti. To go a little further.

Sen artime. Go a little further.

Sendra. A hunt, to hunt, to follow

the chase, to search for.

For sendra. 7^ informal one day's hunt.Hakwa sendra. >
•'

Disom sendra. ^ The annual tribal hunt. Cf

.

Gipitio sendra. > dihri.

Sendrare karkare nui do nia liutum hohoaepe.
At the chase and hunt call this (one) by
this name.

Sendra agukedeale, bale liamledea. We sear-

ched for him coming but did not find him.
Sendra herel. A hunter.
Sendratele senlena. We went to the hunt.

Sene dever. "I Yearning hankering, soli-

Sene dewer.j citude.
Si(i s?.tupe hijukkana sene dewer. He is always

comin hankering. [death.

Iliak jiwi do gujul? lekasene deweroKkantilia.

My soul is exceeding sorrowful even unto

Sene euman. ")
/-ic

c,
^

J- Cf. sane gumane.
bene gumane. J

°

Sene guman oetho bafi baijaea.

Sener. A sapling used as a rafter.

Terel boko senera . They also use the terel (q. v)

tree sapling for rafters.

Seneriii maKakafa. I have out saplings for

rafters

.

Ehga sener. Thick rafters on which a frame
work is laid to support the lighter rafters

above.

Sener lekha handi. Liquor drunk in-

side the house at a marriage.
From the inside of the house the rafters can

be counted, hence the name. To be taken
into the house to drink is a mark of respect.

Sengel. Fire.
Sehgel bugli. The fire bag, i. e. the stomach.
Sengel jol. To light a fire, burn as a fire.

Sehgel lagao. To set fire to, to take fire.

Sehgel irid . To put out a fire, to go out, as fire.

Sehgel sap. To catch fire.

Sengel dhandkaoena. The fire is burning bright-
ly, or if a big fire, raging.

Sehgel jolokkana. The fire is burning.
Sehgel salgao. To kindle up a fire from embers.
Sehgeladeale. We cremated him.

Sengel dal. Fire rain.
Eyae sid eyae £ind? sengel dalfe daKlaka,
Okareben taheliana manwa? Okareben soro

ahgalen? Seven days and seven nights it

rained fire rain, Human beings where were
you? Where did you weather the storm ?

The Santals have a tradition that fire rain once
fell from the skies and that a man and a
woman saved themselves by taking refuge
in a cave. Another version has it that the
two who were saved had a stone house with
a stone door.

Sengel titi. The Guinea fowl.

Sengel sin. A stinging plant, Tragia,
involucrata, Jacq.

Sengel ere. A small species of Wood-
pecker.

Sengel gidi. The male of The Indian
King-Vulture, Ologyps calvus.

Sengel marmar. A species of centipede,

Scolopendra versicolor.

Senget. To be breathless, to be out
of breath.

iJu sehgefienae. He has drunk himself out of
breath.

Kir sehge£enae. He has run himself out of
breath.

Jom sehge€kedeale. We ate him out of breath,
, we ate all he had.
Nu sengefkedako. They drank up all.

Kul llelte botorte sehgef gofenae. He became
breathless through fear on seeing the tiger.

Seperi. To bear up; or carry on the
hand or hands held flat without
taking hold of

Sepeli rakapkedeako. They raised him up on
their hands.

Bale gidrako aepeiikoa. They hold infants on
the hands.
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Ser. A weight of about 21bs., a measure
liquid and dry.

P^ki ser. A seer of 20 gandas or 80 tolas.

K?ioi ser. A seer of 12 gandas or 48 tolas, or
18 gandas or 72 tolas.

Kat ser. A seer measure made of wood.
Pitar ser. A seer measure made of brass.
Ser dhiri. A stone used as a seer weight.
Ser aurl purauUtaea. His measure of life is

not yet complete.

Ser sidha. Provision for one meal or

so.

Ser sidha. ) ilamkateko oalaoena. They got
Sidhgi ser. ) food for one meal and left.

Kai ren sipjhiko heolenkhan atoren ser sidh*
lagaoakoa. When the Zemindar's peon
comes provision for one meal has to be sup-
plied by the villagers.

Sgra. Grown up, adolescent, of age,

adult, large, big.

Sera hoi*. An adult.

TJni khon do sera iloKgeye tahekana. He was
a little older than him.

Serageae, bae gidr»wa. He is grown up, he is

not a child.

Sera lioKaK Jguime. Bring one a little larger,

bring a little larger one

.

Sera sera taramme. Take long steps.

Sera hako sapkope. Catch big fish.

Serakateye gooena. He died after he bad grown
up, he was grown up when he died.

Seraenae. He is grown up.

Serali. A species of waterfowl.

Ser bata. Having located a quail the

hunters go round and round it

saying ser bata, ser bata, and the

quail squats and is easily killed by

a stick.

S§r§. A kind of bamboo basket used

to raise water for irrigating pur-

poses.

Sere. \To exude, to ooze out, to

Sere sere. J
distil, to discharge, as pus.

Ghao sere sereKkantaea. Fluid is eluding from
his sore.

Sere sere setelioKkaua daU do. Water is exud-

ing

DaK daKteye serekeda. The continued rain

injured it by keeping it too moist.

Jom sereenae- He has injured himself by eating,

has made himself uncomfortable.

Sere sere.lFizzing sound, as that pro-

Soro soro.J duced by damp or fresh

firewood when burning.
Berel aahan (hekaoaK khan sere sereKa. If

green firewood be put on the fire it will

make a fizzing sound when burning.

Sere sibuc. \ Snotty, slavering, slob-

Sere simbud. J beriug, dirty.

Duhger sereti.

Bir sere£.
Eapla sered.
Biuti sere6.
Gam eereri.

Horo rohoe sereli.

Morna sereli.

Mantar sereli

.

Jh^rni sereli.

Sere6. "1 To snivel, to have a dis-

Serec sere6. j- charge from the nose,

Suruc suruc J eyes or mouth, to ci y as

a child with snuffling or snivelling.

Mandate suruc surujolfkanae. He is snivelling

owing to his suffering from a cold.

Sered bah caba hodoKtakoa. They do not at

once cease snuffling.

Suruokedae. He sniveled.

Sere gore. Applied to the evil effects

of over-eating whatever they may
be, anything and everything.

Sere goreko jomkeda. They injured themselves

by eating too much, or they ate anything
and every thing.

Seren. A song, to sing.

Serert jorao. To compose a song.

Seren joKraoio. A composer of songs, a poet.

Dhorom sereA. A Hymn.
Different kinds of Santal Songs.

Lagre sereA. Loboe sereA,

Don sereli

Golwari sereti.

Dahar sereli.

Baha sereli.

Ei£ja sereA.
Bhinsar sereli.

Jhika sereli

Hum^i sered.
Gulijar sereli.

Sohrae sereA.
Serededako. They are singing.

Sereiialepe. Sing to us.

Serer. ITo feel as if one were

Serer serer.J about to be sick, to feel

the premonition of sickness.

Serer sereriii aikaueda. I feel as if I were
about to be sick.

Serer sereriri at^iareda bhar bhar daU todoK-

kana. ' I feel sick, there is a large flow of

saliva.

Serer marte ISudden turning of the

Serer mente.J stomach.
Serer marte aikaukedae. He felt a sudden turn-

ing of the stomach.

Seret. "» To squash, to besquashed,

Seret seret. J as by treading on or by

a weight.
Lebe£ serefkedeae. He trod on and squaahed

it.

Ten serefkedeae. He pressed it (under some-

thing) and squashed it (animate.)

Ota sere?akadeae. He has pressed it (animate)

down and squashed it.

Bote l6be£ lekbane seredolta. If (you) tread on
a frog it will be squashed.

Sereti. \Applied to the noise pro-

Seret seret'.J duced by passing wind.

Sere£ serefe ghasideda.

Seret marte. \ With a noise, as that

Seret mente.f
wind.

Seref marteye gh9.aidkeda.

produced by passing
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Seret; beret;. ) Fat, savoury and tender

Sirat barat. J as good flesh meat. Cf.

sirat barat.

Senna. The sky, the firmament, the

upper atmosphere, heaven.

Serma dalf. Eain, rain water.

Serma oot khon Aurena. It fell from the sky,

Serma. A year.

Mii seimaren. A yearling.

Bar aerma ren gidr?.. A child of two yeara.

Sermake aerma. Yearly, annually, every year.

Sermake aermae hijuKkana. He cornea every
year.

Serom. The neck.

Serom. ]rj,^ ^^^.^^ ^^ j^^j
Sopo serom. J

^

Sopo serom lioEadeall. I aasisted him a little.

Serwaa. A climbing plant, Vigna
vexillata, Benth, the root of which
is eaten.

Ses. The end, to come to an end, to

finish, to bring to an end, last.

SeaaK. The last one (inanimate.)

Sesid. The last one (animate.)

SesaKreii paraoena. It fell to me to get the last.

Ses kal. The end.
Seskalrem rohoekeda, ado horo do hoyoKtama P

You planted at the end of the season, and
will you have a crop of dhan ?

Seskalre cefi leka hoyoKa, babon ba<Jaea. We
do not know what it will be, or how it will

be at the end of time.

K?.mi seaeskanako. They are finishing, or
ending the work.

Din aeaentaea gujuKae. His days are ended,
he will die.

SesoKa nahaU. It will come to an end presently.

Sesanti. To finish, to come or bring

to an end.
Seaantire. In the end, at length.

Sesantire uni hoe gocena. In the end he also

died.

Seaautienae. He is dead, or he is ended.

Sesao. To finish, to come or bring to

an end.
Kamiko sesaoeda. They are finishing the work.
Nele aesaowa. We are just about to finiah, or

end.

Din sesaokate horo rohoelekhan bah hoyolfa.

If you plant dhan after the aeason is over
there will not be a good crop.

Sesa sisi. About the end, about to

com6 or bring to an end.
Aghar sesa sisi. About the end of Aghar.

SS sS.\To produce the sound of sS s6

S§ s8.J or sg sg when breathing, as

one suffering from bronchitis, an
imitative word.

Set;. Said to a cow when milking it

to keep it quiet.
Gaiko seikoa. They say sef to cows.

Seta. A dog.
Seta hopon. A puppy.
Hopon seta. A little dog.
4n3i* aeta. ) . -,„„

Seta andia. j
^ "°^'

Euga aeta, 7 a i j. t,-i t.

Setaehga. |
A slut, a bitch.

Jarna seta. A dog that will seize anything in
the shape of game.

Seta ot;. ") A form of edible mush-
Seta putka. J room.

Seta rokoc. A kind of snail.

Seta podo. A species of fig tree, Ficus
hispida, Linn.

Seta sagak. A common grass, Andro-
pogon aciciolatus, Retz.

Seta andir.1 . n i i /-, •

Seta arga. l^ T^" ^"«^' ,^^^^^«

Seta kafa. J
V^hQama, Roxh.

Seta kata arak. A small plant, Oynan-
dropsis pentaphylla, Linn.

Seta pan. ") A small plant, Mono-
Seta, pan dare. J choria plantaginea,

Kunth.
Setak. The morning.

SetaKre. In the morning.
Anga aetaltre. In the dawn, at dawn.
Gitic eetaKkedako. They alept till morning.
Bnka enka tegekin setaEkeda. In that way

they passed the night till morning,
SetaU ayupehijuRa. He comes morning and

evening.
SetagoKa nahaE. It will presently be morning.

Sete. 7 Imitative of a suppressed
Sete sete. J bubbling sound, also that

produced by crabs.
Katkomko sete seteKa. > The oraba are pro-
Katkomko aefe setea. > dncing a bubbling

aound.
Daka aete sefeK kana. The rice is bubbling.
DaK thoraente sete seteKkana. Owing to

there being little water it does not bubble
freely.

Sete sosroc. A kind of grasshopper.
Setec. To husk dhan the first time.
Horoko aetedakafja. They have put the dhan

through the first process of husking.

Setec. To pierce, to penetrate.
Churite bah sefeclena. The knife did not

penetrate.
Nahelte ho bah setejoKkana. The plough is

not even piercing (the soil.)

Jel tuiiledeaA, banin seteoledea. I shot a deer
(with an arrow,) I did not pierce it.

Noa katha bail seted darea^a. I could not
pierce this matter, ooiild not understand it.
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Seted. To be able, to succeed, to over-

come. Cf. Iete6.
NitoKle aefedakafa. Now we have suooeeded.

Setelali. 1 With, along with, accompani-
Setele£. J nient.

Setele^ banuttantalea. We have no accom-
paniment,!, e. we have nothing to eat along
with it as a relish.

i^torLlettat }
He fled with fear.

Seteii. To ooze out.
Gitil khon daK setefioKkana. Water is oozing

from the sand.
Uli daK ban aeterioKkantaea. He haa not got a

flow of aaliva.

Toa ban aetelioKkantaea. Her milk is not
flowing.

Sete pete. Noise produced by any-

thing squirming in shallow water,

or as a fish floundering in little

water.
Sete pete hako menaKkoa. Pish are floundering.

Sete peteko sade oooeda. They are making a

slight aplashing aonnd.

Setepefeko abukoKkana. They are waahing

their hands with a noise.

Seter. To arrive.

DaK se^erena. The rain haa arrived.

Idi seter otoaeme. Take it to him.

Seterkaeme. Arrive him, take him there.

Heo seterenako. They have come, or they

have arrived.

Setoh din aeterena. The hot weather has

arrived.

Seton. Direct rays of the sun.

Setoh din. The hot weather.

Adi at setoii. Very fierce sunshine.

Setoh lagaoakawadea. ") The sun baa affected

Setoh kharaoakawadea. > him, produced in-

Setoii bhijauakawadea. ) diapoaition.

A<Ji setohedinkana. I feel the heat very much.

tJruo pntuo setohkana. It is blazing hot.

Sewa.
I

rpQ perform an act or acts
Sewa dewa. V ^^ worship, to serve.
Sewa tewa. J
Bongako sewaakoa. They worship the bohgas

(q- ^)
SeKwaia. A worshipper.

Sewal. Cf. sawal.

Seyar. ") Stiff, as a breeze blowmg

Seyar seyar. J through an opening,

gorge, &c.
Seyar seyare hoeeda. Itis blowing a stiff breeze.

Seyarmarte. 1^-^^^ t.

Seyar mente. J
Seyar marte hoe heo gofena. The wind came

with a gust, it blew a gnat.

Si. To plough.
Siolfkanae. He is ploughing.

Neanoa barge siogoKa. This garden will be

ploughed this year.

SioK gupi kanae. He ia able to plough and take
care of cattle, i. e. he ia about 12 years old.

Si ot. Ploughed land.
SioUio. A ploughman.
Si lahufi. To plough land the second last time

previoua to sowinq; or planting.

Si lahut'akat'ako. They have ploughed (tho

land) the aecond last time.

SioK joraome. 7 j^ ^-^ j .

Nabel joraome. >
^ ""6"-

Pahrako siakoa. They plough with oxen.
Nukin iJahraA si godkina, ball ^.krifikina. I

will plough with those bullocks till they die,

I will not sell them.

Si tukunkedeae. He ploughed with him (ox) till

he was past feeling (the goad made no im-
pression on him.)

Siahi. Ink.

Siaa sayan. Gentle, as a breeze.

Si9.h sayan hoe paromoKkana. A gentle breeze
is blowing through, or over.

Siara. A grating, used mainly as an

adjunct to a fish trap ; anything

made like a grating, such as a

stretcher, &c.

Sibor. To strip, to take off or out, to

take away.
Bahu sanamalf ko siborkedea. They stripped the

wife of everything (ornaments, &c. when
they sent her back to her parents.)

Sibor kedidako. They stripped mo, (took away
what I was unwilling to give.)

Kicrioko siborkedea. They stripped him of hia

clothes.

Catomko aiborkedea. They took away hia

umbrella.

Sickatup. The little finger, or little

toe.

Sic soc. \Upstarts or persons of little

Sec soc.j importance.
Noko sec soo cefko cekaeda? What will, or

can, these npstarta do ?

Noko eken sec soc. These are only people of

little importance.

Sic SOC. Whistling produced through

the teeth.

Sic BOO gol baraedae. He is whistling through
the teeth.

Sid. Effected, accomplished, perfect-

ed.

Sid atah. To be accomplished, as a pupil.

Sid em. To perfect, to complete, to finish.

Sid emako lgigi6ko metakoa. To make them
accomplished they say to them.

TTni do ojhaK ar janoK realf side emafkoa. He
made them accomplished charm doctors

and witch findera.

Side ataiikeda. He became accomplished.

Sidbid. Accomplished, finished, settled.

Oka ho bail sidbidlena. Nothing whatever

was settle(}.
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Sidgir. To remove, as earth, &c., by
falling water, to wash or carry away
by falling water.

DaEte ai(}girkedae. It "was washed away by
water.

Sidha. ) Uncooked victuals, provi-

Ser sidha. J sions given according to

allowance.
Sidhako atankeda. They took their allowa,nce

of uncooked food.
Ser sidh^ purauentaea, Hia allowance of food

is exhausted, i. e. hia end has come.

Sidha. Straight.

Sidhi. A preparation of opium.

Sidho. To become a statue, to be fixed,

as an inage.
Beiigefiruarkateye sidhoena. She looked back

and became a statue.

Sidho. Clean, perfect, accomplished.

Sidi. To collect or demand payment
of dues other than rents.

Einko sidia. They collect debts.
Taka sidiye senakana. He has gone to collect

money due to him.

Sidi bidi. Roughly, carelessly, ineffici-

ently, as a piece of work.
Cetlekam joKkeC sidi bidi? How hare you

swept it, ? it is carelessly done.

Sidic. "I Smarting sensation as that

Sidic sidic.J produced by the bite of

a mosquito, &c.
Hasoedekana sit^ic sidic. It pains him smart-

Sidic si(ji6ko gegerkana sikrio do. The mos-
quitoes are biting and causing smarting.

Sidic marte. ") -riTiU 4-

[ With a smart,
bigic mente. J

Siclio marte sikriiie gerkedilia. The mosquito
bit me with a smart.

SidiL S

Sidil; sidiL J
SidiS marte
SidiS mente

Sidor sodor. Trickling, a little, applied

to leaking.
Ceflekape phuruUakaia? Si(Jor sodor joroli-

kana. How have you made the leaf cup ?

it is leaking tricklingly.

Sicjor sodor gota oral? joroUkantalea. Our
whole house is leaking tricklingly.

Sido sodo. A little, applied to leaking.

Sido 30^0 joroUkana. It is leaking a little.

Khapra oraK ai^o so(Jo joroKa. Tiled houses

leak a little.

Sidrak badral. To waste, to use lavishly,

to lavish, abusively.

3i(Jral{ ba(}raK daKko areoeda. They are baling

out the water larishly.

Cf. sidic.

:.}
Cf sidic marte.

DaK alope siiJraK badraga. Do not waste the
water.

Si4r?.K badralf dalf ko duleda. They are pouring
out the water lavishly.

Sidric bidric. ) Very small, applied

Sirric birric. / mainly to leaves.

Siijrio bidrid sakam. A very small leaf.

Sidup. Perpendicular, erect.

BohoRe sidupkeftaea gidra do. The child has
raised his head erect, the child has arrived
at the stage at which it can hold ita head
up.

Sidupteye iurena. He fell head foremost.
Sidup keteo gidrg.. A child of 2 montha or more

that can be held up erect.

Sidupteko doho idiaka£a binda do. They have
set up the sheaves erect.

Be bhala, dili leka hormo dobon siduba doroma
bisi muca6 do.

Sidup Soren. A sub sept of the Santal

sept Soren (q. v.)

Sidup Marndi. A sub-sept of the

Santal sept Marndi (q. v.)

Sidup Pauria. A sub-sept of the
Santal sept Pauria (q. v.)

Sidwak badwak. Harshly, angrily.
SiiJwaR bacjwalfe rorkedina. He scolded or

reprimanded me angrily.

Sigi. To make a deep incision with an
axe on each side of a log previous

to splitting it.

Ka^ko sigia parag lagiS. They make a deep
incision on each side of a log to split it.

Sigi maraiiako, khanko paraga. They first

make a deep incision on each side (of a log),

then they split it.

Sigio bigic. Without order, confused,

disorderly, disarranged.
Noa katha sanamko sigid bigickeda. They

confused this whole matter.
Sigic bigickedako. They disordered it.

Sanamko sigid bigicaka£a. They have disor-

dered everything.

Sihai. Ink.
Kolom sihgi. Pen and ink.

Sihan. Prank, frolic, practical joke,

given to pranks, frolicsome.
Nui ma sihgn lekageli giik^iuea sifi sgitup daKe

budrucalikana.
In do hor horteli calaRkana, am do sihan leka

jaiigam lebetkedida. I am going on the
road, you like one given to pranks trod on
my foot.

Henda na, am dom itid baraedida, sihangem £am-
kankhanlah uduUaraa nahaR. Listen girl,

you are nipping me, if you wish to see a
frolic I will shew you one presently.

Sahan hubaltin metadekhan sihan leka barea
peageye hub?ilcleda. When I told him to
chop fire wood he chopped only two or three
pieces as if he were doing it for a frolic.



Sihania [ 57V ] Sil

[Mode, way, method.

Sihania. Given to pranks, frolicsome.

Sij. A shrub with three angled prickly

hranches.Ewphorbiaantiqu,oru7n.,
Linn. Cf. etkec.

Sik.

Sikte.
NuiaK sik kantaea. It is an imitation of him

it was learned from him.
Ona sikte. Analogously.
Ran jomkateye besena, ona siUte am ho jom-

lekhanem beskoRa. He took medicine and
was cured, analogously if you take medi-
cine you will be cured.

Sika.\A small silver coin, a four or a

Siki. J two anna bit.

Sikar. To confess, to acknowledge, to

consent, to acquiesce, to assent.
Bae sik9.rlena. He did not assent.

Q-, •"
|- A hunter, a trapper of game.

Sikari kanae. He is a hunter.

Slkat.

Sikhat,
Uniak sikhatte sikhatoKkana.

Sikau. To teach, to tutor, to suborn,

to advise.
Sipikau. The reciproal form of sikau.

Sikha. Three or five marks burned on

the lower left arm by all Santal

males.
This seems to be a mere custom without any

religious or tribal signification.

Sikhat. Teaching.
TJnialt sikhatte sikhatolckanae.

Sikhau. \To teach, to tutor, to suborn,

Sikhlau.j to advise,

Amte bare kamime alom sikhau ocoKa. Do the
work yourself, do not be told how to do it.

Sikhau parhao got'kadeako. They tutored him
as to what lie should say.

Sikhauna. Teaching.

Sikhlau. Cf sikhau.

Silvnat. \rj,^
^^^^^^ ^_Q jgg^j,jj^ teaching.

. > Teaching.

Sikhnot.^
Bese sikhn?itakawana. He has learnt well,

Sikhnot johkanae. He is learning,

Sikhnotaekana. He is teaching him.

Siki. A small silver coin. Cf sik a.

Sikil. To polish, to burnish, to make
bright as iron on a grindstone.

San sikilkedae. He ground and polished it.

Sikilakat leka deloKkana. It looks as if it had
been ground bright.

Sikim.
I

rj.^ £j^-gjj ^Q complete.
Sakim.

J

'

iCamile sikimteda. We completed the work.

OKolle sikimakaCa. We have finished writing.

Sikiom baha. A large lily (Grinum,
nov. sp. Watt), found as yet only in

the Santal country.

Sikir. Itching, burning itchy sensation,

dislike, antipathy, hate.
Hirom era etka sikir ban sahaoRa. A co-wife

and the itching produced by the etka (q. T.

in sup.) cannot be borne.
Sikirgekin lielelikana. They regard me with

dislike.

Siki siki. 1 To rage, to be in a passion,

Seke seke. j to be restless through
anger.

Siki siki baraekanae dadal lagi{.

Sikih. Cf sikir.

Siknat. To t^ach, to learn, teaching.
Dekoko then ph^siarako siknatakaCte. By

having learned deceit from the Hindus.

Sikol. A chain.

Sikol. ") Thin straw ropes with

Sikol baber. J which bandis (q. v.)

are bound.
Sikri. A chain.

Sikri mala. A chain worn on the neck.

Sikria. A hunter.
Dhal sikrig., A hunter's henchman, an arm-

our bearer.

Sikric. A mosquito.

^'I'"*;- ., ., "I To clink. Cf sekred.
iSikric silsric. J
Okoealf sakom sikrio sikrio sadekana? Whose

banglfs are clinking?

SikrIc uiarte. ") ,,t-,i , i

c,-, , , > With a clmk.
butric nieiite. j

SiUrii marte sade go^ena. It sounded clink.

Slkrlc sikric. A children's game,

Sikuar. A sling slung to each end of

a pole in which things are carried.

Sikup. To shut up, to close.

Bugliye or sikupWeda. He pulled (the string of)

the bag and closed it up.
Kicric oatomko sikuba. They shut up cloth

umbrellas.
Moca doe sikupkeda. He shut his mouth.
Adorn baha setak sikuboRa, ar adorn do ayup

sikuboUa. Some flowers close in the morn-
ing and others at evening.

Eor sikupkedeale. We spoke to him and shut

him up (shut his mouth.)

Sil. ") A hone, to rnb and sharpen

Sil dhiri. J on a hone.
HolaSko sila. They rub and sharpen razors on

a hone.

Sil. Nature, quality, civility, bene-

volence, humanity, politeness, ge-

nerosity.
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Sil sorom [ 578 ] Sima

Sil sorom. Shame, sense of decency,

gravity,
Sil sororna jomlieda. He ate his sense of

decency, he ha.^ no sense of decency.
Sil sorom banuKtaea. He has no sense of

decency.

o-i
;'

r A- slate, a school slate
Si lot. J

Silaii. To sharpen, to fiiit an edge on
Teh.coie sil^uakat'a. He has sharpened the

axe.

Silgai Cf. sirgal}.

Sili. A rope made of hair.

Sili baber. A hair rope about i in. in diameter
and 3 or -1 feet long.

Sili mala. R jads threaded on twisted hair and
worn on the neck.

Sdmoo. SiiiaJl and dirty, dirty.

Silmo3 mara gidia. A small dirty rascal of a
boy.

Sap silmookedeato. They took hold of it and
dirtied it.

Silodha. Hage.
Marau silodha kul kanae. It is a great huge

tiger

Silot. A school slate.

Silpat. ~)
A -1 1

Q.,'^^
, j- A railway sleeper.

Silpat. A slipper without a heel.

Silpher. Y]

Silpherao.J

I
To change from civility to

impertinence, or the use

of force.

Nui hor do all hari^e silpherao dareaKa. This
man can easily change his tone.

Silpher gotenae. He has changed his tone.

Silpid. A door.
Daar silpiiS. A door.
Silpirt sinkalfpe. Shnt the door.
jjiurile .silpinaka. We hare not yet put on a

dnor.
Silpin jhijme. Open the door.
Silpin hurkarkaUme. Bolt the door.
Silpiri ladal?kam. Draw to the door.

SiluQ pitua. Sliibberiugly, slobber-

ingly, defiled, dirty. Scottice

slaistereil.

Siluh pitah^ jomeda. He is eating alabberingly.
SiUih pituri akanae. He is slabbere.d.

Siluh pitaii dale Ho aguieda. They are bringing
dirty water.

Pg,Mra godam real^ t'lii'^ clo banuKanah, ondenalc
do siluh pifcuh^ea. There is nothing right
about a liquor shop, it is all dirty.

Sim. The Barn door f)wl.

Bir sim. Wild jungle fowl.
Eisa sim. A fowl with feathers turned the

wrong way.
Sandi sim, 1 . ,

Si.nsandi.l^™"'^-
Sim enga. A hen.

Kalot sim. A pullet.

Sim hopon. A chicken.
Hopon sim. A small fowl
Sim jel. Flesh of fowl.

Sim bele. A hen's egg.

Cm sim. A Guinea fowl.

Sim pakha. A hen's nesting place.

Sim )nl. Cock crow.
Simraliakana. It is cock crow.
Sim ralfrele calaoena. We went at cock crow.

Sim jel. Goose flesh, flesh rough or

corrugated with cold or fear.

Eabahteye simjelenae. Through cold his flesh

has become goose flesh

Sim lac. A method of making by a

series of loops a three strand

thread with a single thread, to

make a three strand thread with a

single thread.
Sutame sim la^akata. He has made a three

strand thread with a single thread.

Sim oi. A form of edible mushroom
of a red colour.

Sim gar. A traditional fort said to

have belonged to the Tudu (q. v.)

sept of the Santals.

Sim gar. "j A corner of the house set

Sim kole. J apart for fowls.

Sim. ( A festival observed after

Hariar sim. J the rice has been
planted. Cf hariar sim.

Sim. ) A village festival observed
Efok sim. J after seed sowing has be-

gun. Fowls are sacrificed and an
oblation of milk offered to the

village deities.

Sim IFowls given by the villagers

Gut sim. j to be sacrificed at the Got
or Sohrae (q. v.) festival.

Sim. ~| A festival observed in the
Mag sim. J month of Mag (q. v.)

after the reaping of the thatching
grass.

Sim. ) A festival observed in

Join sim. J honour of the sun. Cf.

jom sim.

Sim goyor. A game so called.

Sima. Boundary, to set a boundary
or limit.

Ato real'sima. }
The Tillage boundary,

Noa senteko simakeda. They laid down the
boundary in this direction.

UniaU daya real? sima banuKanah. There is

no limit to his grace.



Silica boQga [ 579 ] Sindur C5rg

Simbra. "I Polypus of

Simra.
J

of cattle

Sima bonga. The boundary godlet of

the Santah.

Sima sim. A fowl sacrificed to the
boundary godlet sima botiga (q. v.)

Sima dandi. A boundary.

Simana. A boundary. Cf sima.

Simatbar. The limit boundary.

the nose, a disease

in which the sep-

tum of the nose is injured.

Simic simic. A children's game.

Simpasare. To be at variance, to clink.

Cf sekrec.
Simpasare geakin. They are at variance.
Simpasareakanakin. They are at variance.
Sakom do simpasare sadekantaea. Her bangles

are clinking.

Simra. Cf simbra.

Sio. To shut, as a door, lid of box,

&c.
Sid bahre. To shut ont.
SiA potom. To shut in or up.
Bhiraalc leka bail siiiakana. It ia not shut

close,

Sili bhiraukam. Shut it close.

Siii bahrekedeako. They shut him out.

OraKre siA po^omakanae. He is shut up in

the house.

Sid. A day from sunrise to sunset.

Mit' sin mii liinda. All day and all night.

Sid safup. Often, continually, all day.

Sin marsal. Day light.

Sirt lae iinda lae. All day and all night.

Sid satape hiiuKkana. He comes always.

Mit' sin mit riindae daKkeda. It rained all day
and all night.

Siilge sin singe liinil^i. All day and all night.

Singe sin ar siii^re liindae raKeda. She weeps
all day and all night.

Sili lae liindalae bae bagiida. He leaves me
neither by day nor by night.

Sidke dinda. Day and night.

Sidke dindad rak'amkana. I call to thee day
and night.

Sid marsalre do ban, menkhan dindae hecena.

He did not come in day light, but at night.

Barsid pe maha Two or three days.

Arsid barsid. A few days.

Sid duar. A ceremony observed at a

marriage.

Sid arai. A small tree, Bauhinia
purpurea, Linn., the leaves of

which are eaten as a pot herb.

g^^b°T|Thesun.
bia cando. )
Sid candoe rakapkana, Tlie sun ia rising.

Sid oaudoe hasurena. The sun has set.

Sid candoe gahnaKkana. There is an eclipse

of the sun in process.

Sin sadom. The Day-hnrse, men-
tioned in the Santal tradition of

the creation of the world.
Sid sadom ho, Sid sadom, buru d^ndit ho,

burudandit.
Torae calaoen ho, sin sadom ho, Gail naita

Sid sadom.
Torae Inihelen ho, Sora samutte ho,

Sid sadom.

Sid satup. Often, continually, all day.

Sill am. Exactly, precisely.

Sinam uni lekae deloUkana. He looks exactly
like him.

Sinam uni lekangeae. He is precisely like him.

Sind. ( To break into a house by
Sindh. J making a hole in the wall.

Sindkateko kombro idikeda. They broke
through the wall and stole.

Sind kathi. The implement by which

thieves make a hole in the wall

of a house.

Sind muhani. The act of cutting a

hole in the wall of a house or of

abstracting goods.
Sind muljanired sapkedea. I caught him in

the act of making a hole in the wall of the

house.

Sindati. Mischief making,
Uni do sindariR jowaoUa. He is a habituated

miscbief maker.
Sindahe dambaraeda. He is seeking mischief

making.

Sindhed. Cf rebel; siudhel;.

Sindir. Edge, ridge.

Sindirkedae. He left ridges (in ploughing.)

Sindir sindirko b^giakawada. They left ridges

(did not turn over all the soil with the

plough.)
Sindir sindirte calaKme. Go along the edge.

Sakhi sindirkeam? Can you prove it?

Sindra dhan. The applying of red lead

(sindur) to a bride at marriage.

A small quantity of red lead in a leaf is given

to the bridegroom, who with the little

finger of the right hand applies the :<indur

five times tn the bride's forehead on the

parting of the hair. This act is known as

sindra dhan.

Sinduk. A che.st, a box. Cf. sanduk.

Sindur. Red lead.

Sindur bundi. Marked with sindur

(q. v.), married, applied to females

Cf sindra dhan.
Sindur bundiakanae. She is married.

Sindur bundiakadeae. He has married her

marked her with red lead. .

Sindur C5ig. A sulj-f.i'pt of the Santal

sept CorS (q. v.)



Sindwari dare [ 580 ] Sir tatao

Sindwari dare. A common bush, Vitex
Negundo, Linn.

Singa. ") Aram's horn, a musical
Earn siiiga. J instrument shaped like

a bufFaloe's horn.

Singadar. A player on the ramsiiiga

W- V.)

Sidigar. Nightfall, the period succeed-
ing twilight.

Sihgar jokha hoeena. It is nis:htfall.

Ayup sihgarena. It is nightfall.
Pa,hil sihgar. The first part of the night.
Pahil siiig?ire gooeua. He died just after night-

fall.

Siiigar. To develop and become ritrid

as the wings of an insect after

emersion from the pupa-case or
cocoon, applied mainly to Tasar
silk moths.

P$tniko singarena. The wings of the moths
have developed and become rigid.

Singar. To bathe and tidy oneself
TinaRem sihgaroKkana? How muoii will you

tidivate j'ourself ?

Singhaoti. To tie the horns of a
biifFaloe to each side to keep it

still when being castrated.
Siughaotikaepe. Tie his horns to each side.

Sitighin. Having horns projecting in
front, applied to goats, spiny.

Siaghin. Envious.
Nui sihghin mara hor. This envious rascal.

Singhin bharua. Spiny caterpillars,

applied mainly to the larvse of
Attacus atlas, and A. selene.

Singhin hako, A species of fish.

Sihghason. A throne.

Singh japut'. The rain which falls

when the sun is in the sign Leo.
Siakor sonkor. Loosely, not fitting

tightly, as a bolt, &o. in a hole

;

sound of rattling as of anything
loose.

Sinkor sorikorena. It fits loosely.
Sihkor sohltof flhilgea. It is loose and rattling.

Sinic. \Opportiinity, chance, excuse,
Sinit. J pretence.

Sinide liam baraeda. He is on the look out
for an opportunity, (to do some one an
injury.)

Sini6 samanom baha. A gorgeous
flowering wild plant, Gloriosa
superba, Linn.

Sinii. A door, a small breathing hole

or way of escape which can be
quickly enlarged, asuiall opening
made by rats from their holes to

the air.

These openings serve as breathing holes and
having Only a slight covering of earth
can be quickly enlarged and form a way of
escape when the regular way of egress is

closed.
Siniliko jhickeda. They opened the door.
Okare sinintako ? Where is their breathing

holeP

Sinit. Narrow, strait, as a place, road,

defile, &c., difficulty, strait, at a
disadvantage. Cf smic.

Jaha sini^re/i iiammea. I shall find you in a
difficulty, or I shall find you in such
circumstance as I shall be able to take you
at a disadvantage.

Sirijo. The Bael fruit and tree, ^gle
Marmelos, Gorrea.

Sio soj'o. \Tricklingly, to exude or leak
Siro soro.J in small quantity.

Sio soyo joroRkana. It is leaking tricklingly.

Sio soyo. Inefficiently^, blunderingly.
Sio soyo tirioko oroneda. They are playing the

flute inefficiently (as learners.)

Sipahi. A peon, a messenger, a soldier.

Sipi. To knead, to knead while moist.
Satnko sipikeda. They moistened and knead-

ed the satu (q. v.)

Sipikedeako. They hammered him.

Sipi. To consult, to conspire, to agree,
to elope.

Sipir sipir. Applied to drizzling rain.
Sipir sipire dalieda. It is drizzling.

Sipot. To squeeze in the hand.
Sipo6 gejerkedako. They squeezed it in the

_hand and broke it up. [water out of it.

DaKko sipot gidikeda. They squeezed the

Sir. A nerve, a vein.
DaRsir. Vein of a leaf, water bearing strata,

a vein of water.
DaR sire la iiamakada. He has dug and found

water bearing strata.

Sir. Superior, better.
XJni khon kaniire sirgeae. He is superior to

him in working.
Uni khon unigeye sirena. This (person)

is superior to him.

Sir. Edge.

Sir tatao. To sympathize with, to feel

comi^assion fir, to compassionate,
to commiserate, to become stiff, as
the muscles.

Boeha dukoR khan sir tataoRgetaea. If hia
brother is suffering, he sympathises with
him.

Lahgalenkhan sir tataoRa. When one is tired
the muscles become stiff.



Sira
[ 581 ] Sirkit arak

Sira In the front rank, principal,
leading, foremost, first.

Sira n-ai. A cow in the first rank of exoellenoe.
Su-» khot. The principal field.
Sira kora. The leading' routh.
Sir?, kuri. The leading girl.

Sira. A strip.
Nia sirateye calaoena. He went along this

^
strip of jungle.

Mit! sira jel emailme. Give me a strip of
flesh meat.

Sira sir* bir menalfa. There ia a jungle in
strips.

Aka rohor lagit' jelko siraia. To he hung up
and dried they out flsh meat into strips.

Sira. Edge, corner.
Pon sir?,. Pour cornered, four square.

Sira. ") Hydrocele, or any other
Eka sira. J swelling of the scrotum,

having only one testicle.

Sira sore.
"I
To flow as blood from a

Siro siro. J wound, or water from a
small opening.

Sir* soro joroKkana mayam. The blood is flow-
ing or trickling.

Dal sira soroakadoako. They haye beaten
him and made him bloody fumade blood to
flow.)

SiraS. baral. ") Fat, savoury, tender, as

Sirat barat. / cooked good flesh

meat.
Itilanae sirat barat. It ia fat and aavoury.
Sirat baratko jomkedea. They eat it with

great relish.

Sirba. ~) To have a splinter run into

Sirba. J the hand, &c., to be torn into

the quick, as a finger nail.

Rama sirbaena. The nail is torn into the quick.
Sirbaenan. A splinter has run into my band.

Sirgat. The wrong way, against the

hair, backwards, rough.
Sirgatteye orkedea. He pulled him backwards,

he palled him by the heels.

Sirgatge atkaroUkana. It feels rough.

Sirgit arak. ) A small plant, Celocia

Sirkit arak. j argenta, Moq., the leaves

of which are eaten as a pot-herb.

Sirhi. A ladder, a stair.

Sirhi. Branches laid on rafters under-

neath thatch.

Sirhoc hako. A species of fish.

Sirhoc cSrg. Cf sirloC cSre.

Siri. To enquire, to search for; to look

out for.

Daura siri aguiem. Look out for a bullock and
bring information about it.

Esihule siri baraefkoa. We are looking out for

brides.

Sir Luck.

> To smell badly, to stink.

Sirianio horo taliekana. He was a lucky man.
Bea siri ufhauakantabona. \\'a are having good

luok.

Si lie.

Siric.

Sirijge sokana. It ia smelling badly.
Th9.riko, batiko sirijolta. The plates and oupa

will smell badly.

Sirlc sobot. Empty, without a sound.
Cele ho bako afkaroKkana siri; sobofi. No one

is stirring, there is dead silence.

Sirijala.]

Sirijol. iCf sirjon.

Sirijon. J

Sirik taham. Empty, without a sound,
dead silence.

Siriii hako. A kind of fish.

Sirip. Only.
Sirip inage aguime. Bring that only.

Sirip. T To clink, as small metallic
Sirip sirip. f sonorous objects coming

into contact with each other.

Bafri aadeRa sirip sirip. The toe rings sound
clink, clink.

Sirip marte.
1 „r-,u i- i r^c • •>

Sir.f mente.^^^^^ ^ ^l^""^" ^^- «^^^P-

.^e gotena. It sounded with a

") A large forest tree, A Ibiz-

Sirip marts sa^e gotena,
clink.

Siris.

Siris dare. ici Lebbeic, Benth.

Sirishtadar. ~) The official in charge of
Siristadar. / the records of a court

of justice.

Sirjau. To create, to begin, to prepare,

to make.
Baplae sirjauakawana. He has begun prepar-

ations for a marriage.

Handi sirjauakawanae. He has made rice
beer for himself.

Jel dakako sirjauakata. They have made a
feast of rice and flesh meat.

Rua airj^uakawadea. His fever has begnn.

Cedalfem polomleua p Ho, boholf haso sirjau"

?diila. Why did you delay? Oh, I had a
headache.

Sirjon. To make, to begin, to create-

a creature.

Sirjon ioiikana. He is making for himself.

Okoeak sirjon kana? Whose creature ia itp to

whom does it owe its existence P

Isoralf sirjon kana. It is God's creation or
creature.

Sirkit arak. Cf sirgit araS.



Sirioc cgiS [ 582 ]

3r§. 1 The Ashy-crowned Finch
grg.

J
lark, Pyrrhulauda

Sirioc c6r§,

Sirhoc eg

grisea, so called from its note.

Cf. g5etha lipi.

yiro. To split, to tear.
Siro \a%\. A hair-lip.

Or sirokedeae. He pulled and tore it (aa a
beast of prey tearing a carcase.)

Siro soro. Flowing, as blood, or as

water from a small opening, trick-

ling.

Dal siro aorokedeako. They beat him to the
eiJusion of blood.

Kanda siro soro iorolikana. The water pot
is leaking tricKlingly.

Siroc soroc. ") Slight and frequent,

Sirot sorot. J applied to diarrhoea.

Siroo soroo odokoKkanae nui gidra This child
has slight but frequent diarrhoea.

Sirog. To mock, to taunt, to speak
harshly.

Adi siroge rorora. He speaks very mockingly.
Sirogadiiae. He mocked me, he taunted me.

Sirom. "I A tall grass, Andropogon
Sirom ghas.J nnimoatiis, Retz.
This is the grass from the roots of which the

k}ias khas tatties are made.

Siropa. A piece of cloth, generally

suitable for a turban, given as a

sign of office or authority or as a

token of respect.
Siropako tolkedea. They bound the turban on

his head.
Ea] then khon Pargana realc siropae iiamkeda.

He received a turban from the king as a sign
that he had been appointed to the chiefship.

Siripa. A cloth given as a present. Cf
siropa.

Sirpa. Two sticks tied together used to

prop up a cart when the bullocks

are unyoked.

SirpitiaK. Wet, damp, moist.
Ghas sisirte sirpifiaKakana. The grass is wet

with dew.
DaE sirpitiaKkedeae. The water wetted him

(passing through wet bushes.)

Sirpuc. A piece of male attire. C£
bhagwa.

Nonka sirpuc ijeiigatege d^'eriii lielakafikoa.

I have seen many of the class who wear the
sirpuc.

Sirput. ]
Sound produced by

Sirput sirput. I sucking up liquid

Sirpnt.
(

or semi-liquid.

Sirput sirput.
j

Sirput sirpufe sirupertaua. He is sucking it up.

With a sucking sound.

up

per-

Sirput marte.

Sirput marte.

Sirput meiite

Sirput mente.J
Sirput marteye jom gofkeda. He ate it

with a sucking sound.

Sirri. To persist, to importune,

sistent, importunate.
Sirrigeae. He is persistent.

Sirri. ") ^j. . • •

ui • • [Of eksirri.
Eksirri.j

Sirric birric. Numerous, as the leaf-

lets on the leaf of a Tamarind tree.

Sirricj birrid sakamakana. The leaves have
numerous leaflets.

Sirsirau. To start, to quake with fear.

Cf sisirau.

ElSal. }Cfeksirtal.

Sirup. To sup, to suck in.

Bele ul jom jokheeko siruba. They suck when
eating a ripe mangoe.

iiasatefjoroKkante sirup godae. As the juice
is flowing he sucks it up.

The.ngate harhat'aliko sirupaekan. They are
giving him a bitter thing on a stick to suck.

Sis. An ear of dhan.
Sis uparsis, larupar lar, guti up9.r guti, jemon

paihgi, alom haai hanaokoa.

Sisa. Lead.
Sisa real^. Leaden.
Sisa reaK guli. A leaden bullet.

Sisgar. Heart-wood.
Noa kaf do adi sisgara. There is much heart-

wood in this log.

Sisi. A phial, a small bottle.

Q- '• [Thin, slim, as a stick.
Sisiari.J ' '

Noa sisi ari theiigate celem dalea? What, or
who, can you strike with this thin stick ?

Sisiarin. A species of large squirrel.

Sisin hako. A species of small fish

or minnow.
Sisir. \y-.

Sisir dali
J

Sisir ilurol?kana. 7 t^ •
j; it

Sisir daK liarolfkana. 5
^^^ "falling.

Sisir daka. Boiled rice given to the
dancers at the Sohrae festival who
have been out dancing in the dew
all night.

Sisir handi. Liquor given at the
Sohrae festival to those who have
been nut in the dew all night
beating the drums for the dancers.
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Sisir cas. Crops which depend mainly
on the dew for moisture.

Sisir jali. Applied to frdit forming
after the rains have ceased, the

only moisture being dew.
Sisir i9.U jo kana. It is fruit that has formed

after the rains bad ceased.

Sisirau. To start, to shiver, to quake
with fear.

Sisirgiii goCenae. He gave a start.

Sisi sisi. To whistle through the teeth,

an imitative word.
Sisi sisi goledae. He is whistling through his

teetli.

Siso soso. Imitative of the sound
produced by whistling, to whistle.

Siao soso gol baraedae. He is whistling and
making a sound resembling siso soso.

Sisu juan. A lad of from 13 to 15

years of age.

Siswa bajra. A kind of cultivated

grain.

Sid. To be exhausted, finished, nothing

remaining.
Jokha ait'akaf; tahekana. It had been accurately

measured, or made aecurately to measure-
ment.

NinaKge ol siC aiei sit tahekantaea.
Sit oabaakantalea jomaK. Our (stock of) food

.ia completely exhausted.

DaK phor sit idikedae. Ho cut t'jc ridge and
took away all the water.

Alljet sit'ena dale do. The water ia all dried

up.
DaK sii utarena. The water is entirely exhaus-

ted.

Jom sifkedako. They ate up all.

Sii To pluck, as flowers, to gather, as

pot-herbs or leaves used as pot-

herbs.

AraKko sida. They pluck or gather pot-herbs

or leaves uaedaa pot-herbs.

Sanam bahako sitakafa. They have plucked

all the flowers.

Sit na sawad. Unpalatable.

Sita. A grain, applied to rice when
boiled.

Mit' aita ho bae lagaoada daU mgindire. She

did' not put eyen one grain of rice in the

rice water.

Sitan. A kind of grass.

Sitao. To be cold, as the body just

before death, &c.
Hormo sit^nentaea. His body has become

cold.

Sitah sapakadea. Cold has taken him, he has

become cold.

Sit:ip. To shut or close suddenly, as

anything worked by a spring, to

be caught in anything worked by
a spring.

Ona laraolekhane sitip godoKa. If he moves
that (spring of trap) he is caught at once.

SitapkoKam, You may be caught, you may be
snapped (aa in a trap.)

Sitar A kind of guitar, to play on the

sitar.

Sitar patar. Having ornaments on all

available places on the person,

covered with ornaments.
Sit?tr patar horoKakatae. She haa covered

herself with ornaments or jewelry,

Sitar patar. Not closely fitted, having

spaces between.

Sifar pa^arko roKakat'a patra do. They have
not pinned the leaves of the plate closely

together.
Sitar patarko tejiaka^a. They have not woven

it closely.

Sitasal. A variety of rice.

Sitbasare.lRoughly, not fitting closely,

Sitpasare.j inharmonious.

Sitbasaregeakin. They are at variance.

Adi din habic witpasaregekin tahekana. For
many days tlu'y dul not hit it off together.

Catom sitbasareko tertakafa. They have woven
the umbrella roughly.

Sjl bhand.
I p^^] ^.j g^g ^^^gg

Sith bhang. J
Uni aimai do sit bhande egera. That woman

gives foul abuse when acolding.

Sitha. Tasteless, weak, pithless, dry,

juiceless, exhausted, as soil.

Ul copoo sitbgikedae. He sucked the mangoe
dry.

Ot do aithaena. The aoil ia exhausted.

Eor sithakedeako. They spoke him pithless,
'

or they cowed him by what they said to

him.
Dal sithjkedeako. They beat the pith out of

him.

Sithal mithal. Disappointed, unsuc-

cessful, hopeless.

Sithal mithale rujrena. He returned dis-

appointed.

Sesre aithal mithal inageyejomkeda. At length

being hopeless (of getting anything else)

he ate that same.

Sihai Bee's wax.

Sithau. To disappoint, to defeat.

Sithaukateye ruareha. He returned defeated.

Sithbhand. Foul, vile, as abuse.

Sithbhanije rorkedilia. He gave me foul abuse.

Sitheii. Bee's wax.
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, VTo be over dry.
)c. J

'

Cf. isir sitkoc.

Sithwao. To disappoint, to defeat.

Sitic sitic, T ^ ,,

ci-i- •: ^ Cjlently, as ram.
Sitir sitir. j

•'

Sitir sitire daKeda. It is raining gently.

Sitil sabal^. Unpalatable.
Sit na eawad, sitilf sabaK.

Sitir sitir. Cf. sitic sitic.

Sitka. Small.

Sitl^a hako. A smaUfisli.
Siika, dare. A small tree.

Sitka. Leucorrhoea or Whites, a fe-

male complaint.
Sitka rua. Puerperal fever.

Sitka. A small iron rod for cleaning

the hooka.

Sitka bowar. A kind of fish.

Sitkoc.

Rohor sitkoc,

Kolior sitkocena. It is over dry.

Sitkoc.

Isir sitkoc.

Sitkoc. Unprepossessing.
Sitkoee nelokkana. He looks unprepossessing.

Sitlau. To become cold.

Sitlauena daka do. The boiled rice Hag become
cold.

Sitlo. To become cold, to be affected

by cold, a kind of numbness
produced by cold.

Sitloeuae. He has become affected by cold.

Sitoc sotoc.l Anyhow, carelessly, slowly,

Sito soto.
J

lazily, languidly.

Sitoo sotoc dhutiakanae. He is wearing his
dhoti carelessly.

Sitoc sotoce deiigaakana. He is carelessly
dressed.

Sitoc sotoje bere6 calaoena. He lazily rose and
went away.

Sitol. Cold.
Sitol p9.ni. Gold water.

Sitor. Toothache.

Sito soto. Not close, having spaces.

Sito soto catorae benaoakat'a. He has not
woven the (bamboo) umbrella closely.

Sito soto. Cf sitoc sotoc.

Sito aotoe dehgaakana. He is carelessly clad.
Kami sito soto baraekanae. He is going about

his work lazily.

Sit siti. Hard and insipid^, as some
kinds of cooked rice.

Noa caole real? daka sif sitigea. This rice

when cooked is hard and insipid.

Situr. 1 Unimportant, trivial, pal-

Mersitur. \ , •
i •

-XT -i try, vainly, in vam.
JNasesitur.J •" •"

Nase siturem senlena. Tou went vainly.

Siu. To vi^histle, (imitative,) to whistle

through the teeth.
Siuadiliae. He whistled to me.
Siu siue goladilia. He whistled to me through

his teeth.

Siu marte. ") ^t-.i , • ,i

o- . > With a whistle,
biu mente. }

Siu marteye goladi£a. He gave me a whistle.

Siur. ^ Whistlingly, as wind, &c.

Siur siur. imitative of whistling

Siyur.
j

with the fingers in

Siyur siyur. j the mouth.
Duar horte hoe bololfkana siur siur, sili go^-

kam. The wind is coming whistling in by
way of the door, shut it. [fingers.

Siur siur goledae. He is whistling on his

Siur marte. ) With a whistle on his

Siur mente. j" fingers.
Siur marteye golkeda. He gave a whistle on

his fingers.

Siwiri siu'in. Thin, slender.
Siwiii siwii5 nanhageae. He is thin as a lath.
Siwiri'j'eae, bae motawa. He is slender, he is

not stout.
Siwiri siwingeae. He is very slender.

Siyahi. Ink.

Siyaii. ~|^ Thin, slim, slender, nar-

Siyan siyan. J row.
Siyah siyaii ilfteye doraakana. His waist string

is very thin.

Siyah siyahgeae. He is very slim.

Siyor siyor. ~) Inefficiently, applied to

Siyor soyor. J the first jjloughing of

a field when it has not been well

done.
Siyor soyorko siolckana. They are ploughing

inefficiently.

Siyur. To whistle on the fingers, to

whistle, as wind. Cf siur.

Siyur marte. \With a whistle on the
Siyur mente.

J
fingers. Cf siur marte.

So. Smell, odour, scent, effluvium,

exhalation, to smell.
Baric so. A bad or oifensive smell.
Bes so. A good or pleasant smell.
Sea so. A rotten smell, the smell emanating

from any vegetable or animal substance in
a state of decomposition.

Seage soeriltana. I smell a rotten smell.
So atkar real? dare banuKtaea. He has no

sense of smell.
So do bae atkar dareal?kana. He cannot smell.
A'li bea so kana. It is a very pleasant smell.
4.di at sea so kana. It is a very strong rotten

smell.
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So. To pierce, to prick.
Ojo ao posagme. Priofc and break the boil. 1

So. A hundred.
So taka so p^trile agutnea, en(Jeenedle talamea.

We will fine you a hundred rupees and a
hundred plates (of food), then we will re-
instate you (in your place in the oaate.)

So so. In or by hundreds.

So suniim. Ghee, clarified butter, sweet
smelling oil.

So johar. The common method- of

salutation among Santals.

So. \A small tree, Eugenia Jam-
So dare. J bolana, Lamlc, which yields

an edible fruit. Cf. soh.
So bele. The ripe fruit of the So tree which is

of a deep glossy black colour
So bele lekae nn^uakata dalf. The clouds are

black as the so fruit.

So kod. Cf. so dare.

Soan. Strength.
Soaii b^nuKtaea. He has no strength.
Uni khon barti soahanioo hijulfa. One poseoss-

ed of greater strength than he will come.

Soariti. A species of cricket, Oryllodes
berthellus, Sauss.

Soba. A handful, as much as can be

lifted with the fingers spread.
Iilit' soba jelko emadiiia. They gave mo a

handful of flesh meat.

Soba. To pierce by something thicker

than a needle or thorn.
Hape, cet;te coA sobaen. Wait, something has

run into (my foot.)

Sobasate. ")

Sobasater. J
Sobaaatete dohoepe. Put them down thick end

and thin end alternately, or the grain and
root alternately as sheaves.

Sobasate kin giticakana. They are sleeping

head and tail.

Sener aobasateko lagaoalrafa. They have put
on the rafters alternately thick end up.

Sobbo. All, every.

Sobbo kal. Any time, all times.

Sobha. To adorn, pleasant, beautiful.

A(3i sobha atkarolf kana. It is charming.

Adi jutko sobhaakata. They have adorned it

very prettily.

Gidrako tahenkhan oral! ?.di sobhaKa. If there

are children the home is very much adorned.

Sobha. A council, a panchayat. Cf
sabha.

Sobhareko durupakana. They are sitting in

council.

Sobhare dnrup hor kanae. He is a person who
sits in the council, he is a member of the

council. [council.

Ni£ko aobhaakafia. They are now sitting in

• Heads and tails.

Sobhab. 1 Nature, disposition, tem-
Sobhaw. J perament.
Sobhab onkangeta/ea. Hia disposition is such.

SoboE. To stab, to push or thrust the

end or point of anything with force,

to be struck or pierced with the

end or point of anything thrust,

or driven with force, to jab.
Phihkire soboKakanae. The pestle of the

dhihki (q. v.) has struck her withforoe.
fheiigatoye soboKkedea. He rammed him with

a stick.

Mefoeye soboHkedea. He thrust (the end of a
stick) into hia eye.

Bogdateye aobokkedea laore. He stabbed him
in the atomach with a etabbing knife.

Khuii^i befhaete. haaa soboK urijme. Bam the
earth tightly round the post, or fix the post
firmly by ramming the earth round it.

Kanda aoboft posaKkedae. He thrust (the end
of a stick) at the water pot and broke it.

Thengae eoboK bitkeda. He struck and fixed

hia atick upright in the ground.

Sobok koyok. Heaving, stumbling,

staggering.
SoboK koyoR noa daK atuKkana. Thia water

heaves as it flows.

Khube hoeef tahekante lauka do aoboK koyo-
golfkan tahekana. Owing to there being a
strong wind the boat was heaving.

Saple botorte soboK koyoK bogetele dar idi-

keda. Through fear of being caught we
fled away atumblingly.

Sobori. Patient, enduring. Cf saburi.

Soboti. To wash cloth by dumping it

down on a board or a stone, appli-

ed mainly to cloth that has been
boiled with ashes, to wash fibre by
striking it on water.

Kicrio eobodtam. Wash your cloth.
Jari sobotetkana. He ia washing fibre.

Sobot sobot. To swarm, swarming,
numerous.

Mu6 aobot soboCko odokena. The ants awarm-
ed out.

Sobsob. \ Infiltrated moisture,

Sobsobao. J saturated, to liquify or

dissolve, as salt, &c., the oozing

out of infiltrated moisture, or

water held in such substances as

salt, &c. C£ sabsab.

Soc. A call to drive away fowls.

Onko sooakokhanko bujbg.ua ar bake sorolfa.

n they say soe to them (hens) they under-
stand and do not come near.

Soc gada bid. A species of snake.

Soc. To die,

Ili do socen bindaren, inal< dinge celo ser tahe-
kana. I am dead and fallen, my lease

of life was probably only for ao many

74
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^ Place, to lay past, to store.
S5c.

Soc.
S5c vegele taheena. We remained in our places,
Soc bale nam dareada, dare butarele gitio-

lena. We could not find a place (to pass
the night in) we slept under a tree.

Ape ho socre bare tahenpe. You also remain
in your places (houses.)

Muraire bake soc joha. They do not store up
for themselves in a granary.

S5c.\To consider, to think over, thought,
Soc. J anxiety.

Socre menalia. I am in anxiety.

Soc soc. To go out, as a fire ; to burn
feebly without flame.

Sengel soo sod irijoKkana. The fire is gradu-
ally dying out,

Sehgel sod sodena. The fire has gone out.

Sod. \To pay off, to clear, to liquidate,

Sodh.J as a. debt. ,

Jahatin^Ule em enbo bah sodoUkana. Let us
pay ever so much still it is not paid up.

Sod. Interest. Cf. sud.

Soda. To cut a trench, to make a deep
incision, to scold, to find fault with.

DaRko soda aderaka6a bandre. They have cut
a trench and led the vrater into the tank.

Kafko sodaea parag lagit'. They make a deep
incision in a log for the purpose of splitt-
ing it.

Okoe sodake1;mea? Who scolded you ?

Sodae. Every day, always.

Sodamod.~l Continuously, without a

Sadamad.J break.
Sodamod nui kisar then ili kamikana. I have

been working continuously for this master.

Sodaram. Relatives, used mainly when
scolding and in sarcasm.

Jojomre do, Jluilure do neko toram porako,
neko toram sodavamko.

Dukre do dukhuasre do tokorkotam perako,
okorkotam sodaramko P

In eating and in drinking these are your friends,
these are your relatives.

In sorrow and in suffering where are your
friends, where are your relatives?

Sodgol, A nala, a ravine, a deep trench

worn away by running water.
Sanam sodgok idikedae da)^ do. The water

carried it (soil) away and made a deep trench,

Sodgoro, Disarranged, in disorder, out

of place, unfinished, confused, in

confusion, on the top, in the open,

visible.

Noa katlia sodgorogepe bagiada. You left this

matter in di.sorder, unsettled.
Noa karai Bod'jorogepc bagiada. You left this

work unfinisiied.

Bah sabarakana sodgoroge menalca. It has not
yet got the finishing touches put to it, it is

incomplete.

Sodh. C£ sod.

Sodo sodo. "1 r> . T I •

Sodobodo. I
liough, shaggy, hairy,

Q , , -, hn-sute.
bodro bodro. j
Sodo bodo upanae. It has shaggy hair.

Merom do adomko sodo bodogea. Some goats
are shaggy.

Cikar do bah sodo bodogea. It is not smooth
it is rough.

Sodo. "1 Sound produced by water
Sodo sodo. j falling into water.
DaK sodo sodo atuKkana. The water is running

and producing a sound resembling soijo

so(Jo by falling into water.

Sodok. A nala, a ravine, a trench

hollowed out by running water.
Atu sodoKkedae. It washed away the earth

and made it a trench.
Sodoffreko topakadea. They buried him in a

ravine,
SocloU sodoKteye calaoenae kul do. The tiger

went by way of the ravine.

Sodol rodolc. T Straight across country,

Sopok rodol. J over hill and dale,

over rough ground and ravines.
SopoK rodoKle darakeda celeho bale liamledea.

We went over rough ground and ravines,
but we found nothing (no game.)

Sodor. To make manifest, to make
public, to publish, to become
known, to bring, or be brought to

light, to expose.
Sodorre. Openly, in public.
Lai sodor. To proclaim, to publish.
Alom sodoroKa. Do not allow yourself to be

seen, do not expose yourself.
Katha do aodorcna. The matter has become

known.

Sodor sodor. 1 Sound produced by pour-
Sodor bodor.J ing water, water which

has been stirred up and muddied,
muddy. C£ seder beder.

Sotjor bo^or daKko duleda. They are pouring
out water and making a sound resembling
sodor bodor,

Sanam dakko bodekeda sodor bodor. They
dirtied and muddied all the water by stirr-
ing it up.

Sodor boijor bode daKle linkeda. We drank
water which had been stirred up and mudd-
ied.

Sodor bodor. Dirty, as face and hands
after eating.

Sodor bodor bao abukakana. He has not
washed his liands after eating.

Sodor bodore iojom kana. He is dirtying him-
self in eating.

Sodo rodo. Hairy, shaggy, rough. Cf.

sodo bodo.
Sodo rodo baberko ui1aka£a. They have spun

the rope roughly.
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Sodre. Cf. sodor.
Sodreteye emadea. He srave to him openly.

Sodre. To enter, to enter without
being invited, applied mainly to a

woman's entering a man's house
to live with him as his wife.

Amtegem sodroakana nui haram tlien. Tou
yourself entered this old man's house with-
out being invited to be his wife.

Sodro. A beard, a man with a beard.
Nui sodro daraekana. This bearded man is

coming.

Sodro bodro. Hairy, shaggy, rough.
Sodro bodroe upana. He has shaggy hair.

Sodsodao. To fall as water into water
with a sound.

DaR soiJso(JaoK kana. Water is falling into

water and making a sound.

Soebot. Without doubt, certainlj'.

Soebot kangeae kombro do. He is without
doubt the thief.

Soeda. Cf. sauda.

Suedom. For the present, at present,

in the meantime.
Soedom pea taka hataome. Take three rupees

in the meantime.

Q, ,
' [-M. I Long and sharp-pointed

Suili' F. J

^^^^-

Soela soela haraakana. They (bamboos) have
grown very tall.

Soela 4ahgra. A bullock with long sharp point-

ed horns.
Karwat jginum soelagea. The karwat (q. v.)

thorns are long and sharp.

Soela boela. Tall.

Soela boelako haraakana. They have grown
tall. [ones.

Soela boela menaKkoa. There are very tall

Soetan. Satan, the devil.

Sogal. To peck, as a bird, to bite, as

a snake.
Biii BogaK gotkadeae. The snake bit him right

away. [and eat froga.

Kahu sogaK jomkoako rote do. Crows peek up

Soge. To insert, to push in between

or among.
Kltapre soge go6kadae. He put it in between

the leaves of the book.
Satere sogekaKme. Push it into (the thatch

of) the eaves.

Soghor. ~) Beautiful, well-behaved, do-

Sughor. J cile, well-trained.
Adi soghoridem jfiamakadea. You have got a

very well trained one.

Matkom adi sughore tekeakafo. She has

cooked the matkom (q. v.) beautifully.

Sughorkedeae (Jahra do. He made the bullock

docile.

Sogoe. A rude musical instrument
made of bamboo, to play on the

sogoe, a noise resembling that

produced on the sogoe.

The sogoe is made by slitting a piece of bamboo
into as many thin slips as possible leaving

, sufficient space unaplit by which to hold it.

A notched stick is then inserted between
the slips and worked backwards and
forwards like a fiddle bow. Each slip into

which the bamboo is split producing a note.

Another method of making a sogoe is to hold a
number of dry leaves together and pierce
a hole in the middle of them. In this hole
a small stick is worked backwards and
forwards like a fiddle bow.

Mat reaK sogoeko benaoa. They make the
sogoe of bamboo.

Lagre enee jokhecko sogoea. They play the
sogoe when the Lagre (q. v.) dance is being
danced.

Hoe sogoe sogoe sadekana. The wind is

sounding like the sogoe.

Soger. To oat in large mouthfuls, to

eat greedily.

Sogor maraokedae. He took it in one mouth-
ful.

Soger menteye jomkeda. He ate it in one
mouthful.

Soger bogor. In equal parts, half and
half

Soger bogor da ka tulud dahey6 jomkeda. He
ate rice and curd.s in equal parts.

Sogor bogore sipiakat'a. He has mixed equal
parts.

Sogol The small Indian Civet, Viveri-

cula malaccen.sis.

Sogo^ balia. A kind of plant the flow-

er of which is said to smell like

the sogot}, or Indian civet.

Sogot} lutur apari. An arrowhead in

shape resembling the ear of the

sogoti or small Indian civet.

Soh. > A small wild and also semi-

Soh dare. J cultivated fruit tree,

Eugenia javibolana, Lanih. Cf.

so dare.

Sohag. Deference, affability, love,

dear.

Balaeakin sohag johkana. The two halaeas(q^. v.)

are treating each other with deference, or

are conversing affably.

Sograo. To cat in large mouthfuls, to

eat greedily.

Jom sogiaokedae. He ate it greedly.

Sograokedae daka do. He ate up the rice in

large mouthfuls.
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Sogra sugri. To eat by large mouth-
fuls, to eat greedily.

Sogra sugrikedako. They ate it up greedily,
in large mouthfula.

Sohaga.|g
oohga. J

Sohagi. ) Dear, beloved, applied • to

Sohagia. J females.

Sohan. "{ Susceptible to injury, easily

Sohna. J killed, lacking vitality, appli-

ed to plants requiring extra care in

transplanting.
Backom a^i sohna jat kana. Bnclcom (q. v.) is

of a nature very susceptible to injury
(when being transplanted.)

Backom sicli sohana. Backom is easily killed.

Q . ~ [Pleasing, charming, pleasant,

Q !,- beautiiul.
bohara. j
4di sohan aiijomoKkana. It sounds very pleas-

ant.
Adi sohan fieloKkana. It looks very beautiful.
Sohange aikauKkana. It gives one a feeling of

charm, it is charming.

Sohbod. Pleasant, cheerful.
Nonde adi sohbod atkaroKkaua. It feels very

pleasant here.

Sohelasohela.}^°^§^^°^^*'^^'g^*-
Ni?. kat do sohelagea. This log is long and

straight.

Sohela sohela jhantiko malfakafia. They have
cut long and straight branches.

Sohga. To assist, to help, to be one
of, to accompany.

Sohgawafime noa mamlare. Help me in this
suit.

Sohga lioEailme bare. Do help me a little.

Sohga. Borax.
Sohij. Easy, light.

Sohna. ") Susceptible to injury, easily

Sohan. J killed, lacking vitality, ap-

plied to plants requiring extra care

in transplanting.
Backom a(Ji sohna jat kana. Backom (q. v.) is

of a nature very susceptible to injury (when
being transplanted.)

Backom a(Ji sohana. Backom (q. v.) is very
susceptible to injury (when being trans-
planted.)

Soho. Cf suhu.

Sohoda. A helper, an assistant, a suc-

courer.

Soho doho. A traditional name said

to be that of the Edel or Cotton
tree, Bombax malabaricuon, D. G.

Sohoe, The stamens of the matkom
(q. V.) flower.

Matkom sohoe dale. Rain coming about the
end of the matkom (q. v.) season.

Sohoe sohoe. Sound produced by a
large body of running water, as a

river in flood.

Tinal? dak menalla gaciare P AlijomlafiaA sohoe
sohoe. How much water is there in the
river ? I heard it rushing.

Sohoj. Easy, light. Cf. sahaj.

Sohokar. } ^^^^^Y' openly, fearlessly.

Sohokaeye rorkeda. He spoke openly.

Sohor. To thrust forward, to throw,
as a javelin ; to hurl, as a dart ; to

throw, as a shuttle ; to move for-

ward rapidly, to dart, to rush
headlong.

Thari dakae sohor gofadea. He pushed the
plate of rice towards him.

UniaK bohoK sohor lahaakantaea. His head
projects (over the bed.)

Sohor lahalfme. Push yourself forward (when-
in a recumbent position.)

Borlome sohorkeda. He threw the spear.

Sohor. Border of cloth, generally of
coloured thread.

Halah sohor. A kind of border with an ela-
borate pattern in red.

SaharJ^ °^*>'' '^ ^^^'S^ *°^^'°-

Sohor bajar. A large market town.

Sohor. To advance, to move forwards
with difficulty.

Uni do noa lielkate sohor iloKkateye menkeda.
When ho saw this he advanced a short
distance and said.

Sohor setereuako. They have arrived.

Sohosae. Freely, openly, fearlessly.

> Cf sahosi.
Sohosi. ) .

Sahosi. j
Sohofi. To help, to assist.
Ror eoho^. To help by speaking.
K?.mi sohot'. To help in work.
Em sohot. To help by giving.
Kor sohotkedirlae. He spoke for mo.
Em sohotkedeako. They assisted him by

giving to him.

Sohrae. The chief festival of the San-
tals.

The Sohrae festival is observed after the rice
harvest has been gathered in. It is the har-
vest festival and is observed by all classes
of the community.

Sohrae enec. The dance danced dur-
ing the Sohrae festival.
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Sohrae sereti. Songs sung when dan-

cing the Sohrae dance.

Sohrae rar. The air to which the Soh-
rae songs are sung.

Sohroc.
"I
To clink, to chink, ap-

Sohroc sohro6.J plied to the sound
produced by sonorous metallic

objects coming into contact with

each other.

Soliroo sohrod ta>kae lekhaa£koa. Ho oounted
out the money to them clink clink.

Sohroc marte.

Sohroc mente
Takae upkeda sohroo marte. He poured out

the money with a clink.

Sojha.") Straight, upright, without du
Sojhe. J plicity, simple.

Sojhe hor. A straight road.
Sojhe hor kanae. He is an upright man.
Ki^ nakhatege soihegeye calaoena. He went

straight away in this direction.

Nui do ball sojhe dareaea. I cannot break in

this (animal), or I cannot make this person
behare well.

AuriA sojhea. I have not yet made it straight.

Sojhe mojhe. Straight, direct, straight

away.

Ce6 bah taka sojhe mojheli i^amkana. I want
the money straight away.

' Iwith a clink, or chink.
3.J

Sojontar. Cf. sajontar.

S5k. Fancy, desire, pleasure, grati-

fication.

S5k menaUtida. I have taken a fancy (to some-

thing.)

Kaija reaK sSkadilia. I have taken a fancy to

buffaloes.

Nui sadom sok iateli dohoakadea. I have bought

this horse owing to a fancy.

SoS. To carry a plough suspended on

the yoke while still on the cattle's

necks.

Nahelko soR idia. They carry the plough

suspended on the yoke.

Sok. To clean grain by pounding in a

dhinki (q. v.) or ukhur (q. v.)

before cooking.

SoK caole. Eice that has been cleaned for

cooking.
. .

Tokte caoleko soga. They clean noe with a

tok (q. T.)

Sok. To thrust in, as the hand into a

bag, a hole, a pot, &c. &c.

SoK cahakedako taka do. They put in their

hands and took out all the money.

Kombro hor bugliko sogtakoa. Thieves put

their hands into other people's pockets.

Sot sutrud. Searching everywhere,

turning over everything, seeking

out each one.
SoK sutrucle rtara barakedea.
SoK sutruee darankana.
SoK sutruo sanamgeye hirikeilea. He visited

us all.

Soka suki. \On the same level,

Sokha sukhi. J equal, even, on a

par, neck and neck, on an equality.

Soka sukikin kjmikana. They are working
evenly.

Soka suki horko lafhailenkhan mokordoma do
giiji din tahena. If people on an equality

with each other fight the case will last

many days.

Soke. To take a fancy, to indulge a

fancy or desire.

Jahaege sokea unigeye hataoa. Whoever takes

a fancy to it he will take it, or buy it.

Uni do paurae sokeakawana, ado acjiye roreda.

He lias been indulging in liquor, and is

loquacious.

Sokha. A witch-finder.
Sokha theole calaUkana. We are going to the

witch-finder.

Sokhako bhaoa. Witch-finders reveal.

Sokhao. ) To dry up.to become parch-

Sokhat. J ed, to make empty of

liquid.

DaK tetafate ho hore sokhatena. The person also

became parched, through thirst.

Khet reaK daK alijet sokhaoena. The water of

the fields has all dried up.

Sokha sukhi. Cf soka suki.

Sokhat. Cf sokhao.

Sokoc. To shog, to shake up, to toss,

to heave, to hitch up.

HataKko sokoja. They toss up the hataK (q.y.)

Gidrae sokooede kana. She is giving the child

a' hitch up (on her hip .

)

Sadomre deolenteye sokooena. He shogged

because he was mounted on a horse.

Sokoc ul^aume. Toss it upside down.

Sokol.
I p-j,g_

Sengel sokol. J
Men, seiigel sokol bes okoote kamitabonpe.

Now work carefully with the fire.

Sokor. ) Applied to a gurgling

Sokor sokor. J sound in the throat.

Sokor maraokedae. He gurgled.

Sokor sokore sahefieda. He breathes gurgingly.

Mirgi hor do cjhergeko sokor sokora. Epileptics

gurgle much (when in a fit.)

Sokor marte. ") With a gurgle or rattle

Sokor mente. J in the throat.

Sokor menteye sahef go£keda.

Sokor. ") Gulping, sound of gulp-

Sokor sokor. J ing.

Sokor sokore 6uieda. He is gulping.
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Sokor marte. ^ iut-.i -,

Q I

•
, > With a gulp.

Sokor mente. J & r

Sokor menteye liu gofkeda. He drank it with
a gulp.

Sokordom. Breathless, out of breath.

Cf. sakardom.

Sokot. Hard, tight.
Khub aokotko tolaka£a. They have tied it very

tightly.

Khub sokotgea. It ia very tight.

Sokra. A narrow sloping valley of

rice fields, generally of second class

quality.

Sokra sendeU. Fertile.

Sokroc. "iTo clink, to chink,

Sokroc sokrod. J applied to the sound
produced by sonorous metallic ob-

jects coming into contact with each
other. Cf sohroc.

Sokroc marte. ") With a clink or a

Sokroc mente. / chink. Cf sohroc

marte.

Soksoko. Long, projecting far out.
Soksokoe dereliana. It has long- horns.
Soksokoe gocoana. He haa long moustaches.
Soksoko janum kana. It is a long thorn.

Sokto. Hard, tight. C£ sokot.

Sol. A small bush frequenting marshes,

jSschynoonene aspera, Linn.
This plant is valuable for its pith which is put

to many uses, not the least of which is the
manufacture of sun hats for Europeans.

Sol suluk. 1 -p, ,

Solasuluk.
jP'^^^^'^^™°^y-

Sola sulukte tahenpe. Live in harmony.

Sole icak. A large species of shrimp.

Sole Hembrom. A sub-sept of the
the Santal sept Hembrom (q. v.)

Solgal"

Solget.

Solgot.

Salgati._

Ale thene solgoCena. He united with us.
Okare coii solge6 a^kef. It has joined another

herd somewhere and I lost it.

Bui solgo£enae. He is drunk and fallen head
foremost. "

Ghasreko salgadoKa. They hide their heads in
the grass.

Solgot senenae. It has gone along with the
others.

Sol gol. Together, in company.
Solgolbo tahena. We will stay together.

Solgol Cf solgat.

To hide the head by pushing
it into grass, &c., to unite

with.

Solha. ~) To advise,

•J

to consult, to be in

Solho. / harmony.
Solho jonkanako. They are taking counsel to-

gether.
Solhaadeako. They advised him.

suio.}s;^*^'°-

Solo sanjok.^ The full complement of

Sulo saiijok. requirements for a

Solo sonjok.
I

marriage celebration,

Sulo sonjok j requirements in the form
of food for an emergency ; at times,

now and again.
Solo soAjokbo jumaulege atmabon boda.
Solo saiijok utuko emalea. At times they give

us relish (to our boiled rice.)

Soloi bokok. Confused, in disorder,

disorderly, disarranged, untidy.
SoloK bokolikedako. They disarranged (the

things.)

Alope aololf bokoga. Do not disorder (the
things.)

Gota Bohor ren horko sololc bokolikeSkoa. They
threw the whole city into disorder.

Soloman. \ Fairly, equally, even hand-
Suloman. J ed, impartially, justly,

affably.
Solomante hapa^idpe jotoko. Divide it fairly

amongst you all.

SolomanoKpe. Be just to each other, live in
peace.

Solomankatkoale. We reconciled them, we
settled their differences and made peace
between them.

Solom lotom. ' To pass off a stolen
thing as another resembling it.

Onte do alope idikoa, bohgallkanako solom
lotom oookoape merom do. Do not take
them (goats) over that way, they are sacri-
ficing (goats) and you may allow them to
pass off your goat or goats as their own.
(They may seize a goat belonging to you
and kill it and if any enquiry is made they
will say what we are cooking is our own.)

Solon. To put into, as into a strait

mouthed vessel or the mouth.
fukudreko eoloiikeda. They put it into the

pot.
Solon baekedae. He laid it past in a strait

mouthed receptacle.
Mocare jom cijko soloha. They put eatables

into the mouth.
Sundtegeko Bolch joiia hathi do. Elephants

put (food) in their mouths by the trunk.

Solo sofijol.") Fairly, justly, equitably.
Solo soiijok. J even handedly, to

divide justly, to apportion fairly.
SolosolSiokte jompe. Divide fairly and eat.
Solo Boiijokte tahenpe. Live in peace, treat

each other fairly.

Solo sorijokte jomaKe em9,tikana. He gives
me a just amount of food.
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Solthonols. To be cleansed, to be

purified.
Senparom porob q.urire, jemonko soHhonoK.
Before the paasover so that they might be

purified.

Sum.}^'^^"*^'
niggardly, miserly.

Somhilolc.
}*^°"d^y-

Somae sokra. A traditional name.
Lenie£ gitil, Somae sokrateye oalaoena. He

has gone to the fine sand and the Somae
sokra. i. e. he is dead.

Soman. Level, equal, alike, similar.

Mii; somange hatilipe. Divide equally.

Mil; soman ot. Level ground.
Soman somangeye emaiJkoa. He gave them all

alike.

NitoKko somanena. Now they are equal.

Mit' somanko d%r idikeda. They ran level.

Somasom. Equal, alike, similar.

Somasom horkin dapamakana. Two similar

people have been mated.

Sombad. \News of the day, informa-

Sombat. J
tion, intelligence.

Boge sombat | q^^^ ^ ^he Gospel.
Bhage sombat. )

'

CalaMkanam, noa sombat ?iguadme. Tou are

going, bring me this information.

Sombhob. Possible, probable fit, right,

possibility probability.

Noa katha sombhobgefi bujhaueda. I regard

this matter as probable.
HijuK reaK sombhob banuUtaea. There is no

probability of his coming.

Sombhori. "1 To be forbearing, to be

Sombhuri. J long suffering, to bear

with, to have patience.

Sombhorite bare tahenpe. Live together in

forbearance, bear and forbear.

Ili reaK bare sombhurime. Have patience with
me.

Sombhrao.|^^g^^
to bear,

bumbhrau. J
4iji duke sumbhrauakafa. He has suffered

much affliction.

Sombhuri. Cf. sombhori.

Sombol. Cf. somol.

Sombond. Connection, affinity, rela-

tion.

Sombondre. In regard to, in connection with.

Somboi To fall forward, to fall on the

knees, as a horse, bullock, &c.

Sombo^enae. He has fallen on his knees.

Sombofi toroC ili heoena. I came floundering.

Somoe Time.

Somojos. Equally, justly, in equal

parts.
Somojos hatili johpe. Divide it equally.

Somojosko jomkeda. They appropriated it in

equal parts.

Somol. To prepare, to get in readiness,

to prepare and take on a journey.
Dahe taben hS khubko somolkaKa. They pre-

pare 3 good supply of curds and parched
rice.

Hape, g.nrill somoloKa. Stay, I have not yet
got (the food I am to take with me) ready.

Sompao. To entrust to, to deliver over

to, to give in charge.

Bongae sompaoadida. The boiiga (q. v.) gave
this to me, caused me to be ill.

AmaK tirell sompaokokkana. I entrust myself
to thy hands.

Sipahiye sompaoadiiia. The peon made it over
to me.

Somphola. C£ samphala.

Sompok. Relationship, kinship.
Ato sompok. Assumed relationship by people

of the village.

Sompot. Goods, moveable property.
Cij sompot. Goods and chattels.

Sompotan hof kanae. 'He is a man with prop-
erty.

Somsom. Strait, embarrassment, pinch,

critical situation, emergency.
Somsom kalred eraadea. I gave to him at a

time of emergency.
Somsomreii emadea, I gave him at a pinch

(when he was in a pinch.)

Somuk. Cf sanmuk.

Son. A cultivated fibre yielding plant,

Crotalaria juiicea, D. G.

Son jari. The fibre of Crotalaria juncea.
Saci son. A variety of Crotalaria juncea.

Son Kisku. A sub-sept of the Santal

sept Kisku (q. v.)

Son Besra. A sub-sept of the Santal

sept Besra (q. v.)

Sona. Gold.

Sona reaK. Golden, of gold.
Sona murhut. I . „„ij.„ ,•_,„„„
Sona ren murhut. 1 ^ S°l'i«" ™^Ee.

Sona daliteko g.iiuakafa. He has gilded it with
gold.

Asol sona. Genuine gold.
Phosol sona. Spurious gold, counterfeit gold.

Son jhunka. A wild plant, Crotalaria

striata, D. G.

Sona cita. ") The leopard, Felis

Sona cita tarup. J leo-pardus, Hodg-
son.

Sonat. Circumcision.
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So6oao, To lay past, to save. Cf. saii-

cao.
Mifi hajar ^aMae soncao otolaKa. He loft

^savinga to the amount of one thousand
tupeea.

Sonda. A tusk, as of wild boar, eleph-

ant, &c., to scold, to abuse, to in-

jure.^

Sondaanio aukri. A pig (boar) with tusks.
Okoe amko son(^ae£mea? Who is speaking ill

of you?
Sonija bah sahopkantapea ? Is there not room

for your tusks? (said to children when
quarrelling.)

Sonde. To enter for the purpose of

hiding.
Nonde sonde baraekanae. He is hiding about

in here.

Nonde sondeakanae. He is hiding in here.
Sonde boloKkanae. He ia forcing hia way in to

hide.

Sondgond. Strong, sweet, fragrant, as

a smell, perfume, aroma ; strong

and savoury.
Utu do Bondgond sokana. The relish smells

aaTOury, the relish haa a savoury smell.

Sondhaeni. A sma,ll plant Tylophora
longifolia, Wight., used as a

medicine by Santals.
This plant ia found in Chota Nagpur, but ao

far has not been met with in any other part
of Bengal.

Sondhao, To heat an earthenware
pot on the fire after it has been
cleaned to complete the operation.

fukud aondhaome. Heat the pot on the fire

to complete its cleansing.
Toa cukaRko sondhaoa. After having washed

milk vessels they heat them on the fire.

Sondhar. Pleasant, pleasantly, applied

mainly to the smell or taste of

certain grains when roasted.
Sondhar ge sokana. It haa a pleasant smell.
Sondhar ge sebela. It has a pleasant smell.

Hasa sondhar ge soKa daK paraoaK khan. The
soil smells pleasantly when rain falls on it.

Sondhe. Difficulty, trouble, endeavour.
4<?i aondhetefi heoena. I came with great

difBoulty.

4Ldi sondheteii liamkeda. I got it with great
difficulty, or after much endeavour.

Sondho. To doubt, to suspect, to be
uncertain.

SondhoR kan9.ii. I am doubting, or suspecting.
Sondhoamkanako. They are suspecting you.

Sondmond. Of equal thickness through-

out length, of equal rotundity,

uncomely in shape.
Sondmorfde mo^aakana. She is ao fat that her

body is of equal thickness.

Sondor. A scab.

Sondra sundri. To poke in the hand
or snout when searching for any-

thing.

Sondra aundri barae kanae i5ut oraHre. He is

searching in the dark houae by poking in hia

hand here and there.

JomaK lagi£ sondra aundri bayae kanae aeta do.

The dog ia poking in hia nose here and
there in search of food.

Sondre. Cf. sodre.

Sondro. A scab.
Ghao sondroKa. A scab forms on a acre.

Sone sod. "1

Sone sot. [Uninjured, innocent, safe

Sone sud. I and sound.

Sone sut.J

Bali bedhoromeikhau aone sod oraKtei ruar
oalaKma. If I am not forswearing myself
may I return to my home safe and sound.

Soneson. 1 Every year, annually,

Son ke son. J yearly.

Sonesonle emaekana. We give to him every
year.

Son. To measure.
Otko sohga. They measure land.
Caoleko soha. They measure rice.
SosohaR. A measure.
SoBOhid. A measurer.

Son. 1 In the company of, along with,

Songe.J a companion, a partisan.
Nui soil kanae. He ia with thia man, or he ia a

partiaan of thia man.
Pargana aoh kanae Des Manjhi. The Dea

Manjhi (q. v.) is the attendant of the
Pargana (q. v.)

Songar. Uninitiated, applied mainly
to the mysteries connected with
the work of an ojha (q. v.), veiled

expression, fasting.

Ili dofi aoiigargea. I am uninitiated, I know
nothing of the mysteries connected with
the work of an ojha.

Soiigargeale. We are fasting.

Songe. Along with, in company of, to

accompany.
Sohgetora joiime. Take it along with you.
Soiigetoraem. Take him along with you.
Soiigeyem. Take him with you, make him one

of you.

Sohgete asen baraem. Take him about with you.
Songe sohgetekin oalaoena. They went in com-

pany.

Uni soiigere menaia. I am along with him, or
I am on his aide.

Soiigere dohoem. Keep him with you.
Soiigentenid. Companion.
Sohgetenko. Accompaniera.
Uni soiigetenid. The one with him.
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Sotige longe. Together, in company.
Mit'te songe longebon oalalia. We will go to-

gether in company.
Delabon aoiige loiige. Come, let us go all to-

gether.

Sodgha. A strip of rice fields in a
valley.

Edel latar songhateye senakana. He has gone
to the strip of rice fields below the Cotton
tree.

Sodkor. ILoosely, not fitting

Sodkor sodkor.j tightly, as a bolt,

&c. in a hole, sound of rattling

produced by a loose bolt, &c, when
shaken. Cf sidkor sodkor.

Sodkor marte. ") „,.,, ,
,
,,

Sodkor mente. J
^'^^ ^ '°°''' '^**^®'

Sodkot. Misfortune, difficulty, strait.
Soiikotren paraoena, jomaK ho banuK tida.

Sonsar. ") ,„, ,

,

Sadsar.j^^^^^^^ld.
Gofa sonsar rente. The people of the whole

world.

Sonhar. A goldsmith, a silversmith,

a maker and seller of personal
ornaments.

So6jok. Opportunity, proper time
timely. C£ sanjok.

So^jok lagaoena, non^eil ilamkedea. It was
opportune I got it (goat, &o.) here.

Sonjok. "iThe full complement
Solo sonjok. J of requirements for a

marriage celebration, require-

ments in the form of food for an
emergency, at times, now and
again. Cf solo sonjok.

Sonk. Fancy, desire, pleasure, gratifi-

cation. Cf s6k.

Sonmot. Harmony, peace, good will.

Sonmotte menaKkoa. They are in harmony.
Sonmot ketkinale. We harmonised them.

Sonmuk. Opposite, confronting, to

confront, without the interposition

of a third person. Cf. sanmuk.

Sonodor. ") . . x> n
o -i

> A waterfall.
Sunudur. J
Sonot. Harmonious, holy.
Bes sonot henal?koa. They are very harmonius.
Sonot Jiu. Holy Spirit.

Sonotoli. ") Two with no birth interven-

Soptol. J ing.

SonotoEkin kanakin. These two precede and
follow each other in point of birth.

Sonpat. "1 Fistula due to a decayed
Sonpat ghao.J tooth or teeth, any

swelling of the lower jaw due to

cancer, &c.

Sonsar. The world. Cf sonsar.

Sontor. To be careful, vigilant, caut-
ious, alert, prudent, watchful, heed-
ful.

Sontorolfme. Have a care, be cautious.
Sontorte tahenme. Continvie vigilant, or alert.

Sontori. l A military guard,
Sontori palton. j applied mainly to

the local force raised to preserve
the peace of the district after the
Santal rebellion.

Sontoriteye senakana. He has joined the
guards.

Sontorireye bhartilena. He had been enlisted
in the guards.

Okoekanae? Sontori kanae. Who is he? He
is a guard.

Sontori dolren milJtah palfone kolkedea. He
sent a soldier of the regiment of the
guards.

Sop. To be breathless, to breathe heav-
ily as one out of breath through
continued exertion.

Dar darteye sopena. He is out of breath
through continued running.

Sop. Length of the arm from the
shoulder to the finger ends, an
arm's length.

Mit' sopge theiigatae. His stick is the length
of from shoulder to the finger ends, an
arm's length.

Mi£ sopgeye la gadaakata. He has dug down
an arm's length.

Sopo. The upper arm, between the
shoulder and the elbow.

Sopoholi. Reciprocal form of sohot

(q. V.)

Eor sopohotkanakin. They are speaking for
each other.

Sopol rodol. Straight across country,

over hill and dale, over rough
ground and ravines.

SopoK rodoKle darakeda celehobale damledea.
We went over rough ground and ravines,
we found nothing (no game.)

Sopor. INear or close to each

Sopor sopor. J other, very near or close

to each other. Cf sor.

Sopor sopor ato menaKa. The villages are very
near to each other, there are villages very
near to each other.

Soporgeale. We are near to each other.
Sor soporgeale. We are near to each other.
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Sopol:.
I
To be in great fear, to

Lengel! sopoij be put out of breath
and heart beating through fear.

Leng^efi sopotlenale. We were in great fear.

Sopot. Gentle, mild, peaceable, pa-

cific. Cf sapot.

Soproi To entrust to, to deliver over
to, to give in charge, to give in

custody.
Noa bamiye soprofadina. He entrusted this

work to me.

Soptol. 1 Immediately preceding
Soptolc sotol.j and following each

other in birth.

Soptoltkin banakin. They are next to each in
age, there is no one between them.

Sor. Near, nigh, close, in time or

space ; to make near, nigh, close

;

to come near, nigh, close.
SoroKpe. Come near.
Sorakanako. They are near.
Bapla dole sorkeda. We have made the marri-

age near, we have fixed a near date for the
marriage.

Sen soro]^kanae. He is going near.
Hec BoroKpe. Come nigh.
Sor dinre. Lately, recently.
Orak do sorgetaea. His home is near.
Sor sor. Very near.
Sorsor renkoko jiir jaoraka. Those who are

near run and assemble together.

Sor marte. 1 With one rapid impetuous
Sor mente. j movement.
Sor marte oka hate coe calaoena. He has gone

somewhere with an impetuous rush.

Sora. Saltpetre.

Sora. Artless, simple, unsophisticated,

sincere, guileless, honest, upright,

gentle.
Sorageae. He is unsophisticated.

Sora. To divide, to split, to halve.

Sora nai. Name of a river mentioned
in Santal traditions.

Sora samud. The name of a sea men-
tioned in Santal traditions.

Sora samudte bnhelen Sin sadom do. The Day
horse had been floated away to the Sora
sea.

Sorabon. The fourth Hmdu month,
July-August.

Sorad. To chastise, to punish.
Soradmealan nahalc. I shall chastise you

presently.

Soran. A cart track, an unmade cart

road.

Sorarijon. Cf sarajan.

Sorbharao. Cf. sarbharao.

Sorbonas. To destroy, to utterly ruin

;

ruin, destruction.
Saname sorbonaskeda. He ruined all.

Sorbonas hoeena. It is ruined.

Sorbot. Sherbet.

S5rbot'. To go or come near.
Kulai heo sorbof gofenae. The hare came up

close.

Sorbot got'enae. He came close.

Nir sorbotenae. He ran close up.
Sen sorbot'enae. He went near.

SSrmbot. To be worn out, to be enfeeb-

led, to go or come close or near.
Phatkar sormbofienae. He is worn out with

vomiting.
UnaK alom sormbodoKa. Do not go so near.

Sordar. A foreman. Cf. sardar.

Sordol. A piece of timber laid along

the top of a wall on which rest

the beams which support a ceiling,

or the floor of an upper story, a

wallplate.

Sordor. Equal in value as two animals
exchanged.

Soren. 1 One of the twelve
Soren sipahi. J septs into which the

Santals are divided.
Note. For sub-septs see paris.

Sorenko. The Pleiades, or seven stars

in Taurus.
The Pleiad is the totem of the Soren sept of

Santals.
Netar Sorenko do okare ahgaakokana p Just

now where (in what part of the heayens) are
the Pleiades at dawn ?

Sores. Superior. Cf soros.
OndenaK basa reaK jinis a(Ji soresa. The

articles of bell metal (or bronze) of that
place are very superior.

Sorga. 1 Big but slim, wifchoutrotund-

SSrnga |- ity of body, applied main-
Sorohga.j ly to goats and swine.
Nui badhia doe soroiigagea. This hog is big

but without rotundity of body.

Sorha. A leaf cup.
Ponea sakamteko aorhaea. They make a sorka

of four leaves.

Sorkot. 1 Imitative of the sound
Sorkot sorkot./ produced by an ani-

mal sucking up liquid.
Sorkot sorkote £uieda dak do.

Sorkot. "limitative of the cry of
Sorkot sorkot.

J a certain species of
small owl.

Kokor doko raga sorkot sorkot. The Kokor
(q. V.) owl calls sorbot sorkot.
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SorloU. To run into, to pierce, as a

thorn or any other sharp pointed
object, to enter craftily.

Moth marigi sorloR boloenae uniDekodo. That
Hindu forced himself in (to a village.)

Sorma surmi. To put to shame.
Sorma eurmikediiiako liindako stterente.

They put me to shame by arriving at night
(when I could get no food to give them.)

Sormi. ") oi i

T3„ • 5- bhameless.
ise-sormi. J

Soro. 1 To institute, to ordain, to or-

Sorwa. j iginate.

Soroaka^ako nia rae do. They have'inBtitued
this custom.

Ato ato ce€ leka cope soroakawana.

Soro. To soak through, to follow

interstices, as water.
Soro paromena. It has soaked through.
Soro boloKkana daK do. The water is soaking

through (a roof.)

Soro boloakana daK do. The water, or rain,
has soaked into (the bay stack.)

Soro. To take shelter.

On(Jeii sorolena. I took shelter there.
Ondeli soro aiigaena. I took shelter there till

the dawn.

Soro soro. Hissing and spluttering,

as when wet firewood is burning.
Sengel soro soro sadekana. The fire hisses and

splutters.

Soroboro. Half and half, well moisten-

ed, as food.

Harara hor do soroboro utu ada enecko jom
dareal^a beste do. Not until they have
well mixed half rice and half relish can old
people eat well.

Soroboroko dula daK do. They pour on plenty
water.

Soroc. Fat, rotund. Cf. sorod hako.
SoroQ lekan ^aiira kanae. He is a fat bullock

(like the sorod fish.)

Soroc hako. A species of fish very

thick when compared with its

length.

Soroc potoc. Badly cooked.
Soroc potodpe isinakaf. Tou have cooked

badly.
Emadifiae aorod pofodge. He gave me inferior

food.

Sorojan. Cf. saranjan.

Sorok.l A road, a made road the oppos-

Sorop.J ite of a cart track.

Eel sorok. A railway.
Paki soroli. A macadamised road.

Kaci sorok. An uu-macadamised road.

. Sorok sorokteye calaoena. He followed the
road

Sorom. Shame, modesty, diffidence,

shameful.
Sorome jomkeda. He ate his shame, he is

shameless.
Sorom realc katha kana. It is a, shameful

matter.

Sorom. Delicious, good, savoury
Soromte£. Flavour.
A'U soroma. It is very delicious.
Uiji soi'omkedina. I found it very savoury.

Soromia. Modest, bashful, unobtrus-
ive, shamefaced, diffident, unas-
suming.

Soromia hor kanae. He is a bashful man.

Soromjan. Cf saranjam.
Soron soron. In the same key or tone,

in unison.
Tirioko oroiieda soroii soroii. They are playing

the flutes in unison.
Tirio sadekana soron soron. The flutes sound

harmoniously.

Soron soron. Applied to the condition

of a person suffering from a bad
cold, who is snuffling, blowing his

nose, &c.
Soroii sorohiii mandaKkana.

Soron poton. Plaistered.
Soroii potoii moca. sakriakanae. His mouth is

plaistered with food.

Soro6jam. Cf saranjam.

Soror. To shoot forward, to go straight

on as one unable to stop short
owing to impetus.

Kul^ii doe ?.cur gofena ar seta doe liir soror
go£ena. The hare turned quickly and
the dog shot past it.

Dalahi losot sec jaiiga sororok reaK botor tahe-
kana. There was a fear lest their feet
should slip into the quagmire.

Soros. To be superior to, in size, skill,

wisdom, strength, speed, &c. &c.,

with negative, to be inferior to.

Nui khone sorosena. He has conquered him.
Sanamko khone aorosgea. He is superior to

all.

Noa khon sorosalf atjuime. Bring one bigger
or better than this.

Imtihanre bae soroslena. He did not pass the
examination.

Sorpha. Cheap, abundant.
JomaK ho 9idi bes ar sorphagea. The food also

is very good and cheap.
Bes sorpha onte £amolikana. It is good and

cheap there.

Sorpot. "j Sound produced by
Sorpot sorpot. sucking up liquid

Sorpot.
j

or semi-liquid.

Sorpot sorpot. J
Sorpot sorpote jojom kana. He is guzzling it

up.
Sorpot maraokedae. He guzzled it up.
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With a guzzle.

He ate it at one

moving

Sorpot marte.

'

Sorpot marte.

Sorpot mente.
Sorpot mente.

Sorpot; marteye jom go^beda,
guzzle.

SoiT. ) Moving rapidly,

Sorr sorr. J impetuously.
Sorr sorr sohoroK kanae. He is rushing impet-

uously forward.

Sorr marte. ") With one rapid move-
Sorr mente. J ment.

Sorsor. ') To rustle, as the leaves of

Sorsorao. J sugarcane, Indian corn,

&c., to caus3 to rustle.

BiA aorsore calaKkana. Tho serpent goes
rustling.

Sorta. The side, the side of the body.
Sortate gitidakanae. He is lying or his side.

Sorwa. C£ soro.

Mit'tah hajotid aralfako sorwa tahekana. It
was the custom to liberate an undertrial
prisoner at their request.

Sorwa. A large leaf cup. Cf. sorha.

Sosa gora. The whole.
Sosa gora pirthimire miiget^bona rae do. The

whole world over we have only one custom.

Sosam. "iThe hind of the Nilgai
Sosam jel. J Portax pictus.

S6s5. Snoring, breathing heavily.
Sosoe giticakana nit habid.

Soso. "IThe Marking-nut tree,

Soso dare, j Semicarpus anacar-
diuni, Linn., var, cuneifolia, to

blister with the juice of this tree.
The acrid juice of the seeds of this tree is

employed as a vesicant by the Santals.

SoBO sunum. Oil obtained by distilling the
seeds of Semicarpus anacardium.

Soso dered bheda. A ram whose horns
are just sprouting and resemble
the nut protruding from the
fleshy portion of the fruit of the

Soso (q. V.) tree.

Tin marauae ? Soso dereilakanae. How big is

it? Its horns are just sprouting.

Sosroc khoda. The grasshopper's tat-

tooing, a black blotch on the skin.

It is said that when a certain

species of grasshopper alights on
the unprotected surface of the
body it spits out an acrid fluid

which causes a black blotch.

Diiferent kinds of grass-
hoppers known to Santa'ls.

Sosroc. A grasshopper.
Bohga sosrod. ~)

Phinki sosrod.
Budhi sosrod.
Gundri sosrod.
Poho sosrod.
Sete sosrod.
Pond sosroc
Guli sosrod. J

Sostok. ) Savoury, delicious, tasty,

Sustop. J good, sweet, excellently well.

Khub sostokko daka utuakafia. They have
cooked the rice and relish excellently,

Sostop. To nurse, to cherish, to shew
kindness.

Sostor. Scriptures, sacred books.

Sot. True, truth, evidence or assur-

ance of reliability.

Sot bare rorme. Speak the truth.
Sot do h^A lielletitakoa. I did not see that

they were true, I sav/ no evidence of their
being what they pretended to be.

Sot. Low, moist place.
Gatja sot. Streams and low moist places

.

Sota. "[Sticking out, as the front

Sotmal. J teeth.

Sota. A rafter placed alongside of
another to strengthen it, a suppor-
ter, an assistant.

Licgirgea sota lagaoalfme. It is weak (a rafter),
put another alongside of it.

Sotasoh. A companion, a bosom friend,

a comrade, a mate, a chum.
Sotasou hor do mar muhimre dopoKte jiwi ho-

ko alaea. Comrades in times of distress
give even their lives in defence of each other.

Noa iiiaK sotasoh do. This (stick) is my
comrade.

Sote. Sober, watchful.
Sotegeae, bae bulakana. He is sober, he is not

drunk.

Sotea. Worthy to be trusted, honest,
true, just.

Ehub sotea bohga kantaeae. His bonga (q. v.)
is very trustworthy.

Sotea bicar. Just judgment.

Sothel
1"-^®'^®^' plane, even surface.

Bes nonde sothel ot kana. Here is good level
ground.

Sotel jaega. A level place.

Sotik. To enquire. Cf. sutik.

Sotmal. Sticking out as the front

teeth.

Sotolc Following, or next in order of
birth.

Ifi sotoli kanae. He is nest to me in birth.
Uni sotoK doe bah kana, talare mittene godena.

He is not nest to him, one died between
them.
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SotoS. To follow another so that assis-

tance may be rendered when
necessary, to take care of, to help
when following.

Nui leclha ^laiira oraKte sotoR idiema. Drive
this lame bnlloolt carefully home.

Gidrg. ma sotoK idikom hoedaK darabana.
Take the children (home, making them go
in front) a storm is coming.

Sotol sumun. The last of all, the only

one remaining of a family.

SotoK sumun jiwitii. I am the only eonl
remaining of our family.

Soto poto. Anyhow; quickly and
inefficiently, as a piece of work.

Sotopoto gofkedao. He did it anyhow.
Nahel sotopotoe benao gotkeda. He made the

plough anyhow.

Sotra. The catamenia, the menses.
SotraK mosofentaea

,

Sotsoto. Not lying close, sticking up
above the level, jagged, as a stick

half broken through.

Sotsotoge henaKa. There are places not close.

Sotsoto £eloKkana. It is not lying closely.

Sotsotoe durupakana. She is sitting indecently.

Sotyot. Feckless, fusionless, weak,
slow.

Sotyof mara hor. A feckless rascal.

Sowal.l A question, to cross-question,

Sawal.J to argue or plead in a law

suit.

Sowal reaK jobab emme. Give an answer to

the question.

Mi^teo sowal menaKtiiia. I have a question
(to put), or I have an argument or plea to

lay before you.
Nui muktiar do ^.di sowal dareaKae. This

pleader is an adept at cross-questioning.

i°^™'^-]Arider,apalki
Sawar. J

'

Sowarteye aenakana. He has gone riding.

Cefte senakanae ? Sowarite. How has he gone ?

Bypalki.

Soyon. "ISound as of wind rush-

Soyon soyon. j ing in to or out of an
opening.

Soyoii soyon hoe boloKkana. The wind is

whistling in.

Capuae soyohkeda. He caused the bellows to

produce a sound as of wind rushing, he
blew the bellows.

Ma ]'a soyoiimoja. Come boy, blow the bellows.

Tirio soyoii ocoedae, bae sade ocoeda. He
makes a sound of rushing wind on the flute,

but he does not play it.

Soyon marte. 1 ttt-.v i_- .1

o „ 4- ( With a whistle,
boyon mente. J
Soyon marte hoe bolo gofena. The wind enters

od with a whistle.

Sposto. Clearly, distinctly.

Su. ") To snort, as a bull when ex-

Su sH. j cited.
Suadiliae. He (bull) snorted at me.

Su hako. A species of fish.

Suani. A cricket.

Suapuka. A kind of hairy caterpillar.

Suba. A leader, a military leader,

applied mainly to the leaders of
the Santal rebellion.

Sido Kanhu subakin tahekana. Side and Kanhu
were rebel leaders.

Hanteko Bubalena, note do ban. There were
rebel leaders over there, there were none
here, the people over yonder rebelled
but not here.

Subha \Suspicion, to suspect, to

Subhab.J blame.
Subhabte sabekanae. He is apprehending him

on suspicion.

Subhabadiiiae. He suspected, or blamed mo.
Subhabte kombroko mutaekana. • They are

calling him a thief on suspicion.

Monere subhab hecaiikana pase jahankoto
jomkede. I have a suspicion that perhaps
some creatures devoured bim.

Subita. Well, excellent, opportune,
convenient ; satisfaction, opportu-
nity.

Bes subitali aikaueda. I feel excellently well.
Kami realc subita b^nuKtilJa. J^have no satis-

faction in my work.

Subod. 1 Good tempered, gentle, upright
Subud.j straightforward, docile. '

Subud daiira. A good tempered bullock.
Subud hor. An upright man.

Suboria. ") Patient, long-suffering, able

Suburia. J to control one's temper.

Subur subur. Too much liquid, too

thin to be eaten comfortably with
the fingers, and too thick to be
taken up by a leaf used as a spoon.

Subur suburko daK man(Jiakat'a. They have
cooked the rice with too much liquid in it.

Sue. To pick off the stamens of the
flower of the inatkom (q. v.) tree

previous to cooking.

Matkome suoeda. She is picking off the stam-
ens from matkom (q. v.)

Matkom suime. Prepare matkom for cooking
by picking off the stamens.
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Sue cgrS. The Purple Sun-bird,

Aruchnechthra asiatica.

Suca. M.lGood, faultless, true, truth-

Suci. F. J
ful, faithful.

A<Ji suc^e laioKkana. He is calling himself
very good, he is making himself out to be
very good.

a J \ Interest, usury.

Sud karateli odobakafa. I have got it on in-

tere.st.

Sude mule. Principal and interest.
Sude muleli emkeda. I repaid principal and

interest.

Sud. "1 To pay off, to liquidate, as a

Sudh.J debt. Cf. sod.

Sude mule. Principal and interest. Cf
sad.

Sudh. \Pure, unpolluted, accurate,

Sudho.J correct, to purify, to cleanse.

Sudha. "I To pet or soothe by stroking

Sudhau. J or rubbing, as a cat, horse,

bullock, &c. at which the animal is

pleased.
Pusid sudhakedea. I stroked the cat(atwhioh

it was pleased and purred.)

Sudha. The whole, along with, also.

Ato sndhakoko jomakafa. The people of the
whole village have eaten.

Eehe£ sudha tod gidime. Pull it up by the root
(root and all) and throw it away.

Am sudhako seletetimea. They also include
yon.

Sudhar. To repair, to put to rights,

to mend.

Sudhau. Cf sudha.

Sudhe. Empty, only.
Sudhegeye ruarena. He returned empty.

Sudhet. "I To calm a restive cow
Sudhet sudhet. J by patting her and

saying sudhet sudhet.
Sudhet'edekanae. She is calming her by patting

and saying sudhet sudhet'.

Sudhrau."! To repair, to mend, to put
Sudrau. > to rights, to make right,

Sudrau. J to correct faults or in-

accuracies, to bring to a proper

state of mind.
Dal sudhraiukedeae. He made him be right

by beating him.
Kurhia dahrae sndhraukedea. He made the

lazy bullock right.

Nui bgihu ma adiye dartan tahekana, nitoK
doe Budrauena. This bride was given to
running away, but now she is all right
(no longer runs away.)

Sudrau. To flow freely, as blood ; to

spout, to leak, as a roof, &c.
Khapra oraK sudrauligea. Tiled houses leak.

Mayam sudrauKkana. Blood is flowing freely.

Sudri. To make manifest, to make
public, to become known, to bring

to light, to expose. Cf sodor.
Sudrite idime. Take it away openly.
Sudrienae. He is exposed.

Sudro budro. Hairy, shaggy, rough.

Cf sodro bodro.

Sudsudau.\Sound of water dripping,

Sudusudu.J to drip.
DaK sudsudauKkana. "Water is dripping.
Dalf sudu sudu jorokkana. Water is falling

drip, drip.

Sudur. \Too" much liquid or

Sudur sudur. j moisture, thin owing
to the presence of too much li-

quid.
Su(Jur eudurko dale man^iakafo. They have

cooked the rice with too much water.

Sudur sudur. Noise of dripping or

falling water, to lift boiling water
out of a pot and pour it back
again to prevent boiling over.

Sudur sudnr joroKkana. It is dripping.

Sudusudu. Sound of water dripping,

to drip. C£ sudsudau.

Sug. To enquire, to enquire for some
one lost or wanted.

Sug damkedead. I enquired for him and found
him.

Sug baraedae, He'is^aking'inquiry for some
one lost (or wanted.)

Nui kora lagit; bahu sugadme. Look out for a
bride for me for this young man (son) of
mine.

B?.huko sug baraetkoa. They are enquiring
for brides (marriagable girls.)

Sugam bai. Coma.
Sug batra. News, intelligence.
Cetko sug batram aguakata.P What news have

you brought P

ApesenaR sug baira laime oe£ lekana. Tell
the news of your place what they are like.

Sughor. Good, beautiful, excellent,

grand, often used in fault-finding

and sarcasm.
Bes sughor bahu kanae. She is a beautiful

bride.
A^li aughorko isinakafa, b^fi joma. They have

cooked it excellently, I will not eat it.

A<Ji sughoricko ilamakadea. They have got a
very excellent one (daughter-in-law.)

Sugic§r§. A small bird so named from
its call.
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Sugubugu. To move or struggle, as

shrimps out of water or as a

swarm of auts, to be cowed and
speechless.

Haraolenlthane oet'lllio sugubugu b9.nulitapa.

When he ia^defoated there is no moTement
in him.

Sugui sugui. Gently, as wind.

Sugum sugum. Stealthily, without

making noise, noiselessly.

Sugum sugum dindae daraukana. He is going
about at night stealthily.

Suhi. To sign, pledge, agree, promise,

attest, ratify, prove ; testimony,

signature.

Pal^ja suhi. To trace, to track.

Jahae rengeye suhiK unigeye fiamea. Whoever
it is proTed to belong to he will get it.

Paijalili suhi aguakafa. We have tracked the

foot marks.

01 snhikedae. He signed it, he receipted it.

UniaR suhi do bail kana. It is not his signature.

Suhu. To boast, to praise.

Ifiifi jutakafa, ace suhuKkana. I put it to

rights and he is taking the credit to him-
self.

Oholi suhu ocolema, thikgell Ig^ia. I will not
allow you to boast, I will tell accurately
(what took place.)

Suhulf lagife laha baraekana. He is acting
officiously to make himself appear great.

Amte do ohom suhu darelena. You cannot
praise yourself.

Sui. A needle, to spire, to sprout up
pyramidically, to pout.

Sui bhugalf . The eye of a needle.

Sui ilakanako cere hoponko do. The feathers

of the young birds have spired.

Jondra suiakana. The Indian corn has spired.

Sui suioUkana. (The grain) is sprouting.

CaKem sui suioKkana P Why are you pouting ?

Sui parjat. Not even a needle, nothing

at all.

Sua parjat ho bako bagiada. They did not
leave even a needle.

Sui topa. A children's game.

Sui gutu. A children's game so called.

Suia. Quarrelsome, ill-tempered.

Suikar. To make private enquiry, to

enquire privately.
Suikar baraedae. He is privately seeking in-

formation.

Suikaria. One who makes private

enquiry.
Suikaria kanae. He is one who is privately

making enquiries.
Okoe kanae ? Suikarig. do. Who is he ? He is

a private enquirer.

Suili). M. ) Long and sharp- pointed

Soela. M. J tall. Cf socla.

Suili gg.i. A cow with long sharp pointed horns.

Suipal. Quarrelsome, ill-tempered.
SuipaK mara gidra. An ill tempered rascal of

a child.

Nui suipaR mara aimg-i. A quarrelsome jade.

Suj.
"I
Understanding, reasoning

Suj buj.J powers, sense, power of com-
prehension.

NuiaK suj bu] banuRtaea. This (man) has no
understanding, or has no power of reason-
ing.

Sujat. Docile, good tempered.

Sujhau. To see, to see anything parti-

cularly.

Me£ bail suihguKkantama? Do your eyes not
see?

Ban snihgiuKkantaea. He does not see.

SujoS. Cf sue.

Suk. Ease, tranquility, content, hap-
piness, easy circumstances.

Suktege menaRkoa. They are living at ease.
Sukregeko tahenkana. They are living in ease.
Bae snk bhogleda. He did not enjoy it.

Bako suklena. They were not at case, or they
did not escape suffering or poverty.

Jom suk johkanako. They have a sufficiency
of food.

16 doko ror sakkedifia. They annoyed me by
continual fault finding.

Id doko ruhe6 sukkedida. They annoyed me
by continual scolding.

Id doko acu sukkedida. They annoyed me by
continually telling me to do something.

Sukar. 1 The planet Venus as Evening
Sukor. J star.

Sukar
"t F 'd

Sukar hiloK J
•''

Sukau. ") To dry up, to become em-
Sukhau. J aciated.

Sukhi. Accustomed to ease, brought
up in comfortable circumstances.

Nui do sukhi hor kanae. This is a man accus-
tomed to ease.

A(Ji din khone sukhiakana. He has lived in

ease for a long time.

Sukhle. Empty-handed, dry, only.

Tehed dole sukhlegea, aet ho banuRtalea. We
are empty-handed to-day, we have nothing.

Sukhlegele ruarena. We returned empty-
handed.

Sukhle badgetida. I have only got third class

rice lands.

Sukhwar. "1 Accustomed to ease, sedent-

Sukwar. J ary.
Sukhwair hor kanae. He is a man accustomed

to ease.
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Suki. A small silver coin, a four anna
or two anna bit.

Sukri. A pig, a partridge, in hunting
parlance.

Ato sukri. A domesticated pig.

Bir sukri. A wild pig.

Sukri hopon. A young pig.
Sukri ku(}u. A boar.
Sukri badhiai. A castrated swine, a hog.
Sukri pa^hi. A young sow before littering.

Sukri eiiga. A sow.
Datela sukri. A wild boar.
Sukri bara. A pigsty, ringworm.
Sukri dakadaK . A pig's trough.
Rata sukri. A bear in hunting parlance.
Sukri gali tol. A method of tying used mainly

when tying the feet of a pig to be carried
swung on a pole.

Leg sohag bae em purau ocolekokbanko sukri
baraea. Bahu sedrenko sukri baBrawa. If

he does not cause the whole of the custom-
ary presents to be given he is put in a
pigsty. The bride's party do the pigstying,

Sukol.

Sukol hilol.

Sukolwar.
Sukolwar hiloS.

Sukor.

Sukorwar.
Sukorwar hilok.

Friday, the sixth day
of the week.

Friday, the sixth

day of the week.

Sukraj. In comfort, at ease, ease lov-

,
ing.

Aoge snkraje durupakana, ar ale doe kami
ocoet'lea. He is sitting at his ease and
making us work.

Maraii sukraje hoyoUkana. He is becoming a
great molly coddle.

Suktau. To be pleased with.

Sukti. Strength, power. Cf sakti.

o 1 Friday, the sixth day of
Sukurwar. h ii i

'

o 1 1 -1 li the week,
bukar hiloK. J

Sukurdum. Cf sakardom.
Sukwar. Accustomed to ease, sedent-

ary.

Sul. Dysentery.

Sule odokoEkana. He is suffering from dys-
entery.

Sul fiamakadea. He has got an attack of

dysentery.

Sulak. A long thatching needle, a

kind of hairpin.
Jhurjhuri sulak. A kind of hair pin to which

several little dangling chains are attached.

Sulan. To deport oneself properly, to

enjoy oneself
Sulah joh reaK katha malkar horieaK.

Sulgau. To kindle, to light, to cause

to burn, to inflame, to be at its

height, as harvest, or a fruit season.

C£ salgao.

Suli. A kind of raft generally made
of sol (q. v.), used to cross rivers

when in flood.

Suliteli paromena. I crossed by'a raft.

Suli. A measure of ten seers.
MiC suli horo. Ten seers of dhan.

Sulo. Sixteen.

Sulo ana. The whole, the full complement.
Ato ren sulo anale heoakana. The whole of

the villagers have come.

Sulo soiijok. Cf solo socjok.

Sulok. C£ suluk.

Sulon. Friendship.
Nukin do gidi suloiitakin. These two have

great friendship with each other.

Sulta. To twist the edge of a cloth or
a piece of rag into a sharp point,
a piece of rag twisted to make a
lamp wick.

Sult^waeme. Twist the edge of a cloth
into a sharp point and insert it into his ear
to clean it.

Sulta nskauam.
little.

Eaise up the.'llamp wick a.

Suluc. Snot, mucus discharged from
the nose.

SuluioKkanae. Mucus is discharging from
his nose.

Sului lundui cgrg. The small Minivet,
Pericrocotus peregrinus.

Suluk. Peace, harmony, to be at peace,
to be in harmony.

Sulukte tahenpe. Live in harmony.
Supulukokpe . Live in harmony with each other.
SulukoKpe. Be harmonious.
Suluk oliocid. A peacemaker.

Sum. Niggardly, parsimonious, miser-

Sum.
Sumbh.
Sund.
Sun.
Sum bhugalj.

mouth.

Suman. To become quiet, to desist, to

come out and leave as a spirit

which had possessed one.

Sadom, catom, danapanikomgea, berenbatena,
men ado akasoKpe. Adoko sumanenge.

A mine, a pit, the opening
into a mine, the shaft of a
mine.

The entrance to a mine, pit's
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Sumar. To complete, to finish, to end,

to do anything outright.
Jom aumarkedako. They mte up all,

SuHHjrkedals, We finished it,

Samarbedeako. They killed him oatright.

Siimbhrau. ") To bear, to suffer, to ex-

Siimbrau. J perience, to go through.
441 duke sumbhrauaka^a. He has gone through

much affliotion.

OfaK d\u,rae, duk sumbhrjii hof kanae. She
will guide the house well, she is & person
w'ao has espeiienced suffering,

SanamaUe sumbhrauakat'a. She has gone
through it all, she has experienced it all.

Sunidhi. ") Used by the fathers of a

Samdlii. J married couple when ad-

dressing each other.

Siimjhau. To entrust to, to deliver

over, to make over to, to give in

cliarge.
BioarreUo sumjhaukedea. They delivered him

to jud!T:ment.

Uni dole sumibauakadea. Wg have delivered
her over (to her parents.)

Shajna (akan sumjhau ofokada. I made over
the rent money and came away.

Noa kathae surajhauakawadiiia. He has
charged me with this matter.

Siimjhauni. Delivery, a present given
when anything is made over to

the owner or the person for whom
it was intended.

Takue sumjbauni. A present given to the
cooks when the cooking pots are delivered
np.

_

Ado tukue sumjbauni bar kbaiaK letoko 6ama.
Then on the delivery of the cooking poLs
they get two large leaf cups full of tripe.

Cf. leto.

Sumtu bukuo.lA common fodder grass,

Suntu bukuc.
J Eleusine ceqyptiacn,

Sumuk. Cf sonmuk.
Sumun. Just as much as, fully.

Jom sumuu dakaepe. Cook just as much as
will be eaten.

Inalf getaea jaega si sumuh. He has just as
much land as he can plough,

Harup sumuii dare kana. It is a tree which one
can just encircle with his arms.

Ayup sumufa. Fully evening.
Ayup sumuiile setarena. It was fully evening

when we arrived.
Perec sumuii. Just as much as it will hold,
Lekha sumunko duruplena daka jom. The

full number counted, or just as many as
were provided for sat down to food.

Taka .sumune damlena. He was valued at a
full rupee.

Unum sumuii daU. Just as much water as will
cover the head of a per<^on standing.

Noa theiiga sumnn dak. There is just as
much water as will cover this stick, the
water is the depth of this stick.

Sumurgud. Huddled up, compactly.
Snmuyguoe gitioakana. He is lying huddled

up,
Sumuygnoko samt;aoatafe. They have gathered

it together compactly.

Sun. Empty, to be empty,
Gora sunena. The cow shed is empty.
Ladodok sunenae.
0<^ok sunentoye gocena.

Suna. Empty, untenanted, desolate.
Sana oraK. An untenanted house, a desolate

house.

Sunan. ")To cause to hear, to tell, to

Sunani. j infurrn, to hear, to listen

to, to have effect, as medicine.
Sunaniadealo. We told him, we informed him.
Ill do bako sun9.'jiadifia. Ttiey did not inform

me.
Ran baa sunanilentiiia. My medicine had no

effect.

Katha do bah sunanlentilSa. My story was not
listened to.

Sunat. Circumcision,

Sun bajilc. To throw a somersault in

the air,

Sund. An elephant's trunk, the uvula

of human beinos.

Sund. A pit. Cf sum,
Sundi. A semi-Hiuduised aboriginal

caste.

This caste are the di.stillers and liquor sellers.

Sundi g^di. .V liquor .s'.iop.

Sundi gaditcm seiilena? Did yon go to the
liquor shop ?

Sundol-.' }
So'^"tiful, pretty, good.

Maha sundar ilelokkana. It looks very beauti-
ful.

Sundor mukhL Good looking, beautiful.

Sundor miikhi. A kind of rice.

Suuduc. To go or push oneself in liead

foremost, as an animal to hide

among leaves, straw, grass, &c,
Sim okare coe sunduceua. The fowl has hidden

herself some where.
Hor gadelreye sundue boloena. He pu.'ihed his

way into the crowd of people.

Sunduk. A box, a chest.
4n sunduk. The ar)t of the Covenant.

Suaga. A sting, an awn, as of grain,

grass, &c.
Suhgawanie kanae. It has .a sting.

Suhga horo ho menaKa. There is also dhaii
that has awns.

Suiikhal. The Shell Ibis, Anastomus
oscitanf<.

Sunia. A present offered to a superior.

7S
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Sunsan. ")

Sunsuti. J

Untenanted, empty, desol-

ate.

Sunsunge aik^uKa. It feels desolate.

Sunsuni. "> A large gorgeously colour-

Sunsania. J ed beetle, Sternocera

chrysis, Fabricius, belonging to

the family Bupristidce.

Sunsuni. "( A common small flow-

Tandi sunsuni. J ering plant, Des-

modium trifioruvi, D. G.

Sunsuni. ") A plant found in moist

Dai sunsuni. J places, Marsilia

quadrifolia, Linn.

Suntu bukuc. A common fodder grass,

Eleusine cvgyptiaca, Pers. Cf
sumtu bukuc.

Santal tradition has it that the flrst man and
woman lived on the grain of this grass.

Sunudur. A waterfall. Cf sonodor.

Sunum. Oil.

Sunum len. To express oil.

Sunum lelen riata. A native oil press.

Kuidi sunum. Oil yielded by the fruit of

Bassla laiifftlia, Koxb.

Utili sunum. ~)

Karug. sunum, > Mustard oil.

Turi sunum. J
Eradom sunum. Castor oil.

Surguja sunum. Ni{,-rr seed oil, j'ielded by
tlio seeds of G-idzulia ahij^.^ijuiva^ Per^.

Tilmiri sunum. GiiiK''lly or sesame oil, yielded

by the seeds of S'-'.-^unavi indieum, L.

Eu^ri sunum. Oil yu.l'lcd liv the seeds of

C^Aash-uxpaiucfTrio. WUld.
Bando sunum. Oil yielded by the seeds of

Spatholohus Hnxhni'tjhil, Benlh,
Boh>^a aarjom sunum. ( 'ii yielded by the seeds

of YeiMlago calyciUnta, Tidasne.

Nim sunum. Oil yielded by Melia Azadiinrhla,
Linn.

Bherenda sunum. Oil yielded by the seeds of

Jatro2>ha ci:i'cu.^:, Linn.
Barn sunum. Oil yielded by the seeds of

SMeiu'fra trijvyd, ]YiUd.

Tisia, sunum. K^i^g^ed ^ii.
Thisia snnum. S

Lopoa aunum. Oil yieWed by the kernels of

the i'ruifc of Turi linalia hflt:rica, Ro--h.

Kudrum sunum. Oil yi-'ldod by the seed.s of

JSibi^^-^i'S r.cJ,ilarij)\i, Linn., and of Hibi.:!cit,ii

caiiniiMiius, Lnm.
Tarpin sunum. Turpentine.
Kuila sunum. Gaa or coal tar.

Gotom snnum. }

5
Ghee, clarified butter.

So sunum.
Ha.sa sunum. Earth oil, Uerosene,

Sunum pitha. Cakes fried in oil,

Koatele sunuma. We will supply ourselves

with oil from this,

Sunuin pafija. ")To divine by means
Suraim bonga, J of oil and leaves.

Sunum paii ja aguanpe. Go and enquire for me
if the sick one will recover.

Sunum rauc. A species of black ant.

Sunum bin. A small burrowing snake

of the species Typhlops braminus,

Guv.

Sunum jor. 1 A species of wild fig

Sunum jor dare./ tree, Ficus cordi-

folia, Roxb.

Supot. Good, excellent.

Bes supote benaoakat'a. He has made it very

good.

Supotia.lGentle, quiet, peaceable,

Sapotia.
J

pacific.

Saprud. ~) To entrust, to deliver over to,

Soprot. J to give or put in charge.

Koa doe anprudadiiia. He gave this into my
charge.

Suptau. To be good, as a crop ; to grow
or yield well, to cause to be excel-

lent.

Oas bes suptauakana. The crops have grown
well.

Noa jaega bese suptauakana. He has caused
this field to yield well.

Jondra bese suptauakata. He has raised a
good crop of Indian corn

.

Nes bes suptaulena cas. There was a good
yield of the crops this yeor,

Paiira suptanenae. The bullock has become
docile.

Suptic. The instep, the dorsal surface

of the foot as opposed to talka

the planter surface or sole.

Suplic. A small winnowing fan of

the same hhape as a hatali (q. v.),

mainly used by children when
playing at doing household work.

Supud. Gentle, quiet, peaceable, paci-

fic.

Bes hupud bahu kanae. She is a very gentle
bride

.

Supuluk. Th^ reciprocal form of

suluk (q. v.)

Supurd. Cf suprud.

Sur. Excitation of feeling, intoxi-

cation, frenzy.

Sur deoakawadea. He is excited.

Nu surakanae. He is excited or frenzied with
drink, he has drunk to excitation,

Bai reak sur bah cabaakantaea. The excitation

of the fit has not yet pas=iPd away.
Edre sur deoakawadea. He is excited with

anger.

Sur marte. "^ With one rapid move-
Sur mente. J nient, with a rush or

dart.

Sur marte calao gofenae. He went off with a
rush.
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The sun.

Sura. A common Cyperus or sedge,

GyperuK tiycticm, liaxb.
Sura sagenem sagenoHa. You will flourish like

the sedges.
The culms of this plant are woven into mats

At a cremation a piece of cotton yarn twist-
ed round a culm of this pUvnt is sot fire

to and applied to the mouth of the corpse
to be cremated, after which the funeral
pyre is lighted.

Sura narigin bonga. Name of a Santal
godlet.

Sura mat ha. l

Sura matha. j-Cf. matha wura.

Mat ha sura. J

Surag. Search, enquir}', trace, track,

clue, to search, to seek, to inquire

for.

Snragiii lagaoakafa. I am following up a clue.
Surg-g baraedail. I am mMldng enquiries.

Surahi. A porous earthenware water
bottle.

Suraj. )

Sunij. j"

Suraj muUhi."T The Sun flower, Heli-

Suruj mukhi. J antltas aaiivAis,

Linn.

Suraj mukhi. ") The Indian Scaly Ant-
Suruj mukhi. J eater, Manis pen-

tadactyla. Cf. arba and harba.

Suras. To use up all moisture in food

being cooked, to finish, dried up.
Jom suraskedako. They ate up all.

Jelko teke suraskedako. They cooked the meat
and in doing so used up all the liquid (;ind

left the meat dry.)

Sur ban. Anger.
Surbah oarhaKkantaea. He is angry.

Sure. To cook along with rice, cooked

along with rice.

Jel sure. Flesh meat and rice cooked together.

Arak sure. Vegetables and rice cooked to-

gether.
Hako sure. Pish and rice cooked together.

Simko sure jomkoa. They cook fowls along
with rice and eat them.

Sure Baske. A silb-sept of the Santal

sept Baske (q. v.)

Surgi baha. A wild flowering plant,

Anisomeles ovata, R. Br.

Surguja. A cultivated plant, which
yields the Niger seed and oil of

commerce, Guizotia abyssynica,
Cass.

Surhi. Blotches on the skin supposed,

by rt;intals to be produced by a

parasite.
Surliiko iomokana. The surhi is eating him,

his skin is blotched.

Surhi. A kind of weevil which infests

stored dhan.

Suriau. Cf sarin u.

Suriau. Cf sundue.

Surik. Manner, mode, like, calculation.
Ona surikte emaeme. Give him according to

that calculation.

Surjahi bonga. The Sun god.

Siirka. ) To strip off, as the leaves off

Surkau. J a switch, &c., by running
through the hand.

Surka baber. A piece of rope used in

setting a net for hares. The net
slides down this rope when the top
support falls.

Surkau. To snifi", to suck up, to dravy

up as by a syringe or pump.
Surkau aderme. Sniff it up (the nose.)
Sunumko surkau a^'cara. They snilt' oil to test

it (whether good or bad.)

Surkau. Cf surka.

Surki. ) Biicks ground to powder which
Surti. j takes the place of sand in

making mortar in Bengal.

Surma. ") To be excited, to be frenzied,

Surman. J to suffer from a paroxysm
of anger, fury, desperation, im-
patience.

Surmaakan hor ceCem metaea? What can you
say to an excited man ?

Surma surmi. Quickly, as one excited,

or in a fury.
Surma surmiye hecena are ruar got*ena. He

came excited with anger and returned
immediately.

Surpil. Hot tempered, applied to

females.

Surput.
I

Surput surput. ^Cf sorpot.

Surput surput.J

Surput matte. ") r^c i *.

„ ^ • ^ >• Ci. sorpot marte.
Surput mente. J '

Surruc surruc. Imitative of the warble
'

of the Finch lark.

Lipi cere argon jokheo surrno surfni-'ko raga.
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Sursa. A disease affecting Cattle, per-

foration of palate.

.'v
• {-The sharp ends of a bow.Ai sursa. J

'

Sursunduc. To cow, to daunt, to

depress with fear or shame, to

vender speechless.
EulieC Hiiraundudkedeako. They scolded and

cowed hira.

Sursiinduoe durupakana. He is sitting cowed.
Sursunduc thirenae. He is cowed and silent.

Sursur. "1 To move rapidly, to dart,

Sursurau. J impetuously.
Hakoko sursur bafaekana. The fish are darting

about.
Sursurau rakapgol^enae hako do. The fiah

darted to the surface.

Sursurau calaoenao. He rushed away.

Sursuria. Narrow.
Sursuriako areakafe. They have made a narrow

ridge.
Sursuria hor. A narrqw path.

Sursuria bhugalc. A narrow, strait or small
hole or opening.

Snruc. Narrow.
Suruc hor. A narrow path, afoot path.

Suruc. To insert, to go into or among.
Doho snruokedae okare ooii. He inserted it

some where to keep it.

Suru5 aCena okare coii. It is lost some where
' by gettng into some thing (among grass, &c.)

Ghasre'suruiolia sar do. The arrow will get

araon>f the grass.

Sauri cere ghasre ^diko suTujoKa. The sauri

"bird is very much given to hiding in the

grass i. e. to boring its way through the

grass.

Suru6.
_ "I To sob, to snuffle,

biiruc suruc. J
EkensuriidteCge aiijomoKkana. Only the sob

is heard.

Suruj bai. A kind of fit or convul-

sion, sunstroke.

Suruj mukhi baha. Cf. suraj mukhi.

Suruj mukhi. The Indian Scaly Ant
-eater. Cf suraj mukhi.

SGrGkud. A small bush, Salix tetra-

sperina, Roxb. Cf gada sigrik.

Sururi. To bore a hole in a rock for

blasting, a hole bored in a rock

for blasting.

Surusuc. To huddle up oneself, as

from cold.

DaKte lohoC snrasnoenae. He is wet and
huddled up owing to being cold.

Susaa. Dreary, desolate.

Susar. To take care of, to nurse, to

minister to, emergency.
AjaK hormo ho bae susarettaea. He does not

even take care of his own person.
Siis9.r calaokatiA me. Help me through this

emergency.

Adiko susar samarkedea, enhohac ba^icaolena.

They nursed him very carefully, neverthe^
less he did not live.

Susari. "|_ The appellation of the priest

Susaria. J who officiates at the Jatra

(q. V.) festival.

Susaria. A nurse, a dresser in a hos-

pital, one who ministers.

Susrar. Cf sasrar.

Susti. Slow, lazy, idle.

A<Ji sustigetaea nuiali kami. This (man's) work
is very slow.

Sustige taramae. He walks slowly.

Susto. To improve or recover, as from
an illness.

Susto Aogolfkanae netar do. He is improving
a little now-a-days.

Stistob.
)_ Kindness, impartiality, ab-

Sustop. J sence of anxiety.
Stisfobteko jomkeda. They ate without anxiety^

Sustok. Good, well, absence of defect.
Sustok kathae metadiiia. He spoke to me aff-

ably.

Q ' [To sniff, to snuff, to snort.
Susu.J

' '

Susii sahedojfkanae. He is sniffing, or breath-
ing strongly tlirough the nose.

Susiilf kanae roroK lagit. He (bull) is snorting,
he is about to charge.

Susna. "j To chitter and produce a
Suswau. y hissing sound resembling
Susuau.J susu susu, to shiver.

Enaiirem susualtkan tahekana. You were
chittering awhile ago.

Enahrem susuaulena. You chittered awhile
ago.

Susultal. In good condition jjhysicall}',

to be bright, as the countenance.
Sanam horkoak" met'aha rask^te susultagoKa.

Susum. To heat, as water over a fire.

DaK susum nogme. Heat the water a little.

DaBko susumakaCa. They have heated the
water.

Susum daS. Hot, warm, or tepid water.
Susum dale liuieda. He is drinking warm

water.

Susurban. A wasp.
Khudia susurbaij.^
Sehgel susurban. r-r,.™ j.i. -

Bana susurban. (
different kind, of wasps.

Caree susurbaii. J



SusurtaK^ [ 605 1 Sutur

Susurtalc. Eobust, flourishing, as a

healthy plant, in good condition

physically, plunip.
Sjisui'taKe motaakann. He is plumply fat.

NelUedeai'i susurtagoKkanae. I saw Mm, bo is

becoming plump,

Susu susu. To chitter, the sound

produced through the teeth when
chittering or shivering.

Eabante susu suauKkanae. He is chittering

with cold.

Sut!. To hollow out a cavity in sand

and allow water to percolate

into it.

DaKko suda. They hollow out a cavity in the
sand and allow water to percolate into it.

Sut daK. Water that has percolated into a
cavity hollowed out in the sand.

Sut. To dress or tie up the hair.

EoK sut'. ) A method o£ tying up the hair by
Eot suti 5 binding it with something or fixing

it with hair pins, applied to women,
Tnka sut'. A method of fixing up the hair

without tying or using hair pins. Women
only use this method.

Peter su£. A method of fixing the hair by
twisting it into a coil at the back of the
head.

Tikin eut'. The hair tied in a knot on the top

of the head (by men.)
Lara sut. The hair tied in a bunch or knot on

the side of the head (of males.)

Lafi sut. The hair tied in a bunch or knot on
"the side of the head, (of females.)

Baha hoko sudoKa. They also dress the hair

with flowers.

Sut. Dry ginger.

Sutam. Thread, yarn, any filmy sub-

stance produced by insects, such

as spiders, silkworms, &c., &c.
Pond sutam . White thread.
AraK sutam, Eed thead,
Lumam sutam. Silk thread of the Tassar silk

worm,
Guli sutam, A ball of thread, or a thread ball,

Eil sut^m, A reel of thread, thread that is sold

on reels.

Sutam or. To prepare the warp of a web of

cloth, Cf. or,

Bindi sutam. Thread spun by a spider.

Tore sutam. Gossamer.
Kii kaskomle sutama. We will mate this

cotton into thread.

Gossamer.
Sutam. ")

Tore sutam. j
Sutam oroS. A children's game so

called.

Suthar. Fine, grand, beautiful, used

mainly in sarcasm.
jkOii suth9.rem llelolfkana. Tou appear very

grand,
.^^i sutharem oralcakaCa, Yon have built a

grand house.

properly, nicely.

Suthni, A little, a pinch, a grain.

Mit Buthniye emadida. He gave me a pincli,

Suthni. A jilant, Dioscoreu fiisci-

cuhita, Jidxb., the root tubers of

which are oaten,

Suthrai. AVell,

giiuidly.

Sutbr?iko jiindaaVafa, They have made a
nice pintja (q, v.)

Suthrgiiye durupakaim. He is sitting grandly
(like a groat man when others are working,)

- Suthrifiye gitic johkana. He is sleeping quietly,

Suti. \A long whip-like bean
Munga suti. J the fruit of the Horse

Radish on Ben-nut tree, Moringa
pterygosperma, Gaertn.

Sutik. To enquire.

Kathae sutik baraeda. He is making enquiries
into the matier.

Sutikpe okoe onare'lek kanae. Enquire as to
who in that (village) is worthy.

Sutrau. To enquire, to enquire into,

to investigate,

Onko thene sutrauana. He enquired of them,

Sutri, A kind of cultivated pulse.

Phaseolns calcaratus, Eoxh.

Sutruc, Small, insignificant,

Sutrui mara gidra, A little imp of a child.

Sutuc, To search for by feeling with
the finger.s, or by lifting or remov-
ing small objects,

Cefera sutuc baraeda? What are you search-
ing for ?

Putuo fiamkedae, He felt for it and found it,

Dakatet do bae jomeda, jelge siifud baraedae.
He is not eating the rice, he is fishing out
the bits of meat.

Sutul,

SutuS sutuU.

ground.
Su^uU sutuli mit; riindae dalikeda. It rained

the whole night, drip drip,

SutuK sutuK sadekana. It sounds drip drip.

Sutul marte, ") With a drip, with a
Sutul mente, J sound of water fall-

ing on the ground.
Su^ul^ marte sa<^eena,

Sutur, \Sound of nibbling or
Sutur sutur,/ crunching, as by rats.

Sutur suture jomeda. He is nibbling.
Sutur maraokedae. He nibbled it up,

Ontereye sufurkeda. He made a nibbling sound
over there.

") Sound produced by
. ) water falling on the



Sutur na gatar [ 606 ] Tadarot

Sutur na gatar. The opposite of what
is fit and piopei-.

Sutur na gatarem fieloKkana. You look untidy,
or slovenly.

Sutur na gatarem roretkana. You are speak-
ing improperly.

Sutur na gatarem kamiakafa. You have done
the work badly.

Siiyur ") To whistle through the
Siiyur suynr. J teeth, as when whist-

ling to a dog.

Suyur maraokedae. He gave a whistle.
Suyur suyure goleda. He is whistling or

hissing through his teeth.

Suyur marte.
I
With a whistle, with a

Suyur mente.j hiss through the teeth.
Suyur marte.ye golkecja. He whistled with a

hiss through the teeth.

Swabhab. ") -kj , ,-

Q ,, > IN ature, disposition.

Swadhin. Independent, one's own
master.

T
Tab. Cf. tap.

Tabac tubud. To splash in water, to

cause a splashing sound.

Tabac tiubucko paeraUkana. They are swim-
ming and splashing.

Tabad fibucko calalfkana. They go making
a splashing noise.

TabaU tabuS. \To splash, to cause a

Tabak tubuk. f sound of splashing.

TabaR tubuKko donbaraeda. They are jump-
ing about and splashing (frogs.)

Taba tubu. Imitative of the sound
produced by striking the water

with the feet when swimming.
Taba tubuko paeraRkana. They are swimming

and making a sound resembling faba tubu,

Tabuli marte,

TabuK mente,
TabuR marte sadeena. It sounded splash

Tabe. Dependent, subject.

Tabere. Under authority, subjeotto, dependent
on.

Okoe tabere menaea ? To whom is he subject, on
whom is he dependent?

Tabete£. Dependence, subjection.

Be-tabe. Independent, free.

Be-tabete6. Independence, freedom.

Tabedar. A dependent, a follower, a

subject.

Amren tabedar doA bah kana. I am not a

dependent of yours.

I
I With a splash.

Taben. A kind of parched rice, to

make rice into taben.

Horoko tabena. They make rice into tahen.
Taben horoko irtiakat'a. They have taken away

dhau to make into tahen,

Taben il. Very young feathers on a

young bird.

The name is given to feathers at the stage
when they resemble the flat grains of taben.

Taben aral. A kind of wild plant

used as a pot-herb.

Taben. Yours (dual.)
Okare taben oraR P Where is your house .''

Taber. Face downwards, upper side

down.
Taberakanae. He is lying on his face, or stom-

ach,
Taberteye giticakauae. He is lying on his face.
Taberteye gurena. He fell forward on his face.

Tabij. An ornament worn on the

upper arm.

Tabla. A kind of small drum beaten
with the fingers, a small hatchet or

axe.

Tabo. lOurs, our, belonging to us. (in-

Tabon. / elusive of person addressed.)

Senakantabonae. He belonging to us has
gone, our (brother, sister, &o.) has gone.

Tabuc. Not thoroughly dry, moist,

damp.
Alope b?.ndia tabuogea. Do not put it up in

bandis (q. v.) it is not thoroughly dry.

rii'i i'\ -u 1' Sound of water agitat-
Tabuk tabuL , • , , ^
ri,-, 1 } ed in a hole, cavera
labuk. , ,

rpT. 1 J. u 1
or water pot.

Tabuk tabuk. ]
^

TabuR tg.buR sadekana. It sounds iahuTt
tJbuR.

Tabui marte,
I
With a splash, as of

Tabui mente.j water in a waterpot.

Tad. An ornament worn on the up-

per arm by women.

Tada. A pole carried on the shoulders

of two or more men from which
anything to be carried is slung, to

carry slung on a pole.

Tadatekin goR ^gukeda. They brought it

swung on a pole on their shoulders.

S^rnH^o investigate, to enquire

Ona kathale tadarotkeda, bah sg.budlena. We
enquired into that matter, it was not proved.



Tadbir [ 607 ] Tuharao

Tadbir.
1^ To deliberate, to take counsel,

Tatbir. J opinion or advice.

Tade. To lean upon a stick, crutch, &c.,

placed under the arm ; to lean

against, to cause to lean against.
Thehgai-e taijeabanae. He is leaning on a stick

placed under the arm.
Silpifiko tadeaka£a. They have leaned some-

thing against the door.

Taeni theiiga. Cf. taini.

Taenom. Behind.
Taenom seo. Backwards.
Taenomre menaea. He is behind.

Tagada. To enquire into, to take to do
with, to investigate.

Noa tagadae reah cei kantama ? What right
have you to enquire into this ?

Tagaja. To insist upon a thing being

done at once, to cause to do quick-

1}', to be prompt.
Noa taka ?i(Ji tagajakate ufhaupe. Collect this

money at once.

Tagar. A trough.
Tagarre surti ar ounko sipia. They mix snrti

(q. T. ) and lime in a trough.

Tagatusa. \In disorder, disorderly, conTagatusa. \]
Tagutasu. j fusion, to shake up, as

straw for a bed, &o., littered.

Tagutasu noakoreko dohoakafa. They have
placed them about here in disorder.

Alope t?'.rutasuia kicrij do. Do not disorder

or disarrange the cloth.

Tagutasu arisgd deloKkana, oralc saphaepe.
It is littered and looks unseemly, clean the
house.

Tagutg.3u busup ateCkateko gitioakana. They
shook out the straw and are lying on it

Taghen. ") A prop, a catch, as anything

Thagen. J put against a door to keep

it open ; to lean against.
TaghenakaCari. I hare put something against

it to keep it open.
Dhirite taghenme. Put a stone to it to keep it

. open.
Taghen sakom. A "guard" bracelet.

Onare (aghenoKa. It will lean against that.

Tagoj. Sr.rength.

Tagum. To eat in big mouthfuls.
Tagum gofkadae. He devoured it.

Tagidar. An overseer.

Tagot! aral. A wild plant used as a

pot-herb. Cf togot arak.

Tagri handi. Pachwae, liquor made
from rice, rice beer.

Tagutasu. Cf tagatusa.

Taha. Thut, that same.
Nasenalf biswas ho. taha banuKtaea. Even a

little faith that same he has not.

Taha reset. On the contr'jry. Cf reset'.

Tiiha. There, in that place.

Jalia giyup taham ahgaena. Wherever night
befel you there you stayed till morning.

Jaha mon taljaii calalfgi. AVhere my fancy leads

me there I will go.

Tabs. Certainly, without doubt.

On(Jege taham aiigaena adom meneda, liindgire-

ged heoona. Tou were certainly there till

dawn and you say I came (home) during the

night.

rf, t \ -1., \ In some places.
Jaha taha. )

^

Jaha taha daKkedae, ar jaha taha do ban. It

rained in some places and not in others.

Tahaka. ") Distinctly, clearly, easily,

Tahaka. J without hindrance.

Khub tahakae roreda. He speaks very dis-

tinctly.

Ona tanglire do behaj ^ahakakin senolfkan

tahekana. On that plain they were walking

with great freedom.

I To take or give an airing.
Tahalao.

tahlao.

TahalaoK l9.gi6 band secle senlena. We went
towards the tank for an airing.

Sadomko tahlaoctkoa. They are giving the

horses an airing.

Taham tukuc. Stumbling.
Taham tukuc liut. Pitch dark, in which one

stumbles.

Taham tukue barae kanae. He is going stum-

bling along.

AndhelJ dundheC taham tukuo okatepe calaK

kana? Where are you going to floundering

and stumbling ?

Tahao. ") Feeling the way, groping

Tahaote. J as with a stick to try the

depth of water-, or in darkness.

Tahao atkarkedae. He felt the depth(with a

stick.)

Tahao tahaote calaKme. Go feeling your way.

Tahao tahaote rorme, giuri saari alom rora.

Speak carefully, do not speak at random.

Tahap tatup. \ Stumbling, floundering,

Tahup tatup. J as one walking in the

dark ; to go slap dash.

Tahap tJtuple heoena. We came floundering

along.

Tahar bihar. All about, here and

there, lying about, scattered here

and there.

Tahar biharko .gitica setoh dinre. In the hot

weather they sleep here and there.

Tahar bihar mihuraerommenaUkoa. The cattle

are scattered here and there.

Tahar biharko b9.giakat'a. They have left (the

things) lying about.

Taharao. Cf tarhao.



Taha rese^ [ 608 ] Tai tai

Slowly, gently.

Taha reset!. On the contrary.

IjI do^ menkecla cele mundhat'^e afcu hijuUka-
na, Aelkede doii taha resef; mit' go^en hore
ata hijuiikan. I said it must be a log
that eomes floating, I saw that on the con-
trary it was a man coming floating.

Taha reta. A preliminary to a song' to

get the time to which it should be
sung as the lines of Santal songs
Sling to the same tune are not al-

ways of the same length.

Taha reta nana tarana taha reta nanare, Taha
reta, nana tarana na nanare.

Tahari.

Tahri.

Tahri tahr

Taharite taramme. Walk slowly.
Tahrite rorme. Speak gently.
Tihri alope sereria, cogor bare serelipe. Do

not sing slowly, sing quicKly.

Tahar taharoE, To wander about.

Tahas.
1

Tahas nahas. [To waste, squander.

Tahas nahas.J

Taha tahi. Quickly, industriously, rap-

idly, at high loressure.

Taha tahiko kamikana. They are working at
high pressure

OfaKre jomali sanampe tahas nahaakeftabona.
You wasted all the food we had in the house.

Tahbi. Quickly, without delay.

rp I > To remain, to reside, to stay.

Birre tahenkanae, oralfte do bae hijuRa. He
resides in the forest, he does not come home.

Uni do birreye taheena, iilgen hecena. He re-
mained in the forest, I have come.

Tahetetge ohoko tahe Jiawana. They will on
no account be allowed to remain.

Tahe tuluo. "While, along with.
Tahe liogolf. To stay tor a little.

Tahe uric. To remain steadfast.
Tahe thir. To remain still.

Tahekana. Was, were.

Tahekanaii. I was.
Tahekanale. We were.

Taher. A kind of cucumber, Cucumis
sativus, Linn.

Tahka bahka. Hurriedly, quickly.

Tahka bahkaii odok got'ena, hifiu otoakadaii.
I left hurriedly, and forgcft it.

Tahka bahkaakanale. We are hurrying.

Tahkiat. To take care of, to take

oversight of

Saname tahkiatetkana. He is taking the over-
sight of ail.

Tahlao. To give or take an airing, to

lead about, to cause to walk back-

wards and forwards, as a horse,

&c.
Sadomko t-ihlaokoa. They give horses an air-

ing.

Tahrao. To fix, settle, come to a de-

cision or determination, to appoint,

to establish, to stop, to stay, to

remain, to be permanent, to make
a fixture.

Noale tahraokeda. We came to this decision.
Are taliraokedale. We made the dam a fixture,

we caused it to be permanent.
Teheli khonbo tahraokeda banar bela kami ho-

yoKa. We decided that from to-day work
would be carried on both forenoon and after-

noon.
Gupiiele tahraokedea tehcil khon. We appoint-

ed him cattle herd from to-day.
Arekedale, menkhan bail t^ahraolena. We made

the dam, but it did not stand.
Darirali sap t.-ttiraokedea. 1 caught and held

the bullock.

Tahr
Tahi
Tahri tahri rorme. Speak gently.
Tahrigeye tarameda,. He walks slowly.

\-| J-
To collect dues,

Tahri'tahri.}^'°^"'y>
gently.

He lias come to collect

Tas
TaKsile hecakana.

(rent, &o.)

Tahsildar. ") A collector of rents, dues,

Tasildar. j &c.

Tahtahao. To be on the alert, to watch
eagerly for, to stand in readiness

to act on the in^-lant, to be eager.
Tahtahao baraekanae. He is standing ready

to acfc (as with arrow on string ready to
shoot an animal as soon as it appears.)

Tahtahaoak.anac Iculai capade lagit. 113 is

ready to throw at the hare the instant it

^ appears.
Nenella-itko tahtahao baraekana. They are

eager to go to the fair.

Tahuc tahuc. Taking long steps, stri-

ding.
Tahue tahuoe tarameda. He goes striding

along.

Tahup tahup. Of tahap tatup.

Tahur. To eat in large mouthfuls, to

devour, to tear as a beast of prey
a carcase.

Kule t?ihnrkedpa. A tiger devoured him.
Tgi.hur Jomkedoae. He devoured him.
Tahur ocoketkoae. He allowed them to be

devoured (by a tiger.).

Tai tai. A call to pigeons.
Tai tai parwako hohoakoa. They call tai t?ii

to pigeons.



Taioi [ 609 ]
Takrar

Taini. l A stick higher than a

Taeni. ! man with iron rings

Taini thenga.j fixed loosely on the

top which sound as the stick is

struck on the ground.
The taini fbenga was till very recently

employed to beat time when dancing.

Taini. ") A common jungle plant,

Bonga taini. J Tacca pinnatijida,

Linn., the umbel of which on its

stalk bears a resemblance to the

taini thenga (q. v.)

rp
•- [-Fresh, fat, green, raw.

Tajaenae. He is fat.

Taja jel. Fresh meat, good flesh meat.

Taja. To recover from an illness.

Taji. Spirited, quick, energetic.
Nui dahra khuhe tajia. This bullock is very

spirited,

Tajia. The tazia of the Mohamedans.
Cf daha.

Tajbij. To enquire into, to examine, to

consider, to judge, to estimate.

Tak. Doubled once without cutting,

as a thread, &c.
Bar tak. Doubled twice or quadrupled with-

out cutting.
Pe tak. Thrice doubled without cutting.

Tak. Time, season, opportunity, pro-

per time, nick of time, crisis.

Sanam senaK take dohoeda. He attends to
every thing in its proper time.

Tak bae jogao dareada. He could not attend
to it at the proper time.

Ina takrege uniye heo go£ena. He arrived at

that particular time.

Jojom takregem hedena. You have come at
meal-time.

Tak. Stock still.

Tak lekae tengoakaua. He is standing stock
still.

Tengo takakanae. He is standing stock still.

Tak batar. Season, proper season, pro-

per time, seasonably.
Tak batar fielteko era. They watch for a fa-

vourable time to 6 ow.
Tak batarre bae oaslaKa. He did not cultivate

seasonably.

Tak rokom. Method, mode, ins and

outs, habits and ways.
Tak rokom auriye sabakjmi real?. He has not

yet got into the ins and outs of the work.
Polis real? takrokom ^.uriye saba. He has not yet

got into the habits and ways of the police.

Tal. In composition one.

Okoe-talc-em hataoeaP Which one (animate)

will you take ?

Oka-taU-em hataoa? Which one (inanimate)

will you take ?

Nui-tatt ii hataoea. I will take this one (ani-

mate. )

Noa-taK id hataoa. I will take this one (inani-

mate.)
Tala-taU aguime. Bring the middle one.

Taka. Silver, a rupee, money.
Taka realf . Of silver, made of silver.

Taka kaudi. Money.

Takao. To look at, to watch, to look

intently.
Kule takaoedekan tahekana. The tiger was

watching him.

Takap takap. ") To make a noise when
Tokop tokop. J eating.

Takap takape jomkeda.
food.

He gobbled up the

Takar. Of that, of this.

Takar adhako agukina. They fine them the

half of that.

Takia. A pillow.
Noa£ takiaia. I will make a pillow of this.

Taki6. To come in contact with, to

stumble, to meet with an obstacle,

difficulty or hindrance ; to strike

the foot, head, &c. against an ob-

stacle, to be offended, to be hin-

dered.
Candire takioenae. His brow came in contact

with (a branch .)

Santao hoelenkhanko t*kid godoKa. When per-

secution arises they become offended.

Takin. Their, theirs, (dual.)

Orak t^kin. Their house.

Takit. Cf takic.

Taknal. A small earthenware vessel.

TaknaR toknaKreko dohoaka^a. They have
put it in small earthenware vessels (of

different kinds.)

Tako. Their, in comp,
OfaKtako. Their house.

Takoe.. To spin on the charJcha or

spinning wheel.
Sutamko takoekeda. They spun the thread.

TaUkoeid. A spinner.

TaKkoe kanae. She is spinning.

Takonia. Staring, starer.

Takonia hor kanae. He is a staring man.
Takonia kanae. He is a starer.

Takrar. To dispute, to jangle, to ar-

gue, to wrangle, to quarrel.

Ona kathae takrareC kana. He has raised a
dispute about that matter, he is disputing
that matter.

Noa katha adim takraredii5kana. You are
hotly arguing this matter with me.

Jomalf reak takrar kana. It is a dispute about
food.

Uni takrare lagaoeda . He is raising a dispute.

77



Takra tiikra [ GIO ] Talbhad

To click, as a watch or clock.

Takra tnkra.l Pieces, fragments, broken
Takra tukra.j pieces, to break into

pieces or fragments.

Takta. A plank, a board.
Noaie taktaea. We will make planks of this.

Taltiil. Desolate.
Maraii taUfak t^ndi. A wide desolate plain.

Taktai.

Toktol.
_

Gliari talctaU sadckana. The watch is sound-
ing- click clic'i.

Taktaki. Stockstill, startled and de-

prived of power of motion.
Tehgo takfakiakanae. He is standing stock-

still.

Taktaki. \To strike tlie end of a stick

Thakthaki.J repeatedly on the ground.
faktakiye calaokeda. He divined by means of

striking a stick on the ground.
Santals have a superstition that if an enemy

buries anything near a house the inhabit-
ants will be injured. "When there is a sus-

picion of something having been thus buried
an ojha is brought who repeating an incant-
ation strikes his stick all over the place.
His hand is guided to the spot where the
thing is buried. It is then dug up and thrown
away and the spell removed. If a man's
cows give a large quantity of milk, milk is

buried under the impression that this will

decrease the supply. If it is desired to in-

jure a man's rice crops, rice is buried, and if

his death is intended a bone is buried.

Taku. The spinning axle of a spin-

ning wheel, on which the thread is

wound as it is spun.

Taku. A blight which affects the rice

plant in certain cases where there

is too much water during an early

stage of its growth.

Tal. Equal, without change, musical

time or measure.
Mii talgeakin nukin dahra do. These two

bullocks are equal or alike.

MiC t^lgekin calalSa. They keep step.
Mi(i tale dak'keda. It rained without change.
Mi€ ta] ^e rualt kanae. His fever is continuous.
T^lge bae emetkana. He does not keep time.

Tal 1m "
j- Subject, topic, theme,

Khub tale uthg.uakata mara h marah katha reaU

.

He is discoursing on an interesting and
important subject.

Bes tare uthauakaia. He is discoursing on an
interestin^i- topic.

•Bes katha realc tare uthauakafa. He is dis-

coursing ou an interesting theme.

Tala. Midi.ile, centre.
Tala mala. The centre, the middle.
Tala malare. In the centre.

Talare. In the midst, in the middle, among,
amongst.

Tala oraKre durupakanae. He is sitting in the
middle of the house.

OraK talareye durupakana. He is sitting in
'

the middle of the houses.
Tala setoii. The direct rays of the sun.

Tala katup. The middle finger.

Talaio.
' The middle one, the second in point of

birth when there are three or more.
Tala kora. The second son when there are

three or more, the stomach.
Tala kuri. The second daughter when there

are three or more daughters.
Tala bahu, The wife of the second son when

there are three or more sons.

Tala jawae. Husband of the second daughter
when there are three or more daughters,

Tala korafi bahuaea. I will take food.

Pera talakedeako. They restored him to his

caste privileges.

Tala. To help, to assist.

Tala. To put dhan the second time

through the husking process.

Tala. The sole of a boot or shoe.
Tala ma besgeaj cetan cadrate6 b^ricena. The

soles are good, the uppers are bad.

T^l-JHalf.

MiS din tala din. A day and a half.

Mi6 cando tala. A month and a half.

La tala po tala inate hole purungea

.

Tala. A lock, a padlock.
Tala cabhi. A padlock and key.
Silpid tala otoakatan. I left the door looked,

I locked the door before leaving.

Talah. ") A small piece or quanti-

Katic talan. J ty.

Kafid talaii emadifiae. He gave me a little

piece.

Talan. In comp. ours (dual.)

Tala tandi. Friendless, without a

guardian, alone, out on the plain.
NitoKe tala tanijiena. Now he is friendless.

Talao. To break, to transgress.
Hukum talao. To break or transgress a com-

mand or order.

Talao. To spend or pass, as time.
Jahalekate dine talaoeda. He spends or passes

the time anyway.
Ajarete dine talaoeda. She spends her time in

gossippiug, or visiting her neighbours.
Din ^alilaoio kanae. He is an hireling, one

whose aim is only to pass the day.

Talao. "(Without intermission, con-

Mit talao. j tinually.

Mi{ talaoko rorekana. They are continually
finding fault with him.
Mit talaoge daBedae. It rains without
intermission.

Talao. To warn.

Talbhah. Respite, pause, interval, ces-

sation.

Talbhau bae emakokana. He gives them no
respite.
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Talbi. To hurry, to cause to act with-

out delay, promptly, quickly.

AJiye talbieClea. He is hurrying us much.
441 tjlbiko khojlsana. They want it very

promptly.

Tale. In comp. our.
OraK-tale. Our house.

Tale. 1 The Palmyra palm, 5oras-

Tale dare. J susjlabelliformis, Linn.

Tale hako. A kind of fish.

Tale si6. The Palmyra palm. Cf. tale.

Eohoealah mairi ule aid tale siti,

GujuKre gnrolcre intum tahena. Doii sered.

Talebor. Rich, great.
Khub talebor hor kanae. He is a very rich man.

Taletal. Without intermission, con-

tinuously.

Taletal horko hijuKkana. People are coming
continuously.

Talgatauak. To crush, to bruize, to

disintegrate, to break into pieces,

as straw by being trampled on.

Horeoko dal talgataual<aka£a.

Sanamko jom talgat9.uaKakat'a.

Talha. A short stick, used to throw at

small game, or to knock down
fruit, &c.

Talhate bele ulko oapa^ llura. They knock
down ripe mangoes with the talha.

Tali. ") A branch on which tas-

Lumam tali. J sar silk worms are trans-

ferred from one tree to another.

Tassar silk worms having consumed all the

leaves off a tree are collected on a small

branch. This branch—tali—is fixed rn to

another tree and the caterpillars spread
themselves over it.

The tali is never used as firewood as there

is a superstition that if it is burned the

silk worms will die from disease.

Tali.1

Toli. vUnderneath, root, foundation.

Tuli.J

Talire dal? menaKa, arho la tiogme. There is

water underneath, dig down a little more.

Taliau. ^ Belonging to an old well-to do

Tuliau. J family, wealthy, rich.

Taliau hor kanae. He belongs to an old well-

to-do family.
NeKe tuliauUkana. He is just now becoming

rich.

Tali ita. A broad flat tile.

Talik. To take care of, to ward, to

act as guardian or caretaker.

Hofe t?like£koa. He is loo king after the people

.

Talika. ") Inventory, a list of articles,

Talkha. J number, to count, to

number.
Horko talkh^efkoa. They arc counting the

people.
Mihu merom real? tgilikgiko hataoeda. They

are taking the number of the cattle.

Talim. To teach, to instruct, to impart
knowledge, tuition, instruction.

Bese talimakana. He is well instructed.
Nui gidra t^limkaetilime. Instruct this child

of mine.

Talin. In comp. our (dual.)
OraK-talid. Our house.

Talka. The palm of the hand, sole of

the foot.

Janga talka. Sole of foot.
Ti talka. Palm of hand.

Talkha. Cf talika.

Talmalao. Cf toltol.

Talmal. ")To heave, shake, quiver,

Talmalao. J tremble.

Talom. To overtop.
Pindhe talomkedae daKte. The water oTCr-

topped the embankment.
Hara talomkedeae. He grew and overtopped

him, he outgrew him.

Talsa. Measles.
Talsa rakapakawadea. Measles have broken

out on him.
Talsa ru9 liamakadea. He has caught measles.

Talsa. Flour.
Talsa is prepared by first roasting the grain and

grinding it. It is eaten without cooking,
sometimes dry and sometimes mixed with
water,

Talse. Cf tarse.

Taltul. To begin, to take in hand, to

get in readiness, to make pre-

liminary preparations.
Dakae lagiEko taltul baralfkana. They are

preparing to cook food.

Nit ho bape taltuloIJkana, ar taltiigipe metart-
kana. You are not even now beginning to
make preparations (for cooking) and you
are telling me to wait.

Taltalao. To cause to haste, to hasten,

to cause to hurry, to hurry, to

dragoon, to constrain, to drive,
Taltnlao odokket'koae. He hurried them out.
Khainarealfkotaltalaoketlea. They are hurry-

ing us to pay our rent.

Bifhiko taltalaoakat'lea. They dragooned us
into doing forced labour.

Kgimikoe taltalaoetkoa. He is hurrying the
work people.

Taluk. A lease in perpetuity, a sub-

division of a zila or county, the

latter consisting of several taluks.
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Talukdar. A landlord, the holder or

proprietor of a taluk.

Talukdari. The tenure, office, or estate

of a talukdar.

T^lukdariedae. He holds the tenure of a
t^ilukdar.

Tarn. To seize with both arms and
throw down.

Tapam. To wrestle. Reciprocal form of tain.

Tarn gitidkedeae. He seized him in his arms
and laid him down.

Tamkedeae. He threw him down.
Tarn gur go£kedeae. He seized him in his arms

and threw him down.

Tarn. In comp. thine.

Theiiga-tam halahme. Take np your stick.

Tamadi. Limitation as to time which
bars a civil suit.

Katha do tamadientama. Your matter is out
of date, cannot now be gone into as it has
been brought up too late.

Tamae tomoe. To loaf about.
Tamae tomoe baraekanape, kami sec do bape

calal^kana. You are loafing about, you
will not go to work.

Tamai. Respect, reverence, deference.

Mafijhi realf tamai do bae dohoeda. He does
not pay respect to the Mg.lijhi (q. v.)

Tamak. A kind of kettle drum.
Tamak khol. The iron portion of the tamak

kettle drum when not covered with hide.

Tamak ru. To beat the fam^k or kettle-drum.

Tamak tumuk. ") To convalesce, to re-

Tanak tunuk. J cover from illness.

Rua khone tamak tumukakana. He is reco-
vering from an attack of fever.

Tamakhur. ") m i.

rru \ u r iobacco.
Ihamakhur. J
Maran tamakhur. Ganja.
Tin tamakhur. A mixture of ganja, chewing

and smoking tobacco, which is smoked.

Taman. Exactly, precisely.

Taman uni lekageli fielkedea. He appeared to
me to be exactly like him.

Tamao. . To be enraged, to be excited

with anger.

Eor rorte tamaoenae. He is angry with having
had continually to find fault.

Tamaoakanae, alope bolaoea. He is enraged,
do not disturb him.

Tamardak. To weary out, to annoy,
to worry, to trouble.

TamardaKkedidae. He wearied me out with
work.

TamardaKkediiiae nui gjdra do. This child
wearied me out.

Tamasa. An entertainment, a spec-

tacle, a show.
Khubko tamasaeda. They are giving a grand

show.
Cei non(}epe tamasaeda P "What entertainment

are you giving here ? What are you doing f

Tamaaa liel lagitko senakana. They are gone
to see the show.

Tamasuk. ") A note of hand, bond, ob-

Tomosuk. J ligation.

Tamba. Copper.
Tamba reah
Tamba reaK Made of copper.

j-Uncomely, ugly.

They have pitched the

They took down and

They have struck

Tambae tomboe. To loaf about.

Tambhao. ") To stand still, to stop, to

Thambhao, J cease, to restrain, to

support.

Mi£ ghuri hape tambhaoKme. Remain silent a
little time.

Nui rugi dole tambhaokedea. We restrained
this sick man, we kept him alive.

D^rkau tahekanae, adole thambhaokedea. He
was fleeing and we stopped him.

Bahle tambhao dareadea, god oookedeale. We
were not able to restrain him, we allowed
him to die.

Tambor.
Tamborae,
Tambu. A tent
T?mbuko berefakata.

tent.

Tambuko uthaukeda.
removed the tent.

Tambuko rapufakaCtakoa.
their tents.

Tambuc tambuc. Quickly, rapidly, ap-
plied to walking.

Tambuc tambuce calakkana. He is walking
rapidly.

Tamda tamdi. To grope, or feel here
and there.

Tamda tamdi baraekanae. He is groping here
and there.

Tamdao. To grope, to feel with hands
or feet, as in the dark or in water,
to search or try to find in the dark
or in water.

DaKre hakoko tamdao baraetkoa. They are
, groping in the water for'fish.

Nutre tamdao baraedae. He is groping (for
something) in the dark.

Tamil. To put in force, as a decree
;

to take possession of, to be in

charge, to appoint.
Atoe tamilakafa. He has taken possession of

the village.
Ill domit'ted rajostiri tg.milapekana, cet leka

in apuA iiie tamiladina. I appoint unto
you a kingdom as my father appointed unto
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Tamka takur. Numerous objects of

different kinds hanging or cluster-

ing together, to hang in clusters,

or bunches.
Tamka t*kuvko akakaat'a. They have hung

them up in bunches.
Tamka ^akurko bh?,ria idieda. They are

carrying (the things) in bhangies andthey
are hanging over the sides in bunches.

Tamka tgikur joakana. The fruit is in clusters,
or it has fruited in clusters.

K^hu bardurtio (amka takurko akakoKa. The
Vampire bats hang in clusters.

Tamkia. An adept at beating the

tamak drum.

Tamkur. To hang down loosely.

Latar sec (amkurakanan baber. The string is

hanging down.

Tamna. "\ A kind ofdigging imple-
Tamna kudi. I ment worked in the
Tamni.

j
same way as a kudali

Tamni kudi. J or hoe.

Tampa tura. ")Long shanked, as a

Tampu tarun. J wading bird, long-

legged, tall and lanky.
Utko (ampa turageako. Camels have long

.legs.

Tampur. Long-legged.

Tamtaraao. To rage, to be excited

with anger.
Tamtamao baraekanae dadal l?gi(;. He is ra-

ging about seeking an opportunity to as-

sault (some one.)
Tamtamao heo gofenae. He came raging.

Tamtase. *) To scatter, to disperse, scat-

Tamtasec. J tered, dispersed.
Gai adipe tamtase ocoaka£koa. You have allow-

ed the cows to become very much scattered.
Alope tamtaseja. Do not scatter them (things.)

Tamuti. To reap grain in small quan-

tity and thresh it without the

aid of bullocks for immediate use.

Horole tamufi baraeda. We are reaping small
quantities of grain for immediate use.

Tan. The wild Dog of India, Guon ru-

tilans.

Tan. To be scarce, to be insufficient,

to be b^ly ofif for, scarcity, dearth,

want, need, lack,

Nes do dalfe (ankeda. There was a lack of rain

this year.
Kicriote »4ile tanakana. We are badly off for

clothing.

JomaKte aijile tangea . We have a scarcity of

food.
Hortele tangea. We have an insufficiency of

labourers.
Kalom do fanoK coil ce€ ooii. Who knows if

there is likely to be a dearth next year.

Tan korra. A certnin renal affection so

called, diabetes, sensation of " bur-

ning " urine.

Tanabhana. To make preparations to

begin a work.
KedoKko tanabhauana. They begin to make

preparations to cook the supper.

Tanals.\Or such like, or some one or

Tanic. j something similar
;
perhaps,

when used with a verb.
Kul tana!?,

j ^ ^j animal like it.
Kul tamo. ) ^

Tanali busak. Numerously, in large

numbers.
TanaK bus^Kko guiuRkana. They are dying

in large numbers.

Tanak tunuk. Convalescent.
Tanak ^unuk nege phari^akanae ruakhon. He

is convalescent, he has just got over his

fever.

Tanao. To draw out, to stretch, to

drag, pull, to be drawn, to be
attracted, to be allured.

Harta (anaokateko rohora. They stretch hides

and dry them. [the court.
Kaoahariteye fanaokediria. He dragged me to

Khad sec adi horko tanaoUkana. Many people
are being attracted to the mines.

Tanatani. To be at loggerheads, to be

at variance, to contend, to be at

strife, to pull at each other.
Nukin do katha (anat^nientakina. These two^

do not agree.
Mone tanataniKkantida. I am undecided.

Tanatani. To be scarce, to be insuffi-

cient, to be badly off, scarcity,

dearth, want, need, lack.

JomaUtele t-anat^niKkana. We are badly off

for food, we have an insufficiency of food.
Tanatani din. Time of scarcity.

Tana tukra. To cut or tear into pieces.

Kurta benao lagifi kicricko tana tukraia. To
make a jacket they cut cloth into pieces.

Tanda. To straddle, to keep the legs

far apart from each other.
Tanda paromkedeae. He stepped over him.
Tandakate tehgoakanae. He is standing with

his legs far apart.
Tandakateye durupakana. He is sitting with

his legs far apart from each other.
Bhug^Re tanda ese^akafa. He is standing in

front of the hole with his legs far apart.

Tandao. To do sufficient to bar the

claim of others without commit-
ting oneself.

Tandaoakadeako etali sec aloko jawaeyea men-
te. They have done sufficient to prevent
her being given in marriage to another.

Noa sodok doe tandao ese€aka£a. He has done
sufficient to this so<Jok (q. v.) to prevent
any other claiming it.
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Tandha. "(Cold, chill, mild, placid,

Thandha. J gentle, comforted, as-

suaged, pacified.

Tandha mone hoy kanae. He ia a man of mild
(Jisposition.

Tandi. A plain, to make plain, to clear,

bare.
Birko male tandiaka^a. They have hewn and

cleared the forest.

Ir t^niliakafako. They have cleared (the

ground) by reaping the crops.
Upko k?ipoi tandiket'taea. They out his hair

bare.
Simko potor t9.ndikoa. They scald fowls bare,

they remove the feathers by scalding.

Dhiriko halan tandikeda. They collected tbe
stones and made (the ground) bare.

A4a tandi. The place where cattle are kept
for a short time in the middle of the day
when the herd is taking his food.

latX^i.^-'-y-^»-
Melan tandi. A wide plain.

Tala t?.ndi. Cf. tala t*n(Ji.

Tandi bhidi janeteti. A wild plant,

Desmodiibtn gangetioum, D. G.

Tandi catom aral. A very common
little annual plant, Besmodium
triflorum, D. G.

Tandi jhapni. A smull sensitive plant,

Zornia dyphylla, Pers.
This plant like many others folds up its leaves

at night, and on this account it is employed
as a remedy in sleeplessness.

Tandi khode baha. Two small wild

plants receive this name, one
Indigofera linifolia, Retz., and
the other Evolvulus alsinoides,

Linn.

Tandi meral. Two small wild plants,

Phyllanthus simplex, Linni., and
Phylla'nthus urinaria, Linn.
receive this name.

Tandi sol. A small wild plant, loni-
diuni saffruticosuin, Ging.

Tandi suDsuni. Cf. tandi catom arak.

Tandi sura. A common sedge Gyperus
rotundus, Linn.

Tandi horo. A species of tortoise.

Tandi sec. To go to stool.

fancji sede senakana. He has gone to ease him-
self.

Tandi tikur. ")
r>i • j • j

t' d' t k • f
"'f^in ^ii<i I'lsing ground.

Tandi tikur dak atukkana. T!»o water is

flowing over the face of the country.

Tan. To tilt up a vessel containing

liquid so as to cause it to flow out

into another vessel held in the

hand.
Satire dak taiime. Pour water into a cup.
Tail handi. The first brew of liquor which is

run off the grain, for the second the grain
is squeezed.

Tan. Used with the numeral one (mil;)

to form the indefinite article a or

an ; a single animal or thing.
Mii: tan hakoe koelere bah do mil: taiibii5e calae?

If he ask a fish will he give him a serpent?
Mi6 tahin agukeda. I brought one.
Mil; tan dare nuradea. A tree fell on him.

Tanga. A large axe.
Teiigoc. A small axe.

Tatigabet. A kind of rice.

Tahgadar. The cut made with an axe.

•Tangao. To hang up, to suspend.
Pher lum9.me tahgaoakaiboa. He has hung np

very many tassar silk cocoons.

TalfaTiSt?' } ^^^Si^^^y intoxicated.

Nu tahgar matualenkhan adiko rora. When
they have drunk to slight intoxication, they
speak much.

Tangat. But just then, precisely.
Taiigat do uujokhedge. Precisely at that time.

Tahgi. To wait for, tarry for.

Taiigikedeako. They waited for him.

h' '^ \ f A dove-cot.
rarwa tangi J

Taogna. A peg, or anything on which
anything is hung or placed.

Tahgnare akaakaiJae. He has hung it on a peg.

Tankhi. To number, to see that all is

right, to take care of, verification

of accounts or number.
Hore t?nkhi6f!koa. He is numbering the people.
Mihu. merom oraKteko boloK jokbedko tankhi-

koa, llela mente sanamko menalfkoa se
baha. At the time the cattle enter the
shed they count them to see if all are there
or not.

Tanic. Or such like, or something
similar. '

Kul tanice jomakadea. A tiger, or such like
has devoured him.

Tankao. To be strengthened, to be
refreshed, to be relieved.

Jom tankaoenae. He has eaten and ia refreshed.
Joroli tankaoenae. He has warmed himself at

the fire and is strengthened.
Netar doe tankao rioKena. Now he has gained

a little strength

.

Tankha Wages.
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Tan kurte. In the meanwhile.

Tanman. Exiictly, precisely with
heart and soul, intently.

Tanman uni lekagoye rielokkana. He resembles
iiim in every respect.

Tanmane lielSelkana. He is looking intently.

Tan pangla. A disease which affects

old people, senile decay.

Tantan. Tight, tanr., tense.
fantan tieakafako, They have stretched it

out (twine, rope, wire, &c.) tightly, they
have pulled it taut,

Tantan hasoedilikana. I feel a pain as of
tenseness,

Tantanao. To tighten by pulling or

stretching, as a rope, &c., to

stretch to stiffness.

Tol t^an^anaokadeako. They tiecf him tightly.

Tanu a. ") Liable to dry up, as a rice

Tanwa. J field, innutritious, as food.
Gundli daka ^anu^igea. Boiled gundli (q. v.)

i8 innutritious.

Tao. ") To heat, to be heated, to

Taoao. J be excited, to heat to a white

heat, as iron.

Em hofaeme, taoalfae nahaB . Give to him at

once, he will get hot presently, get angry.
Edrete taoaoenae. He is heated, or excited,

with anger.
Khubko tao ocoaUat'a. They have heated it

very hot, to a white heat.

Taoa tawi. ")

Tawatawi. J

}
A dove-cot.

To be heated, to be angry.

Taoa tawi baraekanae. He is angry.
Taoa tiwi calaoenae. He went away in anger.

Taogar. Elastic.

Taoge.
Parwa taoge,

Taohe. \Closely, close to each other,

ThaohS./ with little space or interval

between. Cf tanhS.

Tap. Time, juncture, a particular

point of time rendered critical or

important by a concurrence of

circumstances.

Ina taptegeye heo go£ena. He arrived at that

particular time.

Tap. To pass through.
Sarim bhugalfgete ipilko nel taboUkana. The

stars are seen through a hole in the roof.

Ph^ria dat ho liel taboKa. Clear water can

^ also be seen through.
Nel taboKaB. Anything transparent or that can

be seen through.
Latapkedae. He dug through.

Gntu tapkedae. He pushed it through (a thread

through a needle eye, a bead, &o.)

Nel tapket' lekam rofkeda. You spoke as if you
foresaw it, (as if you looked through into

the future.)

K^tiij hako ih?.likhonko tapena. The small
fishes xtassed through from the net.

Dar tapkedae. He fled right away.
Tabolfa. It will pass through.

Tap. Force, impulse, intensity.
Edre tapteye rorkeda, sahaokam. He spoke

through the impulse of anger, bear it.

4di tapte rua hedena. The fever came with
great intensity.

Tapa. An open woven bamboo-basket
like arrangement under which
chickens, &c. are kept, a kind of

hen-coop.

Tapak. To jerk or throw anything into

the mouth, to throw anything that

will stick at or on.

Gora khuntire holon daKko tapaKaUa. They
sprinkle water in which flour has been
mixed on the posts of the cow shed.

TapaK ran. Medicine in the form of a powder.

Tapac tipic. \ Applied to rain when only

Tipic tapak.J a few large drops fall.

Tapao tipice daKkeda. A few large drops of

rain fell.

T^lSSJj'JTo^e enfeebled, feebly.

Rualente t^pao tupu'ienae. He is enfeebled
through having had fever,

TajDahen. Reciprocal form of tahen

(q. V.)

Miite bare tapahenben, aloben apan apinoKa,
Live together, do not separate.

Tapakic. Reciprocal form of takid

(q. V.)

Tapam. To wrestle, the Reciprocal

form of tam (q. v.)

Tapamkanakin. They are wrestling, or seiz-

ing and trying to throw each other down.

Tapandak. A veiled name for rice beer •

Tapan. Reciprocal form of tad (q. v.)

Tapad. ") Sound produced by me-
Tapan tapan. J tallic objects coming

into contact with each other.

Tapan tapan sadekana. There is a sound of clang-

ing.

Tapad marte. 1
^.^j^ ^ ^j

Tapan mente.J °

Tapan marte saije got'ena. It sounded with a
clang.

Tapangi. Reciprocal form of tadgi (q. v.)

Tapahgikanako. They are waiting for each
other.
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TuS'taparjO^P'^^^^' orphaned.

Tuar t;apar kanako. They are orphans.

Taphim. To recognize, to know.
Taphimkedean. 1 reoogfuized him.
Bati taphim dareadea. I could not recognize

him.

Tapi. To deceive.
.^diye tapikedilia. He greatly deoeiyed me.

Tapid. To knock the forehead against,

to be knocked on the forehead, to

mourn, to lament, to repercuss, to

be reflected or reverberated, as

sound ; to strike against, as waves
on a boat, &c.

4-di then ta,piA idil^a. Will echo many times.
Silpiilre tapinenae. He hit his head against

the door. [boat.
Pheoko do lauka bhitrite t^pili paromokkan

tahekana. The waves were beating into the

Tapis. Force, energy, violence, vehe-
mence, impetuosity, rage, fury.

44i tapisteye rorkeda. He spoke with great
vehemence,

.4di tapisteye dalkedea. He struck him with
great force. [force.

Tg.pistey6 tulikedea. He shot him with great
Tapis kateye calaoena. He left in a rage.
Noa ak reak t?i.pis banuKan. This bow has no

spring.

Tapol. A kind of bird ti'ap.

A string is pulled and the trap falls on the bird.
Citriko tapolf koa. They trap partridges with

the tapoU

.

Tapoke odaoakafa. He has set the tapoK bird-
trap.

Tapol. Lowlying, low, as a field, piece

of ground, &c.
Onte ghutugea, note do tapolgea. Over there

is rising ground, here it is low.
Tapol jaega. A. low-lying place or field.

Tapos. To take care of, to nurse.
Taposkotiilme. Take care of them for me.

Tapra topra. Very small, as fields
;
plots.

Cf topra tupri.

Tapra topra khet kana. They are very small
fields.

Tapra. Part uncooked.
Tapra ocokedam. Tou allowed part to be un-

cooked.
Tapraena. Part is uncooked.

Tapsec. To jerk the coarse material

out of the hatal (q. v.) Cf lecec.

Tapsec gofkam. Jerk it out.

Taptap.l Imitative of a sound of tapp-

Taptap.J ing, or short, quick, light

taps.
Nui sadom tapt^^pe tarameda. This horse

makes a sound resembling taptap when
walking.

Taptapa. Wide apart, wide spread,

sprawling.
Taptapae dereliana. It has wide-spread horns,
jahgae taptapaakate. He is striding,

faptapae gitieakana. He is lying with his

legs and arms wide apart.

Tapu. An island, to overflow or

flood as water.
DaKte saname t*pu idikeda. Water overilowed

it and carried all away.

Tapui. To alight on the ground,

applied to birds of short flight,

such as partridges, wild jungle

fowl, &c. &c., to settle, as dregs, &c.

Citri ondegeye t9.puEena. The partridge has
alighted there.

DaK reak mailatef t9.puKena. The dirt in the
water has settled to the.bottom.

TapuM. Applied to a thread which
has not been raised when weav-
ing.

Mifi bar then sutg.mpe t^puK ocokeda telloKre.
When weaving you failed to raise the
threads in one or two places.

Tapus. To enquire.
Adope khojket tapusketkhan buru leka jiwi

haraena. You having made enquiry (regar-
ding our welfare) our spirits have grown
like a hill (we are greatly delighted.)

rn' [-Wire, the telegraph.

Tar sutam. Thin wire.
Tar reak khaber tarak mente liam godolta. A

telegraph message is received instantly.

Tar. Proper way or method, meaning,
import.

Eor reak tartef ill namkeda. I understood the
import of the speech.

Sra tara. }^ half, half

Tara kecak. A half, one half of anything
broken in two, a widower, or widow.

Tara kecak menaea. He is a widower, or she
is a widow.

Tara tarako emkeda. They gave part, they did
not give or pay in full.

Tara atrae kgimikeda. He did not do all the
work.

Tara atrae dakkeda. The rain was not general.
Tara din. Half a day.

Tai'a mara. Inefficiently, not fully.
Taramararaoae jokkeda. Shesweptthe court

yard inefficiently.

Tara marae kamikeda. He did the work ineffi-
ciently, he scamped the work.

Tara tapra. Part imcooked, or only
half cooked, half and half, incom-
plete, partially.

Tara tapra isinena. It is not all thoroughly
cooked.
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Tara si6. Applied to the time of day
when the snn is past the meridi-
an, afternoon from noon to 3 p. m,

Maran tarasifi. About 2 p. m.
Hu(Jiii tarasiri. 3 p.m.
Tarasiiienae. He is past middle age.

Tara tari. To hurry, to do quickly.
Tara tariko oalaoena. They went away in a

hurry. [ly,
Tara tari kami ho.yoKtii1a. I must work quiok-
Tara t^irile sapraokkana. We are hurrying on

preparations.

Tara toro. In company.
Tara torolili heoena. We came in company.

Tarae toroe. In succession, one after

another.
Tarae toroeko ocjok hijuKkana. They are em-

erging one after another.
Tarae toroeko oiJokoKkana duarre mitte do ba-

ko sahopa. They are ooming out one after
the other, the door cannot contain all at
once.

Taraj garaj. Loudly, to shout.
Taraj garaje hoho baraeda. He is shouting

loudly.
Targij gai'ajoKkanae. He is shouting.

Taral. To lie in wait, to lie in am-
bush, to watch for.

Kul dohor jomko l?.gite taraltakana. The tiger
is lying in wait to eat people.

Hor kul goje lagiSe taral<akana. The man is

lying in ambush to kill the tiger.

Kulko taraKakoa. They lie in wait for tigers.

Tarak marte. \Quickly, instantly, in-

Tarak mente.J stantaneously, immed-
iately, at once.

Tarak mente nitge ruar hodoEmo. Return
instantly.

Tar reaR khaber tarak mente 6atu godoKa. A
telegram is receiTed instantaneously.

Tarak birak. Hither and thither, here

and there, to disperse, to be scatter-

ed, to wander.
TaraK biraKenako. They are scattered here and

there.
TaraU biralfko oalaoena. They have dispersed,

gone hither and thither.

Taral basal. Scattered, dispersed, here
and there, sparse.

Taral basalpe dohoakat'a. Tou have put the
things here and there, you have not put
them all together. [tered.

Gaiko taial basalenako. The cows are soat-

Taram. To step, a step.
Mit taram. One step.
Mid taram tayom see pg.oenae. He receded

one step.

Bar pe tarame lahagofena. He advanced two
or three steps. [ho walked rapidly.

Adi ate taramkeda. _ He stepped very rapidly,

Taram piche doho idime. Place, or put down
(one) after each step.

Taram gande. Solatium, usually two
rupees, given to an elder sister

on a younger being married before
hei\

Taran. \Sound as of the rolling
Tarati taran./ of drums.
TumdaK sacjekana taraa taran. The kettle

drums are rolling.

Taran marte. "1 xxt, , ,, „ ,

Taran mente./^'*^ ^ '"o"' as of drums.

Taraii marte sade got'ena. It sounded with a roll.

Taran. \Ringing sound (imita-
Taran taran. J tive.)

Ghantako ruieda, taran taran sadekana. They
are ringing the bell, it sounds taran taraii.

Taran marte.
"I TIT- i.1

Taran mente,/^^'^'' ^ '"^"g'^S ^o^"^^'

Tarad tiri6. To speak angrily, to
speak loudly as one angry.

Nui hor do »^i taraii tiriiie rora. This man
speaks very angrily.

Edrete tafah tirihoKkanae. He ia speaking
loudly through anger.

Taran turun. Tinkling sound, as that
produced by a small bell.

Ghanti faran turuii sa(Jekana. TDe small bell
tinkles.

Tarantar. Half, a part, a portion.

Tarantar dakako emkeda. They did not give
food to all,

Tarao. To dig out, to averruncate, to

tear up by the roots.

Hurut khunfute taraoakata.
Noa khet benaore 3.(Ji huru€ khuntu6e tajrao-

akada.

Tarao. To deflect, to turn aside, to

remove by pushing away or draw-
ing towards.

Kudite hasako taraokeda. They remove the
soil by drawing it aside with a kudali.

Kathae tarao gi(?ikettii1a. He gave my sub-
ject another direction

.

Tarao phakkateye paromena. He pushed away
for himself and passed through.

Katwar thehgate tarao gotkam. Push aside
the rubbish with a stick.

Dak tarao gidikate hakobon godkoa. We will
lead the water away (by damming) and kill

the fish.

Nahel iii tarao baraakafa. I have roughly
shaped the ploiigh.

Dalf t^raotabonme. Turn the rain away from
ua.

Sometimes when there is a likelihood of rain
coming a person will stretch out the left

arm and pointing with the little finger make
a half circle in the air indicating the direc-
tion in which the rain cloud is desired to go.
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Melo, Linn.

Slanting, at an angle, obli-

- quely, slope, curve, off

the straight.

Tarar. To tear, to rend, to ci-ack, to

split.

Kicvio tararena. The cloth ia torn.

Kadae hotaU tararkedea. The buffaloe horned
and tore him, the buffaloe tore his flesh

with its horn.

Taras. To growl, to roar, as a wild

beast, to boast.

Kulko tarasa. Tigers roar. [conquered.

A(Jiye taraset' tahekana, adoe bhagaoena. He
was boasting very much, and then he was

Tara tura. To vituperate, to rate, to

rail, to reproach.
4diko tara turaliet^lea. They rated us soundly.

4(jilro tara tur^kediila, bes okodte gg.i tekaoko-

pe. ' They rated me soundly, look well

after the cows.

Tarbaria. Energetic.

^^'^'^PJ-l The Sweet melon, Cucumis
Tarbuj. >

Tarmuj. J

Tarcha.

Tarchao.

Tircha.

Tirchau.
Tarehaote gedme. Cut it slantingly.

Tarcha tarohateye calaoena. He went away
holding to the side.

Taren. The shoulder of a human
being, the neck of an animal on

which the yoke rests.

Kadape taren oookedea. You allowed the neck
of the buffaloe to be galled by the yoke.

Targal. \Confused, confusion, pro-

Targalak.J fusion.

Katha targalaKpe bagiada. You left the
matter in confusion. [undecided.

TargalaUge taheena. It remains confused, or

Katwar targalalfge nienalfa raoare. There is

much rubbish in the courtyard.
Matkom targalalc nurakana. Much matkotn

(q. T.) has fallen.

Targhar. Method, proper time, proper

way, customs, ins and outs, import.
Kami reaK targhar auriye ceda. He has not

yet learned the ins and outs of the work.
Noa ato reaU targhar auriii saba. I have not

yet mastered tlie ins and outs of this

Tillage.

JToa disom real? targhar bae badaea. He does
not know the customs of this country.

Targum. To scold, to rage, to speak

harshly.

Tarhao. ") To fix, to settle, to come to

Tahrao. J a decision or determination,

to stop, to rest, to remain, to be
determined, to be established.

Are doe ^arhaokeda. He made the dam stable.

Nui bohga do daK sunumreli tarhaokedea I
found this to be the bohga (q. v.) by divining
with water and oil.

Lutureger tarhaokedea. He seized it by the
ear with his teeth and held it fast.

Tari. Liquor made from the juice of

of the toddy palm, Phoenix syl-

vestris, Roxb., also from that of

the Palmyra palm, Borassus

flabelliformis, Linn., leaven,

yeast.

Tari. \BeIow, down, underneath, under,

Turi.J to overtop.
Hara tarikede.ie. He grew and ielowed him,

he outgrew him.

Tari ocoenae. He is hindered, he is overtopped.
Cet lahakeijte onko pahilkoe tarikefkoa.
Uni tarire menalia. I am under him.

Tari ghari.
|^ ^ ^^ ^^ quickly.

Turi ghuri.J •" ^ •'

Adiye tari gharikedirta. He hurried me greatly.

Taribos. Good, savoury, applied to

food.
Bes taribosko isinaka£a. They have cooked it

very savoury.
Khubko taribosakafa. They have provided

good food.

m' -I i- hDate, date of the month.
iarikh.J '

Aghar reaK dosar tarik. The 2nd of Aghar.

Tarjua. The Black Ibis, Geronticus
papillosus, Semin.

Tarjuma. To translate, translation.
Hor rorte tarjumaeme. Translate it into the

Santal language.

Tarka irki. To be impatient, quickly,

as one impatient.
Calais l9.git tarka irki baraekanae. He is im-

patient to go.
Tarka irki calaoenae. He left quickly, as one

impatient.

Tarkao. To send iiway, to send away by
the employment of artifice so as

not to convey the idea that one is

being got rid of
Baretko per.iko lagit' aboe tarkaoe);bona. She

is sending us away so that she may enter-
tain her brothers.

Tarkao. To relish, to enjoy, as food.
Jom tarkaoakadae. He has eaten and relished

it.

Jom tarkaoakanae kul do, onte merom alope
idikoa. The tiger has eaten and relished,
do not take the goats over that way.

Tarkha tarkhi. To be seized with
spasms, spasmodic twitching of
the muscles.

Sardi ruak jokhed oka doko tarkha t9.rkhi
baraea. When fever is high they sometimes
are seized with spasms.
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Tarkha. To threaten, to speak loudly
and threateningly, violently, for-

cibly, vehemently.
Ouko (Jaku 8en tioUUate t^rkhaikateko meta-

dea, hapeya, teiigolenme. Those robbera
OTertaking him said to him threateningly,
Stop, stand.

Tarkhao. To become rigid, as the body
daring a fit, to swoon.

TarkhaoKaKo. They swoon.

Tarko. To be affected by vibration or

motion, as a person riding in a
railway carriage, &c., or as one
holding anything when it is struck,

to jolt, to shake.

, 4-4i tawaK tarkole paromena . We were tossed
about in crossing.

A(Ji tawaK tarkole hecena ^<^i dut. "We stumbled
much in coming, it was very dark.

A(Ji tawaK tarkoko rak'keda. They wupt much
swaying their bodies.

Tarkuc. To tilt up, to bend down, as

the branch of a tree.

Sili araK sii lagi€ d^v tarkujme. Bend down
tile brancli to pluck the sili (q. v.) potherb.

Tarkudkateye gibukena. He tilted up the
waterpot and washed his hands.

Tarkur. The kernel of the fruit of the

Palmyra palm.

Tarmuj. Cf. tarbhnj.

Tarop. \A small tree, Bachanania
Tarop dare.

J
latifolia, Roxb.

Tarop. \ The fruit of the tarop tree which is

Tarop jo. ) eaten.

Tarpin snnum. Turpentine.

Tarse. To be scattered by falling.

HataKre horoe idie€ tahekana, gurente sanam
tarse gofena. He was carrying rice in a
ha^ali (q. v.) by his falling it was all scat-

tered.

Hormo takieentaete tarse hiricena. By his

coming violently in contact (with something)
it was scattered by falling.

Bae sambraolaKa tarsekedae. He could not
hold it, he allowed it to fall and be scattered.

Tarse kotap. A small bush, Grewia
viilosa, Willd.

Tarse kotap cer§. A species of vulture.

Tartaria. Clear, clearly, distinctly,

clean, fresh, without admixture,

without defect.

Tartaria daK. Clearwater.
Khub tartaric horo kana. It is good clean rice

(no admixture in it.)

Jel tart9.riagea. The meat is fresh.

Behgetedae, bes tartariage. He sees very

clearly.

Taru. The hard palate.

T?.ru landupentaca. The bridge of his nose has

fallen in

.

Tarup. An animal of the tiger kind,

a leopard.
Napralf t»riip. T . ,. ,

Marah tarup. J
A tiger.

Potea t9.rup. A small species of leopard.
Sona citg. tarup. Aleopard.
Kurse baha t^irup. A panther.

Tarwa. To pain, to become tender.

Din bhor dara darate jahga tarw^ena. The
feet have become tender through travelling
the whole day.

Tarware. A sword.
Tarware boo. To draw a sword.
Tarware thema. To carry a sword under the

arm.

Talpas.l^'^y^^^^''''^^'^-
Tas eneo. To play cards.

Tasak. "| To move, to shake, to cause

Thasak. J to stir, to affect, to over-

come.
B?.fi tasa'^ dareadea. I could not move him.
Nui do nungik akalreho bane tasaklena. This

(person) even in so great a famine was not
moved (was not affected.)

Tasak. "1^ A larger or smaller

Dhubi tasal. J quantity of Dhubi
grass ( Cynodon Dactylon, Pers.)

when used in the ceremony of

marriage or gai cumaura I'q. v.)

Tasaa. ")
t) • j- ^

rp 1 , -J- roor, indigent.
Tumal tasaa. J ' "
Tum^il tasah hor. A poor person.

Tase. To spread out to dry.

Horo tasekam. Spread oait the dhan to dry.
Loho€ kicrio tasekam. Lay out the wet cloth

to dry.

Tase rohorkedale. We spread it out and dried
it.

Tasil. Strong, sharp, pungent, rich, as

soil.

Tjsil h^n^i. Strong rice beer.

Turi sunnm gidi tasila. Mustard oil is very
pungent.

Nui ren gundri adiye taaila. This person's
quail is very sharp (it at once obeys the
signs given to it.)

Taskao. ") To move, to cause to stir, to

Thaskao. j" shake.

B*h taskaoK kana. It is not being moved, it is

not moving.

Tasla. A brass vessel used to cook in.

Tasrao. ") To throw on the ground, to

Thasrao. J throw down.
Tasrao goCkadao. He threw it on the ground.
Gidi'ae iisafente tasrao gofenae. The child being

sulky thruw itself on the ground.
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Tasra tasri. 1 To throw down repeat-

Thasra thasri. j edly, or many things
;

disorderly, scattered about.
Tasra tjsribaraekanae. He ia throwing himself

on the grouncl.
Thasra th^ariko dohoalsafa. They have put

the things down in disorder.

Tasu. A finger's breadth.
Pon t^su. Pour fingers' breadth.

Tat. Catgut, strong fibre found over

the cervicle vertebris of animals
twisted, and used as strings for

musical instruments and many
other purposes.

Tat. Sackcloth, gunny cloth.

Tata. Grandfather.
Tataii. My grandfather.
Tatam. Thy grandfather.
Tataftet'. His grandfather, the grandfather.

Tataea. The relationship between
grandfather and grandchild.

Tataea kanakin. They are grandfather and
grandson.

Tatak. Suddenly.
Tatakgeye goeena. He died suddenly.

Tatak. A juggler, a conjurer.

Tatao. To be numb, to be seized with
cramp, to be stiff, to be crisp, to

be over dry.
Ti jahga fataoentaea. His hands and feet are

numb.
Horope rohor ta^ao oooakata. Ton have dried

the dhan until it has become crisp,

iiehgec tatao ocokei:koae perako. He allowed
his visitors to be numb with hunger.

Sir ^a^iao. To sympathise with, compasaionate.

Tatao. To warm, to heat, to stir up,

to energise.
Eehgedteko tataoena. They are heated with

hunger (fever of starvation.)
"DaK tataoena. The water is heated.
Nui hor tataoge bae tataoka. This man will

not be energised.

Tatarbah. Lanky, tall and slim.

Tataya. C£ tataea.

rp' ,,
' >To take care of, to look after.

Sanamak bes okodtem t9.tbira. You will care-
fully look after all things.

Tathe. To strike or beat with a stick,

to strike with a stick at random.
Tathic. An intensive particle.
Acge tathide kombrokeda ar iiie badaakana.

He stole it himself, and he blames me

.

Tathra, A coarse bamboo mat. •

Tatiaha. Lean, vslim, lanky.

Tati. ]

Tanti. j-A Hindu caste of weavers.

Tanti. j

TSti kierid. Cloth woven by a tati.

Tati. A screen, a shutter or door of

matting, branches, &c.

Tatiol bhit. A kind of wattle and daub
wall.

Tatka. New, fresh, recent.

Tatka. To be numbed, as with fear.

Botorte t^-t^^^. go^enae. He at once became
numb with fear.

Tatka birki. To fear, to be alarmed.
Tatka birki barakkanale. We are in fear.

Tatka mar. Suddenly, quickly, imme-
diately, without delay, at once.

Tatka mar gele rohoekeda. We hurriedly plant-

ed (our dhan.)
Tatka mskrgeye hed goeena. He suddenly ar-

rived.

Tatka mare godena. He died suddenly.

Tatla. Half
Tatla pfitikate emakom. Give each a half pai

(q. v.), give half a pai to each.

Tatle. Often, continually in quick
succession.

Tatlegeko hijukkana. They are continually
coming.

T^tle geye daKeda. It rains continually.
Tatlege perako hi] akkana. Visitors are con-

tinually coming.

Tatle mar. Often, repeatedly, in quick
succession.

Tatle mare uyuKadea. He struck him re-

peatedly.
Tatle margeye jomkeda. He ate very often,

Tatok. '

1 .

Tatokdar.-|^°°"J'^'^^^'-

Tatuk. C£ tawak tatul.

TauhS. \Closely, close to each other,

ThauhS.J with little space or interval

between.
Tauheko tolakafa. They have put the lashings

close to each other.
Tauheko dohoakaCa. They have put them close

to each other.

Tawa. A kind of flat earthenware

vessel.

Tawak. To dash down, to throw down-
Tawak posakkedae. He dashed it down and

broke it.

Tawak tatuk. Stumblingly, flounder-

Tawal tatuKle heoena. We came stumblingly.



Tawav tawar
[ 621 ]

Tebor

Tawar tawar. To shake, to move to,

dangle, to hang and swing, to

vibrate. Cf. lawar lawar.
Tawar tawar sidr^e heo barakedea. She carr-

ied the child with ita legs dangling.

Tawic. To boast, to challenge, to snort

and paw the ground as a bull, &c.

challenging another.
.^ijini tawioefkan tabekana, okoremdarelena?

You were boasting greatly, where did you
conquer ?

Tayal tuynl. To rise or protrude so as

to be seen.
Pakhrire puthi hako tayal tuyulko don barae-

kana.

Erlet' horo bhage do bail menaRa, tayal tuyul.
Gundli do neKege jaha kaha t^yal tuyul geleK-

kana.

Tayan. An crocodile.

Tayar baha. A wild plant, Justicia

Belonica, Linn.

Tayo tayo. A children's game,

rjii^
^

|-To clap the hands.

Ti tayokateye boloena. He clapped his hands
and entered, i. e. he brought nothing in his

hands, was unsuccessful.

Asoftayoli}^f-'^^"'^^"y°'^-

Tayom. To be behind, to fall behind,

to be after or in the reai-, after,

behind.
Tayomre. Behind, after, in the rear.

Tayomte. Behind, after, afterwards.
Otoh tayom. Following, in single file.

Thorageko tayom maraha, bahkhan mi£ tege-

ko heoena. They were a little before and
after each other, otherwise they came to-

gether.
Alope tayom marahoKa, mii:tege calaKpe. Do

not fall behind or go before, go all together.

Tayomte arhou emama. I will give you more
afterwards.

Tayom daram. The future.

Tayomenae. He is behind.
Tayomkedeae. He put him behind.
TayomoKam. You will be behind, or late.

Tayomreye taheena. He stayed behind.

Tayo sarap. To clap the hands.

Te. Into, in, by, with, because, as

;

used also to form adverbs.
Thehgateyo dalkedea. He struck him with a

stick.

Cefteye dalkedea? With what did he hit him?
Horo setonte gooena. The dhan died by the

heat of the sun.

lA tege. By myself.

Dal oooenteyeraKeda. He is crying because

he was struck.

Aotiteye gooena. He died by his own hand.

Te. To winnow.
Horoko totekana. They are winnowing dhan.
Horo tokateko bandia. After winnowing dhan

they put it up in bjndis (q. v.)

Te. To apply sindur to the forehead,

used of forcibly marking an un-
married woman.

Sindnr dai nae teadid. Oh ! sister, he put
sindur on my forehead.

Teag. To leave, to abandon, to desert,

to forsake, to quit, to abdicate, to

give up.
Jiwiye teagkeda. He gave up the ghost.
OraK duare teagkeda. He abandoned his

family.

Tear. To prepare, to get ready ; ready,

prepared, fat, wealthy, finished,

complete.

Dakako tearkeda. They prepared the food.
Saprao tearenako. They have completed pre-

parations.
Bapla reaKko tear satkeda. They completed

all matters connected with the marriage.
Sen tearakauae. He has gone and is in readi-

ness.

Nui dahra Uhube tearena. This ox is very fat.

Nui hor do beee tearena. This man is very
wealthy.

Tearal? aguime. Bring a finished one.

Tubak. To forestall, to anticipate, to

overtake, to see in the act.

Dakako jom tebaKkcda. They had eaten the
food before I arrived.

KombrokoA tebalfketkoa. I saw the thieves
in the act of stealing.

16 ho bali tebaKledea. I also did not overtake
or see him (as he had left before I arrived.)

Amem heo tebalrena, baiikhanem jdamkea. You
have come late, otherwise you would have
got.

Bae tebaKakan khan. If he were not seen in
the act.

Parom tebaKentem baiicaoena. Having crossed
before (the engine came) you are saved.

Tebec tebec. Quickly, with short quick

steps, said of small males.
Tebec tebeoe calaRkana. He trips along.

Tebe tebe. To be overvireighted, to be

cumbered.
Ba/i dar dareaKkana tebe t^beenaii. I cannot

run I am overweighted (having eaten too
much.)

Hamalte t^hetebeenae. He is overweighted
with the heavy weight.

Gidrg. tebetebeye dareda. The child runs
heavily, (having eaten too much.)

m . " I- Thrice, three times.
Tebra. J
Ona reaU teborin hataoa. I will take three

times that.
Tebrage emoK hoyoKtama. You will have to

give three times that.
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Tebra. lV[.\Small, short of stature with

Tibri. F.
J

large stomach.
Tebra mara gidra. A little imp of a child.

Tebra. Thrice, three times. Cf. tebor.

Tebtebe. To be satiated and stomach
distended.

Jom tebtebeakanae, He has eaten to satiety
and his stomach is distended.

Tec. Used with the numeral one
(miti) to form the indefinite article

a or an ; a single animal or thing.
Mi€ tec pitbae Uoelere bail do mi£ ^qq dhiriye

calae ? If he ask a loaf will he give him a
stone ?

Mifi tee aguime. Bring one.

Tec tec. \To produce a knocking or

Thee thee. J tapping sound, (imita-

tive.)

Dhiriko koteja t^heo theo. They break stones
and make a sound resembling thee t^hec.

Tec tec sadekana. It sounds tec ^ec, or tap tap.

Tegar. To mar in trying to impi-ove.
Egarkatem tegarbada. Tou tried to improve

it and you marred it.

Tegec masak. Much, of all kinds,

of many kinds.
Teged masalce roreda. He says all kinds of

things.
Teged masaKe egereda. She gives all kinds of

abuse.
Teged masaKe arjaoaka£a, bae reiigejoKa. He

has raised good crops of all kinds, he will

not suffer hunger.

Tegec tagum. Voraciously, unseemly,

unbefitting, objectionable.
Tegec t?.gume jomkeda. He ate voraciously.
Sin. satup teged tagume roreda. He is always

saying objectionable things.

Tegeii. ") To quarrel, to dispute,

Regeli tege6. J to altercate, to squab-

ble, to wrangle, to bicker.
Regeli tegenoKkanako. They are wrancrling.
Regeilre tegeure. In quarrels and squnbbles.

Tege nere. To pull, to tug, to tear, to

pull against each other, pulling,

tugging, wrenching.
Tcge nerebo jojomkana. They are tearing

the (flesh meat) when eating, not biting off.

Nui do bae dhejana tege nere gegetkanae.
This (person) cannot cut (flesh meat), he is

tearing it apart.

Tege nere gidi kuritko jomkeda. The vultures
and kites tore (the ilesh) and ate it.

Tege nereko or oijokkedea. They pulled him
out.

Tege tege. "^ To pull, to pull at, to pull

Tegtege. j out, as a piece of elastic,

to stretch.
Or tegtegekedeakin. They pulled at him.
Mocae teortegekeitaea. He stretched, or widen-

ed his mouth.

Teghan.
1
A prop, anything placed so

Theghan, !- as to keep an object from
Teghen. j falling or changing its

position, as a catch or check to

keep a door open, &c.
Teghen daramakat'ako. Theyjhave put a prop

under it to keep it from falling, or (if a
door) to keep it open or prevent it closing.

Tegtege. Cf tege tege.

Tehad. 1 To be supported by leaning
Thehad.j or resting on something,

to lean on, to be propped up, to

be dependent on, to be under the
shield of, to be under patronage,
to entrust to for nourishing and
cherishing, to give in marriage.

TeKbaclaK. A prop.

Tehadalf . That which is propped up.
Tehadkedeako. They gave her in marriage,

put her in a position to look to another for
protection.

Auriye fehaiJoKa. She is not yet married.

Tehara.|A pillar or mark placed at the
Tehra. / junction of three boundaries.

TehS. "ITo cry as an infant (imita-
Tehgtehg.J tive.)

Tehe taheye raKeda. It is crying fehe tehe.
Tehe teheedae. It is crying.

Tehe tehe. Very, extremely, applied
to whiteness.

Tehe tehe pon(Jge neloKbana. It appears very
white.

Tehe mehe. To linger, to put off time,
to dawdle.

Tehe mehe bako odok hodoKkana. They are
dawdling and not coming out quickly.

Tehe meheye bilomefi tabekana. He was
lingering without reason.

Tehen. "i „ ,

Tehenok. r°-*^^y-
Tehert gapa. Now-a-days.
TehedaK kuraibare emaoSme. Please give me

to-daj-'s wages.

TeheioKe hijuKa. Hellwill come to-day and
presently.

Teh6.

tehS tehS

I To cry as an infant (imita-V
O.J tive.)

Teho tlhl. To cry together as infants.

Tej. Sharp, pungent, spirited, strong.
Noa churi do gidi teja. This knife is very sharp.
Bilati thamakhur do ?idi teja. Engli-sh tobacco

is very pungent or strong.

Nui do -adi tej dahra kanae. This is a very
spirited bullock.
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Tejo. A maggot, a creeping insect, a

caterpillar, applied to the larva'

of all kinds of insects.
Tejokedeako. Maggots bred in him.
Tejoakat'ako. Insects have eaten it, or cattr-

pillara have infested it.

Kuiniji tejo. A oaterpillar-like insect found in

the kuin^i (q. v.) fruit.

Bare tejo. An in.seot found in the ripe fruit of

the Banyan tree.

Lowa tejo. An insect found in a certain kind
of ripe fig.

Tejo arali. Pot-herbs eaten by cater-

pillars, worm-eaten.
Tejo araK ho aloe^amma. May he not even get

worm-oaten pot herbs.

Tejo mala. A common wayside climb-

ing plant, Cissampelos Pareira,
Linn.

Tejpat. The leaf of Laurus cassia,

used as a spice.

Tek. To live, survive, be living, stop,

stay, to hinder, to obstruct.

Horoto khuble tekkeda. We lived a long time
on the rice.

Nit hali tekakanae ruaKio do. The sirk one is

alive at present.

Ce€ coiiko teken nit ho bako hijuUkana. What
can have hindered them, they are not even
coming now.

Tek. About one.
Mahn^ tel^ hoyoKkana. It is about one month.

Tekao. To bar, to obstruct, to prevent;

to obstruct, prevent or hinder by
interposing an obstacle.

Tekao rug-rkedeako. They turned him back,
they barred his way and turned him back.

Gai tekaOe senakana. He has gone to prevent
the cows (from straying.)

DaU dokin fekaokeda. They barred the way
of the water, dammed it.

Teke. To boil, to cook by boiling.

AraKkotekea. They cook pot-herbs.
Kicridko tekea. They boil clothes (before

washing.)
Teke matkom. Cooked matkom.
Abobo sifle bahko tekeabona. We must iirst

gather (the pot-herbs) then they will cook
them for us.

AraK tekkeic. A wife.

Teke teke. To sound as a wooden bell

on a cow's neck, or as food being

stirred in a small pot.

Teke teke saijekana ftko do. The bell on
the cow's neck sounds teke feke.

Male te^e teke gofiama nahal(. We will pre-

sently make the sound of teke teke for you
(we will presently cook you some food and
in stirring it will make the sound of teke
teke.)

Teke6tekoc.j^°J'"g^^-
Tukeo tekeo saijekana sakom do. The wrist-

lets are jingling.

TekCO marte. 1 -nT-ii • i

rr ] 1 4. r With a imgle.
lekcc mente. J

•' °
Tekec mente sadeena. It sounded jingle.

Tekel 1

Tekeltekek.r^°j'"g^^-^f-t^'^^'^-

Tokel marte. ") With a jingle. Cf te-

Tekel mente. / kec marte.

Teker teker. The sound produced by
a bell made of the wood of the

Palmyra palm.
Tale totko teker teker sadea. The cow's bell

made of the wood of the Palmyra palm
sounds teker teker.

Tekhar. Times.
Bar pe tekhar id £elkedea. I saw him two or

three times.

Tekhrao. To repeat a question, to

question or interrogate repeatedly.
j^diko tekhraokedea, enho bae IgiilaKa. They

interrogated him repeatedly, still he would
not tell.

Arhoe tekhraokedea. He again repeated the
question, he again re-examined him.

Tekhrar. To dispute, to altercate.
Tekhrare lagaoakat'a. He is disputing.

Tekhra tikhri. To squabble, to dis-

pute.
Adikin tekhra tikhriena. They wrangled

fiercely.

Teko. In comp,, the person or persons
in company with.

Mafijhitekoko bic^rkeda. The Martjhi (q. v.)
and those in company with him judged it.

Tekos. 1 Imitative of the sound
Tekos tekos. J produced by the char-

Icha or spinning wheel, to whir.
fekos tekos sadekana carkha do. The spinn-

ing wheel sounds whir whir.

Tekos marte. 1 „;.,, ,. ne ^ \

Ti„i,„„ ,^„„t„ hVVith a whir. Li. tekos.
lekos mente.

J

Tekos marte sade go€eua. It gave a whir, it

sounded whir.

Tekosbot;. ") Imitative of the
Tekoskot tekoskot. j whirring sound

produced when the spinning
wheel is reversed to wind the spun
thread on to the spindle.

Tekra tikri. To squabble, to dispute.

Cf tekhra tikhri.

Tel. Oil.

Tel nahan. A ceremony observed five

days after a death.
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Tel khar.l A ceremony observed three

Tel kharij days after a death.
Gapale tel kharoK a . To-morrow we will obaerve

the telkluir ceremony.

Tela. To pi'ocure for another, to go
surety for another, to take, to

receive, to give.
Pauraie telaadea. He procured Kqnor for him

.

Niage kusite kusalte ataiike telakeam. Ac-
cept this with pleasure.

Tela. Able to run, applied mainly to

leverets.

Tela kul?.i ill gookedea. I killed a leveret.

Tele. Young lice of the species

Pedicidus capitis.

Tele. To gather with the hand and
put back into the mortar the rice

or other grain which has escaped

when being husked, cleaned or

pounded.
TeleaUkanae caole. She i« putting the rice

which has escaped back into the mortar.

Telgar. Fat, in good condition, rich,

well-to-do.

Bese telgarakananui khasi do. This wether is

fine and fat (will yield much suet.)

Telhan. A cess paid in oil.

Lagaoalekana telhan. We have to pay the
cess in oil.

Telhec. \k large forest tree, Ster-

Telhecdare.J cvlia urens, Roxb.

Teli.lA caste of Hindus who make and

Tili.
J

sell oil, an oilman.

Telnjo. To stretch out, as the legs.

TeMjobateye gitioakaua. He is lying with
his legs stretched out.

Jaiiga telnjoetam. Stretch out your legs.

Telpen. Shallow.
Noa gada do telpertgea. This river is shallow.

Telpen thariye kiriilakafa. He has bought a

shallow brass plate.

Telsaoar. Fairish, in complexion.
Telsaoar kora. A fairish youth.

Telsaoar kuri. A fairish girl.

Tembe tura. M.\Small, applied to

Tembe turi. F. j children.

Tembec turuc. Small.
Tombcj turuc gidra menaKkotaea. He has a

lot of small children.

Tembros. The Guava.

Tembrou. Small, little.

Temec. Shallow.
Onkage khandri ar ^emeo daKem Iiama. Thus

you will find deep and shallow water.

Are arete femedgea. It is shallow at the edges.

Temel. T Little, dwarfish, tripp-

Temel temel. J ingly.
Temel t^emele dara baraekana. He is small,

tripping about.
Temel mara gidrgi. A little rascally child.

m- • J-Cf. tamna tamni.
limni.

J

rii ,., ,. {-Small, little,
lemret temret. J
Tinmarahae P iemret temre£geae. How big is

she ? she is very small.

Temso. 1 ov, j.
• 4. im V [Short in stature.

jemsnk.J
femsoKgeae bahu do. The bride is short of

stature.

Temterem. Quite, applied to fullness of

water. C£ cemcerem.
Khetre daK temterem pereoakana. The fields

are quite filled with water.
Band temterem pereoakana. The tank is quite

full.

Ten. To be pressed down by something
lying on the top, to cause to be
pressed down by putting some-
thing on the top.

Katteye tenena. He is pressed under a log, a
log is lyiflg on the top of him.

Tiye tenkedea. He pressed his hand {under
something.)

Mone tentam. Control your grief, control yonr
spirit.

Ten. In comp. added to nouns to form
adjectives

Sadom tenko hor. The mounted men,
Hortenrenko hor. Those people on the road,

or travelling people.

Birtenko hor. Those people in the forest.

Hortenie. The traveller, the one on the road.
Pahiltenko. Those first.

TeA- To weave.
Kicrioko tena. They weave cloth.
Teteiiio. The person weaving, a weaver.

Ten.) Used with the numeral one (mii)

Tan./ to form the indefinite article

a or an ; also a single animal or

thing.

Mi^ ten. One individual.
Mit ten here calaKkana. A man is going.

Tena. A stand on which a tame parro-

keet is kept chained.

Tena miru apeaU tena khon aleal? tenarelo u^ar-
akadea. We have removed your tame
parrokeet from its stand to our stand, i. e.

we have taken one of your dsirughters to
our house as a bride.

Tena dan. A lever by means of which
water is raised from a well.
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Tena. The relationship between the

husband of an elder sister and her

brothers and sisters.

Tefiafi. My elder sister's Inisbancl.

Tertat. His elder sister's husband.

Tenaea. "| Brothers-in-law, the relation

Tenaya. J ship between a brother

and his elder sister's husband, and
vice versa.

TeiaeaKakin. They are brothers-in-law.
Tefiaeakin calaoena. The brothers-in-law went

away.

Tena era. Brothers-in-law, the relation-

ship between a brother and his

elder sister's husband.
Te^aera kanakiu. ) ^j^ brothers-in-law.Tenaerakakm. ) '

Tenaera sa»aikantakoa. Their assumed rela-

tionship is that of brothers-in-law.

Tenae gandke. ) A scoundrel, scoun-

Teuae garke. J drelly, used only by
women.

Tetiat. His elder eister's husband.

Tedaya. Cf. tenaea.

Tenda bayar.
"I
A young buffuloe with

Cenda bayar. J six teeth.

Tendar. To lean against or on.

fcndar m^ci. A chair or stool with a back,
"jendar aK sar. A name given to a present made

by the bridegroom's father to the bride's

brothers.

C^iini bhitreko tondarakat'a. They have leaned
the ladder against the wall.

Tendos. Defiant, contentious, stub-

born.
Tendosel; kanae. He is opposing.

Ten 'osia. A defiant, contentious or

stubborn person.
Tendosia kanae. He is a contentious person.

Tengen. To kill for sacrifice by cutting

off the head with a knife.

Mase sim sandi bofagaem.

Mase iuri parwa tehgenem.
Come, sacrifice a cock,

Come, offer one of a pair of pigeons.
Don sereil.

Tengo. 1 To stand, to stand still, to

Tengon.y assume an upright or per-

Titigu. J
pendicular position, to raise

to an upright position, to appoint,

to assume responsibility.

Tehgo daram. To stand in front of, to oppose,

to withstand.
Samanre kaKthaia ho banugiotiila,

Dea sedre tehgonic h5 hanugidtirta.

I have no one to speak for me in front,

I have no one to stand at my back.
Tengo daK. Eain without wind when the drops

fall perpendicularly.
Tciigo ru?<. The standing fcrer, hanger,

starvation.
Ale see tehgo rua do (Jhergea. There is much

hunger over our way.

Tengo6. A small axe.
Tanga. A large axe

.

Tala tanga. A middle-sized axe.
Potam oupi tehgoc. A small sized axe of a

peculiar shape.

Tengon. Cf. tengo.

Teiigra hako. A species of river fish.

Tenjao.'l To exercise the body, to keep
Tirijau.j in training, to inure, to ac-

custom to, to harden the body.
K^mi teAjaoakanae. He is accustomed to work.
Ruakiee dara teiljaoakana. The sick one is

now used to walking.
Sadom tertjaoko lagi£ bahreteko idikoa. They

take out horses to keep them in training.

Teiijlo. To stretch out, as the legs.

Cf telrijo.

Tedol bara. The price paid for weav-
ing; this is calculated at so much
per cubit.

Tenta. A fish spear.

Tentha. ") Worn small, small, mischiev-

Thentha. J ous.
Tentha sagar. A wheel worn small.
Tcnirianahei. A plough worn small by use.

"Tentha mara gidra. A little rascal of a child.

Ten ten To become taut, tight or ri-

gid, to contract and become tight,

to be tightly strung.
Baberko tanao t'.nteilakata. They have pulled

tlie string titjht.

Lohotlenkhau autege tontanoUa baber do.
When it gets wet twine tightens of itself.

Teo t§o. To jabber, to talk much.
Nui hor do acli feo teoli kanae. This man is

iabbering much.
Orak na sirakem feo teoKkana. You are jab-

bering nonsense.

Tep. Corner of a piece of cloth, state,

position, gist.

Noa katba rcak tt'p bart /JamakaCa, I have not
caught the gist of this matter.

Kicric reak tepregcrt lo ocoakat'a. I have
burnt the corner of the cloth.

Teprege jahanakko ghota. They tio things in

the corner of a cloth.

Tepa tepe. Small, little.

Tepen. ") Narrow in width and
Tepeii teperi. j short when worn round

the waist.

Noa kicrid do tepellgea. This cloth is short.

Tepeii tepertc bandeakat'a. She is wearing her
garment very short.

79
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Tepen. The reciprocal form of ten

(q. v.\ to rest on each other, to

be superimposed.

Parkom baber alope tepen ocoea, baiilrhan arli

kukmul^a. Do not allow the twine witli

which the bed is- woven to overlap, or else

it will cause much dreaming.
Alope tepen ocoea. Do not superimpose them.

Tepel To block up, to close up, to

stop up.

Nunalce arjaoakat'a nes oraKe ader tepet'al^at'a.

He has gathered such a good crop this year
that in storing it he has blocked up the

house.

BhugaK tepetkaKme rabah boloKkana. Stop
up the hole cold is coming in.

Tepol. A kind of bird trap. Cf tapolc.

Teptep. )_ Hard, as the stomach when
Dep dep. j full.

Teptepgeye jom biakana. He has eaten his

bellyful!.

Teptepe. Hard, stiff, to die.

Jom teptepealianae. He has eaten till his stom-
ach is hard.

Ota teptepekedeae. He held hira firmly down.
God t81't"Peenae. He is dead and stiil.

rji |- Squinting, oblique eyed.

Teragoye behgei^eda He squints.

Teraterae behgetadirta. He looked at me squint-

ingly.

Tera M.) Squinting, oblique-eyed, cock-

TiriF. j eyed.
Nui do terao;eae. This (person) squints.
Nui do ^irig-eae. This (female) sqainfcs.

Teran. To shoot an arrow so as to

mIIow for trajectmn, a bow shot.
Tinalt isahgifia? Mit terah hoyolta. How fai-

ls it? A bow shot.

Teraii tioUkedeae. He shot an arrow to where
he was.

Te]'dec. To shinp, ns the moon, moon-
shine, moonlight.

Terdecakat'ae. The moon is shining".

Terdee nindae calaoena. He left after the moon
had risen, he left by moonligbt.

Terdec maraal netardo. There is moonlight at
present.

Digdiq-e terde^akaCa. There is bright moon-
lii'ht.

Nahake terdcjoKa. The moon will rise present-
ly, there will be moonlight presently.

Tore. A ceremony observed at a mar-
I'iage, to anoint with oil and tiir-

m(.'ric.

Balm jawaeko terekina. They anoint a bride
and bridojjrooin with oil anil turmeric.

Tetre Uuri. The girls who anoint the bride and
bridegroom at a marriage

Terel. jl

Terel dare.j

Tei'ec. ~|^The call of the parrnkeet

Terec to'ec.J when sitting, (imita-

tive.

Terec maraokedae. (The parrokeet) called out
once.

Terec (ereoe raKkeda. (The parrokeet) is cal-

ling terec terec.

TSrgc tgrec. Shrilly, in a high key.
Miru tereJ tereie roreda. The parrot speaks

in a high key.

TSrejhaR. Big, huge, applied to huge
objects lying on the ground.

Gitii-'akan terejhake Jiamkeda. He found him
lying with his huge bulk on the ground.

Dare terejhalt gurakana. The tree has fallen

with Its huge length on the ground.

The Indian Ebony tree,

Biospyros tomentosa,

Roxb.
Terel manj. Ebony.

Teremere. Under the influence of

liquor or a narcotic, to be intoxi-

cated.
Teremereenako. They are intoxicated.
Paura ilukate teremereenae. Heis intoxicated

with drinking liquor.

Tereni terem. Quite, applied to fullness.

Cf cerem cerem.
Band tereni t^l'em pereeakana. The tank is

quite full.

Tereri goren. Anywhere, anyway, all

ways, every where.
Teren gouliko giticakana. They are lying

every where.
Dare khub tereri goreiiko gurakafa. They

have felled the trees every where.

Teret buret. Repeatedly, time after

time, over and over again.
Tefet boietie kulikedina. He questioned me

again and ugain.

Teref boreC gh^ri ghari inageye roreda. He
keeps coiitiniially saying the same thing.

Teretere. Applied to the croaking of

small frogs and to the thin or weak
voice of a small person, to vaunt
or boast, applied to insignificant

persons.
Terotjreye roreda. He is speakihg in a thin

or feeble voice.

A'Jim ti/retevekkana. You are jabbering a
great deal, in a thin voice.

Teretese. Abundantly, in large quan-
tity, applied mainly to matkom
(q. V.) fallen from the tree.

Matkom riurakana teretese. Matkom has
fallen in large quantity.

Teretese tasep-kat leka riurakana. It (matkom)
has fallen in large quantity, as if it had been
spread out.
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Terga. Not parallel, perverse, twisted,

warped.
Sarjom takta bar pe bochor doholekhan ter-

gaUa. It' a sal board be Uept for two or
three years it will warp.

Kicjr bae joineda, lerjaKkanae. He does not
accept the decision, he is perverse.

Tergei'i. |To mig, to find ftiult,

Teioeti tercTen.j to chide anq-rily, to

upbraid, to vituperate, to objur-

gate.
Tergen terge^e roreda. She is nagpinpr.
Tergeii tergeiloKkanae. She is nagging.

Tergeri marte. 1 t^t-, i r^r . ^
rii " , , ^Witnasnap.Oi. tergen.
lergen mente.J

'^ ^

Tergen marteye rorkedina. He snapped at me.

Terges. To nag, to find fault with

angrily. Cf. tergen.

Terha. Crooked, slantiny, oblique.

Terhec. A large forest tvee.,St<'rcu.lia

urens, Roxb. Cf telhec.

Termerao. To be under the influence

of an intoxicant or a narcotic,

to be intoxicated.
Gaijateko fermeraoakana. They are under

the influence of gan;a (q. t.)

Terols. \To hop, to walk or trip

Terol terok.J like a dwarf or a little

child.
Terolc teFoKe calaKkana. He goes hopping

along.
TeroK teroKe don idieda. He goes hopping

along.
TeroK Ph»gu. Little Phagu.

Teiom. A kind of wild honey bee.
Terom rasa. The honey of the teroin bee.

Teroii. Because, on account of
Ona teroiiem dal ocolena. Because of that you

were beaten.
Onkam rorke6 teroiiko edrealJmea. They were

angry with you because you spoke thus.

Tes. limitative of the noise produc-

Tes tes.J ed by anything brittle snapp-
ing or clicking. Cf thes.

Tes fes sat^ekana. It sounds testes, it is snap-
ping.

Tesa. To shore, to prop, to support by
a post or buttress. Cf thesa.

Tesao. ITo put close to, to cause to

Thesao.J reach or be close to. Cf
thesao.

Tesra.JTh"-<^-
Tesar din. The third day.
Tesra din. The third day.
Tesar dhao. The third time.
Tesar serma. The third j ear.

Tesarid. The third one (animate.)

TesaraK. The third one (inanimate.)

Tesates. Close together, touching each

other. Cf thesathe.i.

Tese. Through, on account of, by
reason of, owing to.

Onatese bail senlena. On that account I did
not go.

Tesnek. As it was, in its first state,

without change or detriment,

equal.
Pahil rin do tesnelcge taheena. The former

debt remained a.8 it was.
Tesneke llam ruarkcdea. He received him

back without having received any detri>

ment.

Tesra. Third. Cf tesar.

Tesra. M.l One-eyed, blind of one eye,

Tisri. F, J one eye imperfect, having
imperfect vision.

Tesrageae. He is one-eyed.
'I'isrigeae. She is one-eyed.

Testa. To seek for, to endeavour, to

apply one's mind to, to exert one-

, self
Khoroc testaabonme oabaUkana. Exert yourself

to p'rovide food for us, (our supply) is com-
ing to an end. [to anything.

Get ho bae te^^t^i-ea. He does not apply his mind

Tet. A particle affixi'd to nouns adds
emphasis or definiteness, also

employed to form abstract nouns.
HendeteS. The blackness.
Maraiitet. The greatness.
Gettet'. The cut,
HoponteC. Tlie son.
Kakattel The uncle.
Actet'.^ Himself.
Aclite^e ruakkana. He is seriously ill.

i)herte6 cabaena. The greater part is finished.

Tetaii. Thirst, to thirst, to be thirsty.
DaU tetaiiedekana. He is thirsty.
Dak tetahe maraokeCtaea. He quenched his

thirst.

Dal< tetah ban maraoakantaea. His thirst is

not being quenched.
Tefahcdirtkana. I am thirsty.
Adi tet.Tiikedea. He was very thirsty.
Keiiged tetaiie kamikana. He is labouring in

hunger and thirst.

Rehgec tetah bam kamilekhan crt' hoyoKa? If
you do not labour in hunger and thirst
what will you get P

Tete. Applied to the crying of an in-

fant, (imitative.)

Cedak tetepe rak ocoedekana? Why are you
making the infant cry ?

TetS. Applied to the call of the Ker-
keta (q. v.) or Shrike.

Kerketako raga fete. The Kerketa calls tete.

Tetec. Imitative of the cry of certain

birds. Cf tec.

Cere hoko tetoia. Birds also chirp.
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Teteteogoc c§r6. This name is given

to two species of Lapwing. Sarci-

cophorus hilobus, and Lobivan-
ellus goensis.

Tetha. Cf. thetha.

Tetoas. To be thirsty.
Adi te^oasoKkanae. He is very thirsty.

Tethor. Obstinate, heady, rude. Cf.

thethor.

Tetre. "I Anointers, those who at a

Tekre.j marriage anoint the bride

and bridegroom with oil and
turmeric. Cf. tere.

Tetreko kanako. They are anointers.
Tetreio. An anointer.

Te^ tet'. Ticking sound (imitative.)
Ghari tei isi sadekana. The watch sounds

tick tick.

Tewan. To search for, to find.

Bahiiko t^wanakadea. They have found a
bride.

Tewan baraedae. He is searching.
Onal? reaK tewange bail damoKkana.

Tewelgat;. Weak, feeble, poor, fuint,

unconscious.
Atha safha banuKtaea, tewelgafienae. He has

no strength, he has become feeble.

Tewen. To hold and carry suspended
in the hand.

Lalfene tewenakafa. He carries the lantern
suspended from his hand.

Tewen jiwet;. To hang on to life, to

keep alive.

Nia matkomtele tewetl jiwet'ena. Owinf? to
this Tnntkom (q. v.) w© are hanging on to
life.

Tewet. To silence, to confute, with

negative to obey, to move.
Katha bae tewe^ada. He did not obey the

order.

Lutnr hG bae fcewe^a^a. He did not even
move his ears, he did not obey.

MiC katbategeye fewefkeCkoa. He silenced
them with one word.

Ona rtelte dan ar onko ren herelko t^wetena.
Seeing that the witches and their husbands
were silenced.

Thaba tbobo. In a cluster, applied to

fruit.

Thaba thube. In clusters, in a cluster.

P^hu thaba thube joakana. The dahu (q. v.)

has fruited in clusters.

Thabu.
I
Large, big, very large,

Thabu thabn.j very big.

Thabu thabu jogikana. Its fruit is very large.

Thabu thabuko kutiakat'a. Thoy have cut
tbo meat into very big piece?.

Thae. limitative of the ringing

Thae thae.j sound produced when
anything hard is struck.

Thae thae sadea. It rings, it emits a ringing
sound.

Thae thae kefsea. It i» so hard as to ring.

Thae marte. ^j tit-,]
rpi , >• With a ring.
Ihae mente. J

°

Thae. |Absolutely, actually, posit-

Thae thae.j ively, used only in connec-

tion with fasting or starvation,
Thae thae reiigeotege menaKlea. We are posit-

ively starving.
Thae upastege din bhor menal^lea. I have

absolutely fasted the whole day.
Thae upas menaKlea. We are absolutely tast-

ing.^

Thaekot; K^^^' P^'^^ °^^^'^ bearing.

Thae thui. Imitative of ringing or

clanging sounds of different tones,

as for instance when iron is struck

alternately by a heavy and light

hammer.
Thae thuiko koteccrla. They are hammerin g

and producing a sound resembling thae
thui, thae thui.

Thag. To deceive, to oppose, to swindle
Thagal.

Thaglao.

Thngal thagal.
Birte thaglao gotjkedea. The snake made a

dart and bit him.

Thagla thagli. To bite at each other
as snakes. Cf thagal.

Thah. Bottom, to fathom.
Oka thahge bah namoSkana. No bottom can

be found.
Ni?. daK reaK thah banuKanah. This ^vater

has no bottom, this water is bottomless.
Thah barakedan b^hu reah, okare ho thah bari

Hamlatta.

Thahri. \Slowlj-, gently, disjoint-

Thahri thahri.j edly.
Thahri thahriye rora. He .speaks disjointedly.
Adi thahriko sereria. They sing gently.

Thai. \A place, to place, to give in

Thao.j marriage.
Thai tl-aire. In divers jjlaoes.

Thai banuKanah durup lagit'. There is no place
'

to sit.

Aurile thaoea
marriage.

Thai thai. Close together, near to each
other.

Thai thai. ")
t» i

Thaethke.j°^y'^^^<="»g'^
Thai thaiye khok'eda. He has a dry cough.

To bite as a snake by
darting.

We have not yet given her in
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Thaia. A game so called.

Thaica. A quarrel, a wrangle, a dispute.
Nuige (haioae t^ambarakana. This (person) is

seekintr a quarrel.
Thaicq,geye ehoba. He will begin a quarrel.

Thaika. Cf. thaica.

Thaili. ) . ,

Thailal^.j^^^g-

Thaiya. To kick with the sole of the

foot, to stamp on with the foot.

Thaiyakecli/ia. He kicked me.
Losofe thaiyj^keda. He kicked off the mud

{adhering to his feet.)

Thaiya thokae heuena. He came with his feet

covered with mud.

Thaiyo harnp. A game so called.

Thak. 1 A division, a pile, a company, a

Thok. J band, a lot.

Thak thakko dohoakat'a. They have placed it

in divisions or in lots.

Paltonko thak thakko hijuKkana. The soldiers

are coming in companies, or regiments.

Thai. ~) Imitative of a clicking

thai thai. J sound.
ThaU th^Ke sade oooeda. He is making a

clicking sound.

•Thai. Near.

Thak. -\

thakna. [-To deceive, to cheat.

Thakua.J
Thakkediriae. He cheated me.

Thak. To astonish, to amaze, to cause

to wonder.
Joto gadel horko thakena. All the multitude

wondered.
Thakkedinae. He astonished me.

Thakaman. Well-to-do, rich.

Thakaman hor kanae. He is a well-to-do man

Thakao. To be tired, to be exhausted

through illni^ss

Thakao heoenae. He came tired.

Alom calalfa thakaokam. L»o not go, you will

tire.

Rua thakaoakanae. \ He i.s very ill and exhaust-

Thakaoakanae. ) ed.

Thakar bakar. ") Grecisy, dirty owing

Thokor bobor. J to moist stuff, as

clay, grease, &c., &c., adhering to

the person.
Thakar bakare loho£ heoakana. He has come

covered with mud.
Thokor bokor losoi; lafkaoakawadea. He is

dirty with mud sticking to him.

Thakar bakar. Tired, wearied.

Thaka thaki. Tired, wearied.

Thaka thakienale kami kamite. We are tired

with continued workiiis-

Ua. 1 m !• • ,

V To disappoint,
na. J

^^
Thakdam
Thakdoma. _

Thakdamakedilite eskarge calaK boeentiria.

Through bis disappointing mo I had to go
alone.

Thaketi. 'l To come into contact with

Theket;. J and be brought to a stop.

Thakef dohokediiae. He detained me.
Thakef taheenae. He was detained.
G9.iji darere fhakefena. The cart came in con-

tact with the tree.

Sojhete lagaeme, jaha darere alom thakefi ocoea.

Drive straight, do not cause it to come in

contact with any tree.

Thake^ thaket}. ) With many interrnp-

thekel; thekef. J tions, repeatedly

coming into contact with obstacles.

Thakei thaketteye metadiria. He said to me
in broken words. •'

Thake£ ^hakettele heoena. "ffe were stopped,

or detained, many times on our way.

Thake thak. In heaps, in bands. Cf
thak.

Thakna. M. ") A deceiver, a cheat, decei-

Thakni. F. J ving, cheating.

Thakna. To deceive, to cheat.

Thakrao. "|To upbraid, to twit, to

Thokrao. J threaten, bring up an old

matter.
Ba/i em dareaekanteye thakraoediilkana. Be-

cause I cannot jiay him he is upbraiding me.

Thakrok. \ Applied to the

Thakrok thakrok. J sound jiroduced

by driving the thread home when
weaving.

Mjku sohor picho thakroK. Every time the

shuttle is thrown there is the sound thak-

roK, the sound produced by driving home
the thread.

Thak thak. 1 To be ready, eager,

Thiik thakao, J prepared.
Larl ai lagit thakthakao baraekanae. He is

ea>:er for a fight.

Larh^ikin thakthakaoena. They are prepared

to fight.

Thak thak.
I Shivering, to shiver.

Thak thakao. J
"

Thak thak rabah. It is shivcrinfr cold.

ThakthakaoKkanae. He is shivering.

Thakthakao. To hinder, to impede.
Nui bore tbakthakaoketbona. This man hin-

dered us.

Thak thaki. Cf. toktaki.

thakthok. Imitative of the sound of

hammering, mainly applied to

hammering or striking wood.

Thak thokko ebopakat!a ka^ mistri do. The
carpenters have begun to hammer.
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J-
The supreme being.

Thais thol^. To rap, as on the ground
with the end of a stick ; fearlessly,

plainly, without reserve.
Thalt thoKateye boloena. He went in rapping

on the ground with his atick (to announce
his coming;.)

Katha alom oUoea, thaU thoK bare laime. Do
not hide the matter, rap it out, tell it

without reserre.

ThaS thul. Imitative of the sound
produced by hammering, or one

object coming into contact vio-

lently with another.
Merhet: kanda reaU ^haK thuK bail ailjomlena.

No sound of hammering with an iron instrn-

ment was heard.

ThaU thuK kin dapalena . They hammered each
other.

Thakua. To deceive, to cheat. Cf.

thak.

ThakumthaE. In clusters, as the fruit

of the Papita, Palmyra palm, &c.
Maraii utare ghetakat'a th^kumthaK.
ThakumthaK joakana. It has fruited in clusters.

Thakur.
Thakurjiu. /
Thakur. A title inferior to raja, a title

given to Bruhmins, a deity.

Thakur. ) The name of one of

Murmu thakur. J tiie Santal septs.

Thalbalao. To be near parturition.

Thalbali. To be near to parturition,

of animals.
Thalbgiliakanae gg.i do. The cow is near par-

turition.

ThaliiU thuhik. "^ Unsteady, asi a child

Thalak thnluk. j beginnmg to walk.
ThalaU tliulul^e cacoKkana.

T 1 ..'i 1 < C£ iale thale.
J ale thale. j '

Thalhalao. To be ravaged by, to be

reduced to the last extremity, to

be in evil plight, to bo stricken.

La'J hasoteko thalbalaoena. They are cholera
stricken.

Rehgesteko thalbalaoena. They are reduced
to the last extremity through hunger, they
are famine stricken.

Thali. To .sink, as in a bog, quicksand,

mud, &c.
Ijoaotre thalienae. He lias sunk in the mud.
(.ritilre thali theliomenae. He has sunk and

stuck in a quicksand.

Th.-ilpe. Slow, sluggish, inactive, aj)-

plied to females.
Thalpegeae nui aimg.i do. This woman is slow.

Nui gg.i do thalpegeae. This cow is sluggish.

Thai thai. Shaking, quivering, as a

bog or semi-liquid mud.
Losot'enath^l thai. The mud is soft to quivering.
Thai thalko losot'akat'a. They have mixed up

the mud and water till it quivers.

Thai thai. ^ To roll about in globules,

Thai thai, j as quicksilver' &c., having
the propert}' of always resolving

itself into globules.

Poraeni sakamre daU thal^halao baraea, bah
latkaoKa. Water rolls about on the leaf

of the poraeni (q. v.), it does not stick.

Thai thai haraekana daS. The water rolls

about in drops.

Thaluk thaluls. Shaking or quivering

as the adipose tissue of a fat

person when walking, to waddle,

as a fat tired person.
TbailuK thg.luKe tarameda. He is waddling.

ThaluK thapuk. ") Tottering, shaking,

Thaluk thapnk. J feebly, as an old

or feeble pei'snn.

Thaluk thapuke calalikana. He walks tot-

teringly.

Tham. A prop, a pier, as of a bridge.
Pul realf tinalf tham menaKa? How many piera

has the bridge ?

Thamakafako. They have applied a prop or
props.

Tham. To stop, cease.

Tham khunti. ")
, •

Khamkhunti.j^^^°gP°«*-
Thamae thukai. Impedimenta, to be

impeded, to have more articles

than can be conveniently carried,

Tharaas fhukai adi utar manalftirta. I have
more things than I can conveniently carry.

Iltdiye thamae thukaioKkana. He cannot
conveniently take all with him.

Thamakhur. Tobacco,
Jom thamakhur. Chewing tobacco.
Nui thamakhur. Smoking tobacco.
Bilati thamakhur. Tobacco prepared in the

European method.

Surti thamakhur. 7 tt i i i

Moera thamakhur. )
^ncured tobacco.

Kacri thamakhur. Locally produced tflhacco.

Thamar. Tobacco.
Huk^thamar tanak alope jom fiuifcaea. Do not

chew or smoke with him.

Thainbhao. To settle, to remain, to

be firm, to be permanent.
XJnal'e aijaoetreho orakre bam tharabhaoU-

kantaea, rrhl* dubl^edae. Although he
"raises such good crops it does not remain
in his house, he squanders it.

Jiw'i do thambhaoentaea. His life remains to
him.
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Tham gadi. To settle, to take up one'«

residence; dwelling, lesideuco.
Danderkore tliamg^cli tabeisantaea. His dwell-

ing was in the oaves.
Nagrahai-eye tUamgacJiena. He settled in the

city.

Thamkao. To cease flowing, to be
stanched, applied mainly to blood.

Mayam tbamkaoena. The blood has ceased to
flow.

Than. A piece or web of cloth.

Than'kicH?! ( * ^^^^ °* cloth, a piece of cloth.

Than. Place, the place where a deity

is supposed to reside.
M?.Ii jhi than. The rude temple-like erection in

every Santal village where the manes of the
deceased Manjhi or village head man is

worshipped.
Boiiga than. The place where a deity is suppos-

ed to reside.
Jaher than. The sacred grove in which the

village deities are supposed to reside.

Than baisau. To set up an idol or

fetich.

Than orali. An idol house, a temple.

Thana. A police station.

Thanadar. The person in charge of a

police station.

ThauHO. To determine, to resolve, to

settle.

Monereye thanaokeda. He determined in his

mind.

Thandga. ) Hair cropped very short,

Thundga. J hairless, bare, as a tree

of branches.

Thaudgali. ") Having hair cropped very

Thiindo'iiti. J shnrt or shaved, bare.

Thaudgat thundgut;. Having hair cut

veiy short, having the head cropp-

ed bare or shaved.
Thandgal; thundgut'ko heoakana. The people

with cropped heads have come, or the people

with shaved heads have come.

Thanda.
'J^

Cold, to make cool, to com-

Thandha. j fort, to assuage, to refresh.

Jom t'.iaudaenako. They have eaten and are

refreshed.
Jiwi tliandaentaea. His spirit is comforted, or

hi.s sorrow is assuaged.

Thanel. The female breasts, the udder

of an animal.

Than. limitative of a clanging

Than than, j sound, to clang.

Than than saijekana. It is sounding clang,

clang, it is clanging.

Ghantako ruia than than. They ring the bell

clang, clang.

Than marte.

Than mente.
With a clang.

fhah marto sade gofona. It sounded with a
clang, it sounded clang.

Thangal thuhgul.l Dizz}', head swim-
Thuiigul mungul.j ming.
Thangal thuiigulifi ^ikaueda. I feel dizzy.

Thangar thuhgur. Big and little.

Thani. Place.

AlidaK jonom thani khonliii hijuKkana. We
are coming from our native country or birth
place.

Thanka thorah. Loud rapping sound,

without reserve, fearlessly, openly.

Ma6 thehgateko ko^aplekhan (hahka thorah
sadea. If one raps with a bamboo stick a
loud rapping sound resembling (hahka
thoraii will be produced.

Jegeye Aellalfa monere bae doholaKa, thaiika
thorane rorkeda. What he saw, he did rot
iieep to himself, but spoke it out fearlessly.

Than thud. Imitative of the sound
produced when iron is struck by
iron.

Merhefko dala than thuh. They hammer iron

and produce a sound resembling thaiithuii.

Thanit. Residence, place, camping
ground.

Irtalr jonom thanit. My birth plaoe.

Thankao. T<i do eiithusiasticall}', with

heart and soul, to warm up.

j
Thankaome se mandaria,

I
Lolo setofa aloni bataoa.

Warm to your work drummer.
Heed not the fierce rays of the sun.

Thankao. To cease, to become less,

to decrease.

Eua thankao doUentaea. His fever has de-
creased a little.

Thnnka thanki. To scold, to give abuse.

Thanka thankibaraekanae. He is going about
scolding.

Thantaratiri. ") Here and there, from

Thontaratin. J place to place.

ThantaratJne iSam baraeda. He is searching

for it here and there.

Thanthanao. To be intent on, to be

eager, to be in readiness.

Kami do bahataea, jom lagite thanthanao ba-

raekana. He has no mind to work, he is

intent on eating.

Dadal lagite thanthanao baraekana. He is

intent on striking (some one.)

Thanthania. Dry, very dry.

Ot do thanthaniagea. The soil is very dry.
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fhao. A place, to place, to give in

marriaire.
Dnrup (hao araKaepe. Make room for him to

sit.

Gitid tbao nonde menaKa, se bah P la there a
place to sleep here or notP

Thao banulfan. There ia no room.
Maipe thaokadea ae bah ? Have you given the

girl in marriage or not?
Thaoakadeale. We have given her in marriage.
Tbathaokanae. He is making room, or clearing

a place.

Thao ku thao. In some places and not

in others.
Thao ku thaoreye dalckeda. It rained in aome

plaoea and not in others.

Thao ghnrghur.] Turn where you are,

Thao gurgur. Y said to bullocks

Thaoe gurgur. J when turning them
in little space.

Thaoe thao. Cf. thaohe thaohe.

rhu ~ u
"

4.1, - Near to each other,
ihaohe thao. r i , ,i

Tiu- 1, Ii - 1, close together,
ihaohe thaohe.

j

°

Thaohe ^haoheko oralfakafa. They have built
their houaea close together.

Thap. A kind of performing doll which
the performer causes to clap its

hands producing a sound resem-
bling thap, thap.

Thap. Respect, honour, tru.st\vorthi-

ness.
IrtaK thapko nthankeda. They have ceased to

respect me. [reapccted.
UniaU thap cabaentaea. He ia no longer

Thaj3. "1 To produce a loud clapp-

Thap thap. J ing or tajipitig sound,

(imitative.)
Sim sandi t;hap thaplcenece raga. The cook

first claps its wings then it crows.
Thap thaboUkanako. They are clapping

^(winga.)

Thap marte. ") With a clap or loud

Thap mente. J tapping sound.
Thap marte sade gotena. It sounded clap.

Thapa. To slap, to hit, to beat lightly,

to come slitjhtly into contact with.
Thapamea£, I shall slap you.
Hoe jokhec <3ar f^-Av thapal^a. When it blows

the branclie.s come into contact with each
other.

Kadae thapakedea. The buffaloe hit him light-

ly with his horn.

Thapa thapa. Slight tapping or rust-

ling sound, as that produced by
leaves, &c., striking against each

other.
Thapa thapa sadekana. There ia a sound of

light tapping.

Thapa thopo. To slap each other, to

pat.

Thapa fhopoenakin. They slapped each other.

Thapa thuK. To come in contact with,

to strike against, to bump against.

Kanda alom thapa thulf ocoea. Do not allow
the waterpots to bump against each other.

Balaea do taren tarenko thapa thugolfa. Bala-
eas ((J. V.) bump shoulders.

Thapar. ") Applied to the sound
ThHpar thapar. J produced by light

objects coming into contact with

each other, a light tapping or rust-

ling sound.
Thapar thapar sakam sadekana. The leaves

are rustling.

Thapar thapar mit* liindg-ko eneckana. They
have danced and tapped (the drums) all

night.

Thapar marte. K-,T.,, , ,,

thapar mente.P^*^ ^ *^P °^' ^'"^^l^"

Thapar marte sadeena. It sounded with rustle.

Thapna, ) To erect, to set np, as an
Thapni. J idol ; to introduce a spirit

by incantations, &c. into a place

or house.

Pange bohgako thapnakoa jabae oraKrc.
Witches by incantations introduce spirits
into any one's house.

Thapna bohga dole ocolikedea. We removed,
or exorcised, the spirit that had been in-

troduced by incantations.

Thapna thapni. To introduce spirits

by incantations.

Jaherre bohgako thapna thapniketkoa. Tbey
introduced bohgas (q. v.) into the aacred
grove.

Thapo thapo. To pat.
Ma uni gidra thapo thapokaeme ralfedae. Pat

that child, he ia crying.

Thapo thapo. A children's game so
called.

Thapre. To pat, to come slightly in

contact with.

Thaprolc. Short of destination or
proper place.

Atraregoye thaproUkada. He placed it short of
its proper place, he threw it down half-way.

Lahgaonae, ontegeye thaprolt taheeua. He is
tired, be stayed behind there.

Thap thop. To put at rest for the
pi'esent, to pacify for a time.

Noa kathale thap thopakat'a. We have put
this matter at rcat for the present.

Mahajon nesili thap thopakatkoa. I have paci-
fied the moneylenders for this year.



Thar [ 633 ] Thasao

Thar. 1 A line, a row, in lines, in

Thar thar. J rows.
Mi£ tharko teugoakana. They are standing in

line.

Thar tharko dufupakana. They are sitting in

rows.

Thar ke thar. In lines, in rows.
Tharke tharko duyupakana. They are sitting

in rows.

Thar. To deceive, to dupe, to play one
false.

Nni kathategeye thar baraediftkana. This
(person) is deoeiying me with words.

Tho I

'^'^^'"^' °^ ^^6 spo*-

fharregert gurkedea. I knocked him over on
the spot.

Thorregeli dohokedea. I kept him oa the spot.

Thara. ") A brass plate used to eat

Thari. J from.

Tharali thuruK. Imitative of the

sound produced by two persons

pounding in the same uUhur (q. v.)

TharaK thnruKkin huruheda.

Tharam thurum. To totter, to walk

unsteadily as an old person or one
walking on a rough road in the

dark.
Tharam thnrume ealaKkana Ho walks unstead-

ily.

Tharam thurumenae. He is tottering.

Tharam thurumle heoena. We came stumbling
(in the dark.)

Tharati thurun. To sound in succes-

sion as two bells of different tones

(imitative.)
H?.thi gh?.nti tharau ^huruh sadekana. The

elephant's bells soand tharah (huruh.

Thara thar. In rows, in lines.

Thara tharko ealaKkana. They are walking in

line.

Tharati thorot;. Limping, hobbling,

through fatigue or sore feet.

Lahgaenako tharati thorot'. They are tired

and limping.
Unkin tayom tliaral; thoroCe sen'idiena. He

hobbled after them.

Tharbasao. iTo wonder, to be as-

Tharbhasao. J tonished, to be amazed,

to be terror struck.
Kul Jielte tharbaaao go£enae. Ho was terror

struck through seeing the tiger.

Thare mare. To push to the front,

without orders.

Thare mare jojom lagidoKkanae. He is beginn-

ing to eat before he is fully served.

Horo iroK bam aouledea, adtege thare mare
irolikanae. You did not hire him to reap

dhan, he is reaping without orders.

Thare thore. Ambiguously, equivocal-

ly, hintingly.
Thare fhorekin I^pgiiena. They conversed to-

gether hintingly.

Thare thar. In lines, in rows.
Thare tharko teiigoakana. They are standing

in rows.

Thari. A brass plate. Cf thara.

Tharrao. To be tired, to be fatigued.

Cf thorrao.

Tharsali thorsoi Slowly, slowly and
feeling the way with the feet as

one walking in the dark.
Tharsat' thorsof barae kanae. He is shuffling

and feeling the way with his feet.

Thar thar. To shake, to tremble, to

start.

Tharthargert ^ikaueda. I feel myself trembling.
Rehgedte tharttiare a^kareda. He feels a

trembling through hunger.

Thartharao. To shake, to tremble, to

start.

Botorte thartharaoKkanae. He ia trembling
through fear.

Thartharao. To be eager, to be intent

on, to be desirous, to have a long-

ing for, to be very anxious about.

Cf. thurthurau.

Thns. 1 Applied to the sound
Thas thas. J produced by anything

brittle, as glass, &c, breaking, to

snap or crack as anything brittle.

Thas {has rapudoUkana. It ia breaking with
a series of snaps.

Thas marte. "1 With a snap or crack,

Thas mente. J With ease, easily.

Thas marte rapul; got'ena. It broke with a
snap.

Thasaha. Brittle, easily broken.
Kac thasahagea. Glass is brittle.

Thasak. ") To move, to cause to stir, to

Tasak. J affect, to overcome.
Bali thasak dareaUa. I cannot move it.

Koa daka ohon thasak darelea. I cannot over-

come all this boiled rice, I cannot consume
all this boiled rice.

Thasao. To do for, used in threats.

Kacaharire idikatole {hasaomea. We will take
you to the court and do for you.

Thasao. To mi.K by kneading, to press

clay into a crack of a wall, floor,

&c.
Khapra hasako thasaoeda. They are mixing

by kneading (by hands or feet) clay to make
tiles with.

80



Thasiau [ 634 ] Thegrao

,1'ba).
J

Boastful.

Thasian. To overcome, to conquer, to

defeat, to vanquish, to over match,

to over power, to rout, to master.
Nui horirt (hasii.uakadea. I have defeated this

man.
Kamitei'i (ihasiauakadea. I have defeated him

in worliing,

Jom thaaiau ocokedeafi. I gave liim ao much
that he could not eat it all.

Thaskao. To move, to cause to stir, to

shake.
Bail thaskaoRkaua. It is not stirring.

Thasrao. To fall down, to throw down,

to throw oneself down.
Dakae thasraokeda. He threw down the cook-

ed rice.

Gidrae thasraokedea. She threw the child

down (when she herself slipped.)

Thatarbaj

Thiithar
Thatarbaj hor kanae. He is a boastful fellow.

That. Barren, childless.

Thatgeae. She is barren, or children all dead.

Thatbond. To adorn, to beautify,

grand.
Khubko thatbondakat'a. They have made it

very grand.
Bes thatbond lioroRkateye heoakana. He has

come grandly clothed.

m,
'

', ) To hit, to strike.
Thathe. j
Thatekedeako. They hit him.
Adiye mocaana, ma (hafheepe. He is too glib,

hit him.

Thatera. A brazier, a caste who manu-
facture and sell brass ware.

Thatha. To make fun, to make sport,

to joke, to jest.

ThathaediAkanae. He is making fun of me.
Noa do thatha katha do bah kana. This is not

a matter of jest, this matter is not a jest.

Thathao. To spend time, to remain,

to live.

Noa atore besko thathaoaka£a. They have
enjoyed good health in this village.

Dher bochore thathaoakat'a. He has lived

many years.

Noa atore bako thathao daj-eada. They could

not remain in this village, (not having good
health.)

Okoeko tahena, onkoko thathaoa, ar okoe bako
tahen dareaKa, onko bako thathao dareaHa.

Thathao. Gf thao.
Thathaokanae. He is making room, he is

making or clearing a place.

Thathar. C£ thar.

Thatori. A worker in brass, a gold-

smith.

Thatra. A kind of bamboo mat.

Thatra. M. 1 -^ • , ,

nil I • TTi ( iimaciated.
1 hatri. J^ . J
Thatrageae danra do. The bullock is emaciated.

Thatra thatri. Emaciated.
Thatra thatri cabaenako merom do. The goats

are completely emaciated, or the goats are
all emaciated.

Thai! tholi. Stammeringly, indistinctly.

Tha6 thofe roreda. He speaks stammeringly.

That thot. Stammeringly, falteringly,

to stammer, to falter in speech,

to mumble.
That thote roreda. He speaks falteringly.

That thotenae. He is stammering.

Thauka. The whole piece, as opposed
to a part, total, a large quantity.

Thaukaakafale. We have totalled it.

Thauka hataokhan liel rtamoKa. K a whole
piece, or a large quantity, is taken it can
be seen.

Thaura. To assemble, to gather to-

gether, to crowd together.

BoloKa mente duar thenko th?iur?akana. They
are assembled at the door for th& purpose
of entering,

Thawi. To reside, to lodge, to be in
residence, to abide.

Nondele thawiakana. We are residing here.

Thee. Place, the sign of the Dative
case.

Id thed menaKa. It is with me, I have it.

Uni thee khon hataorae. Take it from him.
Pe theo tolpe. Tie it in three places.

Mit t^iedto jaoraakana. They are assembled
in one place, they are assembled together.

Barpe thediii nellet'koa. I saw them in two or
three places.

Thee thee. Imitative of the sound
produced by breaking stones with
a hammer.

fheo theoe koteaet'kana. He is breaking stones
and^ producing a sound resembling theo
thee.

Thegan. ") A prop, a catch, something
Teghan. J put against another to

keep it in place, or open, as a door.

Cf taghen.

Thegrao. To strike with the heel of
the fist, a wiistlet, &c., to strike
with a stick.

Thegraokedeae. He hit him with the heel of
his fist.



Thek [ 635 ] Then maite

Thek. Hindrance, obstacle, impedi-

ment.
Get coil thek lagaoena, onate bae heclena.

Some hindrance has occurred, for that
reason he has not come.

Dhirire thek lagaoena ga H do. The cart has
met with an obstacle in the stone, the cart
is impeded by having come into contact
with a stone.

Thek. A prop, to prop, to shore.
Thekko lagaoakata. They have put in a prop.

Thek. A storehouse for grain.

Theka. A large bamboo basket.

Thekan. \To find out, to irace, to detect,

Thikan.
J

to place, to fix, to settle, to

ascertain.
4iurile thekana . We have not yet fixed (the

date, place, &o.)
Thekanadiliae phalna din hijuKme. He fixed a

date for me to come.
Teheli do thekan din kana. To-day is the day

fixed.

Be-thekan. At random, without previous
arrangement.

Thekao. To push into a fire, as fire-

wood.
Sahan thekaoaKme. Push firewood into the

fire.

Sahane thekaokeda. He pushed firewood into

the fire.

Thekao. To begin, to eng;ige in.

SeKreile tbekaoeiia. He began to ping.

SeKreii in thekaokedea. I made him begin to

sing.

Theke theke. Close to each other.

Theke thekeko oraRakata. They have built

their houses close to each other.

Thekom. To stick, to adhere, united,

close or crowded together.
Thekom thekom joakana. It is covered with

fruit.

Thali Jhekomenae. He sank and stuck (in the
quicksand.)

Dal thekomkedeae. He struck him and fixed

him to the place, made him unable to leave

the place, disabled him.

Thekra. A wooden bell tied to the

neck of a cow or bullock. Cf totko.

Thekro potara. "l Thelittle Brown Dove
Thikri potani. J Tartar Gambuy-

ensis. Cf. potam.

Thel. A silver ornament worn on the

wrist, or upper arm.
Horogiiipe baba sopore rupa thel do.

Thela. To push, to shove.

EtaK horko (Jan thelaakoa. They throw sus-

picion, or blame, on other people.

Thela. To become callous or hardened.

GoK goKte taren tbelaakantaea. His shoulder

has become callous by continually carrying

on it.

Thula gadi. A carriage pushed by
men, a perambulator.

Thela jal. A fish net fixed on a handle

and worked by being pushed
through the water.

Thela thili. To push or shove, as in a

ci'owd, crowded.
Thela tbilikateil boloena. I pushed this one

and that one and entered (into the crowd.)

Thelao. To push, to shove, to put
back, as a date.

fhelao gurkedeae. He pushed him and made
him fall, he pushed him down.

Thengateye thelao nurkeda. He pushed it down
with a stick.

Baplako thelao ioKkeda. They put back the
marriage a few days.

Baplako fhelao lahakeda. They put back the
date of the marriage.

Thelepaese. To push, to shove, to

elbow, as one's way in a crowd.
fhelepaeseye boloena. He elbowed his way in

(to the crowd.)

Uni jotede lagitko thelepaeseKkan. tahelcana.
They were pushing their way into the crowd
to touch him.

Thele thele. Ample, more than suffi-

cient, as food.

Thema. To stick in, as a knife, &c.

in the belt.

Churiye themakeda. He stuck a knife in his
belt.

Cun thamakhure emadea, ona doe themakefa.
He gave him lime and tobacco, he stuck
it in (his waist cloth.)

Themka. M.

Thimki. F.
Themka hor. A short man.
Thimki aim^i. A short woman.

Themsok. Short in stature, applied to

females.
ThemsoKgeae. She is short in stature.

Then. Place, sign of the Dative case.

T/i then menalfa. It is with me, I have it.

Mit thenren horko. People of the same place.

Amthen khoniii hataoa. I will take it from
you.

A6 then menalf. He has it himself.

Ad thene dohokeda. He kept it.

Phalna then menaKa. A certain person has it.

UniaR orali then menaKa. It is near his house.

Then. "limitative of a sound of

Then then./ clanging or clinking.
Thell ihen sadekana. It is clinking.

The6 tnarte.

Thei) mente.
fhei mente saije got'ena. It sounded with

clink.

^Smnll, short in stature.

:)
With a clans' or clink.



Theaga [ 636 ] Thetha

Theriga. A staff, a club, a cudgel, a

blow with a staff or cudgel.
Mutak thehga. A club, a, bludgeon,
fhenga b^nduk. A combined staff and gun.
Bar pe ^hehgae dalkedea. He struck him two

or three blows with a staff.

Thenta. "j Worn small as an implement

;..V

^Small, short of stature.

Thentha. > with use, mischievous

Tentha. J disrespectful, as a child to

a grown up person. Cf. tentha.

Thenfa nahel. A plough worn small.

Then(ha kudi. A kudali worn small.

Thep. To put the thumb under any-

thing and send it off with force,

as when playing at marbles, to

knuckle, as when playing at mar-

bles.

fakako thep atkara. They put a rupee on the
thumb and send it off with force to test it

by causing it to ring.

Thepca. M."|

Thipci. F.
J

Thepe. \To shake the ears or

Thepe thepe.J head, to wag the tail.

Luturko fhepea. They shake the ears.

Canclbolko tliepe tbepea. They wag their tails.

Thepelao. The reciprocal form of

thelao (q. v.)

Thepo. To defy, to shew the thumb
as a sign of defiance.

TbepouduKadinae. He shewed me his thumb,
he defied me.

Thepokedam. You defied, you shewed your
thumb.

Thepo. Short, as a measure.
fhepo pgiilateye emadiia. He measured it to

me in a short measure.

Ther. To brag, to bluster, to talk big,

to contradict, to be antagonistic,

to be recalcitrant.

i4<^im ^herkana pahil dhaoem jitauente. You
are bragging greatly because you won the
first time.

fhor do oe6 ho bae tlier baraleda, hapegeye
taheena. He was not in the least recalci-

trant, he remained mute.

Ther "1

™,

,

To peal, as thunder, to

vni""- I

boom.
Thertherao. j

Bijli do thertlier sadeKkane ailjomkeda. He
heard the lightning (thunder) pealing.

Ceter iurena fherther. The thunder bolt fell

pealing.

Ceter ^liertherao ilurena. The thunder bolt

fell, peal on peal.

Eimil do (herther sadeena. The thunder pealed.

Thermarte.
I^.^j^Ther mente. J

a peal.

Th" h IJ
r Stunted, dwarfish, little.

Therethepe. Thicker or closer than
usual.

Therethepe horoko rohoeaka6a. They have
planted the dhan closer than is usual

Horedko!era therethepe. They sow hofeo (q. v.)

very thickly.

Therethepe. To shake, as the ears;

to wag, as the tail.

Canijbole therefhepeet' tahekana. He was
wagging his tail.

Thes. ") Applied to a sound of

Thes thes. J snapping or clicking.

Thea thea saijekana. It is clicking.

Thes marte. 7 \T'-.i, -.i, i- i

rill J-
> W ith a snap, with a click.

Ihes mente.) ^'

Thes marte sade gofena. It sounded click.

ThSs. ") Imitative of the sound
ThSs thgs. J produced when breathing

is effected with difficulty, to

wheeze.
Thes ihese sahefeda. When breathing he

produces a sound resembling thes thes.

Thgs marte.

Thgs raente. _

He breathed with a

I
With a wheeze.

Thes marteye sahet'keda.
wheeze.

Thesa. A guard to prevent a ring or

other ornament coming off.

Thesa. To shore, to prop, to support

by a post or buttress.

Thesa daramakafako. They have propped it

lip.

Eapudoltkante tliesakedako. They propped it

because it is breaking.

Banduk tbesa. A prop for a long gun.

Thesa thes. Close together, touching
each other.

Durupakanako tbosa thes. They are sitting
close together,

fhesa thes oyaKko benaoaka£a. They have
built the houses touching each other.

Thesao. To put close, to cause to reach
or be close to.

Bhitre thesaoUam. Put it against the wall.
Barakar habieko dal thesaokefkoa. They beat

them and drove them up to the Barakar
(river.)

Thesra. M. "I One-eyed, blind of one eye,

Thisri. F. J one eye imperfect, having
imperfect vision, squint-eyed.

Thetha. Worn small by use.



Thctha [ G37 ] Thiri6

Thethmete kuliefkoa. Ho is questioning them
again and again.

Thetha. ") To ask a question a second
Tetha, J time or repeatedly, perverse,

cross.

Mathethaem. Question him again,
Kuli thethaem. Question him over again.

Thetham. Obstinate, heady, cantanker-
ous.

Thethmet.") . , •

Utiuti. j Again and again.

kuliefkoa . Ho is questii
md again.

Teth I

Obstinate, heady, rude.

Thethor hor Isanao. He is an ohstinate man.

Thethramu. ") Obstinate, cantankerous,

Thethramu. J pig-headed.
Thethramu hoy kanae. Ho is a cantankerous

fellow.

Thik. Exact, right, correct, accurate.

Bes thik. Exactly right.
Thibgem rorkeda. You spoke correctly.
Thik gotkam. Put it right.
Bah (hika. It ia not correct.
Thikte bare rorme. Speak correctly, speak

accurately.

Thika. Lease, contract.

Thik^teli hataoakafa. I have taken it on con-
tract.

fhikatele kamikana. We are working by con-
tract, or by piece work.

Noa atoll t^hikaakata. I have taken a lease of

this village.

Thik9.teli ematkoa. I gave it to them on con-

tract, or on lease.

Thikadar. A contractor, a lessee.

Thikan. To find out, to trace, to detect,

to place, to fix, to settle, to ascer-

tain. Cf. thekan.

Thikari. Sunshine.
Thik^rireye durupakana. He ia sitting in the

sunshine.

Thikari. A ring worn on the fingers

or toes.

Thikedar. A, contractor, a lessee.

Thikra thikri. Eesilient, rebounding.

Jom thikra thikrienako. They have eaten to

satiety.

Thikrau. To fly back by force of

impact, to rebound.

Jom thikr^uenako. They have eaten to satiety.

Thikri. Small, a short woman, a female

dwarf

Thikri potam. The little brown dove,

Turtur Canibayensis.

Thik thak. Right, correct, exact,

accurate, to make right, correct,

exact, accurate.

JotoaKe tliikthabkeda. He made all things
right.

Thili. A small earthenware water pot.

Thili daR. A girl about 7 or 8 years of age who
can carry a thili of water on her head.

Thili. *) A small earthenware
Karwas thili. J vessel in which a

little dhan is placed and sent with
a bride to her new home. The
pot is ornamented with figures

drawn in white.

Thimki. F. ") Small, short in stature,

Themka. M. J applied to females. Cf.

themk a.

Thimki ?iim?i. A small woman.

Thid. "} Imitative of the sound of
Thid thi6. J ringing as when an anvil

or iron is struck with a hammer.

Thin marte. ") With a ring, or ringing
Thiri mente. J sound. Cf thid.

Thili marte aa^eena. It sounded with a ring.

Thid thop. Imitative of the sound
produced when iron, &c., is being
struck alternately by a light and
heavy hammer.

Thill thop, tbiii thopko pitaueda. Tbey are
hammering and producing a sound resem-
bling tbili thop, thin tbop.

Thingi mal;. A species of solid bamboo
with very short spaces between
the nodes.

thepca. M. f^™*^''' ^^^^^ of stature.

Thipi. A cork, a stopper, anything
used to stop a bottle, &c.

Thipitef lagaoaKme. Put in the stopper.

Thir. To cease, to stop, to become
quiet or still.

Thir hatar. To cease for the present, to cease
in the meantime.

ThiroKme. Cease, be quiet.
Tehgo thirenae. He stood still.

Thir hapeenae. He became quiet, ceased speak-
ing.

Thirid. "| Imitative of the sound
Thirid thirid. produced by light

Tirid.
, cymbals, or the tinkl-

Tirid tirid. j ing of a small bell.

Gh^nti thirid thirili sagekana. The bell tinkles.



Thirii'i marte [ 638 ] Thokia bajift

Thinn marte. 1 jTT-^i ,• ii
,;„

•
.

,

^ ^Witih a tmkle.
Ihirin mente.J

Thirso^ thoisoti. ) Slowly, feeling with

Tirsoli torsol J the feet, as when
walking in the dark, shuffling.

Thirsot' thorsot'e tarameda. He walks shuffl-

ingly.

Thirthirau. ") rr i i j. * ^,^
,„, ,, • [- io shake, to tremble.
Thurthuran. J

'

Eabahte (iliirtbiraiiKkanae. He is shaking or
shivering with cold.

Thisi. \The Linseed plant, Linurtx

Thisia.J usitatissima, Linn., and its

products.
ThisiEi holoh. Linseed meal.
Thisia sunum. Linseed oil.

Thisia kare. Linseed oil cake.

Thisi. A guard to prevent a ring or

other ornament coming off.

Thisri. F. \One-eyed, blind of one eye,

Thesri F. J having defective vision,

squint-eyed. Cf tisri.

Thit. Security for a loan.
Disomko thitafkoa. They gave the country to

them as security for a loan.
Thit mal. Domestic animals given as security

for a loan,

Thitko uduUa^koa. They shewed them the
security for the loan,

Thitral. The calf of the leg, the leg

between the calf and the heel, the

shin.

Tho. To spit, to expectorate, spittle.

Thoadeae. He spat on him.

Tho. An emphatic particle.

He tho. Yes certainly, just so,

Khange tho. Just then, at that precise time.
Onatege tho. Just on that account.
CalaRme tho raj theo. Go then to the king.
Amge thom bariolaKa. It was yourself who

did the injury.

Thobla. 1 A 1 + 1 .
rru 1 1 iu x.^ I

A cluster, in clusters,
ihobia thobla.j
Thobla thobla joakana. It has fruited in clust-

ers.

M.ii thobla. One cluster.

Thoc. To cause the joints to crack,

mainly the finger joints, to crack

between the thumb nails.

Katupko thoja. They crack the finger joints.

Thou cabakedale. We have cracked all, i. e.

wo have eaten up all.

Thoc. A coniir,on plant, Physalis
minima. L.

Thoc. A children's game.

Thoe. 7 Ringing sound produced
Thoe thoe. J by striking a hollow

object.

Thoe thoe sadekana. It rings.

Thoe marte. ") „^.,^

Thoemente.P^^^'^^r^^g-
Thoe marte sadeena. It sounded with a ring.

Thoekoli, \ Lean, emaciated, past child
Thoekot. j bearing.
Nui thoekof mara ?imai. This lean harridan.

Thoerak. Hollow-eyed.
Nui fthoeralc mara budhi. This hollow-eyed

old scrub.

ThoeraL
^

") A hollow, a hole
ThoeraS thoeraE. J or small cave.
ThoeraK thoeraK oyohpe. Look into every

hollow or hole.

Thohor. To recognize, to know, to take
note of, to consider. Cf tohor.

Thok \ To deceive, to swindle, to opp-
Thag, J ose. to strive with.

,4di thok hor kanae. He is a great Swindler.

Thok. 1 Community, sect, band, comp-
Thuk.

J any, heap, file, division,
party.

Thok thokko dohoaka^a. They have placed it in
heaps.

Nagraha renko doko bar thokena. The people
of the city became two parties, espoused
two different sides.

Thol. limitative of the sound
Thol thoK:. J produced when any-

thing hard is struck, to ring.
ThoK ttoRjaureye dalkedea. He struck

him on the bones and produced a sound
resembling thoK thoK.

ThoK thoK sadekana. It sounds thol? thoK.

Thole marte. ") With a thud, or knock-
ThoS mente. J ing or hammerimg

sound.
ThoK marte sade go£ena. It sounded tholf.

Thokao. To hammer, to hammer in,

as a nail.

Tambu khunti thokaope. Hammer, or drive
in the tent pegs.

'

Thoke thok. In heaps,' in bands, &c.
Cf thok.

Thoke thobko dohoakafia. They have placed it
in heaps.

Thokia bajia. To tap and cause to
sound,

Thokia bajiakate bhajane baohao o<3okkeda
Having tapped and caused the earthen pots
to sound he chose out (a sound one.)



Thokoboko [ 639 ] Tliopram

Thokoboko. "1 Dirty, as with mud,
Thoroboko. J blood, &c., &c., adher-

ing to the person. Scottice,

slaistered.
Thokoboko loso£ la^kaoakawadea.

Thokor bokor. Dirty, as with sofo clay,

mud, blood, &c., adhering to the

person.

Thokrao. To upbraid, to twit, t,p threat-

en, to bring up an old matter.
Ban em dayeaekanteye t'lokraoedijikana.

Owing to my not being able to pay him he
is upbraiding me.

Thokre. ") To adhere to, to stick to, as

Tokre. J clay to the feet.

Jangare losoC thokreakana. Mud ia etioking
to bis feet.

Thok thak. In heaps, in bands. Cf.

thok.

Thol. Place, abode, to abide, to repose.

AboK realf thol bae i1amle£te Nuh t^ene ra*r
hecena. As it did not find a place on which
to alight it came back to Noah.

Tahen reaK thol banulftaea. He has no place
to stay in.

TJnaUe arjaoe6reh3 tholge banulctaea Althougb
he reaps such good crops he is never -at

rest, or is always in search of some thing
which be needs.

Unirege thoIoEa. It will remain or abide on
him.

Thol thol. ") To roll about in globules

Thol tholao. J as mercury or quick-

silver ; having the property of

always resolving itself intoglobules

as quicksilver. Cf. thai thai.

Thomsok. 1 Short in stature, squat,

Theinsok'. J applied to females

Thorn thorok. Bull-necked, corpulent.

Thona thuni. To dispute, to be at

variance, to be at loggerheads.
fhona thunienaliii unitelili. He and I are at

variance.
Jomi bisoere thona ^huniakanakin. They are

at variance with each other about land.

Thonga. A piece of hollow bamboo
put to various uses.

Lat^ha thoiiga. A piece of hollow bamboo in

which birdlime is kept.

Sunum thoiiga. A piece of hollow bamboo in

which oil is kept.

Thonk. \Solicitude, yearnig, longing,

Tok. J
force of habit, or affection.

Hopon mayanun maran thonktet*.

Thonkao.\To do enthusiastically, with

Thankao.j heart and soul, to warm
up. Cf thankao.

Thonko. Diy.
BcH (honko jac^rarebon durupa. We will sit on

a good dry place.

Onte do odaj^oa, nonde bes thonkogea. It is

damp over there, here it is nice and dry.

Thonok. Ornate, elegant, gorgeous,

splendid, resplendent, beautiful,

magnificent, glorious, glorj', splen-

dour, magnificence.

Bes thonokko banaoaka^a. They have made it

very beautiful.

m, :,' > The bill or beak of a bird.
Ihontha. J
Datrom ^honta. The sharp point of a sickle.

Kufis thontba lekan katha menalitiria. I have
a statement like the beak of the Kufis bird,

i. e. very short.

Thontaratiii. Here and there. Cf
thantaratid.

Thontha. Cf thonta.

Thop. A drop.

MiC thop dalf . One drop of water.

Thop thop joroK kana. It is dripping.

Thop thop. Sound of rapping or tapp-

ing, to rap, to tap. Cf dhop dhop.

Thop thoppe ado jhidapea. Tap and it shall be
opened unto you.

Thopa. 1 A cluster, bunch, in

Thopa thopa. J clusters, in bunches.

Ti thopa. The hand and fingers.

Jaiiga thopa. The foot with the toes.

Kul thopa. The foot and toes of a tiger.

Thopnak. The hand from the wrist,

branched, as a tree.

ThopnaKreye dalkedea. He hit him on the hand.

Thopon. ) Exhausted through
Thopoti thopon. J fatigue, hunger and

thirst.

Thopon thopohe hecena. He arrived exhansted.
.iyur thopohedekana. He ia tiring him by

leading him on.

Thopon thopoiitege menaea. He is exhausted.

Thopor.
"I
Applied to the sound

Thopor thopor. J produced by light

objects coming into contact with

each other, a light tapping or

rustling sound. Cf thapar.

Thopor marte. 1 -.tt-, u * ii
,:,, ^

, > With a tap or rustle.
Ihopor mente.J ^

Thopram. To plaister, to smear.

Hasako thopramakawada. They have plaister-

ed it with mud.
Ranko thopramakoa. They plaister medicine

on th&m.



Thopro [ 640 ] Thothma

Thopro. To assemble, to collect to-

gether.
Mis theebo thoproakana. They are assembled

together.
Ghaore roko thoproKa. Flies ooUeot on a wound.
Disom hore thopro ocoketkoa. He assembled

the country people together.
Jaharege mari tahena, ondege gidi hoko thop-

rol?a. Where the carcase is there will the
eagles be gathered together.

Thopro bir. A scrub jungle, a jungle

in which there are no large trees.

Thor. An emphatic particle.

Ape ho onka jompe thor id lebape motalf a. Toix
also eat thus and you will become fat
like me.

Ill ho thor amren hopon. I also am your son.

rpi [There, on the spot. Cf. thar.

Tharregeii gurkedea. I knocked him over on
the spot.

Thora. ") . ,.,,,

Thorathora.1^1^"!^-
Thora thorate jompe. Eat a little at a time.
Alom thoraea. Do not scrimp him.

Thora thuri. A little.

Thora thurile emama. We will give you a
little.

:}
A little.

Thora bahut
Thora bohut,
Thora bohntko emadiiia. They gave me a little.

Th(S V, l' fp
[Stunted, dwarfish, little.

Thoi-g. ") The ankle bone, shinbone,

Thore jan. J elbow bone.
Moka thore. The elbow bone or joint, the cubit

bone.

Thorio. Feeble.
Haram thorioenae. He is old and feeble.

Thoroboko. Dirty, as with soft clay

mud, blood, &c., adhering to the

person.
Thoroboko losof latkaoakawadea.

Thoron thopon. Dirty, as hands and
face with eating.

Nui gidrai. do thoron thopohgeae abukkaeme.
This child's hands and face are dirty with
eating, wash him.

Thoron thoponakanae, abukkaeme. His hands
and face are dirty with eating, wash him.

Thoro thopo. Stunted, as trees and
field crops.

Thorothopoge darelena, daK bah Jlamle€te. Not
getting sufficient water it grew stunted.

Thorothopo. Roughly, as plaster ; to

plaster with mud or clay the first

time which is done roughl}', to

plaister.
Pahil dole thorothopokaKkana. We are giving

it the first rough coat of plaster.

Jahalekako thorothopoakafo. They have put on
the first coat of plaster anyway.

Losoiteye thorothopoakana. He is plaistered

with mud.
Mayamte thorothopoakanae. He is plaistered

with blood.

Thoro thoto. Imitative of a tooting

sound.
Thoro thotobo oroheda. They are tooting (on

a horn.)

Thorot thorot'. To limp, to walk feebly,

as from fatigue or age ; noise pro-

duced by old and battered shoes.
Dara darate thoroi thoro^enae. He is limp-

ing with much travelling.

mu i- To be tired, to be fatigued.
Tharrao. J

"

Kor rorteii thorraoena, bae alljoma, cekaeart ?

I am tired speaking to him, he will not obey,
what can I do to him ?

Thos. Cheap.
Netar matkom do thoagea. Just now the

matbom (q. v.) is cheap.
Horoko enlekhan caole thosoKa. When they

thresh the dhan rice will be cheap.
Unre caole bhub fhosge tahebana. At that

time rice was very cheap

.

rvu 1
' !• Cf. thosok.

Ihoskor. J

Thosok. Splendour, grandeur, glory.

C£ thonok.
fhosob bidriean te. Gorgeously apparelled.
Bes thosob oraU e benaoaUa^a. He has built

a very grand house.
Thosob thosok lieloKbaua. It looks very grand.

Thosot morgot;. Fusionless and sloven-

ly, deficient in stamina and sloven-

ly, pithless and slovenly.
Thosod morgoCgeae. He is pithless and sloven-

ly

Thotha.1 . .,,
,

rp ,1 [An arrow without a point.

Totha
'

I
Having a defect in speech,

Thothea. J

sl"w of speech.

Thotheo. Hollowed out to a shell, only

the shell remaining.
Cele con terelko jom thotheoakaC. Something

has eaten and hollowed out the terel (q. v.)

fruit to a shell.

Thothia. Having a defect in speech,

slow and halting in speech.

Thothkao. To peck, as a bird.

Thothma.
1 jj 1Thuthma. J ^ ' >Very fat and dumpy.

Thuthmi. F. J



Thotho [ 641 ] Thnkit

Thotho. Very, applied to obeaity
;

unintelligent, witless, dull-witted.
Thothoe motfiakana. He is very fat.

Thotho. To plough.
Okoe nonij eko tho^hokeda ? Who ploughed here p

Th8th6. \Said to bullocks when they
Thogur.

J are required to turn where
they stand.

Thotho motho. To hurry, to rush

through, as work.
Ill do thotho motho got'enai. I hurried.

Thothomthoroli. Very, extremely, ap-

plied to obesity.

Thothot.\Applied to urinous smells

Tothot.
J

generally.
Thotho^ge sokana.

Thothot. Speechless, without any-
thing to say as one convicted.

Thothotenae. He ia epeeohless.

Thothra. M.l Having a defect in

Thuthri. F. J speech, slow of speech.
Thothrageae nui hor do. This man haa a de-

fect in his speech.

Thotkao.\To touch with the point of

Thotrao. J anything, to employ the

point of anything to remove, ex-

tract, &c.
K^tupteye thotkaokediria. He tapped or touch-

ed me with the point of his finger.

Ere cere darereko thotkaoa. Woodpeckers
tap on the trees (with their beaks.)

Sim bhukuko thotkao jomkoa. Fowls remove
the earth from above the white ants with
their bills and eat them.

Thotna. Snout, mouth.
Thotnare thapayem adiye rora. Slap him on

the snout, he speaks a great deal.

Thoto thoro. Imitative of a tooting

sound. Cf. thoro thoto.

Thotra. M.l Having a defect in speech,

Thutri. F. J slow of speech.

Thotrao. Cf. thotkao.

Thoya. An emphatic particle. Cf. tho.

Do thoya pharakte idikate liapamkinpe. Take
them to a distance and confront them with
each other.

Thoyo. Hollowed out to a shell.

Jom thoyoakafiako. They have eaten it into a
shell, have eaten all the inside of the fruit

and left only a shell.

Thoyo mara budhi. A hollow hag.

Thoyot thoyol Imitative of the sound

produced by an old or tired j)erson

shuffling along.
Thoyot thoyo6ko oalaKkana. They go shuffling

along.

Thu. To shoot with a gun, to cause a

cracking sound, to cause a report,

sound produced by anything

bursting or exploding, used also

by women when scolding.

Thu goo kedeall. I shot him [andl.killed him, I
shot him dead.

Me£ thulftama, Tour eye will burst (and
produce a sound when doing so.)

Thube.
"I
In a cluster, in clusters,

Thube thube.J close or crowded to-

gether.

Jo thubeakana. It haa fruited in clufftera.

Thube thube joakana. The fruit is in clusters
or crowded together.

Tol thubeakat'ako bail rara godoKa. They have
knotted it many times, (made a cluster of
knots) it will not easily untie.

Thubre. To adhere or stick to, as clay

to boots, or grass, weeds, &c. to

plough.
Nahelre thubreentama, ocoKkam. Tour plough

ia clogged, remove it.

Thugnl. 1 Applied to chopping
Thugul thugul. J with a blunt instru-

ment, a dull thudding sound.

Jan thugul thugule'samaKeda.

Jt"g"i™^i'tf|withadullthud.
Thugul mente. j
Thugul marteye uyuRkeda. He hit one blow

with a blunt chopping instrument, but did

not cut through.

Thugul marteye samaEkeda. He hit it with a
dull thud.

Thuial. A cocoon of the Tassar silk

worm with one end cut off.

Thuiak arali. A wild plant used as a

pot-herb, Melochia corchorifolia,

Linn.

Thuk. To knock against, applied main-

ly to the head.

ThuKenad. I have bumped my head (door being

too low.)

Thapa thuK. To strike or bump against each
other.

Thukau. ") To be resolute, to be

Dil thukau. J determined, to brace

up the spirits, brace up one's loins,

to nerve oneself

Dil thukankateye calaoena. He braced up hia

spirits and went.

Thukia bajia. Cf thokea bajia.

Thu kit. To be tired, to be weary, to

be perplexed.

81



Thukra thukri [ 642 ] Thus

Thukra thukri. Imitative of the sound
produced by knocking against

several objects in succession.
Thukra thukri Jiam baraefkanae. He is search-

ing for it and knocking against things.

Thukrau. To knock against, to come
in contact with, to push with the

head, foot, &c., to grope with

the feet in the dark.
Cele eoe thukraukedina. Some living thing or

other knocked against me.

Thukrau.\To upbraid, to twit, to

Thokrao.
J

threaten, to bring up an
old matter. Cf. thokrao.

Thukri. To touch, to nudge, to slight-

ly touch one as a hint.
ThukrikedilSae. He touched me, or nudged me.

Thuk thuk. "I Shivering, to shiver. Cf.

Tnk tuk.
J thak thak.

Thuk tliuk rabanedi^kana. I am shivering
with cold.

Thuk thukau. To shiver.
Babahteye thuk thukauKkana. He is shivering

with cold,

Thubum. StoiD, out, used in certain

games when a player is caught or

put out of the game.

Thul. 1 To get ready, to complete, entire,

Thur.j complete, undiminished.
Nin-al^ takali thulakata. I have got ready so

much money.
Lekha thulketkoan. I totalled them up.

ThuluK. limitative of a dull

Thuluk thuluk.
J sound produced by

a blow or blows.

Thuluk marte. 1 With a dull sound as of

Thuluk mente.J a blow.

Thum. A kind of game.
Thum. A boundary mark, post, pillar,

&c.
Berhaete thumko bit' ^cura. They fix boundary

pillars all round.

Thundga. Bare, as a tree of branches,

or a head of hair.

Thundga dare. A branchless tree.

Thun^lg* bohol?. A hairless head.

Thundga. M. ") Hairless, cropped bare,

Thundgi. F. / as the head.

Thundgut!. Bare, branchless, hairless.

Thuh marte. ") With a crack, with a
Thuii mente. J

tative.)

Thuri marte raputena. It broke with a crack.

ring, with a snap, (imi-

.

") Simple, a simpleton, a

/ simple Simon.

feeling in

or

or

Thungla. M.
Thungli. F

Thuiigli geae. She is simple

Thuhgul muhgul. Dull

head, dizzy.
BohoK hasote thungul muiigul ili aik^ueda.

Owing to a head ache I have a dull feeling
in the head.

Thuni. A projecting pin to prevent

anything slipping or coming off.

Thuni. To cut into short lengths, a

cutting.
LenoR lagit akko thunia. They out sugar cane

into short lengths for the purpose of press-
ing the juice from it,

Thunta. M.\ Maimed in a limb
Thunti. F. j limbs. Cf. thuntha.

Ti thuntagetaea. His hand is maimed.

Thuntha. M.l Maimed in a limb
Thunthi. F. j limbs.

Thiinthjgeae. He is maimed.
Thunthigeae. She is maimed.
Ti thunthigetaea. Her hand is maimed.
Thufha dare. A maimed or pollarded tree.

Thunti. Maimed in a limb or limbs,

applied to females.

Thupi. A small wooden mallet used
mainly to beat jilaster. Cf thapi.

Thuputhuk. Reciprocal from of thuk.

(q. V.)

Thur. To get ready, to complete, to

total.

Pahil sanam thuilem. Collect all first.

Heo thurenako. They have all come.
Jom thurenale. "We have eaten and rested.
Isin thurakatale. We have completed cooking.
Jaora thuroKpe. Assemble all together.

Thuria ukhur. A veiled name for

daughters.

Thurthurau. To shake, to tremble.
Eabahte thurthurauKkanae. He is shivering

with cold.

Thurka. |Short in stature, a little man,
Thurki, j a little woman, a dwarf.

Thurthurau. To be eager, to be desir-

ous, to have a longing for, to be
very auxious about, to be solici-

tous,
Auri khonge jom l?,git' thurthurauKkanae.
Actege kg,mi l^igite thurthuj au baraekanae.

Thus. \ Imitative of the sound prn-
Thusthus. j duced by any brittle ob-

ject cracking or snapping.
Thus thus r?.pudolikana. It is breaking with

a series of snaps or cracks.



Thus marte [ 643 1 Tidwi

a.

Ila. J
Thick.

Thus marte. ] txt.,, ,

rhu i h With a snap or crack.Ihus mente.J '^

Ttua marte r9.pudoKa. It will break with a
snap.

R§ipudol? jokheo (hu3 marte saQlea. When it

breaks it will sound crack.

Thutba.
Thutm
Thutma theitga. A thick staff

Thutba thotna. Short, thick snout.

Thutha. M. ") ,, • a i <

Thuthi. F. I
Maimed, short.

Thufhageae. He is maimed.
Thutbigeae. She is maimed.
Thuthg. theiiga. A short baton-like stick.

Thutha. Shorter than the proper

length.
Tengoo real? dandom thnthagea. The handle

of the axe is shorter than the proper length.

Thiithi. Memory.
Am do olkatem joraoa, in. do thuthiregeii

joraoa. You write it down and add it up,
I add it up in my memory.

Puthi realf khon thuthi real? serosa. The
memory is superior to a book. (This shews
the estimate in which oral tradition is held
by the Santals.)

Thuthi kuta. Loquacious, prating, glib.

Thuthiikur. A turkey cock.

Thuthukur. A children's game.
thutka. M. 1q, ,

• . .

Th tl-'' "R
fi^hort in stature.

Thutki. To be worn small through
use, to become small as anything
through use.

'J'hutki jonoH. A worn broom.
JonoK her ^hutkiena. The broom is worn small.

Thutkul Short, small, as a piece of

wood.
Lo thutkufena. It is burnt short or small.

Giri thutkntakafako. They have cut it short.

Mi6 thutkuf sahan. A small piece of fire wood
burnt short.

Thut langat. Poor people. Cf. tut

ladgat.

Thutma. M.l „, ,

Thutmi. F. f^*"*"*'

Thutma. Cf. thutba.

Thutri. F. \ Having a defect in

Thotra M. J
speech.

Thutri biii.l . __.-„„ „f „„„!.„

Thutri bi6.J ^ ^P'^^'®^ °^ ^

Thutwa. Stout, thick, a small bandi

(q. V.)

Thutwae mofaakana. He is dumpy.
Thutwae lieloKkana. He looks dumpy, or

stout.

Matkom thutwa latarre menalfa. It is under
the parcel of matkom (q. v.)

Pe pen muri b^ndikate thutwako metalfa.
They call a bandi of 3 or 4 mauuds a thut-
wa.

Ti. The hand.
Ti oalao. To lay bands on, to strike,
Ti alom calaoa. Do not strike.

Ti jahga. Hands and feet, limbs.
Ti bais^iu. To become expert, to be acoom-

plisiied.

Ti auri baisaul^taea. He has not yet become
expert.

Ti ol. Lines on the palms of the hand.
Ti thopa. The hand with fingers.

Ti jahgare gi^i. To throw oneself at another's
feet, to implore.

m •°' [To give up, forsake.

Jiwiye tiagkeftaea. He gave up the ghost.
3 omalfe ti^gakat'a. He has given up partakiugr

of food.

Tia£. To lead by the hand, or stick,

rope, chain, &c.
Merome tiaU idiedekana. He is leading away

the goat.

TiaK. To bend, as a bow.
Ak sare sapkeda, metadeae tiagme, khane ti-

^Kkeda. He seized the bow and arrow, he
said to him bend it, then he bent it.

Tiak. 1 A sacrificial fowl, used in

Sim tiaK. J connection with sacrifice.
Sim tiaKbo bohgakoa. We sacrifice devoted

fowls.

Tiar. To stretch.
Ti tiar. To stretch out the hand.
Baber tiarme. fStretch the twine.

Tibhi. ") To prop by means of a post
Tighi J with a V shaped head, a prop

with a V shaped head.
Tibhi lagaoakpe. Put in a prop.

"fibhi daramakaCako. They have propped it up.

Tibic tibic. \ Quickly, trippingly, said

Tibil tibil. J of small females.
Tibic tibice calaKkana. She goes trippingly.

Tic. To stretch, to elongate.
Bi£e tidakana horrege. The snake is stretched

out on the road.
Baber tijme. Stretch the twine.

Tic. To be equal to, to resemble, to be
similar, to be like.

Ona do noa tulno ban tidlena. That does not
resemble this.

TictoioS. ) The Indian Bulbul,

Tictorul cgrg. / Pycnonotus pygce-
us.

Tidwi. 1 Obstinate, headstrong, stub-

Tirwi. J born, obdurate, opinion-

ative.

Nui hor do g.Ji tii?wi kanae. This man is very
obstinate.



Tigatage [ 644 ] Tikur

Tigatage. To walk heavily, to bring
the feet round with a sweep wheu
walking.

Tighi. Cf. tibhi.

Tiha tahe. Eolling, walking heavily.

Tii?; tahe taramedae, nui gaiye aorakana. She
is rolling^,, this cow's time to calve is near.

TihJia tihki. Painful, as a boil, hot

and painful,
fihkg. tihki hasoedifikana. I feet it hot and

painful.

Tihkau. To be hot and painful, throbb-

ing, applied to the sensation

which accompanies inflammation.
Ojo tihkauKkantaea. His boil is hot and

painful.

Tihon. A kind of climbing plant,

Canavalia ensiforvxis, I>. G.

Tij. "> A thing, an article, property,

Cij. J goods.

Ti] b^sut' ]
^°°^^ ^^^ chattels.

KJiube tijaka^a. He has much moveable
property.

Tik. A tick.

Tika. To vaccinate, vaccination scar.

Tikakedeae. He vaccinated him.
Bae til^alena. He is not vaccinated.
Tikg. babre. A Brahmin vaccinator.

Tika. To put a mark on the forehead.

It is customary when certain rajas succeed to
their estates for the neighbouring rajas to
meet together and mark the forehead with
redlead as a sign that he has succeeded to
the throne. This is equivalent to coronation.

Tikadar raj . A king who has received the fik?,
a crowned king.

Bin tik^ raj . An uncrowned king, Santal chief
or pargana (cl. v.) who although uncrowned
is like a king among his people.

Tika Murmu. A sub-sept of the Santal
sept Murmu.

TikaS. To mark with the tip of the
.finger previously dipped in some
colouring matter.

More tik?1c sindurteko bundikedea. They
marked her five times on the forehead with
red lead.

Onaberhaetepe thensindure tikaga. He makes
five marks round it with red lead.

Tikas. ") A ticket, stamp, an adhesive
Tik at. J stamp.
Tikasle kataoakat'a. We have purchased tick-

ets.

Tikase lagaoakata. He has affixed a stamp.

Tik el The title borne by the eldest

son of a Bhuiya raja.

Tikau. To remain, to last, to be stable,

to live, survive, be living.
Bah tikaul^a. It will not remain.
Are tikaukedale. We put up a stable dam, or

embankment.
Ohoe tik*nlena, langa cabaenaa. He wUl not

live, he is completely eshan.sted.

Tikia. A small cake of prepared
charcoal for smoking tobacco in

, the chilum (q. v.)

Tikin. The meridian, mid-day, noon.
Candoe tikinena. The sun is on the meridian,

it is mid-day.
Auri tikinokre. Before the sun reaches the-

meridian.
Tikin eraK. A little past the meridian, about

1 p. m.
Tikin hor. A journey that can be accomplish-

ed by mid-day.
Tikin loraK. A little past the meridian, a little

after mid-day.

T'k't" \^ ticket, an adhesive stamp.

Tikla. M.I Having a white blaze on
tikli. F. / the forehead.

'

Tikla danra. A brtUock with a white blaze on
the forehead. [forehead.

TikU gai. A cow with a white blaze on the

Tikla tikli. Each having a white bl'az-e"

on the forehead.
Tikla tikli geako. They have each a white

blaze on the forehead.

Tikli. A wafer ornament worn on
the forehead by Hindu women, a
spangle,

Tikmin cSfg. A species of kestrel.

Tikor tokor. Imitative of the sound of
an alternately high and low note
or tone.

Tikor tokor sadekana tot^o do. The totkoa
(q. V.) sound alternately a high and 'lorn
Jiote.

Tikor tokor. Carrying dangling, driv-

ing, &c., as one a large number of
small children.

Saname idikeCkoa, tikor tokor. She took them
all away, carrying, leading and driving.

Tikor tokor. Hanging down, as mucus
from the nose or viscid saliva from
the mouth.

Tikor tokor ulidaKe are If gidikeda.
Tikor tokor suluo joroKkantaea.

Tikiir. A small plot of land surround-
ed by water, a piece of highland
surrounded by fields that are sub-
merged during the rains.

Gobindpur band talare tikur meualfa. There-
is a small island in the middle of the
Gobindpur tank.
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Tsniji tikur. Plain and island, all varieties of
land.

T^ndi tikur oasbo lagaoakafa. Thoy have
onltivated all kinds of land.

Tilli?' tiknrko ocaUakafa. They have built
hoases on the rising grounds

Tikuria. Of or belonging to an island,

rising ground of small area. Cf
tikur.

Til. "J The plant which yields the

Tilmid. J Gingelly or Sesame oil,

SesamuTTi indicum, Linn.

Tilai dare. A small bush, Wendlandia
tinctoria, D. G.

Tilai potam. The Ring dove.

Tilak. ") A mark which Hindus make
Tilok. J on their foreheads with colour-

ed earths or unguents, to mark
the forehead.

Tila sar. A kind of rice.

Tilha. A small rising ground, a mound.
Tilh^ tikurko oraKakawana. They have built

their houses on mounds.

Tili. A Hindu caste of oilmen.

Tili topar. The leather arrangement
by means of which an oil man
blindfolds his bullock when turn-

ing the oil press, blinders.

Tili topare lagaoakawadea. He has blindfolded
him (a buUook.)

Til kancan. A kind of rice.

Tilki bilki. To be elated, to be jubilant.
CalaK lagit' tilki bilki baraekanako. They are

elated at the prospect of going.
Tilki bilkilikanako. They are jubilant.

Tilman talman. Applied tothe flapping

of long garments.
Tilm^-h talmaiie tarameda. She walks flapp-

ingly, as she walks her garments flap.

Tilman talman aiigrope horolfaka£a. He has
on a long coat which flaps.

Tilmin. The plant which yields the

Gingelly or Sesauie oil, Sesamuvi
idicum, D. C.

Pond tilmiA. The White variety.

Hende tilmili. The Black variety.

Tilok. Cf. tilak.

Tilpan talpan. Applied to the move-

ments of a long robe when the

wearer walks ; long, as a choga or

robe.
Tilp^u talpaiiaKe horoKaka^a. He is wearing

a long robe.

Tiltilau. To be superabundant, to be
congested, to be more than enough,
to bu distended by some internal

agent or expansive force, to be
tetise.

Bele tiltil^uena. The gathering is tense (being
distended with pue.)

Perec tiltilauena band do. The tank is full

super-abundantly.
Toa setei5 ti^til^-uontaea.gai do. The cow's

udder is congested with milk.

Timba tambe. Heavily, as one moving
under a heavy burden or fatigued,

to be fatigued or burdened and
shew it in the movements.

Hamalte timba tambeye calaKkana.
He moves heavily owing to the burden.

Timba tambeenae. He is burdened and moves
heavily.

Timbok tombok. ") . , j. •

Tambuktombok. |^*^f*^'^P'^°'^-

fambali (ombofie calaSkana. He is going at &
fair pace.

Timin. How.
Timin marah menaea ? How big is he ?

Timin saugirt ? How far p

Timin s9.hgiiire dada Gua nai?
Yohaere, timinaK con daK doe jari.

How far away is the Gua river, brother?

Yohaere, Who can tell how much it it may rain.

Bahntale timin maraii? How big is our bride ?

imi a
. I -^[jgjj jjQ^ much,

iimman. J
Timinahre coe tiog. AVlion may he arrive.

Timinaiicneo coe tiog. When may he arrive.

Timpa tare. Applied to the walking

of a feeble, burdened or tired

person who does not step out but
straddles.

Timpa tareye tarame6kana. He straddles

when walking.

Timpi tirin. Imitative of the ringing

of a small bell, to tinkle as a

small bell.

Timpi tirili sadekana gh9,n{i do. The email

bell is tinkling.

Tin. Three.

Tin. Tin, a canister or tin of any kind.

Tin. How many, how[much, how.

Tin din hoeena? How many days have passed?

^indhabio.}
How long, till when (to-day.)

Tin jokhec. At what time, when (to-day.)

Tinre. When, at what time (to-day.)

Tin ghari? How long?
Tin tirit' ? How much ?

Tin maran ? How big?
Tin saiigi/iaPHowfar is it?
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Tin udi. I How much, applied to small quanti-
Tin ndli. ) ties.

Tin habioem tahenaP Till when will you stay?
how long will you stay ?

Tin jokhecem calaifa P When will you go ? at
what time will you go P

Tin ghari nondem tahenap Bar ghanta gan.
How long will you stay here P About two
hours.

Tin udim jomkeda. You ate very little.

Tin udim emadiiia. "What a little you gave
me.

Tin tiri^e emal:pea P How much did he give you P

Tin. Mine, of me, used in comp.
OraR till. My house.
Merome goekede tilia. He killed my goat.

Tin. To stone, to throw a heavy stone

on.
Tin gookedeae. He threw a heavy stone on it

and killed it.

Tingi. \To be elated, to be jubil-

Ringi tingi./ ant.

Tiiigi. To put fuel on a fire, to light a
fire.

Tiiigi cabakedako sahan do. They used up all

the firewood, burnt it all.

Tingit. To tingle, as the ears ; to lose

for a time the sense of hearing

owing to a loud sound, ear-piercing,

enr-splitting, deafening.
Eor tiiigifil^edeako. They spoke him deaf.
Euhet tihgitlkedeako. They deafened him with

scolding.
Lutur tihgidoR lekako hohoei:kana. They are

shouting fit to split the ears.

Oka do banduk saijete lutur tiiigidolfa. At
times through the report of a gun the ears
are deafened.

Eua tingifiena. He is dull of hearing owing
to fever.

TingU. 1 r^f , .

rp. .^ >Ci. tengo.
Imgun.

)

°

Tinik likir. Applied to certain pieces

of a carcase which only elderly

people, as a rule, will eat, as brains,

tongue and womb.

Ti6jau. To accustom, to train, to season,

to habituate, to revive, to reinvi-

gorate, to refresh.
Dara tirtjauenae. He has refreshed himself by

walking.
Kami tifijau hor kanae. He is a man inured

to labour.

Tinrenah. At what time, when, (to-

day.)

Tin tin. Thin, as liquid; clear, transpar-

ent, as water.
Dak leka tirt tiii daK mandi. Thin rice water,

like water.
DaR ho tintiii phari^lfa. The water is also

clear to transparency.

Tin topor khana. To injure, to cause
injury, trouble, or suffering.

Tin topor khanakediiiae. He caused me much
trouble.

Tin topor khanakettifia. They caused me much
damage.

Tiriyafi. My brother-in-law.

Tiol. To reach, to arrive, to overtake,

to reach up and pull down or off.

TioRailme. Get it down for me.
Okatepe calalikana ? Sarjom tioRle calaRkana.

Where are you going? We are going to
knock down and gather sarjom (q. v.) fruit.

Bali sen tioKledea, sen tebaRenae. I did not
find him, he had left before my arrival.

Ill do bgiii ailjom tioRlaRa. I did not hear, it
did not reach my ears.

Ball tioR ocoletkoa. I did not reach all, I had
not sufficient to give to all.

Bgill tioRlena. I was not reached, Igotnothing.
Hina botkoo thenid sen tioKkedea. I overtook

him at that hill.

Tiogea menten senlena, bafi tioR dareadea.
I went to overtake him, I could not overtake
him.

Tipak. A drop, to drop as rain.

DaRe tipaReda. Eain is dropping, a few drops
of rain are falling.

Tipan. To fasten the small leaf bag
in which are the eggs of the
Tassar (q. v.) silk moth on to the
tree on which the caterpillars when
hatched are to feed.

Lumamko tipankoa.

Tipiak. The reciprocal form of tiak

(q. V.)

Tipiii tipin. "I Short, as a garment worn
Tepen tepeiS./ round the waist.

Tipi£ fipiile bandeakaiJa. She is wearing her
garment short.

Tipid tipin. Imitative of the sound
produced by a small bell, to tinkle.

TipiA tipiri saijekana ghanti do. The bell
tinkles.

Tipiok. The reciprocal form of tiok

(q. V.)

TipioRkanakin. The are overtaking each
other.

Tipiol'^i.ko nahaR. They will overtake each
other presently.

Tipi tipi. To tinkle, a tinkling sound.
Tipi fipi sadekana. It sounds tinkle, tinkle.

Tipi tipi. Applied to the call of the
ghardidi (q. v.) or small Tailor
bird.

Tipka. Float of a fishing line.
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Tipka. A method of catching a cer-

tain kind of small fish (codgoc
hako) without a hook.

A number of worms are threaded on a thin
line and pnt into the water. The fish not
beiii^ able to swallow the worm, owing to
the thread in the inside, chew it and hold
on so tightly that they "allow themselves to
be pulled gently out of the water.

oTtrpo^.}^^"""^"^?^^"*-tip

TipoQ dalcte ap barakediriae. He washed my
face with ^ipoc water, i, e, he cheated me.

Tipol. topok. ") T J J 1~.^ .. 1^ ., s In drops, drippingly.

It is leaking in drops.

Tipol torol

TipoK topoR joroKkana
or is dripping.

Mayam tipol? fopoK joroKkana. The blood is

dripping,

Tiptap. Imitative of the sound pro-

duced by light objects falling on
the ground, pitapat.

Tiptap matkom (q. t.) liuroKkana. The mat-
kom is falling pit a pat.

Tir. A handle, a plough handle.

Tir enec. A children's game.

Tira. The male moth of the various

species of silk producers, the male
quail ; small, applied as a depre-

ciatory term to small men.
Lumam tira. The male of Anthersea mylifta,

the Tassar Silk moth.
"Bh^-rua tira. The male of Attacus Atlas and

Actias selene.
Gundri tira. The male Quail.
Tira Phagu. The little (man) Phagu.

Tiran. Not to have sufficient means
of subsistence, to be very poor, to

be hard up.

4icliko tiraiiakana. They are very hard up.
jom nui realf tiranko tahekana. They were

badly off for food.

Tiranica. To be hard pressed, to be

short handed, to be pressed for

labourers.
Netar dole tira niog.akana, ohole ganlena. We

are hard pressed at present for persons to

do our work, it is out of our power.
K?.mi iate horkole tiranicaakana. On account

of the work we are hard pressed for

labourers.

'^^^'-
I Thirst.

Tirasa. j
Upasa tirsisale k^^miakafa. We have worked

in hunger and thirst.

Tirchau. } ^^ ^^ '^'^S'®'
slantingly.

Tirohg.gem mafikeda. Tou out it slantingly.

Tircha tirchi. Off the straight, slant-

ing, crooked.
Tiroh9 tirohipe benaoakafa. You have made it

crooked,
Tirchqt ^tirchiko rakapakatja bhit do. They have

built up the wall off the straight.

Tire juge. All one's life, life long,

always.
Tire juge apjsulkin menakawana. They agreed

to cherish each other all their days.
Tire juge la.gi6. Por ever, always.

Tirhol. To rub in the hands, to rub the
eyes, to twist by rubbing in the

palms of the hands.

Me€ tirhol tirholted kamiaka^a, I have worked
continually rubbing my eyes, (I have
laboured so hard that sweat continually
blinded my eyes ^d I had to rub them to
be able to see,)

Thik do bako tirholakaCa, bharur bbarur ge
deloKkana. They have not twisted it

properly, it looks rough (twine,)
Kombroko horo geleko tirhola. Thieves rub

the ears of dhan in their hands.

Tiri. Used by husband and wife when
addressing each other in private.

Tiri purus. Husband and wife.

Tiriau. \To extend, to extend in line, to

Tiriyau.J stretch out.
Sendra horko tiriauakana. The hunters are

extended in line.

Tiri6. To fly into a rage, to get into a
passion, to flare up.

^iji tirili go£enae. He flew into a great rage.

Tirid taran.") To speak angrily, to

Taran tiri6. J speak loudly as one
angry, to get angry.

Tirifi taran godoKae. He flares up at once.

Tirili. ") Imitative of the tinkle of

Tirid tirid'. J a bell, to tinkle.
Gh9.nt;i tirili tirifi saijekana. The bell sounds

tinkle, tinkle. •

Tirid marte. ") itt-

lirin mente. J
TiriJi marte sadegofena. It sounded tinkle.

Tirili gorid. To cry or speak like a

petulant or cantankerous child,

whiningly, pulingly.
Jomak lagit' tirifi goriil barae kanae. He is

whining for food.

Tirili tipin. Tinklingly.
Tiri£ tipii^ saijekana. It sounds tinklingly.

Tirio. A flute.

Tirio oroh. To play the flute.

Tiriot toriot. Cry of small parrot.
Mirutiriot'torioCko raga. Parrots call out tirio£

toriot*.

/^ith a tinkle.
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TlSSJ^^^^^y^'f^^' ever.

Tiriskal onko then toa hoyoKkana.
always roilk.

Tljey have

Tiris baris. Always, all the year, an-

nually.

Til tirif! 1
^°^^ miich, how many.

Tin tirifie emafpea ? How much did he give yon ?

Tin tirifi poesae emaipea? How many pioe did
he give you p

Tin tirit'ko haraakana? Howmnoh, or how big,
have they grown ?

TirilJ. "I So much as that, so many
Un tirii.j as that.

Tin tiri^e ema6pe reho hape knsilena. Although
he gave yon so much as that yon were not
satisfied.

T , -Vjj VAs much as this.

In tiritko haraakana. They have grown as
much as this.

T>T- , • .,, >As much as this.
JN in tint.

J
Nin tirit'ko haraakana. They have grown as

much as this.

-vr \- -i ? As much as this.
JNun tint. J
Nuntirif takako aguketlea. They charged ns

as much money as this.

Khubtirit.l^l'^^g^l'^^'^tity-
Khub tiri6 tohobme. Seize a largfe quantity.

Tirit. "I ,j ,

Adi tirit;.
1^''''^ ™'^°^' ^^''^ ™^"y-

A.^i tirit alom emakoa. Do not give them very
much, a very large quantity.

Tirit leka. Exceedingly, vehemently.
Nonka hohoate tiril: leka d^r idikedae. Calling

out thus he fled.

Tiriyau. Cf. tiriau.

TirkSt.

rp- ..•' [Very many, on all sides,

Tirkut.
Tirkot horko jarwalena. Very many people

were assembled.

Tirlik. 1 To spurt out, as blood from anPirlik. \ \

'unti. JTunti. / artery, &c.
Mayam tirlik odokena. The blood spurted out.

Tirmirau. To be enfeebled, to lose

strength or vitality, to be dizzy,

to tremble, to flutter.
Eeiigeete tirrairauenae. He is enfeebled through

starvation.
DaK tetahte tirrairauenae. He is enfeebled

through thirst.

Horo aphor setoiite tirmirg-uena. The dhan
seedlings are losing their vitality through
the beat of the sun.

Gujulf leka tirrairauenae. He is so feeble that
he is like dying.

Tirmit. To twist, squeeze or rub be-

tween a finger and the thumb.
Tirmi£ gockedeail. I squeezed it between my

finger and thumb and killed it

Tirmuti cgrg. A species of kestrel,

Tinnunculus alandarius.
Tiroc toroc. ") Slimy, ropy, mucilag-
Liroc toroc. J inous.

Tifom hako. A species of fish.

Tirom cgrg. The Indian Bee-eater,

Merops viridis.

Tirom hasa. A kind of friable earth.

Tiroti. The Sun-bird.
Tirotoro. Hanging like a string of

some tenacious, viscous, ropy
or glutinous substance, aptness
to draw out into a string as of
glutinous substances.

Tiro toro uli daK jorolckantaea. Saliva is hang-
ing like a string from his mouth.

Adi jut tiro toro ologoKa. It is beautifully
stringy and marks nicely.

Tirpit. To satisfy.
Dalite bail tirpitlena. I was not satisfied with

water.
TirpitoK leka bae emadiia. He did not give

so as to satisfy me.

Tirra. A gigantic climbing plant,

Piicraria iuberosa, D. G.
Tirra da. The edible tuber of tirra.

Tirsul. ") A form of inflammation of the
Tirsur. J eye.
Tirsulakanae. He is suffering from inflamma-

tion of the eyes.

Tirsul. A trident,- or three pronged
lance.

Tirsur. Cf tirsul.

Tirtirau. Cf. tirmirau.

Tirud mirun. Whiningly^ petulantly,

importunately.
Tiruii rairuiie kokoekana. He is begging

whinin,£rly.

Tirnh miruhoKkanae. He is whining.

Tirup. To lean forward, to lean
against each other, to hang the
head, to bow the head.

Thefagatpye tirupakana. He is leaning on a
stafi'.

Raj noa fielkateye tirup gotena. The king
saw this and bowed his head.

Mi£ goteo kumba uni mukbia hor lagit'ko tirn-
ba. They make a shelter of sticks leaning
against each other for that chief.
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Tis. When (not to day.)
Tisem oalaKaP Mean iA oalaVa. When will

you ^0 f I will go tlie day after to-morrow.
Tis no ban. Never.
Tiere ho bail. At no time, never.

Tis h5. Evei", at any time.
Tis ho bah. At no time, never.
Tis ho alo. At no time, never, (prohibitive.)
Tis ho oho. At no time, never, (assuring.)
Onka do tis ho bail hoyolEa. It will never be

thus.
On^e do tis ho alom calaSa. Do not at any

time go there, never go there.

Alom botorolia, tis ho ohoko dallema , Do not
fear, they will at no time beat yon, they
will never beat you.

rp,
'• The Linseed plant, Linum

m- . y usitatissima, Linn., and
iisia.

I ., J i

Thisia. J

Its products.

Tisia holoh. Linseed meal,
Xisia sunum. Linseed oil.

Tisii kajre. Linseed oil cake.

rp. . j-When (not to-day.

Tisoh con ohod men dafelea. I am unable to

say when.
TisoK con, ball badaea. I do not know when.

Tesra. M One-eyed, blind of an eye,

Thisri F {
o"^® eye imperfect, having

thesra. mJ i^Perfect vision.

Tisri geae. She is one-eyed.

Tit ")

.jy
- > An ascetic, to become an a scetic.

Onkoko titakafa. They have become ascetics.

Tit mantar. An incantation.

Tita titi. To weary, to worry, to annoy.
Tita titikedifiako, cefi h5 bako kami ocoalia.

They annoyed me, they allowed me to do
no work.

Titau. To be wearied, to be worried,

to be annoyed.
Nokoko titjukedina. These people annoyed

me.
Gitio gitidteA titauena. I am worried with

continued lying, (as a sick person.)

•Titi. Bitter, pungent, acrid, sour.

Cf. tito.

Titikhali. To be troubled, to be perplex-

ed, to be anxious.

Titirhic cSr§. This name is given to

two species of Lapwing, Sarcico-

phorus bilobics, and Lobivanellus
goensis. Cf. tete teiigod c§r§.

Adi titil I ^®^"y ^^^^'^ l^i'ge quatity.

44i titifko emafkoa. They gave them a large
quantity.

a So much, as much as that.
Titit.

Untitit'.

Un tititko emaiboa. They gave them so much.

XT- 1-i-i.' fSo much, SO much as this.
Nin titit. J

'

Nin titiCko emadiAa. They gave me so much.

NT i-i-j! { So much, this much.Nun titit. J
'

Nun titifle emaCkoa. We gave them this much.

Tito. Bitter, pungent, acrid.

Jiwi titoentiila. My spirit is embittered.
Bagite rinakaSae, titoenae. He has incurred

much debt, he is embittered.

Tito mithb. Bitter and sweet.

Nui doe tito coe mitho ooe id do ball ba(Jaea.

Whether this man ia untrustworthy or

trustworthy I do not know.

Tiwar tawar. ) p. , •

Tawar tawar. J & &•

Tiwar tawar gidrae heoakadea. She is carrying
the child with its legs dangling.

Tiwi6tiwi6. } To shake, to wag.

Gada c9.ficir cere cupiko %iwi6 tiwija. The
Water-wag-tail birds wag their tails.

Tiyal tapal. Flapping, as strips.

Kicric oreoentaea, (iyal (apal. His cloth is

torn and flaps.

Tiyal tiyal. Shaking, as the tail of a

dog. far, as far as the eye can reach.

Tiy*l t'y^le lagaedel'ana. He ia chasing him
with his tail shaking.

Tiyal tiyale laga idikedea. He pursued him aa
far as the eye could reach.

To. An emphatic particle.
Akhir tod gujuKgea. At the end I shall die.

Jawabailgea torn, ar ce6em cekaea ? Dismiss me
you will, what more will you do ?

Id thenem hataogea to faka. From me you will

take the money.

Toa. Milk, the female breast.

Gaitoa. Cow's milk.
Merom toa. Goat's milk.
Toa daka. Bice cooked in milk.
Horo auri belel<a, toa perecakana. The rice

is not yet ripe, it is filled with milk.

Toa data. The first teeth.

Nui gai khube toaea. This cow gives much
milk.

Toa beleakantaea. Her breast is suppurating,
(milk abscess.)

Toa dare. The milk tree, i. e. mother.
Haere, toa dare b^giadidae. Alas, my mother

has forsaken me (died.)

Toa katkom.
katkom.

A species of crab. Cf.

Toa arak. A wild plant used as a pot-

herb.
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Toa baha [ 650 ] Tohop

Toa baha. The milk flower, a small

garden shrub with a pure white

flower.

Tobal. To brand with a hot iron, to

cauterize, to peck.

Datrom dhipautateye tobaKkedea. He brand-
ed him with a red hot sickle.

Kahu then alope tobaK ocokoa. Do not allow
the erows to peck atthem (cattle with sores.)

Tobe. Then.
Tobe, okatem hecakanaP Then, where have you

come to?

Johar, tobe emam calamkanale. Johar (q. v.)

then we are presenting to you.

Tobe nahl. Then only.
Kaimime tobe n^bim joma.

Tobe khac. 1

Tobe khan. J

Then.

Tobekhan ma ni^ge jomme. Then, come eat
this.

Tobe eroQ. ") Therefore, for that reason,

Tobe teroa. J on that account.
Tobe teroii ape do bape arjaoa. For that reason

you do not raise good crops.

Tobo. \To be cloyed, to be sur-

Tobo tobo.j feited, to be filled to satiety

and loathing, to glut, to be exhaust-

ed.

Jomjomte tobo toboenae. He has eaten till he
is cloyed.

DaK daKte tobo tobokefleae. We have had a
surfeit of rain.

Jom toboenae. He has eaten till he is cloyed.

Tobre. To gather together, to assemble.
Cf. tombre.

Toe toe. Stretched out.
Toctoee giticakana. He is lying stretched out.

Toda. The sharp point of a wooden
plough in which the share is fixed.

Todarot. Im j.- . .m .

t
1-^° investigate, to enquire

TodontoJ
i°*°-

Ona kathale todarotkeda, bah s^budlena. We
enquired into that matter, it was not
proved.

Toclor. A wristlet, worn by males.
Pitar todor. A brass wristlet.
Eah fodor. A pewter wristlet.
Eupa todor. A silver wristlet.

Toe. Off the square, not at a right angle,

slanting.

Caukatha do toyena. The door frame is not
perpendicular.

Toe. A part of the female organ.

Toenat. To prepare, to make ready.

Isin toenatkedale. We cooked and made ready.
SenoK l^gifko toenatakana. They are ready to

start.

Ape l^git' jaega toenatiii calaKkana. I go to
prepare a place for you.

Togoc. To break into small pieces with

the teeth and prepare for swallow-

ing, to masticate, to chew, to gnaw,

to crunch, to nibble, to grind the

teeth.

Togoo 4ata. To fix the teeth firmly together,
to suffer from tetanus or lock jaw, to gnash
the teeth.

Ran ailuae botorte togoc datakedae. Through
fear of being given medicine to take he
fixed his teeth firmly together.

Bg.ileure hoko togoc da^aea. During convul-
sions they also grind the teeth.

Togoc l9.hu€kat8ye ufkeda. He masticated it

well and swallowed it.

Togoc ra^uKkedae. He crunched it in his teeth
(as a dog a bone.)

Togoe gejerkedae. He broke it into small
pieces with his teeth.

Okate coil togookedetalea. Oura (husband,
son, &c.) has gone somewhere.

Togot. A kind of wild cat.

TofoUogot.
}Soft, very soft.

Togof togot atkaroKkana. It feels very soft.
Noa kat do togoigea. This log is soft.

Togot; arali. \ A wild plant used as a
Tagot arali. J pot herb, Gnaphalium

indioum, Linn.

Toho. C£ oho.

Toholi senlena. I cannot go.

Tohoc tohoc. Long, rank.

Tohoo tohod geleena. The ears of grain are
long.

Tohok.
Toh.

Tohokan lielkedea. I saw him distinctly.
Tohokail afijomkeda I heard distinctly.
TohokaA iielkedea kul do. I saw the tiger

distinctly.

Tohop. To grasp, a handful, as much
as one can grasp.

Tohop sumuiie irlieda. He reaped as much
as he could grasp, a handful,

Barpe tohopko bindaakata. They have made
a sheaf of two or three handfuls, they have
made sheaves of two or three handfuls
each.

Mi6 tohop horoko emadiiia. They gave me a
handful of dhan (in the straw!)

Mit' tohop bahae sit; ^gukeda. He plucked and
brought a handful of flowers,

Khub tirit' tohobme. Take a good big handful.

^^^JDistinctly.



Tohor [ 651 ] Tol

r. \To recognise, to know, to take
or./ note of, to consider.

Tohor
Thohor

On(Je amren gain tohorkedea. I reoognized
your oow there.

pher saiigiil baii tohor dareakoa. I cannot
recognize them (men, oowa, &o.) at a great
di3tanoe.

Bae tohorleCte onareye khadjoena. Through
not having taken note of it he fell into it.

Tohor tohor bare l^ialime. Tell me carefully.
Amalf mefre mena){ kovrale bam tol^oreda.

Thou dost not take note of the beam in
thine own eye.

Tohol To strike the foot against

anything lying on or fixed in the
ground, to stumble.

Dhirire tohot'enad. I struck my foot against
a stone.

TohoS gurenae. He struck his foot against
(something) and fell.

Toho£ tajupe calaoena. He went away stumb-
ling.

Tohof t^ikide calaoena. He went away stumb-
ling and striking himself against obstacles.

Tojahi. Stingy, niggardly, lazy.

Tojahigeae, bae emoSa. He is stingy, he will
not give.

Tojbij. To enquire into, to examine,

to consider, to estimate.

Besko tojbijakafa. They have enquired into
it carefully.

Tok. A large pestle, used to husk and
clean grain. Cf. ukhur.

Tok. Desire.

Jom realf tok heoadilia. I have a desire to eat.

Tok leka thorage llaime. Drink only a little.

Tok leka bare jomme. Eat only a Little.

Toka. Where.
Tokare menaea? Where is lie ?

TokaL A small earthenware vessel.

Tokao. To interrogate, to challenge,

to accost, to prevent.

IKdi jokheoko tokaokedea. They challenged
him when he was taking it away.

Toke. A sty or inflamed tumour on

the edge of the eyelid.

Tokeakanae. 7 He is suffering from a
Toke janamakawadea. j sty.

4dim eKrea onatem tokeakana. You are given
to deceit, therefore you have got a sty on the

eyelid.

Toke. To tie the hair up in a certain

way.
Tokeaka£ae up do.

rj, : u (^ small earthenware vessel.

T oklak horo. A species of crab.

Tokop.
"J With gusto, to eat witb

Tukop tokop. J gusto.
Tokop maraokedae. He ate it up with gusto.
Tokop tokope jomeda. He is eating with gusto.

TokOTtokor.
}jiriglingly, to jingle.

Tokor tokor saijekana. It sounds jingliiigly,

it jingles.

Tokor marte. ") -nT- , .- ,

rii ,
, > With a nngle.

Tokor mente. J
' °

Tokor tokor. Glutinous, tenacious, str-

ingy, viscid, the property possess-

ed by a semi-liquid which admits
of its being drawn out without
breaking.

Tokor tokor suluo joroKkantaea.
Tokor tokor kharae o4okolfkantaea..

Tokrao. To upbraid, to twit, to threat-

en, to bring up an old matter.

Cf. thokrao.

Toki'ar. To re-iterate, to repeat, to

persevere, to dispute, to altercate.
At^iye tokraredifikana. He is asking me

repeatedly.

Tokre. ") To adhere, to stick to, as

Thokre. j clay to the feet.

Losof; tokreena jairgare. Mud is sticking to the
feet.

Toktoko. To hinder, to block, to stick

up or out, to hinder, block or

incommode by projecting or caus-

ing to project.
Toktokoe teiigoakana. He is standing straight

up.
Toktokoko bi<:aka£a. They have fixedit so that

it sticks up.
Horre toktokoko dohoaka^a. They have placed

it projecting on to the road.
Jangae tolitokoakafa. He has stretched his

lege and is in the way.
Horko talare banduk tc^to'^OQ S^^ baraeda.

He is carrying his gun among the people
projecting over his shoulder.

Tol. To tie, to bind, to fasten, to build

with bricks or stones.

Ti jaiigako tolkettaea. They bound him hand
and foot.

Tol samtao. To tie up together, tie into a bunch
or bundle.

Tol uric. To tie or bind tightly.

Itate tol. To build with bricks.
Dhirite tol. To build with stones.

Kui itateko tolakat'a. They have built the well
with bri';5ka

Hormo tololc. Person to become mature.
Hormo bah tolakantaea. His person is im-

mature.
4uri hormo toloRtaea. His person is not yet

mature.
Hormo do tolentaea. His person is mature.



Tola [ 652 ] Todcok

Tola. A weight almost equal to half

an ounce.

Tola. An out-lying hamlet or part of

a village.

Muci tola. The part of a village inhabited
by the mochi or shoemaker oaate.

Hor tola. The part of a village inhabited by
Santals.

Deko tola. The part of a village inhabited by
Hindus.

Tolao. To assess, to tax, to exact, to

collect.

OfalJ oraK mimi6 cuk^Ukateko tolaoa. They
assess eaoh house at one cuk^k (q. v.) of
oil.)

Tolgoyam. Fine, soft.

Tolgoyam ghas. Soft grass.
Tolgoyam up. Down, soft hair on body at

birth.

Tolgoyam il. Down, soft hair on body of
feathered creatures when hatched.

Tolhat. Neighbourhood, vicinity.
Ina tolhat ren sanamko bai^aea. All of that

neighbourhood know.

Tolmoc. To begin to wither, to wilt.
Setoiite sakam tolmo.ioKkana. The leaves are

wilting owing to heat of the sun.

Tolmol. \ To heave, to shake, to

Tolmolao.J quiver, to tremble.
Reiigecteko tolmolaoena. They are trembling

owing to starvation.
Dheote l^uka tolmolaoKkana. The boat is

heaving owing to the waves.

Tolob. 1 ^
Tolop.jP"^y'^^g«^-

Tolob. 1 To feel a call of nature, to call,

folop. J to summon.
DaK sec tolobkedea. He felt a call to go to

stool.

Baca sen tolobkedea. He felt a call to urinate.
Ona nakharen horkoe tolopkoa. He summons

the people of that neighbourhood.

T0I06. To squeeze out, as the stone of
a ripe fruit.

Kuindi ma toloime. Squeeze out the stone of
the Kuiniji (q. v.')

Toloke. Proud flesh, large granulations.
Toloke haraakana. Proud ilesh has grown.

Tolon. Part of bhagwa (q. v.) hanging
down in front.

Tolohe araKakat'a. He has caused a part of his
bhagwa (q. v.) to hang down in front.

Tolop. Pay, wages.

Tolop Cf tolob.

Tojsaa. To lie on the ground.
Nu bulenteko tolsauena. They are drunk and

lying on the ground.

Toltolao. To cause to haste, to hasten,

to cause to hurry, to dragoon, to

constrain, to drive. Cf taltalao.

Toltolao odokket'koae. He hurried them out.
Toltolaoede kanako kami l?gi6. They are

driving him to work.

Toltolao. Cf tiltilau.

Tomba. T To accumulate, as water in

Tombac. J a hollow, &c., full.

DaK tombaakana. Water has accumulated.

Tombon. To put close to, to put so

close as to touch.
Seiigel tahen lagi^ mun(^ha6 tombonkalfpe.

Place the log touching the fire so that it

may retain the fire.

Tombre. \To gather together, to assem-
Tobre. J ble, to huddle.
Hit thenko tombreakana. They are assem-

bled in one place.
Hayup tombreakanako. They are huddled up

with the arms across the chest (owing to
the cold.)

Tombre. ) . •
i^

Lita tombre. /^ 'P®°^^^ °^ ^^^P'

Tombrot. Short-necked, bull-necked.
Tombrote motaakana. He is so fat as to be

short-neoked.
Tombrotge fieloKkanae. He appears to be

bull-necked, or, he is bnll-neoked.

Tomol dill. To be wearied, worried,
bothered, annoyed.

Hijult senolfte tomol dagolikanae. He is becom-
ing wearied by coming and going.

Nui gidra tomol daB kediiSae. This child worried
me, this child bothered me.

Tomosnk. A note of hand, bond,
obligation. [sulky.

Tomtom. Silent, silent through being
Tomtomakanae. He is silent.
Toratome thirakanae. He has become silent.

Tomtombao. To the brim, full to the
brim.

Band pereo tomtombaoena. The tank is full
to the brim.

Dul tomtombaoakafako. They have poured in
till it is full to the brim.

Tona. To cut into lengths.

Tona ttmi. To cut into lengths or
pieces. [suspicion.

Toncnk.
_
A fault, a defect, doubt,

Uni horal? kathare toticok menalca. There is
dubiety about that man's statement.

AmaK toncok bako riamlekhan ohoko rnhe{-
lema. If they had not found a fault in you
they would not have scolded you.

Adi tortcokgea noa katha. This story is very
suspicious.

Katid talaii lagife toTlcokkeda. On account
of a very little he refused assent.



Tondan [ 653 ] Topolas

Tondan. Rising ground, dry land, dry
ridge.

Go along the dry

to enquire

Tonijah tonijahte oalaKme.
land.

Tondehi.\To investigate,

Tondohi.J into.

Khube tondohiaka(a. He has investigated it

carefully.

Tondori. To investigate, to enquire

into.

Todge. To join, to unite, to join end
to end, to tie two ends together.

Baberko toiigeakat'a. They haye tied the ends
of the strings together.

Lao topaRakantalea, ladle toiigea. Oar
belEes have snapped in two, we will piece

our stomachs together, i. e. we are hungry,
we will take food.

Tonkor. To hang down, to hang down
loosely.

Baber toiikorabana. The string is hanging
down loosely.

Ton ton. Very high, very lofty.

fohtoh oraKko bere€aka£a. They have made
the house very high

.

Cbata toil tohko bereda porobre. At the fes-

tival they raise the umbrella very high.

Tonkha. Wages, salary.

Tonko. To be refreshed, to recover,

to recruit, to be re-invigorated.
Jom 6u tonkoenae. He ate and drank and

was refreshed.
JoroK tonkoenae. He warmed himself at the

fire and is re-invigorated.

En? khon fonko lioBenae. He has recovered

a little from his fever.

Tonol. A fastening, what is used to

tie or fasten with. Cf. tol.

Tonor. An addition to the length of a

house on a gable end.

Tonta. To lack, to be in need of, to

have an insufficient supply of, to

be scarce.

DaK reaii adi tonta. Water is very scarce.

Tanre do tontare do sawaealeme. In dearth

and scarcity give us a full supply of water.

Tontoroc. A spout, a faucet.

Top. A drop, to drop. Cf. topo^.

Top. A cannon.

?o^,wl:} To fire a cannon.

Topa. To bury, to cover over.

Takakb topa mareakafa. They have buried

money for along time.
Takate topaakanae. He is buried in wealth.

Kicridteye topaakana. He is buried under cloth,

he has a great deal of clothing above him
(as when in bed.)

Topakadeako. They buried him.

Topak. To break, to snap.
TopaR llurliaena. It snapped and fell.

Einiii tojialfkecla. I paid off my debt.

Kathako topaUkeda. They broke the agree-

ment, put an end to the agreement.

MaU topaK. To cat through, as with an axe,

sword, &c.
Dare maK topaKkedae. He hewed through

the tree.

Topalf topalfe rofetkana. He is speaking
hesitatingly.

TopaU topak ^tuUkana. It is flowing in
driblets.

Topar. To cover, to blindfold.

Hormo hartate foparakana. The body is

covered with skin.

Till do ghani cjahrako toparkoa. Oil men
blindfold the bullocks that turn the oil

presses.
Bagi sadombo toparkoa. They put blinkers

on carriage horses.

Tope. To cut, to clip, to cut the hair

short so that it reach only to the

beginning of the neck, to dock a

horse, to cut the tail of a fowl.

Tope up. Hair out so as to reach down to the
neck.

Tope sarjom. A kind of tree mention-

ed in Santal traditions.

Tope tope. Short, as hair.

Tope tope uptae. His hair is short.

Tophad.l Distance, difference, distinc-

Tophat. [ tion, disparity, distant,

Taphat. J separate, far away, remote.

4iji tophat khonirt jeretledea. I shot him
from a great distance.

4di tophatgea. It is very distant.

Unkinak katha tophatgetakina. There is a
disparity in their statements.

Tophat tophatreko oraUakaCa. They have
built their houses at a distance from each
other.

Taphat rioKre tahenme. Remain at a little

distance.

Topo. To immerse.
DaKreye topo godena. He was drowned.
Topo dakako joma setoii dinre. In the hot

weather they eat rice that has been immers-
ed in water.

Topo iojoakaCako. They have kept it immers-
ed in water until it has become sour.

s;ok.}^°^-p'*°^"p-
Dak topogoRkana sate khon. Water is dripp-

ing from the eaves.

TopoR topol^ joroRkana. It is falling in drops.

DaR topoRena. Water has dropped.

Topol. Reciprocal fonn of tol. (q. v.)

Topol a?igai. Eelation by marriage.

Topolas. Reciprocal form of tolas

(q. V.)



Topond
[ 654 ] Tofao-

Topond. The mark made by the goad,
especially on buffaloes.

Topon(J tliene ghaoakana. He has a sore at the
goad mark.

Topor. ) Rattling sound as that
Topor topor. J produced by the ton-

gue of a wooden bell.

Topor topor totko aadea. The wooden bell
sounds topor fopor.

Topor marte. ) „j ,

,

, ,,

Tojormente. j With a rattle.

Topor marte sadeena. It sounded with a rattle-

Topot. A kind of small bug, which
lives in the ground and whose bite

is very painful.

Topot. A kind of pimple which some-
times appears on the faces of

persons attaining adolescence, acne.

Topot'. The opening by which rats go
in and out of their underground
residence.

Topot. Reciprocal form of tot' (q. v.), to

peck ^t each, as fowls, to pull each
other's hair when quarrelling.

Slmko topo£a. Fowls peck at each other.

Topra. A small plot of rice land.

Tor. Force, velocity, as of a current
or bullet, energetically.

Alope argona dak reak ^gli tor. Do not go in
the current is very strong.

Nalitet khafo banduk adi do bae tora, jelen
nali khube tora. Short barrelled guns have
not much force, long barrels have great
force.

Khube torkeda. He was very energetic, or he
infused energy (into all.)

Tor. To sting.

Kidiri ka^kome torkedea. A scorpion stung
him.

Susurbahko totora. Wasps sting.

Tor. The common striped squirrel,

Sciurus palmarum.

Tor.
1
Applied to the croaking of

Turtor. y frogs, to croak, to croak
Tortorao. J incessantly, to give no

peace, to keep at it.

Torjiore rakeda. He is croaking.

Eofe torforaokkanae. The frog is croaking.

Tor maraokedae. He gave a croak.
Torforao idiefc'koae kuliko. He gave the ooolies

no peace till they went with him.

Tor candbol. A common grass, Era-
grostis ciliaris, Linn.

Tora. A bag for holding money carri-

ed bound round the waist under-
neath the clothing, a long narrow
purse.

Tora. Immediataly after.
Eor torage omon go£ena. He spoke and it

sprang up.
_

[after being beaten.
Dal torageye goo gofeua. He died immediately
Hec torage jojome dnrupena. Immediately

after he came he sat down to his food.
Nu torageye god gofena. He drank it and

immediately died.

Tora. In comp, means that something
occurs immediately preceding the
leaving of a certain place.

Idi toraeme. Take it with you.
Aiijom toraeme. Hear and go away.
J,om toraeme. Eat and go.
Nel toraeme. See and go. [away.
Daltorakadeako. They struck him in going

Tora. In composition gives the idea
of going away from the speaker.

H9.nitoraeoalakkan. There he is going away.
Hanko torako calakkan. There they are going

away.

Tora. \Gives the idea of going at
Okoe tora./ once or without delay.
Menwanae, okoe tora noa buahtegeli koe bara

joha. He said I will beg by means of this
buaii. (q. v.)

Okoe tora calakail uitoK. I will goat once.

Tora. A particle having a plural signi-
fication.

Ale tora lekangeae, gidi kisar doe ban kana. He
is like us, he is not very rich.

Ape tora dohaete bugi barageale.

TorahSt. Embellishment, toembellisb,
expand or exaggerate a statement
or narrative.

Katha reak torahette^. The embellishment of
the narration.

Toraju. Scales. [choose.
Torajut. To prepare, to repair, to

Torao. To repay, as a debt, to clear
away by breaking.

Mahajon i£ toraoakadea. I have cleared my
debt to the money lender.

Noa birre aii horuSko tofaoakat'a. They have
cleared out many tree stumps from this
jungle.

Torao. To surmount a difficulty, to
overcome a difficulty, to get over
a difficulty, to aid, help, assist,

profit.

Ona g»r khoniri toraoeua. I have surmounted
that difficulty.

Ona gar khoniA toraokedea. I got him over
that difficulty.

Okatalf hotetem toraokoKa ona do aamahokaK
By whatsoever thou may'st be profited that is

an offering.



Torao [ 655 1 Torre

Torao. To pause, as between the end-

ing of one song and the beginn-

ing of another, to pause in the ex-

ecution of a dance preparatory

to a reverse movement.
Eneoko tofawa. They pause in dancing.
Sereliko torawa. They pause in singing.

Toraoni. \Food and liquor given

Gonon toraoni./ to the bridegroom's

party on the payment in full to

the bride's father of the amount
of gonon pon (q. v.) or price of

the bride agreed on between the

parties.

Toras. To be troubled, to be fright-

ened.
Ona aliiomkateye toraaena. Haying heard

that he was troubled.

Tore sutam. Gossamer.
Tore pokhori. ) The name of a tank

Turi pukhuri. J mentioned in Santal

traditions.

Toret}. To be satiated.
Jom toret'enae. He has eaten to satiety.

iSu torefouae, darkeda,e. He drank to satiety

and went away.

Torhot. A species of large lizard.

Torkal. Light -sleeping, easily waken-
ed.

Khub torkal hor kanae. He is a very light

sleeper.

Torko morko. Quickly, without delay.
Torko morkoe hed go€ena. He came quickly.

Torlad. ) To cause trouble, annoyance

Torlal J or distress, to become tired,

or wearied.
TorlaSkediliae. He caused me trouble.

Eor rojrted torla£ena. I am wearied with
speaking.

J.or a . rp^
cause various kinds

of trouble, annoyance
or distress.

He caused them much

Tin torlad,

Torlat.

Tin torlat.

Tin torlatkeCkoae,
trouble.

Torlao. To melt, to fuse.

Torlo morlo. To bear a distressed

look, to look haggard or squalid,

to appear like one not thoroughly

awake, dull, distressed.
Eeiigeoteko torlomorloena. They are distress-

ed looking through starvation.
Dal torlomorlokedeae. He beat him and caus-

ed him to look haggard.
Bui torlo morloenae. He is drunk and squalid.

Forlorn, like a vaga-
bond, aimlessly.

edible mush-

Tormak.
Jarniak tormak
TormaC.
Jarmati tormali.

Tormar oi A form of

room.

Tormuj. Of. tarbuj.

Toroc. Ashes, to reduce to ashes.
Lo torooena. It is burnt to ashes.
Lo torojoKa, It will burn to ashes

.

Torodan. A kind of fish trap.
Tale torortaii. The toro(}ah made out of strips

of the Palmyra palm leaf.

Kasi toro^ah. The toroijaii made out of Kaai
(q. T.) grass.

Ma£ toro(Jah. The toroijah made out of strips
of bamboo.

Meral torocjaii. The toro^ah made out of thin
twigs of the Meral {q. v.) tree.

Torek torok. Sound of water dropping.

Torooh (
Dii'^^^io"' ^^^^> towards.

Uni torophakanae. He is on his side.
Uni torop bare rorme. Speak in defence of him.
Toropte. Through, by means of, by.
Malijhi toropte boeakana. It was brought

about by the Mafijhi (q. v.)

Torop. To be tasty, good, delicious.
Noa utu do 9(Ji toropakana. This relish is

very tasty.

Toropdar. It, ,-

m ^,-< J-rartisan.
iorophdar. J
Dni ren toropdar kanae. He is a partisan of

his.

Toroti. To knock the foot against an
obstacle, to stumble.

Tohot toroCid hecena. I came stumbling along.
Sombo6 torot'lili hecena. We came floundering

along.

Torot. limitative of the croak of
Torot torofi.J the tree frog. Cf ceter

rote.

Torophdari.}^^'''^^^''^''''^'"*^'^^'^-

Toropdarief kanae. He is acting partially.

Torphan. Company, side, heap, pile,

division.
Torphan torphanko dohoaka£a. They have

placed it in separate piles or divisions.

Torphar. Unreservedly, keeping noth-
ing back.

Torphare rorkeda. He spoke unreservedly, ho
made a clean breast of it.

Torre. A trumpet.
Torreko oroheda. They are blowing trumpets.
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Torre khunti. A post fixed at each of

the four coi'ners of a funeral pyre
to retain the fuel in place.

Tortor. Viscous, tenacious glutinous.
Atnal^ sakam real£ dale tortora. The water in

which the leaves of the AtnaK (q. t.) tree
haye been mixed is glutinous.

Tortor. \nf +

TortoracJ '

Tosea. Im •
i

rjii J-i.0 Circumcise, useless.

Tosgor.
"I

Thosgor. VGood, well, beautiful.

Toskor. J
Adi toskore taram idieda. He walks very well.
Adi toskorko benaoakat'a. They have made it

very well.

Tosok. Cf. thosok.

Tosot morgot. 1 Fusionless and slov-

J-Thosot morgot. / enly, deficient in

stamina and slovenly, pithless and
slovenly.

Tol To peck.
Sim efaga gidrae todekana. The hen is peeking

the child.

Tod. To pull out, to extract, to come
out, to bring or put out, to pluck,

to pick.
Easkome tofiefkana. She is picking cotton

(from the bush.)
Patae toikeCtaea. He pulled out Ms tooth.
Laga totkedeae. He drove him out.
Nir tofenae. He came out running.
Kul do fandite nir totenae. The tiger ran out

into the open.
Ror bah todoKkantaea. He is unable to speak,

he is speechless.

Tota. A cartridge.

Tofa banduk. A breeoh-lbading gun.

Tota. To shoot a second time when
the game has not been brought
down by the first arrow.

Tota phari. The half of a shoulder of venison
which falls to the share of him who has
shot a deer a second time when the first

arrow did not kill or disable it.

Uni totakedeic tota phariye nama. The man
who shot it the second time gets half of the
shoulder.

Tote. To carry a child astride on the

hip. Cf. heo.
Gidrgi geye totekae sin satup. She carries the

child all day.
Gidrae toteakadea. He has taken up the child

astride on his hip.

Tote. A small gourd hollowed out and
used as a drinking vessel, or to

keep anything in.

Totha. Neighbourhood, vicinity.

Koa totbare do banuKanah. There is none in
this neighbourhood.

rp . . >• Having a defect in speech.

Tothkao. ") To peck, as a bird. Cf.

Totkhao. J thotkao.
Tothkao jomkedae. He pecked it and ate it.

Tothna. Snout.

Tothot'. Smell of stale urine.

Totka. Nape of the neck.

Totka gada. The hollow below the
occipital protuberance.

Totkhao. Cf. tothkao.

Totko. A wooden bell hung round a
cow or bullock's neck, a veiled

name for a wife.
Totkoanae se bah? Ishe married or not? has he

a wife or not ?

Totkole akawatmea. We have given you a
wife, we have hung a wooden bell on your
neck.

Totok. A kind of wild cat.

Totok.

tatc
A sorcerer.

A wild fruit • tree,

Eugenia opercu-

tok. T

tok. J"

TotonopaS. "|

Totonapals dare. J
lata, Roxb.

Tot5rbal. A small receptacle made by
twisting a leaf, &c. into a sjDiral

at one end, like a grocer's bag.

Thotra
[Having a defect in speech,

Uni doe totragea.
speech.

He has a defect in his

Totro. To roll up as a scroll, anything
rolled up as a scroll.

Sakam totroakana. The leaf is rolled up.
Sakam totroaka6ae. He has rolled up the leaf.

Totroko oroiia. They play on a rolled up leaf.
A part of the leaf of the Palmyra palm is roll-

ed up like a scroll and when blown into
emits a sound.

To^acgrg.}
The Blue-Jay.

Toya dhaca. An ornament made of
the feathers of the Blue Jay worn
fixed to the knot of hair on the
back of the head.

Toyo. The Jackal, Ganis aureus.
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Toyo hodgor potam. A species of wild

pigeon so called from its note.

Tran tran. *) Loud and distinct, clang-

Taran taran. J ing, applied to sounds
such as that of a gong, kettle

drum, &c.
7r^ii iT3.ii tnmdaK saclekana. The kettle drum

sounds (ran (rail. [tinctly.

Tr^Q traue roreda. He speaks loudly and die-

Tuan. To bruise, to contuse.
Dal tugihkedeako. They struck and made con-

tused wounds.
Ememteli tuahena. I am bruised, reduced to

poverty, by continual giving.

Tuar. An orphan, to become an orphan.
Apat tuar. Fatherless.
Ehgat tuar. Motherless. [orphan children.
Pea gidra ti*r otokaiikoae. She left three

Tuar tapar. ") -^ i.m "
'^^

J- Orphans,luar amar. J ^
Crupi lagi£iii ilamkana t^ar amar menaGko-

khan. If there are orphans I am seeking
(some one) to herd cattle.

Tubet. To stuff, to plug, to cram in.

Oka do lutur tulamteko tubeda. Sometimes
they plug the ears with cotton wool.

NunaKe arjaoakat'a, tubet' rebet oraKreye ader
pereoakat'a, enreho ninialtkanae. He has
reaped such good crops, crammed hie house
full, nevertheless he calls out poverty.

Tuc. To pull out the ear of a straw

or grass, to pull out the upper
part of a grass.

Horoko tuja. They pull out the ears of dhan
from the straw.

Tuda. \To touch lightly with the point

Tunda./of anything, a stick, the finger,

&c.
Ea^a ^ahra sioR jokheeko tucjakoa. When

ploughing they poke the buffaloes and
bullocks (with a stick.)

Tudal. To dip into, as a pen into ink
;

to put the tip of the finger into

anything that will adhere to it.

Bnluhe fudaK jomeda. He is putting his
finger into salt and eating what adheres to
it.

Mi^ tuglaKte bar pe katha ologoKa. With one
dip two or three words are written.

Mi6 tuiJaK guy ho bae emadida. He did not
even give me as much gar as would
adhere to the finger (if dipped in it.)

Tude. A poetical name for the Tai
bird. (q. v.)

Tudra. To assemble together, to crowd
together, to cluster.

Mif thenpe tudraakana. You are assembled
in one place.

Tudrako do alom otoiikoa baric lagi^ko. Follow
not the multitude to do evil.

Tugum tugum. Throbbing, as pain in

the ear.

Lutur tugum tugum hasoediiikana. I feel a
throbbing pain in my ear.

Tuhel. To be full.

Jom tuhelakanae. He ate and is full.

Ga(}aperec tnhelakana. The river is filled full.

Bui tuhelenae. He is dead drunk.

Tuhet'. To fill full, to cram full, as a
store, &c.

Noa ojaR cas real? arjaoalfte tuhe£aka£ako.
They have filled this house full with agricul-
tural produce.

Tuhkit;. To recognize, to know for a
fact, to know for certain, to search

out.
tlni (JahraiS tuhkif otoakadea. I recognized the

bullock and came away.
Khubem tuhkiCakadea ? He, tuhkiCakadeaJi.

Did you clearly recognize him? yes I
recognized him.

Noa katha tuhkitem baijaea? Do you know this
matter for a certainty ?

Tuila. M.") A lock of hair left on the
Tuili. F. J crown, having a lock of

hair on the crown, slim, lanky.

Tuila. To make water, of children.

Tui tui. Very high, lofty, tall, satiated.
Jom tui tuienae. He has eaten to satiety, i. o.

till it appears on his stomach.
Tui tui usulae. He is very high.

Tuka. A nest, to make or build a nest-
Netar oereko tukaeda. Just now birds are

building their nests.

Tuka sut. A method of tying up the
back hair.

Tuka. The hard core of a boil or

gathering.

Tukin. Only, nothing more than.
Jiwi tukin menaktilia. I have only my life.

T?nTukin. I^'^^""'^^'^-
Tin tukine emafimea ? How much did he give

you?
Tukin. Irru- i-

Nin tukin. \^^'' "'^°^-

Nin tukine emadi£a. This much he gave me

.

Tukra. \A piece, a fraction, to make
Tukra. J into pieces.

Mit' tukrako emadilla. They gave me one
piece.

Dal tukrakedae. He hit it and broke it into
pieces.

Tukra tukri.
"I

Pieces, bits, broken
Tukra tukri. J pieces, to make into

pieces.

Tukra tukriii agukeda. I brought broken
pieces, or pieces.

83
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Tukri. A kind of bamboo basket.

Tukuc. A small earthen pot.

Tukud tikude dakaakafa. She has cooked
several pots of rice.

Tukuc. To nudge, to touch lightly.

Tukuc ganeme. Nudge him again.

Tukuiem. Nudge him.
Hijuk hijuKteye tukuc ganiii. Lest by her

continued coming she weary me.

Tukuc. \A species of Lap-
Kuri tukuc cerg. J wing.

ucuc.
S Stumbling,

laham tukuc.) "

Tukuc hero. A species of tortoise.

Tukuii. To become numb, numb.
Eabaiite tukunenae. He is numb with cold.

Tukiip tukup. Old and feeble.

Tukup tukupe haramena. He is old to feeble-

ness.

Tuku tuku. Hastily and a small quan-
tity in a small pot.

Tuku tuku isin go6kadae. She hastily cooked
a small quantity.

Tul. To lift, to raise, used as to go
when scolding.

Tul rakapkedeae. He raised it up.
Tiye tulkeda. He raised his hand.
Okatem tuUena? Where did you go?
Bale tul dareakkana. We cannot lift it.

Tutulko. Lifters, bearers.

Tula. Scales, a balance, to weigh.
Tulaedako. They are weighing.
TuUJaic. A weigher.
Tula dandit'. Beam of scales.
Kaai tula A lever balance.
Taraju tula. A common balance in which

scales and weights are used.
Nikti tula. Small scales in which valuable

articles are weighed.

Tulam. Ginned cotton.
Pite6 tulam. Carded cotton.
Hit tulam. Ginned cotton.

Tulani. Market dues, claimed by the

official who measures and weighs.
Tulg-niko uthaua. They collect market dues.

Tulau. To compare, to copy, to raise

an old embankment, to collect,

to Wfigh.
Katba tulaupe. Compare the statements, or

weigh the matter.
Etag'ak kagojre tulaukatiiime. Copy it for

me on to another piece of paper.
Pindhe kat;i3gea, tulaupe, khan d.ak tehgona.

The embankment is low, raise it, then it

will hold water.
OraK oralf tulau barakateli ema^koa P I collect-

ed from each house find gave to them.
Mokordoma tulau. To withdraw a complaint.
Mokordomale tulaukeda. We withdrew our

complaint.
Tulau pheu katha. A pun, a comparison.

Tuli. ) Rich, well-to-do, to rise in

Tuliau. J social position.

Jom tuliau akanae. He has eaten his fill.

Tuliau hor kanae. He is a rich man.
Nui do sor din khone tuliauakana. This

(person) has only recently become well-to-

do.

Tuli. Foundation, as of a wall.

Kat reaK tuli. The foundation of a mud wall.

Tulliup. Short and branchy, as a tree,

to bend as ears of grain when ripe,

short, as hair.

Gele tulkupena. The ears of grain are bent.

Horo bele tulkupena. The dhan is ripe and
the ears are hanging down.

Tulkup up kantaea. His hair is short.

Tulni. Equal to, like, similar, a partisan.

God tulni. Like dead.
iJi do uni sohgepe tulniedilikana. Ton are

making me a partisan of his.

Noko do Saheb tulni hor kanako. These are

partisans of the English.

Tulpa. M. ") TT . , , ,

Tulpi. F. j
H'^^^'^g ^^°^^ "''^"•

Tulpa. Low and short bi'anched, as a

tree.

Ona Bare tulp^bo hed Aamkeda, nitoK do khub
darana. That Banyan tree when we came
was low and short branched, now it is well

branched.

Tulpi. Cf tulpa.

Tulsi dare. ~1 Holy Basil, Ocymuon
Tursi dare. J saiichoin, Willd., a

plant carefully tended and wor-
shipped by Hindu women.

Tulsi sakam. The leaf of Holy Basil.

Tultulau. To the brim, full to the
brim.

Band pered t^ultulauena. The tank is full to the
brim.

Kandako lo pered tultulauakat'a. They have
dipped the water pots in the water and filled

them to the brim.

Tultulau. To cause to haste, to hasten,

to cause to hrirry, to hurry, to dra-

goon, to constrain, to drive. Cf tal-

talao. [with.

Tuluc. With, along with, in company
Uni tulude calaoii'na. He went with him.
Calak tuluce japitidieda. He sleeps as he

walks. [with them.
Alom onko tulujolca. Do not be one of them,

do not unite with them, do not company
In tulud alom ropora. Do not dispute with me.

Tuluc tupuc. ") Unevenly, big and
Dhuluc dhupuc. J little, long and short.
Tulud tupud geleakana. The grain has eared

unevenly.
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Turn. Small, insignificant, frivolous.
Turn katha. A frivolous matter.
Mit fnm heo dogoKme. Come near for a little.

Tumal. To glean.
Tum§il baraedako. They are gleaning.

Tumal tasan. ) ^i
lumal toson. J

°

Tum?.l tasaiiteko Jsnlolfkana. They Uto by
gleaning.

Tnm^l tasah hoy kanae. He ia a gleaning man,
i. e. poor.

Tuman. ") An earthen pot larger than

Tumnad. J a celau (q. v.) and smaller

than a tukuc.

Tumba. \A water bottle made out of

Tumbri. J a hollowed gourd.
A tumbg. is said to have the property of keeping

water cool in the hottest weather.
Tumb» daK. A tumb? bottle of water.

Tumba ol An edible form of puff ball.

Tumbri. Cf tumba.
Tumbri. A small drum used by snake

charmers and made out of a hollow

gourd.

Tumbul To bow the head, to hang

the head, to put close to.

Roy tambutkedeako. They spoke to him and
made him hang his head.

Lajaote mi£ tumbutigeye taheena. He never

lifted his head through shame, he kept his

head down all the time through shame.
Sehgolre mandhaf tumbutkam. Push the log

close to the fire.

Sahan tumbutaKme. Put the firewood touching

the fire.

TiimdaL A kind of drum.
The body of the drum is of burnt clay, the end

beaten by the left hand ia of bullock's hide,

and that beaten by the right hand is of

goat's akin, the whole is laced with strips

of bullock's hide.

Tumna. A kind of earthenware vessel.

Turasan. Very corpulent, very fat.

Tumsahe motaakana. He ia very fat.

Tumsane ieloU kana. He looks very fat,

Tumul. Marrow.
Tumul dalfentaea. His marrow has become

water, he has become feeble.

Tu6. To shoot with bow and arrow.

Tuli £amkedea£. I. shot and hit him.

Khub tutuli hor kanae. He is a good shooter

with the bow.

Tun. A little.
' Tuntegeye haraoena. He was beaten by a very

little.

Tuh katha. A trifling or frivolous matter.

Miftuh ho bae botorlena. He was not in the

least afraid.
,

Mi6 tun ho bae monduklena. He was not m
the least sorrowful.

Tuiitegeye gooena. He died suddenly.

Tun ghuri. A little time.

Tun ghuyitoge heo ruayenao.
little time.

Ho returned in a

\Tun marte.

Tun marte.

Thun marte.

Thun marte.

Tuh marteko dalkeda.
caused it to ring.

Tuii marte saije gotena. It sounded with a
ring.

Tun mente.
"^

With a ring, with a snap,

crack, (imitative.)

They struck it once and

Cf tud marte.

It broke at once with a

Tun mente.
Thun mente.

Thud mente.
_

Tuh mente rapufena.
craok.

Tuna. M.) r. ^^ >-4.i.i
rp •• Tji j-bmall, very tittle.

Tunda. \To prod, to poke at as with a

Tundu. j stick.

Paiirako tundakoa. They poke at bullocks
with a stick (when driving them.)

Tundad. To move along anything
narrow and raised above the

ground.
Hina dgir ni^ dare t'^ndah acuroHkana. He ia

going round from this branch to that^

Tundad bhor. As long as life, the

whole of one's life.

Tumjan bhorirt joma. I will enjoy it the whole
of my life.

Tundi. The point where the shafts

of a bullock cart unite, and where
the yoke is attached.

Tundu. To prod, to poke at with a
stick. Cf tunda.

Tudgau. To snip off with the fingers,-

to break off.

Okoe kora con go doge ^uhgaukef. Some young
man or other, mother, has snipped off the
sprout.

Tudgau. To reach unto, to extend to,

to fill or be full to full extent or

capacity.

Dhua serma tungau hjbio rakapakana. The
smoke has risen up to the skies, or haa
filled all the space up to the sky.

DaK Ico dul tuhgaukeda. They poured water
into the water pots filling all tlie space,

they filled the waterpots to the brim.

Tunki. A small bamboo basket with

a contracted opening.
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J
[Small, very small.

Xunki dipil bapla. A form of marriage

suited to poor people.

In this form of marriage the bride goes to the

bridegroom's house and the marriage cere-

mony is performed there.

Tun tun. Tight, tense.

Tuh tun moakana. It is swollen and tense.

Tamak tuii tnii sadekana. The kettle drum
sounds tense, i.e. the sound produced when
tightly braced.

rh^'^^^ fSmall, very small.lum turn.

J

•'

Tuni funili g,guaka£a. I have brought a very
small one.

Nin maraii tuni gidra. A small child of this

size.

Tuni. F.

Tuna M
Katidgiako tuni tuni. They are little things.

Tun^geae. He is small or little.

Tuniau. To fit arrow on bow string

ready to shoot.
Sare tuni^uakata. He has fixed the arrow on

the bow string ready to shoot.

Tunkau. Im i ijim ,
•

, > lo huddle up.
lunkuc.J ^

Eabante tunkauenae. He is huddled up owing
to the cold.

Eabante tunkudenae; He is huddled up owing
to the cold.

Tunkhi. Cf. tankhi.

Tunkuc. C£ tunkau.

Tuntha. M."l ,, - ,

Tunthi. F.
JMaimed.

Tunthageae. He is maimed.
Ti tunthigeae. She is maimed in the hand.

Tunti. To spurt, to issue with force

through a small opening.
Mayam tnnti oglokoEkana. Blood is spurting

out.
Kauda bhugaJrena, daK tnnti odokoI<kana. The

waterpot is holed, the water is spurting
out,

TuntiKa. It will spurt out.

Tunti lota. A lota (q. v.) with a spout.

Tuntunau. To huddle up oneself and
shake or shiver.

Eabante tuntunauenae. He is huddled up and
shaking owing to the cold.

Tunum. To feel with the hand.
Ti tunum. To feel the pulse.

Ti tunumem badaeap Do you know how to feel

the pulse P

Tunum namkedae. He felt for and found it.

Tunui^. A kind of rat trap in which a

small bow and arrow are fixed the

arrow of which when released

transfixes the rat through the head.

Tuphim."[To know, to recognise, to take
'}'

Tuphin. / particular notice of, to

mark.
Laha thaikoko bachao joiikan tahekan tuphin-

kett'e. When he marked how they were
choosing the front places.

Tupi. A percussion cap.

Tuplak. A small bamboo basket.

Tuplik. A bamboo basket smaller than

a tuplak (q. v.)

Tupri. A hat, a cap, head gear, to put

on a hat or cap.
Jolha tupri. A cap of the shape worn by

Musalmans.
Eaj tupri. A gold laced cap worn by rich men,

a king's crown.
Saheb Jupri. English hats, hats or bonnets of

the kinds worn by Europeans.
Tuprikedeako. They hatted him, they put on

him a hat.
Tupriko horoKadea. They put on him a hat.

TupriKae. He will wear ahat, he will have on
a hat.

Tupuc. To fall head foremost, to fall

headlong, headforemost, headlong.
Tupud godenae. He fell headforemost and died.

Burn kahkha habidko idikedea tupud Jiurhaea
mente. They took him to the brow of the
hill for the purpose of casting him down
headlong.

TupuA. The Reciprocal form of tuii

(q. v.); to shoot at each with bows
and arrows.

Hulreko tupuriena. In the rebellion they shot
at each other with bows and arrows.

Tur. The roller on which the cloth is-

rolled by the weaver as he weaves
Tur. Age.
Mit tur kangeako. They are of an age.

Tur. Species, breed.
Onkoalf tur calaKa mente. So that their species

might continue.
Nawa turii^ rakapkeda. I obtained a new species

or breed.

Turi F (
^"^^ll' little.

Turat. Immediately, instantly, on the
instant, at once, without delay.

Turat geye mar goteua. He returned immed-
iately.

Tura turi. Big and little, small and
sm idler.

Tura turiye busaKakatkoa. There are big and
little in her litter.

Katii geako tura turi. They are small, small
and smaller.

Turburau. ") To cause to hurry, to hns-
Tarbarao. J ten, to drive, to whip up.

A(Jiye turburauefkoa. He is hurrying them
greatly.
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Tarbaria.
j^'^^^"g^*'°-

4i.<Ji turbujria hoy kanae. He is a very ener-
getio man.

Tuybuyi* geae. He is energetic.

Turi. The plant which yields the

Mustard or Colza oil, Brassica
cavipestris, Linn.

Tli9.ijia turi.")

Lutii turi. f Varieties of Brassica campestris,
Man tuji. f Linn.
Eai turi. J

Turi parhao. To recite an incantation

over mustard seed. Cf. turi.

An incantation is recited over some mustard
seed, after which a few seeds wrapped in a
piece of cloth are attached to a string round
the neck or loins and worn as a charm
against witchcraft, the evil eye, &c.

Turi. A semi-Hinduized caste of

aborigines, by profession drum-
mers.

Turi c§r§. A small bird which frequents

the fields in which mustard is

grown.

Turi sim. A plant, Orobanehe indica,

Ham., the mots of which adhere

to those of other plants. In the

Santal country it is found mainly

on the turi or mustard plant,

hence the name.

Tnria. Age.
Mi£ turia kanako. They are of an age.

Tursi phnl. A kind of rice.

Tursi dai'e. Cf tulsi dare. >

Turta. To invent, to fabricate, to

concoct, to trump up.
Turtakateye laikeda. He concocted and told,

he concocted what he said.

Turta katha kana. It is a fabricated state-

ment.

Turte. Immediately, instantly, on the

instant, at once, without delay.

Turtegeye em go^ena. He gave at once.

Turte turte epemge besa. To give without
delay is best.

Tnrni. Six.
Turui taka. Six rupees.

Turu dhum. Unseemly, unsightly,

applied to rubbish, &c. lying

about.
Turu dhum katwarakana. It is unsightly with

rubbish.
Turu dhum fielolfkana, nia bo bape saphaeda.

It looks unsightly, even this you do not

clean.

Turuk. Mnsalman cavalry.

Turuk turuk. ~| Trippingly, with ehofb

Tarak turnk. J and quick steps.

Gedra hor tufuk tiiruke oalaK kana. The little

man goes tripping.
Turuk tufuk bai'aekauae. He goes tripping

about.

Turun. A heavy piece of wood with
a hole through it into which the
foot of a criminal is placed and
then wedged tightly.

Tuyuhko horoKadea. They put a turun on
him.

Turuiiadeako. They fixed his foot in a tufub.

Turuti. To fill.

Jom turufienae. He hag eaten and is full.

B?indiye ader tnrniikeda. He brought in b?n-
dis (q. V.) and filled it (storehouse.)

Turutuka. Litter, rubbish, unsightly

or unseemly owing to the presence

of litter or rubbish.
OraK turntukaakana. The house is littered.
Turutuka rieloKkana, joK giiJikaKpe. It is

unsightly owing to the presence of lit( er,

sweep it up and throw it away.

Turyut turyul To croak, as a young
frog.

TuryuC turyu£ roteye ralfeda. The frog is

croaking.
Turyut' turyudoK kanae rote do. The frog is

croaking.

Tusa. A bud, a leaf bud, a shoot, the
tip.

Sarjom tusa. A bud of the sarjom (q. v ) tree.
Matkom tusa. A bud of the matkom (q. v.)

tree.

Pe tusa dhubi ghas. Three tips of dhubi
(q. V.) grass.

Tnska. ") A certain one, so and
Phalna tuska. J so.

Phalna tuska nite l^iefkoa. She is now saying
it is so and so.

Tuskil. Fault, offence, delinquency,
misconduct.

Cefe tuskilket'tama ? What offence ia he guilty
of against you?

Get tuskil univepe Aamkeda, onatepe dandom-
kedea ? What fault did you find in him, for
which you fined him?

AmaK tuskil kana, onateko aajg.ike6mea It is

your fault, therefore they punished you.

ri,
:

'• > Loss, to suffer loss or damasfe.
Tuti. J

s

Adi tut paraoentiria. I suffered much loss.

Mont"t- To be very sorrowful.

Tut dare. The Mulbei'ry tree.

Tut c§rg. A small bird, Xantholcema
h aematocephala.

Tui kuria. A very small hut

Tut laiigat. ") r. i

thutlalgat.jP°<^'^P^°P^"-
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Tula bhanga. Fragments, pieces,

broken, cracked, damaged.
Tut* bhauga tahekantiiia, bodolltedali. I had

damaged ones, I exchanged them.

Tutau. To be broken, to be fractured,

to be broken up, to be reduced to

poverty, to be ruined.
Mon tutau. To be broken in apirit, to be very

sorrowful,
lakul do tufauena. The school is broken up.

Tutha. "!_ Shorter than the proper
Tutha tutha. j length.
Candbol tuthagetaea. His tail is short.

Tuti. A blunt arrow, to shoot a blunt
arrow, to hit, as hail.

Mat' tuti. The blunt point of bamboo on an
arrow.

DereA tut'. The blunt point of horn.
Lopohtuti. The blunt point of the lopoh (q. v.)

fruit. [boso (q. v.) fruit.
Soso tuti. The blunt point of the stone of the
Cereko arelte tuti goo kefikoae. Birds were killed

by hail stones hitting them.

Tuti. To suffer loss, to sustain damage'
loss, damage. Of. tut.

Tutiya. Sulphate of copper, blue stone.

thuthki f Worn small with use.

Tufki jonoK. A worn broom.
Tutri bin. A species of snake.

Tuti tut. In large volume, applied to

smoke.
Tuttuti dhfiaKkana. There is a large volume of

smoke. [large volumes.
TuiJtut' dhtia rakaj,kana. Smoke is rising in

Tutur. Ill sixes.

Tutur gotedkate emakom. Give each six.

Tutuii. To cover the head, as with
cloth

; to veil the face by pulling
the garment over it, as is the
custom with native females.

Setoh jokhedko tufurilia. They cover the head
when the sun is hot.

Tutui'i. \A small plant, Vernonia
Bahu tnturi.J cinerea, Less.

Tuturi baturi. To cover the head, of
females.

Tuturi b?turiko hedena. They came with their
heads covered.

Tuturi baturi kateko hedakana. They are come
with their cloth over their heads.

Tutu tutu. To toot, as on a horn; to
blow a blast on the horn ; imitative

of the sound produced by blowing
on a horn.

Sakwako oroha tutu tutu. They are tooting the
horn tutu tutu.

Tutu tutuiedako. They are tooting (on horns.)

Tuwan. Cf. tuan.

Tuwel. \Unconscious, as one intoxicat-

TuheJ. j ed.
Bui tuwelenae. He is dead drunk.

Tubel; f
^° stuS, to plug, to cram in.

Tuwet'anme. Partake of food.
Ma tuwet johme, iii do bail tahena. Eat, I

will not stay.

Tuyul tuyul. Bobbing up and down,
in spurts.

NiraK jokhed tuila tuyul tuyul hilauKa. When'
running the look of hair on the crown
bobs up and down.

u
Uai. Another, a stranger, another's,

a stranger's.
Uai sate uai kudam aloben dohoea. Do not

put him under the eaves or at the back of
another's house. (A prayer offered for a
dead person.)

Uakep. "1 Experienced, intelligent,

Uakhep.J knowing, sensible, to be on
the alert, to be cautious, to consi^
der, to ponder.

Uakep tabonpe. Be on the alert, be careful.
Ubar khabar. Rough, bad, full of holes

as a road.
Onde do dahar ub?.r khabar i^teko bagiada.

On account of the road being bad there
they left it. [good, it is full of holes.

Ub^r khabar hor do bah juta. The road is not
Uber. ') m 1

Uber i
'^^ ^P ^"®'' '^'^'°-

Nitok do uberakaiae. Now it has cleared up.

Ubla dubla. To squander, to waste, to
fritter awaj'.

Sanam dhonko ubla dublg-keftakoa. They
squandered all their substance.

Ubor subor. To leave over from a
meal.

Ubor suboraR i5elpe, menaKkhan emaepe. See-
if there is anything left over, if there ia
give it to him, [have not eaten all.

Ubor subor ocoakatako. They have left some,

Obra. M.}^'g-b^llied.

Uc. To jump about, to skip, to talk
big, to vaunt, to boast.

Damkom dahra etoko jokhedko u6 baraeaWhen young bullocks are being broken in
thej^ ]ump about.

4-diye ud baraekan tahekana, men do bae dare-
lena.

^
He was talking very big, but he didnot win.

Ejs^teko^ ud baraekana. They are dancing
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Ucar. To transfer, to remove from one
place to another, to displace, to

shift, to be contagious or infec-

tious.
01 ucar. To copy as a writing or drawing.
Ni» ol uc9.rk^tiiime. Copy this for me.
Guti do ucafoK dak kana. Smallpox ia an

infeotious disease.
Rohoe uc*r. To transplant.
OjraKko uojrke'ftakoa. They have removed

their house.
On^e khonko uc^trena. They have flitted from

there.

Ucar nacar. To change place of resi-

dence often, to shift from place to

place.
tToar nacar baraekanae. He keeps changing his

place of residence.
Ucar nacar ocoedillkanae. He causes me often

to change my residence
Han(Jenande uo?ir nacar baraedae. He keeps

shifting it from place to place.

Ucaran. To pronounce.
Thik do bae ucaran dareaKlcana. He cannot

pronounce well, or correctly.
Uc?iran do bail (hiktaea. His pronunciation

is not correct,

Ucat. To bring pressure to bear on
one, to make uncomfortable.

4uri dan(Je emoK habieko ucafakadea. Thf^y

have brought pressure to bear on him until

he pays the fine.

Uchad. To annihilate, to destroy, to

ruin, to devastate.
Danrako jom uchadakata. The bullocks have

grazed it and destroyed it.

Uchadena horo do. The dhan is ruined.
Uchadenako, sanamko goc cabaenako. They

are annihilated, they have all died out.

Uchan. Without peace or joy, unhappy.
Uchlau. To vomit, to spue, to retch,

to throw up.
Eane uchlau gidikada. He threw up the

medicine.

Ucit. To be intelligent, to be attentive,

mindful, observant, regardful, wise.

Nit bo bam ucitoKkana. You are not even yet
observant.

Ucran. Pronunciation, to pronounce.

Cf. ucaran.
Ucranrem sabol^a. Tou will be known by

your pronunciation.

Ucrau. To be seized, as by a fit or

convulsions, or a fit of insanity.

Mirgi arho ucrau rugirkedea. He has again
been seized by an epileptic fit.

KoiikaK nit ucrau ru?.rkedea. He has now
been seized by another fit of insanity.

Ucun. To nudge with the elbow, to

hit with or dig the elbow into one.

Ucuhkediiae. He dug his elbow into me, or

he nudged me with his elbow.

Udacal. A rumour, a fiction, ground-
less, a fugitive.

U(J?ical katha kana. Itia a rumoured matter.
Am do dh^irtire ucjacal ar ilir baraoicem boeena.
U(J acal kana noa do. This is a traveller's tale

.

Udai padae.
I
To waste, to squander,

Udai pndai. J to misuse, to fritter

away, wastefully.
U(j9.i paijae giijiedape. You are throwing it

away uselessly.
Aurialf uij?ii pa(Jaepe khoroceda. You are

spending it wastefully.

Udal. A large forest tree, Sterculia
colorata, Roxb.

Udam. Woj-k, trade, profession.
Kam udjm din. The time when there is work

to do from an agriculturist's point of view.

Udam. Lying about, out of place, not
cleared away after use, littered,

applied to things left lying about
a house.

Udamko b?.gi gidiakawada. They have left
them lying about.

XTd9.mge taheena. They remained lying about.
Ud9.m gen heo l5amkeda, hor b?innl{l(oa. I

found the things lying about when I came,
there was no person there.

Udar. To disperse, to let out cattle
after the mid-day rest.

Sanam horko udareua. All the people are
dispersed.

Gaiko udareua gota t^ndire. The cows are
dispersed all over the place. [cattle.

G^iu'J^r ber hoec-na. It is time to let out the
Tinrem o(Jokena oraliklion ? gai udarko jokhed.

When did you leave home P at the time of
letting out the cattle, i. e. about 2 p. m.

Udas. To look distressed, to look out
of sorts, to be distressed or sorrow-
ful, desolate.

Mone udasentaea. His spirit is sorrowful.
Duken iate netar do udase Jielolfkana. He

looks distressed through being in afBiction.
Cas samtaoenkhan netar do udasge afkaroU-

kana. Now that the crops have been ga-
thered in it feels desolate.

Udau. To fly, to squander, to waste,

to dissipate.
IliaK kathako U(j9.uket'ti6a. They passed my

matter over. [their wealth.
Dbon doko udaukettakoa. They squandered
Cere uiJ^uKae nahaK. The bird will fly away

presently.

Cotte uiJauKtenko. Birds, fowls of the air.

Udan. ") A rumour, a current story puss-

Udau. J ing from one person to

another without any known au-

thority for the truth of it.

Mid goteo udau aiijomkate acalt disomteye rnar
calaoena. Having heard a rumour he rVr
turned to his own country.
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Gofa disomre udauena. It ia rumoured all

over the country, tke rumour haa spread all

over the country.

Udgar. Heat, hot, to become hot.
Udgar din kana netar do. At preaent it is the

hot weather.
Setoii dinre udgar iate bahrereko gitioa. In

the hot weather on account of the heat
they sleep in the open, or in the open air.

Udgau. To urge, to exhort, to egg on,

to stir up, to incite.

Kamire udgauetkoae. He ia inciting them to
work, or he ia urging them on to work.

Uni pifiakan bid alom udgg-uea. Do not stir

up that colled up snake.

Udguc. 1 Fairly, moderately, applied

Udgup.J to fatness.

Udgupe motaakana netar do. Just now he ia

moderately fat.

Udhar. On credit, not paying ready
money.

Xldharteli agukeda. I bought in on credit.

Udhau To hold a house warming, to

take possession of a new house, to

use a new article for the iirst time.
Orak udhau lagitko jarwalena. They were

asaemhied to hold a house warming.
Noa tul!u6 giurile uijh*ua. We have not yet uaed

this pot.

Udhiau. To boil over.
Toa do udhiauka, dher alope tiiigiaka. The

milk will boil over, do not put on too much
firewood.

Udhin. Submission, subjection, depen-

dence.
Uni udhinre menaAa. I am subject to him.

Udhma. ") Free, unrestricted, without

Udma. J surveillance, unemployed.
Dahri ndhmako araUakatkoa. They have

allowed the cattle to go at large, no one
in charge of them.

Udhma din. The hot weather when from an
Indian agriculturist's point of view there
ia little work to be done.

Udhma netarge menaea, k^mi banuktaea.. At
preaent he ia unemployed, he has no work.

Udhuc udhuc. Applied to the walking

of a very fat person, to waddle.
Udhud udhuje oalakisana, mofa iate. He is

waddling through fatness.

Udi. C£ adi.

Udi utarpe emadea. Ton gave him a great deal.

Tin udi ematmeae P Nin udi. How much did
he give you f As much as this.

jy;-' S- Petulant, sulky.

Acji uri kanae. He ia very sulky.

Udi a.") The people of Orissa, the

Uria. J Uriyas.

Udia. A kind of bamboo basket.

Udia udii, "j Flying away, carried

Udiya udiyi. J away by the wind, as

the thatch on a roof, &c.
Orak renko aanam udia udiiko odok calaoena.

The whole household went flying away one
after the other.

Sanam B?uriye udia udiikeda. He (the wind)
carried away all the thatch.

Udiau. To raise, as dust, to be carried

by the wind.
Dhuriko udiaueda. They are raising the dust.
Alope onkaea, dhuri udiauka. Do not do that,

dust will be raised.

Udkhud. Food, means of subsistence.
Udkhud cetat ho banuKtaea are bakhae£kana.

He has got no meana of aubaistence and he
ia talking much.

Udkhud oet ho bjnuKtaea, eken bhakage ^her-
taea. He haa nothing to eat. he has only 4
glib tongne.

Udhi A small bamboo basket.

Udma din. Cf udhma.
Udmalao. To dance and wheel round

armed with club, spear, &c.
Ado daram dak l?igi£ bariatko then udmalao-

ateko calaka. At the ceremony of taking
water to the bridegroom'a party, they go
dancing and wheehng armed with cluba, &e.

Uijmalao baraekanae. He is dancing about,
(aaif challenging some one.)

Udra udri. To go off in companies on
the impulse of the moment on
seeing, or hearing of, others going.

Udra udriko calaoena arak aifi. They have gone
off one after the other to gather pot-herbs.

Neliel udr^ udriko calaoena. They have gone
off in companies to see the fair.

Mill serma do hor udra udriko d^ret' tahekana
botorte. One year the people through fear
were fleeing.

Huhul hor do Bir disom khon udra uijri noa
diaomteko 6ir hedlena. Eebela from the
Santal Pargannaa fled in companies to this
(part of the) country.

Udrau. To go off on the impulse of the
moment on seeing, or hearing of,

others going.
U^rau calaoenako Jieiiel l^git'. They have gone

off to the fair,

Cele coe bhirkauke^koa ndrauenako gai do.
Something frightened the oows, they' have
run off.

Udri. \ ^
Udrirog.|°™P^y-
Udriakanae. He haa dropay.

Uduc dubuc. Sinking below and then
rising above, as in water.

Uijuc (Jubuole paromena. We oroased (the
river) at times under and at times above
the water.

Uijuo dubudko paerakkaua. They are swim-
ming sinking in and rising above the water.
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Udu dabu To be immersed, to be over-

whelmed.
Ucluglubuakanale kgimite. We are immersed

in work, overwlielmed with work.

UduK. To shew, to point out.
Udulf katup.^ ) The index-finger, the fore-
UKduK katnp. ) finger.
Ote ndultadiiia. He pointed out the land to me.
Kewateye udaUadiila. He pointed it out to

me with his chin.
Hor khone xiduKafkoa. He pointed it out to

tliem from the road.
Thuthuye uduKadidi. He shewed me his

thumb, he defied me.
TJKdnUaK. A pointer.

Udud. Cf. odoQ.

Udur. To snore.
TJdure<:kanae. He ia snoring.

Udur dhuma. Very, applied to stout-

ness, very stout, corpulent.
Udur dhum^e motaakana. He is very stout.
Udur dhumae ileloKkana. He appears to be

very corpulent.

Udur dhupur. With might and main,

hastily, hurrying on, with least

possible loss of time, distracted,

perplexed.
TJdur dhupurko ohutauakana. They are at it

_
full tilt.'

A<?i uduf dhupurko lagaoakana oraK beT^nao.
They are hurrying on the building of the
house.

Ughar samhar. To nurse, as a sick

person.
Aijile ughar samharledea, enho bae balieaolena.

We nursed him assiduously, nevertheless
he was not saved, did not survive.

Ughar. Uncovered, exposed.
TJgharkediil ae. He exposed me, told about me.
Ughargeye giticakana. He is lying without a

covering.
Dakakate ugh^irgeko dohoakat'a. Having

cooked the rice they have left it uncovered,
Kicrioko ugharkedea. They stripped off his

clothes.

Ughrau. To uncover, to expose.
Bhorom ughrauke€ti/iae. He made me asham-

ed, he disgraced me.

Ugni monda. To become deranged, as

the stomach.
TIgni mondaakantaea. His stomach is derang-

ed.

Ugur. To esteem, to hold in esteem.
Kamire khube ugurakana. He is greatly

esteemed for his work.
Ti uguroUkantaea. He is liberal, or he is

generous.

Ugur sunduc. Industriously, harm-

less, quietly.
Ugur snndude k?.nii joiia. He works industri-

ously.
Jakob do ugur gundud t^mbnkoreye tahena.

Jacob dwelt quietly intents.

Uh. Cry of pain, or sorrow, alas.

Uh ! godentiliae hoponid do. Alas ! my son is

dead.
Uh ! nonije haBokedilla. Oh ! it pained me here

Uhui uhui. Throbbing.
Uhui uhui hasoedilikana lutur do. There is a

throbbing pain in my ear.

Uhui. Interjection of annoyance or

regret.

Uhiil? ! hiririkedail. Oh dear ! I forgot it.

tJhuK ! bad disae£kana. Oh dear I I do not
remember.

Uhu uhu. An interjection of an-

noyance or regret.
Uhu uhu ! thora£ baiioaokedea. Dear me ! I

missed it by ever so little.

Uihar. To think affectionately of to

yearn for, to long for, to remember
with affection.

Adiil uibare^mea. I am thinking of you with
affection.

Janam disomid uih?.reda. Iremember my native
country with affection, or I am longing for
my native country.

Uihar uih9.rteli iluieda p^ura. I am drinking
liquor and thinking of the time when I may
not be able to get it.

Uihar uiharteye raKefkana. Sbe is weeping
owing to continued affectionate remem-
brance.

Ujar. To lay waste, to desolate, to

ruin, to devastate, deserted, deso-

late.

Ujar ato, A deserted village.

Kaskomko ujgirkeda. They ruined the (field

of) cotton.

Perako jom u]'arke€lea.

Casko jom ujarkettalea.
tated our crops.

Ujap din kana netar do.
the fields are bare.

Ujar kanta. A common prickly weed
of cultivation, Argemone mexi-
cana, Linn.

Ujhlau. To pour out.

Kandate uihl9.uaeme. Pour it on him from a
waterpot.

Dul nihl?,ukedako dalf. They poured out all

the water.
Noa bahako dul ujhlaualfkana. They are pour-

ing water on this flower.

Uiblg-u caba goi^kam.. Pour it all out.

Khacl^K reaK hero ujhlau go6kam. Pour out
the rice that is in the baaltet.

Horoko ujhlau giiji baraakata. They have
spilled rice here and there.

Uji. A substitute.

Ujiri doho otoakadea. I have left a substitute.

Uni ujireA kamikana, I am working as bis-

subatitute.

Visitors ate us bare.
They ate and devaa-

This ia the time when

84
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Ujil jhambil. ") To keep moving aitic-

UJil jhumbil. J les from one place to

another, to keep moving from one

place to another, two days or so

here and two days or so there.

Ujil jhjitnbil baraedae. He keeps raoTing (the

articles) from one place to another.

Ujoli. Cf. uc.

XJjra. Cf ujar.

Uju. ")True, accurate, honest,

Uju nju. j upright, straight forward.
IJiu uju rorpe. Speak trnthfuUy.
TJiu katha rorme. Tell a true story.

Uju hor kanae. He is an honest man, he is a
straight forward man.

Ujuk. To fall from a standing posi-

tion.

UjuKenae. He has fallen.

TJjulcadea. It fell on him.

Ujur. To petition, to make applica-

tion, to make an excuse
;
petition,

representation, excuse.
Ujur do bail ailjomoktama. Your excuse will

not be listened to.

IfiaK ujur bah arijomlentirta. My petition was
not heard, or was not granted.

Kaf lagit' in. ujurakafa. I have petitioned for
timber.

Ujur mujur. To petition, to make
application, to entreat, to beg,

petition, excuse.
4<3iyeujur mujurlaKa. He earnestly entreated.
Ujur mujurkedae. bah ailjomlentaea. He

petitioned earnestly, his petition was not
granted.

Ukat pakat. To disorder, to put into

confusion, disorderly, disarrang-

ed, higgledy piggledy.
Sanam kagoje uka^ paka^keda. He disarranged

all the papers.
Basup sanamko uk^t paka^keda. They dis-

ordered all the straw.

Ukbuk. "> Suffocating, to suffocate, to

Ukbukau. j stifle, to gasp for want
of breath.

Hoe bae hoeeda, ukbukge atkaroKkana. There
is no breeze, it feels stifling.

Ukbukau gooenae. He was suffocated to death.
Unamlenkhane ukbukaiulta. If one goes under

the water he is suffocated.

Ukhrau. To pluck up, to eradicate, to

be rooted up, to raise up, to stamp,
to be imprinted.

Kehet' sudhako ukhraukeda. They plucked it

up root and all.

Oda otre pailja ukhrauakana. The feet marks
are imprinted on the damp soil.

Deare parkom realf cinha ukhra.uakana. The
marks of the bed aro imprinted on his
back.

Ukhri. Cf ukhur.

Ukhu pukhu. Stifling, stuffy.

Ukhu pukhu aikauKkana, udgarte. It feels

stifling owing to the heat.

Ukhur. A large wooden mortar in

which rice and other grains are

husked, cleaned or made into

flour.

Ukhur dadi. A spring of water in

which a hollow log has been placed

to prevent the sides falling in.

Ukil. A pleader, an advocate.

Ukilatnama. Power of attorney.

Uktau. Cf aktau.
Jom lagiie uktauKkana. He is impatient to

eat. [continued sitting,

Durup durnpte aktauenae. He is wearied with

Ukta ukti. To be impatient.
Ukta ukti barae kanae calak lagiC. He is shew-

ing his impatience to go.

Ukti. Ability, means.
Ukti banuKtiiia. I have not got the means, I

cannot afford.

N^lis reaK ukti banuKtiiia. I have not got the
where withal to sue in court.

Ukti. To raise, to bring forward, to

bring to notice. Cf upusti.
Noa kathako uktietkana. They aro bringing

forward this matter.

Uku. C£ oko.

Ukuric. Where, applied to animates.
Ukurio okare menaetapea baba do ? Where is

your father ?

Okuriotako Isor do P Where is their God p

Ukurid. A small wild bulbous plant.

Ukur sukur. To be restless, unable to

remain still, applied mainly to
restlessness induced by cold.

Rabante ukur sukurolfgeako. They become
restless owing to cold.

Ukus pukus. To breathe and give
signs of life by moving.

Ukus pukusoK kanae. He is breathing and
moving.

Ukut bukiiti.l Burning to tell, to know,
Ukut buyuij to see, &c., unable to

keep a secret.
Ukut bukut' bae jiwi dareada, lai goCkedae.

He could not keep it secret, he blabbed it

out.

Ul. TThe Mango tree, Mangi-
Ul dare. J fera indica.
Ul bele. A ripe mango fruit, unripe mangoes

when boiled.
Ul jail. The stone of a mango.
Ul *msi. Unripe mangoes out into pieces and

dried in the sun. Cf . 9.msi.
Ul koyo. The kernel of a mango stone.
Ul k»rtji. A drink made from unripe mangoes.
Ul ra.=;e. A felish made from unripe mangoes.
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Ul banda. The name given to several

kinds of parasitic plants found on

mango trees.

Ula. To eject from the mouth, to spit

out, to vomit.
Bail sebelkedete ul* gi(Jikedae. He spat it out

as the taste was not good.

Ula. Metal bush fixed into the nave
of a wheel on which the axle rests.

Ulag. Lonely, deserted, desolate,

deteriorated.
XJl»gge bujhjuKkana, oele hor ho bah. It feels

desolate, there is no person about.
Algate tabeente ran do ul^gena. Through

being exposed the medicine has become
deteriorated, or lost its peculiar property.

Ular. To persuade, to induce, to incite,

to instigate, to allure.
Okoe cohko ular idiabadea. Some one has

allured him away.
Ular. To tilt up as a oart loaded too

heavily behind.
Ga(jli ul^reua. The oart has tilted up.

Ulat palat. "1 Upside down, topsy turvy,

Ulat pulat. J to disorder, to turn

upside down, to confuse.
Sanam kathako ula( palatkedako. They turn-

ed the matter inside out, examined it in all

its bearings.

Ulbul. ") Deceit, misrepresentation,

Ulbulia. J guile, imposition, wile,

disorderly, wayward.
OboeaK ulbuliateye oalaoena? Through whose

imposition has he gone ?

Onko saote ulbuliae calaoena. He has been
inveigled into going with them.

Uldha. A plant which grows in tanks

the root of which is eaten.

Ule sarjom. The name of a tree

mentioned in Santal traditions.

Ule si 6. A poetical name for the

Mango tree.

Ule siii, tale sili rohoe alaii m^iri,

GujuKre, guroKre autum tahena.

My dear, we will plant the Mango and Palmyra
palm.

When we are dead and gone our name will

remain.

Uli daL Saliva.
Uli daR sarsao godoKa. Saliva flows.

TJli daK joroKkantaea. Saliva is dropping (from
his mouth.)

TJli daK bah todoKkantaea. He has no flow of

saliva.

Ulkhania. ") Short-tempered, wanting

Alkhania. / in perseverance, wanting

in self-control, impatient.
TJlkhania hor kanae. He is a short tempered

man.

Ulkhu pulkhu. Stifling, stuffy, oppres-

sive, suffocating.
Ulkhu pulkhu afkaroKkana hoe bah bololfkan-

te . It feels stuffy owing to the air not en-
tering.

Ulmal. From all directions, to be per-

plexed, to be troubled, to be dis-

tracted.
Hulre horko ulmjlena. At the rebellion the

people were in a state of confusion.
Ulmale hoeeda. It is blowing from all direc-

tions.

Ulpha. Unemployed, rent free, unen-
cumbered.

Ulpha geye jojom kana. He enjoys it rent free.
Ulpha dm. Time when there is no work to be

done.
Ulphg.e dara baraekana, k^mi b^nuHtaea. He is

going about unemployed, he has no work.
Man do ulphagea. Man (q. v.) land is rent

free.

Ulta. Reverse, opposite, the opposite
of what is right and proper,
contrary.

Ult^teye ate£e£kana. He is spreading the bed
clothes the wrong way.

Ult^teye giticakana. He is lying contrary, his
head where his feet should be.

Ultageye roreda. He is speaking contrarily.
Ultgi seoe giticakana. He is lying the reverse

way.

Ulta ulti. To turn from side to side,

to roll over on one side and then
on to the other.

Lao hasoedekante ul(a ulfi baraekauae. He ia
rolling from one side to the other owing to
a pain in the stomach.

Ulta pal ta. ") In disorder, in confusion,

Ulta pulta. J topsy turvy, upside
down, disorderly, confusedly.

Ulfa pnltako dohoakaja. They have put the
things down in disorder.

Ultau. To reverse, to turn upside
down, the opposite of what is right
and proper, reversed, upside down,
contrary, different.

Ultaute. Upside down.
Ultauteko dohoakafa. They have placed them

upside down.
Kandae ulfaukeda. He overturned or upset

the water pot.
Alahge bah ult^ulctaea. He cannot speak, he

is dumb.

Ultau paltao. To turn upside down,
topsy turvy.

Sanamko ultau paltaokeda. They topsy turvied
everything.

Ulti. ") Inaccurately, the reverse
Ulti ulti. J of what is known to be

right and proper.
Ulti, ultigeye rojef!kana. He is speaking

inaccurately.
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Ulti pulti. In disorder, in confusion,

topsy turvy.upside down, disorder-

ly, confusedly, backwards and
forwards, first one way and then
another.

Ulti pulfiye hoeeda,, onte note khon. The wind
blows shiftiugly, from this side and that.

Ulti ghanta. The afternoon.

Ultii pultu. C£ ulta palta.
Ulta pultukedako. They confused it.

Ulun.- Naked.
Um. To immerse, to bathe, baptize.
Um hor. A baptized person, a Christian.
Umolie senakana. He has gone to bathe.
Holako umkedea. The bathed him yesterday.

Umadha. ") The thong which binds
Umadha jote. J the yoke to the plough

beam.
Umadhae lagaokeda. He contradicted him.

Um amid. Ceremonial washing or

cleansing, ceremonial purification.
Um 9;milienae se ba.h ? He, um amilienae. Has

she been purified or not p Tes, she has been
purified. (A polite way of asking if a
woman has been confined.)

Um andha. C£ umadha.
Umar."j

Uiner. [-Age.

Umor.J
Niai uniar kanae. He is of this age.
Unialc umar tinak hoeena? What is his age?

how many years old is he?

Umar. To fill as full as it will hold,

as a measure heaped full of grain,
to give liberally.

Mae ph^rialfma, ph9,rialenkhanifi pereame
unjarmean. May he recover, if he recovers
I will give you as much as you can take,
(a prayer for a sick person.)

Ulnar khaclaS. A basket used as a

grain measure being as much as it

will hold filled up.

Umar samar. 'l itx-, , , , ,

Umarsumar.r:,^'!
might and mam,

Umar tamar.j
determinedly.

Noko do umair sumarko kgimikana. These are
working with might and main.

Um arec. Pouring, ;is if one were
pouring water on himself for a

bath.
Um areoe daKeda. It poured a tleluge.
Um ar..6 balbal dak joroKkantaea. He is

bathed in perspiration.
Um aree balbal daKte lohot'euae. It is wot with

pouring perspiration.

Um; ria. Age, aged.
Mi{ umaria kanakin. They are aged alike,

they are oi' the same age.

Umas. Inabstinent, libidinous, incon-

tinent, lustful, under the sway
of the animal appetite.

Jom umasenae. He has been well feJ and has
become libidinous.

Umbrau. To become rich, to become
fat or sleek, to be, under the sway
of the animal appetite.

Jom umbr9.u. To be well fed and sensual, or
dissipated or libidinous.

Jom umbrg-uakanae. He is well fed and
has become sensual.

Khub umbrau hor kanae. He is a very rich
man.

Netare umbrauakana. Now he is fat, or in

good condition physically.

Umra M. ") Dissolute, inabstinent, li-

Umri F. J bidinous, sensual, incon-

tinent, miable to control the ani-

mal passions.

Umra umriko calaoena. The libidinous men
and women have gone.

Umdhi. To be drowsy, to be very
sleepy,

^ Adi nmdbiakanae. He is very drowsy.
* Pe nialiae heugetkeda, ona uradhite losot lekae

japilikeda. He was awake three nights,
owing to that drowsiness he slept like a
log.

Umdhum. With all haste, full drive,

full tilt, hurry scurry, full swing.
Umdhumko kamikana. They are working

with all haste.

Adi umdhumko eneckana. They are dancing
full swing.

Umer. Age. Cf umar.
Gidra umerre. In childhood.
Nia umorroge dher ifi nelakat'a. I have seen

much in this my day.

Kora umere Jlelokkana. He appears to be a
youth.

Umjhaii. To drive or chase fish about
in a pool to tire them so that
they may the more easily be
caught.

Hakoko umjhauakatkoa. They have chased
fish a,nd cauolit them.

Horko uraib^aKa Sohrae Sakrat jokheo. At
the time of the feohrae (q. v.) and' Sakrat
(q. V. ) festivals people get no rest (going
fi-oni one village to another in the hope of
getting liquor.)

Umiha umjhi. With rejoicing, m
high spirits, jubilfint.

Umkau. To be actuated, by animal
appetites, to become voluptuous.
Cf. umuk.
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Umta M. "1 Actuated by animal ap-

Umti F. J petites, voluptuous, las-

civious, dissipated.

Umta umtiko calaKkana /iertellagiii. The men
and women actuated by sensual appetites
are going to the fair.

Umtaii. To be excited, to be intoxi-

cated, to give rein to ihe animal
appetites, to become voluptuous.

Jem umtauenae. He is well fed and has become
carnal.

Hindi pauv* riuite horko umtauKa. By drink-
ing beer and spirits men become sensual.

Sohraereko liu umt^uKa h»n(;lite. At the
Sohrae (q. v.) men drink and succumb to
their animal appetites.

Umuk. To be actuated by the animal
appetites, to become voluptuous.

Jom umukenae. He has become dissipated, or
voluptuous, through being well fed.

Jom umuk igite nonkaenae. He has become
like this owing to bis being well fed and
having become animalish.

Umuk. Authority, delegated authori-

ty-

Guti do kiear real< umukteye kg.mikana. The
servant is acting under the authority of the
master.

Umuk. A certain (person.)
Umuk hore laiadilSa. He told me of a certain

man.
Umuk umuk g-di utare laiket'koa. He blamed

many, this one and that one and the other.

Umul. Shade, shadow, shelter, reflec-

tion.

Dare umulre. Under, or in the shade of the
tree.

Arsire umultef lieloKa. The reflection, or
image appears in the mirror.

Am umulre menal^a. I am in your shadow, I am
dependent on you, I trust in you.

Umulanpe, manewa, umulanpe. Take shelter,

men, fake shelter.

Umur. Age. Cf. umar.

Umur tumar. Cf. umar tamar.

U6. To twist, as strands into a thread,

rope, &o, to curl up or contract, as

a leaf in drought.
Baberko urta. They twist twine.

Horo setoijte n4ena. The leaves of the dhan
have curled with the heat.

TT
' ? Then, at that time.

Uiire. J
Unre bad tahekaua onije do. I was not there

then.

Unjokha.^ iThat time, then.
Un jokhec. j
Un jokhae daKef tahekaua. It was raining at

that time.

Un utar. Then only, not till then.
Un ut?ir iA bafjaokeda. Not till then did I

know.

Un dhabiaKy .-n .u i.-n ^i ,.

Un dharic. ^P *'
'

'i'^"'
"P ^'^^ ^^^^'

Un habic. j
"P *^" ^h^'''^-

Un tirit. 1 . i ^i .

Un titit I

'^'^ch as that, so much.

Un titritie emaiilea. He gave us as much as that.

Un marati. As big as that, so big.
Kul un rnarane tahekaua. The tiger was as

big as that.

Un anec. Not till then, only then.
Un anedko laiadiia. Only then did they in-

form me.

Un khon. Since then.
Un khon nonde menaila. I am here since then.

Unalc. as much as that, so much.
Unjlf marahae. He is as big as that, or he is

so big.

Unak bo bae ematHea. He did not even give
us so much as that.

UnaK usulgea. It is as high as that.
Un9.lfcna. It is as much as that.
Cekate rn?iKona nitolt do? How is it as much

as til '^t now ?

Unan. ~| To spread as a report, rumour,
Unani. J &c. to becomu known, to be-

come public.
Katha do unaniena. The matter has become

widely known. [come public.
Unaniakana ona katha. That matter has be-
Saiikha rapud renlf unaniena. The report of

the breaking of the sunkhas has spread.

Unau. To over cloud, to be black and
threatening as the sky with clouds.

Dalf e ur^uakafa. The sky is black and threaten-
ing rain.

Undkup, 1 m • r i. 1

Unknp. /^° ^"^®''' *° J"*^g®' ^'^ ^'^'"-^^-

Oude dhorage jel menaea mente uukupkafe
sarlvo araKkeda. Inferring that the deer
wa.s certainly there they let fly their arrows.

Uni. He, she, that.
Uni hor doe hataokeda. That man took it.

Unis. Nineteen.
Unis bisgeakin. They r.re nineteen and twenty,

not far apart, mui?h the same, differing
little, nothing to pick and choose from.

Unjha unjhi. With njoicing, in high
spirits. Cf. umjha umihi.

Urijha uiijhilso calaKkana ilenp!. They are
going in high spirits to see (the fair.)

Unka. A little over and above the
exact weight, given to t,he purcha-
ser ; into the biirgain, extra, appli-

ed also to a younger sister's be-

coming co-wife to an elder one.
Unk^ko t'Djadea. They gave her to him over

and above what he paid for, she was thrown
into the bargain.
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Unkup. To infer, to judge, to ween.

Cf, undkup.

Unt. A camel.

Unu unu. "l Of many kinds, various, of

Unu anu. J different degrees.
Unu unu hor menalJkoa. There are many kinds

of men.
Unu unu katta artjomoKkana disomre. Many

kinds of stories are being heard in the

country.

Unum. To submerge, to go under, to

sink in water, a man's height from

the feet to the crown of the head.
Unum Bumuhko laakat'a. They have dug the

full depth, or height of a man i. e. standing
in the pit his head would not appear above
the ground.

Unum gooenae. He was submerged and died, he
was drowned.

Unnm enecbanako. They are diving in playing
in the water.

Einte unumakanae. He is drowned in debt.

Jom unum. To receive and give nothing in re-

tarn.
Eyae ^akako jom unuma. They receive seven

rupees and make no return presents.

faba doe jom unumkettiiia. He did not repay
me any of the money.

Unum sumun. The full height of a

man, as deep as the height of a

man.
Unum sumnh daU menaKa. There is water to

the depth of the height of a man.

Unum sunum. Cf unum sumun.

Up. Hair.
Bhidi up. Wool.
Bbidi up realf. Woollen, made of wool.

Piti up. Curly hair.

Upe araUakata. She has let down her hair.

Tope up. Short hair, hair cut short.

Up. To pour out or forcibly eject from

a basket, &c., «fec., to tip out.

Popka khon dalfko up gofkaKkana. They are
pouring out the water from the dopka (q. v.)

KhaclaU khon hasako up gidiefkana. They are

throwing down earth from baskets.

Up mu6. A black ant which exudes a

hair like thread from the anus,

hence the name.

Upai. To make effort, to endeavour, to

bestir oneself to essay, to strive.

Up^i do banuKtiiia. I have no resource.

Nes do bart ae up^ilaKa. 1 did not raise good
crops this year.

De upaialeme. Do something for ue.

Paesa reaK upaifi lagaoakafa. I am endeavour-
ing to raise money.

Upal baha. The Lotus, Nymphaea
Lotus, Willd.

Pond upal baha. The white Lotus.
AraK upal baha. The pink Lotus.

Upanjhapan. To change from place

to place, vicis.sitiide, hardship, ups
and downs, annoyance.

Up?.n jhapankediiako. They annoyed me.

Upar. To save from the necessity of

borrowing ready cash.

Taka bah tahekantidte nuigeye uparkediiia.
As I had no money this (man) saved me
from the necessity of borrowing money.

Turi hoyoKkanteii upar idiKkana. As I get
crops of mustard seed I am saved from the
necessity of borrowing money, I am getting
rich.

Nes uparoKa. There will be a full return this
year, and no necessity to borrow.

Upar. On, above, upon.
Nui do rin upar rin henalCtaea, enhoe ririnkana.

This (man) has debt on debt, still he
contracts more.

Sud upar sude hisabadi£a. When he made
up my account he charged me interest on
interest

Uparti}^^^^"'*''^'*''-
Iji uparreye lalisaka^a. He has laid a complaint

against me.
Id uparreye edreena. He is angry with me.

Upardom. Long heavy breathing, to

pant, short of breath.
Upardom geye sahefieda. He is panting.
Dal dalteko upardomkedea. They beat him

till he was short of breath.

Upar khapar. To destroy, to puU
down, to ruin, to dilapidate, to

dismantle.
OraKko Upar khaparaka£ako. They have dis-

mantled the house.

Upas. To fast.

Teheii doe up^sakafa. He is fasting to-day.
Pe maha kbonle up^sakata. We have fasted,

have been without food, for three days.

Upasa tirasa. Hunger and thirst,

hungry and thirsty.
Upasa tirasako kamikana. They are working in

hunger and thirst.

Upcau. Cf upjau.

Upel. To arise, to come into exist-

ence, to appear, as an apparition
or a ghostly visitant.

Mii gotee upelide lielakadea. He has seen an
apparition.

Non(Je bohgae npelakana. A boiiga (q. v.) has
arisen here.

On4e gosaeye upelakana. A gosae has arisen
there.

Upel baha. ") The Lotus, Nymphaea
Upal baha. J Lotus, Willd.
Pond upel baha. The white Lotus.
AraK upel baha. The pink Lotus.
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Uper khaper. To squander, to waste,

to misuse, to carry away, as by

wind ; to damage, to injure.

Hauiji dnite jotoko nper khapera. They
squander all in drink.

Upgar. To help, to assist, help, assis-

tance.
Ntiige upgJrkedilSae. This (person) helped me.

Uphad. Disaster, distress, calamity,

iudgment.
U^i uphad oalaKkana, hoyko gujuKkana. There

is a great calamity in progress, the people
are dying.

Eli ar uni ofaKren oetanre uphgidiA kola. I

will send a calamity upon Eli and his house.

Uph^dko janamkeda. They created a dis-

turbance.
Ale then adi uphad calaKkana, ili do ohoA gan-

lena. We are involved in great distress,

it will not be convenient for me (to go.)

Uphadia. Traitorous, disturbing the

peace.

Uphan. To shine, as the sun after

dispersion of clouds.

NitoK do uphan lioKakana. Now there is a

little sun shine.

Uphan. Opportunity, respite.

NahaR do *di hor oka hiloK katiiJ talaii uphaii-

ko liamiere enhilolfge ona jokheiiko umofta

In the present day many people when they

get a little respite on that day and at that

time they bathe.

Uphand. ) The arrangement of twine

Uphar J at the foot of a bed by

means of which the netting is

tij^htened.

Uphand topaK faka. A rupee which the head-

man of a Santal village receives on a

marriage taking place in his village.

Uphar. Disaster, calamity, rumour.
Disom khon uphar heolenre, bahma, more_-

ko Turuiko us^iakana, unrehoko maU
rnSreKa.

Uphlau. To rise to the surface and

float.

Uphla uphli. To rise to the surface

and float.

DaK saname uphl» uphlikeda. The water rais-

ed it all to the surface and carried it away.

Uphra uphri."! Struggling, striving, one

Upra upii. J
above an other, one

close on the heels of another.

TJphr* uphriko boloKkana. They are struggling

to get in.

Uphra uphriko gooena. They died one after

the other, in close succession.

Uphra uphriko jom lagidoKkana. They are

striving as to who will eat first.

Eel g»4ire uphr* uphriko dejoKa. They strug-

gle to get into the railway carriages.

Upi. 1 Applied to ants which at

Upi kalgat.j a certain stage of their

existence assume wings.
Upi kalgafi lekae o(jokena. He has gone never

to return, like the winged white ants who
when they leave their holes never return.

Upi leka horko jarwaakana. The people are
assmbled like winged ants, i. e. in large
numbers.

UpiSs. Dandruff, scurf which forms on

the head and comes off in small

flakes.

jyP-! V Crops, produce of the soil.

Upja bail hoelena nes. This year the crops
were not good.

Bale upjau ocolaRa nes do. This year we did
not raise good crops.

jT^. [-Crops, produce of the soil.

Upkar. To help, to assist, assistance,

help.
Uniye upk^rkedida. He assisted me, helped

me in my difficulty.

Uplau. To rise to the surface of

water.
Eohoe hoyo nplaukedae daKte. The dhan

which was planted was raised to the surface
by water.

Unum goo here uplauena. The person who
was drowned has risen to the surface, the
body of the man who was drowned has
floated.

Upor. Above, superior.
Cela do guru upor doe bah kana. The disciple

is not greater than his teacher.
Uporre. At that juncture, at that particular

time.

Ona uporre idge^ senena. I went just at that
time.

Uposti. Cf upusti.

UpraL f^" ^^ offended, to bo
Rag upralc. ) angry.
Alom rag upragolfa, ale gele bjriokeda. Do

not be offended, we made the mistake.

Uprand. Over and above, besides that,

in addition to that, at thiit junct-

ure, just then.
Onae hataoketti/ia, ar ona uprandre dal hoe

dalkediila. He took that from me, and in

addition to that he beat me.
Ona uprandre unigeye hecena. Just at that

time he came.

Upra pari. One above another, strugg-

ling, striving.

Upra pafiko boloKkana. They are struggling
to enter, they have to struggle to get in.

Upr» pari rel gacjireko dejoRkana. They are
struggling to get into the railway carriage.

Upra upri. Struggling.
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Upria. Strange, unknown, recent.
Upria hor. A stranger.
Ale upria hor ce61e rofap am mare hor rorme.

What can we recent comers say P you are
au old resident, you speak.

Uptan. To spring up, to take place,

to come into being.
Botor ar as ho banarge uptanol^kana. Fear

and hope these both are springing up.

Upiisat;. Reciprocril form of usat (q. v.)

Upusti. To bring forward, to raise,

to start.

Okoe noa kathae upustikeda? Who raised this

matter ?

Upul To have patience, to forbear'

to tolerate, to bear, to be satisfied-

make impression
TTni do bae upuClena. He could not have pa-

tience.

Uni do onate bae uput'lente din hilol^ ge ondeye
acur baraea. Being dissatisfied with that
she every day walked about there.

MiC ghari ho bae uput' dareada. He could not
tolerate for even a little while.

Nui gidra mil: ghari ho bae uputa. This child
does not exercise patience for a little.

Upiithau. Reciprocal form of uthau
(q.v.)

Uputkaa. Reciprocal form of utkau
(q'.v.)

Ur. To cast the skin, to slough, to re-

move the skin or outer covering, to

pick the grains of Indian corn

from the cob.
Biriko uroKa. Snakes cast their skin.

Jondra urme. Separate the grains of Indian
corn from the cob.

Ural. To persuade, to induce, to incite,

to instigate; allure.

Uni doko uralkedea. They allured him away.

Ui'ale patale. ) Attracted by the sight

Ural patal. J of others, caught the

infection.
Hako goe urale pataleko calaoena. They went

to catch fish being attracted by seeing
others going.

Ur^le patalele hecena, nolfoe bale liamlefikoa.

We followed them and see we did not find

them.

Uralia. One who incites, indaees,

allures. Cf. ural.

Uralia kanae. He is one who allures others.

Uran. To destroy, to lay waste, to

desolate, to devastate, to ruin.

Pohoko jom urankedako. The locusts devas-
tated it.

Urao. The Oraons, an aboriginal tribe

of Chutia Nagpur.

UrbhuQ. 1 Stupid, foolish, ignorant,

Urbhutiga. V brainless, beef-witted,

Urbhutigaha.j incapable, imbecile.
Uni raj do nrbhutigageye tabekana. That

king was foolish.

Urbudaha. Senseless, puerile, simple,

ignorant.

Urgan. Likeness, resemblance, image.
Apat urgane aguakafa. He has reproduced

his father, he is a reproduction, of his

father,

Isor do adaR urganan do manwae Birjaukedea.
God created man bearing his own likeness.

Urgum. Warm.
Urgum oraK kana. It is a warm house.
Bae goeakana, urgumgeae. He is not dead,

he is warm.

Urhu burhu. Over head and ears,

many times round.
Itabah dinre urhu burhuko oyo potomoKa. In

the cold weather they wrap themselves up
over head and ears.

Urhu burhue bedhaoaka^a. He has wrapped
it many times round.

tt'y'' [The people of Orissa, Uriyas.

Uriau. To clean out and whitewash a

house, to lay thatch on without
tying it down, to chastise.

OraU gee guriokateko uriau odoka. They plais-

ter a house with cowdung and clean it out.
Uri^umeako nahak. They will chastise you

presently.

Uriau. To have presence of mind, to

occur to one on the spur of the

moment, to feel an impulse to, to

suggest itself to.

Ce6 ho bah uriaulentiria. I lost all presence
of mind, nothing suggested itself to me.

Uric. Tight, firm, steadfast.
Toluricakatae. He has tied it tightly.
Behgei; urioakaf tahekanae. He was gazing

steadfastly.
Mone urickedae. He determined, he made up

his mind.
Sap urijokme. Hold tightly, hold fast.

Urio utarkedako. They proved it to the hilt.

Uricena. It is tight.

Bah urijokkana. It is not tightening.

Uric. A bullock.
Urio arar. Plough cattle.

Adar nrid. A bull kept for breeding purposes.
Damkom urio. A young bullock which has

not got its full complement of teeth

.

Uric. IA small bird, studied much
Uric cerg.J as an omen.
Etom uric, koile ere, sarkei! sagunet'te, sik-

rig.lc makriakbo joraokeCa. Having taken
an omen from the Uric bird on the right
and the Ere (q. v.) bird on the left we con-
tracted nip-rriages.
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Uri6 hon. A species of large rat.

Uric alan. ") A small plant used

u.}-Urid alan arr.li. J as a pot-herb, Por-
tulacca oleracia, Linn.

Urid alan. ") A small wild plant,

Nauha urid alan. J PortuLacca quad-
ri folia, Linn.

Urid utio. A method of hiring bul-

locks for cultivation.
One member of a family givea his serTiees in

exchange for the loan of a pair of bullocks
to do the coltiration of the family.

Uri horo. Wild rice, Oryza sativa Linn-
Vrii. Cf arit.

Urlau. To separate by brushing with
the hand as straw, &c mixed with
dhan. &c.

Bnsupko arlau gii^ia. They separate and throw
aside the straw.

Urla urli. Brushing or separating with
the hand. Cf. urlaii.

Urla urlikate capaC gi4i got'kedae.

Urmal. Smtill hollow spheres of bell

metal having little iron pellets

inside, worn attached to a leather

belt round the IdIus, and producing

a tinkling sound when the wearer
moves. They are worn when
dancing.

Urni bir. Piimeval forest, a large

thick jungle.

Ursi6 barsid. A day or two, a short

period, a few days.
trrsid barsirt do tahe hatar ocoae. Let it re-

main for a few days.

Urn. A beetle.

Kat urn. Beetles bred in timber.
Gurio uru. Beetles bred in dung.

Uru ghao. Scnldhead, eczema.

Uru eofifa. A kind of abscess of the

scalp.

Urud putuc. Fierce, scorching, applied

to the heat of the sun.
Urud pufud setonkana. It is scorchingly hot.

Urud supuc. Greedily, applied to

eating or drinking after one has

been satisfied.

Urno supnde liaieda. He is drinking although
he has had enough.

Uru kundel. To tumble or roll about

on the ground like a beetle's

dungball.
Uru kuncjele ralfkeda. He is rolling on the

ground and crying.

Urum surum. "With a will, energetic-

ally, at high pressure, hard.
Urum snrumko k»mikana. They are working

at high pressure.

Urum bhusum. ") -p. ^ j-
^

Uriinbhusun. J
^' ^'

Katid gidra uruii bhusuii dhuyireko eneda.
Little children dirty themselves playing
in the dust.

Uruii bhuFiunakanail, bali umlenkhan thik bah
^ikauKa. lamdunty, if I do not bathe I

shall not feel confortable.

Urud urn6. "jTo be displeased, to be

Urun parud. > dissatisfied, to look

Urun purnd. J vexed, to sulk, to

be in the dumps, to murmur.
Nutren horaU r9.sk9. Aelte alom uruli nrnrtoKa.

Do not murmur at seeing the pleasure of

the people of darkness.
Uruli pnruli baraekanae. She is going about

sulking.

Urun bhusun. Cf. urum bhusum.

Uru surn. Out of sorts, indisposed

owing to a catarrh.
Urn suruemandaUkana. He is out of sorts

owing to ft cold.

Urut. To cause to spin round by
pulling a strinsf first one end and
then t.he other, to rub on a stone,

as when sharpening a knife, axe,

&c. &c.
Apariye urui; coeloaka€a He has ground the

arrow to a sharp point.

Kuindi hoyoe \9.gii jhinuke uru£ bhug*)faka€a.
He has ground a hole in the shpU with
which to pare the skin off the kuin(Ji (q. v.)

fruit.

K?.pirt uvui laseraka^a. I hare ground the
battle axe sharp, I have sharpened the
battle axe by grinding.

Uru6 dhiri. A stone on which implements are

sharpened by rubbing.

Urut uru6. To be impatient, to long

for, to crave for.

Jom lagif uru{ ufufokkanae. He is impatient
to get food.

Usara. Quickly, without delay, expedi-

tiously, to hasten, to make haste,

to expedite.
Bail usaraKkana kgimi do. The work is not

proceeding expeditiously.

Us9.r»te daka hodme. Make haste in cooking

the rice.

Usarau. Cf usrau.

Usas. To help, to assist, to minister,

to give or get respite or relief.

Nui hor a^i us^aakawadifiae. This man has
greatly helped me.

Us^sili damkeda. I got respite, or relief.
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Usali. To sulk, to be in the dumps or

doldrums.
Bahui U8g.fentalea. Our bride is in the dumps.

Usat. To be exhausted, as soil ; insi-

pid, as food ; faded, as a flower, to

lose strength.
Barge usgitentina. The soil of my garden is

exhaasted. [sipid.

Goc hero reaK daka us^tgea. Eice which has
died before ripening when cooked is in-

Ua?itena noa ul dare do. This mango tree is

past bearing fruit.

Eon usa^ena. The colour has faded.

Usid. To vaunt, to boast, to talk big.
Usid baraedae. He is Taunting

Usic. To puff or hiss, as a snake when
angry, refers mainly to the cobra.

Bille usicadea. The snake puSed on him.
Santals believe that if a snake puffs its breath

on a person it communicates its poison to
him, and death is almost as certain as if it

had bitten him.

Uskau. To raise up, to move, to rise.

4.41 hamala noa kat do, bali uskau darealckana
This log is very heavy I cannot raise it.

Durup khon bae uskau]{kana. He is not rising
from his seat. [a settled matter,

Caba kathako uskaukeda. Th«y raised again

Usku pusku. To move about, to make
a movement towards getting up
from a sitting position.

Beret' l9.git usku puskuR kauae, bae bere£ dare-
aK kana. He is making a movement to get
up, he cannot stand up.

Gitie khone usku puakuena. He awoke and
made as if to get up.

Usknr. To rouse, incite, excite, stir

up, to energise, to stimulate.
Seiigel uskuraKme. Stir up the fire.

Okoe coko uskur boloalckana. Some one is

supplying the stimulus to this,

Uslat, "1 Acknowledgment of pay-

Uslati. j ment, to give credit to in an
account, a receipt, from usul to

repay.
Ein reaK uslaiti bae emadifia. He did not give

me an acknowledgment of payment of my
debt.

Usna, Rice which has been boiled

before being husked, having inno-

ciilation or vaccination marks on
the person.

Usna caole. Rice which hag been boiled pre-

paratory to husking, [ation marks.
Nui hor do usnageae. This man has vacoin-

Usrau, To hasten, to succeed, success-

ful, effective, ready, active. Cf
usava.

Jaha tiugiKgem usrau dareaKa, unaK hakopakoe-
talahme. Make all the haste you can.

Dadal bad usraulaKa. I was not ready to

strike, it did not occur to me to strike.

Roror b?n usraulaKa. I was not ready to speak,

it did not occur to me to apeak,

Ustaha. Exhausted, insipid, faded. Cf
usat.

Usti. A piece or pieces of bone of a

cremated corpse rescued from the

ashes of the funeral pyre. Cf jaa

baha.

Usti piisti.\Many generations, generat-

Usti pusti.J ion after generation.
Usti pusti reaU kantalea. It has been ours for

many generations.

Usui pusul. Cf uskupusku.

Usui. High, lofty, tall.

Adi usul dareakana. It has grown very high.

UnaK do alom usula. Do not raise it so much,
do not make it so high.

Usui hor, A tall man,
Usulena, It is too high,

Usui. To pay up, to repay, to give

credit in an account for money
paid.

Taka usulalime. Credit the money to me.
Taka *uri usuloK habio kamime. Work till the

money is paid up.
Tamasuk reak deare usul takako oladea. They

entered the money he paid on the back of
the document.

Uswau. To suffer a relapse, to reap-

pear, as a disease, to return, as

an illness ; be retarded as recovery

from an illness.

Cet bataraltcoejomkeda, onate uswauena karon
do. He ate something which did not agree
with him, therefore the disease has reap-
peared,

XJi. To swallow.
BiJle utkedea. The snake swallowed it (frog,)

Ut cabakedae. He swallowed it all,

U€ bienae, ar nitoK doe rororkana. He has
swallowed his fill, and now he is finding

^ fault (used in scolding,)

p-\ [-A camel, a dromedary.

Uta, To root, as swine ; to turn up or

lift up with the snout or head.
Celem hataoea, sakam oKrecic se ot ulftaio ?

Which will you take, a tearer of leaves {a
goat) or a rooter of the earth (a pi;,^) ?

(asked of a spirit to find out what sacrifice
will be acceptable.)

Pahra bhite utakeda The bullock raised up
the wall with his head,

Pahra utakedinae. The bullock hit me with
his head (in raising it up,)

Utahuli. With an interval of a day
or two, one after another, before

and after. Cf ota hole.
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^The north.
Utar.

Uttar
^

Utar nakha. The north.
Utir mohncja. The north, northward.

mil lit } "^^^ "°'^*^' northwards.

Ut?r sene mohn^aakana. He is going towards
the north, or he is facing the north.

Utar. Answer, reply.
Utgir emoK. To give an answer, to reply.
I)oa katha reaK ut9r emoUme. Give a reply to

this matter.

Utar. Added to other words is in-

tensive implying highest in degree,

perfection, completion, or absol-

uteness ; very.

Sari ut»rge. It is perfectly true.
Sen ut^renae. He has left for good.
Heo utarenako. They have come to stay.

A<li utar. Very many.
Teheli utariti badaekeda. Only to-day did I

know, not b fore to-day did I know.
Un utariA badaekeda. Then only did I know.
llaraii utargeae. He is very big.

Maran utaraE. A very big one, or the biggest
one.

Maraii utsirio. A very big one, or the biggest
one (animate.)

BanuK utarena. There is absolutely none.
Caba ut^rentiria taka do. My money is comple-

tely exhausted.
Tayom utjrre uni menaea. He is at the very

end (of a line,) he is the very last.

Pea nt^rako. They are full three, there are
full three of them.

Aema utar. An exceedingly large number.
Aema ut^r borko god ocoena. An exceedingly

large number of people were killed.

Sojhe utargea. It is perfectly straight.

Goc utsrenae. He is dead out right.

Kara ut9.renae. He is stone blind, he is per-

fectly blind.

Tayom utarre uni hoe gocena. He died last of

all, at last he also died.

Tayom ut?.rteye l^iadi£a. At the very last he
informed me.

Utei!. To obtain a living,

Phalna m^il jhi jaiiga latarre asnloK utedolfa
mente. To obtain a living under the wing
of a certain Martjhi. (q. v.)

Uthahuli. Cf. utahuli.

Uthai pathae. "With all one's possessions,

for good.
Uthai pathaeko calaoena. They have left for

good.
Uth?ii pathaeko heoena. They have come

bringing all they possessed with them,

they have come to stay.

XJthau. To raise, to abolish, to collect,

as money ; to break up camp, to

leave a place where one has been

resting or staying temporarily.

Onde khonko uthanena. They have left that
' place (where they had been camping or

resting.)

Ona dastnr do nfih^uen^. That onatom has
been abolished.

4di takako uthjukeda. They raised or collect-

ed much money.
Taka uKthau tege menaKkoa. They are engag-

ed in collecting money, they are still

collecting money.

Uthau. The third ploughing given to

a field.

Uthi baisi. To break up, as a pancha-
yat.

Uthi b^isienale. We have risen from the pan-
chayat, we have broken up the panohayat.

Uthulak. A temporary fireplace made
of three stones or clods of earth,

&c.

Uthul uthul. Throbbing in the head
when in pain.

Uthum. \Owing to, in consequence
Uthumte. / of
Ghao uthumte rualfkanae. In consequence

of the wound he has fever.

KhoK manda uthumte bohoK hasoedekana. He
has headache owing to a cold.

Uthuthu. Cf iitntu.

Uti. .Joint, node, knot in timber.
Ma^ uti. The node of a bamboo.
Kgtui> uti. A finger joint.

Uti uti hasoedilikana. My joints ore paining
me.

Utid. To horn, to hit with the horns

by lifting up the head, to toss, as

a bull with its horns.

Daiirae utiiimea. The bullock will hit you
with its horns (if it raises its head.)

Uti6. To barter, to give in exchange.
Pahrail utilikedea. I exchanged the bullock.
Barea dahra kadateJl utiilket'kiua. I gave two

bullocks in exchange for a buifaloe.

L^hite buluiiin utiu agukeda. I bartered lac
for salt.

Utid sunum. Mustard oil.

Util!. An ascetic, a jogi gosSe (q v.)

Utit' lekae odok calaoena. He forsook all and
went away like an ascetic.

Utjog. To take in hand, get together

what is needed, to sec one's mind
to, to seek, to endeavour.

Dakae lagiB utjog lagaome. Take in hand the
cooking of the food.

Gockin lagiisko utjoga. They seek to kill them.

Utka patka. To turn up, to topsy

turvy, to rake up old mutters.

Utk?. patkae ruhefikediiia. He scolded me
raking up old matters.

Hasa utkgi patkae poeda. He is hoeing an
turning over the soil.
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Utkau. To prize, to raise or force with

a lever.

Mare mareaKe ut^^aiikecliua. He brought up
very old matters against me.

Jonijra doko si ufWaukeda. They ploughed up
the ludian corn. [root.

Eeheiiko la ufkauakafa. They have dug
up the root, or they have dug it up by the

Utkaii pHtkaii.lTo turn over, as soil;

Utkau pHtkao.Jto rake up old matters.
trt;ks.u pat'^aukedirtae. He raked up old

matters against me.

Utkut. To niidge, to draw attention.
Utbuf £o1;kedeae. He nudged him slightly.

Ullau. To raise anew, to rise io the

surfHce, to become known, to make
known, to boil up or over.

Noa katha utlauena. This matter has come to
the surface, has become known.

TT i' (• Restless, mischievous.
Ui^patao. J

'

Kui gidra utpatao baraekanae. This child is

contiually getting into mischief.

Ut.patia. Restless and mischievous.
Adi utpatia gidra Itanae. He is a very restless

and mischievous child.

TTt " Vi'
' 1

Rfilonging to the north.

Utrjha hor kanako. They are north country-
men.

Utrau. To copy, to translate, to turn

out. to becouie, to develop.
Kui dahra bese utrauakana. This l>ullock has

turned out well, has developed into a good
ballock,

Khub korae utrauak.nna He has developed
into an excellent young man.

Hindi Uhon Santalit ko utvauaka^a. They
have translated it from Hindi into Santali.

Utri dudhi. A species of climbing

plant, Cryptolepis Buchayiani, JR.

& 8.

Utu. Reli.sh, taken along with cooked
rice, Scottice, kitchen.

Dal utu. A relish made from different kinds of

leguminous fruits.

Jel utu. Flesh meat.
Aralf utu. A vegetable relish.

Hako utu. A fish lelish.

Utu dhutu. To hurry, to do with
miuht and main.

Dat? lekhan jondra eroU lagit adiko utu dhutu
baraea. If it rains they hurry on the
sowing of the Indian corn.

Noko do jom realfko utu dhutu baraeda. These
(people) are hurrying on the cooking of the
food.

Utu piitu. To be impatient; to be

anxious, to fret,

.^^iye u^u pu^u baraekana. He is very impa-
tient, [to get to work.

Kami l?gi£e utu pufu baraeda. He is anxious

Utup Utup. Irp

A tap utiip.
j

move.

Lac ufup utuboKkana. There is agitation in
the stomach.

Cele coil utup utnpe laraoUkana. Some creature
is moving up and down.

Utuli tumbuilTo be in dotage, to be
Utut tungut'. j feeble of understand-

ing or mind, as old people.
Badbiente utut' tumbut'enae. Through being

old she is in her dotage.

Ut utu. Prominent, rising above the

surrouiniing surface, bossed, hum-
tiiocky. protuberant, humpy.

Ut uta tieloKkana. It appears to be prominent.

Uu. The call of a species of quail.

Uynk. To be born, to be giveti birth to.

Gidr»e uyuKena. The child is born.

UyuS. To bring down the hand, or

the hand grasping anything, as if

striking, to strike.
Mif dhao uyultaeme. Bring the stick down on

him once.

Uyun. Cf. oyod.

w
Wakil. A pleader, an advocate.

Wakhep. Experienced, intelligent,

knowing, sensible, to be on the
alert, to be cautious, to consider,

to ponder. Cf uakep.

Waront. Cor. of the English word
warrant of arrest.

Ya. U.=ed in addressing persons youn-
ger than the speaker, applied to
males.

Celeya okatem heoena. Ho boy, where have
you come to P

Yad. To commit to memory. Cf ead.

Ye. Said when mocking or imitating
a child.

Yeyeyeetkanae. He is yeyeing.

Yi. Used when mocking, or imitating.
Tiyiyietkanae. He is mocking, saying yi yi yi.

Yohae. Cf ohae.

Yoi. Exlarnution of warning.
Men, yoi, kul daraekana. Look out, the tiger

is coming.

Yore. Sometimes used as the pre-
liminary to a song. Cf. tahareta.



SUPPLEMENT.

Abar Agra agri

Abar. To cry, to be peevish.
Gidra a(Ji ate abare£kana. The child ia crying

very much, or loudly.

Abir. A red powder used by Hindus
at the holi.

Abjor. To be littered, to be encum-
bered, to be hindered or impeded

;

litter or rubbish lying about.
Bacare *4i abjor menalfa There ia much litter

or rubbish in the courtyard.
Mifteo abjorko doho otoadilia. They left an

encumbrance with me, something to encum-
ber me.

AcaS. To rinse out the mouth and
rub the face with the wet hand,

used mainly of those possessed

by a spirit at certain ceremonies

for the dead.
Dalfle emamkana, acaKme. We are giving you

water, rinse out your mouth.
4-uriye acagoUre daK bae liuia. He will not

drink water until he has rinsed his mouth.

Acur sorta. To recur, to break out

again, as an epidemic, &c., recru-

descence.
^cur sortaena. It has broken oat again, there

is a recrudescence.

Ada umar. Very many, numerous.
A(Ja umarko hecakana. Very many have come

Ade. "ISecretly, privately, keeping

Ade ade. J out of sight.

Ade aijeteye oalaoena. He passed keeping out
of sight

A(}e a<Jeteye roreda. He is speaking privately.

Adhac udhuc. Unweildy through cor-

pulence.
Adhao udhuoe motaakana. He is fat to un-

weildiness.
Adhac udhuoe calalf kana. He is waddling (ow-

ing to corpulence.)

Adhan. Some, some... others.
Adhanko gooena, adhanko menaKkoa. Some

have died and others still exist.

Adhanko calaoena. Some have gone.

Adharo budharo. Old, aged, very old.

Aglharo buijharokateye goeena. He lived to

be very old and died, he died at a great

age.
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Adharo buijharokatekin gooena. The couple
lived to a great age and died,

Adol. Authority, right, jurisdiction

control, possession.
Nia gota atore adolili phiraueda. I exercise

authority over the whole of this village.
Nuige adolkedae barge do. This person took

possession of the barge (q. v.)

Adon. To shelter, to hide, to screen

to cover, to fence.
Bale liamledea, acjonkedeako. We did not find

him, they hid him.

Aijou lioKkaKpe, baiikhan mihu meromko bo
loKa. Fence it, or screen it a little, or else
the cattle will come in

Adra. \The beginning of the
Adra japut'. J rainy season, name

of the sixth lunar mansion of
Hindu astronomers.

Adraboloakana, alope dalkoa, dahra, potagolfa-
ko. It is now the beginning of the rains,
do not beat the bullocks, their skin will
come off.

Adra. To sulk, to shew temper, to be
ill humoured, to be petulant.

Adra adri. Cf adra.
Bako kusilfa, adra adriKako. They will not be

pleased, they will shew temper.

Adra adri. To bellow, used only in the
plural. Cf adrao.

Adra adriko calaoena. (The cattle) went away
bellowing.

Aere. ~) To deviate, to swerve, to

Aere aere. J diverge out of direct

course, not to go or be carried

directly to a given point.
Ti aereKtaea. His hand will deviate.
Aere aereko calaKkana. They are not going

straight.

Aesun. To be necessitous, to be
straitened in means, to be in

embarrassed circumstances.
Nui hor doe aeaungea. This man is in straiten-

ed circumstances.

Agar. Heavy in front as a loaded
cart.

Agra agri. To shew temper, as a child.
Agra agri baraekanae. He is shewing temper.
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Agra. ) To refuse anything offered, to

Agrao. J refuse with disdain, or through

ill temper.

Ahal ahal. \ Distressed, as through

Ahal kahal. [ hunger, thirst, toil,

Ahle kahle. J &c.

Behgeote ahal kahal atkaroEkana. Distress is

felt owing to hunger.

Tetahte ahal ahaliii heoena. I came distressed

with thirst.

Ahal ehel. Fat, corpulent, extremely,

applied to corpulence.

Ahal ehele motaakana. He is extremely fat.

Ahal ehele neloKkana. He appears to be very
corpulent.

Ahari. The person who offers sacrifices

during the rearing of the Tassar

silk worms.

Ahka ahki. Panting, suffering from

thirst.

Ahka aihkiye hecena. He came distressed
with thirst.

Ahle kahle. Cf ahal ahal.

Aia. Mother, used by little children.

Aitha juitha. Leavings of food, defiled

as leavings of food, or as a plate

from which food has been eaten.

Ai^ha jviithako emadina. They gave me food
that had been left oyer.

Aiyo. ) An exclamation of annoy-

Aiyo ge. J ance.
Aiyo, nui dahra bae aiijoma. Hang it ! this

buUook will not obey.

Akha makha. Without reason, cause-

lessly.

Akhar. One of a course, a stanza, a

short song. Cf. akhra.

Akhra akhri. At variance, inharmon-
iously, given to quarrelling.

Aki lahka.\Very far, distant, a long way
Aki lonka.J off, a great distance.

Aki lohkatem senleua. Tou went to a great
distance.

4ki lohkae calaoena. He went very far.

Akor. Difiloult, asa road.
Hati baiikhan akor liorre calali do adi har-

kheta. To go a diiScult road without an
elephant is very trying.

Aki'a. Dear, high priced.

Jom jinis adi akraena. Food stuffs are very
dear.

Alabasua. Cf albasua.

Alaklandi. Vainly, purposelessly, aim-

lessly, pithlessly.
Metaekanaii, bes okoote dipilaiime, alakl^ndi-

ye tuleda. I say to her, lift it properly on
to my head, and she lifts it pithlessly.

Alaklandipe dara baraekana, bape k^mikana.
Tou are wandering about aimlessly, you are
not working.

Ala mara. To be reduced to the last

extremity.
TJni hor do ala maraenteye durupakan tahekana.

That person being reduced to the last

extremity was sitting.

Alapala. ") To be wearied, to be tired,

Alapalao. J to be worn out, as with

illness, work, &c.
Alapalae ruaKkana, He is worn out with fever.

Jom jomtele alapalaena. We are wearied
with eating, we have eaten till we can eat
no more.

Kg-mi kamitele alapalaena. We are worn out
with continued working.

Alaria. To wish to be fondled or

taken up in the arms, as a child.
AlariaEkanae. He wishes to be taken up in

the arms.

Albasua. l Deficient in intellect, dull-

Alabasua. / witted.
Alabaiisuageae uni kora do. That boy is dull-

witted.

Ale. To be satisfied, to have enough.
Jom aleenae. He has eaten enough.
Aleenali nitoU do. I have had sufficient now.

Ale jadje. To lounge or hang about
in hope of gettmg something.

Eehgedte ale jartje baraekanae. Being hungry
he is hanging about hoping to get some-
thing.

Alet. To ask for, to beg, to be in need.
Uahra lagiC ill alet'olikana. I am asking for a

bullock, I am in need of a bullock.

Alkhania. Short-tempered, wanting
in patience and perseverance and
greedy.

Almalao. To be confused, to be per-
plexed, to disorder; confused,
orderless, from all directions. Cf.

alinal.

Alo?'aIo|..}^
1'"'^' ^ ^^'-y 1^"'^-

Alop alope locakeda. He took very little.

Alta. A red pigment applied to the
feet by women at a marriage, to
apply alta to the feet.

Amal gaiijal. ) Applied to the pata
Ambal gatijal. J (q. v.) festivals ob-

served after the" 1st Baisakh (q. v.)
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Amba gaura. A bunch of red cotton

fixed on the back hair by women.

Amba phara. To separate, to split.

Ma nukinbo amba pharakakina. Come, we will
separate these two (husband and wife.)

Amchola.lThin, as the skin pared off a

Amcola. J mango.
Amoolagea. It is thin.

Amcola sakom. A variety of sakom
(q. V.) or wristlet.

Amdani. The season in which any
merchandise generally comes into

the market, anything gained over

and above, ways and means, in-

come.
Amdani phiran. To exercise authority.
Khub amdani hoeakantaea. He has had good

profit.

AcaS amd?.niye phirgiukeda. He exercised his
authority.

Amila. Abundant, unlimited, great in

quantity or number. Cf. amela.

Amid. To purify ceremonially. Cf
um amid.

Anatan. The vessel into which any-

thing is received.
TuplaK do kokoeko reaK anatan kana. A small

basket is the thing into which beggars
receive (alms.)

Sate daHre anatariko lagaoaka€a. They have
placed a vessel to catch the water falling

from the eaves.

Ancal. Neighbourhood, vicinity. Cf
oncol.

Nig. ancal ren horko jarwalena. The people of

this neighbourhood were assembled.

Andha ondho. Blinking, the feeling of

one who has just awaked from
sleep.

Gitid beref tora andha ondho atkaroKa.

Andga. Testicle.

Andhon. Cheap, low priced, from a

seller's point of view ; dear, high

priced, from a buyer's point of

view.
Bhao ho andhoiigea. The rate is also low, or

high.
Aiji anijhongeli akrilikeda. I sold it very cheap.

Andhon mandhon. To sell at under
value.

An^lhon mandhoiiil5 akriil giijikeda. I disposed
of it for less than its value.

Andkao. To make a noise or din.

Andkaoedape. Tou are making a din.

Angachao. To confess, to acknowledge.

Ange ange. Each, each one,
Aiige arigere poesa do henalfa, ^luriil ut:h9.u

jarwaea. The money is with each one, I liave

not yet collected it.

Aiige ange thari henaUtalea, patra phnruB bail

jaruralea. We each have a brass plate,

wo have no need for leaf plates or cups.
Aiige ahge catomiA kiririapea, alope repeda. I

will buy each of you an umbrella, do not
quarrel, or do not take one from the other.

Angrau. To undertake, to accept, to

agree to, to profess. Cf anrau.

Aogar. To sink or cut in deep.
Nahel aogarme. Cause the plough to go deep.

Apjos. Infamy, disgrace, misfortune.
Apjosiii h^rkeda. I have become disgraced.

Aptar. To be untidy, to be littered, to

be dirty, litter, leaves, &c. lying

about.
Adi aptar menaKa. There is much litter lying

about.
On(Je alom durapa, aptar menaSa, pase jahanko

ko tahen. Do not sit there, there is litter,

perhaps some creature (snake, &o.) may
be there.

Apuc. Slighted, scorned, neglected,

dis-esteemed.

Aramin. Others,outsiders,non-relatives,

the public.
Aramin menaKkoa. Thcx'e are others also.
Pera doe bari kana, aramin kanae. He is not a

relative, he is an outsider.
Argimin kad oraKreko bhoraoke£koa. They put

them in the public prison.

Are pase. Neighbourhood, vicinity,

near. Cf ade pase.

Argonoar. To confuse, to disorder, to

misunderstand.
Bic^rpe argongarkeda. You have confused the

decision.

Ariyan. \ A dish prepared with meat
Aryan, j- and flour resembling a very
Aryhan.J thick soup.

Aron. Very much, very many.
Arori sahahko agnakafa. They have brought

very much firewood.
Aroh daK menaKa, There is very much water.

Arthi parthi. Uncultivated, fallow,

odd corners that are not cultivat-

ed every year for want of water.
Sanamle rohoeakat'a ^rthi parthi. We have

planted all, even the parts that are not cul-
tivated every year.

Aruc patud. \ To go smash at a thing,

Atud patud. J quickly, impetuously,

headlong.
Arud p?.tudko kgimikana. They are going slap

dash at the work.
Ayud p9.tu6e calaEkana. He is going quickly.
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Asarthi. False, untrue.
Asarthi gohae gujraukeda. He gave false

evidence.

Asbas. Tired, confused, perplexed-

Cf. asbasao.

Aser. A jungle climbing plant the root

of which is eaten.

Asin darin. Big, large, huge.

Asusar.lTo be in a difficulty or strait,

Osusar.J to be without resource.
Aausargeali ili do. I am in a difficulty.

Asusarakanae. He is straitened, he is in a
strait.

Atad pinda. A verandah joined on to

another roof at a lower level.

Ate. Listen, hear, hark. C£ ote.

Ate, oet sa(}ekana ? Hear, what is making a
noise ?

Athaona pathaona. ") m
.:, ^1, > Lo go messages.
Atnauna pathauna. J ° ^

Athaona pathaona l^igi^ rait horle dohoakadea.
We have engaged a man to go messages.

Atuc patud. Cf aruc patuc.

Aunthi paunthi. Odd corners and
edges which are not cultivated

every year for want of water.
Aunthi paunthi sanam nes rohoeoKa. All odd

corners and edges will be planted this year.

Anraha. Unbroken, untrained, uncul-

tured, untutored, undrilled
Aur^ha dahra. An untrained bullock.

Awala. Conditioned.
Culti awala hor kanae. He is a rich man.

Awaa ewer. To be utterly destitute,

to be starving for want of food.
Eeiigecte awah ewerenale, araU sakam ho ban

ilamoltkana, ar nalha ho bah.

Aya. True, of a truth, really, just.

AyawaR bare emakope. Give them what is just.

Aya katha bare galmaraome. Tell a true story.

Ayal. '[To go out of sight, to go

Sen ayaS. J out of the way.
Sen ayalienae. He has gone out of the way.
AyaKakanae. He is keeping out of sight.

Noabou kamia, alom ayagoSa. We will do
this work, do not go out of the way (so as

to shirk it.)

Ayar. \Straight, applied mainly to

Ayar ayar.j implements which should

be more or less curved.
Ayar ayargepe benaoakata, bape liwe6akafa.

You have made it straight, you have not
given it a curve.

Ayar. "j Oblique, obliquely, not at

Ayar ayar. J a right angle.
Dahra do ayar ayare calalckana. The bullock

is going obliquely.

A little

fall.

after night-

] !•After, afterwards.
3 re.

J

'

Noa argom ayargepe benaoaka^a. You have
made this harrow oblique, (the pole not at
a right angle to the harrow.)

Ayup lumbal.
Ayup lupal.

Ayupjopolt.
Ayup numbak.
Ayup liupal.
4ynp lumbaKle seterena. We arrived a little

after nightfall.

Ba. Or, either.

Mi£ leka ba mit leka oraK benaokate onareko
tahena. They make houses of one kind or
another and live in them.

JahataR ba jahatalc rog janamea. He will be
seized by one or other kind of disease.

Bacol. To spare, overlook,

Bacra. Immature, young.
Nui dahra alom etoea, bacrageae. Do no break

this bullook into the yoke, it is immature.

Bad.

Badr
Pe ghantabadre. After three hours.

Bad birit. Increase. Cf bad.
Khubko b9.d biritakantaea. His (cattle) have

increased well.

Badhaona. Increase.

Badi. A flood.
Badi argona alope boloRa. The river is rising

do not enter it.

Badla badli. To exchange, to requite,

to take revenge.
Badla badlikedakin. They exchanged.

Badiiam.lTo disgrace, to give a bad
Bodnam.j name to.

Badnam ocoljediAae. He caused me to get a
bad name.

Badoli. Born or married when it is

raining, or cloudy.

Dale dalftegeye janamena menkhan uni doko
metaea badoli. If it-is raining when he is

born he (or she) is termed- badoli.
BaplaR jokhece daklekhanbana hor unkin dokin

badoli. If it rains when they are being
married both are termed badoli.

Badom. A sail.

Baghut bonga. One of the lesser

deities of the Santal pantheon.
Baghut bohga is the tiger deity and is pro-

pitiated every year at the Dasae (q. t.)

festival. The pers.on who is supposed to
be possessed for the time being by Baghut
boiiga pounces upon the saorificiai fowl, as
a tiger does his prey, and he does not cut
off its head with a knife, as is the usual
custom, but bites it off with his teeth.
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Bat badiilii

Bagrasilu. Fearless, brave, courageous'

as a tiger.

Nui hor do a^i bagrasiaiigeae, bae botoroKa'
This man is very ooarageoua, be does not
get alarmed.

Baha enec. A dance so called.

Baha sered. Songs sung during the

dancing of the Baha dance.

Baha ru. Time beaten on the drums,

to which the Baha dance is danced.

Baha rar. The tune or air to which

the Baha songs are sung.

Baha carec. A long pin which fixed

in a rafter forms a kind of hook,

by means of which the rafter is

hooked on to the ridge pole of the

roof.

Baha bas. At the conclusion of a

dance one or more of the musicians

passes each a flower along the line

of girl dancers. This is called

Baha has.

Eneo mokodlenkhanko baba basa. When they
conclude a dance a flower is passed along
the line of dancers.

Baha dalj. At the Baha festival (q. v.)

water is thrown by certain persons

on others. This is known as Baha
dale or Flower water.

To have water thus thrown on one is considered
very lucky.

Hiliri daKe arecadina, adiye sawaeadina. My
sister-in-law threw water on me, she made
me very lucky.

Bahka bahki. To stray, to wander
away, to deceive, to allure, to

delude. C£ bahkao.

Dher sahgirie bahka bahkiena, ohom tioWea.

He has by this time wandered very far, you
will not overtake him.

Bahka bahki ocoke^koam. You allowed them
to stray, or scatter (cattle.)

Bakat bokol To chatter, to jabber,

to scold.

BakaC bokodoKtege menaea. He is continually

chattering.

Bakhradari. Sharing in, participating

in.

Bala saka. All who participate in'the

bala (q. v.) relationship, fathers,

mothers, uncles, aunts, &c. of a

married couple.

Bal gada. Sand washed on to a field

by a flow of water.
Saname b9.1gadakettalcii. All our fields are

full of sand brought down by a flow of water.

Bamka bamki. To be at its height,

to increase in intensity, to flare up,

to rage, as fire.

Noa sengel do bamka bamkiena, ohobo daye-

lena. This fire has increased in intensity,

we will not be able to master it.

Ban. ) o-
Bani.JH^^^'^'^g^^-
B^n bara jonkanae, He is working for wages,

or he is earning wages.

Bandha. M.l Foolish, dull-witted, lum-
Bandhi. F.J pish.

Bandhe. To pledge, to pawn, to mort-

gage, security, pleilge.

Bandheaka^ali lota thari. I have pledged my
brass cups and plates.

Batigat. ") Libidinous, and keeping to

Bangot. J no settled work.

Banki. Poles fastened to a cart to in-

crease its carrying capacity.

Bani. Cf ban.

Batikar. A hired worker.

Bapa purkha. Ancestors.
Bapa purkha khon heoakantalea. It has come

to us from our ancestors.

Barat borol White, clean, tidy, shining.

Barak. Like, resembling. Cf barag.

Barbar. ~) To germinate as grain

Barbarao. J steeped in water before

being sown.
Horo barbaraoakana. The dhan has germinated.

Barhantar.1 ,xt ,1 1 u uu
-D u "c

VV ell-grown, big, healthy.
Barhansar.J ° &> J

Barhantargeako noko jaro do. Those of this

stock are big.

Bariar. A common wild plant, Sida
hurtiilis, var, morifolia, Willd.

Barophet. An indefinite number of.

Baromasia cere barophete raga. The Baroma-
sia (q. V.) bird has twelve different calls,

(an indefinite number.)

Barsa.

Bharsa.

Barwari. A Hindu festival so named.

Basi mara. To allow a corpse to remain

overnight in the house when it

might have been disposed of before

sunset.

Bat badohi. Lying to save trouble,

to avoid having to do a thing, or

to gain an end, talkative.

I Hope, dependence, expecta-

i.J tion, confidence, trust, faith.
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Batiau. To keep to oneself and
defraud others.

Saname batiau idiVeda. He kept it all to him-
self, he went away taking all with him.

Bat kati. Stubborn, disobedient, talk-

ative.

Bat para. A highwayman, a spy.

Batiil. To slight, to aggrieve, to

di.smiss.

K9.mi khonko batulkedea. They dismissed him
from hia work, or removed him from his
employment.

Baul. M.|j^^^_
Bawil F. j

insane, crazy.

Baiiran. Insane, mad, crazy.

Bawil. F. ) ,, J .

Baul. M. j*^'^'^'"insane, crazy.

Bebilond, To be lost sight of, to be
scattered to the wind, to be ruined

or destroyed. C. babilond.

Bebohar. Usage, practice, custom, con-

duct, behaviour, to comport one-

self, to behave, to conduct oneself,

to use. Cf beohar.

Becol. Of bad behaviour, of bad
character, unreasonable.

Beool ar baric horko khonle dogoKma. May
we be preserved from unreasonable and
wicked men,

Bede bede. Broad-faced. Cf bed bede.

Bedha bidhi. Cross grained.

Bedo bedo. A rat tat beaten on the

drum.
It is beaten when the dunger(q. v.) danoe is

' danced in the place where the hunters pass
the night.

Bedot rasa. Used in scolding and
threatening.

As the expression is somewhat objectionable it

is used by men to men and women to

women.
Bedot rasale Aurtama.

Behoea. Shameless, impertinent.

Beknp. Stupid, foolish.

Bele har. To be fully ripe, to be over

ripe.

Bele harena jo do. The fruit is fully ripe.

Belok. Separate.

Belwari malla. A necklace of beads,

or beads, made from the hard rind

of the fruit of the Bael tree,

^gle Marvielos, Correa.

BedcoS. To. sulk.

Berija biiji. Cf binja biriji.

Bephokot. Without reason, unreason-

ably.

Bephokot ^aka lagaoadifia. I was charged
without reason.

Bgr§ bSrg. Heaped up, as much as it

will hold.

Bere bereko pereeakafa. They have filled and
heaped it up.

Jom bere bereenae. He has eaten his fill.

Berricol. To sulk.

Berosta. "|To be annoyed, bothered)
Birokto. J irritated, galled, provoked-
Noa iate onko do berostakte dher dhao cakri

bagikateko calaka. Owing to this they
through being irritated often leave their
service and go away.

Beteii beteii. To snap at, to reply testily,

talkative.

Bhac marte. "(Quickly, rapidly, in a

Bhac mente. J trice.

Bhac martebon areja. We will bale out the
water quickly.

Bhadbhadao. To make a pattering
noise, as a shower of fruit from a
tree, to patter.

Kuindi bele bhadbhadao liurena. The ripe kuin-
^i fruit fell pattering.

T3u~ "ui,~ ^Superstitious fear, alarm,
ishae bnae.J "^

'

Grod oralfre bhae bhae atkaroKa. Fear is felt
in a house in which there is a corpse.

Bhag bat. ") ou
Bha|bata.)^'^'^^^'P°^^'°°-

Bhag ba(;a bako emartkana. They are no
giving me a share.

Bhaluk luka. A children's game.

Bhan. "j To hum, to buzz, as flies,

Bhanbhan. \ &c, to drone, as beet-
Bhanbhanao. J les, &c.
Bhanbhanko sade ocoeda. They are causing

a buzzing sound.

Bhan bhanaoko boloeua bhug?.Kte. They enter-
ed the hole buzzing.

Bhan marte. \With a buzz, with a
Bhan mente.

J drone.

Bhan marte odokenae urn do. The beetle flew
out with a drone.

Bhandal bhundul. Naked, nude.
Gidrako bhandal bhundul dalfreko enedkana.

The children are playing in the water in a
state of nudity.
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Bhandal bhundul. Applied to the runn-
ing of fat animals, as hares, jackals,

&c. The plural of bhundul bhun-
dul. (q. V.)

Bhandul \Applied to the runn-
Bhandul bhandul.

J ing of a fat animal,
as a hare, jackal, &c, bobbing, waddl-

ing.

Bhan(Jul blian<Jule darkeda.

Bhandul marte. ") -.-.j- , , ,

-Ru „ j 1 . >• With a bob.xshnndul mente. J
Kulai bhandul marteye darkeda. The hare

fled with a bob.

Bhangra. Lazy, slothful.

Bhanj. A method of cultivation where
two men have each one bullock

each ploughing with the pair on
alternate days.

Bhao bata. Rate, price.

Bhara. To swell, to puff out, to be-

come distended, to fill up or out.
Hormo bharalfkantaea. His body is swelling.

(as in dropsy.)
Hopno ^lUri bbaralftaea. Hia body is not yet

filled out (said of a youth who has grown
tall and is still lank.)

Bhasaa bhusud. One after the other.
Bhasah bhusunlio odokena bhugaJi khon. They

came out of the hole one after the other.

Bhaskar. \Ugly, unshapely, inelegant,

Bhaskaria.J uncomely.
Adi bhagkariae jlcloUkana. He looks very ugly.
Adi bhaskarko benaokeda. They made it very

ugly-

Bhasndan. \y.. , , ,

Bhasudad bhasndan. J ^' •''

Bhat. Kinds, manner, way.
Adi bhat hor menakkoa. There are many

kinds of people.

Bhataha. Deceiver, deluder.
Nui bhatahage hore bulauakafkoa. This

deceiver has led the people astray.

Bhat dhuna. ") t ji r n
T>i, J. ji, -L S-

-Lazy, idle fellow.
Johat dhunaha. J •'

Ce£ ho bae kamia nui bhat dhung. do. This lazy
fellow will do no work.

Bhat mara. Lazy, idle.

Bhat bhut. To rumble, as the sto-

mach.
Lao bhat Ijhilt sadekantaea. His ' stomach is

rumbling.

Bhauntia jel. A species of deer.

Bhawar. To exercise as an athlete,

to train, to break in, to accustom,

to inure ; expert, skilled, smart.

Cf. bhaoar.

Small, little.

Bhaya. Brother.
Bh^y* bhaygkinlarh^ikana. Brother is fight-

ing with brother.

Bheao. To recognize, to know.
Nonkateye oalal^kan taheliana, bheaokedean.

He was going this way and I recognized
him.

Bhede. bhede. To chatter, to jabber

continually.
Bhede bhedeKkanae. She is chattering.

Bheiicok. To sulk and look away, to

give way, move aside.

Bhetra M.

Bhitri F.

Bthetra bhitri. High rice lands, which
do not produce good crops owing
to want of moisture.

Bhinsar ened. A dance so called.

Ehinsar sereii. Songs sung during
the dancing of the Bhinsar dance.

Bhinsar rar. The time or air to whieh
the Bhinsar songs are sung.

Bhinsar ru. The time beaten on the
drums to which the Bhinsar is

danced.

Bhoc marte. ") Quickly, rapidly, in a
Bhoc mente. J trice. C£ bhac marte,

Bhogdar. One who enjoys the fruits,

revenues, &c., of anything.

Bhojgod. ) Loosely, insecurely, easily

Bojgod J loosened, as a knot.
Bhojgodko bin^?iakalDa horo do. They have

bound the dhan sheaves loosely.

Bhoigooko tolaka^a. They have tied it inse-
curely.

Bhokar.\To raise a dam, embankment
Bokhar.J ridge, &c. by putting fresh

earth on it.

Pindheko bhokarakafa. They have raised the
embankment (of the dam.)

Bhokor. 1 Bubbling up as water
Bhokor bhokor. Jin a spring. Cf bhukur.
Bhokor bhokor dak seteAoRkana. "Water is

coming bubbling up.

Bhokor marte. ") With a bubble, with

Bhokor mente. J
from a hose.

Bhonda. Fat, corpulent, unweildy,

large, thick-headed, dull-witted.

Cf bhSnga.

Bhonda kahu. The Bow Billed Corby,

Corvus Levaillantii, Less.

a spurt, as water



Bhonda mira [ 684 ] Bituc

-Jliuiida miru. A species of large

|iaroquet.

:i"iula kisni. The large Starling,

Oi'ictola religiosa.

Bhond bogla. ") th u j i

Bhondbo|laha.j^^'-«^^P«'^'"gly-

Bhondlo. \j ,

Bhondlo bhondlo. J
•''

Bhondlo bhondlo baberko iiilaka6a. They have
twisted the string loosely.

Bhondlogea. It is loose.

Bhondo. Blunt.

bhondlo.

;;)
With a thud.

Bhondro. \pp
Bhondro bhondro. J

Bhosdon. \t\- , ,.-j i i

Bhosndon.P"''^^' ""*"^^' ''"^"^"^y-

Bhosonga. M.\Fat, stout, nsed mainly
Bhosoagi. F.J when scolding or find-

ing fault.

Bhud. 1 Imitative of the sound
Bhud bhud. J of a thud or thump.

Bhud marte.

Bhud menfce.
Bhud marte liurena. It fell with a thud.

BKud bhudia. Soft, friable.

Bhuktan. To pay in full.

Kbajna sec bhuktan hoeena, ilipe emana. I
have settled up the rent, you will repay me.

Bhuktau. To pay in full.

Takaii bhu ktaukeda. I paid the money in full,

jaha lekate khajnale bhuktaukeda. We paid
our rent one way or another.

Bhula bhatua. Wandering, wandering
about as a half-witted person,

thoughtless, negligent, heedless.
Bhula bhatuae dara baraekana. He is going

wandering about.

Bhumkau. To spring, as water, to well

up.
DaK bhumk?iKkana. Water is welling up.

Bhnndi. F. 1 -r. , , , ,

Bhonda. M.r^*'
^"^g^' corpulent.

Bhundla. M."l Naked, nude, and plump,
Bhundli F. j used of children.
Bhundli kateye umoKkana. She is bathing in

a nude state.

Bhusiir bhusur. Soft.

Butko ataakat'a bhuaur bhusur. They have
roasted the gram very soft.

Bhutau. To be seized with a passion

to take life, applied mainly to

malevolent spirits.

Bhutbhutia. Big-bellied.
Jom bhuf bhutiaenae. He has eaten till he la

big-bellied.

Bhut kilau. To give up a good place

or work without reason,
Bhut kilgiukedea, odokena. He gave up a good

position and left.

Bic mara. ) Not to give even a return

Ita mara. J of the seed sown.

Akal sermare bio maraena. In the famine year
there was not even a return of the seed
sown.

Bidbidi. Stock still.

Bidbidiko tehgo baraekana. They are stand-
ing stock still.

Biddan. Learned.

Bidhan. Rites, as those observed at

death, naming of a child, purifica-

tion of a mother, &c.

Bidhanko cabakeda. They have performed all

the rites.

Bigria. Forced, as labour.

Bihal era. A married wife.

Bijgoc bojgoc. Loosely, insecurely.

Bijgoc bojgoeko tolaka€a horo binda. They
have bound the sheaves of dhan loosely.

Bijgoc bojgode bandeakafa.

Bills bills. Flashing, flaring.

Bilo. To distribute, to serve out.
MarjatiaKkoko biloeko bahalkeiikoa. They

appointed them to serve out food.

Bimas. To distribute, to shai-e, to serve

out, mainly cooked food.
Bismaskedako. They distributed it.

Bid ol A poisonous kind of mush-
room.

Bifija biriji. \When hunting partridges

Befija bi ri ji. j having located one they
go round and round it saying bi6ja
bifiji, bioja binji.

Birbithan. 'I To scatter, to scatter and
Biri bithan. J destroy.
Kul do pal ren g^i biri bithanket'koteye calao-

ena. The tiger having scattered the cows
of the herd went away.

Birgha. ) To be ill-tempered, irritable,

Birgho. J angry.

Bit; bidya. Staggering, going from
side to side as one intoxicated.

Bitti. Trade, profession, work.
Hor reak bitti se kami. A man's trade or work.

Bituc. The posteriors.
Bitueadiliae. He shewed mo his posteriors.
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Ba. To ^ive any of the different kinds

of daka (q. v.) out of the pot
while still on the five.

Culh» oetan khou boadillae daka do. She gave
me boiled rice out of the pot on the fire.

BoaS. moca. Big or wide mouthed.

Bod. To soothe, to pacify, to wheedle.

Cf. bodhao.
Solo Bolijok dobo jumaulege atmabon boda.

When we have gotten all the materials to-

gether then we may soothe our spirit.

Bodbodo. Lazy, idle, applied to females.

Bodgalc bidgak. Deep, as a blow with

a hoe in the soil, or an axe in wood.

Cf. bodgak bodgak.

Bodnam. Cf badnam.

Boeboe. Tall.

Boeboe haraakanae. He has grown tall.

Boesar. Part of a loom.

Bokcao. To take a handful out of a

quantity, to hide in the armpit,

to hide anything.

Tabene bokcaoana. He has taken a handful of

parched rice.

Bokor bokor. Unwinding, running out,

as a coil of rope, &c.

Boksi
Boksa,
Uni boksi aimaiye iSel gof kat'lete oele h5 bale

goolefkoa. Owing to that witch woman
having seen us we have killed nothing (no

game.)

Bomborket;."! Very fat and short-necked,

Boraborkolj having ruffled feathers

like an angry sitting hen.
Bomborkofe durupakana. He is sitting there

fat and short-necked.

Bondis. Cf bundis.

Bondo. 1 Di i
T,, , > Blunt.
Bhondo. J

Bonto boyol. In a line or strip, extend-

ing in one direction.

Bonto boyolko odokena. They came out in a

continuous stream (bees from hive.)

Borborao. To become soft, to be injur-

ed or destroyed.
Loho< borboraoena liasa do. The clay has be-

come wet and soft.

Bota. A part of the hihka, or bubble

bubble.

Botboto. Long.

tch, a warlock.

Botolo. The entrance.
Botolotet' mit'too marah dhiritekin sirtkaia.

They closed the entrance with a large stone.

Bucer. To excess, over much. Cf.

bhucer.
Nu buoefeuae. He has drunk to excess, he is

drunk.

Budha kohna. Old men acquainted
with the Santal traditions and
customs.

Bud hara. To be at one's wit's end, to

be non-plussed.
Cef; ran ho bad disa dareaKa, bud haraenali.

I cannot think of a medicine, I am non-
plussed.

Buka lolo. To partake of food, or

warm rice water.

Bulkau. To steep Indian corn, gram,
&c. in hot water previous to roast-

ing. Cf ata.

Buri. A small ball, a pill.

Bursa pai. A measure larger than the
standard. Cf pursa pai.

Cabcab. "j

Cabhcabh. [-Slushy, moist.

Cobcob. J

Ot cabcab lohotena. The soil is wet to slush-
iness.

Cabhao. To swallow, to devour, to

overspread, to increase.
Cando cabhaokedeae gahnaKre. In the eclipse

he swallowed the moon.
Kule cabhaokedea. The tiger devoured him.
NitoKe cabhaokedea. Now he has devoured

him.
Dh9.rtire do kai oabhaoena. Sin overspread

the world.

A horse whip, a driving whip.

Splashing.

Cabuk.
Cabur.

Cabur cabur.

Chabur.
Chabur chabur.

C^bur cabure don idikeda. He went jumping
away splashing.

^^5'^^™^'*f-|with a splash.
Cabur mente.J ^

C3.bur menteye donkeda. He jumped with a
splash.

Cacalkal To contract, to shrivel, to

curl up.
Eohor cacalka£ena.

tracted.

It has dried and con-
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Caccuc. Imitative of the chirp of

chickens, squeal of young rats or

mice.
Sim hopou cad ciiclco raga. Chickens call

chad chuc, or chickens chirp.

Cachi.
"I
To boil down, to evaporate

Chachi. J by boiling, to cause a fluid

substance to become thicker by
evaporation.

Toa cachikedae. He boiled down the milk,

Caego. Talkative, loquacious, clapper

tongued, applied to females.

Caehar. Wide, as the mouth, open-

ing of vessel, &c.
TukuG mocatet* caeharc^ea. The mouth of the

takuc (q. v.) is wide.

Cahak mahak. To be forward, eager,

alert, assiduous, intent ; to swag-
ger, to shew off.

Nenel calak lagi^ do adira cahak mahak barae-
kana. You are .shewing great eagerness to
go to the fair,

Kami sen onka ma bam cahak mahak baraea.
You are not equally eager for work.

Cahat. Pressing, urgent. Of cohSt.

Cahla. To be slushy, slushy.
Hor adi cahlagea, The road is very slushy.

Cakendal. Very fat, big and fat.

CakendaKe lieloKkana. He looks very fat.

Cakra cokro. Creased, crumpled,
crushed out of shape.

Sanam kagoj cakra cokrokedae. He creased all

the paper.

Calcalua. Hurriedly, hastily, to be in

a hurry, to be in haste.
Calcalua iri calal? l.Toic. I am hurrying to go.
Calcaluae hedena. He came hurriedly.

Calcul. To begin to move, to make a
movement, to make a start.

Dakae lagiCko calculoK kana. They are making
a start to cook the food.

Nitol? doko caloul barakkana. Now they are
beginning to moye.

CalaK lagitko oaloulokkana. They are prepar-
ing to start.

Calha. ") . . . „
,

CaIhahako.)^'P''''^<'^°f '^^•^••fi^'^-

Calti. 1 Well-to-do, in easy circumstan-
Culti. j ces.

Bes calti awala hor kanae. He ia a man in
easy circuraatanoes.

Camaeta. To sow seed after having
ploughed the soil,only once, ^'i;^

Muhid oam'u'Ukeda. I sowed niun (q. v.) after
only one ploughing.

Carnal comol. To walk on tip toe

through fear of making a noise,

to be in terror, fearsome.
Carnal comol atkaroKa. It is fearsome.
Botorte carnal comolenae. He is moving on

tiptoe through fear.

Noa bir carnal comoliii paromena. I pass3d
through this jungle in terror.

Camdarak. Still, stockstill.
CamdaraKe tehgoakana kami bagikate. He

has left his work and is standing still.

Camkau. To scourge, to beat with a
wand or thin cane.

Camkau pofalf ar sasetenteko godeua. They
through scourging and distress died.

Campur. Jesting, cozening.
Campnrte. In jeat, jestingly.
Adi earner hor kanae uui do. He is a great

cozening man this.

Cararanga. The body, outwardly
beautiful.

Cancan, "l To speak or cry out
Cancanao. J loudly.
Cancan baraekanae. He is bawling out, or

speaking at the top of his voice.
Cancanaokkauae. He is speaking loudly.

Candak condok. To walk on the ball

of the foot or on the toes.
Candak condolce calakkana. He is walking on

the ball of the foot.

Candher. To become a clump, a
number of stalks to spring from
one and become a bunch.

Horo bes candherakana. The dhan has grown
well into clumps.

Candota. ") ,, , , .

Candotare. j
Monthly, m the month.

Candotare pe dhao, Three times monthly, three
times in a month.

Cao. "(_ Squealing, as a wooden axle
Caocao. j without oil, to dingle in

the ears, to tingle, as the ears.
Gadj ninglia. caocao sa^ekana. The cart axle

is squealing.

Cao marao. To overspread, to tingle,

as the ears.

Onde khon do gota disom cao marao gotena.
Prom there it overspread the whole country.

Caora. M. "(Having tlie long hairs in

Cauri. F. J the tail more or less

white.

Caorao. To turn round without mov-
ing from the spot.

Bandiko caorao acurkeda. They turned the
bandi (q. v.) round where it stood.

Panrako caoraokeCkina. They turned the
bullocks round without their moving from
the spot.



Capan [ 687 ] Cenra

Capan. ") To remove tassar silk worms
Capon. J from one tree to another.
MorS darereli oapauket'koa. I havo removed

the silk worms to five treea.

Capur capur. \ Splashing, sound of

Chapnr chapur.J splashing in water.
Cjpur capure laga paromket'koa. He drove

them across splashing.

Carapia. ~| Live stock, an animal
Carapia dhon. J that grazes.
Carapia dhouejomkeda. The cattle ate it.

Carapia dhon ijherge menaKkotaea. He has
much live stock.

Carit. To be on the look out for, to

mark down, to watch, to take
cognizance of, to note.

Merome caritet'koa komhro do. The thief is

watching the goats.

Carmando. To half thresh, ns grain.
En oarmandoakafian. I have half threshed it.

Caipat. To finish, to eat or graze up
all.

Jom carpatkedako ucarkom. They have eaten
up all, remove them (silk worms to another
tree.)

Cgirpatkedae. It grazed it all.

Carpatena. It is all grazed, or eaten up.

Carpir. Wide-spreading, as horns.
Dereii do carpirgetaea. His horns are wide

spreading.

Catfic cutuc. ~) Noise produced by slip-

Cital! catelJ. / pers hitting the heel

when walking, limitative.)
CataG cutuce tarameda.

Cata cutu. To frizzle, to be crisp, to

crackle.

Ma argoepe cata cutuUkana. Take it off the
fire it is frizzling.

Cata cutu rohorena. It is dry and crisp.

Cata cutu gooena. It is dead and crisp.

Catak cutuk. To lick the lips.

Ca^alt cutnK baraekanae. He is licking his

lips.

Catapat. Quickly, rapidly, hurriedly,

hastily.

Catapafiko kami caba got'keda. They quickly
finished the work.

Cafapatko isin gotkeda. They did the cooking
hurriedly.

Caukhut. The four points of the

compass, all round, every where.
Cankhiite dalf keda. It rained all round.

Caukidar. A watchman, a village

watchman.

Caukidari. Of or belonging to a

chaukidar, to act as a caukidar

or Watchman.
Caukidariedae. He does the work of a watoh-

Cauraha. One who by certain incanta-

tions becomes possessed by a spirit.

Can wai. To tell tales about one.

HoyaKe cauwaietkana. He is tolling tales

about people.

Cawak cawak. To be agitated as liquid

in a vessel being carried.

DaK oawaH cawagoKkana. The water is being
agitated.

Cedo cede. Imitative of the call of

partridges.

Cehel cehel. Flowing in full flood-

brimful, overflowing.

Cehor behor. With demonstration of

affection and welcome, heartily,

warmly.
Cehor behorko daramkedirta. They received

me with demonstration of affection and
welcome.

Cehor behor. Cry of a species of quail.

Cf ore.

C§k. Having a counterfoil, as a receipt'

cheque, &c., cor. of the English

word cheque.

Oak rasid. A receipt having a counterfoil.

Celkot. Smooth or sleek, as the hair

when well oiled and brushed, ap-

plied also to the smoothness of

feathers on the head of a starling

Cf cerkot.

Celperi, Sunk, subsided, hollow, as the

bridge of the nose.

Celperi mu. A hollow nose.

Cemel cemel. Quickly and lightly,

applied to walking. Cf cemer

cemer.

Cemel cemele tarameda. He walks quickly and

lightly.

Cenda. Arriving at adolescence.

Cenda bayar. Almost full grown,

applied to male buffaloes.

Cendkof. Smooth, sleek.

Cen<Jkote n?.ki6akafo. She has combed her

hair smooth.

Ceticuria. Children, little ones, small,

young.

Ekenko cencuriagea. There are only children.

Cehra. M. 1 A child about 9 or 10 years.)ehra. M. l -

^iari. F. JCiari. F. J of age.

Ekenko ceiiragea. They are only children.
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Cepel. ITo fill full, brimfull,

Cepel cepel. J quite full, heaving as

the water in a pond or tank

when full.

Khub cepel oepel peredakaua. (The tank) is

well filled, or is very full.

CedaK oepel eepelpe pereokeda ? Why did you
fill it brimfull ?

Cepelkedam kan^a do. Tou filled the water-
pot brimfull.

Cepel oepel r9iskq.teye perecena. He was filled

with joy.

Cepel. Low, as ridge of rice field, &c.,

flat.

Cepthe. To stick or adhere together.
Cepfheena (JomboK pitha do. The bread balls

are sticking together.

Cerca bayar. Stunted, small and lean,

Cercer. Cry of alarm of partridges.

Cerdha.
"l Thick

Cerdha cerdha. J
Cefdha oerdha cepa magpe. Cut the turf very

thick.

Cere pete. Noise produced by grain

bursting when being roasted, ex-

plosive sound produced by the wood
of the Indian Ebony tree when
burning.

Cerepete otejoKkana. It is bursting and crack-
ing

Cero cero. Imitative of the call of

partridges.

Cetepete. Cf. cerepete.

Cete sahan. Firewood of the Indian

Ebony tree (Cf terel), which when
buraing produces slight explosions

followed by sparks.

Cetetet. Applied to the thin skin on

the bark of the Indian Ebony tree

(Cf terel), which when burning

produces slight explosions followed

by sparks.

Cetha. To revive, good looking, healthy

appearance.
Onko lielte mon oe^haentaea. By seeing them

his spirits revived.

Cethra. A rag, old worn out cloth.

Gethrakote menaKlea. We are in old worn out
clothes.

Cewec ceweo. Imitative of the cry of

the Night-jar. Cf hapuk.

Chabur.
"t Q i h' rr

Chabur chabur. J " ' °'

Chabur ohabure don idikeda. He went jump-
ing away splashing.

Chabur marte. T -itt-.i i u
^, v . ^ With a splash.
Chabur mente. J

^

Chgibur marteye donkeda. He jumped with a
splash.

Chacchuc. To be in a strait or diffi-

culty.

ChaoohudkeCleako perako, 9yupko heoente.

Visitors put us in a strait by coming in the
evening.

Chachi. Cf. cachi.

Chaklachak. To surfeit, to give more
than one can eat, to entertain

hospitably.
Chaklaobgikko ematlea. They gave us more

than we could eat.

CeClekae jom ocoket'pea? Khub chaklach?ike
jom oooketlea. How did he feed you? He
entertained us most hospitably.

Emkateko ohaklachakkefikoa. They gave and
surfeited them.

Choldori.j^
"^'^11 ""^^-P^^ *^^*-

Ghamak damak. Giving oneself airs,

to show off, applied to females.

Chamak damakem oalaUkana. Tou are going
about giving yourself airs.

Chanaa naadaa. Going about instead

of working.
Chanah nandaii baraekanae. He is going about

instead of working,

Chanban. \Exact likeness, close resem-

Chanman.J blance.

Chanman uni lekati fielekana. He appears to
me to bear a close resemblance to him.

Chand.\Pattern, sample, form, repres-

Chond j entation.
Ni?! chand benaome. Make it according to this

pattern,

Chanka chanki. To season, to apply
spices cooked in oil to food, mainly
to a relish.

Chank?. chanki kateko emafilea. They gave it

to us spiced.

Chankao. To season, to add spices

cooked in oil to food.
XJtu chankao riograe. Season the relish a little

more.

Chainnan. Cf chanban.

Chaora. Immature, not full grown.
Chaorigeae kgiijru do. The young Ouffaloe is

immature.
Chaora gidrgt. An immature lad.

Chapadao. The reciprocal form of

chadao (q. v.)

Nukin bakin claapadaoa. These two will not
separate from each other.
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A roof tax, a houseChapar bandhi,

tax.

Ato ato ohapar b?.ndhiko uth?iua. They collect

a house tax from each village.

Chapar chupur. ") Applied to fairly

Chupur chupur. J heavy rain which
does not run off but makes a noise

when one walks in it.

Bea ohapar ohupure daKkeda. It rained fairly

heavily.

Chapar chupur daK. Fairly heavy rain.

Chap chap. Shallow, just covering

the surface, as water.

Gabhatef do chap chap tahekana. Water just
covered the surface of the middle of the
tank.

Chapit. Secret.

Noa katha real? chapit banuKanah. There is

no secret about this matter.

Chapit alope dohoea. Do not keep it secret.

Chapka chapki. ") Crouching, stealthi-

Chapka chupka. J ly, as a beast of

prey.

Chaporae.|Low.
Cneporae. J
Chaporaegeye benaoaka^a oraK do. He has

made the house low.

Chapur chapur. Cf. capur capur.

Charchar. 1 To tear, to rend, imita-

Charcharao. J
tive of the sound

produced by tearing cloth, paper,

&c.

Kicrii; charcharaoe oreckeda. He tore the
cloth and made a tearing sound.

Eicrioe charcharaokeda. He tore the cloth.

Charchar ka^oje oreckeda. He tore the cloth
and produced a souud resembling char-

char.

Char hatua. Childless, applied to

females.

Char hatuageae. She is childless.

Chatabar. \ Applied to a field of

Ir chatabar. j grain of larger or

smaller area which a farmer leaves

till the last and allows all who
come to reap and carry away the

grain.

Oka^aU khet ir chatabar l?.gi£bo dohoea ? Which
field will we set apart for the people to

reap?

Chata dan. The high pole on which

the umbrella is hoisted at the

chata or umbrella festival.

Chati jarao. ~| To burst the heart, to

Chati phatao. J rend the heart, to

buist or rend the bosom, as sorrow,

grief
Chati phataoUkantilla bhabnate. My heart is

bursting with grief.

Cheporae. Low. Cf chaporae.

Chidga chidgi. Throwing from side, to

spatter from side to side, carelessly.

Chidgg. ohidgiye joUetkana. She is sweeping
and spattering from side to side, [his way.

Chidga ohidgiye calaBkana. He is going and
pushing all to one side or the other out of

Chidgai. To throw forward with force

as slush, water, &c., to spatter, to

to cause to spatter.
Chidgai p^isiradirtae. He caused the slush to

spatter over me.

Chidgai marte. ~) itt-.i ^j.

n, i^- . > With a spatter.
Chidgai meiite. J

^

Chidgg.i marteye calaoena. He went off with a

siiatter.

Chiibitir. To spread, to disperse, to

divide. Cf cirbitir. [as blood, &c.

Chir chir. Spurting, flowing quickly,

Chir chir mayam odokoKkana. Blood is com-
ing out spurting.

Chiria chit. To scatter, to disperse,

to spread.
Chiria chitko pasnaoakana. They are dispers-

ed here and there.

Begar chirig. chitenako. The household has
dispersed, the members of the family have
set up for themselves and are dispersed.

Chiric chiric. Breaking up as a liquid

substance falling on a hard sur-

face, to spatter.

Chiric chiric date pasiroKkana. Water is fall-

ing on a hard surface and spattering.

Chob chob. Drenched, well moistened.

C£ cobcob.
Chob chob lohotakana daka utute. The rice is

well moistened with the relish.

Chochna. M. ") Niggardly, parsimonious,

Chuchni. F. J especially in the mat-

ter of giving food.

Chochnaha. M.

'

Chochnahi
Choha. T .

Cuba. /
Mit' chohale pokeda, ar mit' choha do bah. \\

hoed one sowing, and not the other sowing

.

Mit choha pohoko paromena, ar mit chohako
hijukkana. One flight of locusts pas&eu

and another flight is coming.

Mii chohako jomkeda, ar mit choha Siuriko

joma. One section (portion, division,) vf

the company partook of food, and one

seetion has not yet partaken of food.

Bar chohako seterena. Two detachments have
arrived.

'^•^ICf chochna.
11. i. J

One of a series.



Chokchok [ G90 1 Cipa cipi

Chokchok. Gobbling, sound of eating

voracionsly.
Chokchokko jomeda. They are eating gobblingly.

Choldori. Of. chaldari.

Cholkao. To pare, to skim along the
surface, obliquely, slantingly. Cf.

chalgao.
Cetan cetante oholkao calalca. It will go skim-

ming along the surface.

Chonbon. )_ Exact likeness, close resem-
Chonmon. J blance.
Ohonbon uni lekad Aelelvana. He appears to

me to bear a close resemblance to him.

Ghond. ") Pattern, sample, form, repre-
Chaiid. J sentation, shape.
Nia cboud benaome. Make it this shape.

Chon. I'l''^ frizzle, imitative of the
Choh chon. J sound produced when

water falls into a iire.

Taku'3 khon dali ohoh ohoh nuroUkana. Water
is falling from the pot into the fire frizzling

Choii marte. ") tjt-,, o ,

^1 . . > With a frizzle.
Ohon mente. J
Choh raarteko khadlekedako. They threw it in

with a frizzle.

Chopao. To cut off the tops or ears of

grain.
Gele geleko chopaoakafia. They have out off

the ears of the grain.

Chop chop. Sound of sucking (imita-

tive.)

Chop chop mihuko nnnua. The calves produce
a sound resembling chop chop when sucking.

Chopor bandhi. Cf chapar bandhi.

Chor. ) Imitative of the phizzing

Ciior chor. J sound priiduced by any-

thing red hot when put into water.
Chor chor .sadekana. It is fizzing

Chor marte. ) ,17.^1 /. • ,

^, , J-
With a fizzing sound.

Chor mente. J
°

Chor marte safleena. It sounded phiz.
Dhipan merhet dakre cadolekhan chor mente

sadea. If red hot iron be put into water
it sounds phiz.

Chorchorao. To irritate, to sting, to

rile, to wound to the quick, to sting

to the quick.
Eger ohorchoraokeilirtae. She scolded and

stung me to tliL* quick.

Chot. Immediately, instantly.

Chuca. Mean, stingy, niggardly.

Chucha. Only, all.

Noa ul do jojo ohuch?.. This mango is all

bitter.

li. F. ~)

la. M. J"

Cf chochna.

Spilling when pouring

Chuchni
Chochna.

Chutaha. Ceren>onially defiled, as

vessels for domestic use.

Chutalia. Cf chutaha.

Chutalia. Free, disengaged, unem-
ployed, superfluous, not in use,,

unbetrothed.

Cidor codor.

out.
Cidor codor dalfko duleda. They spill the

water as they pour it out.

Cidra. Loose in the bowels.
Nuidahra cidrageae. This bullock is loose

in the bowels.

Ci ghora. The neigh of a horse.

Ciknar. Delicate, as food ; smooth.
Cikn^r jojomid kanae. He is a delicate feeder.

Cilcilau. To frighten, to dragoon.
Sipahi ciloilauketlea. The bailiff dragooned

us.
Toyo sime ciloilaukefikoa. The jackal fright-

ened the hens.

Cimkicitifi. Lightly, trippingly, ap-
plied to females.

Cimkioitine calaKkana. She is going trippingly.

Cimta deren. Horns resembling
callipers in shape, applied mainly
to buffaloes.

Cindar condor.^ Wide or broad, as a
Cindar candar. V piece of cloth, long
Cindor condor.J and reaching to the

feet as a garment.
Cind9.r oondore bandeakat'a. She has fastened

her cloth so that it reaches down to her
feet.

Cindor condor osara. It is very wide.
Cindor condor baraekanae. She is going about

with her garment reaching her feet.

Cindka cilali. Here and there, in pat-
ches, not in a continuous stretch.

Cindka cil^Ke poakafia. Ho has hoed here and
there.

Cindor candor.

"

Cindor condor.
• Cf cindar condor.

Cingul. A variety of rice or dhan.

Ciari. F. 1 A child about nine or ten
Cenra. M.j years of age.

Cipa. To press down, to opioress, to
cause difficulty or hardship.

Khajnako barhaolek'hanko cip^ilea. If they
raise our rents they will oppress us.

Cipa cipi. Cf cipa.



Cipinhau [ 691 ] Cuhla cuhli

of

to

Cipinhau. Tlie reciprocal form
cinhau. (q. v.)

Cirbitir. \To spread, to disperse,

Chirbitir.j divide.
Sanamko oivbitirena. They are all dispersed.
Sanam dhonko olrbitirkeda. They divided all

the property.

Cirhot;. To shuffle the feet.

Cirhot'kedae. He shuffled his feet.

Citaha."! Clayish, having the properties

Citahi.
J

of clay.
NoniJenaK haaa citahagea. The soil of this

place is olayish.
Cifaha hasa. Clay.

Citat! cateli. Noise produced by slipp-

ers hitting the heel when the
wearer wallcs. Cf. catac cutuc.

Citha. ")
A t -^^ 1

Hat citha. 1^ note, a written order.

Hat ci^hae emadi£a. He gave me a written
order.

Hat citha menaKa, ona iate poesa reaU botor
banulfan. There is a written order so there
is no fear about the money.

Citic citic. Scaling off.

Citii citio paraKena. It has cracked and is

scaling off.

Citil bitil. ") To divide, to apportion, to

Citir bitir. j break in pieces.
OraKpe citil bitilkeda.
Otko citir bitirkedako. They divided the land

into pieces or shares.

Ciwali cawal. To spill over as liquid

agitated in a vessel when being
cari'ied.

CiwaK cawalt daKe hiriceda. She is agitating
the water and spilling it.

Cobcob. \Drenched, well moistened,

Chobchob.J slushy.
Cobcob lohotakana daka do utute. . The rice is

well moistened with the relish.

Cob cobe sunumakawata matkom ata. She has
well moistened the roasted matkom (q. v.)

ivith oil.

Cobhor cobhor. Imitative of the sound
produced when pounding Indian

corn or the unripe janum (q. v.)

in the dhinki.

Cobhor marte. ") ttt-,, , ,

^ , , . Y With a splash.
Cobhor mente. J

'

Cobhor menteye donkeda.
splash.

He jumped with a

Cobor marte. \ With a splash. Cf
Cobor mente. J cobhor marte.

Cocko. The female organ, human and

bestial.

Coeta. Lean, lanky, bony.
Coeta (Jahra. A lean bullock.

Coghe. To climb up on, to mount.
Nonijom cogheakana. You aro mounted here.

Coha. A kind of small bat.

Coha. Cf choha.

Cokro. To get out of shape, to curl

up as a leaf, to be crushed as a

tin vessel, to crease, to crumple,
to dent, &c. Scottice, bashed.

Thari cokro oabaena. The brass plates are all

out of shape.
Sakam rohor cokroena. The leaf is dry and

curled up.
Kagoje sap cokrokeda. He handled and creased

the paper.

Con. To respect, to honour, to obey.-
Oka ho bae conaKa. He respects nothing.
JahatinaKem metae, enrehobae oonaKa. Speak

to him as much as you may, still he will not
obey.

Corcor. A cry of alarm of barndoor
fowls.

Coromokod. Slightly acid. Cf comkoroc.
Cororito. Stunted, puny, untidy, ill

-looking.
Onijedare emantealtko do aiJicoroJifgea. The

trees and other such things there are very
much stunted.

Cororiii. Cf caroriri.

p,
•' [immediately, instantly.

Hoho co^e hec gofiena. Immediately on being
called he came.

Cothao. To do, used only when quarr-

elling.

Ce^em cothaoti/iap What will you do to me?

Cucumgnc. To sit on the heels, to

hunker. Cf cncutigut.
Cucumguce durupakana. He is sitting on his

heels.

Cucumhuc. The sand-fly.

Cudur biidur. Saying one thing to-

day and another to-morrow, word
not to be depended on.

Kui hor do cu(^ur budurgeae. This man does
not stick to his word.

Cugli capati. To tell tales, to inform

against, to spefik ill of behind one's

back, to traduce, to calumniate.
Nui do cugli oap%ti bae badaea. This (man)

does not know to traduce.
Okoeho bae cugli capgi^iakoa. He tells tales of

no one.

Cuhla cuhli. To the brim,
Cuhl?i cuhli peredakana band do daKte. The

tank is filled to the brim with water.
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Cuhlau. To fill to the brim.
Peree ouhlauena. It is full to the brim.
Khube dalikecla, band ouhlauena. There has

been good rain, the tank ia filled to the
brim.

Cukak ghao. A deep ulcer with a

hard, elevated edge, as in cancer,

etc.

Cukri. A small earthenware vessel

smaller than a cnkal. (q. v.)

Cukuc. To touch slightly to draw
attention.

Cukuokediiiae. He touched me slightly.

Culha kudam. The back part of a
native fireplace or cooking stove.

Culha koram. The front part of a
native fireplace or cooking stove.

Culha ocol!. Small protuberances on
the edge of the opening of a native

cooking stove which prevent the
pot when placed on the fire from
closing the opening.

Culti. ) Well-to-do, in easy circum-
Calti. J stances.

Bea culti awala hor kanae. He is a well-to-do
man.

Culti. Customary, usual.

Culur bulur."! Without a settled habit-

Culur bntur. j ation.
Culur bulure dara baraekana. He is wandering

about.

Cumcumba. A children's game.

Cunda. M. "> mL • i. p i- -i

Cundi. F. I
The youngest of a family.

Ale do baro boeha, eundaltio do apuli t^hen
menaea, "We are twelTe brothers, the
youngest is with my father.

Cundul bhutul. Roaming here and
there, going from place to place,

restle-ss.

Bir pakare sendraea cundul bhutul. He roamed
over the country hunting.

Cuiigiir inuagur. Restless and staring

about.
Cungur mnnjurharaekanae. He is restless and

staring about.

Ciipuikut. To contract, to shrivel, as

certain fruits when dry.
Netar rohor oupuikul:cnae. At present he is

emaciated.

Cupurud. The reciprocal form of curu6

(q. V.)

Curamar. ") Quickly, fast, rapidly. Cf.

Curemar. J cnriuar.

Curcuria. To fry in oil.

Curouri9.ko isinakat'a. They hare cooked it by
frying in oil.

Curcuria. Thin, narrow.
Curcuria pindheko rakapaka^a. They have

raised the ridge of the rice field very
narrow.

Curemar. Cf curamar.

Curkal bhurkal. In little heaps.,
CurkaK bhurkalfe dohoakafo. He has put it

down in little heaps.

Curu. To fill and heap up.
Khub curue sonkeda. He measured it and

heaped it well up.

Ma nitolf onruiena. Now it is full.

Khaol?.l;reye perec oufuakat'a. He has filled
and heaped up the basket.

Cusau. To suck, to absorb.
Mahajon doe cusau rengeokedea. The money-

lender sucked him poor.
Mali lagaoadeae, barid mayame ousju odok-

keda. He cupped him, and sucked out the
bad blood.

Kuila do joto baric so ousaua. Charcoal ab-
sorbs all the bad smells."

Cutki. A little piece, a fragment.
Mi^ cutki emadidae. He gave me a fragment.

Cutki. To snap the fingers.
Cutkiadidae. He snapped his fingers at me.

D
Dab. An accident.
Dab real? okoe ho bako badae darama. No one

foresees an accident.
Dab paraoena. An accident occurred.

Dabte. Accidentally, by chance.
D^bteye tuii Aamkedea. He accidentally shot

him.

Dabri mangal. To put down, to ha-
rass, to badger, to wherret, to
bait.

Sanamkope dabri mahgaledilia. You are all
badgering me.

Dadka. Equivalent to daKka, (q. v.)

to be cooking, cooking.
Dadka oraK. Cookhouse, kitchen, Cf. daKka

oralf.

Cefe cekaeda? Dadkakanae. What is she
doing? She is cooking.

Daeka. Long, widespread, with an
upward turn, as horns.

Daeka dereli. Long, spreading horns with an
upward turn.

Daeka kada. A buffaloe having long, spread-
ing horns with an upward turn.
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Dahap duhup. Imitative of the sound
producedbyan elephant, or a heavy
footed person when walking.

Bahap duhnpe taramet'kana hathi do. The
elephant goes thudding along.

Pahar. A variety of rice or dhan.

Dahgao. To blaze, to flare up, to in-

crease. Cf. dahngao.
Dahna. The right side, the right

hand.
D?hna ijahra . The right hand bullock.
D?.hn9 dahna. To the right, to the right, s.aid

to cause bullocks to turn to the right when
ploughing.

Daibun. To be emaciated and weak.
OsoK daibuhenae. He ia emaciated and weak.
Ha]:am ^aibutienae. He is emaciated and

weak being old.

Dafe hor h3 oaoRlenkhanko mena daibuii-
enae. When even an able bodied man
loses flesh they say he is emaciated and
weak.

Dakar dokor. To shake, to be un-
steady, from side to side, to wobble.

Bah baisaulena, dakar dokor baral^kana. It
is not steady, it is shaking.

Ona do dakar dokopoBa niatalf do bail. That
one wobbles, not this one.

Dakhna. The south.
Dakhna khone dakeda. The rain is from the

south.

Dakhnahi. Southern, southerly, of or

belonging to the south.
Dakhnahi hoe kana. It is southerly wind.
Dakhnahi hor kanae. He ia a south country

man.

Dalmal. T To shake, to reverberate,

Dalmalao. J to excite or agitate, to

disturb, to sway as a crowd, to

quiver, as a bog, mud, &c. when
disturbed. Cf dalmal.

Dalsiii talsin. Untidy, slatternly, diity,

not in working order, broken, un-
serviceable.

Ce£ leka amgem lieloKkana dalsill t^/lsiii.

Damana. A kind of large drum.
Dambal domboli. Lumpy, not pulver-

ized.
DambaK clomboK ko si lahu£akafa. They have

not pulverized the soil when ploughing.

Dani. Generous, liberal.

Danpun. To acquire merit.
BesB dan punaka£a. He has acquired great

merit.

Dapadopo. Slow, sluggish in move-
ment.

Balea dapadopogeae. Baleaiaslow.

Dapandom. The reciprocal from of

dandom q. v.)

Dapka dupka. A succession of jungle
patches. Cf. dupka.

Dara. Direction.
Oka darare menaKaP In what direction ia it?

Daradari. Closely following, at the
heels of, with little interval bet-
ween.

Daradjriye palijakedea. He followed close on
his heels.

Darad|.riy6 hedena. He oame immediately after
(him.)

Daradoro. To be unsteady, to wobble,
as anything placed on the ground.

Kanda dafadorolikana. The waterpot is wob-
bling.

Dara duruc. To become a cluster of
large fruits, as those of the pal-

myra palm, papita, (q. v.) &c.

Daria dapat'. Thick, layer upon layer.

Cf daria.

Daris. Inclination, desire, appetite.
Jojom d»ris bah tahena. There will be no

desire to eat.
SioK reaK d9.ris banuKtaea. He has no inclin-

ation to plough.

Daro6ja. Large, imposing, huge.
^^i marah oraKe benaoakawana daroiija. He

has built for himself a very large house,
huge.

Daroiija oralf . A large house.

Dasae kora. Young men who have
undergone a short training in me-
dicine, exorcism, and divining, who
go singing and begging during the
dasae (q. v.) festival.

Datop. ") Full or exact measure, full

Ratop. J measure and nothing more
or less.

Moka datop. \ Full lineal measure, by the moka
Moka ratop. j (q. v.) or cubit.

loh ralot ]
^^'1 '^^^'''''' 1''!"''^ °^ ^'^

Dedar. Very much, very many, an
immense quantity, an immense
number.

Dedar nes horo hoeakana. There ia an im-
mense quantity of rice this year.

Dedar netar horeako ereda. They are sowing a
great quantity of horeo'(q. v.) at present.

Dedar horko jarwalena. An immense number
of people were assembled.

Deded. ") Applied to the sound
Deded dedeii. J produced when the

dhak drum is beaten. Cf dhedheii.
Pedel de^efiko ruieda. They are beating (the

drum) and producing a sound resembling
de^eli dedefi.

88
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Degen. "1'^° become hard, to

Degen degen. J harden.
Popokadale degen degen ban poBa. We attempt-

ed to hoe it, it is very hard it will not hoe.
Degen gfofena. It became hard.
DegenoKkaua. It is hardening.

Deloi. Come.
Del Small, little.

Pefgeae dahra do. The bullock is small.

Dhab dhaba. Broad, wide.
UniaK iahga dhahdhabagetaea. His feet are

broad.
Parl^iktet' dhabdhabagea. The border (of the

cloth) is wide.

Dhaba dhubu. Sound of splashing

in water.
Dhaba dhnbuko paeraKkana. They are swim-

ming splashingly, they are splashing while
swimming.

Dhab dhob. Beautifully, well, excell-

.ently.

Dhabdhobko dapakalJa. They have thatched
it beautifully.

Dhabe dhobe. Well, beautifully, ex-

cellently.
Kbub dhabe dhobeko benaoakata. They have

made it very beautiful, it is beautifully
made.

Dhabos. Sound of plunging into

water as of anything heavy.

Dhabos marte. 1 With a plunging
Dliabos inente. j" sound.
Dhiri dalere T^ur tora dhaboa mente sade gotena.

Immediately the stone fell into the water
it sounded plunge.

Dhadnasia. A pretender, feigning,

pretending.
Nui do dhadnasia kanae, menalttaerehoe men-

eda banuKtiiia. This man is a pretender,
although he has (money) he says I have not
any.

Dhak. A kind of drum. Cf rahar.

Dhakur. "I Imitative of the

Dhakur dhakur. J sound produced
when working a dhitiki (v. v.

Phihkiko lebeteda dhakur dhakur.

Dhakur marte. ) With a thudding

Dhakur mente.:.} sound. Cf dhakur.

Dhalu. Slope, to slope.

Dhaluipe. Make it sloping.

Dhambo. 1 Large, mainly appli-

Dharabo dhambo. J ed to fruit.

Noa tale adi dhambogea. This Palmyra palm
fruit is very big.

Dhambo matkom. Largs matkom(q. v. )fl9W-

ers.

Dhambo dhambu. Cf dhambo.

Dhambosali. Fat to unsightliness.
Dhambosake mot^aakana. He is fat and unsi-

ghtly.
DhambosaRgeae. He is fat to unsightliness.

Dhamcul. \To bound, bound-
Dhamcui dhamcul.j ing, to spring,

springing.
DhamouK dhamouKko don baraea roteko.

Dhamcui marte. \With a bound, with

Dhamcul mente./ a spring.
DhamcuK marteye donkeda. He jumped with

a spring.

Dhamkhum. To dragoon, to force by
threats, bluster, or violence.

Uni gidra gidiko dhamdhumkedea. They dra-

• gooned that boy.

Dhandhan. Buzzing round about, as

a fly at a carcase, &c.
Eengedte dhan dhan baraekanae. He is buzz-

ing about (like a fly) through hunger. Cf.

dhgn (^hanao.

Dhanghara. Rich, wealthy.

Dhankur dhankur. Imitative of a

thudding sound as that produced
when a long piece of timber, &c.,

is pressed down at one end and
the raised end allowed to fall to

the ground with a thud.

Dhanka dhanki. Wandering about,

going from place to place.
Eeiigeote dhanka dhanki baraekanae. He is

going from place to place through hunger.

Dhankao. To wander about, to roam,
to range.

Rerigeote dhankao baraekanae. He is wandering
about through hunger.

Dhankao gujuliam. You will die wandering
about.

Dhapaka. The reciprocal form of dha-
ka (q. V.)

Dhapao. To fill in, to fill up.
Gadlaitko dbapaokeda. They filled up the pit.

Dhapar. 1 Imitative of the sound
Dhapar dhapar.J produced by any-

thing flapping.
Dhapar dhapar sadekana. It sounds flap, flap.

Dhapar marte.l With flap, with a flapp-

Dhapaj- mente J ing sound. Cf. dha-
par.

Dhapra. M.\Rough-headed, having a
Dhapri F. f rough thick head of

hair, shock headed.
Dbaprageae. He is shock headed.
Dhaprigeae. She is shock headed.
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Dhara dhura.|To dun, to dragoon, to
""'

""
ira.j

bluster

Dhara dhura.j force by threats or

Khajna Ijgit'bo dhara dbur^otlea. They are
dragooning us about-our rent.

Dharamara. To dragoon, to force by
threats or bluster, to insist.

Dharamaralcediiiako. They dragooned me.

Dharao. To apprehend, to arrest,

to seize.
Kanas(ae dharaokedea. The constable arrested

him.

Dharapkia.! A receptacle for sindur
Darapkia. J(q. v.) Cf kia.

Dharpar. Quickly, hurriedly, hastily.
Dharpar jahanaUe ilam baraeda. He is search-

ing hurriedly for something.

Dharpharao. To hurry, to haste.
Dharpharao barae Uanae. He is hurrying.

Dharpilak. Towsy, towzled, dishevell-

ed, rumpled, as hair, applied to

females.
DharpilaR upe araliakafa. She has let loose

her hair dishevelled.
DhjrpilaKgeae. She is dishevelled.

Dhatpat. Quickly, rapidly, hurriedly.
Khan unre dhatpate benaoketkina. Then she

made them hurriedly.

Dhatar patar. Quickly, hastily, hur-
riedly.

Dhatar patar fandi senkate herah petahe arup
baraena.

Dhaulia. Relationship between bro-

ther-in-law and sister-in-law.
Dhaulia banakin. They are brother-in-law and

sister-in-law.

Dhaulia sagai. Relationship between
brother-in-law and sister-in-law.

Great freedom is accorded to these in their
intercourse with each other, and what is

regarded as criminal intercourse in others
is propriety with them.

Dhawa. To attack, to seize, to range,

to roam.

Dhedhen. \ Applied to the

Dhedhen dhedhen. J sound produ-

ced when the dhak (q. v.) drum
is beaten.

Dheke, ") Rich, wealth}', fat, corpu-

Dhekela. J lent, very, applied to

fatness.
Dhekelae motaakana. He is very fat.

Dhigdha. Cf. digdha.

Dhinan. A future part of the same
day.

Dhin^h hijuKme. Come later on in the day.

Dhinad tikin. Mid-day to-day.

Dhinan tarasit^. About 3 p. m. to-day.

Dhipni A stopper, a lid.

Dhopko. A mound, a hillock.

Dhoros. "{Owing to, in consequence
Dhoroste. J of
Nia dhorosteye rualikana. He has fever owing

to this.

DhSya dhape. *) To become emaciated,

Dhoya dhape. / emaciated.
Eehgeote cjhoya dhapeenae. He is emaciated

through starvation.
Dhoya (Jhape osoKenae. He is lean as a skeleton.

Dhunra dhunri. To search for here
and there.

Dhurpau. To be at the maximum,
utmost height, highest pitch or

culminating point, to be in full

swing.
Horo rohoeko dhurpauena. The planting of

rice is in full swing.
Setoh dhurpauena. The heat of the sun is at

its height.

Dhursau. To singe, to slightly burn.
Pg-kuko dhursaukedea. The thieves singed

him (to cause him to give up his money.)

Dhusri. A variety of dhan or rice.

Dhuwa bhua. Doubtful, uncertain,

hesitating.

Dighi. To doubt, to suspect, to be
uncertain ; suspicion, uncertainty.

Digoha. To fail. Cf digau.
Suluk dular bae (^igohalca. Charity fails not.

Digor. Obstinate, self-willed.

y igralia. J
Digri pitau. To procluim a civil court

decree by beat of drum.
Pigri pitaukedako. They proclaimed, or made

public, the decree of the court by beat of
drum. .

Dihdar. An official whose duty it is

to look after the interests of a

landholder in the villages on his

estate.

Dihe dandi. Hamlet and boundaries.

Dindirsic. Untidy, slatternly, careless

of attire, hair in disorder, said of

females.

Dinta. Daily.
Diutare pe dhao jomme. Eat three times daily,

Dintageye hijuIUtana. He is coming- daily.

Dipisa, The I'eciprocal form of di.^a

(q. V.)

Obstinate, self-willed.
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Pea gate uniaK dob reab a^jomhate ]iwi rafej-

taea menteko hecena. Three friends -heard
of his state and came to comfort him.

pobea. "(Emaciated and having a

Pobeofi. J protuberant belly.

Haram dobeojenae. He is old, emaciated and
big-bellied.

Kua rnateye dobeofona. He is emaciated and
big-bellied owing to continued fever.

Dobnao. To chide, to check, to curb,

to restrain.

Noko bako dobnaolekokhan dolre snluk.baii
tahena. If they do not restrain these
(people) there will not be harmony in the
community.

Dodhor. A hole, a hollow, a cavity,

hollow.
Dare dodborre. In a hole of a tree.

Dokani. ") • , ,

Dokania-j^^^^^P'^'^^P^^-
Nui do dokanigi kanae. This is a, shopkeeper

.

Dola. To be damp, limp, lean, poor,

to lose freshness.
Polaena. It is damp.

Dolbadol. ") Exchange, alteration, to

Odolbodoi. 3 exchange, to swop, to

barter, to confuse, to displace.

Domdom. Heaped up, rising above
the surrounding surface.

Domdorako puAjiakata. They have heaped it

higher than the surrounding surface.

Domo. To swell.

Tor domokedillako. They stung me and caus-
ed a swelling.

Domok domols. Swaying, shaking
or rhythmical movement of the
body.

Domolf domolf e calalfkana. Heis going swaying.
DomoK domoire huruheda. She is working the

dhiiiki and moving her body as she does so.

Dondkoro. Squatting, cowering, sitt-

ing close to the ground.
Dondkoro kulaiye oborakana. The hare is

sitting cowering.

Dondorkole. ) Dishevelled and out of

Dondorpole. J sorts, applied to females.

Dondor kokor. A species of owl.

Dor marao. To fix or settle a price or

rate.

Doriii maraokeda. I fixed the rate.

Doron soroQ. Ailing, out of sorts,

indisposed. Cf doro soro.

Dorpat. Flaw.
Dorpat janamena, noa dobanhoyoKa. A flaw

has appeared, this will not do.

Dorpot'. Hollow, flawed, cracked,

chipped.

Dub dan. To give a piece of dub
grass (Gynodon Dactylon) as a

proof that a bargain has been
made. Cf dub dhan.

Dublau. To cover, as water, to over-

flow.

DaKte dublauena. It is covered with water.

Dublau. To become thin, to be emacia-
ted.

Rug.te dublgiuena. He is emaciated through
fever.

Dubuk. ITo nod the head, to

Dubuk dubuk.J bow the head, as

when making obeisance. Cf dubuS
dubul.

Dudrumte dubuk dubukoKkanae. He is nodd-
ing owing to drowsiness.

Dudhkani A variety of dhan or rice.

Dukdukuas. A£9iction, trouble.
Dnk dukuasre bae hirilea. He will not visit us

in trouble.

Dukhar. Necessitous, needy, pinched.
DukharoK jokhec. At a pinch.
Dukh^roK jokhed dom cekaea? jahan lekan

kudige. What can you do at a pinch? any
sort of a kudali will do.

Dulkau. To go out of the way, to

keep out of the way.
Dulkau heoenae. He has come to get, or be, out

of the way.

Dumdhukak. ") A kind of drum beat-
Dudumdhukai. J en on both ends,

a kind of earthenware bottle
shaped like the drum bulging in

the middle and the ends like the
neck of a bottle.

Dumdumi. Rough, uneven, as a road.
Noa rasta do adi dumdumigea. This road is

very rough.

Durduri. To oppress, to exact by
bluster or threats, to dragoon, to
terrorize.

4di durduriko sape^Iea. They oppress us
greatly.

Durhi ghas. ") A kind of tall grass,

Dudhi ghas. j Ajdttda aristata,
Linn.

Durkarals. An exclamation of annoy-
ance.

Durkarak, bari disaileda. How stupid, I forgot.
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Puru duru. "[A. call to young buff-

puiuh duruh. j aloes.

Dusau. Faulty, blamable, defective,

to blame, to find fault with.
Noa kiorio do dusaugea. This oloth is faulty.

DuthaL An exclamation of annoy-
ance, how foolish, dear me.

Duth?,!! i& hirilileda. Dear me, I forgot.

E
Edethompo. Cf edethompe.
Edgejak. Cf ergejai.

Egor ogor. Cf. ogor ogor.

EhSlc. An emphatic negative.
EheK, noa do bail aiiiomoStama. Certainly

not, this of yours will not be listened to.

Eho. Used to call attention.
Eho, ailjomme.

Eh6. Imitative of the crying of an
infant.

Ektaraha. Masterful, impertinent,
insolent, insulting.

Ektaraha kathatae. His impertinent remark.
Ektaraham rofkeda. You spoke impertinently.

Englgo. Cf. englgol.

Ekam. One.
Ekam, dukam, tinik, lakur, salae, sapai, den(J,

kor, kifid, koroR, (hakroK. One, two, three,
four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven,
used by children to count the seeds in the
pod of Bauhinia Vahlii.

Fk nf- f
Pi'ivately, alone, solitai-y.

Ekanre idikateye galmaraoadea. He took him
aside and talked to him.

Elaka. Province, district, jurisdiction.
AleaH elaka do b^nul^anah. It is not within our

jurisdiction. Cf. ilaka.

Eaeset'. A stopper, a covering, any
thing which covers, or closes an
opening. C£ eaei.

Eugol. To pretend, to feign, to make
a shew of.

Jom engol. To make a shew of eating.

Dal eiigol. To pretend to strike.

Ger eiigol. To feign to bite.

Epem. The reciprocal form of em to

give. Cf em.

Er tepet. To throw a handful of dust

in the eyes, to fill the eyes by
throwing, as by throwing dust.

Kombro do hortenko meire dhuri er tepe^kate

cijko ^tkirtakoa. Thieves fill the eyes of

travellers by throwing dust at them, and
steal their property.

Erem erem. Cravingly, hankeringly,

longing for, looking wistfully on.

Guf lagit'ko eyem eremoKkana. They are look-
ing wistfully at the sugar.

Jom l^gii efem ej:emolfkanae. He is longing
to eat.

Ered beten. To speak much, to boast.
Nui hor do acji efeli be(e£oKkanae. This

man is speaking much.
EfeA beteiem roref tahekana, okarem daye-

lena? You were speaking boastingly, where
did you oonquei f

Etka. A climbing plant, Mucuna
puriens, D. G.

Gab. Stain.
Gab lagaoena. It is stained.

Gab marte.
^

Gab mente.
Loso€reii thaliena gab mente.

•JDeeply.

into the mud.
I sunk deeply

Gabcao. To pierce, to penetrate.
Kuijli bail gabcaoKa hasare. The kudali will

not penetrate the soil.

Laser ku(Ji do gabcaoEgea. A sharp kudali
will penetrate.

Behe£ bail gabcaolente dare do gooena. The
tree has died because the roots did not
penetrate (the soil.

Gada coda. A species of fish.

Gada citi. A species of water snake.

Gadea gudia. Stroggiing one on the
top of another, leaning on.

Ga4ea gu^i^ mittegeko calaoena. They loft
leaning on each other.

Gaijlea gudia baraKkanako. Tliey are struggling
together (as young pigs, &o, to get at the
dam's dugs.)

A i, ' J- f-A. seed bed.
Aphor gadi- J

Gadlak godloK. Having a number of

holes or depressions, as an earthen
floor, &c.

Gora gadlak godloKakana. The floor of the
cowshed is full of holes.

Gadoe sadoe. To mix, to mingle,
intermix, intermingle.

Utuko do thora gadoe sa(?oeoIfa. Relish
will be slightly mixed.

Isai ar bedin mit thenko jomlekban gadoe sa-
^oeenako. If Christians and heathen eat
together they are mixed.

Gahjur. Baggy, baggy in the centre,

as an awning not drawn tight,

hanging loose or over, bulging,

pendulous.
Jal gahjur tefime. Weave the net bulging in

the centre.
Khub gahjurae nui sukri do. This pig has a

good baggy belly.
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Gahnjiir. Cf. gahjiu-.

Gahiiiur las. A baggy or pendulous belly like

a aow'a.

Gaigam. Sensation produced by any-

thing touching the skin, to scratch.

Cf. gaegam.
Gaj. To pierce, to penetrate.
Borlomte banae gaj maraokedea. He pierced

the bear with a spear, he speared the bear.

Gajgaj. Close, oppressively hot and
steamy, perspiring and dirty,

damp, moist. Cf. gijgij-

Gajha gaj hi. To be displeased, to sulk,

to refuse to comply with the wish

of another through ill temper.
Ajoam kankhan aidira gajha gajhiltkana. When

I put it to your lips you refuse to eat it

through ill temper.

Gajhao. To be displeased, to be dis-

satisfied, to sulk, to contrary

through ill temper.
4i(Ji gajhaokkanae. He is very sulky.

Gal bajoria. Funny, joking, jesting.

humourous.
Galgaeatin. Smooth and glossy like

the plumage of a crow.

Galgalao. To make a noise, to make
a row, din or tumult, Cf galgal.

Gal goppo. To tattle, to gossip.
Non^e oefpe gal goppoeda? What are you

gossipping about here ?

Garijliic. The fifth of a family when
there are six or more children.

Gapegupe. To suppress, to keep secret,

privily.

Katha dole gapegupekeda. We kept the matter
secret.

Gasua rambra. "I A kind of early ram-
Ghasua rambra.j bra (q. v.)

Gendrak cetraS. Rags, tattered clothes.

Gene phene. \Applied to nasal whin-
Ghene phene. J ing as of a cross child,

nasal pronunciation.

gEotia.}^^°^^"'^' •^"^^' '^^'^-

Data bah saphalekhan hor geaotiako metakoa.
If they do not clean the teetli people call

them dirty.

Qestaha. M.\Dirty, filthy, untidy, un-
Gestahi. F. J cleanly.

Ghai. Opportunity, suitable time or

season.
Kul ghaiye namleenee doe jojoraa. Only when,

the tiger gets an opportunity he devours.

Ghajer. To go or turn aside. Cf. ghati-

jer.

Ghatwek. One in charge of a gbat

(q. V.) who collects royalties.
Bir ren ghatwek. The person in charge of the

road to and from the forest by which timber
is taken away.

Burn ren ghatwek. The person in charge of

the road to and from the hills by which hill

produce is taken away.

Ghesotia. Cf. gesotia.

Ghestahi. F. 1 Dirty, filthy, untidy,

Ghestaha M.J uncleanly.

Ghisali. A variety of dhan or rice.

Ghisghisau.lTo rush at, to rush for-

Giagisau. j ward, to charge.
Baua ghisghisau hec go€enae. The bear came

charging.

Ghurci gai. C£ gai ghura.

Girabas. ") Residence, to settle, to take
Girobas. J up one's residence.
Nonde girabas menaktina. My residence is

here.

Gisgisau. Cf ghisghisau.

Gob. To steal, to purloin, to put out
of the way.

Godogodo. Noise of falling water.

Godogodo. Sound of boiling or bubb-
ling.

Gonj. Cf goja.

Gop. ITo hide, to keep back, to

Gopao. J suppress, to keep secret.

go^aotdrio.] They suppressed it.

Goppo. To tattle, to gossip.
Durupkateko goppo joha. They sit and gossip.

Gorji. Need, occasion, want, necessity,

wish, intention, interest, inclin-

ation.
Nui do bahu reah gorji b^nuKtaea. This man

has no need of a wife.

Gorob. Heavy, indigestible.
Ona do adi gorobgea, lacre do aditeC besusuka.

That is very indigestible, it makes the
stomach very uncomfortable.

Guild marie. Round pepper. Cf. gol-

maric.

GuSu. }^°P™'^'*°>^-

Guta guti. To prod, to jab.
Gutgi guti baraenakin. They prodded each

other.
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Giiti. 1A veiled name for a tree cm
Guti dare. J which Tassar (q. v.) silk-

worms are being reared.

H
Hadiau. To long for, to sigh for, to

crave for.

Ban Ilamle hiloKe liadi?inlca. When he does
not get it he will sigh for it.

Slisar disotn reaB jel oelahko hadiana^a. They
sighed for the ilesh pots of Egypt.

Hadrap. Violent, headstrong, forceful,

obstinate.

Hakar phukar."! To shout, as when
Hakar pukar. j watching crops at

night.

Halud bakuc. To limp, to walk totter-

ingly as one weak, a child learaing

to walk or as one intoxicated.
H»lu6 bjkuoe darankana. He is walking

totteringly.

Ha ride nande. Here and there.

Hangorhako. l^^hark.
Uongor hako. J
Hapu hara. To be without resource,

to be reduced to the last extremity.
Kombroko idi cabakeCtae iate hapu haraenae.

He is resourceless owing to thieyes having
taken all he had.

OraS: loentae iate hapu haraenae. He has been
reduced to the last extremity through his

house having been burnt.

Har. Fully, a little over, applied to

ripeness.
Bele harena. Fully ripe, or a little over ripe.

Hara hura. Damaged, broken, mixed,

confused.
Hara hurg.e rorkeda. He spoke confusedly.

Haram gad. The first scum of sugar-

cane juice when being boiled.

Hurbhanj. Remnant of an animal or

human being killed by a wild beast.

Har bhal5i ce£ ho bail liamlena. No remnant
whatever was found.

Hara. The small flies found in the

fruit of the Loa fig tree, Ficus

conglovierata, Roxb.

Hasi kusi. Jubilant, rejoicing, in high

spirits.

Hasi kusi lienelko cal&Kbana. They are going
in high spirits to the fair.

Hathea. C£ daya.

Hebajot. To take care of, to preserve,

to defend/ to protect, to guard,

Hedge hesak. To be polluted, to be
filthy, to be dirty, dirty and untidy

as a house ; to lose taste or stren-

gth, as malted grain.

Ona thai do dhorage heijge hesagoKa. That
place will certainly become filthy.

Dalt dul dulte sanamle he^lge hesaKkeda h?n(Ji
do. With repeated watering we njade the
malted grain tasteless.

Hejlec pejlec. Dirty, untidy, slattern-

ly, slovenly.

Hejleo pejlec daR mg.n(Jiyeemadina. She gave
me food in an untidy manner.

Hemca. A variety of dhan or rice.

Hende kat ot. A non-edible black

fungus which grows on timber.

Hendkok.lTo throw oneself upon the

Herkok.
J

pity or charity of ano-

ther, to attach oneself to another
to be fed of his charitj'.

I£ ^henem heo hen^koKakana ? Have yon come
to attach yourself to me to be fed of my
charity ?

Mi^taii kisar thene hen^koKente sukri gupi
tanditeye kolkadea. He joined himself to
a rich man who sent him to the field to
herd swine.

Hene phene. Cf jenephene.
Hehgla. Cf. henla.

Heragesa. Cf heraghesa.

Herkok. Cf hendkok.

Hesalia. Spiteful, envious, injuring

another through envy.

Hesalia hor kanae. He is a spiteful man.

Hgslaha. Cf hesalia.

Hiric. IStounding, or shooting,

Hlric hliic. j as pain.

Hirio hiric hasoediAkaua. It pains me stound-
ingly.

Hlric niarte. ")
T,T.r,.u j. i

T-r,-,, , MVith a stound.
Hlric mente. J
Hirij marte hasokediiia. It pained me with a

stound.

TT,- ,., , ... 5-Cf hirlc.
Hiilt hirit. j

Hirlti marte. ') ne i.s -'
i.„. ,. , > Ci. hlric marte.

HIrIt mente. )

Hirohi. To long for, to sigh for, to

hanker after, to crave for, used
with regard to food.

Misgj: disom reaK jel oelaiiko hirohiafa. They
sighed for the flesh pots of Egypt.
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Hiwel hawal. To be weak, to be en-

feebled.
Hiwel hawalgefi atkareda rengeote. I feel

weakened through hunger.
Hiwel hawalenae, bae tul dareal?kana. He is

weakened, he is not able to lift it.

Hoedoi kapi. A kind of battle axe.

Holbol. Cf. halbal.

Ho61iar. Father-in-law.
Horihariil. My father-in-law.
Hodharme. Thy father-in-law.

Hordodo. ") To overreach, to impose
Horododo. J upon, to cozeti, to cheat.
Hordodokateye hataoket'taea. He cheated him

and took it from him.
Horododokateko erekedea. They over reached

him and cheated him.

Hor putka. An edible from of puff

ball, which is eaten before it ripens.

Hu. To express assent, to assent to.

Hu oookedifiae. He caused me to assent.
Ma hugme. Come, say hii, come, assent.
Baiikhan ohofi hulea. Else I would not have

assented.

Hudrals. ") To splash, to make
Hudralt hudraS. J a noise by plung-

ing into or jumping in water.
Noa pukhrire katla hakoe hu^raK maraokeda.

A. katla fish jumped and splashed in this
tank.

Hudra£ marte. "} With a plunging or

Hadral mente. J splashing sound.
Hu^raK marte odok got'enae. He rushed out

with a splash.

Hudral hudral. The peculiar cough-
ing sound produced by Indian
bulls.

HudraK hu(JraKko hukaia sandko.

Hujut. To oppress, to annoy.

Hulor. To iiij\ire, to damage.
Adi hnlorako. They will cause much damage.

Humdhum. To bully, to browbeat, to

intimidate, to dragoon.
A.^iko humdhumkel^lea khajna l^gi£. They

bullied us greatly about our rent,

Huii marte.

Huii mente
Hun mente kulhite odohenae. He went out

hurriedly into the street.

Hur. To engage, to hire, to order, em-
ployed in sarcasm.

Okoeye hnra^mea ? Who told yon to do it ?
' Aiitege hnranae. He engaged in it himself.

Hurul; ot. '^A fungus which grows
Kat ol J mainly on tree stumps,

some forms of which are edible.

'^ > Quickly, hurriedly.

Hutlan. "1 Throwing out the leg

Hutlan hutlad. J when walking as

one who has a stiff hip joint.
Hutlan hutlahe calaJikana. He walks throwing

out his leg.

Hutlan marte. \With a throw out of

Hutlad mente. J the leg. Cf. hutlan.

Hudgar. To agitate, to stir up, as

water.

Huter. ") A common plant, Indi-
Dare h liter. J gofera pulchella, Roxb.
The flowers of this plant are eaten.

Huter gundri. A species of quail so

named from its call.

I

Igor ogor. Cf ogor ogor.

Ikot. To decide, to settle, to sum up.
Galmaraokateko iko^iakada. They have discuss-

ed and settled it.

Is. An exclamation ofpain or annoyance-
Is ! bsirioena. Oh dear ! it is injured.
Is ! *di hasoledida. Oh ! it pained me greatly.

Ja. To fix, to settle, to fix certain areas
by estimation.

Eek jaakafale. We have divided the land into
reks (q. v.)

Kuni jaakafale. We have fixed the area of the
kuni, or we have divided the land into
kunis. (q. v.)

Jab. A kind of grass.

Jabe Kisku. A sub-sept of the Santal
sept Kisku. (q, v.)

Jahat johot. Slowly, dilatory, leisurely,

snail-like.

Jahbaj. Huge, big, stalwart, obstinate,
headstrong.

.Tahbaj hor kanae. He is an obstinate man
Adi jahbaj lig.thi kanae. He is a very huge ele-

phant.

Jatire. Trousers.

Janti. To inform, to tell, to apprize,

to acquaint.
Bako jantiadiria. They did not inform me.

Jaro. Stock, line, race, ancestry.

Jethwa. A variety of the cotton
plant.

Jhahat jhohot. Slowly, dilatory,

leisurely, snail-like.
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Jhaora jhauri. Weeping, crying.
!

Jhaora jhauri barae kaneuio gi<ii;% do. The ohild^
ren are crying.

Jharni. One who cures snake bites,

and scorpion stings by charms and
incantations.

Jharo6 jhapo6. Dilapidated, as a house,
torn, old, worn out, as cloth or

clothes,
CeC lekan jharoo jhapoo qyattreko tahenbana.

What a dilapidated house they are living in.

Jhinga sal. A variety of dhan or rice.

Jhiiiji jhuri. Insignificant, poor, of no
standing or consequence.

Noko jhiiiii jhuri oe^ko oekaeaP What will
these insignificants do P

Jhohotmohot. Slowly, leisurely, dila-

tory.

Jiau. To kill the chrysalis in a cocoon,

which in the case of Tussar cocoons

is performed by steaming.

Jimtau. To stick together, to adhere
together, to form lumps by stick-

ing together.
Balis reaK tnlam hakopako jimtanKte ketejoKa.

The cotton (stuffing) of a pillow through
quickly sticking together gels hard.

Jion. The Tailor-bird. Of. jiam.

Jirla. A district, a division of a^country

for administrative purposes. Of.

jila.

T°u°'^' • K ' Iwet, slushy.
Joboc loboc.J '

•'

Pher daK pataoaKkhan ot do joboo jobodte seatta.

If it be too heavily irrigated it will rot

through the soil being wet.

Johot mohot. Slowly, dilatory, leisurely,

snail-like.

Jom lar. A large j ungle climbing plant,

Bauhi/nia Vahlii.

Jopol. \^ jj^j.ig ^f^gj, nigbtfall.
Ayup jopok. J

°

Jorao. To join, to add together, to

reckon, to add up, to fabricate, to

unite, to invent, to cement, to

solder, to yoke.
Sereli jorao. To compose a song.

Nahel joraome. Yoke the plough.

G^rclire (Jaura jofaokinme. Yoke the bullocks

to the cart.

JoraoaK kana. It is a pieced thing.

Bareako joraoaka^a. They have ioined two
together.

Serene jofaoakafa. He has composed a song.

Jugi Tudu. A sub-sept of the Santsrt

sept Tudu (q. v.) [lay up.

Juktau. To amass, to accumulate, to
Sermaro dhon juktau l^git. For the purpose

of laying up treasure in heaven.

Jungi. The unripe fruit of the rol

tree, Terminalia Chebula, Retz.

Jurguda. A variety of the cotton,plant.

Jusi. ") r • ,

Hasijusi.)l'^P''°P"^*y-
Easi jusi jemon alo hoyoS. Bo thatthere may

be no impropriety.

K
Kabra runda. A species of wild cat.

Kacral A sapling of a year's growth.
Kahtur. Tradition, traditional lore.

K9.htur katha. Tradition.

Kaida. A big thick sickle, used to

pollard trees or to cut branches.

Kalak. "j Suspicion, reflection, scan-

Kaladk. j- dal, fault, reproach, accus-

KoloQk. J ation.
Kalak caKem h^raF Why should you incur

reproach ?

Bin kjlirenkin kalaiikadea. They threw
suspicion on one who was without reproach.

Bin k^lirenkin koloiikadea. They threw sus-
picion on one was without reproach.

Kalbhag. Unexpectedly, unawares,
unwarned, unanticipated.

Kalbhag leka. It so happened.

Kalbokos. A species of fish.

Kali piaj. Onions raised from bulbs.

Kamal. To finish, to complete, to

perfect.
4urile kamala. We have not yet perfected it.

Ot bale kamalakaisa. We have not completed
the reclamation of the land.

Kamani. A variety of dhan or rice.

Kanakcur. A variety of dhan or rice.

Kaddor. To famish, to clem ; famish-

ing ; famine, scarcity.

Noko gidra kaudor barae kanako. These
children are famishing.

Kaiidor atkaroUkana, cefhS b^nulSanah. It

seems to be a famine, there is nothing

Kara. To be blasted, to be dried up
through having been attacked by
insects, applied to pods of the

cotton plant which do not burst

when ripe through having been
injured by insects.
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Karibanki [ 102 ] Labni

Karibadki. A variety of dhan or rice.

Karimsal. A variety of dhan or rice.

Kasmi. Active, energetic, diligent.

Kasoeya. Cf. kosoeya.

Kath piaj. Onions raised from seed.

Katri. The beam or pole of a sugar

cane press to which the cattle are

yoked.
K9.trire durupkata ijaurae lagaboa. He sits

on the beam and drives the bullocks.

Kecet mecet. ") Any way, inefficiently,

Kecot mecot. J perfunctorily.
Kecet meoetle rohoebeda. > We planted it any
Kecot mecotle rohoekeda. ) way.

Kele. A variety of dhan or rice.

Khab khub. Imitative of a thudding
sound, thud thud.

Khab bhnble tudbet'koa. We shot them (with
arrows) thud thud.

Khab bhubko don boloena. The jumped into
(water) thud thud.

Khaisa. ITo get angry, to become
Khaisau. J irritated.
Bae khaisa hodoKa. He does not become quick-

ly irritated.

Khaisaha. Short-tempered, easily an-

gered.
Khaisaha hor kanae. He is a short-tempered

man.

Khaisa khaisl. Short tempered, angry,

irritated.
Khaisa khaisi godoKae. He gets easily angry.

Khajanti. A treasury, a treasurer.

Khargo. High, lofty, tall.

Khargo dare. A high tree.

Khatali. ") ttt i i v

Kh t'
'

f
Work, labour, earnings.

Khemota. Ability, power.

Khento. To decrease, to become less.

Khijau. To mix, to intermingle, to

pulverise.

Danrako lebef khij^ukeda. The bullocks trod
it and pulverized it.

Hasa ho bah khijaulena. The soil also was
not pulverised.

Khilkam. Whole, well, not ailing.

Khilkambo Ijgit' do baua, dukh^liko l^git'ge

ojhado. The doctor is not for the nnail-
ing, but for the suffering.

Khirwa. A cultivated plant so called.

Khober. News, intelligence.

Khondlak. ">
, ., n

Khondlal^.l^F*'^g"lly-
La khondlalfakafako. They have dug it into a

pit.

Khordei \To limp, limping,

Khordet; khordel!. J lame.
Jahga khordetgetaea. His foot is lame.
Khordef khordefe oalaKkana. He goes limp-

ing.

Khorna. 1 Saline, applied to a cer-

Khornaha. J tain kind of clayish soil.

Khorna daS:. Saline water. Cf. khorna.

Khungi. An open woven little bag in

which Tassar silk moths are in-

carcerated till they deposit their

eggs.

Khupa kapi. A kind of battle axe. Cf.

kapi.

Kita ke kita. Like piece with like

piece, like with like.

Kit? ke kitako dohoaba£a. They have placed
like with like.

KoSkodro. Uncomfortable owing to

the presence of smoke, perplexed.

Kolonk. Cf kalak.

Kos. To tan leather.
Kokosic. A tanner.

Kosle. "jSulkingly, crossly, sul-

Kosle kosle. J lenly, scowlingly,

frowningly.

Kosle mosle. Cf. kosle.

Kosoeya. "I The name of an insect to

Kasoeya. j which decay in the front

teeth of cattle is attributed.
Kosoeyako jomekana. His front teeth are

decayed.

Kosta. Red thread, employed in mak-
ing the borders of cloth.

Kosto mosto. Sorely pressed, hard
pressed, with great difficulty, with
great hardship, with much suffer-

ing.

Kulad. \Aimlessly, without settled

Alan kulan.J purpose.

Kurmbi selep jel. A species of deer.

Labni. The vessel into which the juice
of the toddy palm is collected, and
the measure by which it is sold.



Lacak lucuk [ 703 ] Mohjam

To limp, to hobble, lim-

He is walking

Lacal lucul.

pingly.
LaoaK luouKe tafame£kaua.

limpiugly.

Ladgu padgu. In large clusters in

which the fruits touch each other.
Ul l^dgu pgidgu joakana. The mango has

fruited iu clusters.

KSirF"}™'-
Lahti. Shellac, lac after having been

melted and strained through a
cloth.

Ljh^i onri. Wristlets made of lao.

Latac lutuc. Insufficiently cooked.

Latkum. Protuberant, rising above
the surrounding surface.

Lekman. Full grown, able bodied.
NeKe lekmanoKkanae. He is just now reach-

ing fall growth.

Letre^ gidra. A small boy.
Litrifi gidra. Asmallgir).
Letref mihu. A little bull calf.

Liroc torod. Mucilaginous, applied

also to the taste of the flesh of

animals that have died a natural

death.
Lirod torodgea jel do. The flesh meat is insipid.

Litrit. C£ letret.

Loeya khandit. Newly reclaimed rice

growing land.

Logbhog. Close, near, about, almost.
Kunami log bhog. About full moon.
Sohrae log bhog iate ohoii senlena.. As it is

near the Sohrae (q. v.) festiyal I cannot go.

Lohor pohor. To delay, to dilly

daly, to put off time.

Loro boto. Slavering at the corners

of the mouth, inefficiently, per-

functorily.

Loroi torok. To drop, to spill, as li-

quid being carried.

A(Ji loroK toroKem joro ocoeda.

Lotoc. \A kind of ily very trou-

Kara lotoc. j blesome to cattle, main-

ly during the rains.

Lotoc. I A kind of small fly very

Seta lotod. J troublesome to dogs on

whom they are mainly found.

Loton. A variety of dhan or rice.

Ludgup. Very plump and fat, applied

to children.
Ludgupe mofaakana. He is very plump and

fat.

Ludgup.
"I
In clusters, one rest-

Ludgup ludgup.
J ing on or touching

another, as fruit in a cluster.

Luiha. An iron vessel or pot used for

cooking and other purposes.

LumbaS^. \ A little after night-
Ayup lumbal. J fall, about one

hour after sunset.
Aynp lumbaKle seferena. We arrived a little

after nightfall.

Lusur phusur. To whisper, whisper-

Lusur phusur joitkanakiu. They are whispering
together.

Lusur phusurko galmarao jonkana. They are
conversing together in a whisper.

Lutuc sutuc. Fingering and turning
over every thing as whea search-

ing.
Gota oralf lutud su^udko liam barakeda.

They searched the whole house turning
over everything.

M
Mai. A wrestler, an athlete.

Mande. A ridge to prevent water
raised from a lower level flowing
back.

Bar pe (henko mandeakat}a. They have raised
ridges at two or three places to prevent
water flowing back.

Meramot. To mend, to repair. Cf.

maramat.
Merlan mirlih. Sad, dejected, pitiable,

miserable looking.

Mer sitruc. Small, insignificant, petty,

paltry, trivial, unimportant. .

Mer sitrude lieloKkana. He looks inaignifioi^t.

Mira.

Mira rain
Mira mirg. kathae o^okeda. He ia raising new

matters.

Mirsitar. Trivial, frivolous, unimpor-
tant.

MShjam. To have or be in readiness,

to exist, to be present. Cf. mohd-
jam.

Sanam mohjamena. All is in readiness,- or
all has been provided.

{New, unkr
ira. J

'



Momblot [' 704' ]. Omnete

Momblot); All, completely.
Momblotko iom oabakeda. They ate it all up.

More. To lean on or against.
Eaeare jarige tahekaua onareA moreKa. There

was a horizontal bar resting on posts in

the courtyard and I would lean against that.

Motiao. To appropriate, to take possess-

ion of, to collect together.

Mund moron. Lazy, disinclined to

make effort, a great hardship.
4ijite£ mun^ moronko aik^ueda. They feel it

to be a great hardship.
La^aoE do mund morone atkareda. He feels

moving to be a great hardship.

Mutiau. To appropriate, to possess

oneself of, to collect together.

N
Nagi. A variety of dhan or rice.

Nanha. A variety of dhan or rice.

Nathu phorao. To snort, to make a

noise through the nostrils.

Sadom nathu phoraoedae. The horse snorts.

Nekra. Offensive, vile, polluted, defil-

ed, dirty, filthy. Cf. nakara.

Nem. To sanctify, to observe certain

prohibitions previous to officiating

at certain sacrifices.

On the day previous to that on which his servi-

ces are required at the Baha porob, or
Mower festival and the Sohrae porob, or

Harvest festival the Naeke or priest bathes
and washes hia clothes, and sleeps on a
mat on the ground. He fasts on the day
of the festival until he can partake of his

share of one of the sacrifices. This he
must consume himself, and in the event of

his not being able to do so he must reduce
it to ashes by fire.

On the day proceeding that on which Abge
Boiiga or the household deity is to be
worshipped all the male members of the
family and invited relatives bathe and wash
their olothes and pass the night lying on
the ground on mats or straw. They fast

until they can partake of the sacrifice ofiier-

ed to Abge Bohga.
Tehefi do bohgaK burulf reaKfco nemakafa.

They have to-day sanctified themselves for

the worship of the bohgas (q. v. )

NSrak. A little past the meridian,

a little past mid-day.
Neralfeua uitoK do. The sun is now past the

meridian.
Tikin neraKena. It is a little past mid-day.

Neskar. This year, the present year.

Neskar moto tahe ocoaeme. Allow her to stay
for only this year.

Neskar din tahe ocoaeme. Allow her to remain
this year.

Net puri. Applied to presents brought

by invited guests to a marriage.
Net puri h?mdi. Liquor brought by an invited

guest to a marriage.

Nia. ") By means of, through, owing
Niate. J to.

Am nijte noali riamkeda. I got this owing to,

or through you.
Madihi niated danijomlena. I was fined

through the village chief.

Ni-dangiria. Having no cattle to

attend to in the morning and
therefore in a position to sleep till

late.

Nui do ni-dangiria hor'lebae gitidakana. This
(person) is lying (in bed) like a person who
has no cattle.

Ninygu, To cry poverty although

well ofif.

NinyauKkanae. He is crying poverty.

Ninya ninyl. To cry poverty, to

pretend not to possess.
Ninya ninyi barae banae. He is crying poverty.

Nirot. Calm, breezeless, still.

t Tehe6e nirotaka£a. It is calm to-day.

Nisot. Dry, sapless, nioistureless.
Bah nisot oabaakana. It has not all dried up;

or evaporated, it ia not perfectly dry, or
sapless.

Nithur. Clearly, distinctly.
Okoekin oroiieda tirio ? khub nithur sa4ekana.

Who are the two who are playing flutes ?

the sound is very distinct.

Nona. A variety of dhan or rice.

A little after night-

fall, about one hour
after sunset.

Ayup 6umbaS.
Nnpalc.

Ayup dupal.
4yup iiup^Rle seterena.

after nightfall.
We arrived a little

o
Odhoa. "V Cheap, low, as price or

Andhon. J rate.
Noa dorteli akriiikeda, adi odhoiigea. I sold

at this rate, it is very cheap.

Ojod. To anoint.
One okare mitteo oinha khuntim ojodle^.

Where thou anointedst a memorial pillar.

Okkodro. To be smoked when being
cooked, stifling owing to the
presence of smoke.

Omnete. Gratis, for nothing, free.
Omnetegeye emadilia. He gave it to mogratia



On 705' ]J Phola

Od. To blow, as the breath ; to breathe
on.

Sengele on jolkoda. He blew the fire into a
flame.

Bilie oiiadea. A snake breathed on him.

Oao!artetJ. } Breadth, width.

Ona realf onosartet' do pe moka. Its breadth
is three cnbits.

Osusar. Resource! ess, in a strait, in a

difficulty.

Osus^iraka'nall, nigt sugar oalaokatiAme. lam
without resource, help me through this
difficulty.

Ot ultai6. A rooter of the soil, a

veiled name for a pig.

Pachtao. To be sorry, to grieve, to

repent.

PacuS. "J To finish, added to other

Phacul. J verbs gives the idea of

completely, entirely, all.

PhacuSkedako. They finished it.

Ere paouKkedifiae. He completely deceived
me.

Join pgiouKkedae. He ate all.

Padar podor. Drizzle, fine rain.

Ale see padar podore daKkeda. Over our way
there was a drizzling rain.

Paerg. To clandestinely give away to

relatives articles belonging to the

joint family, used mainly of wives.

Bahukogeko paerea. Wives clandestinely
give away articles belonging to the joint

family.

Pahak.TTo clear away as mist, to

Pohok. J shine as the sun on the

clearing away of mist,
NitoH doll calalfa, pohokkedae. Now I will go,

the mist has cleared away.

Pahat. Side, strip, piece, direction. Cf.

pahta.

Pahla pahli. For the first time.
Pahla pahli ne utare hijulfkana. This is the

very firs b time he is coming.

Pahpaha. First signs of dawn approach-

PahpahaRkana., There are signs of the dawn
approaching.

Pahpahaakana. Signs of the dawn are appar-
ent.

Pahrau. To put on the person as a

garment, ring, ornament, &c. &c.

Pahraua. That which has been put on.

the person, as a garment, ring,

ornament, shoes, &c. &c.

Paliau. To spread or smear clay in a

soft state, as over a threshing floor,

courtyard, &c.

Parmonosal. A variety of dhan or rice.

Phadar phodor. ") Imitative of non-re-

Phodor phodor. / sonant sounds.
TumdaU sadekana phadar phodor. The tumdaS

drum sounds phadar phodor.
Maejiu a^teko calal^khan kicrio sai^ea phodor

phodor. VFhen women walk quickly their
garments sound phodor phodor.

Phet. To recover flesh after having
been emaciated, to change, to alter.

Phetkatey« hecena. He changed (his clothes)
and came.

Phetec phete6. Imitative of the sound
produced when sifting with the
hatak (q. v.)

Gumedako phetec phetec. They are sifting
with the hataK and producing a sound
resembling pheted pheteo.

Phetelt phetelc. Flapping. Cf phete
phete.

Phicir. \ To fly off as chips of
Phicir phicir. J wood from an axe, or

water falling on a hard surface, to

splash, to sprinkle. Cf picir.

Phicir marte. ") With a splash, with a
Phicir mente. J spray, Cf picir mai te.

Phicir marte ^urena. It fell and broke up into
spray.

Phodor phodor. Cf phadar phodor.

Phodor phodor. To chatter, to jabber.
Tinaltpe roreda, phodor phodor P How long

will you speak chatter chattering?

Phokol. ) Imitative of the
Phokol. phokok. J sound produced by

any thick substance when boiling

or any yielding substance when
pierced.

Jondra daka hedejoKre phokoK phokoU sadea.
When Indian corn porrido:e boils a sound
resembling phokoK phokoK is produced.

PhokoS marte. ") With a sound resem-
Phokok mente. J bling phokok.
PhokoK menteA tndkedoa. I shot him with

an arrow and produced a sound resembling
phokoK.

Phola. A skein, the amount of thread
wound on to the winder from the
spinning axle of the carkha. Cf.

lati.



Pholon [ 706 ] Siu mund

Pholon. Increase.
Mihumeromboren pholon. Increase of cattle.

Phula khasia. Joking, humour, fun.

Phnla khasi^tem galaoediii kana. You are
dissolving me with humour.

Phut. A part of the roof of a rat's

hole the covering of earth on

which is very thin and can easily

be burst through and afford a way
of escape when the ordinary way
of egress is closed.

Pilpilau. To quake, as with fear,

Botorteko pilpilauKkana. They are quaking
with fear. [without cause

.

Auritegebo pilpilauKkana. They are quaking

Piriii. A cultivated pot herb.

Piti khanda. A kind of cutting wea-

pon which folds up.

Pitna sakom. A kind of wristlet

worn by women.

Podor. Dry.
Bhitrire podorgea. It is dry inside.

Podor podor. Fine, drizzling, as rain.

Podor podore daKeda. It is drizzling.

Pohok. To clear away as mist, to

shine as the sun after mist has

cleared away.

Puti. To contract, as a rope when wet.

Jari baber lohot'lenkhan pu^ifa. A rope of

fibre when wet contracts,

Putrii To become big or swollen as

the belly, (of females.)

Puturyul Small, diminutive.

R

Rabad ribi6. T
Orizzlingly, fine, as rain.

Rabacrubuc. J
* ^

Eabao ribioe daKeda. It is raining fine, it is

drizzling.

Race pace. \ Carefully, discriminat-

Race pacete. J ingly.

Eace pace khoroope. Expend it carefully.

Ratpatao. In comp, firmly, tightly,

securely.
Tol ratpatao. To tie tightly or securely.

Sap ratpatao. To hold tightly or firmly, to

detain.

Rawic. In comp, implies stealthily,

surreptitiously, without authority.

EacaK rawidedako horo. They are stealthily

stripping the ears of rice.

Repe cirit'. ') To crowd, to be close to-

Ripi cirit'. J gether, to be packed
together in little space, crowded.

Mi^ then ^her hor ripi oirii gitic do bah leka.
It is not right for many people to sleep .

_
crowded together in one place.

RibS'ribid.}^^'""^^'^'^^^^''^-

Rohdoc. To become emaciated, lean.
Netar kadru do a^iye roh^ooena. At present

the young bnffaloe is greatly emaciated.

Rubud'rubud. } Drizzle, fine tain.

- ° - -' - '^ All shouting together.Rugdai rugdai. j
Eugd^i rugdjiko hohokeda

at once,
They all shouted

Rugdai marte. K„-4i . ^^ „
Ru|dai mente.r'^^ ^ «^«"* together.

4iji garte rugd^ii menteko hohokeda.
shouted together with a loud shout.

They

Sajot. To conspire, to be in league
with, to collude.

Sajotakanako. They are in league together.

Samta. 1

Se samta. V Rather than that.

Ona samta.J
Gidra cedaKem daletantiila? Ona samta ifige

ma daleiime. "Why are you striking my
child ? Eather than that strike me.

Samthul. Full, complete, undiminished.
Nes do samthul horo bah liamakana. A full

crop of rice has not been got this year.
Nea jondra hoeena samthul. This year there is

a full crop of Indian corn. [of it.

S%mthulle baeakata. We have stored it un-
diminished, we have stored all there was

Sarua. To suffer from the effects of
overeating, to suifeit.

Jom sgiruaenae. He has eaten till he is surfeited.
Jom sarualite goo hoko goo ut^roKa. They d e

from a surfeit of food, death often follows
a surfeit of food.

Sealom. A fresh water Alga, Mongeotea
immersa. West.

Sili. A neck ornament of plaited hair
and small vvhite heads, worn by
females.

Sin mund. Head and horns, head,' as
of cattle, remains of an animal,
generally head and horns, devour-
ed by wild beasts.

Tinalc siii mnnd meiialfkotaea? How many
head of cattle has he?



Sodgo bodgo [ 707 ] Unimre

Sodgo bodgo. Applied to the sound
produced by water when agitated

in a hole or cavity.
Coijgod hakoe so(Jgo boijlgoeda bhugaKre. The

co(Jgoa (q. T.) fishes in the hole aie making
a sound resembling so^go bo(Jgo.

Sodo bodgo. Hairy, hirsute, rough.
Sodo bodgo baberko uriaka^a. They have span

the string roughly

Soesoe. Indecently, applied to females.
Soesoeye durupakana. She is sitting inde-

cently.

Soner gidi. A mythical vulture.

Soro soro. Applied to the fizzing or

hissing sound produced by green
wood burning.

Soro soroKkana. ^t* • u' „• c •

Soro soro sa^ekana. j " " '''"^mg or fizzing.

Soyot soyot. Sound of puffing produc-

ed by blowing out smoke from the
mouth when smoking a pipe, cigar,

&c.

Suar janghia. A short legged species

of buffaloe.

Sue. To act as an intermediary, to

explain, to inform, to inform one
party of the views or intentions

of another, to still, to allay excite-

ment.
Eaebario kathae suoa^koa. The go-between

informed them of the views of the other
party.

Musa samahre horkoe suca£koa. He stilled

the people in the presence of Moses.

Sula. To reduce the dimensions of

the end of a piece of wood so

that it may be inserted or fitted

into another piece. The part of a
piece of wood reduced in dimen-
sions to fit into another ; to tenon,

to carry tales, to backbite.

Suruj muni. A variety of dhan or rice.

T
Taiga tawaS. "> rn v . i,

Tal|atauaLJT°«™'^'*°«"^*'^-
Togoo taiga t^u^Kkedeae. He bit and crushed

him.

Taphat. Distance, difference, distinc-

tion, disparity, distant, separate,

far away, remote. Cf tophad.

Taraste. 1 r^ • . r
rp . , > Owing to, in consequence of.

Crhao taraste gand rakapakawadea. Owing to
the sore a swelling has arisen in the groin.

Ghao taraste raa1{kanae. In consequence of
the wound he has fever.

Thai thalao. Cf thai thai.

TipoQ toron. The Grey partridge,

Ortygornis Ponticerrianus, Cf
citri.

Tokar. To answer a shout by a shout,

used mainly of shouting in res-

ponse when watching crops by
night.

Hohokedali, oele h5 (okar bako emleda. I shout-
ed, and no one gave a shout in response.

CedaK bape tokar ruarledilla p Why did you not
shout in response to me ?

Tulsi phul.
"I
A variety of dhan or

Tursi phul. j rice.

Turyu6. Small, diminutive.
Turyu£ Qlahra. A small bullock.

u

Unimre. Then. Cf unre.
















